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HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

MONDAY, JUNE 21, 1076

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMIMT ON MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL,

OP TIIE CommtivrEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
Wa.quington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:03 a.m., in room
Dirksen Senate °dice Building, Senator S.luu Nunn, chairman,presiding.

P resea: Senators Nunn, Culver, Bartlett., and Hart of Colorado.
Also present: Francis .T. Sullivan, professional staff member; W.

Clark McFmulden, general counsel, ohn T. Ticer, chief clerk; Charles
J. Conneely. Kenneth W. Fish, ohn A. Goldsmith, George Travers,
professional stair members: Louise A. Hoppe, and Roberta A. Ujako-
vich, research assistants, Mary G. Tietner. clerical assistant. Jeffrey
Record, assistant to Senator Nunn; Charles Stevenson, assistant toSenator Culver; and Fred Ruth, assistant to Senator Bartlett.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN

Senator NUNN. Secretary Hoffmann, Superintendent Berry, Com-mandant Ulmer, it is a pleasure to have you here. This subcommittee
meets today on a matter of serious national concern stemming fromrecent revelations of a major cheating incident which took place atWest Point last March. According to press reports, approximately
20 percent of the entire class of 19n at the U.S. Military Academy
has been implicated in ,.qmeating on a take-home quiz in at electrical
engineering course.

This is not the. first cheating incident which has occurred at. ourservice academies. but it is the largest, and it comes at a time whenonr Military Estalllishment is attempting to retrieve its traditionalstanding in society in a post-Vietnam, post-Watergate environment.
The U.S. Military Academy at West Point is our oldest mili-tary service academy. For almost two centuries, the "lone- gyayline" has produced an impressive slmre of our great military leaders.Scot t. Lee, Jacl;son, Sherman. Pershinr-. Eisenhower. MacArthur. andRidgeway are just a few of the names that adorn the Point's hallowed

balls. Moreover. millions of Americans still view West Pointand Ithink riellt fully so as one of the repositories of traditional Americancmduesa lwstiou a certainty, calm, nmul sel f-assurance in an era ofturbulenee and ever-chant:inf.,- eibical standards and lifestyles in ourNation and beleed in time world. 'Tlius. West. Point is not only a prin-cipal lirYqling grocnd for _k Officer Corps of the future, itis also a livine- monument to our country's past.
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Any degradation of West Point's renown affects us as Americans
and as celebrants of our Nation's 200th anniversary. Additionally,
a.s taxpayers, the American people through their elected representa-
tives have other legitimate grounds for inquiry into the character and
performance of an institution which is supported entirely by public
funds. Each individual who graduates from a service academy repre-
sents a public investment of up to $100,000. The separation of a large
mimber of students prior to graduation for any reason, therefore, can-
not and should not escape ptiblic attention and scrutiny.

The focus of these hearings is not confined to cheating or to West
Point. It is the subcommittee's intention to look at our other service
academies and to explore broader issues which may bear directly or
indirectly upon the educational development, moral standards, and
overall character of the future officers of ourmilitary services. These
young people who are in the service academies today are the people
who lead our sons and daughters in time ofdire peril to our country.

Prominent among these issues are the various honor systems now in
effect at tho service academies. The subcommittee intends to explore a
number of questions. including. but not limited to the following:

What are the purposes and procedures of the honor codes and the
honor systems and are they serving the purpose for which they are
intended .?

What are the differences between academy honor systems, and how
do they a ffect student performance?

Is violation of the. honor codes infrequent and limited in scope or is
it a common occurrence?

With respect to the West Point honor code, which ,was formally
institutionalized by then Superintendent Douglas MacArthur in the
early 19.20's. is its "nontoleration" provision essential to the mainte-
nance of honorable conduct, or does it reduce cadets to petty policemen
obligated to inform upon their fellow cadets? That is of course a very
serious question, and I assure you we will respect all reasonable
grounds.

Mr. Secretary. aftk,r we have, opening statements by either Senator
Culver or Senator Bartlett, I will ask yon to proceed.

Senator Bartlett. do you ha yo an opening statement.?
Senator Bmrrt.,Frr. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
These hearimrs are very important not. only as a means of enlighten-

ment for the Congress. but also for the good of the military academies.
Today we. are focusing on West Point. This is of special significance
to me beeauso I am a trember of its board of visitors.

The recent events at Wost Point have caused the Army to pause, and
reflect upon what. the code of honor means not only to the cadets but
to :111 officers in the Army. The code flees not end with graduation from
We4 Point. It is en ideal. a cinle that its graduates hold saered
throughout their careers.

There, have b'en other tv.o,a. .ons of the honor code at West Point.
and the. Air Foroe .1eademy in the not too distant pa,t. but the Acad-
emy sul.vived. 1 believe that they will centinne and will survi to
Force the purpoFo for which they vere created.

My main concern in these heerings. nr. Chairman. is that there may
be a. tendency to threw out t h e baby with the, hat hi water, and T would
oppose that. The honor code. the lifuinr systi,m, muNt survive to pro-



duce the type of ofiirers we as .kmericans want and demand in our
military leades. .1t a I hut %lien educat itund inst UM ions have dropped
their honor codes it is vital that our military academies continue their
honor systems.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
St.nator Nt'N N. Senator Culver,
S(,Itator Cut,vtat. No opening statement.
Senator NuNN. Seetvtnry, dly blIlt you proceed with your

statement, and then we will have quest ions for you.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARTIN R. HOFFMANN, SECRETARY OF THE
ARMY, ACCOMPANIED BY LT. GEN. SIDNEY B, BERRY, SUPERIN.
TENDENT. U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY, AND BRIG. GEN. WALTER
ULMER, COMMANDANT OF CADETS, U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY

Secretary I forrmAN N. Mr. Citairtnati. Ineniliers of the subcommittee,
I am pleased to resixnul to your invitation to appear before your
subcommittee to testify on the Wcst Point honor code and system and
the. present circullistanues of alleged violations of that voile and
system. I am aceompanied by Lt. Gen. Sidney B. Berry, the superin-
tendent of the Mil it :try Academy, and Brig. Gen. Walter Ulmer, the
commandant of cadets.

Let me state at the ontset that Ive are mindful of the. concern of
the committee that has resulted in this hearing. As an American citi-
zen and as Secretary of the Army. I consider honor to be the anchor
value of the motto, "Duty. Honor, Country" that states the ideals of
West Point and of the Army. West Point and the Army have expe-
rienced a profound shook with the surfacing of these allegations. Any-
thing affecting honor anywhere in the, Army, especially at West Point,
concerns the ('Itief of Staff of the Army, Gen. Fred Weyalul, and me.
And I am concerned at the sit nation in which we find ourselves today.

We have a largo number Of pending cases before the Board of Of-
ficers at the Academy. There is litigation already !wilding surrounding
this event. And we wish to be forthcoming, and we will attempt to limit
our remarks to the tionprejudicial and a void references from which
the appearam.ps of command influence might be induced.

The 1 -.S. Military Academy is a fundamental national institution
whose purpose since its establishment in 1 sit.2 by act or coogross has
keel, to t`dlltIlt I' :Ind I 111 officers for the Regular Army of the United
states.

o1is.-2too cae U.S. Mihtary Academy is "To instruct :mil train
the rorps of Ca(let:- so t hat each graduate siahi have the qualit les and
attrilaitcs essential m his progivssive and siit humus development
t hroughout servie as an oilicer in the No!ridar

( railer and nere,nrilv nro expected Of 1111 who serCe
the bad dio and hold a piddle trust. TH reTiireinent for 1 hic.4' attri!mtes
gain additional impetus from the t...;actioll of thoAe roles for which the
M1iitary are const it otpd. IN-psi point is a weIHrincr or tia-(' 1.!1,.s
r.lr the Army.

)10 v. Honor. Comit rv.- is more t han It loop) ol P v.s.
.1r;Illotity. It is till .-thitetliP:lt of Iho ptenk of lit: .S. A mty as
Siti,:e 1HI the mis,-ion of the 11 Olt Academy 1.- to produce
g:::tduates detlic4tcd tu :-,erviro to the ccunt ry. iii wol i1. of leadiwe
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An WriClin Mon' Wetit Pnint I() (li"('h)1) top
quality niditary officers, with the eh:1111,1er and competeneo to lead
the land combat, forces of this Nation in peace and in war.

The NI ilitary Academy is a link bet ween American swiety and the
land liattletield. Its fiiiit iou is to transform select young Americans
(ruin civili:ins 'ni() exemplary soldier leaders. For .1 years 1Vest. Point
build,; ni ih qualitws cadets bring into the Military Avademy and
seeks to ereale, nourish, strengthen. and develop thm qualities and
attributes, attitudes and ideals that prepare its graduates to deal
eacctively with the harsh, uncompronnsinp: constraints Of the battle-
field. Such character development has been a major theme since the
founditur of the Military Aemlemy. ft remains so today. As Seeretary
of 1VarNewton Baker observed : "* * * the inerIct or untrnthful
soldier trifles with the lives of his fellow man, and the honor nf his
government ; in the final analysis of the West Point product, character
is the precious vomponent."

The bonor rode simply :nut in its entirety states "A cadet will not
lie, cheat, or steal nor toferate those who do." The Nide is a, focal point
for honorable and ethical praetice and behavior at the Academy.
A dhere»ce is not an end in itself. Pother, the code and t In' mechanism
by which it is implemented and adminiAeredreferred to in this
system as the honor systemare a means of infusing and strengthenin,r,
it working concept of integrity which should sustain the cadet both
while at the Academy and while serving as 1111 ofiicer in the Armed
Service:4. lIonor and an honor code are, of course, only parts
of the overall body of ethical standards. The object ive is strength of
character and practical worhing integrity through compliance with
standards shared and held in highest, regard by all who enjoy the
benefits of the code and system and share its responsibilities.

The honor code at 1Vfft Point has existed in one form or another
since the .kcademv was founded in 1SO:2. It was derived from the Ofileer
Code of Honor o.f the late 1700's. Shim l802 there have been chane.es
in statement. interpretation a ml applications, and we have outlined
thir ... in a brief history attached to this statement as annex A. (See p.
S.) The history makes clear -as the present rode and system are
dcsie.ned to make clearthat the foundation of tlu honor system lies
wit h those who agree to IiVi` Within its hoands. Iii Ihe ense. of West,

.4. the honor code is the emle of the Corps of Cadets. Its strength
am; y lie in their (oldidence in it and their proprietorship of it.
Procedures are emu:lined ill hullihix fl (see p. 9) but, I think a brief
stili,111:u.y will be helpful.

A susycted honor violation may be reported by either a en det or an
oniTr. The alit-rat-ion is then investigated by the elected company

or representative. Tf evidenve of a violation is found, it is further
mi....stivated by three members of the cadet honor committee which
then either' rliiiiis I In' CPS(' or recommend a hearing before a cadet
honor I ,oa rd.

The cadet licnc,r board vonducts a hearnig during which witnesses
0nd tne ,ustleeted cadet 111:1V testify. The cadet, is free to consult,
contrel before ancl u fter the hearing. although he is not ent it led to lerzal

renre1it'!1 inn 1 P" that honor lward hearinfr. Voting is by secret
HUM- 11 0 timlin, of a violation requires he unanimous concurrence
of all 1 9. members.



f tlw cadet lismor hoard tinds It violation, the cadet is advised Of his
legal rights and given the choice of resigning or appearing before .11.
board of offirers. I le nifty consult legal vounsel before making his
decision. If the cadet Meets not to resign, case is forwarded through
the cotninandant of cadets and the office of the staff judge advocate to
the superintendent who ...ppoints the board of officers. The hearing
is conducted in acrordance with A Tray regulations. The cadet is af-
forded the right to a military lawyer at Government, expense or
eivifian counsel at his own expense. The cadet is also provided advaiu:e
written notice of the allegations against him, time to prepare his
defense, the opportimity to cross-examine witnesses, and to call wit-
nesses on his own behalf. If the board of officers exotwnit es the cadet,
that, is the end of tlw matter and the cad4 remains in the corlts. If the
board of officers bv inajority vote finds ;iolation, the ease is reviewed
by the staff advocate and forwarded to the superintendent.

After providing the cadet and his counsel the opportunity to revie.-.
the verbatim transcript and to submit legal briefs and any other
relevant mate.ial, the entire ease is reviewed pemonally by the super-
int endent,, If the superintendent agrees with tbe findings of the board
of officers that. the. respondent has violated the honor code, he for-
wards the ense to Ifeadquartem, Department of the Army.

At the Department, of H.r. Army the r.,views are conducted by the
Office of the Judge Advocate General and the Office, of the Deputy
'Thief of Staff for Personnel. Tf there are no unusual or controversial
aspects of the ease, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel has the
authority to and make.s the final letermination. Tf the case presents
unusual or controversial aspects, it is referred to the Secretary of the
Army personally for final decision.

Let me outline now the facts whitth led to the current honor cases.
On March 3 and 4 of this year the Department of Electrical Engi-

neering issued a graded bona. study project to 823 cadets enrolled in
its standard C011 NC`, EE-804. The project was turned in by wich cadet
on either March 17 or 18. The instructions on the project were that
there was to be no collaboration between cadets during preparation.

During the grading of the. papers on March 19. a notation by a cadet
admitting munithorized rollahe-ation led to the discovery that three
papers had unusi.41 similarities The department head then directed
that all of tlm papers be examined for evidence of collaboration. A to-
tal of 117 papers. inchiding the first 3, were found to have similarities
that suggested collaboration. On April 4 these papers were submitted
to the cadet honor committee, which proceeded to investigate the
allee.ations

Of the original 117, 102 cadets appeared before full cadet honor
boards conductNI from April 12, t hrough April 21. Fourteen of the. 117
were dismissed by the three man investigating eommittees. Another
cadet concerned resiemed. An additional cadet resigned while the honor
board was considering his case. The boards determined that 50 of the
10:2 cadets apppa ring before. theAl hiul viobitcd tlw code. Two of those
cadets resigned. leaving 8 ...,1to requested hearings before hoards of
offieors.

>i) May the defense hi wyer,-., for the cadet respondents reqiwsted
that I halt, the i.:".(%.edings and seek the. assistance of an outside Imrd.
I denied the rc,quest because I saw no need to deviate from established
proceibi res.

1 0



Subsequent, investigation by it team front the Department of Elee-
trim! EngineerinA.! in mid Mac reve»led that additional cadet, were
possibly involved in cheating on the same study project.. These new
allegations were develoiml Iy a recheck of all 014 t h 8.23 papers. Th is
analysis developed indications that, an midi: ional 138 !Inlets might be

invoiced, some of whom had been pt.eviously exonerated by the cadet
honor committee.

The emergence of these new large numbers and tlw at tendant admin-
istrative requirements necessary to respond to tlwm was complicateil
by additiomd factors. Exams were selieduled f rom May 17 to May 27.
They were followed by the triulitiori.! "June Week" highlighted by
the graduation and commissioning of :I.e class of 1970 on Julie (2. Ac-
cordingly, the Superintendent. created a joint, officer-eadet internal
review panel which would substitute for the honor committee and
review the allegations feeding from the new techni, al nnalysl and to

1 1 . . q . c ; ti s information developed by attorneys representing cadet respond-
ents tml by board recorders. The cadet chairmen of tlwse 1970 and 1977
honor committees supported the need for the (Teat iou of t his panel and
concurred with the Superintendent's plan. The cadet chairmen agreed
with the Superintendent's policy that. cadets previously exonerated by
cadet boards would not he referred to officer boards by the internal re-
view panel unless additional evidence was forthcoming. On May 20
the commandant, talked with the entire class of 1977 about the situa-
tion, in particular the formation of the internal review 'Intel, and
answeni, their questions at that. time.

As today, the panel lute recommended that an additional 119
cadet-A nppear before officer boards, bringing to 167 the number of
cadets referred to officer boards in this situation.

The boards of officers are now in process and it total of 12 cadets have
appeared before the boards and the allegations against 11 have been
nyheld. Other than the cadet who was exonerated, no final determina-
tion has been made in any of the cases to date.

Senator NUNN. Let me asI: one question there. Just to get. the num-
bers straight: what is the total mintlxr who love been implicated
already, incoiding some who have been dismissed and including those
whose. cases are s`ill pending ?

Secretary IforrmAxx. The. total numbet in that. category is 171.
Senator NUNN. And that includes both the original n»mbers and

the !lumbers that w ere reduced on recheck ?
Serf- ,tary H iFFMANN. "es, sir: in the original honor horrd action

whirl reviewed 117, 48 were found for violation, 09 were adjudged
not to be guilty of a violation. Of that 69, in the cases of 32 it was
recommended, after the second reviet that in accordance with the
standard pursuant. to which that review was conducted there should
be additional evidence in addition to what was betare the original
honor board.

Senator NUNN. So there was some overlap in numbers, but the total
is 171?

Secretary Iforry.ttix. Yes, r. A general reaffirmation of the funda-
mental ideals of the code, however resolute, cannot provide answers
to the mgestions that are prompted by the present situation, many of
which yon have raised in your openinr statement. Identifying the
cAuses of such apparent large scale deviations fror the well-known

1 i



tenet:4 of th( cod,' nod apportioning responsibility therefor miluires
patient, sensitive effort by tit,. ( 'mils of Cadets, the West Point staff'
and fimulty, the Army, slid other ontside ageneies suelt ns this sub-
committee. The determination of eansat ive factors is Imrtictlharly tint-
plex wiQiin mt dynamie educational institution such as the Military
Actuktuy. '1'110 immediate question% regarding enusality iittl Ill my
judgment, be answered best through the administrative legal pro-
ceedino t 1111 t. 111T underway. Th., rights of till cadets; the intetvat of
Prompt justice: the regularity of the administrative and kgal proc-
esses and the weds of the institution t are all deserving of protection.

In any thought fill analysis of the honor rode and it:1 administration,
there aro basic convents which (11,serve to be addressed. I will suggest
some, you have suggested some, and I am sure the subcommittee mem-
bers will have otheN.

For exampk. a menningfid code must be realistic as well as idealistic.
Lying. cheating, 811(1 stealing are generally comhunned by our society.
The inclusion ill the cadet honor of a proscription against toleration
is not without roots in the society in general and in notions of public
service in particular:

It is the duty of a lawyer, for instance, to take action should he be-
come aware of a suloornat ion of lierjury, or a hididg of evidenee.

It is the duty of .a practicing engineer to report a colleague who
falsifies or compromuws design dat n.

It is the duty of an airline crew member to report n pilot for un-
authorized drinking or tiny other condition that might compromise
his effectiveness in serving the public.

All of these suggest. that a system designed to evoke. nontaleration
of such. transgression,. in an officer trainee is not amiss. The flip cate-
gorization that this equates to being n "tattletale" attempts to dispose
too quickly of ibis important. foundation of professional behavior.
Such characterizations undermine the moral pasition of the individual
who must make .the courageous decision to place his responsibility to
society above friendship. Considerations of when friendship must be
put aside in favor of a duty to an institution or the society tt.rx, com-
plex, but not to the point that to address them is impossible.

The honor systemand again I sal referring now to those rules and
procedures by which the code is implemented in a living st orle must
also be realistic. The application of the. principles of the code, through
sound honor t ra in i lig should comport with the ideals, experts t ions, and
realities of cadet life. There are many aspects to this question as there
are to any syqem which attempts to proscribe. condition, or exhoit
hunia a behavior. The scope of application of the code to events and
practices: fairness of process: depth and methods of indoctrination.
education. and pm, tice: assurance that those to whom the code applies
:I re in fact the foundation of the system: all of these illustrate the
multitude of elements of a dynamic system and relate to the
of realism. The system lutist be responive both to ideals of conduct
and to the world in which it operates. A reachin7 Imman spirit must
18, imparted that elevates rte Imonor process from a mere elicitation of
a mechanical or rote response.

From the be7inninfr of this matter last spring. we have not been
unmindful of tiv, utility of haying a group from outside the Military
Academy review the honor system. It the past such groups h:iye been

1 2
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helpful in .assesshig the strengths and wealmesses of the various
components of .the Military Academy, placing situations.such as the
present one. inonte#, and making recommendations. Ai an appro-
priate time, with relationship to cases presently in process, we believe
it will be a constructive step to request a grgup of distinguished citi-
zens from various fields of, endeavor to review the matter and make
recommendations. We are presently making plans to do so, and we;
will keep themembers,of the subcommitteeand the publicinformed
as these ,plans -develop. Naturally7-and I emphasize itthere are con-
siderations that. must be weighed, to insure that the review would not
result in prejudice to t': cadets:whose cases are now 'before the
boards and in process.

Mr. Chairman, let me concludevery briefly by underscoring the con-
Hence that the Army has, and the cOnfidence that the Academy has,
that the basic notion: of. an honor system is realistic, it is possible, it
has provided a.source of strength for cadets, and for- offieers and for
the Army over_ the ,years,. and our belief is that notwitliStandirig the
present, circumstance, that .we .face, as yet unresolved, that we have. in
this system and in the code a national resource, and.a resource,for.the
Army that is worthy and that should continue.

[Additional information follows :]

ANNEX A-13AmanottxD/GEsLeim. HISTORYCADET HONOR CODE/SYSTEM ..

GENFIZAL BACKGROUND

The Honor Code at the United States MilitaYy Academy has existed in one
form or another since the institution's establishment in 1802. It was derived
from the officer "Code of Ecinor" of Ihe late 1700s. Since 1802. it has gone'through
numerouS ehaages, in statement, interpretation and application, -evolving into
the present Honor Code and System. The modern statement of the Cadet Honor
Code is that a cadet does not lie, cheat. or steal, nor tolerate those Who do.
The Honor .System is the application of the Honor Code to the rules by which
the cadet lk-es.

In the earliest days of the Military Aendemy, the application of the Honor
Code was generally enforced by the Superintendents and reflected their inter-
pretation of honor. Prior to Sylvanus ThaYer (1817-1833), the Code apparently
focused primarily on .the issue of 1:iing with the penalty generally dismissal.
Cheating was apparently :first elevated to the level of an honor violatlen by
Thayer who held .strong convictions in the.areas of both. honor and z.L.demic
achievement. Following Thayer, cheating faded out of the realm of aonor for
the remainder of the century. Lying remained contrary to the interpretation of
honor at the Milani.; 'AcadeMV.

In the earlY 1900s, the issue of cheating again surfaced. In 1905*. it was clearly
not considered to be an honor violation for a cadet to obtain information pertain-
ing to his academics from an unauthorized source. The punishment for cheating,
while very, severe, did not necessarily include dismissal.. However, in 1907, the
Superintendent decided that cheating should be considered in the domain oZ
honor and 4t has remained so ever since, although the particulars of how honor
would apply in the classroom were not formally determined until 1920. Through-
out the entire period, stealing has always been considered a dishonorable act.
However, it was generally encompassed within the disciplinary regnlations and
handled as a court martial offense.

The non-toletation of cadets who violate the Honor Code is considered to have
been a part of the Honor Code since at least the turn of the century. The
earliest documented reference to non-toleration is in a 1908 Issue of the Bugle
Notes. the basic cadet handbook, although there are isolated accounts of the
ostracism and/or forced resignation of cadets believed to have violated their
honor at West Point prior to that date. It was in 1970 that the !),n-toleration
clause was incorporated in the written statement of the nom,- Code, CI us form-
ally embracing the actual practice of the Corps of C'adetE ace at ieast the
early 1900s.
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THE HONOR SYSTEli

-.Formalization of the Honor System began in the late 1800s when cadets beganforming grievant* committees dealing with various matters of cadet life. The
"vigilance committee" wits one of these ; its domain was matters of honor. Initial-ly, this was an ad hoc committee formed as an issue uld arise, but at theturn of the century the membership beeaine more stabilized with representativesbeing elected from their companies. This vigilance committee was not officiallyrecognized by the Administration and it operated independently of any officerinvolvement. It was GeLeral MacArthur in academic year 1921-1922 who as
Superintendent officially recognized the "Honor Conimittee" modeled after thevigilance committee. Prior to this formalization of the Honor Committee, thevigilance committee and its predecessors operated separate from the Tactical
Department. Cadets found guilty of violating the-Corps' interpretation of honorwere forced out of the Corps by such means as hazing cr a form of ostracismknown as the "silence." Offenses which the Superintendent considered to beviolations of honor were handled by, boards of officers .or court martial. Since1922 the Honor System has functioned in essentially the saine manner as it doestoday, with the exception of a brief period from 1946 to 1953. Hearings during
this time approximated court martial procedures.

The Honor System is a dynamic system. Modifications have been made, overtime, as the Corps of Cadets has perceived the need for.change in the applica-tion of the Honor Oode. Many changes have been minor, reflecting changes in
administrative procedures, while others have been more substantial. For exam-ple. in 1903-64, there was a major simplification of the- Honor. System. Thepervasiveness of the "all-right" and the absence card were reduced from inclu-sion of hazing, gambling, liquor, narcotics and cadet linilta to cadet limits only;and certain reports requiring cadet signature were modified. In 1973 the practieeof the "silence" was officially eliminated. More recently, as a result of theSuperintendent's 1974-75 Joint Cadet-Officer Study on Honor at West Point,
several changes were implemented by the Cadet Honor Committee:

Vice Chairman for investigations and Education were appointed to assist thechairman of the Honor Committee.
Honor Committee procedures were developed with assistance of militarylawyers, published and distributed.
Cadet Honor Board hearings have been opened to the staff, faculty and

cadets, unless the accused cadet himself elects to have a closed board; and areport of the findings of the Honor Board is made to the Corps of Cadets.A comprehensive four year information and edtfeation plan on honor was
developed for implementation beginning in the summer of 1976.

The Class of 1977 Honor Committee was formed earlier, trained more thor-
oughly by the First Class Honor Committee, and assigned responsibility earlierthan any other Second Class Honor Committee in recent years.

Representatives of the Cadet Honor Committee and an officer representative
met twice during Academic Year 1975-76 with similar groups from the Naval and
Air Force Academies to discuss and exchange information on honor matters.

ANNEX BPRoeNSSING HoNoR CODE VIOLATIoNs

A suspected honor violation may be reported by either a cadet or an officer.A cadet allegation is initially reported to his elected company Cadet Honor
Representative. An allegation by an office: is reported to the Deputy Commandant
of Cadets who informs the Chairman of the Cadet Honor. Committee. In thoseinstances in which there is evidence that an honor violation has occurred, the
allegations are referred to a tbri* member subcommittee of the Cadet Honor
Committee. After investigation, the aliegations may be dropped or recommended
for referral to the Cadet Honor Board consisting of 12 members. The CadetHonor Board conducts a hearing at which. witnesses and the suspected cadet
may testify. Officer and cadet spectators may attend unless the hearing is*losedat tlw regnest of the cadet or the Honor Board. The cadet Is present during
this entire proceeding excatot for deliberations. He may confer with legal coun-sel but is not entitled to legal representation at thls stage. ,However, he isprovided a n.-,nvoting Advisor from the Cadet Honor Committee. Voting is bysecret ballots and a finding of an honor violation reqnires the unanimous con-
cnrrenee of all 12 Menthers of tee Honor Board. The cadet is immediately noti-fied of the Cadet Honor Board's findings.
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The devisidms alai recommendations cif the Cadet Honor Board are not bind-
ing on the Superintendent. The case of Gaines v. Hoffmann, 75 Civ. 5120
S.D.N.Y., 12 Jan 1976, summary affirmance by the 2d Cir., 15 Mar 1076), is illus-

trative of th is point.
In that case d:die Cadet Honor Board found one honor violation, but the

Superintendent referred that and a second allegation to the Board of Officers.
The court held that the Military Academy was not bound by the Cadet Honor
procedures or findings. Shnilarly, in another case, which is pending decision at
the Secretarial .vel. the Cadet Honor Board found no honor violation by an
11 to 1 vote, ti., 11 voting against the cadet. As previously stated, a unanimous
vote Is required. Despite the one vote in the cadet's favor, his case was also
referred to a Board of Officers which determined he had committed a violation
of the Honor Code. The court in Gainc3 observed that "while there can be no
doubt thai. the Cadet Honor Committee has become an integral part of the
separation process (ANDRaws, 509 F. 2d at 505-06), there is nothing to indicate
that lice Academy has ceded any ultimate authority to the Honor Committee."

If a case is to be refe-red to a isoarli of Officers, the cadet is personally advised
by the Commandant of Cadets or the 1)eputy Commandant of Cadets of his
rights under the provisions of Artiela 31, UCM.; ; of his right to legal counsel;
and of the nature of the offense of which he is charged. Ile is also advised Unit
he may resign or appear before a Board of Officers. 'rhe cadet is permittN1 to
consult with legal counsel before amking his decishm. If the eadet elects to appear
hefore a Board of ullicer.:, the Commandant of (*inlets forwards the case to the
Superinhlident recoinnwnding he take appropriate action. he report of t he Cadet
Honor Board and the Commandant's letter are reviewed by the Stuff Judge
Advocate, United bmtes Military Academy. to ascertain whether there is
probable valise for referral to a Board of Officers. The Staff Judge Advocate
may interview other witnesses or make other inquiries as he deems necessary.

If the Szaff Judge Advocate colicludes there is sufficient evidence of an honor
violation, he forwards to the Superintendent the Commandant's letter, the
Cadet Honor Board repirt, and a proposed letter of instructions to the Board
of officers, together with his recommendation tlmt the Superintendent Or Ivene
a Board of Officers, pursuant to Army Itegniation 15-6. 12 AllglIFt. 1966, as
changed, to investigate the matter. If the Sullerintendent appoints a Board of
Offieers, the respondent and his counsel are notified in writing of the apreitic
offense aileged, the time and place of the hearing, and the witnesses that the
Government anticipates calling. Ile is also advised that he may request witnesses
on his behalf, and the Government. En] timely notice and showing of relevallet'.
will provide those witnesses. The defense is usually given two weeks to prepare
its case and may request additional tiuw if needed. Sp...cta tors may attend : they
are limited, however, to dither cadets, officers, and the family of the neen,,ed
cadet. The Board! normally consists of five officer members, a nourotiug ,, . gal

advisor. a reeordda- who is also a military lawyer. and the legal romisel for the
respondent cadet. Appointed defense counsel is a military lawyer: however, the
cadet may retain civiiinn counsel at his own expense. In order to find a viol:Irina
of the Cadet Honor Code, the Board of Officers, hy majority vote, must find that
the allegation is supported hy substa,Itial evidence. I: shouhl he noted the belt.-
ing before the Board o' Officers is a separate (i.e., de noro) proevisling and does
not rely upon the hearing before the Cmlet Honor Itimrd in reaehing its (loci-ion.
When the Beard of Officers does not find a violation of the Honor Code, the case
is traditionally nymphal as film!. When the Board of Officers find, an honor
violat hal, the administrative review process begins. A complete verhatim record
is reviewed by the Staff Judge Advocate.

A copy of the transeript is provided to respondent's counsel. Connsel is given
the opportunity to examine the record and to prepare a statement of error and
an other minters dNmis appropriate for consideration by the Superintendent
and the Army Staff. At the same time. Ike Staff J'intge Advocate review:, the
ria.ordi for legal sufficiency. Theri.after. the Snperintendmit personally examiues
the rreero, together with the review if flu' Staff Judge Advocate. and any mitt-
tens submit fed liv connsel for the resnendent. It' the Superintendent independently
determines that there is no violation, he disapproves the findings of the Board
of Officers innl the matter is terminated. If he ii,zrees v.-ith the findings of the
Board of Officers, he notifies the respondent of hi - tentative am ion and pro;dosedl
rcoummond:11hm to Ileadn irters. IhTart meat of the Army. Thereafter, counsel
for respondent is given an alairopriate ainonnt of time to present addithmal
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matters for consideration by the Superintendent prior to his forwarding the case
for final action at the Department of the Army. When the Superintendent re-
ceives the case back from the accused cadet, he reviews it once again. If be
continues to believe that the cadet violated the honor code, he forwards the case
to the Commander, U.S. Army Military Personnel Center, Alexandria, Virginia
with a recommendation that the cadet be separated from the Military Academy.

The Military Personnel Center then sends the case to the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel, Headquarters, Department of the Army, for staff review
and coordination within that headquarters and for final determination on
whether or not the cadet should be separated.

Within the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel the case is ini-
tially reviewed by staff officers. Then it is sent to the Office of The Judge Advo-
cate General of the Army for complete legal review. The case may be reviewed
by other Department of the Army staff agencies it it appears that their views
are necessary in the decision-making process.

Within the Office of The Judge Advocate General, the case is analyzed to
insure that there is substantial evidence to support the findings and that all of
the required procedural due process rights have been afforded the cadet. This
determination is based on an analysis of the facts; the legal brief of the defense
counsel; the legal brief of the Staff Judge Advocate of the Military Academy
and the requirements of case law.

The Office of The Judge Advocate General rgen returns the mse with its opinion
on the legal sufficiency of the case to the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel. Normally. the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (a lieutenant gen-
eral) the Assistant Deputy Chief of Stair for Personnel (a major general) then
reads and stmlies the entire case. Frequently both of these officials read and
study the ease.

If there tire no unusual or coiltroversial aspects and if the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Personnel blieves the nolet should he separated, the ease is returned to the
Military Personnel Center where action is taken to separate the cadet.

If the case has unusual or controversial asiwcts, it is sent to the Secretary of the
Army for information and approval of the planned action. or a specific recom-
mendation on the case is made to the Secretary of the Army for his decision.
An unusual or controversial ease is sent first through the Office of the Chief of
Staff, U.S. Army, for review and action by that office before it gets to the Secre-
tary of the Army.

When final Department of the Army clearance for separation is granted, the
ease is returned to the U.S. Army Military Personnel Center for implementation.
In accottbince with DOD Directive (1332.23), cadets who are in their last two
years at the Military Academy and are separated for violation of the Honor
Code "Will normally be transferred to the Reserve Component and ordered to
active duty fur not less than 2 years." In practice, cadets in their third year
are called to active duty for two years and cadets in their fourth year are
called for three years.

With respect to the legal review of honor code proceedings, the two chief
cases preseribing the due process requirements for administrative separation
from the United States Military Academy are Andrews V. Knowlton, 509 P.2d
898 (2d ('ir. 1975), and Hagopian v. Knoirlton..170F.2(1 201 (2 (Ir. 1972).

Although Hag)pian involved a separation for Pxcess demerits, the due process
requirements established therein have beef I held equally applicable to separation
for violations of the honor code (Andrewx. supra; Gaincs v. Hoffmann,nnpra;
Birdwell V. Sclrlpninger. 103 P.Supp. 710 (D.('. Col., 1975) (Air Force Actufemy
honor code) ). Although stating that tho proceedings may be informal, the
17(1f/w),rm Court held that in order for a cadet to receive a fair hearing, he must
at loast he (1) apprised of the specific allegations against him. (2) given ade-
quate time to prepare a defense, (3) permitted to appear personally and present
his case before the Board of Officers. and (1) afforded the opportunity to present
witnesses in his Own behalf. The conrt noted that a cadet need not he accorded
the right to representation by counsel at the board proceedings: however, it
rejeeted the view that a cadet was not entitled to seek legal advice or retain
counsel to assist him ill preparing his defense at the hearings.

:a A ndreunt, 8upra, tlw court found that the requirenwnts set down in Hago-
pian. had been satisfied by a Dna rd of Officers proereding conducted undt,r the
p..ovislons of Army Regina lion 15-ti and the USMA Regulations. In holding that
the constitutional requirements had been satisfied by such a bearing, it specifi-
cally rejected the appellant's claim that similar protections must also be provided
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at the Cadet Honor Board bon ring. Noting that the Cadet Honor procedures were
not binding on the Academy, a.u; that the Honor Board acted merely as a charg-
ing body, the court held that becalse the Board of Oflimrs conducted a de novo
hearing in which the cadets were eforded all of the aforealeptioned due process
rights, the presence or lack of such rights at the uoncritica; stage of the Cadet
Honor Board proceedings was of no consequence.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
Does Superintendent Berry or the commandant have an opening

statement?
Secretery HorrmAsx. This statement, Mr. Chairman, represents our

composit3 views on the situation. We woul..1, all be happy to respond to
questions.

Senator NUNN. I am gt.thig to ask coui l to notify me when 10
minutes expires. We will have a 10-minute mule on questioning so that
all members will be able to participate on an equitable basis.

Mr. Secretary, I will allow you to field any of these questions yon
would rce, or if you would rather refer any of them directly to the
superintendent or the commandant, that would also be permissible.
I will have certain questions for them individually as well as for you.

The question of sanctions has been discussed a great deal. I think in
your opening statement you went into the toleration clause and your
reason for thinking that that was not only essential but also prece-
dented in other areas of life other than just in the military. On the sane-
tionsclause, what is the rationale for having only one very extreme
sanction for any and all, even the most trivial violations of the honor
code?

Secretary HOFFMANN. The underlying ratiunale, as it has been
embodied in the code and the system over the years, has been and is
to place in utmost importance compliance with the code and with the
system. And it has been felt throughout the years, and still to this
day, that such a sanction, while it appears severe, is nevertheless an
appropriate sanction. There have been over.the'years discussions and
recommendations at West Point as well as the. other academies y,5th
respect. to some mitigation of the extreme remedy which presently ob-
tains at West Point. This usually.takes the form of what is called dis-
cretion ; for instanceand the Air Force Academy should speak for
their own systembut there is a discretion accorded under certain
controlled circumstances in some honor systems to mitigate the severe
effects of dismissal as the only remedy.

This has been examined at West Point. As a practical matter, it was
raised in the study of the honor system that was undertaken in 1974
and 1975. And as a result of that, study, and the discussion ingendered
by the study, the question was submitted to the corps at West Point
for their feeling. They had, prior to reference, decided that a two-
thirds vote by the corps should be required to make a change of that
sort. The rote was, I believe, 54.6 percent in favor of having a provision
for discretion. Now, here again, it is possible that subsequently this
issue nmv return and may be voted on by the corps. I think this rep-
reseffis an expression of their feeling. The matter is under considera-
timi. But I would underscore tlmt this sanction has not been without
considerable thou-dit over the years. It represents, I believr., a ,onsen-
sus as to how the system should operate.

Senator Xr,N. T think there has to be a relationship bct%ieen the.
toleration clause and the sanction section. My basic question really is
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w'.Aher, by having no flexibility in sanctions, you weaken the effec-tiveness of the toleration clause. That is to say. you weaken the realityof cadets turning each other in for what they think aro trivialviolations.
Secretary HormANN, Obviously there is a reasonable position tothat effect. I think the relationship you have cited is an appropriate

one. The matter, as I ray, is under review. I think it is probable thatthere will be some lessons to be learned in the instant situation as itunfolds, and after it is concluded, perhaps here will be a new per-spective on this. IL may well provide additional backgrowid to thecorps, so that they may have an opportunity to consider it.Senator NUNN. Superintendent Berry, let me ask you a questionon that point. You were recently quoted in a newspaper article asraying "if the cadets would vote for sanctions less than separation incertain circumscribed cases, I Would welcome that." That is a quotefrom the Baltimore Sun, an article by Mr. Charles Corderay. This
sentnnent also appeared to be slmred, as the Secretary alluded to amoment ago. by the so-called Buckley study on the honor commission
which was commissioned in 1974. What. is the status of these Buckleyrecommend.ltions in this regard, and what is your present opinion
on so-called flexible sanctions under certain circumscribed cases?

General BEIIRY. Senator Nunn, the Buckley study to which you refer,
i f I may, I wouhl pivfer to call it by its title "The Special Study onIfonor,'' which was com',.ieted by a joint group of cadets and officers.
In fact. IT cadets and j officers were inembers of the study groupwhich for almost 9 months studied the entire honor code and thehonor system. It was a thoughtful, searching study that developed
among other things the best recorded history that we have of West
Point's honor rode and of its dynamic honor system.

The study group went to other twademies, to the Air 7 ,ree Academy
and to the Naval Academy. and spent several days there studying their
honor systems and codes. Members of the cadet honor committee
and also members of this study group went to the Fniversity of Vir-
gini". in April 1975, and there attended a conference held by some
almost. 30 colleges and universities. including the service academies.
And there the discussion was honor codes and systems within not jnst
the sem vice academies. but within the civilian colleges and universities
of our country.

As a result of all of tlwse studies. and being given guidance by me
to ask all of the questions that should la, asked and explored all of the
avenues that. should be explored, with a view toward strengthening
and improving the honor code and the honor system, the special study
group at WesCPoint developed a series of recommendations which were
inst that. They were reconunendations for further study submitted
by a special stiuly group. And they have been and are being either
imlemented or studied since the report. was given to me on the 2:kl
of May1975.

Now. if I mav talk about the means of study and imhdenientation
the major body durine. the academic year in particular, v..1wn the en-
tire corps of cadets i ..!sent at. West. Pointmany ore absent during
the slimmer .rv +raining around the world--lmt during the
academic Year it. is the ca honor committee elected representatives
of the corps of cadets, who are tlw principal body, the correct body for

I s1.2 Tg- - 2
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further si wlvut c honor code and honor system as it is reflected
in the daily lives oi the corps of cadets. Many of the recommendations
of that study already have been incorporated into the honor system by
the cadets. For example, the chairman of the honor committee, a
hard workin(r young man with heavy responsibilities. '2 years ago
handled these duties alone. As a result of the recommendations of the
honor group. there have, been elected within the honor committee.,
vice chairmen. One for education. and another for investigations, to
assist. the chairman. The procedures, the due process procedures, gov-
erning the work of the honor committee. have, in conpmction with
military lawyers. been strengthened and made to reflect. even to a
greater degree than before, due process for the corps of cadets.

An education system has been developed which fai: exceeds that of
past. recent years. This will be implemented. is being nnplemented be-
ginning this summer with the entry of the class of 1980 on the 7th of
duly.

Now, getting down to the. question of some sanction other than the
single present sanction of separation from the corps of cadets for viola-
tion of the honor code, the honor study recommended that that be
looked at in a receptive way by the Milita7 Academy and by the corps
Of cadets, is what led to what. the Secretary described, the, con-
vening of each of the four classes separately, and the presentation of a
pro and a con paper written and read by the chairman and the vice
chairmen of the. honor committee, and in an objective. dispassionate
way outlining the case for the, single sanction of separation for viola-
tion of the honor code to be cl.ntinned. or t he case in support, of con-
trolled circumstances, and specifically, where there may be great qress
cr pressure ipon the individual cadet, a new Ca (let, not yet fully stceped
in the traditions of the values of the honor code, and where the case was
self-reported. In those narrowly circumscribed conditions the case was
presented for voting by a two-thirds vote on something less than
separation.

The most remarka:de thing in my opinion about that vote last
February was this.

Senator NUNN. 'Was that February 1976 ?
General BERRY. February 1976, Senator Nunn.
Senator NUNN. I want to finish this question. Mv time is up, so

would you go ahead and finish and conic to a conclusion on it
Gen.Tal BERRY. All right.
The remarkable. thing in my opinion is that those, tradition loving

cadets. by secret written ballot. did what. was rather radical when more
than half of them voted for what to those young men appeared to be a.
radical step. I think the honor committee wisely had established the
t wo-t I> irds vote as essential for what is e big chan7e, in their honor code.

Now, my view is. lamwing that like ad other bodies of human beimrs,
the, honor conunittee learns by past experience. I would not he sur-
prised were the honor committee to brin7 this issue back before the
corps of cadet!, k die n they reconvene at the beginning of their academic
year in Septeni,,or. Would T welcome this? Yes: I would.

Back to your comment, think that some sanction for certain condi-
t ions less tint ;, separation would make the nontoleration clause more
wm.kable. A r,d I do agree with the Secretary that the nontoleration
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clause is an essential part of the cod A-es: I would welcome that
indeed.

Senator NUNS. Thank you very much. Superintendent.
Senator BAHTLETr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary. does the fact that there are eurrently 171 cadets im-

plicated in honor violations indicate to you that there could be a lack
of ivalism in the systent as you describe it here in your statement?

Secretary IlloPEMANN. I have been hesitant to draw inferences prior
to further process that would assess what the implications of a findin,Q.
in a large number of tl ose eases would As you knmv. I am the final
reviewing authority foi such eases. And I would only attempt to answer
your question somewhi.t generally.

Senator BARTLETr. Mr. Secretary. let me a:-..-atre you that the question
does not in any way reflect on the cases that r -e pending. I assume that
those cases would be judged in the current nditions, the regulations,
the agreements. the iraderstandings, and r that goes into the present
honor system. But I assun that one of t ',o purposes of our having this
hearing is to discnss the .alism of t systemyou used that term
in l,,ty the honor code is p into

Sucretary HoFFM V.V. I would comment generally that realism. of
..ourse, is derived from an assessment of the practicality and imple-
mentation of the code and system in a current set of eircmnstances. in
other words, to the situation at West Point, the situation in the Army,
and the society at large, as it occurred at given points in time.

The sorts of stresses that the society at large has been under for
the last denade nre. I think, known to us all. Certainly the Army is not
insulated from those. It is a participant in some of them. And certainly
'West Point is not insulated from those. The sort of young Inc n that
we are seeking, the leader in his community, the interested, aware
youn, man from the society, will not be insulated from those prior to
coming to 'West Point.

One should make a distinction between causality on the one hand
for a series of rather specific events and an area of contributing factors
on the other hand which may have led to an increased atmosphere
which would allow or appear to mitigate against the strength of the
system, and therefore arguably either dim the choice facing an individ-
nal or support a condition in which his own inclinations were not as
strono. as they should be.

Past studies, some of which I have reviewed, that. have been made
in the academies and oflier institutions following incidents of this kind
deal wi Ii sone, of those factors. They have to do with the perceived
ext ent to which the corps feels that the system is truly their system,
oral thitt they have greater rather than lesser control of it. To he, suc-
cessful. it cannot Le a system intlictNl upon them from the outside;
rollyc it must lie a system of which they are seized, if von will. by their
own ciinstint. Turbulence and instability in the institution. for what-,
ever reason. :ire ofton cited as contrilnitory causes. These conditions

amtinst tlw perceived Qt rength of the institution, and the
vvlidity of thn;:p v:!Ilte: to which it adheres, and which it promul.e.ates.

The rcalism, perhav. is most commonly associated with the extent
to an individual believes that what is being required of him
under the coil,: is applicable a ft yr he has gone on to the Army in this
ease. There ler.-e Feen incidents front which might. not appear that the
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values that we are .eckiinr to inculcate at West Point are as honored
or as adhered to in the degree in the Army that a cadet feels they
5110111(1 be, that the administration of the Army feels they shonld he, or
that can he.

So that I think all of these sorts of thimrs provide a background, I
am not sure any of them go to direct cause, I think the direct causes
will he adduced in the course. of the proceedings that are now ongoino.
at West. Point. The opportunity to raise those causes that are inclnded
within the overall spectrum of applicable fact is inherent in the system,
as they apply to the partirular situations and the situation in the
overall.

Senator BArrri.rm.. Mr. Secretary, I am aware that von attended a.
university which had an honor system. At that university did the stu-
dents there ha ce the full responsibility of the system?

Secretary ForrmAxx. It is my recollection that they did, it was my
reaction at the time that they did.

Senator IlAirru7rr. It seems to me that in my younger years that
there. was a rode, if that is the word for it. but at least a condition of
conduct among young people that you shouldn't tell on your friends.
The system at Princeton University required, did it not. since the stu-
dents were the final responsibility, and since the examinations as I
reca 11 took place in ;1 room with only students there durimr most of the
examination, that the individual student report violations; is that
correct?

Secretary HOFFMANN'. That is my recollection, yes, sir.
if r might point out, I remeniber being struck at the time with the

wordimr of instructions for those exams. On the schedule it said, "the
examination will he handed out" in room so and so. And it was a fea-
ture of the system at that time in Princeton that a student was free to
take his exam, he could go to the library, he could go to his room and
take that examination. That was the system at. that. time.

Now. T will take this opportunity if T might to make a distinction
that I think needs to hi- borne in mind. West Point is not either in its
objectivc-,. or in its le,a1 makeup a university as Princeton is a uni-
vcrsit v. You will see from the process here and from the court de-
cisions t hat there runs in parallel to the honor proress processes con-
ducted by officers in the V.5. Army under Army regulations which
are de Tied to assurre a de.o'ree of dlle process to procee(lings before
a final a..t ion )s taken on them. So that the code at Princeton, certainly
from no experience point of vicw, is relevant to this. The code at the
Universit v of Virpinia Law School which 1 attended is relevant to
this.

The honor mode th, Officer Candidate School which I attended
is also relevant. And tlmt code exists today in the Officer Candidate
SAnod. and is identical to the code at West Point.

Senator flAirrm,r1-r. Would the code at West Point have any chance
of working i f the callets were not required to report violations, in
your opinion ?

Secretary 1rorr3tAN-x. In my opinion the nontoleration portion
which en7enders the response which T have witlined in my statement
of a duty to the society or to the institution which is above friendship,
I think is ess,uitial. I am not sure that a code would work effectively
without that feature.
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Senator BAirrixrr. I I it didn't have that feature, isould there nothave to be a proctorial system active in all examinations in order tocheck compliance if the unwritten code was that there would not be
any reporting process ?

Secretary HOFFMANN. It would in my judgment tend to have thateffect. It would, I think, mitigate against the unity of those under
the code and their acceptance of it, and their perception of what theduty is. Again, in the Army ours is not alone an imbvidual require-
ment for integrity. It. is a requirement for collective integrity as well.One cannot int:le-Me a code being made coextensive in its direct
application to all the situations having moral value attached to them
'hat will arise in the life of the cadet. There are some situations in
making judgments which have a neutral base in which a collective
input is required when you get down into gradations of good andbad, or whit is the best for the institution. f t:).nk the question oftoleration, and the self-reporting. self-policing. f:spects, provides aunity to the systent and in independence to the system. a placing of thatsystem in the hands of the corps in this case that could not be achieved
in another way. Ilow you would compensate. for its removal i wonldn'tknow. But I think you would perforce he put on more sensitive notice.There would be a greater requirement on those who administer the
Academy, t hrough a proctorial system, perhaps, in order to assure thatt ho code was effective.

Senator IlArrri,Err. Mr. Secretary. one final question for this round.It scents to ine that the officers in their giving of examinations, thetype, of exaininat ion that an officer might give. could effect the possi-
bility of a violat ion or tit, ease with whirh a violation might 1:se. made.
givily, mit an examinatio..1 for a period of time rather than thenormal
time of 2 or 3 hours for rmst examinations. Would this be a considera-tion hat in your mind should be, reviewed from a point of view of arealistic system to achieve the honor code.?

Secretary Iform-AxN. Yes. sir. That is an elementagain as I in-dicated before, an honor system is designed to engender a depth anda reflection in an indivhhial in his character. An honor system mustlin clear in what it covcrs. It must not present undue temptation. buton the other hand. it cannot insulate and should not insulate fromtempt at ion.
Now. 'hero are various gradations of instructions for work in andout of the classroom. These. again go to the reach of the system. go tot he circumstances in which the tests are. beinp. given.
General Berry might want to comment with more particularity cmrecent considamt ions o-iven to this at the Academy and how it oper-ates in the neademic life if that would be helpful]. But in 7eneralt luimuic. that is one of the circumstances. together with coverage thatwould have an impart on the realism and the strength of the code.Seeat or BAurrt,rxr. My time is lip.
Senator Nrxx. Superintendent Berry, do you want to comment ?
fleneral BrIlny. nay I?

NI-NN. Yes,
(;eneral BrIcIty. Let me t ie two things together, if I may, SenatorBartlett.
First, the realism of the nontoleration. and then I will p.o fromthero to the type of examination or home study projects that ourfaeulty gives.
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The three of you gentlemen all have had military service. And I
think that you know from your own personal experience that officers
of the armed forces trust develop within themselves a value system
and standards that they can be trusted to implement whenever the

proctor is no., standing over their shoulder. What I am saying is, the
battlefield is more like a take-home examination than it is an examina-
tion given with a proctor standing over your shoulder to see how it is

being done.
Going now to the question of academic procedures. pedagogy. You

raise a valid question. and it is one that the U.S. Milittuy Academy
recurrently asks itself. Are our academic testing and instructional
procedures sound accordint, to the pedogogical principles, or are they

in harmony with the sociery from which the young people come and

the environment of theMilitary Academy ?
I think that generally speaking there certainly are valid reasons for

work !ving done without supervision, and take home. projects. A lead-

ing examjile would be themes and research papers. But in the scien-

tific fild, home study projects such as the electrical engineering 304,

home study projectsmy lawyer is warning me now that we have some

cases here. So let me say that about 6 weels ago I appointed a com-
mittee of senior professors of our academie board and heads of de-
partments to study, as we have done previously, academie procedure

within the total environment of West Point, and recommend to me if

there should be any modifications made. They are to report to me by

the 1,5th of July. All of this is of course against the background of
academic freedom, and the need for the individual instructor to con-

duct his classes and teach as he sees fit.
Senator BARTLETr. Thank you,General.
Senator NUNN. Excuse me. Senator Culver's toleration has reached

the end, and now it is his time.
Senator CLTIXEM I was just suggestina to the chairman, that one

thing they don't teach at West Point is brevity.
Senator Nuss. I might add that they don't teach that in the U.S.

Senate either.
Senator CuLvER. I will anTee -with that. And, as freshman Member

of the Senate, I have a unique opportunity to observe that.
Mr. Secretary, I am concerned with what the apparent pervasiveness

of this particular incident suggests in terms of the overall effective-

ness of the honor code at West Point. Here you have what appears

to be a relatively innocuous quiz, an examination worth about five

percent of the final grade in that. course, and probably no one would

likely have their final grade. altered by the outcome of that par-
ticular examination. Yet the investigation to date indicates that 173,

I think von said, cadets were involved in alleged cheating on this par-

ticular quiz. These are third year people. juniors. If volt have 173 in-

volved there. it also seems to suggest on the face of it 'that people were

rather cavalier about risking cheating, if the honor code was truly

effective. under these circumstances for such questionable gain. This

wasn't a question of graduating or not, it wasn't. a question of passing

a course or not. it was a quiz, and a quiz that wasn't all that important.

As I understand it. it ha, boon sna-gested that one of tho reasons that

many people were involved is not because of the fact that widespread
cheatimr was discovered in this particular instance. but because of the
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method by which you went after the facts involved here. There was a
more diligent inquiry to determine if people were in fact cheating.
-Now, as I understand it, cadets attend classes in small sections, each
containing some 12 to 15 students; the class is divided into about 60
sections, so that you have some 15 instnictors or so who will probably
teach some 4 sections. Are you looking into the fact that traditional-
ly this affords an opportunity to c!tzat on exams without fear of being
caught, if you are not cheating with somebody who hapens to be in ono
)f. the four or five secti s that a particular instructor would teach,
and whether or not in this instance the di fference is that we have seen a
situation where there has been an effort to cross-cheek the sctions, and
that widespread cheating was only uncovered, because of the diligence
of the inquiry ? What I am really getting at here is, it is hardly likely
that third year students, 173 of them are going to cheat on an innocuous
exam for the first time in their life at West Point. if they weren't
reasonably confident that there wasn't much chr.nce of getting caught.
I understand that about a third of those examination papers even have
cases where there are repeated miispellings, absolutely copied ver-
batim and handed in. These are bright people. Now, how do you ex-
plain that? How do you feel about how pervasive this whole problem is
likely to be, and how repeatedly the honor code is apparently violated
if this is at all indicative of the general practice?

Secretary HOFFMANN. Taking note of the fact that those cases ara
not resolved, but. just on an assumption that there are a large number
of cases addressed to this particular test that you refer to, I think one
could infet as your question suggests, that this would be evidence of a
more widespread conditions than simply this test.

As this situation has unfolded, there was an initiO thorough review,
and then a subsequent reanalysis which developed more cases attached
to this incident. And perhaps I should let General Berry comment,
sinca he is closer to the situation than I am, on his feeling as to the ex-
tent of additions relating to this.

I think the inference might well be drawn. On the other hand, it de-
pends on a general feel for what the average cadet group as a whole
thinks about the system, and how they regard cheating. and how they
regard the honor code, and these sorts of things. I am actively keeping
an open mind on that subject, but I would hope that the processes by
which these cases are adduced, and the processes as it goes on, and as
individual cadets are reviewed and the collective situation develops,
that we would get seine indication of that..

Senator CrixEn. You will agree, though. it is hard to imagine how
a cadet who had never cheated in 3 years at West Point wonld suddenly
cheat on a quiz which would not likely have any effect whatsoever on
his final grading in the course, and you get 173 of them doing it.' I
wouldn't want to generalize, but I think it is a perfectly reasonable as-
sumption that others may have cheated before.

Now. one of the things that. I think is important here is that we
spend $100,000 of the taxpayers money to educate an Academy grad-
uate. The reason for this, of course. is that we want to assure his Na-
t ion of on officer corps of honor and integrity, and certainly I ani more
than satisfied that the academies have fostered those qualities over the
years. and have served this Nation well. But with graduates costing
$100,000, compared to only about $10,000 to $20,000 for officers in OCS
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programs, and less than that in the ROTC profframs thai I and some
of the rest of us went through in the Marine Coi.ps and other services,
It seems to meI hope you are reviewing a very fundamental question
as to whether we ere geL' ing our money's worth, and what system you
have to monitor th?se questions of integrity and honor in the field. We
have the My Lai coverup. the seetet bombing and war in Cambodia,
we have falsification of body counts and pacecation, and so on. Do you
lirve a prwess whereby you ean evalute and calibrate and assess the
$100.000 cost against the. $10.000 or $20.000 in terms of honor, inteffrity
and what, is the Navy's perfornmnee ecord like. with its more relaxed
system and what is the Air Force's record. and what, is West Point's
vis-a-vis somebody else's. T realize how difficult it is. But it isn't simply
becaw. th:. 61,1 scliool tie put people in the top job.

Is there a way, on fitness reports and other ways. to try to examine
this issue and see whether on a cost-effective basis there is anything
that, is unique and special to justify this kind of investment? I am one
of those who believe that you learn a lot of those things or you never
learn them by the time you are 14, in frrms of home and church and
schools, or whether Dad has 12*.ot a leather belt or not, whatever the
case may be. You have the honor code beat into you before West Point
gets hold of you or even the boot camp in Quantico gets hold of you.
Tf that presmnption is fairly accurate. molded character in my judg-
nwnt has got to start fairly early.

hope you are going to be looking at that. Do you have anything
on field performance in terms of honor and how much it is worth, other
than the pride we all take in the honor and tradition of the academies
ourselves?

Secretary HOFFMANN. I am not sure that we have a particular study
that has taken a series of graduates and looks at that particular input.
The West. Point. input operates in the corps of officers in several ways.
Recently. Gen. Melvin Zais. himself an ROTC graduate, likened the
infusion of West Point graduates into the, Army as a drop of ink into

zlass of water. Tt has the effect of coloring and conditioning the whole
glass. And I certainly felt that was trim in my own experience, that the
OCS graduate. the West. Point graduate and the. ROTC graduate each
brought a slightly different background to the job which fused fairly
easi ly.

Part of the result in cost-effectiveness that you are reaching for is in
the individual career. We could get those figures There have been
figures done on how kin!, they stay in the Army percentagewise. so
that, we 7et a return on that investment, so that it is at once a particu-
lar return as well as a generalized return.

would be happy to look into what particular stmlies have been
discuss with yon the possibility of doing other work in this

area. A ml I think we should be alert to that.
New, if T ninv impose on your time for a second. what yon have

said underscores the imporative to us of making sure that the system
and tho code as it is infused into the Academy is worthwhile. does re-
turn value. f111(1 IS made workable. At the snme time T think one could
arolie. based on admission desires as opposed to admissions that are
nm de. that we have a ri,dit and the taxpayer has a right to expect of a
yowi ... man that !TOPS there a strict adherence to rules with which he
is familiar prior to going there, and to information on a system
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he .
ne..oss to upon appinted when lw gets there and as he

goes into it. And again, I stress Ow need foc practicality. hut we cer-
tainly share your concern that t here has got to be effect ive implementa-
tion. I have high confidence that that return on 'he investment is there.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Sprivtary either you or Superintendent Berry
mentioned somethine- that I think is important.. You sail that one of
the important things was whether the eadet v;ews the honor code as
realistic. and that lied to do with the lwreept;oil of what followed
after he graduated :111(1 went into the Artily. That kads to the question
I have: does the Army itself have any hind of lumor code ? What Imp-
pens to an Army officer who lies cheats or steals?

Secretary IlormANN. it is fundnmental t het an otlicer's word is his
bond. There is a strict understood as well as written, with respect
to honesty. integrity. and these i» my .indgment have always heenit

been .111.: constant attempt to imbue them with increasing vitality
into the corps of officers. Again. as we point out in the statement. duty.
honor. country, is not limited to West Point. It is an ideal of the Army
at large.

Now. T am mindful of some of the examples that Senator Culver has
mentioned. sonic of the examples from past history. I am also mindful
of situations that we see daily and that occur daily in which the ry-
verFe is true. in which that diflicult decision is made. in hich you see,
an officer responding with integrity in a difficult situat ;on. I think these
are tile rule in the rmy as T have seen it since becoir r Secretary.

Now, this does not Irv-an that one relax. s and assun it will happen.
Tt is part of the stuff of leadership. not, only an .ient of leader-
ship. but an ubjective of leadership to induce it ir o tot pervasive-
ness in not only the corps of officeN but. in the Aro ,-enera 1. si lice

sdl hold public I rust.
But the (most ion is. for instance. in the basic course for officers which

follows OCS. which follows West Point. which follows ROTC. does
that have an honor system? The answer is. it does not have an explicit
honor system. l)toatise an oflieer's word is his hond. Those sorts of
trail(rresions mad be punishable hv removal from the school or
removal from the officer corps if detected.

Senator NI- N N. In the Regular Army, if an officer observed anot her
office:. on some minor matter, not a great importance to national secu-
rity. either cheating or lying. is it his duty to turn in his fellow
naieer ?

S..eretry T would think :Ifra in one gets into gradations
of impnet of these situations. T would think t1121'o would be a duty to
:u1ro the situation at least with that otlieer. Now. that is at one end
of tho sale. There are some insirnificant thinc-s again or minor mat-
tpt..., t h a t urouhl h4 "rarded pyrsptinl. Now., when von tro to the (0 her
yod of thy ..,0:11o, and you look at stieh matt( rs

Senator NUNN. Yon are saying that t here is a di ffeivnce bet ween
personal :10 duty ?

Secretary I IOFTMANN. No: T am saying US a practical mat ter of srl f-
policingand this is the point I n mole with respect to an honor system
at We,:t Pointwe attempt, when you have a specific. honor system.
to try to make sure that its parameters are well »nderstood. The vode
obtains and the pressure obtains. I fow practically that is (1.ealt with,
for instance, by a cadet at West Point in a nonhonor-code situation,
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bow he feels he should address it, is another thing. My point is, there
are gradations in the official life of the Army and it commands the
full spectrum of possibility. I was going to pose to you a situation at
the other end of the scale where a readiness report or a true condition
or some fact is submitted to higher headquarters on which deci.si9ns.
are going to be made of a tactical or strategic nature, the. undermining
of which by falsehood or distortion would be a danger to the command,
those sorts of things. In between there lies a whole spectrum. I certainly
think that with respect to matters having to do with command, and
with operations and with the business of the Army, that that pressure
is there, not just stand by in the presence of these sorts of things, but
to take some form of action more or less formal as the circumstances
would warrant.

Senator NUNS. Let me ask the commandant one question along that
line. Let's suppose. hypothetically, that a cadet observes another.cadet
lying to his girlfriend, and he knows that it is a lie. It has nothing to
do with his academic performan and it has nothing to do with his
A duties or his cadet duties. What is the duty of a cadet who ob-

another cadet lying to his girlfriend? I assume that happens
occasionally ?

General ULMER. I have heard sc-eral cadets tell their girlfriends
that they were the most beautiful women in the world. And I am not
sure that that was true at the time.

I think that. sir, is something that falls in the same category as
the hostess asks a cadet if he enjoyed his meal, and he says, ma'am,
it was great, and actually he never has liked liver. Those situations
I don't think upset cadets, I think they handle them properly and
rightly, and I don't think they come under the responsibility of main-
taining the honor code.

Senator NUNN". I am not saying a frivolous lie, I am saying an
intentionally misleading lie that was told to a person outside the
cadet corps or outside the Army would not be a violation of the honor
code'?

General ULMER. It would certainly not he outside of the honor code.
Regardless of who the cadet is dealing with, the other cadet does have
the responsibility of maintaining standards of honor, yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. But I believe the Secretary, in discussing the Regu-
lar Army, would distinguish between something that was outside the
Regular Army duties and had an effect on the chain of command or
on the official action in the Army, and something that was totally
personal, is that correct? I understood that was a distinction in the..
Army, but, I understand now that that is not a distinction of the corps?

Secretary HormtAxx. Again. I am talking more about frivolous, in
the. area of frivolous and not frivolous, and also referring to an area
where the guidelines are not definite as they are in the code of honor
relating to West Point.

Senator NUNN'. 1. am sure these are difficult questions. and I know
they are hard for you to answer. I am not trying to be cute or funny
or frivolous on this. hut let's say an Army officer observes another
A rimy officer lyin2- to his wife about his relationship with a th!rd party,
another woman. Let's take that example, he has put forward. Let's take
that sum, example with a tiadet, where a cadet observes another cadet
lying to a girl about a certain matter, certainly serious to her. about
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his'relationship with another girl. Those are two things along the same
lines. Should they be treated alike ?

I will ask the commandant first to answer that question of a cadet
lying to his girlfriend on a matter that is seriow to their future and
their relationship.

General ULMER. I will be glad to attempt to answer the entire thing.
Senator NUNN. These are the real day-to-day problems that I think

you have to be able to deal with somehow when you are talking about
honor.

General ULMER. Sir, the honor code at West Point is remarkably
rigorous, it is an idealistic code. And in its implementation we expect
extraordinarily high performance. I don't think that these extra-
(,linarily high standards or expectations are universal within the
Army officer corps. Perhaps they should be, but I am not certain that
each public servant, each member of the Army, feels an obligation to
expose social misbehavior or whatever when it is not directly attendant
to the military tasks at hand.

Senator NUNN. But you think it is at West Point? In other words,
my example would be a violation of the honor code at West Point?

General ULMER. It certainly would, s' .

Senator NUNN. And a cadet who would not turn that other cadet in
would have violated the toleration clause himself if we are talking
about something that is not frivolous?

General UtmEn. He certainly would. The honor code is all pervasive
and does not stop at West Point.

Senator CULVER. Would the chairman yield at that point ?
Senator NUNN. I yield.
Seantor CULVER. I think the chairman is getting at what is so basic

here. How do we define those terms ? What dors honor mean, and what
is a triviality, and what is not a triviality. If we don't have some
clarification and precision in this matter, how can a cadet assume the
risk? For example, what do the terms lie, cheat, and steal mean to a
cadet. Is it cheating, for example, to ask a roommate how to spell a
word ? Is that cheating?

General ITLMER. Under certain circumstances it could be.
Senator Cur.vmt. So if there were three students studying in a room

and one of them is working on an English theme and he turns to an-
other and says. how would you spellwhatever the wordand he gets
that answer from one, cadet, if the third cadet overheard that and he
didn't turn it in he would be in violation of the honor code?

General UrEtt. Absolutely, positively, and for most. of the last 1,50
years that I know of, if that man is signing the statement that he has
done the entire, thing, and he has been already indoctrinated and edu-
cated regarding tIm rules of specific behavior, then that becomes an
honor offense. And the reason why the system is rather thorough, and
we have such an extensive program of education and indoctrination,
is that the primary function of the honor committee, sir, is primarily
education, is to make, certain that the rules of the game are clear.

Senator CULVER. f those facts were sustained up the chain of appeal
that would result in automatic expulsion ? There. would be no lesser
remedy available to deal in mitigation with the seriousness of the
offensc in the violation of the honor code?
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knera I 1'1,11 I U. Yes. I r 1.2 of his peers voted 12 to 0 that in fact--
Senator They just found those facts t hat. we have stated to

be t rue?
Cenora 1 IItEiT. The que-it ion. sir, is whether or .not he intended tO

(ICCHVe i r lw w-kpti :plest ion. You can't have an accidental honor
violat ion.

Senator CULVER. lie intended to find out how to spell the word ?
General I 71,31Eit. I f then when the cadets go through this, sir.. in

their investigat ive proeedures. and t hey knew that what he was doing
Was taking advantage () f t he syst cm

Senator Cui,v.a. 1 was interested ill what the superintendent said
about viewing favorahly greater flexibility in response to the chair-
man's question on tlds expulsion issue, and having some medley and
inix of remedies available to you based on mitigation and servertty of
the erime. I was intemsted, General Berry, in 1 975 in the Cadet
StephenVerr ease, where you did find it appropriate to everule the
finding in the claiin of command that this lying incident, allei:N1 lying
incident, justified disinisel. You overturned that conviction. lt seems
to me that I hat demonstrated the limitations of the honor Code, the
rigidity. to deal with any degree of sophistication and discrimination
on severty of offense. and an appropriateness of remedy. Would yon
agree with that, General Berry?

h,:tera 1 In the case of Cadet Stephen Verr, thm key element
in my determination that Mr. VelT had not lied was what I perceived
as the absence of intent to deceive. According to the honor eode, in
lw definition of lying there ore two elements. First, a misstatement of

-fact, and second, with intent to deceive.
Pursuing my responsibi lit ic.s personally to review all of the hearings

of the board of officers, as this one that came before me, looking at the.
cold it ions that. specified the time of the alleged lying, my reading of
he mcord was t hat intent to deceive was not there. So that was the key

element in my sett iitu. aside HI(' finding of the board of officers.
Senator Cl-r,vEn. My time is up.
Secretary I tOFFMA N OM hi I make a point in response to Senator

Culver's question very quickly?
The question about mitigation as it was framed to the Corps of

Cadets and discussed i)v General Berry this morning was a question
of discivti(01 under certain cireumstances ha vilig to do with the state
of mind or could it ions of the man at the time of the offense, and
not a question of (li,.cretion with respect to the nature of the offense.
Now. I believe I von accurate in saying that the Air Force system allows
discretion in situations where the cadet is new and arguably is not
indoct rinated, that he was under st Tess at tile time of the incident, or
I hilt he hil:velf turned unused f in, all of which goes to the state of

Senntor Crt,vEa. What is the authority for the statement. General
nerry. that. reqiiisite intent is a necessary element of an honor code
violation ? Is that common law at West Point or what ?

General I;Enev. That is in statements of indoctrhintion of cadets
throlt(Thout t le! years nod Written publications.

Senator et-TA Eu. There i, a refinement of the code itself that states
eNolicitly ?

G01101%11 th:1:1:y.
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Senator That requine intent. is a !lyres:aq clement of an
holmr oodo violat ion #:

Gmeral Ilt:tatv. Of lying. yes.
Senator Crix.a. I would like to .(e that for the reeord, M r. Chair-

man.
General Ili.anty. I Win provide that for the record, Senator Culver.
Tile information follows:1

The following is extraetNI from the pamphlet "The Cadet 'Honor Code and
System" (undated 1, an indoetrinnt halal pamphlet for the Corps of C11dViti, r nitedStates Military Academy. at page

-In lowly:An, a specific act to determine whether or not it was a violation ofthe Honor Cod'e certain guidelines are used. There an! t WO erileria which allnet nnist meet to be a violation:
"First, the aronscd mast have Or attempted to have lied, cheated or stolen, ortolerated such action 011, HI(' OH of olnothrr
"In malting Ibis ileterminatbdi it is kept in mind that a cadet must live

within the spirit as Wen :IS within the letter of the Code and System. A radct'shonor, should he so developed that the Ilohor Code and honorable eonductin every faeet or his everyday life are synonymous. Ills revulsion to lying.
ellenting, stealing tor tolerating sueli coluthet in Other eadets shonhl he Instinctive,-Second, the itemised must hare had the intent to lie, Omit, steal, or toleratesuch artimt on the part of another yodel.

"In making this determination. it is not necessary that the accused he thinkingabout the Honor Code or have the intention to hreach this Code to meet thiseriterion, The simple fact that he intended to lie. elleat, steal or tolerate iSsufficient."

Senator :`,..tty. Stinntor I;arl lett.
Senator 11.wrorrr. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
The. code is that a cadet will not lie, ehont or steal, or tolerate thos2

wlio do. Does the c:11:4 prior to entrance at West Point. sign a state-ment in advance of :my examination to that effect. and further. does
he state unequi vocally that he will report any violator or any violation ?

General BV.1:1:1*. No. si. a cadet at this time does not sign such astatement before coming to the Military Academy.
would like. if I may. to just quote part of a lettec that is sent toeach cadet pHor to his admission to the Military Academy. And this

covers the clas-,es now at the Military Academy. This is a letter that
;lairman of the senior Or the. first classeach vear *.+1.4rIted hy the

honor committee. And hen, he explains what the honor code is. It is
a simple statement which he cites, lie says:

This ogle is not a regulation promulgated by the Military Academy authorities,rather it has its origins among the cadets themselves.
It is a gooll feeling to know poll Call 1111:t another because you know tlmtho doeK not lie, elient (or steal. It is an even better feeling to know that youare trusted hy others tate:lust, it is known thud you do not lie, client or steal.
And then in the final paragraph:
From the nionwat you enter the Military Academy in July it will be yourresponsibility to maintain the Honor Code of tho Corps or cadets% Livingby rho, Ho,r cud,. ti, dots of every cadet and officer. This responsibility willbegin on your first Ilny at the Military Academy, amid will contin .e to guide youthroughout the rust of your life. I urge you to consider carefully the meaningand inipli. allis of OW cadet Honor Code prior to your entrance this July.

I wl iivo I hunt the commandant of cadets is about to implement an
policy here that is similar. f(;.-. example, to what Davidson

clAlc,,e of North Carolina does. in sending a written statement of the
Iloilo:: code a 11,1 its background to each incoming cadet, and perhaps astatement. What niv your plans. General rimer?
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Generid I'r,Ntrit. We are now looking over whether or not there
should be a statement prior to arrival that is signed, and so forth, or
after our initial imloctrination period, which is sonic 16 to 20 hours
during the first sinniner, that the cadet might execute some sort of a
written statement. But we are exploring this at. the present time, sir.
The literature that goes to the cadet explains very well the code,

although there is no prticular circulation.
Senator BARTtryr. Is there an opportunity for a cadet prior to

arriving at West Point or during the izahwtrination or immediately
after it. to express whether or not he supports the code in toto?

General ULMER. No, sir. We assinne that. he does. And I think our
reaction would be that if he felt that he could not live under the
rules of not lying and cheating or stealing, that he would not want
to participate, as it cadet.

Senator lItammT. Do you have a.ny cadets who do exercise that
action?

General Ur,mtlz. Sir, we have a large number of cadets who resign
each year, but it is a rare case where a cadet indicates that he doesn't
feel that he can comply with the. honor code and system, and gives

that as one of his reasons for resignation.
Senator Thurrixrr. Do the officers involve themselves in the in-

doctrination of cadets about the honor system?
General "[Murat. "Yes sir. they do.
Senator Ruin's:Tr. Wliat kind of indoctrination is that ?
General UI.rEa. The tactical officers for the last 2 years have

started to participate in conferences and discussions regarding the
honor code and its application to commissioned service. We have
officers also who will give lectures on various aspects of ethics, pro-
fessional ethics, and so forth. And, of course, the officer members of
the chain of command exercise certain advisory functions regarding
all of the cadets, and specifically members of the honor committee.

Senator BArrrumr. I recall the honor system at Princeton Univer-
sity, that there were a number of students about to enter who would
si.o.n only a statement that they would not receive or give assistance,
but very carefully did not sign a statement that they would report
somebody who was involved in cheati.ig. It was then the duty of the
honor committee at. Princeton to confaet those individuids who didn't
sign a full pledge to have them sign if they desired a pledge that they
would report a violation. And if not, they arc not accepted by the
student lionor comm ittee for a matriculation at Princeton, which would
prevent that student from entering. On occasions there were students
who woulfk not agree to the honor system. and therefore they would
not be accepted by the students. even though they had been accepted
by the administration. Is this the kind of thing you are thinking about
implementing or considering?

General ULMER. Sir. we have never considered a sort of selective
choice rega rding the honor system and its operatitms. We are thinking
more, at the completion of a certain pluise of indoctrination and educa-
tion, of ha ving them si gli a statement indicating that, they under-
stand all of the rules of the game, and are fully supportive of and
willing to comply with the provisions thereof.

Senator BARTLETT. General. the example of Princeton I gave is not
just a matter of t he code of an honor system. it was a written indication
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and pledge of commitment to it. Now, that phase of it is NVlint I was
really zeroing in on. I assume from what, you said that this is what
you were considering implementing at West Point.

General I7Lisma. Sir, we are considering that sort of thing. But I
might add, Senator, that the apparatus and the environment of the
Military Academy surely today is so supportive of the primacy of
integrity as explained in the honor code and system that it would be
difficult for ine to believe tliat a cadet of good heart could remain a
cadet and consciously feel that he was not obligated to participate
fully in the honor code and system.

Senator BAnmrrr. General tamer, let me give you my experience
at Princeton.

I was one who did not sign the full honor code when I went, I said
I wouldn't cheat, nor would I give assistance, but I purposefully did,
not say that I would report someone, because I didn't. feel tlutt I
should. This was prior to my having any experience with or indoc-
trination in an honor system. tater on I became chairman of the honor
committee, and it was my task, to make certain that people did ful-
fill that full pledge. And I think that at least in the time frame in
which I was there we were the, first class to have every single person
sign the full pledge protecting in a sense ourselves as members of the
honor committee. It was clearly understood what the full commit-
ment was. I feel that because students and cadets come from an environ-
ment which I would guess is still similar to the ono in which I was
reared, of not reporting violators, that this would be a good matter to
consider, so that them would be absolutely no misunderstanding,
awl in addition to that, it would be an indication on the part of the
individual cadet of (ommitment, rather than what might be a commit-
ment just..by being there. In fact, I think it would be good to have an
indication of that. kind of commitment before matriculation, or per-
haps to have the cadets have the opportunity of seeing that, there, is
a commitment.

The Senator from Iowa mentioned the cost involved, and certainly
I think anything to show the commitment of an individual and a pledge
to an individual cadet would reinforce the system and support it,
rather than otherwise.

General ITLArnt. You may be sure. sir, that. we will take a hard
look at that.

Senator BAirrr.rxr. I have one other question that continues what
the Senators from Iowa and Georgia were discussing. The question
is. Ts the code for the officer on matters of business of the Army as
strict as the code for the cadet on matters of business with the Army,
and should it be. if it is not ? In other words, if you have Mr. Secre-
tary. aim indication of lying or cheating or stealing by an Army officer,
would there be just one penalty. and would that be dismissal from. the
service?

Secretary HOFFMANN. The ideal should certainly be the same. And
again, we. are dealing with two situations, one at West Point, which
does not represent the cross-section exneriencewise of the real world,
it is necessarily constrained as any academic institution is constrained,
but I think the ideal should be the same. I hope it will be the same and
I hope it will continue to be increasingly implemented to provide the
maximum integrity of the Army.
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Now, I don't thinkI am not sure that, the pract ice should be co-

extensive. I am t al king now about the system of implementation

where, of tanirse, court martial rules apply and you have a far

wider spectrum of activity, private and public, which come under it.

It is a difficult qtwstion, I niust confess, to he categorical, because of the

different shadings, and Senator Nunn indicated, as to when you report

a fellow officer for an offense of this kind as opposed to making that

part. of your judgmental appreciation of that officer and dealing

him accordingly.
W'hat. I Ivas going to suggest to Senator Nunn is that I have it,

prinliced in the field in the sit nal ion that, you suggested where an indi-

vidual lies to his %vile. The line between privacy on the one hand and

what, the, institution can command properly.by way of adherence to

principles in matters that ordinarily are considered one's own business

is always a difficult one. But in this ease, suppose that an officer were

a ware of that circumstance with respect to another officer, and the

commander of both of them says to the first one, I agree with what

he has said in this instance, because he is a man of impeccable honor.

Now, this raise,s the question as to whether that, second officer, knowing

what he knows, should voice, something with respect to judgments that

would be made that would affect the mission of the organization. Now,

again, I think we all !lave trouble, particularly in something as funda-

mental and as sophisticated at the same time as application of the

ethics and principles to concrete situations. But I don't think it is too

much to have the ideal the same, because the ideal is the sante.

Not only will we have the benefits in the officer corps and the Army

of the integrity on the, part of the officers, but we can enhance the

overall appreciation and the enhancement to performance of duty that

we can have in no other way than by mutual trust. And this, I think,

in dynamic circumstances, given the fact that integrity and principle

are dynamic states of menthey don't suddenly get there, and are

there forever beyond anything they can ever dothese are the sorts of

pressures that I hope would continue to be uplifting in the officer corps

and in the Army.
Senator BARTLETT. Mr. Secretary, could I have a short answers be-

cause my time is already exceeded. I think you said that, you felt that

the code should be as strictly enforced for the Army officer as a cadet

in matters lwrtaining to the A rnly. If you found it. was not, would von

feel it incumbent upon yourself to take steps to see that it was.

Secretary HOFFMANN. With respect to material matters, yes, sir.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Secretary, let ine add one thing here. We are

focusing on some very difficillt problems. I think we are going to have

other questions, and we are going to have another hearing, and a lot

of difficult, questions. I want, to make it clear that I do believe in

an honor system. I have been to both types of schools, one where they

had an honor system and one whew they didn't. I don't want any
implication of my difficult questions to lead anyone to the conclusion,

you or the generals or anyone else, that I don't believe it can work and

must work and should work not only for West Point but our Nation.

T think your institution and the other academies can be examples for

the entire country. These problems are not confined to the academies,

they go much beyond that. I wanted to make that point clear. There

are a lot of questions that. we have to ask, and I think that you and we
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alike want to make snre that we have a system that is realistic that
can work and not one that is unenforceable and twrealistic.

I just wanted to put my question in that context.
Secretary HOFFMANN. I appreciate that. I don't think we can prop-

erly evaluate this system without asking a lot of questions. And
whether OT not we can give answers that satisfy youthese aro the sort
of concerns that we are talking about: Practical effect and practical
rules.

Senator NUNN. Senator Culver.
Senator CULVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General Berry, again back to that Cadet V IT case in 1975, in over-

ruling the lower court findings by majority vote by whatever processes
and procedures. You suggest to us that, in order to establish lying with-
in the context of the honor code, if it constituted a general violation,
subject to all of the penalties of expulsion, you uiust have two elements
to establish it, an intentional telling of an luit ruth, coupled with a de-
sire to deceive. Is that correct ?

General BERRY. That is correct, Senator.
Senater CULVER. Now, why would olat be son eAhing that you would

uniquely settle upon? In common la s ben r3u talk about the ele-
ments of a crime, they are pretty basic, and they are pretty well de-
fined, established, and known. Here you found it necessary to point out
something that would appear to be, en its face, rather basic and fun-
damental, and in order to convict you have to es.ablish that the accused
is guilty on both counts. Now, is this a case where these lower boards
didn't know the law ? If so, it would be a rat:sex severe indictment of
the carelessness with which they approached i lteir accusations, would
it not?

General BERRY. It would, i f that RI. re thc, case, Senator.
Are you ready for me to respond ?
Senator CULVER. I will give you thi, appropriate opportunity. What

I am getting at here is, I want to commend yon for the intellectual
gymnastics that you evidenced on that occasim a,-id the legal nicety
that von were able to draw upon to afford a p e r degree of justice
based on that fact situation. I think if there is a higher court and a
authority over all that you would be commenicd. The thing I am con-
cerned about is what legal pains or rs what toi.inous construction you
are led by the absence within the honor code of a developed body of
common law. whether or not, there is in fact a written record of pre-
vious decisions, opinions. and 1,eedent.-; concerning past honor code
proceeding's. so that justice can. in fa t. administered and be a jus-
tice of laws and not. men. That is essentially what I ant posing to you.
In brief again. if what you did was really only to draw upon the. basic
elements of the crime, and find the accused not guilty, aro you satisfied
that they extunined both those elements in these lower proceedings and
came to a different emtellision?

General Bminy. Yes, Senator.
Senator Ct-r.vm:. Or did they not look at the sante law?
General liminy. They looked at the same law.
Senator CUINER. And did they draw upon a body of established writ-

ten records and precedents and opinions in order to know what the
elements of that crime were'?
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General BERRY. Welt, this was an administrative hearing by five offi-
cers. The cadet was represented by a military lawyer. There was a
military lawyer who represented the Government. And those lawyers
or these officers, board members, who are able experienced ollicers,
used exactly the same definition of lie that I did.

Senator Crr,ven. Excuse me. Is that lmsed on a cominon law or the
ho»or code? Po you have a written compilation of past opinions and
precedents of honor code proceedings to which you can refer and not
just rely upon the fact, that you are a. very imaginative lawyer ?

General BERRY. We do not, sir.
Senator CurxEn. You don't ?
General BEnny. They were relying upon the same statement of the

definition as I. But there is another element
Senator CunvEn. But you Imre nothing else but that statement ?
General BERRY. That is correct, si r.
Senator Cut.vEn. They relied on that statement and they intcrpreted

it differently ?
General BERRY. And I had additional information which they did not,

have, a second element that I should have combined with the central
element of intent.

Remember that I am the appointing authority for that Board of
Officers. They are an independent de novo hearing, as you know. They
review only what the military lawyers put before them.

Now, as the reviewing authority, as I look at the totality of the case,
I look first at the verbatim transcript of these proceedings of the Board
of Officers. There are two other essential bits of information that I
looked at which were not available to the Board of Officers. One was an
investigation which the Commandant of Cadets had caused to be made
concerning Cadet Verr's allegations that he had not received enough to
eat in the messhall at the time of the incident. The officer who had
investigated that. found. among other things, Cadet Verr had gained
weight.. But the important thing was, he went out to the high school
coach of the young man, and found that this young man had extraor-
dinary eating habits, he was a distance runner, and the high school
coach said that he was taking on about 12,000 calories a dav, and
that he perceived that he needed that much. So that was an element
available to me, not to the court.

And second, there was a psychologist's statement, made on the day
o f the first allegation.

So the absence of intent was certainlyor the presence or absence
of intent was in the, minds of the Board of Officers, but they did not
have that additional information that I had with which to evaluate
the absence or presence.

Senator Cm.vEn. So you don't really have any records available that
are normally retained on those honor proceedings?

General BERRA-. No; we do not.
Senator CULVER. Is there an administrative regulation or law that a

board of officers can consult in analyzing code violations?
General BERRY. The same rules of evidence and administrative pro-

cedure that all administrative boards of officers abide by.
Senator Cum-En. But not directly on the honor code issues?
General Bunn% That is correct, sir.
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Senator CULVER. NOW. i f this cheating should he discovered to Lo
widespreadond more commorqdace t han even the current windier zilg-
gests throughout, the Academy, what Will you do about it.? To what ex-
tent. do you currently plan in any rase to institute a More VigOrOUS
system to uncover the extent of that cheating'? Here we have again a
bird year class. 171 involved in au innocuous quiz. You have dis-

covered the ramifications of cheating due to the diligence by which
you have tried to cro54-check in an inordinate way the examinations
that have been submitted to the various sections. Po yon, for example,
plan to go to the second year, the first year, or the senior year, and do
a spot check of previous exams by reviewing the various sections?
Again, if I am correct. in my assumption, we may have a pattern that,
people are very cavalier here, as long as they know tliat. they are cheat-
ing with someone that is not. under the sonic four or five sections ad-
ministered by the same. instructor, and if that, instrnetor doesn't get
with another instructor who has a di fTerent four or five sections to dis-
cover whether there has been any collusion in that regard. there is no
way as a matter of pattern and practice that you are likely to he de-
tected. Now. do you idan to go back and institute just a spot check to
determine to your own sat isfaction---because I think it fumlamentally
affects the viability and the effectiveness of the honor codeto get a
handle on this?

General BEinty, Senator, first let me put those fiures in pompectiye.
To date, 11 cadets in this particular incident have been found by hoards
of officers to have, violated the honor code, and one cadet has been ex-
onerated. And, of course, those 11 cases have not. yet come throunh the
review process; I have not. seen those. So 11 cadets to date. ont of more
than ISM cadets in the U.S. Corps of Cadets, and out of a class of 878,
the class of 1977. there were 26-4 cadets whose papers were examined,
scrutinized by either the Honor Committee or the Internal 'Review
Panel. And the 171 fi.o.nre of those recommended to go before boards
of officers some of those will be exonerated, as the system here, as in
Anglo-Saxon law, is that we assmne the man innocent until he is proven

We also assmne flint cadets are honest, We don't go ont seekim* for
dishonest. cadets unless there is precipitate. cause to lead us in II re-
sponsildo way to seek evidence of flout. recoLmizing the privacy and the
ri!dits of the institution and of the individual and the institution.

Senator Ct-rxn. Tn view of the fact that these cases have been
lar.-ely uncovered hoc:lose of a, part icular diligence, not operating in
I he regular course. that has uncovered the extent of alle7ed violation,
and the practice of copying on exams, and so forth. wouldn't. that in
itself he sufficient to raise questions in your own mind about the ade-
quacy of your processes to determine that in previous practices?

General Brum Senator, I think that on this I nmst await. the out-
come of these boards to drasy any conclusions beyond that.

Senator CULVER. Mr. Chairman. T think my time is up. But I do have
additional questions. Perhaps I could submit thorn for the record. 1
was interested in whether they have any statistical evidence available
now as to the question of what are the relative grade averages and
disciplinary records of those accused of honor violations compared
with cadets as a whole in this present group, whether you have that ?
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General BRIM% General Ulmer has some figures, if he may respond

to that question.
General ULMER. Sir, in general demographic data there is no signifi-

cant difference between the group of 171 and the rest of the class. In

terms of academic standing and leadership standing and conduct
standing they are a. slightly lower group than the class as a whole.

If I may, sir, I would like to--
Senator CrLyEa. Let, me just ask this one question and you are

free to respond to the rest in terms of time.
With your approximately 40-percent attrition rate, how many cadets

are accused of honor violations?
General MAIER. About 3 percent, sir.
Senator CuLvv.a. Three percent of your 40-percent attrition rate in

each class?
Ge»eral fry.mat. Yes, si r. Our typical attrition rate, for the last several

years has run at 33 or 34 percent. Three percent are honor.
Senator CULVER. Three percent of the class or of the 33 percent ?
General ULMER. Three percent of the class.
Senator CuLry.s. Which would be about 10-percent attrition rate?
General ULMER. Yes, sir.
In the matter of exams, sir, this of course, was not a normal mode of

graded recitation. And when we have examinations thronghout the

elass, normally of course these are done during class periods, they are

done by class groups, and the opportunity for collaboration is almost

nil. LOSS than 1 percent, sir, of the grades this year have been derived

from independent home type of problems such as this.
T also believe it might be reasonable to assume that members of the

class of 1977 who take the honor code lightly might well have taken

this opportunity to cheat. There are circumstances which indicate that

perhaps these people had done some of this before. And the opportu-

nity certainly was there in this ease. You have described a very thor-

mpgh and scrupulous way in which we have examined this, and I feel

relatively comfortable at this juncture, sir, that we are talking about

most of the people in the class to date who have been guilty of honor

code violations.
Senator et-Tyr:R. There are other situationsif this is where you

have these breakout sections, and so forth, what about the case where

you hand in English themes, written themes. work that is done out-
side. submitted ? Do yon periodically spot check by way of cross refer-

ence as far as the knowledge of the cadets is concerned with other

sections?
General Ut.mrn. Sir, different departments handled this differently.

Tn the themes themselves normally, since we are talking about different

to "ics and so forth, this does not come up. But I understand that in the

swial science department they have methods of routinely comparing
paws. and have for some years.

Senator CriSER. You can testify as a fact to this congressional hear-
ing that that is the case, that they have procedures and policies to

your satisfaction that minimize the likelihood and possibility of cheat-

ing by plagiarism, for example. in submission of these ? Do you know
what those processes are? You say you understand they have. You are
in charge of that place. Do you know for a fact that, that is true?
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General 171-1:-.1t. Weil, I am not in charge of the academic part of
it, sir, but I can fell you from firsthand that instructors in certain
departments have procedures for reviewing papers. I am not competent
to go beyond that in describing the special rules of each dept rtment.

Senator CULVER. The Superintendent might want to respond regard-
ing the specific committee which is now overlooking the methods of
examination control.

Senator NUNN. Superintendent Berry.
General BERRY. Yes; it is more proper for me to respond to the

question dealing with academics, Senator Culver, since GeneralI.Ihner
is concerned as Connuandant of the Cadets. I have another Brigadier
General who is the Dean of Academics, and I am over academics as
well as cadets.

IA me respond to your question. Yes; I will answer for the record
that .,ur English department, our history department, and our social
sciences department, and those departments that give out the themes
in that type of work, do have systems for checking for plagiarism, and
for any ilmd of copying against each other. This is also a part of the
scope of the committee on academic procedures which I appointed
several weeks ago, and which will report to me the 15th of june to
review the adequacy of these procedures.

Senator CULVER. You talked about. the cadets having to initiate
these complaints, and the extent to wlfich you may be motivated to
initiate a larger search yourself.

General BERRY. Not only the cadets. Senator, officers, too.
Senator CULVER. But T got it from you, that yon are going to

do something more aggressive yoursel f o check this.
General BEnnr. That is correct, sir.
Senator CULVER. After you have enough reason to do it based on

available evidence?
General BERRY. I believe that, is correct.
Senator erfixErt. And second. no you follow np on accusations by

cadets of cheating in other courses ?
General BiatRy. You say do I ?
Senator rurxra. Will von ?
General BERRY. I do. sir. I not only will. but I do. and have in the

past. Responsibly, I must have specific allegations rather than just
names.

Senator CULVER. I appreciate that.
General Braar. Yes.
Senator CULVER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Nr xx. Senator Hart, who is a member of the full commit-

tee. is with us today.
Senator I Tart, do you want to ask any questions?
Senator H.urr. First of all, T want to thank von. Seitatcr Nunn, as

chairman. for letting me sit. in. I am not a member of the subcommittee,
but I am interested as a memher r t he Board of Visitors of the Air
Force Academy. And I lwliove .11 he having their represenatives
test i fy.

Senator Nt-xx. That is right.
We are glad to ha ve von.
Senator HArrr. I want to ideal ify my,elf with I he remarks von made

earher. I support the concept of an honor code. I think most, Members
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of Congress do. And I think we understand why it is necessary. Ithink
our interest here, and the chairman's interest, and the subcommittee s
interest, is just to find out what is going on and lmw the code applies
to various academies. I think it is also a typical situation for Members

of Congress to probe into an area like this, with some of the things
that, have been happening in this town in recent days. And one might
strongly argue that it might be timely to have an honor code for
Members of the Conrgess too, B»t I ?eel very strongly that, as.an
individual, it is difficult to sit in judgment. We have some housekeeping
t o do ourselves.

l'he difficulty. it appears to me here, is that the code a. formulated
combin hotit legal and moral principles. That is to say, it is illegal
to stealit is at, least in o»r system of societyand it, is immoral to
lie or to elwat. It is not illegal to lie unless one is under oath or there
is some otlier legal constraint. But the code, as spelled out, intermingles
legal and moral voncepts, And I think that, leads to some difficulties.

Second, toe difficulty is compounded by the toleration phrase which
is even grayer. T.,ers assume two cadets are, walking down the sidewalk
mut cadet .1 asks to borrow cutlet. B's comb. If cadet B says, "I don't
have a eomb in my pocket," but later finds he does, that seems to me a
violatitm of the. code. I would hope that, lie wouldn't be thrown out
of the Academy fcr that. It is a little bit like Secretary Hoffmann's
hypothetical ease:At what point does lying go to the character of a per-
son and jeopardize, the battlefield situation that is often referred to?

But I would like to throw out the gray area. Applying moral prin-
ciples in a world that is not, black and whitemuch of what we do is
in gray and flat areasis not. sensible. We ought to consider what the
burden is on the cadet for tolerating. what, must, a cadet do who bears
third-hand or piecemeal about. sonic collusion on an exam or what-
ever, and what duty does lie have to go out and invesitgate some rumor
that he may have heard.

Secretary HOFMANN. I think on the specifics General Berry might
like to eomment. But T think, on your point about this blend of moral
and legal responsibility, you will find the same pressure in the body
of laws generally, aud in many cases. The fact that a citizen owes
his testimony to the State has been a subject in grand jury proceed-
ings and witness proceedings of some development over th,e years.
But it is there. And you have process to compel testimony in those
uses. Again, the false official statement, section of title 18 of the

United States Code. which provides a sanction for less than sworn
misrepresentation under certain circumstances, again implies both a
legal and a moral wrong, bat one is recognized and the other is
assumed. and there comes a cutoff point in which you recognize cer-
tain notions and don't recognize others. So that I think that is not
lin tque to the application of this code we are talking, about, it prevails
in other codes and those systems that attempt, as I said in my state-
ment. to conform or to exhort certain types of behavior and stress
certain ehmients thereof.

Now, again T think it underscores the point, made earlier that the
eode as we applied it at West Pointwhich is not just a means of
en forcement of behavior, but a means to inculcate and develop certain
reflect ions and certain responses in certain situationsthe code to be
clear enough to those. under it so that we eliminate those areas at the
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tor rgin in which the quest ion of what to do a ri:,es, and puk stress
developownt of eharacter which provides strength to nutke the

right chonys as they appear.
Now, with respect particularly to how the rode openttes in varions

situat kills, I think Gi'llVF:11 Berry can add some perspective to that.
Senator (Loa. I just want to know thisif the Cildet, overhears a

rumor that there was cheating Olt an exam, and lt is very vague,
what is his obligat ion ?

ieneral liminy. I f lii ovetheatd a, vague rumor, Senator, lie must
rellet responsibly eVell as I 118 the SIAlleCilltendellt Must, haS no
obligation to go track down vague rinnors. 1 le nilist be responsible
111 What he 1111(1S and what lie does.

IOU CO111111clited on t he murkv
Senator 1 Ivirr. AVIlat does acting responsibly mean ? DoeS 111! Collie

to you? Or what does he (10?
General BIAnty. The Corps of Ctulets 1135 vague, rumors everyday

;WOW I'Very of life. The clear-cut statement is strong, I think :

k cadet does 1101. Ile, (Meld.. 01 Steil] tolCritte thOSe WhO (10. That 1S
IHTS011111 1144011110., it is Clear in his own life, nor tolerate those who

IVIwn he lois personal knowlcdge of lying, cheating, or stealing,
then he is obligated, he is dlitybound, honorbomul to report that,
eit her liNt by confronting the individual and saying, look, it appears
to me Hint you haVe 1:101:Ited the 1101101' COde. 11101 p(ThIlpS 110 can
find that he had It MisimpreSsion, misperception. And that would
wsolve it, and he has satisfied his obligation.

Senator 1 hirr. Does he have an obligation to report a rumor?
Gew.ral IlynnY, No, sir.
Gelleral ULMER. May I add something to that ?

envra I lir.mtv.. Yes.
Ceneral ULMER. I think, sir, that we are talking not about a trivial

Minor. but something which emild have some grave undertones. And
thi!:k a cadet Operating muter the spirit of the code would go to

his oompany honor representative and say, "Charlie, 1 thought I
heard some discussion about some cheating or cribbing or something
going 81 in the FAA ish class. And I don't know anything more about
it. but I just pass on the information." And I think the company
honor rep then would normally go to the oliairMan of the honor
committee and say, I Imird a nimor that t here was some cheating in
Eno kh. And the Chit Of the 1101100 conunittee 0:0111(1 talk (0 the
).puty Commandant and/or to ine or the chairman of the English

Department, and say. "Sir, we have no Fueeitic information at all,
but there is this undercurrent of rumor. nil we just thought yon
"ItAt to know."

iencral liEnti-r. I agree with that.
Senator Nt-NN. May 1 tihil an observation here. The Superintendent

iS saving on the one hand that, there would be no violation of a tolera-
tion if that cadet t hat heard the rumor did nothing but go to his room
or forget. it. The commandant is -:tiving 011 the other hand that it
certainly might happen and (amid occur or probably in sonic, cases
should occur that he might pass tluit rumor up the line, hilt if he

fin: it up the line. \vould hoth or you arree I nn he did not
violItti Hie toleration clause?
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General ULMER. That is correct, sir, unless he has specific knowledge.
Senator Timm He has no positive duty to find out by specific

knowledge?
General ULUER. I think he has a moral obligation not to let it drop

unless he thinks it is a wild rumor.
General BERRY. I may have emphasized your vague rumor, Senator

Hart, more than I should.
Senator HART. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. I have two or three questions that I want to pose to

the Superintendent and the commandant.
First, Superintendent Berry, there is a code that you have, and I

wonder if it. does conflict with the cadets' understanding of their own
honor code. And I am going to read you both.

The. cadets' honor code and the system is "cadet property is owned
by the cadets, controlled by the cadets, and operated by the cadets."

Yet to facilitate the disposition of many of the cases now pending
in West Point you appointed an internal review panel composed
mostly of :ffieers. Furthermore, in a recent address to the association
of graduate,, you stated and I quote you, that it was your "obligation
to set matte.s straight where there are suspected violations of the
honor code. This will be done through the administration of officer
boards, through the initiation of other cases which may be recom-
mended by the internal review panel, and by my review of the cases
and recommendations to the Secretary of the Army."

So my question to yon. is: Do your actions lend credence to the. often-
heard criticism that while the code may belong to the cadets, its appli-
cation and operation belongs to the officers?

General BERRT. Sir, the Superintendent at the Military Academy
is charged by the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of Staff of the
Army with full responsibility for the superintendence of the U.S.
Military Academy in all of its aspects, and Wrest Point military .res-
ervation.

Now, within the, U.S. Military Academy, focusing on the training
of young officers for the U.S. Army, I see my central mission and
responsibility as being that of developing soldier leaders. And central
to that is character development and integrity.

The Corps of Cadets themselves have the greatest responsibility for
the honor code and the supportincr honor system. Indeed, without. the
full commitment of the Corps of eadets as individuals and collectively,
there would be no honor code nor system. It is something, as you real-
ize, which cannot be imposed. Indeed, oars has grown up from within
the Corps of Cadets. and it commands their support, and their com-
mitment, their seizure, as the Secretary put it.

But, the Corps of Cadets themselves, no cadet, and no group of
cadets, has the power of appointment to the Academy or separation
from the Academy. That is the responsibility of the. Sei.-retary.

The, honor system depends heavily upon the. honor committee, the
cadet honor committee. They reach their finding when there is an
allegation of a violation of the honor code, and they make their ree.
ommendations to the Commandant and through me to the Secretary of
the Army.

Here is where there is a blending for those who have been found
to have violated the honor code, there is a blending of responsibilities
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of all' of Ati,!_the cadets, the commandant, the Superintendent and the
Secretary of the Army.

So, while certainly the corps must feel jealously possessive of honor
at West Point, it would be incorrect.th say that it iatheir responsibil-
ity exclusively. It is a shared responsibility all the way to the Secre,
tary of the Army. But., the key responsibility is in the corps and theirattitude.

Now, on the aPpointment of the internal review committee, the
sequence of events was this. March was the month of the giving of thehome study project, the grading and the discovery of some papersthat lead us to be suspicious of possible honor violations. April wasthe month of the cadet honor committee investigating the cases that
our investigations had developed to that date, in early and mid-April.For 10 days in mid-April honor committees hat.dle the papers in the
nnmbers that they had at that time.

So 117 papers went before the honor committee.
And then as time was moving on into May, as the cadets were enter-incr into their final examination period, from May 17 through May 27,

a l'time when they are totally committed to doing the thingsthat full-time students do come final examination, and as they were
moving into that final June week, May 28 through June 2, and thegradualon on June 2 of the class of 1976, thereby the graduation
of one-half of the two upper-class honor committees, the fact is that
as we are in mid-May approaching and going into the examination pe-riod, and as our continued investacrations find additional numbers of
papers for which we have cause ro be suspicious, the. numbers -weregrowing beyond that with which the cadet honor committees simply
could cope, particularly going into the examination period. So, it be-
came clear to me that I as Superintendentovith the full responsibility
for everything that is done at the Military Academy, had in this case
to take an extraordinary step, that. is, t.he creation of a combined board
of Cadets and officers, the internal review panel, to do tbe things that
the cadet honor committee could not do at that time.

This was done with the concurrence and the understanding of the
honor committee chairmen of the class of 1976 and the class of 1977.
In fact., they were relieved, acknowledging that they just couldn't han-
dle it at that time.

So, I suggest that the creation of the internal review panel .was a
commander's. a superintendent's, response to a situation which re-
quired that type of action, that it was done with the concurrence and
knowledge of the chairmen of the two upper-class honor committees,
and that. it in no way is taking over the honor code or system by the
officers of the Military Academy. It is simply continuing to reinforce
and work with the cadets as we' liave done for these many years.

Senator NUNN. Gentlemen, how many cadets are on that special
panel you created ?

General Bratty. Sir, there were. five snhpanels. three-men subpanels,
two officers and one. cadet. So, there were five cadets on the total.

Senator NUN'. Five cadets. and how many officers ?
Geiwral B.Furty. Ten officers and five cadets.
Senator Nt7.7.7y. How many cadets are on the normal honor panel ?
General Bruey. On the normal honor board there are 12 cadets. On

the normal officers board there are three to five officers.
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Senator Nusx. Were any or all of the five on the special board from
the normal honor board ?

General BERRY. Yes. sir. We hadwas it two or three?
General IILHER. I think two, sir.
General BERRY. At least two, two or three from honor board, and

then the remainder of the cadets were from the corps at large.
Senator NUNN. And there was no reason for excluding certain mem-

bers of the honor board, was there?
General Bmun-. No, si r.
Senator NUNN. Were there any implications that the honor board

itself was not working properly.
General BERRY. None to me, sir.
Senator NUNN. None to you?
General BERRY. There were no indications that the honor board was

not working properly.
Senator NUNN. One other question. We are. going to have Congress-

man Downey testify tomorrow morning. I believe. And I know that
von have, all read his report. I believe it. has been in the Congressional
Becord. ITe. concluded that the reasonand I quote himwidespread
cheating was discovered in the case of an electrical engineering exami-
nation was that, "instructors traded papers with one. another hi an
effort. to determine exactly how many persons cheated."

Congressman Downey went. on to say that "this unusually diligent
effort to discover the extent of cheating, rather than the unusual
amount of cheating, has produced the current scandal."

Following Congressman Downey's visit to West Point in May, he
stated: "I found no one at the Academy who could explain why a
cadet who had never cheated for 3 years at West Point would sud-
denly cheat on a quiz worth no more than 5 percent of his course
cfrade."

The implications of Mr. Downey's conclusions are, of course, very
serious. Superintendent. Berry, I would like, your comments on that.

General BERRY. Mr. Chairman, I have in front of me the report of
Congressman Downey. And the report begins, "This is a preliminary
report."

Looking at the conclusions, I see one that says: "I have searched
but I have found no evidence that there was anything unusual about
this exam which would have provoked an exceptional amount of cheat-
incr."

'-And he says. "It appears that most of the cadets we interviewed were
correct when they asserted that the people who cheated on this exam
had probably not done so for the first time."

My comments, I think, must be cautious about. Congressman Down-
ey's preliminary report, because. this goes to the heart of the matter
upon which I will sit. as the reviewing officer for these cases. But, to

say that the scandal, "the honor scandal" is caused by exceptionally
intensive investigation. I would have to question.

I simply have to close commenting on Congressman Downey's state-
ment by stating my strong belief that, of the 4.000 cadets at the U.S.
Military Academy, drawn from all portions of this country, the vast
majority of them support. the code, embody that in their daily lives,
and in no way have been tainted by this single incident. And as a re-
sponsible official, I must deal only with the facts that come tbrough
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the established procedures. So, I think that it is setter that I com-
ment no further, if that is all right with you, Mr. Chairman.

General Ulm En. May I make just one point., Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Yes, sir, go ahead.
General ULMER. I think, sir, that it should be noted that when Con-

gressman Downey visited on that date we had simply identified the 48
cadets who had iwen found to have violated the. honor code by the
honor committee. The investigation was still in progress. And the ad-
ditional number of cadets had not yet surfaced.

I believe, sir, it is fair to say that while we. are attempting a eau e-
ful and thorough investigation of this inciden: that it certainly shouldbe no more thorough than we would do in any circumstance where
there was evidence of cadet violation of the code.

Senator NUNS. -Well, the Buckley study went to this point in an-other way. They concluded, among other thingsand I quote the
Buckley studythat "it is unrealistic to assume that anyone complies
fully with the preceptions of the code. Yet the system is righteously
imposing ultimate sanction on a cadet whose transgression of the code.
collies to its attention."

Now, does this suggest that all cadets at one time. or the other vio-
late the code, and it is a matter of enforcement rather than a matter
of compliance?

General BERRY. 3fay I respond to that, sir, having directed thatstudy.
Those are. unfortunate words with which I disagree and most of the

members of the study group disagree with that too. They did their
voting on the recommendations. Those words were written by an indi-
vidual as he in all honesty and conscientiousness was trying to describe
some of the moral questions involved in something as absolute as that
code. I do not subscribe to those words. Nor do they represent most of
the honor group.

Senator Naxx. General Ulmer, do you agree with General Berry
on that?

General ULMER. I certainly do.
Senator NUNN. Senator Bartlett.
Senater BAirrum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General Berry, in your opinion would a change. in the administra-

tion of the Code, for example, the reporting of violations directly to
an officer board for disposition rather than to a cadet honor board.
strengthen or weaken the honor system at West Point?

General BERRY. Senator Bartlett, I think that any change that
would require reporting honor violations to an officer board rather
than to the cadet honor committee, or honor board, would weaken the
honor system at West Point.

Now, the basis of the honor system. the working basis must be the
full participation of corps of cadets as individuals and col-
leci ively.

Senator BAnTrxrr. ileneral Berry, part of I he history of the honor
system at Princeton ; "niyersity was that. the students had a proc-
torial svstem in operation where an instructor or somebody was over-
sceimr that honor code or overseeing an examination for the purpose
that there he. no cheatino.. Bnt, there was lots of rheating with such a
system. as I think most of us who have operated under such systems
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will agree;.And therefore the students approached the .administration
to present An- honor system that they would operate for which they
would be responsible. And so the present system was written with some
charges that evolved from that. It seems to me that the support of the
honor code among the students was very vital for its successful.owa-
tion, that there be compliance with the code. Is this true also of West

Point?
General BERRY. The same principles are absolutely true at West

Point. Again, the key point is that the honor code at West Point, as at
Princeton, without the full participation and support of the student
body, is simply nonoperative.

Senator BARTLEIT. General Berry, you mentioned earlier that 54 per-
cent. of the cadets voted against ale single sanction provision in the
present code; and that it required, apparently, by the honor committee
only two-thirds vote to carry it. Because of the fact that in order for
them to be compliance and in order for the home system to work well,

there must be support for it, why shouldn't it have worked just the
other way around, perhapsnot that there is anv magic about two-
t h i rds or one-thirds, but it would seem to me that if a maiority were in

favor of a multisanctions system, then that system should be very seri-
ously considered. To put it another way, that for the system to work,
with only 46 percent supporting a single sanction system, it would seem
to me that there is not the support for the single sanction system that
there used to be to participate and expect compliance. How do you
react to those comments?

General BERRY. Senator Bartlett, I think the elected representatives
of the Corps of Cadets. the members of the honor committee, in a
mature. thoughtful way recognized the fragility, the delicate nature
of all of the human workings and the ideals of an honor code and sys-
tem. And I think that they were conservative in citing that two-thirds
vote as the vote necessary to bring about what to them appeared to be

a radical change, even though there has been a similar system at the
Air Force Academy for a number of years. But for West Point and
for those young people, that appeared to be radical.

So. I think that the votinri rules indicate the degree of their devotion
to the continued working t'of the honor code and system, and their
acknowledgement that the overwhelming majority of the cadets must
support whatever is done there.

General ULMER. Mav I add something?
Senator BAumErr. just a second, General Uhner.
I can understand and agree that what you say would make sense, and

I would hope that would be the attitude of the honor committee. But,
would it not also make sense that in order to expect the system to func-
tion well and properly, that there should be two thirds, perhaps, or at
least. well over a majority, of the cadets supporting the single sanction
system for it to work?

General BERRY. Well, I would suggest
Senator BAtrriarrr. The system works not only because of the honor

committee, I would assume, though certainly to a great extent, it also
works because of the attitude of the great majority of the cadets.

Secretary HOFFMANN. Could I just make what may be a semantic
point ?
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I am not sure that when you look at a vote of ill percent to change
the rule as p.gainst the two-thirds that have been proposed as a reason
to chancrt'e the rule, that that necessarily reflects that they don't approve
of whatis going on.

General ULarEn. That was the point that I wanted to make.
Secretary HOFFMANN. There are certain forms, there 'are certain

votes in the Senate and the House, and various bodies that require this
more than a majority expression. And it is not really a. question of a
negative impulse if it is perceived as a vote to improve the system. It
is not necessarily in derrogation of what we have to suggest change, as
it may be to improve it, to add a dimension. I am not sure how many of
those 54 percent are going to say that the present code is unWorkable,
it is unrealistic, and we shouldn't go along with it unless we have this
change, and I wouldn't want the implication to creep in that that was
the case.

Senator BARTLETT. But would the Secretary agree that there would
be some significance to a majority wanting a change in that area? I
guess you could call it an improvement in the system.

.

Secretary HOFFM-ANN. I am not sure what the development of this
thought has been in the code. Having been a member of the staff on the
Senate side of the Congress, one sees progression in some cloture votes,
for instance, on key issues, where the votes reflect a change in the view
of the body politic at large. I think there is a mixture of reasons for
that.

But, sometimes the implications have changed as opposed to the
substance of what is being changed. They have a factor of importance
of the change which is reflected by the requirement of two-thirds vote.

Senator NrxN. At this point I think we are going to have to adjourn.
We are starting to vote now.

Mr. Secretary, Mr. Superintendent and Mr. Commandant, we ap-
preciate very much your being here. We have other questions. I have
several that I have not had a chance to ask that we. will be submitting
for the record.

(See questions, p. 42.1
We will probably be having you back at some stage. We intend.

tomorrow morning at 9 a.m., to liave the Superintendent of the Naval
Academy. We also intend to have Congressman Downey tomorrow
morning. I am not certain in what order they will appear. Senator
Bartlett and I and some other members of the subcommittee are en-gaged in the conference on the military bill in the House and the
Senate which starts at 10 a.m., so we are moving up the schedule to
9 a.m., and we hope to be through no later than 11 a.m.

But WC appreciate your appearing and we look forward to com-municating with you on this very vital subject sometime in the
future.

rWhereupon, at 1 :40 p.m. the subcommittee recessed to reconvene
at 9 a.m. on Tuesday, June 22, 1976.]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR SAM NUNN

(Questions submitted by Senator Nunn, answers supplied by Sec-
retary of the Army, Superintendent, and Commandant of Cadets,
U.S. Military Academy.

Question. In a recent book on the military academies' honor systems published
by the New York University School of Law, author Michael T. Rose concluded
that the honor systems should be reformed and that the "starting point for re-
form is the recognition that it is neither feasible nor desirable to maintain in
the Armed Forces ethical standards for surpassing societal norms ... the general
goal of reform must be to harmonize the academies' notions of honor with those
of the society they serve, as well as to administer the systems according to
common conceptions of basic procedural fairness." Do you agree with these
conclusions? Do you believe that the recent cheating incident indicates that the
ethical standards West Point is attempting to uphold far surpass societal norms?

Answer. First of all, the determination must be made whether "far surpassing"
translates to mean "higher than" or "different from" societal norms. We would
argue that the West Point Honor Code is not contra-normative (different from
societal norms). The American society subscribes generally to the notion that
people should not lie, cheat or steal and that citizens share in the responsibility
for the enforcement of these norms. Else, why law enforcement at all?

The second interpretation, "higher than," implies an ethical continuum along
which various human groups are found. Here we would agree that the Honor
Code is and ought to remain at the higher end of the continuum. The position of
groups along this continuum tends to be determined by two factors. First, the
standards that the organization requires for its internal functioning. Second, the
standards that society expects the organization to adhere to (external function-
ing). This is not to say that we do not desire ideal standards of behavior from
all, but rather that there tends to be less "tolerance for deviations from the ideal
from members of some organizations than from others. This lesser degree of
tolerance tends to be prevalent when the organization in question deals with
human life itself.

It is the traditional and appropriate role of the professional schools, (medical
school, law school and the military academies) to assist in the development
and perpetuation of the professional ethic. As stated in the Prelaw Handbook
(1975--76), the official guide to ABA-Approved Law Schools, "As a professional,
the lawyer is committed to a morality higher than that of the market place."
(p. 9 ). It would appear, therefore, that along with such institutions as the family,
the church and the school, government and the professions hare an essential role
to play in the definition of social values. If these institutions abrogate their
responsibility, the norms of the society are likely to be overly influenced by
groups on the other end of the continuum. It would logically follow, therefOre,
that the societal norm would be lowered.

Tlw standards of honor at West Point are entirely appropriate to its mission
and its role in the American scheme. The complex factors and situations that
Icd to the recent cheating incident cannot be simplified as a mere allegation of

having established unreasonable ethical standards. There may be systems modi-
fications necessary to ensure that the prescribed standards are clearly under-
stood, that performance in relation to these standards is properly assessed, and
that sanctions for deviations are appropriate, but it is considered unnecessary
and inappropriate to change the statement of these standards (The Honor

( 'ode).
Question. I believe that "The Silence" was officially banned at West Point in

1973, following the ease of Cadet Pelosi. Yet In a recent case involving a cadet
whose "conviction" by the Cadet Honor Committee was set aside by you, the
Cadet Chairman of the Honor Committee, following your action, issued a letter
to the Corps of Cadets which stated that :

(42)
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"The decision has been made and cannot be changed. The Superintendent didnot ask that the Honor Committee or the Corps of Cadets to agree with thedecision . . . and many of us cannot. However, no matter what our personal
feelings are, our efforts must be turned now to the future to ensure for ourselves,and for those cadets after we have graduated, a strong and viable Honor Codeand Honor System.

"We must remember, no matter how hard it may be for some of us, that all
individuals should be given the respect due them as human beings . . . but we
have the right to choose who we associate with, and who we speak to ..."

This letter strongly suggests that "The Silence" is still employed at WestPoint. Would either you, Superintendent Berry, or you, Commandant Ulmer,
care to comment?

Answer. First, I would like to set the record straight concerning the discon-tinuance of "The Silence." In the fall of 1973, the Cadet Honor Committee dis-
cussed whether or not "The Silence" should be continued. The company honor
representatives were directed to return to their companies, advise the cadets
within their companies that the Honor Committee was considering the possibility
of discontinuing "The Silence." The honor representatives discussed the pros and
cons of "The Silence" and attempted to get a consensus of the reaction to this
proposal. Some companies did not vote by ballot or by a show of hands, nor were
they required to do so, to determine whether or not "The Silence" should be con-
tinued. Subsequently, the Honor Committee met and discussed the opinions and
feelings obtained by the 3G company honor representatives. The Honor Committee
then voted to discontinue "The Silence." Second, "The Silence" was an effective
means of demonstrating that the Corps of Cadets placed their support completely
with the Cadet Honor Committee, who as elected representatives, interpreted
and judged honor violations by members of the Corps. Hence, when a cadet who
was found guilty by the Honor Committee did not resign or was not separated
from the United States Military Academy, the Cadet Honor Committee presented
the facts to the Corps to determine if they desired to invoke "The Silence." Thus,it was a form of social ostracism of a cadet from the Corps whom the Cadet
Honor Committee believed had violated their Honor Code and was permitted to
remain. It was never intended to be a form of punishment. The extent of effective-
ness of "The Silence" was totally dependent upon unanimous or almost unanimous
support of the Corps. As the Corps grew in size, it became more difficult to enforce
this ostracism with any degree of effectiveness. Following the Pelosi case, when
a few members of the Corps committed innnature acts of harassment against
Cadet Pelosi, the Honor Committee recognized that "The Silence" could not be
controlled because the Corps had grown too large. The statement written by the
Chairman of the Honor Committee which you quoted was taken out of context.
The Chairman of the Honor Committee immediately prior to making this written
statement to the Corps had been informed of the Superintendent's decision to
set aside the findings of a board of officers in the ease of Cadet Steven H. Vern
The purpose for the written statement was to ensure that the members of the
Corps accepted the Superintendent's decision in a professional manner. More-
over, the statement charge(l the cadets to ensure that all individuals (in this
case Cadet Verr) be given the respect due them as human beings. The remainder
of the sentence, ". . . but we have the right to choose who we associate with
and win) we speak to.", was intended to he a matter of fact statement and one.
that did not dictate that the indivitinal had to be accepted as a personal friend
if one did not choose to accept him as such. In fact. the Chairman of the Cadet
Honor Committee argued vehemently against any reconsideration of the return
of "The Silence" even thoUgh it was suggested by some members of the Corps.
'"Ihe Siience' is not employed at West Point.

Question. What "due protws" rights are accorded to an individual accused of
an honor violation? Specifically, does the accused have a right to legal counsel
or special cadet advisor ; wasonable opportunity to prepare his defense; right
to examine all evidence against him prior to the Honor Committee hearing
against him: right to confront and to cross-examine his amuser(s) ; right to be
present at all times during the hearing ; right of appeal?

Answer. His Rights before the Board of Officers: The accused's rights before
Boards of 011icers are as follows : the accused before a Board of Officers does have
the right to legal counsel ; does have reasonable opportunity to prepare his de-
fense; does have the right to examine all evidence against him prior to the Board
of Officers' hearings: does have the right to counsel and to cross-examine his
accuser (s) ; does have the right to be present at all times during the bearing; and
does have the right of appeal.
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His Rights before the Honor Committee ; Right to legal counsel or special cadet
advisorevery cadet hus a right to seek legal assistance at any time- he so
desires. However, at Honor Committee proeeedings a cadet is not represented by
legal counsel. He is represented by a special cadet advisor who acts as his proce-
dural advisor and as the individual who will ensure that questions are asLed as
requested by the accused. The cadet advisor is an Honor Representative. The
accused is advised in writing of the name of his advisor and that the advisor
will not act in any way as a defense counsel. lie is advised also that he may not
enter into privileged communi,mtion with his advisor.

Reasonable opportunity to prepare his defensethe licensed will have been
notified of an offense by his Cmnpany Honor Representative nail will have ap-
peared before a subermunittee consisting of three cadets prior to any appearance
be:ore a 12-man Honor Board. in each ease the accuse,i will have been informed
of the allegation against lain and will be well aware oi the offense which will be
lKeird by an Honor Board. Additionally, Honor Committe Procedures, unless
waived by the accused, require three days notification prior to convening a full
board. The accused is notitiNi in writing of the allegation, the name of his ad-
visor, the time and place for the Honor Board hearing. At this same time tbe
accused is notified in writing that he has the following rights: Rmnain sikna;
present evidenve in his own lwhalf ; have any other individual present evidenve
in his behalf ; be present during the board hearing except during board chdibera-
ti(ms ; cross-examine all witnesses through his cadet advisor; and challenge any
member ut' the board for cause. Althow.di we Ninnot unequivocally state that the
procedures have lawn followed to the letter in every case, members of the Cadet
Honor Comnattee are striving to ensure that due process for individuals is cor-
rectly and properly maintained at the Honor Committee heating even though
court decisions have stated that due proeess is properly ensured at the hearing
by a Board of Offleers.

Right to examine all evithmee against hint prior to the Honor Committee hear-
ing against himthe Honor Committee expects each cadet to be open and honest
at all Committee hearings. A/though the cadet generally will be aware of all
evidence against lam based upon prOlminary investigations conducted by Com-
pany Honor Representatives, Regimental Honor Representatives, and Sub-Com-
mittees, the Committee does not provide the eadet full and complete access to all
evidence until the Honor Board emivenes. At. that lime the cadet is present during
the hearing, except during deliberation, and is able to hear all witnesses and to
examine all evidence against him.

Right to confront. and to cross-examine his accuser(s)the accused is able to
ao this by being present during the hearings and to ask questions through his
cadet advisor.

Right to be present at all times during the hearingthe accused is present
during the hearing before the Honor Committee except during deliberations which
are conddeted la dosed session with votes taken by secret written ballot.

Right of app,ala cadet who k alleged by the Crobt Honor Committee to have
violated the cadet Hozwr Code is referred to the Spepial Assistant to the Corn-
im!inlant on Donor Matters. He is then informed a his right to legal counsel,
and is encouraged to seek the advice of anyone he so desires prior to choosing
the option ot' whether to resign from the rsmA or to have his casa heard de novo
by a Board of Officers appointed by the Superintendent.

Question. What percentage of the cadets involved in the scandal are "cheaters"
as opposed to "tolerators?"

Answer. Of all those eases involving cmlets who have been referred to Boards of
Officers at this point in time. :ill involved those who have allegedly cheated. There
is, however, one ease pending in which an allegation exists that a cadet has
tolerated; this case has not yet been referred to a Board of Officers.

Que.vlion. To what extent is the Honor Codeparticularly its provisbm against
lyingemployed as a vehicle to enforce the numerous Academy regulations gov-
erning daily cadet life?

AnswerThere is unquestionably a clear link between Duty and Honor. The
Duty concept of any individual must subordinate his personal desires to that Of
the organizational goals. During his training phase every cadet faces a spartan,
regulated, aml disciplined environment. There are parts of this life, as there will
be later in the Army, where explanations of action are a normal part of one's
daily routine. Certainly every cadet in a position of authority and every mem-
ber of the staff and Faculty must recognize that you should not ask inappropriate
questions or place unrealistic requirements on any cadet. However, every cadet
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must recognize that his word Is accepted without question and that he is expected
to give a full and complete explanation ill any circumstance where 21 reasonable
individual believes that a cadet has committed an offense for which he should be
questioned.

Question. a. How many alleged honor violations occur annually at West Point?
Answer. Approminiately 200 possible honor violations arc reported each year

to the Cadet Honor Committee for investigation.
Question b. What percentage result in eonviction/dismi.ssals or resignationa?
Answer. For the past six years, excluding the nrent LE 304 investi,gation,

the Cadet Honor Conunittee has found in tvtrigc of 34 caulets guilty each year .
for an average percentage of of the total alleged violations investigated. Of
those honor eases which are complete through a finding by a Board of Officers,
still excluding the LE 304 investigation, tlw percentage oe c:ulets who fall into
each category of those found guilty by tile Honor Couunittee are shown below

1970-73 1973-76 1970-76

Resigned 91, 1 45. 9 74.1
Board of officers and separated 8. 1 25. 7 14. 7Board of officws and not separated .8 28. 4 11. 2

Question c. What percentage involve "tolerators" as opposed to "violators?"
Answer. Our records show that of 133 cadets found guilty in the past four years

only two specifically involved toleration.
Question d. What percentage involved 1st and 2(1 Classmen as opposed to 3(1 and

4th Classmen?
Answer. Based upon eases for the past four years the percentages of each ekss

involved arc :
Class: Percentage

1st 21. 0
2(1 10. 1
3(1 30. 2
4th 38. 7

Question. To what extent does a cadet's class standing determine his initial
assignment after he leaves the Point? To what extent does his class standing
determine the direction and success of his subsequent military career? What is
the relationship between class standing and career prospects at the other service
academies? At other institutions of higher education?

Answer. A cadet's selection of Ills initial assignment Is based on his relative
class standing within the branch that he has previously selected, Since. branch
selection is based on Hass standing, a cadet's successful selection of his initial
unit would (Imolai on how high he stood in the class, his branch, the number and
type of Army-wide positions available for graduates, by branch, and the personal
desires of the cadets at the time of selection of assignment.

There is no statistival evidence available reflecting correlation between elass
stawling aml suecessful career. The absence of quantitative data rerpdres a
subjoctive response that must consider each individua i'N motivation and personal
att rIlmtes. This precludes making a statement that the top ten per cent of a class
has a better chance for a sueeessful military career than another percentile gr
A reasonable assumption is that a cadet who attains a high class standing is l' 'tely
to eontinue to manifest those causative attributes as an officer.

The relationship is not known although the previous answer probably applies to
tbk question.

Question. To what extent has the Academy deliberately attempted to foreclose
to eadets opportunities to cheat? Are classroom examinations wutinely moni-
tored? Are test and other papers routinely cross-checked -,,dth one another? Are
talw-home examinationssueli as the two-week take-lmie quiz which resulted
hi the current scandala standard form of teaching at West Point? How do such
"opportunities" at West Point compare with those at other academies?

Answer. (1) Courses of instruction are designed to develop the character and
personal attributes essential to an officer, with emphasis on responsibility and
integrity. The academie departments provide conditions favorable to these stand-
ards. Procedures are developed to make it easy for the cadet to avoid embarrass-
ment or inadvertent appearance of compromise in matters of integrity. It is not
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a reasonable objective of policy, however, to make sacrifices of education in an
effort to prevent aii possibility of cheating. The following specific instructions are
followed to reduce opportunities to cheat : Work that is to be graded is not the
same for cadets at adjacent boards. Graded work assigned at seats is not th
same as work done at boards. Winn academic work involves the submission
problems or other individual work on two or more successive days, no arraro7;9si
sointions are distributed until all work involving the same requirements 'ass
been submitted. When a formal exam is given on successive days, fr...1 second
day's version differs from the first, being neither identical nor "'uivalers.,y
focused and is preponderantly different in most cases. Homework *.s. grade is
held to a minimum (less than 1% of aii graded, core course woe... iu AY M-76
was homework where collaboration was not authorized and the nomework was
given to the majority of a class).

(2) No. An instructor is available to cadets to answer administrative questions
(hiring the test and normally locates himself in a hall adjacent to the test rooms.

(3) No. Any such check is neither encouraged nor des'.red.
(4 I No. In AY 75-76 only six take-home graded exe,.^ises (other than themes)

with no collaboration authorized were administered to cadets enrolled in core
courses required of the majority of cadets. The frequency (about 10%) of take-
home graded work is higher in elective offerings due to the advanced nature of
the work required of the cadet.

(5 ) Information to answer the question is not available.
Question. In your address of 28 May of the Association of Graduates, General

Brry, you stated that since becoming Superintendent, "I have become increasing-
ly aware of how little I really knew about the working of the Honor System
when I was a cadet." Do you think this is true of most cadets today? If so, could
toit ignorance of the Honor System lead to inadvertent violations of the Honor
Code? If so, what would be the rationale for the extreme penalty of separation in
sorb cases?

Answer. Cadets today have an understanding of the Honor Code and a working
understanding of the Honor System as it applies to their day-to-day ilves. There
is a lesser understanding among the Corps of Cadets of the Honor System once
proceedings go beyond the Honor Committee level, which is natural and to be
expected because very, very few cadet. sot; -!pste dealing with the Honor System
beyond the Honor Committee levei. Cat.: , :^structed in the Honor Code and
Honor System during the first month . , 2t training where the basic
tenets of the Honor Code are carefully ex...otst ao.1 the administrae a details
of the Honor System as they apply to cadet life are taught. All cadets snow and
understand the Honor Code--"a cadet will not lie, cheat, or steal, or tolerate
those who do"and they all know that separation Is the sanction for cadets
who violate the Honor Code.

Question. Is there any material difference in a Board of Officers appointed par-
.:It:frit to an honor code violation and a Board of Officers appointed pursuant to
any other complaint or allegation?

Answc-. For Boards of Offieers appointed pursuant to Regulations, USMA,
there is no material difference. An Honor Code violation once substantiated re-
quired hy regulation separation from the Military Amdemy, Therefore, the Board
need only make findings and no recommendations. In cases where separation is
dretionary by regulation. the Board is also asked to make recommendations.

Qurstion. Is there any legal or administrative significance to the actions of the
cadet honor cmnmittee in finding a violation of the honor code and in dismissing
a cntlet from the service academy?

Answer. The legal significance of the Honor Code findings is that they generally
eonstitute an allegation which is transmitted through the Commandant and to the
Superintendent for referral to a Board of Officers. Eithr of those officers may dis-
miss the ease prior to forwarding it and the Superintendent may reverse the ad-
vers findings of the Board of Officers. The Honor Committee itself has no legal
ant hority to separate a cadet from the Military Academy.

Question. What is the role of the Academic Board in the administrative process
of finding a violation of the honor code?

Answer. The Academie Board does not participate as a deliberative group In the
administrative process of honor violations. Two members of the Board, the
Superintendent and the Commandant, may become involved in the administrative
process, bnt not in their capacity as members of the Board.

Question. If the honor code is not an Army regulation, how is It that the Army
can take punitive action against a cadet for violating the honor code?
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Answer, The Honor Code is an Army Regulation. It is contained in Paragrsph
12.14, Regulations, USMA, which are promulgated by the authority of the Secre-
tary of the Army. Further, the action taken is administrative, that is, disen-
rollment from an academic program at a federal institution and not punitive.

Question. Information supplied to my office by the Army suggests separation
stemming from Honor Code violations account for only a small fraction of the an-
nual student attrition at West Point. However, a markedly disproportionate num-
ber of "honor" attritees are Fourth- and Third-Class cadets; few are First-Class
cadets. Since charges have been made that the Honor System is applied discrimi-
nately against lower classmen, I would appreciate your assessment of the reasons
for this disparity.

Answer. Yes, there are more fourth- and third-class cadets separated from the
Military Academy as a result of honor violations than there are first- and second-
classmen. However, the Honor System is not applied discriminately against lower
elassmen. The disparity is brought about by the increased awareness of a personal
sense of honesty acquired by each cadet as he progresses through the four-year
program. Those cadets who advance to higher classes, hopefully have internalized
the minimum standards of integrity to a greater degree through the honor educa-
tion program, maturity, and experience. Hence, fewer violations.

Question. In its exhaustive survey of cadet attitudes towards the Honor System
at West Point, the Buckley study noted that 66% of the Cadet Corps "opposed
modifications in academic procedures that would inhibit opportunities for cheat-
ing." In view of the subsequent major cheating incident at West Point, is it rea-
sonable to conclude that cadet opposition to foreclosure of opportunities to cheat
is self-serving?

Answer. The Corps of Cadets takes great pride in its Honor Code. The initia-
tion of any action that implies that the Code does not work would be interpreted
as an affront to cadets and graduates who have lived with and cherished the prin-
ciples of honor ; one of which is that a cadet does not cheat. It is therefore, not
surprbdng that two-thirds of the Corps of Cadets perceived that the proposai to
tighten academic procedures to inhibit opportunities to cheat was a proposal that
reflected a lack of trust and confidence in their ability to uphold the Code.

Question.. Is it true that until recently every cadet at West Point was required
to sign a statement saying "I am not married" every time he returned from
weekend leave of any extended absence? If the presumption of personal honor
and integrity is accorded to all cadets, why would such a statement have to be
made at all, particularly in writing?

Answer. Cadets were required to sign an "I am not married" statement every
time they returned from weekend leave until the slimmer of 1973. The require-
ment was dropped because it was felt that such a requirement over-loaded the
Honor System and represented an inappropriate use of the concept of the
inviolable nature of the siguature.

Question. In your address of 28 May to the Association of Graduates you
stated that "We are determined to insure due process in our search for informa-
tion and facts and will respect the rights and privacy of individuals in the
course of any subsequent action. You later stated that your decision to create
an internal Review Panel stemmed in part from your concern that "due process,
speed and thoroughness were about to be overwhelmed by the administrative
magnitude of tbe cases." What, in your view, are the (ssential elements of "due
process" in the adjudication of alleged Honor Code violations?

Answer. (Due process for Honor Committee Boards and Boards of Officers
previously answered.) However, the Internal Review Panel is a preliminary pro-
ceeding which is charged with the responsibility of determining whether there
is probable (ause of an honor violation which would warrant the ease being re-
ferred to a Board of Officers. The proceedings are ex parte which means that
the Panel hears the evidenee outside the presence of the respondents. If there
is probable cause to send the case to a Board of Officers, the cadets are given
tins opportunity to show cause why this should not be done. This is somewhat
like a grand jury proceNling.

Question. Reference has been made, by the courts and others, to the "common
law" of the honor code. To what extent is there a "common law" of the honor
code, i.e., is there a written record of previous decisions and Opinions concerning
past hmior code proceedings?

Is there a body of law or administrative regulation that a Board of Officers
can consult in analyzing honor code violations?
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Answer:There is no written record of previous decisions and opinions con-
cerning past honor code proceedings which could be considered a "common law"
of the honor code. Specific regulations that a Board of Officers may consult are
Army Regulations 15-t; (32 (JFR 519) and Regulations for the United States
Military Academy. Beyond that, Boards of Officers when necessary hear testi-
mony of cadet witnesses regarding classes and instruction given about standards
of honorable conduct and with respect to the way cases had been traditionally
handled by the Honor Committee. It is the standard practice of the Honor Com-
mittee to instruct the Corps of Cadets regarding the outcome of honor proceedings.

Question. What were the circumstances which prompted the formal addition
of the "non-toleration" clause to the West Point Ilonor Code in 1970almost 50
years after the basic Code itself was histitutionalized by then Superintendent
Douglas MacArthur?

Answer. Honor instruction and records of the Honor Committee indicate that
non-toleration has been a part of the Honor Code at West Point since 1900.
During the 1951 honor investigations some of the cadets who departed the
Academy ut that time were guilty of toleration as a violation of the Honor Code.
The existing records do not show that there was any reason to formally add
non-toleration to the Code other than an attempt to state formally what had been
practice and custmn for the past 70 years.

Question. In n recent book on West Point by K. Bruce Galloway and Robert
Bowie Johnson. Jr., the authors eoncluded that "over the decades . . . the honor
eode has outgrown its original and simple meaning anti has become encumbered
by a system whose rules and regulations serve to control cadets and to inculcate
in them a sense of team loyalty and servility rather than individual integrity
and imagination." There is apparently considerable sentiment among the Cadet
Corps that the Honor Code is routinely used to enforce compliance with the
nuinermo; regulations that govern cadet life and that it should not be so employed.
What are your views on the proper relationship between the Honor System and
the maintenance of discipline at. West Point?

Answer. Notwithstanding the conclusions of Mr. Galloway and Mr. Johnson,
the Honor System does not serve to control cadets and inculcate in then, a sense
of loyalty and servility rather than a sense of integrity and imagination. On the
contrary, the Honor System is designed to teach a standard of professional ethics
for each cadet. You cannot separate duty and honor. All profeional soldiers
are honor bound to perform their duty. Experience tells us that effective leaders
lead by example, that they outline the tasks to be completed, properly supervise
the execution, and then verify to ensure satisfactory performance. Upon query,
a cadet, an officer, or any professional should be expected to respond honestly
and completely. One should not conclude that such proper inquiries by a resvm-
sible ofildal at West Point (or anywhere else) is using the Honor Code to en-
force regulations. On the other hand, at an institution such as West Point, when
a cadet is bound by his honor to respond to all questions honestly, the potential
exists for a iaidet's word to be used against him if he violated regulations and is
asked. In my view, rules and regulations should be enforced by the personal ob-
servation and active supervision of those who are responsible for their enforce-
ment, not by resort to question and answer periods. The Superintendent and tin:4,
Commandant of Cadets both share my view.

Question. During the last ten years what percentage of those individuals
guilty of honor violations have been members of (a) the 1st Class, (b) 2nd
Class, (c) 3rd Class, and (d) 4th Class. Please supply these flgures by year.

n percentl

1st class 2d class 3d class CI class

1966-67 0 9 20 71

1967-68 I 1 17 81
1968 69 5 3 30 78

1969-70 4 18 18 48
1970-71 5 9 21 65
1971-72 1 19 40 40
1972-73 16 II 30 43

1973-74 14 18 18 50
1974-75 0 0 86 14

1975-76 4 46 33 17
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Queation. What person or group may dismiss proceedings for an alleged honor
code violation?

Answer. The sequence of the Honor System procedures can be generally out-
lined as follows:

(1) A suspected violation may be reported by a cadet, officer, instructor tete.
Cadet-reported offenses go directly 'o company honor representatives. Other
sources report offenses to the Deputy Commandant of Cadets who refers the
report to the Vice Chairman of the Honor Committee for investigation.

(2) Cadet honor representative:: conduct informal investigation.s and report
findings and recommendations to the Vice Chairman of the Honor Committee to
dismiss or to send to sub-committees.

(3) A sub-committee consisting of three members of the Cadet Honor Com-
mittee conducts a preliminary investigation aml recommends either dismissal or
referral to a 12-man board.

(4) An Honor Board conducts a hearing during which the suspected cadet
and all witnesses testify. The cadet remains for all proceedings except delibera-
tions. Voting is secret and a finding of guilty requires unanimous concurrence of
the 12 voting members.

(5) The Commandant of Cadets reviews guilty findings and extends the option
to ;;he concerned cadet of resigning or having a case considered by a board of
officers. The cadet is provided a copy of the Honor Committee's findings and is
then referred to legal counsel before deciding upon an option.

(t1) A board (A officers is convened under provisions of Army Regulation 15-5.
Procedures of investigating Officers and Boards of Officers Conducting Investiga-
tions. The cadet is afforded the right to counseleither appointed military,
molested military or civilian at his own expense.

(7) Findings of the officer board are personally reviewed by the Superinten-
dent. If the Superintendent approves a board finding that there was a violation
of the Cadet Honor Code, he forwards the case to the Secretary of the Army for
final action.

(8) The Secretary of the Army makeS the final determination to separate.
Proceedings may be dismissed at any point if it becomes apparent there is

insufficient evidence to sustain the allegation. For example, if the Cadet Honor
Representative should determine from his investigation that there is insufficient
evidence to sustain the allegation, he would report to the Cadet Regimental
Investigating Officer and the proceedings would stop at that point.

Question. What person or group has the authority under Army Regulations to
separate a cadet for violations of the honor code?

Answer. Only the Secretary of the Army has the authority to separate a cadet
from the United States Military Academy.
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HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

TUESDAY, JUNE 22, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUIWOMMITTEE ON MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

OF THE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
TV ashing t on, D.0 .

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room 1318, Dirk-
sen Senate Office Building, Senator Stun Nunn, chairman, presiding.

Present : Senators Nunn, Culver, Bartlett., and Leahy.
Also present : Francis J. Sullivan, Charle's J. Conneely, John A.

Goldsmith, Kenneth "W. Fish, professional staff members; John T.
Ticer, chief clerk ; Roberta A. Ujakovich, research assistant ; Mary
G-. Ketner, clerical assistant; Jeffrey Record, assistant to Senator
Nunn; Charles Stevenson, assistant to Senator Culver; and Fred
Ruth, assistant to Senator Bartlett.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN

. Senator Nuxx. As you know, although these hearings were prompt-
ed by recent revelations of a major cheating incident which took place
at the U.S. Military Academy last March, their focus includes an ex-
ploration of hondr systems at our other service academies and of other
broader issues which bear upon the educational development, ethical
standards, and overall character of those academies.

The honor concept at the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis has
attracted a high degree of interest in recent months because it differs
from other academy, systems to a much greater degree than the other
academy systems differ from one another. Compared to the West
Point, honor system, for example, that of the Naval Academy appears
to be much leas rigid in substance as well as much more flexible. in its
actual application. An understanding of these and other differences
will serve to provide the subcommittee. a valuable perspective in as-
sessing the honor systems at West Point and at the U.S. Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs.

Of particular interest to the subcommittee this morning are the
following questions:

What are the purposes and procedures of the Naval Academy honor
concept and system and does the system serve the purpose for which it
is intended ?

Is violation of the Naval Academy honor concept infrequent and
limited in scope or is it a common occurrence?

What cheating incidents ha ve occurred nt the TT.S. Naval Academy
since 1945 and lmw wcvP they finally resolved ?
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What is the rationale for the absence in the written NavabAcademy
honor concept of so-called nontoleration provision of the kind winch
has stimulated so much controversy at West Point ?

How are alleged Naval Academy honor concept violations adjudi-
cated?

'10 what extent is responsibility for the enforcement of the cOncept
in the hands of persmis or groups outside the brigade of midshipmen?

"What is the relationAip between the honor concept and the main-
tenance of discipline and enforcement of regulations governing daily
midshipman life ?

What rights at accorded individuals accused of honor condept
violations?

Are midshipmen subject to unusual pressures to excel academically
or are they subject to pressures characteristic of most institutions of
higher education?

And finally, to what extent does a midshipman's class standing in-
fluence his subsequent career ?

For the past 200 years this Nation has had the great fortune of being
supplied in times of grave national peril with naval leadership of un-
common valor and historic brilliance. This would not have been
possible, in my opinion, without the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis.
As a maritime nation our fortunes in both war and peace hinge to
no small extent upon the talent and integrity of our young men who go
down to the sea in ships. Thus. the security of our country cannot be,
divoreed from the capacity of thr Academy to instill in our naval
officers corps the highest standards of honor and integrity.

This morning, before we lead off with our naval witnesses, we're
going to have as our first witness Congressman Thomas J. Downey.
Congressman Downey and his assistant have done a rather intensive
study in the last few weeks of the particular incidents at the West
Point, Military Academy and we're going to hear from him this morn-
ing about his observations.

Congressman Downey. if you'd like to come up and give your tes-
timony, we'd be glad to hear it. We'd be happy to hear from your
assistant also. Perhaps you can introduce him for the record..

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. DO wra,Y, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE SECOND DISTRICT, NEW YORK, ACCOM-
PANIED BY FRED KASS, LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT

Mr. DowN71% Mr. Chairman. I'd like to thank you and the members
of your subcommittee for this opportunity to appear here this morning.

T present, my report cm the cheating incidents whieh occurred at
Wt Point last T wotdd like to pay personal tribute to you,
Mr. Clutirman. for taking the decisive action which yon did in eon-
venino. these hearings. Your stthcommittee's deliberations. I believe.
Will he mowr thn mo4 important inquiries into the workings of the
sccvioe academy honor svstems that have ever been undertaken.

On Snnda v. May 9L T be.cran my personal investioation of the situa-
t ion t the Academy. accompanied by my legislative assistant, on my
rio-14. Fred Kass. T met Sunday evening, for 3 hours with many of the
prosceution and defense counsels who are involved in the, present ad-
mH=.t7-;!tion hearings. On Monday morning, T met with the Superin-
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tendent.of the Acmlemy, the commandant of cadets, the dean of stu-
dents, and six members of the cadet honor committee.

The press of legislative business forced me to return to Washington
(,.!: Monday afternoon; however, Mr. Kass remained at the Academy

Wednesday afternoon to conduct additional interviews.
In the course of the investigation, we conducted nearly 40 hours

of interviews, talldng to dozens of cadets and officers at the Academy.
e took great pains during that time to insure that our selection of
cadets and officers enabled us to obtain a wide sampling of opinion.
I have asked Mr. Kass to join tile here today i t he event that you have
any questions regarding the interviews which he conducted.

Mr. Chairman, I regret to say tlmt iny investigation leads me to
the conelusion tlutt cheating and toleration of cheating occur at 'West
Point far more frequently and pervasively than Academy officials have
been willing to concede. Indeed, I believe that within many segments
of the Corps of Cadets cheating has become. in a word, commonplace.

I base this belief, in part, on the following:
Point No. 1, the 171 cadets presently charged with cheating repre-

sent only a portion of the total mimber of eatkts who cheated on this
exam.

Although 171 cadets have, thus far heen formally charged with
elwating on this exam, a substantial portion of those who collaborated
on this exam and virtually all of those who tolerated such collaboration
have not been and probably will nver be charged with an honor
violation.

This is not to say that the Academy has not vigorously pursued
those who collaborated. Indeed. Academy ollieials are to be congratu-
lated for the extremely thorough and sophisticated methods which they
have used to examine 823 exam papers for similarities.

However, by virtue of the fact that the Academy has depended en-
tirely upon obvious similarities in ex:11,t ausweis to identify those who
cheated, their inquiry bas been nece ihy limited.

As a result, the search for eheatin;_ :inducted by Academy officials
has, to date, identified only the unsophisticated and unimaginative
eheater at West Point. They have not and probably will never expo.se
those who took a minimum amount of care to disguise tlwir cheating.
Nor have they ever begun to discover the numbers of those. who in-
formally collaboratedthose who provided advice and assistance to
one another without actually solving the problems together, or who
proofread each other's papers for mistakes. And never, I am convinced,
will Academy officials ever determine how many cadets are in some
wav guilty of tolerating any of the cheating.

Point 2, cheating at West Point can easily go undetected.
The cadets who cheated knew that this particnlar electrical engi-

neering exam was only a quiz, worth about 5 percent of their grade
in the course. 'They also knew the consequences of cheating: Separa-
tion from the Academy and 2 years active service in the Army as an
enlisted man.

Yet not only did these cadets cheat, they cheated freely and openly,
Often copying the test papPN of others verhatim. This kind of carefree
cheating 011 so vnst a scale can only tell us 0;10 thing: It is easy to
elleat at West Point and get away with it.
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These cadets certainly possessed the imagination necessary to dis-
guise their cheating. Men who are preparing to fight the technologi-
cally complex wars of the future ae surely mtelleetually capable of
disguising their cheating on an engineering examprovided that there
was any incentive to do so.

Unfortunately, there was no such incentive. Cadets knew that they
could cheat and get away with it They knew that each of the 15 elec-
trical engineering instructors would mark only the papers of the GO or
05 students in their sections. Cadets could copy the papers of others
with confidence, so long as those papers came from a section which
their particular instructor was not scheduled to grade.

Point 3, the "scandal" occurred because of the unusual intensity of
the search for cheating and not because there was an unusual amount
of cheating.

The phase "I got help," written at the botttc., of one conscience-
stricken cadet's test paper was the first bit of ev, ,nce that juniors at
the Academy had cheated on this exam. The search for collaborators
began to escalate in stages as increasing numbers of comparisons were
made and ever-growing numbers of violators discovered Then, in an
extraordinary effort, the engineering instructors began to trade pa-
pers. In an extremely complex and sophisticated procedure, they
began to compare cadets' papers with those of their roommates, their
company mates and even their teammates, rather than simply with
the papers of those who were in their sections.

It was solely through this unique procedure that the broader extent
of the cheating began to be disec%-ered. The instractors broke tradition
and went hunting for honor violatorssomething that cadets dearly
thought, they would never do.

I hesitate to speculate about. what we would find if previous take-
home exams were examined in tlm same manner and with the same
energy. One thing, however, is clear. There was nothing unique about
this exam. In fact, I believe that it defies looic to assert that those who
cheated on this exam cheated for the first time.

Why, Mr. Chairman, would a cadet who had never cheated on an
exam in 3 years at West Point suddenly decide to jeopardize his entire
career over a quiz that would probably have. no effect whatsoever on
his letter grade in the course ? We found no one at the Academy who
could provide us with an answer to this question.

Sadly, Mr. Chairman, I am left to conclude that. this incident of
widespread cheating was not an aberration, but evidenced instead a
pattern of behavior which probably repeats itself more often than
any of us in this room would like to imagine.

This is a conclusion which has heen reached not only by myself, but
also by many in the Corps of Cadets. Those who achnitted to us in
confidence that they were aware of the cheating acknowledged that
for many cadets it. had become an accepted practice.

Mr. Chairman, it is understandable that Academy officials are reluc-
tant to recor.rnize the severity of this problem. They are. the care-
t aker,: of 174 years of one of the finest traditions this country knows.
But re,grettaldy, Mr. Chairman, the, facts do not lie.

Point. 4. cadets often have enormous difficulty applying the 1!o7lor
IS prosently itoplerovntod. to t lwir daily oxperionce.
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At yesterday's hearings, Mr. Chairman, you examined many of the
weaknesses inherent in the present honor system at West Point. There
was a great deal of discussion about the difficulties which cadets who
attempt to comply strictly with the honor code often encounter. I be-
lieve that it was you, Mr. Chairman, who raised the point that the
severity of the single sanction makes it extremely difficult for cadets
to comply with the provisions of the code which prohibit toleration.
And I have noted that this is especially true in cases where cadets
observe violations of the code which they do not believe are indicative
of a lack of integrity.

The basic proscriptions in the honor code agnist lying, cheating
and stealing are as fundamental to human integrity as the Ten Com-
mandments.

Senator NUNN. May I ask you a question right there?
I think that's a key point of your obstwvation. In other words, what

you're saying is, when the cadets know that no matter how trivial the
violation is, if they turn that particular violator in, he's going to be
given the most severe puniSliment, so it weakens the toleration clause
and it becomes very difficult for them to distinguish between trivial
and more serious.

Is that the account of the chain of events as you see them?
Mr. DowNEy. As I see tliein, that's correct. And we address ourselves

to that later in the testimony, and that is the crucial point; the fact
tlnit when you have the corps of cadets looking at the honor code and
each one deriving his individual idea of what that is, they have 823
versions of what the honor code is. And, as a result, if people will
not turn in cheaters, the honor code becomes cheapened, I think, by
the fact. that there are so many skewed interpretations of it.

Senator NUNN. SO yon are saying, if there was variation in punish-
ment and some degree of discretion in punishment., the chances of the
toleration clause working as it is intended to work would be much
higher?

Mr. DOWNEY. I believe that is a most logical conclusion. The basic
proscriptions in the honor code against lying, cheating, and stealing
are as fundamental to limnan integrity as the Ten Commandments.
They are lofty values to which all military officers should be required
to aspire.

But at. West, Point such values are imposed upon cadets in a rnannei
which artificially elevates many of the daily vicissitudes of cadet life
to the level of great, moral dilemmas. Too often, I believe, relatively
minor transgressions committed by young men at the Academy are
converted by the system into great failings of character. As a result,
many men of great potentii:l are needlessly expelled; and those that
remain are left confused and discouraged by the apparent unfairness
of the system.

Take. for example, the rule which prohibits a cadet writing term
paper from asking a fellow cadet how to spell a word. Imagine, if
you will, the dilenmm which thre(; cadets working in a room bgether
would face. if one of the cadets were. to ask another for aistance in
spelling a word. If his friend complies with the request. and the third
cadet does not report t be incident, all three cadets must, under the
present rules. he expelled from the Aeademv. The first cadet would
be separated for requesting such assistance. the. second for offering it,r o
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and the third for tolerating tlm conduct of the first twoall because
of a single word.

The problem is even more evident in the following example. There
is a pizza stand near the middle of the campus, at which plebes are
not allowed to eat after 8 p.m. If a plebe is found in the area after
houm he has not cominitted OM honor cede violation but has simply
bi-oken one of the regulations. As a result, he may be "slugged"; that
is, he may be required to march around one of the buildings in full
dress uniform for some established number of hours as punishment.
However, if a cadet is found at that pizza stand after hours dressed
in a sweatshirt, ratlwr than in his regular uniform, he may be charged
with an honor violation on the theory that he wore his sweatsuit in
an effort to disguise his identity, and therefore is guilty of having tlm
"intent to deceive."

A similar situation arises in connection with the regulation which
prohibits most cadets from leaving the grounds of West Point. Those
who sneak off risk getting "slugged"they could spend weeks march-
ing off the resulting demerits. But if a cadet who decides to sneak off
at night also stuffs his bed with pillows so that an officer performing

bed cheek doesn't discover his absence. he risks separation from the
Academy for an honor code violation. He is guilty, they say, of an
intent to deceive.

Such rnlings have caused a great deal of resentment among the corps
of eadnts. Many feel that the '-Academy is using the honor system as a
"club" with which to obtain compliance with difficult-to-enforce reale.
latior. Several cadets with whom we talked were of the opinion that
such 1ilings "cheapen" the honor code.

Senetor Nrxx. Let me interrupt, yon again here, on that area. I
don't know whether this is accurate or not or whether it's still a prac-
tice, but I understand at West Point. also, when there are cheeks made,
the question is asked, is everything all right. That means, is any regula-
fion not being adhere to. If the answer conws haek. all right.. then
is it not tror.. that by answering all right the cadet has then converted
the regulation transgression into an honor code violation?

Mr. DowNme. That's exactly right. and if you question some of the
individual cadets, they have sign-out cards whieh they have to comply
with.

Almost to a man, the. individuals that we talked to said that, there
are terrible problems that, they have, both in terms of regulations and
the honor code. which, as you suggested, Mr. Chairman. a simple viola-
tion of a regulation then beeomes an lmnor eode violation.

Many of them posit. the fact that the reason they feel the honor
eode is cheapened is be.:muse these regulations are so difficult to live
wit h that if you provide the ultimate sanetion, separation from the
Academy. you ("mild get compliance with the, whole spectrum, if yon
will, of very di &nil to enforce regulations.

Senator Nrx N. Doesn't that really mean, when von a.o by that, that
tlie system is then converted to one where anyone who violates a regula-
tion has a dun v to turn himself in for violating it ?

Mr. Dowxr,-,-. That's what it a mounk to. in many instances. There's
an interesting c.ise in a book 011 the Aeademy, where an individual
who thought he bad violated one of the regulations derided to turn
himself in and found out that by turning himself in, he had not ac-
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tunny violated the regulation, but had violated the honor code. And
lie came before the corps of cadets honor committee and then before
the board of officers and was found to have thought he violated the
honor code and in fact turned himself in for what he thought was a
violation, which in fact later turned out to be a violation of the honor
code, and was dismissed from the Academy for what many considered
to be a thought crime, the fact that he had thought he violated the
honor code when in fact he didn't. It's really a very arbitrary and in
some instances capricious system.

Senator NUNN. Do you conclude from this that there ought to be
a clear delineation between the regulations and the honor code itsdf?

Mr. DOWNEY. I wonld think there would have to be, Mr. Chairman.
But in particular, I would think that there has to be a very thought-
ful and thorough examination of the honor code itself and the honor
Nincept. I think you're going to hear today from the official at the
Naval Academy, and I think that the comparisons will be very im-
portant to the committee and to any subsequent committee for com-
paring what should he done with that. honor code and honor system,
bemuse I think it really needs to be changed.

I don't believe, for instance, that a eadet is any less honorable if he
has tolerated cheating and turns himself in. Slmnhl he be removed
from tIm Academy for that? I think not.. I would think that he has
shown the highest prece,pts of manhood, not only the ability to reeog-
Him his own wrongdoings hnt the courage to come forward and admit
it.

And I don't think the penalt y for that should be separation from the
A cademy.

In this regard, many cadets comphiined to ns that they have dif-
fiNilty determining the precise poMt at which mere violations of regn-
lations end and honor offenses begin, as we just discussed. Frequently.
our discussions with cadets about where each "drew the line" became
mminiscent of age-old debates about the number of angels who could
dance on the, head of a pin.

We talked with a great nniny eadets. but no two cadets seemed to
have the same mulerstanding of the. requirements which the, honor
code imposed. Some cadets described themselves as "hard line," fre-
quently admitting that under their own standards most of their friends
at one. point or another had committed honor code violations. Others
felt that they were more "libend" in their positions. believing that
honor eode violations should be re5,eryed forconduct whieh was truly
reflective of moral character.

Mr. Chairman, the point that you were raisiiu °. before. the fact. that
the. various interpretations have in the long rim just, cheapened the
code--of MU' thing I am sure: Cadets are not nearly so familiar with
"the rules of the game" as the commandant, of cadets yesterday pro-
posNl. Sonw are "liberal": some are "hard line." Sonic. are just con-
fused. But none, as far as I can determine, have precisely the same
interpretation of what is expeeted of them as a member of the corps
of cadets.

However. when Geiwral limey referred to the honor code as "the
rules of the game," he may inadvertently have placed his finger on
one of the real sources of the Academy's current honor problems. To
many cadets and officers at West Poini the honor code is just thata
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glune.. It is no doubt III ext remely treacherous game, as the stakes are
quite high. But, wlwther the case involves a second classman stuffing
his bed so that he can sneak into Iligh nd Falls for a beer or n. young
plebe trying to get a slice of pizza late at night, the underlying prob-
lem remains: Tlw results whwh the system frequently produces have
caused a great deal of resentment among the corps of cadets and have.
significantly lessened the esteem in wldch many cadets hold the honor
system.

Moreover, tliese problenis are frequently exacerbated by the actions
of officers at. the Academy who, themselves, appear to be guilty of
making haphazard jinIgnients about the type of conduct. which consti-
tutes an honor violation. For example, take the case of Cadet Timothy
Ringgold. One evening, he, was asked by the chairman of the cadet
honor committee. Cadet Andersen, to discuss a conversation which he
had with Under Seeretary Norman Augustine during which he said
that cheating was pervasive at, tlie Academy. Cadet Ringgold was hesi-
tant to talk about the conversation. As encouragement, Andersen as-
sured him that he, was not under investigation. Ringpld was not con-
vinced and declined to talk about the conversation. At 8 a.m. the next
morning Ringgold was formally charged by Andersen with toleration
of cheating. He asserted that ilinggold had known of cheating and
failed to report it. The evidence against him was his conversation with
Under Secretary Norman Augustine, who had, by the way, selected
cadets at random to discuss the violations.

When Ringgold complained to the deputy commandant that Ander-
sen bad committed an honor violation by lying to him when he said
that. Ringgold as not. under investigation, the deputy commandant
responded by saying that. Andersen had used a "poor choice of words."

Ringgold, who has never been accused of cheating, now faces ex-
pulsion for trying to bring out the facts about the current cheating,
while. Andersen ;went ly received his commission as a second lieutenant
in the U.S. Army.

Point No. 5. the honor code, as presently implemented, will only
hinder the Acmlemy's attempt to get the truth.

The Rimrgold incident brings me to my final point. The Academy
can't ask for the truth, and cnrrently punish men for telling the truth.

I'm not surprised that the leadership of the Academy questions my
:is-:ertions They don't. have. access to the same sources.

Cadets at West. Point. can't 1Tord to come, forward and tell the truth.
To exposv chentinp. at. 'West Point is to admit toleration of it. The
perwIty for telling t he truth is expulsion from the Academy.

The. only people who know the full extent. of cadet dishonesty at
West Point are the cadets themselves. Unless and until there is a,

on in such as this subconnnittee the independent blue-ribbon
panel which legislation I have inty ,Uiced would createto which
cadets ian tell their stories without fear of punishment., we shall never
learn the truth.

This concludes my formal report. on the cheating incidents at West
Point. I am gratified to have had an opportunity to present it person-
ally to this subeommit tee. and thank you. Chairman, once again,
for this opportunity to appear.

Mr. ells irnm n. let me add mention of one other point in response
to sonic questions raised yesterday by yourself and Senator Culver.



With regard to the applicat ion of the honor code to the daily lives of
officers in the IT.S. Army. T believe that it would lie worthwhile for
this subcommittee to examine a series of Send rs condueted by General
Cushman at the Army Command and Staff College at Fort Leaven-
worth last year. During the, course of these seminars. the officers at
the college were called lipon to discuss officer integrity in the Army.
They eonsiderNI at that time examples of the Lf:i or more most often-
repeated situations in which officers were limier pressure. either from
their superior officers or others, to lie. Most all of t he officers part
ing conceded that they had lied during their camer in one or more of
the situations outlined.

But one of the. most important lessons whiA emerged from that
series of seminars was the fact that West Point graduates are appar-
ently as suseeptible to the pressures to lie in the U.S. Army as are other
(Akers. For all we invest in I he honor code. these graduates of t he
Academy were apparently no more or less disluniest, than ether officers
of similar rank and exporience.

I believe that. someday we are going to have to face the faet that
whatever West Point does for an officer in the I .S. Artily. it does not.
make him much more honest. The experience may strengthen his com-
mitment to make the Army a career, but it does not bolster his
integrity under battlefield conditions.

Senator Nu NN. Tha nk yon very much. Congressman Downey, T
congratulate you on your excellent work and your insight into some
of the very serious problems we're exploring in this subaommittee.

Let me ask yon a question about your last, observation. Does the fact
that a man admits he has lied at one point or another during his
career mean the honor code was of no valklity, or could you conelude
that instead of lying once or t wice during his career, if there hwi been
no honor code, he might have lied chronically ?

In other words, I don't think there's anybody that would say they've
gone through life without sin. I'm not sure we can jump to the eon-
elusion that a few. transgressions during the entire span of a career
Inca n that the honor rode had no validity.

Mr. DowNKy. I think that, Secretary Hoffmann. when Ile addre:sed
flue Corps of Cadets at this graduation, put. his finger on the whole
concept of the honor code. Ire said that it. was timelessas indeed
it is and it is important for every officer. But I think for in: to he
under the impression that the Corps of Cadets or the people who run
the Military Academy that the honor code is something that is instilling
eTeater virtue in the cadets there, when they leave the Academy is
misleading. It's nOt only misleading: it's just incredible. It's an im-
portant thing to have. It's an important concept to strive for. but the
sanctions under it, I don't think. make any better soldiers or any more
moral individuals than we would have if there was some flexibility in
that honor code. And that's pretty clear from an individual who
leaves there, who becomes an Army officer after he's graduated from
West Point. The rest of the men in the Army and the women haven't
been subject to that, same code and the pressures are. so diffieult that
in many instances he's forced to tolerate cheating and tolerate lying
just so he can survive within the regular Army.
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think it's iniportaid. I think it should serve as a guidepost. nut
as the lultittlate sanction I think it's been, I think that would be a
tragic mistake.

Senator NuNN. Yon would eOune down hardest on the sanction
section ?

Mr. Dow NEI% I would t k think that there's got t.o be some
room for .pcople who have t ran gressed and who have come forward
and said, live t ransgresset I. I don't think we want to lose an individual
who*, shown that sort a couragp and understanding of honor.

Senator NUNN. Based on what you now know about this situation
after your investigation. if you were all if a stulden placed in the
position of Secretary of the Army and had I he decisions to make about
lii instance, what course of action would you recommend?

lnicw that's a tough (Iuestion but --
t)owNl:y. It is a tough question. I would look at the two prob-

lems be,ause I think there are two separate ones. One is the short-term
problem of what you do with 1 71 individuals who have actually been
involved in t

To repeat mysel f. the first problem it would seem to me is the short-
range problem of what to do with individuals who are. currently tin-
der invest igatimi and who currently may lose their position at the
.Acadcoly. Now as to those individuals. I would try and separate those
ont who ha Ye cheated and more elearlv violated the code from those
who haven't, and I think the pt.ocess is going to do that. I'm not so
sure that I would eNprl t hem all. T would recognize, I think, the fact
fleif 171 a t1;em, possibly 1(4) more, Imee tolerated or who have not
been Hlientes tear in the fabrie of the honor code more than
it tit:- individual clossof 1977.

The !".`Collil PrObieln .V.; I lie iiiniv pervasiVe one and the more f
o,,e. what flo we do with the honor code awl I would think that

ry mloollywri, We,,I point or requiriwz them to look at the
Nayttl .cademy and have an honor concept would be the. sort, of
liing inn T v:onld require. T don't ha ve the answer to t hat, Mr. Chair-

Inen. f I Sunni] vo".ne. thoutrlit about this a great deal.
t !ir-t III i.

I wonhl (1.0 is pa-zs my legislation awl get MYSelf

Ill 00;e1 1/0()Ille CnI11,1 IWIP Me (Mt with OW derisio7/
l.;,idi-11 00e. li not really !-nre that expulsion f min the.

ror hovo rlio;,ted js umot t But when
t a tin. m1Il':IIIii. i sHy to tov,!olf, how 000ld

hay,. f:0 or 1 10 rroun the .\ etnlenly for
Ile lit 5 III tli)of then,.

T '1%. '111-'\"(.1" 1(1 unit, 1/11t I W0111,1 think the lonrer
t!'r' \\.*.:1 111 11(1 V..;h r11(' h11:1I it 0(0(15 some

;1;rr 11 you on the term. T think
fte%ihi lit y. The short -term pmblcin bothers we a !rrent

Heft,'.1 ir you 1H:o thp position 111:It beelitso there's
viol:0'10o of IL. hi 'rol. code and really. the Massive
olj:orr almhit i not thu e tolorat herause they

t hat. as von ,-.!ty. hitt the ov,,rt which

any of honor 01,do, no telit t en how &Ado, would he banned.
j dor't Nnvy or th,. Fon,. or mly homw rode in any pri-
Yhi nt Hui woldli have in any way I idoral ed the kind of cheat-
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ing that hits been uncovered here. I would think that almost, all honor
codes would, in this part icuhir where there was overt cheating,
call for t he ult imate sanct ion whirl] would be punishment.

So what I'm describing for you is the very serious charge of cheat-
im.r that would be serious under any honor code. The difficulty I have
is that i f you clulngo the rules, for instance, if the Secretary of the
Army now were to say because there's been a tremendous number of
violators we're not going to expel them all from the Academy, then I
wonder what you would do to the overall honor code by taking that
action.

Would you be saying in effect. i f couple of you cheat, you're. gone,
hut i f you can get, about, 170 of you together, we'll change the

rules?
Mr, DoWNEY. The other problem with that very t iekl islu moral di-

lemma is, do you then separate out. 1:20 or 12:1 individuals for their
transgressions reeogtnzing that in fact many more ha ve :ululated to tts
and to ninny others that cheating has Irolic on and then the next yea-:
elm !Pre I he Code So that to wit you would not have expelled as many as
pm did?

I'm not so slue I have an answer to tho t question.
Senator Nr.NN. It's tough. No doubt about it. You've done a great. job

of testi f vin; here today and. I think your testimony will be of tre-
mendons help.

Senator Bartlett ?
Senator 11,hrrt,rrr. Thank you.Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Downey, von say in your testimony that you've con-

chn' d that there has been lots of ellen ting and that cheating, lms 1)een
tolerated at West Point much more frequently than has been admitted.

Why do you think this is?
Mr. DOWNEY. Senator, in the process of going up to West Point and

talking with cadets, we interviewed a number of those who have been
involved in this scandal and a number who have not. been. In ray office
T had one cadet who has not. been involved in the, cheating scandal, who
has not been charged, say, "Congressman, not only did I cheat on this
exam, but I tolerated cheating and T know lots of others who have
cheated and others who have tolerated cheat hig and they're never
going to get them."

And we heard that, with an alarming frennency from not only those
who have been involved and who would like to probably implicate
others, but from nu:my \Nilo were net involved, who will never be. in-
volved and who could never be touched. And they could tell us, as
we've pointed mit in the testimony, because T don't intend to report
them to the Commandant of Cadets, and that is the basis for my
bel ie f.

Senator BNirrLET-r. Why did they tolerate cheating and why do they
not accept the apparent responsibility that was indicated yffterdav
on the testimony that the cadets should not only refrain from cheating
themselves. not give, assistance. to anyone else, but also report any
violations they see?

So obviously, they're Itot reporting violations of others at, the time.
Mr, DowNEy. Tuu the instance of this one cadet, it's not only a ques-

tion of not reporting it. It was a question of actively being involved
in the cheating himself. That goes to the very fundamental question

74-892.-76-5
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of the code itself. Why don't the cadets turn in the individuals for

toleration of cheating?
Very simply because T think personally that many of them just don't

think they merit turning someone in bemanse they realize that in fact

if they turn someone in,tliat III igi it ITIC:111 expulsion from the Academy,

which I think is too harsh a sentence.
Senator BAirrLE'rr. What you're really saying then is that there's

not an aceeptanee of the cede by ft sizable numher of the cadets.

I asked yesterday if there was any effort made to have a signed

commitment by the cadets of accepting the code prior to ma trirulat ion.

There was not, although apparently there was testimony that they felt

that the instruction on the code and the system was sullieient to expect

this kind of commit nwnt.
Do you think that it, would he on improvement in the system of

supporting a rode. remognizing there. might be some changes support-

ing the honor codedo you think it, would be important that there

be It very thoroneh indoctrination and that a. cadet be asked if he did

accept the code and fnlfill its requirements, as far as you were con-
cerned, whidever they were, so he knew what he was getting into and

flint the honor cononit tee knew and that he had agreed to it?

Mr. DOWNEY% I think that is one of the very fundamental problems.

There are statements at West Point that the cadets are indoctrinated,

early on. to the. fart '7,!It there is an honor code and that they most, live

rip to it, and the people who explain that to them are the senior

classmen.
So, for instance, the class of 1080 would be indortrinated into what

honor means by the class of 1977, for which 170 individnals have been

involved in a cheating scandal.
So one wonders at first. blush whether or not they could do a very

effective job. I think having them sign something wonld be just a
cosmetic gesture. I think that there's wide acceptance of the code at

West, Point. The problem is whot the rode is. Tt differs in tlw minds of
prolmbly every cadet, and that is the more fundamental problem now.

Senator Nt7NN. Would the Senator yield ?
Senator BARTI.FrT. Just a second.
Part of the signing, of accepting the code, is sieming that the peeson

understands the code and here's what T understand about it..
This was a part of t he rode that I was involved with many years ago

in undergradnate life at colle7e, and so there was an indoctrination.
there was an acceptance. and if a person didn't accept it, t hey wer
aN.epted hv the honor committee for acceptance at. the imiyersitx. a-
some decided not to go. They just didn't want to accept that resp
bility. But in the process of all that. I think they had a
indwtrinni ion.

Senator NuNN.Worrld the Senator yield?
One point we discussed briefly earlier, that's the great. distinction

between normal academic private institutions or a piddie institution
with irm honor rode, and West Point. is the intermingling between

regida ions and the honor rode.
Nobomly told me how I had to shine my shoes or what time I had

to he in bed or whether I roidd g.o to a pizza parlor at the law school
attended. There were no regulations at. all. and nobody enme by tO

check to SN' whether I was all ripht at night at 11, and there, was no
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intermingling bet ween private life mid reguiations and the honorcode.
That is a tivinendons distinction here. I don't know the answer to it,but it's got to be one of the eon fusing tliiiigs to cadets.
I was interested in a statement that General Berry made on May 28to the Association of Graduates, and I quote him directly. Ile says: "1have been increasingly aware, of how Litt b.! I really knew about theworking of the honor system when I was a cadet."
That gets to the very point, Senator Bartlett's making abont a com-plete tmderstanding of the honor code to begin with, and I intended toask General Berry about t hitt statement yesterday. I just wanted tointerject that because I think an understanding, particularly of asystem tltat goes to die question of honor, is essential.
Mr. DeSVNEY. I f I might, add a more humorous note to that : if. forinstance. when I was at Cornell University I couldn't get a slice ofpizza after 8 without a violation of some code. I daresay I wouldnever have grathutted front college in terms of the weakness of myI think one of the problems that you see here with the plebes is anexample of the regulationthe intermingling between the regulationand the code and where the fine line is. It's too tine to be seen by manyindividuals.
Senator BAirrnixr. It's my opinion, Congressmanand I think itnught be yourst hat no honor code will operate unless it has thestrong support aml endorsement and individual commitment fromthe gwat. great majority of the cadets. in this ease, or the students.One other thing that: I think could be important in an honor systemis the kind of examinations that are given. In college work most ex-aminations are not the kind that can verv readily lend themselves tocheating. The one kind that does is the true-false examination or onelike the one at West Point that wao given to the cadets where theycould have a long period of time to work on it.Do you think that the systent that exists at West Point is the kindof system that lends itself to cheat ing or lends itself to the cadts'reporting, keeping cheat ing at, a very low level, nuich lower thana jirwtorial system and that would lend itself to operate as a work-able system ?

DowNEY. I think vott pointed out a very important point andthat, ts the fact that the way the exams are given: for instance, thereare so many take-home exams whore collahorat ion is permitted andin this instance all of a sudden there wasn't any. So that, points impjust sonic curriculum problems that they might have.
The other interesting factor that is important. Senator. is the factthat, the classes are, so small. You were talking before about Under-stand in:" an honor system and beim, indoctrinated to it. Well. T thinkpart of the responsihilit y of instilling honor must also come f ront thetactical officer corps. Eaoh officer. for instance. teaohes 15 or 10 in a.class, a very small class. You would tldnk that a tactical officer wouldknow who were the bri!fliter students and who aren't the brighterstudents much before lie gets an exam where tlw student who neverparticipates in class and hardly ever knows an answer all of a suddenstnrts turning in a perfect paper. That's Nil of the RTstern and T thinkalso part of the problem here, the fact that the classes a, small.
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Fine, they should be small, But, make the tactical officer Inure part
of the honor system himself where la! pmvides some input.

I think that up until now, from what we could glean from the cadets,
they have had an attitude of hear no evil, see no evil, with respect to
the honor code. I also think, as you mentioned, the administration of
certain types of exams lend themselves to cheating more than others,
and I think that would be something for academicians to make com-
ment on more, than myself, considering my college record.

Senator BAirrixre. Congressman Downey, one final question. You
have proposed legislation that would create a blue ribbon panel to
which a cadet, could report alleged violations of the honor code.

Do you believe that this is a desirable method to approach the prob-
lem and would you favor a change in the toleration provision or the
single sanction for a violation of the honor code?

Mr. DowxEy. It's my hope, Senator, that, that would be the judg-
ment of reasonable men who would comprise that commission after
they study the problem. But, there are, as you mentioned, a whole host
of problems that need to be examined, the honor code, its relation to
the cadets, the curriculum, the role of the tactical officers in instilling
honor at the Academy, and I think that the way that thm could best
be done would be by not only, No. 1 and most importantly, by an out-
side investigatory body, the commission, but also by people who aro
involved in teaching of students, and also involved in the military, as
well as Members of Congress.

I think that that is a healthy mix, if you will, of individuals who
could objectively assess not only what has happened but what needs to
happen.

Senator Bikumrrr. Thank you, Congressman Downey. Thank you,
Mr. Chid rman.

Senator NUNN. Senator Culver?
Senator CuLvEa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Downey, I too would like to commend you for the

efforts you have made in this area and your statement here today has
been extremely helpful to the committee.

Are von familiar with the Buckley report?
Mr. bowNay. Yes, I am, to a certain extent, Senator.
Senator CuLvEn. Do you generally concur in the basic recommenda-

tions of that study?
Mr. DowxF:v. I do. Senator, I would like Mr. Kass, who is much

more familiar with it than I am, to comment on it. He was up there
and spoke to a number of people about the Buckley report and some
of the recommendations in it.

Mr. KAss. I think that the major impression which the Buckley
report, made upon us during our visit to the Academy was that there
was a source of some of the information which we have determined to
be true about a year before we'd been there.

Many aspei!ts of the Buckley report are somewhat prophetic, and it
may be said that, in some respects the Buckley report forecasted what
was to conic, a year later.

I think that there is ninvh to be gleaned from the report, and having
had an opportunity to talk to Colonel Buckley about it, I was very
much impressed with it.
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Senator CULVER. Did you have an opportunity to discuss with him
the vote by the cadets and their unwillingness to accept some of the
more important recommendations? Did you have a chance to explore
that issue with him and determine some explanation for the vote?

Mr. KASS. Briefly. There were varying opinions as to what the vote,
meant and what significance should, be attached to the fact that less
than half of the corps of cadets supported the present stringent
penalties.

There was some feeling that the vote in some respect was taken out
of context, that cadets voted more on their basic feelings about the
theory of it than with a reference point to what that penalty provision
actually meant, and that some of them might change their vote in view
of the pi ,ent difficulties.

Senat CULVER. I was interested, Congressman Downey, in your
response to the question from Snnator Bartlett and this has been men-
tioned on a number of occasio..s in connection with this particular
cheating incident, the number of unusual factors involved in this par-
ticular examination. This was a quiz that wasn't all that important
in terms of the final grade involved, and one of the points to be stressed
is that it involved taking the quiz home for a couple of days in an
unsupervised testing environment.

Somehow it's been implied that this represents an intolerable temp-tation threshold.
Now it seems to me that the reverse is true. If honor means any-

thing, it means that you're able to carry that kind of burden. You
don't need much honor to take an exam that has a proctor at everydesk and it has all the trappings of a conventional academic
examination.

It seems to me that the fundamental purpose in an honor code is
to test the character of people and their capacity to comply with this
kind of temptation and this kind of opportunity.

If they can't really handle that., the code itself doesn't mean much.
We talk about revising curriculum to accommodate the weaknesses
of character rather than to try, as difficult as it is, to strengthen char-
acter through tests. I'm just interested in what you think about this.It seems very trendy to say that one of the real problems is that we
tempted them to cheat by letting them take the test home.

That's what it's all about, isn't it ?
Mr. DowNsv. I think that. it is.
Senator CuLrmi. You don't test character by having six instructors

watching a cadet.
Mr. Dowxyx. Just on that basic question, the instructors, they're

really not proctm-s for the most part. We've heard testimony fromcadets who sr:( the instructors walk out of the rooms.
So it is v.,r1- to cheat and to look at someone's paper really

without beinn ,. by an instructor, the only sanction coining from
the fellow cadet. So that tbey .are tempted in other ways.

The 'problem, and I think that you're right fundamentally, that
you don't instill honor, and then make violations of honor, not viola-
tions, which is essentially what you would be doing if you said we
don't want them to take home exams because it tempts them.

They get exams to take home all the time, or projects to take home
all the time. For instance, in electrical engineering or in other scien-
tific courses, they are told to work with one another in groups of
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three or four, and this happens routinely. The problem is that it is

turned on and tinned oft Wit h IL little C0111115i011. I might sax% to the
cadets because they've gotten into the habit of working with one
another.

But I thing the fundamental point is that the temptation is always
froing to be there whether you change the honor code or not and you
should provide for as much honor as possible.

Senator Cur,vri:. You're not suge'esting that on the basis of your
investigation, that there was an ambiguity in instructions given to the
cadets as to what the particular ground rules were on this test?

:1Tr. Dowxr.y. I don't. really know that. I'm speculating as to the
tN4imony that we've heard roorerning other exams where they're
actually instructed to work with one another and this might have
been a problem in delineating that. It clearly wasn't. From the instruc-
tions,they realized that, there was to be no cooperation.

But to say for instance that this take-llome exam was unique would
be wrong. but to also sa v that they might have some, problems with
it because it doesn't wash with prior behavior would also be a problem,
because t hey are asked to collaborate frequently.

Senator Ct7t.van. Now you mentioned that this cheatinir, in your
jial:4ment. Imsed on the evidence that you have been able7to obtain,
was very likely far more pervasive than the numbers that are cur-
rently involved here. 1.7% an(1 perhaps more out of a class of R20 or so.

What do you sugfrest, that the, responsibility of the Academy is
here in terms of getting at the bottom of how widely flaunted the
honor rode is?

1)o You think there should be the initiation of a systematic search
in the first yea r. second year. or fourth Year exams, for patterns? It
shonh I be r(viewed. Tt is important. to know, isn't, it, how completely
bankrnot the pre,,ent practices arc if we're !ming to start, over?

Mr. T)MN-Nry. T would t hink I ha t one of the questions that the com-
mittee mi!rht. want to pose for itself is whether or not you'd want, to
interview some of the class of 1977 or 19TS and grant them testimonial
immunity and fret them to come forward and tell you, either in a secret
session or open session, where they have an immunity to tell yon ex-
actly how pervasive cheat ing is so that you hear from them firsthand.

So T would surrgest, that, to von, Senator, and sue-gest it to the sub-

(OlIfl ii t Pa cha irman.
Sena tor Cri.via. Th iiit ended by way of ageTavating the ob-

vious discomfit lira of the :%caderny, aml maybe there are other ways
to do it, hut T think that the obvious thine' is to have, a better system,
n. molv etTect ive system. We do have to know the extent, of the, problem.

11r. Dowyry. I don't want to pontificate. I'm far too young to do

ti at. lInt if we deride that, we're not 7oing. to pursue the truth as
ns possihle. we've p.nt some real problems as a Congress, as

nu Ar(1y inst qution. I think that you could do that for your own edifi-
cation hcbind closed doors from the cadets without even creating any

laore troldems for the Aeademy than they already have and ascertain

the trith. but T sTre.est it to you as strongly as possible because it's the

only !.ret fri flue bot tom of it.
yx. Tr' pos,il,le that could be handled on an informal

Academy itsel F with a series of interviews, rmich like you
did, r.!Oor tlian in a *formal atmosphere.
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Mr. Dowyny. I would suggest, Senator, that if it is done at the
Academy, that the subcommittee go to the Academy and do it them-
selves.

Senator NUNN. You found the cadets to be rather frank with you
when you talked with them ?

Mr. DOWNEY. I found the cadets at this Academy to be the frankest,
most sincere group of individuals 'I've ever run across, and they will
tell you the truth because to that extent the honor code has .worked. I
mean they want to tell the truth, they're almost, yon can see it, wellmg
within them, wanting to come forward and say, I've done something
wrong. I want the system to be good.

Senator NuNN. What you're saying is you think the situation is ripe
for peoplc to purge their consciences if there was incentive to do so,
and smile degree of protect ion?

Mr. I )ow NEY". If there ever was a time, Senator, this is it.
Senator Nuxy. Senator Leahy?
Senator LEAHY. Thank yon.
I ha ve read through your whole statement, Congressman Downey. I

conunt.nd you on it, I think it's very, very good. I think it points out
one of t he unfortunate things about the schedule we all follow here;
that we forget in our congressional duties that it's sometimes very good
to get right down to the phwe involved and talk to the people involved.

As a former prosocutor, I always comment that it's most helpful
and I think you ought to be commended for doing just that. I like the
siurgest ion yon made to Senator Nunn about the fact that we ought to
have the eonunittee get right out there and talk to the, individuals.

I'm just curious on one thing. In your dismission with the shidents
there is an enormous emphasis on the, honor code at Wrest Point, a
totally in flexilde one, one that sets up a standard that is beyond reach;
did anyone ever bring up the olwions dichotomy between that be-
havior and the behavior of sonic of those gradnates once they become
military officers, as hi siuli hings as My Lai, such things as the altera-
tion of body counts during Vietnam, and some of the things that came
out during lwarings of this Congress in the past couple of years; the
scandals within the military, scandals involving kickbacks, bribes, and
so ondid any of them raise the point that perhaps there might be a
double standard around here ?

Mr. DOWNEY. Senator. it's interesting von mentioned that. Of course
t hat was one of the th ings that Fred and I discussed at some length, for

n Two. with General Berry and General Ulmer.
Senator LEAriv. Did the students think that this was any excuse or

did they just point this out RP kind of a
Afr. DMYNEY. Interestingly enough, diseussing this sitnation with all

of t he radets, and T mean this as sincerely as I say. it, that they don't
offer excuses That's one of the vey interesting things about both the
individnals involved, or not involved. They don't talk about exClises.
They talk about right and wrong. what they've done right and wrong.
But this was diseussed at some, length with a nnmber of them about the
body oonnts of My T ai, and in faet yon will find that it was General
Koster who is an A. ademy graduate, as was one of the colonels, and
they talk about this, but they don't offer that as an excuse for what
they have done and never did.
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Senator LEmtv. I'm proud of that in that regard because obviously
it would not be an excuse {',,r them in their own situation but it is cer-
tainly disquieting to me, a member of the Armed Services Com-
mittee, to see these two sets of standards; in other words, the unbe-
lievably rigid situation at West Point and the subsequent examples I
mentioned. And I think you point out the problem with that rioidity
in your own testimony when you speak, for example, in terms Of how
to spell a word and the consequences of going to a pizza parlor and
so forth.

Mr. Chairman, I'm gtql to have a chance to be here. I'm glad to
have read Congressu,r.r. Downey's statement. I have no further
questions.

Senator Nr'Nex. Thank you, Congressman Downey, for being here
and we app te your being here.

Mr. DOWNEY'. I would just like to thank vou.
Senator NUNN. Our next witness is Rear Admiral McKee, Superin-

tendent of the U.S. Navay Academy.
I believe that Admiral McKee is accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel

Robillard of the U.S. Marine Corps, who is officer representative to the
brigade honor committee.

Admiral McKee, why don't you proceed with your statement this
morning?

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. KINNAIRD R. MerEE, U.S. NAVY,
SUPERINTENDENT, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ACCOMPANIED BY
LT. COL. GEORGE ROBILLARD, U.S. MARINE CORPS, OFFICER REP-

RESENTATIVE TO THE BRIGADE HONOR COMMITTEE

Admiral MCKEE. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this oppor-
tunity to discuss the operation of the honor concept of the brigade of
midshipmen, and its relationship to the overall fulfillment of our
mission.

We've already introduced Lieutenant. Colonel Rohil lt NI.
The Naval Academy's program of education is desig,ned to provide

commissioned officers for the line of the Navy and Marine Corps. An
essential element of this process is the development of a deep-seated
sense of professionalism. The keystone is self-discipline and total com-
mitment to high standards of honor, duty and responsibility. Unflinch-
ing honesty and forthrightness are essential elements of this commit-
ment. Vital to the development of these characteristics is a realistic but
de.manding military environinent in which rigorous standards of
conduct are required of all midshipmen.

The Naval Academy has always required high standards of in-
tegrity of its midshipmen. Unt il 1951 honor standards were specifically
included in midshipmen replflations, and violations were processed as
serious conduct offenses; and, as a matter of fact, they still are, as I
will show later.

The present, formalized concept originated in September 1951 when
the first directive was issued describing the class honor committees.
Since then the concept has undergone periodic refinement, largely to
provide due process in the investigative procedures.

The authority for me to establish and maintain standards of conduct
and to deal with infractions of these st 9ndards is derived from title 10,

ri
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United States Code. Certain serious offenses under the Naval Acad -
emy's administrative conduct system may lead to discharge. These
infractions include those covered by the honor concept whIch estab-
lishes the principle that a midshipman shall not lie, cheat, or steal.

A. midshi :nan, instructor, or staff officer who believes he has evi-
dence that a member of the brigade has violated the honor concept has
two principal courses of action : He may :eport his evidence to the
brigade honor committee; or second, discuss the incident with the sus-
pected offender, then take one of the following actions: He can report
the offender; he can caution and counsel the offender without referral
to the honor committee; or he may drop the entire matter if it appears
certain after his discussion with the individual, that no violation has
occurred. The responsibility for selecting the proper principal course
of action regts with the individual who observed the possible violation.
He must take one of the,se actions. He does not have the option to do
nothing.

Alleged infractions of the honor concept are investigated by mem-
bers of the brigade honor committee, and the facts are presented to a
board, composed of other midshipmen members of the honor commit-
tee, which acts as a factfinding body for the commandant of midship-
men.

Senator NUNN. May I ask you one question there Admiral ?
You have three choices which is a tremendous diderence between the

West Point system and this is where we want to zero in. (A) You can
report the offen(Ierthat's tlw only choice you have at West Point.

II) I f you see an offensethis is your testimonyyou can caution and
0,.unsei the offender without referral to the honor committee. That, of
col:r-se, is the most sign i ficant (k pa rture.

Now on that one, let me ask vou a question. Let's assume that you see
this same offender two times. The first time you caution and you don't
refer him to the honor committee. Let's suppose you see him again 2
weeks later committing the same offense. What then is your duty'? Is B
still an option?

Admiral MCKEE. He still has the same option. Again, it's a matter of
individual responsibility of the midshipman who observes the infrac-
tion. I wouhl suspect that t he second time around, my -own inclhmtion
in that position would be to say I gave you .your chance last time, Char-
ley. You t-t! on report.

6enat or NUNN. Theoretically. though, there would he no violation of
the Annapolis ln?nor system i f .1 midshipman saw another one commit-
ting the same offense a hundred times. He could theoretically caution
him each time and counsel with him without reporting him to the honor
committee ?

dmiral MCKEE. That's correct.
Senator BAwri.E'rr. Would the Senator yield?
On this same question, then, 100 different midshipmen could have

observed a violation of this one midshipman and decided not to report
him on 100 occasions and he would have been a rather prolific cheater
and the system would have failed in my mind.

Admiral MCKEE,. That's right.
Senator BARTLETT. Is there anything in this system to guard against

this? Any protection of that ?
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Admiral MCKEE. You have to understand and I will come it to
this in my statement in a minute that the administrative conduct sys-

tem. Senator Bartlett, of which this is a part, i8 our effort to create a.

realistic; military environment. The basic sense of integrity I referred,

to is one that has to grow under the rightconditions. An honor system
is not going to do it by itself. An administrative kind of system is not

going to do it by itself. It has to be a matter of precept and example, it

has to be the thing that one does at the Naval Academyto develop fl;

sense of integrity. If we do that correctly, then the hypothetical 100
times should not happen. But you are right. If we fail to do that; cer-
tainly it can be violated, justas in a more rigid code you could have 100,
peop)e see a violation and not take any action.

Senator NUNN'. What you'msaying is, as I understand it, there would

not be a theoretical violation under' that hypothetical example. But
you're saying tho system itself would have failed. to instill in that par-
ticular midshipman, who observed this a hundred times, the proper
sense of duty and honor if he did observe it that many times and failed

to report it.
Admiral McKEE. I think that's true and I think I would be ill-

advised to say that we are 100 percent successful. The system doesn't
take on 100 percent of the people, just as any system doesn't take on 100

percent of the people.
Senator LEAHY. If the Senator would yield.
The testimony so far here, would indicate that the most rigid system

has not had that same kind of success rate, as a matter of fact.
Admiral McKim. I'm not prepared to comment on the other system.
Sent.tor LaArry. I understand. I was making it more as a comment

than a question to you.
Senator BARTLETT:If the chairman would yield.
If the midshipman took option B and he cautioned and connseled

the offender but didn't. refer it to the honor committee. could he also

report the fact ?
Admiral 3kKEE. No, that's the same word. If he cantions and coun-

sels, and this has happened. In one instance of a violation, the individ-
ual who discovered it counseled for 45 minutes and just didn't get
through to the guy. In fact. he found that the more he talked to the
gentleman, the more, he was digginghimself a hole on the instance that
attracted his attention in the first place. He saw the counseling wasn't
taking so he went ahead and reported the violation.

Senator BArm.Err. But could the person report it and also counsel
without actually referring it to the honor committee?

Admiral Mcl-Car. Report and refer have to be used as the same
word. I've kind of !(4 track of where I was.

Senator NUNN. Aomiral. why don't you start back at. tbe bottom
of pap-e 2. I think you were on the top of pa cre 3 but I think you could

repeat that last. paragraph with alleged infractions.
Admiral McTCr.E. Alleged infractions of the honor concept are in-

vestigated by members of the. brirrade honor committee and the facts

aro presented to a board; composed' of other members of the honor
committee, which arts as a, fact-finding body for the commandant
of midshipmen. Their findings and recommendations are reported to
the commandant for his nse in bearing each case. And he does in
fact hear each case. The brigade honor committee does not have
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authority to impose, any kind of punishment or censure. At no stage
in the proceedings are findings or recomnwndations publicly an-
nounced except that the midshipman concerned is informed of all
investigative findings. The commandant reviews the investigation and
all other facts pertaining to it, then holds a hearing with the midship-
man alleged to have committed a, violation. After that hearing, he
may terminate the proceedinp, direct further investigation by the
honor committee, or forward the ease to me with his recommendation.

When a case is forwarded to me I review the enttre investigation,
including the commandant's hearing. If I agree that the accused has
committed the alleged violation. I will normally recoinmeml to the
Secretary of the Navy that the accused midshipnwn be discharged.

I may also afford him an opportunity to resign in lien of discharge
and in fact, Senator Nunn, this is our standard practice for miscon-
duct, discharges under article 6962, title 10. W3 do give them an
opportunity to submit what we call a qualified resignation; however,
the Secretary of the Nary is the final authority in each ease. That is,
if I send forward a recommendation for his discharge. the Secretary
of the Navy has to approve that. If he resigns, the Secretary of the
Navy lias to accept his resignation.

S& in either case. that level of review remains intact. Throughout
these proceedimrs, the accused individual luis the assistance of a mid-
shipman adviser of his choice. The adviser is a member of the honor
committee with a thorough knowledge of the honor concept.

Senator NUNN. May I ask you one question?
Pm trying to distinguish between this mid est Point procedures.

The only thing I see. di&rent here in this procedure isit, may be just
,! a omissionyou do not make reference to the brigade honor corn-
inittee's option of dismissing the charges.

Is that an option ?
Admiral McKEE. That's right. If it finds no violation has occurred,

the bripaide honor coinmittee. will dismiss the charges and the record
will be destroyed and no further mention will be made of it.

Senator Nrxx. Without coining to you?
Admiral McKEE. That's right, without even going to the

commtmdant.
Senator NUNN. That's the same procedure West Point has at that

point.
Admiral McKEE.Tfowever. you should be aware 1ii9t Colonel Robil-

lard reviews not guilty as well as guilty cases to make sure ihe tech-
nical aspects of this system function a tlmy should.

Senator NUNN. They do have that option ?
Admiral MCKEE. That's right.
All right, to get, back to talking about the adviser to the midship-

man who may he charged. That adviser is responsible for assisting
the accused midshipman in the preparation and presentation of his
case. The accnsed may also retain the assistance of counsel if he so
chooses.

However. only his midshipman adviser can be present during formal
proceedings of the hmior board. As you well know, there are differences
between our honor concept and the honor codes of the other two
academies. The most significant of these is the absence of the nontolera-
tion clause in our concept. We believe that the alternatives that I've
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described earlier constitute a strength and foster the development of
durable principles of personal integrity by requiring the individual
midshpman to come to grips with moral issues himself rather than
to be forced to rigid adherence by a code which gives bim no latitude.

What I mean by that is that in some cases a not very thoughtful
individual will take what amounts to the easy way out. You're on
report, friend. I can't help it. It's the way the system works. I-
wouldn't-do-this-if-I-didn't-have-to kind of thing.

That's not a very good principle of leadership, and we do every-
thing we can to keep that from growing among our midshipmen. The
point is be must take the initiative, himself.

Ho bas failed in his responsibility to the brigade if he does not pur-
sue one of the options I described previ, :y.

The honor concept is more than an aommstrative device for dealing
with certain conduct violations. It is an important element of leader-
ship training within the brigade.

As I mentioned earler, we're trying to create a realistic military
environment, in which to raise and train our midshipmen; and the
honor conce,pt and its fnnctioning must contribute to that training,
not merely be a punitive device. Within each of the 36 companies in the
brigade each class has its elected honor committee representative who
is responsible for a continuing program of familiarization in the con-
cept.. answering questions on the concept and soliciting and forward-
ing suggestions for the improvement of the concept -from his class-
mates, and that sort. of thing.

It is not the Academy's intention to foster among the brigade, the
assnmption that honorable conduct is behavior strictly associated with

the Naval Academy.
The honor concept is intended to be an integral part of the profes-

sionalism expected of gradnates throughout their careers.
And that's the end of my prepared statement., Senator.
Senator NUNN. Colonel, do you want to make any kind of pre-

liminary statement?
Colonel Rontri,Arm. No. sir, T have no statement.
Senator NUNN. Admiral McKee, in your opening statement, you

make it clear that. the honor concept was divorced from Midshipmen
Regulations in 19:n.

Admiral Me Km No, sir, that's not, quite correct.
Of course I wasn't in this position in those days, but the offenses

were included in the conduct system. They were not handled by an
honor committee.

What, happened in 105] was the mechanics of the present investi-
gative, routine nsing the honor committee and the, education and so
forth were formalized. It's substantially intaet today. It's been up-
graded and reviewed and changed somewhat, but these changes have
been primarily a consolidation of what they've learned at the Naval

Acadamy.
Senator NUNN. Is it fair to say that at this point in time the regula-

tions and the honor system are two separate matters?
Admiral Mc Ker. 'No, sir. As I said before, I operate an adminis-

trative conduct system, under my authority in title 10, -United States
Code. Three, of the offenses uneer the administrative condnet system
are lying, cheating, and stealing. Other serious offenses that could lead
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to dismissal include the deliberate disobedience of orders, hazing, and
that kind of thing.

The difference where the honor concept is concerned is the investi-
ptive procedures when an individual is elmrged with those honor
concept violations.

In fact, my administrative conduct instruction lists those offenses
and then says these are processed in twcordance with a separate in-
struction, which is the honor concept instruction.

For sonic time, I believe, that direct linkage to t itle 10 United States
Code did not exist but I thought that it must. I didn't, see how I could
recommend a midshipman for dismissal for misconduct unless it was
tied to the statute that gives me the authority to do so, and I didn't
see any way that the Secretary could act on that recommendation again
unless he was operat ing under the congressional statute that gives me
authority to operate an adulinistrative conduct system.

Senator NUN N. nil still not sure I'm clear on this point. Are you
saying that regulations and die honor system then are all part of one
package?

Admiral McKE. sayim, that the offenses that the honor sys-
tem encompasses are listed with all other offenses under the adminis-
trative conduct system. That is an instruction signed by ine that lists
the thinp-s a midshipment will not do.

The process for handling those three offenses is in a sep-irate in-
struction, also signed by me.

So in fact it all conies under the same authority, and it's simply a
separate way of handling offenses that are included in the overall
administrative findings. I could show you that. I'm not sure I brought
it.

Senator NUNN. Well. you'd handle them separately then?
Admiral Mcker.. Yes, sir.
Senator NUN N. Do you have anything similar to the blendinp- to-

gether that they have at West. Point of the regulations and thp honor
system ?

In other words, are, midshipmen asked the. question frequently is
everything all right. meanim, are all regulations being complied with ?

Admiral McKr. No; we don't do that. It is prohibited by part of
the honor regulation. The administrative conduet systin is an ele-
ment of my regulations at the Naval Academy. The mlministrative
condm7t system (.onstitutes part of my regulations by wliich we oper-
ate. To trace the linetyre back. I don't want to ell- into this too far. the
Constitution calls on the Conrress to prescribe the regulations by
which the naval forces will be administered. and the Congress. under
title If', I 7nited States Code, gives me the authority to proscribe my
regulations. The honor offenses are ineluded in those regulations.

When a midshipman takes the oath of office, he takes an oath to
comply with the orders of the officer appointed over him and with the
regulations of the institution, and he signs that Are we using the
honor concept to say to an individual. "are you breaking any IrrIlitl-
tiolls." and if he says "no," then that's an honor violation ?

No. we don't do that. We specifically prolii'a that. We call that
using one's honor against him. However. if I .,ay to him. did you
I had evidence that he went over in the yard last niplit or perhaps
went -LTA (unauthorized absence) go ashore when you should not
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have last night, did you take unauthorized liberty, and he says, "no,"
then that becomes a violation.

Is that clear?
Semuor NUNN. I think it
In other words, what you're sayimr is, if a specific question is posed

to a midshipman as to whether he luts violated a specific regulation
and he lies in answer to that iowstimt. Ile has then violated the honor
SVStN11 01111 110 Illls converted the violat ion of a regulation to a viola-
tion of the honor svst cm.

Admiral M,KEE. That's right. We don't onside, it to be appropri-
ate, for example. to just stop Midshipman I 'illiud in the, middle, of
the vard mid say. have yon violated any 'ation today, and then
later on somebody says, yeah. I think I. saw inn do something and
then !ret him on an honor offense.

t or N XS.. In other words, if yon ask him a big sweeping ques-
tion :-uch as. midshipman. have you violated any regulations today,
and he answored 110. 111111 later on you found out he, didn't, shine his
shoe. that wo-i 0 1'0;411101011. 111111 lie \\*Mild not have violated the
1101101 system.

But if you ask him, z»idshipman. did yon shine your shoes today
and it said. yes. I did. and you found out he didn't, then that would
be a viotjtioo.

Admiral MoKEE. That's right. Thacs one, that might be handled
under the counseling opt ion. however.

Senator ( hi this nontoleration. this is the key provision of
the West Point hon)r code aild as a matter of faet, it's the key pro-
vision of many other honor codes. You don't have that nontoleration
clarse t Annapolis.

Could von fell us why it is that you don't have that nontoleration
chinse. in your opinion ?

Adniirai Well. I think Ttl rather talk about the strengths
of ours because I'd prefer ilot to get into trying to comment On how
the other folk do their

ena t Nt.N-N. I'm not. :isking you about the. West Point nontolera-
t cluuse. I'm askin, you about any nontolerat ion clause.

There II:I.:4 to lie reason why you don't have that at, Annapolis.
T conld just as well say why is the 11011(010111i ion clause of a private
sch, tol not used at A lino polis ?

2.1miral McKt:t... First of :ill, we hnve courses of action that a
take. Tie doesmi,lshipman )1' anybody who observes an offense must.

1:ot !ut vc the ipt ;On to imore it.
Nmv I hat's not to say thtit somebody may not ignore it jnst like

they might whether there were a nontolernt ion clause or not.
Tlus point is he's not free to ignore it. Ile has a mandate to net.

The di frpmore is that he has more than one course of action.
NOW cIt . Hint ? I think it &ts baok to what I told earlier

ahout tIe 102,ini,ss or Irving to (levelop :1 realistic miliLry envirtm-
ment thf'se milidshipmneml, 01)1' iii whunhu eVervi hing
we If) lois 1 t raining. :is well as a punitive. value.

We tfo not. sic Ind only a single option to turn a man in or not to
turn Ii man m luis any real value in terms of raising one to accept
pers,oi,:il responsibility for his action.

ri



In :fact, and there are all sorts of ways to look at it. I choose to
look at our system as putting an even greater load on an individual
for the reasons I cited earlier.

If this guy hapepns to be somebody you really don't know and
you don't like very well, it's pretty easy to say, "Well I see the rules
are there. I've got to put you on report." Our rule isn't written that
way. It says you've got to decide what the best course of action is, to
counsel, report, or whatever.

That means even if it's a guy you don't like very well, you've got to
divorce everything you know about him except the mdividual elements
of the violation you're working with, and decide what to do.

If we do that rightif these young men do that rightthey'll grow
in the process, and we will still have an appropriate punitive element
for the people who do not elect to follow the regulations.'

Senator NUNN. I want to pursue that further in just a moment butI have to go and vote at this t hne. We will take a brief recess, untilone of the Senators gets back, at which time he will begin askingquest ions.
[A brief recess was taken.'
Senator .13Airri:a-r. Admiral McKee, in your opinion is the honorsystem worki te-i t he Naval Academy ?
Admiral MJ-Knx. Yes. sir, I think it works at the Naval Academy.Certainly. as I said before, it is a contributor in the business ofbuilding a sense of basic integrity. And, that building process doesgo forward to completion when everybody graduates. I don't thinkI could say it's NO percent effective, but we like to think it workspretty well.
Senator BAr.TLETT. What kind of indoctrination to the honor codeand the honor system do yon have with the midshipmen and the

officers of the Academy ?
Admiral McKEE. To speak first about the midshipmen it is includedin the syllal oils of the. incomim, class. They are addressed by me on theoverall broad subject of our 1-siusiness. What are we trying to do? Weare trying to produee leaders for the Navy and Marine Corps. I tellthem what the elements of that are and how we get at them. One ofthem is integrity. That introduces it, and then the Commandant goeson with a little more detailed instruction.
Then tlwre are specific classroom instruction periods. That is fol-lowed by an examination for each midshipnum. If he does not passthat indicates that he does not understand
Senator BAirrnrrr. Specifically on the honor system?Admiral INEcKEE. Yes, sir. Amither thing we do during the summeris t ha t
Senator BArrrnrrr. At that point, is there any request made of themidshiinialll as to whether or not he conunits himself to that honorsyst eat ?
Admiral Mr KI:E. I think you were out of the room when I remarkedthat one difference between our system am-1 the others is that my sys-tem is incorporated in my regulations and a midshipman takes theoath of ()like whiich says he will obey the orders of the officer appointedover him and will obey the regulations of the In titution. He not onlyrecites, but lie signs that. A nd, this is included in that.
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So, in fact, he has signed a commitment to obey the regulations be-
fore he starts into the training syllabus.

But, let me add one more thing about the training period. e con-
sider the stunmer training as a period of indoctrination and for that
reason my instructions specify that we will exercise only the counseling
option for fourth class midshipmen during that 2-month period of in-
doctrination.

Because, examinations or not, no matter how effectively we may
think we, do our individual instriwtion, it is not going to get through
to all those people. They are going to have to live with it awhile and
begin to understand what we mean by telling the truth and not telling
the truth.

And, then at the end of that 2-month period we go under the full
honor concept that I have described earlier with all of the options.

Senator BAIrri,r,rr. They would all be aware that there is a difference
in the first 2 months of summer work as far as the honor system is con-
cerned, that that, is a period of indoctrination, they are supposed t,
adhere to it but there is a little more tolerance at that point than there
would be late:- on?

Admiral McKim That is correct.
Senator BAirrmr-r. At the time that they sign this commission as a

midshipman, is it, called ?
Admiral McKim. An oath of office.
Senator I3Airri,Err. Oath of ofliee as a midshipmanthey would very

definitely understand that they are signing, also, a commitment on the
honor sTstem?

Admiral McKim Yes, sir, that is true.
Included in the catalog is a short paragraph, and I might just give

you a couple of words out of that to sort of set the stage.
Before you even think about coming to the Academy, you have to

understand that"the Brigade of Midshipmen"this is not all of it,
but just excerpts"the Brigade of Midshipmen lives under an honor
concept. This concept contributes to the accomplishment of the mission
of the Academy by providing the precepts which aid midshipmen cul-
tivating high standards of honor and personal integrity."

And, then it goes on to tell how it works, the general principles to
live by, so forth and so on. They are expected to live by those prin-
ciples when they come.

So, in effect that is the regulat ion and that is what they learn to live

Senator BARTLETT. Would you place that in tin, record?
Admiral McKr.s. Senator Bartlett, T will submit for the record a

paragraph from page 37 of the Naval Academy Catalog for 1976-77.
[The information follows :]

THE HONOR CONCEPT

Personal integrity Is essential to every naval officer. Hence, nn important part
or the III igsiMI or the Naval ANUitMly IS to deVPiOp III idshipmen morally a 1Ifl to
imbue them with high ideals of honor. The BHgade of MiffiThipmen lives under nn
Honor Concept. Thls coneept contributes to the accomplishment of the ndssion
of the Academy by providing the precepts which aid midshipmen In cultivating
the highest standards of honor and personal integrity. The Honor Concept is based
upon n universal principle tlinn nn individual does not lie, cheat or steal. fTnswerv-
ing fidelity to this principle is required of all inid:hipmen in everything that

8 0
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they do. By outlining generalized principles to live by, the Honor Concept seeks
to instill In the midshipmen Ntandards of Integrity which will motivate them to.
make decisions consistent with the highest ideals of honor in every situa that
they encounter. The Honor Concept was established by the members of the Brigade
of Midshipmen and with them lies the responsibility for its administration and
enforcemuit to this day.

Senator BAITTLETT.. To get back to the midshipmen, now just what
part do they play ? I assume many honor systems have, sort of a re-
minder of the honor code by requiring a pledge on each examination.
Does the Naval Academy have sucli a Oedge ?

Admiral McKEE. No, sir; it does not. We do not do that.
Senator BAItT1171T. But your pledge goes further than most honor

systems: that is, it goes beyond die conduct on an examination; it goes
into every facet of the midshipmen's life, is that correct'?

Admiral McKim. That is correct.
Senator BARTLETT. Mat approaches do these senior midshipmen

make with the plebes so far as generating support for the honor code ?
Admiral MCKEE. We do not really try to single out the honor

code and say, "you have got to live withni the honor code," and, the
administrative conduct system is something else.

A midshipman needs to learn how to live in a regulated military
society. And, that is our business to teach him that ; to teach him why
we do it.

That leaves a pretty seri4 A responsibility on me, because I am con-
tinually playing the Im lance between di pline and harassment, what
is really an element of discipline 1ct eonstitutes harassment.

If I do my job right, then our c0 le sets tile basis for develop-
ing a sense of personal discipline 0, 4 years. By that I mean the
specific requirements on a midshipman gradually diminish over time;
he has more individual latitude as he demonstrates more individual
ability to exercise that latitude.

Senator BARTLErr. So, you and the other officers engender an under-
standing on the part of all the incoming youngsters to live within the
code, to appreciate the value of it ?

Admiral MCKEE. That is right. And. as I said before, it is part and,
parcel of the business that they have elected for themselvesand that
is getting into the military service.

Senator BARTLETT. What do the midshipmen do so far an engender-
ing support for the honor code ?

Admiral MCKEE. Well. the principal thin g. they do. first of all, they
basically im the system. There is no way I could just write some reg-
ulations and stand back and have it happen. The midshipmen have to
have a stake in it. And, it has to be well known throughout. the brigade
that they do have a stake in it and contribute to its siiceessful operatiiin.

Of course, the biggest thing is that the inidshipmen, in general,
live by th ne honor cocept. That is wha it makes t work. If they do not,
then it would rapidly decay.

Senator BA UTLETT. Are there opportunities for the midshipmen. in
their final year where they are assuming more. responsibility on the
honor committee and where they are assuming moe responsibility in
all activities to instill in the plebes a desire to support the honor sys-
tem and to live within it ?

I assume that they try to convey that this is a very workable sys-
tem, that it is certainly better than having a proctorial kind of

7.1- SIP.: 76.6
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system in class, or somebody looking over your shoulder all the time.
issume also, that there are times when the instructors are not present

and the exams are given out and that tlie system depends on the willing-
ness of other midshipmen to report violations. Is that. correct.?

Admiral Mc Km Yes sir, to take avtion.
Senator BAirri.Err. But, is there an actual effort made by the mid-

shipmen to instill this desire in the plebes' conduct?
Admiral .1.c1:1E. Yes sir. Aza in, during the plebes' summer each of

the first class squad leadersthat is the man whom about 10 plebes
will report toenell 10 plebes will report to a sqnad leader. Each
of the members of the detail conducting the indoctrination of those
plebes during plebe summer spends a great deal of time explaining this
within the context of the overall military environment.

Ea eh f.lass has representatives on the honor committeeincluding at
the beginning of the academie year the fourth chessmen.

They contribute to the. operation of the honor committee and to the
statutes mider whieli it operates. The upper class, the first class carry

.. esponsibility thromrh the year. And. they are required to do ail
of the i n vest igat ion, not all of it. but most of the investigation, and most
of the menegement.

Agnin. in the case of a plebe there are other special steps we take
bmi use we feel t hat those guys are a little vulnerable. They have not
lived under this .-ystem very hong. So, we want to make sure that they
do not succumb to that vulnerability.

We also want to make sure that we do our proper job of educating
film, and, so take a couple of special precautions.

For example, the vice chairman of the honor committee, which is
the No. 2 first chessman in the brigade, sits in and acts as an adviser
on all the investigating boards conducted by fourth chessmen; that is,
investi.2.ating boards which deal with a possible offense by a fourth
classma

The in k-e officer for a fourth class offense must be a first or
se,..ond e1aRsIn, a senior guy with a lot of experience.

W11-11 the accused is a plebe. we frenerallyand. he can pick the
adviser of his elloieebut, we. cren e ra 1 1 v try to make sure it is the most
experienced guy he can get, a. first or second chessman.

And. finally. as I mentioned earlier, we only exercise counseling op-
tions during. plebe. slimmer. So, we are making every effort to protect
them while they are learning, but also give them opportunities to learn.

Senator BAirrrxrr. Do you find that most of the plebes come from an
environment in which they are necustomed not to report those. who are
cheating even though they may adopt a code. of not giving or receiving
assistance, or do you find that they would readily accept that re-
sponsibility, or is that. something that you must instill in them that is
essential to the working of the system ?

Admiral Nic KEr. As you know, Senator Bartlett. our midshipmen
come from the full range of families, all sorts of backgrounds.

T would rather speak a little bit about the plain sense of family is-
cipiine. and that range. is pretty wide.. Some come from highly disci-
plined families; some come from families that are not very highly dis-
ciplined.

We do not ask that specific question. We. assume that when they come
hereand that is what we tell themthat they are prepared, regard-
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less of the family background or area they have conic front, or habits
before, that-, they are ready to live within the military env irontnent
tliat we liave prescribed.

It is my perception that it. is not a question of unwillingness when w.e
have a difficulty, particularly ainong the younger midshipmen. It. is
a case of not ha ving done our job well in (oliIcLttiILg them.

In other words. it is not usually a willful intent to disregard the sys-
tem, we just have not eTaten the point, across to that young man,
and will take steps to do that.

Senator B.tirri.rrr. Is that one of the main points you strive io put
over, the importance of reporting a violation ?

Admind MCKEE. We strive, tothe main point, is that he. has all
obligatiOn, lint ler the nonor coneept, to take one of the courses of aetion
we ha ye prescribed. That k the point.

Sonat.r BAitTLErr. -Report nil! or counseling ?
Admiral McKur. Yes, sir, or drop it if nothing has happ..ned.
Senator B.tirri,rrr. Admiral. thank you very flinch.
:-'enator Nr N N. I,et me ask the Colonel this question. When was the

rase voe had where a midshipman failed to exercise either A, B. or
as an option and was therefore cited for an honor violation?
Colonel Rot:ill...um. Mr. Chairman. if a midshipman does not exercise

ono of the options, he is not guilty of an honor y',.!ation under our
concept.

He could be coeslered to be guilty of a violation of the :-..egula
Hons.

towever, since we do not re(mire the raidshipnwn to report, to either
their honor rei,1-0,-cetative in their company or the 'honor chair=
that theylm ve rounselNl the midshipmen--Ive have no way of knowimr
whether tlw v have or ha ve not. We don't keep statistics on that.

Sonato; other words, you are sayin.e- you either have A, B.
or C as an opt ion and You have said several times you must- do one of
those thiw : hut now you are saying if you don't do an-; those three
you st ill ha ven't committeed any honor violation ?

Colonel Rouir,r..\ ,orreot. sir. C have not said that he is
eliiity of an honor Iolat ion. However, as I mentioned. he, could be
considered to lw guilty of a violal ion a a Naval Academy regnlaticn.

Senator NUNN. yon linve any idea thee whether--you have no
wa y of knoWinir whotlwr there is elleatinEr goin 2. mi. do -von ?

Colonel Ijoaml.F.\lni. T think .-is do. sir. I think that first of all we
have 114 company honor representatives throughout the britrade, and
these young mcn are right at the grassroots of the brigade, and Haw
know what 's goin!..f on. They'v: lwen (sleeted by thrir classmates. Most,
or them represent. certainly. men that re held io high esteem by their
classmates. so T feel that 1 they are :11V;Iro th:lt Ing was going
on they would take some :let ion IL-, prescribco under the honor convent.

Senator NUNN. But if they don-!. t hey ha ven't committed any viola-
tinn ?

Colonel 1Thaiti,Ann. Not of the honor concept. no. sir.
Senator YINN. What ha ve they violated ?
Colonel Ponn.r,A it:). They hay(' v loin fed a reirillat ion. is a Xc val

Academy regIdet ion, to aet if. 114ev arcs aware of the fact that something
has happened.
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Senator NuNN, WI1N1 W115 ( iii IliSt tilne yoll had somebody violate a

regulation b not takin,, act ion ?
('olonel Etnuu,Ann. In the year t hat I have been officer ivpresentative

we have not. had a nv.
Senator NUNN. f)0 von know alma any 1 hot happened before t hat ?

!olonel Ronn.i.Alm. *No, sir, I do not.
Senator NUNN. Do you, Admiral?
Admiral Alc KEE. No. sir. 1 have been there a year. 1Ve haven't seen

tInut.
Senator NUNN. Could von supply for the record, for say the last 5

years. any violations of .the regulations for the failure to take any
act ion. A. 13, or C?

Admiral MeKrr. Yes. sir, we'll do that.
[l'he iii forinnt ion follows :]

Mr. Chairman, speellie records are not maintained on thk tmr1 Icahn* violating.

A careful review or the material available to u revealed that in the past hvi
years foto- midshipmen have been charged with failing to take action as pre-
serilled in the Ilonor Concept.

Senator N N N. Could von also supply your honor violations that
Iii ve ot.curred in OW last years and what action was taken in each

cue-p ?
Admiral f cliEn. Yes, sir, we could do that. Of course without names

mid very briefly.
Senator NI:Ns-. I 't -7-zinitc. where sortie act ion was taken there Iyould

be no reluctance to !lane, names. would thwo?
Admiral INIcKEE. An important elernt of OUT fil:WedUre is we do

not name names. It's very easy for something like thts. T think, if you

are not careful], to create an environment where you could dociile that
some elements of kangaroo court exist. It's not a good thing for the
brirade to know by name that another of their members is under honor
proceedings or that he left for an honor offense. We don't feel that that.

serves any purpose.
Senator NUNN. Why don't you furnish us t he stat isties then without

the names ?
di,uiral liKrE. Y-c,. sir. we will do that.

[The information follows
my. Chairman, the snit isties that iii rtantested aro presented ht the following

HONOR VIOLATIONS

Academic your

1971 72 1972,71 1973 74 1974 75 76

Total viohHiovs 29 15 44 32 29

PIv'ed ot probatiln 7 21 10 8

Sepr ited 22 !O 27 22 16

Vol )01,v ;Osierr1!1-,n
soi aratinn

Pendinz

0
ii

1,

0
0

0
0
o

0
o
0

1

4
1

Senator NuNN. Colotwl Uobillard, you've been (her( I vt,- r ?
Colonel Itonit,i,Auo. I IMVP bet11 thl(".0 y ears, but oly 1 as officer-

representati ve to the Honor Commit tee.
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Senator NuNN. Speaking for your 2 years there, what was the last
time that a violation was reported?

Colonel ROBILLARD. The last time would be just at the end of the
academic year, sir, either just prior to or at the beginning of June.

Senator NUNN. During this year in June? Was that against 'me
midshipman?

Colonel ROBILLARD. Yes; it was.
Senator NUNN. Would you give us, or do you have the figures about

how many violations have been committed in the last year?
Colonel ROBILLARD. Yes, sir. We had 97 cases which were reported

to the Brigade Honor Chairman.
Senator NuNN. Ninety-seven cases during the academie year?
Colonel ROBILLAND. That would be from the end of the last academie

year to the end of the academic year this year, which was graduation
June 2.

Senator NuNN. Does that include the summer ?
Colonel ROBILLARD. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. So that will be the full 12-month period?
Colonel -Rom LLAND. Yes. sir.
Senator NUNN. Ninety-seven violations?
They were reported to the Honor Committee Chairman?
Colonel Rom id, no. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. What number of those were found guilty with

action taken ?
Colonel Roart,LAnn. Twenty-nine, sir.
Senator NUNN. At what level wer they found guilty; by the

Superintendent ?
Colonel RIMILT1111). No. sir, the determination of guilty or not gui7ty

is made by the Brigade Honor Board. in its hearing, in their fact-
finding hearino.: and they make, a finding and send it forward to the
commandant and to the Superintendent f,o. review.

Senator Nu-Ns. I was under the impre.ion that that was more an
indictment. rim '!er than a finding of guilty. I was equating the honor

board to an indictment by a grand jury rather than a finding. Am I
erroneous in that ?

C lord RonmnAlm. I say, sir, they investigate theat honor board
hearing the facts of the case are presented to them .and they make a
determination in their mind of guilt or in1oe:ii.:0. gini;.y or not guilty,
and then they send the case forward. If they say that their iinding is
guilty. then the case goes forward to the commandant. If their find-
ing is not guilty, the case only goes to iny-self, ir review and then it
is destroyed.

Senator NUNN. All right, so you say there a re--how many allega-
tions were there all together ?

Colonel RonrmAnn. Ninety-seven_
Senator NUNN. Ninety seven J, of the 97. bow many of them

were found guilty by the Midshipman I fonor Commit tee?
Col. r-1 Ronm,Ann. Let me ch(vi;: Tny PP1111)01'S there, sir, and make

SIM' I have them correct. Cases found fr, uiitV, sir. was 29.
Senator NTTNN. Twenty-nine out of the 97 and the others were, dis-

missed by the Honor Committee?
Colonel ROBTLLARD. They were foundno. sir, let me go through the

sequence for you. When a coie is turned into the Honor Committee



Chairman, lie reviews the ease right there and be can make a determina-

tion as to whether Hie case should go forward and be investigated and

go to a. Class Board. If a case has no merit, the Honor Committee
Chairman has the authority. under the concept. to terminate it there..

If he considers the ease warn:tits further investigation and an
honor offense did take place. he then forwards it to his Vice-Chairman

and appoints an investigating ta:,-er, who is a midshipman; and the

ir vestigating officer, upon the completion of his investigation, presents
the ease to a Class Invest igating Board. The Board makes a determina-

tion as to their freling yes. an offense possibly happened; or no, an
offense did not. They trIve a recommendation to the Honor Chairman
to eithec terminate the case or forward it to be heard by the Brigade

Honor Committee.
So only those eises that riehtally fro to the Brigade Honor Committee

an c. determined to be either guilty or not guilty.
Senator N. Those are the 9*: von are talking about ?

Colonel Ronn,r,Aao, No, ur, T am talking, about the 97we had 97
turned into tlie TIr.nor Chairman. The Honor Committee Chairman
terminated 22. TIe forwarded 7ri for investigation. Of those eases, 12
were term:Ng ted on the reeommendation of the Class Investigating

and ea, et*.es were he!.- the Bri.gade TTonor Board.
S.,ncor \-PNN. All Hitsh 80 eases that were heard by the

'Brigade I r ,nor Pt d, lv! those were found fli y by the
Poard?

c.Attn, Twen-
Servtor ; in..% beet: .lismissed at. that level?

nel I:.);,Ita...NOn. Yes, ne. 31.
Nrs.N.. Of those 29, vl!nt nature of those viola-

tions! 71,.. that. T mean d,) von Lee:- kdown of how many of the
99 were found guilty of el:.,ating, how m;,ny of lying and how many

f 0., or some other o';'.-rra-?
Colon .1 Th um r,. ).. sir ve it for the total of 29, sir,

td 7 ear nrovide that for ,nui, sir.
[The fo 'on f el 1,r.1

)1r. Pi fothisi712. Tr II;; pr,v 'les the inforrontion thnt yen requested:

Mi entltter foind the br! 'Ade honor hoard_
99

}mut:4 :milky of 13-lur
15

1ouri0 t.:ui!ly of eheattuu_
10

rf TM] -ty of ____ 3

Fuutul .ty of lyilILi e.n ehonLo'..
;Is son), r,ligh ? Von:y

them heen ellen ?

Color,..17?..orturi an. sir; cheat i 11;i: 1,.nr.): ar,ru 1.-r2tty

cio-40 in 'oivn.
TToi i if Ot.71nry Ts that part of it;!

r ()lend 1-4-mtra,:tin). -les sir. it i:.- part e`' it, lint we ha,- ,a or stesj-

ing eas-s.
--zena,or So that Hier Ira a few ste:Ili no- eases opt e ftc 29.

The ro,:f of tnem wonld be i i pprnxiinnteh
Colonol Roni:J.,,r?o. A pp-ox ,tely ;11 ,t3-1 bet woe]) lying and ..heat-

ing.
Senator Nr-NN-. ed to 29 ? Let's trnee those 29

on thron::'il. "Fhey al; tferred to t.m .S-Ir:;tenden-,:. I suppose.
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Colonel Miami, 'mu. Yes. sir, 11(1,', H. II le continue , of the
case for you.

Senator NUNN. Go tIlivad with t 11(60 ;29 ses.
Colonel ROM.L.11t1). All right. sir. We ha 29 found guilty. Fifteen
them have been separat,-.1. sir, or revoirma. ded for separation. And
those 1, all of them did submit. qualified resignations when they

s,,!.re given that option by the Supuintendent to resign.
NN'e re, put on probation, and that would be a combination be-

t:17'04-u the commandant's action at Ins level. and the superintendent's
Oct for, at his level, and the remainingsome of the cases, some of the
midshipmen, while under investigation, ov while the case was undor
review. I should say, were diseharged by the academie board for aca-
demic faihire.

Senator Nrxx. All ripilt: you've got 15 who were separated. and
8 put on probation. That, leaves six. Were those six the ones that,
were discha rged by acadenn-..,?

Colonel ROBILLAIM. No. sir; three of those were, discharged by the
Readmit. board ; one was separated for conduct; and tiler, is one
pen, ..ng at the moment; and there was one midshipman, sir, that.,
when his case was reviewed, it was felt fhat it, had not been handled
properly by the honor board. but he had already submitted a voluntary
resignation and left under that route.

Senator NrNN. Let's say he submitted a voluntary resignation, but
tho honor board had not handled it properly, does that, mean he gets
a chance to come hack, or what ?

Admiral AfoKm:. I had overturned his case, because of what. I con-
sidered were procedurid improprieties.

Senator NrNx. You had overturned it, but he still left voluntarily?
Admiral McKnr. He left voluntarily: he had already decided to

leave, anyway.
Senator NUNN. Di,i you e.ive hin-1 the option of coning lyick?
Admiral licKEE. Any mit rsliipman who leaves the Naval Academy

for any reason may,if he gui ns another nomination. may reapply for
admission to the. 74..aval Academy; and the academie board will review

ease up to the point lie left: that. is. his overall performance up to
he left, and review what he has been doip g. since then, and

;keicle whether to readmit him.
This mirtht hr an failure, or it could be a conduct, failure:

it. could be an honor offelise.
Senator Ncxx. Either \TM. C,,lonel. or you. Admiral. kind of walk

us through the. difference bet ...cm probation and separation. You've
got eight of these people who were Jound ruiiltv and then put on pro-
bation. Now, what is your general criterion thai. distinp-uishes between
probation mut separation% How do von go about. arriving at that
crucial decision ?

Admiral MCKEE. That's a tough one. Let me
Senator Nrsx. You could give us an example if von want to.
Admiral MoNtr. Let me give you an example. There was one ease

where a milshipman was placed on report for lying. Tt. was unclear
exactly as to intent.. In fact it was a business of submitting a piece of
paper with one sto7 on it. havim, told another story to an officer. At
tlie time he z- :bmitted the piece of paper, he attempted to call the officer
and say that he had put different information im it. The officer was

d' i
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not. available because of sickness in the family for a 24-hour period.
The midshipman to whit an the aeensed made the writton report put
hhn on report for an honor violation because he knew that there was
a difference betwee,n what he had said and what he hind understood
inn I been told Or agreed to with t heother officer.

ice I interviewed that officer I said. "don't yon think this guy
made every effort to tell von what, he was doing and thereby really did
not intend to lie." ithout getting into details, what it came down to,
is that this midshipman really was not all that good of a guy, had been
Eort of circulating on the fringes of the conduct system; not. bad
enough to throw ont, but not one of the better perforniers militarily. I
asked t he °nicer concerned; I said. "Suppose 'this had been a brigade
commander or the number one military per!sornier of the brigade.
What would von have done? Would you have done something dif-
ferently?" T'e said yes. Well, that is wrong. When you deal with an

offen-i., you deal with that offense. mut you put aside what
;:ort of military performance this individual has shown as a routine.
Then, once you have dealt in isolation with that, specific offense, if he
is found then certainly we can consider his overall military per-
formance in what, disposition of the cas- is made.

But for his general performance to influence the, decision as to
-w!,et her he should be bromdit under an honor hearing or not. I did not
consider appropriate. Nevertheles, the fact is he did not handle him-
sI right. Ho did, in fact. commit a violation. Whether it was a regula-
tion or an honor violation is hard to say, so I put him oi . probation and
move( I him to another company.

wlvit does probation mean? Well. flic terms of conduct proba-
ion are specified by the Commandant of Midshipmen generally, and

they are written to suit the terms of the case.
In other words, what is his problem? Ifow serious is it ? a eYfl`''1,i'

of whi:t mi.uht be done is the midshipman miiiHit he pa ii 2-ne,
term in which he is no lon!re'r accorded the privileges wbiell wit is

seniority. He is leqil i red to observe the Iwiviloges of a lov..e-
lb, may also accumulate demerits in the process. If lii or ;

number of demerits during that probationary pc, . .
litCit probatiffil: in which er,se 1 lweiones --he will 1,1:

diSTIVIr"e :1:4 a violator of hat we will do then will de-
pend on -what lie did. IT. d.er i ;Mt a magic answer.

Senator Ni7N:c. What about f hr have been separated?
What l;ind offenses were t

Admiral McfccE. Tlre ....cre midshipmen whowell. I
really hate to ,,ot into that to .yeo 4ssion, I am perfecily willing to
discuss it with you. but T vorrN the riles; that---T will do it
if von insist. T 1 -,ve got it riidit hero in front of nie.

.:.:40nator '.;17N>.-. I am not:going to insist if von think it would violate
some indiviqual's rights in doino. so. T felt von could take a

Admint i MCKEE. Should I just take gene:.al nmnbers without talk-
bout the specifie ease?

Senator NitNN. I will let you handl,. be .tvay you think hest.
Admind McICEE. There were three 'if stealing. Another mid-
iarn failed to meet a commitment an ; about his whereabouts

Lis reason for failing to meet that commitment. Another flisified
a T fo had to meet certain physical fituLss standards. IT, did not
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meet, them. Ile simply falRilied the record awl turned it in. A midship-
man cheated during a calcilllis examinnt ion. A ilot her ordered a plebe
to get, into his bed so he could go over the wall on unaut liorized wrty
aml not gA cati!rlit at it, that is some].na.y .00!:ing in his room would
think well, that midshipman is there.

Senator NUNN. Well, NVIittt category doeS I liot, kind offen-e fall
under?

A.dmiral INIelcr.E. That is intent to deceive----
Senator NUNN. It would be included in the category of lying?
Admiral ,VeKEE. That is right.
Senator N uNN. What happened to the, plebe that got int:i the bed ?
Admintl MCKEE. When they came in he stood up and said, "1 :on

not t guy you think I am. 'J'hi:i gii v is gone."
Senator NuNN. o lw said everybody has got to he somewhere. Ile

was not found guilty then ?
Admiral McKEE. No, sir.
Senator Nu.):N. No nontoletution offense. Ile immediately reported,

though, what, had happened?
Admiral Yes, sir. Another individualI could go tloough

all of tlwse. ,'mother individual asked that. a false muster be taken.
That, is, he did not, want to go to a commitment he had to make so he
asked the individual who was going to take t he musterthat is, take a
list, of who \vas there and turn it inif he would cover for him while
he went into town. The midshipman did not do that and pnt hint on
report.

Senator NtNN. Was there itiv kind of group conspiracy in any of
these cases? In other words, was then,. any coalition of people who
were cheating, or lying, or stealing?

_Admiral McKyr. NO.
Senat-n." Nrx TheS'e Were Mdiv :dual ctn=es?

AfrKEr. Ind ivhlual cases.
Senatoc NUNN. Win-, waS t In' last time at the N`aval Academy you

hare had any kind of grouplet's say more than.se peopie
engaged in a degree of conspiracy in implement; one of these
violat ions ?

Admiral McKE. There lun,, only been (I , such that T know
of in the Naval Acmlemy's hiO.ory and that was in 1974.

Senator NI "N N. 1971. What `.vas the nature of 0110 ',ense?
Admiral 11,NEE. It involved the compromise of an , atninaCon and

Sonic.litrii!-Thipirien win) took advantage of the c,npromise of the
4..,xaminat Aml. really. that is about the extent of Inv knowled.,e
because it happened 1,0 fore T vot thVre. MIL we wolad be happy te
prOV',' answers to questions on that if von would

or NUNN. We 1,Oold lilo i have that for the record.
Tie in formation follows:I

Daring a review si,ian in May 1974. a single instri.,:.or allowed several mi,,-
shipmen to examine a copy of a navigation test. The;:e midshipmen then slvi led
thi:. information with oilier classmates prior to the examination.

Tbs comproini, of tho examination was discovered and reporfrd by ni mid-
shipman just prior to the test. and after a thoromzh review by histructors of an
examinations, a total of CT rnhishimium were referred to the honor emomittee for
po,:sdbi. honor violatbal4. Forty-or. of' these cises wore dote' :lined not to lmve
been ruilry of efioatin.7. ,:nd 20 midshipmen were iound guilty of honor violatio-
Of these 20 eases, the Superintendent placed 13 on probation and recommew



7 fat sopiitatlen. Ponint tea \VII,: awarded (tti the evidence that the iniashltaneh
carriod ru 411 1111:4 \,vrF hitt) the exillffillat ccii bill had lint UsPl the

nuiterial.
Senator N. If then, had hoon nontolorat ion CitIlltitt in that

instance, could you give LIS 5011ce rough idea itbout what the result of it
would have heel) ?

Admiral 'AtclEy. No, sir. I cannot.
spnator N l'N N. YOU (lid lint Intik ijchc t hat aspect of it?
Admirtd Alclry. 1 ha yr not again gone over that specific instance.
happened he lore I canto to Ow Naval Acndemy 2 years ngo, and I

lin ye not spctit 1 gtiod deo l or time On it.
NtNN. C01011e1, ciii Voll I:110W about that ?

('olonel Rorol.rAltn. No, si, it happened before 1 arrive.d
:11:1 Nu.- N. It ,polo;-: to ;He t htlt ill nn incident of that magnitudo

th:It hoih cc yout w011 hl 1001; into it :IS a Matt VP of history.
\No, I woo H point nit one thing-. sin. 1 do know

you went iohed the nontoloration AVIIS 11 Milltilltp11111 ii xv110 iii

fiici re; rlot that the eyatiiilnd ion had been compromised..
Senator NUNS. . Ii this imin caSe, where 1,1w7 NSTIV G.' Involved?
Coonel 1:i du Ies. sir. I do know t hal about il.
Selintin Nt,. N. I think for I he record we xvould like to have as

nilich of t hat ionlar episode the history of it-- ',I) IS many details
as you W0 do not need t names. r tun not lig/king: for
the na

Admiral T do not Illet1 11 In it.lply Half I i!ruored it,

I. I prtrvr lit tit in ti"v (11..111 tal it ticea 11-e I Tel 11V ha V(' Hot

much Hilt.. with it.
)ne other point thnt if think that heirs tied:inn. is Hint the incident

was handled throm,h the nornat processes al the Ynvid .1cadenly by
iii h r i t 4 . , 1 , . 'tumor emilmit tees, t hrough the process 1 lint Colonel Robil-

Inrd r
SPI 1:1 t NUNN. 111 looking bark on t hat incident. was tholp any fear

then Litt the whole honor system had broken doxvn at Annapolis?
Do you know that ?

.\ &Hirai Mcl i think proi,ahly then, xviis spconlatii, n tho
papors. Ilott tinw. 1 itne 4.01tlet 'like I- happens t here, is

binned ..ie .ulat ion that it i iii falliw, apart. But it is nly percep-
tion thct I 'st;g:utncic indi,ated that was not. the case, that the

done in :zond.ral what was expvcted of them tinder
Our honor InlicH,I.

Scuntor s. Who xyasyourpr,h.ops.4or,.kihniral?
.1(linirc! \fclirr..\ dmiral \\- 1.'N tack.
Sonal (.1. N. r Is hp retired

sir.
4,1 \ \\-:1,..; voll! 141'011H-Y.*-,Dr, Sir?

%) 0101 10.111,1 fill. CotilLc.111.1,1' .lhiveht.
'; Is }to st ill it) the Servioe? Wliere is he located

Cohnei TIP'S tho Nav.,11
1.).(1111(1 with particular incident ?

'Hone! Noe! he NV,

0Iiilt (II' NUNN. :-',011;itnr 1011 ;11;: further tir.--ainns?
:7-4elt:1 tot' 1.11;11.1-.T1. yon. -1-cm aid the woro

lii Tuldshipinell tr.),.oliturod. OP Nvl) ,),1 and you 1 istpd the viola-



tions of 1 1 or them, among which was only ono who cheated on tin
examinnt

Admiral T did not fittish them till. 1 ant not sure, whero
T left WT. Let, me just go back throughthree for ea ling: one, lying
about his whereabouts in failing to nmet a commitment : one who falsi-
fied the obstacle course applied strength test cards. And I hat is elient-
ing. One cheated during a calcithis (-Nomination. The unautlio.rized
absence or substitution or a body in a bed: one ror receiving
unauthorized assistance in the preparation of eomputer program,
that is, Oil a ilOIIIMOrk 41011WWOrk 11:4Si!rlitocult ;
ono ChOlItCd Oil :1 chemist ry examination: one received ;maul horized
assistance again for required work in a weapons course. This is again--
and I will explain when I get throludi with this how we handle hat.
ow. withheld a written report of a c,on.11iet violat ion On himself and
then fakitied 1 reason for doin.J. so. In ()flier words. it was a dna]
violation. A not'Ner one elwated :111 Px11111.

Another bed on live separate Occasions and was found guilty or
falsifying. on three occasions the reasons why he absented himself
front required commitinents. Another obtained unauthorized assist-
ance in 1 he prepo lion of 21 term paper. This is plagiarism. 1 i found
a very oh:4,-Hr, book in a library in San Juan and t hen just copied a
elm pter and turned in. 1 n fortunately. or fortunately, however pal
care to hail: al it from his point or ollr-;, tIp illstrOcuOr 11:Id t!'(*1

hOOk. .knoftor is the husine:,s of false muster. So I thin); t hat is 15.
St*:, e I IA wri,txr. Of the 1. then, there are 7 \\Imo wet- cheating in

t ek ;.00in op assi....ned work. If you have t he in fOrnin (un. van von
t 1t with he previous year (ir t he previous years?

f von hal total. von have - for v I ions other than cheat-
nd you i vo for eheating.

.1 chili ra Nic.i.r.F..\\nr1l, lets step bank.
First ii ill, t v,.ar last year 22; the vear before 23 ; the, year

ls lore that. It); the y,,ar before that 22; the 1970-1971 period ; l9119
10 1970 1:4 h l 91;S I o TheF0 :11"0 ovenall 11111Obers I ran
provide for t he record a t ;:ble if that would be---

Senator TIAlu-ri.rrr. A table, ves, T think that would be very helpful.
rt wmthl tho:, \ WPre in7 in the clas4room work,
right

Admiral Right .

Senator B urri;r-rr. And t hose, for ot her violations--
.1dmira It will be broken down in lying, stealinz. cheating,

and owl,' tint ions of them.
Senator BAirrr.rrr. MT% Chairman, T thiW: it would be vt, belpful

if we had similar information from all of t Ii nelemies. I realize it is
lad all quite the sante categories, hut. ;mu let,. it -,vould give us a gond
tHeture of the htsl: :1 or 10, maybe 1.0 Years. whatever the chat:man
t hinks.

Senator NU N" N. We 1'H II sul»oit to von smoe questions in v1 'inf.!. for
the Tvcord. T hay.. tread): alludyd to that informal ai Icy

! w,tat t 1r.ve a common basis of comparison with ill the :lead-
Yoel S:utator Bartlet I, is Avell taken,

Tije in fonna t ion
Soruator During the last ton ....arsyoar by year hiow many allered

honor were r-ported to the appropriate committee. board, or authority?
'What .,i.reontage of the reported albgatbm: were self-reported? nf the eases
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reported, hey, many revelled In findhog fir "llitilty"? NVItal of the
9.1111attIrli,? the !-I ito gill V 11111 i11g:4, hew nwny resffiled in taloa-
rat leo from the Aendritay? 1'intt percentage et' annual student attrition dill these
stip:flint true; for honor fieloieent ?

Admiral, Ittit:1:1:, Mr, Cr:nine:in, I will linrert Into the reelord ii chart whirl)
depicts the Inf otinnot ion .o111i.a.q1. In our rpoor& 410 iwt tto
ten year:4. .1 I-0, tour reeorik de net differentiate there vielat lows 1111101
wen. self-retorted and thrive lei: led Irr rollers, The inf orniat hal hlv.: Ippon

I."111I'll 1'3,411 MI I Ili' aliatir.alie yr 11'111111 on.ers t he 12-Inontli Derind from
graduation ri. gralleatlion.

DISPosilina or I130 VIOLATIONS

Academic year

105r, 6 7 191.7 68 1968 -69 1969 79 179 -71 1971 72 1972 -73 1973 -7-1 1-97.1 -75 1915 76.

Total allnee-1 violations 15 49

___ ____
150

.

95

.._.........__

97

Cases tory, itclent tar ifIveli
glion 66 38 136 87 , 75

Cases drooped by Investic.at
ing board.. 17 10 64 , 1 12

Cases heard by briole honor
hoard .._ .. .. ..... 49 28 72 73 60

Cae3 found guilty by 1)6,1,
honor linIrd. 29 15 41 32 19

Total mein. ations 25 l'i 13 13 14 12 10 23 22 15

Serrations for kinp. ... II I,i 9 7 4 11) 4 8 10 5
Separations :or r.froafiny... 11 1 1 5 12 3 1! 12 6
reparations hr it, dine . - 1 1 I 4 5 0 2 0 3
SeeAr.O.,Ip; fc li'r,v. a,,,I

11 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1

:,c,dat :linos or lying anq
stealing ....... 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

Totml placed on pruhation 21 10 8

Ferment of total attrition due to
honor separation, 3 5. 85 5. 37 2. 36 3. 44 3. 00 1. 82 2.17 4. 77 4. 44 3. 11

I 3 Oischarpr, eadnmic failures while their riles were under investigation.
3 3 di cchar ;. dy mc; t roil bayrd whir: e310.1 or !..,r review, 1 left by voluntary resi zniti on, 1 ceparated for conduct, 1

3 Percent eloals number of honor seprations dkided by total ases

Admiral MCKEE. I would like to say just a word 01' two about
individual cottre work. unauthorized ass. tance on that. I have an
instrnotiMI MIT to 11IV academic departments whieli says that it is the
policy of the Superintendent to enroura,ge midshipinon t" work to-
gether on ollt-of-eln:,,s That means day-to-day homework
as,:ignlii,nts. And the reason is that this contributes the ;earning
proces,. TI the !illy sits t here St tun all evening, he is better off to be
working. with two 01 three other people. T do, however. give the in-
structors u option to speoi fy a part kill jt 1. assignment that they want
done alone. I 11113.- want d,,E- -tor credit. 'Flint is aa term paper would
fail in thi.-; t.I.rory. .;ciltops 1111 inst rvetor may allow midshipmen

IMP 111 Ill 5;1 thyv would like to work together on a paper.
Se'm tor liArrryr 'Do you find tlizi;; there is any confitsion in the

midshipman's mind on that kind of as-ignment. if they have been
accustomed to joint efforts?

Admiral :\ 1-,1EE. I do not think sn, but we have to reiterate it, and
ye to make sure that. the course policy promulgated hy each

11, .Nlie department 01 roll,i,tent with niv instruct I011S. A c.t,

t:-.c at the beginning of the year.
S2nator BA ITTLET1', ;l) you 11:-4 a lot of true-fal=e examinations?
Admiral MCKEE. Kr-. sir.
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Senator liAirrixrr, Po von have the midshipmen sit in alternate
scats as t hey do in a mind itr of honor code systems?

.kilinival tat.'Fbey wot,ld just sit; in a ela...,,sroont.
Senator 1 ,ku.ri.urr. In regular seats right next to cad of her?
Admiral lclrta.. Yes, sir.
Senat or 1 lxtrrwrr. Have you found any problem wit h I hat ?
I know in my own experience we felt. it was better to he in alternate

seats from the point of view not necessarily of making it more ddlic.ult
to cheat, but front the point or view of not, appearing to be cheatnig
when one \vas just, sort of looking around thinking.

I do not know how close the chairs are in yolir chisroorlis, 110 if
you are left -handed like I ion and there is a. right-hander next to you,
and you ha vc one of those kind of desks that are pretty close together
t here may be an a ppettratfte of cheating. I also realize f in most of
your NNtrk., it probably would be hard to do touch Itom just
a quick glimee at a paper.

Admiral Well, we are an elino.w,ering school, and most, of
our \vork is tough, engineering problems. iiigge:A difficult y is time.
Folks rarely lini-11 what, they are work it g on. If they are looking
around, they are in do:Terate trouble. The complexity of the rolution
to the problems is such that it would make it not very profitable to try
to cheat ; i f you can cme up with the answer without the work, that
will not be sat is fact or... You will rel get credit for it. in the first phtce.

One instance of classroom cheat Mg, one that, is included here, is
one in which the mit. Ilipmun was sitting next to the teacher's desk.
The teacher was work ,t2.- the problem, working t he exam, along with
the class just to check Inning to see if it really could be done in that
time, that particular amount of time. When she got, around to grading
the papers, she found that she had done two wrong, and he had made
exactly the same mistake on the same two problems. [General
laughter.]

Senator BAIrrr,Err. So he was setting up a reasonable environment.
X:huiral AtcKvrt. Yes. sir. IL s no loupr with the program.
Senator FlAirriaxr. What about t he work that is given to a student

to be done hy himself only and that is done in his room away from the
class? What kind of timetable would you :-.tte normally on that.?

Adiairid McliEu. Ir may vary. It tundu take overnnrht or as long as
Nycek. We :2(; Hrs pro,"Tnins in t Nnr-il An.inlerny. Most

midshipmen (10 lii It 1,0' I !a' s:11110 collr;:es wit h I lit ),)i!!aintes nfter
tin fit ur o ill yenr. There are it wide H y 4 Coarse

1:! It ' )11 WHI have illitkllipniOn tu.(orkh..!:
il'erent uiti

.-I!uiltl)i iiini. rr. Give no, -,.orne idea of tlit viirii.ty of t he kb:wori; themes.
Admiral -.11(.1..". will hi, inVI III t.,,inunter

vib v, fur itrni
tn.! [TT. Is mu dun', in

,kdi:1::.111 r P !: to In in r.o :it
A form ,or h physi,,,

t'l;!rht I
u ntli. And OW in.,' ril.Thr \\ v do

1,r : \iH 11
1.in11 1 I; I h;i1 '!;;01.11
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Senator IlAirri.urr. When you reported to tho committee on.the
situation several years ago, when there were a number of violations
oii,i guess, it WM.; (MO examinat ion or one paper--

Admiral Mt:KEE. IL was one e-..:unination and it was a term exami-
nat ion.

Senator liARTLE17. Would you al 'five tis die Opinion of those in-
volved at that time, and with the itt:- ipline and with the lionor sys-
tem, with I fie of1ieer4 aS tCii ii ht. MidShIpmeit as to Wiwit there
wiu; a general 11'0:11:11own in su pp ort for the honor thcode at e
Academy, or, in other words whether then. seemed to be some eon-
trilmting factors to this that were then dealt with later? Just what
brought it about' '? In,: it hapjnent.d ?

Admiral Mcicr.E. \ vs. sir. We will do ti It is my percept itm that.
rather than weaken the h,00r concept. it rengthened it because it
was certainly a full Ift.:t lest of this svstet,,, whether it could accom-
modate a ma jot prohlem and very import :wily whether, as constructed.
it could accommodate that md of thing, or whether it would fall
apart. Tt did not fall apart. It was handled hy the existing statutes,
hy the estahlislasl Organization: so it IS a..7ain My perception that it

strengthened it. .knd we learned some procedural things from dealincr
with that which have !teen im.orporated in our instructions. Ilut the
d IiiI ,, of t hat we will ha ve to (=lye to von.

informal ion foiloWS:]
S..entor Bartlett, it Is the opinion of the officers and Toldshipmen present at

the Ae:ideiny durtatr. the Ineldent in 1: 74 that it did Litt" represent ii general
breakdown of the Honor Ciffleept. This opinion 11-; supported by the evidence. l'he
eomprotoke of the examination was discovered and reported by a midshipman.

thormpzli pheek of all examination papers resultNi in 01 midshipmen being
investigated by the Nfidsbipmen ITonor Committee. Forty-one of these men were
found not lo have eheated and 20 eases were found guilty by the Honor Boards.
This nunffier represented 2 trorvelit of that class and 0.7i percent of the Brigade.
Thirteen of the 20 midshipmen f'eund guilty bad carried writtml answers into
the examination hot had not utilized this material. These men were ph-used on
enioluet probation. The remaining 7 (0.7 percent of the Brigade) were separated.
nne good indication that Tronor Olin-mit had not suffered a general break-
down Is the fact that 1:: Ishipmen who had initially planned to cheat did
not carry mit that intent io

The tnimont ww-; ANolt whim n single instructor allowed several
ini,!..alipmen evamite .oy tho l hirim: a nyvi,y session. Thw,y mIfi-
'.'f,!:on then shared H nforniintion with othors.
TM' v over-..alous in his' desire to .alp the midshipmen be

v..as till-rim:. It w. 'omelood that the itearoetor '.ad miii malicion, intent or
...rain, hut Ile wa, mulor t!o. of military

Just'. nd ron--l:rnod to other lint l

" r ".H ,H v.01 to IL" itro,totItIrttl. T ttrt tail

.!!!1:r'1 THnly Ht:Ityro., tlittt vte hrt ve (10110
, t 1111-i niL pr0ttr----4 tIITuIIiII t in-

to 1,,o11 of
! N I, -I ;)'I: th.,10,11

fl nv '111 "- ?Id " ."1 I 111101.1 11:0 iOn

ist'r I": I t!' IV1' It /11-!'0 for 11111 ?

k \it.Iry. I H11 lilt n ftottwit
1,,110
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As a result er the navigation Incident It 11.11 dechled to condnet a relndoctri,
nation of the classes of 19711 and 1977 mai to revise the technique of instmetion
nsed for indoetrilintion In the Ilmmr Omcept. 'Hie greater part of pwvions honor
Indoctrination had heen conducted hy lecture (('ompany Honor Representative
lecturing their In-company classmates). The Honor Committee. under the diree-
don of the Officer Representatives. applied different Inntructional teehniones to
the hashe indoctrination lesson outlines. result was greater individual par-
ticipation In the IndoetrinntIon. more feedbacls to the Honor Representatives and
a livelier interest Iii the Concept. Tho indortrinallon program, as it has evolved
today. generally consists of company level seminars, some use fir visuia aids,
includlng TV and lectures.

Senator BAirrrxrr. .k dmiral. I h:1111C Non very nitwit.
Senator NtNx. have just a few more questions.
One thing that i-, of roncern in this oyerall examination is whether

a midshipman or, for HO matter, eaglets at West Point, are subject
to any kind of extraordinary pressures to exeell in their work that,
say, students in other institutions are not subjeet [0.

For instance, what effect does Hie class standing- have 011 a mid-
shipman's subsequent eareer?

.1dmiral McKr,r. Well. there is wh:, t T describe as a myth that it has
a profound effect on his career for the rest of his life. I think that is
wrong. A midshipman graduating fl-m the Naval Aeademy is in a
block of about maybe S00 to 900 people. Hi:, position in the lineal
'list, with regnril to his classmates does tint change. But all of the other
in.cessions to the Navy at the sante time get sprinkled into that group.
Yon hove OCS coming in. Naval aviation officer candidates come in,
NnOTC; :uvtih Reserve Officer Training CorpS) and all of a sudden
the inly thoindit lie was No. 1 in te group of 1970 finds he is
No. :;.001. That was inv ease. I was surprised when T "Taduat ed.

figured T was H.etty high nn the iit and I was going to he right at
the top 111 my year group. I found 111211v p:I/D'S 71110:111 Of Toe.

I think the midshipman recognizes this. I think the most immedi-
al

Senator Nryy. 1Vh!O percentage. say. of the flag officers are grad-
uate. long

Admi,!.1 T fignre somewliere of 71 percent. We con-
t ribu!e about 1.1.o or di, rate at f ensifrn
There is one place that Has, standin, could have a significant impact

that in -.m-vice selection. On "Taduation. I lie midAipman picl:s
where lie ,fant to "-o fo his fir-4 (lot hv Tr nu,
aro ;lny that tot olio,: of poople that can

Hi.;,1 ,
. Hid; that a half

loy.en midsl ti tim did not "-et into au ii liii. not the front Heat hvit
the 1 i:o.1; vfot mmli it ?

Cohond tZ,nmi,I. kid). N FT) orti,
11!);rpl imK rt.!, ,\ row toidshipmen wonl,11 Ro to lu:.ve !-rnt

into the :lir :111,1 1 '1 wati very
!ir,tif'il H it ,11)( not even , 'I flat in ,..".ner tnio.ht

otrect indie;,hiab Lrot...; nt erni:L4q.. I 1 hink the
nver:dau ed.

A.Irlin..fot hove to remember that we bumv 1 vi,h, variet y of
sod ,ry-, in defrree (if flinionity within 1 ho-ze inn4.

v,-(' 11(11-i di :In to flo the very heFI he can.
mviji ;It the N:tval AeNdettry is 11(it ,r1)111."' 10 IV. CMISIdered

11 \* h relation to his classmat('s, lmt how well he did per-

', )



wl,at hit; P.tt ayttrtp:e. ltow did 11,0 111 IU:111.

and ehottlistr lint ort or thin!! will ic'tnriiiitc IIH ilcli i t nolo-

liote. for ov:;I,t;,,,o, for nuoh.or icc c\vPl I ra iniov. or to .'olupeto for a very

nntolcer ortolnoto
Senator V(' N Do lilt' Of 1101'n IVVIPV.* fool; Qtnipliwr ;IA

till' 71111141r vrednotos and onet; up ho Lthlor in the \;": v;.'?
Adtnird :1,4:71.a... The only thiti !! it ilot,s 4 set I he lineof list and;

for extuople, when proinot Ii tiloo collfts lIclincl. if the end stretitfth
in!) for m part ienlar voar it; -tliort, it oray noce-.sary to draw o fine

7i Ow iii tilo or 1 he ....oar 2T0tip.'lliat 'happens

rr,,171,9,1 ly. .1 nd in tind n:1,0 C1IN st;11)dill!!" ir ne.on stenethitur, Iiit
1+v tIn I nue trivi :)(1111,11 in till Ilto.41, 0%1 ro people. it does not mean
that runoh. And there k; still the opportunity f, I

c

ercont 01 the

yoliwr roc,r, to ink rly. as von Imow
:*..o 1 third: eortn!y it is itoportant to tlo con...1; the

specific ela,s ,tondino is not all that import ail
--4;a7itil or NI-N. ()1110 0111r (.."011"r:11 (111(..-7: "i fit-1'1'000. Berri'

t"--t ;tied vt.t.ttordny Ihat al 1,1'r I l'oint t here i; eros.: cheek to) 1,Aor-

loi!lo I hp, kind 4,1* 'MI!" Ilcit j-; 4ro;iiir on. 1 1r) Vol' lurk o :my C.,oroilS

Sy.-10111 or Whet 1!('I' clio0111,, Hilt! plue; 1 Annopolis?

.1dIni hi! Yo: T II;in!;; tirt; etioti insf rnetor aett; 1;1:o int,;

tor.; ot ton4 itr-ttit ;dim's; :_rrtuTttt; ho 10 H yr:Iding: very
oaptfully and lool:s for tnnonalies. un 1!1,-;wor w;t tumt the work to

Hilp;airt it or an answer Ii II H oomph 'tidy annHor /,') ;cur

thot conip1Pvi'.' wrom: in ho :=17110 have to under-

t! ci Ororo 1,-; ;1 di itnITIPT Iii I hi' Ac11101111(S.' Nondemie systems.

hn:.: no jOrS: dtnu.
S-naho no what ?

1\1,1?:r.. I hp; /10 Sys nr /fla 1W'S. ..."*"(1 pereept

hid 111ot-4 enOlyts take a lot more roursos vononon thno we do.

Oneo ntil,hionten arl r):14 tho t2,-yoor point. fhoro 1:4 ii trmen-

vnrimiee II \-11:lt nourHo, n re teI.Thit.. ,So peoHe tak-

ino exams aro 'rhe exams aro trivt it 1,y indiyidn1

st rlytors to snit noods of hit; rourso and how it litt; into that indi-

viihnd mi,lt,hipinott's II,- rix.
it; not loohino it 1114- ihIi t ;1) of t1to icelcoro. Arcr4 ile,tritetors,

rim icti!orl \. in t he loore colirsr,, aro look no at plo4. (.," the

tIuic'iitsjii \Adved in Chat It jor any I into thoy ;rive ot; eNtInt.
Ltt vii Loll;

Volt 11:111 to lic'i`t mit jcc -z 11,10 11 ! .1.!")11)01;,,,

it HMV' Avi)!:1 yon havo \OH) the

pt.,' HI -.1.--t1dtto ii 11Inapt(rt,! 1)o yon thank yo,t hot e : rfort,

tem!
11)!I 1.1 1 11-;;Nry. t 1.re H nid per foef t;\;-,1!1

/pit or Nit-v... 1 too not .4:1Vi;1!.',' io,rfori

0:1!
t'toro Ihoorr;irolly onv 'ci that 11; WI)1110 11,10

-)t( chONc. ?

Nrcwi.r. pmi v-r.citd tho plr.inpnt:

i }1, ...ri.!1.01 1:11'111 111-1.1! 1.1(071I !)110 If) Work ccii Hu pro-

fHl in pt\;;owino- a ;nrip1.0 or oot--s. t o(1tied

tc, ive ),.cl 1 Ho I Null- hit sc'V:0"-

r-OT'i:11. I I:- tr:ol cci :1-7F-Htt t ;to citat-I tot, ;i1 the :it, ',Scf".



km of the family background or area they have conic from, or habits
before, that they are ready to li ve within the military environment
tliat we liave prescribed.

It is my perception that it is not a question of unwillingness when w.0
have a difficulty, partionlarly ainong the younger midshipmen. It is
a case of not ha ying done ollr job well in educating them.

In other words. it is not usually a willful intent to disregard the sys-
tem, we just have not 'rotten the ar.rOSS to that young nom,
and will take steps to do that.

Senator Bairri.rrr. Is that one of the mahr points you strive io put
over, the importance of reporting a violation ?

Admind MCKEE. We strive, tothe main point is that he. has an
01)14ration, u11( ler t he non or coneept, to take one of the courses of action
we ha ye prescribed. That is the point.

Senator 11.1nTr.c.yr. Report nil! or counseling?
AAlly McKra,.. Yes, sir, or drop it if nothing has happ..ned.
Senator BAirri,rrr. Admiral. thank you very much.

igiatoi cI N N. T,et me ask the Colonel this question. When was the
rase you, had vdiere a midshipman failed to exercise either A, B. or

as an Option and was therefore cited for an honor violation?
Colonel RoilO,F.Min. M. Chairman. if a midshipman does not exerci:-.e

Ono of the options, he is not guilty of an honor v',Yation under our
concept.
tiolnTe could be considered to be guilty of a violation of the :.'egula

towever, since we do not re( mire the midshipnwn fo report io either
their honor re!,re,entative in their company or the *honor chairma
that they'll:Ivo counscled the midshipmen--We have nO WON of kuioviiì
whether they have or ha ve not. "We don't keep statistics en that.

Sonato;. NUNN. Tn other words, you are sayimy you either have A, B,
or C as an opt ion And you have said several times you must- do one of
those three: hut now you are saying if you don't do an-: o those three
you st ill ha ven't committeed any honor violation ?

Colonel Ranif,1..\ 11-1. k correct. sir. 11.'y have not sold that he is
oltiltv of an honor 110101;On. However, as I mentioned. hp . could be
eorvidered to be Lruilty of a violal ion a a Naval Academy regnlaticn.

Senator NuNN. :Von have any idea thee have no
w:ìv of knowhor whet-lwr there is cloatmgoui 2' ell. (10 Yon ?

Colonel Ronii.n.11). T tldnk .-e do. sir. I think thai first of all we
hAve 144 company honor represimtatives throughout the brieude, and
these young mcn are right at the grassroots of the brigade, and they
know what's goir02: on. They'v: h,on elected by their classmates. Most
a them represent. certainly. wen that :.re held io high esteem by their
classmates. so T can feel that ir they ale a woro tlutt chem mg was going
oil they would take sauce :lei ion prescribe.: under the honor concept.

Senator NUNN. But if they don-!. t hey haven't committed any viola-
tion ?

Colonel Poutif.1,.thn. Not of the honor concept, no. sir.
Senator N't.N-N. What have they violated ?
Colonel Pomr.r,Ait:). They have violated a reoailat ion. which isa N:t val

Academy regnlet ion, to act if they are aware of the fact that something
has happened,



SO

S.enator NUN N, 1V1wri u.as the last time put had somelaaly violate a
regulation by not takin,, net ion ?

('olonel Roalt,t.Atto. In the year t hat I have been ofIker representative

we,have not lutd anv.
Senator NUN N. I )0 von know about. any that happened IJV fore that ?

Hoult.LAno. No, sir, I do not.
Setoff or NUNN. Do you, Admiral ?
Admiral .NIcKEt... No, sir. I have been there a year. We, haven't seen

that.
Senator NUNN. Could von supply for the. record, for say the last 5

years, any violations of ihe regulations for the failure to take any
action, A. 11,or C?

Admiral ,AfeKrr.. Yes. sir, we'll do that.
[The information follows:1
Mr. Chairman, specific: records are not maintained on thk particular vlolatig.

A careful review of the material available to us revealed that in the past fivt

years four midshipmen have been charged with failing to take action as pre-

seribed in the I tailor Concept,

Senator Nus N. Could yon also supply you honor violations that
ha ve. oi.etimd ill the last years and what action was taken in each
cw-e ?

Admiral MuKt.:E. Yes, sir, we could do tliat. Of course without names
and very briefly.

Senator NuNN-. I ;tsunie wlwre some action was taken there u.'ould
be no rehict ance tI nal IP' names. would t horo ?

Admiral MeKK. Au important elettalt of our procedure is we do
not name names. It's very easy for something like this. 1 think, if you

are not careful, to create an environment where you could decide that
some elements of kangaroo court exist. It's not a good thing for the
bri*ade to know by name that another of their members is under honor
proceedings or that he left for an honor offense. We don't feel that that
serves any purpose.

Senator NuNs. "Why don't you furnish Os the slat istks then without
the names?

dmirol McKt.:E. Ye,. sir. we will do that.
[lite in formation follows:]

Citairman, the gt:ct,ities that ,:on requested aro presented in the following'

table:
HONOR VIOLATIONS

Totil violAtioes

Academic yeir

1973 -75

32

147, 76

29

1971 72

29

1972 -73

15

74

44

1974

Plved on probatton
Sepa,lted
Vol Illtir y :Yrsitr,:ti-,o
4e-de r,i,- sel arati,in
PervIll.., . .

7

22
0

lb '

-,

1.0

1,

o
0

2I
23

0
0
0

ID
22

0
o
0

8
IC

I
4

1

senator Nt-N-y. Colonel ltohillard, you've been therc I vc.: r ?

Colonel Rolitt,r,.tho. I ha ve been the: 2 years, but oly 1 as officer-
representati ve t he Honor Conunit tee.
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Senator NUNN. Speaking for your 2 years there, what was the last
time that a violation was reported?

Colonel ROBILLARD. The last time would be just at, the end of the
academie year, sir, either just prior to or at the beginning of Tune.

Senator NUNN. During this year in June? Was that against one
lidshipman ?

Colonel RoRILLARD. Yes; it was.
Senator NUNN. Would you give us, or do you have the figures about

'bow many violations have been committed in the last year?
Colonel Ronti,t,Ann. Yes, sir. We had 97 cases which were reported

to the Brigade Honor Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Ninety-seven cases during the. academic year?
Colonel RoBILTAIM. That would be from the end of the la:4 academie

year to the end of the academic year this year, which was graduation
June 2.

Senator NuNN. Does that include the summer ?
Colonel Rontr,LAnn. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. So that will be the full 12-month period?
Colonel 1?_Om LLAND. Yes. sir.
Senator NUNN. Ninety-seven violations?
They were reported to the lIonor Committee Chairman?
Colonel Iionim, no. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. What number of those were found guilty with

action taken ?
Colonel Roatt,r\ rm. Twenty-nine, sir.
Senator Nt77,.*N. At what level wer they found guilty; by the

Superintendent ?
Colonel RoDILhARD. No. sir, the determination of guilty or not gui7ty

is made by the Brigade Honor Board, in its hearing, in their fact-
finding hearin!r: and they make, a finding and send it forward to the
commandant and to the Superintendent fw' review.

Senator NUNN. I was under the impres:,;roi that that was more an
indictment. ra '!er than a finding of guilty. I was equating the honor
board to an imlictment by a grand jury rather than a finding. Am I
erroneous in that ?

C say, sir, they investigate theat honor hoard
hearing the facts of the case am presented to them and they make a
determination in their mind of guilt or innomm.:. guiikv or not guilty,
and then they send the case forward. If they sa.y that their minding is
guilty. then the case goes forward to the commandant. If their find-
ing is not guilty, the case only goes to myself, r review and then it
is destroyed.

Senator NuNN. All right, so you say there a re--how many allega-
tions were there all together ?

Colonel ROBILI.ARD. Ninety-seven_
Senator NuNN. Ninety seven, J. of the 97. bow many of them

were found guilty by the Midshipman I fonor Commit ,oe?
Col. r'..1 P,Onmr,Atm. Let me ch(vi;: my numbers there, sir, and mal:e

sure I have them correct. Cases .found mufltv, sir. was 29.
Senator NuNN. Twenty-nine ()lit of the 97 and the others were, dis-

missed by the Honor Committee ?
Colonel RoBILLARD. They were foundno, sir, let me go throug,h the

sequence for you. When a co.:e is turned into the Honor Committee



Chairman, he reviews the ense right there and he can make ir determina-

tion as to whether tlte case shoilhl go forward and be investigated and

go to a. Class Board. If a ease lias no merit, the Honor Committee

Chairman has the authority. under the concept. to terminate it there..

If he considers the ease warrants further investigation and an
honor offense did take place. he their forwards it to his Vice-Chairman

and appoints an investigating olot.r, who is a midshipman; and thi.

ir Yestigating officer, upon the completion of his investigation, presents

the ease to a Class Invest igating Board. The Board makes a determina-

tion as to their frelinir yes. an offense possibly happened; or no, an

offense did not. They give a recommendation to the Honor Chairman

to eithe i. terminate. the ease or forward it to be heard by the Brigade

Honor Committee.
So only those eases that ;whinny ro to the Brigade Honor Committee

arc determined to he either guilty or not guilty.
Senator NiN Tlio,Ae aro the von are talking ahont ?

Colonel nonmr,.no. am talking abont the 97we had 97
turned into the TT,-.nor Chairman. The Honor Committee Chairman
terminated 22. Tre forwarde:1 75 for investitration. Of those eases. 12

were tertn:irated on the recommendation of the Class Investigating

Bon and eit, ces.es were hp!,- the Brigade Honor Board.
NI7NN. All ;.i!-.fL -,rze 60 ews that were heard by the

Brifrade if 'nor P.o l. /ir those were found !mil y by the

rd ?
Colonel -1;.- c.Autn. Twen
Setvtor ;. Th:.-y-o.:e Id In..% f .lismissed at that level?

nel Yes. ar. 31.
a..for Nrs-N.. Of those 09. vhat ; e nature of those viola-

tions that. T mean do war ir ee;.krinwn of how many of the
99 were found emiltv of r?:.atintr, how of lyin7 and how many
(f s! eali r. or some other ?

Colon 1 Pi mu r,.Nr Yes. sir (1.rdi*i fir ye it for the totll of 29, sir,

yen nl.ov:dr that for you,
IThe:..foz .on

Mr. 'hrrr i. hi frOlowi7w. rc pro- '.tes the inforrnnthm thnt you requested:

+tai mr.uher fund gt.'1 the ht.; roie boner honrrl_
}Thur..1 znilty of lyinz

15

Found !..:bi!ly of iwitIiir _._ 10

1._f nul i' ''t of ,Iteclint:-
3

Found .ty of lyinx.: e.n
1

Yr NW. C. ris sum, 1,-.11!..fh iii ni? :zt. of

f7T1n 11:1."0 boon ellen rie, ?

7?..omr,r,IRo..y, sir: cheat v,:." ri 1 infr app,
eIii-40 Sr .111:,- in the h.,- 'own.

T1n it steen.r? Ts dint part of
rovhd ROT:ILL:Nen. i:- part it.114 we ha ;- ff. %ler steR

"N . 10 fhin tiler If(' a few 4e:ilia!, eases net -if' !-!-,: 29.

The r-:f of ',pm would be 71 InePi a pproxininte'ry
("olonel App-oN..i) -oely :;f) beiwoon anti ..heat-

ing.
Senator NT-NN. ppor ill to , 29? Let's trfice those c.29
throir:h. They al; 2 ferred to Lip S:.-Iri;tendem. I suppose.

i:r2t,ty
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Colonel Roam, Ito. Yes, sir, In. let me continue of the
case for you.

Senator NUNN. GO til wad with those 29
Colonel Rnilitt,A7t1). All right. sir. We. ha found guitty. Fifteen

<..f them have been separat,-.1. sir. or recomna.. ded for separation. And
+-hose 1, all of them did submit. qualified resignations when they

s,,!t-e given that option by the Supuintendent to resign.
Ei,.;.,!.t were. put on probation. and that would be a combination be-

tv'een the commandaM's action nt his level. and the superintendent's
act lor. at his level, and the remainingsome of the cases, some of the
rnidshirmen, while under investigation, or while the ease was under
review I should say, were discharged by the academic board for aca-
demic failure.

Senator Nrxx. All riellt : you've got 15 who were separated. and
8 put on probation. That leaves six. Were those six the ones that.
were discharged by

Colonel ROBILLARD. No, sir; three of those were discharged by the
neadomit. board ; one was separated for conduct; and tiler, is one
pen, Hug at the moment; and there was one midshipman, sir, that.,
when his case was reviewed, it was felt that. it. had not been handled
properly by the honor hoard. but he had already submitted a voluntary
resignation and left under that route.

Senator NVN.N. Let's say he submitted a voluntary resignation, but
the honor board had not handled it properly, does that, mean he gets
a chanee to come back, or what ?

Admiral McKEE. I had overturned his case, because of what. I con-
sidered were procedurid improprieties.

Senator Nr:cx. You had overturned it, but he still left voluntarily?
Admiral McKEE. He left voluntarily: he had already decided to

leave, anyway.
Senator NUNN. I)i yon give hin-1 the option of comimr Trick?
Admiral McKEE. Any mid-diipman who leaves the Naval Academy

for any reason =v.if he ,aa ins another nomination. may reapply for
admission to the, 7N;aval Academy: and the academie board will review

ease up to the point lie left : that. is, his overall performance up to
ie 1-1,1e he left, and review what he has been doing since then, and

;Iecide whether to readmit him.
This mietht hr an :len failure, or it could be a conduct, failure:
yould be an honor ofieliSe.
Senator Nt.rxx. Either von, C,Ionel. or you. Admiral. kind of walk

us throueh the, difference bet ...e^n probation and separation. You've
got eiglit of these people who were iound eiiilty and then put on pro-
bation. Now, what is your general criterion thai, distinemishos between
probation awl separation% How do you go about arriving at that
crucial decision?

Admiral MCKEE. That's a tough one. Let me
Senator Nrsx. You could give us an example if von want to.
Admiral McKt:E. Let me give you an example. There was one case

where a m;.1shipman was placed on report for lying. It was unclear
exactly as to intent.. In fact it was a business of submittin:,. a piece of
paper with one sto7 on it. having told another story to an officer. At
the time he z- :bmitted the piece of paper, he attempted to call the officer
and say that he had put different information on it. The, officer was

8
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not. available because of sickness in the family for a.24-hour period.
The midshipman to whfun the aecnsed made the written report put
him on report for an honor violation because he knew that there was
a difference between what he had said and what he had understood
hall been told or agreed to with the other officer.

When I interviewed that (Aker I said, "don't you think this guy
made every effort to tell von what, he Was doing and thereliy really did
not, intend to lie." Without getting into details, what it came down to,
is that this midshipman really was not all that good of a guy, had been
m)rt. of circulating on the fringes of the conduct system: not bad
enough to throw out, but not. one of the better perfmlners militarily. I
asked the Ayer concerned: I said. "Suppose 'this had been a hrigade
commander or the number one military per!sormer of the brigiule.
What would von have done? Would you have done. something dif-
ferently?" T'o said yes. Well, that is wrong. When you deal with an

oilens,., you deal wit Ii that offense. and you put aside what
,:ort of military performative this individual has shown as a routine.
Then, once vou have dealt in isolation with that specific offense, if he
is found +,..,llty, then certainly we can consider his overall military per-
formancr in what. disposition of the ens- is made.

lint for his general performance to influence the decision as to
w!,et her he slumild be, brontdit under an honor hearing or not, I did not
consider appropriate. Nevertheles, the fact is he did not handle him-
s,1 i" right. Ire did, in fact.. commit a violation. Whether it was a regula-

out 411. an honor vi+ dation is hard to say, so I put him ot: probation and
nip ved him to a nattier company.

wh;it does probation alen11? Well, thc terms of combat proba-
t ion are specified by the Commandant of Midshipmen generally, and
they are written to suit the terms of the case.

in other words, what is his problem? Ifow serious is it ?
of wit:it mitrlit be done is the midshipman iniHit he pa e a 2-nu-,

tern] iii sylli(11 he is no lon!re'r accorded the privileges wInch is

seniority. He, is required to observe the privileges of' a
-Ile may also accumulate. demerits in the process. If iii gao oi. t ;

numbe of demerits during that prolmtionarv
latol probation: in which crse 1 l)PC(011e:',. --he will up 1,4'

dischar-re as a violator of hat we will do then wilt de-
pend on ,,vhat he did. T.ctlo, cf.er, it, :iot a magic answer.

Senator Ni7N:c. What about so. I f,..7 have been separated?
What kind o f offenses were + I. '

Admiral .11cKEE. Thie ,: midshipmen whowell. I
really hate to -.et into that io :eSsjon, an-, perfec; ly willing to
dismiss it with you. NO- T v.'orrN al,wt the 1'11(4., thatT will do it
i f you insist. T 1 ve got it ri(dit lwre in front of me.

'.;t7N:C. I am not:going to insi4 if von think it would violate
some indiviquars rights in &int, so, T felt you could take a

Admint I Mcf(r. Should I just. take gene:.al nmnbers without talk-
i a bout the. specific case ?

Senator NI7NN. will let, you hamllt be -,.vay you think hest.
Admiral MrICEE. There were three 'if stealing. Another mid-
pul;1n to meet a commitment ; about his whereabouts

1. H reason for failing to meet that cumin itment. Another flisified
a 1. -Ile had to meet certain physical fitnL...s standards. IT, did not
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meet them. Ile simply falRilied the record and turned it in. A midship-
man cheated during a calculus examinnt ion. Another Imlered 0 plebe
to get, into his bed so he could go over the wall on unaut liorized ilierty
and not gA can!rht at it, that is smile] o Imy I .00!:ing in Ins riami would
think Well, that illidshitmnin is there.

Senator _NUNN. Well, Nvhat category does I hut kind of offen-e fall
under?

INIcKr.E. That is intent to deeeive------
Semitor NUNN. It would be included in the category of lying?
Admiral :1IcKEE. That is right.
Semitor NI-NN. What happened to the, plebe that got int:1 the bed ?
Admiral MCKEE. 'When they came in he stood up and sahl, "1 :on

not t to guy you think I am. That gu, v is pme."
Senat or NUNN. So lw said everybody lois got to he somewhere. I le

was not found guilty then ?
A dn i ral MCKEE. No, toe.
Senator NuxN. No iiuiit oleration offense. Tie immediately reported,

though, what, had happened?
Admirai KEE. Yes, r. Another individualI could go tloough

all of tlwse. .'knother individual asked that a false muster be taken.
That is, he did not, want to go to a commitment he had to make so he
asked the indiviilun I who was going to take t tie. musterthat is, take a
list, of who was there and 111111 it inif he would cover for him .while
he went into town. The midshipman did not do that and put him on
report.

Senator NUNN. Was there :Inv kind of group conspiracy in any Of
these eases? In other words, was then,. any eoahtion of people who
were eheating, or lying, or stealing?

_Admiral McKEr. No.
Senaf 0," NUNN. TIIPS0 were Mdiv :dual cw=es?

AfrKi:r. Individual eases.
4ellatOt' NUNN. Win", WnS t In' last time at the Naval Academy you

hove had any kind of grouplet's say more than se people
engaged in a degree of conspiracy ill implement: One of thse
violat ions ?

McKEE. There lun,..mly been o, such in'- r i that T know
of in the Naval Academy's hi!Jory and that was in 1974.

Senator NUNN. 1971. What '.vas the natlIN, Off that+ ',ense?
Admiral Tt iovolved thu colopromist. of an , aminat:on and

501110 ll0ii!-,11i1'lnen W110 took advantage of the c,,,Iipromise of the
aminnt ion. And. really. that is about the extent of my knowled.n.e

because it happened Te fore T vot there. But we would he happy to
prov,' (111:-;WerS to questions on that if you would :ike.

ltor NUNN. Wg` have that for the record.
rl Tie information follows:7

During a review si,sian in INTay 1974. a single jiustri or allowed several mi,,-
shipmen to examine a copy of a navigation test. The,:e midshipmen then slm
thi:. information with other elassmates prior to the examination.

The compromi- of the examination was discovered and reported by a mid-
shipman just prior to the test. .ind after a thorough review by itistructor of all
examiaations, a total of fiT midshipmen were referred to the honor eommittee for
possibh honor violet ion4. Frrty-ore of these et:ses were deli,' :lined not to 11:,:e
been gui/ty of cheating. ,:nd 20 tilisilipmen were found guilty of honor violatio-
Of these 20 cases, the Superintendent placed 13 on probation and recornmen
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7 for separation. Prohni leo wa,4 nwarded on the evidence Huff the miikillotovu
cote,,ro.t1 carritA wrilteit amo, ell, into the examinollon but had not to:el the
material.

Sen f there had been nontolerat ion clause in that
instance, could you give us some rough idea :Wont what the result of it
would have liven ?

.\ dmiral No,sir. 1 I.:Hulot.
Senator N tN N. Yon did not look into that aspect of it?
Admiral mchirr. I have not again ,ilione over that specific instance.

It Lapp...mid before I (.111110 10 the Naval Academy 2 years ago, luta I
have not :Tent n good deal of inn, On it.

"4011a1 or I.N" Ci &Mel, (10 volt kflOW alom ft hut ?
RoluLl.Atio. NO, Sit it happened he fOre i :Irrivod 111,4-).

Senator N \. It 'moms io me that in :in ineidetit of that nuignitudo
that h ol you would lool; into it jus-,1 :is 11 luattpr of history.

Cohmel \ NIL I \voilhi point nil ono sin. 1 do know
you mentioned the nontoleration -it was 0 midshipman who in

fac; ; r!tef 1 hat I he eNat1(111:1I ion Inn] been CompromisPd.
Senator NI.N N. .11 thiS tii rl le11111 Where th1": Wet0 G.' IV volved ?
Co'.onel 1:i out.LARn. Yes, sitiJ do How hal about it.

N '; N. I t 1.01 die l'N'Ord Vt wolthl lila! 1 0 ha ye. Os

much of t hat Lila ienlar episode the history of it-- in as many details
:1:7; ynn Lin provh le. 1Vii do not need I he 11111110S. 1 unl not look-in:1, for
tho nanto.4.

Itujr:t :11.'1Et:. 1 do not Men 11 10 imply flint T hove ignored it,
bit I prefer mit to ...poll; in ;1-v dr, ;10 Oft it hp0:1(1-0 I really Int no not

spent. I hot much tinle With
0110 other point that 1 think that hears makinai is that the incident

was handled thromrh the norinut processes in the X!ival .kcaderny by
the hriginle honor committees, t !trough the process ticat Colonel Robil-
lard ihiscrilied.

Senator NI-Nix. In looking- bark on flit ineident. was t here a fear
then Litt the whole honor system hail broken down at Annapolis?
Do you know that.?

Admiral Mcfc.; , think proliably there was speeii1tt /I the
papers I lint time. .1 ny I into soniet hive- 'like this happens there. is
iminci adat ion t hat if is nil fit Pin', nplirt. But it is my percep-
tion hat i ii'i'st;g:utioti indielted f lint Wati 1101'. the etlF,e, that the
tin 1-H1u-en hail done in ..i-eneral what was expected of them under
our tumor

N Who WaS H000s.,or, .dmiral ?
Admiral \\: l.

fs he retired
.1 dmiral \fcfTE. "(es. sir.

Who hredeC'e.*-:O1', sir?

%' rm4>l . Ihrecht. sir.
Lt. Is he st ill in the Sirciec wl,cro .1, he located

co!: elei Li.,"Atin. re.s the Naval Acad.-.Liv.
Vtf)111,1 he he fanilliar with I hi particular incident ?

'Hone! I I nt. 1:n. Ves. T. he w.
Senator N x. : t't;;it or I;art -von on: further rol.-4tions?
Senator BARTLETT. Tiimk you. You ,aid flu: were,

15 niidshipmen 1 ..:eluttreil. or whi :id. and you listed the viola-



tions of 11 or them, among which was only ono who Cheated on an
examinnt

Admiral T did not fituish them ill. I am not sure, whero
T left oil*. Let, me just go back throughthree for :-.tea ling: one, lying
about his whereabouts in failing to nmet a commitment : one who falsi-
fied the obstacle course applied strength test cards. And I hat is ehent-
ing. One cheated during a calculns examination. The unauthorized
absence or substitution or a body in a bed: one ror receiving
unauthorized assistance in the preparation of ..omputer program,
that is, On a hOlneWOrk SpeCille 41011WWOrk in4Si!rlinient ;
Ono ChOlth'd On :1 chemist ry examination: one rN.eived ;maul horized
assistance again for required work in a weapons course. This is again--
and I will explain when I get thromrh with this how we handle hat.
ow. withheld a written report of a con.lnet viola! ion On himself and
then falsified 1 reason for doin.J. so. In ot lag- words. it was a 111111
violation. A noLNyr one ehented on :In engineering In:dig:Mk Px11111.
Another lied on live separate Occasions and was found guilty or
falsifying on three. occasions the reasons why he absented himself
from required commitments. A not her obtained unauthorized assist-
ance in he prepo lion of 21 term paper. This is plagiarism. I i found
a very ohs,-Hr, hook in a library in San Juan and t hen just copied a
rhapter and turned in. I 'n fortunately. or fortunately, however pal
care to hail: al it from his point or ollr-;, tIp instrulcuOr
hO(tk. .knoftor is the lousiness of false muster. So I thinl; t hat is 15.

Si*:, e 1.1:11,txr. ( ) f the 1.7, then, there are 7 vho wet- cheating in
t ek ;.00tn or assi....ned work. If you have t he in fOrnin (un. van von
c01.are tIt with he previous year or t he previous years? Tn othinr

if von hal total. You have for iour-; other than cheat-
im,..\nd you foreheating.

.1druira Nici.r.F..\\nr1l, lets step bank.
First last Year 22: the -year before 23 the, year

is Coro that. thee y,,ar lw fore that 22: the 1970-1971 period 11: 19119
10 1970 -1915 1!uul i! l. TheF0 aro overall numbers. I ruin
provide for the record a t;:ble if that would be---

Senator TIAluTLE'rr. A table., yes, T think that would be wry helpful.
rt wmthl tho:, Nvhn were elme:'. in7 in the clas4room work,
right

Admiral Right .

Senator B urrt,E-rr. And t hose, for ot her violations--
.1dmira It will be broken down :n lying, steali:H.:-. cheating,

and eon,' lunt ions or s hetn.
:34ena tor BAIrri,Err. MT% Chairman, T thiW: it would be yu, helpful

i I we had similar information from all of t Ii :lelen-nes. I realize it is
lad all quite the same categories, hut. ;mu let,. it -,vonld give us a gond
tHeture of the lasl: :1 or 10, tnayhe 1.0 Yon r whatever the chat:man
t hinks.

Senator Nu We will sul»nit to von sonie questions in vr:' iut f.!. for
thw Tvcord. T bay.. alludyd to that inforni:!!. ii lor

wa.at t h-ve a egUltuon basis of ennmr:Irison with :ill the :lead-
ctnies. YOHt S:thator Bartlett, k Avell taken.

The in forusw. t ion -1(111my.:;:j

S.-rat'or During the last ton -arsyoar by year- hiow many altered
honor were r-ported to the appropriate committee, board, or authority?
\\In ',I.rcorttng.. of ;hi reported :ilhgittimi: were self-reported? Of the eases
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reported, how, toany realollool In n finding er "31uilty"? NVII:of woon the ion WV of the
9tul:( I hun. 41 the lc .111(hr.: Ii guilty 11111 ing:4, how moony n.01111441 in taloa-
rat ion rrein the Aenoenty? ini I pit-u' titugu iii annual student at t tihluti (lid them!
separations for honor reforemnot ?

uIituIrtL :\Ick.r., Mr, Col:lino:on, I will Insert into the reroord II chart whielo
dolliets Iii 1111'0ml:it ion Tiitti.a.kil. lit tuuni . co 1 prilrioa; our reo.orop do nof haeo;
ten years. I..0, our records do not differentiate loetlypen t hurt. violations which
Wert. sodf-ref horto.ol and those lid', telt -others, 'File hof ornont fon aa.111,11 1111v: liven

i'flo4vol on lin acatio.noile y which etwers I he 12-month Deriod front
graduation ;t. gradonif

DISPositION Of NON VIOLATIONS

Academic year

1965 67 1967 68 1968 -69 1969 79 179 -11 1911 72 1972 -73 1973 -7-1 1971 75 1975 16

Total allneel violations 75 43 150 95 97

Cases torAariled tor investi
g lion 65 38 136 87 , 75

Cases Mooned by Investigat
ing board. 17 10 61 ,n 12

Cases heard by brigade honor
board .._ .. .. ..... 49 28 72 73 60

Coo.m found guilty by brii., a3
honor banrd 29 15 41 32 29

--.:,
Total sepa. ations 25 24 13 13 14 12 10 23 22

Serrations tor !Ono! ... : I Pi 9 7 4 19 4 8 10 5
Seoarationo :or (heating... 11 1 5 12 3 1 12 6
Foloardi,ono far on, di, . .. 1 I 4 5 o 2 0 3
Sen:It.rf !on; fnr li'ng ahd

1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1

Ibrms or lying al
stealing 1 3 0 1 o

Totml placed on probalinn 7 5 21 10

Percent of total attrition due to
honor separation,/ 5. 85 5. 37 2.36 3. 44 3. 00 1. 82 2.11 4. 77 4. 44 3. 11

3 dischgren6 eart^mi,! faihires while their rises were under investigation.
3 ,67.chlrg. y ac;!Inroic bo,thl whirl cnscs or !r review, 1 left by voluntary resiznation, 1 neparated for conduct, 1

per,limL
3 Percent elunls number of honor serrations dkided by total nses

Admiral McKEE. I would like to say iust a word or two about
individual coure work. unauthorized assi tance on that. I have an
instrnot ion out. to 11W academic departments which says that it is the
policy of the Superintendent to enrontwe t" work to-
gether on oot-of-e10:15 ;:ssiiiment s. That means (Iav-tO-d1iv homework
as,:igniii,nts. And the reason is that, this contributes the ;earning
proce5-4. If tho r.tly sits t hvre st11111i ied all evening, he is better oil' to be
working with two 01 three other people. T do, however. give the in-
structors I Ino option to speci fy to part ',CHI i t' assignment that they want
done alone, they want (1,,e- -tor credit. That is aa term paper would
fail in thi.-; .01.1-kop87 tin inst rvetor may allow midshipmen

c(37310 111 Ii f';11" thyv would like to work together on a paper.
Senator ii.starr 11. 'Do you find tli;i ;. there is any confusion in the

nilsbipman's mind on that kind of as-itzument. if tIwy have been
accustomed to joint efforts?

Admiral Vi-A:Er. I do not think so. but we have to reiterate it, and
We' have to nial.:e sure that the course policy promulgated by each
11, .01.11' doparttnekt is coll,H,ti.nt Wit lt 111Y 111S111164 1011S. Atttl We 3' 0,

t ..17 at the beginning of t year.
Senator BA 1011.,F11'. ;l) you use a lot of true-f al=e examinations?
Admiral McKEE. Nu-. sir.



mien sit in alternateSenator ItAtria,Ler. 1 io vim have the midshil
seats as t hey do in IL Min Iher Of honor eodv sy4ems?

IlIcK Ey. They woi,ld just sit in a classroom.
Senator 1 ,kirri.r.yr. In regular :seats right next to each ot her?
Aihniral Yes, sir.
Senat or 1i,11:T1E'll% Ha VP you found any problem wit h I hat ?
I know in my own experwnee we felt. it was la,t ter to be in alternate

seats from t he point of view not necessarily of making it more dillictilt
to cheat, but from t point of view of not appearing to be cheating
when one was just sort of looking around thinking.

I do not know how elo,ie the chairs are in your class4rooms, hut if
you are left -handed like I am and there is a. right-hander next to you,
and you ha ve one of I hose kind of desks that a re pretty rlose together
there may be an appearance of elient big. I also realize I ' in most of
your lit irk. it probably would be 1.19 rd to dO III itoh rile from just
a quick glanee at a paper.

Adiniral lo7Kni.i. Well, we aro on ene.i sehool, and most, of
Our work is toluzlioniz.ineering prohlenis.'11,e t i,:tt difficulty is time.
Folks rarely liii i what they are work on. If they are looldng
around, they are in desperate trouble. The complexity of the ;:olutiou
to the prohlems is such that it would make it not, very profitable to try
to cheat i f you can ceme up with the answer without the work, titat
will not be sat is fact or. . You will nLt get credit for it. in the first place.

One instance of classroom cheat ing, one that is ineluded here, is
one in which the !Mi. Iiipman was sit t ing next to the teacher's desk.
l'he teacher was work ,g the problem, working the exam, along with
the class just to cheek Inning to see if it really could be dove m that
time, that particular amount of time. When she got, aroimd to grading
the papers, she found that she had done two wrong, and he had made
exactly the same mistake on the same two problems. [General
laughter.]

Senator IlAwrr.Err. Sn he was setting up a reasonable environment.
/Alai ral McKyr.. Yes. sir. T. no iongar with the program.
Senator ItAirri,rxr. What about the work that is given to a student

to lie done by himself only and that is done, in his room away from the
class? What kind of timetable would you :To normally on that ?

Admira I .11-cliEr. it. nniv vary. It mOdit take overnie.ht or as long asWe 1ave ii2ti inojors protionis in the Aiiiolerny. Most
dO not ifti t he some entliii:es with I lii it tint Its after

the t i tor onil year. There :Ire a Wide it y if Couse
;;; \\1 have nli(khipmen iii-k. iiiutut tl

diirer(-11t
Senotor icr. Give no, some idea of the varitty or the kb;

work themes.
daiira ". will he in ye, I ctiniptiler

will e. for
rrr. ISthiTli lone in o

:al ;.:ir. If h. in
.1 term '1111,- h 1"1:'t i-`11.11' Or chelii-
Ntry hri HV init Iii .ii Ilti And Ow (")

1111,- ,'I 11 ,r ii, lit: i! cdi ' 11:111 ;HO
:citt i; tynciCtIt 11,1;tt ?
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Senator IlAirri.urr. IV hen you reported to the committee on.the
situation several years ago, when there. were a number of vudations
oii,i guess, it, was one examinat ion or one paper--

Admiral Mt:KEE. IL was one c-.,:unination and it, wilS /I exami-
nat ion.

Senator liAnTLErr. Would you al lye ft, tile opinion of those in-
volved at, that time, and with tlw tEl iphilw and with the honor sys-
tem, with the oflieers he midshipmen as to whet' ,r there
wiu; a gcm,ral *real:down iii upport for the honor rode at the
Acadolny, or, in other words whether there seemed tO IW smite emi-
tributing factors to this that wore then dealt with later? Just what
brwight it about ? Whr it happened ?

Admiral Mok Ex. Yes. sir. I'Ve will do II. It is my pereept ion that.
rather than weaken the h,,eor concept. rengthened it. beenose it
Was certainly a full Ift.:t lest of this svstel,., whether it could accom-
modate a major 1.1roldem tool very importantly whether, as constructed.
it could accommodate that '.ind of th'ing, or whether it would fall
apart. Tt did not fall :limit It was handled by the existing statutes,
by the established organization: so it IS a7ain lily perception that it

strengthened it. .knd we leariwd some procedural things from dealin,,
with that whieh have !wen incorporated in onr instruetions. But the
d of t hunt we will ha ve to (=lye to von.

informal ion follows:]
Senator Bartlett, It Is the opinion of the officers and midshipmen present at

tito .kc:iiietny during the Incident in 11 74 that it did not represent a general
breakdown of the Honor Colteept. This opinion II: supported by the OvIdenee. The
compromke of the wvarniwif ion was discovered and reported hy a midshipman.

thoronlzh eheek of nil examination papers resultNl in 01 midshipmen being
investigated b the Nfidshipmen ITonor Committee. Forty-one of these me,n were
found not 1.0 have cheated and 20 eases were found guilty by the ITonor Boards.

nand.er represented 2 tror).elit of that class and 0.5 percent of the Brigade.
Thirteen of the 20 midshipmen f'olnal guilty hail cnrried written answers into
the examination lint had not utilized this innhrial. Those men 'were plaeed on
emoluet probation. 'The remaining 7 (0.7 percent of the Brigade) were separated.
noi good indication that flonor enniceot had not suffered ft general break-
down is the fact. that 1:: !ishipmen who had initially planned to cheat did
not II rry on? that

The inoldont WIu-; br, Abwit wh,91 a single instrnetor allowed anvi,rn1
Imo 10:1 chtrim: a 11.,1,vc pflri-

on ti shiirril Inrorrnntion with
Thn itc1rnetor n over-...lions in hi'.i desire to .1411) the midshipmen he

was intorin):. It w. d! 'err Allod flint 11,y no math-len, intent or
lu ii1 coin, liii lie wa, hnr2:tql mulor f !to Cod,. or Military
n to! 1",11--,P.li1 In othor tint

fl ! -;. !to/ to Ii 10.(,,0,111ril T 11(ut

.!!!,:r,1 ii K Tainly ,.hatyro., that ct have done
lo t h.. I proces, through tile in-

Ii ,1.7f 0,,11Q,(1 all of
oh ..... o Iiiti th')11011

^el'Hci;('
1; T1V 1,?!ld" ion

110,!.. urcd for that ?
k 1(1\!!'. I v-H1 to that 1.forillhitin11.

rp,,, in formatiim follows:1
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As a remull f' the navigation Incident It 11.11 dechled to condnet a relndoctri,
nation of the classes of 19711 and 1977 and to revise the technique of instmetion
nsed for Indoetrilintion In the Ilmmr c1o1cept. 'Hie greater part of previons honor
Indoctrination had heen conducted hy lecture (('ompany Honor Representative
lecturing their In-company classmates). The Honor Committee. under the diree-
don of the Officer Representatives. applied different Inntructional teehniones to
the hashe indoctrination lesson outlines. result was greater individual par-
ticipation In the Indoctrination. more feedbacls to the Honor Representatives and
a livelier interest Iii the Concept. The indortrinallon program, as it has evolved
today. genorally consists of company level seminars, some use fir visuia aids,
lnelndlng TV and lectures.

Senator BAirrLETT. .\ dmiral. I h:1111C \ VOry MUHL
Sennt or NtNx..N., have just a few more questions.
One thing that i-, of concern in this oyerall examination is whether

a midshipman or, for that matter, eaglets at West Point, are subject
to any kind of extraordinary pressures to exeell lit their work that,
say, students in other institutions are not subject to.

For instance, what effect does Hie class standing- have 011 a mid-
shipman's subsequent taireer?

.1dmiral McKr,r. Well. there is wh:, t T describe as a myth that it has
a profound effect On his career for the rest of his life. I think that is
wrong. A midshipman graduating -1'1 -m the Naval Avadetny is in a
block of about maybe So0 to 900 people. Hi:, position in the lineal
list, wit 11 regard to his classmates does not change. But :ill of the other
liccessions to the Navy at the same time get sprinkled into that group.
You have OCS coming in. Naval aviation officer candidates come in,
Nncyrc: Reserve Officer Training Corps) and all of a sudden

thomdit lie was No. 1 in ie group of 1970 finds he is
No. 1. That was Inv ease. I was surprised when T graduated.

figured T was H.ett v high on the iit and I was going to he right at
the top 111 my year group. I found 111211v p:I/D'S 71110:111 Of Toe.

I think the midshipman recognizes this. I think the most immedi-
at

Senator Nryy. 1Vh!O percentage. say. of the flag officers are grad-
uate. minn uohii ?

:NNKEE. T fignre somewliere of 71 percent. 1Ve con-
t ribu!e about ()rd.. N-,,-..,:it'cm-!inn rate at tin, ensifrn
There is ono place that clas, standin, could have a significant impact
at,d that in -.m-vice selection. On i-raduation. the midAipman picl:s
where lie ,fant, to fo his firQt ill 1. st:ition liv standin-r. Tr th,,,
aro 1.1,y 'limit.; fin 111In'then.; tho cm,

Hi.;,1 , that p:'l'iiluflS a half
loy.en midst *Han did not ,i-et into au ii liii. not the front Heat hot

the h:tch ,e,tt, iw,t flo you call it ?
Colon,1 tzomm. kin). NVO cd1i,;r

11!);rpl imK rt.!, ,\ row pHsiipmen Ivottl,d Ro to h:.ve !-roi

into the SEA :lir :111,1 1 '1 1V:Iti very
!ir,tif'il H it ,11)( not even , CHt in ,..!.ener tnio.ht

otrect Lrot...; or a criti:.,;er. I 1 hink the
fut.

A.Irtiti..,.fot hove If) remember that we have a Nvi,h, variet y or
roil in (lerree (if di;lioulty within the,p majors.

v,-(' 11(11-i :in to do Ow vcrv linFt he eat).
mviji ;It the Nval AeNdettiv is nut ,r1)111."' 10 IV. CMISIdered

11 \* h relation to his classmates, bin how well he did per-
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Pete. for ovPI,;',,,o, for mooil'ar tmlyor C ni lu 7b Of' to (Ill; (It fl a Very

iltIrited !minket- a
Sonnt VI'NN. 1)(1 lilt' !It

11 trrii(111:11(is Ilp I ii i'!111011' I Clio \;:t

Adtnirn1 11(4:711:. 'Flio only thiTl !! it dot's i-; and;

for cxiiii1)1(), v11011 promotion timo comes around. ii tho end streniftil

Ilip cm, 1 part i; ,-,11,)11, it 111117.1),. to draw a 11n0

Npf,.)iiik71 /WU' Iii tho a ow 2.1'oi1p, 'Hint Impflons

froquiin1 ly. .1 nd in that (71,0 Huss stilialiiw 111(.lin

hi. 1 1)1, time :.()11 have lidded in all C 110.,e 0 1 Fa people, it does not nnion

that mio.11. .1 lid 1 hure is still the opportunity for 1'5 percont of the

yowl!! moil to 1,0!:,..1411 pa rly. as you 1mow
1 think Pert itiby it is important to do '1 by T. the

cla,s lfllhirI !: is not al1 t hitt import all
()PO (it if .

llorrv
t--t ;tied v05tordav tliiit :it l'oint ChUrl Ii 'r(U ,..z check to dolor-

toioo I lio 1;11(11 ('!ioatil17; 11111 -1 (roil), WI. DO hat 1, nov

5.v.-f
\\-!1,0?Ir, Iblwo in- ft. Ann:tr,,lis?

.\ driii 7vo: T iilTl1 ; l-,1(.11 inst. ructor 1ik0 r110-

tor, to !lost instit lit ions and :_rrild,.s 1,npur5 10 K !Yrndillg; very

oar,folly and 10(11)5 for anomalies. :11 lvitiomt flit, work to
Hilp,i,ort it or an Il II is 'fillIp] ;(dy 1111'.10t* pi iier

111111
1)0 coniple'pli.. \vrong in 1 110 have to

t1 it thon. is a di tferen,l, in C H. Nondootio systems.

has no majors. systonl.
S,7rito, \-N-, I *H..: 710 ?

/ Ins no syst Of RIO 1(1

lui.t most cadets take a lot more (-nurses in conlmon than we do.

()nee our mid,liititia,n on,it. the ..I-year point. thoro is a

(lou=4 -arlittire in ',ill:0- colitise,, individuals are oponlo ak-

exains aro ,,til:t11 ....ramp,. The oNanis o itnlividli11 111-

Sf ors, to snit flo. noPil"-, of ICH (-ours(' ntol how it hitf; into that indi-
vidual iti Hinnnri H tu"triN.

III IS 1110 :if 111.4- ip (f t1.,.0 1Trt,4 ioOrip.tors.
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km of the family background or area they have conic from, or habits
before, that-, they ore ready to live within the military environment
tl .at we liave prescribed,

It is my perception that it is not a question of unwillingness when we
have a difficulty, particularly among. the younger midshipmen. It. is

eose of not ho ying (10110 our job well in educating them.
In other words. it is not usually a. willful intent to disrego td the sys-

tem, we just have not ,rotten the point across to that young mon,
and will take steps to do that.

Senator Riirrt.rrr. Is that one of the main points you strive io put
over, the importonce of reporting a violation ?

Admiral 11feKt...E. We strive, tothe main pint is that he. has on
obligation, limier the nonor coneept, to take one of the courses of action
WO have prescribed. That is the point.

Senat.r BANTU:17. ing or counseling ?
raj l'ircKur. Yes, sir, or drop it if nothing has hopp.ned.

Se1nutor B.itm,rrr, Admiral. thank you very 111uch.
:.=enator Nr N N. T,et me ask the Colonel this question. When was the

rase vop le:11 where a midshipman foiled to exercise either A, B, or
I.' us On option and wos therefore cited for an honor violation?

Colonel 1Z011TT,I,AnD. Mr. Chairman, if a midshipman does not exercise
ono of the options, he is not guilty of an honor y',.!ation nnder our
concept.
tioToie could he considered to be guilty of a violation of the n'gula

I fowever, since we do not re(mire the midshipmen fo report to either
their honor re!,re,entative in their company or the *honor chair=
that theylm ve rouns,led the midshipmenlve have no way of knowimr
whether they have or ha ve not. Wa don't keep statistics on that,

Sonato.. Nr. xx. In other words, you are saying:von either have A, a
or C as On opt ion And you have said several times you must do one of
those three: hut now you are saying. if you don't do an-; o those three
you st ill ha ven't committeed any honor violation ?

Colonel Rouir,r,., cp. correct. sir. We hare not said that he is
(ruiltv of an honor ;olot ion. However, as I mentioned, he. could bc
corvidered to be guilty of a yiolal ion a a Naval Academy regulatimi.

Senator NUNN. Do you hove our idea the,. -..liether----you have no
N- Of klIoNvirlir whet-ht.:. there is (Theo tMg gohio. cu. do You ?

Colonel Rourt.L.NIZI). I think do. sir. I think tha4 first of we
hAve 1.14 company honor representatives throughout ;he brie.ade, and
these young 111011 etc right at the grassroots of the brigipie, and they
know what's goint! on. They'v: lwen elected by their classmates. Most
a them represent. certainly. men that :,11* held in high esteem by their
clossnultes. T .;Iti feel that i they are a war, that chem 111.9: was going
on they would toke some nvtion as prescribco under the honor concept.

Senator Nu-NN. But if they don -!. t hey ha ven't committed any viola-
tion ?

Colonel 11,-)Itmi.1,,tho. Not of the honor concept, no. sir.
Senator Y'l*NN. What ha ve they violated ?
Colonel Polut,r,A,;:). v

Academy regnlot ion, to tt if they are ay:are of the fact that something
has hapiwned,
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Senator NUNN. When was the last time you had somebody violate a.

regulation by not takiler action ?
('olonel Ronn,l,Ann. In the year that I have been officer representative

we have not had a nV.
Senator NUNN. 1)0 V011 knOW ab011t any that happened before that ?

!olonel *NO, sir, I do not.
Sento or NUNN. Do yon, A dinirtd ?
Admiral .Mckv.E. No, sir. I. have been there a year. We haven't seen

that.
Senator NUNN. Could Von supply for the record, for say the last 5

years, any violations of ihe regulations for the failure to take any
action, A, B, or C?

Admiral :NfoKi:r.. Yos. sir, we'll do that.
['Ile information follows:]

Chairmam speilie records are not nmintained on this particular violatioq.
A. careful review of the material available to us revealed that in the past f,vi

years four midshipmen have been charged with failing to take action as pre-
serilled in the Honor Concept.

Senat or NUNN:. CollId yon also supply your honor violations that
have wcurred in the last years and. what action was taken in each

cw-e ?
Admiral .NicKEE. Ves, sir, we could do that. Of course without names

and very briefly.
Senator Nu:: x. I tssunie. where some act ion was taken then. iould

be no rehictanee to naint names. would t le,re ?
Admiral MCKEE. An important eleit of our procedure is we do

not name names. It's very easy for something like this. T think, if you
are not earvfnl, to create an environment where you Could decide that
some elements of kangaroo court exist. It's not a good thing for the
brigade to know by name that another of their members is under honor
proceedings or that he left for an honor offense. We don't feel t lint that
serves any purpose,

Senator NUNN. Why don't you furnish us the statistics then without
t he names ?

Admiral .1 feKrE. Ye,. sir. we will do that.
[The information follows:1
Mr. Cliairmall, the stitt ktles that ,*ou requested aro presented in the following

table:
HONOR VIOLATIONS

Academie yielr

1971 72 1972 ,73 1973 74 1974 -75 19 t 76

Total oiolatioes 29 15 44 32 29

Pled on probation 7 i., 21 10 8

Sopa! 1ted . .. 27 10 23 22 IE

Vol mt.), v :esien:itrin
0 Li 0 0 1

Oelde iiiii sei araiinn .. 0 0 0 0 4

Peneinz
D 0 0 0 1

_

Senator NUNN. COlonel Uobillard, you've been t her( I :c.: r ?
Colonel Itonit,t,Aan. I ha ve been the: e 2 years, but oly 1 as officer-

representati ve to t he Honor Commit tee.

C I
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Senator NuNN. Speaking for your 2 years there, what was the last
time that a violation was reported?

Colonel Ronmt.Ann. The last time would be just at, the end of the
academie year, sir, either just prior to or at the beginning of une.

Senator NuNN. During this year in June? Was that against 'me
midshipman

Colonel ROBILLARn. Yes; it was.
Senator NUNN. Would you give its, or do you have the figures about

tow many violations have been committed in the last year?
Colonel ROBILLA RD. Yes, sir. We had 97 cases which were reported

to the Brigade Honor Chairman.
Senator NmiN. Ninety-seven eases during the academie, year?
Colonel R.MILLA NM That would be from the end of the last academie

year to the end of the academic year this year, which was graduation
June 2.

Senator NuNN. Does that include the summer ?
Colonel Rontr,LAtm. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. So that will be the full 12-month period?
Colonel ROBILLAIIO. Yes. Si r.
Senator NUNN. Ninety-seven violations?
They were reported to the lionor Committee Chairman?
(lolonel lin. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. What number of those were found guilty with

action taken ?
Colonel liontr,rkan. Twenty-nine, sir.
Senator NUN N. At what level wer they found guilty; by the

Superintendent ?
Colonel HOIIILT1111). No. str, the determination of guilty or not guilty

is made by the Brigade Honor Board, in its hearing, in their fact-
finding hearino.: and they make a finding and send it forward to the
commandant and to the Superintendent fw' review.

Senator Nt7NN. I was under the impresz.ion that that was more an
indictment rt1 '!er than a finding of guilty. I was equating the honor
board to an im tictment by a grand jury rather than a finding. Am I
erroneous in that ?

C lord lionTILARD. I say, sir, they investigate theat honor hoard
hearing the facts of the case are presented to them and they make a
determination in their mind of guilt or innocm.:e. guitt.y or not guilty,
and then they send the case forward. If they say that their iinding is
guilty. then the case goes forward to the com,-nandant. If their find-
ing is not guilty, the case only goes to myself, review and then it
is destroyed.

Senator NUNN. All right, so you say there a re--how many allega-
tions were there all together ?

Colonel ROIIILLARD, Ninety-seven_
Senator NUNN. Ninety seven. A.- A. of the 97. bow many of them

were found guilty by the Midshipman I fonor Commit .oe?
Col, r-1 1Than,r,Ann. Let me elu'ci my nimihers there, sir, and make

sure I have them correct. Cnses .found cr,ililtv, sir. was 29.
:Senator NUNN. Twenty-nine out of the 97 and the others were, dis-

missed by the Honor Committee?
Colonel RMITT,T,..1 TM. They were foundno, sir, let me go through the

sequence for you. When a case is tnrned into the Honor Committee



Chairman, he reviews the case riuht there and he can make ;i determina-

tion as to whether the case should go forward and be investigated and

go to a. Class Board. If a ease has no merit, the. Honor Cr.mmittee

Cliakman has the authority. under the concept. to terminate it there..

Tf lie considers the ease warrants further investigation and an
honor offense did take place. he tlicui forwards it to his Vice-Chairman

awl appoints an investigating (-Coer, who is a midshipman; and tly.s

it Yestigating officer, upon the completion of his investigation, presents
the ease to a Class Tn vest igating Board. The Board makes a determina-

tion as to their feeling yes. an offense possibly happened; or no, an

offense did not. They give a recommendation to the Honor Chairman
to eithec terminate. the case or forward it to be heard by the Brigade

Honor Committee.
So only those eases that nehmlly frn to the Brigade Honor Committee

am determined to he either guilty or not guilty.
Senator Nt. Those aro tho 0'; von are talking about ?

Colonel Romr,r,.%au, ?co. Ftr, I am talkinir about the 07we had 97

turned into the Tirnor Chairman. The Honor Committee Chairman
terminated 22. He forwardel 7r1 for investigation. Of those eases, 12

were term:110.Ni wt the recommendation of the Class Investigating
Boot' and ea, ca..es were hoe- the Bri.gnde TTonor Board.

Scant N1,NN. All ;.i?.?!. 110 eases that were heard by the

.1-3,:igath, i f. 'nor P.rc ci. icr those were found liii y by the

Poard?
c..%an,

Semtor ; . ..ou Id In..% f. Ie.er lismis4,d at that level?
Yes, ;ir 31.

.1.tOr Nr.S.N. Of those 29, ; e natum of those viola-

tions.: P' that. T mean d,) you i kdown of lym many of the
99 were found guilty of cl,.ating, how wily of lying and how many

s!eol Hir, sonw other flf.'n'a ?
Colon 1 mum' s;r (1,r;ri. hir ye it for the tetAl of 29, sir,

eon ntor:dc that. for .eno,
rThe for 'on fello:%:::7

follo%vitut tc 1; pr9 'les the inforronthm flint you requested

iiumber flund the bri 'alle Ocular hoard_
99

1-Thurd zulity of lyinz
15

Fouret gni!ly or cheatiur_
1.-f mid cr ''ty of tdeelint."..

3

.ty of lying it.n choW111::.

Sp"flt( NT'N's". ;19 onr r4;ugh id,a? .zt. of

them ha yo horn rheni.ino-
Coloo41 gir: Cl tI2 11i. lVI1 app, .

in `.110 It,-
How it steng:' flint part of it?

Coy cid Romr.L.Arn. r. it iH part or it. hat. we ha i %%er ste&

ing eas-s.
--zenn,or thro- they ari, 9 few :;te:llin!, ensos net 1-1.-.ts 29.

The rf.4t of t'lern would be i recef, pprnxinintel ?

Colonel Ronu-J.:+tn-,. Anp-oN.;) -oely :;0 het woon lying- amt. .:heat-

ing.
Senator NVNN. pper c.d to hose 29? Let's trnee those c29
throw.-). ".Fhey al: r ferret) to Lie S-c-c:;-:;tendent:. I suppost:.
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Colonel Roam, 'mu. Yes, sir, let me continue of the
case for you.

SO1 1tU0i' NUNN. GO ahead with t h ose 9 ses.
Colonel Rorn.1,Aan. All right, sir. We ha .29 found guilty. Fifteen
them have been separat,-.1. sir, or termini. ded for separation. And
+-hose 1, all of them did submit qualified resignations when they

',,,!re given that option by the Supuintendent to resign.
Were, put on probation, and that would be a combimition be-

trot-It the commandaffi's action at his level. and the superintendent's
act tor. at Ids level, and the remaining--some of the cases, some of the
midshipmen, while under investigation, or while the ease was under
review. I should say, were discharged by the academic board for aca-
demic failure.

Senator NUNN. All rie.ht: you've got ifS who were separated. and
8 put on probation. That leaves six. Were those six the ones that.
were discharged by aeadenii-..,?

Colonel ROBILIARD. No. sir; three of those were, discharged by the
Readmit. board ; one was separated for conduct; and ther, is one
pen, Hng at the moment; aml there was one midshipman, sir, that,
when his case was reviewed, it was felt fhat it had not been handled
properly by the honor board, but he had already submitted a voluntary
resignation and left under that route.

Senator NI-NN. Let's say he submitted a voluntary resignation, ba
the honor board had not handled it properly, does that, mean he gets
a chance to come back, or what ?

Admiral McKEE. I had overturned his case, because of what. I con-
sidered were procedund improprieties.

Senator NUNN. You had overturned it. but he still left voluntarily?
Admiral MCKEE. He left voluntarily: he had already decided to

leave. anyway.
Senator NUNN. Di4 von give him the option of coniine. lyick?
Admiral McKEE. Any mit khipman who leaves the Naval Academy

for any reason f he gut ins another nomination. may reapply for
tlinWion to the. Naval Academy: and the. academic board will review

case up to the point lie left: that. is. his overall performance up to
1-1,1(. he left, and review what he has been doing since then, and

;Iecide whether to readmit him.
This mie.ht hr an ri.en;i-..tie failure, or it could be a conduct, failure:

it. could be an honor offense..
Senator NUNN. Either you. C,Ionel. or you. Admiral. kind of walk

us throue-h the difference bet ...e^n probation and separation. You've
got eiglit of these people who were Jound eiiilty and then put on pro-
bation. Now, what is your general criterion that distine-ilishes between
probation anti separation 5. -How do you go about arriving at that
crucial decision?

Admiral MCKEE. That's a tough one. Let me
Senator Nr.N.N. You could give us an example if von want to.
Admiral McKtr. Let me give you an example. There was one case

where a m;.lshipman was placed on report for lying. It was unclear
exactly as to intent.. In fact it was a business of submittin:,.. a piece of
paper with one sto7 on it.. having told another story to an officer. At

ti nue he z- :bmitted the piece of paper, he attempted to call the officer
and say that he had put different information on it. The officer was

8 "i
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not. avaihtble because of sickness in the family for a 24-hour period.
The midshipman to Munn the aeensed made the writton report put
him on report for an honor violation because he knew that there was

a difference betweim what he had said and what he had understood
had 1 wen told or agreed to with the other officer.

When E interviewed that officer T said, "don't yon think this guy
made every effort to tell von what he was doing and thereby really did
not intemi to lie." Without gytting into details, what it came down to,

is that this midshipman really was not all that good of a guy, had been
sort of circulating on the fringes of the conduct system: not bad

enough to throw out, but not. one of the better performers militarily. I
asked the officer concerned: I said. "Suppose ihs had been a hrigade
commander or the number one military per.'ormer of the brigade.
What would von have done? Would you have done sonwthing dif-
ferently?" T '0 said yes. Well. that is wrong. When you deal with an

oilenso, yen deal with that offense. and von put aside what
,,ort of military performance this individual has shown as a routine.
'Filen, once you have dealt in isolation with I hat specific offense, if he
is found itv, then certainly we can consider his overall military per-
fo rma nee in what divosition of the ells- is made.

But for his genend performance to influence the decision as to
-w!,et her he should be bromdd under an honor lwaring or not., I did not
onsider appropriate. Nevertheles, the fact is he did not handle him-

sI right. Ho did, in fact. commit a violation. Whether it was a regula-
tion or an honor violation is liard to say, so I put him oTI probation and
moved iii in to a nother company.

Now wh;it does probation mean? Well. thc terms of couduet proba-
n ion are specified by the Commandant of Midshipmen generally, and

they are written to suit the terms of the case.
In other words, what is his problem? Ifow serious is it ?

of what might he done is the midshipman nni-ht, be pii li S 2-V!
el'11m iii whieh he is no lon:,e'r accorded the privileges wliich w;`11 , is

seniority. He is required to observe the privileges of a lov:e-
Ito may also aocumulate demerits in the process. If hi ua i. ;

lull number or demerits during tbat probationar pe o
Intel proliat ion ill IW(..(011 wil! up

disclual'"e is a violator of hat we will do then will de-
pend on what he did. 1.7. dci' ii, not a magic answer.

Semitor NI7NN. What alitmt so. ,f V L have been separated?

Winn ljod of offenses were t I..
Admiral McKEY.. Thie ,: ....ere midshipmen whowell. I

really hate to ,,.et into that no ooe :ession. I flrf, perfec; ly willing to
dismiss it with von. bill- I N.:cll.\ ap,wt ini the ract thatI will do it
if you insist. T ',we got it ri.elit here in front of nue.

;17.!N-N.. I ann not going to insiHt if von think it would violate
some individual's rights in (loin., so. T felt yon could take a

Admira i McKEE. Should I just take genend numbers without talk-
i about the specific ease ?
Senator NVNN. I will let you handh fle -vay you think best.
Admind McKEE. There were three -if stealing. Another mid-

;in failed to meet a commitment an ; Nliollt, his whereabouts

,1 I. ,; reason for failing to meet that cumin ifment. Another fdsified
a .1. Ile had to meet certain physical fitm.::,s standards. IT, did not
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meet them. Ile simply fakilied the record awl turned it in. A undship-
man cheated (luring a calculus examinnt ion. Another ordered a plehe
to get into his bed so he could go over the wall on umlaut liorized
and not gA camdit at it, that is somebody loo!:ing in his room would
think well, that midshipnum is there.

Senator NUNN. Well, what category (loes that, kind of offen-e fall
under?

Admiral Mr:KEE. That is intent to deceive--
S(100r NUNN. It would be included in the catefrory of lying?
Admiral McKEE. That is right.
Senator N "NN. What ha pla'Oell to I he plebe that got. ijit :) the bed ?
Admiral MCKEE. When they came in he stood up and said, "1 :on

not the guy you think I am. That gu v is gone."
Senator S:UNN. So Ile said everybody has got to be sontewhere. I le

was not found guilty then ?
Adnliral AICKEE. O, sir.
Senator NUNN. NO nontoleration offense. Ile immediately reported,

though, what had happened?
Admiral KEE. Yes, sit. Another hidividualI could go tloough

all of these. .mother individual asked that a false muster be taken.
That is, he did not want to go to a connnitment he had to make so he
asked the individual who was going to take t he musterthat is, take a
list, of who \vas there and I unit it inif he would cover for him while
he went into town. The midshipman (lid not do that :111d put him on
report.

Senator NUNN. Was there any kind of group eonspiracy in any of
these eases? In other words, was there, any coalition of people who
were cheating, or lying, or stealing?

Admiral McKrr. No.
Senatn." N.UNN". TIleSe Were Mdiv :dual cases?

ATcKrr. Individual cases.
Senatoc NUNN. Wle' waS last ti me it the Naval Academy you

have had any kind of grouplet's say more than se peopie
engaged in a degree of conspiracy in implemenC one of these
vhdat ions ?

Admiral McKEE. There len,. only been (), such iii'- in that T know
of in the Naval Academy's hi!-itorv and that was in 1974.

Senator NUNN. 1971. What '.1";IS the nature el,' thal ',euse?
Admiral ".1 TcKrr. Tt involved compromise of an aininatIon and

Sonic InuIlliiluIie,i who took advantage of the c,-opromise of the
4..-xaminat ion. And. really, that is about the extent of Inv knowled.n.e
hocanse it happened l'efore T p'et there. But We WOIlla be happy to
prOV' atiswers to questions on that if von would :ike.

!tor NI-NN-. Wi ,,ou/d have that for the record.
rn I, information followsl

During a review si:sian in May 19744 a single ilustri or allowed several mi-,-
shipmen to examine a copy of n navigation te:t. The,:e midshipmen then sha led
thi:. information with other classmate: prior to the examination.

The taimprozili of the exandantion was discovered and reported by a mid-
shipman just prior to the test. ;tad after a thorough review by instructors of all
examiantions, a total of 01 midshipmen were referred to the honor emomittee for
possibh honor violation4. Frprty-oco of these ci:ses ¶Vpre dole- inoa not to have
been guilty of cheating. ,:nd 20 midshipmen were 'outul guilty of honor violatio-
Of these 20 cases, the Superintendent placed 13 on probation and recommew
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7 for spnratical. Pr Obatioll wa.4 nwnrolod Iho pvlihqup nifil the midshInnwn
Con,,,hod carripd written ilit:,erF int» the examination but had not te:el the
mat erial.

Senal or ..\.1'N N. If there had boon nontolorat ion clause in that
instance, coil Id you give 1.15 some rough idea :Wont what the result of it
would hay, hoon ?

.\ dmiral M 'KEE. No, si. I .annot.
Senator NIN did not look into that aspect of it?
Admiral Mchirr. I have not ag-ain gone over that. specific instance.
happ,ned before I eante Ow Naval Academy 2 years ago, and I

have not speilt a 1.1,450 deal of t into On it.
Sqtator Nt'N'N'. Colonel, do yon know :Wont that ?

I-10 (il). NO, Si r, it lin PpVtiVd before I it'ii yed
;Senator NiN . It ,metos to t hat in :In itwident of that nuignitudo

th:tt ,11 1,o hi 1 h of you would lool; into it jnst as a matter of history.
Cohnici \ On, I w01 I hi point tnIt one t hin!r. sit'. 1 do know

you mentioned the nontolerati011 AV1lS; 11 Illidtillip1111111 who in

1;0.; reow.t,,f1 rlot tho eyantinat ion had layn compromised.
Senator NUNN. .11 thiS 1/1111 1e111111' whereth01- Wero iv volved?

r.i,.(1:o. Yes. sir, do know Oaf ahout
S;ennlor Nt-s.N. I think for the record we would like to have. OS

nmeh of that i.11.1 episode the history of it-- '!t) as many details
as you (..111 pro.ide. do not need t he names. r urti not. InOVIII:Z" fOr

110 11111111.4.

Admiral 1 do 110I 110;111 In .11.1dy T have. ignored it,
hlit I prorvr ritq ci ,polk in a -y di.. ail on it heca ii o I renHy ha ye not,
spent that much t Me Wit It if .

Otte other point that I think that hen rin" iii kincr is that the incident
was handled thpaprli the normal processes at the SVa val Academy by
the b r i , , a , l e honor eonunit tees, t !trough the process 1 Itat Colonel Robil-
lard h'SC ri ,

Sew( tut. NUNN. I/I looking- bark on t hat itwident, was there any fear
then 1:1a t the whole honor system 11:01 broken down at Annapolis?
Do you know t 110. ?

MI1; think pro1);ddy then, wf1S speculatii.,, a the
papers. btit t t111'. :1/411' !ill(' 41/11101; 11111:=: happens there. is

1111111f, [ 0 i. '11.110 1011 1-; ill In MI!, ;111:111. Pint it IS mv percep-
tion that lot, JON.PStignt ion t that was not. the etv,e, that the

lunl done in :::eneral what xYas expected of them under
our honor eoncH,I

Senitor N Who MIS; pr,l000s.4or. Admiral?
Admira! \fclrr..diniral \\
s:onat :CT' N is he retired:

'Airk,-1.1:. ICS. nit%
Who \')111' lrod(wo,:nr, sir?

%) 1101 r()IIH,,,Irld,T A Iltrecht. sir,
Nl -7,- v. 1;4 ill' still 111 the Servioe ? Where he located

Cohnei al the Nayal Acad.--10
1.(*(1111,1 he lb, f:aaili:r with IV p:irticular inoidont ?

'Hone! 11,..! \.1s. -C11% he V:,

:-Zeh:it(51* N X. :S011;II or Bart I, vou forthor
BARTI,ETr. TI,),,k 'You aid th, waro

15 114.!dshiploo11 (1::::clulired. or wh -1. and you listed the vio'a-



tions of 1 1 or them, among which was only ono who cheated on tin
examinnt

Admiral T did not fituish them ill. 1 ant not sure, whero
T left off. Let, me just go back throughthree for ea ling: one, lying
about his whereabouts in failing to nmet a commitment : one who falsi-
fied the obstacle course applied strength test cards. And I hat is ehent-
ing. One cheated during a calculns examination. The unauthorized
absence or subs( it ut inn or a body in a bed: one ror receiving
unauthorized assistance in the preparation of oomputer program,
that is, Oil a i10111MOrk 41011WWOrk 11:4Si!rlitocult ;
Ono ChOlth'd Oil :1 chemist ry examination: one received ;maul horized
assist:1.one again for required work in a weapons course. This is again--
and I will explain when I get thromrh with this how we handle hat.
otte withheld a written report of a condliet viola! ion On himself and
then falsified 1 reason for doing so. In ()flier words, it. was a dual
violation. ,knot'Ner one elwated :111 CllgOleerillg timatititils Px11111.
AllothlT lied on live separate Occasions and was found guilty or
falsifying on three occasions the reasons why he absented himself
from required commitments. A not her obtained unauthorized assist-
ance in he prepo lion of 21 term paper. This is plagiarism. 1 i found
a very ohscHr, book in a library in San Juan and t hen just copied a
elm pter and turned :( in. 1 .11 fortunately. or fortunately, however pal
care to hail: al it from his point or onr-;, tIp illstrOcuOr 11:Id t!'(*1

hOOk. .knotH'I' is the lousiness of false muster. So I thinl; t hat is 15.
Of the 1.-) then, there are 7 vho wer- cheatin,y.. ti

t ek ;.00tn or assi....ned work. If you have t he in fOrnin (un. van volt
t Id with he previous year (ir t he previous years? Tn othinr

2.vor,,s. if von hal total. You have for violat ions other than cheat-
nd von foreheating.

.1 chili ra \\null, lets step bank.
First ii ill, thiis last year 22; the vear before 23; the, year

ls lore that. It); the y,,ar lw fore that 22; the 1970-1971 period -11 ; l9119
10 1970 -1915 1!uul i! l. TheF0 :11"0 ovenall 11111Obers I ran
provide for t he record a t able if that would be---

Senator TIAluTLE'rr. A table., ves, T think that would be wry helpful.
rt. wmthl HIC);41' \limo \\*Pre elIN'.11-17 in the clas4room work,
Hght

Admiral Right .

Senator B urrt;r-rr. And t hose, for ot her violations--
.1dmira frIC.r.r.. It will be broken down :n lying, steali:H.:-. cheating,

and owl,' lunt ions or t hem.
Senator BAnTLErr. MT% Chairman, T thiW: it would be vt, helpful

if we had similar information from all of t Ii tulemies. I realize it is
lad all quite the sante categories, hut. ;mu let,. it -,vonld give us a gond
tHeture of the lasl: :1 or 10, tnayhe 1.0 Years. whatever the chai: man
t hinks.

Senator NU N" N. We will sul»nit to von sonie questions in vE'ing for
the Tvcord. T hav. alludyd to that informal 1 ii Icy

! w,tat t h-ve a common basis of enmrarison with ill the :lead-
Yoel S:thator Bartlett, is Avell taken.

The in forisit ion
Soriator During the last ton ,,..arsyoar by year hiow many allered

honor were r-ported to the appropriate committee, board, or authority?
'What .,i.rcontage of the reported albgatbm: were self- riported nf the eases
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reported, how, many reolillood In 't findhog y"? NVIont ss':ii f1i i' Wit WI' of the
thy ,s re dollite.: in guilty 11111 i11g:4, how 11111liy ritsItIled iii aloa-

rat hoof from the Aendoolny't 1'inot porceidnge of annual stutkoot at t (l(d these
scion rat loici for honor rel)IP`,(.111?

Admiral, IlcK.r., Mr, I'd:lino:In, I will linaort Into the record ii chart which
depicts I he Information colon. otood. In follow catectorie:4 our rt.our& ilu twf nto 11:10:
tett yea our 1'ecord:4 do not differentiate loodIrpooto t hurt. violatioodo-o which
wen. :-,01f-ref hortood and I looNe 1i11 :H(01 1,. 'others, Th)' hof olonnot ion whiell two: poen

td'ilio'd i'flo,t'd ii lino acatioonole yr which f.livers I lie 12-month Deriod Prow
graduation ;t. graduation.

DISPosittnN Of NON VIOLATIONS

MG

Total alleged violations
Cases torasarded tor invesli

gition
Cases dronned by Inyestigat

in,. board.
Cases heard by briole honor

board .._ .. .. .....
Cases found guilty by brii.,

honnr board...... - .....

Total sepa. Min ns

Serrations tor !Ono,. _

Separations :nr r.hrafiny...
Separ.Itionn for sb. iiiiiy. .

Sotorc0000 for Iiing 1

:brans 'on." lying' 'and
'stealing

Total placed on probation

Percent of total attrition due to
honor sey.orltiorr, 5.

67 1917. 98

....

25 25

1998 -79 1999 70

Academic

t579

year

-71 1971 72

15

66

17

49

29

14 12

4 19
5 12
5 0

0 0

0 0

00 1. 82

1972.73

43

38

10

28

15

10

4
3
2

f)

1

5

2. '17

1973 -74

150

136

64

72

41

23

8

1!

2

0
.

21

4. 77

1973 75

95

87

, 1

73

32

22

10

12
0

0

0

1975 7-6.

97

i 75

12

60

29
... ...-..=

15

2.

11

9
1

h

0

9

36

13

3.

,.1

4

II

85

I,i
11

1

1

9

5. 37

7

1

4

0

1

3. 44

5
6
3

1

0
...

10

4. 44

8=.=
3. 11

I 1 01tr.h:irp.r, anadrimi'! failures while their cases were under investigation.
3 ,tioclair, by or;!Inrnic boyt,t c110.1 revlow, 1 IFA1 by voluntary resiznati on, I ocpjratcd for conduct, 1

periblg.
I Percent eaunls number of honor separations diaided by total nses

Admiral "McKLE. I would like to say iust a word 01' two a b011t
miii vidual coltre work. unauthorized as5 'i. tance on that. I have an
instrnot ion out. tO itiv academic departments which says that it is the
policy of the Superintendent to enrollrWe InidShipinon t" work to-
gether on oot-0f-eln..15 ;:ssimments. That means (1:OV-tO-d1IV hoinework

Ana the reason is that this contributes ihe ;earning
imwes-4. TI the truy sits t here Si Unified till evening, he is better off to be
working. with t wo 01 three other people. T do, however. give the in-
structors option to speci fy to part assigninent thilt they want
done alone, they want (1,,r- -tor credit. That is aa term paper would
fail in thi.-; h..,rovy. .;crjuip t111 111St rl'OtOr Illtly allow midshipmen

rttli10 thyv would like to work together on tt paper.
Sennter ii.starr 1'011 find tha;; there is any confusion in the

midshipman's mind on that kind Of as-inment. if they have been
accustomed to joint efforts?

Admiral :\ I do not think sn . but we have to reiterate it, and
we' have to malo sure that the course policy promulgatNl hy each

.Inie tioptirtmoilt Ic com,i,tent with my instructions. And wc
t : . c a t the beginning of the year.

Senator BARTLF11% 1 ;l) Y, Ill 0:^( to lot 0 true-f al=e examinations?
Admiral McKEE. Kt-. sir.



Senator BAirrt,rer. 1 )0 volt have the midshipmen sit in alternate
seats fiSt hey do in a number of 110110V C0dP1-T4ents?

Mch; EL. They wot,ld just sit in a elassrooni.
Senator 1 tARTLETT. In regular seats right next to each ot hoe?
A,imiral lcicr,r,. Yes, sir.
Senator 1 1Airri.Err. Ilave you round any problem Wit h that ?

know in my Own experience we felt it was Is't ter to he in alternate
seats from t lie point of view not. necessarily or making it more dillic.ult
to cheat, but front the point of view of not, appearing to be clwatiug
when one \vas in,-;t, sort of looking around thinking.

I do not know how close the elthirs are in your classromus, hut if
you are left -handed like I am and there is a. right-hander next to you,
and you ha ye one of those kind of desks that are pretty close together
t here 11111v be an appearance of cheat ing. I also realize t " in most of
your It (irk, it prohably would be hard to do witch chet .g from just
a quick glance at a paper.

Admiral 1c1X-Ett. Well, we are on eite.i;toering sehool, and most, of
our work is tough, engineering problems. 11,e 1,igge:t difficulty is time.
Folks rarely tini-h what, they are, work!! g on. If they are looking
around, tItey are in desperate trouble. The eomplexity of the r.ohltion
to the prohlents is such that it, would make it not very profitable to try
to cheat i f you can e,,ale UP with the answer without the work, that
will not be sat isfact You will ni get credit for it. in the first place.

instant., f)f classroom cheat Mg. one that, is ineluded here, is
one in which the !Mi. Ilipnuin \vas silt ing 11('Nt to the teacher's desk.
The te:wher Was work the problem, working t he exam, along with
the class just to check ti. Inning to see if it, really could be dooe in that
time, that particular amount of time. When she got, around to grading
the papers, she found that she had done two wrong, and he had made
exactly the same mistake on the same two problems. [General
laughter.]

Senator BAirrr.Err. So ill' was sett ing up a reasonable environment.
AA:aim! McKsE. Yes. sir. IL, loagar with the program.
Senator liAirmurr. What about the work that, is given to a student

t o be done by himself only and that is done in his room away from the
class? What kind of timetable would you :To normally on that.?

.11-cl(1,..1. it lIlav vary. It nii!du take overniplit Or as long as
a week. We Imve .11n.Hrs pro!,ranis in 111e N111-11 :\ c.adorny. Most
midshipoicit iii telt k t he SUM( col11%-:.OS 'Kith tin. ,oLquates

)11f tlit fir !-:c,,11,1 year. There arc a -wide of course
-0 put wH have iiiid-ddpilion tv(irkh.2: oti tl 1.

Seniitor 1-;Atrti.irr. Give no, idea of tim e varitty of the kio
Nvork-

Soto, will Le in \'1`,' Ct)rciplItl'r 1,. 21111S. .-;11illewill a, :t I

`.11' 1 111'. 1H !1.1:11 il()Pc' Ii :1

rt f ti th/1:0 ;11 .')1111IIH'r
A f orm ott I., it tr,per. I,11.G-dar tIlivs.H. cheio-Htry ,.1;,rht 1,,, \\ s- v do

1,1,o r ,111 ri!erte II WU' (1:1111-
.1.enient t 11;11 '!;ii.111



Senator IlAirri.urr. When you reported to the committee on .the
situation several years ago, wlali there. were a number of violations
on, I guess, it Was One examinitt ion or one

Admiral NIA:K It vas One e-.,aninctt ion and it, was a term XiflhlI-

hat ion.
Senator liAirrixri% \Volt ld you i i V> os the opinion of those in-

volved at, that time, and ,,vit 11 the ipline and with the honor sys-
tem, with the officers ;IS ell ii IW midshipmen as to Windt ,r there
was a general breaktlown support for the honor code at the
Academy, or, in other words whether there seemed to he some con-
tributing factors to t his Hutt were then dealt with later? Just what
brought it :Wont? WhJ it It:11,14,11M?

Admiral :11clr1. \ VS. Sir. 1N'e will do t I. It is my pereeption that.
rather than weaken the honor concept, it rengt belted it. beeause it
was certainly a full lesl of this svstei,,, whet lwr it could ticeom-
modate a major problem and very import ant ly whether, as constructed.
it could tLccommodate that :jut] of thing, or whether it would fall

did not fall apart, It. was handled by the existing statutes,
by the established organization: so it is a..7ain my perception that it

SI rengt hened it. .kna w, learned some procedural things from dealinc,
with that vhich have hoot] incorporated in Our instructions. Ilia the
d Iail of t hat tvo will ha ve to crive to You.

T'a informal ion follows:1
Senator Bartlett, It Is the opinion of the officers and midshipmen present at

the .keadeiny durinz the imddent in 1: 74 that it dld not represent a general
breako,,wn of tile Honor CI ti CV Pt This opinil 11; supported by the evidence. The
coinpromke of the examination was discovered and repirted hy a midshipman.

thoroinffi eheek of all examination papers resulted in 01 midshipmen being
investigated by the Nfidshipmen Honor Committee. Forty-one of these men were
found nor to have eheated and 20 eases were found guilty by the Honor Boards.
This number represented 2 pereent of that class and (1.5 percent of the Brigade.
Thirteen of the 20 midshipmen ifolual guilty had carried written answers into
the oxnalirrttion hut had net utiliv.ed this material. TiliSP men were placed on
(minima probation. Tito remaining 7 (0.7 percent of the Brigade) were separated.
nne good indieation that !honor Coin-cot hod not suffered a general break-
down is the fnrt. that 1:: Ishiptiten who had initially planned to cheat did
fl> enrry out that intf,n1hc

The Inohlont was lir,- about when a ,:intrle in4rnetor allowed sevnral
inid,hitanOn ClilIIl v 11 till to:1 diirim; a rndew !--tession.

then shared t' inforaintion With others.
over-..:11iias in desire tn .ielp the midshipmen be

was totorin':. It w. ii ern Ailed that the inst ranter no inaliolon, intent or
LY:i 101! 1va, chnt1'd 1111(10r 01 rni.,."111 C1110 or Milit:Irv

lii to! to other lint ;:.
n ,!..!! !tot to i!, T :ol not

.1 -hor.,1 kive done
pr(ir,,,, thrnultr1I

iti, n 'it7e QH1,' 1

thiiit!TIA

n'rt 'Worn fluly 1,11d" 'In inCioct ein:!tion
^ it 1!1"".i,t 41;'! her.' 71i 1Cir ?

k 1' ii \I(Err. I 111.,i-'1 tlro
ITH in fotiwition
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As a remull f' the navigation Incident It 1111:-; dechled to condnet a relndoctri,
nation of the classes of 19711 and 1977 and to revise the technique of instmetion
nsed for Indoetrilintion In the Ilmmr c1o1cept. 'Hie greater part of pwvions honor
Indoctrination had heen conducted hy lecture (('ompany Honor Representative
lecturing their In-company classmates). The Honor Committee. under the diree-
don of the Officer Representatives. applied different Inntructional teehniones to
the hashe indoctrination lesson outlines. result was greater individual par-
ticipation In the Indoctrination. more feedbacls to the Honor Representatives and
a livelier interest In tho Concept. The indortrinallon program, as it has evolved
today. generally consists of company level seminars, some use fir visuia aids,
lnelndlng TV and lectures.

Senator BAtrrt,rxr. .\ dmiral. I Tin \ 011 VOry 11111ell.
Sen:11 or NtNx..N., I have just a feW 111011' questions.
One thing that i-, of concern in this oyerall examination is whether

a midshipman or, for Hutt matter, eaglets at West Point, are subject
to any kind of extraordinary pressures to exeell lit their work that,
say, students in other institutions are not subject [0.

For instance, what effect docs the class standing- htive on a mid-
shipman's subsequent eareer?

.\duuuittil McKnr. 'Well. here is wliiit T describe ng a myth that it lies
tt profotind effect On his career for the rest of his life. I think that is
wrong. A midshipman graduating fl-m the Naval Avadetny is in a
block of about maybe So0 to 900 people. Hi:, position in the lineal
'list, wit 11 regard to his classmates does not change. But :ill of the other
in.cessions to the Navy at the sante time get sprinkled into that group.
Yon hove OCS coming in. Naval aviation officer candidates come in,
NnOTC; Reserve Officer Training Corps) and all of a sudden
the guy tvlio I howrItt lie was No. 1 in ',a group of 1970 finds he is
No. That was inv case. I was surprised when T
T figured T was H.etty high on the iit and T was going to he right at
the top ill my year group. I found Malty p:ITD`S 71110:111 Of Toe.

I think the midshipmen recognizes this. T think the most immedi-
et

Senator Nryy. 1Vh!O percentage. say. of the flag officers are grad-
uate. id. mina uohii ?

iNfcKre. T fignre somewhere of 71 percent. We con-
t rihu!e hout ()rd.. accm:inn rate at t ensifrn
There is ono place that Has:, standinir could have a significant impact

that in -.m-vice -.01ect ion. On graduation. the midAipmen picl:s
where !e. to (20o to his fir-4 hv Tr
aro 1.1,y 'limit.; on 111In'then.; tho cm,

Hi.;,1 ,
. Hid; that nirlions a half

Ioy.en midsl *teen did not "-et into au ii liii. not the front Heat hot
the 1 i:o.1; ,e,tt, iw,t flo you edli it ?

Colonel tZoomm. kid). NVO onic;r p I H.

11!) imK few pHshipmen Ro to lu:.vo !-roi
into the 1":u.l- :lir :111,1 wati very
-.:(wverely it ,11)( not even , that in ,..".ner tnio.ht.
otrect Lrot...; :1 ,1* Or ellli:L4`1'. I think the

f 11'4

A.Irtiti..fot hove to rementher that we have a Nvi,h, variet y or
roil in de,rree (if dillioulty within the,p majors.

di) at :In to do Ow vcrv ht,Ft he eat).
mviji ;It the Nval AeNdettiv is nut ,r1)111."' 10 be cnI1Sidered

Ile"0;1 111 \* h relation to his ela*-,mates, but how well he did per-

', )



11.1,ng i ioa,h, \\ did ho do in math.
and otioriiHr, rtint r v com-

pote. for rur I raininv. ni I 1)nipplo for Very

limited windier of yr:Hill:Ito pian(,.
Solintor v.i.x N. 1)(4 Ow ()Gyp tvview 11111.,14 look iit statitliru!: as

irrodlInt,s neil nii lip I hi Hi in flu, Vtv..?
Admiral :11(.1":".rii.. only thiT1 !! it dons is sot I ho lino:if list and ;

for extiloph', promotion timo comes around. if the end strcno-th
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then writing it down, and considering it privately, one of tbe pes-
tioners -would say, "I cannot believe that." That has got to be wrong.
We threw that case out and started all over again with a new board.
We developed a charge sheet or a sheet of rules, by which the chairman
says this is the way we run the board, and these are the things that
we, are not going to do. Those sorts of things are a matter of education
and practice.

The functioning of the board improves with experience and so for
that reason we have moved back the time that we bring our midship-
men into activeparticipation on the board ono semester, letting sec-
ond-class midshipmen spend a lot of time involved in what goes on
to learn as they ,ro. But the basic principles on which the system op-
erates I do not fielieve, we would like to change, based on anything
we know at this time.

Senator NUNN. Colonel, what a, e your observations in that regard?
Colonel Ronim,Aun. I think the system is good, sir. Of course, I am

an Academy gradmite, and the system was evolving in 1957 when
I graduated, so it had become similar to what it is now. I think the
quality that, we have injected into itthat Admiral McKee has just
talked abouthas been a tremendous improvement on the system, and
I think it has made the midshipmen, partkmlarly the honor committee
members, more aware of the great responsibility that has been placed
in their hands. My feeling is to continue to improve the quality of the
system as it is now laid out; and I am sure that, in itself, will bring
about some of the refinements that. we've had.

This is the. biggest reason I would support it. I think the midshipmen
are happy with it and support, it.

Senator NtTxx. When was the last time, tbere was a substantial
change made in this system ?

Admiral MCKEE. The last change that I signed out was in December
of last year.

Senator NUNN. December of 1975?
Admiral MCKEE. Yes, sir, that was some procedural changes to make

sure of the proper handling of the witnesses by the board, and basically
procedural changes. The important thing about the procedural thing
is that if the brigade is going to support it, they have to be pretty
comfortable that the guy they put on report is going to get a fair shake
in the investigative process. They should not have toleel, "Well, I am
throwing him to the wolves if I throw him to that board."

The brigade has to have confidence that the system is tough but
compassionate.

Senator NITNx. What do you think would happen if you had no
flexibility of sanctions? If you had only one recourse, you're guilty and
you're, out or you're innocent and you're in, do you think that ivould
work? What do you think that would do to your system ?

Admiral MCKEE. I think that would be' inconsistent with the train-
ing function that I've. described earlier, that Y. consider our overall
disciplinary system had to build,

Senator 'NUNN. Do you think that would weaken the possibility of
the. cwiets turning in violations that they observe to the honor council?

Admiral MCKEE. I said that I think it would weaken it. I don't think
it would strengthen it.

Senator NUNN. What do you think of that, Colonel ?
74-S92-.7 G----7
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Colonel Ilontm,Ann. T think it would weaken it. We try to show the
midshipmen that we are creating an environment which is realistic
to what they are, going to be living with as commissioned officers in

the Navy and Marine Corps. And to say to them that they had no
options, we would not be following through on the environment that
we are trying to create.

Senator NUNN. How do you find the system in Annapolis compares
to real life in the Marine Corps and the Navy?

I will ask you first, Colonel.
Colonel ROBILLARD. In my experience, sir, I feel it compares very

favorably. I thi»k as a commissioned officer, each one of us knows that
we have an abligation to uphold high standards of integrity and I think
each one of us knows that if he were faced with a situation that requires
action on our inirt that we will and are repired to take, some action
on it. I see a very close parallel to what I've seen in the officer corps in

the Marine Corps.
Senator NUN N. Admiral, how do you compare the experience at

Annapolis in regard to the honor concept, with the real Navy?
Admiral ALICE». The basic principle of integrity that we are hying

to instill, I think, are in the fleet and are respected; and are what we,
strive for in the fleet. How successful] we are is always a difficult thing
to measure, just as the effectiveness of any set of regulations is.

What happens in the, fleetlet me try thiswhat happens if a guy
lies in the fleet. Let me take something out of my own background
just as an example.

I am a submarine officer, The way we line up our systems in our
submarines, whether to operate the propulsion plant or the diving and
trimming of the ship is very important, and we do it rigorously
ind ividually, officers must do it, must check each other; or an enlisted
mann must do it and check on an officer.

In other words. two men must check each other and an officer who
does not do his duty but says he does will bo found out. When he is
found out as in one ease in my own backoTolundthat an individual
said he lined up a system properly. We came very near to a serious
casualty because he did not do it. (lid not line it up at, all. This was
reflected in the fitness report. that I gave him a ml a letter of minion ition,
a Intuitive letter. and he failed select ion the next thne.

ft takes longer for that to come home for that individual than an
honor system in a t raining environment where it. happens and they're
ont. butt the whole business of running an administrative, conduct sys-
tem in a training environment must involve an immediate response so
that it has a training Value.

Many of the sorts of things for which we take action against the mid-
shipmen will eventually reflect in their ability as an officer, and the
reckoning will be when they come lip for promotion.

Senator Nr N N. Admiral and Colonel. we appreciate yonr appearing
today. We will be in touch with you wit It some writtenquestions for the,
record.

think we will probably be having these hearings over a period of
thne. We are not going t o be able to complete them any time soon and
we will stay in touch with you for any suggestions or additional infor-
mation we may need.

9 8
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QUEsTIoNs SUBMITTED BY SEN,efon 8,01 Nt7NN
,

(Queslimis submit ted by Senal or Nunn, answers supplied oy zyuper-

intendent, I.4. N ILV:t I cadenly ; and officer representative to the

Brigade 11-unor (2ommittee.)
Senator NONN. Winit are the rposes and proeedures of the Naval Academy

honor voneept and system and does the system servc the purpose for which it is

intended?
Atiiiiirii MeEce. Mr. Chairman, the mission Of the Naval Aeademy is to train

midshipmen to be professional otlieers In the Naval Service. The purpose of the

honer contept is to aid in this training and to asAst in developing in NMI nibl-

sideman a hue; standing habit of personal integrity to which he will adhere not

only while at the Academy, but throughout his career. This is accomplished

throng!) edncation and indoctrination of the midshipmen hdo the need for high

standards of hunter, duty mai responsihility nud by creating a realistic military

envirialment at the Aviiiimey in which rigormis standards of conduct and perform-

ame are requirmi. Alt hough I know we are not 1(X) percent succe:: .ful, I feel

our honor concept does serve its purpose.
S(mator NuNN. Is violation of the Naval Academy honor concept infrequent

and limited in scope or is it a conunon occurrenee?
Admiral 1tle14;E. The chart which I entered into the record shows the Naval

Academy has averaged abont 93 alleged violations and npproximately 30 guilty

findings per year. The numbers are generally consistent front year to year with the

exception of Academic Year 1973-74 when numbers were higher becanse of the

problem with a navigation examination described later. These figures efi 'e to

approximately 2.2% of the Brigade involved in possible violations RD.

niund guilty of sneh violatons. None of these numbers reflects evidence of

spread violations of the honor concept. I recognize that our system does n.,1

record the number of alleged vioictors who were counselled, but as COId Robjiliri

indicated in his testimony. there are 144 elected honor company representatives

throughout the Brigade (one per Has:: in each company) who a. e involved at the

grass roots level in the day to day business of administering the honor system.

COL Robillard felt, and I agree, that any lack of Brigade support or acceptance

of the honor concept would soon
become evident to one or more of these talented

S»ch has not been the case.
Senator Niuss. What cheating incidents have occurred at the U.S. Naval Acad-

emy since MI5 and how were they finally resolved?
Admiral MCKEE. The Naval Actulemy's only cheating incident of the type that

the subcommittee is currently investigating occurred in May 1974. This incident

involved the compromise of a navigation examination.
The investigation of this incident revealed thnt a single instructor allowed

several midshipmen to examine a copy of the test at a review session prior to

the examination. These midshipmen then shared this information with others.

It is important to note that the compromise was reported by a midshipman

just prior to the examination.
A total of 61 taidshipmen were investigated by the Midshipmen Honor Com-

mittee. Where it was determined that sufficient evidence of an honor violation

existed, the eases were referred to Honor Boards. In all, the (lnss Investigating

Board and the Honor Boards determined that cheating did not occur in 41 cnses.

Twenty midshipmen were found guilty by the Honor Boards, nnd their cases

were forwitrded to the Commandant and
Superintendent for review and action.

The Superintendent reconunended seven midshipmen for separation and placed

13 on probation. In those cases where probntion was awarded. the evidence

indicated that the midshipmen coneerned enreiM written answers into the

examination, lmt had not nsed the material. This conclusion was based on nctual

exam ierforinance by these individuals on questions for which nuswers were

ova lin ble beforeha nd.
Although violations of the Honor Conce, occurred. Mr. Chairman, I do not

feel the evidence supports a view that this Incident represented a breakdown

(90
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of the Concept. The examination compromise was discovered :Ohl reported to
proper authorities by a midshipman, and midshipmen handled the honor board
proceedings in accordance With Ntandard procedures for Our Honor Concept. One
example of the Honor Concept in assisting In the development of personal
integrity can be seen In the fact that 13 midshipmen who had initially planned
to cheat did not carry out that intcutimi.

Senator NUNN. What is the rationale for the nbseoce in the written Naval
Academy Honor Concept of a "non-toleration" provision of the kind which has
stimulated so much controversy at West Point?

Admiral Me Nss. One of the prerequisites for leadership, both as a midship-
man at the Nil val Academy and Us a line officer of the Navy or Marine Corps
after graduation, is a well developed sense of personal integrity. The Naval
Academy seeks to develop this characteristic by maintaining a realistic military
enviroument that, encourages the growth of a basic sense of integrity in each.
individual. This Is done principally by precept, example, and association withothers who adhere to the desired standards. In describing this environment asrealistic, I mean that it must be consistent with the military envlronnwut in
the Fleet but strnetured at a more exacting level in recognition of the fact that
the Naval Academy is a training pound for officers of the naval service. The basic
purpose of our regulations is to set the framework for our military envirmunent,
and the Honor Concept is a principal contributor. It most serve as a means of
training midshipmen as well as disciplining them. A "non-toleration" clause may
provbie some ass:in-once that individual instances of alleged violations will be
reported, but it also tends to relieve the individual who mast report the viola-
tion of the needs to exercise an appropriate measure of judgment. The inflexl-
bility of a "non-toleration" elnose can he compensated for by giving higher
authority the abiliti to exorcise "discretion" after administrative processes
have been completed, but this arrangement Is not translatable to situations
which will face onr graduates when they leave the Academy.

Requiring mbishipmen to exereise this sort of judgment in a training environ-
ment helps to ensure that they are more adequately prepared to meet the sind-
lar challenges after they graduate. This ability to translate the training re-
ceived miller the Honor Concept directly to action rerolired of an officer in the
naval service Is the primary reason that the _Naval Amulemy concept prescribes
the options to report, counsel and report, or counsel rather than adhere to a
"non-toleration" provision in its Honor Concept.

Senator Noss. Are midshipmen subject to unusual pressures to excel aca-
demically or are they subject to pressures characteristic! of most institutions of
higher education?

McKEK. There are no unusual pressures for a midshipman to excel
Academically at the Naval Arm llemy. Each knows that his individual aca-
demie ret oni will he subject to review and may form the basis on which
some assioiment decisions will be Made. Our midshipmen are encouraged
to (In as we'd as they can.

SMIS:or NUNN. How are alleged Naval Aeademy Honor Concept violations
adjudica fed ?

Admiral Alcgcr. Alleged violations are investigated by midshipmen mem-
bers of the Brigade Honor Committee. The facts surrounding the ease are
presented to an Honor Board eomposed of other members of the Honor Com-
mittee. This board acts as a fact finding hmly for the Commandant, forward-
ing to him its findings anti recommendations. These r..eommendations are
basmi on any valid extenuating ciremustances presonted by the accused and
allows the Board to exercise some discretion at I hvel. The Honor Boanl,
however. has no authority to impose punishment or censure. The Commandant.
reviews the Honor Board hearing and then holds a hearing with the accused
midshipman. After his hearing. he may terminate the proeeedings, return dm
case to the Honor Committee for a re-hearing or forward the mse to me withhis reconimemlations. I review the entire case. inclinling the Commandant's
hearing. ami if i find the midshipman has committed the allegml violation,

will normally recommend to the Secretary of the Navy that the accused be
discharged for misrondliet. In eaeli such case. I also afford the midshipman
an opportunity to resign iii lien of discharge.

Senator N17NS. TO what extent is responsibility for the enforeement of the
concept in the hands of persons or groups outside the Brigade of Midshipmen?

Admiral Mclir.C. The I I 'num Coneept is a U.S. Naval Academy Instruction
(Regulation). Every m:dshipman, officer and civilian faculty inpudwr is re-
sponsilde for adherence to it. I lowevor, the ma ji 't. respaisihility for the opera-

1
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that or the !Timor Concept rests with the It ritzai 10, bee:in...4P Hwy must have a
major stake in its operation if the system is to reinain ill. VI. Full re-
sponsibility for the disposition of midshipmen found guilty of fieno offenses
rests in :Mk bands of the Cotunianditat, the Superintendent. and ie Secretary
of the Navy. It Is in the exercise of this responsibility that elfin] nters
our Np...loni, IVe fl that this is important to ensure that an appropriate
measure of experience is inserted into the procedures itt the Naval Academy
through review by officers in Ha' chat,1 of comfit:1nd. This also supports our
efforts to insure that ion* pnweitures for handling disciplinary matters are
consistent wit 11 those that our graduates will find in the lleet,

Setnitor NUNN. NVIlat is the relation.ship between the Honor l'oncept and the
maintenance of discipline and cliforceintint of regulations governing daily mid-
shipman life?

Admiral McKEE. Mr. l'hairman: l'he honor concept Is not ustal in any
deliberate direct manlier as a means of ent,iveing the regulations. I 13. that

mean It midshipman 11111,1' riot simply he ashed: "Nave you lirokeit nuy reg-
Mallows itiltly?" and then he subject to mac, tin for :In honor violation
on the basis: of Ilk ipws1jons H r,,gard to a midshipman's

vim' ill light of t ions must Lave in evithulee or Net ; that
indivithntl who ini(khilittimi 11:1,4 broken II n1.41111111011 may

ash: specific questions and the midshipman is expected. to answer truthfully.
undo!. 1111 riri.umstiturcs: thort, must tw some reasonable basis or evidence for
asking the quest biti.

"7* Nrs.N \\/N1F rights are :iv wiled inilividitais accused Of I [ono!. Con-
emir violatioiyo

. dmiro Ntelivc. 2iIr. Chair:nail, each itemised midshipman is afforded the fol-
lopving rights:

1.. The right to coreatit with and f rom lie and to
eh( al:f Advisor. Th s inchultis the richt tit consult a counselor in
the priiiitirat ion tit' Ill acelked's 111:1y wit 1)0 prOsent diir;rig invest

proceedings by the Honor Board. loft may hi, permitted to attend the
recimv procoodings or the comummtnnt.

2. The right to lie present with Ilk Midshipman Advisor at open sp.:ions or
the Class Invtigating Board lint l'irigabe Honor Board (luring the !mallet; of
his: r.0-1..

:t. The right to examilie ill evillenee :in the ease, security classification per-
mitting.

1. Tho right th presentt a diiferp,ii to thy charfzef
right to with .. mot pre ,int other evidence in his behalf :nal to

3vit nesse< called against him,
right Ii i"''.lu:liuu or t o m a statemeat, either written or oral,

It: HU, (1111C.,1111, IV PrO,1.111 Uril extenuation,
right hi a minimum if threo 'working days (72 hours) to imipary

ca,
Se:hit-or NI's X, TI) ivhlpit eNterit does: a miikliipintin's class standing infhlenee

selisiaanint career?
:Admiral INlel:ty. Air. Chairman, there is a poroiiiitital ill stony i:riacluitittis that

II midshipman's Mass: standing linty lie a major intlminee in hi, subsequent ireer,
r:Io. th,..11 .17 The In,)sT inipmalint factor

Ill 1111,01' :1,,SILMillellk and proniotion. ;Intl no, ftiet iiniphasize to
our

simaror Ihiring the last 10 ycar-: ficreciangc of thoso
of honer h.ivii iminlimrs : iii 'rho lst (b)

2iol. The 11i id) The .ttli Class, l'lease supply these figures hy
3 en r.

Admiral 1i1 Ecc, our record: I ertaieing ti tlie information you
ricie:leil are completo only for the icki 11 years. 'Fliat data is presential hi the
tolliiiving table:

PFPUNT BY CLASS OF GUILTY HONOR VIOLATIONS

Academic year

1070-II 1971-72 1972-73 1913-74 1974-75 1975-76

1st class 19 21 13 18 19 20

1,1 22 27 ii 2 9 20

3,1 class . ..... . 37 71 27 60 41 44

4th clarr 22 27 20 31 16



HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMVITEE ON M. xpowEn AND PERSON NEL

01!"I'I E COMM emu: ON Atom) SERVICES,
117 ashing tan, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 1114,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Sam Nunn, chairman,
presiding.

Present : Senators Nunn, Bartlett. and Hart.
Also peseta: Francis .1. Sullivan, ,Tolm A. Goldsmith, Kenneth

prokssional stair members; john T. 'ricer. chief clerk: Rolwrta
A. Ujakovich, research assistant : Jettrey Record, assistant to Senator
Nunn ; Charles Stevenson. assistant to Senator Culver; and Fred
Ruth, assistant to Senator Bartlett.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN

Senator NUNN. Superintendent Allen, Commandant Beck, it is
a pleasure 10 have you here toda v. As you know, the purpose of these
hearimrs is to explore the honor systems at our service, academies and
to identify broader issues which hear upon the edneational development
ethical sta m lards. and overall charaeter of those academies. So far
the sulvommittee has received extensive testimony from representa-
tives of tile 17.S. Military A caderry at West Point and of the U.S.
Nava 1 Aeademy et Annapolis. The honor systems of both of these
ac:idemies i tier substant lolly in terms of the substance and applica-
tifm of theii respective honor codes. It is the snbcommittee's hope that

review of the honor system at 1 he T7.S. A ir Force. Academy at Colo-
rado Sprimts will provide an additional perspective with which we
can asses; tile viability of the system now in effect at West Point,
Annapolis and the Air Force Academy. and so that WO can assess
t he recent violations wlUch ha ve occurred at West Point.

Goner:11. T don't expect. yon a answer all of these questions in one fell
swoop, hut we will be gettinff to those. and that !).ives you an idea
of some areas we are interested in. T assume you have a statement this
mornincr. and Nye would ask you to »rtype 1 es you see fit.

Yon cliglit want to introduce (1rneral Beck and !rive us his posi-
tion for the record he fore we start.
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STATEMENT OF LT, GEN. JAMES R. ALLEN, SUPERINTENDENT,

U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY, ACCOMPANIED BY BRIG. GEN. STAN-

LEY BECK, COMMANDANT OF CADETS

General ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to intmluce
General Beck, Commandant of Cadets, \'llo is with me. Ho has held
that, position since last sunener. 1 t h ink that, my prepared statement
will cov many a the quetions you mitlinNl. We, will be glad, on
questioning, to go into those -vhich we miss in the statement.

A commissioned (Oliver in the IT.S. Air Force hohls a position of
public, trust. The numner in which our officers disclwrge their re-
sponsibility impaets directly on tlw nat ional security of the United
States. Thus, we believe that a dedication to the highest standards
of integrity is an essential quality for an officer and one which should
receive speoial emphasis in the tniining of those who are p.cparing
themselves for commissioned service. The honor code of the U.S.
Air Force Academy was developed to meet that need.

Prior to the entry of the Academy's first class, a study was under-
taken under the direction of Lt. Gen. Harmon, the first superhitend-
ent, to formulate an honor system. This study provided a framework
from which the first cadet class built its code : "We will not lie, steal,
or cheat, nor tolerate among us anyone who does."

The code was usNI on.a trial basis for 1 year, then forinally accepted
bv t he cadet wing in September of 1 95(3. Since its inception. it has
lwen recognized that the code belongs to the cadets and is a self-moti-
vated effort hy the young nMn of the cadet wing to develop the sense of
per!..onal integrity which will be critical to thein as career ofilers.
Lying, eheating, and stealing are viewed universally as unacceptable
behaVM1'1111d require no flirt her explanation. The nontoleration clause,
however, is sometimes misunderstood. This provision of the code at the
Air Force Academy requires it cadet to take action should he observe
or have other indications of an honor violation. Normally, this action
will consist. of approaching the suspected individual to inquire about
the circumstances surrounding t he situation. A misumlerstanding or
inistake nuiy be easily and quickly cleared up in this manner. Tf the
suspecting eadet is not satisfied by this discussion, he will then advise
the individual to take up the, matter with an honor representative and
must, follow lip to see that, this is done. Otherwise, ha 11111st personall7
report t he incident to an honor representative.

if the incident is of a particularly serious nature. the suspecting
cadet may brityr it. directly to the attention of all honor representative
and allow him to make an invest ip-ation. In any event, sonic positive
action zillist be taken to resol ve the situation.

The nontolerat ion clause has been equated by some with tattling or
squealing. Such comments in our judgment refleet a gross misunder-
standing of the A cadenly and the honor code. Ta actuality. nontolera-
t ion is Illy very hackbone of the code. recognizinp. that each cadet. like
every ()Meer the A ir Force. tunst place his responsthility to the
Nat ion above his lovalt y to on individual.

Senator NI.NN'. Let me interropt you u ght there briefly.
At.the Naval Academy we had testimony yesterday that a midship-

man had t hroe choices. Of course oic would be to report to the honor
committee. Another choice is to emmsel with the part icular offendor
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Or suspectNl offender. In answer to a question, the Superintendent of
Annapolis.stated very clearly that. even if a midshipman confronted
apother midshipman as ninny as 100 times with 100 different viola-
tions, and counseled with him each time, that he would not then have
violated tl code at Annapolis. Would you commoit on the conti ast
between that and your very strong viw as expressed here on the non-
toleration provision mul its essential nature? In other words we ha e
one of our academies with almost a diametrically opposed view to the
other two. It seems to me that. we cannot, all be right.

General ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, I would not want to get into a posi-
tion where I was conunenting on procedures, policies, and so forth,
at the Naval Academy, because I don't consider myself an expert, on
the Naval Academy, nor in the environment of the total training pro-
gram at the Naval Academy.

With regard to the nontoleration clanse as it pertains at the Air
Force Academy, we view it as a relatively straight forward contention.
It is a person's responsibility to report wrongdoing. Now, it is not
necessary that he personally go and tattletale as my statement in-
dicated. He has the option, and is encouraged, as a matter of fact, to
confront. the suspected individual and discuss it with him. If there is
some mistake it gets resolved at that time. If he is still not satisfied,
then he tells the suspected individual to go report himself to an honor
rephisentative and get it cleared up that way one way or the other.

With regard to toleration in general. as I indicated, lying, cheating,
and stealing are unacceptable behavior, and everyone understands
that. I think a case could be made that if one tolerated lying, cheating,
and stealing, then lying, cheaiing, and stealing, by virtue of having
been tolerated, would become acceptable behavior.

I would say also that in the studies that have taken place regarding
the honor incidents that have occurred at the Ai,- Force Academy--
and I am sure we will get into those in some more (fetal] subsequently
in 1965, 1970, and 1972, toleration was the characteri.3tic that led to
the expansion of those honor problems. In other words, an individual
tended to tolerate a friend cheating. The friend starts getting, better
grades by virtue of cheating. The individual who tolei:ated decides,
well. I might as well cheat also. So in effect it becomes wOlun the sub-
group an acceptable form of behavior.

We feel very, very strongly at the Air Force Academy that the
nontoleration clause is the actual backbone of our honor code.

Senator NUNN. It seems to me that tlie Air Force Academy is some-
where 1,etween the Naval Academy and West Point in that you have
some degree of flexibility in counseling, and also sonic degree of flexi-
bility in that you permit the observing midshipman to let the violator
nport himself.

General ALLEN. Yes, Sin
Senator NUNN. But yon would tilt strongly in the nontoleration

provision toward West Point rather than toward the Naval Academy?
Tn cI ;,or words, you are much closer. uven though there are sonic dif-

rences to West. Point's nontolerat ion clause, than you are to the Naval
_%cademy procedure?

Geneal A LI.F.N. T helUve that is correct, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. We will get to the sanctions later. I jus'6 wanted to

get t7,at point cleared up now.

1
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Go ahead with your statement.
General ALLEN, The administration of the honor code is conducted

by an honor committee composed of 2 representatives from each of the

40 cadet squadrons. Each sPring, nwmbers of the third classsopho-
moresfrom every squadron elect one of their classmates to the posi-
tion of honor representative to serve for the remaining 2 years. The
newly elected honor representative's initial year on the honor commit-
tee--Ids junior yearis spent in a form a .apprentweship. The first

class, or senior, members of the honor comnnttee are directly charged

with the admiei- t ion of the code. Although we have a fell-time
officer adviser v. csole responsibility is to provide guidance and
support to the honor committee, the actual decisions affecting the ad-
ministration and content of the code are made exelusively by the cadets.

Responsibilit ies of the honor rommit tee also include providing in-
struetion on the honor system to other mendiers of the wing and to
officers involved in cadet training. Each cadet receives 10 hours of
training on all aspects of the honor system during his first slimmer,
before he pledges to live by the code. Ado;tional instruction is held
throi.ghout the cadets' 4 years. Recent, honor ch;7es and other current
information items a re normally discussed during ,.,-eeldy squadron
meetings.

When a breach of the code is suspected. die squadron ;mnor repre-
senative will receive a report from one of the involved phrties. 7 e
squadron honor representative conducts a preliminary investigation,
confrontimr the suspected violator in the. presence of cadet, witnesses.
Signed statements are cellected from all concerned. If the squadron
honor representative concludes that no honor violation occurred, the
case is forwarded to the chairman of the honor committee for review
and final decision. If, on the basis of the preliminary investigation, the
squadron honor representative decides that the matter requires further
inquiry, a formal investigation is conducted. The 40 cadet squadrons
ere divided into 4 groups. The group honor representative normally
chairs the te.on conducting the formal investigation. The team ex-
amines the evidence. and onestions the cadet accused of the violation
and others with a knowledev of the incident. The group honor repre-
sentative recommends to the chairman of the honor committee whether
or not a hearinee should he held. Both the preliminary and formal
invest!gations are solely for the purpose of factfinding. Guilt or inno-
cence is determined throuedi an honor hearing.

The. honor hearing is conducted hy a bee rd of eitdit honor repre-
sentatives and is presided over by the chairman, vice chairman, or
deputy chairman of the honor committee. Honor hearings are normally
open to members of the cadet wing and to individuals who work
direct.ly with the wing. such as staff and faculty. The honor board
questions witnesses in the presence of the suspected violator, who, in
turn, may also quest kin witnesses throuedi tbe man of the particu-
lar hoard. The suspected violator has tilt option or giving testimony
or renuning silent without rirejudice. ..,er deliberation, the hoard
votes by secret ballot. Guilt is to be prove; .'evoml reasonable doubt.

henrine reemires a unanimous vote to 1 a cadet geiltv. If the
decisien is ginity. the board may consider recommending "discretion."
A recommendation to the commandant for "discretion" requires at

1
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least six votes east for discretion by the eight voting lmard members.
T:te provision of discretion allows the Cadet 1,, be retained in the wmg
in good standing, just as Ito is if the decision is not fruilty.

Discretion is II humanizing and tedipering provision of the honor
system at the Air Force Academy. It is recommended selectively, after
consith ration of the following guidelines: To what class does the cadet
belong and wliat is his experience level under tho code? Was the case
se,lf-reported ? Was there unusual pressure on the violator? Has the
cadet learned the personal value of honor and resolved to live honor-
able in the future This past year, discretion was granted to 26 percent
of the guilty verdicts.

I f a cadet is found guilty of a violation and discretion is not recom-
mended, he then elects wlwther to submit his resignation. If he re-
signs. i t i3 for a breach of the cadet honor code; however, that fact is
not reflected in his academie transcript. Before the cadet makes his
decision, Ii c is given an explanation of his legal rights and alterna t Ives
by a military lawyer who has had no previous connection with the
CnS(`. his officer explaths t he consequences of resigning versus not re-
signing Red affords, the eao kt. an opportunity to consult. confidentially
with a military lu yer. Approximately 60 percent of the cadets in these
eireumst ances take .,dvant age of ::,wh a consnit at ion.

Tf, after having is rights and options explained to him, a cadet
elects not to resign. the CommandLnt will appoint an officer to con-
duct a rompletely independent imestigation of the alleged incident.
The investigator gathers statements, interviews witnesses, affords the-
subjeet an opportunity to make a statement after consultation with his
inilithry lawyer and collects all relevant documentary evidence. The
investigator's conelnsions and recommendations are reviewed by
Commandant who recommends appropriate disposition of the case to
the Superintendent. During the investigation and subsequent proceed.-
ings, the cadet performs normal cadet activities, attends classes, and
continues to live in his squadron area.

upon receipt of the. report of investie.ation from the Co.ornandant
and after staff review. the Superintendent -nay direct that the cadet
be retained in the, wing in good standing if the evidence is insufficient
to warrant further action. er he ran diced; that an administrative
booed of officers be convened to hear the allegations n!rainst the cadet.

If a case is referred to a board of officers, it is a de novo hearing.
The cadet is represented by a military lawyer and may ha ve his individ-
ually requested counsel and /or his own civilian defense counsel present .

if he so desires. The board normally consists of five officers who are
picked at random. A legal adviser is present. and a recorder to prnvide
a verbatim transcript of the proccedines. The issue to be decided by the
1,cgml is whet her the endet lied. cheated, stole, or tolerated any of
these acts. and if so. was that conduct. incompatible with the exemplary
standards of conduct. expected of a cadet. The cadet, through his coun-
sel, confronts and cross-examines all witnesses atm inst. him, ,nay testify
on his own behalfbut is not required to do soard may present any
relevant evidence and nenannents to the board. The board of officers
reports its findiags of fart which must he supported hv a preponder-
ance of evidence to the Air Force Aeademy Board, a board that. con-
sists of the. Superintendent, the Dean of Faculty, the Conunandant,
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tional academy officials.
Senator Nt-NN. Your criteria 1..,i thc hoard finding guilty on page S
propoodvilloce of Mow, 111,1 ynni . crit1,1 before t he Cudet

heviold vonsowildv dooht. Now. beyond a l'on'unahlo
doubt flit noetwil eriodiml vritcyht, Prppolidernoeo itt rviiiimce is

ticiritho priii.r.m. Why, ill the of a gand jury pro-
ccediug, which is the I lonor jommilo,, do von ha vi 11 criminal criteria

beyond (lialbt. Willi a Illialliallars; :lad 01011 On I he

other hand when Vial go to I la, final suliudicaii pal go to I he pre-
1oltdel...o1.0 of oN idenct, whiol, IS 11551 hordvo thlo 4 lint Itt the original
proceeding?

ths11er,11 ALLEN-. The reason for that. sir, is tl.nt tnt hoard of officers
is conducted under the formal .1ir Force Force Regu-

lation 11 I. whiell provides for lohniniA rat ivy 'hoards of offieprs, tmol

it prescribes preponderance or eyillala'a in accordance with nll hoards

of ollivers foe administrative purposes threindumt the Air Force.
Senator That is strane.e. though. I can understand why, hut

it seem: to me t hat as you \Tilt 1111.11(' the line von \vottld Want a eon-

sktent lemlon LII lee.ni precedent I 110re is: a tremendous difference in
the Imrdeti or proof On f he part of the proserutor where yon have

beyond reas(mahlc lonlif. and on the other hand ptypotiderance of

evidence. T have heard hundreds of final arguments to the jury in

criminal cases that liin.,11'11 on w hetlier it was beyond n reasmiable

doubt. and the whole case hinged on wlust her the prosmatt ion carried

its burden. Tt does seem str11,,,re to me flint as you go lip the ladder in

terms of fina I iii jud ivatior ,.oit lessen your (lout cc of proof.
_general .T.I.F.N. Certc:nlv flea can be construed from that angle.

k ID! the reason for it is. as T nv, the board of officers is convened
tinder Air Force Regulation 11-21 which provides for a preponder-

ance of evidence. The cadets themselves with regard lo their honor
nen rin,rs want to have ln,yond a reasonable donbt before

they reach a fitalingof
Senator NI-N*7s... T r!on't idame them. There is a lot of differenee. I

know it doen't sound like it when yon are jest throwine. ont. these

term:. but if yon prtustiec law it is a tremendous difference in bnrden.

Perhaps: yen conld !Yet your lerral connsel to adlress that gnestion
and :rive the rationale for that, if there is a rationale. or tell nin it is
just a '..enpen-.tance. if it just. happens to la a blending between the

Air Force 1,..",cribed Iu.o..edures and the cadet. procedures. There is

no one that rent; , !,qs tri to reconcile the two. and I wonld like to

get his analysis about probably what shonld be done.
fl mem) ALt.rN-. Yes: T wonld be happy to get that.
11 iui H format ion follows:1
The starvlard of ; nnriall (1,,,,ht ha, 1 cri miul in Pallet boner hearings shire

fir rt:tabllsitment of the Nulo at the 'USAF Academy in Iftrifl. The Firmer rnfly, ;1st

wt.:In:01y adopted by the (Wes of the firs:t Mass, borrowed heavily from thr, sYs-
tem 1.eing lised at flu V.5, Military Academy in the mid 1950's, As a result. the
We:t Point stnnil:Ird or "heyond a reason:11dr doitht" was also adAnted. Cadets
11:ivr. (.m01,111441 to ;Ls° this ,,tnyillIrd sdlive it is: n test with v-liich thy are uon-
ernlly familiar f rom their daily live,: and one which thrt ran easily apply. The
teA- also provide,: an additional element ,tf nrriantion within the wing brfnrf.
11 follIw cadet ltertomits inutile:n(41in fin limier ri se chlip ii cadet Ills liven fomul
gniify beyond a renc'tnaltle doubt Ity the cadet honor cystcm and Meets not to

resign, the Air Force inittates an ailmini-trative !troves',: completely apart and

1 ei
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different from the cadet system. This Is in keeping with the theory that the official
disenrollment procedures are de novo proceedings and are not a part.of the cadet
honor system. The "preponderance of the evidence" test, as set out In AFR 11-31,
the regulation governing administrative boards, encompasses the typical eviden-
tiary standard common to all Air Force administrative hearings and Is conse-
quently used in suth proceedings. By utilizing the standard set out in AFR 11-31,
the Air Force Acalemy Is using the same standard as Is used in administrative
discharge proceedings invovling officers and airmen.

Senator NUNN. It is an interesting point to me as a lawyer, really.
Go ahead.
General ALLEN. The Air Force Academy Board, which has a stat-

utory obligation to reconmiend discharge of cadets who are defident
in conduct or studies (10 U.S.C. 9351), reviews the case and by a
majority vote rules that the cadet either remains qualified to continue
in cadet status, or that he should be recommended to the Secretary of
the Air Force for disenrollment. In the latter event, the case then is
sent to a second hearing by the board of officers to determine the char-
acter of separation or discharge to be recommended to the Secretary
of the Air Force. At such time as the Academy Board rules that the
cadet be recommended for disenrollment, he is removed from cadet
activities and given the option of returning home in a leave-without-
pay status or remainina at the Academy in a casual status.

The Secretary of the'Air Force upon receipt of a case recommending
disenrolhnent, causes the case file to be reviewed for legal sufficiency
by the Office of the Judge Advocate General and bymembers of the
Air Force personnel council. The Secretary then decides whether the
individual should be retained or separated from cadet status. In the
latter instance, the Secretary will additionally determine the charac-
ter of discharge that the cadet shall receive, or, in the case of second
and first class cadetsjuniors and seniorsmay direct that the cadet
report to active duty service in the Air Force in an enlisted status for
either 2 or 3 years, as appropriate.

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you a question there. I know this is not
unusual in the services, but it seems to me once a man is adjudicated
guilty, by sending him into the enlisted ranks for 2 or 3 years, I sup-
pose that is sonic form of punishment; is that right ?

General ALLEN. No, sir; it is not a form of punishment as much as it
is repayment to the United States for the education he has received.
An hidividual who comes to the Air Force Academy under the current
policy can resign any time during his first or second year without
incurring an aetive duty commitment. If after he starts his third year
of academies. his junior year, lie elects to resi!rn, then he has a require-
ment. normally to serve 2 'ears in the active duty force. If he elects to
resign in his senior year, he has a requirement to serve 3 years in the
active duty force. This is in the nature of repaying the Government
for the educat ion that he has been provided through that period of
time.

Senator NUNN. I am not bothered by punishment. but I tim bothered
by the implication that a person who has violated an honor code is not
suited to be un officer because he is drummed out. but Im is suited to
be an enlisted man. It seems to me that we need honor in both enlisted
ranks and officer ranks. Does that bother you any ?

General ALLEN. Not in practice, sir, because ihey are looked at very,
very closely, and it depends upon the type of honor violation. There

Ci1 0
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have been some to my knowledge which were of such a nature that
one would not want the individual as an elilisted mail in the Air Forct:,
and it has been recommended that he not be called to active duty for
that reason. There are only a few of that type. The vast majority of
them are the type where we have recommended, and the Secretary has
called t hem to active duty.

Senator NUNN. Is there any possibility once that happens that a
person could go in as an enlisted man for a while and have a good
record awl then go to OCS and become an officer? Have you ever
seen that happen?

General ALLN. I am not aware of a specific case, but there is cer-
tainly t hat possibility, yes.

Senator NUNN. Does it become. part of his record to the extent that
Ids future career would be jeopardized? Is he in a hopeless position as
an enlisted man so that he can't really move?

General ALLEN. Not necessarily, sir. Again, it depends upon the type
of violation that it was, and tile-heinousness of the crime, so to speak.

Senator Nu N N. Thank You.
Senator Bartlett, if you want to ask any questions, feel free to do

so.
General ALLEN. 'Clic honor code of the cadet wing is critical to the

object Ives of the I ".S. Air Force Academy. It plays an important role
in developing among our graduates the moral character and integrity
which are necessary to a career (neer in the I 7.:"+. Air Force. In its ad-
ndnistration, the code reflects an important concern for fairness and
provides essential safeguards to protect tile rights of individual cadets.
Equally important, the honor code reflects t he riglit of I he American
people to expect that the future leaders of the Air Force will display
an unbending commitment to honesty and integrity.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes lily prepared statement. T would be
happy to respaid to any questions that you o other members of the
subcommittee might have.

Senator Ni-NN. Senator Bart lett hos a tiglit t.,:ne schedule. He has
to appear before another committee, I will be glad to defer to you,

eltat or Bart lett.
Senator limrrixt-r. They couldn't get a quorum. so I will he glad to

follow vou.
Senator Nt.N.N. Oeneral Beek, do von have any ohservation, open-

Itur s:itctnent, 01 anv comment On any of 11w que:4tions I have as!ted
so far

General BECK". No sir. I do not. I tort ye with everything that has been
said.

Senator General Allen, how loft!, have you been at the Air
Force Academy ?

Ar.t.r7<. T became the Superintendent MI thP first of Align:A
1971. A Iniwt 2 Years.

Senator N't-NN. General Beck. how lon,r have you been there?
General Brcu. Almost I Year, sir. I arri 1 at the Actulemy last

':10 ask von Ilik. First of all, in your 9.-year
tenure. what clwatin- .idents coilaborat ion among groups

have tak-n place duritw- your 2 years as Superintendent at
!he Air Force Academy ?
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General ALLEN. Sir, there has been only one that is more than
there might have been a previous case where there were two people
collaborating, but there has been only one of any size at all. And that
was in May when six cadets who were in the last part of their sophmore
year.

Senator NIINN. May of
General ALLEN. May of 1976.
Senator NUNN. This year ?
General ALLEN. Just 2 months ago. Six cadets were found to have

collaborated on a physics prelaboratory exercise. All six admitted
having done it. And all six resigned. That is the only incident in the
last 2 years, sir.

Senator NUNN. How did that collaboration come to light? Did any
of the violators come forward voluntarily, or was there some other
cadet that acted under the nontoleration provision?

General ALLEN. Their collaboration caine. to light by virtue of the
instructor recognizing what seemed to be a rather remarkable similar-
ity between a couple. of the papers that were turned in. And then he
checked a larger number of papers, and as a matter of fact, we ended
up checking all of the papers that were hirned in to that examination.
The-(i were seven that were suspected, and those seven went before the
Cadet Honor Committee. One was adjudged innocent, and the other
six were adjudged guilty. They admitted the violation and the
collaboration. All of them submitied their esignations immediately
after the end f the academic semester.

Senator NUNN. Nc one turned them in, then ?
General ALLEN. No, sir. .

Senator NIINN. No one confessed before they wPre brought under
quest ionL:g?

General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. So the nontoleration provision didn't come into play

in t bat instance at all ?
General AMEN . The individuals who knew about it were the ones

that were eollaborat ing; yes, si r.
Senator Ni-TNN. And there was no one else implicated as far as having

known about it ?
General ALLEN. That is corwet.
Senator NUNN. How broad at, investigation did you conduct to

determine if anyone else had tolerated the malfeasance?
General ALLEN. I would say we did not investigate that at great

length. beca,:se there were no indications that there was any other
toleration. And one of the things we attempt very strongly not to do
is to take advantage of the honor code, asking what we term improper
(piest ions, or using the honor code to enforce regulations.

Senator NUNN. 11 you go too far in that regard you really lose the
concept. don't you?

General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator NII7,7N. If you become policemen and look over every

shoulder, then there is no real honor code ?
General ALLEx. That is correct.
Senator Nrxx, What kind of cross-check did you do on that par-

ticular test once it came to light ? Did you go through. every
General AmEx. Every examination was checked ; yes, sir.

'it
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Senator NUNN. How ninny people would have taken that examina-
tion, approximately?

General ALLEN. As I recall, 600 or 700.
General BECK. Most of 'he class.
Senator NUNN. 600 or 7th.
General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And did you cross-check with all 600 or 700 ?
General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Was it r, take home examination ?
General ALLEN. It was not an examination.
Senator NUNN. It was laboratory work ?
General ALLEN. It was laboratory work. It was what they call pre-

laboratory homework.
I have a few more details on this.
Senator NuNs. What class were these young men ?
General ALLEN. The. class of 1978.
Senator NUNN. That would have made them sophomores ?

General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. General, while you are looking through there we are

going to ask you to supply :or the record an analysis of all the viola-
tions that occurred within the last 10 years, particularly those of group
nature. But we will pose that for the record so that you will have
precise questions.

[The information follows :]
The following information is supplied for the record concerning each honor

violation incident involving three or more cadets over the past ten years:
1. In academic year (AY ) 1966-67, forty-six cadets were involved in academic

cheating. The incident involved exchanging informatio!n about identical quizzes
given on the same day and about tests anti examinatl, identical, given over
a two-day cycle covering the same material. Forty-t ere second-classmen,
two were thirdelassmen, and one was a fourthclassman 'lad been turned back
from the previous class. All forty-six were found guilty, thirty-four of cheating
and twelve of toleration, and all resigned.

2. In AY 1971-72, thirty-nine secondclassmen were found guilty in an academic
cheat ing ecident and resigned. The incident involved the exchange of information
on different tests given on consecutive days and the same test given in the morn-
ing and afternoon of the same day. Sub-group loyalties were involved as the in-
cident was largely concentrated in three squadrons. Twenty-three cadets were
found gu:lty of cheating and toleration, twelve of toleration only, two ofcheating,
stealing:, and toleration, one of cheating only, and one of both lying and toleration.

3. In AY 1972-73, three fourthclass cadets were found guilty of academic
cheating and resigned. Two of them collaborated on a mechanics final design proj-
ect. The third cadet, a roommate of one of the two, later copied some answers
from his roommaWs notebook without the roommate's knowledge. All three
admitted guilt.

4. In AY 1974-75, four thirdclassmen were involved in an incident concerning
lying in calling back to the Academy and signing out after an automobile ac-
eident. One cadet was found pet guilty. Of the three found guilty, one wa; granted
discretion and the other two resigned.

5. in AY 1974-75, four cadets---three fonrthelassmen and one secondclassman
were found guilty of lying and resigned. The incident involved lying about knowl-
edge and use of marijuana.

O. In AY 1975-70, seven thirdclassmen were involved in academic cheating. A
physics instructor noted marked shnilarities on several graded pre-lab reports.
After checking all the reports, the ease was referred to the Honor Committee. Of
the seven cadets investigated, five were found guilty of lying and cheating, one
was found guilty of cheating only, and ono was found not guilty. All those form/
guilty resigned.
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131a:ANnowti OF ALL HONOR CASES

YEAR 1966-67

Guilty Guilty
with without

Total Not guilty discretion discretion

1st 5 2 1 2

2d 59 5 4 50
3d 17 5 5 7

4th. 32 16 5 11

Total_ 113 28 15 70

The only statistics available on type of violation are for guilty eases (class
breakdown unknown):
Lying 10.
Cheating 45
Toleration

YEAR 1967-68

Guilty Guilty
Not with wi:hcut

Class Total guilty discretion discretion

1st 5 2 1 2
2d 5 2 1 2
3d 7 1 2 4
4th 29 7 3 19.

Total 46 12 7 27

The only statistics available on type of violation are for guilty cases (class
breakdown unknown) :
Lying 17
Cheating 9
Toleration 1

YEAR 1968-69

Cuiny Guilty'
Not with without

Class Total guilty discretion discretion

13t 11 4 3 4
2d 9 8 1

3d 20 6 2 12
4th 30 7 3 20

Total 70 25 8

The only statistics available for type of violation are for guilty cases (class
breakdown unknown) :
Lying 2()
Chen ting 11
Stealing 4
Toleration

3
74S92-70-8
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YEAR 1969-70

Guilty Guilty
Not with without

Class
Total gulity discretion discretion

1st
ad

9
11

4
3 3

5
5

3d
20 7 2 11

itn 25 6 4 15

65 20 9 36

The only statisties available on type of violation are for guilty cases:

Class

Stealing and
Lying Cheating Toleration Ii ing

1st
2 2

2d ...... 3 2

34
6 5

4th
7 4 4

1

18 13 4 1

YEAR 1970-71

Class

Guilty Guilty
with without

Total Not guilty discretion discretion

1.1 .
6

24
8

15

4th
19

4
5
5
6 3

9
10

Total
48 20 6 22

Not guilty Discretion Guilty

Stealing

Class Ly ng Cheating and lying Lying Cheating Lying Cheating Stealing Toleration

1st 3 1 2

24 3 2 3

34 1 4 1 3 4 2

4th 4 2 2 1 3 5 1 1

Total 11 8 1 4 2 9 9 3 1

YEAR 1971-1972

Class

Gully with Guilty without
Total Not guilty disc. tion oiscretion

1st
10 7

24
59 5

34 ...... .................. 30 11

4th.
25 12

3
3

3
45
16
10

Total
115 35 6 74
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Nut guilty Discretion

Lying and Lying and Lying and
Lyi ng Cheating Stealing tolerat,on cheating Lying Cheating stealing

1st 3 3 1

2d 2 3
3d 7 2 1 1 2 1

4th 6 4 1 1 1 2

Total 18 12 3 1 1 1 4 1

Guilty

Stealing,
Cheating cheating,

Tolera. Lying and and Lying and Lying and and
Class Lying Cheat:ng Stedl.ng Don toleration bleration stealing cheating toleration

1st 1 2

2d_ 3 2 I 12 1 23 1 2
3d 8 6 2

4th 5 4 1

Total 17 14 3 12 1 23 1 1 2

Class

YEAR 1972-73

Guilty
Guilty with without

Total Not guilty discretion discretion

1st 10 5 1 4
2d ........... 8 3 1 4
3d ....... ..... 3 4
4th 34 3 10 21

Total 59 14 12 33

Class

Not patty Discretion Guilty

Lying Cheating Lying
and and and

Lsnlg cheating cheatiog Lying Cheating Lying Cheating Stealing lying stealing

1st .) 2 1 1 . 1 1

2,1 1 2 1 2 2
3d 1 2 1 3
4th 2 1 6 4 6 9 1 4 1

Tdtal_. .. 1., 7 1 7 5 10 17 1 4 1

YEAR 13:3-71

Guilty
Guilty with withou'

Class Total Not goi!ty dscletion d.scretion

lst 15 2 1 12
2J 12 4 1 7

3d 13 3 3 7
Ath 30 6 5 19

Total

Net zudti inscfe'oen

70 15 10 45

Guilty

Lying
Cheat- and lying

Cheat- 1114 and Cheat- Tolera- cheat- and
Class Lying ,n4 Etealwg Lsol i. I, L,ing ing Stealing tton ing stealing

1st 2 1 7 2 9 1

2(1 4 1 3 2 1 1

3:I 1 I 1 1 2 3 1 1 2
4th 2 4 2 3 5 9 4 1

9 5
1 3 6 1 1 8 1 4 1 7 1
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YEAR 1974-75

Oddly
Guilty with without

Class
Total Not guilty discretion discretion

1st
24 10 3 11

24
33 9 17 12

3c1
42 10 I 19

4th
76 18 11 47

Total
175 42 44 89

Class Lying

Not guilty Discretion

Cheating Stealing

Stei...!ing Cheating
and

lying lying Lying Cheating Stealing

Lying
and

Cheating

2d___ ___________
3d
4th

______

Total

8
2
2

11

1

2
5
5

1

2 1

2

1

13
7
4

2

5

1

2

1

1

2

23 13 3 1 2 25 12 3 4

Guilty

Sted,ag ihnh
Lying Stealing Triloi:xon ;Av. Ipng in

1st_ 8 1 2

24 9 _ 2 1

3d 6 6 4 1 1 1

4th 23 18 1

Total 46 25 9 1 2 6

YEAR 1975-75

Class

Guilty
Guilty with without

Total Net zcilty discretion discretion

1st
8

24
13

3d
45

4th
64

Total
130

1 3 4

6 2 5

13 5 27

22 13 29

42 23 65
_

Class

Not guilty Discretisi

Lying Lying

Toleia- and and

Lying Cheating Steal:ng tian cheating Lying Cheating Stealing cheating

1st
24

4th

Total

1

2 3
7 6
9 10

19 19

1

1

2 1

1 1

4 1

2 1 8 4 1

2 1 15 6 1 1

Guilty

Cheating Steeling Stealing Lying,

and and and stealing, and

Class Lying Cheating lying cheating lying toleration

1st 3 1

24 3 1

3d 11 7 8 1

4th 12 14 2 1

1

Total 29

1. j
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General ALLEN. A F. to the specifics on this particular case, the Board
testimony revealed that near taps on Monday the 26th of April four
of these cadets entered a fifth cadet's room at different times to discuss
a physics prelab due the next day. Gradually the discussion became
verbatim copying of the problems on the h.omework. Most of the
papers correlated with another cadet's paper, the format of several
peoblems in several written answers being exactly the same as his
pnper. It was quite clear to tbe Board that the other cadets most
likely had his paper in their possession during the time they had
.coopernted on the prelab experiment.

Senator NrTNN. What other kinds of group collaboration or cheat-
ing or lying or stealing have happened during your 2 years ?

Generad ALLEN. Those were the only casesor that is the only case.
Senator NUNN. When was your last big massive Air Force ch-eating

problem ?
Goieral ALLEN. Tbre was an incident in 1972 that involved 39

cadets heing found guilty.
Senat or NUNN. Why don't you walk us th7ough that, if you would.

We don't want names, and we don't want to violate any of your rules
about isclosure, we just want to Imow the situation and the facts as
t :ley existed without doing that.

Gem,ral ALLEN. The most unique aspect of that incident was that
it inv;:ved only members of the class of 1973. They were secoud class-
men a! the, time, or juniors.

MI de it is not attributable to any single factor, it is perhaps signifi-
cant Li that it mirrored closely the experience of the 196i' incident at
the. A -ademy in which, of 46 cadets who resigned for honor violations,

were second classmen.
.NIINN. How many were involved in this 1972 incident?

;CPliCral ALLEN. There were 39 that were found guilty, sir. Twenty-
t hree of them were concentrated in three squadrons.

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you this question. How diffthat come to
1it.? Did somebody confess on a voluntary basis. or was there some-
one who did not tolerate ard turned in fellow cadets? 'What brought
the incident to light before lie Honor Committee ?

General ALIEN. The precipitating factor in that one involved a case
which was going before an Honor Board. the evidence being stolen
from the honor representatives immediately before the hearing.

Senator NrNN. The Honor Board already bad some inkling of this,
and some evidence

General ALLEN. And as they investigated it in more detail, they
found others involved.

Senator NUNN. Was there, anyone. who came, up under the toleration
clause and turned in their fellow cadets?

General ALLEN. Sir, I can't say specifically. I will have to provide
that for the record :

[The information follows
The information that brought the 1972 ehoating ineident to light did not

surfavo liveanse of the non-toleration clause of the Honor Code. The investiga-
tion whivh eventually uncovered that situation was prompted by a eadet being
proves:0(1 out or the Aeademy after resigning dne to an unrelatN1 honor viola-
-film. This individual reported a conversation he had overheard which indleated
that the eadets involved were members of a group of honor violators.

1 7
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Senator NUNN. I want to come hack. I have a couple of more min-
utes. I want to come back and go into detail on this particular episode.

The question I have now, during your 2 Years as Superintendent
have you had any cases where cadets turned another cadet in under
the nontoleration clause?

General ALLEN. Oh, yes, sir.
,nator NUNN. How frequently does that occur?

(;eneral ALLEN. Let me give you sonic very precise statistics on that
I brought with me.

During. 19-76. the avademic year that We jilA completed, 45 per-
cent er the cases that went. to honor hearings. re,rardless of whether
giiilty Or not guilty. discretion, o what have von. were turned in by
other cadets. l'hirty-three percent of them were turned in by an officer
or nonconnmssioned officer of the stall' and faculty. Twent and
one-he 1 f percent were sel l-reported.

Senator NI'N N. SO CU' largest percentage of cases turned in is bv
the nontolerat cl ise ?

General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator Nrxx. In your 2 years?
General Ar.t.EN. That i5Mrrect.
Senator NUNN". SeniltOr Bilrt lett. Why (10111' Von take it from there.

I have used my titre.
Senator )0.trri ,Err. I was just going to suggest you obtain from the

goneral flue 11111ilhers in iOn to Hunt nen.entn...e.
General _LLN. I have the numbers here. sir. then, were :if) cases that

were turned in by other ved:'ts: there were 43 C:l''S nit'lld in by officers
and NCO's. staq. oud faralt v. auth there were 28 seif-mported eases.

Senator BARTLETT. C(nhl you say th,:a wilat happened with those
cases?

Geuend ALLFN. '1 es. 5 ir.1 sure can.
That was a total of 130 cases-131) honor hearings. if you will. Out

of that 130. -12 Were collnd not guilty and 23 were found guilty. but
discret ion was recw,umended. Sixty-five were found !rlinty withollt. dis-
cretion. Of those t,nuid gnilty without discn,timi. 30 of the cadets re-
si!med at the end of the hearin!,. Thirty-t limp initially declined to re-
sH. And there were two, to keep the figures straight. that resigned fmr
other easons. In some eases there were resignat ions in proces before
II, honor hearimrcaine

Of the 3:1 ca:zes where the cadets initially declined to resign. 23 of
Clem resigned a fter or pending the officer invest i!rat ion process or were
disenrolled for ae:olemics. Four of t he cases were investigated by an
officer. an independent investigation. and the cases were dropped be-
cause there seemed to ke a lack of evidenep to warrant sending them
before the Foard, atul the eadets remained in thu ,. wing in good
staiuling.

rases were referred to a board of ogicers. 'Ilicre were found
crudity. and three were f,nind not guilty by the board of officers.

Senat or liAirri,ry. Will you list the discharges I lint were iutuile. I
am particularly interested to know how many were for acadewie
violations.

General ALLEN. Yes. sir. Tlicse munbers will noi tidid np, because in
some cases there wits More t ii;111 out -ioint ion ill Vol% ed. However,
percent in%-olved lying.
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Senator BAIrrnrrr. 1 low man v was ::?, pereent ?
General :XLLEN. luii v, hilly-three. or 12S percent, involved

cheating.
Senator BARI-LI:Tr. Cheating on examinations. or cheatinp- other-

wise?
General ALLEN. Cheatin, On examinations. tests, plagiarism, or

whatever. It is all in academics. in ot her words.
Senator -liArrrnm-r. It would all be in academies ?
Gener:d ALLEN. Yes, sir.
A.nd tliere 'xere three cases of stealing.
Senator BAIrrLri-r. Did I understaml en Hier. in response to a gays-

thal by t he chairman. that you did not use the honor code in areas other
than academicsor I think you actually said that wasn't used to en-
force the regulations Of the Academy.

General ALLEN. That is rorrert, t hat is What I sa id. sir.
Senator BAnThrrr. But obviously it goes beyond the classroom. be-

cause stealine- is involved. and I don't suppose that t here were very
many accusations of stealing- an examination ?

General ALLEN. Sir. it goes well beyond the classroom and well be-
yond the Academy. The honor code is in effert for a cadet whether he

home on leave. at the Academy. or wherever.
Senator BAlar,rrr. Could you describe briefly just the extent of it

beyond the elassman and beyond classroom work ?
General ALLEN. Ves. sir. When a cadet signs out that he is going on

an authorized privilege to an officer's house or soineplaee of that na-
ture. c.c is authorized the privilege to go to Colorado Springs, if he
signs out to go to Colormlo Springs that. means he is going to Colorado
Springs, and he is not going to Denver or Chicago or something of that
nature. Tie has given his word by such signature thAt he is going to do
what that signature indicates. That is an example.

Senator BAirrnErr. Without going into all the :omparative statis-
tics, could you give me, though, a feel for the con iparison of this last
academic year's record with previous years. Perhaps you can do that
with just the number of violations reported and the number of cadets
expelled.

General ALLEN.. YCS. Sir. I certainly can.
Senator BAirrt.lirr, Awl particularly tlmse who would be expelled

for cheating in academies.
General ALLEN. In comparison with the previous academie year, we

had a somewhat nial ler number of hearinp.s t his year. As I indicated,
there were 13n honor hearings this year. In the academic vear in 1971
75 there were 175 hearings. So there was a significant decrease in the
number of hearings this year.

Ca::es found guilty without. discretion. as I indicated. were 65 this
yea r coin pared to SP hist rear.

Last year there were eight hoards of' officers compared to the six this
year. In the eight hoards of oflicers last year t here weiv three where the
cadets were found not. guilty, and live where the cadets were found
fruiltv.

.

It. is probably better, Senator Bartlett. in sonie respects to talk i)er-
centnges. be('ause the size of the Cadt Wino- hos changed and fillet Ti-
nted through the years. And if you talk in tibsolute numbers it tends
to be a lithe bit misleading sometimes. For example, the enrollment at
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the Air Force Academy during the earlier years was about half of
what it is now. So one would expect to find a smaller number of cases,
aral so forfli than we do now.

Senator BARTLETr. And the enrollment for the last several years
would be fairly constant, would it not?

General ALLEN.. It has increased a little bit for the last 2 years, it is
a little bit higher than it has b,,en. One of the things we have been do-
ing, as a matter of fact, is trying to keep filled up. It is more economi-
cal to do that. We. are right up against the statutory ceiling now.

Senator BARmETT. Are yon satisfied with those numbers? Do ye
think the system is working well and it can work? Do you think it can
be improved?

General ALLEN. I wouldn't, want to use the term satisfied with them.
T think I am comfortable with the, figures. You regret very much hav-
int, one individual get in trouble with the honor code. But being real-
istic, there are going to be some that do get in t rouble with it. It seems
to me that i f von have high standards in your honor code and yon main-
tain those high standards. it is probably unlikely that you are going
to have, a serious honor incident with large numbers involved. So I see
the current. statistics as indicating that the cadets are indeed upholding
and watching the honor code, and guarding it somewhat jealously, as
a matter of fact. And in that context I am satisfied with it. I am pleased
with it.

On the other hand, I regret very much that any individual gets in
trouble with the honor code. It is an unfortunate situation.

Senator BARmETT. Thank you very much, General Allen.
I find that I will make a quorum at the Interior Committee. And I

'have an amendment up. So I am going to have to leave.
I do have some questions. General Allen, that I would like to submit

to be, answered for the record_
General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Pursuing that. line of questioning for a moment, Gen-

eral, you mentir ,A that the honor code was not just applicable while
a cadet, was at the Air Force Academy, but it was also carried with him
when he went home. What kind of honor violations have occurred dur-
ing your 2 years by cadets who were home on leave?

General ALLEN. Sir, there is oneand I am smiling because it is kind
of an interesting onea cadet used certain justifications to his father
while be was on leave to gain access to a mountain cottage or lodge
which was owned by the family. It turned out he didn't use it exactly
the way he told his father, and when he got back to the Academy hiS
conscience got to him a little bit and lie reported himself for lying to
his father. The facts were, clear, he bad misled or deceived his father
on the use of that cottarre. He was found guilty, but it was obvious from
the circumstances thar he was an honorable young man, and that he
had learned from the incident. The homor committee recommended
discretion, and of course it was approved. That is an example which
.comes quickly to mind.

Senator NurNs. Did you make it public ? Did you t^ll his father?
(eneral ALLEN. No. sir. A summary is written and distributed

throughout the Wring, and to me. And T read every one of these
summaries very, very care fully from every hearing. But in cases of
that nature he is not, identified as to who he actually is. I know who he

1 z..),
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is, but it is not put on the stunmary. And he is not embarrassed in that
fashion at all. -

Senator Nuxx. If another cadet had observed or known that he
had lied to his father, would he have been under obligation to report
that to the honor committee ?

General ALLEN. Yes, sir, he would have, or his first responsibility
would have been to talk to the individual mid make sure the individual
reported it to the honor representative.

Senator NUNN. You have really three choices, as I understand it.
Once yon are a cadet, and you observe some suspected vioiation, yo
can either counsel with the particular suspected violator, and if you .
find that your suspicion is not warranted, you can at that point ter-
minate it without, any report to anyone?

General ALLEN-. That is correct.
Senator Nuxx. That is choice, A. B would be that you can counsel

with him and determine that there are still grounds for supicion, and
request that he turn himself into the honor committee and discuss it
with them.

General Anrxx. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. I understand subpart 1 under B is that you have to

pursue it to the point, of knowing that he has done that?
General ALLEN. That is eorrect. yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And C is that you can turn him in yourself to the

honor committee?
General ALLEN.. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Now, let me ask yon this. What happens if you

observe, this malfeasance or some, suspected violation and you don't
take either A, P. C as a route? Have you then violated the tolera-
tion clause?

General ALLEN. Yes, sir. yon have.
Senator NUNN. A rn you then subject to expulsion?
General ALLEN. Yes, sir. you are.
Senator NuNx. Are there extermatinff circumstances under that

which would he conducive to the grantingof discretion ?
General Anrxx. There certainly could be, yes. sir.
Senator Nrrxx. Would you give us an example of what the extennat-,

ing circumstances would he? Tn other words, what is an excuse for not
complying strictly with one of the options of the nontoloration clause?'

General AtLEV. As indicated in my statement, there. are really four
things that ;i re involved here. And the last one is prehably the most
important.

First. how long has the. individual been at, the A.-aderriv and Leen
tie dor the honor code? Has he been there, only a few months and not

onderstand in detail ? In such case discretion would be

ond. has he been under undue pressure oF some sort ? Tt is hard
for me to imagine, what kind of pressure would be involved here. but
there could be.
. Third. was the case self-reported ? One might have a situation, for
example, where. an individual reports himself for having observed
cheating bark I or 2 years ago and not doine. anything about, it. He
realizes that it has been g-nawing on him. rnd it would never come to
light otherwise, but lie decides that the right. thing to do is report
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himsel f for having tolerated it. In a situation like that I am quite
confident he wouhl he granted discivt

Sewttor NUNN. I th:ili" r011 hare just hypethetically &Scribed an
exaet sitution that has occurred at West Point. I know you ha v,m't
trie(l to do that.

(;ener,.1. ALLEN. T don't ve those kinds of details on it.
Senator NUNN I know that. But hypothetically, ii a person had

tolerated chentin, by not reporting it in the tn:st. hut then had a pang
of ronscience and derided that lie would t urn himself tri. and also report,
violators, and did so. would you think that would be, a case where
Air Force would in all likelihood grant discretion ?

General ALLEN-. Based on what you SW:. yeti sir. although I would
not want to relate that specifically to I la' West Point, sit uat ion. because
I WTI not that familiar with it.

Senator NUNN. What percentwre of your honor violations relate to
ea&is 10107) t 1101' are not at the Air FONT raih'InY ? 1>o you have :mY
statistics on that ? In other words, what. percentage would be related to
when they are at home?

General A T don't have statistics on it, but it would be less than
1 percent : it is the rare ease.

Senator NUNN.. Carrying the nontolerat ion clause one step fnrther,
you are a cadet, and you have not observet l cheating, yon don't, know

anythin e. about choatiunr. hut another cadet tells von that he does
know stnnething ahtmt it, null you have reason, to believe that, he is
tol;Tatina it, do you hare an obligation under the nontoleration clanse
to turn in a tolerator as opposed tn a cheater, liar, nr stealer?

General ALLEN-. T think von probaldv would, sir. But I I hink the
way that would work is that yon would talk to the individual who sny=.
tl.ut lie knows something abont it and sav, "Go report this tn your
hoPer representative. because if you don't T must."

Senator Nu NY. As a practical matter that is the way it would. be
handled ?

General ALT EN.. Ves.i:ir.
Senator Nt-NN, But you would theoretically have that oblicrat ion,

i f he refnsed to do it and said, no, T am not (*ruing to turn them in, you
have the oldie.ation to turn him in as a violator of the honor code?

Genera] _ALLEN-. Theoretically. NTS sir.
Senator NUNN. I Ins tha l. ever happened ?
General A T.I.EN. Not. since I have lteell there. And I am not aware

of tiny other cases.
unutor NUNN. General we have a vote on. There are no other

me:nhers present, and I will IT coming hark. We will recess for
aporoximately minutc:z. awl then convene again,

r A. short recess was taken.]
Senator Nt-ss-. General. pursuing that point about the conduct of

^Inlets away front the Academy, it is pretty clear that. it is a violation
to lie to anyone. your immediate family, or any other person, is tlmt
right ?

General A LLEN". That is correct, yes. sir.
Senator NUNN. Now, (Ines that also carry through into flue Air

Force career? Suppose von as a gem tau observe. another Air Force
officer lying tn his wife, and you know it is a lie, what is your duty to
that Air Force officer?

2
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then writing it down, and considering it privately, one of tbe (pies-
tioners -would say, "I cannot believe that." That has got to be wrong.
We threw that case out and started all over again with a new board.
We developed a charge sheet or a sheet of rules, by which the chairman
says this is the way we run the board, and these are the things that
we, are not going to do. Those sorts of things are a matter of education
and practice.

The functioning of the board improves with experience and so for
that reason we have moved back the time that we bring our midship-
men into activeparticipation on the board ono semester, letting sec-
ond-class midshipmen spend a lot of time involved in what goes on
to learn as they ,ro. But the basic principles on which the system op-
erates I do not fielieve, we would like to change, based on anything
we know at this time.

Senator NUNN. Colonel, what a, e your observations in that regard?
Colonel Ronim,Aun. I think the system is good, sir. Of course, I am

an Academy gradmite, and the system was evolving in 1957 when
I graduated, so it had become similar to what it is now. I think the
quality that, we have injected into itthat Admiral McKee has just
talked abouthas been a tremendous improvement on the system, and
I think it has made the midshipmen, partkmlarly the honor committee
members, more aware of the great responsibility that has been placed
in their hands. My feeling is to continue to improve the quality of the
system as it is now laid out; and I am sure that, in itself, will bring
about some of the refinements that. we've had.

This is the. biggest reason I would support it. I think the midshipmen
are happy with it and support, it.

Senator NtTxx. When was the last time, tbere was a substantial
change made in this system ?

Admiral MCKEE. The last change that I signed out was in December
of last year.

Senator NUNN. December of 1975?
Admiral MCKEE. Yes, sir, that was some procedural changes to make

sure of the proper handling of the witnesses by the board, and basically
procedural changes. The important thing about the procedural thing
is that if the brigade is going to support it, they have to be pretty
comfortable that the guy they put on report is going to get a fair shake
in the investigative process. They should not have toleel, "Well, I am
throwing him to the wolves if I throw him to that board."

The brigade has to have confidence that the system is tough but
compassionate.

Senator NITNx. What do you think would happen if you had no
flexibility of sanctions? If you had only one recourse, you're guilty and
you're, out or you're innocent and you're in, do you think that would
work? What do you think that would do to your system ?

Admiral MCKEE. I think that would be' inconsistent with the train-
ing function that I've. described earlier, that Y. consider our overall
disciplinary system had to build,

Senator 'NUNN. Do you think that would weaken the possibility of
the. cwiets turning in violations that they observe to the honor council?

Admiral MCKEE. I said that I think it would weaken it. I don't think
it would strengthen it.

Senator NUNN. What do you think of that, Colonel ?
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Colonel Rontni,Ann. I think it would weaken it. We tr to show the
midshipmen that we are creating an environment which is realistic
to what they are going to be living with as commissioned officers in.

the Navy and Marine Corps. And to say to them that they had DO

options, we would not be following through on the environment that
we are trying to create.

Senator NUNN. How do you find the system in Annapolis compares
to real life in the Marine Corps and the Navy?

I will ask you first, Colonel.
Colonel ROBILLAIM. In my experience, sir, I feel it compares very

favorably. I think as a commissioned officer, each one of us knows that
we have an obligation to uphold high standards of integrity and I think
each one of us knows that if he were faced with a situation that requires
action on our part that we will and are required to take, some action
on it. I see a very close parallel to what I've seen in the officer corps in

the Marine Corps.
Senator NUN s. Admiral, how do you compare the experience at

Annapolis in regard to the honor concept, with the real Navy?
Admiral McKEE. The basic principle of integrity that we are hying

to instill, I think, are in the fleet and are respected; and are what we
strive for in the, fleet. How successful we, are is always a difficult thing
to measure, just, as the effectiveness of any set of regulations is.

What happens in the, fleetlet me try thiswhat happens if a guy
lies in the fleet. Let me take something out of my own background
just as an example.

I am a submarine officer, The way we line up our systems in our
submarines, whether to operate the propulsion plant or the diving and
trimming of the, ship is very important, and we do it rigorously
ind ividually, officers must do it, must check each other; or an enlisted
man must do it and check on an officer.

In other wortls. two men uuNt check each other and an officer who
does not do his duty but says he does will lw found out. When he is
found out as in one case in my own backp.rouridthat an individual
said he lined up a system properly. We came very near to a serious
casualty lwcause he did not do it. (lid not, line it up at, all. This was
reflected in the fitness report flint 1 gave him and a letter of adnionition,
a punitive letter. and he failed select ion the next time.

lt takes longer for that to come home for that, individual than an
honor system in a training environment where it happens and theire
out. hut the whole business of running art administrative conduct sys-
tem in a training environment must involve an immediate response so
that it has a training value.

Ala ny of the sorts of things for which we take action against the mid-
shipmen will eventually reflect in their ability as an officer. and the
reckoning will be when they come up for promotion.

Senator NtNN. Ad in I ral and Colonel. we appr(Tiate your appearing
today. We will he in touch with you with some written questions for the
record.

I think we will probably be haying these hearings over a period of
time. We are not, going t o be able to complete them any time soon and
we will stay in touch with you for any suggestions or additional infor-
mation we may need.

9 8
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EsTloNS SuisAtrrrED By SENATon S,t3t NuNN
,

(Quest ions submitted by Senator NUnn, answers supplied py ,-,,uper-

intendent, Navitl Aca( letny ; and officer representative to the

Brigade 11-onor Conimittee.)
Senator NUNN. Wiult sire the rposes and procedures of the Naval Academy

honor eoncept and system and does the system servc the purimse for which it is

intended?
Acliiilril Nlekcr. Mr. Clmirmam the mission of the Naval Aesulemy is to train

midshipomil to bi professional officers in the Naval Service. The purpose of the

honor emwept is to aid in this training and to assist ill developing iii each mid-

shipman a long standing habit of personal integrity to which he will adhere not

only while at the Academy, but throughout his career. This is accomplished

throngh whleation ;Ind indoctrination of the midshipmen into the need for high

standards of honor, duty aml responsibility and by creating a realistic military

envirlaunent at the Acodiney in which rigorous standards of emiduet and perform-

ance are required. Although I know we are not 100 percent StiCcel ful, I feel

our honor concept does serve its purpose.
Senator NUNN. Is violation of the Naval Academy honor concept infrequent

mid iitiittti ill seOpo or is it a common oceurrenee?
Admiral Mel;m:. The chart which I entered into the record shows the Naval

Academy has averaged about 93 alleged violations and approximately 30 guilty

findings per year. The numbers are generally consistent from year to year with the

I'NeePii011 of Academic Year 1973-74 when numbers were higher becailso, our the

problem with a navigntion examination deserihed later. These figures ts to

approximately 2.2% of the Brigade involved in possible violations am.

found guilty of such violatons. None of these Minthers reflects evidence of

spread viohitions of the honor concept. I recognize that our system doe, iii
record the number of alleged vioIrtors who were counselled, but as COI. Robilla

indicated in his testimony, there are 144 elected honor company representatives

throughout the Brigade (one per class in ouch company ) who a. e involved at the

grass roots level in the day to day business of administering the honor system.

COL Roldllard felt, and I agree, that any lack of Brigade support or acceptance

of the honor concept would soon become evident to one or more of these talented

indivitinals. Snell has not been the ease.
Senator NUNN. "What cheating incidents have occurred at the IJ,S. Naval Acad-

emy since19-a; and how were they filially resolved?
Admiral MCKEE. The Naval Academy's only cheating incident of the type that

tile subcommittee is eurrently investigating occurred in May 1974. This incident

involved the compromise of a navigation examination.
The investigation of this incident revealed that a single Instructor allowed

several midshipmen to examine a copy of the test at a review session prior to

the examination. These midshipmen then shared this Information with others,

It is important to note that the compromise was reported by a midshipman

just prior to the t.valnination.
A total of 61 midshipmen were investigated by the Midshipmen Honor Com-

mittee. Where it was determined that sufficient evidence of an honor violation

existed, the eases were referred to Honor Boards. In al), the Class Investigating

Board and the Honor Boards determined that cheating did not occur In 41 eases.

Twenty midshipmen were found guilty by the Honor Boards, and their cases

were forwarded to the Commandant and Superintendent for review and action.

The Superintendent remminentled seven midshipmen for separation and placed

13 on probation, in those eases where probation was awarded, the evidence

intlicattal that the widshipmou coneerned carried written answers into the
examination, hut had not nsed the material. This conclusion was based on actual

exam performance by these individuals on questions for which answers were

available beforehand.
Although violations of the Honor Coulee, occurred, Mr. Chairman, I do not

feel tile evidence supports a view th»t this incident represented a breakdown
(96)
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of the Concept. The examination compromise was discovered and reported to
proper authorities by a midshipman, atel midshipmen handled the honor board
proceedings in accordance with standard procedures for our Honor Concept. One
example of the Honor Concept in assisting In the development of personal
integrity can be seen In the fact that 13 midshipmen who had hilt tally planned
to cheat did not carry out that intention.

Senator NUNN, What is the rationale for the abseace in the written Naval
Academy Honor Concept of a "non-toleration" provision of the kind which has
stimulated so much controversy at West Point?

Admiral McKso. One of the prerequisites for leadership, both as a midship-
man at the Naval Academy and as a line officer of the Navy or Marine Corps
after graduation, is a well developed sense of personal integrity. The NavalAcademy seeks to develop this characteristic by maintaining a realistic military
environment that. encourages the growth of a basic sense of integrity In each.
individual. This Is done principally by precept, example, and association withothers who adhere to the desired standards. In describing this environment asrealistic, I mean that it must be consistent with the military environnwnt in
the Fleet but strnetured at a more exacting level in recognition of the fact that
the Naval Academy is a training gi mind for officers of the naval service. The basic
purpose of our regulations is to set the framework for our military envirmunent,
and the Honor Concept is a principal contributor. It must serve as a means of
training midshipmen as well as disciplining them. A "non-toleration" clause may
provide some assnrance that individual instances of alleged violations will be
reported, hut it also tends to relieve the individual who mast report the viola-
tion of the needs to exercise an appropriate measure of judgment. The inflexi-
bility of a "non-toleration" clanse can he compensated for by giving higher
authority the abiliti to exercise "discretion" after administrative processes
have been completed. Mit this arrangement Is not translatable to situations
which will face our graduates when they leave the Academy.

Requiring midshipmen to exereise this sort of judgment in a training environ-
ment helps to ensure that they are more adequately prepared to meet the simi-
lar challenges after they graduate. This ability to translate the training re-
ceived under the Honor Concept directly to action required of an officer in the
naval service Is the primary reason that the _Naval Academy concept prescribes
the options to report, counsel and report, or counsel rather than adhere to a
"non-toleration" provision In its Honor Concept.

Senator NuNs. Are midshipmen subject to unusual pressures to excel mica-
demieally or are they subject to pressures characteristic of most institutions of
higher education?

McKss. There are no unusual pressures for a midshipman to excel
acadenthally at the Naval Aemlemy. Each knows that his Individual aca-
demie rec ord will lw subject to review and may form the basis on which
some assiolmcut decisions will be made. Our midshipmen are encouraged
to (In as we'I as they can.

Senstor NUNN. How are alleged Naval Academy Honor Concept violations
adjudicated?

Admiral McKstt. Alleged violations are investigated by midshipmen mem-
bers of the Brigmle Honor Committee. The facts snrrounding the ease are
presented to nil Honor Board vomposed of other menthers of the Honor Com-
mittee. This board acts as a fact finding body for the Commandant, forward-
ing to him its findings and reeommenda Hons. These r.,eommendations are
based on any valid extenuating ciremnstances presented hy the accused and
allows the Board to exorcise sonic, discretion at their hvel. The Honor Boanl,
however. has no mithority to impose pnnishment or censure. The Commandant
reviews the Honor Board bearing and then holds a hearing with the accused
midshipman. After his hearing. he may terndnate the proeeedings, return tle
ease to the Honor Committee for a re-hearing or forward the case to rnc with
his recommemlations. I review the entire ease including the Commandant's
hearing. and if i find the midshipman has committed the alleged violation.

will normally recommend to the Secretary of the Navy that the accused be
discharged for misvonduet. In Niel) such ease, I also afford the midshipman
an oPPOrt unit y to resign in lien of discharge.

Senator NI7NS. To what extent is responsibility for the enforcement of the
concept in the hands of persons or groups outshle the Brigade of Midshipmen?

Admiral Mclisc. The Il9nor Concept is a U.S. Naval Academy Instruction
(Regulation). Evory :n:dshipman, officer and civilian faculty wencher is re-
sp(insible for adherence to it. However, the major responsildlity for the opera-

1) 1
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that or the !Timor Concept rests with the It ritzai 10, bee:in...4P Hwy must have a
major stake in its operation if the system is to reinain ill. VI. Full re-
sponsibility for the disposition of midshipmen found guilty of fieno offenses
rests in :Mk bands of the Cotunianditat, the Superintendent. and ie Secretary
of the Navy. It Is in the exercise of this responsibility that elfin] nters
our Np...loni, IVe fl that this is important to ensure that an appropriate
measure of experience is inserted into the procedures itt the Naval Academy
through review by officers in Ha' chat,1 of comfit:1nd. This also supports our
efforts to insure that ion* pnweitures for handling disciplinary matters are
consistent wit 11 those that our graduates will find in the lleet,

Setnitor NUNN. NVIlat is the relation.ship between the Honor l'oncept and the
maintenance of discipline and cliforceintint of regulations governing daily mid-
shipman life?

Admiral McKEE. Mr. l'hairman: l'he honor concept Is not ustal in any
deliberate direct manlier as a means of ent,iveing the regulations. I 13. that

mean It midshipman 11111,1' riot simply he ashed: "Nave you lirokeit nuy reg-
Mallows itiltly?" and then he subject to mac, tin for :In honor violation
on the basis: of Ilk ipws1jons H r,,gard to a midshipman's

vim' ill light of t ions must Lave in evithulee or Net ; that
indivithntl who ini(khilittimi 11:1,4 broken II n1.41111111011 may

ash: specific questions and the midshipman is expected. to answer truthfully.
undo!. 1111 riri.umstiturcs: thort, must tw some reasonable basis or evidence for
asking the quest biti.

"7* Nrs.N \\/N1F rights are :iv wiled inilividitais accused Of I [ono!. Con-
emir violatioiyo

. dmiro Ntelivc. 2iIr. Chair:nail, each itemised midshipman is afforded the fol-
lopving rights:

1.. The right to coreatit with and f rom lie and to
eh( al:f Advisor. Th s inchultis the richt tit consult a counselor in
the priiiitirat ion tit' Ill acelked's 111:1y wit 1)0 prOsent diir;rig invest

proceedings by the Honor Board. loft may hi, permitted to attend the
recimv procoodings or the comummtnnt.

2. The right to lie present with Ilk Midshipman Advisor at open sp.:ions or
the Class Invtigating Board lint l'irigabe Honor Board (luring the !mallet; of
his: r.0-1..

:t. The right to examilie ill evillenee :in the ease, security classification per-
mitting.

1. Tho right th presentt a diiferp,ii to thy charfzef
right to with .. mot pre ,int other evidence in his behalf :nal to

3vit nesse< called against him,
right Ii i"''.lu:liuu or t o m a statemeat, either written or oral,

It: HU, (1111C.,1111, IV PrO,1.111 Uril extenuation,
right hi a minimum if threo 'working days (72 hours) to imipary

ca,
Se:hit-or NI's X, TI) ivhlpit eNterit does: a miikliipintin's class standing infhlenee

selisiaanint career?
:Admiral INlel:ty. Air. Chairman, there is a poroiiiitital ill stony i:riacluitittis that

II midshipman's Mass: standing linty lie a major intlminee in hi, subsequent ireer,
r:Io. th,..11 .17 The In,)sT inipmalint factor

Ill 1111,01' :1,,SILMillellk and proniotion. ;Intl no, ftiet iiniphasize to
our

simaror Ihiring the last 10 ycar-: ficreciangc of thoso
of honer h.ivii iminlimrs : iii 'rho lst (b)

2iol. The 11i id) The .ttli Class, l'lease supply these figures hy
3 en r.

Admiral 1i1 Ecc, our record: I ertaieing ti tlie information you
ricie:leil are completo only for the icki 11 years. 'Fliat data is presential hi the
tolliiiving table:

PFPUNT BY CLASS OF GUILTY HONOR VIOLATIONS

Academic year

1070-II 1971-72 1972-73 1913-74 1974-75 1975-76

1st class 19 21 13 18 19 20

1,1 22 27 ii 2 9 20

3,1 class . ..... . 37 71 27 60 41 44

4th clarr 22 27 20 31 16



HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMVITEE ON M. xpowEn AND PERSON NEL

01!"I'I E COMM emu: ON Atom) SERVICES,
1Vashing tan, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 1114,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Sam Nunn, chairman,
presiding.

Present : Senators Nunn, Bartlett. and Hart.
Also peseta: Francis .1. Sullivan, ,Tolm A. Goldsmith, Kenneth

prokssional stair members; john T. 'ricer. chief clerk: Rolwrta
A. Ujakovich, research assistant : Jettrey Record, assistant to Senator
Nunn ; Charles Stevenson. assistant to Senator Culver; and Fred
Ruth, assistant to Senator Bartlett.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN

Senator NUNN. Superintendent Allen, Commandant Beck, it is
a pleasure 10 have you here toda v. As you know, the purpose of these
hearimrs is to explore the honor systems at our service, academies and
to identify broader issues which hear upon the edneational development
ethical sta m hi rds. and overall charaeter of those academies. So far
the sulvommittee has received extensive testimony from representa-
tives of tile 17.S. Military A caderry at West Point and of the U.S.
Nava 1 Aeademy et Annapolis. The honor systems of both of these
ac:idemies i tier substant lolly in terms of the substance and applica-
tifm of theii respective honor codes. It is the snbcommittee's hope that

review of the honor system at 1 he T7.S. A ir Force. Academy at Colo-
rado Sprimts will provide an additional perspective with which we
can asses; tile viability of the system now in effect at West Point,
Annapolis and the Air Force Academy. and so that WO can assess
t he recent violations wlUch ha ve occurred at West Point.

Goner:11. T don't expect. yon a answer all of these questions in one fell
swoop, hut we will be gettinff to those. and that !).ives you an idea
of some areas we are interested in. T assume you have a statement this
mornincr. and Nye would ask you to »rtype 1 es you see fit.

Yon ill igilt want to introduce (1rneral Beck and !rive us his posi-
tion for the record he fore we start.
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STATEMENT OF LT, GEN. JAMES R. ALLEN, SUPERINTENDENT,

U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY, ACCOMPANIED BY BRIG. GEN. STAN-

LEY BECK, COMMANDANT OF CADETS

General ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to intmluce
General Beck, Commandant of Cadets, \'llo is with me. Ho has held
that, position since last sunener. 1 t h ink that, my prepared statement
will cov many a the quetions you mitlinNl. We, will be glad, on
questioning, to go into those -vhich we miss in the statement.

A commissioned (Oliver in the IT.S. Air Force hohls a position of
public, trust. The numner in which our officers disclwrge their re-
sponsibility impaets directly on tlw nat ional security of the United
States. Thus, we believe that a dedication to the highest standards
of integrity is an essential quality for an officer and one which should
receive speoial emphasis in the tniining of those who are p.cparing
themselves for commissioned service. The honor code of the U.S.
Air Force Academy was developed to meet that need.

Prior to the entry of the Academy's first class, a study was under-
taken under the direction of Lt. Gen. Harmon, the first superhitend-
ent, to formulate an honor system. This study provided a framework
from which the first cadet class built its code : "We will not lie, steal,
or cheat, nor tolerate among us anyone who does."

The code was usNI on.a trial basis for 1 year, then forinally accepted
bv t he cadet wing in September of 1 95(3. Since its inception. it has
lwen recognized that the code belongs to the cadets and is a self-moti-
vated effort hy the young nMn of the cadet wing to develop the sense of
per!..onal integrity which will be critical to thein as career ofilers.
Lying, eheating, and stealing are viewed universally as unacceptable
behaVM1'1111d require no flirt her explanation. The nontoleration clause,
however, is sometimes misunderstood. This provision of the code at the
Air Force Academy requires it cadet to take action should he observe
or have other indications of an honor violation. Normally, this action
will consist. of approaching the suspected individual to inquire about
the circumstances surrounding t he situation. A misumlerstanding or
inistake nuiy be easily and quickly cleared up in this manner. Tf the
suspecting eadet is not satisfied by this discussion, he will then advise
the individual to take up the, matter with an honor representative and
must, follow lip to see that, this is done. Otherwise, ha 11111st personall7
report t he incident to an honor representative.

if the incident is of a particularly serious nature. the suspecting
cadet may brityr it. directly to the attention of all honor representative
and allow him to make an invest ip-ation. In any event, sonic positive
action zillist be taken to resol ve the situation.

The nontolerat ion clause has been equated by some with tattling or
squealing. Such comments in our judgment refleet a gross misunder-
standing of the A cadenly and the honor code. Ta actuality. nontolera-
t ion is Illy very hackbone of the code. recognizinp. that each cadet. like
every ()Meer the A ir Force. tunst place his responsthility to the
Nat ion above his lovalt y to on individual.

Senator NI.NN'. Let me interropt you u ght there briefly.
At.the Naval Academy we had testimony yesterday that a midship-

man had t hroe choices. Of course oic would be to report to the honor
committee. Another choice is to emmsel with the part icular offendor
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or suspectNl offender. In answer to a question, the Saperintendent of
Annapolis.stated very clearly that even if a midshipman confronted
apother midshipman as many as 100 times with 100 different viola-
tions, and counseled with him each time, that he would not then have
violated ti code at Annapolis. Would you commoit on the vontt ast
between that and your very strong viw as expressed here on the non-
toleration provision mul its essential nature? In other words we ha e
one of our academies with almost a diametrically opposed view to the
other two. It seems to me that. we cannot, all be right.

General ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, I would not want to get into a posi-
tion where I was conunenting on procedures, policies, and so forth,
at the Naval Academy, because I don't consider myself an expert, on
the Naval Academy, nor in the environment of the total training pro-
gram at the Naval Academy.

With regard to the nontoleration clanse as it pertains at the Air
Force Academy, we view it as a relatively straight forward contention.
It is a person's responsibility to report wrongdoing. Now, it is not
necessary that he personally go and tattletale as my statement, in-
dicated. He has the option, and is encouraged, as a matter of fact, to
confront. the suspected individual and discuss it with him. If there is
some mistake it gets resolved at, that time. If he is still not satisfied,
then he tells the suspected individual to go report himself to an honor
rephisentative and get it cleared up that way one way or the other.

With regard to toleration in general. as I indicated, lying, cheating,
and stealing are unacceptable behavior, and everyone understands
that. I think a case could be made that if one tolerated lying, cheating,
and stealing, then lying, cheaiing, and stealing, by virtue of having
been tolerated, would become acceptable behavior.

I would say also that in the studies that have taken place regarding
the honor incidents that have occurred at the Ai,- Force Academy--
and I am sure we will get into those in some more uetail subsequently
in 1965, 1970, and 1972, toleration was the characteri.3tic that led to
the expansion of those honor problems. In other words, an individual
tended to tolerate a friend cheating. The friend starts getting, better
grades by virtue of cheating. The individual who tolei:ated decides,
well. I might as well cheat also. So in effect it becomes wn,lun the sub-
group an acceptable form of behavior.

We feel very, very strongly at the Air Force Academy that the
nontoleration clause is the actual backbone of our honor code.

Senator NUNN. It seems to me that tlie Air Force Academy is some-
where 1,etween the Naval Academy and West Point in that you have
some degree of flexibility in counseling, and also some degree of flexi-
bility in that you permit the observing midshipman to let the violator
nport himself.

General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. But yon would tilt strongly in the nontoleration

provision toward West Point rather than toward the Naval Academy?
In ot;,or words, you are much closer. uven though there are some dif-

rences to West. Point's nontolerat ion clause, than you are to the Naval
_%cademy procedure?

Geneal A i,rx.N. T helkve that is correct, ves, sir.
Senator NUNN. We will get to the sanctions later. 1 jus'6 wanted to

get t 7,:tt point cleared up now.

3
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Go ahead with your statement.
General ALLEN, The administration of the honor code is conducted

by an honor committee composed of 2 representatives from each of the

40 cadet squadrons. Each sPring, nwmbers of the third classsopho-
moresfrom every squadron elect one of their classmates to the posi-
tion of honor representative to serve for the remaining 2 years. The
newly elected honor representative's initial year on the honor commit-
tee--Ids junior yearis spent in a form a .apprentweship. The first

class, or senior, members of the honor comnnttee are directly charged

with the admiei- t ion of the code. Although we have a fell-time
officer adviser v. csole responsibility is to provide guidance and
support to the honor committee, the actual decisions affecting the ad-
ministration and content of the code are made exelusively by the cadets.

Responsibilit ies of the honor rommit tee also include providing in-
struetion on the honor system to other mendiers of the wing and to
officers involved in cadet training. Each cadet receives 10 hours of
training on all aspects of the honor system during his first slimmer,
before he pledges to live by the code. Ado;tional instruction is held
throi.ghout the cadets' 4 years. Recent, honor ch;7es and other current
information items a re normally discussed during ,.,-eeldy squadron
meetings.

When a breach of the code is suspected. die squadron ;mnor repre-
senative will receive a report from one of the involved phrties. 7 e
squadron honor representative conducts a preliminary investigation,
confrontimr the suspected violator in the. presence of cadet, witnesses.
Signed statements are cellected from all concerned. If the squadron
honor representative concludes that no honor violation occurred, the
case is forwarded to the chairman of the honor committee for review
and final decision. If, on the basis of the preliminary investigation, the
squadron honor representative decides that the matter requires further
inquiry, a formal investigation is conducted. The 40 cadet squadrons
ere divided into 4 groups. The group honor representative normally
chairs the te.on conducting the formal investigation. The team ex-
amines the evidence. and onestions the cadet accused of the violation
and others with a knowledev of the incident. The group honor repre-
sentative recommends to the chairman of the honor committee whether
or not a hearinee should he held. Both the preliminary and formal
invest!gations are solely for the purpose of factfinding. Guilt or inno-
cence is determined throuedi an honor hearing.

The. honor hearing is conducted hy a bee rd of eitdit honor repre-
sentatives and is presided over by the chairman, vice chairman, or
deputy chairman of the honor committee. Honor hearings are normally
open to members of the cadet wing and to individuals who work
direct.ly with the wing. such as staff and faculty. The honor board
questions witnesses in the presence of the suspected violator, who, in
turn, may also quest kin witnesses throuedi tbe man of the particu-
lar hoard. The suspected violator has tilt option or giving testimony
or renuning silent without rirejudice. ..,er deliberation, the hoard
votes by secret ballot. Guilt is to be prove; .'evoml reasonable doubt.

henrine reemires a unanimous vote to 1 a cadet geiltv. If the
decisien is ginity. the board may consider recommending "discretion."
A recommendation to the commandant for "discretion" requires at

1
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least six votes cast for diseret ion by the eight voting hoard members,
Tlie provision of diseretion allows the oadet to be retillned in the wing
in good standing, just as he is if the decision is not pithy.

Discretion is a humanizing and tealpering provision of the honor
system at the Air Force Aendemy. It is recommeuded selectively, after
ronsith ration of the following guidelines: To what class does the cadet
belong nno what is his experience level under the code? Was the ease
self-reported ? Was there unusual pressure on the violator? Has the
cadet learned the lairsonal value of honor and resolved to live honor-
able in the future Th is past year, discretion was granted to 26 percent
of the guilty verdicts.

I f a endet is found guilty of a violation and discretion is not recom-
mended, he then elvers whether t o submit. his resignation. If he re-
signs, i t i3 for a breach of the cadet honor code; however, that fact is
eot r.efleeted in his aradenlic transcript. Before the cadet makes his
decision. ha is given lin explanation of his legal rights and alternatives
by a military lawyer who has had no previous connection with the
case. This officer explaies t he consequences of resigning versus not re-
signing and a ffords the eailc.t. an opportunity to ronsult confidentially
with a military la, yer. Approximately 60 percent of the cadets in these
circumstances take .,dvantage of a consultat ion.

Tf, after having ,eis rights and options explained to him, a cadet
eleets not to resign. the Commandent will appoint an officer to con-
duct. a rompletely independent in% estigation of the alleged incident.
The investigator gathers statements, interviews witnesses, affords the.
subiret an opportunity to make a statement after consultation with hig
military lawyer end rollects all relevant documentary evidence. The
investigator's conehisions and recommendations are reviewed by are
Commandant, who recommends appropriate disposition of the ease to
the Superintendent. During the investigation and subsequent proceed-
ings, the cadet, performs normal cadet activities, attends clasF,es, ant
continues to live, in his squadron area.

'upon receipt of the, report of investieeition from the Ce.ienandant
and after staff review, the Superintendent -nay direct that the cadet
be retained in the, wing in good standing if the evidence is insufficient
to warrant further action, or he ran direct that an administrative
hoard of officers he convened to hear the allegations ae.a inst. the cadet.

Ti a case is referred to a board of officers, it, is a de novo hearing.
The cadet is represented by a military lawyer and may ha ye his individ-
ually requested counsel and /or his own civilian defense counsel present.
if he so desires. The board normally consists of five officers who are
picked at random. A legal adviser is present, and a recorder to prwide
a verbatim transcript of the proccedine.s. The issue to be decided by the
briard is whether the eadet lied, cheated, stole, or tolerated any of
these acts. and if so. was that conduct. incompatible witb the exemplary
standards of conduct. expected of a cadet. The cadet, throrigh his coun-
sel, confronts and cross-examines all witnesses against him, ,nay testify
on his own behalfhut is eot required to do so--ard may present any
relevant. evidence and :liniments to the board. The board of officers
reports its findings of fact whieh must, he snpported iv a preponder-
ance of evidence to the Air Force Aeademy Board, a board that. con-
sists of the. Superintendent, the Dean of Faculty, the Conunandant,

i



the Director ot .kt Met ic!-, flair permanent prole,,'or.,, and t LIII addi.

t iona 1 academy officiak.
Senator Nt-ss. Your criteria II ft) hoard linding guilty on trIgt S

is preponderance of o% idene. :Ind your criteria before t Cadet I Ionia;

Committee iS heVoloi 1
reason:Ode doubt. Now. beyond a wasonahlo

doubt the noemal criminal criteria, Preplueletance iir
him Why, in the equivalent of a grand jury pro-
ceeding, which is the I knot; ( ttiitiiiultti, do volt have a criminal criteria

beyond it reasonalde douht with 1 unanim)Ius ,ordiet. and then on the
other hand when von go to the final ad tiil ia ; Voll go to the pro-
pole lcr.,nce of c idence which is less tt burden than 'hat at the original
proceeding?

Genor.d 1,tos... The reason for that, sir, is that tuit hoard of officers

is conducted under the formal Air Force 11 ,....91a1 ion. .kir Force 11,egu-

lat ion 1 1 21. whieh provides for administrative 'boards Ill officers, and
it propoodprance of evidence in aceordance with all boards

of ollieer-: for administrative purposes throwrhout the Air Force.
Senator NtN7C. That is strano.o. thomdt. I can understand why. but

it seoup; to me t hilt i5 yoll 'went ilion(, the line Von want, a con-

sistent burden. In leo.al precedent there is a tremendous difference in
the hitrden of proof on the part of the prosecutor where you hay()

beyond reasonable doubt and On 1110 othor hand preponderance of
evidence. I have heard hundreds of final armutionts to the jury in
criminal eases that liitwed Oil NA IlVther if \vac beyond a reasonable

doubt. and the whole ease hinged On whether the prosecution carriNI
its Imrden. Tt does seem Ara tO ille I jOlt 15 y011 VO lip the lailder iti
teri1O; of final nil bid ieat ion volt lesson your dogt co of proof.

_General .kt.t.r:c. Cortc:nly that can he construed from that anele,

ii. krld tho reason for it is as I say, the board of officers iS oonvened
tinder Air Force Regulation 1 1-21 wldelt provides for a nrepOlider-
alley of evidrivp. The cadets themselves with regard to their honor
committee hearinirs want to have beyond a reasonable doubt before

they reaell It findin(r of prniity.
Senator Nt-NN. T ,lon't idame them. There is a lot of difference. I

know it doesn't sound like it when you ar inst throwittr ont these

terms, but if vOn prart ire law it is a tivniendons difference in hardon.

Perhaps yfil could vom; legal counsel to athlress that onestion

and ve the rationale for that, if there is a rationale. or tell me it is
just a ','-inpenganov. if it ilwr. happens to la a blendin ;,. between the

Air Force L.-scribed Io.0.;edures and the cadet procedures. Tliere is

TIO one that read , has Iii ol to reconcile the Iwo. and I wonld Iike to
get lds analysis about probably what shouhl bp door.

(3 moral ALLEN-. Yrs: T would be happy to get t hat.
ri i:,forimult ion follows:1

The standard z (1,404 11;1,41 -,on 11,n1 in end)'t honor hearing,: Alley
flop r-rtaht:!,hrnent- of the mar at the T'SATi` Avadenty in 11/513. The brmor rode, :vs
originally adopted toy thy radyq of thy Ii Ni P1flQS. Porrowed heavily from tho sy:-
tom 1.eintru,e(1 at the F.Sz. Aeattemy in tho mid 197O's, s4 a result, the

We-4t- Point standar,1 of "beyond a reo,onably doitht" al,:n adopted. Cadet's
have oonlinneil lou u.,:o thiq Oandard ,dnoo it h: n te4 with v-liirh 11,'y are e'en-
eralls familiar f rom their daily live,: and one which can easily apply. The
tes:t aka provide,: an additiowil clement precaution within the witur before

eadyt impliented uI in honor ra!:e. nnop a rallet has liven fmonol

znilty heynnd thp (M10 lawny ,:v,dyna and Meet.: not to

the Air Force initmrs an :111111illi-'trativo proves:: completely apart and

1 ei
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different from the cadet system. This Is in keeping with the theory that the official
disenrollment procedures are de novo proceedings and are not a partof the cadet
honor system. The "preponderance of the evidence" test, as set out In AFR 11-31,
the regulation governing administrative board.s, encompasses the typical eviden-
tiary standard common to all Air Force administrative hearings and Is conse-
quently used in Such proceedings. By utilizing the standard set out in AFR 11-31,
the Alr Force Aca lemy Is using the same standard as Is used in administrative
discharge proceedings invovling officers and airmen.

Senator NUNN. It is all interesting point to me as a lawyer, really.
Go ahead.
General ALLEN'. The Air Force Academy Board, which has a stat-

utory obligation to reconmiend discharge of cadets who are deficient
in conduct or stmlies (10 U.S.C. 9351), reviews the case and by a
majority vote rules that the cadet either remains qualified to continue
in cadet status, or that he should be recommended to the Secretary of
the Air Force for disenrollment. In the latter event, the case then is
sent to a second hearinc, by the board of officers to determine the char-
acter of separation or clischarge to be recommended to the Secretary
of the Air Force. At such time as the Academy Board rules that the
cadet be recommended for disenrollment, he is removed from cadet
activities and given the option of returning home in a leave-without-
pay status or remainina at the Academy in a casual status.

The Secretary of the'Air Force upon receipt of a case recommending
disenrolhnent, causes the case file to be reviewed for legal sufficiency
by the Office of the Judge Advocate General and bymembers of the
Air Force personnel council. The Secretary then decides whether the
individual should be retained or separated from cadet status. In the
latter instance, the Secretary will additionally determine the charac-
ter of discharge that the cadet shall receive, or, in the case of second
and first class cadetsjuniors and seniorsmay direct that the cadet
report to active duty service in the Air Force in an enlisted status for
either 2 or 3 years, as appropriate.

Senator NuNN. Let me ask you a question there. I know this is not
unusual in the services, but it seems to me once a man is adjudicated
multv by sending him into tlie enlisted ranks for 2 or 3 years, I sup-
pose that is some form of punishment; is that right ?

General ALLEN. No, sir; it is not a form of punishment as much as it
is repayment to the United States for the education he has received.
An individual who comes to the Air Force Academy under the current
policy can resign any time during his first or second year without
incurring an active duty commitnwnt. If after he starts his third year
of academics. his junior year. be elects to resign, then he has a require-
ment. normally to serve 2 'ears in the active duty force. If he elects to
resign in his senior year, he has a requirement to serve 3 years in the
active duty force. This is in the nature of repaying the Government
for the educat ion that he has been provided through that period of
time.

Senator NUNN. I am not bothered by punishment. but I :1111 bothered
by the implication that a person who has violated an honor code is not
suited to be .71 officer because be is drummed out. but he is suited to
be an enlisted man. It seems to me that we need honor in both enlisted
ranks and officer ranks. Does that bother you any ?

General ALLEN. Not in practice, sir, because ihey are looked at. very,
very closely, and it depends upon the type of honor violation. There

Ci1 0
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have been some to my knowledge which were of such a nature that
one would not want the individual as an eiilisted mail in the Air Forct.',
and it has been recommended that he not be called to active duty for
that reason. There are only a few of that type. The vast majority of
them are the type where we have recommended, and the Secretary has
called t hem to active duty.

Senator Nuxs. Is there any possibility once that happens that a
person could go in as an enlisted man for a while and have a good
record iind then go to ()CS and become an officer ? Have you ever
seen that happen e

General ALLN. I am not aware of a specific case, but there is cer-
tainly that possibility, yes.

Senator NUNN. Does it become part of his record to the extent that
his future career would be jeopardized? Is he in a hopeless position as
an enlisted man so that he can't really move?

General ALLEN. Not necessarily, sir. Again, it depends upon the type
of violation that it was, and the heinousness of the crime, so to speak.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Senator Bartlett, if you want to ask any questions, feel free to do

so.
GelleVal ALLEN. Tlw honor code of the cadet wing is critical to the

objectives of the U.S. Air Force .1eademy. It plays an important role
in developing among our graduates the moral character and integrity
whieli are necessary to a career officer in the C.S. Air Force. In its ad-
ministration, the code reflects an important concern for fairness and
provides essential safeguards to protect the riirlas of individual cadets.
Equally important, the honor code reflects t he right of he American
jwople to expect that the future lenders of the Air Force will display
an unhewling commitment to honesty and integrity.

Chairnum, that concludes my prepared statement. T would be
happy to respond to any qtwst ions that you or oilwr members of the
suhconunittee !night have.

Senator NI-NN. Senator Bartlett hos a tiu-lit t.::ne schedule. He has
to appear before another committee, I will be glad to defer to you,
Senator Bart lett.

Senator limar.rrr. They couldn't get a quorum. so I will he glad to
follow you.

Senator Nrxx. General Beck, do you lnive any ohservation, open-
ing s!atrowni, or :Inv comment on any of t (1tti:t ilitis I have as!;ed
so ha

General Brct:. No sir. I do not. I a!ri ee with everythin!, that has been
said.

Senator NUNN. General Allon, how ion!, have you been at the Air
Force Academy ?

General T lawanie the Snporintondent on the rwst of August
1974. A linwt .2 years.

Senator YI-NN. GeNeril Berk. holy lnn." have yon been there?
General Brca. Almost 1 year, sir. I arri 1 at the Aciulemy last

July.
S.'nanr 'no ask ynn this First of all, in your 2-year

temire. what cheatin- 'idents ituvolvitig rolleborai ion aillon:r pTolips
have t:dcon place durinr your 2 years as Superintendent at

1110 Air Force Academy ?
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General ALLEN. Sir, there has been only one that is more than
there might have been a previous case where there were two people
collaborating, but there has been only one of any size at all. And that
was in May when six cadets who were in the last part of their sophmore
year.

Senator NIINN. May of
General ALLEN. May of 1976.
Senator NUNN. This year ?
General ALLEN. Just 2 months ago. Six eadets were found to have

collaboratad on a physics prelaboratory exercise. All six admitted
having done it. And all six resigned. That is the only incident in the
last 2 years, sir.

Senator NUNN. How did that collaboration come to light? Did any
of the violators come forward voluntarily, or was there some other
cadet that acted under the nontolerat ion provision'?

General ALLEN. Their collaboration came to light by virtue of the
instructor recognizing what seemed to be a rather remarkable similar-
ity between a couple. of the papers that were turned in. And then he
checked a larger number of papers, and as a matter of fact, we ended
up checking all of the papers that were turned in to that examination.
The-e were seven that were suspected, and those seven went before the
Cadet Honor Committee. One was adjudged innocent, end the other
six were adjudged guilty. They admitted the violation and the
collaboration. All of them submitted their esignations immediately
after the end f the academic semester.

Senator NuN-N. Nc one turned them in, then ?
General ALLEN. No. sir.
Senator NIINN. No one confessed before they wPre brought under

quest ion e:g ?
General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. So the nontoleration provisimi didn't come into play

in that instance at all ?
General ALLEN . The individuals who knew about it were the ones

that were eollaborat ing ; yes, si r.
Senator NuNN. And there was no one else implicated as far as having

known about it ?
General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. How broad al, investigation did you conduct to

determine if anyone else had tolerated the malfeasance?
General ALLEN. I would say we did not investigate that at great

length. been ese there were no indications that there was any other
toleration. And one of the things we attempt very strongly not to do
is to take advantage of the honor code, asking what we term improper
gticst ions, or using the honor code to enforce regulations.

Senator NUNN. ff you go too far in that regard you really lose the
concept. don't you?

General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator N1777N. If you become policemen and look over every

shoulder, then there is no real honor code ?
General ALLEx. That is correct.
Senator Ni_rxx. What kind of cross-check did you do on that par-

fielder test once it came to light ? Did you go through. every
General AmEx. Every examination was checked ; yes, sir.
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Senator NUNN. How many people would have taken that examina-
tion, approximately?

General ALLEN. As I recall, 600 or 700.
General Brcx. Most of 'he class.
Senator NUNN. 600 or 7th.
General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And did you cross-check with all 600 or 700 ?
General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Was it r, take home examination ?
General ALLEN. It was not an examination.
Senator NUNN. It was laboratory work ?
General ALLEN. It was laboratoty work. It was what they call pre-

laborat ory homework.
I have a few more details on this.
Senator Noss. What class were these young men ?
General ALLEN. The. class of 1978.
Senator NuNN. That would have made them sophomores ?

General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Sena.bzir NUNN. General, while you are looking through there we are

going to ask you to supply :or the record an analysis of all the viola-
tions that occurred within the last 10 years, particularly those of group
nature. But we will pose that for the record so that you will have
precise (pest ions.

[The information follows t]
The following information is supplied for the record conceining each honor

violation incident invoiving three or more cadets over the past ten years:
1. In academic year (AY) 1966-67, forty-six cadets were involved in academic

cheating. The incident involved exchanging informatio! about identical quizzes
given on the same day and about tests and examinatl, H. identical, given over
a two-day cycle covering the same material. Forty-i ere second-classmen,
two were thirdclassmen, and one was a fourthclassman and been turned back
from the previous class. All forty-six were found guilty, thirty-four of cheating
and twelve of toleration, and all resigned.

2. In AY 1971-72, thirty-nine secondclassmen were found guilty in an academic
cheating incident and resigned. The incident involved the exchange of information
on different tests given on consecutive days and the same test given in the morn-
ing and afternoon of the same day. Sub-group loyalties were involved as the in-
cident wa s /a rgely conceutrutod in three squadrons. Twen ty-th ree cadets were
found gu:lty of cheating and toleration, twelve of toleration only, two of cheating,
stealing, and toleration, one of cheating only, and one of both lying and toleration.

3. In AY 1072-73 three fourthclass cadets were found guilty of academic
cheating and resigned. TWO of them collaborated on a mechanics final design proj-
ect. The third cadet. a roommate of one of the two, later copied some answers
from his roommatt:'s notebook without the roommate's knowledge. All three
admitted guilt.

4. In AY 1974-75 four thirdclassmen were involved in an incident concerning
lying in calling back to the Academy and signing out after an automobile ac-
eblent. One (7a1et was found het guilty. Of the three found guilty, one wa; granted
discretion and the other two resigned.

5. in AY 1974-75. four cadets---three fonrthelassmen and one secomiclassman
were found guilty of lying and resigned. The Incident involved lying about knowl-
edge and use of marijuana.

6. In AY 1975-76 seven thirdclassmen were involved in academie cheating. A
physics instructor noted marked shnilaritles on several graded pre-lab reports.
After checking all the reports, the ease was referred to the Honor Committee. Of
the seven cadets investigated, five were found guilty of lying and cheating. one
was found guilty of cheating only, and ono was found not guilty. All those form/
guilty resigned.

112
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131a:ANnowti OF ALL HONOR CASES

YEAR 1966-67

Guilty Guilty
with without

Total Not guilty discretion discretion

1st 5 2 1 2

2d 59 5 4 50
3d 17 5 5 7

4th. 32 16 5 11

Total 113 28 15 70

The only statistics available on type of violation are for guilty eases (class
breakdown unknown):
Lying 10.
Cheating 45
Toleration

YEAR 1967-68

Guilty Guilty
Not with wi:hcut

Class Total guilty discretion discretion

1st 5 2 1 2
2d 5 2 1 2
3d 7 1 2 4
4th 29 7 3 19.

Total 46 12 7 27

The only statistics available on type of violation are for guilty cases (class
breakdown unknown) :
Lying 17
Cheating 9
Toleration 1

YEAR 1968-69

Cuiny Guilty'
Not with without

Class Total guilty discretion discretion

13t 11 4 3 4
2d 9 8 1

3d 20 6 2 12
4th 30 7 3 20

Total 70 25 8

The only statistics available for type of violation are for guilty cases (class
breakdown unknown) :
Lying 2()
Chea ting 11
Stealing 4
Toleration

3
74S92-70-8
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YEAR 1969-70

Guilty GuiltY
Not with without

Class
Total guilty discretion discretion

1st
9 4 5

74
11 3 3 5

34
20 7 2 11

igta
25 6 4 15

Jtal
65 20 9 36

The only statistics available on type of violation are for guilty cases:

Class

Stealing and
Lying Cheating Toleration lying

1st
2 2

2d
3 2

34
6 5

4th
7 4 4

1

18 13 4 1

YEAR 1370-71

Class

Guilty Guilty
with without

Total Not guilty discretion discretion

11
6 4

24
8 5

IS 5 I 9

4th
19 6 3 10

Total
48 20 6 22

Not guilty Discretion Guilty

Stealing

Class Ly ng Cheating and lying Lying Cheating Lying Cheating Stealing Toleration

1st 3 I 2

24 3 2 3

34 1 4 1 3 4 2

4th 4 2 2 I 3 5 / 1

Total 11 8 1 4 2 9 9 3 1

YEAR 1971-1972

Ga,Ity with Guilty without

Class Total Not guilty disc:tion oiscretion

1st
10 7

24
50 5

34
30 11

4th.
25 12

3
3

3
45
16
10

Total
115 35 6 74
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Nut guilty Discretion

Lying and Lying and Lying and
Lyi ng Cheating Stealing toleration cheating Lying Cheating stealing

1st 3 3 1

2d 2 3
3d 7 2 1 1 2 1

4th 6 4 1 1 1 2

Total 18 12 3 1 1 1 4 1

Guilty

Stealing,
Cheating cheating,

Toleraii Lying and and Lying and Lying and and
Class Lying Cheating Steal.ng tion toleration toleration stealing cheating toleration

1st 1 2

2d_ 3 2 1 12 1 23 1 2
3d 8 6 2

4th 5 4 I

Total 17 14 3 12 1 23 1 1 2

Clan

YEAR 1972-73

Guilty
Guilty with without

Total Not guilty discretion discretion

1st 10 5 1 4
2d ........... ....-- 8 3 1 4
3d ....... .... ..... 7 3 4
4th 34 3 10 21

Total 59 14 12 33

Not gLilty Discretion Guilty

Lying Cheating Lying
and and and

Class Ling cheating cheating Lying Cheating Lying Cheating Stealing lying stealing

1st 5 2 I 1 1 1

2i1 I 2 1 2 2
3d 1 2 1 3
4th Z 1 . 6 4 6 9 1 4 1

Tatal_. .. 1, 7 1 7 5 10 17 1 4 1

YEAR 13:3-74

Guilty
Guilty with withou'

Class Total Not gillty discietion discretion

lst 15 2 1 12
2J 12 4 1 7

3d 13 3 3 7
4th 30 6 5 19

Total . 70 15 10 45

CrnIty

Ling
Cheat- and I ying

Cliniat- 1114 iind Cheat- Tolera- cheat- and
Class Lying ing Etealing Lying log I,i L,ing ing Stealing ticn ing stealing

1st 2 1 7 2 9 1

2s1 4 1 3 2 1 1

3d 1 I 1 1 2 . 3 1 1 2
4th 2 4 2 3 5 9 4 1

Total.... 9 5 1 3 6 1 1 8 1 4 4 1 7
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YEAR 1974-75

Gdilty
Guilty with without

Class
Total Not guilty discretion discr etion

1st
24 10 3 11

24
33 9 17 12

3d
42 10 11 19

4th
76 18 11 47

Total
175 42 44 89

Class Lying

Not guilty Discretion

Cheating

Stra...1ing Cheating
aii and

Stealing lying lying Lying Cheating Stealing

Lying
and

Cheating

ut 8 1 1 1 1 1

2d___ ___________ _._ 2 2
13 2 2

3d 2 5 2 1 7 4 1

4th 11 5 2 4 5 2

Total 23 13 3 1 2 25 12 3 4

Guilty

Chr:!.:ny.

Lying ':heating Stealing Tolor4r;o1 aira lying

1st_ 8 1 2

2d 9 2 1

3d 6 6 4 1 1 1

4th 23 18 1

Total 46 25 9 1 2 6

YEAR 1975-75

Guilty
Guilty with without

Class
Total Net cilty discretion discretion

1st
8 1 3 4

24
13 6 2 5

3d
45 13 5 27

4th
64 22 13 29

Total
130 42 23 65

Class

Not guilty Discretisi

Lying Lying

Toleia- and and

Lying Cheating Stealing lian cheating Lying Cheating Stealing cheating

1st 1
2 1

24 2 3 1
1 1

30 7 6
4 1

4th 9 10 2 1 8 4 1

Total 19 19 1 2 1 15 6 1 1

Cheating Steeling Stealing Lying,

and and and stealing, and

Class Lying Cheating lying cheating lying toleration

1st 3 1

24 3 I 1

3d 11 7 8 1

4tli 12 14 2 1

Total 29 11 1 1 1

11)
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General ALLEN. A F. to the specifics on this particular case, the Board
testimony revealed that near taps on Monday the 26th of April four
of these cadets entered a fifth cadet's room at different times to discuss
a physics prelab due the next day. Gradually the discussion became
verbatim copying of the problems on the h.omework. Most of the
papers correlated with another cadet's paper, the format of several
peoblems in several written answers being exactly the same as his
pnper. It was quite clear to tbe Board that the other cadets most
likely had his paper in their possession during the time they had
.coopernted on the prelab experiment.

Senator NrTNN. What other kinds of group collaboration or cheat-
ing or lying or stealing have happened during your 2 years ?

Generad ALLEN. Those were the only casesor that is the only case.
Senator NUNN. When was your last big massive Air Force ch-eating

problem ?
Goieral ALLEN. Tbre was an incident in 1972 that involved 39

cadets heing found guilty.
Senat or NUNN. Why don't you walk us th7ough that, if you would.

We don't want names, and we don't want to violate any of your rules
about isclosure, we just want to Imow the situation and the facts as
t :ley existed without doing that.

Gem,ral ALLEN. The most unique aspect of that incident was that
it inv;:ved only members of the class of 1973. They were secoud class-
men a! the, time, or juniors.

MI de it is not attributable to any single factor, it is perhaps signifi-
cant Li that it mirrored closely the experience of the 196i' incident at
the. A -ademy in which, of 46 cadets who resigned for honor violations,

were second classmen.
.NIINN. How many were involved in this 1972 incident?

;CPliCral ALLEN. There were 39 that were found guilty, sir. Twenty-
t hree of them were concentrated in three squadrons.

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you this question. How diffthat come to
1it.? Did somebody confess on a voluntary basis. or was there some-
one who did not tolerate ard turned in fellow cadets? 'What brought
the incident to light before lie Honor Committee ?

General ALIEN. The precipitating factor in that one involved a case
which was going before an Honor Board. the evidence being stolen
from the honor representatives immediately before the hearing.

Senator NrNN. The Honor Board already bad some inkling of this,
and some evidence

General ALLEN. And as they investigated it in more detail, they
found others involved.

Senator NUNN. Was there, anyone. who came, up under the toleration
clause and turned in their fellow cadets?

General ALLEN. Sir, I can't say specifically. I will have to provide
that for the record :

[The information follows
The information that brought the 1972 ehoating ineident to light did not

surfavo liveanse of the non-toleration clause of the Honor Code. The investiga-
tion whivh eventually uncovered that situation was prompted by a eadet being
proves:0(1 out or the Aeademy after resigning dne to an unrelatN1 honor viola-
-film. This individual reported a conversation he had overheard which indleated
that the eadets involved were members of a group of honor violators.

1 7
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Senator Nux ti. I want to come back. I have a couple of more min-
utes. I want to come back and go into detail on this part icuhu. episode.

The question I have now, during your 2 Years as Superintendent
have you had any cases where cadets turned another cadet in under
the nontoleration clause?

General ALLEN. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. How frequently does that occur?
hmeral ALLEN. Let ITle give you some very precise st at istics on that

wItieli I brought with me.
During 1975-76. the academic year that we just completed. 45 per-

cent Of the cases that went. to honor hearimrs. re.,rarilless of whether
guilty or not guilty, discretion, or what have you. were turned in b..
other cadets. Thirty-three percent of them were turned in by an oflicer
or noncommissioned officer of the staff and faculty. Twent \--one and

f percent were self-reported.
Senato Nt.x N. So t ic largest percenta:re of cases turned in is bv

the nont olerat inn cl ?

General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Itu yoel'2 years?

tA.EN. That is etArreet.
S(.11:101' NUNN, Senator Bartlett. Nvliv don't you take it from there.

nave used Inv tilr.e.
Senator BAtrri.rrr. I was just going to suggest vou obtain from the

gonni.al the nunilwn, in :!ddit ion to Hint percent:1-r.
General .f,LN. I Inlve tile mimbers here. sir. t here were :',19 eases that

Nvere turned in liv other einh'ts: there wcre in by officers
and sta1f and fin-alty, a:ni; there were 28 seif-reported eases.

Senator BARTLETT. Ould you say thea wilat happem-d with those
cases ?

General At.trx. Yes. sir. T sure can.
That was a total of 1:10 cases-13o honor hearings. if you will. Out

of that 130. -12 wore found not guilty arid 23 were found (ruilty, but
discret inn was 1ee(0,111WildCd. Sixty-five were found !guilty without dis-
cretion. Of those tnid .crailty without discretion. 30 of the cadets re-
si,,ned at the end of the hearin!r. Thirty-three initially declined to re-
sirn. Anil there were two, to keep the figures straight, that resigned for
other reasons. In some cases there were resignations in proces before
t re honor hearing came up.

Of the 3:1 ca::es where the cadets initially declined to resign. 23 of
them resigned a fter or pond nnv t lie officer invest i!rat inn process or were
disen rolled for aeodemics. Four of lite eases were investigated by an
officer. an independent investigation. and the en:4es were dropped be-
cause there seemed to be a lack or evidence to warrant sending them
lwfore the Foard, and Ow orolets remainNI in th:t. wing in good
standing.

Six cases were referred to a hoard of oftleers. There were found
iruiltY. !Ind three were found not :.rmilty by the board of officers.

Senator BAtrri,ryr."1Vill you list I he disellar!..:es that were -made.
am particularly interested to know how many were for acadende
violot ions.

General ALLEN. l'es. sir. Tiles(' 11111iliq'I'S will 1101 t(d d up, because in
some eases there \V:tS more than one v.,ohnt loll invok ed. However, ,2
percent involved lying.

1 1 8
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Senator BARTLETT. 1 [ow inanv was :"?, percent ?
Getwral ALLEN. Forty, thirt y-three, or 1.2.S lu'reCnt, involved

cheating.
Senator BAIrrLrrr. Cheating on examinations. or cheatimr other-

wise?
General ALLEN. Cheatin, on examinations. tests, plagiarism, or

whatever. It is all in academics. in ot her words.
S.mator-liAirrr.rxr. It would all he in academies ?
Genend ALLEN. Yes, sir.
A.nd tliere 'xere three cases of stealing.
Senator BarrrLErr. Did I understaml earlier. in response to a guys-

thin by t he chairman. that you did not use the honor code in areas Other
than acthiemicsor I think you actually said that wasn't used to en-
force the regulations of the Academy.

General ALLEN. TII:It iS Correct t hat is what I said. sir.
Senator BARTLEvr. But obyhmsly it goes beyond the classroom. be-

cause stealine- is involved. and I don't suppose that t here were vey
many accusations of stealing an examination ?

General ALLEN-. Sir. it goes well beyond the classroom and well be-
yond the Ay:1(1(9)1v. The honor code is in effect fm a cadet, whether he
is home On leave, at the Academy. or wherever.

Senator BAtar,rrr. Could von describe briefly just the extent of it
beyond the elassroom and beyond classroom work ?

General ALLEN. Yes. sir. When a cadet signs out that he is going on
an authorized privilege to an oflicer's house or someplaee of that na-
ture. cr is authorized the privilege to go to Colorado Springs, if he
signs out to go to Colorado Springs that, means he is going to Colorado
Springs, and he is not going to Denver or Chirap-o or something of that
nature. lie has given his word by such signature that he is going to do
what that signature indicates. That, is an example.

Senator B.urrLETT. Without going into all the :omparative statis-
tics, could you give me, though, a feel for the cmnparison of this last
academic yea's record with previous years. Perhaps yon can do that
with just the number of violations reported and the number of cadets
exptIled.

General ALLEN.. Yes. sir, I certainly ean.
Senator BARTLETT. And particularly those who would be, expelled

for cheating in aca(lemies.
General ALLEN. III comparison with the previous academie year, we

had a somewhat smaller number of hearinps this year. As I indicated,
there were MO honor hearings this year. In the academie year in 1 974
75 there were 175 hearings. So there was a significant decrease in the
number of hearings this year.

C;e:es fon ml guilty without discretion, as I indieated. were 65 this
314;11' compared to 89 last min

Last year there were eight hoards of officers comp:11.ml to the six this
year. In the eight boards of officers last year t here wore three whore the
cadets were found not guilty, and live where the cadets were found

I t is probably better. Senator Bartlett. in sonic respects to talk per-
centages. because the size of the Cadet Wino- hos changed and fillet II-
ated through the years And if von talk in tibsolute numbers it tends
to be a lithe bit misleading sonwtimes. For example, the enrollment at
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the Air Force Academy during the earlier years was about half of
what it is now. So one would expect to find a smaller numoer of cases,
.and so forth than we do now.

Senator T3AuyLETr. And the enrollment for the last several years
would be fairly constant, would it not?

General ALLEN. It has increased a little bit for the last 2 years, it is
a little bit higher than it has been. One of the things we have been do-
ing, as a matter of fact, is trying to keep filled up. It is more economi-
cal to do that. We are right up against the statutory ceiling now.

Senator BARTLErr. Are you satisfied with those numbers? Do ye
think the system is working well and it can work? Do you think it can
be improved?

General ALLEN. I wouldn't want to use the term satisfied with them.
T think I am comfortable with the, figures. You regret very much hay-
ire, one individual get in trouble with the honor code. But being real-
istic, there are going to be some that do get in trouble with it. It seems
to me that if you have high standards in your honor code and you main-
tain those high standards. it is probably unlikely that you are going
to have a serious honor incident with large numbers involved. So I see
the current statistics as indicating that the cadets are indeed upholding
and watching the honor code, and guarding it somewhat jealously, as
a matter of fact. And in that context I am satisfied with it. I am pleased
with it.

On tIm other hand, I regret very much that any individual gets in
trouble with the honor code. It is an unfortunate situation.

Senator BArrLErr. Thank you very much, General Allen.
I find that 1. will make a quorum at the Interior Committee. And I

have an amendment up. So I am going to have to leave.
I do have some qnestions. General Allen, that I would like to submit

to be answered for the record-
General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator NuNN. Pursuing that line of questioning for a moment, Gen-

eral , you mentir .(1. that the honor code was not just applicable while
a cadet, was at the Air Force Academy, but it was also carried with him
when he went home. What kind of honor violations have occurred dur-
ing your 2 years by cadets who were home on leave?

General ALLEN. Sir, there is oneand I am smiling because it is kind
of an interesting onea cadet used certain justifications to his father
while he was on leave to gain access to a mountain cottage or lodge
which was owned by the family. It turned out he didn't use it exactly
the way he told his father, and when he got back to the Academy his
conscience got to him a little bit and lie reported himself for lying to
lus father. The facts were clear, he had misled or deceived his father
on the use of that cottage. He was found guilty, but it was obvious from
the circumstances that he was all honorable young man, and that he
had learned from the incident. The honot committee recommended
discretion, and of course it was approved. That is an example which
.comes quickly to mind.

Senator NurNN. Did you make it public ? Did you t^ll his father?
General ALLEN. No. sir. A summary is written and distributed

throughout the Wing, and to me. And I read every one of these
summaries very, very care fully from every hearing. But in cases of
that nature he is not identified as to who he actually is. I know who he
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is, but it is not put on the summary. And he is not embarrassed in that
fashion at all.

Senator NUNN. If another cadet had observed or known that he
had lied to his father, would he have been under obligation to report
that to the honor committee ?

General ALLEN. Yes, sir, he would have, or his first responsibility
would have been to talk to the Mdividual and make sure the individual
reported it to the honor representative.

Senator NUNN. Yon have really three choices, as I understand it.
Once yon are a cadet, and you observe some suspected vitUation, yoc
can either counsel with the particular suspected violator, and if you .
find that your suspicion is not warranted, you can at that point ter-
minate it without any report to anyone?

General ALLEN-. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. That is choice, A. B would be that you can connscl

with him and determine that there are still grounds for supicion, and
request that he turn himself into the honor committee and discuss it
with them.

General AmEN. That is correct.
Senator NuNN. I understand subpart 1 under B is that you have to

pursue it to the point, of know ing that he has done that 9
General ALLEN. That is correct, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And C is that you can turn him in yourself to the

honor committee?
General ALLEN.. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Now, let, me ask you this. What happens if you

observe, this malfeasance or some, suspected violation and you don't
take either A, P, or C as a route? Have you then violated the tolera-
tion clause?

General ALLEN. Yes. sir. yor have.
Senator NUNN. A rn yon tben subject to expulsion ?
General ALLF.N. Yes, sir, you are.
Senator NUNN. Are there extennatine- circumstances under that

which would be conducive to the 0-ra nting of discretion?
General AMEN. There certainly could be, yes. sir.
Senator NUNN. Would you give us an example of what the extennat-,

ing circumstances would be,? Tn other words, what is an excuse, for not
complying strictly with one, of the options of the nontoloration clause?'

General Art.rx. As indicated in my statement. there are really four
things that ;ire involved here. And the last one is prebably the most
important.

First. how long has the. individual been at, the A,-ademy and been
under the honor code? Has he been there, only a few months and not,

lv rinderstand in detail ? In such case discretion would be

ond. has he been under undue pressure of some sort ? Tt is hard
for me to imagine, what kind of pressure would be involved here. but
there could be.
. Third. was the case self-reported ? One might have a situation, for
example, where. an individual reports himsel f for haying observed
cheating bark I or 2 years ago and not doinq. anything-. about, it. Tie
realizes that it has been gnawing on him, and it would never come to
light otherwise. hut he decides that the right. thing to do is report
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himsel f for having tolerated it. In a situation like that I am quite
confident he wouhl ho granted discivt inn.

Setr:tor NUNN. 1 th'ii,k von have just hypctlicHcally described an
exact situtinn that Ints occurred at West i'oint. I know you hav.m't
t rieIl to do t hat.

Gon:T.. 1 A 1.1,EN. T don't have those kinds of details on it.
Senator NuNN I know that. But hypothetically, if a person had

tolerated chentin, hy not ropt.rting it in the pr.st. hut then had a pang
of conscience 11101 decided that he would t urn himself in. and also report,
violatoN, and did so, would you think that W0111(1 he, a case where

Air Force Would in :111 likelihood grant discivtion ?
General A t.t.ry. Based on what you sit y. yes sir. although I ivittld

not want, to relate that specifically to t he West Point sit mit ion. hreause
WTI iiot th:d 1.0.111i1 iq 1, With it.
Senator NUNN. What pCITellta!re of your honor violations relate to

cados when they are not at the Air Force Acad(my ? 1)o you have any
statistics nn that ? lit other words, what. percentage would be related to
when they are at home ?

General ALLEN. T don't have statistics nn it , but. it would be less than
I percent : it iS the rare (N1SO.

Senator NUNN.. Carrying: the unntnlerat inn clause one step fnrther,
if you are a cadet, and von have not ohserved cheating. you don't know
anythin e. about cheatin!r. hut another cadet tells you that he does
know somethiui e. ahout it, ami you have reasou to believe that, he is
tol:,rating it do you hove an obligation under the font nloratinn clause
to turn ill a tolerator as opposed to a cheater, liar, or stealer?

Icneral Ari vc. T think von prnhaldv would, sir. But I think the
wly that would work is that yon would talk to the individual who say;
tl.at he knows something ahnnt it and say, "Go report this tn your
honor representative. }localise if you don't r must."

Senator Nrs Y. As a practie»I matter that is the way it would he
handled ?

General ALT r.N. Yos.
Senator But you wouild theoretically have that obligation,

i f he refnsed tn dn it and said, nn, T am not ioing tn turn them in, ou
have the oldi(ration tn tont him in as a violator of the honor code?

General A 1.1,/...y. Theoretically. yes, sir.
'eii:utou I las tha ever happuied ?

General A T.T.V.N. Not siln-e I have been there. And T inn not aware
of :Iny other Poses.

Senator NUNN. General. We have a ynte nn. There are nn other
ree:nbeN present, and I will he coming 1)ack. We will recess for
apt woxinritely minutesz, and then convene again.

FA short recess was taken.]
Senator NT-NY. Genoral. pursuing that point about the conduct of

^adets away from the Academy, it is pretty clear that. it is a violation
to lie tn anyone, your immediate family, or any other persou, is that
right ?

General A 1,LEN. That is correct, yes. sir.
Senator Nt-NN. Now, (Ines that also carry through into the Air

Force career? Suppose you as a gem rat observe another Air Force
officer lying to his wife, and you know it, is a lie, what is your duty to
that Air Force officer?
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General ALLEN. I think it would depend upon the circumstance, sir.
Part of the honor code recognizes such things as tact. A cadet who
.comes over to my house for dmner and my wife serves pork chops and
he doesn't like pork chops is still likely to tell my wife that he enjoyed

.the meal very mueh. That is tact, and that is understood.
Similarly, if a lady asks, how do you like my new hat, the individual

may think that it is an absurd looking hat on the woman, but he is
aoing to be tactful and say it looks very nice.

Senator NUNN. Let's take the same example that you posed with the
cadet telling his father he was going to use the cottage for a purpose
and the purpose was wrong. Let's assume that the officer told his wife
that he was going to go away to go hunting one day to a cabin and he
really had another purpose in mind when he went to the cabin and he
knew about it. Let's put that on the same hypothetical basis as the
cadet, then what is your story? J am not talking about a frivolous
story, I am talking about the real thing.

General ALLEN. I think that such actions, if the individual worked
for me,would reflect upon my impression of that individual, and my
impression of his responsibility and his intepyity. It would depend
upon the circumstances, of course. But very likely it could be made a
matter of official record or influence the effectiveness report that he
received. If it were something more significant. then more direct action
might be required. I am familiar with cases in the Air Force where
that has happened, as a matter of fact.

Senator NUNN. Where there were lies told intentionally that had
nothing whatsoever to do with their duty in the Air Force or the

-officer?
General ALLEN. Those whieh I call to mind have to do with official

duties, ns a matter of fact.
Senator NUNN. Do you know of any instance in your career in the

Air Force where there has been a lie told that was reported on another
officer tlmt vitally n ffeetNl his promotion or his career that had nothing
whntsoever to do with his Air Force duties?

General ALLEN. No, sir.
Senator NuNx. *Do you hiow of any, General Beck ?
General BEcic. No, sir, T do not.
Senator l'cuNN. Does that Wan, then, that we lm ve a di fferent

standard for cadets than we do for reeltlar officers in the Air Fore.e?
General ALLEN. Sir. T would hope not. I think that we, at the service

academies. at, the Air Force Academy. are erwit ing an environment of
intepTitv. complete honesty. which is intetu- to ea rry over into the
Air Force. The Air Force views On that t,lnny. T think. were very wrll
put, certainly bett(r thnn T could state. hi a wire that was putt out to
all commands by General Ilyan in 1 f)7:2.. if you would care to, T win
take a minute to read the coWents of this wire to the entire. Air Force.
It was a message by the Chief of Sin tT on the subject of integrity:

Integrity, which includes full and acenrate diselnsure. is the keystone of mili-
tary service. Integrity hinds us together into an Air Force serving tlw country.
Integrity In reporting, for example. is the link that connects each flight crew,
each spedalist, and enth administrator tn the Commander in Chief. In any
crisis, &pistons and risks taken by the highest national authorities depend in
large part on reported military capabilities n nil aehievements. In the same way,
every commander depends on accurate repnrting from his forces. Unless he is
positive of the Integrity of his people, a eommamler cannot have confidence in
his forces. Without integrity, the Commander in Chief cannot have confidence In
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Us. Therefore we may not compromise our integrity, our truthfulness. To do so
not only Is unlawful, but also degrading. False reporting is a clear example of
a failure of integrity. Any order to compromise integrity is not a lawful order.
Integrity is the most important responsibility of command. Commanders ae
dependent on the integrity of those reporting to them in every decision that
they make. Integrity can be ordered, but it can only be achieved by encourage-
ment nnd example.

I was rending that, sir, from the Honor Reference Handbook of
the Air Force. Cadet Wing. It is an indication that we are attempting
to provide in the training of our cadets the same levels of integrity
that we expect of o»r (Akers after they get ont into the Air Force.

Senator NUNN. What I am really asking is, do yon really expect
that degree of integrity for your officers? I certainly don't in any way
disagree with that goal or aspiration. How long have you been in tho
Air Force?

General ALLEN. I have been in the Air Force since I graduated from
West Point in June 1918.

Senator NUNN. So that would be about 28 years?
General AWN. Twenty-eight years, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And in 28 years there has never been, in your remem-

brance, any single incident where an Air Force officer has been disci-
plined for any action taken in terms of lying outside of the regular
Air Force duties. It is pretty unlikely that that is a very common
occurrence, isn't it?

General ALT.Ex. T am saving that I don't recall a specific. incident. I
am sure. that there have teen incidents where action has been taken,
and with appropriate research they could be provided for the record.

Senator NUNN'. I am not saying or suggesting weshould decrease the
standards at the Air Force Academy. I am suggesting that perhaps we
should increase the standards in the military itself.

General A r. LEN. I would have no quarrel with that, sir. It, seems to
me that the higher the standard we, can possibly get, the. better off we
all are. Of course, the A ir Force Academy is quite newwe. gradu-
ated our first. class in lira We have, no general officers out of the Air
Force Academy yet, but have 28 graduates who have, achieved the rank
of full colonel. and we will have a general or inure in the next few-
Years. I tend to think, as we continue to graduate more of our Air
Porce Academy graduates out into the Air Force, that we will help
in improving those sorts of standards. I don't mean to imply that I
think those kinds of standards are low right now. because I don't think
they are. I think there is a high degree of integrity in the officer corps
of the Air Force.

Senator NUNN. There may well be a difference in theory awl prac-
tice in the, Ree-nlar Air Force, whereas in the Air Force Academy, it
seems 1 hat theory and practice really come. together.

General At.ix.m. Yes sir, I think they come together very well in
the Air Force Academy.

Senator Nrrxic. But there is a real question about whether that hap-
pens to the degree of rictness in the real Air Force ; wouldn't you
ap-ree with that observation?

General ALLEN. I think to the same degree, yes, sir, there is some
q»estion.

Senator NrNN. General. the Air Force honor system differs from
West Point's, as we discussed a little while ago, in the specifics and the
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procedures muler the nontoleration clause. That degTee of difference
is not really very great between West Point and the Air Force, but
in terms of the punishment or the sanctions, the Air Force Academy
does have a degree of discretion, whereas West Point does liot. Would
you give us the rationale for that degree of discretion? What is your
reason for it, and do you think that it strengthens the honor code in
general and the nontoleration clause. inspecific?

General ALLEN. Certainly, in my judgment, the discreti(m clause
strengtlwns the code as it is applied at the Air Force Academy to a sig-
nificant degree. It recognizes such things as inexperience tinder the
code and undue pressure. It also recognizes that an individual can
make a mistake, can regret that mistake, and resolve to live honorably
in the future, probably with a -tronger sense of personal integrity
than he started out with in the first place, by virtue of whatever the
hicident was. And in such cases, it allows the code to recognize the
violation of the code. but withont jeopardizing the future of the indi-
vidual. And I think that that adds quite a bit to it.

We had a 2iituation last year, Mr. Chairman. There is a group in
Colorado Springs called the Navigators, which is somewhat of a re-
ligious group focusing its efforts on young people. It is a fine group,
as a miitter of fact, and a number of our cadets became closely identi-
fied with this Navigator group in town. That led to a large number of
self-reported honor violationssuch as the one I think I discussed
earlier this morningwhere a senior reported 'himself for something
that he had done as a freshman. It allows an individual who has made
a mistake, and only he knows about it, to clear his conscience, if you
will. Which I think is very, very useful. It makes the code a more
human, more compassionate code. And yet at the same time the indi-
vidual who transgresses the code, and it is clear that there is no indi-
cation that he has learned by the situation, and has resolved to live
honorably in the future, and there were no extenuating circumstances,
is dealt with.

Senator NUNN.. Is there any limit to the number of discretions that
can be granted to a single cadet?

General ALLEN. No, sir, there is not.
Senator NuN...N. So if the. extenuating circumstance existed in more

than one case, there is no limityou have got one discretion, and that
is it ?

General ALLEN. No, Sir.
Senator NUNN. What is your view of the relationship between this

discretion and the cadets' compliance, respect, and adherence to the
nontoleration provision ? It seems to me that there would be a very
direct relationship between the nontoleration adluxence and respect by
cadets and the fact they realize that under extenuating circnmstances
their buddies or their friends or their roommates would be dealt
with in a human. understanding way with real justice.

General ALLEN. Sir, in practice I don't believe thaf there is that
direct relationship. I believe it is more of an indirect relationship. An
individual who lies, cheats or steals, for example, and who is brought
before an honor hearing by virtue of someone else's seeing him do it,
and causing him to report himself, or reporting the individual sepa-
rately, that type of a case is really not very likely to get discretion,
unless there were other extenuating circumstances associated with it. It
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seems to me that in on indirect sense the feeling of compassion, if you
will, the feeling of objectivity associated with the code by virtue of
having discretion, makes it a code that all eadets can embrace whole-
heartedly, or almost all, as opposed to something that is hard and fast,
up or out. You make a mistake, and you can't, even ever sel f-report
it because if you do you are goinff to be disenrolled. So I really think
it is more of an indirect, than a ''direct relationship. But I think the
indirect relationship is very significant and important.

Senator NUNN. Well, asking it another way, what would be the
effect if you didn't have a discretion clause. in your honor code.? 'What
do you think would be the effect at the Air Force Academy on tho
honor code?

General ALLEN. It is hard for me to say. sir. I think we would
miss it very much. T would be speeulatizgr. The discretion clause was
voted in by the cadet wing in 1961, And the Air Form Academy has
lived very comfortably with that discretion clause from 1961 until
the Present time. It is really hard for me. to speculate on what. would
be the effect if we didn't have it. T t hink we would all regret it very
much.

Sena. . NUNN. What percentage of the cadets voted for that ?
What. percent do you require to implement a fundamental change in
the honor rode?

General ALLEN. Sir. T cannot answer that question. I don't know
what percentage that was.

Senator NUNN. Po vou know that. General Beek ?
General Brrn. No, sir, T don't exactly.
Senator NUNN. Suppose they were going to eliminate the. discre-

tion at this point., do von know what percentage of the vote would
be required tinder Vour honor code ?

General BECK. I don't. It is not formalized. What, would happen,
the honor committee would discuss the, issue, and realize, that they had
an issue that they would need to bring before. the wing. And as rep-
resentatives of the wing they would decide what the guideline's should
be. and then proceed aecordingly. It is not formal.

Senator NUNN. The yote of the cadets is not binding, it is advisory,
and it. would be decided by the honor committee, is that. right ?

General BEnc The honor committee considers themselves as rep-
resentatives of the wing.

Senator Nrxx. Tf the Air Force cadets decided that they wanted
to change the honor code, and they voted to change it, is that advisory
in nature ? Who has the final decisiomnaking on the honor code? What
is the. legal procedure?

General BrcK. The wing itself would make the, decision.
General ALLEN. I might add, sir. they would get a lot of counsel

and advice not only from the Commandant. but also myself.
Senator NUNN:What is the legal mechanism by which the honor

code can be, changed ?
General ALLEN.. The legal mechanism would be for the cadet Imnor

committee to put before, the. cadet. wing the proposed change and have
them vote on it.

Senator Nrxx. If you don't know of a two-thirds vote or a two-.
thirds requirement, it. probably would be a majority vote, would.
that be a fair assumption?
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Genend ALLEN, I think in III possibility, sir, (hot the honor com-
mittee would make recommendations, yerv strmig recommendations,
as a matter of fact, as to what vote miglit be required to effect the
change in that particular proposal. And I think it would be done on
a ease-by-case-type lotsis. Once again, I think there would be a cer-
tain alumna of advice rind counsel provided by the Commandant and
the Superintendent to the cadet honor committee before we under-
took such a thing.

Senator NUNN. Perhaps yon or your counsel could furnish for the
record tho actual legal meehanism so tlmt we will have that as part
of our report by wh hit the lionor code could he changed.

General ALLEN. Yes sir.
[The information follows 1

The Honor Code belongs to the Cadet Wing and Is interpretN1 and administered
by the (Inlets. No mechanism or procedure has been formalized for changing the
basic provisions of the Code, although on live occasions In the twenty years
it has been in ffuree. issues have been taken by the Honor Committee to the
Wing for a vote. Existing records do not reveal that a minimum vote was pre-
scribeil for passage, but in at. least two eases the standards of "substantially
mom than a majority" or "a clear majority" were expressed. In the two eases
where a proposal was; passed and the vote is known, the majorities were 64
iwreent and 78 percent.

Senator NUNN% Senator I fart is here this morning. Ire is a member
of our full committee, and he is also a member of the Board of Visitors
of the U.S. Air Force Academy. I am sure that, as the Senator from
Colorado, he would probably like to make a statement or ask some
questions. At this point I wilt call on him.

Senator HART. I would go in Order after Senator Barthtt.
Senator NUNN. We have been around one time already.
Senator Bartlett, do you want to go ahead ?
Senator BAirrLETT, Either way.
Senator NuNN. if you have a statement you would like to make we

would be glad to have yon make it after Senator Bartlett.
Senator Bartlett.
Senator 13:tun:TT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the Senator from

Colorado.
General, how much input does the corps have in the honor system

itself ?
General ALLEN. The cadet, wing is represented by their 40 elected

bonor representatives, 1 from each squadron, plus the, second class
representatives or juniors, also 1 for each squadron. So there are
a total of SO members. As I pointed out in my original statement, the
juniors, the second classmen. are somewhat in an apprentice-typo
status, whereas the seniors actually conduct the affairs of the honor
committee. I think the cadet wing has a great input through their
elected representatives. There ore squadron meetings every week. and
in just about every squadron meeting sollie matters associated win
the honor code do come up. Recent cases, for example, are discussed
and explained. Any problems that come tip associated with the adniini-
st ration of the cadet honor code are discussed and explained. Throupli
their elected representatives, the members of the cadet honor commit-
tee, the cadet wing has a large input and large influence.

Senator BAnTLErr. Do they consider that the honor code is their
code?

I z,
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General AuxN. That. is correct, yes, sir.
Senator BARI:LI:Tr. Ilow was it adopted originally ?

General ALLEN. it was adopted by a vote of thie, cadet wing in 1956,
after a 1-year trial of living under the code. In 1961 the discretion
.clause was added by the cadet wino..

Senator 13AnTLETT. Which did mit exist prior to that?
General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator BAnTLErr. Could you get. us the votes, the actual votes or

percentage of cadets that -oted in favor of any vote that has occurred
on the basic provisions of the code ?

General ALLEN. Yes, sir, I certainly will.
[The information follows

There have been (lye votes held by the cadet wing pertaining to the basic
provisions or the honor code.

Year Issue Voto

1956 Initial adoption of honor code A clear majority for,1

1960 Adoption of "Second Chance" provision 938 to 702 against.

1961 To "consider" adoption of "discretion" 1,319, to 754 for.

1951 Adoption of "discretion" limited to sell-reported cases in 1st semester A clear majority (DO
1965 To lift specific criteria for "discretion," leaving decision to vote of 1960 to 560 for.

Honor Board.

I Actual vote not recorded or not available.

Senator B A RTLETT. Has there been any vote on the code in any way
recently ?

General Au.EN. Not in my experience in the 2 years I have been
Superintendent, no sir.

Senator IlAnTLErr. You stated that the cadets had an indoctrination
period of 16 hours in the honor system itself ?

General Au,EN. Yes, sir.
Senator BAnTLErr. Is that conducted by cadets ?
General ALLEN. It was conducted by cadets and supervised by

officers.
Senator BARTLET.r. Do you feel that it is important that it be con-

ducted by cadets?
General ALLEN. Absolutely, yes, sir.
Senator BAR-m.17m. Why do you feel that way?
G!,neral ALLEN. BecAuse it is a cadet honor code. It is administered

by the cadet wing. It is very, very important that it be a cadet honor
code, as a matter of fact, and that it be administered by the wing.
In that context, it seems to me to be very, very important that it be
instructed by the. cadets.

One of the things that it seems to me that one must work very, very
hard I o avoid is a we-tliev relationship between the cadets and the ad-
ministration at the Academy regarding the honor code, or anything
else, for that matter, but particularly with regard to the honor code.
It should be an us relationship, not a we-they relationship.

Senator I3Ann,wrr. 'Would you consider that the honor code would
work without overwhelming support by the cadets?

General ALLEN. No, sir, 1 do not think it would work without over-
whelming support by the cadets.

1 8
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Senator BAirrt,rrr. They have, as I understand your remarks, a trial
period during the summer.

General ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator BAIrrLErr. 'Hwy operate, I supimse, under the code, but with-

out full responsibility to the code!
General ALLEN. Well. we do not consider that they nre under the

honor eode during that. first. 6 weeks of training. We expect them to
live according to it. but they aren't. under it.

Senator BAltmETT. They are not bound by it.?
I ;enema ALLEN. Thnt is correct.
Senator BARTLETT. I low do they assume a position of being bound

by it ? t hey act int Ily sign a pledge ?
;eneral ALLEx. They do not actually sign a pledge, sir. I rowever,

there is n formal ceremony conducted by t he chairman of the cadet,
honor con unittee during which they all raise their right hand and
take all Oilt-11 to live under the honor rode.

Senator BAirrt,m-r. So they take a formalized action ?
General ALLEN. That-, is correct.
Senator BARTLETr. And swear that, they do pledge. themselves to sup-

port the honor cotle?
( eneral ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator BA trrt,rrr. I )ocs that include the provision that they would

report. violations!
General ALLEN. Yes. sir. As a matter of fact, I can read you their

oath if yon would 1 ike. lt is not very long.
Senator BARTr.rxr. Yes. I would like to have that in the. record.
General ALLEN. "I"and then the. individual gives his name

"alumt to become an accepted member of the cadet wing, do solemnly
swear that I will accept my responsibility to live by the honor code,
t hat T accept this code fully witliout any mental reservation or fraudu-
lent purpose. that I ant prepared to take full responsibility for my
act hats. and that I will not lie, steal or elteat, nor tolerate anyone in the
cadet. Wilt(r W110 does, so help me. God."

Senator BAirrrxrr. The toleration clause, does that clearly mean to a
cadet who makes the plod!re that he would report. any violations?

ieneral ALTA.:N. Tliat he would take, action to see that they are re-
ported. and More likely reported by the suspected individual.

Senator BAIrrt.wrT. I see. In other words, lie would see that it was
reported by the susperted individual. or if not., by himself ?

;IMer:11 A r.t.r.N. That is correct, yes, sir.
Senator BARTLETT. And you stated earlier that You would consider

that a very st rong basic part (if t he. hoimr system in making the. code
work ?

( ;enteral ALLEN. Absolut lv. sir. As a. nmtter of fact. without. that
if 7-14111S to me that one would have the we-they relationship which I
commented on just a few nnn Ines o.n.o.

S..tin tor BARTLETT. What type of examinalimis do you have at ihe
Aea/lenly ? Do you have t he true-false! )o the instructors and teachers
tal;e into considerat ion the kind of exposure Holt- there. might be to
cheat ing or some kind of examinations over other 1:inds of examina-
t ions ? Vor example, we learned frolli the Naval Academy. which is an
engineering school. a very tine engineerin, school. that the examina-
t ions are very complicated, and it would be very difnciCt to cheat on

7 I-- C92-----76--9
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such an exam, whereas perhaps the true-false questions would bu
rather easy to cheat on in comparison. So do you feel that the tnat ot
examination given is important? One argun.ent on that side conic', be
made that certainly keeping the incidence of cheating low Is important
to all students, particularly those who don't cheat. On the otherhand,
you could put up the argument that we don't want to make.it, easier tor
them, and we might even want to test them, and we think that an
example on which there could be easy cheating would be a proper test
of a cadet.

General ALLEN. Well, sir, throughout our various academic pro-
gramsand I would say that we also consider ourselves to be a very
line engineering schoolthroughout all of our courses I think ono
WonId have to say that we have all types of examinations, subjective,
true-false, multiple choice, development of computer programs at ono
extreme, to a simple essay question at the other extreme. We have all
types.

With regard to your other point, certainly I do not think one should
put undue temptation in front of anyone. It tends to be entrapment.
On t he other hand. with no temptation whatsoever, it would he hard
to say how you would even need an honor system of any type if it were
policed to t hat extent. We do not, have that type of policing. We do not
think it is necessary. We do not tind it necessary.

Senator 13AumErr. I wasn't talking about policing from a proc-
torial point of view, and supervised exams, but I was talking about the
type of examination.

General ALLEN. As I say, we have all types of examinations, Senator.
Senator limnruirr. Does the honor committee feel that it has a feel

for the cadets in the wing as to whether or not the system is working
well, or whether there is a lot of cheating? Do they try to evaluate this
from their own observations, or perhaps from those of others?

General ALLEN. I think they do, and I think all the cadets do, par-
ticularly now with all the media attention, and so forth.

Last Saturday I was in Minneapolis and I met with a very active
parents group we have there. We have 55 parents clubs around the
United States and we try to meet with all of them periodically. This
particular function was the Minneapolis-St. Paul Appointee Lunch-
eon. Present were 30 to 35 Air Force appointees who were coining in
next Monday in the class of 1980 together with 200 parents. Also pres-
ent were six or eight cadets who happened to lie in the. Minneapolis
area on lea ve During the course of this meeting the appointees and the
cadets went into a separate room where these appointees could ask
questions of the cadets. tieyeral questions bad to do with the honor
code, lweause those appointees have. been reading the newspapers and
seeing t lint t he attention has been focused on it.

One first classman. a senior who was there, a cadet who doesn't hap-
pen to be a memlwr of the honor committee, answered the questions in

waythat made me feel proud. He told them, "look, it is not a set of
rules, is a way of life." Then be went on to say. "in my 3 years there
T have never seen, or had personal knowledge of, an individual who
lied, cheated or stole, other than what has come up through the honor
committee. And I want to tell you young men and women, (and there
were two young women appointees who were there) that it is a great
way of He." As Superintendent I found it tremendously reassuring to
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hear one of our mulcts, just on the spur of the moment, expound oh the
virtues of the honor code the way ho did to those young people.

Senator BAirmurr. Is this same kind of enthuisam and support for
the honor system and the code tmssed on to the cadets at the various
meetings they have in 16 hours ot instruction ?

General ALLEN. Yes sir, it is. More than that, as a matterof fact. A
brochure is sent to each appointee, before he or she ever arrives at the
Academy, a brochure that is put, toget her and sent, by the Cadet, Honor
Committee explaining the honor code in prmise terms and setting tlue
framework for the instruction t hat is going to follow.

Beyond that, we liave our liaison officers (Reserve officers) through-
out due United States that work as our adnii&sions counselors, if youwill. We have each of them explain to ach appointee the implications
and provisions of the honor code, and in fact have both the liaison offi-
cer aunt t he appointee send back to us a card which indicates on the part
of the liaison officer that he has explained it, ami on the plat of the
appointee that it has been exphuined to him.

Thus they really start receiving their indoctrination before theyarrive at the Academy.
Senator NUNN. Senator Hart.
Senator I him Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry I was late. Butt I want to add my welcome to Superin-

tendent Allen and General Beck.
I think it is self-evident to anyone who has been in the State of

Colorado that dm people of Colorado are extremely prond of the Air
Force Academy. Superintendent Allen, in my judgmentand I thinkthat judgment is shared by most of the people I am proud to repre-sentcombines military. professionalism, administrative capability,and academic excellence in a way that furthers tlm traditions of the AirForce Academy. And I think everyone ir the State of Colorado is proud
of him and proud of his institution.

So we are pleased to have you here, Mr. Superintendent, and Gen-eral Beck.
General ALLEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HAwr. We have over the past 3 days of these hearings recog-nized that there is an honor code and that there is an honor systemwhich implements that mle. I feel very strongly, as I know the chair-

man of the subcommittee does, that the code, in the case of all threeacademies, is extremely important, and should he perpetuated gener-ally in its present form. It is the system and the implementation of thecoae that I am more concerned about. And I think what is of obviousinterest about the Air Force Academy's implementation of the code istlm discret ionary element.
I asked the :uperintendent of West Point about the obligations inthe area of toleration of the individual cadet. And I would be inter-ested, Mr. Superintendent, and General Beck, in your feelings on theobligation of the individual cadet at the Air Force Academy who mayhave heard a rumor or heard speculation about sonie violation. What,is the obligation on them to carry through, and what should they do?General ALLEN.. With regard to hearing speculation or a rumor,Senator Hart, I think it would have to depend upon the type of specu-lation or type of rumor that it was they heard. Generally, if there is astrong case or even a less than a strong indication that an individual is
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in violation of the. honor code, then the person who has that indication
should take some action to clear up the situation. Normally that action

will consist of discussing it with the suspected individual, and that
normally clears up the situation if there is no substance to it right there

on the spot, and nothing further happens.
Senator HART. But if after that confrontation, the individual feels

that there may be a violation, then what should be done?
General ALLEN. Then the suspecting individual should toll the sus-

pected violator, you had better go talk to the honor representative
about this, beeause it sounds a little. fuzzy, and you may be in tramgres-
limn of the honor code, and if you don't go talk to him, then I have to.
And so that way yon kind of get away from the notion of tattletale or
squealing or what have you. you put file onus on the suspected individ-
ual, go talk to the honor representative about it and get it cleared up.
That is the approach that is normally taken.

Now, if it I.55 IL very serious type thing, and cirennotnnees don't lend
themselves to discussing it with the individual personally, then the
individual has the responsibility to go report it to a squadron honor

representative directly.
Senator.HAwr. Excuse me. I have to vote.
Senator Nt:NN. I would be glad to have you come back and we will

take up where you left off.
Genera), one other area I would like to explore with you is the

relationship between regulations on the one hand and the honor code

on the other. Could you describe how those two things intertwine?
General ALLEN. They intertwine, Mr. Chairman, only to the extent

that, lying, cheating, or stealing are involved. For example, if a cadet
is authorized a certain privilege. and he signs out to go on that privi-
lege, and does something else rather than going on the privilege, and
by his signature has lied about what he has donethat is a lie. On the
other hand. if it has nothing to do with signing out, or nothing to do

wit)) his personal word or anything of that nature, or he violates a
regulation, that is just a violation of a regulation.

Senator NUNN. Suppose instead of signing out be just skips signing

out. and violates the regulations by going somewhere he shouldn't ?

General ALLEN. Then there would be no honor violation whatsoever.
Senator NUNN. Then if he wants to make. sure cf violating a i egu-

lation but not the honor code, the way to do it is not to sign out

altogether?
ieneral ALLEN. Yes, si r, that is correct. I will have to admit that that

happen.: Ilow and then.
Senator Nusx. Your more intelligent cadets would certainly take

t t route. wouldn't they ?

;eneral ALLEN. Absolutely.
Senator Nr,NN. There was a system that they had in the past at

West, Point where someone, would check by the room at
say. is everything all right. By coining back with the answer, all right,
you have, then in effect said that all regulations hare been com
with. and that means that perhaps the honor code then comes into play.

Do you have anything to compare, with that ?
General ALLEN. I am not, familiar with what Ls going on at West

Point in these class in that regard, sir. No, we do not have anything
comparable to that.
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Senator NUNN. The question is, do you have any question posed to
the cadet saying, have you violated any regulations?

General ALuN. No, we do not. We do have ono "all right." A list of
lost or misplaced articles is published periodically and every cadet
is supposed to check his belongings to see if a book has been left in
his room, or an article of clothing, or something like that. e have an
"all right" given for those lost articles. What that means is the
cadet has checked his belongings and he doesn't have them. But other
than that we have no such procedure.

Senator NUNN. Of course that would be on a specific situation rather
than a general anyway ?

General ALLEN. That is correct, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. General, what portion of the. Academy's annual

student attrition rate is attributable to separations for violation of
the honor code?

General ALLEN. Two to three percent, sir.
Senator NUNN. Two to three of the overall attrition, or two to three

of the overall students?
General ALLEN. Two to three percent attrition is attributable to

honor violat ions.
Senator NUNN. TA4 me ask you the first question first then; what is

the attrition rate of the Academy?
General ALLEN. iii the class of 1976, sir, that just graduated, it was

38 percent.
Senator NUNN. Thirty-eight percent of those entering as freshmen

did not graduate, is that right ?
Senator Nt-NN. So that :38 percent is attrition over a 4-year period?
General ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Of t hat 38 percent are you saying
General ALUN. 2.65 percent of the entering class of 1976 was attrited

because of honor violations
Senathr NUNN. That 2.65 percent, that is 2.65 percent of the 3S per-

cent attrition?
General ALLEN. 'That is correct.
Senator NUNN. That means about 8 percent of those who attrite

do so because of violations of the honor code ?
General ALLEN. Whatever the arithmetic is.
Senator NuNN. 2.6 into 38, whatever that is?
General Ataxx. Yes. sir.
Senator NUNN. It would be 12 or 8 percent just roughly in my head.
General ALLEN. In specific numbers-1.508 members entered in the

class of 1976. and 40 of those were. lost because of honor violations dur-
ing the 4 years that they were at the Academv.

Senator NuNN. What improvement can be. made in the honor system
in your opinion at the Air Force Academy ? Do you have any specific
thing that. you are working on or thinking about?

General ALLEN. With regard to the fundamental approach to tile
honor code at the Air Force Academy. Mr. Chairman, IL am very coin-
fortaNe with it, and I have looked ai it very closely ever since I have
been there. A. summary of every single. honor hearing comes to, me and
I study them very carefully. :.:_;ometimes go back and ask questions
about thcm, and so forth.
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I think one of the things that one has to look at is the business of
temptation. We are looking at everything we do to see if we are putting
too much or maybe too little temptation in front of the cadets. As we
look at these areas, we find things t hitt. should be modified, or what, have
youand we intend to do so. Beyond that I think that there is always
a feeling by some cadets regarding some specific episodes or incidents
that the administration tends to try to use the honor code to enforce
regulations. And I ant very sensitive to the possibility that, with the
large number of stall and faculty people that work with cadets, some
individuals might not have a full and corn elete understanding, might
make a mistake in that regard. I have cautioned the ciulet honor com-
mittee and have cant ione(l the cadet wing's chain of command, as well
as the conn»and, that when such a situation develops I don't want to let
people sit and brood and worry about it. I want a red flag to go up and
we will rectify it quickly because I want to maintain an "ns" relation-
ship with the cadet wing on honor code. I don't want it to turn into a
"we-they" relationship.

Senator NuNN. Do yon ever feel that personal animosity could ever
lead one cadet to turn in another ?

(eneral ALLEN. No, sir. The systcm is constructed in such a way that
clinnot conceive of that happening. 1Ie might turn him in, but it

would never get to an honor hearing.
Senator NV:NW. 1)0 you have many cases of that ?
General ALLEN. For every formal hearing that. is held by the cadet

honor committee there are proliably five or six instanres where some-
thing came up; it is looked at, and it is determined at the prelbr:nrry
investigation or formal investigation that it is not an honor vimaion
and it never goes to the Board. There. is a great deal of straining out
that goes on before it gets to the Board.

Senator N17NN. One other line of questioning that I want to pose to
you. To what extent. does the class standing of a cadet follow him all of
his career? In other words, how much pressure is there to get to the top
of the class?

Gewral ALLEN. At. the Air Force Academy, Mr. Chairman. it has
nothing to do with initial assignments. Most of our graduates of coure
go on to flying training. It is a question of whether they are physically
(pad i tied for flying training and if they elect to go to flying training.

Wit Ii regard to which pilot training base they go. they do that by lot.
Initial assignments in other fields such as missiles, the maintenance

field, and that sort of thing. are strictly the individual's choice. There
is no competition to See who gets what within the Air Force.

Senator NUNN. So once the class graduates, they are really starting
equally, is that what you are saying, the anchor man and the top grad-
uate are starting equally as far as their opportunity? I don't mean
equally as far as their ability, bat equally as far as their opportunity?

General ALLEN. That is correct. Now, there is one thing that we du
which might have a bearing on this, but I don't really think it does.
The top 15 percent of each elass are designated as distinguished grad-
uates and it is somewhat of an honor to be a distinguished graduate.
Anyone, in that top 15 percent is somewhat guaranteed an opportunity
to go to graduate school within 3 to 8 years after graduation.

On the other hand, almost any graduate at some time 3 to 8 years
after graduation would have a similar opportunity to go to graduate
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school based on his Air Force performance, Air Force need, and what
have yon.

So I don't, see that as a very significant thing, and I don't. think
t lie cadets do either.

So what, I am saving is, with that possible exception wldch
wanted to bring up to you, the bottom Ulan and the, top man, assumnig
equal capability. have ail eq1111 1 shake at, things.

Senator NUNN. llow much influence do yon think the honor code
has on a cadet Basically, if you get 1111 honorable cadet in, is it, pretty
certain that you are goillif to get an honorable, cadet, out ? In other
WOrik, what is the relationship between the input, background. family,
school, religious aspect, and so forth, and the kiil of cadet. that you
act uallv have at, the Academy, and the kind you turned out, ?

General ALLEN. I ihink there is a large relationship, sir. I havo
heard. as I alit sure you have. all sort of statistics about tlie type of
cheating that goes on in high schools and that sort, of thing. I think
it is a question of environment and peer pressure. I think possibly in

. s(one I tigh schools there is actually peer pressure to go ahead and cheat
1 wealise that is the easiest, way to do it. At, the Air Force Academy peer
pressum is to not. cheatpeer pressure inhibits against lying, cheat-
ing and stealing. It, creates a li fe style which, after a person is under
it, ;Ill of a sudden he realizes is pretty great. Every grade I get I know
is niy own work and I know the other people's grades are their own
work. I don't, have to worry about questioning whether what so and
so told me is really the truth or nothe said it, so it is the truth. I don't
have tO WO1TV about locking tip my room every time I leave it for fear
somebody is croing to steal something. It is indeed a way of life, and
it is a very enviable way of life after a person gets -under it and is
familiar with it.

Senator NUNN.. Do you have any kind of statistical comparison,
duriirr your 2 years. of t he honor violations cominitted bylet's call
them freshmenas compared to sophomores, juniors and seniors? You
have other designations I am sure. Do you have any comptrison of
that ?

General ALLEN. Yes. I do. indeed.
Senator NUNN.. I want to get that comparison, and also for both of

the other academies.
General A t.1.1.:x. The cumulative statistics of the Air Force Academy

Finoe its inception are: 1 1.3 percent of the honor losses have been in
the seniors: .2..3 percent have been juniors: 1 9.8 percent havo been
soplimore, and : 43 percent have been freshmen.

Now. it looks as i f there is a small anomally with regard to tlm
juniors or second classmen bein!, hi!rher than the, sophmores or third
classmen and that is because the 1 96:i large humor incident at the, Air
Foive Academy involved primarily juniors. That incident has dis-
tortod that figure.

Senator NE-NN. Also in some of the other academies, the, largest
cheating incidents have involved juniors.

()eneal AT.I.r.N. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Do yon think there is any significance to that ?
General ALLEN. I think there probably is, sir, but. I (hon't, know

what, it is.
1dditional information follows:1
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The percentage by class of cadets found guilty by cadet Honor Boar& (may
not total 100 isircent to rounding) :

Year Ift Elm 70 dim 30 class 41h class

1966-61 3.5 63.5 14. 1 18, 8

1967 68 8. A 8. 8 17. 6 6r, 7
1968 69.. 19 6 2 2 31.1 51.1
1969-70 ....... . .. . . - 11.1 17.8 29.9 42.2
1970-71 7.1 10.7 35.7 46.4
1971-72 3. 1 56. I 23.2 17 , 1

1912-13 11.1 11. I 8.9 68.9
1973-74 . ..... . .. 23,6 14,5 81.2 43.6
1974-75 ... ....... ... .. . 10.5 21.8 24.1 43.6
1975-16 8.0 8.0 36.4 47.7

'Me percentage by (lass of cadets found guilty by Cadet 'Honor Boards bat
"granted discretlim" (way mit total 100 percent due to rounding) :

Year 1st class 20 class 3d class 4th class

1966-67 6.7 26. 7 33.3 33.3
1961 68.. 14.3 14.3 28.6 42.9
1968.69. ...... .... . ........ _. _ .......... . . _ 37.5 0 25.0 37.5
1969-70 0 33,3 22.2 44.4
1970-71 33.3 0 16.7 50.0
1971-72 0 0 50.0 50.0
1972.73 8.3 8.3 0 83.3
1973-74 10.0 10.0 30,0 50.0
1974-75 6.8 38.6 29.5 25.0
1975-76 13.0 8.7 21.7 56.5

Senator NuNN. Have you Inul much experience with peoplecoming
in from bad baekgrounds where you pretty well could establish that
they did not have strong family, religious ties, and so forth, und where
the honor system has in your experience worked on them to the. extent
that, they are more or less converted because of peer pressure? In other
words, what effect can an honor system have on a young person who
comes in from a high school where there has been rampant cheating
and from a background where the pressures were all in the other direc-
tion ?

General ALLEN. T think the effect. Mr. Chairman, is that for the first
6 months, or maybe the first year, the individual lives under the code
successfully because he is afraid not to and is watching himself every
minute. Alter a period of time-it. might, be 3 months in some cases. 6
months in others, or a year in another-all of a sudden the new habits
become ingrained, and from then on, without the fear of being dis-
charged, and so forth, he understands what he is doing, and it becomes
a lifestyle to him. I don't think it would be possible to pick out any
particular individuld or particular group of individuals and say that
they were. probably dishonorable when they arrived and became honor-
able by the time they left. As a matter of fact, I wouldn't want to at-
tempt to do that. One of the things that I talk about all over the United
States is what a fine bunch of young men that we see coming into the
Air Force Academy. And indeed they are.

Senator NUNN. But you would agree with the general observation, I
suppose, that the honor code and the life and exposure at, the Acadenq,
including peer pressure, is capable of engendering a major trans-
formation in an individual's ethical behavior ? Is that too strong a
sentence?

General ALLEN. I think that is an absolutely fair statement, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. It is capable of doing that ?
General ALLEN. Yes sir.
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Senator NUNN. One other question. 1-fave you noticed any change in
cadet behavior regarding the honor code in the aftermath of Water-
gate and the .tremendous misbehavior that we have had in high places
in Government V

General ALLEN. I think it has brought home to the cadets as well
as everyone else concerned at the Academy, the importance of the
honor 'code and the importance of the maintenance of high standards
of integrity at the Academy and subsequently in the service in the U.S.
Air Force. I think that it has strengthened the feeling of dedication to
the honor code throughout. the Academy and I really think it has done
it throughout all of the services.

Senator NUNN. You don't see any substantial deterioration of ethi-
cal and legal behavior in the academies as a result of the so-called
Watergate era?

General ALLEN. If I see anything at all, Mr. Chairman, it is just
the opposite.

Senator NUNN. That is very encouraging.
General Beck, do you have any observations or comments on any of

these questions? We would like to hear from vou or get your views on
any of them. I have just about pursued all th'e questions we are going
to ask for the morning except some, for the record.

General BECK. Sir, I would like to agree with General Allen that
during the 4 years of a cadet's life the development of character is a
function Of maturity, and it is just commonsense that during that 4
years at the Academy their character is greatly developed. I think the
honor code has a very strong effect on that development.

Senator NUNN. What is your relationship to the honor code, and
what is your duty regarding the honor code?

General BECK. Su., I supervise it as Commandant. I consider the
honor code one of the major tools at the Air Force Academy in that
part of the mission that I am mostly responsible forthe development
of leadership, integrity and character.

Senator NUNN., Do any of the cadets ever ask you or any or your
associates, wily do we have a strict honor code in the Academy. yet
our observations are that that doesn't follow through in the i;eguiar
Air Force duties. Have you had that question posed to youthe rela-
tionship between, the honor code at the Academy versus, as we estab-
lished a little earlier, the looser relationship of integrity in the regular
duty ?

General BECK. I don't recall specifically being asked that question,
but I am sure that it has happened over the many times I have, talked
with cadets. I think most of us view our purpose at the Academy to
make a better Air Force. We arc not trying to just reach the standard
that we feel is the average standard in the Air Force. We are trying
to set a standard we want to have in the Air Fo.r,7efin the future. I
think that explains perhaps the difference in our goal at the Academy
versus what we actually find in the Air Force.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
General, do either of you have anv other observations, nything you

want to correct for the record or anything additional ?
General ALLEN. I don't have anything to correct for the record. sir.

But I would like to say once again that my purpose here this morning
was to explain, in whatever depth you and the subcommittee desire,
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the workings of our honor code. I do not, in any way, consider myseLf
to be an expert on the environment or the honor codes or concepts of
the other service academies, and if I have said anything that might
indicate some sort of a comparison between ourselves and the other
academies, it was unintentional.

Senator NIINN. We understand the separation in the chain of com-
mand. Our job is to look at all three of them and compare them. We
lmow we have asked some questions that necessitate comparisons by
implications, but I assure you I don't think anybody would interpret
you as critiquing another academy.

General ALLEN. I would like to follow up by saying that we are very
proud of the honor code at the Air Force Academy. We are proud
of it primarily because it is the property of the cadet wing and we are
particularly proud of the cadet wing. They are a bunch of-great young
men who are going to make great officers in the Air Force after gradua-
tion. We are delighted to have had the opportunity to have been here
today to discuss the cadet honor code with you.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
We may, as a subcommittee, at some point in time, journey to the

Air Force Academy and the other academies to talk individually to
cadets and to observe the system firsthand. It is a complicated subject.
It is very important, and it is very sensitive, and we are not froing to
jump to ar y hasty conclusions about any academy or any paiticular
incident, but we may be visiting with you in the near future. We look
forward te it.

Next Tuesday we will hear at 10 o'clock Colonel Buckley and sev-
eral people who served on the Buckley commission at West Point,
which I believe took place in 1974. That commission conducted a study
of the West Point honor code and the enforcement of it. There have
been several cadets involved in the study who have since become in-
volved as Regular Army officers. We will have some of them appear
in what will be an examination of the Buckley study and the recom-
mendations that flowed from that study. The place will be announced
at a later time.

The subcommittee is adjourned for today.
[Whereupon, at 11 :45 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to re-

convene at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, June29,1976.]
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HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMil LE ON MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

OF THE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
Washington,D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :04 a.m., in room
1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Sam Nunn, chairman,
presiding.

Present : Senators Nunn, Culver, Bartlett, and Leahy.
Also present : Francis J. Sullivan, Charles J. Conneely, Kenneth

Fish, John A. Goldsmith, George F. Travers, professional staff mem-
bers; Roberta Ujakovich, Louise Hoppe, research assiStants; Mary G.
Ketner, clerical assistant ; Jeffrey Record, assistant to Senator Nunn ;

and Charles Stevenson, assistant to Senator Culver.
Senator Nuxx.- Colonel Buckley, Lieutenant Reid, it is a pleasure

to have you and other members of the Superintendent's Special Study
Group on Honor at West Point with us today. As you know, the sub-
committee's hearings on service academy honor systems are prompted
by the recent cheating; incident at the U.S. Military Academy. So far,
171 cadets have been implicated in what has become the largest cheat-
ing scandal ever to befall a U.S. service academy. Of course, the indi-
vidual trials are not decided, and so there may be many people of
that number who are not, in the final analysis, found guilty of any
cheating. Nevertheless, there are some indications that this number
could grow substantially during the coming weeks.

The issue at stake, it appears, is no longer whether cheating took
place on an electrical engineering examination last March. The issue
now, to put it bhmtly, is whether cheating has indeed becOme common-
place at West Point.

The subcommittee is still wrestling with the question of why cadets
who presumably had uot cheated for 3 years, and who knew that the
penalty r cheating was expulsion or relegation to the enlisted ranks,
suddenly feel compelled to cheat on an inconsequential quiz having
only minimal effect on the course grade.

With these concerns in mind, the subcommittee welcomes testimony
of members of the Superintendent's Special Study Group on Honor.
The special study on honor, commissioned by Superintendent Berry
in 1974, and completed, is perhaps the most comprehensive assessment
of 'West Point's honor system ever undertaken.

The study not only encompasses an exhaustive study of the history
of the system, cadet and faculty attitudes toward the system, but it
also contains an extensive survey of honor systems in effeet at other
service academies and civilian institutions of higher education.
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Among the study's many intriguing recommendations is the estab-
lishment of discretion in the imposition of sanctions and the institution
of changes in the manner in which the honor violations are currently
adjudicated, with a view toward making the entire process more
equitable and more flexible.

BefOre you becrin your statement., Coldndl Btiek-leY, you nuty want
to introduce uteri of the gentlemen who are with you today, and we
could talk to them just briefly about their role in the overall Buckley
study and then we could go to your study.

STATEMENT OP COL. HARRY A. BUCICT,EY, COCHAIRMAN, SUPER-

INTENDENT'S SPECIAL STUDY GROUP ON HONOR AT WEST
POINT, ACCOIIPANIED IlY LT. BILL REID, COCHAIRMAN; COL.
DANA ME.AD, itANAGER OF RESEARCH; MAJ. IAIN REILLY,
CHAIRMAN, PURPOSES COMMITTEE; CAPT. RICHARD THODEN,

MEMBER, ADJUNCT COMMITTEE; CAPT. HAROLD L. WILHITE,
JR., CHAIRMAN, HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PROCEDURES

SUBCOMMITTEES; LT. JAMES ABCOUWER, PURPOSES COMMIT-

TEE; LT. JOHN GRECH, HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PRO-
CEDURES COMMITTEES; LT. LONNIE KEENE, PURPOSES AND

DISCRETION/SANCTIONS COMMITTEES

Colonel BUCKLEY. I have the introductions as a part of my statement,
Senatdr Nunn.

Senator Ntrici,.. That will be fine. Why don't you go ahead.
Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to raise one point

as a matter of interest.. I have read through Colonel Buckley's state-
ment, the information papers attached, the October 9 memo, and the
various biographies of the gentlemen who are with him. It does not
seem to include the final report itself. Is that correct? Or have I
missed something in here? It goes down and it mentions the study.
It mentions the fact that there is going to be a study. At the end of
it, it restate§ the study group's general conclusions after 7 months
study : that the present honor code systems are viable, as constructed.
to changes in the system, although changes in the system may
strengthe.n the code by recognizing the changing conditions and cir-
cumstances in the routine of cadet life. The. honor code will not be
anachronistic, but the specific applications of ideal principles are in-
variably linked to the conditions in Which they operate.

The study group's general conclusions are very interesting, but the
study group itself prepared a report, an overall report, did it not?

Colonel BUCKLEY. Ye..s, sir, that is what. that large document is.
Senator Ln.un-. That is What that is? Yes. And is that going to be

submitted to the subcommittee ?
Senator Nolcx. I would like to ask unanimous consent.that the entire

report be made a part of the record. We already have some rather
intensive sutnmaries of it, but, we do not, have it in the record yet. I
though we would wait until Colonel Buckley got through this mbrit-
ing. and then we would want tO put. the entire report in the records.

(The Special Study Group Report [Buckley Report] appears
on p. 223.)
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Senator LEAlly. All right, Mr. Chairman, because this statement
seems to be a discussion of what they did, which I thin' "i very
interesting, of course, but, it is something I thi4k all of -6 co:
in a few hours time, and I am more interest in what they .actu, Ily
concluded. I do not mean to take time now, but I will 'Jaye questi ns
on that last sentence of the Honor Code Study: "Never IN nig
anachronistic but the specific applications of ideal principles a i.L; in-
variably linked to the 'conditions in which they work."

It seems to me like a kind of a wide open area for a very subjective
application of 'the honor code.

Senator NUNN. We will be getting into all of those matters and
questions with Colonel Buckley and the other gentlemen. Why not let
Colonel Buckley, at this point, proceed in his manner and then we
will come back to quest ionS. .

Colonel BUCKLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
my colleao-ues and I are here in response to your invitation to testify
regardinirthe study of the U.S. Military Academy Honor Code System
in which all of us here at this ta'ile participated. Our committee was
entitled The Superintendent's Special Study Group on Honor at West
Point. The Superintendent's letter directing the study *as dated
October 9, 1974 and our report, was signed on the 23d of May, 1975.

General Berry's letter initiating our study is appended to the copy
of thestatement you have been gi ( See letter. p. 14)2.) In that letter
General Berry states that, "Honor is mitral to' West Point's ideals
of duty, honor, and country and to the cadet's preparation for service
as a U.S. Army officer."

He notes the turbulent period of social change experienced by both
Ameriean society and the Army, and explainslhe need for the study
by stating that West Point must continually evaluate its precepts
and systems if it is to maintain a consistently high level of service
to the Nation.

He then eh:Ira-NI our .crrmip to conduct "a fundamental study and
review of the West Point Cadet Honor Code and System in order to
determine how they can be strengthened and improved, and honor
continued as the keystone of the ideals of West Point."

Our study group membeNhip was carefully sekcted to represent
a wide spectrum of back!rrounds and orfranizational positions within
both the staff and the faculty and the Corps of Cadets. The 15 officer
memfiers, all combat experieneed, included tenured and nontenurN1
faculty members, tactical officers, officers from various branches of
the Army, officers from different academie diseiplines, and officers
whose source of commission included the Reserve Officf.- TiHjv

(ROTC). Officers Candidate School (OCS), the U.S. Military
Academy, tlw Air Force Academy and the Naval Academy.

The 1 f cadet members were drawn from the two senior classesthe
class of 1975 and 197fi. Included WM members of the cadet honor com-
mittee and endets representing a wide range of academic, athletic, and
extracurricular nctivities.

Tlx officers seated lwre today were all members of the study group,
althomdi at the thne four of these gentlemen were cadets.

am the director of the Offire of Military Leadership at West Point
and I was a eochai man of the speeial study group. I have commanded
both an infantry company and an infantry battalion in combat.
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On my right, Lt. Bill Reid, Infantry, a graduate of the class of 1975,
was a cochairman along with me of the special study group and a
chairman of the 1975 honor committee. He is presently a platoon
leader in the 82d Airborne Division.

.And I might note, that we had an interesting time catching up with
Bill Reid. We could not find him Friday, and somebody said that he
was on his way back to West Point for the first time, and sure enough
he arrived by paraclnife Friday afternoon, and we hustled him up and
brought him down here.

Senator NUNN. Did General Emerson jump out of the plane with
him?

Lieutenant REID. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. He is head of the 82d, is he not?
Lieutenant REID. Sir, he is head of the 18th Airborne Corps.
Colonel BUCKLY. Of which the 82d is a part.
Senator NUNN. Part of it?
.Colonel BUCKLEY. Right.
Senator NUNN. Let ine ask each one of these officers as we go down

the line, just very briefly, whether in the particular role he played in
this so-called Buckley studythere was any subdivision or allocation
of specific functions to each particular member, or was it all done to-
o-ether as a whole?

Lieutenant Reid, tell us a little about what you did in the Buckley
stud v ?

Lieutenant REID. Well, sir. I wa,;. as Colonel Buckley stated. cochair-
man of the group and for the most partin that role I remained a
member at large of all the subcommittees. I also attended several of the
subcommittee meetings and learned their problems. I was specifically
involved in the study conducted on tbe other service academies.

But for the most part, I remained with Colonel Buckley in helping
to direct the efforts of the subcommittees.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Colonel DuckLEv. On my left is Col. Dana Mead, professor of

social sciences at the Academy. Colonel Mead served in both Marine
and Army units on DMZ in Vietnam. As a senior member of our study
group. he 'managed the research effort. He, incidentally, is also secre-
tary designate to the. U.S. Military Academy Board of Visitors.

Senator NUNN. Colonel Mead, glad to have you. Why do you not go
into a little detail about what your particular role was in the Ducldey
study ?

Colonel MEAD. Sir, initially I managed, and it was really a manage-
ment effort initially, the subcommittee's research effort. Once we began

to develop our research to the extent that we were beginning to draw
some tentative conclusions, and beginning to disseminate it. then I
reverted to a special assistant to Colonel Bucidey for the remainder of
the report, and assisted him and Bill Reid in the preparation of the
report.

Senator NUNN. Thank you. Colonel.
Colonel BUCKLEY. Maj. Thin Reilly, to my right, is in the Signal

Corps. At the time of the study he was the company tactical officer. He
is now en route to he a battalion executive officer in the 25th Infantry
Division in Hawaii. Major Reilly was the chairman of the purposes
committee and also worked on the discretion and sanctions issues.
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Major REILLY. Sir, my job was to look at the purpose of honor in
the U.S. 111i1itary Academy. I had two cadets working with me. We
prepared the report on the purpose of honor at West Point.

Senator NUNN. On the purpose of what?
Major REILLY. On the purpose of honor at the U.S. Military Aca-

demy. The second part of my job was to serve on the discretion
committee.

Colonel BUCKLEY. Captain Richard Thoden at the end of the table
is in the air defeMie. He has been an assistant professor in the de-
partment of mechanics. He is presently on his way to be a battery
commander in the 38th Air Defense Brigade in Korea. Captain
Thoden was a member ef an adj:tuct cpmmatee organized after the
study was underway to consider several alternative proposals for the
structural modification of the honor committee organization and its
processes.

Captain TIIODEN. The. adjunct committee on structures was formed
a little bit late in the study, abou, April toward the end of the year
of the study. We were given two specific proposals to analyze struc-
turally, and look at possible other stnictural modifications from the
point of view of legitimacy and judicial sensitivity.

Senator NUNN. Thank yon, Captain.
Colonel Burit.r.lx. Lieut. ames Abcouwer. to my left, is in

the Engineers% He is a graduate of the Class of 1975. He was at the
tinw of the study, first eaphin of the corps of cadets, and as such, an
ex officio member of the 1975 honor committee. Lieutenant Abcouwer
was a member of the purposes committee and assisted in the general
management of the study. He is presently assigned as a platoon
leader to the, 43rd Combat Engineer Battalion.

Lieutenant ABCOUWER. Sir, as Colonel Buckley stated, I was a mem-
ber of the purpose subCommittee of the main committee for Major
Reilly. We defined the purpose of the honor code at the Academy,
past and present. and we also went to the corps of cadets and to
the Officers Corps. and solicited their opinion as to what the purpose
was today, and whether that purpose was being accomplished.

Senator NUNN. Thank you, lieutenant.
Colonel BUCKLEY. Lieutenant. Grech, to the, left of Lieutenant Ali-

couwer. Lieutennnt Grech is in the field artillery. He is a graduate of
the Class of 1976. so he is wearing his 2d lieutenant's bars for about the
first time. Lieutenant Grrh i was vice chairinan of the 1976 honor com-
mittee. As a cadet member of the study group he contributed to the
historical development and proeNlures committee. He is presently on
his graduation leave and will be a platoon leader ill the 2nd Infantry
Division in Korea.

Lieutenant thtEcit. Sir, as Colonel Buckley stated, T was a member
of the history subcommittee (hiring the information-gathering period
of our stildy group. Later on in the year I worked on the procedures
committee.

Senator NuNN. Thank you, lieutenant.
Colonel BucKLEY. Lt. Lonnie Keene, Armor, is also a graduate of

the Class of 197G. As a cadet. Lieutemtnt Keene was a member of the
197G honor ctunnlittee. As a member of the study group, he contrilaited
to the purposes and discretion sanctions committees. He also is on
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graduation leave. However, he will shortly report for duty as a platoon
leader in the 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment in Germany.

Senator Nuwx. Lieutenant Keene, what year were you in the study
going on ? Were you a sophomore then ?

Lieutenant KEENE. Sir, at the time I was a junior, and I was a mem-
ber of the 1976 honor committee.. Initially, I worked on the purposes
subcommittee, working on historical hackgroimd or conducting cadet
and officer surveys and assisting in the general operation of the
subcommittee.

In the second phase, I was a memberof the discretion/sanction com-
mittee whore we looked at the rationale for discretion.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Colonel BUCKLEY. On my extreme left is Capt. Harold Wilhite,

who is an assistant professor of the department of mathematics at the
Military Academy. and who was chairman of the history committee.
He made a very significant contribution to the development of the
history of the honor code and system. He also worked in several other
areas within the, committee.

Captain WrrarrrE. As Colonel Buckley mentioned, I directed the
research effort for the historical group initially and then later on.
a fter we gathered our data. I directed or coordinated putting together
recommendations in the procedures area of the honor system and the
function of the. honor committee.

Senator Nvxx. Thank you.
We are delighted to have all of you here today and I hope you feel at

ease to the extent possible in answering questions. I am going to ask
each of you questions. but we are not here in any way impugn the
work yon did. We really want to find oat what you did, the way yon
went about it, and what your conclusions were. Nothing we do or no
matter how many hearings we have could be as valuable an insight
into the problems and opportnnities of the honor code at West Point
as the work you have done, because you were there on the ground:
yon were. there as both professors and military officers and cadets, so
we are very interested in your work and hope you will proceed with
that.

Colonel, why don't von go ahead ?
Colonel lit-cm.r.y. Before discussing the stndy group report. I would

like to note the context within which the study 1 ook place.
In October 1974. the corps of cadets Lad only recently achieved its

expanded size of 4,100 members; the impact of the greater emphasis
no "due process" was being felt, in the, daily operation of all human sys-
tems and, in particular, the honor system. This system was experiencing
increased procedural challenge and iacreased frequency of requests
by cadets for a hearing before, a board of officers after being found
guilty by the cadet, honor committee. In spite of these changes in the
milieu, we perceived no sense of crisis at the time we, conducted the
study and members of the. study group considered the concept of the
study as normal a,nd appropriate. It. should also be noted that this
study was seen as a follow-on and expansion of the annual review of
the honor system done by a small eommittee headed by the professor
of law and as an expansion and adjunct to a study of specific issues
related to the honor system then tinderway by a group of officers headed
by the Deputy Commandant., Colonel Fitzpatrick.
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Our study was an institutional, self-evaluation effort, part of a
broader scheme of review of all the major areas of cadet activity;
honor, curriculum, and military training

Asa final aspect of the context in whia the study took place, I would
like to point out that officer and cadet members of the study group
candidly, and sometimes heatedly, discussed the issues involved and
debated questions of philosophy and ethics. To our knowledge such
open, fundamental discussions of the honor code and system and the
underlying moral issues by a joint officer-cadet committee on this
scale was unique and I think healthy.

However, it soon became apparent to the members of the study
group that these fundamental issues were the same issues debated
by philosophers throughout history and with this realization came
an increasing sense of humility; we suffered a degree of frustration
because we realized that our study could not even adequately articulate
much less resolve the broad moral questions related to man's ethical
behavior.

Our study method was a two-phase approach. In the initial phase,
whieL was essentially devoted to research. we gathered data on the
historic development of the honor code and systhm, studied the stated
and assumed purposes and intent of the code and system, collected
and analyzed data about the attitudes of cadets, faculty, the Army,
and society teward the honor code and the system and reviewed the
experiences of the Naval Academy, the Air Porce Academy, and se-
lected other colleges and universities. Much of our analysis and argu-
mentation took place during this phase.

The second phase of the study addressed the three major problem
areas we bad identified in the initial phase.: the question of discretion
and of sanctions, the process of education and indoctrination, and the
issue of appropriate procedures. Later in this phase, we established a
filw committee to consider several alternative, proposals for structural
modifications of the honor committee organization and its processes.

Eaeh of these committees presented their conclusions to the entire
study group in open forum where, they were debated and refined.
Follownig the open discussions of the group, a list of recommenda-
lions, backup justification, and minority opinions were compiled
and a set sent. to each member for formal review and comment.

Those retemmendations that were supported by a majority of the
study group members were then included in the final report. Thk
process did not ent i rely hold for the recommendations of the, structural
modification committee as their work was not completed in thne to be
reviewed by the entire study group.

In addition to the specific recommendations. the final report of the
study group includes a section entitled "Philosophical Issues." The
intent of this section was to give the Superintendent the flavor and
range of the discussion that had taken place and to note the imponder-
ables with which the. study group wrestle.d. This section contains sev-
eral debatable concepts and is a summary of discussion and not a
consensus of the study group's views.

After review by the Superintendent, the academic board. the.
Commandant, and other officers involved in the honor systeM process,
the study group report was passed to the newly formed class of 1916
honor committee. This committee held a special 2-day study session

-892-76--10
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in late August of 1975 to review the report and other aspects of the
honor system.

The actions taken as a result of the study group report are indicated
in a paper attached to the copy of my statement which is already in
your hands. It should be noted that it is not feasible to be completely
definitive with regard to these actions because as a dynamic human
system, the honor system is influenced by many factors; however, we
think the study was beneficial and will contribute to the long-term
growth and strength of a system that is so important in the develop-
ment of leaders for the Army of a free democratic system.

I would like to conclude my remarks by restating the study group's
general conclusion after its 7-month study:

The present Cadet Honor Code and System are viable as constructed, though
changes in the system may strengthen the code by recognizing the changing condi-
tions and cireutnsta nees in the routine of cadet life. Thf2 honor code will never be
anachronistic. but the specific application of ideal princirdes are Invariably
linked to the conditions in which they operate.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, this concludes my
statenient. We are prepared for your questions.

[The Superintendent's letter establishing the special study group
and the information paper on actions taken follows: the Buckley Re-
port appears on p. 223.]

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT,
U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N.Y., October 9, 1974.
Sub ject : Superintendent's special st»dy group on honor at West Point.
To: Commandant of Cadets, Dean of the Academic Board, Director of Military

Leadership. Chairman, Cadet Honor Committee, Brig. Comdr. United
States Corps of Cadets.

1. GeneraHonor is central to West Point's ideals of Duty, Honor, Country
and to the cadet's preparation for service as a United States Army officer.
Generations of West Pointers have embodied in their daily lives the principle
and practice that honorable persons neither lie, cheat, or steal nor tolerate
those who do. As Superintendent of the United States Military Academy, I
herewith acknowledge the centrality of the principle of honor to the West Point
experience and to the Army Officer Corps and affirm my dedication to main-
taining, strengthening, and improving the West Point Cadet Honor Code and
System. I acknowledge that the West Point Cadet Honor Code and System will be
meaningful and workable only if fully imderstood, supported, and admin-
istered by the United States Corp.s of Cadets. The Honor Code and System
must belong to the Corps of Cadets; it cannot be imposed nor manipulated by
external authority.

Our country. the Army, and the Military Academy have all Just experienced
a turbulent decade during which significant social, economic, and political
changes have occurred. The country has engaged in the longest war in its history.
The Army doubled in size to fight the war in Vietnam and now has contracted
to less than one-half its wartime peak strength. During the Vietnam conflict the
United States Military Academy provided its graduates to help lead the Army
in combat while simultaneously the Corps of Cadets doubled in size. The last
decade has. indeed. been one of turmoil, transition, and change.

Today, West Point, as must any institution in order to survive and prosper,
looks ahead. An essential part of looking constructively ahead is critically to
evaluate institutional fundamentals in order to determine how best they apply
to the present and fit into the future. Only by doing so can an institution such
as the United States Miltary Academy build upon the best of its past and
prepare itself to meet the demands of the future.
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Accordingly. I herewith establish the Superintendent's Special Study Group on
Honor at West Point. I charge It to conduct a fundamental study and review of
the West Point Cadet Honor Code and System in order to determine how they
can he strengthened nod improved, and honor continued as the keystone of the
ideals of West Point.

2. Miasion.--The Superintendents' Special Study Group on Honor at West
Point will conduct a comprehensive study of the West Point Cadet Honor Code
and System and recommend such modifications and changes it considers neces-
sary to strengthen and improve them. Recommendations will include plans for
implementing any proposed modifications or changes in the Cadet Honor Code and
System.

The study will include, but will not be limited to, a critical assessment of the
following general areas of consideration : Basic purpose of the Cadet Honor
Code; scope, application, and sanctions of the Cadet Honor Code; procedures in
the reporting and processing of honor cases; and applicability of principles and
procedures of the Cadet Honor Code and System to life as an officer of the United
States Army.

The study will inelude, among others, evaluation of the following specific
areas of consideration in re the Cadet Honor Code and System : Historical
development; problem areas encountered in administration of the Honor Code
and System; legal challenges and Judicial resolution of cases involving the Honor
Code and System ; attitudes of cadets and members of staff and faculty regarding
the Honor Code and System; Army attitudes toward the Honor Code and Sys-
tem ; public attitudes toward the Honor Code and System ; and experience of the
United States Naval and United States Air Force Academies in like matters.

3. Compoxition,The Superintendent's Special Study Group on Honor at West
Point will consist of the following members :

Co-Chairmen : COL Ilarry A. Buckley, Inf., Director, Office of Military Leader-
ship; Cadet William J. Reid, G-1, Chairman, Cadet Honor Committee, Class of
1975.

Law Member : MAJ Daniel W. Shimek, JACC Department of Law.
Officer Members : 1. COL Dana G. Mead, Prof., Department of Social Sciences;

2. LTC John L. Palmer, Ord., Department of Engineering; 3. MAJ Eugene S.
Andrews, Inf., Office of Military Leadership; 4. CPT John N. Abrams, Arm, Office
of Military Instruction ; 5. CPT Ben Anderson, Inf., Department of Foreign Lan-
guages; O. MAJ Gordon Clarke, Engr., Department of Mechanics ; 7. MAJ David A.
Bramlett, Inf., Department of English ; 8. CPT Harold L. Wilhite, Jr., FA, De-
partment of Mathematics; 9. MAJ Iain Reilly, SO, Tacitcal Officer, Company
1-3; and 10. CPT Ahin L. Mente III, Arm., Assistant Football Coach, ODIA.

Cadet Members : 1. Cadet James Abeouwer, A-1. Brigade Commander, Class
of 1975; 2. Cadet David J. Rehbein, 1-4, Company Rep, Honor Committee, C! of
1975; 3. Cadet Daniel W. Kruger, B-3, Company Commander, Class ot 1975 ;
4. Cadet Robert E. Johnson, B-2, Captain, Football Team, Class of 1975; 5.
Cadet John E. Grech, H-1, Member, Honor Committee, Class of 1976; 43. Cadet
Lonnie Keene, D-3, Member, Honor Committee, Class of 1976; 7. Cadet Volney
J. Warner, A-1, President, Class of 1970; 8. Cadet Darryl Harris, B-2, 'limber,
Corps at Large, Class of 1975; 9. Cadet Richard J. Pevoski. D-4. Member. Corps
at Large. Class of 1975 ; and 10. Cadet Charles It. Layman, F-4, Member, Corps at
Large, Class of 1976.

4. Procedures.The Co-Chairmen will organize and direct the work of the
Special Study Group, periodically report to me the progress of its endeavors,
provide me an interim report by 1 March, and its final report and recommenda-
tions by 15 April 1975.

5. Special an thority.I authorize the Co-Chairmen of the Special Study Group
on Honor at West Point access to all information which pertains to the Cadet
Honor Code and System at West Point which they find necessary for purposes
of this study. They will, of course. exercise discretion in their use of sensitive
information, especially that which may be damaging to indivhinals. Further,
I anthorize the Co-Chairmen to call upon individuals and agencies at West
Point for information, surveys, interviews, data collection and anilysis, and
other assistance necessary for purposes of this study.

SIDNEY B. DERRY.
Major General. U.S. Army, Superintoulcat.
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IrirontATIort PArma

Subject: Information on Actions Taken as a Result of the Superintendent's
Special Study Group on Honor.

Requirement .To provide information on actions taken as result of the
Superintendent's fil.nigti.Study Group on Honor at West Pol.!. s -1.9115).1. The report of the Special. Study Group contained a r of _:pecidc
recommendations put forth in four categories. These categorhl.., o.

It. Disc retion/sa net ions.
h. Familiarization/education.
e. Proeedures.
d. Structural modifications.
2. The recommendutions specified by the report are only those supported by a

majority of the study Group. Many of the other matters considered by the.
Study Group deserve further cottsideration and review.

3. Both tlw Cadet First Captain and the Chairman of the Cadet Honor Cont-
i-, 'ee of the Class of 'WI were members of the Study Group and, as a result of
mita collected and analyzed and of the ensuing discussions, some actions were-
initiated and procethires znodified while the study was in progress.

4. The following is a Hunnuary of the actions taken to the Superintendent's-Special Study.
a. The appointment of two cadet vice-chairmen to aid the chairman of the

Honor Cwzunittee. The special designation and adjusted living arrangement of
these cadets to enhance the status of their positions and to provide tt better work
sit ua tion.

b. Other personnel and organizational changes to enable the committee to work
nan.e effiriently.

c. The eatoblislunent 9f au Honor Hearing Room and reeords center and the
provision of greater staff and faculty assistance to the Honor Committee.

1. Tlw t.stnblishment of eloser ties with the Honor Committees of the other
servity nendemies and with those colleges and universities throughout the country
Hutt have honor codes.

e. The development of a written set of procedures for the guidance of the ibmor
committee. This action also addresses the serious problem of continuity faced
by the Honor Committee NICII year.

1'. A number of procedural changes directed at ensuring a greater degree of'
"due process" In the system.

g. Severn] actions directed at removing the mystique that hnd traditionnlly
surounded the system. (These included providing a specification of the accusn-
t km. open hen rings, standard procedures, confrontation of witnesses, a report to
the Cori:s of thtb findings and others.)

h. Several major a:lions were taken to enhance cadet familiarization with the
Honor System and their untkrstanding of the important role of professional
ethics. (Thk 1111'110(41 a revamped Cadet Honor Education program. honor
sett:it:ars. and consi(er:I tion of ethics izz the eduen tional program ).

i. 'The Study Group revommendations served ns ii basis or smfree of dant for
n host of procedural changes thnt already have been accomplished or are still
maler (misklern Hon. These inhule elnrifica Hon of the meaning of ii enders.
:irruat tire. awdifwariott (if the lbsenN Card. luntdling of plagiarism cases. spvci-
tient Mil or plgpsed Time from report to hearing. timing of the election of honor-
representat Ives and others.

. The recommendation of the Study Gronp roncerning "Discretinn" has not yet
been enac:ed hut it did cause this serimis matter to be widely considered (in fact
put lwfore the Corps of Cadets as a referendum) azul grently elaritied,

k. The report contained n detailed description of alternative methods of react-
ing h.) such Issues ns (quiet involveznent/ownership of the system. the relntionship
..;1 the Cadet Honor Cmoznittee hearing to a hearing by an AR 15-6 Board and,
t,) a !ha:rev. the single sanction syndrome. These alternatives have focused atten-
floe , problem areas and led to further db4cussion and analysis.

1. The Special Study Group provided a review of the fundnmental philosophieal
issues that hove both sharpened .the focus, azul Unproved the understanding of
the officers and eadets invffived. There are no universally acceptable solotions to
the complt x. issues of human morality lint the Study Group did contribute to-
bringing sonw of the issues applicable to the USMA Honor Code into the open.
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Senator NUNN. Thank you, Colonel Buckley.
I am going to ask the staff, since we have four members here this

morning and- we have a lot of questions, to give both me, as chairman,
and the particular member questioning a time of about 10 minutes.
Whatever question is then being asked will be completed by the an-
swerer and then we will move on to the next person, so we will all have
a chance to ask all of our questions.

Colonel Buckley, which member of your panel actually specialized
in the so-called sanctions part of your study, to determine whether
discretion was called for and whether the sanctions as implemented
by West Point were appropriate ? Was that Major Reilly ?

Colonel BUCKLEY. Major Reilly, Lt. Grech and Colonel Mead are
all conversant in that area.

Senator NUNN. All right, let me start with Major Reilly then. Give
us your opinion of the current sanctions provisions at West Point for
punishment; and whether or not von think it is appropriate or whether
you think it should be more flexilde with some degree of discretion?

Major REILLY. Our subcommittee concluded that it would be more
humane if in fact we had some sort of discretion in the system. There
are various reasons for this.

One, we felt that many times cadets with a sense of loyalty to their
classmates would not turn them in to the honor committee, because
they knew the sanction was so severe. We also felt that at the time that
the single sanction might. cause the honor committee member on an
Honor Board, who believed that the sanction was too severe for the
man coming before him to vote "not guilty."

An example of this would be a four6h-classman who was asked a
question and he came back with an improper answer, and therefore
might be separated from the Military Academy. So in order to make
the system more lnunane, we felt, that some sort of discretion, very
narrowly defined, would have been appropriate.

Senator NUNN. In other words, what you are saying is that the lack
of any kind of flexibility on sanctions might very well weaken the
nontoleration clause ; the willingness of a cadet, to turn another cadet
in and thereby might gradually erode the honor system itself.

Is that an overstatement of what you are saying?
Major REILLY. I think that it, is an overstatement. We were, trying

to strengthen the code through the use of the, discretionary clause
which we called the retention clause. We wanted to strengthen the
code, but we did not feel that the code itself would be weakened if we
didn't, have it ; bnt. we did feel we wanted to strengthen it further by
the discretionary clause.

Senator Nuxx. Let me ask the other two members to comment on
that particular question.

Lieutenant Grech. would von give us your views on that? The ques-
tion being, what do you think about sanctions as they now exist at
West Point and do von agree with Major Reilly's analysis that there
.iould be more flexif)ility?

LiPlitenant GEECH. Sir, as far as this goes, my, position is that. I feel
there should not be discretion instituted at the Academy at this time.
I believe that the system works effectively, as it is now, and I do not
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accept the aroliment given that an individual would not feel com-
pelled to turnt-his classmate in, who he is a good friend of, because lie
feels that the only sanction that an individual may receive is expulsion.
A person who would not turn a friend in for that reason I think, sir,
would also not turn a classmate in if there was discretion, fearing that
he might not receive discretion. And tlierefore, that argument, I think,
sir, excludes the idea that discretion is a necessity in order to make the
system work better.

I think as it doesas tl le system works nowit is effective.
Senator Nuxx. You don't agree with the conclusion of the Buckley

Committee then and I quote the conclusion that was in the report :
Because conviction automatically implies dismissal. the Honor Committee is

reluctant to make a hard Judgment of motive hitrinsic to a violation of Mawr.
For the same reason, there is an unremitting pressure to define the nature ofran
offense In order to minimize the scope. Hence, necessity for judgment with the
result that essentially procedural distinctions are allowed to obscure tlw prim
ciples at Issue in an honor case.

Would you have a minority view or a different view on that con-
clusion ?

Lieutenant GIZECII. Again sir, in my ca.:e. and in tlm case of a good
portion of the Corps of Cadets, the. feeling is opposed to the, discretion
clause. We support the present systemin other words, the Honor
Committee does not have the ability to indicate, to the contain ndant or
the superintendent that they request that an individual found with an
honor violation be retained. I would think that I would have to dis-
agree with the Special Study Group's conclusion in that area.

And T also believe that there was a good portion, but a minority, of'
the study group wlio felt the same, way.

Senator NUNN. You would agree that was not the majority view?
Lieutenant, GRECII". Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Thank von very much. Let's hear from Colonel

Mead on that.
Colonel Mead?
Colonel MEAD. Sir. on the first question yon managed to bare the

soul of this group. Yon can see that we. were split on many. many of
these issues and although the. minority views are not reflected in many
cases, they did exist, but we just didn't want to overload the. study
with every nuance. and sense of disagreement. But clearly in this issue
there was a clear difference. of opinion.

Senator Nuxx. There is nothing wrong with disagreement. and
want TM all to be frank. We are not looking for unanimous opinion
here this morning. We never have in tilt+ committee, we. never have
on the floor of tlw Senate. and we, don't. expect it in your group either.

Colonel MEAD. Another aspect of this particular issue is that them
are many other areas in which judgment, is exersized throughout the
system in ways that the single. sanction influences. A more narrowly
defining of issues and of offenses is a judgmental thing that happens
at. all levels of the Cadet process. including the Cadet Honor Board.
We felt that, in some ways that was being weakened, or at least being
distorted lw the. single sanctions.

Another kind of basic judo-ment we. made on the, single sanction
versus 'some issue of discretion waq that we all felt, and again, it is
darwprons to characterize the entire group, but the nontoleration as-
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pect of the code, because of its participatory aspects, was so vital that
what we should do was look at ways of possibly introducing some dis-
cretion or retention, as Lieutenant Reilly indicated, at that level in the
system rather than tinkering or possibly eliminating nontoleration.

Senator Nmor. Well, I am inclined to agree with that analysis. Ithink that
Senator CULVER. Sir, I didn't hear the point why it was valuable to

the participation ?
Colonel BUCKLEY. Participation.
Colonel Maio. Participation.
Senator NuNN. I think this section in the nontoleration provision,

in other words the fact that everyone was involved and making sure
that the system worked and reporting if it did not work; that is
what you are saying was weakened by no discretion and no flexibility.

Colonel MEAD. Yes, sir. And then given the choiee of in someway
altering the nontoleration aspects of the code, as opposed to looking at
areas of discretion, so that the pressure imposed by the single sanction
could be relieved in some way. The committee that studied it decided
that we should look at the discretionary aspect.

Senator Nuxx. Let me ask Lieutenant Reid that question because,
in addition to becoming chairman of the group, I understand you were
also chairman of the Honor Committee in 1975. Is that correct?

Lieutenant REID. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask you if you were on that with a wrinkle

to it.
In criminal law over a period of timaparticularly in a jury trial

if a particular crime has automatic, severe punishment, sometimes the
jury itself, instead of letting the punishment take place, will simply
find the defendant not guilty. So that is another angle that I would
like to know. Does the hick of flexibility in some cases taint the guilt
or the non guilt of the finding of the Honor Committee?

Lieutenant REID. Yes, sir, it does, and we did experience that during
my term as chairman. in some casesvery fewwhere individuals
appeared to use that. in my opinion as the main rationale for a not
guilty vote. You realize it takes a unanimous vote of 12 people to
support a finding of "guilty." In several cases there were 11 to 1 votes,
and in my opinion one of the primary considerations was the, severe
punishment sanction. Because of the apparent inconsistency presented
to the Corps of Cadets by finding a person not guilty when perhaps
the apparent facts pointed the opposite way, a more flexible system
would be r ppropriate in sonic of these eases.

Senator NUNIV. So what. you are saying is thatand I asume von
you agree with the p7evious opinions, which stated that nonflexibility
also weakens the nontolerat ion at. a iury t rialyou agree with that too ?

Lieutenant Rm. Well. sir. I believe it. would help the participation
of the Corps of Cadets if they did feel that there is more than one
option available at the Honor Cominitte, level.

Senator NrrNN. Based on your experience. von have found that irmny
times the Honor Committee would not find the person guilty rather
than have, them facNl with ult i mate sanction ?

Lieutenant RErn. Well not many times. sir. but there were two cases
that I can remember in my year that that had applied.

Senator Nuxx. My time has expired.
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Senator 13artlett
Senator BARTLETT, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Colonel Buckley, on page 4 of your remarks, you say, on the bottom

line, that you perceived no sense of crisis at the time. That infers that
youin looking over the reportnow see an indication of crisis.

Is that correct ? And if so, would you elaborate?
Cononel BUCKLEY. Yes, sir. I think the numbers alone speak for a

sense of crisis for all of us. None of us here has been closely involved
in the recent situation, but we are all disturbed and very concerned.

At the thne we conducted time study, we frankly diu not have the
feeling that there was likely to be anything of this magnitude. We did
not expect it.

Perhaps buried in our study is evidence of this sort of thing, but we
certainly did not come to that conclusion collectively at that time, sir.

Senator BARTLETT. What can you see now in the study that helped
bring about the present situation ? What were the main contributing
factors, in your opinion ?

Colonel BUCKLEY. That brought about the present situation, sir?
Senator BARTLETr, Yes.
Colonel BUCKLEY. I have nothing new, sir, that would answer that

in a brilliant. way. I wish I conld, but I think it is a composite of many
factors. I think that there have been some significant changes in the
moral outlook of all of us. Certainly, many issues have arisen that
young people didn't address in the previous years. Situational ethics
has certainly crept into this question, and I think that has some un-
ch,rlyim, impact on the entire situation. I think the size of the Corps
the ummih. public allegations of unethical behavior in our government
and in the Army. as well as the changes in our organizational structure
he ve probably cow- ributed also.

'-oold 1. -ery ilard pressed, sir, to be able to put my finger, at this
ti moo. on the contribiting causes. I fun dismayed by what has occurred,
a mid I haven't been le. to sort out any specific tliing that I think led
tm, t his incident.

Senator 'BARTLETT. Would any of the recent cadets like to respond to
tini mmestion

Lieutenant KEENT.. Sir, I find it very hard to arrive at any single par-
ticular reason why. It was really tough to predict, as Colonel Buckley
said at the time we wrote the report. Perhaps a current reading might
; nd icate some thir.zs that we can now look back at and perhaps draw a
corA usio a after ti, fact.

But, at the time we collectivelyas we saiddid not come to any
specific conclusion.

Senator BARTLETT. Colonel Mead?
Colonel MEAD. T think, sir, that what he is referring to is some of the

attitude information that we got in the survey.
First, I should point out that the attitude. survey did reflect, to a

fair extent, shifts mn values that Colonel Buckley indicateda higher
comnntment to individual values rather than the more abstract ideals
of the institution and society. The impact of some structural changes at
West Point, which Colonel Buckley alluded to in his opening state-
mentthe size of the Corps, and the, attendant change in cohesion,
identity, and so forth. Some syqemic pitfalls if. you will, possibly it
poor choice of words, but the obvious commitment to the asumption
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that every cadet in the classroom did not, cheat; and various methods
and procedures that we used would possibly have contributed to
changes in the honor code system. Colonel Buckley's point that an ir
crease in acknowledgement of due proces. and an increasing number (
officer boards rather than resignation, and some recent events impactea
on the system.

And finally, as we looked at, the survey dataand maybe I should
preface my remark on survey data and say t hat this. to our knowledge,
was the first systemic survey of cadet attitudes about honor that had
been taken. As such, we have no baseline at all.

What we say about one class at a certain time in its cadet history,
whether it be a sophomore class or whatever. We had no way of know-
ing that the senior class which appeared differently in our survey may
have looked that way 2 yeam earlier. And as a result. the comparisons
were surely conditioned by a sense of a kind of statisical inadequacy,
if you will, and the inability to draw conclusions directly from them.

Bat I think all of those somewhat contributed.
Senator BARTLETT. I will rephrase the question for Lieutenant

Greeh.
Based on your laiowledge of the studycan you look back and see

any reasons .for the crisis that has come; and if so, elaborate.
Lieutenant GitEcir. Sir, as far as the reasons for why some individ-

uals. apparently, in the class of 1977we are not sure of exactly how
many at. this timemay have had a less strong feeling in support of
the code, than other individuals at. the. Academy, the only thing I can
say is that. I would expect. that if something aftected the class of 1977
it would have also affected other classes. And yet, after living for 4
years at West Point after living in the laboratory, if you will, of the
Academy for 4 years and experiencing the comments and the discus-
sion that, re.sulted after the initial exposure to this problem. I cannot
understand how this happen:A in this instance, because all of the com-
ments, well I shouldn't say allbut a great great majority of the
commentsnot only of people talking directly to me, hat of conversa-
tions which I overheard walking in the hallway. et ceteraI found
to reflect a total exasperation. total amazement on the part of individ-
nalsindividual cadetswho could not believe that, this was happen-
ing. And I would expect that. if this situation was something that was
happening throughout. the whole Corps, that, there would not be this
amazement on the. part of other cadets.

And, therefore, to try and point out, like you said, sir, specific
instances that I can look back on as to why it. would affect. this class. I
can not, give you a legitimate answer. because it. has never affected
the other classes and, therefore, I cannot piek anything in particular.

Senator BARTLETT. Is the amount of preparation by the cadets in
the class of 1977the indoctrination of the cadetswas your class of
1976 the same?

Lieutenant. GRECH. Sir. the munber of lessons that, the, class of 1977
received during the first slimmer at West Point should have been the
same as our class received. I am not positively sure, because I wasn't
present.

The only point that. could he made is that the class of 1974 Honor
Committee did have several problems with decisions being overturned
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by officer boards and other problems within the committee; and f here-
fore. that may have influenced the ins( ruction that they received.

Senator BAirrwrr. Would each of the recent cadets tell lOP what
level of cheating or support nf the honor cnde has been their observa-
tion persnnallystarting with you.

Lieutenant GitErn. Sir. as far as cheatiwr goes. .f have. never turned
On individual in for cheating. Therefore my kimwledge of cheating is
completely zero. If I had known about it, I wouhl have been required
bv the honor code to turn it in. However, I alll sure that there are
individuals within my class whn have cheated. and I personally think
that, number is very small. sir. Nn matter what system. you are 110t
goin!, to be able tn catch tverv individual involved. But again. sir. as
I've stated, I think that as to the hest of my knowledge vheating did
not exist.

:4nator BAnTLWIT. Wollh1 the ot hers l'esp011d to t hat ?
Lieutenant 14un. Sir, as far as my eXperiettee is cottrerned, T per-

sonally obS4'rVed a cheat i11 o. incident only once in MY years and I re-
ported that one. and T helieVe t hat the heVel of cheating Was very small.
Talking with my classmates and observing the company representa-
t ivedown at that had very little cheating. Eep-arding the,
honor problems, t he cadets generally had a very gond Idea of what Was
expected of them and how they WPN, to re3Ct to the educational process.
It, Was continuous throughout the year. and for all years there gen-
erally was very little problem that T experienced.

Senator lAirri.tmr. Thank you. Thank von. Mr. Chninnan,
Solwfor Ni-N N, Mr. ("lifter,
SenatOr Cul.vut. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
Colonel Bueldey. I was part icularly interest in the historical section

of yonr report where you point Out that there used to he more flexi-
bility in the TTonnr Code System at -West Point. than is true today. As
late as the I 931rs. T believe. there was SWOP sort Of a quiet policy nf
secow elnince that you Inakc re femur(' tnfor just minor offenses, for
extt m pie,

11-wild von like to OXplaill that history further o li. and ran you
say why the iit2hn SnlIct tot nf expulsion has been adopted in !Went
(ler:Ple!-;?

Coholleh Pt "CI:IX.y. I'd like. if T may. Scut:nor. to just make one com-
ment and pass the hall to Captain 'Wilhite, who is our expert in this
pa rt irula r rea.

seellF: to us that in looldng nt the historyOne reason we did
ral her carefully--was t hat we found t hat the history nf tlw honor sys-
tem hall not been very consistent, as is probably the ease .With most
lolman systems. Tholv had hero many changes and inally Variations
and nlimny perceptions have grown up around the system. For that.
Irns011. I think ii is very helpful to look at it. and the points you make
are the ones that we found very interesting tn consider.

So T would like to ask Captain Wilhite. whn aid that portion of
the study, to respond directly to your question.

Captain -Wmurrr. When we first ortranized the historical research,
we tried to organize it around certain focal points that we, had iden-
tified as thnse things which we felt before the study began had con-
stantly been a source nf controversy. and we found out. as we. went
along, that nur institution was essentially correct.
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The honor system was formalized in 1921 by General MacArthur
and all the official statements that we came across about the code and
system at that time said that, in effect, there is no discretion in the code.
So in order to attnek the pmblem of what exactly was the cadet at-
titude at that time. I conducted a survey in which I wrote letters to
all former honor chairmen that. were still alive and around; former
superintendents and former deputy commandants.

And it was from the survey tlutt I gleaned the information that
in the 1920's and 1930's, as you have indieated, there was a more
lenient policy in the area of sanctions. In fact, I can read a quote
from the chairman in 1934, I believe : "A man whose record and repu-
tation for the truth and veracity showed that he has at all fitnes
abided by the principles of our system should not be dismissed for a
minor slip. The unforgivable offense is a premeditated crime, or series
of crimes, showing a dishonest frame of mind," So I think that is sort
of mpresentative of the feeling of the time.

llowever, as we trace into the late 1930's and 1940's, this disappears
from the system. There was an evolution, I think, of the absolute
sanction which essentially bas been in effect consistently since about
1940.

Colonel MEAD. Sir, may I add just one comment on that.
1listorically, when less than the single sanction was imposed it was

primarily done for minor offenses, and only if there was extenua-
tion of some sort. In fact, part of the, model for the committee was
drawn from the history where we saw that kind of flexibility being ex-
ercised. But it was for minor offenses. For more serious offenses, such
as false official statements, lying and cheating, expulsion still was the
(reneral rnle.

Senator Cr Lyt:n. Yon don't see any conscious review that gave rise
to that single sanction? It wrs just a historical evolution that turned
on the personalities and the administration from one period in the
corps experience ? There is ro benchmark decision of stront:,, nature?

Captain Wimirm. No ; I Iiink there is no benchmark. I would say
that is correct.

Senator CULVER. One of your recommendations in the Buckley re-
port, is for limited discretion in punishment.

Why do you believe such a change would help the corps; and sec-
ond, do you think it would have had any effect on the most recent
clwating incident at. West Point ?

Colonel BUCKLEY. As has been stated, sir, there are quite a few of
tis that feel a little greater degree of flexibility within the system as
presently struetured would be, beneficial and would recognize many of
the human problems which are inherent in such a challenging code
of ethics. There are, of conrse., many places that discretionary action
can he exercised, although the. term is generally being used to talk
about a vote or an actual formal action. There are. actually some other
places hat discretion has crept into the. system as it is exercised

But T ink the majority of us feel that there should 'be, a little more
flexibility in the present system in order to gain, and insure we gain,
full participation in the nontoleration aspects of the code.

And second, a degree of flexibility would aid the good management
of such a difficult system and allow for adjustments as are necessary at
the time.
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There are abio Inv bot h II! the VOIVS of eade4t,4 and others
who aro familiar wit), the system, who would argue in Opposition to
that point. It. has, I think, been a pro t v heavily debated Issue.

Ifd like to pass your second point. si r. to Captain 'Ilioden. who worked
in an area of attempting to restructure the process. Ile was a /1 tuber
of On adjunct taanmit tee we organized later. It Was an effort. to come
at. this from a slightly differynt direction. I'd like him to say just, a
word about, that. 1 think it Ivouhl be helpful.

Captain TtionEN. 'We found. from looking at just the structure of tho
system, that, the heart of t his problem was the le!Eitimacy problem.

Senator CuLvKa. 'Was what ?
Captain Tnonr.N. Bv legitimacy. T mean ail honor code of the tylm

that, could not, exist without the belief in. and the understanding or,
nod t he feeling of responsibility for. by the participants. And this is
what we mean by legit i

If the cadet doesn't believe in III( system. .1 I lie perceive, that he had
propriotorship. no rl.Sponsibiloy rm. it. I h011 he sysi eni win not

work under any condit ions. "We cannot do it by fiat. in Oi Ii r
POO We fonnd that the tendtin y to have a t-inerle ..anct ion. iiitt Ito

over di:eretion. led to members of C". various boardsI'd Re to read
this, if I may, because this is the statement in the form t hat I wrote it.

'rho menihot or the born& aro rirted ehmising' belWeen a valid tih.lintr.
res,alting Iii an reeonneendatien all invalid ar:iting. re-
Faltiag in the Mimi of the a.,ea,f.d.

Board member,: ',ended to dismiss a rase because the punishment was
either dist.; port ionately severe tir vahlero hie t() HI:WeIllre Itt 1 111L5bOr

level. rather than solely on whet her the allegations are supported by
fact. .kinl when t wo d;:ierent boil its. Say ILO onicel'S 11011 NIS VerslIS I he
ttolet board. 105 III ditt,,ent ,":1/4,,, you 2o..1, whi(di

risks deYrading I it ompilency of the lower boards.
scIrSod not a crisis, lmt we sensed a si.rn of t mull& w; We looked

at an increasing number or overt limed board:- 'i F. t he CaSe Proceeded up
the bile.

C1-1,vEn. 1Vas the pat t .rn of !Ivo review nor/ ally one of
greater toleration o" loss ? Or was t here any pat hrli

twin....s. Well. the gra city of the vo e. pal mean ?

Senator Crt.vra. Well. the initial convening authority gtnRraily
mo. con5el..-iiii,(1 li the administ ill ion or punishm"nt or more
fiber,: 1 ?

( BruKt Ey. We have fi!n.: es Itere. sir, if on'd like to
Senator ,.1-1,N01i. I WitS :Wont, Fat kind of resol,t-

t ion--
otain THODEN. The unanimous decision of the cadto- boarti I

would say is more 000servat iye than is the manner of re:tellinz it deci-
sion Es you progressed to t he other hoard.

Senator CuLvm. You found that. in eiTc,t. i was the officer board of
'review that found it necessary to he more discriminating and sophist 'l-
eafed and unlined in the adm. !list ration Of the anropr:ate punish-
ment ?

( ota itt T RODEN. 1 have no perional knowledge of that. because I
ever sat, on an officers case. Bet, diat was our
Senat or Cri,vEn. But thr,. is what t tie empirical data would suggest ?
Colonel MAD. Sir, t'.c entnirical data does sug(rest that there is a
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further on that,. If you could just give me an example of bow outside
influences might affect these principles.

Colonel BUCKLEY. Outside influences on the system itself?
One very fundamental outside influence was a, chani,e that we've

entitled the greater recognition of due process by the jurdicial part of
the house. We experienced it very specifically by greater challenges
within the courts and within our own system. Earlier on, sir, there
were very few cadets who asked to have their cases heard by an AR
15-6 Board, or a so-called officer board, after they had been fomul
guilty by a cadet honor committee hearing. In the last several years,
many, many cadets have asked for that, and that created a changea
very distinct chanirein the, way the system operates.

Senator LEAILY.''Do you consider t hat a step forward or a step back-
ward?

Colonel Buciusx. I think that, having the AR 15-6 Board was an
absolute essential step in the system and it was proper and appropriate.
and we could in no way avoid this step in the system. I think that the
fact that so many cadets have asked for an Ali 15-6 hearing is a fact
of the times. I would not want to put a value judgment on. I think it
should be offered to every cadet. If he has reasons to want to use that
process, he should be entitled to do.

So I don't think it is really good or badI think it is a necessary step
and it. is proper.

Senator LoAily. As I understand
Colonel BUCKLEX. We proposed, sirbecause we thought it was

such an important change in the way the system operatedthat the
Special Adjunct Committee that Captain Thoden worked on look at
several proposals that would incorporate, that new event, so to speak,
into the sys.i.em a little more smoothly. One proposal was that the AR
15-6 Board would actually include cadets, not members of the honor
conunittee but cadets drawn in jury fashion from the, senior class and
seated along with the officers on ale board. The hearing would then
continue to be a part of the cadet process, but at the same time, it would
carry on in the fashion provided for by rmy regulations which
insures protection of the accused and full due process,

Senator LEAHY. Colonel. as I understand it, you have, a certain
amount of training in the honor code itself when the cadet first comes
to West Point. Is that correct.?

Colonel BuCKT.y. I am sorry, sir?
Senator LEAHY. Well, when a cadet. first collies to West. Point. they

are instructed in this application of the honor code; is that correct?
Colonel BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator LE:Mr. And are they given any kind of trainingclassroom

training, discussion seminars, ilungs of that nature?
Colonel BrcKLEY. Yes, sir, quite a bit ; and our study recommended

that this be greatly enhanced and we have, this past year, done a good
deal. more and we hope to do more in the future. 'We are certainly
learning that education is the best, way to insure, first, thak he under-
stands why the code is important. why a code for professionals is abso-
lutely necess.!ry; and second, how it relates to his daily life at West
Point.

Senator LEAHY. And are they told that. this is supposed to carry on
once they become officers in the Army? Is this supposed to give them
the foundation for activities from there on?
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Colonel BucKr.Ev. Most emphatically, sir, Yes; that. is its essential
purpose. If it doesn't do that, we are not, doing what we should be
doing.

Seruitor LEAHY. And has anybody been cynical enough to suggest
that it has broken down with numbers of graduates of West Point
there are some very notable instances in recent yearsafter they left.
the Point'? And i they have, has that created any problem in the
application of the honor code at West Point ?

I ani thinking of some of the instances in Vietnam. I am sure you
and I can think of the same ones.

Colonel BucKLEv. Yes, sir. In my particular coursewe have one
article that, reviews all of the horror stories. We make no bones about
them, sir. We are bothered by every one of them.

But I think it is all well to consider the tremendous number of (..,,rad-
mites that have had this code as a way of life for some years, and who
continue to live in that, fashion after graduation. I think there is more
than a balance. in that, sort of thing.

Sena tin. LEArrv. Did you find in your study that, any of the cadets
felt that they were being subjected to an unnecessary double stand-
anl or it unfair double standard, concerning the fact that other of-
ficers had covered up inzproper or illegal activities of fellow officers?But did any of the cadets raise. the point, or was there any kind of
feeling 1 hat your study found that I hese cadets felt that they werb
being snbjerted to an unnecessary or unfair double standard?

Colonel Burzu.Ey. That point is frequently discussed, sir. Perhaps
the best man to give you an honest answer would be a young man who
had just spent 1 year after the Academy in an Army unit, sir. So I
will turn it over to Lieutenant Reid.

Senator LE.111 v. Thank you. Colonel. Lieutenant ?
Lieutenant Rm. Well, sir, looking back to the 4 years at the

Arademy--o f course 1" was there during the. time. when a lot of the alle-
gat ions of high officials telling lies or covering up were made. This did
disnlay me. but it didn't deter zne from attempting to live up to the
standard of the code..

It was viewedparticularly after I took over as chairman, as you
more or less saidthat. if in fact there were officials who were less than
honest, it was more important 1 han ever before. that we continue to
produce n WTI of high integrity at West Point.

Senator LE.Nzi v. Do most cadets believe in the honor code, now ?
Lieutenant Gurcir. Well, sir that's lreen my experience. I'm sure

there are exceptions. but I would say, in general. yes. Yes; we. do.
Sen.ator LE \ i r v. Tn your recommendation, Colonel, you mentioned

here, in answer 1 believe to Senator Culver's questions, that one of thethings you recommended was more, flexibility; and I understand vondefined that. I tow many specific recommendations did your report,finally make?
Colonel 13 r CR LEY". We tallied up. I believe 26you might classify it

21...It depends upon what, you call a recommendation. I think the
act ions taken in those areas were numerous. I think the figure is aboutright.

Senator LEArry. Those specific recommendations are included inyour report ?
Colonel BIT KISX. Yes, Sir.

J



Lieutenant tht Ecti. Sir. i f you total up the recommendat ions that

the special studv group made. t here arc 24 recon»nendat i+}ns i f you in-

clude the recommendation of Captain Thoden's group. 'flout is, 28

tot;tl.
Of those, I were reallirmat ions of the system 115 it NV0r1:141 then midi-

tionally, the hotmr committee, nt its meeting nt the beginning of tins

vear---t hat is. t IlY ChISS of 1976 honor committeeaccepted completely

8 of the recommendat ions. tind accepted partially 11 of the recom-

mendat ions. and that ninkes a total of 18 Out of 28 tvnion wpre in 501110

III:11111Yr 0Yreptt'd ill HIV t4ysteni, as it stands now.
In addition, fmir are still tinder consideration, and on six recom-

mendat ions no net ion has boon taken.
Synat"r LEAHY. Mr. Chnirninn, I nsk thilt We have that broken down

nt some point hero in the record; he number of recommemint ions that

have been necepted. those flint liii ve been rejectNi, t110!-,P NV1111111 110

:lotions liavY 11(40 1;1100. I I hink, for the hearing record, it would be

well wort h
Senator Nt-NN. Colonel Buckley, would von supply that for the

record ! We will keep the record open for 50vend wipks. If you would
troup your recommend:It ions and what has happened to them, we will

add the answers we tweive about the various reeommendations to the

hen ring record.
I f you would numher I hose and just show what has happened to

t heni.
( 'olonel fl t-cK I.E V. Yes. sir.
Seilator LEA nY. I know 1 personally would like to see it.
Senator NVNN. 1 think that would be very intereAing.
rile in formation follows:71

f-ft.m \tmty u AcrtoNs 'PAKF:N Ati or THE SCPF:RISTENDENT'S SPECIAL

STEDy 1:111WP HN 1 loN0R .\ T 11"t:sT PoiNr 12:i .\IAY 1975 I

The report of the Spechil Study Group contained n nmither of specith recom-
mendations put forth in ffmr categories. These categories are:

a. I tisercf ion/saffet
I. ra nfilia rt./fat hot 'education.

ProccullIros.
tritctitral !noddle:II ion-f.

ISM h the Cadet Pirst Captitin and f he Chairman of the t'atiot !totter Committee
of the I of '7.1 WIrl' 110.1)11,1.1'S of the Study t from) and, as a result of data col-
leered and analyzed and of t he TisuIlui discaSSiollS. Sanit actions \r,.11 iuiilitIutl
;Ina pro,,ditres modified while the study was still in progress. In addition. the
artumftl review of tilP Iltonor 543.stetti hy Lough. the professor of and a
more specifie study related to the !honor System unveiled hy (.4 11, Vitztattriek then
the Deputy Commandant. influenced the I hinl.ing and actions of the Cadet Honor
Committee daring the s.7ittle period of tittle,

The following is a summary of the fiYth)tY: taken related to the 'Superintendent's
Special Study.

a. The appointment or two varlet vice-chairman to aid the chairman of the
Honor Committee. The special designation and adjusted living arrangement of
these 1.:)(11.tS I 1.1111:11111 I ht. St:lulls Of r POSH lOUIS :Ind to provide a bottor evorl:
Sit linti,)tl.

h. I )tlpr person:ad and ferganizational changes to enable thlt COMMHIct. p wort:

more eltleiently.
e. Ti establishment of an lionor floom and records emit IT and the

provi-ifet it gre:Iter .,t;iff owl faculty :1,,ist:tore to the Matir 1%)annirti.e.
fl 'rho tips With the Honor Committee,: lir tho other

:pro". !Imo with hose collegt s anti universities throughout the country
that hall' honor codes.

i 1)
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e. The deve;oprimut of ii written set of procedures for the guidance of the 1 i our
Committee. '1'111s action also addresss the serious problem of continuity faced by
the Honor Commit tee each year.

1. A number of procedural changes directed at ensuring a greaterclegree of
'(NV ill thl' system.

g. Several actions directed at remov1ng the mystique that had traditionally
surrounded I 10 system. Cl'hese inelmb providing it speetticathm t(f the ttecusat-
Hon, open hearings, standard procedures, confrontation or witnesses, a report, to
the Corps of the findings and others.)

II. Several major actions were taken to enhance cadet familialization with the
Honor System and t heir understanding or the huportant role of professlorml
ethics. (This included a revamped Cutlet Honor Education program, honor semi-
nars. and consideration of ethics in the educational program).

I. '1'he Study Group recommendations served as a basis or source of data for a
host of procedural changes that already have been aecomplislmd or are still
under consideration. These Include clarification of the nwaning of a cadet's signa-
ture, nosliticat ion of the Absence Card, handling of plagiarism eases, specilleat ion
of elapsed time from report to hearing, timing of the election of honor repre-
sentatives and ot hers.

j. The recommendation of the Study Group concerning "Discretion" Ilas riot
yet liven enacted but it did cause this seious matter to he widely considered (In
fact pm before (he Corps of Cadets as a referendum) and greatly clarinet'.

k. The report contained a detailed description of alternative methods of react-
ing 10 such issues its cadet involvement/ownership of the system, the relationship
of t he Cadet 1 lonor Committee hearing to a hearing by an AR 1 5---11 Board arid. to
a degree, the single sanction syndrome. These alternatives have focused atten-
tion on patidern areas anti led to further discussion and analysis.

1. The Speelal Study Group provided a review of the fundamental philosophical
issues that have both sharpened the focus and improved the understanding of the
officers arid cadets involved. There ate no universally acceptable solutions to the
complex issues of human mondity but the Study Group did contribute to bringing
sollll fir 1111' k.`4111N ntplulhabie to the USMA 11(mor Code Into the open.

A sloecitic analysis of the listed Study Group recommeralations and aetions
taken to iminde a categorical tabulation is inclosed.

Page numbvrs indicated are those used in the Special Study Group Report.

I. DISCRETION SANCTIONS
a. D i Sorel Pg E-1

After formal presentatitam of arguments for and against, the concept was pre-
sented to the Corps of ('adets as a referendnm (5 Fe) 70). The recommendation
did not receive Ow required 2,;t majority to pass. The vote was 54 percent in favor
:rod .16 percent against.

.1"ofing Policy Pg
TIlis recommendation was considered by the 1970 Honor Committee Ind was

rejected on the grounds that the unanimous vote panides the greatest amount
of due process to the cadet under Investigation.

2. FA M IMAR VAT ION/EOCCATION

(I. Fa mil i ri za t ion Pg E -6
Action was taken to implement this reconunendation. Fact Sheets concerning

recent I ionor Board deeisions and other points of interest pertaining to the Honor
Code and System are currently posted in Cmlet Company and Academic Depart-
ment areas. In addition, weekly company meetings are held as necessary to dis-
cuss Imola. matters.

Ch irnin n Con f eren re Pg E-7
This recommenda( ion was accepted. Two Inter-service Academy Honor Con-

ferenct.s were held this past year. The second was expanded to include the Coast
Guard and Merchant Marine Academies. More such conferences are scheduled
for next year,
e. I i ) Semester Et h les Con ore E -7

This proposal has been further studied by the Academic Board and, in gen-
eral. the minority recommendation is being adopted. Additionally, emphasis is
being given the subject of professional ethics in (he existing academie curriculum.
I to n) Conrail ttee instruction has been expanded in this area.

7 I -S92-76-11
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d. /roar Edamtion Progrant Pg E-8
This recommendation has been enacted. The ViceChairman for Edueatom tins

developed a 4-year Honor education progrtnn which addresses both the indoctrl-
natiun of new cadets into the system mut the importance of the Cadet Ihmor
Code as a foundatbm of tlm Army oliker's professional ethic.
C. Ethics Committee Pg E-10

The minority rts.oinmendation is being allowed. No ethics committee has been
formed; bretiches of conduct and unothieat behavior not tinder the purview of
the Humor System are handled under the rules of the Cadet Disciplinary System.

3. l'iilICEDURES
a. Signaturc Pg E-12

This recommendation has not yet been considered or acted upon.
h. Absence Card Pg E-1,1

This recommendation is still under elmsbleration. The Commandant's staff
is presently ctaisitler:ag various alternatives to the present amaintability system.
c. .111 Right l'g E- 14

Recommendation was taken, i.e., no change has been made in the present

d. Improper Question Pg
The reconnnended course of action specifying no change was accepted.

c. Plagiarism Pg E-17
'rids recommendation has been put in effect. Instructors are allowed to con-

front cadets suspected of plagiarism.
f. Regimental Investigating Office Pg E-19

This recommendation was essentially enacted. The Honor Committee has des-
ignated a Company llonor Representative in each reghnent to serve as Assistant
Regional Investigating Officer and to be utilized for Investigations in order to
reduce the overload addressed in the report.
g. Time to Investigation Pg E-19

This recommendation wits accepted. The total time limit for the handlinr:
of ft ease under normal cireninstanet.s is now established as two weeks.
It. Cadet Adviser Pg E-20

This recommendation was enacted. A cadet adviser is appointed in each eas,
and the adviser is provided with a checklist.
i. Informing the Accused Pq E-41

This recommendation has !leen put into cilect. ri eensed is now informed in
writing of his suspected offense.
j. Officer Attendaner Pg E-41

This reelmunentlat ion was neeeptol. tIlL iv i,ermitted to be present at
I lonor Board hearings with the consent of orned cadet.
/*. Open/Closed Boards Pg E-42

This proposal was put in effect before the report was submitted. Hearings inns
ht °Pell or Ciused depending on the desires of the accused and lite judgment of the
Chairman.
1. Jury Selection. Pg H-2.3

Honor Committee procNbires are consistent with tlte recommended course of
net ion.

ot. A ecu..ted present a t hearing Py E-23
This recoalmmidation was accepted. Tile amused is now permitted to be present

at the hearing except during the deliberation of the Bmird on his guilt or
jun, tel111.0.

n. Confrontation of hi/picsst. ly E-24
Tlds recommendation Ims been partially enacted. The accused is able to question

witnesses but oniy in writing.

1 2
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o, D u t ir a of (' ha Py - !.;
This rec)1mmendation has been partially (miter)d. The position of Chairman is

the cadet's sole duty and he Is a violet captain, however, Ile (hies not live in his
company area.

v. Election of Honor Representatives Py
This recommendation Was consblered Ind mit accepted. Honor Representatives

are Plecl Ott in the Fall of I lw second class year.

Procedures for Orderly Change Py E
ThIs recommenda tion has 110Vil implemented. A suliconimit ee to address changes

in the honor system has been formed within the I:177 Honor Committee.
r. Assi.etnnt thc llonor Committee Pg

This recommendation was enneted. Inver has {won given the sole position as
Adviser to the Honor Commit tee and has secretarial support.
R. A cadr»tie Honor Liakon Officer Pg 11-28

This recommendation has not been fully implemented. Eneh department doDs
!MVO 11 Ponthet point for the Honor Committee Inn no standardized arrangementhas !wen established.
I. Transient Itarraeks Pg

This recommendation is still tinder consideration and no final decision On the
stat 118 (If I ranslent barraeks 11114 been inade.

4. ANNE% I' ISTRI,TTVItAI, MODIFICATI(iN)

The recommendations in this area are still tinder Consideration,

TABULATION OF ACTIONS TAKEN ON RECOMMENOATIONS (LETTERS REFER TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS MADE
IN EACH AREA)

Area

Positive action No action or
Pending negative

Recornmenda- action actionNumber of lion already Recommenda- Recommenda- recommenda- recomrnenda.
recommenda- included in tion tion lion lion not yetlions in honor completely partialiy still being acted on oreach area system taken taken considered not taken

Oi scretionisanctions 2
2Fa mMarization/educa-

lion 5 (a b, d) 3 (c, n) I 2 0 0Procedures 20 (c, d, k, I) 4 (g, h,l, j, m, r) 6 (e, f, n, 0)4 (b, q, t) 3 (a, p, s) 3Annex r._ 1 o o o 1 0

Subtotal 4 9 6 4 5

Total 28 4 19 6 4 5

Moinrity recommendations taken.

iator LE:my. sr t is up, Mr. Chairman. but I might say that
4 ir ?lot envy Colonel Buckley and the Othersthe job of going back
irough those. or t he difficulty in making recommendatiolH. especially

ill the layers of charges and.countercharges that are going back and
forth.

hope for the sake of the Army aml for the sake of West Point that
those recommendations which you make serve well for the years to
come.

Senator :Cu N-N-. I would like to pose a question. getting back to the
line of questiooing 1 hot Senator liar lett had 0 while ago, relating to
t he class of 1977 where we have t he current problem. 021 page CS of
the study. I am .0-oinp. to quote this to von mid ask you to comment Oil
several parts of it. This relates to the ihird class attitudes, and I quote
tlle report :

1 sj
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The question Usk iii shows that third classinen tend to Ito Was supportive of the

lemur code system. They aro Inclined to accept certain actions which are currently

violations of the code hy about 10 percent more than any other ellIss. The third

Hass niso had .10 pereent more respondents who indleatcd that the honor code

inhibited their persmial growth and has been detrimental to their development

as an officer.
It appears us though they have significantly less faith In the honor procedures

and considerably more disillusionment with the tumor code and system.
The attitudes of the Third Classmen may be a result of one or more of Itie

c(aubination of the following: (A) Cynicism and apathy, due to the lack of in-

volvement in the system, it condition often referred to as the "yearling syndrome" ;

( lf a backlash against the number of Third Classmen separated for plagiarism ;

r) a resetion to the circumstances surrounding the graduation and noncommis-

sliming of th. chairman of the 1971 llonor Committee, the man who provided

them with the preponderance of the new cadet honor instruction.

Now, I want you to comment on each one of those, and I will ask

them in order, but first of all, a general question, on that overall finding

of the connnittee. It seems to me that you were able to predict in your

report without being specific. t llat the Class of 1977 had snore problesus

t han ally of the others, and this was long before this episode came up.
Therefore, I would like to ask you, Colonel Buckleyand you could

give us your opinion and then field this out, and I will ask tiny of the

ot hers to comment, if it is not accurate for us to assume that you (lid,

in fact, predict that there were potential problems with the Class of

1177. Mayba you can amplify that.
Colonel BUCKLEY. Sir, the faets were, of course, as you state them. In

context, our ability to put all those facts together and to make a predic-

t ion that we are willing to stand behind, at that t line was a little less
accurate than I wonld like it to have been.

In hindsight, a lot of things stand out which we probably eould su-

stain, as you said.
Senator NUNS. Well, this was written before this took place, though,

and it seems to me, alt hough you did not. predict the class of 1977 would

have 171 suspected violators in March of 1976, you did delineate and
almost predicted exactly what has happened.

Lieutenant AncoUNVER. Sir, I would like to explain the yearling syn-

drome to you. I ant not sure that this syndrome is the cause of the
discrepancy in the class of 1977, or not. But I have been a third class-

ma n at the Academy, and I have seen other third classmen go through
wltat. we speak of as the yearling syndrome.

It is a time when you have just completed your fourth class year.
It is somewhat. of a letup in pressure when you conic ont of the fourth
class system, which is very rigorous and very demanding.

Senator NUNN. Fourth class system, meaning what ?
Lieutenant ABCOUWER. The fourth class system at the Academy, sir,

is the special system which we have that is designed to give the man in

Isis first year at the Academy a very rigorous, intensive training period.

Senator NUNN. Right.
Lieutenant AncollwEIL Now, the, third classman has just come out of

that. He is faced with perhaps the most rigorous academic year that the
Academy has. He, in addition, is not involved in the chain of command,

in a lot of the decisions that are made in the Cadet Corps. The cadets

become squad leaders when they are second classmen, in their junior
years, and first classmen, of course, have the majority of the leadership

positions.
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So, it enhances the feeling that he really does not have a say-so in
what is going on, and that is what we call the yearling syndrome: That
could explain the difference in that class' attitudes at that time.

Senator NUNN. Well, it seems to me you are saying that when you
did the survey no matter which class happened to be the third class
that if you had done it in some other year, this would have come out
a lot different.

Lieutenant A.ncourwEn. Possibly.
Colonel BUCKLEY. Possibly.
Senator NUNN. Well, do any of the others of you want to comment on

the general question first
Colonel MEAD. Yes, sir. I would like to just add a couple of points

on the basic survey data we had on 1977. It is true that we do showI
would like to give you a couple of percentages just so you can see the
kind of soft attitude data we were dealing with which made it very
difficult to give us any confidence we could take or recommend any
severe action.

We asked the question whether or not the honor system significantly
contributed to the personal development, had little effect, or restricted
personal development. The class of 1977and it is very dangerous to
generalize about a classbut it had 11 percent of that class responding
that it restricted their personal development. Among the class of
1976, by whom I am flanked here. 5 percent responded in the same way
So, the class of 1977 responded at over twice the percentage level as did
the class of 1976.

Again. the significance of that is somewhat open to question.
Now, there was a pattern, as you know, throughout that showed that

1977 paid less attention to the system in the process.
We explained it by the yearling syndrome because I think we just

could not know whether the class of 1975 looked the same way as year-
lings as the class of 1977.

Senator NUNN. Let me hear from each one of the cadets now on this
general question about the class of 1977 and the Buckley report..

Lieutemmt Reid?
Lieutenant REID. Well. sir. I have. to agree with Abcouwer that all of

us in the Academyall of the old grads would probably say the same
thingexperienced about the, same conditions in our development
stages; and as yearlings, I know that T personally felt a litth3bit that I
had no place. I did not have a voice in the chain of command, and I had
just finished my freshman year so I could speak, but nobody wouldpar-
ticularly listen to me, so I was a bit cynical. I did challenge a lot of
things.

At, that time, we were having some problems with the honor com-
mittee. It was in the news at the time, and, of course, some of the cyni-
cism was directed toward the honor committee. Two years later, I was
chairman of the honor committee. I think everyone in my class changed
In that 2-year period. just as I did.

I think the yearling syndrome does have a great effect on the be-
havior of the yearling class, but it does not. necessarily predict that the
class will continue to have that kind of attitude.

Senator NUNN. Well, in effect, this class, though, when they became
second classmen, did continue this attitude, so the facts have shown
that some of these attitudes probably did 1 change.

1 0
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Lieutenant. REM. Yes. sir. but. I think it would be impossible to pre-
dict based on one survey that that would have occurred.

Senator NUNN. Let me ask this. Lieutenant Reid, and then I will ask
each of the other cadets this question. then my time will be up. Do you
believe that particular classes have been affectedfor instance, the
class of 1977 or othersin a very detrimental way, in their attitude
toward the honor system bv the post-Vietnam era. the Watergate
scandals that have gone on in Washington, the overall problems of
morality in sw.iety in general -nd fiirh Covernment officials, and so
forth ? How much effect has this Inul. in your estimation ?

Lieutenant Rine. Sir, I think it has an effect, and it is difficult, to
gage, but, it has not been si!rnificant. Of course, it's more apparent now.
People are mom consclons of high officials. their behavior, and the
way they conduct themselves in office, and of course, high ranking
officers that have 1g-en involved.

I believe it does have an effect. I do not think it is particularly detri-
mental. As a matter of fact, it may he just the opposite. I think more
emphasis is being placed on intecrrity within the Corps, as it is else-
where in American society. So. I think it may have a more positive
aspect. than some peo. believe.

Senator Nt-xx. T believe we got that same sentiment from the Air
Force. officials, saying that they felt that they are more conscious now,
because of the wrongdoings and so forth, of the need for integrity and
the need for honor.

Let me ask one of the others that question very briefly.
Lieutenant KEENE. Sir, I also agree that it has generated a lot of

discussion among the, cadets who are thinking ahout it. a lot. They
realize the need for inte.irrity in serving their country in public life
and also it. points out very vividly the. fact that you do need this code,
yon do need to inculeate this set of absolute principles of honesty in
future officers, because they will have to apply them in the real world
when they p-et. out, there.

So. it has definitely emphasized and heightened the consciousness
of the corps with regard to intepTity.

Lieutenant Camcir. Yes. Again. sir. T feel like, the lieutenants fe,el.
that in the. corps. the awareness that some of the. problems of high
Crovernment officials and high Army officials had in recent years indi-
cai-es that, there is a real need for professional ethics which gives us a
real purpose for I he education and the familiarization that goes on
during honor code instruction.

Specifically, in the last year, a.s a result of both this study group and
as a result, of recommendations made by the honor committee them-
selves, we. included in our instruction this last yearwhich will con-
tinneseminars and talks with officers who have been in combat, who
have had large responsibilities. Cadets have received these sessions very
well and have reacted very positively.

They undenstand now much better the reasons why the code is so
!Irtant.

-nator NI.7NN. Thank you.
,ientenant Ancorwrx. Sir. T do not doubt that with recent issues.

:Hid recent. issues have .riven some peoplk- some ammunition with which
to rationalize and sav, if those men or woman can do that. why eln't I.
or why do T have to be !-;(1 honorable. And in the vast majority o, cases,

1 ti
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contendand based 011 my personal experiencothat these issues
have just strengthened the feeling fordesire for honor and integrity
within the corps,

Senato, Nrsx. Thank you very much. I want to pursue No. B of
your reasons. the backlash ito.ainst the munber of third classmen sep-
arated for plagiarism. and No. C. a reaction to the circumstances sur-
rounding the graduation and noncommissioning of the chairman of the
1974 honor committee that. provided the uesv eadet honor instruction.

I want to ask yon to direct your connnents to each one of those
reasons that the Class of 1977 may have. but I yield to Senator Bartlett
at this time.

Senator BAirmrrr. Thank vmt. Mr. Chairman. Colonel Burk ley,
you do !mt. propose that the nontoleration clause he changed, yet your
report shows that 45 percent of the cadets do not feel that trleration
should be violation, and 42 percent do. I pemnally do not see how
an honor code can work, or an honor system, if there is not a non-
toleration clause.

It appears to me that these fie-111.es 1 ee rather significant. That either
shows there was not, sufficient indoctrination or conviction or knowl-
edge on their part of how a system of an honor code would be imple-
mented, or an honor code would work. I just wonder what your re-
sponse to this was, bectmse 45 percent is a very sizable number that.
do not believe that toleration should be a violation.

Colonel BUCKLEY. Yes sir. and we concluded. just as you did, that
wo have got to do a better job of teaching and indoctrinating to
insure that it is understood. It is a sensitive issue. It is one tliat is
very difficult for anyone in our society to understand the need for.
particularly for young people that have not experienced a degree of
sophistication. so we. have got. to do a better job of explaining why the
nontoleration clause is important.

Senator BARTLETT. Is it very normal that :in extremely higher pe-
centageI do not know what it would bebut far over 75 or 80 per-
mit of those becoming cadets would not want to report a violation?
is that not just normal. like apple pip? That was my case, when I
was brought up.

Colonel BUCKLEY. I would assume you are completely correct, sir.
I do not have any numbe, firrures to go on, but I suspect that yours
:ire about rigia.

Senator Iimma,:rr. 1)0 you. froni your study.1)elieve that what the
Air Force does. by havinor a man stand up aml pledge to support the
honor system, is a good part of that approach ? There is a culmination
of the training and inthwtrination. an action on their part to show
their full support. Does that appear to you as a good thing to do?

Colonel Burl:LEY% Yrs. sir. I think Lieutenant Reid came, back im-
pressed with that particular process when he was ont visiting the Air
Force Academy, and I am certain the. Superintendent is looking at
some dramatic monwnt like that as fl part of our system.

Senator Thurrt,rrr. 41 pement of the corps favors separation as the
only sanction. while 49 pereent do not favor a sinede. sanction. Ts this
what. led YOH to reeommend more flexibility? Is this one of the main
reasons that led you to recommend more fkxibility in the system?

Colonel lit-ckt,Ey. We certainly apTerd with the majority view of
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this issue. The fact that we lmd that size of a response to an attitude
survey contributed to our feeling that we needed greater flexibility. sir.

Senator BARTLEYr. I think most of us would agree that. truth is
absolute, butand I know that some people, have written me, and
perhaps some of you referred in your comments this morningthat
therefore, one sanction would be the penalty. But I tun wonderinfr, can
therebe a mature of truth in a violation? If a cadet cheats on an
examination and then reports himself as cheating after the fact. would
that be a mixture of truth and more ethical than the one who cheated
and then swore continually at various bearings that he was not cheat-
ing, and yet there was absolute evidence that he, had cheated ? Would
there be a difference, in your opinion ?

Colonel BucKLEY. Yes, sir, and this is an issue about which von have
already heard. We have some division here in oar a,.,Teement to that
particular point. But I for one. believe that the factors surrcending
the event do have to be considered at some level. and there are differ-
ences in the particular incident that need to he vonsidered before any
proper and just decision can be. arrived at.

Senator BARTLETT. in your report, there. appears a statement that the
code will be. retained but must be recognized as a rroal, and not as an
acknality. What does that mean?

Colonel BUCKLEY. 1. think that was some of the rhetoric. sir. that. we,
put in the philosophical section. with the deliberate intent of address-
ing an issue that we ourselves probably did not. fully understand at the
time that the report was heing developed: and that is. the argument
that is going on regardin7 situational morality and absolute morality.

As I say. I do not think we fully understood it at the time. We did
debate it and argue, it. at length. and .we felt it was desirable to pass to
the Superintendent that underlying issue.

Senator BAirrixTT. I asked earlier in my first round of questioning.
and I think two former cadetsrecent cadetsresponded as to the
ineidence of cheating as they observed it. Could any of the rest of you
respond on. that?

Have yon observed or heard about the incidence of cheatin!,? Is
cheating at. a very low. miniscule level, or is it considerable?

Colonel BUCKLEY. I will certainly not try to go back to my cadet
days, sir. That is too far back. a point beyond adequate. recall. But as
the head of the department, teaching several core COUrseii and other
elect ive courses, I am concerned, of course, about the academic situa-
tion. We take what. we think are reasonable precautions. At the same
time. we take them with full confidence the cadets will not cheat.

I have, in my last 7 years as head of this office, had a few eases re-
ported to meI mean, two or threecases that instructors brought to
me, and said, I am not certain what is happening, but hero are the
circinnstanees. If I recall. and 1. cannot be terribly specific, one of them
developed into an honor case,. The other, after checking. did not.

I think there is. in my own view, relative little classroom cheating.
That is a broad generality. but we are not turning our backs to the
possibility of cheating. We team grade many papers and use other
reasonable checks to insure that what we are getting is a cadet's own
response.

We do not force a young man into a dilemma if we can possibly
avoid it. At the same. time, we do not want to totally take away his
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choices. We try to t read a thin line between trust and at the same time,
not creating a situation t hat will put unduly pressure.

My own experience in this department is reasonably good. Colonel
Mead is also head of a department.

Senator BARTLETT. Anyone else ?
Colonel MEAD. Sir. my department is quite la rge---at any given time,

we will be teachinn. 2,000 cadets or about half of the corpsand we do
a lot of case studies. monographs, reseztrch papers--we average about
t wo three pla!riarism cases a year.

These are cases that we identify that we feel warrant bein, sub-
mitted to the cadet honor committee for investiontion. From that
standpoint, the incidence is low.

In regard to the issue to which the Stiperintendent responded the
ot her day. we have sa feguards. To a mpli f' Colonel Buckley's point, we
t ry to take the prndent precautions to eliminate as much temptation
and con fusion and misunderst and Inc, as we can.

ror instance, in the core courses, the In r!,e rolurSes. when we teach
SOO cadets the same subiert, when we request "rapers. we provide a wide
va Het y or topics, as inauv as 1:-;0 separate subjects to drawn upon.
That limits the opport unity for cheating.

We have instructors grade all of the papers on the same subjects. Tt.
is quite a chore to ,,rmle :1S or 39 papers on a wheat famine in India.
btu that gives US kind of an internal rheek. and it is good pedagogy,
fmm the standpoint of having an expert on that subject grade the
pa I WI'S o we get kiml of a double 1111112' that way.

To give You a final figure, considering last. year's eases before the
honor committee. T believe, 10 percent were cheatinrr. I think John
Greeh Can confirm that.

Sena ne B.,Irrn.rrr. Would von consider that tolerable or not?
Colony.] Wm). Well, those are cases. sir, a ndJolm ?
Lieutenant Gmur. Sir, as vice chairman of the honor committee. I

wa'', rr of all reported cases. and last year, while I was vice chair-
man-- and this is excludimr the present electrical engineerin!, case-

114`eiyed sontewhere between 200 and :22.1 reports.
T r you break it down further than that, you see that, at the very

most--anyi I do not have the fb..uros hero with me-10 percent. or :20 of
ens,.s minlit have been ehentinfr violations T can tell von the ones

t hat \Yere reported. sir. Past that, the convictions of the Cadet Hollor
Conuoitt-e on (+eat i uur. T believe, sir. of those 20, only four or fiye:
and :yro in. T do not have the figures before me---except that I could say
that, at most, mit of the cases that were reported. a very small per-
centage. 10 :vent, were cheatin... so that it was by far not the most
common caso to conu, before us.

( World Sir, May T add MU, other point. Tn our survey data.
we tHed to carefully !.,et at, this question of what kind of violations
wore occurrine. if. in Inet, cadets knew of them. Cheating ranked very,
very low in the respon,e. academic cheatin., came in well below tolera-
ion. well below other thimrs that they indicated, stir]) as lying, and so

forth.
Se,la tor NI' xx. YOul a re sayino- that the nontoleration clause was

violated a vluole lot more than eheat in:r?
Col1Mr.m. Yes, sir.

i :3
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Ca pt 0 in WILIterE. .idd one com,,i;-mt9 I have ; aught mat'e-
maties in the classroom foi 'he last .2 year:;. have tatio.h. ",:he class of

for all of those 2 yi,;!r.:. and in matheinati?.s, they Pre in-Aor a greet
deal of pressure. goim: to those bi4eldmards. every dn,y. with many
problems, nod 1 people a ro;oid t he oom.

Ti:e year bolo. e lest. the class of ;97 wcn fresh', on. No sItNyeted
honor violatioi.., were reported by mai',,,matics iii:ructoi-s, which I
think nnight lift le hit in contraF.; front I itT:. I personally have
never, in ".2 veaN. ohset veil any :-.u:The-ted honor violations in the
classroom.

Senator B.wrixrr. ime I.; up, hut it .1114 See1115 Violtl-
t ion,: of nontolerat ion indicate a certain level of cheatimr. thomyli you
are not talking about cheatimr itself: :Ind in alleged numbers of
cheatino% the ?nunlwrs ire staggerimr. It seems thft disclosure came
almut with one cadet turnimr himself in. ;tint then the other disclosures
that followed came later from the defense counsel for certain cadets
pushimr it very hard.

So, it seems to me that it is possible that there has been a complete
breakdown of the system. at least to a very significant extent.

Major Rr.II.ev. As a tact h.al officer. I work very closely with the
cadets. and not tnt all academic environment. although I do teach ninth)
reading ill that area. I have found from reports I receive from cadets.
from working very closely with I hem and talkiri o. with them that, the
incidents of cheat ino. or lying. sir, are very. very small, if at all.

r have known of only one man, in my 3 years. that I had personal
knowledo.e that he lied, and that instance. I reported him to the honor
vommittee. hut that iq out of a total of about i0 cadets.

Senator Nryx.54enator Culver.
Siuiator Ct-ixtai. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen. in your field of experience that you now have all had.

have you noticed any si:rnificant differences bet weep Academy and
non-Academv officers. in terms of honor?

SellitOr NUNN. Do v011 Wallt ser,le of the ex-cadets to answer that ?
Spnator Ct r,vrit. I think I would like to ha ve a general response from

anyone who has had field experience.
Colonel BucHr.r.Y. Sir. in covering all of my years of service, and

particularly ni. .ycars. when I think the differences in the sorts
of rommis;:ions were greater than they perhaps are right. now. I can

I think r did see a difference (Irwin!). the Korean War. We paid for
that difference in a eonsiderable number of casualties in the earlier
classes. I do not know that it can be attributed entirely to honor. I think
it was a sense of duty, a sense of commitment. perhaps. Perhaps the
feeling of responsibility was greater.

Senator Cta,vrti. What I ani really gett ino. at here is ckir. You know
that we pay :Wont $100.000 for each graduate of the Academy. about

or !..:420.(10n, roughly, for an BoTc or an OC graduate. Most
basic schools. where you spend virtually 0 1-nonths or a year training,
do have an honor system. Tt is assmned that an officer is a gentleman
and honor is fundamental to responsilde military service and leader-
ship capacity. and cheat iac- should be a serious violation involving
court-martial, and so on.

What I- am really .ffetting at here is in no way an attack ou the lus-
trous tradition of the Academy, 1 mean that most sincerely. It is a
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truly outstanding one. You do derive. undoubtedly highly profession-
alized training and background that enables you tobe in a professional
sense an exceptional ()nicer, if yon have it. in you to be one.

I3ut I am talking about this component of honor and integrity and
honesty, the extent to which that is nnioaely enhanced by the honor
code experience at West Point or not. because I thin!: it is fundamental
to the inquiry here.

Colonel Ilurm.EY. Yes. sir. I ulgiti I hat that is a fundamental issue.
I think- you stated it very well. And we are equally ewieerued. I per-
sonally feel that personal honor is enhan,pd IV t years of living
under the code

I think one other aspect needs to b9 iirnli!.filt ant. sir. In a sense. just
as the medical schools. and the legal schools. develop a system fo the
perpetuation of the ethics of those professions. the Military Academy
helps in the perpetuation of au ethic of honorableness for our pro-
fession.

Senator Cur.yEa. T wonder if at her anieerswe ilaye. these awful time
restraints, and I have a lot of questions 1 would like to poselmt. I
wonder if any of the other officers would be good enough to express
themselves. T think it is an important point. I realize how difficult. it
is to make these categorieal generalizations. but I am interested ill
whether Or not, the principles of the honor code ae pervasive and
adhered to ill the Army as a whole.

Major REILLY'. Sir. I would Id<0 to respond 11'01'1 my experience. I
find that the West Point officer is more consHous of honor. Iter se. Tic
will think many thimrs through and consider what he is doinp- when

order is given. For example. when asked to si!rn a statement. for
eouipment Iii an event he has not personally seen. I think a West Point.
officer TOnlY I iuia iill heS11:00 to :4111 any stateelent. in fact. will not
siLm a SI atement unless he g,,es and checks it.

Many of the vomnr ,.)Ilicers that come out from different colleges at
jffies st afroient \vit limit !min!). hi,dtk ,:und doing some check-

I have found this all throwrh my ca veer. I lint this has been t lie
case. Event 11.1 I lv t he oili,ers that I have wo-Iml with have reached the
level where !hey can go back and Hawk.

Whether the duty cmicei has !won enhanced. or the honor concept
has been enhanced I could not say: butt T find initially the West Point
officer is more conscious of that.

Colonel MEAn. Sir. may T ask--
Senator Curxrn. I am a, lilt le I rouhled with this third year slump

business. Understandably. the plebe year everybody is nervous
as a goose and on their best behavior, and scared to death of boot camp.
It is not hard to reach a lilLull degree of sensitivity and consciousness
about adherenra to rules and e.mdations when von have, terror right.
in the forefront of Your Iwino-.

Now if it is that environment that you must have to have a hioll de-
gree,of compliance. wlmt can volt expect on the outside in terms of a
epneral relaxation. 011(1 thill infrastructure is altered and chanp-ed.
You can't help hitt suggest that. altliongh the third Year is different.

is like a. sophomore slump in law school that would bore you to
death: and the last year or the first year would Sea IT' von to death, and
all that. and therefore. we P:111 have ally toleration for a massive per-
vasive cheating. ill
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As an explanation 1 can hardly strengthen my own personal assur-
anee that that group, when it is on the outside, is not going to revert
to form, whatever form that is, and once again, we are back to whether
they had it in the home, and whether they got it in their early forma-
tive childhood environment, of right or wrongin terms of basic
things.

I think a lot of us are guilty of signing leases and not reading the
boilerplate. That to me does not really go to the heart of the kind of
gut problem we have been experiencing in the field. That is what I
think is meaningful, and I think that is what is important.

I have an old-fashioned notion that when you arrive at West Point
you either have that or you do not. To be honest with you, we put a
pretty high gloss on it and I think if you do not have it then, you are
not necessarily going to get it by going through sonic ritual for 4 years
getting an art iticial stimulus, because that high is aoing to leave you
too.

SO, I aui interested in this third year bushiess, and so on.
(!olonel MEAn. Sir. may I just add something to your comment. I

t hink all of us would agree that to a great extent character formation
does occur before the individual arrives at West Point, and as you all
know, part of our admissions system is designed to try as best we can
to plumb the character of individuals before they arrive.

But I think we see our mission as reinforcing those aspects of char-
acter that, the individual brings to West Point and giving it an envi-
romnent in which it can flourish.

Senator CunvEn. In your association' with cadets from other acade-
mies and in your work in connection with the Buckley study report
and the review of these specific honor systems, did you reach any con-
clusions as to whether honor works better elsewhere or at West Point ?

Lieutenant REID. Sir. I was on that subcommittee. I went to the Air
Force, Academy and the Naval Academy. We found that each Academy
developed a system they felt best.served their particular needs, and no
one was willing to say that our system is best, or that you should adopt
our particular system, especially at Navy. They do not have a non-
toleration clause as we do, and there was a great deal of heated dis-
cussion concernina whether there should or shouhl not be a nontolera-
tion clause between representatives from West Point and the, Naval
,1.ea delay.

Senator CIANETZ. But they do give a degree of flexibility in terms of
reporting on conditions

Lieut enant REID. Yes, sir.
Senator Ctinvun [-continuing]. And there are options available to

someone who observed the incident ?
Lieutenant, -REID. Yes, sir. they do. although we did not reach a con-

clusion. We did not take it upon ourselves to say that, the Naval Acad-
emy system was less productive than ours, and they did net say that
about the West Point system.

Senator CULVER. Did yon review any systematic monitoring of an
empirical nature relatincr incidents with subsequent careers? I realize
this is a very difficult thing to do. but is it a useful exercise. How do
you get, any kind of data that gives you any guidelines, by way of re-
form and improvement, of your system, unless you know with some de-
()Tee of confidence how it works in the field ?

1/2
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Co 10110 BUCKLEY. Sir, t lie :-traight forward answer would be. no. we
do not have. any really effect i ve data (Tilling in of tlw nature that you
mention. I hope that we will develop more in the flit lire.

Obviously, we currently need to know more about the results of our
work.

Senator Ct-LvEn. Finally. did yon inake any recommendations re-
garding the development or preservation of a set of precedents to
ruide the honor committee actions ?

I am concerned, for example, t hat when you are essentially talking
about what criminal violations are. in terms of notice, the clarity of
the offense, and the definitions of cheating. on the one hand, how ade-
quate and precise is the appreciat ion of the potentially accused, of
what constitutes wromrdoilor, part icularly when the saint ion is as se-
vere and mwrons as expulsion is in terms of life and the wreckage that
it will signal ?

On the other hand. what degree of refinement do we have by way
of precedents in terms of the Oulet Ilonor Board, to iruide them hy
way of consistency and justice in the administration of'-partieular of-
fenses and the application of the appropriate sanction. I mean. is
everything done on an ad hoc basis. with no judicial history that eau
be called upon for direction to make sure there is integrity to the ad-
ministration of justice?

Colonel licuktry-. Ara in. sir, we saw part of what you said as a very
definite problem, and we recommended t hat the honor committee under-
take immediately. a development of a set of proeedures to guide them,
just as you ileseribed it.

They did that. sir. and we have presently a book---T have it here in
my easea book of procedures that we hope they will continue to up-
grade and improve. In its present fonn. it gives them a. continuity that
they badly need and has provided the basis for guiding the honor com-
mittee throwrh these difficulties.

Senator CrIAT.R. There is no precedent now ? Lieutenant Reid. vOil
did not have a va liable to you a book of preedents ?

Lieutenant REtn. Sir. if yon are referring to specific cases that
would be siniila I ill nature to the case we were doing at that till1V, 110.sir. we did not.

Senator Ct-LvEn. Well. did you recommend that kind of thing.?
Would it have been helpful to von to have somet him, like that to refer
to and give guinanee 0101 so forth in null vidual eases?

Lieutenant Rto. Well. sir. t may have been helpful in the instruc-
tion of honor committee ino.l.hers. as far as their analysis of back-
ground information. and of thing. lo.lt I hesitate to establish
precedents in cases, hr., do involve so many situational
changes. and factimi ehans, mid I am not SO sure precedent would
he almolutelv necessary.

Tl ie. code itsel f is 101sed on--
Senn tor CrrxEn. Well. thilt .1-4 true in ec.-ery ease. Tt : cvcryease in criminal ju,t lee is unioue. But that certainly i1op not go to

the argument that this would not l u. appropriate in terms of the.l'air-
pegs and equity in the administ rat ion of justice. On the contrary,think it is essential.

Captain WiLitrrr. Sir. may T address that question.

i
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I was chairman of t la It.;8 honor committee. I reviewed some of

the same things that I ,ienant Reid dkl and no book or set. of proce-

dure was passed to me.
I think von ought to keep in mind that tlw main, the ultimate cri-

terion for guilt oz. immeenee of an honor violation is the individual's
intent. Did he intend to eonunii the act ? That is the_thing that the

honor committee focuses on, and that is probably the primary reason

the individual eases ol recorded and passed around.
I %vas also ehairman of the pro(q.dures committee, and ba,,a on my

experience. as honor chairman, I gave particular attention t o enhanc-

ing the due pmcess of the individual before the committee, and recom-
mended things such as assigning a cadet front the honor committee

who would assist t lw respota lent through the proceeding.
Senat or CuLvEzt. Well, think it is a very important area. I hope

you focus on it for any subsequent recommendations that you have.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. One additional observation or point. It. seems t tue

that the precedent would be more valuable for those reviewing the
eases on an appellate level than they would be for the honor conumttee
itself, equating the honor committee with a jury or grand jury. Neither

one of those bodies really has any time or opportunity to study prec-
edent before deliberating and reaaing a verdict., whereas as you go
up the appellate level you are dealing with whether clue process was
accorded, whether the rights were accorded. It seems to me that prece-
dent would be valuable., some form of precedent, some form of ruling,
and then that in turn would filter its way back down to the honor
committee, in terms that are very similar to case law in the criminal
system.

Senator CULVER. Mr. Chairman, if the judge has any prospect of not
being overruled, he had better adhere pretty closely to precedents, too.

Senator NUNN. There is a distinction between the judge and an
attorney. One is to determine fact, and the other is to determine law,
and precedent is not very much help in a factual situation, in those
deliberations, where a preudent is a great deal of help in determining
the law in due, process and procedures.

NOW, that is just my observat ion. I think it is a very important
point.

You know. we are ,:!-oing to have to adjourn this !Doming. We have
anot her Armed Servicz a Committee hearing going on, and a combina-
tion of all of us are going to have to he there.

We have other questions. I have a good many myself, and I azn sure
Senator hart lett and Senator Culver do, too. I am going to ask you,
Colonel Buckleyand I will not ask you to give me an answer now
but could you hold over unt ii tomorrow as many people as are. not
ineonvenienced unduly. I know some of you are on TDY, and some, of

ou have other aasignnwnts. If any of youwould have a severe incon-
venience. we will excitse you, hut i t you can retain as many as possible,
it would be a 'Teat !moll) to our subcommittee.

I think we wotild have about anot her 11A hours, or perhaps 2 hours
of questioning. We cannot do it. t his afternoon. We had to have speeial
prrmission of the Senate to have this meeting ,nis morning, because
we are in the middle of a eomplivated tax bill. Tf we did come back
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his afternoon, I I hink we wonid he ipterrupled Often wit h votes, :Ind
that would he frustrat ing for all of .

I I: you would a,,eertain Ito can :lay and who etwnot, wi vill
areept your honor and .*:1111: word as, to the ineonvenietwe. We will notquestion you further.

'Fins suLcommittee will adjournwe will even waive the nontolei a-
t ion elauseunt it tomorrow mornint: at 10 a.m.

OVhereupon, at 11:53 a.m., the Hi heottunittt.,e adjourned, to recon-
vene t he following day at 10 a.m.]



HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30, 1976

U.S. SENATE.
rlirt 1MM rrrEE MANPOWER NI) I 'ElltiON NEL

OF CommrrrEE ON A amno SEM' icEs.
11'whinylon. 1)1' .

The sulwommittee mot, pursuant to notice. at 10:33 a.m.. in room
131S Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Sam Nunn. chairman,
presiding.

Present: Senators Nunn and Bartlett.
A.Iso present: Francis .J. Sullivan, Charles .T. Comwely. John A.

Goldsmith and Kenneth Fish. professional staff niendiers: Mary G.
Ketner, clerical assistant ; and .Teffrey Record, assistant to Senator
Nunn.

Senator Nt-xx. Colonel Buckley, Colonel Mead. other:, that were
on the Buckley committee. I am happy tEl have you and the other mem-
bers hero today. You testimony yesterday provided us with a lot of
information and insight into the West Point, honor system : and we
look- forward to exploring further these issues we touched upon
yestenlay.

I am sorry I was late this illornino% We were voting on the floor,
which detained me. hut I want to pier: up where we left oir yesterf lay,
particularly relating to the class of 1977.

Senator Barry johl water has .rubmitted a pmpa red statement to be
inserted at this point in the record.

Without objection. so a pprovNl.
[The statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAERY 0OLDWATER

Mr. Cliairman. It had been my hope to appear perswially before you to expiws
some views I have concerning the problem of chenthg in our service academies.
However, recent surgery hits matte that impossible so I am submitting a state-
merit for the remrd which I trust will show my deep concern over this situation.

Those of us who have been interested in and close to the military establishment
and the service academies because of our service on the Senate Armed Service
Committee have spent ii great many hours examining the filets in this dist mssing
problem. I have come to the eonclusion thnt nt least a large part of the problem.
and not only ln our service academies but in all the country's institutioms of
higher education, gties to the question of preparation. It is lay belief that our
high sehoolti today are Mit adequately training young people for the demands they
encounter when they enter our service aendemies. eolleges and universities.
Indeed, I doubt if a high school diploma today equips its possesser with the kind
of preparatimi needed for any college in the ontntry. And when you stop to
vonsider that the ;leaden& requiremeiits in our seuViO academies are more
demanding mid stringent num in most colhlres, you begin to understand the
problems faced by our young men, and now our young women, in the service
academies.

71- St12 701-
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Mr. Chairman, this in.oldem f liiiIi school preparation ;Hal ifs .1)viffil:: defi-

ciencies has 1ed no. to look for nelsons why such a wide gap l'XiStS
requirements for high school graduation and the requirements for ildequatc
performance ill oar institutions of higher learning. And 1 fliol sin. I. the advent
of federal aiol to education the quality of high school education has deteriorated
very rapidly. .krol this of course presents ;1 formidahle problem for many of us
when they get to the service avademics. The trouble is that poor education in

Igti sehools brungla ill hy federal controls has nol been twc(anpanied by
tiny boverin- of standards ill our military academies. The courses and discipline
al West Point and Annapolis and other ilcadendes and volleges :In, just as tough
as they have always ill Sollle (1111,iderably stringent. Con-
sequently, a great --perhaps au almost unhearable---pres.aire has lwen put on the
yuung people attending these acatlendes. It is becoming increasingly difficult for
persons not well trained in high ,:chool to cut the init-,tzlnl in our :-crvice
academies. Yet the determination to get through the academies is great. The
desire on the Imrt of the great majority of young people in ear military
academies is to receive their commissions niol serve tlo.ir eonntry in heir
particular bninch of the service throughout their lives.

The combination of poo preparation in high sehool along with the ic oely
tough courses and the determination to get through has strained and broken
the honor code in ou service academies. I believe the honor code deserves its
place in our military academies and that any study made of it and the rash of
cheating which has recently been experienced, should inelude a intpdry con-
cerning the lack of quality education in our high schools. If there is an ever
widening gap between high sehool preparation and the requirements of higher
cline:ohm, we should know the extent of that problem and take the proper steps
to oorrect It.

For this reason, Mr. Chairman. I was especially gratified to read in your
(queuing statement that the subconunittee plans to explore broad issues which may
bear directly or indireetly upon the educational developineut, moral. Standard8
anti eharacter of the future officers of military services.

Sule,equent to Hie hearing. Senator Goldwater submitted the follow-
ing supplemental statement for the hearing record.

[The statement follows :)
SUPPLEMEN'rAT, :-ITATEM ENT I II" SENATOR BARRY GoLDWATER

Mr, Chairman: Critics of the United l:tates Military Academy over violations
of the cadet code of honor are 1'40 degrees ofT course. The scandal they are in-
vestigating is not at the military nldCuly ; it is in America's public schools, which
pnvare these young menand 11,iNV some womenfor the Point. The deteriora-
tion of alontl and ethical standards is oecurring where these cadets are getting
their earlier education.

West Point deserves the Moral Medal of Honor for sticking to its ethiT...l.
guns, which are so excellently ea psuled in its honor 00(10:

"A cadet will 7 7 lie, cheat, or steal, or tolerate those who do."
The Armed Serviees subcommittee can appropriately look into the so-called

eheating sotudal. Bur its report can only properly conclude that oar military
itcalleuny is Carrying Mit its deep-seated obligatim, to train outstanding officers
dedicated to the preservation of this nation.

lbdter still thy Labor sad Puldb. Welfnre Committpe should cull lwarings
inuattliately to discover why public education is in such a horrible mess.

Apparently thousands of high sehools tire graduating seniors every year who
cannot read well enough to fill fill( applications for jobs. A recent survey I saw
indicated that perhaps a quarter of our fellow Americans are unable tO read well

1.1 cope with problems they face every day. They manor comprehend
.10 written instruct ions or moust ions.

this miserable condition exists despite the billions that the federal gov-
....Huletl ! polars into our educational system annually. It exists despite the hordes
it . huh rs our colleges have (-turned out 14/ Us(' OW lat est. syliplups and theories
to, educate our youog people bettor. It exists despite educational associations,
PTA's. N.:letters' unions, academie freedom, and tenure, All of these thhigs
touted to rake the level of education, nor lower it.

one might tvhl oonclude that the Riad of education our children are gelling
is inversely proportional to, filo automat . of money the feoleral govvranient spends
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on education, and the number of degrees that our teachers and administrators
are required to have in order to be pronmted.

The signs of deterioration are all around us. For the past year, educators have
been concerned about the lowering scores on our Co huge entrance tests the
College Boards. The organization that prepares the tests denies the que,:tions
nre being made more difficult.

Mach more alarming to me is the need felt in some states, imiuding Virginia
and Arizona, to require graduating seniors to pass reading and writing tests
before they can receive high school diplomas. In other words, sonic high schools
have become so bad that legislatfirs are losing faith the teachers mid admin-
istrators who seemingly are just getting rid of large numbers of their seniors
each year.

When schools were locally controlled, financed, and influenced, we had less of
this cheap kind of educational advancement. Perhaps the most brilliant students
were not as well prepared for Harvard, but the bulk of the kids who received
diplomas could at least fill out a job application, or understand batting and
pitching percentages.

A couple of weeks ago the Sunday New York Times reported that two-thirds
of the children in the New York school system were reading below their grade
levels. In Cincinnati, it was 74 percent below, Atlanta 73 percent below, Balti-
more 70 percent, and Detroit and Cleveland 61 percent below grade level.

'Phe three R's, which are still basic in education, have given way to such terms
as "enrichment" and "quality education."

From Congressional Quarterly, we learn that the National Education Associa-
thai for 1975 reported 100 murders, 12,000 armed robberies, 7,000 rapes, and
204,909 assaults against teachers and other studentsall in our public school
systems, which have been so "enriched" by federal money and federal educa-
tional experts.

A Senate subcommittee reported that more than one million students are
suspended each year for various offenses. Vandalism in schools costs more than
$600 million annually.

How in God's name, then, can we call the West Point Code of Honor
anachronistic?

The military academies do not get the worst of the high school graduates ; they
get the beGi:.

The class of '76 at West Point is `-voietil. These cadets had B plus averages
In high school. Almost all lettered in mile sport, and more than 33 percent were
team captains. They averaged 554 on the verb:17 scholastic aptitude test, and
024 in math. These rankings are not quite as high as those Harvard and Yale
freshmen. but they were well wit hin the reach of such fine schools as the Uni-
versity of Michigan and Georgia Teeh. The military academies attrition rate is
no worse than Ivy League schools. The West Point Class of '76 lost 36 percent
of its plebes. And the pattern of West Point graduates indicates 70 percent will
gat advanced degrees.

College administrators say they don't know how many college students cheat.
Some estimates have been as high as 40 or 50 percent. But we do know that
very few are expelled for cheating.

At West Point, the faculty, and the Array, have to face these facts.
They are facing them with honor. They are continuing to insist that riere is a

difference between right and wrong. that there always has been, and there alwrys
will be. They am resisting the foolish urgings to lower Academy standards to
those of sonic of our colleges and universities.

Their regard is a Congressional investigation, a critical and mindless
clucking around the country.

Every American who believes in .mior, duty. countryand that bet,or ite ill
of usshould back the United SLI:es military code of honor to the 1)1)7.

We shmild insist that the current invesftition is our public school syst ern,
Therein lies the great weakness of our entire educational system. Then,in lies
the fact that our high school graduates do not feel the competency to continue the
challenge of education. Let 1110 add that this great development depentlf.:,cy on
others is not confined to students. When I first eame to the Senate it was rare
that a Senator would even have his clerk on the Floor with him when reporting
a emninittee bill. Today PV1.11 if' a Senator Is going to make casual remarks his
staff accompanies him. in fact. the Record is filled with unanimous consents for
people to be on the Floor to assist the Senator. I do not say this is wrong. I
merely offer it as a further indiention that we are becoming a nation of people
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dependent on others. Witness the hearings held before our committees where
staffs of SO metfines dozens acemnIlany the witness to offer answers he should
know. 1 have always Mt that If something wasn't working right some and:1mm-
tat was wrong; in this ease stop attacking the military aeadendes and the activi-
ties, let's attack the fundamental, the primary school system wherein lies tl
weakness.

Senal or Nt-xx. Yesterday, we were talking about the class of 191 .
and some of your findings in regard to that class. We explored a counle
of them, but we didn't get through it.

B is one of your reasolH for the possible difference between the
class of 1977 and the. others, was cited, and I quote to you "as a back-
lash against a number of t bird classmen separated for plagiarism."
And C is a reaction to the circumstances surrounding the graduation
and noneommissioning of the chairman of the 1974 honor committee,
a man who provided them with the preponderance of their new cadet
honor instruction.

Could you, Colonel Bucldev, lead off and discuss those two items. and
then I am going to ask the other members of the panel if they would
like 1 o address those two reasons.

C,,Ionel BUCKLEY. I think, sir, I'd like to ask, if you don't mind,
Liete cnant Reid to discuss these issues, as he is more familiar with the
circumstanees sairrounding Hie situation.

Lieutenant REID. Sir, in regard to reason (G), C-3 the backlash
regarding the third classmen separated for plagiarism, I believe this
is one of those timing sensitive things where a number of third class-
men who had siibmitted an English requirement were accused of
plagiarism. The whole class had submitted this English requirement
at. the same time. I badieve there were Iline cases referred to the honor
committee for consideration. Of those, we referred, I believe, sixand
I am not quite sure of the exact numberto officers boards. The issue
centered around the third class alone and there was a little bit of a
question in the minds of many of the third classmen as to exactly
whet her it was plagiarism and why these two individuals were singled

It did develop a sort. of backlash and it was right after this that we
took the survey. So I think the frame of mind may have tainted their
reaction to the survey.

Senator Nt-xx. Now why did they react against that, and how many
people. were involved ? latiat not sure r follow you.

Lieui pliant limn. Sir, there was only a small number of third dass-
men actually involved. I believe the number was nine and I believe they
re ferred six to the officers lmard.

Senator Nux.N. Dhl they think that the treatment given the nine was
unfair

jell( rnant HEM. Well. I t haiiik. sir.. a lot of it had to do with nw-
really understanding fully the operation of the honor committee and
exactly how these individuals had become involved in plagiarism.
Plagiarism is soinet hues a hard issue to discuss. Many people, despite
;ill the instructions that were given with regard to plagiarism, don't
fully comprehend the implications of plagiarism.

Senat or Nt.'N N. What kind of exam was that?
Lieutenant EMU. It was not alt examination, sir it was a research

paper, or I believe it was a research paper that happened to he for he
English department.
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Setnttor Nt7NN. Were I viohd i(111S of the nont(.:, :lion clause or------
Lieutenant 11r.m. No, sir. It was considered cheating by plagiarism.
Senator NuNN. Were you on the honor commit tee then'.
Lieutenant REID. Yes, sir. I was the chairman.
Se1iator Von were the chairman of the honor commi.
How many were separated from 'West, Poirt t. in eonn,. .11 that :
Lieutenant Timm I am not sure, si. I think t hat fli ly t wo.

There was o small number as a result of hal.
Senator .N.UNN. 1\"11:-; given the. (-a lr Were

!ley 101111d not guilty?
I:outtmant ), si, they were. exonerated by t he officers hoard,

sir. and returned to their units.
i l a t or Ni-NN I 1 honor commit tee find t hem guilty?

Lierdenantl:r.m.
Senator Nt-xx. the officers board found them not, guilt v
Lieutenant
..-4ernaor N1"N N. SVI...1 .S the vote of the honor committee? Tt was

tumultuous, is that ri&it ?
Lieutenant Firm. Yes. sk.

BUt the vote of the officers h0:11.(1 15 trictiv U. major-
it. is that ri,,dit

Lientor.,nt D. YeS. si r.
Seriatifi° I');:c. W1.-re t here 3 ny dissents oil I Ile facers board flonl

veZ-th.."( ?
LieUte!larAt R.,'.11). I :1111 1101. SUre. sir. I really don't know what t he

votos wtre at that t ion%
tmitor the limmr eonanitlee found all nine of them

to.,111iy

Liellte11:111t REM. No, sir. T believe the number was six.
;-:,enator Nt7N-N. Oh, t he numlwr was six. Well. I am t toying to get to

thc -,-,urce of the disillusionment. Are von saving that the. general class
of cadets did not think I he honor code had been fairly applied, is that

Lieutenant Mao. T am not sure, sir. This could not. he considered a
1ore sel le violation of honor. because the numlicrs are fairly small--
just sIx. But it hit that one class and it hit all la once so that. it came
to the attention of the whole corps. f mean. any time some incident.
napiwns. as has happened in the. past. it does get a little, bit of notoriet
and people start imying more attention. And as third classmen, they
may nave felt picked on, even thou!dt they may not, have been person-
ally involved at all.

the. discussion was about their elas and the comments in the com-
pany were being roferred to their class and t hey may have felt, a litt le
bit trnmf bv some of the thin:2.-s that may have been said. And .from
talldng to those third classmen at the lime, ma i. of them had no con-
cept of the case or how much was in volved. hut they shooly did not.
have a favor:11)1e view of tIn classmen being in front of the honor
committee.

Senator Nr-N"N. T11:1t was one of the third classmen?
Lieltonant 1:m. Yes. sir.
Sellakir NUNN-. So 111:IC would realiy have been in t Ito calendar year

of 197:i?
I,ieutenant Yes. sir.

1 6 ;
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:1'4(111511W NVN It was lie4 year?
Lientena Imn. actually, sir, it was in I. Actnally 1971.
:.-4enator NUNN-. They W111/111 )111 Ve 1101.11 1 111111 hisSinell 1 11011 01'

i,1111 ChISSnwn
Lieutenant Ye, . sir. third classnien.
Senator N1'..s.N. I 11111e 10 leaVe. '0111 I 5111 gi1i112; 10 1111Ve 1;1:0 V01-0

111111 NVill 1411110
hold you no and I assure you we

will 1.e t liroui!h hv 1-2 noon toilay. ;iny or you Heed tO leaVe by plane,

iret io your plane.
I r

.,-;,knut,Ir kl:Tr.Err. the heAring 10

These (0w,-+ eouhl answorod hy Colonel Buchley. vo. or any-
oue you direct 111(90 to.

}Void ylql explain the prooedure if a cadet faces dismissal

for an honor violationjust wleit tlr,i procedure is? I am referring
particularly to the service requirement of 2 years enlisted service.

Colonel lh,msr Sic notie of us here aro particularly expert, ill
t hat area, hut 1 t hitd: we van put. together :01 answer.

The ...1.-vcar 'service requirement applies to cadvts who have completed

the init .2 years at the Academy. It then .1,-; the agreement l,e!.ween the
service ininlemies. as I understand it. sir. Hue eadet who tieliarts I he

.keilderny fter that initial '2 years may lie tat.: ,1 to mtive duty for
years or more. The judgim.nt is nuole On recommendation of the Su-

perimenilvnt. I understand, hy the Dillarn..ent of the Army, I believe,

a,-; to whether to oall spoi.ilic individual to :etive duty.
In the case el 1 lunm cio lets who have been separated for honor viola-

ions. t IThlueffily called to -41.\-t., its enlisted nwn he

rply ;old 1lwir term of service ma., he .2 vers or (.ven 3 y;.;ir,-;.
ft.orrurr. I have hero t legislat AS understand it.

,i;frcrplit le.(ri,.;hition for the three ....eryiees. The reg-,,littion

f!10 all three soryieesfm. :;1 three academies. The legisia-
i;o:, s,ty.-. that a calli.t ha-4 not fliodh.,1 his service ohlip-at ion. inay
he 1 equi rod le; the Secretary of the Army to serve in the appropriate

1,r;ifieht and under scot ( 1 ) of this title inav be Ordered to
1H1.1Ve hity in that l.ranch for sueh period of tinft Spero-

tary dcTihvs. hut not more than Years."
1111;;,:0011, n(wmaily applies to the 2 upiar years--the

jun:or and sen-..a. years and for 1101 to eXcectI vear.--;. helieve.

norim Hy.
Colura \-01-1S in t affirmative.]
Sonntoi it under,,tandin!r. further. that ir a per-

son ii: Iirsr ynar, should decide that he just doelitt lit in or iloesn't
.\ ,.;olonly. resi.Lrn Without service. Is that your under-

ohmfd Ruch1oy ?
1 '010011 r0.111:1.1.1y. YeS, that is my understanding. T p to 11, ho-
,.2,ing- ioklnit,s iho junior year, cadets Inny resirn without.

scr1 ice ohlie-at ion. resi,rns Ise 1w

;10 11011,d' t-i0151 10/1. 011 S0111e 01 'Her re11!..011, he is reiplIN.11,!reiler://ly,

-;e111,:e '2 years in ry service ?
wit.] rucni ry. In the lir4 2 yl'111's! 11- iS 00, -ir.

has eompleted vears.
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rlor 2 years, Ow doci,inn H made of course hy the Secretary, hut
it is my innletStalltlitty !hal ;lei jerky- Hp (0 1111S point. at: Icast-
hit% SeI'Ve, 1 at least 2 cors :kik., duty i they have completed
year's of service at t 1,. Aellilerity. whi, th,,y were si1pnrili,4,1 fur ;HI
honor vioht:on. 1 :tot not real; territtly etm-
ker-allt. f:Ltsiin iustan, but I think that is cort(ikit.

l think you arc currecr too.
lm Y" of incon>iHency in I h :ne reil:it iii on Not

the hit\-- - hclieve the w gives I:, flexibility I t he Hertel ary the
Army. !tut the reindai ions tire the sante for all three. so I assume
the Defense Department is 111 0;1 it.

1)0 yoll :-,00 any inconsisiencv anv prohlem h the pic-ent prac-
tice! The reguiat ion act ually says that at the commencement. of the
second class academic ycat. if x second or first clas-toen is separated
prior to coniplet he first eourse 111411,411)),). ),\,,opt for phy;,,i1
disoualificat ions. unfitness or unsuitability. he cotild tequired
spetal the 2 yea ts. but. t he sepatat ion for honor violation is not eon-
Sidered a !natter of !Wilt von think it should
he!

('oloncl I rcRi,Ey. there has been a good ileal of di.cussion and
pertinent comment m, t his subject, I think \vith the. :141 ..nt of tlw.
Volunteer Army. t he issue is raised as to Nthei her OP NOM 511011111

rt.tainell hecn au,d fur :in of-
fense .-aich honor. I think there at least IS a judgmental case here. in
tinx the demand phiced on cadets linty shmewhat higher--are siome-
whoi higiiicti- than we place On soldiers: and Sll there are probably
casos s.ould warrant t he repayment of service, which I under-
stand wzis t i n t o n t 1 1 P requirement hut t here ate other situations,
in t he case t he volunia /my, hat shoOld nut be requited 10 Serve.

Iiiitri,Err. I v..as just woniletin.; whetlnr it mhdit he C011-
,Chterei1 di.'ineallillz cur a cadet officer candidate to be dkmissed Iron

trainou, ;; .r.ye;ir coursc at \Vest Point and con-ide,oil to h.
qalified, and -0iniido and lit for the enlisted :44,164.1,.

1 )o any 01' pal 01her-; 11:1 Ye any 'olonei Mead. d
j1,1 ;iny ciontier;

())10111,1 MEAis. Sir. 1 was going- to Make the :-i..1111e !hal C0101101
t11,1.:ley did. I :i):1.1.; it is :1 110111:1 1. )1;1 Wo III). I belley(' I he Only

t areas a s.1,4s.rifit ion (,-,,enlially in the Active A tam- -today arc
cadets who are found guilty of an honor violation and also reset\ is1,4
\via) do not fulfill -their reunirement and are brat,,111 oil act ive duty.
And this iris cloucelined us.

As Yohnicl birckley p,:nits out. there is a certain ;on- standard
which is imposcd on ca;,ts thiS re!,:1111.;11111 1 he 1'01110;11a. to

pos:ihiy |x^ixs these people i^ ; he ..1eti\ Nvonld
1 :nt tHre :In ,....;10oey here Imt 1)!'ie

;Intl ,ion-crns all a
And I hinl; ; is, another reason. that led to the increa,:ti in theHfflis,,,4 of I 5,1,1;4,1 liy cadets who have heeli found to

110 vildo),4,1 tiu, 114, hy he ( flonor ('5,intnittce: during-
ho junior tool .,,e11.11,1. hey Will eNlialist eVel'y appropriate rem-

edy nit her than ;Hi !he ye;Irti(11;letiV(' linty :111(1 interrwa ion in (heir
;11,41 !-:i) f,0111...,111.1-c1llellt teati1er 1 .\railellly.
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Senator BARTLIAT. AVou Id it In 0 deterrent to che:ding to have an
honor violpt ion a unit ter f i mhlic record ?

Colonel AfEAn. Sir, I have not thought through t hat one, and I would
not want to give an ott-the-cuti illlsWer.

Senator BARTLryr. Do the others have any answer to that?
Lieutenant .nc01'AVE1:. Sit', I don't believe t hat to make the ca.se.

public would he a direet deterrent to a person who is about to commit
an honor violation. I don't believe the cadets go t hrougli t hat type of
thought process if t hey do come across a sihult ion where they are going
to commit an honor violat or cheat.

Senator BAirri.livr. Do you feel that most lots who ha V(' ellOtItl'd in
this recent clwating are Ilot 1 rying to cove, -awl I don't know what
that number is--hut t great majority Nvonhl admit (lie eheatit.ig say
to a Congressman, i f we aro asking, or an officer. i f you hire asking. if
t here' wasn't, going. If) he any forther results; ill ..er words, where he
wouldn't hi' furtlter implicating liiinsel f or ativho,..,-

Lieutenant .incol.wEn. I IlelieVe 50100 W011id. I%

Senator -BuTtrxr. Do you thin:. etost. would ? iii see, I wtls just;
trying to folimv up On the way you answered the question. You see
you tire answering on I he basis t hat you thonght most of t ho cadets
even though they cheated, were sorry for ha yin". ever cheated lint
might not. then disclose tlw fact. I am 11,4 sure. I ain just trying to
clarify.

Lieutenant A tu.nt'WEll. "WVI I. hat I meant was that if the situa-
tion arises and a cadet is debating whet her or not he, in a certain situa-
tion, is going to cheat on an oNaln. I I hink that the possibility of him
being expelled from school. a fter doing so much work and training
at.t kat sclioolt he possihilitv that he Nvould expellcd hefore gra(iu-
al en,:toth of a deterrent.

Senator BAKFLETr. 1 )0 you t kink, t hen. that t 2-yea1' service ; ny
deterrent ?

Lieutenant .rcoi.wEn. I think that it is a deterrent. sir. but I don't
think that he goes I liroltirli the thonght process of considering it.

:-..,enator BARTLETT. Witv would the deterrent of the 2-yea1' sot . ice
ho 11101.0 of a deternmt than a piihlic disclosure of his being expelled.
if he were expelled ? That would he a pretty strong punishment.
Wouldn't it?

Lieutenant Ancot-wili. Yes. sir. it. would. But it is my belief t hat
being exoelled font t he Academy is such st ming medicine t hat there
reit lly tv.., .1 not 11,., 01iv further sanction athhd 1-o it.

Senator ,RTF.rrr. ) 1(lA iieople at home know in most. ca.-Ts (If
honor violat ions that a. cadet resigned under pressure of an honor
violatica ?

Lieutenant .11(..otwrl:. I (you'll say. yes. sir. The vio.d. in most.
would get home.. Not ollicially, Out from sonrces at t he .Acade.

Senator BAnTLTT. You mean otter :idets at the Academy.
Lieutenant .nrorwEn. Sir. if f luny 0dd something to that. Parents

who set: young son or daug.1 to West Point have great expect a-
t ions. Of colir,e t he faini L,:ets invo1.-ed. in many cases. especially in
Hr.-. smaller towns; across he, country, and if it were nunle, puihim
record, I thillk that it. wrii,c1 brim, dis.oTace hi a great. untidier of iieo-
pie v..ho aro not directly involve!! in it. Auld I think it wou1,1 he unfair
to t he parents and to t!: community i f we did wake it pnhlic recoil!.
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you earl get to him Lefol'e he enters. The question of what he or she is
"iit for" might, he butter answered by someone who has ,000 it more
recently than I have.

Lieutenant Ancouwtat. T would like to add to that, sir, for every man
it is, of course, probably a different time that he comes to the deeision,
but i f I may make a guess as to the most likely place, in 4 years, I would
(+Hess that it is somewhere between the, sophomore and junior year.

Looking at, the summer programs of t milling at 11',4 Point, your
first, summer is cadet, basic tra Min..% Your second summer is field
training where you gain e7.perienoe in all the, branches of the Army.
Your third Sumner

Senator BARTLEIT. SO your first summer is before your freshman
year, right?

Lieutenant .Ancou.,vEn. Yes, sir.
Senator BAIrrt.rm And your second SIM1Mer would be in between

the freslunan and sophomou year?
Lieutenant Ancor wr.u. Yes, sir. That third summer---at the end of

which you are trying to make this devision--most cadets go on cadet
troop Hadership trainin(r pro.e-rains, which pins them out into a
cegular Army unit for I or 2, months. Tn my experience, and in the
experionee of many other cadets and officers that I have talked to,
that was one of lie most valuable programs at. the A,.,enly. You gain
a good insi:+t into how u he Army runs and what yon are in fornot
only at the Aeadenly hut for the years following.

Therefore, it, is my guess that at that point. berme the junior year is
t he time.

Lieutenant Gurcut. Sir, if 1....ght add to that. T think T might a1
that, in ,:ponse to your qoestionat what poiot does a cadet know
what he is in for--T think that a fter the. first month or two of that
first slimmer that he is well aware of what he can get into inilitarily.

at the Acmlemy, and I would say that after another
month or t w(: in the ael,(leinic onyironnient. he. is aware of what he is
into .leadetnieal my at the Academy: hnt r think it take:, him that time,
Ill il he gets to that third summer. and he is adjusted to the experi-
ence of actually beim, ont in a. troop unit. that, he, understands really
:011 .vhat I.e is in for in the Army in his first, 5 years and possibly ill
111:::ireer.

SeIWIn Mu:Tu.:Tr. Thank yon very mulch. Thank you, 'Jr. chit ir-
man,

Senator NUNN. I wunf to ;i.-:1; the fonr members ol the panel Iv
that wr-e cadets when Buckley study was 7oing on to answer :t
few upiestions. and let me start down at the i(!-' H,le for the first coe:-.-
tion -Lieutcmant Grech. and (ro from there.

Congressman Downey has alleged that, cheating is widespread and
obably that frequentlyCongressman Downey 'wing from 'New

Yk State, testified hefor. our committee-1k. had a conple 0r (lays
ht, ,T-.4'71r ;it IVe4 Point (all:i710. to cadets. MIA of the con- .i.sation
was )11 tue r word. TT 1.1so had his staff members spend some How

and he testified ii he clie:ting is widespread and is. in his
opHou, r!, ',el. frequently. We touched on this briefly yes-
terd.,y, ;nut I w,unt t ca.* of yon what von think about that

wLethe'r !,it do Ieleve that em,:din., at wi,st Point. both

I
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today and when von were thereyou can sepa rat the two if you want
tois widespread, mid if so why or why not ?

Lieutenant Grech?
Lieutenant GRECII. Sir, with regard to the first point that Congress-

man Downey made that toleration is widespreadin other words, if
he uncovered a hundred or wluttever the number is of possible viola-
tions at this pointthere is another group that tolerated these honor
violations,

I think one point to make that i f, in fact, he has talked to soo,e of
these cadets who were involved ahd i f they are talking about tolera-
t int', . may be talking about each other, and I think he may be
coantIng some numbers twice or some individuals t \Vice, so flint his
figures fluty be double because

Senator N c7N.N. You are saving that the. cheaters and tolerators are
sometimes the same people.?

Lieutenant ( inFX*11. TR other words, sir, if two peol 'e got. together to
cheat on an examination, both are tolera,ing each other. If lie inter-
views one and asks 111111 if he knows of toleration, he says yes, and he
interviews the second individual and he says yes; or he said no, he is
talking to four individualsbut actually only two. That is one point
on Congrossman Downey's numbers.

Secondly, sirand I think it is much more portantin the 4 years
that I lived at the Academy, certainly as a fourth classman and a third
chessman. when I was not on the, Honor Committee, there was no
stigma attached to talking to Ile' concerning the Honor Committee or
hone- matters. They would not have been afraid to talk to me. I don't.
think, on that subject ; and I have never heard discussions or the type
of comments that Congressman Downey says he got.

So the thing that I have to say is simply that living for 4 years at
the Academy, da v and night, and expriencing all the convey: t ions
and all the c:idcts attitudes, I just cannot agree at all that the cheatin.
is much more v, idespivad.

But actually, there is a certain prohlent in that I may have ihis:-4,d
small portion of the. members of the Academy, hut I just cammt
believe that after living there for -1, years tlmt T missed that much.

Senator tNX, Thank you, Lient,nant.
f.ientenant Abcou sve r ?
I4ieutenant Anconvioz. Sir, whet you attend the Academy for 4

years you comp m contact with I,.t;,! or seven classes, three that are
ahead of you when you enter and uree that are behind you wl..'ut you
graduate. I can speak very strongly for the class of 197:; because T had
a lot LI direct contact with them, and somewhat, less strome, for the
it lieu ix classes of 10712 t brought 1978. I do not befit e that elle:di:Jr, is
wh:pread at the ,\cademy. 1 say that not so much because I did not
see it while I was there. but I sav that because of the preponderance of
people that I knew, men that I knew, t hat would not tolerate it if t hey
did see it.

Senator 'NUNN. Thlallk you Very munch. Lieutenant.
I:teutenant Reid?
Lieutenant REID. I agTee with IAeutenant Ak'euwer's last

atementit he --, been my experience that the ast majority of cadets.
from the time that, they enter West Point until the I ime they leave.
ake hol, i of the honor code :;m1 rc:dlv believe in it and really follow

I
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it. That has been my experience as II cadet--within my parti(adar
company there was strong sentiment for the code. It has been my
experience and that of the people .1 have come in contact with that tile
code is accepted as a model of cadet behavior.

So from that aspect alone, I believe there, is not widespread cheat-
ing at West Point.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Lieutenant Keene?
Lieutenant KEENE. Sir, I was one of the cadets that met with Con-

gressman Downey when he canto to West Point. And again, we were
just one of the groups that he apparently met. But at the time we met
with we told hint that as honor representatives we felt that cheat-
ing was not widespread and tolerat ion was not a frequent occurrence.
And. we based this upon our experience as representing companies on
t hat level. The individual cadets trusted us and came to us; we advised
them often: they would often come to its to report what they thought
were possible honor Niolations or ask questions with reference to the
cth le and academies, could they do certain things ami the implications
of different relmrts. So they were concerned Os well.

I think that between this mutual t , between t lie honor committee
aml the cadets, particularly down On t f ompany level and on the fact
that we talked to each other about no!,,, terationwe talked about the
fact that it did tearh one to place loyalty and integrity above future
friendshipwe felt, sir. I hat. cheating and toleration v !is not wide-
spread.

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you the reverse now. Start down with
Lieutenant Keene and follow up on this point. The thing that seemed
to me that would be disturbi :2; is that iii an outstanding occurrence
such as the current problem hat they are having in this particular
test--there has not bepn a single, person who turned in auo',Iier person.

Also I and...NI:Hid from your surveythe Plickley se...mythat
almost .50 percent of the cadets were very lukewarm, if not opposNI,
to the nontolei.ation provision. Now. when rol combine that with the
lack of peoplc turning each other in, i t. Seems to me you could hypothe-
size that the nectoleration provision is not adherred to.

Would you comment on that. I'd be glad to start down here.
Lieutenant OEFA'It. Sir, what I was going to say, was that again

going bark to the previous point. If a group of people cheated eon-
scheislyin other words, that two people got together to work on a
problem as opposed to a sit tuition in which, somebody discovered an-
othe. person had copied his paperI it very uniii;ely that one of
those two p,ople is going to report the other one. If that individual is
going to violate the honor eode bv cheatingI don't tilink he would
have any qua hns about violating it again by toleration. And in most
incidences that we have seen on the honor committee, the evi,lence
seems to point that either individuals got tocrether to collaborate
or ono bull vidna I Feet,' \-ed the answers off anotl-rer individual's papers
(-MT rt id -there was no way that, the second individual
hnew that is anise. had been taken. so there was very little chance
for someone to repirt t he toleration violation.

Senator NUNN. Lieetenant Keene ?
Lieutenant. KEENE. Sir, p!' 't of the probleei i. hat the nontolera-

lion clause and the disrret sanct ion are very intertwined. On2

I
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Senator I;.\ Ve apologize for the interruptions, but it gives
you a Change 10 St

According to your survey that tin percent of the corps believe Iliat
tho code has deteriorated; %yhy do they feel I his way ?

JR atenant Alictuwr.u. it 1110,11V of the wen who Voiced the opin-
ion in the sou., cy t hat the code is deterim it ing, I belivvc, vt 'wed that
opinion bee.mse they belie\ ed that the 1,onor system WaS switching,
to a certa;11 extent fi.oin e,z;!, I coffin)! to of hkel. least in
my talks w ti nieters of t!.c I was a first. classwan, and
Ill doi.;: iwerview: for the committee, t hat was t he most (quid11011 feel-
ing I hat 1 ..;1111e across miamg those cadets w ho also had the feeling I hat
adherence Lit t he code was deteriorat Mg.

The qui,st ion of proprietorship is one that. eadets ',ore always eu,t-
eerned with, l'hey want to believe that they are II, owners 01
system. Ind Iltev want to enforce it upon theriselves.

Senator PAlornrri. IVIty Ilid they think is detriorating in this
time?

Lieutenant .1i:co1:wilt. Pardon ine, si ?
Senator ltAitTLET.r. IVIly did they thin!, it deteriorating? Dee:luso

uti interfoi,nee front officers?
Lieutenant A tic( a.wEit. They believed .lat proprietorship was

shifted f_row cadet to officer to sotto. extent.
Senator liArri.rrr. 'When did that occur? When (lid they fuel that ?
Lieutenant .1nclot-wro. Well. sir. over the years, perhaps, the fart

that more of the cadets found guilty by the violet honor committei .

were taking the option of going before officers boards, and
Senator 1;A1iT1.txr. .1nd then having the sentenee changed as a----
LientenantAncolWER. Yes,sir.
Senator R.ri I Err. ( 'ould oil turn that around the other way and

put, it in a pe,it iVe way. :Ind soy that the cadets believed that now they
should he given 1001e culltrul Of the system of enforcing the honor
code?

Lieutenant A ncouwrn. llut thee always fed that way L;ir. They
always do want cunt 1.01.

S('Hator 1M0bl,1:17. .1 IA Nvonild thiS lie more than just those who
have sonw concern about. deterioration ? -Would this be substant
all the cadets who would like to have wore curl ill ?

Lieutenant Ar-pl.w, I:. 1es.sir.
Senator liAri I .yr. you think more ront rol, personally would im-

prove t he system ?
Lieutenant. Ancotwr.i:. wiwil ou oii'tittttltt. I do not herlo,co

vPi 11:1Vo the 1:11000itd!re Of Ihio proces:-: hut N011 should. Of course we
ve one or tWo low classes that von (ro through as a cadet. and more

ophasis is on due process now than ever before. but the officers are
rot trying to take t he svshin away front the cadets. but only insure
t hat du, process is ad II, :cd

S(.naior 11.,,ryr.o.:vr. I ioutd 111 your report yon reC0111-
menokl procedures for (orderly ehamre in the honor on To v(iw.
knowledge. hits my :lei ion hey., taken on I hat

Prcict,Ey, t riot action. yes. sir. We fplt it extremely 1111-
1)01.11 nt t establiHh a wH0 of adjust jag and changim the system.
and I ;ow going to defer to I utenant Re'd to give specifier 011 that
action. or .iolut (;rech.



Lientenant Garen, Si, as a result ot the special study goup,
I think we !tient killed earlier there was tt conference held by the 19i O
honor committee for :2 days at the beginning of this academie year,
at which we considered a lot of the stmly's recommendations and real-
ized there was ft need for some continuity.

One of the ways to make sure that there was some. type of orderly
change was to print L preredinvs booklet NIA WU aid, so that there
would be some basis to refer back to, and I think that that is one Un-
po rt ant st ep.

A second important step was the addition of secret: vial assistance to
the houor committee, so we properly maintain onr .les. And I also
believe that at this moment, the Class of 1977 honot committee is in

pp,eess of in.:t ituiting a reef, anemlation that ts made by the
special ,t tidy gr Specifically, I think it was recommendation Q
underneath the i dims recomm.endations. It was proposed that
there be a standing milicommitteo of the honor committee to manage
changes in the system, and I believe that the Class of 1977 is in the
proce's of setting that no right now.

Senator 1i:turret:Tr. I:, here ft system of ndes for ne'ling changes?
This question was asked by the chainn.,n, I believe, n ieneral Berry
at the first meet ing. ;nut I eame out of that with the feeling that there

were not any set procedures. Is there not a set procedure?
Colonel If rcirny. As Lieutenant Grech has said, there has not been

a set 1)1.r-wet-lure for inaldng changes.
Senat or limawrr. Ilow are. changes being made?
( ionel ByeaLtx. I would say that the history has indicated that

the i ages have been made in many different ways. Cqotain Wilhite,
would you want. to indicate from your study of the I . y, how some

changes occurred?
Captain WILHITE. Historically. ehanges have bet.: quote in ft mnnber

of different ways, by fiat, by 1110 Superintendent, by the honor com-
mit tee, by majoyitv vote of the corps of cadets, all sorts of ways.

T . . s chttirman of the procedures committees, and having worked on
[lint Ilistory, hail it pointed out to ine and everyone else on the the pro-
cedures committee, that something needed to he done in that area, and
I think that our intent was that a subcommittee of the honor committee

be formed that would consider any suggested change, and take it to a
vote of the Col ps of cadets, or set tip Signe systematic way of clearing

changes.
Senator I \ uTi.m-r. So you woidd re,'ommend a elear-cut. rule, or sys-

ton i of rules for inaldng changes that would be understood by the
otlicers.

( 'aptnill WILHITE. Exactly.
S, na tor I tARTI,Por. And I as.-nine that the cadets would like to have

inneb. if not ;ill, of the responsibilities of making these changes?

Captain ill:. I /7,o not think that is necessarily the case, sir.

hut f thuii that they would like to have the changes sTrgested to
them, and u in smut, say. at least, in whether or not. they are im
!demented.

Senator B.urri,E:rr, Lot m4 ask a. etplel that question.
Lieutenant ClIECIT. Sir. T also believe that the cadets are interested.

certainly. in havinn as mueli to say as possible. but I am certain, after
working for the honor committee. that there were certain areas. specifi-



eithy t hose areas of due process, or legal implications, Hutt We .110
not the expert ise, n fter only two semesters of our law course

a,. ".' 3t Point, that we realized that we definitely needed some gunl-
ono !.ml assistance front the legal stall o, West Point or from

administrative stall of some of the commandant's offices.
And ,,o were very willing t.o take dint.

Senator liAirmrrr. Well having guidance and assistance could still
leave the autonomy wit h the owlets, could it not?

Lieutenant fitta.n. Ies, sir, I believe that a system could be worked
out, where the cadets could be fairly automations.

Senator liAirri,vrr. Colonel, would you care to respond to that?
Coloiad Yes. si, I would like to add another view on this,

One of tlw I hings ou stud:, emphasizes.. part icu'arly the structures
portion, is that we helilvI tit 11w lwystone of the system
in the eyes of t he cadets, N-e, to live under it. with it, and,
i yoll Will, enforce It. '1.11" "v. . hit this morning, is that...Acts
part Wilt:dell act ively iii (II ...,ounit tee interchanges, and, in must eases,
We"e in lvi Ihe ii, of changes.

At the Some time, ' .-:+operinteudant. went on at -ome
length here lw fore tl Alit tee. about his responsibilities as
Superintemlent. and '! es a rather unique meshing of the legal
resp,insibdit a Wilde!!t wit h I host officials of the Aead-
cloy ellarged r:t! ti) of the system and with cadet.
concerns for the 'ii

As von know. 11,014 is i He solid ion to baLincing the require-
ments Of due proce,s. and insuring the effectiveness of the
system. We corst . '0 t cyin!, to balance one side or the. other.

Ideas for chat.,e- wild be initiated in the corps, the staff and
faculty. or even I . the Academy. The study group recommenda-
tions were el ye t , cadet honor committee and as Lieutenant Grech
points out, they spent 2 day- of very intensive net ivity at Camp Buck-
ner goimr over and dehatiter these proposals. and then went back to
their companies to bring the idea to the corps. Eventually. as you
know, I lie retent ion issue. or discret ion. as it is commonly eitile,l, was
presented to the corps in the form of a ipferendum.

None of the other proposals were voted on by the corps. but were
considered }iv the company and surely were reflected in the views of
the honor representatives.

So we are very much concerned, and we Nvonld like to see the develop-
of a system that Nvolik] meet both requirements.

Senator BAP:Mr:Pr. Thank von very much
Senator Nr-NN. T 1N-oo1i1 like to pose f question to eneh of the

former cadets. rongressrilim Downinir said. and T quote:
ti ''I f Ulill 10, pile ;It If APfidellly who ',nil 1,Nphlhi Why II cadet \\ )1; I

never cheated for three years at West Point would suddenly eheat on a quiz worth
110 more than live pereent of his course grade.

rong implication from that statement is that this was probably
not the first time. ',lel that li . cheat ine. at West Point is rather
per si ve.

would like for :..11 to respond further. Lot us call T,ienienant
Greell on 01:0,

1,ieutenant Sir, T lmve to say that in the ease of many of the
c:Idets involved. the 0,;..dtHion would have to he (ha wit. that quite
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Thus, they are informed:

but:

but:

"Cadets may not register in a hotel with members of
the opposite sex by signing M. and Mrs."

"If an additional person spends the night In your room
or you spend the night In their room, you are bound
to report this fact to the management with an offer
to pay for the additional guest. If both yOU and your

guest had rooms In the same hotel, it would make no
difference where either of you slept."

"You may tell your hostess thay you enjoyed the meal,
when In fact you did not like the meal."

"Social honor cannot be used to get yourself out of
an uncomfortable situation, I.e., you cannot cancel a

date because you are room orderly."

The failure of the Academy to provide necessary ethics and honor

instruction as well as the nature and method ot the InstrUction given have

caused some cadet dissatisfaction with the Honor System. The needed

Instruction would not, of course, be a complete answer. As Derek C. Bok,

President of Harvard University, recently wrote:

"[lit a university expects to overcome the sense of
moral cynicism among its students, It must not merely

offer courses; it will have to demonstrate its own
commitment to principled behalor . . .

4. Application of the Honor Code

The Cormandant of Cadets in a memorandum concerning the "honor problee

stated:

"A feeling of confidence In the fairness of the entire
system Is today the key to complete intellectual as
well as emotional commitment toward the system by
intelligent young Americans."
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Such a feeling was lacking prior to EE 304. Indeed, the Study Group's 1974

survey revealed that only 39 percent of the cadets believed the Honor

System to be tair and just.

To a large extent the perceptions of unfairness have been the product

of ar. Inflexible single sanction. Recently, for example, a cadet who

reported himself tor stating that he had done 20 sit-ups, when in tact he

had done only 18, was tound guilty of an honor violation. The Academy

recommended to the Department of the Army that the cadet be separated.

While thls particular Incident has been publicized, 11' is not unique; other

similar cases have occurred during recent years. Indeed, In 1970 a cadet

who reported 'himself tor telling his squad leader that he had done 10

pull-ups when In tact he had done only 2 was also found guilty by the

Honor Committee and resigned. Cadets soon realize that those who have

enough integrity to admit their mistakes suffer the rigid penalty of

expulsion (and. In some cases, enlisted service), while others violate the

Code with Impunity and go on to graduate.

Furthermore, as a result of technical,hIghly iegalistic Interpretations

of the Code, cadets have, pursuant to the single sanction, been effectively

deprived of a career as an Arm/ officer tor conduct which cannot fairly

be characterized as having made them dishonorable. The 1975 Honor Committee,

for example, ruled that "bedstuffing" is an honor violation. The 1933

Committee, in reaching the opposite conclusion, stated that while

"bedstuffing" Is "deceitful," it Is "certainly not dishonorable."

The perceptions of unfairness are also attributable to confusion and

Inconsistency In the Interpretation of the Honor Code. As the Study Group

on Honor noted:."Operational interpretations of the Honor Code vary widely
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and are modified frequently without the benefit of any regularized process

. . . ." Not only has there been disagreement as to the application of the

Code In Individual cases, but there also exsist differing views on its

very nature. The Study Group concluded that the Code "Is a clear and

simple statement of an unattainable level cf human behavior. It Is an

idealistic code and not a picture of reality." The Honor Committee, however,

describes the Code In Its orientation booklet as a "vital and valued

tradition which establishes the minimum standard of integrity and self-

discipline essential to the soldier-leader." The difference in emphasis

is significant. The first accepts the standard reflected In the Code,

seeks adherence, but recognizes that human frailty may preclude realization

of the ideals to which all should asr.ire. The second treats the Code not

as an ideal but as the lowest common denominator of acceptable conduct,

assumes that all not only should but can comply, and Inherently justifies

ostracism for anyone found inadequate. Concepts ot human weakness, the

possibility of failure, contrition, and redemption are absent. It also

assumes that honor Is either Innate or self-generated; that it Is not an

acquired trait resulting from education and understanding.

FJrthermore, cadets have seen other cadets and officers exploit the

Honor Code as a means of evading their own responsibilities. Throughout

the history of the Honor Code and System, Honer Chairmen have warned against

the use of honor to errorce regulations. The 1937 Chairman, for example,

advised:

"The loss of interest Cin the lionor System] may also
be due to the fact that the Tactical Department . . .

has placed too heavy a burden on the System by its
insistence upon including more and more pure
regulations In the System . . . . [D]o 1 in your
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bower to prevent the burdening of tne System with
petty regulations . . .

And In 1953, the Chairman wroto that the "Honor Committee is dominated by

the Tactical Department" and that the Code "Is becoming 1'00 involved with

regulations and administrative reduirements." The problem still exists.

In 1974, 76 percent of the cadets believed that the Honor Code Is used TO

enforce regulations. The role of officers in the Honor System has been

limited to reporting honor violations and reviewing Honor Board

determinations. Indeed, through the 6 years ending June 1976 (excluding

EE 304 cases), 44 percent of the cadets found guilty by an Honer Board

were reported by offi...ers.

Finally, as the Commandant of Cadets wrote In his memorandum on the

"honor problem," Honer Committee "operating procedures had not moved to

keep pace with societal expectations for open hearings and due process."

Complaints have been made concerning Honor Committee procedures: 1)

inadequate notice of Committee proceedings of the specific charges

and evidence against the accused; 2) lack of 'cluate opportunity to

confront witnesses against the accused and to ;. nt witnesses on his

behalf; and 3) no right to consult with counsel prior to a hearing.

Investigative procedures have often been alleged To be inadequate. Cadets

are told, in the Hpnor Committee's orientation booklet, that they are

required to give evidence against themselves beca.jse:

"Cadets are being prepared to assume the
responsibilities of leadership in our Army. As
officers they must give accurate reports or answers
to questions no matter what the personal cost or whom
they might incriminate. Officers cannot fulfIl heavy
responsibilities for lives, property, and the nationul
interest it they equivOcate or fail to respond with
the whole truth."
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According to one ted(w-al court, "it I, clear that the proceediros before

the Caaot Honor Committee. . . Fare] wholly lacking In procedural safeguards

. .
" Andrews v. Knowlton, 509 F. 20 898, 907 (2d Clr. 1975).

Procedural rights, however, have been considered "legal technicalities"

which have little to do with the quilt or Innocence of accused cadets.

According to the Academy and the courts, the "due process" hearing at the

Officer Board level "loyally" cured tne detects In the Honor Committee

procedures. To some cadets, however, this did not justify the unfairness,

because the finding of guilty by the Honcr Board has its own consequences.

rhese consequences a-e perhaps evident from the remarks of Ore cadet:

"Cadets who have been tound guilty by the Cadet Honor
Committee should not merely be transferred to other
Lompanies, but rather placed In some form of transient
barracks. .Having the guilty cadets intermingle with
the Corps creates the possibility of their
antagonistic attitude towards the Honor Code tainting
gullible individuals."

As one memorandum on the HorAa Code and System also cow_Andes:

"It Is probably irue that individuals within the Corps
continued to ostracize an Individual who Is believed
to have violated the Honor Coae bur has remained In
the Academy. However, thls ostracism Is In tact

Individually exercised and the cadet chain of command
as well as tne Tactical Department take pains to Insure
there Is neither Physical abuse nor official
recognition of this action."

The Cadet Honcr Committee proposed and the Corps recently accepted certain

changes In Their procedures so as to provide "due process." White most

would agree with the purpose of these changes, some have been critical of

their specifics. Fcr example, one former Commandant remarked:

"The new procedtre for conducting hearings Of honor
cases before cadet boards, as voted by the Corps of
Cadets In arecent referendum, Is believed to be fraught

with such serious dangers that It might in the course
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of a few years have 0/sastrous consequences for the
Honor Code and the Al,'!Nly. Hitherto Honor Board
hearings have been a simple and straight forward action
by cadets themselves w.tNout involvement of officers
or lawyers, concerner only and directly with
determination of the facts as ro the truth or falsity

of the alleged honor violation. Courts have
consistently ruled that the outcome of these honor
comnittee actions are not subject to appeal to courts,
since H.; are not legalized/formal court trials, but
informal cadet investigative hearings for fact finding
conducted entirely within the jurisdiction of the

Cadet Corps Itself. The new proced4re takes these
hearings oJtside the sole province of the Corps of
Cadets, mnd by ini.,,U.cing a "trial by jury" court-
like pr re with defense lawyer, trial attorney,
and lecoi Idvisor automatically becomes involved with
a multitude of legal and technical matters which can
become so long drawn out as to bog the Cadet Board
down in confusion and hopelessly tie up these young
and inexperienced cadets in legal niceties instead of
their being solely concerned with the relatively
simple matter of determining whether or not the facts
support the alleged honor violation. I speak from the
experience of havinj been a member of the Honor
Committee of my Clasi."

0. The "Ccol-on-Honor" Subculture

An env4ronment of numerous unpunished honer violations and widespread

disaffection with the Honor System has supported the development of what

has been termed the "cool-on-honor" subculture. This subculture Is a

largely unorganized group of cadets who justify certain honor violations

and "beating" the Honor System. It is comprised of cadets who fall along

the continuum from the "hard core" violators to the tolerators to the

indifferent. The Commandant of Cadets, in an August 30, 1976 addres, to

the Third Class, described the method by which individuals have often been

"recruited" Into this subculture. Referring to those cadets implicated

in EE 304, he stated:

"In every single case that was disclosed it happened
either in Plebe year, or perhaps early in Yearling
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year. Whether or mot this Is Just rationalization or
whether it's true, the story goes something like this.
I came out of Beast Barracks and I felt kind of good
about this thing. Back home a lot of guys cheated,
but one of the reasons I came to the Army Is because
I thought people here didn't. And I came to West Point
and I was enthusiastic about the Honor System and,
while I was a little blt skeptical, I thought tor the
first time in my life I was with a whole batch of
people who were straight. They weren't taking
advantage of me. I wasn't taking advantage of them
and the whole thing seemed to make sense. One day I

was In the corridor and I heard a couple of people--
they were talking about something and obviously they
weren'twhat they were talking about was an
unauthorized getting together regarding some academic
matters. And from then on I kind of wondered if I was
the only guy here who was straight, then they allowed-
-well wiitin their small group they didn't quite abide
by the rules and from then on I Just sort of took only
parts of the Honor System."

The Special Assistant to the Commandant for Honor, In a memorandum dated

August 20, 1976, similarly wrote:

"Several cadets indicated that cheating was a way of
life for them which began during fourth class year.
Often as fourth classmen, they overheard upper classmen
exchanging information on examinations, which was a
violation of the Honor Code. Some also overheard upper
classmen make such comments as 'I'm thankful that my
friend was on my honor board last night so he could
vote not guilty. Had he mot been there they would
have got me for sure.' They thus became tolerators
of honor violations and did not know velt to do.
Subsequent violations became easier."

Of course, more has been involved than simply observing a couple of

other cadets violating the Code. Many cadets who confronted violators or

discussed the matter with someone else have been tole "Don't .Irry about

it--you'll understand when you get older." Because of ob JUS peer pressure,

present especially In cadet companies or athletic squads, many cadets have

avoided taking action which resembles "finking" or "squealing" and which

might result In a fellow cadet being expelled from the Academy.
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These pressures have (ften been intensified by the Academy's Leadership

Evaluation System (LES), the method by which cadets rate each other's

leadership abilities (see discussion in Part Two, Section III.C.). Referring

to the LES, one cadet IRP member noted:

"The presence of definite cliques in certain companies
became evident through the testimony of certain
witnesses. These cliques are apparently 50 strong in
some companies that they are able to control the
companies by Illegal (or at least unethical) means."

In other cases the pressures have been reinforced by simple fear. As

one IRD officer member wrote:

"A large number of cadets told me they were not sure
they could turn in a classmate for cheating. They
knew it was hard but they feared what might happen to
then% This fear was both from a physical as well as
social level."

In those instances where n plehe observed An upper classman commit an

honor violation, the situation has been oven more difficult. The

difficulties are apparent from the following comments of one group of

cadets:

"In his military life at West Point, each cadet
progresses from a state of lowest inferiority (fourth
class) to a state of superiority (first class). In

this development, everyone begins t perceive the

functioning of the hierarchial order in his own way.

"rT]he distinction between classes leads to a

situation of difficulty of a specific nature. It is
generally understood (and overwhelmingly praCticed)
that the upper clasSmen should correct lower classmen.
Here there Is nc problem . . . . CThere] arises the
question of whether or not under classmen should
correct upper classmen (even If only in extreme
situations). Politically (as seen by Congress) oil
cadets possess an equal status . . . . And yet, the
hierarchial order here greatly overrides this tendency
. . . ." (Fmphasis added)
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Academy figures indicate th.t, of those approximately 70 cases where the

Honor Committee found an uppor classman guilty Owing the past 10 years.

not one violation wets r.ported by A plebe. As ono former Academy official

told the Commission, "It would take more than courage for a plebe to report

an upper classman.'

"Recruitment" into the subc,Iture can, In some cases, be attributed to

other factors. One cadet found gui/ty of collaborating In EF 304 testified

before Congress:

"The reason I did, I know, Is at the time I dien't look

at it AS Chenting, trying to get over on somebody,
taking unfair advantage of my classmates. My roommates
were having a rough time on the problem. Electrical

Engineering was my major. 1 hao done a problem a week
ahead of time. I thought it was easy. These guys were
stcuggling over it, and asked me for help. And just
out ot the comradeship that we have, the comradeship
that West Point tries to instill in everybodystick
In there together--these guys are going to be In the
same foxhole with you some day, you have to try to
rely on that person."

In 1967, the Superintendent's Honor Review Committee observed:

'The cadets interviewed, as well as this Committee,

are in agreement that any 'cheating' scandal would
find its beginning In a 'toleration' situation, Le,
a cadet would observe a friend or roommate cheating
but because o their closeness would not report the
Incident. From teat point a vicious chain would
graduaily find its oay to o'her cadets."

Cadets not implicated in the EE ,104 Incident also advised the Commission:

"This sort of thinking leads right into the polic(ng

of the Honor Code by 'he cadets. When this sort of
attitude toward the Hotor Code Is present a series of
incidents could lead to a person doing much cheating
because ne can get away with it or mass cheating
because he then brings into his habits other people
who are 1.1 down tae wrong path."

In an environment that promotes honor, such a chain of events is neither
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necessary nor inevitnele. n stnto of honor at West Point prior to EE

304 was, however, different.
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ENVIRONMENT OF THE ACADEMY

7ho Honor System cannot be viewed in isolation. The Commission nes

therefore looked beyond the System ro determine whether tho total Academy

setting hes been supportive of the Honor Code and System. We have concluded

the the institution has not appropriately supported tho Honor Code and

System.

Since 1964, the size of the Corps has Increased from 2,500 to Its

current strength of 4,400. Commenting on this increase, the Superintendent,

In a June 15, 1976 address to the Royal Military College (RMIC), stated:

"Some believe that the expanded Corps has radically
changed the institution. While the expansion of the
Corps of Cadet, and of West Point's staff and faculty
is bound to have affected the cohesiveness, etitudes,
outlook, and environment of people and institution,
it is too early to evaluate accurately these effects.
There Is reason to believe that Hest Point's expansIon
occ,a red at a faster rate than its assimil .e

processes and that It became more impersonal an( .s

cohesive."

The 1938 Honor Committee w-ote:

"The lack of interest--and what I ( worse, a growing

lack of faith--in the system may be due to several
things. It is possible tiat it :s the result of the
large classes that havc ,een (7.:Attted as plebes these

last 2 years."

During this period, tne Academy has commendably sought cadets fcom

disadvantaged economic and social backgrounds, WIrtle of whom bring bring

with them values which differ from the concepts of thu Honor Code. Some

cadets from advantaged backgrounds also have values anfittetical to the

Code. The difference from earlier periods is only one of degree. As the

1948 Cadet Honor Chairman noted:
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"IA1 very largo percentage of the men entor'ng thn

Academy have Ideas on the Importance of lying,

chnatinq, and stealing which differ greatly from rho
concepts of our code of honor. To change their mode
of thinking In a month or two requires a 7reat deal
of work %Ince It must, in some cases, over,hrow the
training of the preceding 70 years."

the argelont abOut changing societal values was rejected by One faculty

member:

"Individuals have heen deploring the changing values
of youth Once rho rime ot Socrates, and ro say that

society Is caanging is simply wire. If rho Honor

Coln Is -ceptnd ro be a correct guide, rhen It
immutable In tte same manner as the Ten CommonJments

The Commission recognizes their rhe size of the Corps and differing

values of some cadets May h,ve militated against support for rhe Honor

System and believes their rho Academy has not adequately adjusted to these

changes. It turfhw believes that other Institutional problems were the

primary causes of the erosion of respect for the Honor System.

A. Hission

The official mission of the Academy is "To instruct and train tie

Ccrps of Ceders so that each graduate will have the qualhies and

attributes essential ro his progressive and continued development

throughout a career as an officer of the regular army." The word "educate"

nowhere appears in the mission statement. The Academy has, without success,

regjested an amendment to the mission statement to include rhe word

"educate."

Few disagree with the 90,31 of an Academy education as set out In the

Report of the Super'intendent's 10b6 Curriculum Review Group (Bonesteel

Report): "The cadet when he graduates should have had academically a
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modern, high quality, usefui, and stimulating uraergraduare education in

which he can Take pride." , The probfem is determining how much attention

should be accorded to the academic component of the overall Academy

mission. The Commission has ht.ard waely dh,ergent opinions on this Issue.

One view, relegating acaaemic study to a low pr4ority, Is That The new

graduate should be ready to lead a platoon into cumber. This view Is an

sxtension of certain recent Academy practices. Specifically, the Acaaemy

has, by incorporating various military skill competitions into The acaaemic

year program and by increasing cadet participation in the administration

of The Cadet Corps, tried To bring the training programs "closer To Those

of the field Army." This trend was described by the Superintendent in

hls RMC speech:

"Between 1964 and 1976, the fdcus of military Training

of cadets Tended to change from preparation for

generalship to preparation for lieutenantship . . . .

Training programs and techniques have generally moved

closer to those of the field Army as West Point
increasingly has focused more on officership than on
cadetship and on practical, motivational military
training. Military skill competition similar To the

competitive exercises at Sandhurst have been
incorporated in the professional curriculum during
the academic year, a:,) cadet company reams compete
in land navigation and weapons firing." (Emphasis

added)

As further evidence of this thinking, the Superiotenaent's 1976

Curricular Study Group in its report noted It nad considernd proposals

that "envisaged inserting short periods of field training auring salected

weeks or on weekends spread througnour the year" as well as the "Insertion

of a 4 week mini-term for military training In the middle of The year,

between Terms." Many officers in the Academic Department are disturbed

by wrier they see as a growing displacement of the acadenir curriculum
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and study time by military skill training. T'e Curricular Study Group

itself noted this problem when it observed:

"The exchange program during the fall of 1975 produced
indications that academic activities are accorded a
higher place In the perceptions of midshipmen and
Air Force cadets than :s the case at OSMA."

Many Academy officers and cadets do nor believe that The cadet can

obtain "a higl quality, useful, and stimulating undergraduate educarion"

while simultaneously attempting to meer increased military training and

cadet leadership responsibilities. Cadets themselves do nor believe that

they have adequate time ro meet the demands of their weekly schedule.

For example, in a March 1976 cadet time study, three-quarters of the cadets

surveyed reported that they needed more time for their academic work.

The 1966 Bonesteel Report, noting rhe "detectable tendency for the

academic faculty to view rhe qualitative requirements of the basic mission

somewhat differently than do those in rhe Tactical Department," called

for:

urA] clearer recognition on the part of all concerned

of the need for a commonly understood, well-
Integrated, internally consistent, total perspective
on how the mission of the Academy is to be best
carried out. The Military Academy, of all

institutions, should avoid all possibilities of

operating as a loose confederation of autonomous
elements each holding Its own concept of how best to
contribute to the total mission."

The failure over the last decade ro achieve a commonly understood

perspective on how the Academy's mission is ro be carried out contributed

to rhe pre-EE 304 atmospherean atmosphere described by one faculty

member as follows:

"There appears to be a general disdain for academics
among a significant number of cadets. Academics are
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considered to be something relatively unimportant
and to be suffered through but not really very useful.
A good part of this appears to stem from The emphasis
placed by the institution on military skills.

"A final point with respect to the attitude toward
academics is the reluctance of many Distinguished
Cadets To wear stars for fear of criticism from
contemporaries. A Distinguished Cadet Is a departure
from the norm and Is thus frequently not well
received."

B. Academic Curriculum

The academic curriculum includes required or "core" courses. Of the

required courses, approximately one-half are scienL3,engineerfng,or math

courses. Each cadet is allowed, depending on his chosen area of

concentration, a number of additional electives, not to exceed 8. A ceet

may concentrate his electIves in: applied sciences and engineering;

basic science; human:ties; or national security and public affairs. The

Academy stresses that an area of concentration Is not a major.

The curriculum has undergone major revisions since the founding of

the Academy as an engineering school in 1802. Current curriculum changes

have their origin In a 1957-58 curriculum review which recommended advanced

and elective work. As a result of This study, cadets in 1960 were allowed

for the first time to select 2 electives. By 1964, ,he number of allowed

electives had increased to 4, and in 1967, the elective option increased

to The present number of 6, 7, or 8. Cadets can choose their electives

from 173 different elective offerings.

In 1972, a Curriculum Review Committee (Kappel Committee), composed

of 4 civilians, stated:
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"We have been impressed with the progress made by
the Academy during the past decade in keeping the
curriculum In tune with the recent social changes
and the changing requirements of a modern Army.
Contrary to the general perception ot the Academy as
an engineering schoolowe find a well-balanced program
which is dual-track in narure--amathemailcs, science,

and engineering track on the one hand; and a social
sciences and humanities track on *he other. The
flexibility provided to The 1;oung officer by This
program Is an asset to both the officer and The Army."

The Kappel Committee uraed continuing periodic curriculum reviews.

Oa January 13, 1976, The SuperinteAdent established a Curricular Study

Group to:

"17Cionduct a comprehensive study of the United States
Military Academy's academic program and curriculum
and . . . recommend those modifications and changes
considered necessary to strengthen and improve the
quality and appropriateness of the program and
curriculum within the continuum of education of the
United States Regular Army officer."

A group of young officers advised the Curricular Study Group that:

"We feel That the most compelling reason for changing

the curriculum is that The cadets are so overloaded
with work, so burdened by their fraamented and
hyperactive ?:ilw schedule, that they do not profit
Intellectua 7 their educational experience. In
Terms of se - : hours alone, cadets are required
to have 153 t, graduation (including MS and PE)
compared to 123-130 at a civilian institution. In

terms of class contact hours, cadets are In class for
longer periods a day and for more total hours per
day than comparable (ROTC) students at other
institutions. WP-1,.n the additional military and
athletic requirements are added in, the resulting
time commitments effectively preclude adequate
academic preparation, in our opinion, and are
extremely detrimental to the unseen side of
educational growth--time for reading, thinking,
investigating, and reflecting. It appears that almost
every course has increased the amount and difficulty
of work required of students . . . . While many of
these changes may be necessary or even desirable in
Isolation, the combined impact las been to overburden
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the cadet. The result Is a superficial academic

experience. This superficiality is reihtorced by
instructors and cadets alike In order to protect the

overscheduled cadet."

The Curricular Study Group recommended that the number of courses

required for graduation be reduced from 48 to 42. The Study Group based

its recommendation on its belief that a reduction in the number of courses

per semester from 6 to 5 would reduce the "multiplicity of simultaneous

courses which tends to produce fragmentation of focus and of effort."

The Curricular Study Group did point out, however, that this change would

reduce cadet class time by only about 5 percent or 12 lessons per semester.

The Study Group recommendation was adopted by the Academic Board on

November 20, 1976, and forwarded to the Army Chile' of Staff.

The proposed changes do not meet the criticism of some cadets, faculty

members, and gradLates who characterize the cturiculum as unstimulattng

and stifling to Intellectual curiosity. While the curriculum revision

may allow greater cadet attention in each academic course, it does not

significantly lighten the time pressures on cadets, nor does It consider

teaching methods. It certainly does not meet the request of the young

officers made in a memorandum to the Curricular Study Group:

"rT]o re-evaluate the entire cadet experience as an
Integrated totality--academics, athletics, military

training, extracurricular activities, etc.--to

determine If the Academy Is fulfilling Its mission

in the most effective way. There are many issues of

balance and priorities that need to be addressed that

are beyond the scope of our curriculum revision that

impact on the effectiveness of the academic

experience at West Point."

C. Academy Leadership

1. The Superintendent

9
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The Superintendent is charged by law with responsibility for the

"Immediate government of the Academy." 10 U.S.C. sec. 4334 (t)). Selected

from the ranks of Army general officers, the Superintendent has

traditionally been an outstanding combat leader. His selection has

normally not been predicated upon an ability and Interest in providing

educational leadership. Assignment as Superintendent is considered to

be a step toward higher responsibility; transfer to other responsibilities

and promotion are the expected pattern. On the way to this higher

responsibll'-y, a Superintendent spends slightly less than 3 years at the

Academy.

Many of those Interviewed by the Commission believe the 3-year tour

is too short to allow the Superintendent to provide educational leadership.

Concern was expressed that each Superintendent seeks to leave his

distinctive mark on the Academy. This results In frequent shifts of

emphasis without tha continuity necessary to effect evolutionary change.

As noted by a committee of permanent associate professors In their 1965

Special Report to the Superintendent:

"It Is felt that such tours are too short to contribute
to maximum required stability, and that longer tours
would tend to reduce Institutional fluctuation and
instablity in programs."

Questions have also been raised about the emphasis placed in selection

of the Superintendent on combat command experience effective combat

leadership does not necessarily ensure the ability to provide educational

leadership.

In carrying out his responsibilities, the Superintendent is :xsIsted

by the Academic Board. Unlike most civilian college presidents, the
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Superintendent has haa no authority to participate actively lb The

selection of his ranking alaes. The Commission believes that the authority

of the SuperIntenaent shoula be reaefInea. In aaaltion to hls status as

a commander, he Is the principal executive officer of an eaucational

Institution ana shoula have the powers normally assoclatel with such

status.

2. The Acaaemic Department

a. Dean of the Academic Boara

The Dean of the Acaaemic Board Is selectea from among the permanent

professors who have servea as heaas of aepartments of Instruction and

performs "such auties as the Superintenaent of -The Acaaemy may prescribe

with the approval of the Secretary of tne Army." 10 U.S.C. sec. 4335. The

Dean! auring his perloa of service, holas the graae of brigadier general.

10 U.S.C. sec. 4335. Unaer Acaaemy regulations, the Dean advises the

Superintenaent "on acaaemic matters and questions of general policy."

Aaaitionally, he serves as "the Superintenaent's Deputy for the activities

of the Academic Boara ana the acaaemlc aepartments."

The Dean has no set term of oftice. The current Dean was selected

In 1974, hls predecessor- having served 0 years. Frequently, an officer

selectea as Dean has remained in that position until hls retirement from

active military service with the result that successive Superintenaents

have haa no opporunity to participate In the selection of the Dean who

serves unaer them.

b The Acaaemlc Boara

The AcaaemIc Boara Is composea, by Acaaemy regulation, of the

Superintenaent, the Dean of the Acaciemic Boara, the Commanaant of Caaets,
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+he Professor of Military Hygiene, and +he heads of the academic

departments. Each department head is a full permanent professor allowed

to remain on active duty until age 6A. 10 U.S.C. sec. 3886. The Academic

Board is, by regulation, charged with the responsibility for "the course

of studies and methods of instruction."

The Academic Board has Its origin In a perceived need for a system

of checks and balances. It is described in a 1975 Academy "Information

Paper" as:

.1-A] unique crucible for a melding of viewpoints.
The Superintendent and tfleCommandant,newly assigned
approximately every three years, represent the
guidance of The Secretary The Army, +he Army Chief
of Staff, and a current 5,enlor officr vl , of the
Army. The strong nfl on ,e board
is directly proporrionei 'o 'heir experience,
prestige, rank ang nertted respee,. The Department
Heads, for their pn.--P. &re able to maintain a current

view of the young vy tnroUgh ther Junior office,'
faculty niembe:'s and ere also infiuenced by +heir own
and +he younger clftcers, contacts with civilian
academic institutio:Is . . . . The resulting consensus
reached by +he Board, reflecting the operation of a
classic check and balance system, is therefore based
on a variety of experiences and backgrounds, and
changes have traditionally been moderate, gradual,
and evolutionary, governed by commitment to +he

mission of the Military Academy . . .

A con+rasting view was provided +he Commission. The Academic Board was

frequently criticized as unduly resistant to change and nonrepresentative

of the viewpoints of +he "young Army." Some Academic Board members

acknowledged a lack of communication between the Board and members of

+he Junior faculty.

The Director of +he Office of Military Leadership ard the Professor

of Physical Education have no+ served as full members of +he Academic

Board. As structured, therefore, the Board may exclude these individuals
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from discussiops of scheduling and curriculum. The Director of tne Office

of Military Leadership is +he head of the department responsible for all

academic courses in leadership (behaviorial science). The Professor of

Physical Education heads a program that significantly impacts upon +he

cadets' daily schedule.

c. The Faculty

The academic faculty is composed of 540 officers, 3 foreign officers.

and 9 civilians. Of +he 540 officers, therP .-tre 21 permannt full

professors, positions created by statute. 10 U.S.C. sec. 4331. are

41 permanent associate prL.fessors, a position authorized by the Department

of the Army. With the advent' of associate professor rank, 11.6 percent

of *he faculty can now be considered tenured. Ninety-nine percent of the

members of .he faculty hold graduate dearees; 15 percent of the degrees

are at the doctorate level. Six'y-three percent of all faculty members

are West Poin* graduates. Approximately 80 percent of the permanent

faculty members are Academy graduates. Three of the 21 permanent full

Professors are non-Academy graduates; none of the 3 is on the Academic

Board. A+ pcosent, 33 faculty members (6.1 percent) are Reserve Army

officers. Of the 9 civilians, +here are 2 visiting professors, 1 foreign

service officer, and 6 foreign-born linguists. There are also 10 officers

from other Service academies.

Permanent full professors are usually selected from arpong the officers

of the Regular Army who have completed a teaching tour a+ the Academy

and have a+ leas+ 15 years of military service. If +he selected officer

does no+ have 'he necessary academic credentials, he obtains a doctorate

degree. A permahent professor Is allowed to remain on active duty until
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age 64, about 10 years beyond hi normal retirement age. It is argued

+ha+ this Job security is necessary to persuade an Army officer to accept

a professorship and thus surrenaer a chance to become a gener& officer.

Permanent associate professors, however, make a similar career decision

without any promise of an extended active duty life; +heir motivation

for accepting a teaching appointment is other than a desire to add 10

years to a military career.

While the Secretary of the Army, by law, ma; require the retirement

of a permanent professor &ter 30 years of commissioned service, no one

can rec& I an instance In which this has happened. The result is +hat a

permanent professor may remain, and on oc.:asion does remain, on active

duty for over 40 years (8 years longer than +he aver ag e for brigadier

genera)s). In some cases this extended service has been beneficial to

the Academy; in other cases, it has prevented the development of new

leadershlp and the retIro-man+ of those who, according to some faculty

members, !lave "stacked arms."

The teaching faculty is comprised almost entirely of junior Regular

Army officers (captains and majors); most are Academy gradua+es. They

are selected by the Academic Departments and sent TO graduate school for

training in their chosen di scipl Ines. In selecting candidates, the Academy

looks for officers with 5 to 14 years of service, from +he top quarter

of their branches, and having a variety of Army assignments Addition. I ly,

the Academy seeks officers with high standards of military bearing,

person& appar.^.ince, and physical conditioning.

Upoft completion of graduate training, the young officer returns to

the Academy for a 3-year tour. The Commission has been impressed by the
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intelligence, knowledge, and devotion +o teaching of these officers, some

of whom have expressed interest in remaining beyond the 3-year tour. A

flexible assignment policy which would allow selected officers /o extend

teaching tours for 1 or 2 additional years would seem to be in the best

Interest of +he Academy.

There are currently 2 civilian visiting professors--one each in the

History and English departments; a third will be added In Mathematics

next year. The visiting professor program is considered by Academy

officials to be an overwhelming success. The Academy, without departing

from +he tradition of the officer-teacher, would benefit from an expansion

of its visiting professor program. Addll'onally, Academy permcient

professors and associate professors would benefit from visiting teaching

appointments at civilian institutions.

3. The Tactical Department

a. Commandant of Cadets

The Commandant of Cadets, as the "immediate commander of the Corps

of Cadets" is resporslble for the "instruction of +he Corps in tactics."

10 U.S.C. sec. 4334 (c). The Commandant, In recent years, has been a

brigadier general. Service as Commandant is viewed as a s+ep toward

higher responsibili.y. The Commandant's tour Is shortusually 2 to 3

years. He is also in charge of +t Tactical Department which Includes

all of +he company tactical officers, +he physical training program, the

Leadership Evaluation System, and the Office of Military Leadership. The

responsibility for supervision of the Hcnor System also rests with the

Commandant.

b. Tactical Officers
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There Is a tac'ical otficer (Tac) assigred to each of the 36 cadet

companies to be, oy law, the company commander. 10 U.S.C. sec. 4349 (a).

Of the 36 Tacs now a. the Academy, 77 are graduates of +he Military Academy.

There are 15 majors, 20 captains, and 1 lieutenant (Navy) In the group.

Seven Tacs have completed the Command and Gener-I Staff College or its

equivalent. In recent years, the Academy's pra 'ce has been to delegate

much of +he authority for supervising cadet companies to +he cadet chain

of command and to otphasize the Tac's position "counselor" and "role

model." In 1966, the Commandant's P,plicy File advised the tactical officer

of his relationship with +he cadet chain of command: "The balance, a

difficult one to calculate and maintain, should be In ,vor of the cadet

command functions." Currently, tactical officers are advised (1972 Company

Tactical Officers Manual) that:

"The Tactical Officer is the commanding ofrcer of
the cade's In his company, and is responsible for the
performance of individual cadets and The company a..
a unit. 'this responsibility will, to a degree
consistent with good order and discipline, be
discharged through +he cadet chain of command."

The 1966 Bonesteel Report raised some questions about the value of this

"leadership experience" for cedes:

"Tne policy of assigning the First Cl'-:ss

administrative responsibilities Is clearly designed
to provide experience in leadership, be we have some
reservations about the system in practice. There
appeared to us tha+ there has been a signiticant
increase in the number of cadet meetings and staft
conferences and perhaps a feeling that this Is in

itself a way to exercise leadership and command
resoonsibHities. In fact, to the extent this
situation be true, It seems to Indicate more attention
to management +han to leadership and could develop
eangerOus aspects of 'make work' rather than.sound
training in company administration. It ts clear that

the cadets sincerely appreciate the responsibilities
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reposed in the First Class for the cor"uct of affairs

within the Corps. This is good and ly Imposition

of drdstic change would be counterproductive. We are
not suggesting substantive change bJt instead an even

more careful inculcation In the young men of +he
subtleties of true leadership ,..nd command and the

egual!y careful weeding out of unimportant
administrative burdens. The question we heve concerns
the value of the alleged leadership benefits relative

to loss of s+udy time. Another consequence of +he
policy appears to be that the cadet company'officers
are oriented more in the direction of the Tactical
Offi:ers than toward their own contemporaries. It

is not obvious to us that +his dipole Affer'
necessarily contributes to the future fellowship and
effectiveness of graduatet,"

Many Tactical officers express unhappiness over +he amoun+ of Paper

work and also confusion about their leadership role. One tactical officer

said:

"As a result of Fitly] experience as a tactical officer,

I+ is my find'ng that as an institution, we are not
certain about our goals, that we have not specified
what we want our graduates to be, that we do not have
a unified philosophy of leadership, that we exhibit
contradictory attitudes on how to teach and develop

cadets . . . ."

The Commission recommends that the role of tactical officer as company

commander be reaffirmed. Tactical officers are Integral to the education

and training of cadets. They help maintain a supportive environment for

academic study, reinforce the Honor Code,maintain institutional standards,

enforce military discipline, and evaluate the potential of cadets for

future effectiveness as Army officers. Because these duties are demanding

and crucial to the mission of +he Academy, tactical officers should be

mature field grade officers who have completed advanced Army schooling,

preferably Command ann General Staff College or its equivalent.

When new tactical officers report tor duty +hey receive a 2-day
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orientation which serves as a brief introduction to the institution. This

orientation does nO4', according to Taos, adequately addrcss +he

complexities of the Honor System, +he Fourth Class System, the Leadership

Evaluation System, the Disciplinary System, and the relationship of the

Tactical Department to +he Academic Department. A more comprehensive

+raining program for new tactical offt -2r-, including workshops on

leadership policies and practices to be used In commanding a cadet company,

according +o many Taos, would help them to cope with the inherent conflict

of operating both at a cadet counselor and as uni' disciplinarian.

c. Leadership Evaluation System

The Leadership Evaluation System requires cade+s to rank others in

their company as to leadership skills and potential. The rankings form

a par+ of the cadet leadership grade which in +urn affects selection for

chain of command posItions and overall class s*anding. Some cadets

perceive the LES as a way of pressuring +hem to conform +o peer norms--

norms which may not reflect the stated official values of tta Academy.

Some officers acknowledge instances In which ,a LES was, in fact, used

by cadets improperly to force fellow cadets into line. An officer member

of the IRP commented:

4The Leadership Evaluation System (LES/ pervades all
aspects of the current problem. Cadet after cadet
testified that, aside from the matter of friendship,
+hey would be quite reluctant to stand strongly for
the Honor System for fear of being marked low In

leadership. The stress here Is the necessity to
follow norms as guides for behavior, and the following
of norms is apparently one of the central causes of
the current problem-, now existing within the Honor
System. It became :dvious to all panel members that
neither the USMA, the USCC, the cadet, nor the cadet
regiments has single norms for behavior. The element
which establishes criteria for acceptable behavior
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is the company. This was borne out by testimony and

the wide variations in numbers of cadets referred to

boards when a company-by-company count is

considered."

The Commandant of Cadets, in an August 26, 1976 meeting with cadets,

acknowledged these difficulties:

"[Tjhe business of fear of being poop sheeted, if you
really check at bed check or If you confront somebody
who may be violating the Honor Code . . . Is an old,

old discussion. That doesn't mean that we have all

+he answers to It because I don't think we do."

Another criticism of the LES was voiced by a tactical officer:

"The LES . . . rests on the assumption that cadets

understand leadership concepts and criteria and they

know how to evaluate each other's leader'n ability.
It rests on the assumption that the parti-_ -company

has functional informal norms on leadership. It also

rests on the assumption that peer leadership ratings

are not 'peer popularity ratings.' 1 do not believe

that we can assume any of these things. It Is my

finding that we have not taught cade+s an adequate
philosophy of leadership concepts, that some
companies do have dysfunctional informal norms on
leadership, and that we have not taught cadets how
to evaluate other people's leadership ability. I

have also found that most cadets view LES as a
populari+y contest. Therefore,quantifiedLESresults
rest on ques+lonable assumptions. The problems of
LES Nill be solved only when we develop an overall
leadership philosophy for the institution, and
determine how to effectively teach cadets a

philosophy of leadership." (Emphasis in original)

The Commission recommends a review of the Leadership Evaluation System

to determine whether I* Is a constructive force In the cadet's leadership

development.

d. Office of Military Leadership

This Off ze of Military Leadership Is responsible for academic

instruction in leadership and behaviorial sciences. It is properly an

Academic Department. We concur In the recommendation of the 1972 Kappel
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Report that "academic instruction In
. . . the beha.lorial sciences Lshould

bej transferred to the academic area." The Office of Milltwy Leadership

should be under the administrative control of the Dean of the Academic

Board. As any other Academic Department, It should De available to assist

the Commandant of Cadets.

D. Extcrnal Review

Most civilian institutions of higher education have Boards of Trtstees

to provide continul+y, experience, and advice. lhu Academy does not have

the support of a permanent and independent advisory board.

In establishing the Board of Visitors, Congress recognized the need

for external overseers to "inquire into the morale and discipline, the

curriculum, Instruction, physical equipment, fiscal affairs, academic

method, and other matters relating to the Academy . . . ." 10 U.S.C. sec.

4355. Composed of Congressmen and Presidential appointees, the Board

meets annually for a tew days of briefings; its required report to the

r'resIdent Is prepared, In large part, by Academy officers, The Board of

Visitors lacks both time and staft to provide effective continuing external

review.

Various Isolated reviews, such as the work of thls Commission, do not

compensate for the absence of a permanent group having the characteristics

and responsibilities of a Jniversity board of trustees. We recommend

that a permanent, Independent advisory board be established to provide

continuing assistance. Such aboard should be established by the Secretary

of the Army and should (1) be nonpolitical; (2) Include members who

recognize the proper mission of the Academy; (3) convene often enough to

Insure current knowledge of the institution; and (4) report to the

87
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Secretary of the Army Its observations and recommendations.

E. Cadet Schedule

The cadet faces an increasingly demanding academic curriculum as well

as Increased pressure from the Tactical Department. This problem was

noted In the 1966 Bonesteel Rep)rt:

"Cwle doubt that *he Pverall load is Insupportable,
though from our observations there seems to be a
growing problem of overscheduling or overdistraction
which appears to arise from the complex of activities,
including those of the Corps athletic squads, the

seven groups of extracurricular activities, and the

extensive responsibility of the First Class for the

administration of cadet life . . . . In some way the

cadet's time needs to be protected or organized so
that there are adequate, solid blocks for studies,

and time for athletics, for other noncurricular

activities, and for genuinely free time.

"The competition for the cadet's time outside of the

section room arises from the purest of motives--

honest enthusiasm for a given activity whether it be

in one of the clubs in the academic group, a sport,

the glee club, a hobby, military indoctrination, or
in publications. Both the Academic and the Tactical

Departments appear to enter the competition with

zest."

The Sonesteel Report went on to express "reservations" about the loss of

study time resulting from increased cede- leadership responsibilities.

The report concluded with a cautionary note:

"One of the most obvious alms of any organized

training effort, whether In civilian or military

fields, is to Induce intellectual curiosity and the

continuing Inclination to learn on one's own. This

atm Is not easy to realize and its achievement is

made much more difficult if inadequate provision Is

made for the possibility of an Individual's

development on his own time during hls formative

undergraduate years."

In 1972, the Kappel Report recommended:

"That continuous and aggressive action be taken to
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eliminate cadet duties which do not contribute
directly to the development of the Academyobjactives.

That the Academy authorities renew their efforts to
reduce the scheduling of the cadet's time.

That consideration be given to establishing
priorities to govern the demands on cadet time."

In partial response to these recommendations, the Academic Board

reduced by 10 percent the class time of all core courses. With the

introduction of the proposed new curriculum reducing the number of courses

from 6 to 5 a semester; the Academic Board would rescind the 10 percent

class drop plan. Under the new curriculum (with the class drop), a cadet

would have 204 class hours a semester. Without the class drop the number

increases to 228, only 12 hours a semester less than the present schedule.

In 1976, 10 years after the Bonesteel Report and 4 years after the

Kappel Report, cadets :re still overscheduled:

--A cadet time survey showed that 75 percent of the

cadets do not believe that they have adequate time

for academics. Six+y-eight percent do not believe

*hat they have adequate time for all demands.

--An officer member of the IRP concluded:

"Cadets did not 'testify in general that they were
overloaded academically but that there was an
overload due to multiple requirements falling due In
the same time-frame and the impact of military duties
and athletic participation."

--A cadet described his day to the Commission:

"Everything at Wes* Point competes with the

Individual cadet's time. There exists a heavy
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academic load which requires both class preparation
and class attendance. Academics take up the majority
of the cadets' 24-hour day. Military training
incorporates mandatory formation, drills, parades as
well as personal and room inspection. Athletics
consist of mandatory Intramurals, physical education
class and the Academy's physical education testing.
All ot these combined with the basic necessities,
(like eating, sleeping, etc.) result In the cadet
having to allot his time to accomplish as much as
possible In the limited 24-hour day."

In addition, cadets believe that no one at the Academy genuinely

understands their chronic frustration with overscheduled days. Numerous

cadets told the Commission about futile attempts to get a hearing tor a

constructive idea or a personal concern. While Academy officials often

talk with cadets in large groups, these meetings tend to become briefings

or question and answer sessions rather than discussions with a satisfying

exchange of views.

90
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PART THREE

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

The Commission has not attempted to study all areas of Academy life.

Specifically, we have not examined tne Academy's recruitment and admissions

program. During our study, questions, which we believe warrant

consideration, were raised concerning the effectiveness of present

admission criteria in predicting career success and the effect of the

five-year active duty requirement on the quality of applicants.

The Commission has considered its primary responsibility to formulate

recommendations concerning the Honor Code, the Honor System, and The

institutional deficiencies discussed in Parts 1 and II. We recognize that

many ot our recommendations are not v.rIque; "hey are the same as or similar

to those made in the past. Most of the studies upon which we have relied

were prepared by Academy personnel, Including the Academy's Office of

Institutional Research. However, these past studies and recommendations

have often gone unheeded. We trust that the Academy need not endure another

crisis, such as the one in EE 304, before vitally needed changes are made

NETH PYE

34/Pet gaW
W LIS M. TE

FRANK BORMAN
CHAIRMAN
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29 Octobe.r 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY

SUBJECT: Report of Investigation of Allegations that Army
Personnel Have H d and Intimidated Defense
Counsel in the EE 304 Case at West Point

At your direction, the undersigned have investigated the

subject allegations, which were made by defense counsel

representing United Stater Military Academy cadets of the

Class of 1977 accused of cheating on a take home examination

in Electrical Engineering course 304 in March 1976. SPecifically,

the allegations were made by Captains Arthur F. Lincoln, Jr.,

Daniel H. Sharphorn, and Burk E. Bishop, all officers of The

Judge Advocate General's Corps (JPGC) assigned to the Depart-

rnent of Law, USMA, in testimony during Congressional hearic:..

and in letters to the Secretary of the Army. Michael T. Rose, a

1969 graduate of the U.S. Air Force Academy and a civilian

attorney retained by about 100 accused cadets, supports the

allegations of the captains. Mr. Rose published a book on the

honor ystems of the Academies in 1973.

9 . ;
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The undersigned interviewed the three captains at length

on 20 September 1976, questioned witnes.ses and examined

records at West Point and the Pentagon thereafter, and

completed their investigation on 22 October 1976.

The allegations of the Captains, and our findings v.trith

respect thereto, are as follows:

A. Captain Arthur F. Lincoln, Jr.

Captain Lincoln was assigned to the staff and faculty at

West Point on 30 May 1973. He has served as an instructor,

assistant professor of law, prosecutor, and defense counsel.

Before the EE 304 episode began in March 1976, Captain

. I

'Lincoln was detailed to defend Cadet Steven R. Verr, Class of

1979, accused of violating the Honor Code by lying.. The case

attracted press attention: Foi reasons not here pertinent.

Lincoln we,: interviewed by reporters and received local and

national publicity.

Subsequently, Captain Lincoln, as well as Captains 511arp-

horn and Bishop, and several other JAGC officers in the

2
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Department of Law, were sissigned as defense counsel in the

EE 304 cases. He oon became a troni and vocal advocate for

changes in the Honor Code ai.d System, tresing in particular

the desirability of moclifying lie single sanction of expulsion

.1'or any Honor Code violation .o permit imposition of lesser

penalties commensurte with the gravity of the violation.

Along with Lome other defense counsel, Captain Lincoln

became convinced that everal hundred merr4!-ers of the Clams

of 1977 had cheated on the EE .,04 examination, far more than

the 101 who were initially under uspicion, and that Honor Code

violations of all kinds were pre-alent throughout the Corps of

Cadets. At first Privately, and then publicly, he argued that

the Honor Code ystem had broken down, citing alleged failure

of the Academy to instruct cadets r lequatelY about the Honor

Code and System, and Contended that it was unfair.and inequitable

for hi. clients to face expulsitan.for cheating when hundreds of

other cadets were violating their honor and going unpunished.

On 3 May 1976 he joined nine other defense counsel in sign-

ing a letter to the Secretary of the Army, through the Staff Judge

3
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Advocate of the Academy, the Superintendent of the Academy,

and the Chief of staff of the Army, westing that cheting was

widespread t West Point, and that they had cadet ffidavits to

that effect. The letter urged the use of grants of immunity to

obtain evidence implicating othe"r cheaters as yet unidentified,

criticised the Academy' investigation of the EE 304 episode,

and asked iOr the convening of an "imprtial board of inquiry"

to investigate the administration of the Honor Code, in general,

and the EE 304 episode in particular. Subsequently, he voiced

these views to members of the media on several occasions.

On 2 August 1976 he joined 29 other defense counsel in

signing a letter to the Sec.retary of Defense similar to the 3 May
. I

_ .

1976 letter, _again calling for appointment of an knpartial board

of inquiry to investigte the Honor Code situation. On 4 August

1976 he appeared t an unnfficial "public forum" in Washington

staged by Representative Thomas J. Downey and attended by other

members of the Congress, at which aspects of the EE 304 problem

and the handling of it by USMA authorities were criticized by

various Congressmen, deiense counsel and cadets. Lincoin

4
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was one of four defense cotinsel who were witnesses and his

testimony included tatements that he and Other defense

counsel had been ubjettted to h aaaaa ment, intimidtion and

pressure from their superiors because of their activities on

behalf of their clients.

On 1 September 1976 Captain Lincoln testified at a her-

ing of the SOlicommittee on Military Personnel of the House.

Armed Services Committee, chaired by Representative Lucien

N. Nedzi. He expressed the views mentioned above, saying

that cadets who had cheated On the EE 304 examination hould

receive some punishment short of separation and that they

.were victims of the Academy's institutional failings.

Captain Lincoln has presented a serie of comfilaints of

harassment and intimidation to the undersigned and to members

of the Congress. Some of these were personal to him; the balance

concern other named rnilitar y attorneys or a r e general in nature

and said to affPct all defense counsel in the EE 304 cases, Each

'complaint will be considered.

5
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(1) Investigation of Alleged. Unethical Conduct by Captain

Lincoln in the Verr Case.

Background

In the course of preparing his defense of Verr before a

board of officers during the latter part of 1975, Captain

Lincoln came into possession of information indicating that

Cadet William E. Anderson, then Chairman of the Honor

Committee, himself may have violated the Honor Code by

helping suppress charges of.cheating on an examination IL !eled

at two other cadeti (Alexander and Caldwell) by an inatructc

Anderson was to be a prime prosecution witness at an upcoming

boarsi of office'rs hearing and Lincoln set out to investigate the

alleged suppression of charges by Anderson with the objective

of developing evidence which would impeach Anderson's credibility

as a witnes.s.
. .

In the course of his inquiries, Lincoln had Cadet Kenneth R..

Fugett, Class of 1976, come to 1.1 office. Fugett was supi.vbed

-to have heard Cadet Alexander admit to the cheating and also to
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bave known of Anderson's 'alleged "cover-up" activities.

According to Lincoln, he told Fugett thit Cadet Alexander

had made some admissions against interest to him. Fugett

then asked how he could prove it, pointing out that it would

be his (Lincoln's) word against Alexander's. At this point.

Lincoln said that he simply tapped his fingers on top of a

cassette tape recorder sitting on top of his desk and said

nothing.

Fugett took this to mean ths.t Lincoln had tape recorded

an admission by Alexander that he had cheated. When he later

learned that this had not happrned, Fugett wrote a letter to

Colonel Harold Rhyne, then a Deputy Commandant, stating

that Lincoln had told him that Alexander had admitted the cheat-

ing to him, that he had recorded the admission on tape, and that

Lincoln hakd "patted" the tof of his tape recorder as he told this

to Fugett. Fugett complained that Lincoln's actions were not

ethical, as a lawyer or an officer.

Colonel Rhyne referred Fugett's complaint to the SJA, LTC

Daniel Shimek, to investigate and determine whether Captain

7
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Lincoln's conduct was that,to be expected of an Army officer.

Am a result, the SJA on 26 February 1976 ordered one of his

officers, LTC Charlie C. Watkins, JACC, to conduct a

formal investigation.

The investigation was conducted during the period 9-17

March 1976. LTC Watkins talked co the persons whom Captain

Lincoln had interviewed in hia effort to obtain evidence to

impeach Anderson's testimony. lie found no basis for a

charge of unethical conduct other than Lincoln's tapping of

the tape recorder and his aceompanying silence which, under

the circumstances, imported to Fugett that Lincoln had damaging

admissions'of Alexander on tape. (The significance of this to

Fuirett was that if the Academy authorities believed he had heard

the admissions, then, since he had.made no report of the incident,

he could be Charged wia; toleration in violation of the Honor Code.)

All witnesses other than Fugett and Anderson stated that they

thought Captain Lincoln had conducted himself in a proper and

professional manner.
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In his report, LTC Watkins found that Captain Lincoln

"neither exceeded the proper scope of his assigned duties

nor transcended established professional standards for an

Army officer and an attorney."

BG Walter F. Ulmer, Jr., the Commandant, reviewed

LTC Watkins' report and on 30 March 1976 wrote a lengthy

memoranduin to the Superintendent criticizing the report

severely, tating, inter alia, that it lacked objectivity, was

"heavily oriented" toward an attempt to compromise Cadet

Anderson, did not explore fully the basic allegation as to

Lincoln's treatment of Fugett, contained misleading and in-

accurate summaries of testimony, ind focused on matters

only indirectly relevant to the purpose of the hearing. (Indeed,

the greater part of LTC Watkins' report conCerns tt;e Alexander-

Caldwell case, and he made "collateral findings" concerning it

'which are considerably lengthier.than those concerning Lincoln's

pro(essional conduct.) LTG Sidney B. Berry, the Superintendent,

closed the case with a memorandum of record dated 31 March

1976 wMch was also critieal of the investigation, statiig in part

9
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that it was "conducted as an -ation of matters concern-

ing Cadets Caldwell, Alexa4der, .derson and the Cadet

Honor Committee and in dc-ng so cired a up matters that have

been dealt with and previously 1411 J rest. "*

Also on 31 March 1976, according to Captain Lincoln,

he was called in by the Superintendent to discuss the Verr

case and was told by LTG Berry that LTC Watkins had been

too lenient with him.

Captain Lincoln confirmed in a conversation with the under-

signed that he had,:indeed, tapped the tape recorder in Fugett's

presence, but he denied having said that he.had taped an admission

by Alexander. He apparently felt that the tapping of the recorder

was a legitimate tactic tei be employed in qtlestioning a reluctan'

witness.

.4It is of interest here that complaints continued to be voiced con-
cerning an alleged "cover-up': in the Alexander-Caldwell case.
An Internal Review Panel in the summer of 1976 heard new evidence
and recommended that the case be sent to a board of officers for con-

-sideration. Ctldwell graduated in June and I. presently on duty in
the active Army. Before a board of officers was convened to hear the
charge against him, Cadet Alexander resigned.

10
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Your investigators did not attempt to prove or disprove

the allegations that Anderson %ran involved in suppressing the

charge against Alexander and Caldwell. We were told, how-

ever that Anderson was widely respected as a mature young man of

integrity and great promise, and that Lincoln's efforts to tie

him to an honor violation and impeach his credibility as

witness were widely resented in the West Point Community,

especially by some senior officials.

The Verr case had ended earlier on 1 March 1976, when

the Superintendent disapproved the finding of a board or officers

that Cadet Verr had lied on two vccasions, because he was not con-

vinced that Verr harbored the requisite intent to deceive. The

decision was unpopular in the Corps and rumors followed that

he might be "silenced" by some cadets, a forbidden practice.

Anderson was implicated in these rumors; falsely so in the opinion

of Academy officials. The foi:eioing generated press publicity in

which Lincoln' name figured, increasing the resentment of some

11
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.members of the Writ Point*community toward him. This,

however, occurred after the .nveitigation by LTC Watkins

and is more pertinent to the complaint considered under (2),

The Judge Advocate General, upon learning of the investi-

gab )n of Lincoln which the Academy had directed, iisued an

Arrny-wide directive on 1 September 1976 that the prior approval

of 7he Judge Advocate Genera! must be obtained before any

command could investigate the alleged unethical conduct of a

member of the JAQ Corps.

SSION

Lincoln's tapping of the tape recorder, accompanied by

a presumably pregnant silence, was 'a somewhat dubious

practice from an ethical:standpoint, especially if intended to

accomplish an outright deception. It may fairly be characterized

as a sharp tactic which probably would not be employed by an

attorney who adheres rigidly to his profession's canons of

ethics.

12
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On the other hand, it is 'a common practice for investiga-

tors (legal or otherwise) to gi.'e the appearance of knowing more

about an incident they are 12:lv e. stigating than they actually do,

as a means of inducing witnesies to discuss the matter. An

investigator sometimes will consult a carefully shielded note-

book from time to time as if it were a compendium of vital

information, in order to enhance his credibility. The use of

such props is considered by inl-estigators to be a "part of the

game" and is seldom questione,1 on ethical grounds.

In any event, bonceding that Captain Lincoln is subject

to criticism for his tactics in qesticning Fugett, the ordering

of a formal investigation of his conduct was o patently an over-

reaction that it is only logical for him to believe that he was

being h d by the Command for his activity as defense

courisel, especially for his pursuit of allegations that the popular

and well-regarded Cadet Anderion was himself an konor Code

violator. Such an investigation without Department of the Army

approval is almost unprecedented, as it is widely accepted by

commanders that the investigation of an allegation of unethical

13
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conduct by a JAG officer is.a matter peculiarly within the

responsibility and competence of The Judge Advocate General

and should not be tmdertaken without his approval.

FINDING

In th, opinion of the undersigned, the tapping of the recorder

incident justified no more than an administrative admonition by

one of the senior JAG officers in the Department of Law, designed

to instruckthe officer concerned and provide guidance for his

future conduct. It follows that, in our opinion, the formal

ir.veztigation was Unnecessary and under the circumstances

constituted an unwarranted harassment of Captain Lincoln for

'his activities as-the defense counsel of Cadet Verr.

(2). Request for Extension of Tour Denied.

BACKGROUND

On 29 October 1975 Caprain' Lincoln requested that his three-

yiar tour of duty at West Poini, which was to end on 1 June 2976,

be extended for one year. He was told by Major Michael B.

Kennett, then assigned to the Policy, Plans and Training Office,

14
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OTJAG, that his request probably would be approved, but

that no commitment at that early date could be made, as he

might be needed as a deputy staff judge advocate elsewhere.

This was conarmed by letter in November.

On 6 May 1976, less than a month before his was to

end, Lincoln receiVed a call from Major Kennett advising

him that he was going to be reassigned and offering him a

choice of going to Fort Rucker or Fort Lewis. Lincoln

believes that his request for ex! insion was denied primarily

because of his activities as a.deiense counsel.

The following facts and circumstances are pertinent to this

- Captain Lincoln's activities as defense counsel for

Cadet Verr, including his efforts to obtain evidence which would

impeach Cadet Anderson !s a witness, caused him to be inVestiga-
,

ted for alleged unethical conduct, were criticized by the Commandant

and the Superintendent, and were resented by some other Academy

officials and some members of the West Point coMmunity.

- Newspaper articles concerning the Verr case and the

15



honor system at West Point which appeared in April 1976

quoted purported remarks of Captain Lincoln critical of tbe

honor system and certain practices of the Honor Committee

(e.g., that it does not ftillow its own "rules and regulatiOns;"

that the Honor Code "is frequently pursued without due.process").

- In talking to the press, Lincoln named and discussed

the case of a former cadet of prominence in the Corps who had

been charged with 'an honor violation, but allowed to graduate,

althougb not commissioned, the charges being dropped. The

case was cited by Lincoln as an example of uneven administration

of the Honor Systein. It was and is contrary to USMA policy

to release to the press_names of cadets accused of honor

violations. The charges in the cadet's case were dropped when

it was determined that the cadet had psychiatric problems which
-

raised doubt as to whethlr he 'should be held responsible for

the conduct which gave rise to till honor violation cbarge.

Release of the cadet's name by Lincoln was criticized by the

USMA Public Affairs Officer and aroused more resentment

among Academy officials over Lincoln's defense counsel activities.

16
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- As indicated earlier, Captain Lincoln was

assigned to defend cadets charged with cheating on the EE

304 examination and he --cart,e a strong and vocal

critic of the Honor System srd the way in which it was

administe red.

- On 3 May 1976 he joined nine other defense

counsel in signing .a letter to the Secretary of the Army

complaining about Honor System procedures and the treat-

ment of their clients and requt :Ling that the Secretary convene

an impartial board of inquirY tu investigate the condition of the

Honor System at the Academy and related matters, as noted

earlier.

- On 6 May 1976 Lincoln received the telephone call

from Major Kennett mentioned earlier concerning his reassign-

ment. Lincoln asked what had happened on his request for.

extension. Kennett responded that he had been instructed to

call and offer him an assignment to either Fort Rucker or Fort

Lewis, to be effective when Lincoln completed his duties as

defense counsel in the EE 304 cases.

17
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- Lincoln asked ,the SJA who bad "requested his

transfer." According to Lincoln, Shimek answered that the

request might have come from "across the street," referring

to the office of the Superintendent. Shimek doe's not recall

this conversation.

- When Lincoln submitted a request in writing to The

Judge AdvoCate General that he be extended at West Point, the

rape r work was not routed through the Superintendent or tbe

Commandant. As a result, both of these officials were unaware

of Lincoln's requeit at the time it was made, although the

Superintendent was aware that neither Lincoln nor any other of

the JAG officers detailed as defense counsel in the EE 304 cases

would be reassigned by the Department of the Army until their

duties as defense counsel had been completed. Nevertheless,

the unhappiness of Academy officials with Lincoln's activities

as defense counsel was well known at the Pentagon. As a result,

it was decided by The Judge Advocate General, who also knew

that the Superintendent no longer desired Lincoln's services

as an instructor in the Law Department, that Lincoln's tour at

West Point would be extended only to the extent necessary to

permit him to complete his duty as defense counsel, after:which he

would be subject to a normal end-of-tour reassignment.

IS
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- On 10 May 1976 the Pentagon received a number

of inquiries from the pre.: concerning Lincoln's possible

transfer, several reporters having learned that Lincoln'

request for tour extension had been denied. They linked this

with hi controversial role in the Verr case and his signature

on the 3 may 1976 letter, concluded that Lincoln was being

reassigned because of his defense activities, and stories to that

effect appeared in many newspapers. Typical of these was a

story in the New York Times of 11 May 1976 headlined "Captain

Critical of Honor Code is Asked to Leave West Point."

- It is not clear how the press learned of the tour

extension denial. Lincoln maintains that he has never sought

out the press to provide information, but that the press has

always come to him.

- As a basis for answering the press queries, TJAG

prepared a tatement on 12 May 1976 which said in essence

that "no punitive intent" was involved in the decision to reassign

Captain Lincoln, that he was needed at Fort Rucker or Fort Lewis

because of projected shortages of JAG officers, and that the timing

1.9
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the transfer was never fixed because it was never intended

move Lincoln until his defense counsel activities were con-

ided. The JAG version of the matter received relatively

tle press attention. A memorandum to the Army Chief of

'ormation on the same subject, dated 11 May 1976 and signed

the Acting TJAG (BG Bruce T. Coggins), was more informative

,ne particular. It stated that:

The primary reason for the proposed reassign-

ment was based on CFT Lincoln's publicly

expressedattitude toWards the Military Academy's

administration and methods. It was determined

that, under these circumstances, it would be

difficult for him to be an objective instructor.

- Lincoln's activities as a defense counsel subsequent

renial of.his request-for e-xtension, in particular his testimony

Itical of Academy officials and.the Honor System before Repre-

-lative Downey's "public forum" and the Nedzi Subcornmittetp.

?arently deepened the displeasure of Academiofficials with

.1. However, the Academy did not act to restrict his duties in

zo
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any way. The general attitude of the Academy Staff and Faculty

and the West Point community toward Lincoln and the other

EE 304 defene counsel is discussed hereinafter.

DISC::3SION

It is significant, in considering thi particular allegation

of harassment, that curtailment of a normal tour of duty was

not involved. Rather, the situation involved the poseible extension

of a tour beyond its normal period.

In Lincoln's case an extension of his tour for one year

was denied, but a cond.dional extension was granted co-extensive

witn the uncertain duration of his defense counsel duties, and with

the caveat that it they continued into the school year (as they did)

his request for a one-year extension would be reconsidered. Did

this constitute harassment of Lincoln? The answer must lie in

the re4soning behind the decision.

Lincoln, of course, believes that his outspoken defense

of his clients offended Academy officials and that the extension

was denied for that reason. Had he been transferred out before

a.
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his tour wao completed or immediately thereafter, leaving

his work as defense counsel unfinis to be completed

by another attorney, at least a prirr.r fn le of harassment

would have arisen. But this did not happen. There was never

any queotion but that his tour would be extended long eutrugh to

permit him to complete his defense counsel duties.

Thus, since there is no basis for believing that the extension

was denied to get Lincoln "off the case," the question remaino

whether it was denied as a personal reprisal because of Lincoln's

outspoken criticism of the Honor System and of certain actions

of Academy officials in boner matters, and his frequent state-

ments to the press on those subjects.

in that regard, it is plain that Lincoln has made himself

persona non Frata at West Point. With reference to initial

aesignments 'of JAG officers, it is the policy of The Judge

Advocate General not to assign to a command an officer known

to be o regarded by the command, it being essential that a

commander and his staff have confidence in thcir lawyers.

The same policy applies *to extensions of tours of duty. This
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:was the basis for the TJAG decision not to give Lincoln an

unconditional extension for 'one year. As indicated by the

language from BG Coggin.' memorandurn quoted above, it

was known that Lincoln had become persona non grata tb the

Command at West Point and that his continued presence after

'his defense counsel duties ended would be unwelcome.

In this light, did the denial of the requested extension by

TJAG constitute the harassment of which Lincoln complains?

We do not think so, since the purpose of the denial was not to

trouble or torment or impede Lincoln in the discharge of his

duties. Rather, the purpose was to avoid forcing the Super-

intendent to retain' on his. taff, any longer than the circumstances

required, au officer in whom he had no confidence and whose

rnodus operandi he apparently deplored. In our judgment this

is a sound personnel management practice.

FINDING

. The action of TJAG in denying Captain Lincoln the privilege

of serving at West Point for another year was taken pursuant to
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established policy, does not appear to have been unfair or

inequitable, and did not conititute harassment of Captain

Lincoln as a defense counsel.

(3). Pased Over for Promotion Because of Defense Counsel

Activities.

BACKGROUND

An Army election board was convened on 18 May 1976 to

consider captains for temporary promotion to major. The

JAG segment of the board, composed of three JAG officers

and two line officers, met and completed its work on 8 and 9

June 1976. The board as a whole adjourned on 23 June 1976

and its recommendations were announced on 6 Aupust 1976.

Captain Lincoln was in the primar y zone of consideration for

promotion but was not selected. The selection rate was 74%.

Captain Lincoln states that he has a good record as an

officer - good enough to be selected for promotion; that he has

personally examined his personriel file, including his efficiency

reports, as it was when considered by the selection board; and
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that he could find nothing derogatory in it which coidd have been

the basis for his non-selection. Specifically, hc found nothing

in his file concerning the March investigation of his conduct,

. although it was conducted dur.:ng the period covered by his last

efficiency report, and he "Pie :iously doubts" that in= investigation

figured in his non-selection.

Captain Lincoln is convinced that he was passed over

because the three JAG officer members had personal knowledgre

of his controversial activities z.g & defense counsel at West Point

and disapproved of,them. Ore uf these officers, he believes, was

LTC Ronald Holdaway, Chief of PP&TO, who was firniliar with

his activities at West Point, 1k complains of the apptrent con-

sideration by the board members of their personal, no:t-record

knowledge of hir activities, and cited his non-selection as harai.s-

rnent he.:ause of his defilse

Captain Lincoln talked to.Briadier General Joseph N. Tenhet,

Jr, who was presiuent of the JAG selection board. Lincoi:i said

that he uelievt.d it to be unfair a d improper for members of a

_selection board to cnsider their personal knowledge Of an officer
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when evaluating his qualifications for promotion, arguing that

the evaluation should be basei solely on the records in his

personnel file. BC Tenhet r.aponded that he was precluded by

regulations and by his oath a: board member from disclosing

what the vote on Lincoln was or why he was not selected, and

that, contrary to Lincoln's view, it was proper under established

promotion b.oard procedures for a member to take into account

his personal knowledge of an officer's qualities when evaluating

him for promotion.

The JAG promotion board max in session, it will be noted,

after Lincoln had been the subject of extensive media attention

concerning his activities in defen3e of Cadet Verr and his publicly-

voiced criticism of the Honor System and Academy officials. BG

Tenhet, according to Lincoln, confirmed that his name had.been

"mentioned around Washington."

There is an established procedure for an ofricer-to appeal

his non-selection for promotion and obtain reconsideration by a

o-called standby promotion board. An error or some manifest

unfairness must be shown by the appellant; for example, that his
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pame was rroneously omitted from the zone of consideration,

or that an adverse efficiency report which was considered by

the board was ubaequently deleted as unfair (by another board

under a separate procedure) Lincoln told the undersigned that he

is aware of this, but suspecty that he could not make a uccessful

appeal because of inability to show an error in his peronnel records.

Captain Lincoln's efficiency reports have been examined.

His record, in comparison with the records of his contemporaries,

may fairly be classed as averL4e. The board was limited to

election of 37 officers from a 50 JAGC captains in the primary

zone. Among them were many C op quality, and competition for

election was keen. Lincoln's .-ecord probably placed him midway

in the group of fifty, in a "grey area" from which, in the discretion

of the board, ome officers were selected and some not. Among

those who were non-selected along with Captain Lincoln were ome

officers with records generally.considered better than his.

Of the three JAG officers on the board, BG Tenhet had observed

Captain Lincoln't, performance of duty while both were stationed in

.Vietnarn some years before and thus had prior knowlCdge of his
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.qualities as an officer. The two other JAG member, Col

Gerald W. Davis and LTC Patrick A. Tocher, as well as the

two non-lawyer member, were not acquainted with Lincoln.

As this indicates, LTC Holdaway was not a member of the

board as Lincoln believed.

The undersigned found no evidence that anyone not on the

election board attempted to influence the board in its consideration

of Lincoln for promotion, or that the board members conducted

themselves with other than complete integrity.

DISCUSSION

It is essential to the effective functioning of the Army's

officer promotion system.that selection board members be

accorded wide discretion in judging the qualiacation of officers

.- for promotion and that tbey not divulge the basis for their selection

or non-selection of a particular officer. Hence, in attempting to

determine whether Lincoln's non-selection constituted harassment,

your investigators have been limited to an analylis of the attendant

circumstances summarized above and to drawing whatever conclusions

they may support.
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lo the first place, Lincoln's paper record was not so out-

standing that his non-selection could not be explained except

by some circumstance or opinion aliunde the record which

influenced the board members. The board members may well

have evaluated bi qualifications, on tbe basis of his paper

record, o as to place him among the 26% who were emit

selected; this would not be inconsistent witb his efficiency reports.

On the other hand, it is quite possible that, as Lincoln

suspects, he was non-selected on the basis of facts or opinion

not reflected in his peronnel file. This could involve his

defense counsel activities or .2iG Tenhet's prior knowledge of

Lincolu' qualifications as an officer. Indeed, the moving

cause of the non-selection may have been something of which

we bave no knowledge at all.

A. indicated, Captain Lincoln's claim of harassment by

non-selection for promotion rests upon his belief that his record

qualified him for promotion and the circumstance that his non-

election occurred soon after the extensive pUblicity concerning his

controversial activities as defense counsel. It does not appear 'that

he has made a prima_facie case in support of his claim'. His paper

record is not o outstanding that his non-selection compels the con-

clusion that something aliunde that record was the moving cause,
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and it can only be conjectured thai that "something" was Lincoln's

defense activities.
wtyruNr;

In our opinion, the facts presented by Captain Lincoln and the

information otherwise available do not establish that he was passed

over for promotion, and thereby harassed, because of his defense

counsel activities.

(4) Defense Counsel:have been Harassed by Unfair Criticism, an

Unfriendly and Uncooperative AttitAde and Command Pressure

BACKGROUND

Captain Lincoln voiced this complaint formally, but Captains

Sharphorn and Bishopare in agreement. Mr. Rose and a few

other defense counsel have made similar complaints. Several

actions and attitudes are said to be involved.

Disapproval of Activities of Military

Defense Counsel in General

All the defense counsel interviewed by the undersigned com-

plained that a great many office;s in the Army, especially those in

command positions, believe variously that defense counsel work

against the best interests of the command by placing their duty to

their clients above their duty to the Army, that they impede com-

manders in their efforts to maintain proper discipline, that they
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"go too fa;" in their defense of accused in court-martial trials

and respondents in administrative proceedings, and that many

counsel place undue emphasis on obtairdng acquittal by "techni-

calities." Many defense counsel attribute this general attitude of

disapproval or hostility to a laciC of understanding of the role of the

'military defense counsel, the extent of his duty to his client, and

4. the right of a client to be defended even if guilty beyond doubt.

The defense counsel also, almcst without exception, com-

plain of indoctrination received from time to time to the effect that

they should consider themselves to be Army officers first and

lawyers second, and that whenever there is a clash between the

interests of the Army and those of their client the Army should

"come first. " These attitudes were said to be particularly prevalent

at West Point.

Our inquiries on this point were inconclusive. No member of

the staff and faculty to whom we talked woulA agree that there is at

West Point a general attitude that the act .- of military defense

counsel are inimical to the best interests o the Academy and that

such counsel should place the interests of the Army above those of

their clienzs choice must be made. However, in the course of

our inve g. n we learned that the Commandant has expressed views
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which could be interpre.ted as supportive of such a general attitude.t-

Specifically, he hAs stated that, while he believes that a military defense

counsel should go to extraordinary lengths in defending a cadet whom

he believes to be innocent, he h: s "ethical problems" with going to

such lengths in defense of a cadLt whom the counsel knows to be

guilty. As to the latter, he beliaves that it is not in the best interests

of the Army and the taxpayer for a military defense counsel, as an

officer and meMber of the staff and faculty, to go to extraordinary

lengths to obtain the exoneration of a cadet whom he knows to be guilty.

The undesirable result could be tl.t: retention of a cadet who is unlikely

to become the kind of Army office.: the Academy is supposed to produce.

On the other hand, our inquiri,Js disclosed the presence in the

community of a quiet minority of xmcertain numbers which is in

ympathy with all or part of the contentions of the defense counsel

and supports their efforts on behalf of their cadet clients.

Resentment at West Point of Specific

Acts of Defense Counsel

Many Academy officials and a substantial portion of the West

Point community are said to resent the activities of the defense

counsel in the EE 304 cases. This alleged resentment is linked to

several acts of defense counsel, as follows:
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- Assertions of defense counsel that cheating and other

!honor violations are widespread in the Cadet Corps, that Honor

System procedures are unfair, that the System is corrupt and in

such shambles that prosecution af violations is selective and

exoneration can be arranged on the basis of friendship or bribery,

that the Hoilor Code iP too abseute and the single pt-zIty of expulsion

for even the slightest violation is unwarrantedly severe, and that

institutional failures such as inadequate instruction of cadets in the

Honor Code and System contributed to the large scale cheating on

the EE 304 examination, were re. eived with shock and disbelief

by a very substantial part, proba Ay the majority, of the West

Point community. This is traceal.le to the deep respect for the

institution, its mission and its pri iciples held by virtually all

West Point residents, a feeling akin to reverence. Any adverse

criticism stirs immediate resentment and a protective reaction

against the critics. In general, the community is slow to cOncede

institutional faults. Apparently, many do not understand that a

defense counsel's duty to his client many require him to espouse

positions which are critical of the institution.

- Several witnesses said that Captain Lincoln contributed

to the general disapproval of defense counsel by -
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(1) his as defense counsel for

Cadet Verr in questioning Cadet Fugett, described earlier;

(2) allegedly tricking Cadet yerr's tactical officer,

Captain Harris, into an unwanted appearance before a CBS news

camera in Captain Lincoln' quarters, by ostensibly inviting.

Captain Harris 'over for a drink before dinner;

(3) releasing to the press as honor \ ..alators the

names of Alexander and Caldwel:. and the Cadet with psychiatric

problems, contrary to Academy policy; and

(4) aLegidly authorizing the New York Times to

print the namea of two persons accused of honor violations in the

group of affidavits released in September 1976, before any investi-

gation of the atcusations and contrary to Academy policy and the

wishes-of the accused persons. The interest of the Times lay in

the fact that the two persons were a recent graduate of the Academy

who is the son of Frank Boi-man, former astronaut, President of

Eastern Airlines, and Chain-nark of the Special Advisory Panel

appointed by the Secretary of the Army to inquire into the state

of the Honor System at the dtv-,:lerny, and the cadet son of a former

superintendent of the Academy, BG Samuel Koster, knoWn widely

for his involVement in the hdy Lai tragedy. Apparently Lincoln
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presumed to release the names because he was one of the

custodians of the affidavits. His motive possihly was to confirm

earlier tatements of the defense counsel that the affidavits con-

tained accusations against cadets who were "big names" becauae

in leadership pobitions or otherwise prominent.

- The widespread publicity given to statements.of a

few of the defense counsel which were critical of the Honor

System, Academy officials, and alleged institutional failures

also has been widely resented. There is a strong feeling at the

Academy that the defense counsel should have voiced their criticisms

and sought relief for their clients within military channels, and

that it was improper for them, both as officers and attorneys, to

"take their case to the pubdic" as they did, through statements to

the print and electronic media, and testirnony vefore the Congress.

Virtually all such public statements were made by Cantains Lincoln

and Sharphorn. Smgle statements are attributed to four or five

other cieleube counsel, but the &teat majority of the counsel made

no public statements. Public utterances of Mr. Rose generally

tracked thobe of Captains Lincoln and Sharphorn rollowing are

extr act& from new&paper articles and Congressional transcripts
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of testimony quoting or referring to tatements of the two

captains and others critical of the Honor system and related

matters.

o Lincoln to press, 17 May 1976:
a

Lincoln claims he has/list 14 400 upperclassmen accused

of honor violations. Ouotel as saying "The 49 juziors

are token lambs led to the slaughter."

o "lawyers" to press. 19 May 1976:

"The lawyers said that cheating at the academy is a frequent

occurrence, and that stealing had become so commonplace

that the cadet store had begur. prohibiting the wearing of

raincoats inside in an attempt to curtail shoplifting."

o Sharphorn to press. 19 May 1976:

Talks about "hypocrisy" of system - cheating conimonplace

- some cadets "singled out" for charges in effort to limit

derogatory publicity - West.Point "paying lip service."

to an ideal.

o Lincoln to press, 20 May 1976

Secretary was "hypocritical" in his 19 May 1976 reply to

the defense counsel's 3 May letter, when he told them to
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make their propozo.1.7.=:, 71:1:-.ges in the Honor System and

the convening of a board of inquiry to the Honor Committee

o Rebuttal in Heinl syndicated collimn to shoplifting

story, 28 June 1976: cadet shoplifting story a bum rap -

no record of cadet shoplifting in past 3 years - raincoats

banned in cadet store because of water damage on rainy

days, not because of shoplifting (BC Ulmer states th.it

since 1 Januiry 1975 one caciet separated for stealing a

pen from the cadet store).

o Lincoln to.press, 25 July 1976:

the Academy is trying to railroad them out of here"

through selective prosectuior. - "the Academy, in attempting

to complete prosecutions by the end of August, has been

trying to speed things up by getting cadets- to incrfroinate

themselves, for evampie, .or by restricting lawyers from

the initial review panels. "

o Lincoln it, Downey "public forum, " 5 August1976

"Capt. Arthur Lincoln, .another lawyer and a West point

graduate, said the Academy used the honor code, which
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states-that 'a cadet will not lie, cheat or steal, nor tolerate

those who do, as m disciplinary measure and an aca mic

shortcut."

o Sharphorn to Neclzi Sub-Committee, 1 September

1976: "To resist change.and avoid admissions of imper-

fection, the Academy and the Army are now subverting

justice. The Secretary of the Army has investigated and

finally intervened, one hundred and fifteen very costly

days after the defense attorneys asked him to do so. It

is clear that the United States Military Academy knows

that the scope of Honor Code violations at West Point goes

well beyond the cadets currently pending separation. Still

change must be resisted, admissions of imperfection avoided,

and under -the Hoffmann proposal jus4:ice is being subverted

to further those obsessions. The Academy, the Army, has

elected to separate and stigmatize a representative portion

of the cadets who have violated the Cadet Honor Code when

it knows that hundreds of other Honor Code violators remain

within the Corps of Cadets."

(p. 276, Nedzi transcript)
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o Lincoln to Nedzi fibcorrunittse, I F,eptember 1976

(referring to "Secretary Hoffmann and his staff") ". . .

thoy z-re willing to 4icrifict cadets to maintain the fiction

that t:le Honor Sy earn works."

o Lincoln to press, 15 September 1976:

"The Systemshere is Lidair. It shows favoritism. It's

arbitrary and capricious and it's biased. It should teach

cadets to be better officers and instead it teaches them

fear. I'm not at war with Mt code as it's written down.

I can live with the code, non-toleration clause and all.

Or I can ask myself why we nced one in the first place.

What concerns me is that it is -.'t followed consistently.

If it were, it wouldn't bother me if everyone in the junior

class got thrown out."

Statements of Superintendent and Commandant

Specific complaints were lodged concerning certain statements

made in public by the Superintendent and the Comrnanda.nt.

After the conclusion of the Verr case on I March 1976, the

Commandant reportedly told a staff conference that "The goddam
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lawyers are ruining tho Army," or words to that effect. According .

to several defense counsel, he'makes similar statements frequently,

a cornmc..1 theme being that military lawyers spend all their time

trying to get guilty cadets "off" on "technicalities."

- On the evening of 27 August 1976 the Commandant

held a meeting wf:h a large number of cadets implicated in the

EE 304 episode to explain how they could take advantage of the

plan announced by Secretary Hoffmann on 23 August 1976 under

which cadets who had cheated on the EE 304 examination, and

certain other honor violators, might be permitted after separation

from the Academy to be readmitted and complete their training.

Following are excerpts from BG Ulme.r's remarks:

I want you .to be sure when you do make up your mind
that you're not necessarily tied on to someone else's
bandwagon, that you're not doing I>omething which is
not in your or the Academy's beg interest - 7 -

Now, for those of you who believe that there is just
around the corner total amnesty and if you just stay
here a bit longer, and explain a bit more, and involve
somebody else, that this is going to come about, I want
you to know for whatever it's worth that I believe you're
going down the wrong path - - -

I want to tell you that the program that we outlined
is a aeri ous one, that your options under this program
are exactly as I portrayed them to you, that whether
you come back or don't come back does not greatly
affect the Military Academy - - -
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Now, the newspaper business and the congressional
business is about to come to a head, and I want
you to do whatever you want to do with a very full
understanding of all the consequences. If any of you
believe that the Military Academy is impotent or that
the military authorities have no recourse to irresponsible
action, then you are no, fully aware of the circumstances.
Now, you have full free iom to act as a responsi41e
individual who is still a member of the Armed Forces.
You have full freedom to contact your congressman,
and under most circumitances to make public announce-
ments - - -

You do not have to put your future in the hands of any-
body whose interests are not your interests. And you're
all grown up enough and old enough to think this thing
through for yourself. I don't need to do your thinking
for you and neither does nybcdy else -- that includes
anybody. Now, take cou: sel %kith those people in whom
you have confidence and 1:sten to what they say; and if
it makes sense to you ant: your family and your future,
then follow it. If it doesr't, don't necessarily go down-
stream with the herd bec; ise they're moving in a
particular direction that rtay or may not serve your
interests best.

Captains Lincoln, Sharphorn and other defense counsel, including

Michael Rose, complained of these remarks as an attempt to under-

mine the confidence of accused cadets in their attorneys and therefore

improper. The reference by BC Ulmer to possible amnesty for cadet

violators concerned a proposal made by the defense counsel to the

Superintendent and the Secretary on the grounds that no action be

taken on the cheating because perhaps 600 members of the Class of

1977 had cheated on the examination, so many that it was impractical

to impose any punishment at all.
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- On the following day, 2fi August 1976, the Superintendent

addressed substantially the same audience. He spoke of a telephone

call received from a cadet father who said that his son bad been

advised that the Army a.nd the Acaaerny were 'hot speaking in good

faith," that the cadets had "great chances eventually of getting.total

forgiveness or amnesty," and that-they were going to "stick together

and fight it out. " He had a1so received a call from a cadet's mother,

who said that her son's name was all over the papers and on tele-

vision and that he had been branded an honor violator and putdicly

disgraced. As to the last, the Superintendent said that the Academy

had not put the cadet's name beiore the public, and Mat it was

"either the making of his advisors or hirnself." With reference

to the theme of the father's call, the Superintendent said to trie'

assemblea cadets:

tell you that it you have any aavisora that are telling
you.that the Secretary or the Superintendent or the Army
or the Military Academy a:re lying or misleading on any-
thing, I'll te.' you that they're dead wrong, particularly
on something as important as this, Gut I'm saying on
anything. [ sic] And I want to reinforce the theme that
the Commandant struck last night. That you and you and
you and each one of yud - there, are inaividual cases;
don't let anyone use you and cast you aside. A..:1 fcar
that this is what may be happeningper/laps not inten-
tionally. I fear Mat there are those who, tor whatever
reason, are forgetting the individual cadet, the individual
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human being here, and are trying to get you caught
up into a group and to use you for something that's
going to hurt some of you-- such as the mother's son
who now hasWhose name is all over the public as in
her eyes, her term "publicly disgraced" arid publicly
branded as an honor violator. Again--not the action
of the institution. We are sensitive to the rights of
the individual and to the future of the individual.

Michael Rose complained strongly that the Superintendent

was improperly trying to discr..dit the defense counsel in the

eyes of their clients. Lincoln and Sharphorn said that a number

of the cadets in the audience had coz .". to them believing that the

Superintendent was referring to their counsel. However, they

believed that he was talking abow. Rose, who was the leading

prop'.nent of an amnesty. Sharph,rn was denied permission to

attend the meeting and complainec: that his exclusion was improper

and a harassment. ,

- On 1 September 1976 the Superintendent spoke to a

group of military and civilian members of the statf ai;c1 faculty

of the Academy. He reviewed the status of the EE 304 cases,

discussed letters he had received from Congressmen; L1SMA

graduates and others, exPressed.concern over the effect 01 the

Cheating episode on members of the Class of 1977 and other cadets,

and encouraged his listeners to be more sensitive to the needs of
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each,. and improve their comrnunicatinris with them. The Nedzi

Subcommittee was meeting that same day and the Su-perintendent

noted this, stating:

Right now, the hearings before the Nedzi Sub-
Committee of the.House Armed Services Committee
continue. They went on this morning commencing at
1000, resumed this afternoon, and promise to go
until 5 or 6 this afternoon. This is the day for those
who ar e presenting the case on behalf of those who
have violated the Honor Code. This is the day that
Congressman Downey, of Long Island, a critic of the
Military Academy and its Honor Code and System-he
is a Memher of the Sub-Committee - is appearing as
a witness before it - The civilian counsel, Michael T.
Rose, is appearing there; two military lawyers,
Captains Lincoln and Sharphorn are appearing before
the Nedzi Sub-Committee and one cadet is there on
behalf of the institution-Cadet Michael Ivy. the Chair-
man of the 1977 Honor Commi:tee.

Captain Lincoln Complained in a letter to the Secretary dated

7 September 1976 that the Superintendent had said

"Today is the day for the opponents of the Military
Academy to testify before the Nedzi Committee.
Mr. Michael T. Rose is there; two West Point
Officers are there, Captain Lincoln and Captain
Sharphorn and two cadets Who have been found. "
He went on to say that, "We will be represented by
Cadet Mike Ivy, Chairman of the Honor Committee."

and that uch statements "cause individuals to look upon defense

counsels as destroyers o .1e.system." Michael Rose also wrote

to the Secretary to lodge th.i same complaint. Lincoln and Rose

were not present at the 1 September meeting.
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Your investigator; have listened carefully to the official

tape recording of the Superintendent's remarks a.nd find that

he did not refer to the mentioned counsel ap "opponents,"

that the quotation from his remarks set out above is accurate,

and that such was the only portion of his remarks pertinent to

this particular complaint.

SOCIAL OSTRACISM

Several defense Counsel complained that they have been

ostracized socially by members of staff and faculty because

of their role as defense counsel in the EE 304 cases. They said

that they are not:invited to social affairs to which they normally

would expect to he invited and that their social life at West Point

is limited largel, to inter-Law Department affairs. In addition,

they notice that many members of the staff and faculty, knowing

that they are defense counsel, will change the subject of conversa-

tion upon their approach or fall silent.

However, an approximately equal number of defense counsel

said that they had not been subjected to such ostracism and had a

good rapport with staff and faculty members outside the Law

Department. Several members of the staff and faculty of other
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departments were queitioned on this point and responded that they .1!

were unaware of any such ostracism.

Nor-COOPERATION

The undersigned asked the attorneys assigned to the Law

Department who were detailed Ls defense counsel in the EE 304

cases whether they could cite an instance in which they had been

hampered by anyone in the court.. ,reparing their defense of

cadet clients or in the presentation of their defences. The

answer was uniformly negative, .,,ccept that some of the counsel

said that it occasionally took an uhdue amount of time to obtain

copies of personnel records and related information pertaining

to their clients. Others complain, d that the tactical officers

of cadets were reluctant to cooper:ae; they attributed this to

alleged indoctrination by BG Ulmer that lawyers are trouble-

makers and are always trying to win their hOnor violation cases

on "technicalities. " Another complaint was that for a time during

the initial phase of the EE 304 epiode the defense counsel were

not permitted to talk to a cadet's tactical offic(-r without first

obtaining the consent of a supervisory official such as a Deputy

Commandant, purportedly in order to prevent undue interference
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with the tactical officers in the performance of -neir duties. This

restriction was later canceled.

Some of the counsel, however, stated that they had no

complaints oncerning cooperation of the staff and faculty and

had not been hampered by-anyone in the discharge of their-duties.

Members of the staff and faculty questioned on this score uniformly

were of.the opinion that the Academy had done "more than was

required" and had been "very liberal" in providing support to

the defense counsel..

When the TDY defense counsel completed their duties at

West I- and were ready to return to their permanent stations,

'all the defense counsel (42 on TDY and 8 assigned to West Point)

were invited to submit comments. The eight permanently assigned

officer s offered no comments (Captains Lincoln and Sharphorn

'ascribe this to fear of damaging their careers by offering any

criticic.:. of Academy procedures). Twenty-five of th, TDY

officers submitted comments; none complained as to 1 k of coopera-

tion or any form of harassment. Why the remaining 17 did not

coilunent is unknown and infe s of course, be

either way. The coordinat_ r oi defense counsel activities, in
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reporting the results of the survey, stated that.the facilities

provided the TDY counsel were adequate and that the direct

administrative support for the rttorneys was excellent, as

was the support from the SJA's office and many other offices

and agencies of the Academy.

The record of the defense counsel is impressive. Out of

202 cases referred for board action by.the end of September 1976,

52 cadets were exonerated, 28 cases were dism,ss.e. by the Super-

intendent primarily for insufficiency or evidenre and, with action

on some board proceedings (invol.-ing 30 cadets) not yet final, this

total of exonerations pay be atigmanted.

Defense Counst I Rated by Adversaries;

Defense Counsel Generally Receive

Lower Ratings

In a letter to the Secretary of the Army dated 7 Septemb.er 1976
. .

Captain Lincoln lodged the following complaint:

Contrary to the guidance of the Judge Advocate
General, my mihtary performance as a Defense
Counsel was not evaluated by the Senior Defense
Counsel, but by the Department of Law Executive
Officer who worked directly for the Staff Judge
Advocate and who, necessarily, was requi.-ed to

.
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view everythina f"--," pro-government and pro-
institutinal point of view. At several offiCer
boards pux suant to Army Regulation 15-6, Major
La Grua, th "uti.v L icer, served as the
Legal Ad le board. Representing the
respond "ense counsel, I challenged
for calls Grua because he was my rater
on my 01 .ency reports. In both cases,
my challcll_ .s overruled and Major La Grua
remained as Legal Advi/or.

The United States Military Academr may be the
only general courts-martial jurisdiction in the world
to require in writing that appointed defense counsel
have.their job performance measured by those against
whom they must make legal argument.

It is a policy of The Judge Advocate General that officers

assigned to defense counsel duties are to be rated by other

defense counsel senior to them insofzr as this is possible.

In small offices it is not; typically, even if there is a senior

defense counsel to serve as the rating officer on a defense

counsel's efficiency report, the officers next_above in the

office hierarchy will be the Executive Cfficer and the SJA,

who will be the Indorsing Officer and Reviewing Officer, respec-

tively. Captain Lincoln regard; officers occupying positions such

the latter to be proponents of the Government's prosecutorial
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interests and therefcr t the Adversaries of defense counsel. -As

indicated, he asserts that it is his duty to make legal arguments

atainst them and that they should not be evaluating his "job

performance." Ks theory seems to be that officers in such roles

have a conflict of interest which disqualifies them from rating a

defense counseL The efficimcy eport regulations, however,

do not support t S contention.

The other defense counsel at West Point are not so vocal

on this issue, but Captain Linco/ri's views are shared by other

military lawyers ita the arrne.' foices and complaints similar to

are ).. rd frou. 'ime to time. A corollary sentiment whic

has become foAlore among military lawyers is that defense

counsel duties are no: career enl.iancing and, if pursued vigorously,

can t career destroying.

The ZZ-rnan Law Department is staffed by one colonel,

two lieu nant colonels, four majors and fifteen captains. Duties

are so assigned that the indorsing and reviewing officers -e

always senior Ificers whom L,incoln regards as Governmmt

protagonists of dofense counsel. 'Ile situation :5 :w-ther complicated
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by the fact that the Law DePartment i primarily an academic

department and only secondarily functions as a staff judge office,

and the members of the department have academic rank apart

from their military rank. Consideratians of ser,ority in academic

rank as well as military rank sometimes results in defense counsel

also being evaluated by a rating officer wh is not assined to

defense duties. Finwever, examination of the efficiency reports

of the officers assigned to the Law Department does not show that

those assigned to defense duties have received lower efficiency

ratings than thc,e assigned to other duties.

In Lincoln's case, ' first year's report was r )red in the

"Superior" range and his second and third year's rt:por's in

the top or "Outstanding" range. These annual reports cont:,-

no derogatory remarks; on the contrary, they pr,.;:r . is pe'r-

formance of duty highly. The last report, it is worth noting,

is for the period 30 March 1975 throu 29 Mar 1976, snd

thus covers his performance ofduty as defer.e. 1

Cadet Verr and the invectigatior ,f his alleged un-:ri:al
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Defense Coordinator Replaced by

Captain Lincoln corn;i.', .!orrnally Masi Sub-

committee on 1 September 1976, and later to C.,. .,ecre:.lry,

that the "relief" of LTC Charlie C. Watkins as coordinatcr

for the defense counsel in the EE 304 cases on or about

3 July 1976, when the case load was at or nearing its peak, and

hi replacement by a TDY officer, Major (now LTC) Victor G.

McBride, who had only recently arrived and therefore was

relatively unfamiliar .th the EE 304 cases, constituted a

harrassment of the defense counsel. There was no complaint

as to Major McBride'- competerce as P. lawyer.

The charge came as a surprise to the SJA, LTC Shirnek.

He told tne undersignec '. nat soon alter the EE 304 incident broke

in March 1976 LTC Watkins and nine other officers in the Law

Department were detailed to defend respondent cadets accused

o: 'eating. Four of these were al dy detailed as nelense

counsel au an additional duty. AS Li ' ,tkins was the senior,

he functioned as Chief Defense Cour., His p. unary uuty in the

SJA office WAS in legal assistance, but it had been piawied for

sullie time that in the summer he would be moved into a inure
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responsible posi.ion as head of the Administrative Law Section,

replacing Major William T. Fernmer, who was leaving to attend

a Command at General Staff course at Fort Leavenworth. When

62 JAG officers were ordered in on TDY to help handle the EE

304 cat , it seerned appropriate to move Watkins into his new

posity, ,, Administrative Law Chief at that time and assign the

job of defense cooromator to one of the TOY officers, who would

be handling th bunt of the cases. LTC Watkins oined ix lac

lection of Major McB7ide as his successor. As Major Mch de

'tras to coordinate the activities of both DY detense c .ssel and

pern, Jent party counsel, Captain LeRoy L. DeNooyer, a member

of the Lay., Department, WAS named as his assistant. DeNuoyer

was familiar with the development of the EE 304 cases and Watkii

remained available for counsel and assistAnce as required.

Captain Lincoin dues not cite any specific ways in which the

defense cot.nsel were hampered in th, perfortnance of their duties

by the replacement at LTC Watkins iti Major McBride and the

undersigned have found none. ln conversation :th us, Lincoln

speculated that Watkins may have been r ssigned oecause the

cun iaud was unhappy with th vdy he thd handl,d the AR 1-.6
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investigation of his (Lincoln's) alleged unethical conduct In the

course of defending Cadet Verr or the fact that he had'Itepped

on an awful lot of toes" i de:ending a cadet in a non-honor case

Involving an alleged misuse cf funds of the Army Athletic

Association. The undersigned could find no evidence to support

these speculations.

TL.: Military Attorneys Ordered Not

to Talk to the Press

Colonel Alton H. Harvey, .7AGC: was detailed as adrninistra-

: e supervisor of the 62 JAGC officers on TDY at the i. demy

..ssist in p:oceising the EE 30, ases. In a meeting of LTC

Shimek and Colonel Harvey wit) tho oflicers, LTC Silimek

said that he could not tell them not to talk to the press, but

Colonel Harvey alleg.7dly Tnterjected with "1 can! I can order

you not to talk to tl z pr -qs!" or words to that effect

Captain Lincoln submitted an affidavit si ed by :. e TM"

officers stating that this }lac: occurred.

Colonel Harvey confirmed that he had made a statement

substantially as alleged, but d,d not iyir sue the matter further

at the time. However, five or six days later he issued instructions
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to the TOY officers t: .he effect that they were ubject '.o the

USMA standard operating procedures concerning communi

cation with the media by USMA personnel on official rnatter.

Thereunder, press inquirie re to be referred to the Public

Affair; Officer, who is responsible for determining how bet

to respond to the inquiry. If & reporter aaks to talk to.a. member

of the staff and faculty or cadet, the request normally will be

granted and the PAO will arrange a time and place for the inter-

view, usually at a time when it will not interfere with require('

duties and at a place which is open to the public.

LTC Thomas Garigan, the USMA PAO, states that every

request from the in.r.fia to talk to a member of the staff and

faculty (in,ludi1.1,. TDY lawyers) or a cadet concerning the EE 304

cases ..nd related matters has beet) gr, and that Ms office

has actively assisted in getting the poi cies concerned together.

For all p oetical purposes, LTC Garigan states, the usual

prcedures have bee4 Buspended with regard to such media

Inquiries, so that, for example, it is commonplace to find

reporters in cadet barracks talking to cadets although

barracks normally are -1,t ,a7ar, to t: e public.
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It has not been alleged that any defense counsel In

304 cses has been refused permision to talk to the media,

and the undersigned have found no evidenCe that such has

occurred.

Defense Appellate Division Refusal

to Aid Defense Counsel in Proceedings

Before the Court of Military Appeals

During the summe everal cadets, aided by their defense

counsel, petitioned the Court of Military Appeals (COMA) for

extraordinary relief in the form of a writ of prohibition to stop

all the EE 304 uard hearirgs and prevent the separation of ny

cadet for cheating on the EE 304 examination. The counsel asked

the Defense Appellate Division (DAD), US Army Le i Services

Agency, at Department of the Army level, to ass, t'thern in

preparing a legal brief supportinr their petition to be filed w

COMA. By author of Colonel Harve Chief of DAD, 4:nett

request for assistance was rt,fused. According to Captain

Lin; aln, D.A.* rsonnel "would not ,ven answer administrative

questions such as the number of copies of the petition to file.''

Tht!, :\ D refusal was cited by Captain Linc.oln as harrassment of

the defense counsel,
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Colonel Harvey confirmed that DAD had rrfuaed the requested

assistance, as described above. He states that the refusal to

answer drninistrative ,.estions exceeded hie instructions and

was mistake.

In explanation of thr DAD refusal, Colonel Harvey explained

that the primary function of DAD and its companion aFencv,

Government Appellate Division (GAD). is to handle appellate

proceedings before the Court of Military Review and the Court

of Military Appeals with respect to military criminal law matters;

I.e., appeal ol cas s tried by courts-rnArtial. Moreover, with

.ect to pe:itions to COMA for extraordinary relief, the two

-isions are not authorized to assist the petitioners, or to represent

the Government in ,positbn tc a petition, until ordered or

authorized to do so by COMA.

With respect to the petitions in questicn. COMA order

the Army to provid,. ,sistance to the petitioners. In r :sponse,

Co1onel Harvey sent Car;in Ro'..ert Jones, th ,est qualified

of' er available to him for such An assignment, to West Point to

help the cou:-.sel prepare their case. Captair: Joncs di=2 io isnn

returned to duty in DAD. His rot- in the matter is not widely

known because his name was not listed on the briefs and other

pap, -8 filed ,pport of the petitions._
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Defense Appellate Oivipion rfumal to Permit

Captain Jerry Lewis to "Return" to Argue

Cate Before the Court of Military Ap2eals

Captain Jerry Lewis, assigned to duty in the San Antonio

area, was 'selected as one of the officers to be sent to West

Point on TDY for 90 days. He was reluctant to go bee.. of

family ituation requiring bis personal attention to care of

his children. As a result, his TDY was limited to 45 days.

While at Went Point he assisted in preparation of 'he previously

Arlen( wned petition to COMA. He completed his TDY and

returned to San Antonio.

Thereafter, oral arguments in the cases were scheduled for

16 August 1976. Two e y s before the arguments, Michael Rose

called the Office of he Judge Advocate General by telephone,

t;lked to the ExecutIve effiee-. Colonel Robert B. Clarke, and

asked that Captain Lewi be returned on TDY o that he could
, -

argue the cases before COMA. Colonel Clarke called Captain

wis and ascertained that Lewis was interested, but that he no

1:.)nger had a client in the FE 304 eases. The Judge Advocate

General then refused the request on grounds that Lewis had no

clieot, that other officer. fully competent to argue the case
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were present and vailable In the Washington area, and that

he could not justify the lost duty time and expenditure Of

puNic funds that would be involved in bringing Lewis to

Waihington on TDY as requested,

Captain Lincoln cites this refusal as a general harassment

of the defense counsel.

ticussion

C investigation did not establish that there is at West

Loint an attitude of conceptual disapproval or lack of sympathy

wiu iotie mission and function of a military defense counsel.

The prevailing attitude is that such counsel, considered in the

abi tract, perform a desirable ani, iiseful functi and that every

accused cadet is entitled to a vi urous and thorough defense by

a military lawyer devoted to his client's welfare. The above

descr bed views of the Con-imandant, in effect that a military

counsel should not go to extraordinary lengths defending a client

whom ;inows to be guilty. are atypical.

On the other hand, there ii g-neral r,isentrnent of the

.allegation: of par* ular defer.i.e counsel as to widespread

prevalence of honor violations, defects in the Honor System
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(a, g. , hile penalty of separation for an honor violation too

harsh), maladministration of the Honor System, institutional

hortcomings, and like allegations which reflect adversely upon

West Point and its way of doing things. There is also general

resentment of the WA in which the defense counsel took their

case to the media, an some resentment of Captain Lincoln's

14. Awls described *Ix uch as releasing the names of alleged

cadet honor viblatora to the press without authority.

The consensus of the defense counsel is that they were

conscinus of the generp` -Iispleasure of Academy officials and

the West Point community with them, that it was an unpleasant

tuation, and that they objected to it. All denied, however, that

these attitudes in any way intimidated them.

Was this displeasure or resentment justified? On baiance,

we do not think

The st.itements of Linculn and Sharphorn to the press

quoted above were -.he most critical we could find in three

separate collections of press clippings on the EE 304 incident.

ln language which is often quite blunt, and on occasion extrayagent,

the tv.o la..',yers in effect argue the cases of their ci let c.:Ients

to the publc.
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Fir at, they state what they conceive .o be wrong with the

..Honor Sy ii, its administration generally, and the way in v:;o.,h

the EE 309 charges wer, proceined. Disregarding the ady,rsarial

rhetoric employed, we take no .asue with their conception uf

"things wrong." Tne general conclusion of those who have analyzed

the EE 309 situation objectively is that honor violations arc, indeed,

with spr ead t1.1 otigfiout the Corps; that there are defects ia the

:ionor System; and that thu-r is a partial ;_,reahdown in the way

it is admmistered, due in pal t t inst.tut, nal shortcurungs.

All or virtually all ol the de 7ts n : .ults which the defense

counsel cite are now conceded by the Academy. The story about

,incoats in Mc cadet store at:ril led to "the lawyers" was

11,1,i:orate, bn. to some extent cx usahle as a bit of Academy

folklore widely circulated among tne TDY defense coun5-1.

Second, 111 tne mauner of defense r rrh ci, they char,. terize

the policies and practices of the "opposition," in this instance the

Superintendent and the Secretary, in ways which emphasize what

tl.ey regr-' as the ln.n..stice suffered by their clien.ts. Here their

rhetoric nocoines more flo;-il And emotional. Thus, there is

",;eloctive pros...cut:on" of only a fo-iy -t honor yiolators
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They are ?token lambs led to slaughter;" they are biing "rail-

roaded:" and "justice is being subverted" by the "hyi,ocrisy" of

Academy officials. Secretary'Hoffmann's response to the 3 May

1976 letter of the ten defense counsel was "Iwpocritical;" he and

his staff were willing to "sacrifice" cadets to maintain the."fiction"

that the Honor System works.

Perhaps the most extreme public statement was made by

Captain Sharphorn in testimony before the Nedzi Subcommittee

when, as noted above, he said that "To resist chtnge and avoid

admissions of imperfection, the Academy and the Army are now

subverting justice . . . [They have) elected to separate and

stigmatize a representative portion ot the cadets . . . when . . .

hundreds of other Honor Code violators remain within the Corps

of Cadets." -

This, of course, imput,,s to the Academy and the.Army a

deliberate. calculated design to suppress the truth as to the

dimensions of the cheating scandal. to "stonewall it." and in the

process callously to "separate And stigmatize" only "a representa-

tive Portion" of the guilty (i. e., a token number; to demonstrate

adherence to traditional strictness in enforcing the Honor Code.
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The facts do not upport such a charge. While special

measures probably hould have been taken at the outset to augment

the Academy's capacity to investigate the.allegations of mass

cheating, the Academy has nevertheless pursued every lead in an

effort to identify EE 304 cheaters and develop probative evidence

of such cheating. No evidence of collusion or conspiracy, or even

individual effort, on the part of Academy or other Army officials,

to suppress the truth has corn: to light. Captain Sharphorn's state-

ment therefore, in our opinion, was unwarranted in its implications.

This rhetorical excess and a few other similar pv.blic utterances by

defense counsel were improper and, we believe, render excusable

a portion of the resentment which they aroused within the West

Point community. To the extent that this resentment was con-

sidered harassing, the defense counsel whose rhetoric got out of

hand brought it upon themselves and their colleagues.

With respect to the complaints concerning statements of the

Superintendent and the Commandant, the remarks of BG Ulmer

critical of defense counsel establish, at the minimum, that he

does not understand the role of the military lawyer. In our

opinion his rernarks were unjustified and haraSsing, as claimed.
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On the other hand, we do not regard as harassing the remarks

of the Commandant and the Superintendent to cadets on 27 and 28

August 1976, respectively, or 'the remarks of the Superintendent

to the Staff and faculty on 1 September 1976. In our opinion, it

was not improper for the Commandant or the Superintendent to

counsel the cadets to make up their own minds and do what was

in 'their own best interest, or to assure the cadets that the

Superintendent.and the Secretary would keep their promises as

to the readmission.

Nor did Sharphorn's role as a defense counsel entitle him to

be present at the Superintendent's 28 August counseling session.

Although EE 304 rnatters were discussed, individual cases were

not, and it was entirely appropriate for the Superintendent and

the Commandant to*discuss the situation generally and answer

questions in order to promote better understanding, without

defense counsel being present.

One reason the Superintendent and the Commandant spoke

to the cadets was their concern that some of them had false hopes

of tieing exonerated by an amnesty for all EE 304 examinatior

cheaters and were reacting accordingly. Mr. Rose and some

defense counsel had advanced such a proposal to the Superintendent,
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the Secretary, and to members of the Congress, arid had.urged

their cadet clients to "hold out" for such a solution to their

problems. Excluding the views of its proponents, the amnesty

proposal was almost without exception regarded as totally.unrealistic.

When the proposal wa made by one of the defense counsel, Captain

James D. Earl, during oral argurnents before COMA on the

petitions of the cadets for a writ of prohibition, that "all cadets

be reinstated to the academy and that the llte be wiped clean,"

Chit! Judge A. B. Fletcher, Jr. , responded that "What you

suggest shocks my conscience," noting that cadets in the Class

of 1977 will "lead our. Army in the field in the next twenty years."

The amnesty proposal was offered to the Nedzi Subcommittee during

testimony on 1 September 1976. Several members rejected the

idea out of hand and the Sub nittee apparently did not give

the proposal serious consider.-_

A. for the Superinterident's remarks on 1 September 1976

concerning th:Ise who were testitving before the Nedzi Subcommittee,

we do not read them as being disparaging or critical of the

defenbe counsel, so as to support a charge of harassment.
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The remaining complaints of unfair criticism, attitudes

and pressure described above likewise do not appear to have

substance. The facts available to us concerning alleged social

ostracism, lower efficiency ratings for defense counsel, and the

"relief" of LTC Watkins d6 not in.ouijudgment establish that

harassment was involved. The facts as to Colonel Harvey's

instructions to the TDY counsel about talking to the press, and

the two complaints concerning denial of assistance to the defense

counsel in presenting.their case before COMA, similarly do not

show improper harassment of tht counsel..

Findings

In our judgment,:the West Point community's general attitude

tit disapproval of the actfitities of tine defense counsel was in sub-

stantial part unwarranted and to that extent constituted an improper

harassment. The remarks of BG Ulmer critical of the defense

counsel and military Iawye.rs in general also were improperly

harassing. The remaining Complaints of harassment discussed under

this heading were not, in our opinion, substantiated.

*Captain Lincoln tendere'd his resigr.ation from the Army on
21 October 1976. See footnote following page 92.
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11, Captain Daniel H. Sharphorn

Captain Charphorn's principal complaint was expressed

'succinctly in a letter to the Secretary of the Army of 14 September

Ir 76 as follows: "The most visible harassment in my case exists

in the form of a derogatory tatement attached to an Officer

Efficiency Re?, -t I recently received." He also joined with

in Lincoln in complaining of more subtle forms of harass-

ment, such as hostile remarks of senior officials of the Academy

concerning defense counsel and attorneys in general, and an

official attitude that defense counsel are expected to avoid defense

tactics which ,nvolve.criticism of the command or risk permanent

damage to their military careers.

Background

Captain Sharphorn was detailed in April 1976 to serve part-

time as a defense counsel,in the EIF. 304 cases. He soon came to

share the strOng views held by Captain Lincoln as to the wide

prevalence of honor violations at the Academy, the defects !..1

the Honor System, and the: institutional failures with respect

to its administration. He expressed his views freely to the press,

igned the two letters requesting appointment of an impartial
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board of inquiry, and testified against tbe system at the Downey

"public forum" on 4 A::;7:, ..nd the Nedzi Subcommittee

bearings on I September 1976:

Captain Sharphorn's testimony at the Downey "public forum"

included a statement that Colonel Frederick C. Lough, Director

of the Department of Law, had made an adverse comment about

him in an efficiency report because of Sharphorn's critical remarks

about enior officers responsible for the government of the

Academy, anihis opinion that the comment would have a negativo

effect on his military career.

Subsequently, before the Nedzi Subcommittee, Captain

Sharphorn testified that the Academy "has so vigorously resisted

changc and admissions of institutional imperfection that it has

suppressed and avoided trutl- and subverted justice." Captain

SharphOrn did not mention the adverse efficiency report comment

in his prepared statement, but Captain Lincoln cited it in his

subsequent statement as an ex of harassment of defense

counsel. Later, while responding .to some questions by Representative

Ronald Dellums, Sharphorn stated that he had 'received "a fine rating"

from the SJA (LTC Shimek), and th+t' "the only adverse action that has

been taken against me overtly to this point has been by the head of
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the Department . . . concerning . . . [myl outspokenness and

criticisms of officials at the Academy." The reference was to

Colonel Lough, of course, although hie narne wall not given.

(Captain Sharphorn's total score on the report was 195 out of

a possible 200. )

In conversation with the underigned on 20 September 1976,

Sharphorn stated that, while he was not certain, he believed

that the "critical remarks about senior officials" to which Colonel

Lough objected were remarks attributed to him in a New York Times

tory datelined 11 July1976 and appearing in the July 12th issue of

that paper. He stated further that Colonel Lough did not talk to

him about his remarks before he attached his comment as the

reviewing official to the report on 19 July1976; that Colonel

Lough departed on leave to England on 21 July 1976 (returning

13 August 1976); ni that he, Sharphorn, received a copy of the

adverse comment on 22 July 1976.

Captain Sharphorn said that.he was aware that he has a right

under regulations to appeal the adverse comment to a Departmcnt

of the Army board established to hear and act upon suchmatters

and that, if he could convince the board that the adverse remark was
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unfair, ft-would be expunged from his personnel file. He stated

further that he would lodge such an appeal, but had not decided

when to do so.

Co lonnl Lough vii interviewed by the undersigned on 24

September 197:i. tit confirmed that he had based his adverse

comrnent on the critical remarks attributed to Captain Sharphorn

in the New York Times article, and that he did not talk to Sharphorn

beforn ho attached the comment to the efficiency report on 19 July

1976. The critical remarks of Captain SharpLorn were made on

the last day of a 365-day rating period (12 July 1975 through

11 July 1976).

In the 12 July 1976 New York Times article unnamed "prosecutors"

were said to have told "Academy officials" tha: xi there were "a

proper investigation" they would have 300 to 400 cheating cases

instead of the 173 then identified. (By "prosecutors" the writer

presumably meant the recorder of boards of officers hearing

EE 304 cxse:. uch recorders being responsible for presenting the

Government's evidence.) Unnamed "Army lawyers assigned to

defense and pr osecution roles" allegedly said to the reporter in

interviews that the Academy had decidzd to lirnli the inquiry and

ex,,c1 it by I September 1976. Sharphorn was quoted as saying that
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the Academy was afraid to proceed with a f411 investigation becuse

"173 guilty eases can be explained in terms of dishonest cadets,

but with half the class involve'd you have to question the system

itself."

The West Point "position" was said to be that the investigation

was being pursued vigorously and.that the current cases .(then 173)

probably represented the full scope of the cheating.

It was also noted in the article that Academy officials had

4..c.ied "extra laWyers to facilitate the handling of the 173 cases,"

hut that "A. -ny lawyers assigned to the post have said that even with

the extra lawyer: it will be impossible to handle more than th- 173

currently officially accused. " Sharphorn was quoted as saying

that "There seems tO be a clear intention to limit prosecution to

that number. -They just don't want to think that the cheating was

more widespread. I didn't either, and 1 wanted to believe they'd

do the right thing, but something is very sour here."

Elsewhere in the article, it was said that unnamed "lawyers"

had pointed out that the Academy's intention to limit exransion d the

investigation "became apparent to some in mid-June when General

Berry reversed a decision to grant testimonial immunity to cadets
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wl.o had been found guilty," Sharphorn wall then quoted a aying

that "Through this vehicle . . , subsequent 4..ases could be properly

pursued. Most of the evidence we have now I. lirnikea to similarity

of exarn papers. General Berr y. igned one such immunity form .

but then stopped." (In fact, thc initial use of immunity grant. was

ha)ted by the Department of thc Army because of possible procedural

irregularities. The Academy was authorized in late August to

resume use of grants of immunity under carefully drawn guidelines.)

Captain Sharphorn does not claim to have been misquoted in

the 12 July article; on the contr.. ry, he tates that the quotations

accurately reflect what he said, :-Ithough he was not quoted literally.

It was these quoted statemeros of Captain Sharphorn to which

Colonel Lough referred in his ach,irse c,..rn.ment, which reads:

"Subject officer has, in my iudgment, r..qressed critical remarks

about senior officers rezponsille for the overall government of the

United States Military fiv.ademy and these r-emarks exceed, in my

judgment, the ',ounCIP of fair comment." In explanation of this o

the undersigned, Colonel Lough said that he (aid not reconcile

Sharphorn's statement to the press that the Academy had decided to

limit the scope of the investigation with what to him sere the

unpr ecedented efforts of the Academy t cope with the problem,
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citing the162 eddition4 lawyrs brought in on temporary duty to

help procss the cases, the special arrangements for producing

transcripts of hearings, and the Is.. ge scale administiativo support

given th attorneys, which inclufied malting "most of four floors

of Thayer Hall" available to them.

he ako said that he could notconceive that officer s.such as

the Superintendent wr "afraid" to face up to the situation, as

Sharphorn was quoted to have said. Colonel Lough evidently

thought Sharphorn had used the word in a Hteral sense as

importing m eeling of fear, rather than apprehension or concern,

and stated that he "could not conceive" that the Superintendent, who

had shed blood in combat, would be "afraid" to investigate the

EE 304 episode fully.

It Mai for these reasons, according to Colonel Lough, that ha

could not agree with the statements of the Ratirg Officer and the

Indors ng Officer in the efficiency report that they would promote

Captain Sharphorn to the next higher grade ahead of liis contem-

poraries

With respect to his adver se comment, Colonel Lough said

that as a reviewer he was required to "examine the rater' and
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indorser's evaluation of the rated officer from the ,iewpoint of

trairriess with respect to the interest of the Army and the rater

officer." This was lifted directly from the instructions for

reviewers set out in Chapter 5 of Army Regulation 623-105,

"Officer Evaluation Report:ng System." Instructions to r -ters and

indorsers as to the sort of evaliation with which Colonel .._ ough

disagreed are contained in sub; aragrapt 4-2e, AR 623-105, as

follows:

Evaluations by raters ar.d indorsers must be
based upon observation o information of the rated
officer in a typical perfot-rnance of duty and should
cover his failures as wel, as his useful gccomplish-
ments. Evaluations must not be based upon a few
isolated striking incidenti.

There are no instructions in AR 423-105 addressed to reviewers

as to how they should evaluate the rated officer; presumably they

should conform to a standard no less exacting than that quoted

above. On the other hand; subparagraph 5-2j authorizes a 'reviewer

to add "any additional comments considered appropriate to protect

the interests of the Army or the raed officer. "

AR 623-105 understandably does ri:It contain instructions as to

evaluation d conduct by the rated officer which occurs on the last

day of the reporting period, such as Sharphorn's remarks to the
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New York Times reporter on 11 .7uly 1976. Howe Ver, subparagraph

I-2b(3) is of general pertimtnce. It provides:

(3) OER will not contain remarks pertaining to
manner o performance or incidents occurring
prior or ubsequent to the period of the report.
Adverse information cc.icerning the rated officer
and applicable to the rc?orting period will be
included in the report, if resolved or known prior
to the submission of th. report. Although every
ef'ort will be made to rLsolve and include adverse
information, as deemed appropriate, in an OER
prior to forwarding the report to HCIDA, th sub-
mission of an OER vial not be delayed beyond
the required 45-dar time limit for this purpose.
Procedures for submitting adverse information
which becomes known or is not resolved or ad-
judicated until after an CER is submitted are provided
in paragraph 1-5b. (Und.:rscoring supplied)

The cited paragraph 1-5b authbrizes the submission of an addendum

to an efficiency repert to cover advt..r.e information applicable to

the r epor ting period, but not resclved until after the submission

of the report. The rater, indorser, and reviewer on the report

also participate in preparation of such an addendum.

Lastly. it is provided in paragraph 1-2g of AR 623-105 that

when processing of an efficiently report is complete it may not be

.withdrawn or amended except with the approval of.the Secretary

of the Army or as provided in Chapter 8 concerning appeals. That

chapter authorizes withdrawal or amendment if approved by a board
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of senior officers at Department of the Army level known as the

ODCSPER Special Review Bqard.

Discussion

Captain Sharphorn's quoted remarks ol. ously were tritical

of the Academy leaderihip. Colonel Lough found them to exceed

the "bounds of fair comment" because, in his judgment, it was

not true that .Academy officials had decided to limit he scopoe.

of the investigation: being "afraid" to conduct a full investigatin

of the incident. Captain Sharphorn disagrees. He believes that

he spoke the truth and that his remarks did not exceed the bourds

of fair comment.

Colonel Lough's action as reviewing officer was procedurally

correct under the regulations. As he disagreed with the statements

of the rater and the indorser as to accelerated promotion for Sharp-

horn, it was his duty to say so. He did not give the captain a chance

to explain his remarks before taking his action as reviewing officer,

but such is not required specifically by the regulations, as in the

case of an adverse report rendered by a rater or indorser.

Reviewers' comments, however, must be fair and o:Djective,

not arbitrary or capricious so as to constitute an abuse of discretion.
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Sharphorn believes that his quoted statements about the attitude

of Acadcmy officials were correct, and if the circumstances at

the time (11 July 1976) provided a rational.basis for his belief

then the conclusion of Colonel Lough that the statements exceeded

the bounds of fair comment because they were untrue may have

been in error and his adverse .:ornment therefore tr.-fair.

The question therefore arises: Was Captain Sharphorn justified

in believing his statements to be correct?

Colonel Lough, of course, believes that he was not for the

reasons described above. Howe .er, he did not ask Sharphorn to

explain his remarks; nor did he make any other inquiry into the

matter. He based his conclusior that Sharphorn's remarks were

incorrect and therefore exceeded the bounds of fair comment

solely on information in his possession at the time (19 July1976).

1 spect to whether Sharphorn was justified in believing

that his quoted statements were correct, the following eirciam-

stances are pertinent:

- The investigative apparatus under the Honor Code

System, consisting of one cadet investigating officer per regiment

and the Investigating Subcommittee of the Honor Committee, an

ad hoc body consisting of three cadets is not capable of investi-

gating mass allegation.t of cheating such as in the EE 304 episode.
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- The investigative apparatus was not augmented,

as in the case of the legal staff, when the scope of the EE 304

episode became apparent. During the summer, cadet capability

to investigate honor violations declined. In some cases, facts

had to be developed by electric.d engineering instructors,

members of an Internal Reviev Panel, or recorders nf board of

officers. Investigation of the 200-plus cases of cheating which

developed from comparison of examination papers, cadet testimony

during hearings, and in other ways, was often inadequate. No

investigative force was availabit to cunduct a class-wide investi-

gation to determine if half or more of the 870-rnan Class of 1977

had cheated on the ejcarnination, r.s alleged.

- A number .of the defens.: counsel, including Captain

Sharphorn, asserted as early as April 1976 that from 300 to 600

members of the Class of 1977 were involved in the cheating, that

more were going undetected than were being charged, and that a

full investigation should be made, utilizing grants of immunity

to obtain information from implicated honor violators as yet

"unidentified. These assertions were formalized in the letter of

3 May1976 signed by ten defense counsel which also, as previously

mentioned, called for the appointment of an implrtial board of

inquiry.
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- The prosecutors (recorders of boardsof officers)

also urged the Academy to authorize use of grants of immunity

to enable them to develo? additional 'evidence of cheating, primarily

from cadets who would otherw.se be charged with the honor violation

of toleration because .they had gept silent as to the violations of

others. (As ranted earlier, it -sas the Department c!'-the Army which

suspended the use of grants of immunity.) .

- Collaterally, as a tactic in.defense of their clients, the

defense counsel (including Sharphorn) argued that the cheating was so

pervasive that it was unfair to e.:pel their clients while hundreds

of other cheater, went undetecte.l, and that either no penalty should

be imposed for the EE 304 cheat:ng or at least some p: +-Laity short of

expulsion.

- Sharphorn and his defense counsel colleagues state

that they attempted to convince senior Academy officials that cheating

on the EE 304 examination by members of the Class of 1977 involved

half or more of the 870-member 'lass and that honOr violations

throughout the Corps were commonplace, but that the officials

"would not listen. " The publicly etlpressed attituae of the Academy

in April and May1976 was.that thel cheating was not widespread and

would be dealt with as usual, under establish procedures.
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- The 3 May1976 letter of the defense counsel was

answered on 19 May1976 by an indorsement stating that the

Secretary had denied their pleas. On 21 June 1976 the Secretary

of the Army and the Superinter dent testified before Senator Nunn's

Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel of the Senate Committee

on Armed Services. At that time 171 cases of cheating had II Ur

faced. They defended the Honor Code and System, although agreeing

that improvements in the System were needed. Conternporaneously,

the press quoted the Superintendent as stating that the investigation

was being pur sued vigorously and that the current cases probably

represented the full scope of the cheating.

- Thereafter, the positio. of the defent,e counsel that

honor violations were so pervashe that the system had broken

down, and that it would be unfair to single out their clients for

prosecution and possible expulsion appeared in the printed and

electronic media more frequently. It is not clear whether this

was at the initiative of the media to produce news, or the defense

counsel to generate public suppOrt for their clients. The July 11

stateMents of Sharphorn to the New York Times reflect their

apparently sincere view that the Acad.srny was trying to limit the

scope of investigation and prosecution.
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- At the time of Captain Sharphornts statement the

West Point community in geUeral, as noted earlier, resented

the activities of the defense coensel because of (I) their criticim

of the Academy officials and the institution itself (many not under-

standing that a defense counsel's duty may require film to do so)

and (2) the manner in which they had "gone public" with their case

rather than confining their efforts to "channels" and the established

system. Many defense counsel felt isolated and bCleag: ,:red and

believed that Academy was hostile to their efforts t defend

their client r. tc, the tt.let of their ability.

suf-a, the fOregoing circumstances contradict the conclusion

of Co'Ionel 31,c,ugh that the remarks of Captain Sharphorn to the

New York Times were, prima facie, sr incorrect that they exceeded

the bounds of fair comment. Note that:

o The Academy at first, probably because of uncertainly,

did not state that the cheating was on a large scale.- It was only

later that the Academy stated pUblicly that the number of cases

was considerably in excess of 200.

o Susi.ension of the use of grants of immunity until late

August did have the efi'ect of limiting the prosecution of violations;

the "prosecutors" themselves were of this belief and objected.
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However, it should be noted, this action was taken to guard

against pobsible procedural irregularities.

o Sharphorn's 'statement that Acacle-my officials were

"afraid to proceed with a full investigation" because "with half

the class involved you have to question the system itself," may

ir-ve involved a poor choice of words and may not have been true

in a literal *sense, but it was readily exp/ainab/e in terms of the

Academy's concern over the possibility that the cheating scandal

might wrsck the Honor System. Also, the statement may be

defensible on the basis that the Academy's seeming slowness to

admit publicly the eimensioos of the problem and to concede

institutional failures evidenced a protective attitude toward the

.system.

These circumstances provide a reasonable basis for Sharphorn's

statements. Indeed, subsequent developments have proven them

tn. be substantially correct because the total number of cheaters

on the EE 304 examination has not been determined.

However, Colonel Lough did not ask him to explair.r his

remarks.or make other inquiry concerning them. He made no

allowance for the fact that Sharphorn's remarks were made in his
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role of defense counsel and.were consistent with the defense

argument that the Academy should recognize that the scandal

involved "half the class," that it represented a failure of the

Honor System, and that it was unfair to prosecute and possibly

expel those who had been caught when so many of their classmates.

allegedly equally guilty, wer e. going undetected.

In view of these circumtaances, it is our opinion that the

critical remarks of Captain Sharphorn, to which ColondLough

took such exception, die not exceed the bounds of fair cornment.

It ir not surprising .tha Captain Sharphorn regards the adverse

comment as a form of haras ment provoked by his defense counsel

activities.

Finding

Colonel Lough's cursory action as reviewing authority, taken

without any effort to investigate in order to ,zonfirm his opinion

that Captain Sharphorn's remarki were incorrect and therefore

exceeded the bounds of fair comment, was unwarranted, unfair,

violative of the spirit of the efficiency report regulation if not

its letter, and should be withdrawn fre.n Sharphwn's personnel

file under the authority which the Secretary has reserved to himself

in AR 623-105, as noted above.
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C. Captain Burk E. Bishop

Captain Bishop presents only a single- complaInt: that his

request for deferment for one year from scheduled attendance at

the JAGC advanced CLAIM, may have been denied to force him "to

choose between a reasonable expectation of successful career

and the continuation of an active defense of my cadet clients."

Aside from this, he has in conversation expressed general agree-

ment with some of the complaints of harassment registered by

Captain Lincoln discussed above.

Background

In February 1976, Captain Bishop was named a second alternate

to attend the Advanced Course at the Judge Advocate General's

School beginning 23 August 1976. The primary and fir st alternate

lists vere exhausted in the course of making up the final list of

attendees and Captain Bishop was notified orally on about 5 May

1976, and by letter dated 12 May 1976, that he had been selected

to attend the Advanc d Course.

Captain Bishop requested deferment of attendance at the

Advanced Course due to (a) his duties as defense counsel in the

EE 304 cases and (b) his desire to complete in the school year
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1976-1977 his third and final year of study at N. Y. U. school of

Law for a master's degree'in taxation, which he had been pursuing

in off-duty time at his own expense and for his own purposes.

Deferment was denied on V 3,.ine 1976. By letter date4 21 June

1976 Captain Bishop decli td attendance at the Advanced Course.

He remains at the Academy.

Captain Bishop was interviewed by the undersigned on 20

September 1976. He stated that while there appeared to be nothing

irregular in his selection to attend the Advanced Course, he

suspected that his request for deferment was denied becaulie

of his activities in defense of his cadet clients. Bishop had nothing

tangible to offer to indicate that his suspicions were correct.

Captain Bishop did not specify whi of his activities as a

defense counsel in the EE 304 cases he Osn,,O, -night have precipi-

tated what he suspects to be a reprisal action. Our investigation

discloses a few non-routine defense counsel activities on his part,

as follows: He appeared at the "public forum" staged by Representative

Thomas J. Downey, where he voiced his suspicion that his requested

deferment was denied because of his defense counsel activities.

Prior to this. Bishop joined other defense counsel in signing the

letters to the Secretary of the Army and the Secr etar y of Defense
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eaquestin2, inter alia, th: t,an rnpartial board be convened to

inquire into the ncauxe and scope of Honor Code prublems.

The negotiations as tu Bishop's attendance or non-attendary:e

at the Advanced Course were condacted directly between Bishop

and the Personnel, Plans and Training Office (PINITO) in the

Office of The Judge Advocate General (OTJAG) in the Pentagon.

The USMA authorities were not involved, except that LTC Shimek

was consulted as co whether Bishop's duties as defense counsel

would be completed in time for him to begin the Advanced Course

on 23 August 1976. In that connection, OTJAG had a firm policy

that defense counsel in the EE 304 cases would not be reassigned

before completion of their duties. LTC Shirnek told PP&TO that

while he supported the request for deferment, Bishop's last case

was scheduled for hearing on 26 July 1976, that apparently his

defense duties would be completed in time for him to attend the

course, and that he would advise.PP&TO of any change in that

situation. OTJAG therefore concluded that deferment of attendance

was not justified on the basis of Bishop's duties as defense counsel.

Otherwise, it was and is the position of The Judge Advocate General

that the Advanced Course is of great value to officers of the JAG

Corps and that attendance is mandatory for career officers such
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as Bishop. Deferments of attendance az e granted -only in the

moct exceptional cases involving unusual hardship. The deCision

of OTJAG was that under this policy an exception to permit Bishop

to pursue an adva.nce degree at NYU on off-duty time also was not

justified. Major Michael P. Kennett, N.hose duties in PP&TO

involved him in the selection of attendees at the Advanced Course,

told the undersigned that Bishop's role as a defense counsel dad

not figure in any way in the decision not' to grant him a deferment.

The decision was based solely co the fact that OTJAG did not believe

that Bishop's desire to obtain an LLM in taxation for his own private

purposes warranted an exception to the policy of mandatory attendance

at the advanced coiirse. Such requests for deferment had been made

before and uniformly declined.

The undersigned also asked Major Kennett about a statement by

Bishop that "An officer from Y s department [ USMA Department

of Law] was deferred [from attendance at the Advanced Course]

because of his enrollment in a Master of Businecs Administration

program" and that "a second officer was offered a deferment of

one year because of his involvement in the honor cases." In the

first case cited, according to Major Kennett, the officer was attending

the MBA cour se at the request of the head of the Department of Law

in order to enhance-the ability of the officer to teach a course in
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business law to which be had been assigned. The officer was half-

way through the course it the time (March 1976). The defellment

was duly granted, not on the basis of personal hardship, but

because the officer's attendance at the MBA course had an official

purpose, having been requested by the command and considered to

be in the best interests of the Academy.

The second case cited involved no more than the normal notifi-

cation that, *although he had been selected to attend the Advanced

Course, the officer's attendance v,nuld be deferred for a year should

it develop that he could not compicce his EE 304 defense duties

early enough to begin the course on time. (The officer did complete

hie duties and is now attending the Advanced Course.) Apparently

the same assurance would have been given to Bishop had there been

substantial doubt as to whether he would complete his defense duties

in time to begin the course. This is implied in a PP&TO letter

of 15 June 1976 wherein Bishop was advised that LTC Shimek would

keep PP&TO advised as to any change in Bishop's "situation."

Finally, despite repeated inquiry, the undersigned could find

no indication that Bishop has been hampered in his defense of cadets

by any form of harassment. On the contrary, the evidence is that

USMA provided ample administrative support for all the defense
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counsel and was very accommodating in providing .anough time

for preparation of case, and att ney-client consultation, and in

the cheduling and rescheduling hearings.

Fincslin

It is evident from the foregoing, without need of discussion,

that the denial of deferrnero did not, under the circumstances,

constitute harassment of Captain Bishop as a defense counsel.

The denial clearly was unrelated to Bishop's defense activities,

was made pursuant to a salutary"policy of The Judge Advocate

General, was consistent with, earlier denials in like casls, and

was not arbitrary or unreasonable.

D. Conclusions

a. In our opinion the complaints of harassment are well

founded in the following particulars:

The investigation of Captain Lincoln for unethical

conduct as defense counsel for Cadet Verr was unwarranted.

- The West Point'coinmunity's general disapproval

of the activities of the more vocal of the defense counsel, whi0i

exerted moral pressure on all the counael to defend their clients

in ways more acceptable to the Academy. Was in substantial part

unwarranted.
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- BC Ulmer's vocal disapproval of the activitieo

of the defense counsel was improper, not in the best interests of

West Point, and contrary to Army polici.

- Colonel Lough's adverse comment on Captain

Sharphorn's :tett st efficiency report was unfair and should be with-

drawn.

b. It is our further opinion that the remainder of the

complaints of harassment are not well founded.

C. It is also our opinion that, despite the harassment

noted, the defense counsel were not to any material degree hampered

in the performance of their duties. Complaints of harassment were

voiced by only a very few of the counsel, principally by Captains

Lincoln and Sharphorn, and they could not, when asked, cite a

specific instance in which they had been hampered in the defense

of their clients. The record of the defense counsel is, in fact,

quite irnpressive. Out of 23Z cases referred for board action by

the end of September 1976, 52 cadets were exonerated, 28 cases

were dismissed by the Superintendent primarily for insufficiency

of evidence and, with action on some board proceedings (involving

30 cadets) not yet final, this total of exonerations may be augmented.
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E Recommendations

It.is recommended that you -

(a) Approve this report

(b) Take no action in regard to the unwarranted investigation

of the alleged unethical conduct of Captain Lincoln. The subse-

quently issued directive that such investigations will not be con-

ducted withoilt the prior approval d The Judge Advocate General

is, in our opinion, all the corrective action that is required.

(c) Sign and dispatch the attached memorandum directing

the Chief of Staff to. -

(I) Insure that the staff and faculty and the West Point

community in general understand the role and responsibilities

of military defense counsel, including the fact that their duty

to their clients may on occasion require them to criticize the

policies and procedures of the Academy and the actions of Academy

officials.

(2) Take appropriate action with regard to BG Ulmer's

improper criticism of military attorneys.

(3) Have Colonel Lough's adverse comment withdrawn

from Captain Sharphorn's latest efficiency report.
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(d) Inform Chairman tlunn and Chairman Nedzi of the-results

of this investigation and the corrective actions you are taking.

Bland West
Deputy General Counsel
(Military and Civil Affairs)

Attachment
Memo to C/S
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Footnote: Resiimation of Captain Lincoln

On 21 October 1976, one day before the conclusion of our investigation,

Captain Lincoln unexpectedly tendered his resignation from the Army and

requested that his resignation be made effective 1 November 1976. His

reignation was duly accepted and he was discharged on that date.

Prior to his departure from West Point, 1.4ncoln had an "exit interview"

with the Superintendent. He said that he was resigning to accept a position

with the mentioned Boston firm. Tne offer was a suprise, resulting from

his noticing an advertisement in the Wall Street Journal and answering it

with little expectation that it would produce a job offer. In fact, he had

forgotten the mar,.:r by the time the company responded. Lincoln was one

of some thirty.applicttnts for the position. Company officials said that they

had read media accounts of his defense counsel activities and were impressed

with his agressiveness and dedication to his clients' interests. Captain

Lincoln expressed wonderment at the circumstance that the puldicity given

_to his controversial activities had led to his getting such an attractive

position.

LTG Berry b.-ought up the subject of his complaints about harassment of

defense counsel. Lincoln smiled and said "I haven't been harassed at the

AAcaderny," adding that he felt he had been harassed by the Department of

the 'Army, specifically, by the refusal to extend his tour of duty and his

nOn-election for promotion..
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An article in the NEW YORIC TIMES of 27 Octobe14976 stated tha

Lincoln was leaving the Arrnir "under pressure," that be hid been pa sled

over for promMion during the summer; that he had recently been shifted

"from criminal to civil matters at the Acdemy;" and that be had "azcepted

the inevitable" and decided to resign. Elsewhere in the article Linzoln

was quoted as saying "You can kiss your career goodbye once yov.'ve

been passed over for promotion . . . I guess it was My outspnkenness

on the West Point matter."

A similar article, couched in more florid terms, appeared in The

Times Herald Record, Middletown, New York, in a "regdar feature"

called "Newsmakers." Following are extracts from the article:

* * *
As Capt. Lincoln, military lawyer, he successfully

challenged the U.S. Military Academy's handlisy; of what
became its biggest cheating scandal.

He played David lathe Army's Goliath - earl won many
of the battles. But In the process, he was.6carred.

Ile was passed by for promotion, desp:te what he said
was considered to be a good record. Along with that, he

, was transferred from criminal to civil :matters at the
Academy. "So, I accepted the inevitable," he said Monday
night and decided to resign.

#

"When this so-called cheating scandal began, I was
assigned the first five cases. I was ready to dismiss
it with the thought the men were guilty. But the more
I tudied, the more I found out. I grew to see the system
was guilty."

"But at the very beginning, I never thought I'd end up
'A to Washington with Congress or on the front pages of The

New.York Times or on nationwide television."
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Ile was "just a face in the crowd," he says, watil the
eircumstancs of this summer wert tt,tust upon him.

s'l felt the cadets wer getting screwed, so I became a
lawyer. The Army wants us to be soldiers first, attorneys
second. That way is easier, I suppose. But it's not the
rfght way.

s'l never saw myself as a knight in shining armor. I
was a man doing hie job. I made some dumb mistakes,
but I admitted them and went on.

"But the Army canyt admit, at least publicly, that Itts
made mistakes."

Lincoln says his stand, his "not playing the game,"
branded him. "I found out who my true friends were.
Some agreed to my face with what was happening, but they'd
cut mg! up behind my back. Some said they agreed, 'but don't
ever us my name.'

"They wre soldiers, but they have no guts. The Army
has made them into robots. They all became afraid of losing
something carer wise."

"I feel they lost something more important."
According to "tr.ue friends" like Catholic' Chaplain Tom

Curley, and several cadets, "The Army is losing a great man."

* ***

Lint:cin told friends after tendering hie resignation that he had

accepted a position as an attorney with Action, Inc., a communica-

tions firm of Boston, Massachusetts, at an annual salary of $32, 00C.

0
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possibly this is liot the first, time that they have cheated on an academic
requirement.

The survey, if you want to call it that, shows that, in fact, this is
the case in many other instances, and for many other cadets and for
many other classes.

However, sir, I do think that it is possible to explain a certain por-
tion, and I certainly caimot say what portion that is, but a certain
portion of the cheating instances, by the fact that the time that this
requirement was due, was immediately prior to the spring vacation,
so that cadets felt very pressured, in that they had several other large
requirements due the same day, or in the very near future, and that,
because while it was simple, well I should not say exactly simple, sir,
hut it took a lot of time as opposed to the amount of real effort that
went into it. It took mostly time, aml that is not exactly what the cadets
had thnt moment.

Senator NUNN. Von are saying that the time and the effort required
to complete t his examination was disproportionate to the grade that
would be received, which could lead one to berove that if there WT.S go-
ing to be a shortcut taken, then this was the shortcut to ta,:e?

Lieutenant CatEcit. I say. sir. but I cammt speak, of course. for the
whole group, but I say there was cella hdy a portitm of that group that
would have felt thnt way.

Senator NUNN. Thank you. Lieutenant Abcouwer.
Lieutemint AncorwEn. Sir. I am mit .familiar with the case that we

have now, but. I believe that if a limn is going to conunit in, honor v fi-
lation at West Point, he is more lilwly to do so. or to get tripped up
On a smaller stone tliau on a big boulder. What_ I mean by that is, if
he is going to compromise his integrity. he wmdd probably not. attempt
to do it. on a very large weighty and impiirtant assignnwnt. That as-
sigmnent would probably be noticed by the instructors. He can better
rationalize the. mse of a small assignment. He could say to himself.
this is only worth a small percentage of my gmle; therefore, it is not
a very large offense. In my opinion. this is a man without a good sense
of integrity. But if You do have sueli Illn II. I believe that lw is more
likely to violate his honor in a minor requirement.

Senator Nusx. Thank you. Lieutenant Reid.
Lieutenant REID. Sir. I think the lieutentants toiwlwd on several of

the issues raised that may have possibly led to this particular large
scale cheating. And from what I understand of the situation, of course,
I have no direct contact with it.. is that it. was a set of circumstances
that were, through the combination. quite unique in the history of the
Acada

And I fowl to think that this situation is a produet of spontaiwous ,
Combustion. Those ciremnstances. at the. right tempeniture. and one of
them, through some spadi, set off the fhime that involved all these
individuals. I do not. believe. persomdl v. that there were a large number
of men who were ?onsistent cheatem I think that probably several
were. But I do not t hink it was ft great number.

I think that perhaps through the timing of the requirement, and the
weight of the. requirement, as Opposed to the time that was involved
in completing it. as well as other thl that tlw cadets ivolved in the,n(q.; n
incident. may have begun to ratiomilize their actions which tunied
out to be clwating in the final i.esults.
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Senator NUNN, Thank oii. Lient (main. Keene.
Lieutenant. KEENE. Sir, what I would like to do at the end of this big

table, is to underscore a lot of points. About the only thing that I cpuld
add that would he original from among the cases I sat pn are. the situa-
tion where the cadet had to bp. proficient in a subject. in order to com-
pete athletically, or he had to have a proficient grade in that, particular
couse, in order to bring him to overall proficiency. These situations
created additional pressniv but the response was strictly up to the
i ndividual

Senator NuNti. Thank you.
We will start with you this Hine, and give me your original opinion.

All of you, as cadets and now officers. are. vey familiar with the honor
system, and now von are in touch with the Army. Since the time. ,roti
have been in you imaye seen from both sides. so in light of the situation.
in light of the fact that there are a good many allegedly involved in
this particular instance, what. do you think should .he done?

You are not, in the chain of command. now, but what do you tliink
should be done about this particular incidenC ? you think that rules
should be, in any way, tompm.arily waived while. this is going on ?

Lieutenant KEENE. No. si, I would not change the rules of the. sys-
tem. I would continue with the procedures as they are. taking them one
by one. I would not change the pocedures during the full investiga-
tion or the. trials; I woidd continue as normal, Inn with awareness of
the large scale of the sit mit ion.

Se.nator Nusx. Yon are saying if should be treated just as if it were
1 case. even i f it is I 71 ?

Lieutenant KENE. Yes. sir.
Senator Nux N. Lieutenant livid I.
Lieutenant REID. Sir. I have to agree wit It t hat. I think the current

system is adequate. and can handle sit nations *Init we are currently in-
vestigating. Perhaps there. would have to be some adjustments to
handle the, large. numbers. but I tl.i not. think t hat. the system itself
should change in any wav in this particular ease.

Once this set of cases is throindi and once this set, of eases is behind
us. I think that we should take a very close look at exactly why it.
did occur and learn some lessons.

Senator NUNN. But not during these cases!
Lieutenant Wm). No, sir. I do not think. again. I wally do not think

it could be that, ohjective at this point. It has to be done later.
Senator NUNN. Thullik you. Lieutenant Abcouwer.
Lieutenant Ancorwi:u. I am in agreement also, sir. I think that. it

can serve as iwrhaps. a good example. t hat we do need to look at our
system. But. I do n.lt think that we should take any hurried look. be-
cause we do have the case at hand.

And I believe that the changes that have lipen made by the Super-
intendent. for the expedition of these cases are valid. And he did
consult members of the. cadet. committee, to include the chairman of
that, cadet. committee befo:l. he. made those changes.

Senator Nt.'s x. Lieutenant Grech.
Lieutenant. Sir. again. I think, t only way the cadets will

support the system is if they think t hat it. is applied fairly, and if they
think that it is equitable. and that regardless of who is concerned or
what the situation is. that the same sitmtion will apply.
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iii ,:iy t hot hottlil cont link. on Wily \Ve

ili( illYllyS (10111' ill he pie-1, 1)111 cell:1011y linve U 'III fflin nwnre
;Ind vei.... pq Imply, p 1.1)11111]*11.1111 1 Pp( 1.:1111 111;11 111111'11

11' 1211'111% 11111111101' ill 1.01Yell Iii 1.11110.

IW.1 I just think \ve ,hould continuo to ;maw or !hi, fortor awl
concerned :Wont it :mil try to &termini' idly. hut 1 ilo not think. Hutt
that. affect our ongoing. invp:.ligation.

Sellat0I NUNN. N10\ lei llie a it \\ III you lilli on ;Unit
Do v(in third:. dint vit in.!' 1 ill' 1101101' (4)111 11111 tel'. 1 he 00111 1 01. (of-

ficers. flit, Silperintendent Oil t . \ or I In' Ilt . ihtiilIiII
gront. immunity to ony collet.: in order t4) colophtte. and rait-
did tvtilnolly :wont lII4 ii.id:o Ionl el. And ;wont Ivp,i lultilit rhttol
'lug ill goner:II!

Lientenont ;lawn. Sir, I feel t hot our ,ysteiti place, a premium on
the fact thot. in All co-P,. an ()t Iicer. when he get, into the .k tatty.
not goill!...; too lip 'afraid to to,lify 01 ItIl tilo truth. regara,ss or \vim,
the consequpni.(k., nil, going to hi% :Hid I I idnk thnt is till import:hilt
point. lila!, w0, Noph,,,ixt.d in 0)111. edlivation pro(1,,,, Thy )1,:lson
rot. the howor 1'1/110 111 11.1.^1. ro1111, 1: intprt,ss upon t im-
portance or W1111 IS going in happen nitee t hey (Tit oq. 1 ite ,k

Nt N N. i-10111 1
on t Ito electrical eiirrineering

uoiltonalit (iii co. sir. :1;2:ant, 1 pate,s I have to say. that a system
that place, t hot much illiportmice on preparing rm. the Army.

guing ritgitolless of t he ::;tin't iooii. lv.crill'oi-
lyss of wh:it t iumishilii.to ill ltt hi% to toll thy truth. I thinIc you
11111-1 ivill forcv t hitt ill in' 1 1111112' ;Intl 1011. :11111 h till' exontple

you I ye to the re,t t he corps.
I do not hove all tile ittforwatieM 1111.1;-: lint' 11(60 i:- I ant not

involved with the internal re \jell. ponel. Iiit. 1'1,ml who I ilodt.rstand.
the intern:1i ntview 10:111,1 hns gotten. I helieve. n lot of in fornintion
wit 11014 giving Ilithitillllt \' Iii i i III tililit ion t large amount of
information that the honor commit tee cormi up with. I hill
f t 1101101' l'0111011tte" 111111 111'011 10 -1111011e ile 111 esftrilt 100. We

NV0111(1 ;I 1.-.10 ilaVe 1'01110 Hp IV11 11 11111 1111.1/1111a1i1/11 (110;11110d 11V Ilte inter-

nal review pnnel.
:-:o I do helieve t hat the 111w, gol lot le. hot tom of o sit not ion.
Setintor NI." N. I:Wilton:lilt 111'011 Wel'.

Iio Illeitant Aitc0I-111:1Z. I w01.11(1 dell1111rly lie against !rranting
ttcsty to any of tiles(' cadet:4. I helieve that the truth will he reach('d
hy the provi:-ions fluil Ike Ill )W 111 ye. ;11111 I ;1140 1)I'lleve I hIlt 0111' or the
great ,tivii,vsths or 0111 1111 ill e:111et ;Ire 11;111(11Pd 1 lle

11:1

1101 only to our honor syst I. but to our other systems
ot t lie Acodemy. All codets are trained to be Second Lieutenants. and
otlicers ill the some Army, and tlwrefore it is initortont t hat we all
get. treated the some \vtly iii cases such as this.

SO1/11t0/1 NUNN. Lieutenont Reid.
Lielltetiont HEW. Sir. I have to agree t lint I think that the system

is working in spite of the number a people involved it t he invest
gation. I thitlk there enough there. that the ease he thoroughly
investigat,id and. that v.ppropriat(' twtion Nvill he taken.

)
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tendon o discivtion. I do ; t believe that under the. eurrent circum-

stances, discretion would have been granted, in most cases. I do not

know the speeifics in all eases.
In niv view of that concept discretion involved three general (Tit eria

That there was undue pressure of some nature, the experience level of

the individual wlm WHS amised of the violation, and wlwther or not.

the Incident was self reported or the individual dcanonst rated that lw

is a person of high integrity in sonic other way.
From what, I linderstand of the eurrent situation, nolw of those

three criteria existed. It was a (..heating incident which involved pre-

meditation, and there was not necessarily undue pressure of any na-

ture involved in that part icular thing. and the individuals were a the

second class, lvhich meant, dwy had been living under the code for 3

.\-ears. and thus. had had a great deal of experietwe under it ; and there

Was no case that I know of where an imlivithud tow() himself in for a

viohit
So. I do not think that. under the. circumstances. Hitless there are

exceptionsgenerally, I would say, no. discretion would not la. in-

volved,
Senator NyNN. nny of yon former cadets have any diirerent Views

than that, or any addit ions you want to ;Al to what Livid:quint Reid

said ?
Yes, Lieutenant Keene ?

Lieutenant. KEENE. Sir, as a member of the subcommittee, ti;e dis-

cretion committee. We canw up with a program of implementation
Senator NUNN. Came lip with what ?
Lieutenant. Keexti. Came up wit Ii a program of implementation. On

page E-3 of the report. at the top of the page. we quote, "however, the

existence of unusual pressnre and the fact that a violation was reported

are mnsts for any favorable consideration." Sir, as a member of that
committee, I would have to say that, give» tbe current eleetrieal engi-

neering dilemma of the Academy. sir. we would not. have included or

tipplied the. cmicept of discretion we had in mind at the time that we
wrote this report, to these eases.

Senator NUNN. On page you set forth three reasons why you.

the Bnekley conunittee, feel diseretion should he considered. I will
repeat those and see if you agree with them at. this point. There was

one, where sm»e type of Inaba. pressure was involved ; two, the, whole.

violation was self-reported : three. the cadets feared that the, honor

code was limited.
On some, you say any one of those three would he reason for consider-

ation of the. granting of discretion. Ts that right ?
Lieutenant, KEENE. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. Are you saying that all three
Lieutenant KEENE. It is my understanding of the emninittee's intent,

sir. that all three, were necessary to qualify.
Senator NyNN. In other words, you are saying that basieally. it ought

o lie , combination of those three?
Colonel Bucal,nv, Sir. I his issne. as you sense, has been difficult

for us, because there are so niany shades of opinion involved here.
We made a recommendation. The referendum that was subsequently

voted on was slightly different I han the reconunendation. as it appears
in onr study, and filen, besides that. there is a more ("mend feelina

.1 7
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about. flexibility within the sotem or discretion and I think you would
fhid represented here shades of opinion going from Lieutenant Grech,
who would not go for any form of d: -,retion to a range of discretionary
actions.

Senator NUNN. But it is fair to n. thatand correct this if I am
wrongin this assunption all of ye , would agree that, even if there
had been some form of discretion as outlined here or as possibly envi-
sioned, a more flexible system?, in this particular ease you do not feel
discretion would be appropriate. Is that. correct ?

Lieutenant Gam,. " hat is correct, sir. It is my understanding that
most of the individuals who sat on those honor Ima rds did not feel that
in any case any of the lequirements which were set out in our study
group report or requirements that luid been discussed previously be-
fore the Corps would have rtpplic(!. sir. There may be some situations
that I am not. aware of that might be considered differently.

Senator Nuxx. Alt; uotly disagree with that?
Colonel Mead ?
Colonel MEAD. I do not disagree at all, sir, with not have applied.
say "criteria" now. hut during our committee discussion we used the

phrase "guidelines for consideration by the honor committee." So, pos-
sibly, in som specific cases, one of these criteria might have been miss-
ing, but another would have carried so much more weight in the judg-
ment of the honor committee that the discretion could have been
applied.

But to get to the point of your quest ion. I think the view of our
group was that with some sort of flexibility in the system, changes
would have taken place in the system. however subtle they may have
been, that would have somehow strengthened the system, and possibly
in the long run, we would not have had a situation of the magnitude
that we have. today.

Senator Nuxx. So, you are saying, No. 1, that in this particular
ease. if it had happened just as it has happened, probably discretion
would not have considered, even under a flexible system ?

Colonel BUCKLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. But you are saying, number two, that had there been

a flexible system operating for several years, it is possible that this
episode. might, have been involved by indirect strengthening of the
honor system ?

Colonel MEAD. Yes, sir that is one of the operating assumptions that
this committee had when we recommended some flexibility, that it
would, over a period of time, strengthen the system, both from the
standpoint, of cadet. participation and as an amendment to the system,
applied with all fairness and equity.

Senator Nt-xs. I assume that all .of you agree with that, except
Lieutenant Grech would not agree with that, would you ?

Lieutenant GRECIT. Sir. again. I did tiot, agree with the concept
presented here in the study group report, or with the proposal that
was presented before the Corps, and neither, apparently. did 40 per-
cent of the Corps. But i f there is a specific system change that included
some type of discret ionary floor which I thought. was strong enough
to help. I certainly would be in favor of it.

At this time, sir. I am not aware of a system change of that nature.
Colonel BUCKLEY. Sir. I have to add that from my position, I can-

8
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and, I think, from my own personal standpoint, I am very much in
agreement that we need to develop more of this kind of thing.

We have always been in a bit of a dilemma here, because as you
know from the few, onee you get very specific on particular cases,
then you have a problem of credibility in accepting those cases. So,
for purposes of illustration, we have to develop, or are developing, a
number of things like this.

We agree, and I think that we look upon that as an integral part
of Cie developing education prognm that. we are trying to put into
effect.

Senator NUNN. Let, me address this question to the officers, and then,
this will be my final question, at least for the time being.

We have talked a lot about cadet attitudes. You had a survey on
cadet attitudes. Did your survey touch on the question of instructor
attitude toward the honor system, whether the instructors themselves
took it-seriously ?

Colonel BUCKLEY. Yes, sir, we did survey these things.
Senator Nuxx. What did you find about the instructors?
Colonl BUCKLEY. Any specific area, sir?
Senator NUNN. Well, did they take the honor system seriously?

Did they believe it, No. 1, should be adhered to; and No. 2, that it was
being adhered to ?

Colonel BUCKLEY. I think we have some data on that, which you also
have in the study report.

Colonel MEAD. I have the data here, sir, but I will characterize the
attitudes, first, by saving that they are essentially congruent with the
cadet attitudes, and that applies both to some of the negative attitudes
and some of the positive ones.

The number that you quoted earlier aboui the belief that the system
is deterioratingpossibly 50 percent hes some feeling, strong or mod-
erately strong, to that effect. Officer attitudes on the same issue were
about the, same as the cadets, about 50 percent.

On other aspects, yesterday I quoted the cheating figures.
About 5 percent of the cadets thought that cheating had occurred.

Also, about 5 percent of the academic instructors. Over 200 of them
were surveyed, and in addition a number of officers were interviewed.
Both groups essentially agreed.

Senator NUNN. Agreed with what ?
Colonel NIzAn. With the 5 percent.
Senator NUNN. You saici 5 percent believed that cheating was

occurring?
Colonel MrAn. Was occurring: yes. sir.
Senator NUNN. About 5 percent of the instructors said they felt that

cheating was taldng place under the honor system, meaning 95 percent,
said they did not think it was taking place?

Colonel MEAD. Yes sir.
Senator Nt7Ny. What was the first point about 50-50? I did not get

that point.
Colonel MEAD. Sir, you quoted earlier an item from our survey that

about 50 percent of the cadets felt the spirit of adherence to the 'honor
code was deteriorating. The officers surveyed indicated approximately
the same level of avreement. In other words, the attitudes were con-
gruent. with sonic very moderate exceptions. and I would he happy to
point, those cat, and take some time to go through the survey.

74-892 0 - 76 - 14 200
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Senator NtN N. I/0 you t !Hulk tilrEr is 0 coincident Feint ionship. or do
you think relationship between that attitude and the instructor atti-
tude, that 50 percent t Lit believes the code is deterioratil'g?

Colonel NI-EAn. It is a hanl question to answer with any----
rapt ain IVitatrm. Sir. inay I take a shot at it.
Colonel Aff:An. Sir. I think there is a dirwt relationship. partially, a

factor of the contnet t I e officers hay( with the eadets. Tlicv know of
things outside the ola,ssromn. and an, quite intense in thci4. obser-
vat ions,

Senator Nt'N N. Wv1I. lioes t his HIP0.1 Ihnt maybe 1 he first step shoald
be to have it (hilerent attitude in the (deers' ,,ronp

Colonel MEAD. Well. as I said. it is H0EI IV a fulltet 1(01 of WhIlt they
observed. sir. and what they say, but I think that the officer commit-
ment to the e tde and to the SyStelh wits VNt 1'0110'1v high.

Senator Nt.N" N. 1.10' colHHIHHIPIO was high. but the ex pert at ions wen,
low. Is that right ?

Colonel .MEAD. percent is kind of low or at least aboot the
same as the cadets.

Captain Ilrimirm. May I add something. sir. 1 think that question
may 'nave been worded, -Ibis there been deterioration in the time that
you inn" been on the faculty now. and has there keen deteriora-
tion bel WPV11 t HIR' you were a cadet and tlett you are a faculty
member ?'' And T think all of us tend to view our past experiences with
things like West Point as really morc rosy than they pnibably were,

Senator :Cysts-. What is the 1111SWtH* tii t 911V:0 ion ? Ibis there been
(let eriorat ion ?

Captain WILHITE. I am not slErp that the question was worded that
way.

Senator Nuss. It was basically relating back to the experience as
a cadet or the experience as an inst ruetor.

Captain Wrmt !Tr. I think if it was not worded that way specifically.
it certainly could Ye Leen do:a, t hat way.

Colonel Mt:.\...Etwli of us, as yon know. sir. has kind of a snapshot
of what he thinks the honor system and honor code are, Lased on his
4 years as a cadet. and t ha: is kind of a frame to work with, a frame
of referener each of us useq. One of the things that the history of the
hono:6 system really brou,dit hoine to all of us was that it has not
always Leen the way that it was when we were there as cadets for
4 Yea rs.

It is changing. and that is in part responsible for the difference in
att itudes.

Senator NI".'N. Well. let me turn this around a little hit and ask
Lieutenani (lunch ;111(1 some of the others if they want, to comment.
1)7) You think that the instructors themselves played a vital role in
the det;srioration of the honor node, if it has deteriorated?

Lieutenant Gawn. Sir. do you want me to answer first?
Senator NUNN. Yes.
Lieutenant GnEeti. Sir. T believe certainly if an inst(,..'tor, when he

comes fo the classroom. and especially w:th the fourth class and the
third clas,s, if the instructor comes in and gkes the attitude that he
does not, feel the honor code is iniport artan officer has a great deal
of influence and would certainly haye a great deal of uttrert on those
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kid's attitudes- it would Is' det rimental. Hut in tlw 4 years that I have
been there, I have never Neen 1/11 attitude like that, sir.

I recall, almost without exce I ion, that t he (deers were very sup-
portive of the honor code mid expected a great deal from the cadets.

A lot of the discu&sion I had, because of my position as vice ehair-
num, was with the faculty of t he departments. This took place before
the academie year started, and involved describing to t hem some of
t he elumges t hat had lwen made, and t hey were very receptive, sir, and
showed a high level of expectation. So, 1 would have to feel that if
50 percent felt that t snpport was less than it Imd been or the at t it 11(11'
WIN worse than it had been previously, mostly it was a feeling that it
WaS better, or it was always better in the old days, the old days being
even 5 years older, when he had been a cadet, whatever period it was.

I feel very strongly that an officer should be supportive of the
system. I have not seen the type of attitude to which you referred.

Senator Nu NS. Thank you.
Lieutenant Abcouwer
Lientemuit Ancorwrx. Sir, in niv 4 years of education at the Acad-

emy, I did not coin across an instructor who voiced the opiaion that
he did not believe m honor code. As a matter of fact, in our survey
in which we talked to otii:_ers, there %vas another prevalent attitude,
and that was, tell those candec that it is not just their honor code:
it is mine, too. Do not refer .o i so often as the cadet honor code.
Start. referring to it more often as ;lie Armed Forces honor code.

Colonel MEAD. Sir, may I quote jui. a cozyle of other items from
the survey that give you a feel for the faculty viewand I say "fac-
ulty"this included officers on headquarters staff, in the, academic
departments and technical departments and also in the U.S. Army

fospital, who were predominantly not graduates of West Point.
Of the USMA graduates surveyed, 75 percent felt that the honor

systemliving under it----had significantly contributed to their devel-
opment as lilt officer. The honor system had also significantly con-
tributed to the personal development of these individualsagain, 75 7
percent of the respondents.

So, the commitment is rather high. The question we had earlier.
I think, also indicates this.

Of the 134 eases that the honor committee handledthis is the full
cadet honor committeethat were found to have violated the "onor
code between 1;172 and 1 0711, approximately '-10 percent-51.5 pe.recnt
were officer-reported; :33.6 by other cadets, which indicates some.what
the strength and the. participat ion in the nontoleration aspect.

And interestingly cnough, from the standpoint of the criteria we
discussed, or the guitklines, another 7 percent were self-reported, and
the other 7 percent were officer and other cadet jointly reported.

Senator NUNN. Lieutenant Reid or Keene do either of you have any
comment on this particular point ?

Lieutenant REM. I have to agree with Lieutenant Abcouwer. We
had the same 4-vear J of time and a lot of the same instructors,
and I have. never N% ;nessed iv., officer who talked down about the code
itself. I think dim an iffic"r did do that, and if it were reported.
I believe the officer uild 1,, remain very hind as an instriittor.

I am sure that the .',.-attemy tries to foster all envirooment where
honor is at a premium. I am sure that all officer could have
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once on the deteriorat ion of the code, but I have never sn that whir.
I do not believe it has limpened.

Captain TnonEN. Sir, as an instructor at the Academy, I believe
I have authorit that. I am able to influence cadet opinion. I have
not encountered a fellow officer who did not have knowledge of the
honor et de oc the spirit and letter. II.owever, as shown in the. report
and in discuasions with fellow officers----t here is varied opinion On what
the honor system ought to be. This opinion is influenced basically by
euli individual's 4 years under the sysent as it cadet, and by concepts
picked up as he progresses through the service.

But the officers, the academie officers, do support the honor code
and enform it. We do not actively s(.ek out honor violat ions. We do
not prejudge the strident. But if an honor violation is seen or wit-
nessed, it is reported and pursued.

I myself have reported two honor cases in my tour of duty at the
Academy.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
I am going to ask each of you, once Senator Bartl,ft completes his

questions, to add anything that you think we have omitted. I do not
want, to deprive you of an opportunity to let us know any of your
other feelings that have not been the subject of particular questions.
I will give you an opportunity to be thinking about that, and turn it.
ove:- to Senator Bartlett.

Ser)atOT BARTLETT. Is there any difference of opinion among cadets
as to what is meant by cheating?

Lieutenant GRECIL Sir, I can speak specifically, ip that the new
honor instruction booklet has been prepared for Hy. 2w cadets that
are coming in this summer. In this particular book. tft,Te is a section
which defines what lying, cheating, stealing, and toietation are. It is
very explicit, and it is given to each cne of the new cadets. The specific
descriptions are basically the same as has been given for the last 4 or
5 or 6 years.

So I feel that, first of all, they do re,..eive a very similar, very exact
background as did the class of 1978 1 am sure tbey all got the same
information, Lecause I perso...411y gave each of the classes, so I know
they all recei, ed the same instruction as to what cheating ,vas.

Secondly, as far as the situation in the electrical eng1neerin,7 de-
partment, based on the, boards on which I sat, the cadets involv.ed
indicated that they neither misunderstood cheating not- the require-
ment in question.

In almost all cases. and I cannot give an exception r t. this time, the
point they were trying to make was that the issue cr.d not involve a
lack of understanding. That defense was not used at al).

Senator BArrLETT. Colonel Buckley, do you consider the four recent
West Point graduates, the lieutenants who are today with you, as
being representative of the view of the corps in regard to the honor
codo and honor system that is designed to enforce the code?

Colonel BUCKLEY. Yes, sir. I think that they are certainly repre-
sentative, and I think they Lre themselves exceptional young men, and
they were exceptional leaders as cadets, but I see them as speaking for
the vast majority of cadets.

Senator BARTLETT. 'olonel I3uckley, what, would you think of the
subcommittee interviewing men, cadets from the varicus classes in
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a confidential study, to liossibly get a broader view of how the cadets
feel about t in system and the honor code itsel f

Colonel Ilucata:v. Sir, 1 t hink that you would gain some 1011111

In formal km. I I hink you would hear many of t ho same views you have
hoard% this norelig and yesterday. 1. thin): t hat if such a move would
proinr,o Immunity it should not lat thine during t he present, crisis or
the hearings t bat are going on now.

I am not particularly in favor of that sort of act6n during the time
of tile present hearings.

Senator liAmi.vrT. Colonel litwkley, percent. of the corps lwlieve
that honor violations are punished more severely at W('st. Point, than
lit t he Army, 1 )o you ag..o. with that I

Colonel liccal.ry. t Inn!' that the honor code is something that
the Army is very proud of. It is appropriate to the .1rnly, as well its
to West Point. I think tle situation in which eadets live and operate
causes the values of ! corps to be more homogeneous than those of
the large diffuse Army. If we do not maintain the higher standards
at, West Point, we cannot. effectively carry these values into the Army.

Senator BA maxi.. Do you feel it is realistic to require a eadet to
be more honorable t han the officer he is trying to be

Colonel Itycnt.rx. 1 think that in the cadet situation, it. is very real-
istic to set high standanls, and to do everything po1/4,4,4ible to get those
standards incoleated by the students and to have them to adhere to
those standards. I think that we have to set high standards in order
to achieve reasonable standards in the broad spearnm.

Senator Iiyien.rrr. I would like to ask this question of all four of
t ho lieutenants. I would like to ask. each of them what they' would
reconiewnd be the recommendations of this committee to the honor
cmor ,ttee or to tlw West.. Point officers, the officer committee, as far
as I :tangps in t he honor system.

I think that tlw 110drings that we have had so far have brought up
very clearly that althoug:i we do not know tlw final decision yet, the
system has not worked as well as I think most of the strong supporters
of it wouhl like to see it work, at least in the current situation being
decided now, as far as t he class of 1977 is concerned.

I do not need them to be named in order, if you have more than one,
but 1 just. named some, ard these are not supposel to necessarily lead
you in these areas. but these are some of the things we talked about
with you in questions, and to Y'hich von respondedwhether you want
to suggest a change in nontoleration; whether you would suggest dis-
cretion in sanctions. or lower sanctionshowever you would like to
pm :t--whet her you would suggest more cadet autonomy; whether
you woidd suggest. less officer or autonomy from al7ave; elearcut meth-
ods tor changing the honor system; changing the rules; more, initial
and continuing indoctrination; development of case law for the honor
commi!tee, as well as for the use of those who are reviewinghonor
committee actions; access to more legal advice; actual swearing to
reliort viola t ions, as well as :o give or recei-e assistance.

I am not trying to restrict it to these. I was trying to write down
rat her hurriedly some of these things that have been talked about
this morning and yesterday. So. I would like to ask each of yon and
then ask the ot hers up here t he same thing. butt I would like to start
with Lieutenant Keene.
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Lieutenant KEEsE. Sir, I will just suggest three of them. I think
first, the code should be kept intact, as it is now, sir. I feel, however,
discussion should be expanded. I think that one of the major spinoffs
of that would be increased intoleration or nontoleration within the
corps itself, and finally, just continued evaluation, in that I feel it will
strengthen the code and the system at the same time, sir.

Senator BARTLETT. What do you mean by evaluation ?
LieutenantKEESE. Just what we are doing here now, sir. This.report

helped in evaluating the system and we have gotten much out of the
process.

Senator BARTLETT. You review by the honor committee that sort of
thing for the officers ?

Lieutenant KEENE. Right, sir.
Lieutenant REID. Sir, I have to agree with Lieutenant. Keene on

that. The primary question on that is, should the code be changed in
some way?

Senator BARTLETT. Incidentally, I am talking about recommenda-
tions you make.

Lieutenant REID. OK, first the negative aspect; we recommend no
change to the honor code. I do feel that there is a need for some flexibil-
ity, and I do recommend that some form of discretion perhaps nar-
rowly defined and very closely guarded to insure that it does not get
out of hand, be implemented.

I think safeguards should be built in so that we keep this discretion
concept from getting out of hand.

I think that. we definitely need to have a system of orderly change so
that we can systematically approach the problems that. have been ap-
pearing, and try to foresee the problems that may occur, 'and change
the system to meet those requirements.

Possibly, we do need to h[,ve more indoctrination or better educa-
tion on the part. of the Cae. As. In line with that, you mentioned a sort
of swearing in. I think, perhaps, that is a good idea. I enjoyed the Air
Force's narration of what happens when that occurs and I was very
impressed with the idea.

Lieutenant ABCOMVER. S'T. on the subject of nontoleration, I
definitely support our nontoleration clause as it stands in our honor
code. I would definitely be against any change to our honor code.

I believe there is good reason for looking at onr honor system and
that sonie changes, probably, should be made, specifically, more
instruction, better instruction, if possible, insuring that our system
become

Senator BARTLETT. May I interrupt ?
More discussion by cadets, or do you mean that also of officers?
Lieutenant ARCOUWER. By both, sir, with more instruction.
I think we should insure ehat our system remains a human one, that

we allow room for human error.
This opens a subject of discussion. I believe that we have certain

forms of discretion at this time. By that I mean discretion in the minds
of the men who make up our honor committee. If he believed that a
man told a lie of no significance, in other words, that man made a slip,
but he is an honorable man. perhaps he corrected himself right away

fter he made the slip, in their minds tlwy do exercise forms of dis-
cretion, and now, probably, will not find that man guilty.
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But, what I am saying is, we need those sort,, of safeguards written
down, and added to onr instruction. There should be specific methods
of change also wfitten down. In the area of th2 devolopment of case
law and legal davice; we do have legal advice available to us at this
time, but you do get into some problems with developing case law, when
you have a system that is run by cadets. We just. do not have that
much knowledge of the law. And neither do we have that much time
to get involved that specifically with records of cases and precedents.
That is all I have, sir.

Lieutenant Gtmeir. Sir, I too. am a strong supporter of the nontol-
eration clause. I feel it is a key to our code. As I already pointed ont,
I feel that discretion in any form that I have been acquainted with, is
not at this time properly part of the system.

I think the most important thing is that we increase the education
in this area, and I think this type of change could strengthen the
code, and the system, as opposed to a discretion clause.

However, if there is a discretion clause, my view is that. a most im-
portant thing is that it have overwhelming support of the Corps of
Cadets. and that the corps does not feel that it is imposed by someone
else.

Again, sir, I cannot emphasize enough, the importance of educa-
tion. And I think a key point is to try and make this system a little
simpler for the cadets to enforce. I feel myself, that this yNtr I spent
much too much time worrying whether or not somewhere down the
road, at the Supreme Court. or somewhere else, some small thing that
we did is going to end up having a great impact on our honor code
system. I feel certain that we have to be very, very protective of the
individuars due process and his rights, that is obvious, but if there
is any possible way to make sure the only thing the cadets have to
worry about is just looking at the case in a normal manner, and rea-
sonable manner, and deciding whether or not the individual violated
the honor code, we should do it. If we could do something about that.
I think that would be a great improvement, sir.

Senator BARTLETT'. Cnn we start now with Captain Thoden ?
Captain THODEX. Yes, sir. I certainly believe a certain amount of

discretion ought to be built into the system and I would agree with
what was said by the lieutenants. But, I would like to add something
in addition though, as far as the structure of the system (Toes.

We should live consid di-erationto structuring the caet honor board
on a grand jury level. and to reduce their criterion for forwarding.
say, sufficiency of evidence, so that we can concentrate on the legal
aspects and satisfy due process and the officer board.

To offset the possible perception that this section of proprietor-
ship is being shifted toward the institution. a combination of cadets
and officers on the officer boards would balance judiciously, by sen,:;e
of proprietorship by both sides, and would also provide a military
justice training vehicle for the cadets.

Senator BAirrr,Err. You still have a case where theall the evidence
is

Captain TiionEx. Yes. sir. This proposal goes under the name of
th ".1nderson Proposal- and it is found in annex F, structural modifi-
cat ts committee. And I might add that this was not something that
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was approved by aml voted upon by the entire committee. It wat, a
separate section of the report.

Senator BARTLETT. Co lunel Buckley.
Colonel I3LTKLEY. Sir, I very much go along with the proposal that

Captain Thoden has suggested. It was one of the more advanced
proposals put forth by the study group. It has sonic specio.i features
that were not considered by the entire group until too late in the game
for detailed discussion.

But, I think this proposal would do many of the thilors tl we are
concerned about, and because the hearing then would Focus on board
process it would provide for the consideration of precedent and for
other legal factors that are probably very desirable.

So, I support that move. I think, as the others have n.entioned. edu-
cation and indoctrination need to be improvcd and we are stepping
very much in that direction now OD a broad front, not only in the
cadet honor system itself.

I think, that as you suggested, a process for change is absolutely es-
sential, and I think we are making some !novo; in that direction, and
I like that.

Certainly, as you know, I support greater flexibility in the system.
Colonel MEAD. Sir, I do not have anything substantive to add to

what the lieutenants and the other officers have said.
I would like to reemphasize that I think the process through which

any changes are made is in ninny ways as important, and probably will
have as great an impact upon the eventual success of the system, as
maybe even the substance of theschanges.

And there I am coming back to legitimacy. I know that General
Berry pointed out the fact that those of us who live at West Point, and
have been there as cadets and offivers are very sensitive to the fragility
of 'this relationship between violets, officers, the system, and the code.
And whatever changes are proposed, how we go about instituting, de-
veloping them, and adopting them, I think is absolutely critical to
whether or not they will contribute, in the long run to the eventual
success of the system.

Senator BAwri.Err. Captain.
Captain WILHITE. I second Colonel Mead's statement on change.
I would like to make another point. And that is. I think we need to

undersvqre the fact that eadet participation in the code is one of the
primary reasons why it has survived over the last hundred or whatever
years.

And the perception on their part, that they are taking the major part
of the responsibility for the administration of the honor system is
equally as important. I think we have to keep that in mind as we con-
sider the changes that ou have suggested.

Senator BARTLETT. Shollhl that participation he increased or remain
the same?

Captain WILHITE. I think it is at a pretty high level right now, and
I think it certainly should not be decreased.

Senator IlAwn.Eerr. I will be bark in just a minute.
Senator Nuss. I think we are about finished. I think he does want

to ask if there are any other observations or recommendations or any-
thing that any of you want to say.

So you will have to be thinking about that.
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Senator BARTLErr. In case yon gentlemen leave, before I get back,
I want to thank you very much. I think you have IwIped us a lot. I
appreciate your time and the preparation that has gone into your
answers, and I think they have been very helpful. I am sure that every-
c who is interested will be veu appreciative.

Ls. Awl BUCKLEY. Thank you, sir.
{Whereupon, at 12 p.m., tlw subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 12 :5 0 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOON MON

Sinator NUNN. Gentlemen. As yon see; NNT have been interrupted a
good many times, but I. think you have covered most of the questions
that. I have. We nuty have some more to propose to yon, but we will
either be in touch with you by telephone or by letter.

I would like to give each of you an opportutlity, because we have
asked the, questions. to say anything that is on your mind about this
overall situation and our e:)ncerns, if you have any particular observa-
tions that have not been covered.

I will start with you, Colonel Bucldey, and go to the right to the end
of the table. If then, anyone has any comments, feel free to venture
them.

Colonel Bt-cm.F.Y. I do not..have anything to add to all that we have
covered here. I think, sir, that we, as a group have gained from this
discussion and I think we will carry back, for further consideration, a
deeper knowkdge of what we ;ire faced with, and possible ways of
adjusting the system, sir.

We have learned a lot in the last 2 days, and as well, we hoiw we have
given sonw in formatio; .

Senator NUN N. WV1 .. ertainly have learned quite a bit. It has
been very good for us.

Lieutenant REm. Well, sir, I would like. to make a comment on a
subject that I think Senator I3artlett was touching on. I think it is
important!to the Army to know whether or not the West 'Point honor
code aceurately reflects reality and whether or not the. code should in
S01111 way be adjusted to reflect changes.

I am of collrtiV, a recent graduate, and I have experienced just 1 year
of active duty, and really have had only 3 months with my unit. But
in that short tinie period. I have witnessed tlw importance of integrity
within the officer corps and within the Army as a whole, and have
also witnessed exaniples where integrity, my integrity particularly,
has been questiom.d. Specifically incidents where NCO's re(pwsted my
signature on docunwnts that I knew were false, and which I refused
to sign.

And I believe that if we are not equipped with a high sense of
integrity, with which West Point equipped nw during my time as a
cadet, that. I might have perhaps fallen into the trap of falsifying
information. such as remliness reports of the status of my unit. And I
think that it is an absolute necessity that we continue to produce
officers of high caliber and high integrity for the Army.

I do not think that West Point should bring itself down to tlw reality
of (prtain individuals in the Army who do .iot have a high level of
integrity and there are certainly people who are dishonest. But I think
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that a lack of integrity is a syndrome which is not acceptable in the
corps; and I think that we shouhl strive toward the goal of complete
integrity as endorsed i the honor code. And 1 think that. we must
make the Army tit the West Point stamlards. and not let the standards
of the honor code be adjusted to that of the current Army.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. 'That is an expert statement.
Thank you, Lieutenant Keene.

Lieutenant KEENE. Sir, as a very wcently graduated.cadet. I am a
little nanv emotional. I would like to say that one thing that I am
going to carry away with Hie. and that 1 feel so sincerely and emo-
tionally involved about, is the cadet holm! code and whit it has done
for me. I really appreciate West Point for that.

Senator NUNN. Tlmnk you. Captain 'Flioden.
aptain TinmEN. My concept. and I ain responding now, to a com-

ment made by Senator Culver, my coneept of personal honor and
integrity were not prinutry in my character prior to catering West
Point, at. least in my perception, And I ,..an assure you,. that my West
INisnt. experience. in iutrt icular the excessivl number of hours I spent,
on this commit tee. have broadened my concept of honor and created an
ttwareness for the need for an honoralde man, resulting in the concept
of the honor code becoming 1110Ee primary in my character.

I say this imt to imply that such a development could not Occur in
some other system. nor even individually, but I say, in response, that
the effect of the West Point system is to broaden and sharpen the
individuals concept, of honor.

Senator Nuxs. Thank you very much. Captain Wilhite. will you
start with any other observations that you have ?

Captain WILHITE. I do not want to be redundent. I second most of
what has been sahl already. I would like to focus on one point. The
analysis that I did Nvhile writing a history gave me a perspective on
the fact that there had been a number of Crises in the last 75 or WO
years, as the honor code and system has applied to West Point. Some-
how We III1Ve always managed to endure the crises.

In fact.. one interestina one in 1905. that resulted in a Corps of
Cadets rolling a railroad car in front of the superintendent's house.
But we got by that One without a shouting tight.

The point that I am trying to make is that we should let the waters
calm a Int, lw fore we try to make any real substantive changes in the
system.

Senator NuNN. Lieutenant Grech.
Lieutenant, GliE111. Sir, again, I echo most of what has been said

already and the additional point made by Captain Wilhite. The only
thing I want, to point out, as far as making changes, is that we have
to consider the ft.ot that the body can only lake so inany major opera-
tions a day, and that after a while. just the shock of it, valises it, to
collapse. I think that we have to make sure that We 1110Ve slowly as
opposed to making major c'hanges all at once ill our system.

I also want to sav sir, that my feeling based on the last 4 years, is
that. by far a large majority of the cadets are not living in fear of the
honor code, but that in fact it is a very Nun fortable and comforting
part of our everyday. regular life.

And T add on to what the other people have sahl. Hite. the honor
code has been a very important part of my li fe. and 1 ant very. very
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happy, and I feel I ani very fortunate to have id an opportunity
to live under it.

Senator NUNN. Thank you, Lieutenant.
Lieutenant ALICOUWER. Sir, I can only add that I am very proud and

appreciative of my 4 years at West 13Oint, most of all of living and
learning under the honor code. I think the thing that adds to that the
most, is the absolutism and the simplicity of the code. I am going to
demand honesty and forthrightness in myself and everyone around
me in my profession.

Senator NUNN. Thank you, sir. Colonel.
Colonel MEAD. Sir, it looks like I am ooing to get the last word here,

unless Colonel Buckley kicks me in trie sriins. I would just like to
reemphasize one point that I made earlier, sir, because I feei so strongly
about it. And that is whatever change we make., long-term, that the
process through which we do it, is going to be as important in many
ways, as a substantive chancrt'e itself. I am talking about legitimacy.
The way that it is originated, the way cadets respond to it, and the
way that it is adapted.

I would like to take a second and say something about the lieutenants
that are here today. One of the reasons that we feel very strongly
about bringing young officers back to West Point as instructors is
because in a classroom, they serve not only an educational purpose,
but they serve as role models for the cadets that they teach. And in
fact, two of these young men here are goin 0. to be back in my depart-
ment some day, and that is not meant to bhe an advertisement, but to
emphasize the fact that men of integrity and honor who are out in
the Army, and then come back, also help us nurture and strengthen
that same attribute in our graduates. And we feel very strongly
about it.

Senator Bartlett asked if these men are representative and my
answer to that would be yes, of their classes and of West Pointers
in general.

Finally, sir, I would like to, on behalf of all of us, express our
appreciation for your interest. I think the questions have been probing,
to say the least, and they have surely made us reexamine, both our
o wn study and our assumptions and our notions about the system, and
we thank you for the reception and the attention.

Senator Nu Nx. Thank you, Colonel. Colonel Buckley, do you have
any final, closing, parting remarks?

Colonel BUCKLEY. I think Colonel Mead said it very well, sir. We
feel that you have been very fair anti at the same time we feel that we
have had a good opportunity to tell you about a system that NN, are all
very proud of and we are delighted to be able to get the facts out.

Senator NUNN. Well, let me express to each of you my deep appre-
ciation on behalf of all the subconunittee for being here. I had hoped
we would complete all of this in one day, but that was impossible.
I know your coining back has been of sonic inconvenience, but you
have been of inuneasurable help to our subcommittee.

I might add that I would like to welcome any of you, as we proceed.
Probably the hearings will last several months. We may have perir.ls
of time that we will have to wait until adjudication process ,s r.
Nevertheless, I hope that any of you will feel free to write t Or
contact us with any additional thoughts you may have, both as to
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questions we posed or to any other testimony we may receive. We will
have an ot)en record and we certainly welcome your thought s w ny

of the subjects.
I might say, as a final note, that I have felt strongly since we started

these hearings, and I feel just as strongly now, that whatever emerges
from this current problem at West Point, and whatever emerges from
these hearings, that we cannot legislate an honor code from Washing-
ton, D.C. It has to be something, as you have all expressed very
strongly, that is part of the West Point spirit, and the West Point
cadets themselves, as well as the instructors, and the Army.

tio we have no intention of legislating an honor code for the acad-
emies here. We hope that in a very good overall manner of perspective,
we do have a role in oversight. We have a vital stake, as representatives
of our constituents, in seeing that West Point, Annapolis, the Air Force
Academy, the Coast Guard- Academy, and others do turn out the kind
and caliber of officials and r'flicers that will help protect our national
security.

So we will continue along that role. We may have suggesticns to
make, but we will not be legislating an honor code from Washington.

I thank all of you for being here today and if we can help you at
an,y time, we hope you will call on us.

[hank you very much.
The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 1:02 pa»,, the subcommittee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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UNITED .STATES ;11ILITARY ACADEMY REGULATIONS

CITED

CURRENT !MA REGULATIONS

Article 12.14, VIOLATION Oi' THE CADET HONOR CODE, The Cadet Honor Code states that a cadet will not Ile, cl

or steal, nor tolerate those who do. A cadet who violates the Cadet Honor Code shall be separated from the MON

Academy. (CS, 6 Sep 74)*

Article 16.03, PROCEDURES FOR COURT-MARTIAL, BOARD OF OFFICERS, OR RESIGNATION.

a, A cadet who is subject to' separation or punitive action under the provisions of Article 12,of this Regulatk 1,

except paragraph 11,16, may, in the discretion of tne Superintendent, be tried by court-martial If the conduct incle

a violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, be brought before a board of officer convened by the Superint,
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b, In the event of trial by courtmartlal, the aeon taken will be In accordance with the provisions of the

Code of Military Jusace, the Mi nual for Courts-Martlal (U, S,), and applicable regulations,
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whether Secretarial action is still believed appropriate. Should the cadet choose not to submit a statement or othe,

evidence, or fails to do .4 within a reasonable time, the completed file should reflect that fact,
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d. If permitted by the S, perintere4ei, a cadet may tender a resignation from the Academy after having been
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The resignatIon shall be in lieu of trial by court-martial or In lieu of appearab

befcre a board of officers, 1
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information as set forth in !igure 2 to this Article,

e. A resignation under the provisions of this paragraph may resuff in the issuance cf a discharge certificate

under other than honoratle conditions. The resignation will Include a statement of counsel, d9 shown In figure /,
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Headquarters, Department of the Army,
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behalf. Pr lor to submitting the letter of resignatIon, the cadet concerned will be afforded the opporninity to consult

with appointed military counsel, or military counsel of his own choice if he Is reasonably available, or civilian
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White v. Knowlton
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v2now1ton Article 12,14 (same as 12,14 above)

S09 r. 2d '398 (2d Cir. 1975)

Quotes Artic.e 16, 1./SMA Regulations,

At pp, q01--.31: identical to Article 16

as quoted in White v, Knavdt6n, above.
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Article 16,03 (same as 16.03 above)

* Change 24; September, 1974, See Tabs A, D, and C

** Change 29; September, 1974, See Tsbs B, D, and E

"It Change 14; September, 1974, See Tabs C, D, and E
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TAB A

CHANCE 24

Present Provision

16.04. SEPARATION FOR VIOLATION OF THE CADET HONOR CODE. a. A

cadet who violates the Cadet Honor Code will b: separated from tht.

Academy. A cadet who is alleged to have violated the Honor Code may,

st the disczetion of the Superintendent, be allowed to resign, be tried

by court-martial, or be brought before a board of senior officers

convened by the Superintendent to investigate the matter and to make

findings. In the event of trial, tte action taken will be in accordance

with che provisions of the Uniforn. Code of Military Justice, and ,

applicable regulations.

b. If the cadet appears before a board of officers, th bo!_'

will make findings with respect to all alleged violations of the

Cadet Honor Code by the cadet concerned and will submit a report of

its proceedings and findings to the S..perintendent. A copy of the

report will be furnished to the respondent, who may submit a written

statement to the Superintendent.

c. The Superintendent may seek the advice of any member of his

staff or the Academic Board. He will review the report of proceedings; .

give full consideration to any statement submitted by the respondent;

and approve or disapprove, in whole or in part, the findings of the

board of o'icers. If he approves a finding of a violation of the

Cadet Honor Code, he will submit his recommendation and all pertinent

documents to Headquarters, Department of the Army, for final action.

In such caz..es, and in cases of cadets who are allowed to resign, the

Superintendent will also recommend either discharge from the service

or transfer to an appropriate status in a Regular or Reserve component.

If discharge is recommended, the type discharge will be specified.

Proposed Provision

12.14. VIOLATION OF THE CADET HONOR CODE. The Cadet Honor Code

states that a cadet will not lie, cheat or steal, nor tolerate those who

do. A cadet who violates the Cadet Honor Code shall be separated from

the Military Academy.

Basis for Change:

Formerly in Article 16. Places the mandatory separation authority

for violation of the Cadet Honor Code among substantive grounds for

separation in Arti.cle 12. Restates the Cadet Wonor Code. Procedures are

included in proposed paragraph 16.03.

17
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CHANGE 29

Present Provision

16.03 (See Change 14, supra) and 16.04 (See Change 24, supra).

Proposed Provision

16.03. PROCEDURES FOR COUT-MARTIAL, BO ) OFFiCERS, OR

RESIGNATION.

a. A cadet who is subject to separatiun or punitive action under

the provisions of Article_ 12 of this Regula;:ion, except paragraph 12.16,

may, in the discretion of the Superintendent, be tried by court-martial

if the conduct includes a violation of the Uniform Code of Military

Justice, be 1:rought before a board of officers convened by the

Superintendent, or be permitted to resign in lieu thereof.

b. In the event of trial by court-martial, the action taken will

be in accordance with the provisions of the'Uniform Gude of Military

Justice, the Maaual for Courts-Martial (U. S.), aid applicable regulations.

c!. If the cadet appears before a board of officers, the board shall

consist of one colonel who shall be the president ,ad at least two other

field grade officers who shall be voting members. For good cause shown,

the Superintendent may modify the grade restriction for the members.

The board wt11 make findins with respect to the matter under investigation

and, if appropriate, will make recortNendations concerning separation from

the Military Academy, dtschale fro, the Army, and the type discharge.

2
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CHANCE 29 - CONT'D

The board may consider the cadet's prior conduct and any part of his

record of military service that it deems pertinent. The board will

submit a report of its proceedings and its findings and any recommendations

-

to the Superintendent.
The Superintendent will prepare a proposed

recommendation to Headquarters, Department of the Army. Prior to the

forwarding of the case to Headquarters, Dupartment of the Army, the

cadet concerned will be provided an opportunity to review all the

relevant material in the file, including the Superintendent's proposed

recomm,ndation, subject to security standards and questions of privile:e.

The SJA review of the board proceedings is considered a rivileged

attorney-client communication, and will not be made a. ,ble to the

cadet concerned. The cadet will be permitted to rebut any adverse

evidence and to submit any statement or relevant evidence he desires.

His submission will be reduced to writing and incorporated into the file.

The Superintendent should then reconsider his proposed adverse recommendation,

in light of the submitted material, to determine whether Secretarial action

is still believed appropriate.
Should the cadet choose not to submit a

statement or other evidence, or fails to do so within a reasonable time.

the completed file should reflect that fact.

d. If permitted by the Superintendent, a cadet may tender a

resignation from the Academy after having bean advised of the

Lmplications thereof. The resigoation shall be in lieu of trial by

court-martial or in lieu of appea7:.:nce,before a board of officers.

2 1 9
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_CHANGE 29 - cotivo

It shall be processed as directed by the superintendent and shall

include pertinent information as set forth in Figure 2 to this Article.

e. A resignation under.the provisions of this paragraph may

result in the issuance of a discharge certificate under other than

honorable conditions. The resignation will include a statement of

counsel, as shown in Figure 2.

f. A cadet may withdraw his tender of ru,iquation upon apProval

of the Superintendent until siich time as it is forwarded to Headquarters,

Department of the Army. Thereafter, it may be withdrawn only upon the

approval of Headquartel's, Department of the Army.

g. A Cadet who tenders a resignation under the provisions of this

paragraph inay submit stAtements in his own behalf. Prior to submitting

the letter of resignation, the cadet concerned will be afforded the

opportunity to consult with appointed military counsel, or military

counsel of his own choice if he is reasonably available, or civilian

counsel at his own cApense.

Basis for Charw.e:

To provide uniform procedures for processing separations under

Article 12.

2
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rAB

CHANGE 14

Present Provision

16.03. SEPARATION FOR UNDESIRABLE HABITS OR TRAITS OF CHARACTER, a.

A cadet who exhibits habits or traits ot character which appear to render

his retention at the Academy undes.rable may, at the discretion of the

Superintendent, be tried by court-nartial, be brought before a board of

officers convened by the Superinundant, or be allowed to waive hearing

by a Board of Officers and to resign. In the event of trial, the action

taken will be in accordance with the provisions of the Uniform Code of

Mil ary Justice and applicable regulations.

b. If the cadet appears before a board of officers, the board will

make findings concerning_any habits or traits of character which are

reported as undesirable and will make recommendations whether such cadet

shall be separated from the Academy and whether he shall be discharged

from the Service and the type of dischdrge to be furnished. The board

will submit a report of its proceedings, findings, and recommendations

to the Superintendent and furnish a copy thereof to the respondent, who

may submit a written statement to the Superintendent.

c. The Superintendent may seek the advice of any member of his

staff or the Academic Board. He will review the report of proceedings;

give full consideration to any statement submitted by the respondent;

and approve or disapprove, in whole or in part, the findings and

recommendations of the board of officers. If he approves a recommendation

that a cadet be separated, he will submit all pertinent documents to

Headquarters, Department of the Army, for final action.

d. If the cadet waives hearing before a board of officers and

submits his resignation, the Superintendent will submit the pertinent

documents to Headquarters, Department of the Army, with his recommendations

concerning separation from the Academy and discharge from the Service.

If discharge is recommended, the type discha:6e will be specified.

Proposed Provision

12.04, UNDESIRARLE HABIT OR TRAIT OF CHARACTER. A cadet who

ekhibits a habit or trait of character which renders his retention

undesirable may be separated from the Military Academy.

Basis for Change:

Removes separation authority for this cause from Article 16 and

changes from the plural to a single habit or trait of character as a

basis for permissive separation. Delet-s procedural provisions, which

provisions will appear in ; posed paragraph 16.03.
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TAB D

SUMMARY OF CHANGLS IN USMA REGULATIONS, 1974

SUmmARYSKET
avA 0
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340.10
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CDCSPER / 74695
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ITC'Skidmore
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Revision of USMA Regulations

OP Ir

2 3 AUG1974

...,,cs.nsvs,,,,,..................... .01.(1.1 0 .0mpLMIA golon. of. MP of Morn ......
floa. and I.. I. Isoul 4046.) n PU,. 006 EA .., in 0 .....
1"PC611: The purpose of this suarnary sheet is to submit proposed changes to the
Pegulations for the United States Military Academy for approval by the Secretary
of the Army.

'

DISCUSSION:
1. Regulations for the United States Military Academy are promulgated by the

Secretary of the Army. All previous changes have been personally approved by the
Secretary via sunmary sheet action.

1 .

2. The Superintendent, USMA, recommended 31 changes to the regulations for the
i United States Military Academy (TAB A). The impact of recent court decisions has

prompted reexamination of the current basis for and methods of administrative
separations of cadets. The review has resulted in recommended changes to the
USMA regulations to insure clarity, authority, and uniform procedures for
processing administrative separations. The changes involve the following (TAB A
provides a brief description):

a: Change 1 amends existing wording of prysent provision 3.06(b) concerning
determinations by the Academic Board, to indicate revised references in the
Regulations.

b. Change 2 concerns para. 5.15(b) and broadens the policy against reappoint-
ment or readmission of cadets. It also changes the term "Aptitude for the Service"
to "Leadership."

c. Changes 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 merely change the term "Aptitude for
the Service" to "Leadership" in various provisions of Regulations. USMA.

d. Change 4 - Local procedures relative to conditioning cadets in Physical
Education were recently changed to authorize the Commandant to condition cadets
of doubtful proficiency in PE without reference to the Academic Board. Since a
"condition" presupposes a finding of "deficiency" which can be made only by the
Academic Board, the current procedures are not in accord with present regulations.
To accomplish the same purpose, but retain contrcl of deficiencies in the Academic
Board, Change 4 proposes to give the Academic Board the power to authorize the
Commandant to 'provisionally continue" cadets of doubtful proficiency in Physical
Education.

e. Change 5 would provide a new authority to deny academic credits during
. certain periods to a cadet who is separatN: from Lhe Academy for causes other than

deficiency in academics, conduct (demerits), or leadership, or for medical.reasons.

....40!_l,
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DAPE-MPO-R
SUBJECT: Revisinn of USMA Regulations

f. Change 6 concerns membership of the Academic Board Class Committee

allowing membership to include heads of departments concerned with that class

and such other members as the Academic Board may designate.

9. Changes 7 and 8 change the current provisions concerning deficiency in

conduct and leadership to provide that those cases are reported to the Academic

Board by the Commandant rather than the Superintendent.

h. Changes 14-27 pull together into Article 12 all grounds for administrative

separation of cadets except academics, conduct, leddorship and medical. They also

list certain new grounds for separation such as scrludi misconduct, indebtedness,

criminal ccnviction, and the commission of a major disciplinary offense.'

i. Changes 28-31 are revisions of certain paragraphs in Article 16 relating

to resignations and procedures for administrative separations, including sample

formats for letters of unqualified resignation and resignation in lieu of court-

martial or appearance before a Board ef Officers.

3. DA staff comments on the USMA submission Were coordinated with the Superintendent,

USMA, who concurs in the proposal which is now submitted.

4. At TAB B is a copy of the current Regulations for the United States Military

Academy.

RECOMMENDATION: The proposed changes (TAB A) of the Regulations for the Military

Academy be approved.

COORDINATION:

OGC BERNARD VV. ROGERS

.

ASA (M6RA) ,_'., - 4 Lieutenant General. CS

C I NFO Rc::z.: L.:. .7 t.7.,-.L,CVeDj.I;47.404._ Deputy ChM of Stanfr. jAC-ConcurCoi J. N. TEITHET, CHAD LAW LRy SDD1 1 for Personnel
.

Recommend A pp r oval :

por t he Ch 1 e f of Star f by DC.S7PEg

CCIWJARC W. R OCEFI

2 Incls Lim, cr,-..It Cyrol, GB

TAB A - Proposed Changes c..,.,
' TAB B - Present Reg, USMA :. ..

. A

2

223

Reammend ORfigital OASA (PAW
!ht.

7 a*/ 1/ttetto;
Piul D. PhiITTp,

,Act;ng Assistant Secretary of the Arani

(Manpower and Reserve Affairs).
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TAB L

Memorandum by Lieutenant General William A. Knowlton, Superintendent
of the U. S. Military Academy, concerning 1974 proposed revision of
IJSMA regulations.

tirirw4
14)

OFFICCOITH[GUP(41NTCNOCNT

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
Wt. POINT. N:VI YORK 10904

MAJA

SUBJECT: Proposed Revisions to Regulations, USMA

Lieutenant General Bernard W. Rogers
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
Department of the Army
Washington, D. C. 20310

28 February 1974

1. The reeent and en-going federal c Irt litigation in the area of
administrative separations of cadets has prcApted this Headquarters to
reexamine the current bases for, and methods of, such separations. Many

of the grounds for separation are of long standing and are deeply-rooted
in tradition. The substance of all these provisions deserves to be
continued in regulations, but many need technical amendment to conform
to legal requirements or current practice. In the case of others,
experience has shown them to be inadequate to cover certain situations
and, as a result, new specific grounds are needed to insure clear and
express authority for these types of separations. There also exists a
need for uniform procedures for processing separations of this nature.

2. Attached are proposed changes to Regulations for the United States
Military Academy designed to satisfy these and other related requirements.
The basis for each proposed change is set down immediately following the
change. The Academic Board has concurred in those provisions that
directly affect its functions.

3. Request approval be obtained for promulgation of the changes by
authority of the Secretary of the Army.

Incl WILLIAM A. KNOIILTON

as Lieutenant General, USA
Superintendent

2 t
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TAB

USMA Regulations 9.09 and 17.13 were revised at :; ! time betwo,n 1965
and 1973, resulting in Regulations 16.03 and 16.04, which in turn remained
In effect until Sephmber, 1974. ft should he noted that the substantive
result of the revision of Regulat! +ns 9.09 and 17.13 was the elimination of
the requirement that the Superintendent report to the Academic Board his
finding that separation of a cadet wa.s warranted by reason of violation of
the Honor Code or exhibition of unde.sirable character traits or habits, and
the review of such matter by the Academic Board prior to the forwarding by
the Superintendent to the Department of the Army of a separation recom-
mendation. However, the elimination of this review procedure does not
bear upon the issue of substantive and procedural due process in the
initial consideration by a court martial or board of officers of allegations
concerning a cadet. Materials documenting the rationale for revisions of

former Regulations 9.09 and 17.13, which may in ve occurred a decade ago,
cannot be located.
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UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
WEST POINT, NEW YORK 10996

MADN-C 23 Mey 1975

SUBJECT: Report of Superintendent's Special Study Croup on Honor at West

Point

Superintendent
United States Military Academy
West Point, New York 10996

1. MISSION.

a. The Superintendent's Special Study Croup on Honor at West Point was
chartered by the Superintendent's letter da'ed 9 October 1974 which charged
the Study Croup "to conduct e fundamental study and review of the West Point
Cadet Honor Code and cystem in order to determine haw they can be strengthened
and improved, and honor continued as the keystone of the ideals of West Point."
The Study Croup was further directed to "recommend such modifications and
changes it considers necessary to strengthen and improve them" (the Cadet Honor
Code and System) and to "include plans for implementing any proposed modifica-
tion or changes." The Superintendent addressed the Study Croup during its
first plenary session on 17 October 1974 and directed that the Study Croup
should examine and chellenge all tenets and facets of the Honor Code and System
and to consider nothing sacrosanct or above question.

b. In response to its charter, the Study Croup analyzed the salient
features of the Code and System in the light of traditional expectation, actual
perceptions, and ultimate viability. In its analysis, the Study Croup acknowl-

edged that the Honor Code is articulated in the simple phrase that a cadet will
not lie, cheat or steal, nor tolerate those who do; the Code is distinct but
not separate from the Honor System in that the latter describes the manifold
applications and principles of the more general and philosophical Code. Thc

Study Croup's subsequent investigation encompassed five general areas that
include the variety of topics and ideas specifically cited in the Superinten-
dent's charter letter. These general areas are:

(1) Historical Development of the Code and System.

(2) Purposes of the Code and System from the perspectives of both
cadets and officers.

(3) Attitudes regarding the Code and System of cadets and officers,
the Army, and the public.

Reprodectho of do rep. peolubil.<1 tha
(nofieriry ha. the Comous 1.4 of Cadets.

1
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(4) Related experiences at the United States Naval Academy (USNA)

and the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA), and at selected civilian

universities.

(5) Legal and judicial influences.

Within each of the specified areas, the Study Group directed its attention aot

only to the philosophical bases of a particular institution or tenet, but also

to the more mundane aspecta of the day-to-day
functioning of the Code and System.

The range of examination in the aforementioned general areas include,: the

principles, procedures, and problems in the administration of the Code and

System with emphasis on the following:

(a) Practical and ideal considerations of scope.

(b) Application and enforcement of both explicit and implicit

policies.

(c) Reporting and processing of suspected violations.

(d) Sanctions, and considered alternatives.

2. ORGANIZATION.

a. The Study Group membership included a balance of cadets and officers,

and the general organizational principle was that each componeat of the Study

Group's internal structure reflected that cadet-officer mixture.

b. The Study Group's effort was divided into generally two phases, and the
Study Group reorganized internally during both phases. However, the general

supervisory functions of the Study Group were handled by a steering committee

of the following composition:

(1) Co-Chairmen

COL Harry A. Buckley, Jr., IN, OML
CDT William J. Reid, '75, Co. 0-1

(2) Directors of Research and Andlysis

COL Dana G. Mead, PROF, Soc Sci
LTC .'ohn L. Palmer, OD, Engr

(3) Secretariat

HAJ David A. Bramlett, IN, Engl
CDT Richard J. Pevoski, '75, Co. 0-4

c. The initial phase was concerned with research into the areas of interest

promulgated in the mission, and the ';tudy Group's internal organization reflected

that research orientation. .The five Research Committees and their composition

during the first phase were:

2
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(1) Historical Development Committee

*CPT Harold L. Wilhite, Jr., FA, Math
CDT David J. Rehbein, '75, Co. I-4
CDT John E. Grath, '76, Co. H-1

(2) Purposes Committee

*NM lain Reilly, SC, TAC
CDT James Abcouwer, '75, Co. A-1
CDT Lonnie Keene, '76, Co. D-3

(3) Attitudes Committee

AMAJ Eugene S. Andrews, IN, CML
CPT John N. Abrams, AR, OMI
CDT Daniel W. Krueger, '75, Co. 8-3
CDT Robert E. Johnson, '75, Co. 8-2
CDT Charles R. Layman, '76, Co. F-4
CDT Voiney J. Warner, '76, Co. A-1

(4) USNA/UPSA Expericnc,-

*MAJ Gordon A. Clark'', EN, Mech
CPT Ben L. Andes:a-Jr, Jr., IN. Fgn Lang
CDT Jarryl Harris, '75, Co. 8-2

(5) Legal

MAJ Daniel W. Shimek, JA, Law

*Denotes Committee Chairman

The USNA/USAFA Experience Committee added two members, CDT Steven Guthrie, '75,
Co. D-2, and CDT Steven Stacy, '75, Co. A-1, 'to assist in canvassing the
experiences of other prominent colleges and universities.

d. The seccnd phase was concerned with the review and analysis of those
special problems or areas of consideration detected in the initial research
phase. The Study Group reorganized during this phase into committees oriented.
to the investigation of certain key questiona or problems. The Review and
Analysis Committees and their areas of analysis were:

(1) Discretion/Sanctions Committee

*MAI Andrews
MAJ Reilly
CPT Anderson
CDT Layman
CDT Krueger
CDT Keene

3
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(2) familiartzation/Education Committee

(3)

(4)

*MAJ Clarke
CPT Abrams
CDT Harris
CDT Johnson
CDT Warner

Procedures/Due Process Committee

*CPT Wilhite
MAJ gramlett
CDT Rehbein
CDT Grech
CDT Pevoski

Members at Large

MAJ 4hinek
Ca Reid
CDT Abcouwer

*Denotes Committee Chairman

Thia latter organization wan a logical outgrowth from the initial organization

as the members were assigned based on their expertise and interest generated

in the research phase.

e. Late in the second phase, the co-chairmen
Lirected that an adjunct

committee be formed essentially from resources
outside the.Study Group to investi-

gate radical alternatives to the existing structure of the Cadet Honor Committee

and its concomitant functions.
This Structural Modification Committee was

composed of the following individuals:

MAJ John H. Darrow, /N, OML (Chairman)
MAJ Daniel W. Shimek, JA, Law
CPT Richard H. Sinnreich, FA, Soc Sci
CPT Richard W. Thoden, AD, Mech
CDT William E. Andersen, '76, Co. 1,-1
CDT Paul T. Migaki, '76, Co. 5-2
CDT George B. Thomson, '76, Co. C-4

3. METHODOLOGY.

a. During the research phase the Committees of the Study Group exercised

an appropriate degree of autonomy in their respective efforts. The Committees

gathered information with a two-fold purpose: to accumulate and preserve a

store of accurate information on the history and functioning of the various

facets of the Code and System, and to identify those areas of consideration

that might warrant change or elimination under the guidance, inherent in the

4
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Superintendent's charter letter. In pursuit of this goal. the Committees
hed existing files and archives, conducted interviews, solicited com-

ment. from individuals and agencies outside the Academy, employed compreh,..sive
quentionneires, and compiled a record of the information gathered. Theu,.: the

Committees generally operated independently during thin phase, they frequemly
collaborated on the use of material gathered in questionnaires and interviewi.
During the period. the Study Croup met in four plenary essiona in which the

h Committees provided updates on their work in progress. At the
conclumion of thin phase all Committee, prepared reports on their efforts.
(ANNEXES A. B. C. D)

b. The mecond phame was element/ally an exercise in analyst. and recommenda-
tion. The newly constituted Committees systematically and thoroughly analyzed
the f concern identified in the research phase and prepared recommenda-
tions on how best to resolve these apparent or real problems. These recommenda-
tion. also included suggested programs and methods by which the changes could
be implemented. The Committees presented their proposed recommendations and
programs of implementation in quorum mission. to gain an appreciation of the
consensus view on each matter. The three Committees presented on three consecu-
tive days, and the propo.els were subject to open debate and subsequent
clarification or modification. Based on the results of the quorum sessions and
the guidance of the Director of Analysis. the Committees o.epared drafts of
their final recommendations. These final, written recommeh'stions were circulated
to the entire membership; each member was required to concur or non-concur on
every substantive recommendation. Based on this response, the Steering Committee
identified tho 2 recommendations that received appropriate consensus support.

c. The final report reflects the two phase effort of the Study Croup. The
h annexes are records of various facetr of the Code and System and were

prepared by the appropriate Committees. The second phase, the analysis and
recommendation phase, produced the Study Croup's considered recommendations on
ways to strengthen and improve the existing Code and System. These final recom-
endations were prepared by the Committees which drafted the preliminary proposals
for quorum consideration. (ANNEX E)

d. The Structural Modification Committee prepared a report of its delibera-
tions and findings. Since this Committee was formed tete in the Study Croup's
effort, the entire Study Croup was not privy to the research and analysis of
the adjunct committee. However. the Steering '-setitee of the Study Croup was
briefed on the substance Gf thu Committee's mai., al. The Committee's findings
are reported at ANNEX F and should bz. considered as an alternative view to a
specific component of the Cadet Honor Code and Systtm. (ANNEX F)

4. PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES. This Study Croup was charged with conducting a
"fundamental study and review of the West Point Honor Code and System." In

the process the assumptions upon which the Code and System are based, the many
rclated implications that the Code and System nave for both the individual and
the institution, and the primary perceptual variations of the nature of the
Code and System were in varying degrees discussed, debated, and analyzed. How-

ever, the necessity of producing specific recommendations and the boundless

5
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Array of imponderables
aasociated with ethical philosophy

caused the Study

Croup to focus its principal uttention on
pragmatic issues. These pragmatic

issues mire addressed by a series of
recommendations put forth in the balance

of the report. The complex philosophical issues
that were, in varying degrees,

identified are briefly discussed below.
Many of these matters bear further

consideration.

a. Honor Code. The USMA Honor Code is a
clear and simple atatement of an

unattainable level of human behavior. I
is a,jr idealistic code and not a

picture of reality. In a meeting at
'on 1 October 1974, the Secretary

of the Army expresaed apprehensions
concerning the Honor Code. His views were

aummarized by General Berry, the
Superintendent, as follows:

West Point Honor Code does not equip the UM graduate to

deal with the "realities" of today's world. It is "too

idealistic. too absolute." "Cadets ate kicked out of

USHA for actions considered
'honor violarf,ns' when Junior

officers would suffer no penalty for same action."

The earadoi art such a Code poses is not ne ' but is becoming 1.:ressingly

apparent and more often debated by cadetc, officers, external
critics, and

observers. It is unrealistic to assume that
anyone complies fully with the

prescriptions of theCode, yet the System is keyed to righteously imposing the

ultimate sanction on a cadet whose
transgression of the Code comes to its atten-

tion. In its discussion,. the Study Croup came to recognize that by removing

the facade of a decision that a man is honorable or dishonorable based on the

commitment of a specific transgression,
judgments will be necessary that will

lack the simplistic purity they
have had in the past. But this is the nsture

of human affairs and cadets
should not be encouraRed to believe

otherwise; men

are not simply honorable or
dishonorable, but fall all along the continuum

between these two positions.
While the Code is unrealistic as prediction of

human behavior, anything less than this statement of absolutes
would be unworthy

as a goal of moral conduct
for this institution and the Army Officer Corps.

Captain Wesley K. Clark in an
unpublished paper entitled "The West Point Honor

Code: Preparation for s Profession" eloquently expresses a position similar to

that of the Study Croup.

Of course, this reconciliation
of an absolute code with an

imperfect world requires considerable Judgment. But it

remains the fundamental assumption
of the West Point Honor

Code that'only iseep respect for the absolute principles of

honesty can prepare men to make those judgments. In short,

men must know the absolute principles of honesty in order

to apply them situationally in the real world. These abso-

lute principle are embodied in .he Cadet Honor Code. And.

as described abeve. the
development uf lodgment in the

zeplieation of honor runs throughout
the maintenance of the

Honor Code and System at West Point.

6
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In summery, the ideelietic USMA nano: Code deserves to be retained, but it
must be recognized as a goal raiser then en actuality.

b. Toleration. The Honor Code contain. anothee tune that causes it to

be philoeophically hard to digest by American society in general and, to a
degree, by the Army Officer Corps. The Code speciflee that thcre will be
"no toleration" by the Corps of these who violate the Honor Code. This runs

counter to the general ethos sap d frequently as "I am nut my brother's

keeper" or "One does not seport his friends." At recent conference at the

Command snd General Staff College on officer responsibility, the impliiatioas
of "nc toleration" caused hosted discussion end wide distension. Though fullY

f the contranormative aspects of the non-toleration clause, the Study
Group does not propose that it be changed. It serves an essential vrpose
by making the honor system a viable, meaningful forts in the life style of the
Corps of Cadets.

A "Commitlee to Prepare a Document for Cadet Dee Relating to the Honor Code"
chaired by Colonel Thomas Fitepatriek discussed the non-toleration clause of
the Cadet Honor Code in the following terms. The Study Group subscribes to

this point of

The non-tolee.tion clause of the Cadet Honor Code is a
vital element of that Code. It gives teeth to the Honor
System that placed the Code in action. Among other things
the clause requires one to place loyalty to integrity above
other loyalties, other desires, other temptations. It

requires a cadet to police not only himself, but also
others. It requircz him to value integrity more than
friondehip or close association. It requires him to act

in response to higher loyalty, a loyalty which must be
preeminent over individual desires, friendships, or consider-

ations of personal advantage. Certainly these are critically
important aspects of the leadership development process by
which the Military Academy seeks to develop Its graduates for
service in the Army or in o:her fields of public life wherein
the toleration of breaches of integrity often can lead to
grave consequences. Finally, it takes into account the fact
that non-toleration of integrity violations is a fact of life.
in the Army and therefore chould be a fact of life also at
West Point. Certainly non-toleration is difficult. Certain-

ly it may appear to the uninitiated to be unreasonable . . .

too much to expect. Certainly it requires une ta place

loyalty to integrity above other loyalties. In fact, these

c...rtainties which deseribe the difficulties testify simul-
taneously to the strength of this; aspect of the Code, and
signal the overriding importance and need for absola,te
in and support for nIn-tolzration throughout the Cu:01 of
Cadets.

7
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c. Proprietorship of the Honor System. The Honor Code is one of West

Point's most cherished p ions but it is a hollow dictum unless the

system that supports it achieves cadet invovlement and commitment. Educa-

tional journals have recently pointed up that this hypocrisy is precisely

the case at too many American institutions of higher learning. Many schools

have honor codes but very few have operating honor systems. Graduates,

faculty members,and the Corpa of Cadets are all very sensitive to the issue

of proprietorship.
However, this sensitivity has, to a degree, clouded the

issue. The Honor System ia, in fact, an institutional system. Authorities

at all levels are involved in its operation and the Superintendent is clearly

held responsible for its implementation.
Acceptance and open admission of

this fact need not disturb the time honored
commitment to an ethical goal on

the part of the Corps of Cadets.
They must accept that, as with many sysrens

at USMA, they have freedom of decition and action within institutionally

prescribed parameters. Clarificatiam of both the role of the institution and

the Corps will, in the view of the Study Croup, strengthen the system rather

than threaten it. The concerns of the American people reflect another aspect

of proprietorship. The Cadet Honor Code and System have received close

scrutiny in the recent past from a variety
of external sources, to include the

courts, the press, and congressional interest.
These sources are externh0.

only in the sense that the Code and System do not Lmmediatelyimpingeon them,

but they are not external in the sense that their interest is appropriate,

sincere, andgenerally constructive. Given the legal and philosophical bases

of USMA, external agencies will continue to examine and evaluate particular

and peculiar aspects of the Military Academy.
The Academy mutt 1,e receptive

to constructive, even naive, commentary in the area of the CadeL. Honor Code

and System from external agencies.

d. Honor Mystique. The system that supports the West Point Hc-eor Code

has traditionally been cloaked in mystique. This is partially a result of .

the subconscious concern that open discussion would expose the paradox inherent

in the Honor Code and make more difficult
the judgments that confront the

Cadet Honor Committee. The mystique has, to a degree, concealed from the Corps

of Cadets the fact that the Honor Committee
devises and modifies its charter,

that individual members of the Honor Committee have inserted a degree of

discretion in their findings by votes of "Not Guilty," that operational inter-

pretations of the Honor Code vary widely and are modified frequently without

the benefit of any regularized process, and,
finally, it has fostered.a

perception that both the Code and the System are the sole property of the

Corps of Cadets and are essentially a part of
the West Point scene with little-

relation to the Army or the total society.
Although the trend of events is

clearly moving toward a more open system, the
Study Croup notes that to some

extent exposure will be a threat to the Honor System because the System has

relied on mystique to cloak the very many issues and difficult judgments in-

volved in prescribing and enforctlo a system of ethics. In the long run,

however, open discussion will 4\p,...
faulty procedures, will clarify percep-

tions, and, most important, wit: pr e for the learning and the development

of character required bY the mi.' '

ssigned USMA. The very existence of the

8
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Superintendent's Special Study Group has begun a process of exposure that
needs to be continued and amplified. Certain specific recommendations
toward that end are included in this report.

e. Application of the Honor Code. Although the Honor Code is a worthy
goal, it is not a usable criterion of behavior. It has therefore been neces-
sary for the System to specify in greater detail those acts that constitute
honorable or dishonorable behavior. Traditions, norms, and legalisms are
used to make hazy distinctions between those behaviors that are acceptable
and the unacceptable forms of lying, cheating, stealing, or toleration. As
cadet life has become vastly more complicated, the number of situations
demanding interpretation and legalistic decisions have so multiplied that
there are relatively few solid points of consensus, and there are numerous
areas left open to self-serving rationalizations. The inevitable drift is
toward an increasing listing of specifics. This trend tends to obscure the
spirit of the Code and exacerbate the conflict that cadets conjure up between
honor and regulations. The plagiarism issue, abuse of library facilities,
sign out procedures, and numerous other'aspects of cadet life have neces-
sitated interpretation and reinterpretation. This leads to irritations that
are particularly noticeable in the views expressed by members of the staf:
and faculty who tend to apply theCode more generally and are less aware than
the cadets of the nuarce, precedent, and the norms related to a given situa-
tion. A related factor leading to tension and differing perspectives between
faculty and cadets is the constant concern among the latter that they will be
judged by those not familiar and sympathetic with cadet interpretations and
the specific strains of cadet life. The survey conducted by the Study Group
indicates that the difference in perspective is real. These matters are not
unique to the Honor System. They plague other human systems as well. The
Study Group joined all others who have entered this arena in noting this
philosophical issue and in wishing that it could be simply resolved. However,
the only substantive proposals for resolution are in terms of enhanced educa-
tional programs for both cadets and the staff and faculty and for organiza-
tional and systemic adjustments within the Honor System.

f. West Point Honor and the Army's Professional Ethic. In its discussions,
the Study Croup noted that there has been continuing propensity to talk of
"West Point Honor" and to adapt the Honor System to the Corps of Cadets and
the Military Academy as an end rather than as a means of developing effective
Army officers. Whereas both graduates and cadets will generally agree that
the West Point Honor Code is and should be a part of the professional ethic -

of the Officer Corps, there is considerable tendency to argue that it bears
major modification whcn applied outside the West Point environment. As pre-
viously discussed in this section, the Code is an ethical goal and cannot be
treated as a criterion of behavior. Nonetheless, it is a goal suitable for
the entire professional life of a military man and is a goal to which he should
aspire in the challenging environments outside the Academy as well as in the
training period of his cadetship. The system that supports the Honor Code must
be treated as a developmental process; it should point toward the appreciation
and dedication to the ethical values embodied in the Code regardless of
circumstances. The tenets of the Honor Code are far more universal than the

9
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Corps of Cadets, and the simple phrasing of the Cadet Honor Code is echoed

in numerous honor concepts throughout the country and particularly in the
implicit understanding of a commissioned officer's professional morality or

ethic. The Cadet Honor System is the particular and spek.ific application
of the Honor Code in the peculiar society of the Corps of Cadets. The Cadet

Honor System is the discreet component of the Code and System as it is only

operative on the members of the Corps of Cadets. The Honor Code is applied

differently in the Army at large--the resultant Honor System is far less

definitive or exact. Nonetheless, the Honor Code is still the informing
principle of the daily ethical conduct of the Officer Corps, and thus this
same Officer Corps shares with cadets an abiding interest in the preservation

and maintenance of the Honor Code.

g. Sanctions. Regulations USMA (12.14) provides that a cadet who violates

the Honor Code shall be separated from the Academy. The inflexible application

of such an extreme sanction in conjunction with an idealistic code is certain

to place considerable strain on a human system. A member of the faculty de-

scribed this strain in his reponse to his honor survey promulgated by the Study

Croup:

It seems to me that a great many of our current difficulties
with the Honor System--both in its internal application and its
external justification--flow directly from the uniquely total
sanction imposed for every proved offense regardless of cir-

cumstances! Because conviction automatically implies dismissal,
the Honor Committee is reluctant to make the hard judgment of
motive intrinsic to a violation of honor (as opposed to a viola=

tion of regulations). For the same reason, there is unremitting
pressure to refine the nature of honor offense in order to
minimize the scope (hence necessity) for Judgment, with the
result that essentially procedural distinctions are allowed to
obscure the principles at issue in an honor case. Finally,

automatic dismissal. for a violation makes.the system vulnerable
to external criticism and legal challenge by those who feel,

rightly or wrongly, that a single "little" lie is insufficient
excuse for altering a man's entire life at considerable expense
to the taxpayer.

This report will include a recommendation for a procedural modification at the

Cadet Honor Board level that will provide for a modest degree of discretion in .

the application of the total sanction. The Study Croup discussed but did not

resolve the possible adaption uf a system of scaled sanctions. However, it

appears that a change from "shall" to "may" in the wording of the appropriate

OSHA Regulations could provide che basis for a solution of this problem. With

this change a 15-6 Board (presently titled "Officers' Honor Board") would be

able to recommend to the Superint,ndent that he take some action other than

separation in the case of an established honor violation. Hopefully, such an

adjustment would strengthen the non-toleration concept, would reduce the

tendency to restrict the application of the Hortn Code, and would provide for

enhanced appreciation of the spirit of the Code.

9a
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5. SUMMARIES OF RESEARCH COMMITTEES WORK (First Phase Effort). The follow-

ing short resumes of the various research committees' annexes suggest the
general and specific nature of each respective committee's work and the over-
all scope of the Study Group's examination.

a. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT. The history of the Code and System reveals

s record of frequent changes, both in policies and practices. The follouing

is a brief summary, by sections, of the pertinent material gathered by the
Hiatorical Development Committee.(ANNEX A)

(1) General Background. The Honor Code was derived from the "Code

of Honor" of the officer corps of tha late 1700s and has been in existence
in one form or another at USMA since the Academy's inception. Captain Sylvanus

Thayer, Superintendent, 1817-1833, zealously stressed the Honor Code and is
credited with elevating the Code to its traditionally lofty position in the
perceptions of cadets and graduates. The initial formalization of the Honor
System came with the formation of the Vigilance Committee in the late 1800's.
The Vigilance Committee became the cadet-designated body to hear questions of
honor and deal with violatdrs of the Code, though its activities were generally
not sanctioned 7,3, the Tactical Department. The Honor System was finally
formalized by BC Douglas MacArthur, Superintendent in AY 1921-22, who officially
recognized the Honor rsmmittee. By the mid-1920's, the Honor Code and System
were tirmly established as integral parts or the total OSHA training program.

(2) Development of the Statement of the Honor Code. The Honor Code
had its origins in the "gentleman's code" popular In the officer corps of the

Army of 1802. After influence by Thayer and other early Superintendents, the
Code was reduced to the fundamental tenet that a cadet does not make false

statements. In 1907, the Superintendent unilaterally directed that cheating in

the classroom be prohibited under the Code. Though stealing had-been mentioned
at least once as part of the Code in the 1800's, it did not become part of the
official statement of the Code until the 1920's. Non-toleration of Honor Code

violators was not made an official part of the statement until 1970, though the
concept of non-toleration was an implicit and enforced aspect of the Code for

a considerable preceding period.

(3) Dealing with Suspected Violators.

(a) Purpose and Structure of the Honor Committee. The Honor Com-

mittee, given official recognition in AY 1921-22 by BG MacArthur, initially
consisted of twelve company representatives and a Chairman. Initially, the

domain of the Honor Committee included "all matters Loncerning the welfare of
the Corps," but the scope was quickly reduced solely to matters of honor. The

Committee was to "keep alive the principles of the honor code" and to report
violators of the honor code to the Commandant. Since its inception, the Honor

Committee has worked almost completely independently of direct officer involve-
ment. Though there have been subtle changes in the Honor Committee's purview,
the purpose and structure of the Committee have remained essentially unchanged

since the late 1920's.

10
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(b) Jurisdiction. Prior to 1958 cases discovered by cadets

were dealt with by the Honor Committee. and cases discovered by ufficera were

handled by UCMj or administrative ,rd action, though there were isolated

exceptions to both general poll 'p 1958 a few officer-reported cases

were referred to the Honor Cc '
finally in AY 1963-64 the policy

that all suspected honor vi lations woul,. be heard by the Honor Committee was

instituted. That policy is still i ff. :.

(c) Processip a Wir :he exception of the years 1946-58,

suspected honor violations " r, been pre .ssed by the Honor Committee essen-

tially as they are now.

(d) Criteria for Guilt. Though there have been a few exceptions,

the philosophy of most Honor Committees has been that "intent" is a necessary

condition to establish the commitment of an honor violation. The issue concern-

ing the physical domain of where the Honor Code applies was not formally addressed

until the 1950's, and the question was finally resolved in 1960 with the official

policy that the Code and,System are binding on the cadet wherever he is.

(4) Discretion. Although official versions of the Honor Code indicate

that "second chance" or discretion did not exis". :11 the 1920's and 1930's,

statements by Chairmen of the Honor Committee ducing that period do not substan-

tiate this official position. After 1940 indications are that discretion as a

general Philosophy ceased to exist. Discretion for Fourth Classmen in New Cadet

Training becaze a separale issue in the 1950's, a..d in 1959 it became policy to

exercise discretion for the New Cadet in the event it was determined that he did

not have a complete understanding of the Code.

(5) Honor and Regulations.

(a) Honor to Enforce Regulations. This issue has been conteseed

consistently throughout the development of Che Honor System. Periodically,

Honor Chairmen recommended the reduction of the mass of "poop sheets" delineating

the Honor System and a return to a simplistic adherence to the "spirit" of the

Code. However, nothing substantial was accomplished in the direction of reducing !

the complexity of the System until 1963-64, when the System was sigpiiicanay

simplified.

(b) The "All-Right". The "all-right" originally coverecrthe Five

Points: limits, hazing, narcotics, liquor, and gambling. Even though protesta-

tion of using honor to enforce regulations was
vehement'elsewhere, this five

point "all-right" survived until 1363-64, when it was reduced to limits only.

(c) "Bedstuffing". "Bedstuffing" is an example of an issue which

has straddled the i,.ncc between honor and regulations.
The domain under which

it has been considered changed in 1928, 1932, 1938, 1948, 1956;'and 1963.

(6) Toleration. Almost uniformly, Bugle Notes, Howitzers, Regulations

USCC, Honor Committee SOP's, and other formal description of the Honor Code

11
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have indicated that non-toleration is an implied
Chairmen corroborate this position. but a few go
part of the Code would have been 4u..te difftcult
degree to which each individual cadet adhered to
philosophy.

b. PURPOSES. The Commandant of Cadets in a
Staff on 22 October 55 succinctly summarized the
at USMA.

part of the Code. Honor
on to say that enforcing this

. The question, then, is the
this "non-toleration"

memorandum to the Chief of
purpose of the Code and System

The development of character and integrity in the members of
the Corps of Cadets i5 the primary mission of USMA. The Cadet

Honor Code and System is officially recognized as a primary
means by which this character development is accomplished.

In fact the stated purpose of honor has undergone very little change through-
out the history of USMA. The Code, as distinct from the System, has been changed
frem a relatively informal understanding in earlier times to a comparative
formal statement with the addition of cheating and toleration as attributes oi
dishonorable men. Attempts to guage the attitudes of the Corps with regard to
the purpose of the Code and System have yielded valuable information on cadet
perceptions. (ANNEX °)

(1) 1970 Study bY"Office of Institutional Research (OIR). This earlier
survey which used data rrots the First Class Questionnaires in 1960-63 and a
survey conducted of all cl'alises during Reorganization Week in 1969 resulted in
the following conclusion:

Cadet Attitudes toward the Honor Code and System at USMA
*are very high at the present time. A steady decline had
been noticed from 1957 to 1963 suggesting that the
concept was falling into disfavor. The Classes of 1969
to 1973 have completely reversed the negative slide and
the opinion of cadets have (sic) risen again, to the level
of the 50's.

(2) 1974-75 Survey. This survey used questionnaire and interview to
gather information from a population of cadets and staff and faculty at USMA.
The essential questions and a brief summary of the collective responses
reflect a general correlation of officer and cadet Views, but with significant.
deviations.

(a) WHAT IS THE FURPOSE OF THE CADET HONOR CODE? Both cadets and
officers agree that the Code is to provide an ethical standard in preparation
for officership and to develop personal integrity in the individual: however,
the groups do not agree on the efficacy of the System, in that many cadets
identify the System as a method by which regulations are enforced.

(b) DOES USMA ACCOMPLISH THE ABOVE (FULFILL THE EXPECTATIONS OF
THE PURPOSE)? Officers and cadets agree that honor does accomplish its purpose

12
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at USMA, but the o(ficers have some reservations about it being as effective

as it ha's been in the past.

(c) WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE HONOR SYSTEM AS APPLIED TO THE

HONOR CODE? Cadets generally see the need for the Honor System, but many
aevertheless resent it in the belief that the Code belongs to them and the

System to the officers. Officers on the other hand see the System as the

method by which the Code is taught and as the pragmatic way in which the ideals

cf the Code can be enforced. All officers interviewed believe the Code belongs

aot only to the cadets but also to the officer corps.

(d) WHAT CHANGES IN THE BASIC PURPOSE AND/CR ADMINISTRATION RAVE
YOU DMICTED BETWEEN YOUR FIRST UNDERSTANDING OF THE CODE AND THE PRESENT TIME?

Cedet responses fall into two major categories. The first believes that a high

degree of honor was instilled during New Cadet Training but eroded after join-

ing rhe Corps. The second group believes the administration of the Code is

improvtng through better understanding. The officers observed four main dif-

fercaces. They detect a cadet attitude in which the cadet viewed the system as
akin to regulations, e.g., "catch me if you can philosophy." The second dif-

ference is the increased bureacracy of the system which tends to gain gre:ter
emphasis than the spirit of the Code itself. This is believed due to the

exter%al pressures placed on it by the lawyers/courts. The third difference is

that peer ties and friendship are more important than honor. The final observe-

tioa is that officer intervention through boards and pressure has weakeaed the

System.

(e) DOES THE NON-TOLERATION CLAUSE CONTRIBUTE TO THE CODE? A

majority of the cadets believe, the non-toleration cladse is effective and should

not be changed. Another segnt believes that it curtails involvement because
the penalty of saparation is too harsh, although they believe in non-toleration
with some modifications. A final percentage believes the nun-toleration clause

is useless and should be eliminated. A significant majority of the officers

believe the clause contributes to Code.

(f) IS THERE A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HONOR AND REGULATIONS?
Cadets agree that honor shculd not be used against a man to enforce regulations:
though the cadets concede that this occurs rarely, they vigorously protest
what they perceive to be an informal abuse of the relationship between honor
and regulations. Most of the interviewed cadets express satisfaction with the
forml link of honor nd regulations as presently practiced, e.g., the absence.

card. Seventy per cent of the officers believe there is a re14tionship betut,en
honor ard regulations, but there is no consensus on what the relationship is.

(g) IS THERE A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HONOR AND DUTY? Both groups

overwhelmingly agree that there is a distinct relationship between duty and

honor. They believe that_ honor and duty are almost inseparable. A general

consensus is that a man must do his duty honorably.

(h) IS THE HONOR CODE RELEVANT TODAY? Both groups answer

more than ever."

13
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(3) General.

(a) The prescribed institutional view of the purpose of honor
at West Point and the actual working level view of the purpose of honor appear
to be in accord, though there are problem areas. The administration of the
Code through the Honor System is undergoing strain from external sources, such
as formal judicial investigation, and from internal uneasiness, generated in
part by a groving cadet perception that the Honor System is used to enforce
regulations. Additionally, many officers contend that USMA is not accomplish-
ing its mission of developing character and integrity through the Honor System
as effectively as in earlier periods.

(b) Although the non-toleration clause is the most troubleaome
item for cadets within the Code, a majority of both cadets and officers sup-
port the principle. Likewise, both groups see a strong relationahip between
honor and duty, and view the Code as relevant in today's society.

(c) The transfer from the idealistic Code to a pragmatic Code
once away from USMA has not caused any major difficulty with th, officers inter-
viewed. As fat the Importance of honor at West Point, there is no evidence
that it should not remain the focal point of the cadet's education based on
the responses of the ,fficers who have undergone the training and lived with
these principles in their Army careers.

c. ATTITUDES. To determine the attitudes that the public, the Army at
large, and the cadets and staff and faculty have with regard to the Code and
System required research in existing files and records, extensive use of
questionnaire and interviews, and a broad survey of public and private docu-
ments relative to the subject. (ANNEX C)

(1) Public Attitudes.

(a) Newspaper and magazine articles end to be the primary source
of information available to the public concerning the USMA Honor Code and
System. Most articles published on the Code and System concentrate on such
sensational and controversial honor violations as the Boyd and Pelosi cases,
and such criticisms are written with little or nor appreciation of the facts
of the incident or how the System operates. The Committee did find a few
articles that addressed the Code and System without getting into peraonalities,
and these articles were usually supportive.

(b) Most of the letters West Point has received from the public
generally reflect a high correlation with what one reads in the media. These
letters are for the most ;art critical, are principally concerned with contro-
versial cases, and reflect a personalized view of the Code snd System; though
again, those letters that are focused on the Code and System rather than
personalities tended to be supportive. Many of the letters, both pro and con.
managed to link the Code and System with integrity in tLe Army, lending
credence to the notion that the Code and System belong to the Army. .
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(c) Books written about West Point are either the type that

provides the traditional and positive support
of West Point and the Code and

System, or the post-Vietnam publications that
reflect some of the popular

anti-military sentiment and generally view the
Honor and Code System as un-

reasonable and not consistent with real world
values and practices.

(2) Army at Large Attitudes.

(a) Based on the data available, though
limited in the absence

of an Army-wide aurvey, the.Army at
large apparently does have a positive

regard for the Code and System. This
inference is based on the emphasis that

has been placed on the ideal of integrity in the Army. That an officer's

word is his bond is a traditional value and to a considerable extent is still

an accepted premise.

(b) Undoubtedly, an undeterminant segment of the Army at large

reflects the same uninformed attitude that the general public has. This

segment's attitude is not based on the
first-hand knowledge, but rather on

what one reads in newspapers and magazines. The size of the military popula-

tion at West Point in comparison to the Army at large is relatively small, and

predictably, the number of people in the Army whose attitudes are based on

current and accurate knowledge is also relatively small.

(c) There is often a variance in what the Army officer practices

and what he preaches. This problem has been substantiated in two recunt

studies: The U.S. Army College Study, on
Military Professionalism, June 1970,

concluded in part that "There are widespread and often significant differences

between the ideal ethic/moral/professional
standards of the Army--as epitomized

by Duty-Honor-Country--and the
prevailing standards," and a graduate school

thesis. A Study of the Personal Value
Systems of U.S. Army Officers and a

Comparison with American Managers, August
1969, concluded that concepts related

to success had a greater influence on
behavior that those concepts related to

ethics or feeling.

(d) On the basis of observations at a recent
symposium at the

Command and Genera/ Staff College, it appears
that select groups of mid-grade

professionalsin that student body consider that
the professional code of ethics

of the Army Officer Corps incorporates the West Point Honor Code. Many

officers, however, vociferously object to the non-toleration thesis.

(3) USMA Cadet. Staff and Faculty Attitudes. This population responded

in a questionnaire Oa.. guaged attitudes
with respect to a variety of topic

areas related to aspects of the Honor Code and System. The general topic areas

and responses may be summarized as follows:

(a) Knowledge. Approximately 70% of both cadets and officera

rated Lheir respective knowledge of
the Honor Code and System as good to excel-

lent. That same percentage reported that
they had read the USMA pamphlet,

The Cadet Honor Code and System.
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(b) Impact on Individual Development. Slightly more than 502
of the cadets acknowledged that the Code and System significantly contributed
to their personal development and officer development.

(c) Ownership of the Honor Code and System. Eighty-five per
cent of the cadets feel that the Code and System are exclusively the property
of the Corps, while only half of the officers concur in such an opinion.

(d) Adherence. Cadets support both fear of separation (532)
and a strong sense of personal honor (862) as the reasons for their adherence
to the Code and System. A significant percentage of the upper two classes
perceive deterioration of adherence since their fourth class year, and the
officers (62Z) believe that cadet adherence is deteriorating.

(e) Honor and the Army. Approximately 80% of both cadets and
officers believe that honor at West Point is not congruent with that in the
Axmy, and a same percentage believe that honor violators are punished more
sehrerely et West Point than in the Army.

(f) Enforcement. Cadets are sAit over how realistically the
Code and System are enforced, how fair and just is the System, and whether the
.Code is too idealisr.o. Sixty-five per cent of the officers feel that the
Code is not too idealistic, 55% believe the System is fair and just, and 442
believe the Code and System to be realistically enforced.

(g) Opportunities to Cheat. Fifty-two per cent of the cadets
and 562 of the officers believe that opportunities to cheat or violate the
Cods should exist, and a higher percentage (66%) opposed modifications in
academic procedures that would inhibit opportunities for cheating.

-

(h) Company Honor Representatives. Cadets indicated that honor
representatives were elected for their popularity, dedication to duty, or
sense of personal honor, Membership on the Honor Committee SS viewed positively
by 432 of the Corps, negatively by 30%.

(i) Honor Violations. Officers tend to be more stringent than
cadets in interpreting what acts are honor violations. Quibbling, tolerating,
and lying are viewed by both cadets and officers as the honor violations
most frequently committed and not reported.

(j) Toleration. Forty-five per cent of the cadets contend that
toleration should not be an honor violation, and 432 endorse the traditional
view that it should be. Seventy per cent of the officers believe toleration
should be an honor violation.

(k) Plagiaricm. Seventy per cent of the Corps feel that
plagiarism should be handled differently than the current practice, though
there is no agreement on an alternate method.
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(1) Discretion and Sanctions. Generally, both cadets and offi-

cers support the um' of diecretion in the application of sanctions for honor

violation.. Both group. identify gradation in guilt, and they generally

endorse some alternative to the absolute sanction of separation.

(m) Board of Officers. Eighty-one per cent of the Corps and 72%

of the officers oppose the idea of cadets appsaring before a board of officers
for cheating without first appearing before the Honor Committee.

(la) Officer Assistance. Fifty-seven per cent of the Corps

indicate their belief that cadets can enforce the Honor System without
officer assistance, while only 34% of the officers support this view.

(o)' Honor and Regulations. Seventy-eight per cent of the Corps

believe that honor is used to enforce regulations.

(p) Open Honor Committee Meetings. Eighty-two per cent of the

Corps indicate that cbservers should be permitted to attend Honor Committee

meetings.

(q) Third Class Attitudes (Clan. of 1977). The questionnaire

shows the present third class to be less supportive of the Honor Code and System.
As a class, they responded 10% higher than the Corps norm on accepting certain
actions even though such actions are honor violations,and they responsed 10%
higher than the norm in contending that the Code inhibited their personal.
growth and development as an officer. This disillusionment may be a result

of the general lack of involvement associated with third class year, a back-
lash against the_plagiarimm problems involving members of their-El-U:7677i-
feacrIon U, the Peculiar history of the Cheirman of-the 1974 Honor Coiliiiii,

t man w had given the class most of the new cadet honor instruction.

(r) Officer Versus Cadet Attitudes. Cadet, and officers are in

general agreement with regard to most of the aaaaa analysed. However, the

notable exceptions include disagreement over the need for officer assistance
in the administration of the Code and System (cadets contend no, and officers,
yes) and the question of whethertheCede is idealimtic (47% of the cadets
contend that it is, while 65% of the officers indicate to the contrary).

(e) Comparison of Officer Attitudes. Officers from the Academic

and Tactical Departments were more conservative and rigid in their analysis -

of the Code and Sysem than the officers from USMg Headquarters and Staff, and

the Hospital. This diference may be explained by the higher density of USHA
graduates with their familiarity with the Code and System in the Academic and
Tactical Departmenca and the fact that the Departments have more contact with

cadets.
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(t) Enlisted Men Attitudes. The post enlisted men were not
4.41 familiar with the Code and System as the cadets and officers, and many
adopted a neutral response to the items in the questionnaire. This condi-
tion precluded any meaningful comparisons, though the responses other than
neurtral generally reflected the officers' response. The important exception
is that only 46Z of the enlisted men agree that West Point graduates reflect
the spirit of the Honor Code in their perrrmance Army officers, a view held
by 56Z of the officers.

d. USNA/USAFA Experience. The , Committee visited USNA and USAFA
for a period of two days each, spending :,4 in conference with cadets/mid-
shipman, and officers of the staffs and f..culties. Information concerning
honor codes and systems of other collevs and universities was requested by
letter arid gathered at a'N'nference cr, Honor Systems at the University of
Virginia. (ANNEX D)

(1) USAFA Report. The Committee focused its attention on certath
alient features of the Honor Code and System at USAFA. Some features are
unique to that Academy; others are very similar to those of the Code and System
at USMA, due in part to the fact that USAFA adopted the US;;A concept at i,s
model in September 1956.

(a) The USAFA Honor Code states that "We will not lie, steal, or
cheat, nor tolerate among us anyone who does."

(b) USAFA feels that non-toleration is an absolutely essential
and non-negotiable facet of the Honor Code.

(c) Procedurally, the USAFA Honor System is nearly identical to
that at USMA with one major exception. This unique facet of the USAF% Honor
System is a provision for granting a cadet "discretion" in certain instances,
thus restoring the cadet to the Cadet Wing without prejudice after first having
been found guilty of an honor violation by che Cadet Honor Committee. Discre-
tion is a closely guarded provision and is granted only in very special
circumstances.

(d) There is an established position for a commissioned officer
as an Executive to the Commandant for Honor and Ethics; this officer is also
the Officer Representative to the Cadet Honor Cmmittee. His principal duties
are to provide administrative support and professional guidance for the Cadet
Honor Committee.

(e) USAFA indoctrinates and educates both cadets and officers in
the area of honor and ethics. Cadets receive over 60 hours of formal instruc-
tion, and all classes are involved in the mechanical and procedural functions
of the Honor System. Staff and faculty may attend open hearings and they are
privy to case histories released by the Honor Committee. The Committee con-
cluded that the USAFA Honor Code and System appear to enjoy wide acceptance
and support from both cadets and officers.
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(0 The Cadet Professional Ethics
Committee examines matters

with respect to professional conduct
and provides ethics training that will

lead to a high sense of individual ethics
in one's subsequent career.

(2) USNA Report. The Committee examined certain features of the

USNA that reflect the key contrasts with
the USMA approach. USNA differs

fundamentally with USMA in the sense that USNA employs a much more conceptual

system in which the individual
midshipman has a greater degree of moral autonomy

in adhering to general principles rather than regulations.

(a) The USNA Honor Concept states:

The Honor Concept of the Brigade of Midshipmen

establishes the principle that a midshipman

does not lie, cheat or steal. It demands that

midshipmen learn to make decisions in every
situation based upon this principle.

The midshipmen mast make each decision on his own as a result of self-delibera-

tion and analysis of each case.

(2) There i3 no "non-toleration" clause in the USNA Honor Concept

as opposed to the Honor Codes at USMA and USAFA. Such a position develops per-

sonal moral responsibility by obligating
the midshipman to act "entirely from

his own conscience without the crutch
of a rule which Says he must take action

or suffer dire consequences."

(c) Procedurally, the USNA Honor Concept differs considerably

from the Honor Codes and Systems at USMA end USAFA. These differences are mani-

fested in such as the arbitration
authority of the Brigade Honor Chairman,

the procedural differences when
the suspected violator is a first classman, and

the two less than unanimous vote
needed for a finding of guilty. The USNA Honor

Concept also incorporates certain guarantees
of due process in its proceedings,

thus its finds are final and there is no subsequent hoard of officers.

(d) The Officer Representative to the
Brigade Honor Committee is

a collateral duty, similar to that of the Deputy Commandant at USMA.

(e) There is a "Retention" option in the USNA Honor Concept.

The Brigade Honor Board and the
Commandant may retain a midshipman found guilty

of an honor violation because of matters
in extenuation, and the Superintenani

or the Under Secretary of the Navy may retain'the offender because of matters

in mitigation.

(f) There is no formal honor instruction
beyond the fourth class

year, though this policy is currently under revision.

(g) USNA staff and faculty endorsement of the USNA Honor Concept

appears mixed. Many fee; that the absence of a
"non-toleration" clause severely

weakens the idealistic principles
that require disciplined adherence.
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(3) Other Colleges and Universities.

(a) Many other institutions have a formal honor code and
system, though there is great variety in the complexity and specifics of
the various concepts. Those schools that replied reflect a sincere belief
in the tenets of honorable conduct and feel that such a concept is an integral,
albeit informal. part of their curriculum. Those schools that replied were

TWA' A & H, Brigham Young, Norwich, Washington and Lee, Stanford, VMI,
University of San Diego (School of Law), Emory, The Citadel, and Yale.

(b) In April 1975, Cadet Reid and Cadet Andersen attended the
Conference on Student Conduct sponsored by the University of Vi:ginia. The

Conference had as its goal the formulation of national standards of student
conduct and included delegates from 28 colleges and universities. All three

service academies had delegates present, and these delegates presented a four-
hour panel discussion on aspects of their respective honor codes and systems.
The comparative rigidity of the honor codes and systems of the academies was
favorably received by the delegation at large. Though predictably, no national

standards were adopted, there was considerable emphasis given to the develop-
ment of personal ethics, to include the use of honor Systems. In general, the
Conference reinforced the mission of the Cadet Honor Code in the minds of the
USMA delegation.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS OF REVIEW and ANALYSIS COMMITTEES (Second Phase Effort).
The three Review and AnalysisCommittces and the adjunct Structural Modifica-
tion Committee were involved in this phase. Their work, based on the first
phase effort, resulted in a series of proposals and programs fo: implementation
(ANNEX E). The proposals endorsed by a majority of the Study Croup are presented

as RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. DISCRETION/SANCTIONS.

(1) Discretion. That the Cadet Honor CoMmittee be authorized to
recommend that a cadet found guilty of an honor violation be considered for
retention when it has been determined that some combination of the following
circumstances existed at the time of the violation:

--Unusual pressure involved in the incident;

--Self-reported violation;

--Limited experience under the Honor Code.

(2) Votinglicy. That the Cudet Honor Committee institute a two
less than uranimous (but always a majority) vote for a finding of guilty or
a recommendation for retention (assuming acceptance of (1) abovel.
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b. FAMILIARIZATION/EDUCATION.

(1) Familiarization with the Cadet Honor Code and S stem.

(a) That case histories of both valid and non-valid honor pro-
ceedings (maintaining anonymity) be posted in company areas.

(b) That further study be continued by 1976 Honor Committee on

practical ways in which a greater awareness of the importance and functioning

of the Honor Code and System can be inculcated in the Corps of Cadets and the

Staff and Faculty.

(2) Conference of Honor Committee Chairmen. That periodically chair-

men of the USMA. USNA, and USAFA Honor Committees and their officer representa-

tive!' (if appropriate) meet to exchange information on honor matters.

(3) Academic Course in Professional Ethics. That a compulsory academic

course in professional ethics be instituted at OSHA.

(4) Program of Honor Instruction. That two programs of instruction on

honur at USMA be prepared.

(a) One program prepared by the Cadet Honor Committee on the Cadet

Honor Code and System to instruct the Corps on the Honor Code and Ito adminis-

tration.

(b) A second, four-year, program to teach the Corps the purpose

of honor in our society and in the profession of arms, the history, the

responsibilities attached to honor, and the principles and procedures of living

and working with an honor code.

(5) Ethics Committee. That further study be conducted on an Ethics

Committee as it is now constituted at USAFA to determine
the efficacy of such

a committee at USMA.

c. PROCEDURES.

'Al) Signature. That explanatory statements be attached to the signa-

ture block of selected USMA, USCC forms.

1(2) Absence Cards. That the absence card be modified to reflect only

two categories: authorized absence or unsmrked.

(3; The "All Right." That no change be made.

(4) improper Questions. That no change be made in existing, formal

policies.
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(5) Plagiarism. That the reporting officer be given the option of
xonducting an initial investigation of the immediately relevant material.

/2(6) Regimental Investigating Officer. That an Assistant Regimental
Investigeting Officer be elected or appointed by the Honor Committee.

(7) Elapsed Time from Reporting to Hearing. That the maximum allow-
able time from the reporting to the Committee hearing of a suspected offense
be limited to two. (2) weeka under normal circumstances.

. (8) Cadet Advisor for the Accused. That a cadet advisor, normally
the company honor representative of the accused, be assigned with a compre-
hensive checklist of his required dutia., to be fulfilled.

(9) Informing the Accused. That a worksheet be prepared by the
Regimental Investigating Officer that reflects the initial accusation and
be presented to the accused; this worksheet may be modified within certain
guidelines as the investigation proceeds.

(10) Officer Attendance at Honor Committee Hearings. That officers
of the USMA Staff and Faculty be allowed to attend Honor Committee Hearings
in a non-participatic. role.

(11) Open Honor Committee Hearings. That the accused be allowed to
decide whether his hearing be open or closed and that he have the option to
exclude 4 particular class or company from attendance.

(12) Composition of the Jury. That the jury be comprised only of
Honor Representatives.

(13) Presence of the Accused at Hearings. That the accused be present
during the entire Honor Committee Hearing, except for jury deliberations.

(14) Confrontation of Witnesses by Accused. That the accused be
allowed to confront the witnesses through oral questions after being recog-
nized by the Chairman.

(15) Cadet Duty of the Honor Chairman. That the position of the Honor
Committee Chairman carry the rank of permanent cadet captain and,exclusion
from other cadet chain of command duties.

(16) Election of Honor Representatives. That Honor Representatives
be elected at the ead-of-Thire Class Year.

/St( sit

(17) Proc dures for Orderly Change. That a standing subcommittee of
the Honor Committee be formed to deliberate on proposed changes to theCode and

/ System and to select the proper forum, either tht Honor Committee or the entire
Corps, to confirm or deny the proposed change.
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(18) Ansistant to the Honor Committee. Than an /appropriate super-

visor, either enlisted or commissioned, and,secretarial assistance be
explicitly assigned to asSiSt the chairman with admirrietraton.---.

(19) Academic Department Honor Liaison C' :,or. That each academic

department appoint an official Honor Liaison Off r.

(20) Transient Billets. That all cadets deivimined to be violators

by the Honor Committee be immediately removed to Transient Billets until
departure or other resolution of their respective case.

d. The Strt.,tural Modification Committee Alternative (ANNEX F) is not

included as a recommendation. Time precluded a complete orientation for the

entire Study Group, thus the Committee's findings could not be honestly
endorsed at this time. However, the Steering Committee of the Study Grout,

acknowledges that the alt native offered by the Committee is viable and
compatible with the above-listed recommendations of the Study Group. ANNEX F

7. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

a. The present Cadet Ho r Code and Syntem are viable as constructed,
though changes in the System may strengthen the Code by recognizing the chang-
ing conditions and circumstances in the routine of cadet life. The Honor Code

will never be anachronistic, but the specific applications of ideal principles
are invariably linked to the conditions in which they operate.

b. The Study Group has amassed considerable detail and information in its

year-long endeavor. This material repr,:sents a major effort to accumulate and
to asness both qualitative and quantitative data on the Cadet Honor Code and

System. The enclosed Report should serve as a permanent base for future

analyses of the Cadet Honor Code and System. Presumably, future efforts can

be directed into contemporary matters, as this Report has had as its dual
purpose the goals of providing an accurate and reisonably complete record of

the past as well as a review of the condition of the Honor Code and System at

this junctu:e.

WILLIAM J. REID" 114RRY A. BUCKLEY/1

Cadet Captain, USCC C lonel, InfantrA.,'1

Co-Chairman Co-Chairman

ANNEX AHistorical Development
ANNEX B--Purpose
ANNEX C--Attitudes
ANNEX 13USNA/CSAFA PNperience
ANNEX ERecommendationg and Programs of Implementation

ANNEX FStructural Noification
ANNEX CBibliography
ANNEX H--Records
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ANNEX A (HISTORICAL DEVELOPMNT)
to

Report of Superintendent's Special Study Group on Honor at West Point

I. PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTEE.

To conduct historical research nnd investigation with the purpose

of producing n definitive, consolidated history of the Honor Code and System.

2. ORGANIZATION.

The committee consisted of an officer who acted ns chairman and two cadets.

the members of the committee were:

Captain Harold L. Wilhite. Jr.
Cadet David J. Rehbein
Cadet John E. Grech

3. METHODOLOGY.

The methodology was to investigate historical research topics which coin-

cide closely with the major headings of this report listed below in parzgl,ph

:.(a). Primary sources were the archives section of the USMA Library, the Honor
Co-.-Ittee Chairman's Files, Tactical Department Files, and the results of a
questionnaire sent to persons associated with the Honor Code and System in the

past. (See Appendix I).

DISCUSSION OF TOPICS/AREAS OP RESEARCH.

a. Organization.

(1) General Background.

(2) Development of the Statement of the Honor Code.

(3) Procedures for Dealing with Suspected Violators.

(a) Evolution in the Purpose and Structure of the Honor Committee.

(b) Jurisdiction (Honor Committee and Commandant).

(c) The Mechanics of Processing a Suspected Violation.

(d) Criteria for Guilt.

(4) "Second Chance."

(5) The Intelplay Between (lonor and Regulations.

(0) Using Honor to Enforce Regulations.

(b) The "All-Right."

(c) "sedstuffing."

(6) Toloration.
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b. Discussion.

(1) General Background. The Honor Code at the United States

Military Academy has exiated in one form or another since the Academy's
inception. lite Code derived from the "Code of Honor" of the officer corps
ef the Army.of the late 1700's, and after many changes in statement, inter-
pretation, and application, this early Code evolved into the present Honer
Code and System; the "System" being the application of the Honor Code to
the rules by which the cadet lives. The central core of the Honor Code,

that the cadet be fundamentally honest and therefore accepted at his word.
was encouraged by Captain Alden Partridge and Captain Sylvannus Thayer.
Superintendents from 1815-1817 and 1817-1833 respectively. In fact, Thayer's

strong convictions in this area are thought to have elevated the Code to
the almost sanctimonious level of respect that it now traditionally occupies
in the perceptions of cadets and graduates.

Formalization of the Honor System began in the late 1800's when cadets
began forming grievance committees; some committees dealt with inter-corps
matters, and others took up issues of cadet welfare with the Tactical
Department. An example of the former was a "vigilance committee," whose

domain was matters of honor. Initially these were "ad hoc" committees.

formed as an 4ssue would arise, but somewhere around the turn of the century
the membership became more stabilized, with one first class representative
being elected from each company to serve for an entire year.'

Although most of the officer corps at West Point in the late 1800's and
early 1900's were graduates of the Academy and staunch supporters of the
Honor Code, this Vigilance Committee was not officially recognized oy the
Tactical Department, and for the most part it frowned upon the activities

of the Vigilance Committee. This Committee, then, essentially operated
independently of any officer involvement, a fact which served to solidify

the idea that the Honor Code and its implementation .longed" to the Corps

of Cadets.

The Honor System was finally formalized by BG Douglas MacArthur, who
assumed the duties of Superintendent of USMA in 1919. There had been an

accelerated turnover of both cadets and officers at the Academy toward the
end of World War I, with some claases graduating in less than two years,
and MacArthur felt that there had been a consequent deterioration in the
Corps' sense of "duty, honor, country", the motto of l'SMA.= He took steps

to improve the cadet attitude in every area, and his specific action with
respect to Honor WAS to recognize officially the "Honor Committee,"
modeled after the Vigilance Committee of previous years. rhe Honor

Committee could now work in consonance with the Tartieal Department in
dealing with potential violators of the code, in scheduling instruction,
and in legitimizing the general procedures which had heen inconsistent and
occasionally unfair.

2
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(2) Development of the Statement of the Honor Code. As noted,
the original "Code of Honor" at USMA was a derivation of the "Code of Honor"
in existence in the officer corps of the Army of 1802. This officer's code,
the code of a gentleman, covered everything from chivalry to personal
integrity. Since there was no formalized Honor System in the early 1800's
not everyone agreed as to what constituted a "dishonorable act", nor was
there agreement on the penalty should a dishon, ,ble act be committed.
Generally, points of honor were settled on a pei nal basis, with the
offended party "calling out" the offender. The issue was then settled in
some sort of duel, the most popular type in the Corps being fisticuffs.

In isolated cases, the Superintendent determined that the offense in
question was such that dismissal was the only alternative, and the offender
was summarily dismissed. This occurred once under Captain Partridge, the
fourth Superintendent, when he dismissed several cadets who lied about
their whereabouts. Captain Thayer, his successor, dismissed several cadets
for violations of honor, all involving false statements. During Thayer'm
tenure an occurrence in an Engineering Class caused him to categorize
cheating along with false statements as an honor violation. He found several
cadets tracing models which they were supposed to copy freehand. Although
this had evidently been common practice up to that time, Thayer pointed out
the incompatibility of such behavior with a true sense ef honor and announced
that while the culprits in that case would not be dismissed, all. future in-
fractions would be c.nsidered e violatien of the Honlir Code and infringers
expePed.3

Thnc, there were two types of henor violations which a:nsidered
serious enough transgressions by Captain Thayer to wirrant a cadet's dis-
missal--1yin. Ind cheating. Apparently the former took hold, that a cadet
does not make false statements, but the lattar faded out of the realm of
honor in the 1301's. This qualification of chtzting is evident in a quote
from the Adjutant JSMA in a May 9, 1905 letter in rtsponse to a question-
nai.e from the University of Ohio on the West Peint Honor System:

"It is not point of humor with cadets not to obrain
information unauthorizedly. Dy this I mean that if
cede' is ever eaught cheating. his punis'iment, while

very severe, does n ,t include necessarily dismissal
from the Military Academy."4

He went on to say "The honor system which we have invotves this and
only this: that the word of a cadet ts never questioned." lhe Super-
intendent was asked in 1907 by a Stanley Shtd,ert to deserP,e the Honer
Code, and his response was that

"Ir consists maitly in these facts: that the word of a
cadet is inveriauly accepted on all questions, or in
the case of the contrary he is i-mcdiately tried by
C- rt Mein:fel fer Cals.:hoed, an0 if foend guilty.
1.amissed.

3
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These explanations of thy meaning of the Honor Code indicate that

in 1905 it formally encivpassed one Idea, the only tenent which hod

been consistently in existence since the early that a cadet does

not make false statements, Cheating had been singled out by Captain

Thayer, but.ignored by his successors in the late 1800's. Stealing was

such a clear cut violation of the precepts of VSMA that it was dealt with

as a violation of Regulations, and only one example lois ,oen found where

it was mentioned ad part oi the Honor Code of the 16ou',. Offenders

were cnurt-martialed: if found guilty they were separated from the

Academy as a minimum,

In 1907 the Superintendent decided finally thnt
cheating should be

considered to be in the domain 'of honor. The following is an excerpt

from a letter to the Cormnandant, which the Superintendent directed he

placed or the cadet bulletin hoards:

The Superintendent directs that hereafter in the

section-room, either at oral recitation or at
written recitation, all cadets shall be considered

on honor to receive no information concerning their

recitation or their lessynm from any nnauthorloed

source whatever. The preparation of a subject or

recitation on the blackboard, nr the submloaslon of

a written recitation or exercise whether signed or

not, will be accepted without question an the indi-

vidual work of the cadet preparing or submitting
it, unaided by any imprecer or unauthorized assist-

ance, Am this matter is placed in the hands of

the cadets, it necinles their duty to safeguard in

this respect al:o the honor and tradition of the

Army. A cadet unwilling to accept this trust,
both in letter and spirit, had best sever his
connections with the Military Academy, "

Naturally, acceptance and implementati,n of such a unilateral decision

were not irmu,diate, and in fact it would take fifty years to clear up all

of the nuances of this abrupt Insertion. It was not until 1926 that the

Academic board resoondod with the particulars of how honor would apply in

the classroom.'

The cheating issue 'nag further muddled in 1926 when the Superintendent

Initiated a "warning role" in thy classroom. This rule stated that first

offenses of honor violations in the classroom would be Ignored; in effect

granting an automatic soond chance. The General Cinmittee of the

Academic board requested clarification of thy rule; finally, the policy

was established that if rhe first violation wore flagrant. such as notes

being found on a person dnring an exam, no
second chance would be given. "

4
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This rule was unpopular among the instructors, causing dissent and
confusion until 1935, when it was officially rescinded, " Even aftec
the rescission some instructors continued to give an autoemtic secend
chance. In 1941 there was an incident in a foreign language class which
vas 'dismissed by the professor because it was a first offense. The Honor
Committee learned of the incident, investigated, and felt the violation
to be flagrant enough to go to the Commandant and demand all of the fact%
of the case, whlch clearly was in contradiction to policy.

The question of writing after the command, "cease work," also illo%tratos
the uneven acceptance of cheating, Though readily accepted now as "ta,ine
unfair advantage," the offense was considered differently in this excerpt
from the 1953 Honor Committee SOP: "It is not an honor violation to con-
tinue work after the command "Cease Work" has been given. The practice
is discouraged."'. However, the SOP of the 1954 Honor Committee dces
classify writing after "Cease Work" as an Honor Violation.'"

Regardless of the inconsistent and confused acceptance of cheatlne as
an Honor Violation between 1907 end 1930, cheating was prohibited in the
formal statement of the Honor Code, At some time during that period stealing
also became pipq of the domain of the Honor Code, though all hot petty offenses
were probably referred directly to Courts-Martial. The statement of the code
from the mid-twenties to 1970 was that "A cadet does not lie, cheat, or steal,"

From at least 1900, an unwritten prohibition against the toleratino or
accepting of known violators of the Senor Code has boon in existence, Thi%
concept of "non-toleration" also means that anyone who has knowledge of a
violation cemmitted by another and does not :eport that violation is him-
self violating the Honor Code. In 1970 this concept was added to the state-
ment of the Code so that it now read as it does today, that "A cadet (1,'ef
not lie, cheat, steal or tolerate those who do."

(3) Procedures for Dealing with Suspected Violators.

(a) Evoluticm in ttit_Puravn aad Strucchte of chr
When BC MacArthur took over as Superintendent in 1919, the body wllich dealt
with all potential violators of the Honor Code originating in the Corps was
the Vigilance Cemmittee. As has been mentioned, the activities of this
Comnittee were kept secret from the Tactical Department, in the summer of
1921, the Committee found a man guilty of violating the Code and with the
cognizance of the rirst Captain, "rode" the man out of camp, ultimately
forcing hlm from the Corps. Lyon though the First Captain vas subsequently
reduced to the grade of Cadet Private, the incident, along with llacArthur's
aforementiened desire to legitimize the Honor System, prompted the Super-
intendent to give official recognition to an "Honor Committee" in AY 1021-22,

The original Honor Committee consisted of thirteen members, one first
class honor representatigi per company and a Chairman. According to the
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Bugle Notes of 1921-22, the position of Chairman was automatically filled

by the President of the First Class, i" but .this does not coincide with

statements by selected members of the first few committees, who indicate

that the Chairman was elected by members of the Committee. The Second

and Third Classes also elected honor representatives who performed some

administrat.ive duties and apprenticed under the First Class Committee

Members. In successive committees the policy has been that each class

elects its permanent company honor representatives at some time during

their Third Class year, The committee officers are elected toward the

end of their Seeond Class year.

The following quotation from the 1924 Howitzer addresses the "funda-

mental reason" for the creation of the Honor Committee:

The Corps is really a huge honor committee that
has delegated eerrain inherent powers of tradi-

tion to a small group of men. The fundamental

reason for the creation of this body was the de-

sire to remove such a serious question as honor
to a more tranquil stratum, where the facts for
and against could be carefully balanced, and a
decision reached that would be uninfluenced by

ihe popular hue and cry. "

The following statement from the 1923 Howitzer indicates the scope of

the original zmmittee:

Originally the Committee took up all matters
concerning the welfare of the Corps, hut it has

since been deemed advisable to drop all but

questions cf honor. "

The Commandant in 1924 succintly summarized the purpose of the Committee

with the following charge:

". . . to inquire into all irregularities, personal
or official, on the part of members of the Corps

that may be in violation of those principles,
When in its opinion, such irregularities warrant
remedial action, to report these facts to the

Commandant of Cadets.'",

An important result of the new system after 1924 was that theoretically

punitive pewers no longer rested with the cadets, The Commandant's state-

ment explicitly prescribes that if remedial action is warranted, the

Committee will "report these facts to the Commandant of Cadet!k." W WAS

the Commandant's job to offer the violator administrative board action

or HOU proceedings, albeit essenttallv an appellate procedure, In

practice, the Corps decepted the decisi,n oi the Honor committee aS

final, and if the violator were returned to the Corps after an acquittal

6
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through one 01 theme appellate provessos, he was treated as if he did not
exist. This treatment was part of the tradition of the "Old Corps"
originally called the "cut," and later the "silence". The man was not
spoken tu, was forced to eat at a separate table, had no roommates. and
VIM generally ignored. Since very few cadets endured this treatment for
more than a Iew months, the Honor Ccrssittee did in effect maintain its
p0Ver tO eliminate any cadet determlno.1 to be violator.

in addition to its quasi lov31 function, the Honor Committee took up
the task of educating the CIps on honor precepts and the mission "to keep
alive Ln the Corps the principles of Its Honor Code and transmit them
from class to class."'' This was done through a combination of formal
honor instruction and informal advice nnd counseling which have been carried
forward to the present.

Frequent reminders from the Tactical Department that the Honor
Committee is not a punitive body are found throughout the 1920's nnd 1930's.
Pressure wan exerted on the Honor Committee Chairmen of that era to accept
unequivically that philosophy and to pass it on to the Corps. One
Commandant even put the following note in the Honor Book, USCC, a document
closely guarded by the Honor Committee Chairman and usually not even shown
to members of the Tactical Department.

"'The pu-,fose and duties . . . do not give the
members of the Honor Committee authority to
punishrather to consider honor and honor
irregularities within the Corps.""

A few Honor Chairmen did adopt the non-punitive philosophy, including the
1928 Honor Chairman, who made the following comment on the silence.

"It appears that in the oast the Corps occasionally
took (sic) this 'silence' action unofficially.
but not by published and concerted action, and in
time this action established a wrongful precedent.
This, in a few words, means that you have no right
to 'silence'. There is no longer such a thing
as 'silence'. Forget about it."=°

Evidently neither a significant percentage of the Corps nor subsequent
Honor Chairmen seriously heeded his advice.

The 1932 Howit7er describes the Honor Cmmnittee as "net a law-making
body, not a court to try defenders, the 110110r Corvaitteo functions only as
an advisory and instructiv council."'' The questions of "legalistic"
versus "advisory and instructive" and of "punitive" versus the "non-punitive"
continued through the 1950's. The be;:inning of the end of these contro-
versies came in 1971 with !he case of Cadot rolesi, a First Classman accused
of cheating En an Electrical logineerin class. His rase was brouOt hofore
the Honor Committee and he was fmind guilty. During the hearing, an adminis-
trative note from the Deputy Coevandaat io the S-I, USCC surfaced which

7
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disturbed the board members who sow it.
The nibstance of the note clearly

jeopardized the legal status of the case, 1.
icularly with regard to the

appellate options available. The note read; "Cat to Powers ASAP. Expedite,

look, like an open and shut case."' The Chairman of the Honor Committee,

Robert Powers
officially objected to the note, but since most honor

committee members had seen it, another hearing by the Honor Committee was

impossible. The Superintendent made tho decision not to offer an Officers

Bon. I to Cadet Polosl, according to
LT. Powers because of a fear that the

H., Committee decision would eventually be overturned in the courts, with

an accompanying ruling against the Honor System in general.

The Honor Committee then offered Pelosi an
opportunity to explain his

CAMS in writing to the Corps, which he declined. A vote among the Corps

was taken on whether or not Pelosi should be silenced. The results were

Be in favor, 12'' opposed, e not voting. A silence WS3 imposed, but an

mphasis was placed on fairness that had not token place in past silences.

Attempts were made to prevent harassment, and all delinquency reports were

screened to insure they were not due to bias. As graduation approached, a

few cadets began going out of their way to associate with Pelosi. Because

of the "fairness" attitude, nothing was
done about thin, and many cadets

objected to this "leniency." The Honor Chairman explained the Corps'

attitude:

"Tbe cadets against the nilence felt it was too
harsh and/or n device for the officers to avoid

tough situations. The cadets favoring the
silence felt the officers had once again int:r-
fared with their Honor System by protecting

Pelosi. The silence was destined to die."'

In the next year, 1971, the Corps did vote to reject the "ailence.".

The Honor Committee thus had no recourse in the form of punitive action in the

event an honor decision was overturned by either Board of Officers or

the Superintendent.

Other than giving direction by suggestion and advice, ccreassioned

officers have had little direct influence ln the workings of the Honor

Committee since its inception. This situation has its roots ln the tra-

dition of the old Vigilance Committee. Ilie only officer to deal directly

on a consistent basis with the Honor Cemmlttee since the late I920's has

been the Deputy Commndant, who has acted as a sort of liaison between

the Commandant and the Honor Chairman.

Except for subtle changes such as in the punit.ve powers, the purpose

and structure of the Honor Comittee has remained essentially unchanged

since the late 1920s.

(b) Jurisdiction (Honor Committpo nild Commandant). In the

time prior to the official locmation of the Honor
Committee members of the

Corps dealt with almost all suspected violators
of the Honor Code dis-

covered by them. This was occasionally taken care of by the chain of cmmend

8
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when the violation vas clear cut--the violatnr was simply told to pack
his bagsbut more often than not cases were referred to the Vigilance
Committee. Though frequently the authorities were 'ware of a case before
the Vigilance Committee, on few occasions the .actical Department took
anonymous recommendations from the Committee, notwithstanding Its non-
official status, to initiate a separate investigation. If a suspected
violation vere discovered by an officer, such as cheating in the classroom,
the case was referred directly to the Commandant. who initiated an investi-
gation.

When the Honor Committee vas given official recognition in AY 1921-22,
the guidelines for Jurisdiction over honor cases were much as they had
been prior to 1921, with few exceptions. Cases discovered by cadets
were usually referred to the Honor Committee, though occasionally some
incidents were reported directly to the Tactical Department. Cases dis-
covered by officers were almost always referred directly to the
Commandant." The reasons a cadet might report an offense directly to
the Tactical Department are not specified, but a likely possibility would
be if the offense were also flagrant violation of regulations, or if
it vere discovered in the classroom.

Another unusual procedure during this period was that a cadet could,
at any time, elect not to have the Honor Committee hear his case, but
rather appear before Court-Martial Board. The motivation for this
stems from the apparent option of the Court-Martial Board to mete out
punishment less than dismissal. For example, before a First Classman could
escort on a picnic he needed a chaperone, and he wma requit.ml to indicate
such when he signed aut. In a particular case, a First Classman gave the
name of a Tactical officer's wife. The Tactical officer happened to
notice this entry, and an he knew nothing of the event, he checked with
his wife. She indicated no knowledge of the event, so the cadet was
confronted with the apparent discrepancy. According to BG John G. Hill,
Chairman of the Honor Committee in 1924, "The cadet himself decided he
did not want Ihe Honor Committee to be involved."3' He was subsequently
found guilty by a General Court-Martial Board, but the sentence was
delay of his graduation date by two months, not dismissal." Whether or
not this man was "silenced" by the Corps is not recorded, but it was so
close to graduation that presumably it would not have made much difference.

This case took place in 192I. and no other reference has been found
indicating that Anyone else was given a similar op[i(m of the Honor
Committee or UCMJ proceedings. It has been policy from the heginning,
however, that a man found guilty by the Honrr Committee subsequently
elect to have his case heard by a Board of vificers or [-Martial
Board. '3 If the Board finds him not guilty, the Hone tee decision
is overturned and the man returned to the Corps. The proving
authority fer all dismissals is the Superintendent, so . cearse has the
option to overturn a guiitc verdict by the officer's guars.

9
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Essentially, then, after the mid-1920's, cadet-reported cas,s were

handled by tha Honor Committee, and officer-reported
cases by the

Commandant through UCHJ channels. This policy 1.,49 fest.ified by the MI

Honor Committee in the following statement by its Chairman:

."It would be wholly inconsistent with the prin-
ciples upon which the Honor Committee 01
founded for any officer to refer specific cases
to this Committee or to endeavor ro ascertain

its op(nion on disciplinary cases under

consideration."

This policy continued with certain exceptions until 1958: the krosen

ceptions were in 19)5, when the Honor Chairman sap' there were officer-

reported cases referred to the committee, 3' and in 1951 during the well-

publicized cheating :a.,andal, In AY 1956-57, LT Lyons, nn instructor who

had been a member ot the Honor Cremmittee as a cadet, was surprised te

find that if he suspected a cadet of cheating, the case was automatically

put into VOMJ channels, completely bypassing the Honor Committee. His

inquiries prompted a study of the procedures for handling officer-reported

violations. It resulted in the following change of policy. put into effect

in AY 1951-58,

An officer of either the Academic Depnrtments or the

Tactical Department wrsild normally report the ease to

the office of the Commandant of Cadets. Here the case

could take one of two routes. If, on investigation, the
Crammndant determined that a clear cut violation of

VCMJ was indicated, he could retain the case, appoint an

Investigating officer, and proceed under the VCMJ, or.

be could refer it to the Cadet Honor COMJitree for their

investigation and consideration. The motivation for

choosing one or the other route might derive from the

Commandant's perception of the educational or training
value that might accrue from handling by the Cadet

Committee, or, if the complexity of the investigation
appeared to loom too large for the Cadet COMMitteo, the

Commandant might cheose to go the CCU route.'"

The above is the recollection of LTC Oale Hruby. Chairman of the 1958

Hon., Committee. He goes on to say that it is his recollection that all

officer-reported cases wero nterred t. the Honor Committee by the

CmTrandant in AY 1957-58. from 19S8-ol, this option on the part of the

Cemmandant for officer-reported ca.ion remained in effect. in 059, a

new Commandant no:wired ,n, apoarentlo leaned toward the 01.-mJ reuto as

opposed to referral to the. Honor Committee. As a result there were very

few officer-reported canies referred ton the Honor Committee derine these

. years. In AY It l'ocame policy that all cases, regardless of

remains in effect.
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(c) The Mechanics of Procensing_a Smected ViniAtion. Since the
Inception of the Honor Committee. have found their way to an "Honor
Hearing" by two dietinct but interseetine paths. If the suspected violator
is discovered by a cadet, the cadet reports it to his Company Honor Repre-
sentative. If the representative deems thst it merite further investigation,
he reports It to the Chairman. If the alleged violation is discovered by an
officer, an in-house investigation is made in the Department involved and
all evidence forwarded to the Commandant. In thole yeara in which it hen
been policy for the Commandant to vine officer-reported cases to the Honor

Committee, the Commandant in turn forwards the evidence to the Honor
Chairman. Regardlese of the origin of the case, the Chairman next appoints
subcommittee of usually three honor representatives to gather evidence and

to function in a grand jury role. Pertinent witnesses tn include the
accused sre celled before the subcommittee, At the conclusion of evidence
gathering, the subcommittee deliberates ond decides whether or not there
is enough evidence to send the case to a hearing before the full cemmittee.

Exceptions to the above occurred during the years 1948-53. when the
suspected violator was informed of his vielation in writing, and 1948-58,
when he chose or was aesigned an "advisor" from the Honor Committee.''
This "advisor" acted essentially as a defense counselor. According to the
1921-22 pugle Notes, the original intention was for every eceused te Lay,
this advisor, but the evidence suggests that this was strictly followed
only during the period 1948-58."

With the exception of the years 1946-53, the procedures of the Honor
Ccenmittee during the "hearing" have been fundamentally the i.ame. Fre, those
honor representatives present, a Jury of twelve is selected by the Secretary.
These twelve do most of the questicming and vote at the termination of the
proceedings. The Chairman convenes the "hearing" and the chairman of the
investigating subcommittee organizes the appearance of the witnesses. No
evidence has been found indicating that at any time was the accused allowed
to confront his witnesses, and with few exceptions the accused has been the
last individual to appear before the Corenittee. The Mittman moderates the
questioning of the witnesses and the discussion that follows. gt the con-
clusion of the discussion a vote by secret ballot is taken by the members of
the jury. With the exception of the 1930 Honor Committee which "decided cases
by majority opinien,"4' a unanimous vote is required for a guilty verdict.
If the accused is acquitted, I. is returned to his company nnd no formal
record is made of the case. If he is found guilty of violating the Code,
he le so informed by the Chairman and arrangements are made for him to appear
before the Commandant.

Records indicate .hat from the years 1948-53, the "heaving" VAN conducted
much like a Court-Martial Board. IL has already been mentioned that the
accused was assigned an advisor, whn acted as a defense counsel. The Chair-
man of the investigating subcimenittee acted as the prosecuting attorney. The
hearing opened with arnuments from the defenses and tbe preseretlen. Witnesses
against the accused wore then called hy the prosecutor, and althoogh the
accused was not present, ;W: advI5or acted in the accused's eehelf in
questioning witnesses. ACter prosevetion witnesses, witnesses for the accused
were called and finally the accu%rd. An exception to court procedure is that

ii
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he did not have the right to refuse to take the stand. At the conclusion

of his testimony, closing arguments were
made by the attorneys and a vote

taken.'"

Also, during the period 1946-51, in
the case of a "Not Guilty" decision,

a second vote was taken.
The purpose of this second vote was to determine

whether or not there was enough
evidence for the case to be further investi-

gated by military authorities. If the vote were unanimous in concluding there

was in fact enough evidence, the case
was forwarded to the Commandant for

further investigation.
If the Commandant did uncover new evidence, a third

unanimous vote could reconvene the hearing. It is not known whether or not this

was ever put into practice. 42

One of the cornerstones of the success
of the Honor Committee has been

the support of its decisions by the Tactical Department. In almost every

case, the decision has been accepted by the Commandant without further in-

vestigation and the violator asked to elect either to appear be: , a Board

of Officers or to submit his resignation. During certain peri, such as

the years after the 1951 crisis, the official policy has been t t the

Commandant conducts a separate investigation
"to determine whether or not a

'prima facie' case of honor violation
exists"43 but other evido'ce indicates

that this practice was not rigorously followed. A more pragmatic justi-

fication fot a.lowing resignation without
further bearing was expressed by

the Superintendent in 1929

"(1) It is quiet and effective;

(2) It spares the Academy undue publicity." '

(d) Criteria for Guilt. There are two central issues evident in the

criteria for determining a cadet's
guilt with regard to a suspected honor

violation. Is a man's intent to commit an honor violation necessary and

sufficient to constitute guilt; and should
the location of the transgression

be relevant?

Ite nuances of the first have been se variously interpreted by different

honor committees thnt addressing anything other
than the fact that there

have been differences is purely speculative.
If any trend can be identified,

it has been that in the last twenty years intent has been considered necessary

by almost all committees.

An essay by the 1928 Chairman is one example of an opinion that intent is

not sufficient; he concluded that "a little careful thinking will show that,

I believe, to punish a mar, for a guilty thought would be carrying our zeal

beyond practical limit."". In contrast the 1954 Chairman remarked:

"In any case hearing, two things must be established;
(1) that the accused was or was not guilty of an act

or an omission and (2) the intent behind the act or

omission. A man cannot be found guilty for an act or
omission Lf he had no dishonorable intent, but a man with

a dishonorable intent may conceivably be found guilty

even though he commits no overt act."4'

12
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The latter is the gist of the present Honor Committee's criteria for

guilt as explained by the Chatrman of the 1975 Honor Committee to the
Committee en Excellence in Education (Secretary of Defense) in September
of 1974. This determination of intent gives Honor Committee members on
the board a great deal of flexibility in their determination of what con-
stitutes an honor violation.4-

The second issue--where should the honor code apply--is one which is
not formally addressed in any of the literature about the honor code until
the 1950's. At that time debate began on the issue and the official Honor
Committee position was that a cadet is susceptible to being found guilty
of an honor violation only within the confines of West Point, though he is
"encoured to take his honor with him wherever he goes." In feet, the
first recorded case in which a cadet was found guilty of ccmmitting an
honor violation away from West Point was in 1959. 42 Even two years later
in 1961 the Honor Review Committee reported that there was still some
confusion on the issue." Presumably this understanding in the early 1950's
that honor applied only at West Point was passed down from earlier classes,
but the recollections of,individuals who graduated in the late 1940's are
that honor was binding on the cadet when he left the Academy. Possibly the
concept of a totally binding Honor Code was generally accepted until specific
cases arose in che 1950'5, and the notion became a subject of debate and
formalization. Nevertheless, since around 196e) both the official policy and
the cadet understandire have been that the Honor Code applies everywhere.

(4) Second Chance. "Second chance" is the policy on the part of the
Honor Committee or returning a violator cf the Honor Code to the Coeps with.
another chance to prove that he can live up to its ideals. Used by honor
representatives or individual cadets, it is the policy of not reporting a
potential violator to the Committee for a particular motive. This "mctive"
is the belief that the man deserves a second chance because of mitigating
circumstances: a good and honorable record as a cadet. a "small" offense
such as a white lie, or because the man reported himself, The presence of
this motive distinguishes "second chance" from toleration.

In the mid-nineteenth century "second chance" was not an uncommon
occurrence. This was promulgated through two separate philosophies: one
that cadets are in a training environment, and as such shn, e. he granted
mistakes: secondly, that honor violations can be separated 6, 'egree. and
the punishment should iit the crime. For this reason in the 1850's and
1860's sanctions ,,other than separation existed for some honor violations.

At the turn of the century, this practice of "second chance" decreased.
Nonetheless, the most celebrated example of this "second chance" policy erior
to the inception of the Honor Committee was the Raender Case of 1897.
Baender was a Fourth Classman accused by several cadets ef stealing and raking
false statements. A cemmittee of three first classmen was appointed to in-
vestigate the charges. Their conclusien is expressed by ene of the accu.wrs,
Merton C. Humma, a classmate of 11:lender's, who, two years !ater, was asked
to write a statement about [he affair.

13
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"After making the investigation the Committee was of

the opinion that Cadet Baender should be asked to

resign. The fact that he was a fourth classman how-

ever led them to believe that if severely reprimanded

.for hia past actions and given some good advice, he

would follow the right inclinations. This latter

opinion was also strengthened by a promise upon his

honor that he would mend his evil ways. Accordingly,

the committee agreed to give him another chance nnd

-fter informing him of their decision the matter was

dropped.""

In the next year Baender was again charged with multiple offenses and

resigned before any board action Was brought against him.

After the Honor C-mmittee was formalized,
official descriptions of the

Honor Code and System, such as arc found in the Bugle Notes, star,

flatly that no "second chance" policy exists.

A second thence to one who has intentionally

broken the honor code will n,,t he given nnd no

partiality will be shown, no distinction what-
ever being made to class or rank.

Official statements such as the one above do not coincide, however, with

statements of some honor committee members of the period, including that

of BC John Hill, Chairman of the 1924
Committee, who reported that "if a

case was determined to be of a minor nature and was admitted by the cadet

himself, it was disposed of hy disciplinary Teans."'' To what degree this

stated policy permeated to the level of the honor representative and indi-

vidual cadet is not known; however, the fact
that until 1948-49 no more than

ten cases were heard by any honor cymmittee may have been due in part to such

a "forgiving" philosophy at the individual cadet level. In fact, in 1928

there were no alleged violators reported to the Chairman by cadets, though

there were ten reported by officers from the Academic Departments."

In the 1930's there is evidence that
"second chance" was still being used.

William Whipple, Jr., Chairman of the 1930 committee states that there was

no official "second chance" policy
with his committee, but that if it were a

"small matter" the Honor Committee would not find the man guLlty.'' In 1935

there is another wide discrepancy between
the Bugle Notes version of the

"second chance" philosophy and that of the Chairman of the Honor Committee.

The Buele Notes reported that "no intentional dishonesty is excuaable and

under no circumstances will it be condoned," but the Chairman rocordad:

"A man whose rocord and wliose reputation for truth

and veracity shny that he has at all times abided

by the principles of our systom F:hould m,t be dis-

missed for a minor slip. The unforgiveahle offense
is the premeditated crime or a geries of Crimes

showing a dishonest frame of mind."'-

14
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Except for isolated aberrations. indications are that Che "second
c..anco" philosophy on the Honor Committee level had passed away by 1940.
The Honor Chairmen in the 194's so indicate, and the 1941 Howitzer
flatly states in reference to the Honor Coemittee that "theirs is the
solemn duty of administering justice to all offenders, for whom there is
no sympathy, no mcrcy, no second chance."'"

There have been exceptions, including the 1973 Honor Committee's policy
and the policy as applied to New Cadet Barracks since about 1958. Two other
isolated exceptions have surfaced, one in the 19411's and one in the 1950's,
both worth mentioning. In 1948 A cadet "swiped" a coke from a coke truck
par'.,:ed near the area of barraess. He contended that he had done so only as
a prank, but the Honor Committee, nevertheless, found him guilty of stealing.The results of the hearing were reported to the Commandant, who decided to
overturn the Honor Committee's decision and return the man to the Coips.
The Honor Committee did not rehear the case, but in a very unusual move
"decided to report thc facts and findings to the Corps, but did not silence
or further pursue the issue.'''' The second unusual case occurred during
tenure of LTG William J. McCaffrey, then Deputy Commandant,

in 1953-56.
McCaffrey remembers:

"A cadet plagiarized on a paper he submitted. When
he appe-red before the Honor Committee, he admitted
it. They acquit'od him because hc didn't lie. He
went on to graduate."":

Occasionally, in the last twenty-five years, studies have becn initiated
to explore the possibility of formalizing some form of'econd chance"
philosophy. General Maxwell Taylor, then Chief of Staff of the Army in
1957, initiated one such study with the following comment:

"The honor system should not, in my opinion, become
a means for eliminating cadets guilty merely of
thoughtless or perhaps inconsequential acts even in
formal violation of the honor code which do not
carry a strong influence of moral turpitude
They (the Honor Committee) should learn .ma.:Iv in
life Co inject toleration. judgment of human factors.
and appreciation of sincere repentencc into rh,ijr
decisions affecting the careers of thcir fellow
cadets."

Notwithstandin:: these comments. and rhese of a few others advocating some
sort Of "second chance" vlicy. the only committee to ever initiate such a
pillicy until the 1974-7 1 Academie Year (New Cadet Harraeks excepted) was
the 1973 Honor Committee. After a determination of guilt at the hearing a
subsequent deliberation was made to determine whether the man sib-wed a
"sincere concern fr ti,, !woo: cde and living tv it. A unanimous d.:cision
by the Honor hoard that found the cadet guilty wa- o,wcessary for a second
chance."

:5
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The most Interesting case in
which the above "second

chance" option was

t applied involved a Third Classman. The case is described by 1st LT Thtsrias

Lubosynski, Chairman of the 1973 Committee:

!Ile reported himself for
several violations (all for

lying) that occurrcd during his
plebe year. Nis con-

science had been bothering him. He reported himself

to his Company
Iltsier.Representative, even though the

Catholic Chaplain had advised
him not to do so. The

Committee felt that this
yearling exemplified what

the Honor Coale was trying to
build--a spirit within

the man that would net allow
him to live with an

honor vi.olati.)."3

"Second chance" for fourth
classmen in New Cadet Barracks became a

separate issue in the late 1956's. In the summer of 1959, the so-called

"option" was introduced into
New Cadet Barracks, and

this policy has been

in effect until the present.
Essentially, before a new cadet can be determined

guilty of violating the
Pones Code, he must have

developed a fundamental

appreciation fot what it says and means. If a case comes before the Ctermittee,

two separate deliberations
are made: (I) Pid the cadet commit an inner

violatien7. and (2) Irrespective
of ft), does the cadet have a fundamental

und.rstanding of the Code'.

At the termination of the
bearing, a vote is taken on whether or not an

hon.r violati,n ha, been comnitted.
If unanimous, a second vote is taken

as to whether or not
the cadet has a fundamental understanding. If "No,"

he is returned to his company
and the matter dropped.

(5) lhe inter.lay Botween
Honor and Regulaticns.

(a) Usinc ll.nor to Enforce
Regulations. Since a cadet is

subject to the Honor fi,de
I.:scats-four hours a day, the:e arc naturally times

when his adherence to its tenets
interfaces with his c,mipliance with regula-

tions. An issue which arises as a
result .f this interface is the extent to

which his "honor" should be used to detect violati.us of regulations.

The first recorded major confrontation invol:in th.s balance between

honor and regulations occurred
in 1399. The haz.- is 0 at Vest Point had

received a great deal of
publicity, and the Superg,doo.iont was determired

to bring it under csntrol. T- this end he directed that periodically

Co:spans C.-msanders would
sign a certificate stating

that n, hazing was

taking place in the Com,sany.
This Wat7 interpreted by the rirst C!ass

as an expl:itction vf their heru'r and
consequently was net well received.

In fact the reaction was one
of th, cLgitriluitinc .

factors to the near out-

rlght rebellion .4 the
)/irst Class in April of 191, described by Colonel

!ft1la, Superintendoht:

lb
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"Me demnnstration tmok place in the m:in sallevpolt
of cadet ,mr-,:cks; then in t'Ie area of s:racks;
the aink, on the plain north sf barracks, and finally
in front of the Superintxne,:x's quarters. It con-
stated of cheers, endint, virh the names of two
recently punished cadets, severe/ profare yells
eirected at the Superintendeof, and the moving of the
Leveitle gun "rom its accestomed place to a position
on, thc plain immediat .y in front of the Superintendent's
quar,:s at Ole doer which the muzzle was pointed."''

The descriptions of the Mono: System in the Bugle Nntes of the early
1900's carry Zorwarl the theme that violations of honor should be kept
separate frc...'violations of regulations. The 1919 Bugle Notes reports:

This cautinn tn absolute candor does aot imply that
failure to ota.ay every rule and regulation of the
Academy invnlvas a moral dnlinquency. Many such
failures are military offenses without moral signi-
ficance, but lack of t:uth and candor shoos de-
ficiency of manhood and is not tolerated.''

Notwithstanding a continued reference to the necessity of separating
honor and regulatims, there is evidence of a great overlap in the 1920s.
Elvin R. HeLburg, USMA 1926, describes the duties of Officers of the Day
and Officers of the Guard while he was a cadet.

"Cadet Officers of the Day and Officers of the Guard
were required to report Rat vinlation of any regula-
tion that came to their notice, and at the end of
the tour to sign a certificate that they had done so.
They even had to report a cadet who swore in their
hearing. As a result, the ODs and OGs always carried
keys with the key ring looped over their swords and
Jangled them as loudly as they could to warn cadets
of their presence. At the Mess Hall, the Cadet OD
or on would eat with head lowered 90 as not to sec
anything he would have to report--and others at his
table would remain quiet to prevent an inadvertent
swear word Cimproper expression'J."'-

other examples of the overlap during this period were that the wearing of
borrowed clothing at an inspection was an honor violation, and an absentee
from a formation was honor bound to report himself. Honor Chairmen of the
1920's and 193O's consistently indicate a struggle with the Tactical
Department to keep items such as the wearing of the uniform out of the
domain of hcnor.

17
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/nto the 1940s the snme teStle is recurrenteither too few or too
many regulations are enforced by using the cadet's honor. In 1946, General

Eisenhower addressed the issue in a letter to the Superintendent:

". . it seems to me . . . important that individuals

now at the Academy, both officers and cadets, clearly

and definitely understand that the Honor System is
-omething that is in the hands of the cadets themselves,

that it is the most treasured possession of the Point,
and under ID circumstances should it ever be uscd at
the expense of the cadets in the detection of violations

of regulations.""''

That same year, the Honor Chairman recommended that all of the "poop sheets"

delineating what was and ufaat was not honor be eliminated and that the

system be reduced to the lequirement that a cadet simply not lie, cheat, or

steal. "

One result of this strong lobby for a separation of honor and regulations

was the formation in 1948 of the Duty Committee. Its mission was to encourage

and safeguard the cadet's "duty concept," and to ,-onduct hearings of cadets

who had committed flagrant violations of regulations. This Committee was in

effect untii 1952, when it was discontinued for general lack of support.

Throughout the 19501s Honor Chairmen warned against excessive enforcement

of regulations with honor. In 1957, the Honor Chairman's statement on this

issue reflevted that of Ole 1946 Chairmen quoted above; in essence, the

1957 Chairman contended that a cadet should adhere to the "spirit" of the

Honor Code as opposed to being required to live by a "laundry list" of

"do's and don'ts.""' Thi, conflict e,r,k1lued into the 196C's as refloscted

in this ,tatement by the 1962 Honor Chairman:

"'Tactical Department decisions were contrary to what

was desired by the Committee and were presented in
a very poor manner. As a result the Corps feels that
the Tactical Department is using the Honor System
against them to enforce regulations and therefore
holds little respect for the system."

In the spring 1962 a survey of the Corps indicat a negative attitude

toward the Honor System in general, one of the maj,, ,ontributing fact:rs

being the perceived efforts of the Tactical Department to enforce regulations

with honor.

In 1963-64 there was a major simplification of the Honor System. Tho

pervasiveness of the "all-right" and the absence card were reduced certain

reports requiring cadet sioulture were changed, and officers were asked to

be more ,:oo,:tive toward asking questions which "used the cadet's honer

against him." Indicarions are that these changes were well received by both

cadets and members of the Tactical Department.

18
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Surveys similar to thc one taken in 1962 were not taken again until
1969, but the results indicate that cadets were much bettcr satisfied witl
the relationship between henOr and regulations than in the past. Even so,

this issue continues to be a sensitive one, and small changes are made
each year to try to maintain the balance.

(b) The "All-Right." An interesting aside to the honor and
regulations issue is the development of the "all-rightl' It is interesting
because in the controversy that has raged around the degree to which the
Tactical Department should "use" honor to enforce regulations, the
"all-right," which is a device used to do precisely that, has remained an
area of relative calm. Apparently, the "all-right" originated around the
turn of the century and the giving of the "all-right" by a cadet meant the
following!

(I) He was on limits.
(2) He was not hazing,
(3) He had no narcotics.
(4) He had no liquor.
(5) He was not gambling. -3

In some cases the rendering of the "all-right" indicated that he had not
done any of the above for a certain specified period of time such as Call
to Quarters at night. The "all-right" continued to be used in this form
with an accompanying ahsence card until 1963. The most pupular rationale
for its use has been that in return for being granted certain privileges
such as leaving his room at night, or going on leave, the cadet should
now his honor to be used to enforce compliance with the rules of conduct

involved.

Despite the acceptance of the extent of the "all-right" and absence
card for a number of years, in 1963 their coverage was reduced to encompass
cadet limits only. Since that time it has mennr simply that the cadet is
authorized to be where he is when he renders the "all-right" or in the
case of the absence card, he is going to the destination which he indi-
cates on the card.

(c) "Bedsruffing." The issue of "bedstuffing" is repre-
sentative in that it demonstrates quite clearly that the idea of what
constitutes "deception," and thus an honor violation, has fluctuated
violently over the years. "13edstuffing" is the term used for causing a
bed to give the appearance that a body is in it hy "stuffing" it with
objects such an comforters or pillows. It is done by a cadet who wishes
to leave his room at "ight without being detected by the inspector. Ylien

cadets are in their rooms, their absence card may be left unmarked. If

they leave their rooms without marking the absence card "authorized
absence," they are sublect to being reported by the inspector. But if a
cadet leaves his room with his bed "stuffed" and his card unmarked, the
unconscientious in,oetc.,r will helleve that he is asleep in the room and
not report him. In some years this action b,c been coriz.:.!..,,J an honor
violation, while in other,: a vIvlaticn of regulations. It was a violation
of regulations in 1921 in this entry in crder,, USMA:

19
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Deliberate deception in placing a dummy in his bed

for the purpose of escaping detection while ab-

senting himself from his barracks at an unauthorized

time, 4th instance. -4

In 1928 the Honor Committee changed the pel:cy and declared that "bed-

stuffing" became an honor violation: then an )948, it rincerj,c0 to

regulations under which it remained until 1956, when the Honor Committee

made this statement:

"Bedstuffing, done in any manner so as to give the
impression that a cadet is present in his own bed
will be considered a violation of honor."'''

In 1963 it reverted to the domain of regulation* once again, resulting

from a

. . . foeling that it was the inspector's
responsibility to ascertain if, in fact, the bed

was occupied by a live body, but that he could

not be expected to determine each occupant's

identity.-

This general philosophy has been predominant until present.

(6) Toleration. Toleration is an action, or better inaction, on

the part of a cadet that ,ay be manifested in two different situations.

one is pre-Hon-r Com:mitt-a hearing when the cadet decides not to report a

suspected violator of the Itomor Code to the Committee, and the other is

post-Honor Comlittee hearing when he decides to condone the retention in

the Corps of an honor vielator.

Toleration has been an implied violation of the Honor Code since at

least the turn of the century, and in 1970 it was made a part of the state-

ment of the Code. This cern el the century view is from the 19C8 Bugle

Notes:

". . . and that the high standards of integrity

for which the institution is famous cannot be
maintained if toleration fer such is known. A

thief, a liar and a coward cannot be extenuated
in the eyos of the Corps. and it is no part of

the functi,n of West i'eint to beceme a refermatory

of morals."

The gist of the above is reflected in
, Howitzers. '_Zoculations.

USCC, II ''rC- ,sittgo, Silo., and alm - c every r 0:tiseal reference to
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the Honor Code from l'Icu to present. In !act, no starement by any former
m6mber cf the C,rps has been filind that indicates Ohit non-toleration is
not an implied part of the Honor Code.

The only real issue then is to what degree non-toleratien hes been practiced
by the Corps. This is an elusive issue, and one which can only be accurately
pinpointed through cimucnts hy cadets icor, different yoar c,reups. In question-
naires distributed to Honor Chairmen end other selected mem6ers of the
cadet chain of command from 192,, to present all indicate that nen-coloration
was a part ci the Cede: however, a few go on to say that they do not
believe the Honor C,r,ittee would have found a man guilt': of "to!..rating."-
Almost all Honor C,mmittee determinations of violations of non-toleration
have been in conjunction with cheating cases in the Acnd,amic Departments,
which in circumstan,inl evidence suppertint: the conclusion that ceduia aro
reluctant to report suspected violators.

Those cadets whe have accepted the Honor Committee determination in
honor cases as the final decision have manifested nen-tolcratio, ihrcuah the
"silence" in case, in which Cemcdttee-deter,ned violators ,ore retwaled ti
the Corps. The reas.,s1 for this reinstate,iwrit r lui, . (ton !wen

because of the reversal -f an licior Committee decision hy a CC:I r, deeding
or an officer Board. The "silence" is a sumboli, aeti.n that the v;olator,
though physically ne_5ont, does not exist in the yes of !Ale cadet, .etd in

therefore not tolerated h, them. These "silence have nit always been
uniformly honored ail members of the Corps, nnd in (dct the Us.' Oc te
"Si lence" bd., per . :911 C..,

officially dencuncod b! thy Honor Coanittee with thc support of the C.Tps .
although there are indicatiens tnat nrt all cadets woro canva,sed on tee
issue. '7 The re,u't has been a modification of tho trnditional role
the 11,-nor CcrnItt,, its r4le final arith,rIt',. evr, -.1th

regard to quest!, us oi nor, If 01- Ce,:ettee is teo final cadet
authority , the deter-ioit i 1 vi,lations, teen the absence of tlo
"silence" impiios r 5. loratien.

5.

Contrary to the popular belief, the:, have been frrluent changes in the
statement, interpretati.m, and loulicati..n of the T,101- Jo. If there ic
a single pervasive issue, it i ; that a cadet ie ni

APPMCD12 1 - Personnel. to Whom Questionnaire
vas Distributed

APPENDLT 2 - Questionnaire
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, \ ) v4NKA inr.l'Oti ilEvEl.CIPMENT)

1. De.cr:he the' "^."wx=^^ ^ henur VA:: repotted, the Lato
dealt with. Ard 10,1,15ied.

1: tr., 3 . ;nr 'all right"?



')77-

111. A. Was there a pull,Y ul giv1hg a "s,,onu ,ha,,c co violators 01 thc nonor

code by any of cia below? (If cit.:It thy number(s).)

(1) ...rae ol)er wtth 4nouledge ot the ifense.

(2) The Chain ai (ommand.

(3) The Honor Reprer.entarive.

(4) The Hnnnr Committee'

(5) The Commandant ur his representative.

If secnnd chance WAR given,vss It for one of the folltailna reasons?

(Circle the apphcahle reason(s) and expand, if possible.)

(1) aci and honorable record as a cadet.

(2 use it was a first offense.

(3) , wan a small offense such as "white lie".

C. If you re, all !he ooralls of any spc),fl. ,Ase involving ..he above, please

ind).ate Own ))uloh.

74-892 0 - 70 -
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I V . WWI I a l l u r e t c c t , u V I I I on I A l 1 I . . pa r t 01 niruitt,,i cidti toui,iderid

AO harlot. Vt,. I It (al I III?, I '

it 0 At ont Po !,ano r code entwine. ,ith regulat ions? Now pervas lye was

:,ono r on'

.
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ANNEX R (PURPOSES) to Report of 'pet Intendttntls Special Study Group on

Honor at West Point.

1. PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTEE. To -ondoct. research and evaluation of the

basic purpose ot the Cadet Honor Code and System at the United Stat.,

Military Academy.

2 . ORGANIZATION. rile committee consl,ted of one of ficer from the hepart-

ment of Tact Ica , the First Captain ot Ii, C,ps of Cadets and 4 melTa4.4 of

(he 14)6 honor Committee. The member, ot the committee were:

Major I. Reilly, Tactical Officer
Cadet J. Aheouwer, First Captain c-A.tC
Cadet L. Foone, Member, Class 4,1 lob

Honor Commncee

3. METHOO:3I.Ogy.

The Committee conducted original renearch u:ing the archiven of the

USMA Ilbrar, plus reports, documentn and 4114,,,,g conducted hy tho Director

of Institutional Research. A survey was conducted by tho cadets In tto'

Class of P4E75 aihi 19t,' .
outlined Ln AppendiA 1 using a ',ample from all

four classes and the o:. ice CR statia aed at

4. IIISC,U,;":10.; or Top PI sn LW RESFARCH.

A. Historical Perlpective of the Puraose of Honor at VSMA.

Honor In the mtlnary society, in one form or other, has been with

us since the earnest day ' history: the Greek,- and Romans for example

placed considerable empht .

on the martial virtues in the citizen - soldier.

The Judaic-Christian philw.ol.sie as well recognized the unusual need for

courage, constahoo, and integrity in rh, I lull 106 xan. Their philosophies

became intermingled dor' rhe Middle Age, anii ot znivalry evolved

which prescribed igh .tandards of ethical conduct tor knights. During the

pertod of the American Revolution. the l'ritish Arm,' l'eculAtions were a com-

bination of tdo .laivalri. code ot the 4cistrwrAI It ,r -Ions and the

precepts of rto- Eneli.h c,Imnon law a., prec 'd :ornament. From

these concept : r-!1, ion .,,..epts of honor.

Thus our pre,..Nt d., cot; -,7r,-; of 1W,, , A:sorieAn interpretation

of age-old customs, ;1in:too:0, and liw that we spoll,e in the

f 1,.;!c i of f chara;;P: An! !!. togrl t v. Th,,

one of the elite,tiven ' A, iS :satire,. that c.1,2Lr.i,ii,

usseste, inCe4rit,- -114 nor,' ,it4,4/ 41-4, 01
th, S. oat. ,ri,, i.e C,Io er and lq cm1,14vred a crimarv

-

Jvhic:, for dozel.i'ing t'o lItri!
To ingure ttAt , 0 for ,xAmt,,t,.: ,ow pro,Vp!, of honor

at Weq: Point w ,,d z ex31, cue :-!1, Porp,,,,e. of :he cOth

R- I
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It in well docum, tod that the code - duello WW1 the concept of
honor held during the mid-i9th Century and most likely had the most proioond

effect on honor at :lest Point. It basically defined what qualification,

wefe necessary for gentlemanly and honorable conduct. It wao at best an

unwritten law-of-the-land. However, In I8lh, Captain Alden Partridge,

then Superintendent . dismissed a rade. for lying and publicly stated that
lying and dishonorable conduct would hot he tolerated at the Military Academy.

Here, we have the first publicly recorded pronouncoment ot non-tolerable

behavior. Colonel Sylvanus Thayer and other ofiieers after him defined honczr
as it pertained to thode virtues expected of an officer in the Army. As

Colonel Thayer quoted from a book (unidentified In the archives) he bought

during a visit to Prance:

"This honor ronsists in neither doirg nor
thinking anything unworthy of A hraye nod
virtuous soldier, and in being always true
in word and deed."

The erocept of honor, then, was introduced to West Point by officers
fr,m the Army who had an abiding belief that all ofiicers should be truth-

ful: The 9nwritten codt - duello on the other hand categorized lying, cheat-
ing, and srealing as dishonora''e conduct. Thus the official purpose of

honor during this period at U:c was to_produce truthful officers in word and

4tf.1L

An further documentation of this, the Superintendent, in a letter
dated 9 October 1905 wrote to a Miss Glady F. Meyer:

".... it is necessary to go back to the history

of the A. rican Army to find the origin of the
honor s. aem st the Military Academy. The

First Articles of War prescribed conduct un-
becoming an officer and a gentleman and this
fact set the standard. .... Cadets were ap-
pointed in che American Army in 1294 and at the

Military Academy in 1802. As prospective offi-
cers of the Army they had a code of morals and
manners derived from the custums of the service
which were enforced among themselves A, curroms
are entoreed in any society."

It should he noted that during this rly rcriod cheating was not

considered a diohororable act as evidenced b xce, n from the then USMA

Adjutant in a letter to a la Hobert Terns, Univer :y of Chicago in 1931:.

"It i5 not a paint of honnr with cadets not to
obtain iniormatinn unauthoridedly. Fy this. I

mean that ft a cadet is ever caught cheating
his por,hment while very severe does nut neces-
daril. :nde d,sminsal from ti. ttilitary Acad-

emy.... .ne hero- 9,crem which have evolved is

essentially thin and only this: that the word of

a cadet is never questioned."

b-2
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Soon thereafter. howe,vr, the view shifted. On 4 September 1901.

Order A 2283-1 was published by Captain J. S. Herron, then Adjutant for the
Superintendent which states:

"With the object ot furth,: ing this policy,
the Superintendent directs that hereafter in
the section room, either at oral iecications
or at written rev:tot:oils all cadets shall he
considered on hon r., receive no information
concerning their revitations on the blackboard
or the auhmisaion of a written recitation or
exercise whether signed or noc. It will be
accepted without question as the individual
work of the cadet preparing or submitting it,
unaided by nn improper or unauthorized assistance."

Although this was the first time thar cheating was formally con-
sidered a part of the Honor Code, It waa not until 1926 that the Academic
Board gave their approval to Elle Inclusion and 1935 before the Superinten-
dent nnd the Academic Board resolved their administrative difficulties with
the cheating concept. It should be noted, however, that the puri.vne remain-
ed the same: to pr,auce officers with charaecer and integrity. An the docu-
ment entitled Honor Syrtem. US Corps of Cadets, dated 6 December 1944
reiterated:

"Honor .d a fundamental attribute of character.
Honor is a virtue which Implies loyalty, courage,
truthfulness, self respect, juutice and gener-
osity. It's underlying principle is truth. A

cadet is truthful by act and by implication. A
cadet in training for service as an officer sub-
scribes to the proverb, "A hundred years cannot
repair a moments loss of honor. Hon ,. r then midt
be the guldic principle for all oft. -, ard
cadets."

This concept was furLher clarified in a memo to ihe Chief of Staff
from the Commandant of Cadets on 22 October 1955:

"The development of character and integrity in the
members of the Corps of Cadets is the primary mis-
sion of USMA, ihe Cadet Honor Code and System
Is official! r..ognized a, a primary means by
which [his tsvra. ,er development is accomplished."

it can he concluded then that icial purpose ,: honor. in all

its code and uvstemic manifestacionn from the inception of the Military
Academ ant:i present has undergone very little change. The Code icseit has
c4olved from an informal one bv thich o:ficers lived to a formal one which
became cadet oriented and was expanded for Acadvmy purposes to embrace and



ilef in, cheat. lug and t,,let at Ion it 1,, Mot vs of I ',honorable Mee.

fteseht 1).,ty..dhre Or! i of the l'olpose_. .not .It

The preceding d ht-11,:u ion involved the I.e.! lint tonal I /ea vet, ion
of the wit ,,t hqtr.r at l,:eqt i'ulot . hut I /11,,,t Illt Inv.:I ton,
Rt. rem.i : 11,1w iu honor pI, (slay . ader ..! t D.n
t he Honor toile and ,:vhtem tul t ho ,amo .t in t he

Is It Illt oudt.I to ' shuuld hono, '
1,,

the disc p I in Ir., ,yit t'tn , t , . t

I nilep,,,,leht et, pet et- tned t he (It t (cc II 111.I I I tte1.II ,e.tra It

in April 19711 and t he ot her hy till.: Commit tae t he Fall .11 1974. 'he

result ti of uu,;,11 are dkeu,sed in Appendix 1.

The ear I ier ,urveu whftli compared ,Iata f r.,rn the 1.1 r!it Clans ,,in!1-
t lonnn ire In l'IrUa-190 I with ,orvev ted .111 lah,eh during ke-
Or gat', rat ion Wee!, of 1,0.q wied t hat

°Cadet at t itudr, toward t Honor COtle an," ertl

tp:mA are ,,;:, 31,e t A ,t oady
de. 1 ine had du nut 1,di f ran 1'15 to ,ogge,t log
that the eondep '4 ing thro iglasor, I he

Cldis, of' 141,1 LO 197 t have mpletelv rever,ut the
neg,i; itIn and t ts opt On Of 11:14 r 1,On

aga In, t o t I ou, the 50's."

tt,,,ttn in.: rxpldriat f or the conc. low; were given, ranging
r.r .T1 change.: in he Honor ,,,011 au e 1 imin it Ion of the ive point.; and
t t I , f ) t T i e ( inn Veen L i t inn to one honor and v i o la-

inn uf t egul r t , : "ehpr i t d'honote," here was no con-

e Ion lye eviden, o no 1,. yle, id the po..; t ive t nudes toward the
haunt- concept at C.1n, , COP, ltude rom the survey that some-
where he LIdeen 1.' .01,t 1969 inn opt ui honor underwent a rev ta 1 ilat 1 On
in the mlauld- of r rader s,

The survey cordl :cted t hl Coen t oe generally showh that the
concept of Ihul..r ,old among tin, in al 1 L lass..., In

comparl: g f Of yer.,,, 011 eaeh t 1.!! quest ions asked We

I 'h in,: the purpove or hono- .it
The an., .15 ol he response,. to _:,e

Sor,wY,

, , .-f the Ca.:, r lloTor 11,11 cadet and

of tiger., o.r. ,a that .3 -,,ravi le an ethic tl standard tot future d: f 1,er..
and to de. 4.1,, ',cr.,- Lnrc.rt!.. t!..e ila oft er- and adet

force t Cadet narally hplit wset her chi, was

d a d . A A , r a r :.he idea that the Cde1,y,tem ,

. genera:1v agt v that ,,,,rcvment

easier c'ery, nC. 7,.1-0 I t.' C,,11 t no, t trs,
o f Inc i n - , O n r I t _ l n , .1 0,, I I 1' !
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(2.) yhMA the_211,He I ic'ers and itt s et.
that the Code/Systeal doe, acc omplish I to purpone at 111111/,, but the of f I ,4
have Some renet vat 1,1n, about it be Inv, as et list tVe ,155 It Ulan Is, the p.ott
Thitt is bunt, out tu none of II,. ,-VC MI( Honor Rev ley Cor, It t Repot tI

fm which tiler, Aso, COO., expl es. ed ceder 'idol per4'ept iohs of honot ,
espec I a l ly in the imh room. Aga in talon -I 64,0 concerned about lb.,
Pnrpose oi hc lor At -.4est iScint being sobve -1.1 tbt'on,..bl it, o,v ro enlatce

regulations.

{MAI' 1 s t he purplo, of I he honor Syst cm 1 rti.1.1..i
atorlOy. (...1`!".. C.I,1 e I liv ti it Or ti tsr but , IICVC
t. he ICS.. re,c.4r A ,Aal.'rity of the cadets interviewed bet ieve the

Ok. ," tIc th,l C111 t the kt ICC r 9. CI t er s 1,11 t he Ot her
hand. see the System am the method by whi,:h the Code is taught and the means
by which the ideals of the Code are enforced. All officers interviewed
believe the Code belongs not only E. cadets but all officers within the
Army.

(4 ) L:ha t chanEhh in the has I, purl 1.1.` and/or ,sticitniqt rat ion have
yru iete'Ited het 1deCTI,.....onit .111!' , cci r Cod., And t he pre., n:

.:CSVOrl,tes r. I 'it quest ion i tht o two major cAteth,t- te.:
-tome bet I eyed th A hig'c degree of honor waq instilled during New Cadet
Training Ihdt e, tut- lolning the Corps. (This was conf irmed by the
1970 ure.".. eh. ,I that !alio" r int ichl to honor concept h rose dur First
r. LIMN . lilt q (Oct 1.011, t he Commi det.ec tett. waq Apparent ly due 0 the
administra't,n of the Co,le through the Honor sytem As perceived by the

cadets. 1,A sec ol group believed the administration of the Code was lmprev-
I:a., through tter understanding.

The oft ers observed four main differences. First, cadet attitude

toward the honor system appears to have chaoged. Many believed cadets viewed
the system as akin to regulat,A,.:, e.g., "catch me if yet. ean" philosophy.

The second difference cited ....an the lAcreaned bureaucracy o: dhe ,..,tcm

which tend ro gain greater emphasis than the s, !, it of tp,, .ode

This was believed due to the external pressure placed on the tiystem by

the lawyers and the courts. The third differ,-. was a perception that
peer ties and friendship were more important t in honor. Tho final ,rea
was that of off:Aer intervention through officer boards .o.d command ;recsure.
Many believe this has weakened the system.

(5. the hon-tolerat ion c lawn. contribute to the Code.,
M.ost cadet he l loved , to le r.it I.In clac,r,e Is et tot t Lye anti should not be
changed. A ul r-up 1 ieved ,h.it it curtails Involver:rent because the
penaltv c,f qt ;-. ir.111,n to t,ccc harsh although they bet ten, in non -to 1,hAt ion
wi th some mod,: The,. are ( I I lowering t he penalty iris ,ep

(we , r leg should have t he opt ion Of conf ront ihg
the of ft,1,1,r 1,1 I: '' ''' ,1 t he non -t er.tt clause to Ie.,.

1, 1 IA h, ellrioAred. A ot the believed



(6.) Is _ther,e. A rel4tb,"011p, heiwjen honor And re_gul1tions7

Cadets agreed that honor should not he used to Coto' regulatI MN.

Furthermore they believed that it occurred rarely. of the inter-

viewed cadets expreased satisfaction with the relationship between honor
and regulations Al presently practiced, e.g., the Absence card. Seventy

percent of the officers believed that there in a relationship hetween h

and regulations but there was ne consensus On what that relationship

Many expressed the belief that man W44 honor-hound to regulatt..ns tr

the Army without people watchtng him. Many officer, believe that cadets uss

technicalities to circumvent tegulations that border on violations ot honor
because cadets believe that hon.' And regulationa should be distinctly sepa-

ryted.

(7.) Is there a relaito hdp_between honor and dutz? Both officers

and cadets overwhelmingly agree .! 'here was a strong relationship between

duty and honor. They believe tho 'h'.or and duty were inseparable. A gener-

al consensus wits that a man must his duty honorably.

In_the_honor_cade ovant today? Both officers and cadets

answered, -Now more than ever."

S. CONCLHSIONS.

The official view of the purpose of honor at West Point and the working

level view of the purpose of honor appear to be in accord. A problem has

developed with the administration of the Code through the Honor System am

the external pressures of the court, 'nd recent Honor tionrd proceedings have

created an une ,iss within the (' Many officers are lane' uneasy about

what thty pert,..., 615 A shift in C orps concept of honor. The officers

believe USMA is not accomplishing its mission of developing character and
integrity through the honor system as effectivelz as it did previously. An

example of this is the apparent laxness in cadet integrity within the acad-
emic environment and the use of technicalities by cadets to circumvent
regulations tn w' r normally would be consideved an honor violation. The

Corps wide sufvet. of cadet attitudes bv the Attitudes Committee reflects a

greater concern by the Department of Tactics (technicalities to circumvent

regulations) !hat that of the Acadeol Departments (laxnenn) In this regard.

Althovgh the non-toleration c:
for cadet% within Ow C.od.
do the officers, Lik.,Ise, 'och
honor and duty and view the t

Is one of the most troublesome items
. of them support tho principle. A5
lee a strong relationship between

. l'-vant in today'r society. althpaeh

the Code is idealistic 'nd ri,. ti.ere .4 considerable belief bv both cadets

and olticers thot thi, iv a J.. .;rahle feature of the Code in the traininia

envi, ..nmoit at fte trd,,for of the idealistic code to a relattol'' 'rc

praematic code one- from )l\ has n,t aaased any major difficult, wit,1

the officers int,rvien, I. ...,rdin,1 t/, question of what the st 'tus of

honor, in all of its ,1,,ti ,.atidns, rib. 11,1 be at '-est Point, there in cledr

sentiment that it ,hould remain u,d.. of the focal pottics of the tad-t's educi-

[ion.

0-6
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APPENDIX 1 (ANA1YSIS OF )UESTIONNAIRE GIVEN To OFFICERS AND CADETS AT USMA

CONCERNING THE HONOR CODE) TO ANNEX B (PURPOSES)

1. The following methodology was followed In interviewing cadets and officers
for a survey on honor that was conducted by the Purposes Committee of the
Superintendent's Special Study Group on Honor.

a. The questionnaire (Appendix 2) was prepared by the Purposes Committee

and approved by thy Director of Research h Evaluation.

b. Cadets were selected by random.sample of class and regiment.

c. Officers were selected by random sample of rank and department.

d. The Brigade Commander assigned permanent captains and members of the

1976 Honor E7mmittee to conduct all interviews. In dealing with cadets,

civilian attire or an informal cadet uniform (without rank) was used in
twiny cases In order to put the cadet at ease and promote spontaneity. Officers

were interviewed in their offices by cadets. Forty officers and eighty-five

cadets were interviewed.

e. Various members of the 1976 Caslet Honor Committee analyzed and dis-
cussed the cadet questionnaires and produced a consensus report on the

answers to the questionnaires by cadets.

f. The committee Chief of the Purposes CommIrlee analyzed the officer
response and produced the coucensus report on the nswers to the questions by

officers.

2. The following analysis refers to the questions that were asked of the

officers:

a. What is the purpose of the Cadet Honor Code? Answer: An overwhelming

majority of the officers answered that the Code/System is a training vehicle
and learning experience in order to develop ethical srandards for use as
officers in the Army and a consciousness of personal .ncegrity. Only one

officer did not believe that the Code had any real purpose. Interestingly,

a great majority of the officers reject the idea that the system Is abused

by enforcing regulations but rather believe that the Code makes cadets' life

easier and gives them more freedom than they otherwise would have. All the

interviewees were adamant that one of the purposes of the Code/System should
not be to enforce regulations by using honor against an individual.

b. Does USMA accomnlish the purpose? Answer: Although a majority of the

officers (75Z) 1,011~ _!MA dyes accomplish its purpose with the Honor Code,
there are serious reservations about it being as effective as it used to be.

The reservations fall into toe following comments:

B-1-1
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(1.) Administration of the Code.

(2.) Not enough codification.

0.) The Code is directed more toward punishment rather than produc-
tion of honorable men.

(4.) Too many slip through due to "1." above.

(5.) Ideals may not carry over into Army.

(6.) Separation of formal code from personal morality.

(7.) Not as strict as it used to be; relaxation of standards.

(8,) Problem between honor and regulations as perceived by the
cadets. The Honor System being Just another thing to be beaten.

(9.) Code only assists in developing a man who has been brought
up to believe a person does not lie, cheat or steal.

(10.) Cadets tend to lack the intense "feeling" for the Code that
used to be preyale,t.

c. 1.iliat is the_purpose of the Honor Sysiem as applied to the Honor
Code? Answer: There was near unanimous greement that the Honor System
had two purposes. First, lt is the method by which the Honor Cod(.' is taught;
and secondly, it is the pragmatic way in which the ideals of the Code are en-
forced in an individuals daily life. All officers surveyed believed the Code
belongs not only to cadets, but to all officers within the Army.

d. What changes in the basic purpose and/or admlnistration of the
Honor Code have You detected between your first understanding of tho Code
and at the present time? Answer; there were tour main differences as viewed
by officers. First, the attitude displayed by cadets towards the Honor
System appears to have changed. It is now something akin to regulations,
e.g., "catch me if you can" philosophy. A second nljor difference is the
increased bureaucracy of the system which tends to gain greater emphasis chan
the spirit of the Code itself. This has been due to the legalistic pressures
which have worked from mitside the institution and are detrimental to the
Cof.e/System. A third major difference is that peer tier and friendship are
more important char. honar. This is counter to the non-tolerarion aspect of
the Code. This iniAcates the system is less strict than it used to be. A

iourth area 13 that of officer incerference through officer boards and command
pressure. Many believe this interference weakens the Code.

e. Does the non-toleration clause contribute to the Code? Answer;
Of the forty officers questloned. three did not believe the toleration clause
contributes and used the following arguments:

B-1-2
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(1.) It runs counter to the purpose of developing personal honor.

(2.) There is no carryover into the Army.

(3.) It destroys loyalty to individuals and groups.

Of the remaining 37 interviewed, eight declined to answer, hut 29 stated that
it was very necessary to have non-toleration either tacitly understood or
codified. The reasons given were:

(1.) It la essential to the admtntstratton of the Code.

(2.) It is the cement which holds the Code together.

(3.) It is what differentiates the Code from public law.

(4.) It forces a man to have absolute integrity and to demand those

around him to have it.

f. Is there a relationship between honor and regulations? If so,

what? Answer: A majority of the officers (282) believed that there was a

relationship between honor and regulations. There was no consensus on what

the relationship was. The haziness develops in the conceptual cont,:xf that
a man is honor-bound to obey regulations in the Army without people watching
over him. There appeared to be an uneasy belief in most officers that
cadets use technicalities to circumveat regulations in what normally would
be considered an honor violation because they want to have a distinct cut-
off between regulations and honor, which in practicality is very difficult

to achieve. All officers agreed that a man's honor should not be used
against him, although if there were logical cause to ask a question, the
question should be asked.

g. Is there a relationship between honor and duty? If so, what?

Answer: Thirty-three officers basically stated that honor and duty are

almost inseparable. Four officers did not believe there was a relationship
because honor and duty are two separate systems. In their opinion honor is
based on ethics and morality while duty is based on obligation to standards.
The remaining officers had no comment on the question. ht was nn this ques-

tion that the officers were the most positive of the relationship between
honor and duty. Their arguments 1.:ere identical in many respects in that they

believed a man must perform his duty honorably.

h. Is the gon,r Code relevant today? Answer: Thirty-nine officers

questioned stated it was needed now more than ever due to the public mis-
trust generated by )l ii, 4%iter,:ace, and the self-doubt that Is in tfe Army

today. Only one individual beti,zed the code was too ihealistfc and rigid to

be of any use in th, Army today. Most officers readily admitted to it being

an idealistic code b,ing used in a non-Idealistic society, but believed this
code is a standard which ali should attempt to achieve.
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3. The follaving analysis refere to the quentions that were asked of
the Adets:

a. What in the purpose of the Cadet Honor Code? Answer: Most cadets
believe that the main purpose of the Honor Code is to provide an ethical
standard for future officers. They believe the Code develops a sense of
personal integrity and honor in the individual. Cadets believe that the
Honor Code should be directed in scope townre the day when cadets take
their place in the Army ae officers. The cadets interviewed want the Code
to instill in them the moral fortitude that is essential to the profesRion
of arms. Cadets also believe that a secondary purpose of the present Code
is to help the officers enforce and administer the regulations of OSMA. Of
the cadets interviewed, they were evenly divided an to whether they felt
this was good or bad.

b. Coes USMA accomplish the above purpose? Answer: The vast majority
of the cadets interviewed believed that the Academy did instill honor in
cadets through the Cadet Honor Code. Many cadets had doubts concerning
the staying effect of honor after they leave the Academy. They believe
that the Code ie highly idealistic, but that it should be that way. Although
most cadets believe that the Academy does instill honor in cadets through
the Code, they quelon such areas as having regulations enforced by honor.
The best example is the improper question. Cadets perceive a difference
between the Code and System and when cadets thought about the Code, they in
fact thought of the System and Haw the System as something to beat. This
perception reduces the purpose of the Code. It was stated that the Code
should have more significance than the System. Some cadets also believe
that honor is a personal thing and that the Academy does not have a great
influence on honor.

c. What is the purpose of the Honor System as epplied to the Honor Code?
Answer: Nearly all cadete see the System ar a logical appendage to the Code.
However, there is a large split on the quertion of whether the System is aR
it should be. It is nearly unanimous that the System provides the admin-
istrative machinery necessary to implement and enforce the Code. Most cadets
see this as logical and necessary. However, a substantial number of respon-
ses saw the System as n burden imposed by the Chain of Command and officers.
to make sure that t' i. followed, whatever the consequences. They
see the absence carc convenience to enforce regulations - placing a
cadet in an untenable .en by either breaking the Honor Code or being
reported for unmarked e then having to explain why. While nearly all
cadets truly felt the . belong to the Corp, the general feeling was
that the System belongs t . officers - and it is this System which carries
the day-to-day punitive pow,! that some indicated they felt taxed their
honor concept. There seemed to be a very negative attitude toward the System
in many c-dets.
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What changes in the bnnie_purapse and/or administration of the

Honor 'ode have you detected between_yoor first understanding of the Code

and at the present time? Answer: Responses fell into two major categor-

ies. The first were those who felt that a high degree of honor in
inatilled during the New Cadet Training period and is eroded after joining,

the Corps of Cadets. Although this eotion reflects a degree of cynicism,

most of this group cited recent incidents of A shady nature: the end of

the "silence," the Schwamb case, and a few mishandled boards. Thus, the

administration is thought to be eroding, while the purpose is staying the

same. The second group agreed that the purpose has not changed, but the

administration is improving. They agreed that the administration has had

a tough period, but has made excellent progress toward improvement. The

higher regaid almost universally came from an increased understanding

of the administration of the Code through observing the boards in action.

e. Does the non-toleration clause contribute to the Code? Answer:

The general opinion of the Corps is that the non-toleration clause is an

essential part of the Honor Code.
Although most see it as necessary ana

important, some view the clause as being counter-productivp. The non-

toleration clause is meant to keep cadetr involved with and cognizant of tho

Honor Code: but many cadets believe that the clause does exactly the opposite

and curtails involvement. Cadets have very close relationships with their

classmates and some refuse to accuse a friend when the possible result will

be separation. The alternatives offered are either lower the penalty from

separation to some sort of reprimand, or rather than turn someone in for

honor, confront the individual with regard to the latter proposal. A cadet

should not be obligated to tvin someone ir, rathei he should only be oblig-

ated to confront this individual with a warning. Approximately SO% of those

interviewed believe the toleration clause la effective and should not be

changed. Another 302 believe that one or bo?h of the above changes are neces-

sary in order to make the non-toleration claue effective. The final 20%

believe that the non-tolcration clause is useless and should be omitted from

the Code.

f. Is there a relationship between honor and rtulations? If so,

what? Answer: Most of all the interviewees stated th-c honnr should not

be used against an individual as in asking a question whc:, no evidence leads

to or causes the question. However, a wide majority of the, expressed a

strong belief in support of Laking punishment for what one does "rong and

that no misleading statements should be made in written explanations ^r

explanations to boards, officers, and other official actions. Most expres-

sed the opinion that the absence cord is necessary and supports a proper

relationship between honor and regul.rions. Host cadets expressed satisfac-

tion with the current relationship between the two and satisfaction with the

application of honor in connection with regulations (use of one's honor

ofnst one does not happen often).

g. Is there a relationshin between honor and dutv? Of the cadets inter-

viewed. only one believed that there was no relationshin according to YIP,.

honor :!nos not really exist in the Army, and the onlv im-ortant thln.: is t:

protect yourself. All other cadets believed that there definitclv ...as A

close relationship between duty and honor. Even though the,. ,ore s,re

2 3
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they all had trouble expressing what the relationship VAS or should be.
For this reason, the cadet overview will at times seem fragmented and
somewhat confusing.

The f parawaeh outlines a :,teneral cadet view ot duty io t.er:ds of Inuitor:

It in a %let's duty to he honest, not compromise his integrity, and to
distio,u.sh right from Wrong. When OiS iS not done, the individual
responsi le should he prepared co suffer the canisequences. Proper execu-
tina of outy is dependent upon being truthtul with oneself and others.
To perform their duties, cadets and ofileers :mist not lie, clu:at, or
steal or be tolerant of those who do. Most .adets believe that the way
to instill the above ideas is through the Honor (aide. Not only should the
Honor Committ,e be an enforcement agency, but it must also ccotrol indoc-
trination of new cadets; most Importantly. it must conduct a continuous
program of Ihinor education during a cadet's four years, in which cadecs are
required to make honorable decisions. In defining honor in terms ot
duty, honor is considered by most cadets to he necessary for the proper
performance of duties and responsihIlities. It is a duty to do something
correctly, and MOSC importantly,honor is d nereSsary aild personal aspect
,f

2.

In the overall view, cadet- believe Honor and fhicy cannot really be
separated. A high 'anor concept le.nis to a high duty concept and vice versa.
Anything concerning duty should involve (ine', honor. These two intermixed
Ideas are considered hy the Corps co be one of the main reasons for having
the Code. Cadets also realize that the Honur Coue is not an end in itself,
but en the contrary prepares the cadet to Perform his duties better as an
officer/leader. ft was mentioned often that while Duty and Honor are rather
separated here, (to break kegs is condoned, whereas compromising one's '-.1aor
is not), the two ideas seem to come together at graduation. Cadets believe
they are being trained not only to have personal integrity, but also to set
an ex.mple to others in the Army. For this reason it ir a necessity to
inst,li in a cadet a solid foundation of Honor and Duty for use as an officer.

h. Is the Honor Code relevant today? Answer: The majority of the cadets
interviewed on this question believed that the Honor Code and System as it
stands now is very relevant today, perhaps even more relevant today than
before. For a leader ,o be effective and respected, he must be known for his
integrity and sense ef honor. In the military, situations ma, present them-
selves where a comp:omise of honor could lead to loss of life. In the civilian
world, truth and honesty are essential elements of modern business trans-
actions. Mcral integrity, as developed via the Honor Code at West Point, is
an important prerequisite for any future leader.
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APPENDIX 2 (INTERVIEW SHEET) TO ANNEX b (PURPOSES)

Interviewer:

Name

Rank

Class

Name

Rank

Class

Co./Dept.

Date

1. What is the purpose of the Cadet Honor Code? (Typical answers that

can be used to initiate discussion)

a. To irstill honor in the Corps of Cadets

b. To develop honor in the individual cadet

c. To assist the officer corps in administering the Col-, of Cadets

d. To provide an ethical standard of behavior for the Army

e. To foster a mutual band of trust between officers in the Army

2. Does USNa accomplish 1 above?

2-1



3. What IR the purpose of the Honor ,ystem an applied to the Honor Cod,

4. What changes in the basic purpose and/or administration of the
Honor Code have you detected between your tirst understanding 01 the Code
and at thr present time?

5. Does the non-toleratIon clause contribute to the code?

6. fa there a relatIonlhip between Honor and Regulations? If so, what?

8-2-2
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7. Is there a relationship between
Honor and Duty? if no, what?

R. Is the Donor Code relevant today?

B-2-3
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ANNEX C (ATTITUDES) t Revolt of Supetiotendent's Special Stody Ctonp on
Honor at West Point.

1. PUR.POSE,Or_THE.COMMITTEC. P. evalnate the attitudea that the public,
the Army, cadets and statt and taculty have toward tin( Cadet Honor (Snip and
System.

2. ORCANT7ATJON The Attitudes Committee membership incInded the following
individnals:

Major Eugene S. Andrews
Captain John N. Abrams
Cadet Robert E. Johnson
Cadet Daniel W. Krueger
Cadet Charlya R. Lavnan
Cadet Volney J. Warner

3. ELETHODpL.0(11"..

a. The Attitudes Committee was primarily concerned with cutrent attitudes
of the prviously mentioned populations ana tined the time (rame from tLe
period of the My L revelations (1969) to lire present. The My LAi period ',IN
selected because it served to bring into locus both civilian and military
reaction to the integrity of military leaders. The selection of this time
frame also limited tbe amount ot overlap with the Historical Development Com-
mittee.

b. The asseasment of public attitudes was accomplished primarily through
eeview and analysts of the USMA Public Affairs Office media filen, letters

to the Superlytendent, and books written about Went Point.

c. The attitude of the Army was assessed through a revie. and analysis
of public 'tatementa, polo:ice commentary, studien, and other lito-ature con-
cerned with i:adershiv doctrine and professional ethics.

d. The assenameut of public and Army attituden is far from biing compre-
hensive. This is principally due to the limited value of relying s'lely on
the views of those who have taken the time to express themselves in letters,
articles or rooks and the questionable influence of published Army dictrine.
The attitudes reflected in these sources may not be fully consistent with the
current attitudes of the populations they are designed to serve. The lack of
a more scientific assessment of public and Army attitudes increases the proba-
bility of postulating recommendations based on incomplete or distorted Jata.
The solution to this problem would have been the administration of d survey to
the populations in question; however, the lack of adequate time and resources
available to the committee precluded such an approach.

e. The heart of the Committee's work centern on the assessment of the
attitudes of the cadets and stait and faculty at West Point. It is the atti-
tude of this population which most signiticantly impai m on the Cadet Honor
Code and System. Thin taSk May accomplished Ly analyzing the results of a

C-1
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questionnaire administered to all cadets, and a significant number of officers

and "'ciliated men who have had 401714. contact with cadets. However, it moot he

recognized that since the administretion of the questionnaire, December 1974.

many of the attitudea may have shifted because of distunntons and events
prompted by the uuestlonoaire itself.

4. DISCUSSIONS OF_TOPICS/AREAS OF RESEARCH.

A. Public Attltudes.

(:) The primary sources of Information available to the public
on the subject of honor are riewspapers and ragatrires. Typically, the artftles

published on the '.iode and System have been conce.ned with controvermial honor
cases such as the Pelosi and Boyd cases and the 14/1 Physics Departmen, scandal.
Of these, the articles that are highly critical of the Code and System L s.c,only
reflect the permonal and emotional aspects of the case with little or no .ir
elation of the evidence of the cane considered by the Honor Committee. The

crlticismswhich these articles levy generally focus on the alledged unfair-
ness arin inhumaheness oi the Syntem. For exampee. several of the artic:es
covering the physics cheating cases of 1973 highlighted cadet life in the
"Boarder's Ward" instead of addressing the fact that the concerned cadets were
in fact guilty ot committing a dishonorable act. On the other hand, the arti-

cles which show an appreciation of how the Syatem works tended to he non-
critical.

An example of this uncritical reaction in demonstrated in a meeting the author
Kurt Vonnegut had with Went Point's Public Affairs Officer, L/C Cariganein the
ummer of 1973. Vonnegut indicated that he was going to write a book about
Pelosi and demanded the official recorde of his honor case. Ha stated that he
would focus on the bizarreness of the "Silence" and the unreasonableness of
the system. Although the Department af the Army would not authorise the release
of information to the author, he managed to get a complete file from Pelosi's
former counsel. When Vonnegut hrarned the true facts of the case.he had a
complete ch-nge In hia attitude toward the symtem, described Pelosi as "a damn
"cheater," and cancelled his plans fo- the book.

(2) Most of the let Went Point has received from the public
reflect A high correlation with they read in the media. Since most media
articles deal with .ontroversial ,a,..s, moot letters come to the Academy in
response to the reported cases. The letters usuaily reflect a very shallow '

understanding , the, Code and System and are critical of its alleged unfairness

and inhumaneness. ot the letters to the Academy and to thv editors of publica-
tions which were not in response to a controversial case, most tended tii be
supportive of t'a: Code and appreciative of its importance tor the Acadery and
the Aray. A CI,0 III point I. o line tror letter tO the editor in responso
to Terry Cohman's critical Los Angeles lames article oi 21 October 19/1: ''fhe

in illaiion of pride, honor, and discipline in the upbringing of our young
a practice that. it more widely tollowed, would make this a better

country today.- Many letters, both pro ad con weich link the Code and System
at Weat Point with integrity art the Arms, ore a'so worthy of note.

C-2
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(I) B.J.J., w,itten ahaot west Palot mai, meollon 01
the Honor Code and ;;VAtelli dte ."e of iwo (het.' th4'
provide, the trAlttionli it posi- foe sopo.rt of West Polof nod the ll-oo
Code and System, !hese are ...ally oldev 1,..,licat Ions ant have he,.

written hy People lova) Id t+e,,t I hr gt a.loat Ow 1.3ye hit vet v
ful Army CAIVOt1. MOre offell than not, these hoekg vete phhltshed itiot
the post Viet nit,' oil, vo,,p les lin Weqf 14,011 II, ta,,, .0 I hi,

podrird iidatvri 4111, at y b idcmy rh,,,, 7. c:ee log (141,41, Nast Po let 1 t

Oitje.ct Ives and het hv Mak, -1 I P. r.v, ( or (14421 , and y, fl000r , ,aint Iv :

A !tilt Wen, Point bv atepheu t . Amhtose 111hh). h' ni hvi hand,

the P011 Vieille', psblications te, le, t gam,. at the popoist Anti-mi.itary
mentiment and genefallv portray the lionat taste Anci !ry4lem 41 unreamenahle not

not conAiAte,t with real vatld values arid plarti,e4. books In this catee.ae
include We33t Polj33, Ayer) e.3 we! ro vii y by K. Btu, e hal loktay and
Robert B . Johnnoo, J r . ( 1 4 7 1 ) ; dyyc.,...v dot treas: A. Psychl 1,0"4 4t l4v,1

PaIll.r by Itichard C . (19/4); and fdie N 'iii,, by Lir ! Alaik .11,1

(obane .1474).

hAny of the,ie hooks worm written hv Went Point gradoates at netsons closely
affiliated with Wes. Veiny prior ta poblliation. °tie ,an Nateln AqvgMe th3t
the highly ..rttical bo.1,4 e,r1 Jr t "1JY t t 1,411,161t .111,1

that authorm Were VT if lng i Or the hest t,r1,0t aod(vn, e.

b. Atmy At t t udes

(1) Without the brnof tt of an Army-wide survey and based on the
thug hot, h,. tot erred t hat t he Army deep have J pop I t
regard for the Cade and l'estem. This Infefrace Is based ,ni the emphasis that
has been placed en t he ideal of int egri t y in the Army. A. 3 mat ter of f

the origins ot the Honer Code cAll he traced hack to the "gent lemen's code"
which wan popular ln the Army of 1802. This ideal hag been perpetoated by
Wont Point graduates, It has fregoently AppeAr.d in off ictal leAdvrAhip And
professional ethi, s pohl icat 10119. Die tuition that an of f icer q word is bin
bond has been with os for some time and until recently. it hag been inopientl.,ned.
(For a more detailed treatment of this subject see the Historical Annex),

(2) h....cover. to put thr Army's positive regard for the Code and
System Into proper perspective it as particularly important lo note nevet
caveat,:

(a) Since the West Point Cchle and System directly tnvoine
only future of f icers. to obtain a comprehensive Arrly. view one mos. also con-
sider how enlisted men lo.rvelve it. A ref (cc( Ion of then,: views wan el,tJine,I
in the rele,t i011111 t Ante, ert,1 to 6.01 kt ell men 1%p11;ned ti W..t Point
have f recioent contact with cadets (cce paragr tph 4.c, (20) and Appendix if .
Their Attitudeq Are eenorailv le,1 idealistic than those of of f icers,
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(b) Another consideration is to what degree the Army
reflects the same uninformed attitude of the general public and what are
the primary sources of its information. It must be assumed that a soldier's
knowledge of the system directly, correlates with his proximity to and
affiliation with "./est Point and cadets. The size of the military population

at West Point in comparison to the Army is relatively small. Therefore, the

number of people in the Army whose attitudes are based on current and first-
hand accurate knowledge is also relatively small.

(c) The Army attitude is further complicated by a
variance substantiated in two recent studies.The U.S. Army War
College Study on Military Professionalism, 1970, resulted in at least three
cancluaions germane to the assessment of the attitudes of the Army regarding

the Code and System. The study concluded that:

1. The ideal standard of ethical/moral/professional
behavior as epitomized by "Duty - Honor - Country" i, opted by the Officer

Corps as proper, meaningful, and relevant for the An. today.

2. There are widespread and often significant differ-
ences between the ideal ethical/moral/professional standards of the Army--as
epitomized by Duty-Honot-Country--and the prevailing practice.

3. The most frequently recurring specific themes de-
scribing the variance between ideal standards and actual behavior in the
Officer Corps included distorted reporting of status, statistics, and officer

efficiency.

(d) Major James W. Tyler in his graduate school thesis,
A Study of the Personal Value Systems of U.S. Army Officers and a Comparison
vith American Managers, (1969), concluded that concepts related to success had

a greater influence on behavior than those concepts related to ethics or

feelings. The pragmatic mode of valuation was the operative value and the
ethical and feeling modes of valuation, which included honor, served primarily
to influence perceptions and determine how others wnuld be judged. He sug-

gests that among many Army officers the philosophy of the end justifying the
means is more important than adherence to ethical Standards such as honor.

c. USW. Cadet, Staff and Faculty Attitudes.

(1). Knowledge. Sixty-nine percent of the Corps indicated that
their knowledge of the Honor Code and System is good to excellent. Althow.h

77% stated that they had read the USMA pamphlets entitled The Cadet Honor Code
and System, they indicated that most of their knowledge of the Honor Code and
System was gained from lectures given by company honor representatives.
Seventy three percent of the officers assigned to the Academic and Tactical
Departments believe that their knowledge of the Honor Code and System is good

to excellent. However, tta! USMA Headquarters and USAH officers indicated

that they were much less ir,formed. Over 702 of the officers, primarily from
the Academic and Tactical Departments, have read C.e. above 'mentioned pamphlet

:.1c1 have received an Honor Committee brieiing.

C-4
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(2) Impact on Individual Development. Fifty-two percent of the
Corps indicated that , Honor System had significantly contributed to
their personal development and 582 believed that it has been effective
in impar'ing to cadets a tense of personal honor. Sixty percent of :he
cadets believe that the Honor System contributes to their officer development.

(3) Ovnersh).p of Honor Code. Forty-five percent of the Corps
believes that the Honor Code and System belongs to the Corps of Cadets.
A significant number attributed ownership co the Corps and USMA graduates
(18%); the Honor Committee (14%); end U51A-cadets, staff and faculty (122).
Almost half of the officers see the Honor Code and System as belonging to
the Corps, with 17% ascribing it to USMA 6adets, staff and faculty. However,
full 25Z of the USAH respondents see it as belonging to the American public

compared to an average ot only seven percent of the other three groups of
of4:ice, respondents. In spite of the question of ownership, an average of
70Z of both officers atd cadets indicated that it was characteristic of them
to defend the Honor Code when questioned about it while on leave.

(4) Adherence to Honor Code. In separate responses, 53% of the Corps
indicated tha, they adhered to the Honor Code because of a fear of separation
and 86% because of a strong sense of personal honor. Seventy percent
of the cadets believe that the Code is not uniformly adhered to throughout the
Corps. An average of 49% of the upper two classes indicated that adherence co
the spirit of the Honor'Code is less than what it was when they were fourth
clasamen, an average of 41% felt that it was the same as it was when they were
fourth classmen, and an average of eight percent felt that it was more than
what it was when they were fourth classmen. When responding to a similar, but
non-comparative question, an average 642 of the upper two classes indicated
that adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code is deteriorating. Sixty-two
percent of all of the officers and 782 of the USMA graduates believe that
cadet adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code is deteriorat)ng. Forty-eight
percent of the cadets and 64% of the officers believe that a demonstrated lack
of integrity at the highest levels of government .and among ranking military
officers has contribLted to this deterioration.

(5) Honor and the Army. Eighty percent of the cadets and 78% of
the officers believe that honor at West Point is not congruent with what
actually exists in the Army, and an almost equal number of each group believes
that honor violations are punished more severely at West Point than in the
Army. Also worthy of ncte is that 56% oi the officers are of the opinion that
west Point graduates reflect the spirit of the Honor Code in their daily per-
formance as Army officers, while an average of onl 30% of the USMA Headquarters
and USAH respondents share this view.

(6) Enforcement of Honor Code and System. The cadets are
almoat evenly split regarding whether or not rhe Honor Code and System are
realistically enforced, whether or not the Honor System is fair and just,
and whether or not the Honor Code is coo idealistic. The officers on the
other hand were more definite in their opinions. Sixty-five percent do not feel
that the Honor Code is too idealistic, 55% believe that the Honor Svstem is
fair and just, and 442 feel that both th, Honor Code and System are realistic-
ally enforced by the Corps (31% disagreed with this and 20% remained neutral).

C-5
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(7) Opporcunicics co Cheac. Fifcy-two percenc of che cadecs
and 56% of che officers are oc che opinion chat o?yorcunicies co cheac or
:%cherwise violace che Honor Code musc exisc co p,c...ide che experience needed
in making honorable choi,es. The majoricy (66%) of che Corps and officers
reflecced addicional supporc for cheir opinion by opposing modificacion of
academic procedures co limic che opportunity for cheating.

-

(8) Company Honoi Represencacives. The cadecs indicated chac,
for Che mosc parc, company honor represen...acives were elecced co cheir
posicions because of eicher cheir dedicacion co ducy, popularicy, or sense
of personal honor. Their manner of incerprecing honor (liberal or conserva-
tive) had lictle co do wich cheir aeleccion. Membership on che Honor Commic-
cee is viewed posicively by 43% of Che Co, , and negacively by 30% of che
Corps.

(9) Honor Violacions. Although 29% of che cadecs do noc feel
chac che taking of ash crays or cowels from rescaurancs and hocels are hunor
violations and 24% also feel che same about quibbling, evasive scacements or
resorcing co cechnicalicies co concc,i1 guilc, chere is a significant majoricy
who are in opposition co chis atcicude. Ofiicers were noc asked co deal wich
che ash Crays and cowels quescion, buc 81% agreed with considering quibbling
and che ocher icems mencioned as honor violacions. Quibbling, tot:racing,
and lying are viewed by boch cadecs and officers a, the honor vicLacions which
are mosc frequencly commicced and noc reporced. Also worchy of note is chat
67% of che cadece believe chac "borrowing" from each ocher has c,Itribuced
co an increase in scealing wichin che Corps.

(10) Toleration. Almosc two-chirds of the Corps indicated chac
chey would curn in a good friend for a clear-cut honor violacion, buc on che
ocher hand fully chree-quarters of che cadecs would not turn in a good friend
for a possible honor violacion. In chis regarl. che Corps as a whole is
almosc evenly splic on whecher or noc coleracio, should be an honor violation,
with a slight majoricy (45% vs 43%) in supporc of it noc being an honor viola-
cion. Seventy percenc of che officers believe chac coleration should be an
honor violacion.

(11) 12.1.1fthrism. One third of the Corps indicaced chat plagiarism
should be creaced as a "minor" honor offense and chac punishment for ic should
be someching shorc of separation. Fifcy-four nercenC are opposed to chis
nocion. However, in spite of chis, almost 70% of che Corps believes chac pla-
giarism should be handled by a different procedure than chac used in other
cases, because it is a highly complicaced and technical issue. The under cwo
classes supporced a procedure which would have che case referred co a special
board of cadets and officers, while che upper cwo classes favored a special
board of cadecs wich a board of officers as an option. Anocher procedure re-

ceiving support of the Corps, buc to a lesser extent. would have che case
referred to a special board of officers from academic departments only.
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(12) Discretion and Sanctions. Generally speaking, both
cadets and officers support the use of discretion in the application of
sanctions for honor violations. The extent and variance of support fer this
issue are reflected in the following sub-paragrapns:

(a) Sixty-seven percent of the cadets and 63% of the
officers feel that the Honor Committee should have the power to award a lesser
punishment for a violation which in its opinion does not merit.separation.

(b) Sixty-tvo percent of the Corps and 54Z of the officers
indicated that some honor violations should be considered "minor" and there-
fore penalized by something short of separation.

(c) In response to a similar question, 49% of the cadets
and 51% of the officers indicated their opposition to the notion of separa-
ting all cadets, regardless of the nature of the violation. Responses to the
same question, but rephrased remained virtually unchanged. However, it iJ
impoktant to note that even though many cadets and officers support discretion,
there is a significant minority who oppose it.

(d) Wo-thirds of the cadets and officers agree with the
idea that cadets found guilty of an honor violation should be given a "second
chance" under certain circumstances. The two circumstances receiving the most
support from both officers and cadets in order of preference are:

1. Self-reported, first offense, any class, mir.r
violations only (quibbling, half-truths, evasion).

2. Self-reported, any offense, any class.

This notion is corroborated by 68% of the cadets and 59% of the officers who
indicated that a cadet who commits an honor violation and 1-ter reports himself
should not receive the same punishment given to a cadet who is turned in by
another cadet or officer.

(e) Fifty-five percent of. the cadets and 51% of the officers
are own3sed to reintroducing the "Silence" as part of the Honor System.

(13) Board of Officers. Eighty-one percent of the cadets and
72% of the officers are opposed to having cadets appear before a board of
officer9 for cheating without first going before the Honor Committee.

(14) Officer Assistance. Fifty-seven percent of the Corps indica-
d that they can effectively enforce the Honor System without officer assist-

ance. Only 34% of the officers supported this position.

(15) Honor and Regulations. Seventy-eight percent of the Corps
believes that honor is used to enforce regulations.
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(16) Open Honor Committee Meetines.
Eighty-two perceot of

the Corps indica,ed that observers
should be pormittou to actor.' L000r

Committee meetings.

(17) Third Class Attitudes. The questionniire showed that

Third Classmon tend to be less supportive
of the Honor Cod- and System. They

are inclined to accept certain actions that are currently
violation, of the

Code by about ten percent more than any other class. The Third Clas, also

had ten percent more respondents
who indicated that the Honor Code inhibited

their personal growth and has been
detrimental to their development as an

officer. It appears as though they hay,
significantly leas faith in the honor

procedures and considerably more
disilloslonment with the Honor Code and

System. The attitudes of the Third Classmen may
be a result of one or a

combination of the following:

(a) Cynicism and apathy due to the lack of involvement in

the system, a condition often
referred to as the "yearling syndrome."

(b) A backllah_Azialisa rho number of Third Classmen separa-

ted for plagiarism.

(c) A reaction t'o the circumstances
surrounding the gradua-

tion and non-commissioning of the
Chairman of the 1074 Honor Committee,

---

jhe man who provided them with the pro
ionderance of their new cadet honor'

instruction.

(18) Officer versus Cadet Attitudes. In many areas addressed

by the survey, the attitudes of
the officers and the cadets were very much in

agreement. The predominant opinion among
both groups was that the Honor Code

significantl.;
antribufed to their personal development.

The attitude of

both groups toward the Honor System at West Point versus honor in the Army is

almost identical in seeing incongruity
between the Academy and the Army. The

cadets and the officers both feel
that adherence to the Honor Code within the

Corps is deteriorating - about 601 of each group. The most significant differ-

ence between officer and cadet attitudes is in the subject.of enforcemen, of

the Honor Code. The unlioritv of the cadets feel that they can effectively

enforce the Honor Code without officer
assistance, while the majority of the

officers were of the opposite opinion.
Along with this, a significant number

of cadets (471) indicate that the Honor Code is too idealistic while 657. of

the officers feel that it is not. A possible explanation for this diversity

of opinion could be that rhe
cadets are living under the Code day to day,

while the officers are not.

(19) Comnarison of Officer Attitudes. Officer respondents from

Headquarters and Stat rd U.;AH uoph, generally refloeted a more liberal

and less rigid atfitoae In their te,pohoes
than did the Academic and Tactical

Department recpondent,,
The latter two ,ere more conservative in their

responses with the Tat-.ical Department belne . little more conaer,,ative than

the Academic Derart,2nr, em,cept in the ar.a of academics. These difference,

may be indicative of the Ict that th,! Academie and Tactical Dopartmeats have

more COMA graduate,: assigned, have m re contact with cadeL3. and 4re more

familiar with the briar C,de and
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(20) Enlisted Attitudes. The enlisted men are generally not
as familiar with the Non Code and System as officer, which is a probable
explanation of why many Ji them took a neutral position in response to the
items in thc questionnaire. Due to the large number of neutral responses it is
difficult to conduct any extensive comparisons with the officer attitudes. Huy-
ever, most of the enlisted men's responses were either similar to the officer
responses or reflected a less idealistic attitude. It is important to note
that the enlisted men did differ with the officers concerning whether or not
West Point graduates reflect the spirit cf the Honor Code in their daily per-
formance as Army officers. Fifty-six percent of the officers and only forty-
six percent of the enlisted men agreed with this seatement.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

a Due to the committee's lack of a more scientific method of measure-
ment, the assessment of Army and public attitudes toward the Cadet Honor Code
and System is incomplete.

b. The public attitude is generally a reflection of what they read;
for the most part one can assume that it is probably more negative than posi-
tive because of che bad publicity receive0 in the controversial Boyd and
Pelosi cases.

c. Public attitudes are usually based on very little, if any, accurate
knowledge of the facts of a particular case or how the Honor Code and System
functions. The response from this segment of the por.lation is usually nega-
tive. Host of the positive support has come from those individuals who are
versed in the facts of a particular case or have some knowledge of the Honor
Code and System.

d. The public has a tendency to tie together officer integrity and
the Houor Code and System.

e. Only a small segment of the Army is in a ponition to formulate atti-
tudes on the Honor Code and System which are based of appropriate knowledge.

f. The ideals professed in the Honor Code and System are generally
viewed in a positive light among Army officers becaus2 of the emphasis the
ideals have received in official publications, the tradition of officer
integrity, and perpetuation of the Aeals by West Point graduates.

g. There is a variance in the Army officers' attitude on the value of
honor and what is actually practiced. All too frequently honor occupies a
position subordinate to the more pragmatic values such as success and achieve-
ment.
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h. Although most cadets and officers assigned to USMA believe that
their knowledge of the Honor Code and System Is p- r, excellent, there is

a significant number who still need to be edur., As was the case with

the public, it is the extent of one's knowledge ul the Honor Code and System
which more oftea than not impacts on how much positive support it receives.
Lectures from company honor representatives appeat to be the most effective

means of educating both officers and cadets.

i. It is the opinion of most cadets and officers that the Honor Code
and Syetem:

(1) Belong to the Corps of Cadets,

(2) Are contributing to or have contributed to both their per-

sonal and officer development.

(3) Are not congruent with what actually exists in the Army.

j. More cadets adhere to the Honor Code because of a strong sense of
personal honor than because of fear of separation. However, the importance

of the latter is certainly significant. A majority of both nadets and

officers believe that adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code is deteriora-
ting, with a significant number indicating that a demonstrated lack of
integrity at the highest levels of government and among ranking military
officers has contributed to this deterioration.

k. Although cadets and officers support and agree on many aspects of
the Honor Code and System, officers tend to be more conservative in their at-
titudes. Of the four classes, the Third Class is generally less supportive
of the Honor Cod's and System and reflect the most liberal and permissive atti-

tudes.

1. There.is a ignificant minority of both officers and cadets who
support toleration.

m. Generally speaking, both cadets and officers support the use of dis-
cretion and the application of sanctions by the Honor Committee ,..ider "certain
circumstances," such as first offense or minor honor violations.

n. Both cadets and officers believe that administration of the Honor
System should be accomplished without ofticer involvement.

o. Honor is viewed by cadets as being used to enforce regulations.

p. Most cadets favor open Honor Committee meetings.

q. Cadets believe that because plagiarism is such a highly complicated
and tech.l:al issue, it should be handled by a differe..t procedure than that
used in other honor cases.
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APPENDIX I - RESULTS OF CADET HONOR QUESTIONNAIRE TO ANNEX C (ATTITTICES)

APPENDIX 2 - RESULTS.OF OFFICER HONOR QUESTIONNAME TO ANNEX C (ATTITUDES)

APPENDIX 3 - RESULTS OF ENLISTED MEN HONOR QUESTIONNAIRE TO ANNEX C
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APPENDIX 1 (RESULTS OF CADET HONOR OUESTICAIRE) 'It ANNEX C -(ATTITUDES)

1. Adminiscracive Item: N3921

2. Seventy percent of the Corps have read thc OSHA Pamphlet entitled

The Cadet Honor Cody and System.
The Class of 1978 had the highest number

(861) of individuals who have read
it and the Class of 1976 had the fewest

(57%).

3. Sixty-nine percent of the Corps indicated thac their knowledge of the

Honor Code and System was good to excellent. As might be expected, the

percent expressing chis level of
knowledge was highesc in che Class of 1975

(792) and lowest in che Class of 1978 (562).

4. Host of the Corps (652) gained most
of their knowledge of the Honor Code

and System from formal briefings
and leccures given by honor represencaclwes.

Very Uccle of their knowledge is gained from reading pamphlets and ocher

publications.

5. For the most part, and in che order preiented, company honor represenc-

were elecced co cheir position
because of treir sense of personal honor,

dedicacion to ducy, or popularity. Less 102 were elected because of

how they interpreted honor.

6. Upperclassmen as a group are evenly split on whether or not adherence

co the Honor Code is either less or che same as ic was when chey were plebes.

A relacively small number (62) of upperclassmen believe adherence co the

Honor Code is more than whac ic was when they were plebes. However, of :he

three upp-r classes, che Class of 1976 has a significantly larger number

(532) of cadecs (92 more chan che Class of 1975 and 152 more than che Class

of 1977) who see adherence co che Honor
Code as less than what ic was when

chey were plebes.

7. Over half (842) of the Corps indicaced
chac adherence co the Honor System

is .hout as much of a challenge as they expecced. There was an almost even

split among chose who indicaced that
adherence co the Honor System was more

or less of a challenge than they expected.

8.. Fifcy-cwo percent of che Corps indicated chac che Honor System had sig-

nificantly centriboted co cheir personal development, while an average of

401 indicated that it had litcle effect.
Worthy of'note is that the Class

of 1977 had 112 of its respondents who
indicaced :hat che Honor SYarom re-

stricted their personal development.
This is 5 1/22 higher than che average

of che ocher three classes.

9.
Forty-five percent of the Corps believes chac che Honor Code and System

belong to che Corps of Cadets.
Other activities to which a significant

number cf respondents (in to 182)
attributed ownership co included the Corps

of Cadets and USMA graduates. the Hpnor
Committee, and USNA (cadets, staff

and faculty) in thac order.
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10. As Vlis the case with the cadet's personal development, 60% of the
cadets believe that the Honor System contributes co their development as
an officer. The Class of 1977's perception was again significantly dif-
ferent from the average of the ocher three classes in that more of them
viewed the Honor System as having little effect on their development as
an officer. The Class of 1978 reflected plebe idealism by having the
highest percent of respondents who think that the Honor System signifi-
cantly contributes to their development as an officer.

11. Quibbl:eg, coleraJre.and lying, in that order, are seen as the honor
violations which are most frequently committed and not reported. Viola-
tion of the signature was seen as the least frequently committed and not
reported honor violation.

12. and 13. Sixty-cwo percent of the Corps indicated that they would turn
in a good friend for a clear-cut honor violation with the Class of 1978
reflecting a more idealistic attitude than the upper classes. On the ocher
hand, seventy three percent of the Corps would not turn in a good friend
for a possible honor violation.

14. Sixty-eight percenr of the Corps believec that plagiarism should be
handled by a different procedure than chat used in ocher honor cases because
it is a highly compli.cated and technical issue.

In. A clear 672 af the cadets were almost evenly split on what procedures
should be adopter to handle plagiarism. Half of this group would prefer a
special Board of Officers from academic departments and the ocher half would
prefer a special Board of Cadets and Officers. However, closer examination
reveals that the upper two classes support the latter and the bottom two
classes the former.

16. Fifty-eight percent of the Corps believes that the Honor System has
been effective in imparting to cadets a sense of personal honor. However,
an analysis of the individual class responses shows that once again the
Class of 1977 had a significantly higher percentage (12%) of respondents who
believe that the Honor System is not effective in developing a sense of
personal honor.

17. Ferty-one percent of the Corps favors separ,tion as the punishment for
ail cadets who violate the Honor Code, regar'lless of the nature of the viola-
tion. However, 49% are opposed to this notion. The o!.position to separation
regardless of the nature of the honor violation came primarily from the bottom
two classes: a 127. vs 2Z difference.

18. With the exception of the Fourth Class, the majority of the cadets believe
chat the Honor Code and System are not realisticalry enforced by the Corps.
The Class of 1977 reflected the strongest negative response with an 18%
difference as opposed to a 1: and 7tdifference among the First and Second
class respectively.
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19. Seventy percent indicated that it was characteristic f them to

defend the Hono- Code when questioned about it while on leave. Although

the majority of the Class of 1977 defended the Honor Code, they had no less

than 9% more respondents than the average of the oci,-r three classes whose

response to the statement das negative.

20. Fifty-three percent of the Corps adhere; to the Honor Code because

of a fear of separation. Adherence to the Hcnor Code because of fear of
separation was less prevalent among First Clasalmen than the under three

cl

21. Eighty-six percent of the Corps indicated Chat it adhered to the HOnor

Code because of a strong sense of personal honor. The Class of 1977 had

.3% more respondents than the other three classes who response was negative.

22. One-half of the Class of 1977 does not believe that the Honor System is
fair and just, while over half of the other three classes hold the opposite

Point of view.

23. Over 80 percent of the Corps believes that honor at West Point is not

congruent with what actually exists in the Army.

24. An average of 61% of the upper two classes do not feel that their company
honor representatives were voted in because of their liberal approach regard-

ing enforcement of the Honor System.

25. Fifty.four percen. of the cadets indicated ,hat the taking of ashtrays

or towels from and restaurants are honor violations. However, the

Class of 1977 had ten percent fewer respondents who supported this notion;
while the Class of 1975 had the highest percentage of respondents supporting

it.

26. Fully one-third of the Corps took a neutral position with regard to the
question of resigning instead of requesting a Board of Officers when found

for an honor violation. The other two-thirds of the Corps 'reflected an even

split. In comparison to the other three classes, the Class of 1975 had seven

percent more respondents who would request a Board of Officers, while the

Class of 1979 had almost the same number in the opposite direction.

27. Sixty-eight percent of the Corps supports the position that a cadet who

commits an honor violation and later reports himself should not receive the

same punishment given to a cadet who is turned in by another cadet or officer.

Of the four classes, the Class of 1975 and 1978 were least supportive of this

position with a nine percent difference bltween the average of the other two

classes.
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28. Seventy seven percent of the Corps believes that honor is used to
enforce regulations. The average (82%) for the upper three classes was
20 percert higher than the Class of 1978'5 average. Again. one can safely
assume that this is a result of the class' newness to the system.

29. Sixty-three percent of the Corps pelieves that quibbling, evasive state-
ments, or resorting to technicalities tc conceal guilt should be considered
an honor violation. The Class of 1977 had five percent fewer than the average
of the other three classes supporting this position.

30. By only slight majority (47% VS 43%), the Corps as a whole feels
that separation from USHA should 1,:t be che only punishment for those who
violate the Honor Code. aowever, a closer look st the gures ieveal that
tho under two classes t the primary supporters of this la:ea while the
upper two cl aaaaa ref: :! a more conservative attitude.

31. Two-thirds of the Corps do not support the notion that academic procedures
should be tightened to limit the opportunities for theating.

32. Forty-five percent of the Corps suppor° the notion that the toleration
of the honor violations of others should not be an honor violation. Forty
three percent oppo,..d this position. The Class of 1977 is the strongest
supporter of the former position and the Class of 1975 is more definitely
in support of maintaining toleration as am honor violation.

33. Forty-one percent of the cadets indicated that members of the Caiets
Honor Committee that they know accurately reflect the Corps attitude ibout the
Honor System. However, it should be pointed out that approximately 25: of the
Corps maintained a neutral position. The greatest amount of support (50%)
cane from the Class of 1975'while only one third of the Class of 1977 agreed
with the statement.

34. Fifty-four percent of the Corps does not believe that plagiarism should
be treated as a "minor" honor offense and that punishment for it should be
omething short of separation. The Class of 1977 and the Cl,ass of 1978 were
less in favor of this attitude.

35. Sixty_sewen percent of the Corps does think that cadets "borrowing"
from each other has contributed to an increase in stealing by cadets. The

Class of 1978 had 25 percent fewer respondents agreeing with this notion which
reflects their lack of evfltrience with the problem.

36. and 37. Seventy-four percent of the Corps believes that honor violations
are punished more severely at West Point than in the Army. Except for the
Class of 1976 most of the cadets base their opinion on direct accounts by
others (officers, NCO's cadets, family, friends, etc.). The second most
prevalent basis which cadets use to form their opinion varies with ea.h class:
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Class of 1975 - AOT
Class of 1976 - Direct Accounts by Otte.rs
Class of 1977 Fersoual Obser4ation:. Other than AOT

Class of 1978 Media Accounts

38. and 39. Two-third.' of the Corps agree with tie idea 'hat cadets found
guilty tor an honor violation should be given a "second chsnce" under

certain circumstances. The Class of l97t. had 67. -.are respondents than the

other three classes who supported the proposal. The two circumetances

that received the most support from the Corps were lin order of preference):

Self-reporred, first offense, any class, minor violations

only (quibbling, evasion, half-truths).

Self-reported, first offense, any class.

40. Eighsy-two percent of the Corps indicated that observers should oe

permitted to attend Honor Committee meetings.

41. SeveAty percent of the Corps believes that the Honor Code is not uniform-

ly adhered to. Fifteen percent fewer members of the Class of 1978 held this

opinion --- again, a reflection of the%r novice status.

42. Tao-thirds of the Co:ps feels that the Honor Committee shoulA have the

power to award a lesser punishment for a violation which in its opinion does

not merit separation. The strongest support for this position came from the

Class of 1978 andincrementally decreased with each succeeding class.

43. Sixty percent of the Corps indicated that they would seriously question a

cadet's honor if the cadet Lao called before the Honor Committee the second

time foe a possible Honor violation.

44. Sixty percent of the Corps feels that cadet adherence to the spirit of

the Honor Code is deteriorating. This attitude was strongest among the upper

two classes.

45. Forty-eight percent of the Corps indicated that a demonstrated lack of

integrity at the highest levels of government and among ranking military

officers has weakened adherence to the Honor Code. Also, significant is the

fact that 201 of the cadets refle.:ted a certain amount of uncertainty by

taking a aeutral position as their resp.nse. The Class of 1977 had 61 mire

than the average of the other three classes who agreed with the statemero.

46. Membership on the Honor Committee was viewed positively by 432 of
the Corps and necativoly by a third of the Corps. The tinder two classes

had An Average oi iive percent more cadets agreeing with the statement tnan

the upper rwo classes. it is also sienificaut to point out that 27% ot the

respondents took a neutral position indicating
that they were either too far

removed from the Honor Committee to km., much about it, or some ambivalence

on their parc regarding nor only its prestige but also ios effectiveness.
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47. Tifty-two percent of the helioves tha, v:.pertunities to Ileat
or otnerwise violate t-e H cm,: ode m,st exist to pro:1de tne Log-et-1,, .0
needed in making honorable cnacce,. An even one-th,,,1 disagreed.

48. Sixty-two percent of the Corps indicated tnat Some honor violatioe, st. '

be considered "mine." Ind rberefore penalized by ,,eet,ir.: o: ;An.

An average of ten percent were neetral and 2S percent aleaoreed. ;be itroeoe
support far this position (71-.1 oame from the Class of 1u7i while the
1975 indicated the least (51.:) support.

49. Thirty-two percent of the Corps want the Silence t-o Se reintroduced while
55: are opposed t, the idea Ind LIZ remained neacra,. Asposition t, the
Silence was lit higher Among the cadet, or the bottom [U,0 than

the upper two elasse e strongest sUppert ..ame from the Cla; of le7^
with the leaAt -m.,g from the Class of 19:6.

50. Fifty-seven percent at- the Corps indicated that tee': .,fectivele

enforce the Hoe,r System wlfh,ur otticer assietance. -r Ells po51:isi

was an average or le: higher among the Asper two classes 0_, :nay Ihe

bOCCOM CUT l307/. Class ot 197e only had -ol who eupported th::
position.

51. There was strong disagreement by che Corps (=,1%. wita having oldete
appear betore ^ leard or Officers for cheating withcAt tirst going beferc
the Honor Committee.

52. Forty-seven percent of the Ceres believes that the honor Code is too
idealistic. In spite of the relatively even ereakeet, tnere are if:gni:I.:ant
differenees when ene examined the various class respcuses. The Class of
reflected.the 1104t conservative view with onlv +0% of the respendente indi-
cating that the Code is too idealistic while the Class of 1977 had 57Z who
regarded it as being too idealistic. The cwo upper classes had ten percent
fewer cadets who felt that the Honor Code was too idealistic. :he Class of

1977 haii I.!: more respondents than the averaee ot the other three classes
who regarded the Code as being too idealistic.

53. Forty-nine percent of the Corps Indic .ed that they would request a
Board of Officers if found for a clear-cur honor violation. and if the pos-
sibility existed that f .a of Officers ,,110: reverse the Honor Committee',
decision because of a le, . technicality. Ten percent more of cne respondent,

from the upper two classes supported this option L:hL' Li an apparent reilextion

of how much they may have at stake with being fce. Ho,ever, :he Clas,;

1976 had tne nigsest number fS71) of responients ...Ile favored this option and

the Class of In79 had the fewest (41.Z).

54. Fiftv-eine percent of the Corps agreed with the following statement: If

you heard in the 1,1 norm,' fn; ,:eta _d; pert :vent I wr ;'

take. but had no intentlor et usine the information :o assist you in che writ.
you should report what vou heard to the Instructor before taking the writ.
The upper tw, claiies were ',es, supper:Lee of this eosition than the two enaor
classes by aperoximately

C-1-6
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OFPARTMINT OF FMK *Amy
Q4.FICC SSSSSS WiLiVARV ACACCM,

wtr POrNT VIEW ,00,4 10014

.0 EACH MEMBER F 7.E i;.2PPE :ADE7

West Point Cadets and the Army Officer Corps are generally recognized a,d respected
for their persona' irtegr,ty. 7ht ',Jest P?int ladet 4enor :cde ar4 SyStem na,e
nurtured And Sustained this furdamentar and recarCel attr,tute .cwevir, 1r

view of the changes and turmoil that 4est Paint. tne Army and cur cowtry 'nave
experienced over the past secide. to survi4e aro Prosper tne ka.Oemy mus: take a
:onstructive ard critical look at that which is sO fundamental to its existence.
Only by doing so can tmis institution build upar the test of its past ard Prepare
for the future.

Accordingly, a selected group of cadets and officers are In the orc.:ess o' :onducting
i thorough study and review of the West Point HonOr Code and System. Their objec-
tive is to determine how the Honor Code vd System can te strengOened Ind improved
to insure tut nonor :artirues to oe tne seystone iv,. of west tint rne attaChed
Ouestionnaire has teen orepared to 'acilitate the 1-,.m.o.,5nment of tri; tap, 1-,e

seriousness and fransness of your response w,11 s..nrf,:antlf affect the i_ i C
thiS questionnaire Ind tne study aro :"e e'etiveress of the
and System.

NJ Not write your name or a -,:meer on trOS questionnaire or reStOrse sneet.
zia-Tach question and al: stories cartfuily before selecting your arswer.
Mark your answers on tne >meet. LSE AN CODINARY PENCIL - rot a talloolnt
pen. Be sure that your answer marks are heav ird tr,lt you tlicken the whole
rectangle. Do not go outside the lines of tn.! tcx

,Pur :areful attertior and ..:oce-lt:jr are very mu.:0

.
.(ea!.",
w:LLIAM
r.adet r.aptair

'7''s.rmar Hrrcr
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1. My class year is:

a. Class of 1975
b. Class of 1976
c. Class of 1977
d. Class of 1978

2. I have read the USMA pamphlet en'itled The Cadet Honor Code and System.

a. Yes

b. No
Comment:

3. My knowledge of the Honor Code and System can best be described as:

a. Excellent

b. Good
c. Adequate
d. Marginal

e. Poor
Comment:

4. I gained most of my knowledge of the Honor Code and System through: (one response

only)

a. Formal briefings and lectures by Honor representatives.
b. Formal briefings and lectures by chain of command.
c. Publications and pamphlets.
d. Discussions with other cadets.
e. Discussions with Cadet Honor Representatives.
f. Personal observation.
g. Formal meetings and briefings by tactical officers and academic department

professors.
h. Other

5. Our company honor representative was elected to the position because of is:

a. Strict interpretation of Honor.
b. Moderate Interpretation of Honor.
c. Liberal interpretation of Honor.
d. Dedication to duty.
e. Popularity.
f. His sense of personal honor.
g. Other

6. Adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code is:

a. Less than what it was when I was a plebe.

b. The same as it was when I was a plebe.
c. More than what it was when I was a plebe.
d. N/A (for fourthclassmen only).

Comment:

7. Adherence to the Honor System is:

a. More of a challenge than I expected.

b. About as much of a challenge as I expected.
c. Less of a challenge than I expected.

Comment:

.3
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Sistem.

ontiv 'untributes to my personal development.

-as little effect on my personal develoPniMa.
,.trictc my personal development as an individual.

rt:

, 5.0 re,

Sigrificantly contributes to my development as an of

o; little effect on my development 4, dn officer.
e-A.,1,:ts my development dS an officer.

Cede and System belong primarily lu. (one recponse only)

a. -orcr Comnittee,
:inn of Command.
,crpc of Cadets.
,SMA (cadets, staff and faculty).
Corps of Cadets and USMA graduates.
The Army.

The American public.

Ccmament:

In your opinion, what kind of honor violation is most frequently cornitted and not

reported? (One r,spunse only.)

a . I iing, e. Plagiarism.

b. Cheating.
f, Quibbling.

C. Stealing.
g. Violation of signature,

1, Tolerance of those who lie, cheat or steal. h. None that I know of.

1:. aould turn in d good friend for a clear-cut honor violation.

a. Yes.

b. Ng

I would turn in a good friend for a positle honor violation,

d. Ins.

Comment:

1m each of rep tellowing questions, you should
indicate your degree of agreement or dis-

iyeemert. A ceace is provided on the questionnaire for any comment
you desire to make to

clarify your response,

gigbly Lomplicated and tecnnical area, ohould be handled by a different

Procedure trot used in other honor cases.

3. etrongiv agree

b. moderately agree
Sivd

e. Slightly disagree
C. Moderately diSagree

g. Strongly disagrae
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15. If plagiarism were to be handled by separate proCedures I would pref,

referred to a:

a. Board of Officers.
b. Special Board of Officers from Academic Departments only.
C. Special Board of Cadets and Officers.
d. Special Board of Cadets only, with a Board of Officers optioe.

e. Other -
16. The Honor SyStern haS been effective in accomplishing its mission of Imparting

Classmates a sense of personal honor.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agree g. Strongly lisagree

d. Neutral

Convent:

17. Regardless of the nature of the violation, all cadets who violaie the Honor Code

should be separated from the Military Academy.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree

0. Neutral

Comment:

The Honor Code and System are realistically interpreted and enforced by the Corps.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree

C. ;lightly agree

d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree

19, It is characteristic of me to defend the Honor Code when I'm on leave and have to face

Questioning about it.

a. Strongly ayree

b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree

9. Strongly disagree

20. I adhere to the eonor Cede because of fear of separation from USMA.

d. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree
c. ;lightly agree
d. Neutral

Convent:

e. Slightly disooree
f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree
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21. 1 adhere to the Honor Code because of a strong sense of personal honor.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

22. Based on my personal observations the Honor System is fair and just.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

23. The concept of honor at West Point is congruent with what actually exists In the Army.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

24. Our company honor representative was voted 1^ because of his liberal views regarding
enforcement of the Honor System.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree
d. Neutral

'Comment:

25. The taking of ash trays or towels from restaurants and hotels are not henor violations.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

26. If found for an honor violation. I would resign instead of requesting a board of
officers.

a. Strongly agree
h. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d, Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
r. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

4
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27 A cadet who .o,T,Its an honor violation and len, reports himself should not receive
the same punichownt elven to 0 cadet who ts turned in by another cadet or officer.

a. Stco, a.n ee

b. ModeraSol,, ao de
c, ageoe
d. Neutna

Convent.

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
q. Strongly disagree

28. ire H,,or Cade 1 net used to enforce regulations.

a. Str;o9') AQ,rty

b. moderatels aJree
o, slightly agree
J. Newtral

Com-e-t.

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

29. Qt.ittl'r.g, esasi:e state-Tnts or resorting to technicalities to conceal guilt should
rot oe Johsidereo honor violations.

a. Strongly agree
O. moderately, agree
c. Slightly agree
d, Neutral

Comrent,

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

ID. Separation fro, ,:SMA should be the ohly. punishment for those who violate the Honor
Code.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
C. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

C--ment:

e. Slightly disagree
P. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

Academic procedures should be tightened to limit the opportunity for cheating.

a. .itrongly agree
Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
P. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

37, Toleratioh of the honor volatiors of others should not be an honor violation.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
C. Slightly agree
d. Nevtral

Comnent,

e. Slightly disagree
P. Moderately disagree
q. Strongly disagree

3 2
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In my opinion, the members of the Cadet Honor Committee that I know accurately reflect

the Corps attitude about the Honor System.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

h. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agre, g. Strongly disagree

a. Neutral

Comment:

34. Plagiarism should be treated as a "minor" honor Offense and punishment
for it should

he something short of separation:

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree

d. Neutral

Comment:

35. The practice of cadet "borrowing" from each Other hdS
contributed to an increase in

ttealing by cadets.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree

S. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly dijaYree
f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree

36. Honor violations are punished more severely at West Point than honor violations in

the Army.

a. 'Arongly agree

b. moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Coonent:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

h. No information on which to base

reply

37, my response to Question 36 above, is based primarily on:

a. My AOT experience

S. Personal observations other than AOT

c. Media accounts
d. Direct accounts by Others (officers. NCOs, cadets,

family, friends, etc.)

Comment:

38. Cadets found guilty of an honor violation should be given a "second chance". under

certain circumstances.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree

c. Sligntly agree
d. Neutral

Corment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree

6

3 2 i
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39. If you agreed with the statement in 38 above, under what circumstance do you (hint,. 3

"second chance" should be considered? (One response only.)

d. Self-reported, first offense, any class.
b, Self Tported, first offense, fourtralassmen only.
c. Self.reported, first offense, any class, any violation.
d. Self-reported, first offense, any class, minor violations only (quibbling,

evasion, half-truthsl.
e. All violations except chose directly involsing military reports or academics,

regardless of source or by who reported.
f, Others

40. Observers should.be permitted to attend Honor Committee meetings.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately avee
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

41, The Honor Code is uniformly adhered to throughout the '3orps of Cadets,

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Coarent;

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

42. The Honor Committee should have the power to award a lesser punishment for a violation
which in its opinion does not merit separation.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree
d. Neutral

Comment:

43. 1 would seriously question a cadet's honor if the cadet was called before the Honor
Committee the second time for a possible honor violation.

a. Strongly auree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

44. Cadet adherence to the spirit of the uunor Code is deteriorating.

a. Strongly agree
N. Moderately agror
c. Slightly agree
1, Neutral

Ceerent,

e. Slightly disagre.
f. Moderately disagfo,
q. Strongly disagree

0.)
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45. A demonstrated lack of integrity at the highest level of government and among
military officers has weakened adherence to the Honor Code.

a. Strong!), agree

b. Moderately agree
C. Slightly agree

d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

ranking

46. Membership on the Honor Comittee is one of prestige.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f, Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

47. Opportunities to cheat or otherwise violate the Honor Code must exist to provide the

experience needed in making honorable choices.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree

d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. -Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

48. Some honor violations should be considered "minor" and therefore penalized by something

short of separation.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree

C. SHghtly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

49. The Silence should be reintroduced as part of the Honor System.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree

d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

50. The Corps can effectively enforce the Honor Syste, without officer assistance.

a. Ntrongly agree
P. Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree
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51. CadetS reported for (heelltog by ah officer should appear before a board of officers
without first going before the doeor remitter,

a. Strongly agree v. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
c. Slightly agree

g. Strongly disagree
d. Neutral

Convent'

52. The donor Code is too idealistic.

a. Strongly agred
b. Moderately ag'me
c. Slightly wee
d. Neutral

v. Slightly disagree
I. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disogree

Comment

If food (0, a cinsh.cut honor violation and 0 the possibility existed that a board
of officer, wight reverse the ''onor Convittve decision becauie of a legal technicality:
: would request a 'oil of officers.

I. Strongly agren
I. Moderately- agree
C. Slightly agree
!. Neutral

P. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
a. 5trongly disagree

I IhI, 4 tw0-10.hh quOctlon.

a. If yuu overheard in the hallway SOMT informatine pertinent to a writ you were about
to take, but had no. intention of using the 'promotion to assist you in the writ, you should
report what you overheard to the instructor before taking the writ.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
C. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Convent'

D. Why?

e. Slightly disagree
f, Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

f -------

55. lf, In your 'minion, the honor Code Is not uniformly adhered to throughout the Corps
of Cadets indicate your reasons why,

55, If I could influence the honor Code and/or the Honor System I would: (optional)
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APPENDIX 2 (RESULTS OF OFFICER HONOR QUESTIONWIRE) TO ANNEX C (ATTITUDES)

1. Administrative Item: 8.729

2, Sixty-two percent of the respondents are West Point eraduates. However,

the Academic and Tactical Department percentages are much more than the

other twnt 77% aei 69% respectively.

1. Seventy-three percent of the officern questioned have received an Honor

Committee briviing. However, closer examination of the data reveals that

these briefings were primarily given to the Academic nd Tactical Depart-

ments.

4, Seventy percent of the officers have read the Vs' cnor Code and <2e,

Pamphlet with the highest number in the Academic andTactical Depat:iments

7k and 83Z respectively.

5. Seventy-three officers asnigned to the Academic nrid Tactical Departments
believe that their knowledge of the Honor Code and System is generally good

to excellent. USMA Headquarters and USAII officers indicated that they were

much leas informed.

6, and 7. An average of 727: of the graduaten indicated that the Honor System
significantly contributed to their officer and personal development.

8, Forty-seven percent of the officers see the Honor Code and Syatem as
belonging to the Corpn, with 17% ascribing it to USMA (cadets, staff and

faculty). However, J 'ull 25Z of the uSAH see it as belonging to the American

public compared to only 7% of the other three departments. It is possible

that the USAH response more closely approximaten the public attitude. Only

11% of the respondents believe that the Honor Code and System belongs to the

Army.

9. Toleration is viewed by 10% of those who opted to express an opinior as

the most frequently committed and unreported honor violation. The othei

violation seen by a significant number (19Z) of the respondents as committed

and unreported iA quibbling.

10. Seventy-etght percent of the USMA graduates have the opinion that adher-

ence to the sptrit of the Honor Code is less than what it was when they were

cadets.

H. Sixty-five percent of the respondents do not 'eel that the Honor Code

is too idealintic, with the strongest support for this position coming from

the Academic (69Z) and Tactical (68%) Departments.

12. Seventy-two percent of the officers indicated that even though a cadet

has been reported for cheatin by an officer, he should not be required to

go before a Board of Officers without first going before the Honor Committee.

The Academic Department (80%) was the strongest supporter of this position.

C-2-1
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13. Forty-nine percent of the officers were of the or.nion that the Honor
Code and System are realistically Interpre. d and eh.orced by the Corps.
Thirty-one percent disagreed and 201 remaine! neutral. The Tactical Depart-
ment has the largest number (602) who disagree] with the statement.

14. Fifty-Dine percent ot the officers indicated that a cadet who commit.
an honor violation and later reports himeelt should_nor recyive the same
punishment given to a cadet who is turned in ny another cadet or officer.
The most coneervative response came from the Tactical Department with oaly
54% of their respondents sueporting this idea, 92 fewer than the other
three departments.

15. The majority (55%) of the officer]; are of the opinion that the Honor
System i9 fair and just. USAH had the fewest number (25%) who agreed with
the statement and had the largest number (392) who remained neutral.

16. Fifty-one percent of the officers indicated that the Silence should not
be reintroduced as part of the Honor System rich 162 expressing a neutral
position and 281 expressing support for it. The Academic nnd Tactical
Departments had an average o' 312 who were for the Silence, a full 16% more
than the average of the oche, two departments.

17. Eighty-one percent of the officets agreed with considering quibbling,
evasive statements,ar resorting to technicalities to conceal guilt as an
honor violation. USA)! had 252 of their responderts who did not support the
latter, 17% more than the nverage of the other three departments.

18. Just over 0-e-half (542) of the officers believe that the Corps could
not effectively enforce the Honor System without officers assistance. T6e
Tactical Department hAJ 30% more respondents who supported this position than
the average of the other three departments. In comparison with the Academic
Department, the Tactical Department had 181 more respondents who indicated
that effective enforcement of the Honor System required officer assistance.

19. Almost two-thirds (62%) of the officers believe that cadet adherence
to the spirit of the Honor Code is deteriorating. An average of one-half of
the respondents from the USAH and USMA Headquarters indicated a neutral
response. The st aiesi support for the above-stated point of view came from
the Academic and i iai Dypartment with an average of 702. Again, the Tacti-
cal Department reflected the most conservative attitude with 7% more respond-
ents indicating that cadet adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code is
deteriorating.

20. The majority (781) of the officers are of the opinion that tle concept
of Honor at West eeint is not congruent with what actually exists in the

C-2-2
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21. Flfty-one percent of the officers indicated opposition to the notion

that separation should be the only punishment given to those who violate

the Honor Code. Forty percent su PPOtted separation And 52 remained neutral.

The Tactical Department was the only department chat had the majority of

their respondents (Si%) supporting separation. This was 7% higher than rhv

Academic Department. Officern aosigned to Ole USMA Headquarcern Staff

and USAli had the largest number (average of el%) in opposition to separa-

tion.

22. The majority (64%) of the officers believe that a demonstrated lack of

integrity at the highest levels of government and among ranking military

officers has weakened cadet adherence to the Honor Code.

23. It is characteristic of 69% of the officers to defend the Honor Code

when on leave and have to face quentioniag about ft. An average of 402 of

Headquarters and USAH respondents indicated a neutral position on this

point.

24. Fifty-five percent of the officers were opposed to the notion that

regardless of the nature of the violation, all cadet, who violate the

Honor Code should be separated from the Military Academy. The TaCtical

Department had 46% for separation and the Academft Department had 38. The

latter two departments had 132 fewer respondents in apposition to separa-

tion than the Headquarters and USAH respcndents.

25. Fifty-six percent of the officers are of the opinion that West Point

graduates reflect the spirit of the Honor Code in theic daily performance

as Army officers. Forty-seven percent of the USAH respondents held an op-

posite opinion while the Headquarters respondents were evenly split on this

issue.

26. The majority (65%) of the officers indicated that academic procedures

should not be tightened to limit the opportunity of cheating. The strongest

support for this position came from the Academic Department respondents

(79%).

27. Seventy percent of the officers were opposed to the notion that tolera-

tion should not be considered an Honor Violation.

28. The overwhelming majority (WO of Ole officers are of the opinion that

honor violations are punished more severely at Weer Point than honor violations

in the Army.

29. Sixty-three percent of theofficers indicated that the Honor Committee

should have the power to award a lesser punishment for a violation which

in its opinion does not merit separation. The Tactical Department reflected

a more conservative position with 10% fewer respondents supporting the latter

than the average of the other three.

C-2-3
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30. Slxty-sevon percent of tle officers were of the opinion that cadets
found guilty ol an 4onor violation should be given a "second chance"
under certain circumstances.

31. Those officers who supported the "second chance" option indicated that
it should be considered under fhe following conditions (in order of prefer-
enc.):

-Self-reported, first offense, any clams, minor
(quibbling, evasion, half-truths) (27T)

-Self-reported, first offense, any'class (122)

-Self-reported, first offense, FourthclAssmen only (10T)

-Self-reported, first offense, any class, any violation (72)

-All violations except those directly involving military reports or
academics, regardless of source or by whom reported (62)

violations only

32. Fifty-six percent of the officers are of the opinion that opportun-
ities to cheat or otherwise violate tho Honor Code must exist to provide the
experience needed in making honorable choices. Only 392 of the USAH respondents
supported this position.

33. Fifty-four percent of the officers believe that some honor violations
should be considered "minor" And therefore penalized by something sh.,/
of separation. The strongest support for this position came from the Head-
quarters and DSAH respondents with an average of 692. The academic and
Tactical Departments were less supportive with 56 and 48% respectively. The
Tactical Department's response was almost an even split with 45 percent of
their respondents opposing the ides:

C-2-6
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OF THE ARMY

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
WEST POINT. NEWYORK 10096

TO OFFICERS ASSIGNED UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

The Superintendent has established a
Special Study Group to conduct an extensive

assessment and evaluation of the Cadet honor Code and System. The objective of

this study is to determine how the Honor
Code and System can be strengthened and

improved to insure that honor continues to be
the keystone ideal of West Point.

The attached questionnaire has been
prepared with the approval of the Superintendent

to facilitate the accomplishment of this task.

Special Instructions:
2a /fol./rite your name on this

questionnaire or response

sheet. Read each question and all its responses
carefully before selecting your

answer. Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet.
USE AN ORDINARY PENCIL - not a

ballpoint pen. Be sure that your answer marks are
heavy and that you blacken the

whole rectangle. Do not go outside the lines of the box. You may write in

additional comments in the spaces provided on the questionnaire.

After completing the questionnaire, return it
according to the instructions of the

head of your activity.

Your careful attention and 0,
ration are very much appreciated.

i'eALD W. 0 GER /
Co oncl, CE
Director of Institutional Research

4"
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1. Department or Agency to which you are as:Igned:

a. HQ USMA (general and special staff)
b. Academic Department
C. ,".epartment of Tactics
d. USAH

2. Source of commission:

a. OCS
b. ROTC

c. USMA
d. Other

3. I have received a briefing by a member of the Honor Committee since coming to USMA.

a. Yes

b. No

4. I have read the USMA pamphlet entitled The Cadet Honor Code and System.

a. Yes
b. No

5. My knowledge of the Cadet 001. Code and System can best be described as:

a. Excellent
b. Good
c. Adequate
d. Marginal
e. Poor

6. The Honor System:

a. Significantly contributed to my development as an officer
b. Had little effect on my development as an officer
c. Restricted my development as an officer
d. Hot applicable

7. The Honor System:

a. Significantly contributed to my personal development
b. Had little effect on my personal development
c. Restricted my personal development as an individual
d. Not applicable

8. The Honor Code and System belongs primarily to: (one respooe only)

a. Honor Committee
b. Chain of Command
c. Corps of Cadets
d. USMA (cadets, staff and faculty)
e. Corps of Cadets and USMA Graduates
f. The Army
g. The American public
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9. In Your opinion, what kind of hono. violation is most frequently committed and not

reported.

a. Lying e. Plagiarlti

b. Cheating f. Quibbling

c. Stealing g. Violation of signature

d. Tolerance of those who lie, cheat or steal. h. I do not know

10. Adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code is:

a. Less than what it was when I was a cadet

b. The same as it was when I was a cadet

c. More than what it was when I was a cadet

d. Not applicable (for non-graduates only)

In each of the following questions, you should indicate your degree of agreement or dis-

agreement. A space is provided on the questionnaire for any comment you desire to make

to clarify your response.

11. The Honor Code is too idealistic.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

12. Cadets reported for cheating by an officer should appear before a board of officers

without first going before the Honor Committee.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree

d. Neutral

Comment

13. The Manor Code and System are realistically interpreted and enforced by the Corps.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

14. A cadet who commits an honor violation and later reports himself should not receive
the same punishment given to a cadet who is turned in by another cadet or officer.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree

f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

3.31



15. The Honor System is fair and Just.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:
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e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

16. The Silence should be reintroduced as part of the Honor System.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

17. Quibbling, evasive statements or resorting to technicalities to conceal guilt should
not be considered as an honor violation.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

18. The Corps can effectively enforce the Honor System without officer assistance.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

19. Cadet adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code is deteriorating.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

20. The concept of honor at West Point is congruent with what actually exists in the Army.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

2
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21. Separation is the only punishment that should be given to those wno violate the

a. Strongly agree
Moderately agree
Slightly agree
'ieutral

t:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree

O. ,strated lack of integrity at the highest levels of government and among

r4r. 1 military officers has weakened adherence to the Honor Code.

Strongly agree
O. Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree

9. Strongly disagree

23. ft is characteristic of me to defend the Ho,: Code when l'm on leave and have to

face questioning about it.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderate': agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly igree
g. Strongly disagree

d. Neutral

Comment:

24. Rliftardless of the nature of the violation, all cadets who violate the Honor Code

should be separated from the Military Academy.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree
f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree

d. Neutral

Comment:

25. West Point graduates reflect the spirit of tne Honor Code in their daily performance

as Army officers.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agree
g. Strongly disagree

d. Neutral

Comment:

'25.
Academic procedures should be tightened to limit the opportunity of cheating.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree
C. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:
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e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree

y. Strongly disagree
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27. Toleration of the honor violations of others should not be an honor violation.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

28. Honor violations are punished more severely at West Point than honor violations In
the Army.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
I. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

29. The Honor Committee should have the power to award a lesser punishment for a
violation which in its opinion does not merit separation.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
I. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

30. Cadets found guilty of an honor violation hould be given a second chance", under
certain circumstances.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agrec P. Moderately disagree
C. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree
d. Neutral

Comment:

31. If you agreed With the statement in 30. above under 'ANL,. circumstance do you think
a "second chance" should be considered? (One response only.)

a. Self-reported, first offense, any class.
b. Self-reported, first offense, fourthclassmen only.
c. Self-reported, first offense, any class, any violation,
d. Self-reported, first offense, any class, minor violations only (quibbling,

nalf-truths).
e. All violations except those directly involving military reports or academics,

regardless of source or by whom reported.
f. Cthers

32. Opportunities to cheat or otherwise violate the Honor Code must exist to provide the
experience needed in maling honorable choices,

a. Strongly agree
S. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment;

5

e. Slightly disagree
C. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree
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33. Some honer violations should be considered "minor" and therefore penalized by Some-

thing short of separation.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree

d. Neutral

Comment:

34. If 1 could influence the Honor Code and/or the Honor System I would (Optional)

6
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APPENDIX 3 (RESULTS OF ENLISTED MEN HONOR QUESTION!:AIRE) TO ANNEX C
(ATTITUDES)

1. Administrative item: N60

2. Seventy-three percent of the respondents are E-T and above.

3. Only 25% of the enlisted men (EH) have received a briefing from the
Honor Committee.

4. Thirty-eight percent of the EM have read the USMA pamphlet entitled
The Cadet Honor Code Ana syacn.

5. Fifty-two percent of the EM consider their knowledge of the Honor Code
and System as adequate to good and 40% feel that it was poor to marginal.

6. The majority of the EN (58t) ascribe owmership of the Honor Code and
System to the Corps of Cadets with on:. 12Cand 10% ascribing ownership to
USMA (cadets, staff and faculty) and the Army respectively.

7. Toleration is viewed by 40% of those who opted to express an opinion as
the most frequently committed and unreported honor violation. The other
violations seen by a significant number of the respondents as committed and
unreported were lying (17Z) and quibbling (12Z). Forty percent indicated
that they did not know.

8. Thirty-eight percent of the BM do not feel that the Honor Code is too
idealistic and 25% remained neutral.

9. Fifty-five percent of the EH indicated that even though a cadet has been
reported for cheating by an officer, he should not be required to go before
a Board of Officers without first going before the Honor Committee.

10. Thirty-eight percent of the EM were of the opinion that the Honor Code
and System are realistically enforced by the Corps. Twenty-eight percent
disagreed and 32% remained neutral.

11. Over half of the EM (55%) indicated that a cadet who commits an honor
violation and later reports himself should not receive the same punishment
given to a cadet who is turned in by another cadet or officer. Twenty-three
percent disagreed and 20% reflected a neutral position.

12. Only 48% of the EM believe that the Honor System is fair and just. A
full 30% expressed a neutral opinion and 18% disagreed with the statement.

13. Fifty-three percent indicated that the Silence should not be reintroduced
as part of the Honor System with 22% expressing a neutral position and 23%
expressing support for it.

C-3-1
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14. Seventy-two percent of the EM feel that quibbling, evasive statements
or resorting to technicalities to conceal guilt should be considered

as an honor violation.

15. Only 35Z of the EM believe that the Corps can effectively enforce the

Honor System without officer assistance.

16. Forty percent are of the opinion that cadet adherence to-the spirit

of honor is deteriorating. Thirty-seven percent reflected a neutral opinion

and ;2Z disagreed with the statement.

17. The majority (63t) of the EM beliive that the concept of honor at
West Point is not congruent with what actually exists in the Army.

18. Sixty-three percent of the El indicated opposition to the notion that
separation should be the only punishment given to those who violate the

Honor Code.

19. Sixty-two percent believe that a demonstrated lack of integrity at the
highest levels of government and among ranking military officers has weakened

adherence to the spirit of the Honor Code.

20. It is characte_istic of 50Z of the EM to defend the Honor Code when on

leave and have to face questioning about it. Thirty-three percent indicated

a neutral position on this point.

21. Sixty-five percent of the EH were opposed to the notion that regardless

of the nature of the violation, all cadets who violate the Honor Code could

be separated from the Military Academy.

22. Forty-seven percent of the EH were of the opinion that West Point
graduates did not reflect the spirit of the Honor Code in their daily perform-

ance as Army officers. Twenty-five percent gave a neutral response and 27Z

responded positively.

23. One-third of the EM indicated that academic procedures'should be tightened

up to limit the opportunity for cheating, with another third remaining neutral.

Twenty-eight percent disagreed with the statement.

24. Sixty percent of the EM feel that toleration of the honor violations of

others should be an honor violation.

25. A majority (73Z) of the EM were of the opinion that honor violations are

punished more severely at West Point than honor violations in the Army.

26. Seventy-five percent of the EM indiCated that the Honor Committee should

have the power to award a lesser punishment for a violation which in its opinion

does not merit separation.

27. Seventy percent supported the notior of giving a cadet a "second chance"
for an honor violation committed under c-rtain circumstances.

C-3-2
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28. Those Et who supported the "second chance" option indicated that it should
be considered under the following conditions (in order of preference):

Self-reported, first offense, any class, minor violation (33t)
Self-reported, first offense, any class (15%)

All violations except those directly involving military
reports or academics, regardless of sou:ce or by whom.
reported (132)

Self-reported, first offense, fourthclass only (5%)

Self-reported, first offense, any.class, any violation (52)
Others (132)

29. Forty percent indicated that opportunities to cheat or otherwise violate
the Honor Code must exist to provide the experience needed in making honorable
choices. Twenty percent remained neutral and 38% disagreed with the state-
ment.

30. Seventy-three percent of the EM believe that some honor violations should
be considered "minor" and therefore penalizrd by something short of separation.

C-3-3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

WEST POINT. NEW YORK 10006

TO ENLISTED MEN ASSIGNED TO THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

The Superintendent has established Special Study Group to conduct an

extensive nt and evaluation of the Cadet Honor Code and System. The

objective of this study is to determine how the Honor Code and System can be

strengthened and improved to insure that honor continues to be the keystone

ideal of West Point. The attached questionnaire has been prepared with the

approval of the Superintendent to facilitate the sccomplishment of this task.

Special Instructions: Do Not write your name on this questionnaire or

response sheet. Read.each question and all its responses carefully before

selecting your answer. Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet. USE AN

ORDINARY PENCIL - not a ballpoint pen. Be sure that your answer marks are

heavy and that you blacken the whole rectangle. Do not go outside the lines

of the box. You mey write in additional comments in the spaces provided

on the questionnaire. It is recognized that many enlisted men have limited

knowledge of the Cadet Honor Code and System; however, you are asked to

respond to all questions to the best of your ability.

After completing the questionnaire, return it and the answer sheet in the

envelope provided.

Your careful attention and cooperation are very much appreciated.

(c::..i.RTI.1).W. MEDSCER 4.6
LIlonel, CE

Di ector of InstitutiOnal Re:

3 9
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1. Department or Agency to which you are assigned:

a. HQ USMA (general and special staff)
b. Academic Department
c. Department of Tactics
d. USAH

2. Rar'..

e. E4

f. El - E3

3. I have received a briefing by a member of the Honor Committee since
coming to USMA.

a. Yes

b. No

4. I have reed the USMA pamphlet entitled The Cadet Honor Code end System.

a. yes

b. No

5. My knowledge of the Cadet Honor Code and System can best be described
as:

a. Excellent
b. Good
c. Adequate
d. Marginal
0. Poor

6. The Honor Code and System belongs primarily to: (one response only)

a. Honor Committee
b. Chain of Command
c. Corps of Cadets
d. USMA (cadets, staff and faculty)
e. Corps of Cadets and USHA Graduates
f. The Army
g. The American public

7. In your opinion, what kind of honor violation is most frequently com-
mitted and not reported.

a. Lying
b. Cheating
c. Stealing
d. Tolcrance of those who lie, cheat or steal.

e. Plagiarism
f. Quibbling

8. Violation of sig-
nature

h. I do not know



8. The Honor Code is too idealistic.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:
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e. Slightly disagree

f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree

9. Cadets reported for cheating by an officer should appear before

of officers without first going before the Honor Committee.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree
C. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Cocoment:

a board

e. Slightly diaagree

f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree

10. The Honor Code and System are realistically interpreted and enforced by

the Corp..

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

11. A cadet who commits an honor violation

not receive the same puniahment given to

cadet or officer.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Coment:

and later reports himself should
cadet who is turned in by another

e. Slightly disagree

f. Moderately disagree
Strongly disagree

12. The Honor System is fair and just.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree

C. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e, Slightly disagree

f. Moderately disagree

g. Strongly disagree

2
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13. ibe Silence should be reintroduced as part of the Honor System.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
C.

d.

Slightly agree
Heuer's].

g. Strongly disagree

Comment:

14. Quibbling, evasive statements or resorting to technicalities to conceal
guilt should not be cons4dered re an honor violation.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
C.

d.

Slightly agree
Neutral

S. Strongly disagree

Connent:

15. The Corps can effectively enforce ehe Honor System without officer
assistance.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
c. Slightly agree g. Strongly disagree
I. Neutral

Comment:

16. Cadet adherence to the apizit of the Honor Code is o.teriorating.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

C.

d.

Slightly agree
Neutral

g. Strongly disagree

Comment:

17. The concept of honor at West Point is congruent with what actually
exists in the Army.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree
b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
C.

d.

Slightly agree
Neutral

g. Strongly disagree

Comment:

3
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18. Separation is the only punishment that should be given to those who
violate the Honor Code.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

c.

d.

Slightly agree
Neutral

g. Strongly disagree

Comment:

19. A demonstrated lack of integrity at the highest levels of government
and among ranking military officers hss weakened adherence to the Honor Code.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree
c.

d.

Slightly agree
Neutral

g. Strongly disagree

Ccement:

20. It is characteristic of me to defend the Honor Code when I'm an leave
and have to face questioning about it.

a. Strongly agree e. Slightly disagree

b. Moderately agree f. Moderately disagree

C.

d.

Slightly agree
Neutral

g. Strongly disagree

Comment:

21. Regardless of the nature of the violation, all cadets who violate the
Honor Code should be separated from the Military Academy.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

22. West Point graduates reflect the spirit of the Honor Code in their daily

performance as Army officers.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

4
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23. Academic procedures should be tightened to limit the opportunity of
cheating.

a.

b.

C.

d.

Strongly agree
Moderately agree
Slightly agree
Neutral

Consent:

e. Slightly disagree
E. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

24. Toleration of d, honor violations of others should 221 ht an honor
violation.

a. St:ongly agree
Moderately agree

c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Consent:

c. '!ightly disagree
f. Moderately dlgagree
g. Strongly disagree

25. Honor violations are punished more severely at West Point than honor
violationa in the Army.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Ccernent:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

26. The Honor Committee should have the power to award a lesser punishment
for a violaqion which in ita opinion does not merit separation.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
C. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Consent:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

27. Cadets found guilty of an honor violation should be given a "second
chance", under certain circumstancea.

a. Strongly agree
b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree
d. Neutral

Consent:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

5
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28. If you agreed with the statement in 2) above, under what circumstances

do you think a "second chance" should be considered? (One response only).

a. Self-reported, first offense, any class.

b. Self-reported, first offense, fourthclassmen only.

c. Self-re,..,,ed, first offense, dlly class, any violation.

d. Self- .t. '. first offense, any class, minor violations only

(quibbli: ,VA, tn, half-truths).

e. All e. :Arl. A except those directly involving military reports or
academics, .,..adlesa of source or bv whom reported.

f. Others

29. Opportunities to cheat or otherwise violate the Honor Code must exist

to provide the experience needed in making honorable choices.

b.

c.

d.

Strongly agree
Moderately agree
Slightly agree
Neutral

Comment:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

30. Some honor violations should be considered "minor" and therefore penal-

ized by something short of separation.

a. Strongly agree

b. Moderately agree
c. Slightly agree

d. Neutral

:.otnrnent:

e. Slightly disagree
f. Moderately disagree
g. Strongly disagree

31. If I could influence the Honor Code and/or the Honor System I would;

(Optional)

6
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ANNEX D (USNA/CSATA vumLNCL) to Report of Suprrintendent's Special Study Group
on Honor at West Point.

1. MISSION/PURPOSE OF COMMITTEE.

To report on the honor codes and systems of the sister service academies, to in-
clode a statement of each honor code/conrept and a description of each system. A

principla purpose of drat mission was to report particular aspects of the honor sys-
tems at USNA md USAFA that are unique to those institutions and to assist in the
evaluation of their potential incorporation Into that of the USK1, where appropriate.
In addition, the honor codes and ystems at selected colleges and universities were
to be summarized.

2. ORGANIZATION.

The Committee 'was organized as follows: Major Gordon M. Clarke (Department of
Mechanics) - Committee Head and principal reporter on USAFA; Captain Ben Anderson
(Department of Foreign Languages) - Deputy Committee Head and principal reportnr on
USNA; Cadet Darryl Hafris (Company B2, USCC) - member of the Corps of Cadets at
large and principal reporter on honor systems at other colleges and universities.
The following cadets were associate members of f-he Committee: Cadet William Reid.
Chairman of the Cadet Honer Committee (accompanied Majdr Clarke and Captain Anderson
on trips tn VSNA and CSAFA), Cadet Steve Guthrie (Company D2, USCC), and Cadet Steve
Stacey (Company Al, USCC). cadets Guthrie and Stacey provided assistance to Cadet
Harris In the summarizing of information on other colleges and universities.

METHODOLOGY.

The Committee risited USNA and USAFA for a period of two days each, during which
time was spent in conference with cadets/midshipmen, officers of the staffs and
faculties of each academy. Discussion centered on aspects of the honor codes and
systemo unique to HSNA and USAFA, as well as investigative procedures, honor hoard
proceedings, and matters pertaining to honor instruction and awareness among cadets/
midshipmen and officers. In order to gain more understanding of the honor aodes and
systems at USNA and USAFA and compare them to that at USMA, "flow charts" of earn
system were developed. These are shown at Apponoix I. Information concerning the
honor codes and systems at other colleges and universities was requerted by a standard
letter. The Committee's report consists of Oiree principal parts: (:) the USATA

report, (2) the USNA report, and (3) summo:ies of tle honor codes and systems at
other selected colleges and universities.

4. DISCUSSION OF TOPICS/AREAS OF RESEARCH.

a. USAFA Report. The Committee visited the Air Force Academy on 13 aod 14
December 1974 and spent these two days in discussion conferences with cadet honor
representatives, other cadets, and officers of the staff and faculty. Special mem-
bers of the USAFA discumsion group were Ccdet Tim Murphy. Chairman of the Cadet
Honor Committee, and Maier C. Thomas Hill, EXorutive to the Commandant for Honor
and Ethics. The Committee was afforded Ore opportunity to observe an actual honor
hoard proceeding that involved a case of plagiarism. In addition, :lajor Clarke and
Cadet Reid made a courtesy call on Major General Allen, Superintendent, and disco:set!

'3 ')'11
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with him in general terms the USAFA Honor System. Ceneral Allen expressed his full
sebnort of the USAFA Honor Code and System as it is now constituted and operating.
A Id criticism of the Committee regarding discussions at USAFA was diat there
was not a greater, random selection of cadets and officers (or the discussion groups.
Otherwise, the trip was complete success, and personnel at USAFA demonstrated a
willingness to share with the Committee and OSMA as much information as could possi-
bly be discussed during our conferences, as well as a particular interest in a re-
ciprocal visit to USMA in late Spring or early Fall, 1975. The Committee concentrated
on several aspects of the USAFA Honor System that are unique to that institution and
others that seemed Most effective and with which the Committee was very much impressed.
They are enumerated and discussed in turn below.

(I) The USAFA Honor Code states

"We will not lie, steal, or cheat,
nor tolerate among us anyone who does,"

It is clear that the USAFA Honor Code and that at USHA are nearly identical, including
a "non-toleration' clause contained in the statement of their code. The Cadet Honor
Code was adopted by the Class of '59, the first graduating class, in September 1956,
after a review of the honor codes and systems in use throughout the country, including
those at USHA ani CSNA.

(2) Mon-toleration. Significantly, the "non-toleration" clause of the USAFA
Honor Code, as at USMA, is considered to be that essential element of the Code without
which there would be little basis for sustaining the Honor System. The following is
a description of this clause, as provided by USAFA,

The Toleration Clause

The Cadet Honor Code states that "We will not lie, steal, or cheat,
nor tolerate among us anyone who does. Probably no aspect of the
Code has aused au much confusion and controversy as the so-called
"toleration clause". The Code's prohibitions against lying, stealing,
and cheating are well-founded in the very basics of Western morality
and seldom, if ever, require clarification. The concept of "non-
toleration" likewise stems from a dominant, though somewhat less
obvious, moral theme whf.ch requires that individuals in positions
of authority and national responsibility place loyalties to country,
unit and mission above loyalties to friends and self. The purpose
of the Cadet Honor Code is to crest,. an environment at the Academy
which will insure that today's graduates and tomorrow's leaders
will be men of unquestioned integrity set apart from the fluctuating
norms of society. The toleration clause makes it the explicit
responsibility of each and every cadet to guarantee to his country
that only honorable men may graduate from the Air Force Acadomy.
To properly fulfill this responsibility, the individual cadet may
be required to place his nation's welfare above his personal
feelings.

3 4 I
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In a very real sense, the toleration clause is the back-

bone of the Cadet Honor Code. It is the meow; by which
the Cadet Wing polices itself, rendering tho Code both self-
imposed and self-enforced. Since the toleration clause ren-
ders every cadet a guardian of the Code, enforcement and
administration remain entirely in the hands of the cadets.
No one can readily claim that reporting a rinse friend for
a au, ,cted honor violation would be an easy matter. How-

ever, e higher lnyalties demanded by the profession oi arms
cannot be jeopardized by trying to cover for a friend.
Cadets, as future national leaders, must be expected to
develop the moral courage to do what is necessary to protect
the best interest of the nation -- especially when it comes
to maintaining the standards of honor expected of Academy
cadets and graduates. Were there no toleration clause
embodied in the Cadet Honor Code, several untenable situa-
tions would inevitably result. The Code would be reduced
to a meaningless pledge, a sort of "gentlemen's agreement,"
with no means of assuring the identification of the majority
of honor violators. Since lying, stealing, cheating and
tolerating are in violation of the UCMJ, enforcement of
these precepts would still be mandatory but would be con-
siderably weakened since such enforcement would emanate from
sources oxteyaal to Ole Cadet Wing. A "we-they syndrome"
would be perpetuated between cadets and those who enforced
and edministered the Code. Additionally, a true sense of
honor must ofiginate Crum within the individual. if an

honc7 system were externally imposed on the Cadet Wing,
there would be virtually no foundation on which to base
a lifelong sense o' honor once the cadet had graduated.
Finally, an individuai who Lolerates such an inherently
wrong act Pl lying, c%eating, or stealing -- without taking
any actic.is tc rectify the situation -- has at least
partially condoned the act. By t'ordonIng the wrongful

acts of nthers, an individual moves one step closer to
condoning similar acts of htn own.

(3) USAFA donor System ProccO. es. Procedurally, the honor system at USAFA
is n?arly identical to that at USMA. j.erefore, this part of the committee's report
will not elaborate on the USAFA system. A detailed description of USAFA investiga-
tion t,lid honoc 'ooard procedures i contained in the attached document entitled
"Horwr Instructions f.or All Honor gerresentatives" (Al.pendix 2). An important
aspect if die USWA honor system, that is not codtained in current USMA procedures,
is a provision for removal of nn ineffective . :nor representative. Procedures for
this arc outlin-,d in the document at Appendix J. USAFA Honor Committee organization
and job 3escriptions arc shown at Appendix 4. legal review of honor cases is accom-
plished in a similar manner Lo that at USMA. a..tt if a cadet is found guilty by an
honor board, he moy request that his case be -eforred to a beard uf officers which
conducts pro 'ceding,: do novo.

I.
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(4) Discretion. The iffnor System at USAFA contains a unique provision
granting a cadet "dIscietion", that is, :emoting hlm to the Cadet flog in

full standing after he has been found guilty of an honor violation hy Ole Cadet
Honor Committee. Upon a finding of guilty, the honor board hearing a cage may,
depending upon the circumstances of the violation, make a recommendation to thy
Commandant of Cadets that discretion be granted. Discretion is a closely guarded
prhvision of the llonor System and is normally only granted to a cadet who (1) hag
not had a reasonable 1.-,1 of experience fnuh'r flu' code (fourth- and third-class-
men); (2) reports hint.'lf for a violation, (3) may have heen under unusual
pressure at the time of the incident, and (6) has learned a valuable lesson ftom
thy experience of the honor proceedings and who will he a credit to the Cadet Wing
and the Air Force in the future. Discretion lends a humanizing or a tempering effect
to the Honor System and it is strongly supported at USAFA. Although there seems to
be a conflict between discretion and non-toleration, USAFA views dLicretion as a
strengthening feature of their Honor System and a provision whereby ususual cir-
cumstances may be considered for the benefit of a cadet as well an the institution.
The concept of discretion in further discussed in the pamphlet "Honor Reference
Handbook of the Air Force Cadet Wing", incloded at Appendix 5. Appendix 6 includes
several sumaries of honor canes that have resulted In discretion along with the
rationale for discretion in each.

(5) Officer Representation to thr Cadet Hopor Committee. At USAFA there
is an established position for a full-time Executive to the Commandant for Honor
and Ethics, who is the Officer Representative to the Cadet Honor Committee. The
incumbent is Major C. Thomas Hill, USAEA 'ha. A Joh description for this position
Is et Appendix 1. This officer's principal dories are to provide admioistratfee
s ,irt and professional guidance for the Cadet Honor Committee. A prerequisite
for assuming this position is that an officer must have been an Air Officer Com,
manding (tactical officer) for at least one year. It was observed that there were
significant benefits that accrued to the Honor System due to the existence of this
position, and these should receive serious consideration at USMA, In addition to
providing vital administrative support, which results in fewer administrative
errors in honor proceedings, the officer is an effective agent for promoting an
awareness of honor throughout the Cadet Wing. He is a Junior field grade officer,
is readily accessible to cadets and officers for discussion of matters pertaining
to honor, monitors an on-going honor instruction progtam, and lends professional
guidance to the entire, complex sequence of honor proceedings (the investigative -
hearing officer board processes), This officer Insures that the documentatinn
of each case is thorough and complete, which is particularly important in today's
cadet atmosphere and because ,o many honor CacVs result in officer boards. This
position is viewed very favotably at USAFA by cadets and staff and faculty officers,
and it is in no way regarded an a IlWan, of creating "officor-Influenee" with tegard
to honor cases. The Lcoentfvo for Honor and Ethics also supervises the activities
of the Cadat Profesional EthicS Cormittoo And maintain, coordination with its
officor repre,:entative.

(6) Ponor fn.:from-Anon. The (ommittee wa, impro,,od hi (ho on-going honor
prdi.,ram At US414, In adJition to (ho I4 h,or, of innArnetion a caan.t.

Ic:ciV,5 during basic cfolot training (fourth class sumer), summarized in the
'Honor Instioct(oo ManoaI of Ifs' Air Force Cadet Wine (Appendix /I), he also re-
ceives a,,ploximately hour, ,e in,truction aVor the en4ning 4 years. This
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Aubsequelit /WA. urt lou qui h. vii icd, begi ing w It a simple repeat ol tint ba,
for the Fourth Cl.y.smen and. Ch, o heron i tsar, sop!, 1st ica tett in 1 atei ve.11 s. The

tr,ctceli is presented during Saturday morning t I asses, weekly squadi an meet ingc,
and at other apprap: i ate ilia's. Our CLI!.o., Year, dl..( ,110011.I

Si runt OM; and issues a graduate may encounter as an of f it.ot . Graduates who are
Assigned to the Acadomy part icipate iii these discussions. Th is program /if inst roo-
t inn serves tin create .1 w 1de -spread COIll awareness of honor amang the cadets,
This program is reinforced hy the t eat! ing ot ...Ise I rid ings .it rik..1,11,,, Jug, Iv
honor rep Ide act lves dui nig the yeor, and thc vo.,t 1Tq.., 01 ti permanent places
on squadron bullet in boards,

(7) Cadet /St al f and Cahill ty Awareness of Honor fl ithli t hi, to OW progr.0
Of instruction discussed above, t het, ate seve ral ways ill lint it .r...itt.rnes:n ii I honor
in maintained at USATA: Ill Temporary f mirth and tin represelll..t i vos
are elected in each cadet squadron throe t imes .1 year, , each time a mow chain of com-
mand is appointed. Thew repro,ent Lye, serve is admini ', t. rat ice "Ito I pp r.;" to the
second and f rst class honor representatives, and they are expected t o t in an a
few honor hoard hear iitgt du, int: t he r tour. (2) An of t icer in each acadecitc depart-
ment is appointed cc .1 .:011 la limo Cadet Honor Commit tee and he serves as an
identi f table paint ot contact t er rn, ters al honor wi t hin ft is department . (3) Honor
board hearings are open t e all cadets, stilt Itel faculty. .to rsontie I are encour;.ged
to attend hearings, not only if a case i evol v.., cadet who may he 'tart icul arty wel I
known t o indiv idua I Lila al so fo: the Sent, ( if of lvi, i eying .1 ttreat.11 understand Mfg
of the Honor System, as) The Comm it toe was impressed by the very ef fect ivo method
of creating dulti maintain lug .1Wart'lle,e, 67 post intf slit:VT.11.i,, lit ai case f ind:ngs
(guilty, not guilty, gni It v w it It discret ion) in permanent places au toptadran sip I let In
boards. " Cash nt, it I. I re I 1,0 vett Lit et! tin t araderni depar trent, tor in f orma-

n. This provides -hu I t. -1 n" ic relat ions for the donor Commi t tee in that al
cadets and of' (hers are app rat set] oi the rat Iona le of the Honor Comini tt ee in art iv i nt;
at 'part lcalar f intinngs. (5) the i rst 10 to 15 nlinutt!ti ut weekly squadron meet ings
(each Thursday n qt.t) are ci ite-Ited tI tile honor rt'pit',,i' ,it.rtl ye for lite present:It 1011
of recent honor beard I Old ings other honor mat tors.

The Commit tre strongly hel leved that the features of the CS,VA honor system described
above provide for great support and wide spread part icipat ion and, thus, great
"awareness" of honor at USAFA.

(8) Cadet and Of f !her Support of the Honor System. It was a distinct im-
pression of the Cumml It., that there W.In unit...Ifs...1 anti mitirils iast ic support of the
Honor Code and System at USAVA. Thi s apparent both with regard to the
tolerat ion" clause at t code and for the "di seret ton" proyis ion. Of f icers and
cadets part it utarly :It,: the -open" systom il tic respect t honor board hearings ant!
the announcement of the tinily of case fnlitimni, , lii tho ct,t Ire Cadet t:in,f. fla ler
Clarke and Cadet Reit., Inn i.t.t thei r cent fosy r al I on lhajot .-.encra 1 al len, Superinten-
dent , spent a f hour t.1 h.- di scn flirt,: g. tie ra aspects o f the Honor Code and
System and CIO le pt eel i r tit t:.; t,1. Ile stated that he fol 1 y topiC rlfl the Cede anti
System as they .tro no- rn)4 it t:ItAl-a, and he seemed , onvinced that discret lou
was an et fect lye pro,: of the !.......tert .10(1 was sufwated Its, the Cadet t:ing.

D-5
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(9) YSAFA Cadet Ethics Committee. A imique aspect of the "honor And eteics"

or^anization within the Cadet Wing is the Cadet Professional Ethics Commitu,

i a parallel committee to the Cadet Honor Committee and its members arc similarly

elected from each squadron. The purposes of the Ethics Committee are to provide a
vehicle whereby cadets are able to police themnelves with respect to professional
conduct and to provide ethics training that will lead to a high sense of individual

ethics after leaving the Academy. It was first formed in 1963, and it has developed

into an effective, complementary organization to the Cadet Honor Committee. Cases

of gross violations of conduct overcrowding a motel room and only one eadet
paying the bill) aro rersirted in the name manner as honor violations and an ethics
board consisting of first class ethics representatives hears the rase. Depending

upon the findings of the board and the nature of an offense, the Ethics Committee
may recommend a wide range of disciplinary action against the accused cadet, includ-
ing a recommendation for appearing before an officers board to show cause for re-
maining at the Academy, It was explained that ninny times a case initially reported
to the Cadet Honor Committee may, in the process of investigation, be found to be
more appropriately reviewed by the Ethics Committee; or vice versa. In this way,

there seems to be a procedure for handling cases that fall in a "gray" area. Ethics

instruction is also en-going and presented to all classes at USAFA, as outlined in

the document attached at. Appendix 9. In addition, all first and second clansmn
may take an elective course tn basic ethics - Philosophy 440: Ethics (2.5 credit

hours) taught by the Department of Political Science and Philosophy.

b. ySNA Report.. The Committee visited the Naval Academy on 13 and 14 February
1975 and spent two days in discussion conferences with midshipmen honor representa-
tives, other midshipmen, and officers of the staff and faculty to include civilian
permanent facqlry members. Primary members of the USNA discussion group were Mid-

r Aman Dan Wehrle, Chairman of the USNA Honor Committee, and Commander Carl J.
Albrecht. Officer Representative to the Brigade Honor Committee. Other discussion

groups included officer and civilian faculty memoers of the Divisions of English

and History, and Math and Science. In addition discussion conferences were held
with Company Officers (Tactical Officers) and midshipmen-at-large. It should be

noted that the Aca,:emy staff had insured that in each group there were academy per-

sonnel whose attitudes were not entirely supportive of the Honor System. In our

view this reflected the objective and candid approach to the subject taken by the
Naval Academy.

(1) The USNA Honor Concept,

The Honor Concept of the Erigade of Midshipmen
establishes the principle that a midshipmen does
not lie, cheat or steal. lc demands that midship-
men learn to make decisions in even, situation
based up.n this principle.

The USNA views the imhninc of midshipmen with high ideals of honor as part of its
mission. A "concept" rather than a redo is A very fundamental difference from USRA.
lt is felt that realiitic aahe. nee and intvrprotAtion of a eone,la require, more of
midshipman taan mete aut,mar,c i,roliance to principles goveincd by regulations.

D-6
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Instead, IISNA believes it require, ad:lel-unto to ptInciples governed by conseitnIce.

Furthermore, and more s 1..11i f t r,quirc, ;I In pnIn 1,1 make each det 111

oWn sore tInl t of quit .410 ihet t ion ,vul Analysis of coeh eao in goo, till iii
terms nf various coutses of Act ion. The abl.ence of the non-toletat ion C1.11111. pe

TARS and requires such self-deliberation and analysis.

t:) Toleratinn lhere is no "non-toleratton" clause in the USNA 11,r10e

Concept In ,untrast to the Honor CuIes at CS= ond USAFA, ihe loll,wlog ottirle,

authoied hy the Scat f at USNA, hest expresses their just if icat ion tot the absence

of such t clause:

The Absence Of Tbe Tol,rat on CI ateio

The Honor Codes at West P o i n t and the A i r Force Academy (euto iv
a clause whi.:h precludes "tolvratioa" whereas there is Ito
clause in the Honor Concept at the Naval Academy. Cadets at

PYMA m,d p.-.ArA have emphasized to the Committee their conviction
that the pr,,,Insion ot "to I erat ion" I en,ent i,l to the 'it rvnyth
of the Codo. How do you evaluate the St rength of the CSI,A
Honor Coll Cop t e the .1h,eliee Of "till Oeilt inn" CI:epic

The e:'clusion of a "non-toleration" clause rut m the 'loyal
Academy's Honer Cor.ept is in tact, one of tIco ,trengths ct

the towept when vicwed t roc: t ho proper ;,et-;o, t Vort
of t ho ;111,11,a, of tho Acadenw 1, to t t o ',cm): man
nor al in to he p rt,feti ic,r1.11 of f HI, 11.1V.11 se re i ce.

Inere 15 no hc,;10e 0,10 or hOn,r et,e,.eet ,1 I
Service9 of the Department of Defense except At the service
academies whi,h provide torure officers for their particular
service. In view of this fact, the question hocomes, which
is the bust Wily to dr.vc. 101111 St and n1; prim: ry cs of personal

integrity--principles to which An individual will adhere to,
not only during his wide [-graduate at a ,:ervice academy

but also throughout his career, In our judgment, a young man's

moral development is best attained by letting him come to grips
with m,ral issues himself rather thau forcing him through blind
adherence "to make the right decision" by removing all other
courses of action. A midshipman is obligated to take some ac-
tion 6.hen ohderving a pousible honor violation. This action rust

stem entitely from his own eonsofenke without tile crutch of a
rule which saY, must Like in ti,-,,, r ,uf ter di re C nooquences.
The action he is obligated to Coke is: (1) ir,wdidtelY report
his ev,Idence to the Srieadu Honor Corrtittee: cr 121 discuss

the in,Ident with the ,no,nected ofiender And th., 1, (a) report

the of tender: (11) cout 1011 or ,:onnscl the oi tender hout

referring the matter to the Honor Cormittvot or (e) drop the
entire Mat tor t I it Appeors thot no violation has h, en conTlittud.

The respons it, ii ity 01,,,,` the groper root,. t ton re,

If a midsn tpron Ones 110t t JOV f t ho act ions out I in, d above,
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he has failed in his iespon,lbility to the Brigade.

, ouhtedly, use of II "non-toleratIon" clause would enhance

the actual efficiency of the Honor 5ystem In terms of num-
bern of possible violatots tairned in 04 a percentage of

possible violators olpierved. We, at the Naval Academy, be-

lieve this to he a poor ttade-off compared to the unguanti-
liable benefit.; derived in terms of development and maintenance

of personal Integrity.

The absence of a "non-toleration" clause in the Naval Academy
Concept in no way shoold inter that dishonesty is tolerated
or condoned ny the Brigade. We believe the opposite to be

true. Every midshipman has A personal responsibility to live
within the Concept unas,isted bv a hook of definitive rules
which provide him with a crutch to make hard decisions,

(3) Administration of the. thmior System. The Committee learned that the

administtation of the USNA honor system differs significantly from that at USMA and

USAFA. Thu following .s a summary et the basic mechanics of the system, The topic

of the "legality" of the td5NA proceedings, which in closely related to "mechanics"

is addressed in s.R-paragraph

A xe,pected hont offense may he reported AS h,110,,,:

(A) Midshipman reported: direct to Honor Chairman.

(h) Academic Officer or Professor: via Division liaison Officer to

Department ik.Ad L, Cmmaandant to Officer Representative of the Honor Committee to

Hot. r Chat roan,

(c) Company (Tactical) Officer: tn Battalion Officer to Commandant to

Officer Representative to Honor Chairman.

The Honor Chairman may terminate (dismiss) a midshipman-reported incident. He may

not terminate an Officer/Professor-reported incident. he only terminates incidents
when he feels that relevant facts do not constitute the need for further proceedings.

If it is nor dismissed, the en., next goos to the Midshipman Deputy Vice-Chairman
who prepares A charge sheet and assigns an investigating Officer of class rank or
higher than the suspected offender. The Investigating Officer is responsible for

presenting OW CAS.: IO the class investiting Board. Concuriently, the first class

Honor Doard Coordinatot sets up on investigating hoard consisting of:

(o)

(b)

(c)

5 Battalion rep, ;entatives of the mimber's class.

President of suspeff's class (no vote).

Reeerding 5ecret iry (na vote).
(Vi,e in the CA,0 ot fonith

0- t.1
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The lortrit hv m lily vat, t t ...1 .. in gLI I a (al
D11( Lille, El.! ItiVt".1111l.11. tit.. 111.111:1,1,11 clILIt r,vti 1.1 protall I
I 0 , vprchi'llt Lit 1 ve plt-atlt 111.. 111,11...0111.11 .11.11 rtttl ha"i
an advitio t who L 1 iiilih,li look.. holt, rop re!, lit .it 1 VI', Ii he diLL, livt 1

aftsifft ance NtInilet I 1.1i kit tt'IL,ii'I hull ill liii L.1,11 WI'l

El tit ellIs Ltt...1,t, 1,11 tit 1c11.10r.: .1.0 nit/ mac., tr.,it hat y,, 0,,,,oa t ,.1

tLi LI t al( 11,101' 11,11.1, It t oatt.t' poroolit ) the
Cavy Koh, t o a lii',ir,i. I t Ito Vitt 4' It. at, Ilvt 11,101 C11.11 (It1.111 n1.11/ E 'Cri,ti It t.
cur rt,ioeht tehear ilif ttle av, 11,111 11 Opt, lie Ililylir lIl,iI (-

(111.111. The Ii r,t cl Li,. II .ttat haat a 11,1.1111.1t or 1111, COO' 11101, .1 1.11 !ti gad,. lionot
Hoard 1.1E hut 01:

(a) 't lt,1( t.11 1,1 I Ira? 1.1,1 roproVielit,t( IV,. , oat. ,,1111 11,1111 .1

I:01111,111v In ha.11 hat htn1

(IL) C11.11(1,111 VI 'tire cha rut.lft (no vote I ,

(c.) It, 1.1.1111g Ili'. 111.11 ttl, \hot I.),

1 1., t, I I ' at 11111'. 4 1.1,, uh 111 I Ii,ttl ill ILL/11,1 11,1
(11(tit CIL,1 '.111 I r.LI ii.

to) HI or.,..1111tivl .11 .1 'L t 11,r.

sl / Lind May111;11111 of V Vot itij

A L I t v i r t a l .1 .t i t 0 1 . 1 1 1 t i l l . , i r a r t , . , 1 , t . , ' L o f 7 , 1 ti 8, or 9,
iv act tr.,' ilia !.1 t.1,1'air Will ht. iiiirii.g ill t vitt v

lot Oh.. I I .1 t in.! i 1, not rai 1 t ,It'VtiLaLti Lu, ,..
Laid t h. '..I1/ 11 .1 1,1,110V, 1, L.1,11 liv, Chi. ,

V iSVE1 .1n.1 (01.1 0,1 .111 .1,11(1,1,11 'lilt, t., 1.1' tutu (1Tart111111 I1.t t'llt loll tL1'

t 1011. Illv Mil,. 1.1, v 1 Ant. t li.Ltv ' t, .1 V.111.1 ILA() jai VxCilhe
ft1( LI VI I it 1,"1 ./ 1 the it.011.tc Ita lag Iv' . "'tent 1,1 1.lr ,fofarat liii,
If vet f ",4,11,0r, y liar their rtL t onn, t,'gx'tli,ir Wit 11 the ir

just tea t .'ilt L11,.. 5'01 I ontetilor tx1111 lit: 111.11V 1,111,t1 hal lot!, are then
forwarded t, Cornardatit ot !da pry, vi,, f icor F.oprt....nt at Ivo and tita 1
Judy,. Adv... it, it,: Tlit. ill 1 itt 1' Itopt, yr. and he Loyal Olt Ivor art. a
sd (0 t"1.1" t 11,1'. .11i 01 Lett .111,1 Oki( .111 111-

111viLltia I rt not !won s' ..1 od 1.! ny jut I ettil I wend rdy and
Linn; entlan,f r .,d; vt .tt ti) it! t 11,.. inf,x .Ift. I hell
vardcil t o Coin, rho d xv,! .iiid conduct a pot ,ot1.1 1
with thio I:ha . ,.I.Vortial It ftr,,, era net./ et., Wen, t, .111t; nin
IIu ent enudt fly. o r ot. at ion or ...ord Chi; hat 1, 1,d1' a
rvito iri thi Itv tit, tit ii, t aat; I a. hit rotanaridant dot that 'Lcitar.1-
I. IOU rr.ott t . ui Nr tx'.' t It (Itv ?..10.1-111tclalcra Who 111.11. L'rht
ref.., .1 t .aL h tot ortal,11,1.11 tor vt.par at id.
to the tattler ,t,



No midshipman or ntaff and faculty member is obligated to turn in a suspected Wend-

y :or any reason other than him tmm conscience. This Ls both a streegth and weak-

ness In the concept. It allowe for individual midshipmen determinations of whether
to counsel an individual or ture him In to the Honor Committee. At USKA and USAFA

there is no sech option; consequently, they will both show a greater "turn-in" or

"violations reported" rate than USNA. Whereas a sunpected offense at USMA or USAFA

will, by virtue of their respective codes, be more likely to require time-consuming

deliberatioe to reach a not-guilty vote, the USIA eoncept probably reduces the

admimiatrativ.: load considerably because of individual midshipman decisions to

counsel or not report violations, The adminintrativ, procedure at USNA is amplified

in the USNA instructions, "Honor Concept", at Appendix 10.

(4) 1.ejgal1tylif Honor Proceedings at USNA. There is a substantial difference

in the relative power of tiu. honor board at the Naval Academy compared to the honor

boards at USMA and USAFA. There la no officer hoard provision at USNA, because the

Midshipman Honor Board appears to meet "due process" requirements and as such its

recommendations to the Comenandant and Superintendent are final. In order to main-

tain its present status, the Midshipman Honor Board must conduct itself in A more

legalistic manner than either of the cadet beards at USMA or USAFA. The legal staff

at USNA has kept itself well-informed an to legal requirements needed to satisfy a

civil court. An a result of the 1972 Court of Ai.peals decision in the Hagopian Case,

which set a standard for the discharge of a cadet at USHA for conduct, and in antici-

pation of tie. Court of Appeals decision in the Andrews-White case of January 1975

(dismissal for honor), the Naval Academy instituted certain procedures. These pro-

cedures are such that the Midshipman Honor Board fulfills the functions of both the

Cadet Honor Board and officer boards at VSMA and USAFA. Some of the pcocedures in-

n uted at USIA designed to fulfill "due process" requirements are:

(1) Written notice of charges together with a list of witnesses for

cross-examleation.

(b) Adequate time (minimum three working days) for defense preparation.

(c) Availability of legal counsel to assist In the preparation of the

case, but not the entitlement of that counsel to present at the hearing.

The above procedures are designed to meet the legal requirements for a "fair hearing".

In contrast, the present USMA Honor Board procedures arc informal and do not:

(a) provide written notice of charges.

(b) provide a list of witnesses.

(c) allow for e rest: -e s.un I t ion 1 a witness by the accused.

(d) provide le writing the provision for adequate time for defense

preparation or avail.ibtlity nt counsel.

0-10
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(S) ritI)eosr _Iterr.,:n.o.t t 1 ii itt ij.rle Ilssnota yienmd t tee, it. ii tee r
R -eaentative to the St igade eels it tee is olat et a I duty stint o than
ol the Deputy Commandant at liatiA, lb. Is a hien. ibte , ttl the
grade of Lowlander and rotital ly Bat tal ion Of ['Icor, He reviews .111 Honor lio,itd
proceedings In detail and refers the proceedings to the St .1( f sludge Advocate I orreview, Ile prnvi des guidance CO the iSrigado Honor Cita tinan :Ind his slat f , and he
keeps the Commandant and Sulu., int endent ent rent 011 kw-coming cases, part tent art y
those potentially of gteat pull 1 10 interest He is a sr t y busy individual and an-not devote the amennt of time to 1.1 U co I at era! dirt k as may be desired. However ,
USNA is against a dedicated tut 1- t leer rep resell' at He heroic, rI a feel Ingof not being obi,. to just ity economical y such a posit

(6) Beteiit Loy,, of ten labeled With the misnomer , "honor prober loll'', re t on-
[ion los the USNA equivalent to the USAFA "ill suret ion", Re tent ion appl led onlyafter a guilty I !ruling by the Midshipman }biller Board. The MIdshi pman Honor Boardmay or may not consul*. At the Midshipman Honor Board level , ntily mat t ers in ex-
tenuation are cons 1.1, ed. The Commandant Is review cons ists of a personal Inter-view wit h the ie.. d and a pe,Otlat !It tidy of the proceed ingu and board reeommeeda-
tiong At the Interview the das srgesl t's PI ven tlie opportunity to present new i.-Idenie
Auld matters in est curia t loll. lire r...orasandant does not consider MAI tor, in Mit Irit
lie may order retention or fete t the Case to the SkapPrintaliknt with his rer,Me`l'Ild.1-
[fon fur separation. Me Superintendent then reviews the entire case and forward.;
hie recommendation to the Under !Secretary o t he Navy, Both the Superintendent :indthe Undor Secretary ot ider ;Nit ters In nitig.it 1011 And troth may orderrecent ton. Irt surwat v recent son siay ay, ',Amended try Honer geniibased 00 milt I et': in, eyuential 1,11 Rot tint Ion may he decreed lei the Comm.milant
fe mat ter, In, I xt it,11 and try litrE h the Superint endent and Ornier Secretary ot theii. y fur mat t ers in mit igat ion.

(7) Honor hist rect. ion, In the pant midshipmen have received bons. inst. rIle-[ion during their I irst summer I rots company honor represent at iVes. NO further in-
struct ion way presented In later years. It is the Committee's understand ing that
the hOnor Anna t met ion program at USNA is now under revision, There is a concertedeffort in progr 0.1s to reindoet r !nate the three re lasses. This is !wing accom-
plished with seminars and extra emphasis to the incoming fourth class by an indoc-
trination lecture given by the Corinna:id:int of Midshipman, It was ot,r committee's
impression that the increased emphasis on honor was dosigned to lir int( about increatsed
awareness within the Brigade. At both 11SMA and USAFA the inc Ins ion of the non-
tolerat ion clause makes per:a-mil dee in ions theoret ical ly very clear, However, thelack of the non-tolerat ion clause at CSItA necessitate frill understandinp, of the
"three opt ions" open to a el dish IpMall 'upon cleuervini., a iro,,,ihie vi,1,11
Unfortunately, there is a fourth apt ion, one for which there is, tint ike at USMAI
USAFA, repercussions - iii no.thin:.

(13) Academie and Tact ical Derirtment Perecp_t ions of Honor and the Honor
S

of prof cie,urs raNA I liar and Jet I ian) and discussed the honer system. in t-ally, and quei.t toned whethei IL 14., .nlmtn t t eet lye! v in ac.rtlemic
at USNA, spec if ly. the react tuns f rein prelossors were mixed; some wore pat t in,.lac 1 y negative tow.iril tine FSNA Honor Con, sips l'he I r ceriniont, ri'V..rd nrnt dinie -,anrt i 1 lett or 6,10 flnv,tt iirt,-ru--.nnnnk . 1, o.itistrUCtOrt: at USNA lit, t... that they would nut turn in a midshipman for cheat
The two main ra t tonal irat i.ins were:

3 3
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1.. The violator wuuld he acquitted anyway, indicating no faith

In the Hid!,hipman Honor Board.

2. They believed separation was too severe a punishment for

academic cheating.

It was the Committee's Impression that many of the science faculty, of which 50!. Arc

civilian, did not understand the conept and its mechanics and as a result were in

effect, undermining the concept by inaction and non-support. In general, the hard

science department seemed very discouraged and apathetic toward the Naval Academy

Honor Concept. This impression was nut found in the English, History and Government

Departments. Generally, the academic departments USNA seemed to be in competition

with the Tactical Department fur both midshipman time and "toleration", the academic

side being more lenient for the reasons stated above. Examples of academic professors

making an end-run around the Honor Concept were:

1. Total toleration.

2.. Confront the offender with the facts and docking his grade.

(There have been cases where ishipman has accepted a lower grade in lieu of

being reported for academic c, fug.)

(h) Tactical Off: er Perrootions: The USNA Co-pany Officers gave the

impression of hoing disappointed with current midshipman he' stan.dards. Although

they try te stay out of honer proceedings and only g.!t invol%ed when notified by the

honor chairman, there is an increasing tendency net tu ignore honor violations as in

the past. They encourage die use of the Concept, and a few show some desire for a

elanse. tie> lean so only becadse they feel that many midshipmen

m. be rationalizing away honor violations. The Committee sensed a feeling that

company officers were nut satisfied wIth the current system, because of widespread

toleration beyond the principles of the concept.

c. Honor Codes and Systems at Other Coll!jg.es and Universities. The Committee

requested by letter (sample at Appendix II) information pertaining to the honor

codes and systems of 20 major colleges and universitiers. Replies were received from

eleven of them, and summaries of the honor systems at six of those on which informa-

tion was received arc Included h.A,w. Information received from those six institu-

tions summarized below is inclosed at Appendix 12.

(1) Colleges and Universities queried.

Cornell
Virginia (School of Law)

Columbia Virginia Military Institute*

Rensselaer San Diego (School of Law).

Oral Roberts* Georgetown

Pennsylvania State Emory*

Texas AIM* Notre Dame*

Rrlgirenm Yone0 Harvard (School of Law)

Norwich* S i wain, 170111.1;v

I.-'ashingten I. Lee* lhe Citadel*

Stanford* Tale*

SePly reaeiyed..

D-12
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tj ...bet Ilocia

y a Tile Cit_Adela The :1 Atemeist. of thy honor code AL the Citadel ig
identical to that ;--t USNA. The Honor Committee is responsible for the running of
the system within the Corps, and it consists of 1) a cadet representative from
each company, 2) a cadet representative from each bottalion. and 3) a faculty
advisor. All cadet repre,entatives are elected oaeh yeor by th, lower three classes.
Those nominated by the comodni..s are rvviewed by the Honor CoM.,11.:lec and chose
approved, voted on within the company or battalion fur the pe,iti.u. Ulalations
are reported to company hoaur representatives. The alleged violation is investi-
gated by the investigating committee of the Honor Connittee, aaa A determination as
to wnether tia.re may have been a Violation is made. A trial Is oendueted by the
Honor Committee if the investigating committee (eels there may have keen a viola-
tion. The trial proceedings follow basic legal procedures And nuarAntee the accused
of his rights. If An individual is found not guilty, all record, ate dAstroyed.
If no recommendation for leniency is made, the accused ha, the option to appeal or
resign.

(b) Emory Coll.:Sy) The hmory College Honor System ha, existed for
nearly half a century. The system has hod widespread student support oad is student
initiated and regulated. It consi,ts of .1 preamble and seven articles. The subject
material of the articles is all dtiferent and deals with suoh things os the functions
of thJ honor council, the jurisdiet; no the honor counei'. reporting cases, and ;he
Honor Pledge. Hasiwalle, Ihe honor system at Calory states that eVerY ,t,dent has the
respons1hilit.: for maintaining a standard ut unimpeachable honor in ill academic serh.
As part of the Honor System an individsol has tile duty to report all ouspeeted
of atshonesty to the Honor Council or the Dean of the College. the itiniOr Council
el .h consists of six members chosen bv the College Council hos the duty to handle
only those cases which pertain to the academic work of a stude,:t. The.rouncil noel
have a unanimous vote to determine an honor code violation. The Council can then
recommend one of the fellm,ing pnni,hments to the Doan: a verbal reprimand oith no
written record on the student', persenal file, au Honor Council "F" in the course
on the student's personal performance record and on hi,: permanent transcript, suspen-
sion, or dismissal. During a board hearing a student is ollocoA to hove legal coun-
sel. The Honor Connell assures the student a selection of faculty members who ore
familiar with the procedure, of the Council, who .re competent in matters of coun-
sel, and who are concerned with th. wolfare of the student. A written sum,try of
the evidence is submitted to the Heon betore any punitive action il LAkeo. The
articles of the cede can by mended bY a too third, Vote Of the Honor Council with
the ratification uf the majority veto of the Ntodent Body of the College. The
Council must also have the ot the administration before arl.: amendments are
approved.

(c) Norwich c altv_: The essential statement of the Nordich Univer-
sity Honor Code is based a, tat_ prinetple, "that a cadet will not lie, cheat, evade
the truth, conspire to deoeive, nor dteal." The odminiscration of :he honor system
lies with the Corps Honor Carin:ftee. Toe COMMittee cc eorpahed al 12 senlor menbers
t..o arc elected It 1.1r, ea.": V. ar, from the Opc0514 Senior eTi . , la aid the

Huaur Committee in is mplis:,ag its m:sslon, juntol ono s.u.honote honor eon-
rUttees are elected in the Minner ViOlatiOnti of the code Arc reverted LO .nc."
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member of LI, Honor Committee. All reported violations are investigated in a

confidential manner and a report is rendered. Based on the report, the Corps

U ar COMMiLteu Chairman determines if there are sufficient grounds for a hearing,
Air hearings are confidential, follow standard procedures, and guarantee basi,
In order fur an Honor Board or hearing to be convened, at least 3/4 of the Corps

Honor Committee must be present. In order for a ruling of guilty to he rendered,

a minimum majority of the members present must vote guilty. If the accused is found

guilty by the Honor Board, he may either appeal the case to the President of the

University or accept punishment. Punishment varies with Ow offense and circum-

stances as follows:

1. If found guilty of stealing, the cadet will bc dismissed f tom

the University and the Corps.

2. If found guilty of violations other than stealing, the cadet
may be suspended from the University and the Corps for one year or less severely

punished.

3. If a cadet. r ...,arcs himself for any violation (other than steal-

ing) prior to being reported or confronted hy another, hc may receive punishment less
severe than suspension from the University, except where evidence Lndicates premedi-
tation.

4. If a cadet is found guilty of a second violation of the Honor
Code, he will be dismissed from d!e University nnd the Corps.

fd) University of San Dlezo, School of 1,..aw: The honor code applies to

academic matter pertaining to the University of San Diego, School of Law.
'ocademic matter° is defined as any studenc activity which may affect a grade or
any law-school-related extracurricular activity of a professienal nature. Violations

of the code include:

work.

integrity.

J. Unauthorized use of materials.

2. False submission of one's own work or misrepresentation of any

3. Failure to comply with academic rules relating to honesty and

4. Misuse, in any form, or chef t of library material.

5.. Any fraltdulent. or dishonest conde:t which tends !o gain an un-
fair advantage for that pc rson or another.

6. False testimony in relation to an honor case.

Violations are investigated and heard by an Henn court. The composition of the onnr:

i q: Six ices - 3 rl ,nd 3 ,i nH,nitq, two studeat alternates for .
student justice and ono taculte alternate for each taeulty justice, an Honor Court.
counsel - student, and a sttblent and facul ty prl iminary examiner. lhe students may

run for elcetion to any posi t ion and ire elected by the student body. nte faculty

1) '
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members are selected. Viole:lons are brought to theeCourt's attention by filing a
written complaint. The coree.aint will be inyestieated and a determination will be

elb : by the preliminary ex;.einers as to whether there was a violation of the bone:
code and, if so, what provkions. If it is determined that eHlation may have
been committed, the accused is notified nnd a hearing is set. conduct of the
hearing follows basic legal procedures. RegardlesS of the ver t, the court pre-
sents a written opinion of their verdict. Copies of these opinions are available
for reference by any student or faculty member unless a student found innocent re-
quests otherwise. A vote of guilty by 5 of the members on the court is necessary
for the accused to be found guilty. If the accused is found guilty, the sanctions
available are: warning, censure (a written reprimand), a disciplinary probation,
restitution, reccumendat ion of suspension, or expulsion. In choosing a sanction,
any other records al the student may be considered. Thu accused may petition for
a rehearing if he desires.

(e) Virginia Military Institute: The lionoe Code oas been in existence
at VMI since the institution was founded in 1839. The code based on the principle
that all cadets must act as gentlemen who do not lie, ele oe steal. The code is a
very important part of every phase of cadet life. The c. ee receives the widespread
support of the Corps of Cadets and as a resell every suspicion of o violation of this
code must be reported immediately. This is ty to which every cadet is honor
bound. The fee ling at VelI is that the code egs not only to the cadets, but also
to the faculty wet:hers as well as the graduetee Veil- The only penishment for
honor violation Is dismissal. If the defendant is a till rd or fourth c lassman, the
President of the Court wi:i select a meMier from the defendant's class to sit on the
board. It takes at least three votes of not guilty out of eleven voting members for
a defendant to be found not guilty. There is no discretionary claw:, at Vfil, so a
c .,t can only be found guilty or not p,uilty. A cadet who is found not guilty is
Deeediately exonerated of all charges and bears no stigma. If he is found guilty,

the Superintendent k not ified of the court's decis ion and he is immediately dis-
missed. Some commen vielotiene occur in obtaining leaves (permits), the all righte,
roll calls, official records, academic work, instigation, and stealing,. All prose-
cutors are honor bound to keep all information concerning the board completely secret;
failure to do so is an honor violation. lo.hen the honor court is ln progress, the
accused is informed of hie rights and has sufficient time to obtain counsel and to
gather evidence to rebut the prosecueor's case. An accused has the option to stand
trial for an offense or to plead guilty and resign. In any caee there is no such
thing as an officer's board such as that at USMA. Ca.ses that are referred to a
faculty board of inquiry +lc composed of not less than five merbers, which normally
include two cadets. The ;, oard makes recommendations to the Superintendent who makes
a final decision in a particular case.

(f) Waehington and Lee University: The honor system of Washington and
Lee University is bileed ovi the principle that: "a man shall conduct himself ns
gentlemen at all times." The honor system at the University con be simmarized in
the following statement: "A lZashington and Lee student is to conduct himeelf as a
gentleman in matters of honor at all tiers; he is trusted and essumee the obligation
to be trustworthy." Examples of violations of the honor eystera ore those cases of

ceeotine, aee steakne which are deemed diehonorable Le the etudent e(.nerote on
at the Univ rs i ty. The reeult of a violet ion of the honor system is ne rmenent di e-
missal f rota the University. Every student at the Universi ty hes two reeponsibil tie,
re the honor svetem. tie nn/St conduct himself as .1 gentleman at all times and he must

.rt any suspected violation of the system by ani:ther student to the Eeecutive

D-I5
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at

Committee of the Student Body. The Executive Committee is a group duly elected by
the students to represent student opinion and is in no way responsible to the faculty

t administration. Its sole responsibility is to hear cases and to render a verdict

of guilty or not guilty based upon the evidence that is presented. All proceedings

are strictly confidential. If a student is found guilty of an honor violation, he
may appeal his case to a student body hearing with a jury of maelve students who are

selected at random from the student bo,,. nie verdict of the student body is final.

The student body can either reverse t decision of the Executive Committee (not

guilty) or uphold the decision.

Some interesting aspects of the honor system arc that all students feel that 0

violation is too small to report, the Executive Committee recognizes no physical or
geographical boundaries to the honor system, and that the use of pledges is strongly
discouraged as the Executive Committee feels that the use of a man's word of honor
to regulate trivialities is dangerous and should be avoided. The Honor System is
supported by the student body and is an important aspect in the daily development
of a student's life at the University.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

The Committee concludes that there are several issues that have been raised in
the study of the honor codes and systems at USNA and USAFA that deserve seric.ls con-
sideration for the possible improvement of the honor system at USMA. The review of

honor systems at other colleges and universities has been particularly.helpful to
the Committee in assessing the present-day posture of the honor code and system at

West Point compared to those at other institutions. It is gratifying to know that
there are so many other places in our country where honor is given a priority among
t se traits of character that institutions such as USHA wish to inculcate in their

sLudents. Issues for further consideration are:

a. The "non-toleration" clause of the honor code at USHA (and USAFA) is abso-
lutely essential to the meaning and sustenance of the Honor Code and System at West

Point. As an issue, it may need reaffirmation among some cadets.

b. The Cadet Honor Committee requires greater administrative support and pro-
fessional guidance than it now receives. This could be provided by a full-time
officer representative, similar to that at USAFA.

c. The honor instr tc:ion program should be extended beyond the fourth class
summer training po7io, a:-.d the program should consist of graduated instruction in
honor and professir,Al ,:hics over four veers.

d. Some form of "discretion", possibly in the form of that now exercised at
USAFA, should be consider,d as a provision of the USA Honor System.

c. Consideration should be given to creating a much greater sense of "awareness"
with regard to honor among cadcts, and the staff and faculty at USHA. Ways in which

this could bo accompliOwd, as is new done at USNA cad usArA, havo been mentioned
previously in diis report.

n- lb
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f. In'oi:der to anus; the exchange of .nformation pertaining to honor among
tl three service arademie- conaid-ratita should.be given to allowing the chair-

- e of th.7. Cadet/ljelshi.snen H.nor Commic.ees and their officer representatives to
recompany ireir respective Superincendents and convene their own "honor conference"
rat the time af the Annual Super.ntendent's Conference or at sone other appropriate
time.

Appendix I - USMA, USSn, USAFA Procedures
Comparison (Heaor Viilation).

Appeptix 2 - Honor Inscrwtians for All Honor
Representatives, USAFA.

Appeadix 3 - Procedures f,r Revlew and Removal
oi Honor Scpresentz.tives for Cause.
USAFA.

Appendix 1, - Honor Committee Job Description, USAFA.
Appendix 5*- Honor Reference Handbook, USAFA.
Appendix 6 Discretion Case, USAFA.
Appendix 7 - Job Description of the Executive

for Honor and Ethics, USAFA.
Appendix 8 - Honor Instruction aauai, USAFA.
Appendix 9 - Ethics Inctructinn Manual, USAFA.
Appendix 10- The Hcaor Concept of the.Brigade of Mid-

shipmen, US1:A.

Appendix 11- Sample Letter, Civilian University.
Appendix 12- Response4 froM Selected Civilian

Universities.

D-17
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HONOR CASE PROCEEDINGS LISHA
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HONOR CASE PROCEEDINGS -USNA

POSSIBLE HONOR VIOLATION OBSERVED Erf: 1

MID SHIPMAN-7 rliFFICER/PROVESSOR
3 OPTIONS 3 OPTIONS

1/Counol and Slop //Council and Slop
2) Turn In 21 Turn In
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t_.
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V
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i I
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HONOR CASE PROCEEDINGS-USAFA

OTHER CAI3ET
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APPENDIX 2

15 May 1973

HONOR INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALL HONOR REPRESENTATIVES

This procedure provides the information and direction necessary 'or honor investi-
gations and boards. It supplements informotion contained in the Honor Reference
Handbook of the Air Force Cadet Wing.

INDEX
Poge

Preliminary investigation 1

Formal Investigation 3

Procedures for Honor Hearings 5

Special Instructions for Honor Board Chafrman 11

Procedures For Coders Found C oilty 12

Honor Records 13

Procedure for Large Scale Investigation 14
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Honor Checklist for all Honor Representotives

This checklist will be followed for all preliminary investigations, investigations, and
honor hearings. It supplements the Honor Reference Handbook of the Air Force Coder
Wing.

1. When a suspected honor violation is reported to an honor representative, he will:

o. If the suspected honor violator is in his squadron, notify his particulor group
honor representative that an honor investigation is pending in his squodron and
inform him of oll detaih of the suspected violation.

b. If the suspected violation is in another squadron, notify the squadron honor
representative of the squodron involved and inform him of all details of the suspected
violation. The squodron honor representative of the squadron involved will comply
with "a" above.

2. If the suspected violation involves academk cheating, the squodron honor repre-
sentative will notify the department honor liaison coder for the deportment involved
ond inform him of all details of the suspected violation. The department honor
liaison cadet will then notify the department honor liaison officer and inform him of
all details of the suspected violation.

3. When o group honor representative is notified that an honor investigation is
pending, he will notify the Honor Committee Chairman of all details concerning
the suspected violation.

4. The squadron honor representative will open and maintain a folder to contain all
notes, statements, ond evidence conceming the suspected violation.

Preliminary Investigation

I. Whenever an honor representative questions any individual concerning a suspected
honor violotion, he will insure that one or more cadets are with him to act as witnesses.

2. After the squadron honor representative has completed the reporting procedures
outlined above, he will confront the suspected violator, ond

o. Advise him, "Coder (Suspect) , you ore suspected of violating the Honor
Code by (lying, cheating, stealing, etc.). I am (Investigator) , the honor repre-
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sentative assigned to investigate the chorges ogainst you, and I want to ask you some
questions.'

b. Briefly explain the nature of the suspected violotion to the suspected violator.

c. Ask the suspected violotor to immediotely prepare and sign o written store
ment exploining all that he knows of the suspected violation.

d. At this point, the squadron honor representotive will osk the suspected
violator questions concerning specific details of the suspected violation.

e. All odditional information given by the Sdipected violator will be included
in a written statement prepared and signed by him.

f. If the suspected violator will give verbal ootements but refuses to put them
in writing, the honor representatives will prepare and sign a written summary of
the suspect's statements.

3. The squadron honor representative will then confront every individual who hos,
or might possibly hove, any knowledge of the susoected violotion. Evidence will
be gathered to evaluate the validity of every detail of the information the suspected
violator may provide. When questioning any individual, the squadron honor repre-
sentative will insure that he has one or more witnesses with him, that he provides
the individual the some odvice be has given the suspect, and that information pro-
vided is included in a written statement prepared and signed by thof individual.
is imperative that all ospects of the suspected violation are thoroughly and corefully
investigated.

4. If, on the basis of the evidence gathered in the preliminary investigation, the
squodron honor representative is certain beycnd ony doubt that an honor violation
has not occurred ond decides that a formal investigation is not necessary, he will
forward the folder on the suspected violation to the group honor representative.
The group honor representative will rev'ew the notes, statements, and evidence
contoined in the folder and if he concurs with the dethion of the squadron honor
representotive, he will then forward the folder to the Choirmon of the Cadet Honor
Committee for rev'. v and final decision. If either the group representative or the
choirmon do not agree with the decon of the squadron honor representative, they
will initiate a formal investigation. Following a decision not to bring the case to
a formol investigation, oll parties - officers and codets - involved in the case
should be notified.

5. If, on the boils of the evidence gathered in the preliminary investigation, the
squadron honor representative decides that o formal investigation is necessary, he
will contact the group honor representative to make arrangements for o formal
investigaHon.
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6. The suspected violator will be informed of all decisions concerning the disposition

of his case.

Formal Investigation

1. The group honor representative, in conjunction with the squadron honor repre-

sentative, will determine the time ond place to conduct the formal investigation.

The group honor representative will be responsible for the supervision of all aspects

of the formal investigation. Investigations will be conducted on a non-adversory

basis. Questioning will not be unduly prolonged and will 3 void any element of

coercion, duress, or undue influence. Investigativepractices such o. misrepre-

sentation, entrapment, and threats of prosecution will not be used under any cir-

cumstances.

2. The squadron honor representative will contact the Honor Committee legal advisor

for any necessary legal odvice concerning the case.

3. The followir ',dividuals will constitute the formal investigation team:

a. The groL,.. f,onor representative, who will oct as chairman.

b. The first closs honor representative of the squodron involved. (The second

_lass honor representative of the squadron involved will be present os on observor

and a recorder.)

c. The first class ethics representative of the squadron involved, if appropriate.

d. The appropriate department honor liaison cadet if academic cheating wos

involved, or a first class or second class honor representative from onother squodron

within the-iroup (chosen by the group honor representative if r. ernic cheating

was not involved).

4. The group honor representative will notify oll members of the investir

of the time and place of the formal investigation.

5. The squodron honor representative will notify all individuals needed to .

testimony of the time and ploce of the formal investigation.

6. The formal investigation will be conducted in the following manner:

a. Tim group honor representative will act as the choirmon of the investigating

team.
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b. The squodron honor representat, wil, brief the in vestigoting team of all
the evidence gathered during the preliminary investigotion. The suspected violator
will not be present at this time.

c. Before %.n suspected violotor is questioned, he will agoin be informed of the
offense of which he is accused.

d, The suspected violotor will be shown the copy of his original statements con-
cerning the suspected violation, and will be asked to moke any changes ond/or
odditions and to initial any such changes and/or additions.

e. At this time, the suspected violator "ould verbally relate his knowledge of
the suspected violation.

f. Members of the investigating committee rnoy then question the suspected
violator.

g. The investigating team moy question any other individuol who might hove
ony knowledge of the suspected violation.

h. Any new or conflicting information obtoined dur;ng the formal investigo-
tion will be included in a written stotement prernred and signed by the individual
providing the information.

7. After questioning, the suspected violator and any otl individuals being
questioned concerning the suspected violation will be dismissed. The investigating
team will discuss whether or not the suspected violator should be brought before an
honor board. A decision of the group honor representative t ,c3t the case should be
brought before a board will be binding on the investigating te:-...rn.

8. If the investigating team decides that o suspected violator should not go before
a board, the group honor representative will insure thot all notes, evidence, and
statements are in the case folder and forward the folder to the Honor Committee
choirman. The chairman will review the folder and should he decide, he may
overrule the investigating team's decision not to take the suspected violator before
on honor board. The choirmon al the Kono7-Committee will make the Final decision
in all cases as to whether or not a suspected ,iolator will go before an honor board.
If he concurs with a decision by the investigating teom not to take the suspected
violator before an honor board, he will keep he F der on file for the remainder
of the academic yeor, ot the end of whirl, .t wlll Lf, dnstr t in a proper manner.
Following a decision not to hring o case '' a boor ,arties - officers ond
cadets - involved in the cose should be s,-.;
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9. If the investigating team should decide that the suspected violator should go

before an honor board, the grouP honor representative

o. Notify the chairman of the Honor Committee, who will decide a time

and place . conduct the hunor board, and if the honor board will be open or

closed.

b. Insure that the Commondont ond his Executive for Honor and Ethics are

briefed on the case by ., member of tha investigating team. The Commandant

determines whether or not the evidence discloses a serious offense under military

law. If so, investigation is initiated under militoy low erd honor inquiries are
suspended. At this point, the suspected cadet is afforded all rights and privileges

of an accused under the UCMJ including the entitlement to counsel.

c. If academic cheating was involved, insure thot the department honor

liaison codet notifies the appropriate delortment honor liaison officer, and makes

arrangements for members of the departs ent to ottend the honor hearing (if open)

or to act as witnesses.

10. The squadron 1,-.nor representative will:

O. Notify the suspected violatce o' the decision, and brief him of all details

of the honor board proceedings its. 'untng his right to call witnesses on his behalf.

b. Notify the suspected lo later that he cannot be represented by legal

counsel at toe honor board .,ro,..eedings, ladt legal advice concerning his particular

case will be made ovailoble ro him by the Law Dep_rtment prior to the convening

of the honor board if he so desires.

c. Notify the suspected iolator that the honor board proceedings may be

closed if he so desires.

d. Notify the Squadron Commander and Air Officer Commanding of the time

and place of the honor board.

e. Notify the suspected violator and ell witnesses of the time and place of

the honor board and brief them on the appropriate det..,:ls cr the hon. r board

proceedings.

Procedures for Honor Hearing:

I. When a hearing is scheduled, the Honor Committee recorder will schedule

eight honor representatives (not including the honor representatives from the

suspected violator's squadron or those honor representatives on the formal
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,estigation team), two from each group, to heor the case as voting members of an
tonor board. Only first class honor representatives will vote on honor cases until
a date in the spring of each year, to be selected by the Honor Committee, when a
combination of first and second class codets may comprise the board. At o date
after I May of each year, to be selected by the Honor Committee, boards may be
,omprised of only second class cadets. In all first class cases, only first class honor
representatives wt:1 %--. usod to constitute an honor boord.

ond class cadet will serve as recorder for the honor board. Another
cadet will serve as sergeant-at-arms to take roll, operate the tape
4 assist in maintaining order. The recorder will check all notes to
ord from the audience to insure that they are not pejorative in nature

to any board members.

3. A first or second class honor representative from each squadron will attend each
hearing. That hsnor representative will be responsible for briefing-USentire
squodran concerning the facts of the case as soon as the honor hearing summary is
released.

4. The honor hearied will be presided aver by the chairman, vice chairman or the
secretory of the Honor Committee. The chairman of the particular board will not
vote unless his vote is needed for the required eight voting members. Prior to the
appearance of the suspected violator, the chairman will:

a. Insure that the investigation folder is available and complete with the
necessary items accomplished on the check list.

b. Insure the role roster is complete.

c. Reod the following pre-hearing and hearing instructions:

"May I hove your attention. This honor hearing will now con, ,c) order.
All coders seated in the audience are reminded that this is a formal hearing
and they will refrain from smoking and talking when the suspected violator
is in the room. When the hearing begins, the suspected violator will be
asked to explain the circumstances of the case after which the board members
may individually question the suspected violator about the case if the suspected
violator elects to testify. If anyone in the audience has cny questions or
knows any facts which s:auld be brought to the attention of the committee,
please hand it in writing, signed, to the honor representative nearest you.
Would squadron honor representatives please raise their hands. He will
either answer the question for you or hand the question to the sergeant-at-
arms (wha is operating the tape recorder) and have the chairman ask the
suspected violator the question prior to his departure from the room.

e
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As soon as the questioning period is completed, additional focts pertain-
ing to the case may be brought to the board's ottention if you desire.
Testimony from any witness will Le taken and considered in the same
manner as that of the suspected violator.

When all evidence hos been token this honor heoring will be adjourned
and the board will rec,ss a short period prior to beginning delibera-
tions. You ,,re welcome to temain for the deliberations but are reminded
that absolute order must be maintained. All comments or questions from
the audience during deliberations will be written, signed, and handed
in to the sergeant-at-arms. Any noise or demonstrated emotion thot
would place pressure on the hoard members will be cause km clearing
the room. You are reminded that the testimony and verdict of the board
are confidential until the case summary is released through the squodran
honor repre,,ntatives. After that time, the case may be discussed with
cadets and personnel assigned to work directly with the Cadet Wing.
Under no circumstances will the focts of this case, or any other case,
be released to personnel outside the Academy."

The suspected violator should be brought into the room.

'Cadet , this honor board has convened to hear evidence
and make findings concerning certain ollegotions that you violated
the Honnr C ode hy (lying, stealing, cheoting, or tolerating).

Arouno :1 table are einht honor representatives - excluding myself
(if applicable) and the recorder to my right - who vote on your
case. You have the right to object to any voting member if you feel
that member cannot render a Fair and impartial decision in your case.
You must state the reasor for your objection and the matter will be
decided by a majority vote of the remoining members. Do you wish
to object to any of the voting members?

Cadet , you ore advised that you ore entitled to be
present ,ti r-iTig-77;resentoti, of all evidence. You will be giver
On op,ortunity to call witnesses and to present any relevont evidence
you tray wish to offer. You may testify in your behalf. In this regard,
you are advised that honor investigations and hearings ore not criminal
proceedings, and the criminal low rules ogainst compulsory self-
incrimination do not apply. We believe that the Honor Code, which
you haye accepted, imposes a duty upon you a cadet to disclose any
relevant information you might hove. Howe, if you prefer to testify,
you will not he required to do so,lf you choose not to testify, your
silence ...sill not be ,onsidered as evidence against you. If you do
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testify, any statements you make will not be used os evidence against you

in any official proceedings that might later occur.

The board will first hear the evidence against you. You wHI then be
given on opportunity to v in your own behalf. The board will also

call ony witnesses you des., to testify in your behalf. Although you
cannot directly cross-examine witnesses, if you feel that a witness
should answer certain questions which Iscive not been asked by the
members of the board or ore not included in a statement, you may call
this to my attention and the board will make the necessary inquiry into
the matter. Do you have poper ar ' pencil for your own use? (Insure
the suspected violator has paper 3 pencil.)

Cadet (honor representative heading investigation tecrn),

will you summarize ,nce in this case including the statements

of all witnesses?

Cadet (suspected violator), would you relate to the board in your own
words the circumstances of the case (Give time of situation,
dote, or action at which you wont suspected violator to begin.) (Ask
opening questions based on suspected violator's test., ,y to Grsin clari-
fication for the hoard. Then allow other board membeis to start ques-

tioning.)

Cadet (suspected violator), ,!T, you isave any wHnesses o- other evidence
you would like the board to consider?"

A. ,nol witnesses will he questioned in following manner:

a. For all witnesses:

"Cadet thk board is convened .0 I cene ond
make finthngs concerning certain all'egatio. ii Cc1t (suf,oe'-re,'
violotor) violated the Code Honor Ccd b%
"-c-Kiting or tolerating). "

b. Witness to facts:

"Cadet jcu please relate to :he board Nilo,
you know of cast ."

c. Charocter witne.sses:

"Cad, , Cade! .isked you h.

testi f, :n !Ijs behalf a c rIlarocte, --c^r^n, honor
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would like to relate any specfic actions or discussio-s con-
cerning Cadet (susPected vio ator ) where he aemonstru t. d his
sense of honor dr integrity to you."

d. "0, fF,e board have nny questions?"

....soerted dn you have anir quest; sns you vould
dot, tne wit .

f. "Thank you, Cadet (witnes). You -ire exi.used."

"Does onyone in the room to present evidence ar testify regarding the
case?

Codet (suspectet' vialotor), you ure e.cused 'le the board delibeiates your
case. The decision ort%ie beard will be announced as soon as possible by
your squodron honor representatives to the entire Coder Wing. You ore
reminded that this hearing is canfiden.ial, for your own protectian.

The audieisce may remain for the aeliberations, but yau are again reminded
that any disturbance or display of emotions that might place pres-ure on the
board will cause the room to be cleared. You may write comments or
questions, sign them and hand in to hie servant-at-arms who will see that
they are brought to the attenp of the board if they are appropriate. The
boord is adjourned."

5. The hearing will be conducted as follows: A member of the investigation team will
brief the board on the facts of the case in the presence of the suspected violator. The

suspected violator will be advised of his rights and asked to give the board his expla-

fl . i.)ri of the situation. F he elects to testify, he may be questioned by the uoard
concerning any aspect of the case. Following his own testimony, the suspected vio-
lator may call any person to testify in his behalf. All testimony concerning the case
will be given in the presence of the suspected violator. The witnesses will remain

outs' the hearing room until they ore called for their testimony. All witnesses will
he subject to the board's duestioning ond will be seated at the table with the board.
Any cadet pr.ssent at the hearing who desires to testify wil/ be allowed to do so in the
above-stated manner.

6. Ourirq the hearing of testimony, any cadet present mc ubmit to an honor repre-
sentat...e any question he may hove regarding the case. These questions should be

submitted in writing signed. If the honor representative feels that the question
is appropriate to the c. he passes the written question to the chairmon through
the sergeant-at-arms. r rman will then ask the suspected violator or any
witness the question.
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7. Following the open question period, the board may adjourn priar to deliberatior
The board win be called to order to commence deliberations.

8. Throughout the investigation and hearing of the case, a suspected violator will
be presumed accused as Opposed to innocent or guilty. This avoids the argument
that if the susetcted violator is 3 cadet in good standing his testimony must be
accepted by other cadets as the truth.

9. During deliberations the board will discuss end vote by secret ballot on the guilt
or innocence cf all violations considered.

10. A verdict of guilty must be unonimous on the part of all eight voting members
of the board.

11. If the verdict is guilty, the board may zonsider requesting the Commandant to
grant "discretion". The general guidelines for discretion ore:

o. The incident is self-reported.

b. The suspect..d violator's class and experience In the Code will he con-
sidereri

c. Some untnual pressure or circumstonces in the case.

d. The suspected violator has leorned o vitt!: sson and will be o credit to Ihe
Wing in the future :n an honor sense.

The request for discretion requires o 6-2 affirmative vote,

12. After the final verdict is determined the suspected violator will be informed
or the dechion.

13. The cadet found not guilty or granted discretion will be returned to the Wing in
good standing and without prejudice. The chairman will remind all cadets present
at the hearing thot all motters eiscussed at the heoring are confidential and should
not be discussed outside tne roo.., with anyone other than an honor representative.

14. A case surnmar. e 111 cases will be written and published to the Wing.
Not guilty and discretior cases will not include the man's name or squadron. Prior
to deporting the hearing room, the honor boord will determine far the recorder the
significant facts which should be included in the case summary.

15. If significant new evidence is produced following o hearing resulting in a
guilty finding, this evidence will be pr . sented to the board which voted an that

-10-
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case. If the chairman or any voting member feels the case should be re-opened

hear the new evidence, a new board will be convened and the entire case will be

re:teard. Unless unusual, unforeseen evidence is uncovered, a not guilty cose will

not be re-opened.

Saecial Instructions for the Honor 11oard Chairman

1. During questioning by boord members, if you believe some port of his testimony

or answer needs to be clorified, it is your prerogative to ask him a question of ony

time.

2. Make sure both board members ond suspected violator are talking loudly enough.

3. If talking in the audience occurs, ask for quiet in the room. Try to insure they

are listening to testimony. If the disturbance continues, order the offenders to

ye the room or close the hearing. Absolute firmness in dealing with a large

,dience is critical.

4. Insure no one talks to boord members during testimony or deliberation.

5. Try to avoid repetitive questions.

While audience is questioning:

I. Recogni, only those written <Ind signed I ,estions posed through honor representa-

tives and thc! s',-mont-ot-orms.

2. If o board member desires ta ask a quest ',in during questioning of oucrence,

ollow board mernts r to 1.) so. Do not let rte audience ask to mony questions that

they dominote the proceedings.

3. Close questioning when no more questioning from oudience or board members is

forthcoming.

During &liberation:

1 Cret hoard to relax ond firmly ',yarn - audience to rgointoin o..ler.

.;:. Open discus,,r, y al, A i fying qiimrter; oreos of possible violation. Discuss

gull! innocence belore voting.

3. t'cureml or t'te ocr.,,,,ri is '0 be judged as is reasonable man ond that guilt is to
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be proven beyond a reasonable doubt, not beyond oll douht, or a mathematical
certairt .

4. Write out imports why ilecision was reached for not g silty or ouilty, and also
reasons for requesting discretion or no discretion.

5. Stxnmon the accused and announce decision to hire. li advice from boort] is
appropriote oi we this to accused. Dismiss the occused.

Procedures for Cadets round Guilty

There is implicit in each finding of guilty by an honor board a request that the guilty
man submit his resignation from the Cadet Wing for violating the !donor Code.
HOWeVef, he htl: other alternoti ves which must he mode clear to him. He will
he referred to DI I for advice concerning the rights and privileges available to him
and the consequences of alternative courses of action.

2. The following procedures are to hr followed aft mrs. tinding of guilty when
discretion it not reeticored.

a. lh fls,Csied re let will He Ililleted in the Command r .t and the Officer-
oo.f. barge will be advisesl of the cadet's status. The cadet will rs oally be
escorted by a meml er of the Command Post at all times.

b. The cadet's AQC will he odvised of the results of the hearing.

c. Pie cadet's parents vi 'r is f,Drrned liy telephone within twenty-Four hours.
This coil :t tc onspIcriss the situation to thee, and the alternatives available to their
rum). The cadet si,...f!d l.e. rnitt, 2 to speol< to his parents and choose the time of
calling within reason.

d. Norm on
referred to Dn. ler '

eack of his 5 5.%o

di yin t the honor hearing, thr codet will be
that he understands the implications of

s finch he will he required, within a reasonable
sign cr to appeal the decision of the Honor Committee.

e. if lir e.-.55 to re,h1c, S.vniI so designate on his legal counseling sheet
c- 1 retort h this decision, hs! vs11 not attend further classes
He will ti ie schedidi sr ass e ,it interview wdft the Commandant of Cadets
ir. oi his sit renc.., the ';ice C.c.,,rnandont.

I. F,11 5.'1-.9 hit ..onr/inw, the coder is turned over to
'55'5; i, cornpl-te,, t1,,, coder wsii 0 Lb Meted

the onii osteml 4..10
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g. The Deputy Chairman for Instruction may contact the cadet and request a
taped exit interview for use in the education of the Wing. If the codet agrees, it

will be the responsibility of the Deputy Chair, Iretructian to arronge the
interview and secure a signed statement from th, cadet stating, "1 am
giving this interview of my own free will and authorize the Cadet Honor Committee

to use It for honor instruction at the United States Air Force Academy,"

3. In cheating ceses, RRR, DFSCS, and the department concerned should be noti-

fied immediately to enoble them to correct academic records.

4. Cases involving findings of guilty by a cadet honor board where the accused cadet

elects not to resign may be referred to a Board of Offi,ers conducted in accordance

with AFR 11-1, The cadet who elects not to resign will be returned to his squadron
and will attend all classes and formations until the 11-1 board action is complete.

The cadet will be assigned legal counsel to represent him at the board.

5. An officer will be assigned to investigate the case and to moke a recommendation
to the Superintendent regarding whether the cose should be referred to a Board of

Officers. If the Superintendent so elects, the case will be sent to a Board of Offi-
;:ers for their findine. ond recommendotion, If the Board finds the man "not guilty"
ne will be returned to the Wing in good standing, If the man is found guilty and

dismival is recommended the accused will be dismissed from the Academy for conduct.

Honor Records

I. CWH will r-amtain complete recurch regarding all atpects of the operation of

the Cadet Honor Committee. These records should include tb, detoifs of instruction,
specific cases, ond generol policy decisions. From these records current and complete

statistics may be obtained. These statistics con be used to give insight into particular
trends in the operation of the honor system,

2. The following records should be mai. :Used by CWH.

a, Honor Review ,"-mmittee M ,tes. The Hor,r Re Committee should

meet at least once cad , ear to review the operate,: d th tonor Committee and

to make recomeu-ndation, to the Horod Committee ti: ,1-1 the Superintendent. The

minutes of thes eetir provide a prime :erce of Honor Code 1i ory for future
reviewers.

b. Hor Cole Summaries: Each honor case given a cf.: e
(e.g., A1:1 and Ihe sp.ncifics of date of heoring, finding, closs, souodron.
alleged offense, ond yore and service number of those codets found
Following each honer hearing, a cose summary orrigned phi, designator will be
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written to cover the facts of the cuse. Ittit summary will be filed permanently
in the office of CWH as well us published and distributed ta each squadron.

c. Evidence used in hearings such as written statements of witnesses, test
papers, tape rec.-dings of testimony, etc., will be retained by the t xecutive
for Honor ond Lthics for at least one year fallowing the hearings of first classrnen
and for at least six months following the hearings of members of the three lower
classes,

Procedure for Large Scale Honor Investigations

This procedure provides the information and direction .sccessory for a professional and
standardized flow of events, entirely accomplished by cadets, should the requirement
exist for a large scale honor investigation. It supplements information i.ontained in
the Honor Reference Hondbook of the Air Force Codet Wing.

1. General. The Honar Committee, under the direction of the chairman, hos primary
authority within the Cadet Wing in nil matters dealing with honor. The cadet chain
of command will support the investigation and the requirements of the Honar Committee
to the fullest extent. The need for a large s,ale investigation may become apparent at
any time. If three or more cadets are suspected of cooperative honor violations, this
procedure will be implemented. When a large scale investigation seems apparent, the
chairman of the Cadet Honor Committee will notify the Executive for Honor and Ethics
(CWH) and the DEL Honor Ad, ,zr. All pertinent facts of any honor cases related to
the investigation will Fe comr ed by CWH and disseminated to the honor representa-
tives. Normal preliminary and rJrnsal investigating procedures will be combined when
large scale or cooperative honor violations are discovered.

2. Execution.

a. As soon as it is suspr', I r'-iat rist, rye 1,,ipected
'ets will be isolated from tI., ernainaei the Cadet Wing and every effort mode to

insure that the suspects do not communicate with each other. All rs,, tory communi-
cotion hy the suspected cadets will be monitored to insure that the h affairs and
related events ore not discussed. This procedure is designed to insure inat the facts af
each case do not became confused b1 possible collaboration on the part of the suspects.
Susoected violators may call their parents, lawyer, , congressmen, and ACC's.
No other calls outside the Acsdenly ore allowed. To limit the isolation period, every
effort will be made to rapidly hrieo the investigatir to a point where isolation is no

,ge, ecessary.

t I) Is -tt tire i:odets ue accomplished by restricting them to their
cadet rnnitris and directing other cadets to monitor the rooms continuously,



Htt It there is 0 u flu lent euthi et ,k1 supe, Is to real.... iriliiiIiiriI cr51 sola"

Pion iifl 51, , tke %my., Is Will ust.eml led in .+IiiaIIqi ASselnlir K Olin} Ve10, cadet

monitors, In, 1111
runtelosl, llglyal refreshment ortd rreal arratitir-

,reh alPvl lie mod, .,ailablr.

(31 When sospei led cr1.5 inrrs,'qiilroil r
earings, meals, or latr;net ttie nil I e est orte,l odut rnoruturs.

ritiertiorier. r.rocI,

(Al frdett will 'weeded S, ser as rnonitors i the ixilat ion ',or", md

or escorts. Ilse, reiets will le irst arid Sri onil clasomen selected lion: Wing,

Saoup and Cadodton half personnel.

Is. All questionjoo will Ir accomplished I , cadet honor represeritati.tes in a

selaned atmosphere 'with no 'Twit! than three I onnr reprecergatives inv,slved in the

auestioninu. All eflort, will e made to hove the questioning recorded on lope.

Linder no circumstances will (sus cadet other than in honer representa-

fiiie talk h, a uspected codet during goeslinnino, If it shomH I for a

rodet oilier than on honor representati.t to speak to 0 cadet, the quest ir ;rto con-

cerning honor will e c losed, and when the suspect is again ovailal le the

will t e re-opened.

(2) Na more than flue, ond no less than tv,i honor representnlives will t

unvolveri in the questi,olnci One uklditionol /eve:, 0.tu-esenlotive may serve as

retrder Other members of the Cadet Wing may I present durioil ".:e questioning

if required hy the hunor representatives. If one of I honor representatives leoves

room, questioning will c,oso ontil his return. It is manJatory that ot least two

rior representatives tie present throughout the complete questioning of a suspect.

(3) All questioning iit ,,,pecteil cadets will ow, cith the suspected .adet

cg informed as follows:

"Mister (Suspect) ym, ore suspected of violating Honor Cod-

(lyingTTheating, stealing, etc.), am (In westigaf . the h,nor

representative assigned to invesigate the charges arta ,., and

went nsl, marne queOions,"

Ciace the ngalry is not a criminal proceeding, the accused cadet(s) are not entitled

ro legal counsel. If sirspfci 'c' Cevelop. that a Me/101,y ''r,dise und, t1te UCMJ may

Jose occurred, the questioning will cease,and CWH will de notit;ott.

141 Cadets who q :est n:nt; will hn questioned tor -Nnl, -! f ,04,6asts

- a rnatrirr,, that, minutes. It the, rt, not wish to ans,smr dety useettion-

I, will no he otepeiled h., Is t,s. LiI(Ii''iW I, are relruted and t
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thguld not he rr.re than twg fntlf,poio, Isms. All caplets I eing
questioned should Le seated and pen, 0.1 to be ..opletely at ease,

(5) Any questioning or Investigation by organ; rations otiser than Ism, t
representatives (05Iot Wing Staff) will be carried out in physirol locations
clearly sepernted fror the honor investigations. This is to preclude any mit,
ception an the part of the suspected violator that mjenr ;us nther than the honor
Committee are conductie4 an vor*, investigation, This dur ... not preclude the
fl000r Cense-titter, frorn coops, ting nther stail agencies for professional odvice
on investigation procedures,

c, Statements will bre requesteJ f;ore all suspected cadets, The statements
will be countersigned/witnessed t.y an honor representative involved in the
questioning,

(I) Cadets who rnal..e yeti,' statements hut refuse to put them in wr t tng

will not be pressured into lung so. In such a Cale, the cadet recur the

questioning will pr -pare a written summary of the verbal comments which cry},
tw.M,Or repretentnt. ^ present throughout the questioning will sign. In any emnt,
each investigator will prepare a written summary of each interrogatine,
including anything of significonce that was discovered.

(2) Statements will be maintained in a central location with a card le

containing a card for each implicated codet. The card will show who implicated
the cadet, the offerors frw wl.icfs he is implicated, and who he has implicoted.

(3) Cadets implirnted in written or verbal statements of others moy
au; fied of thit for_t pm.'einini1. It .; not necessary to advise them who

statement ri he Cor,s,!rit r il the complete statement.

1.1, The ',anus ken 0 will lur nor, as soon al possible. Arrangements wi II
e mode kr t'se Dep, talent of tg prnside an attorney for legal advice as soon as

possik I., follawing a earing wi irk results in a finding of guilty. Parents will be
net i fled L., telephru u, soon p. practical bo in all cases prior to the begin-
ning out-prOCellinsj. The lwmar hearings will !low the current stet ugenrIa.

P . A II requireMent'. t7n't, pensal reelstr,; facilities, restric.ion of hairline
areas, ond any other sp....al arrongernents requHed will be relayed to the Corle

aug '; tuff far oporopric'e or' ion.

f. Immediately after tiro, 'tat of a large coin investigation, the Cadet .

will he cautioned not tr p..blich, discos., the situn'ion on the basis af incsreoletr.
ini and/r, rp,r, T."' ilonfay.S cnd (ructrates the pro, 1
" tVh, potty:, Th. hi-ur, the nil ':c grc,,rw



rests with the Skyerintendent. A single honor representutive will he immediately
designated to perform liaison duties with the Directorate of Information. This
honor representative 11 then be tile single cadet source for the release of info,
motion to the public via the office of the Director of Information.

3. Final Report. As soon as possible after the conclusion of tire investigroion, the
honor representatives will meet with CWII to compile an in-depth report on the
Incident.
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6. The proceedini4s of a review board will IA open to only honor representa-

s tives and the Executive for Honor and EtLics.

7. The honor representative involv.d will be notified of the decision of the

tw,urd ::-..-1 the Lonor committee chair:dm within 24 hours of the

decision. A copy '..he letter will be fort..trded to CM!, CW, and the Squadron

Commander and AGC ot the squadron invelved. A summary of the reasons for the
honor representative's removal will be printed ane distributed to all honor

representatives.
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Honor Committee Job Descriptions

1. Chairman of the Coder Honor Committee.

o. The Chairman is the ranking coder in the Coder Wing when questions of honor
ore the primary concern. lie is responsible th the Cadet Wing and the Commandant of
Codets, through the Executive for Honor ond Ethics, for the odministration of the
Coder Honor Code and the operation of the Coder Honor Committee.

b. Specific Responsibilities.

(I) Acts as the official spokeunon of the Cadet Honor Committee to all
ogencies and interesh outside the Coder Honor Committee.

(2) Insures that oll honor investigations ore performed in accordance with
the Coder Honor Commi Hee procedures for investigations. Reviews the proceedings
and findings of all honor investigations and determines whether or nor o particular
case worronh an Honor Board.

(3) Schedules the time and place for oll Honor Boards, through the Execu-
Hve for Honor and Ethics, and decides whether or not a porticular Honor Board will
be closed to all individuals other than members of the Cadet Honor Committee.

(4) Serves as Chairman of Honor Boards, or so directs either the Vice
Chairman or tie Secretary th serve in his absence.

(5) Confers regularly with the Wing Commander and the Chairman of the
Coder Professional Ethics Committee to insure that their respective policies and
procedures are not inconsistent with the Honor Code.

(6) Guards against practices in the Coder Wing and the Acodemy erwiran-
ment which ore incw.sistent with the Honor Code.

(7) Assures on appreciation and understondthg of the purpose and objec-
tives of the Honor Code among all coders along with the importance of accepting
the true "spirit" of the Code in their daily activities.

(8) Supervises the conduct of the honor orientation and training courses
during Basic Coder Training.

(9) Supervises the conduct of honor meetings within the squodrons during
the ocod.rnic year th instruct oll coders in the Ho.= Code, to acquaint them with
the octivities of the Cadet Honor Committee, ond to advise cadeh on points of
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honoroble conduct.

(10) Supervises the conduct of Honor Code orientation for officers assigned

to the Academy, for Academy Lioison Officers and for distinguished visitors.

(II) Serves as Chainnon of the Honor Committee Executive Staff,

(12) If the ability of a squadron honor representotive to perform his duties

and responsibilities should become suspect, the Chairman conducts his own investi-

gation to determine the individual's suitability ta continue as the squadron honor

representative. If the Chairman determines that the individull should be removed,

he presents his recommendations to the Commandant, who hos the final authority

to remove an honor representative from his duties.

2. Vice Chairman of the Cadet Honor Committee.

a. The Vice Chairman assumes all of thedutins ond responsibilities of the

Chairman when the Ci-airrnon is absent .

. SpecifTc Responsibilities.

(1) At the direction of the Chairman of the Cadet Honor Committee, serves

as the Chairman of a particular Honor Board.

(2) In accordance with the policy guidelines established by the Chairman,

directs and supervises the Deputy Chairman for Faculty Lioison, the Deputy Chairman

For Honor Instruction, and the Deputy Chairman for Administration.

(3) Serves as a member of the Coder Honor Committee Executive Staff.

3. Secretary of the Cadet Honor Committee.

a. The Secretary is responsible for the internal communication and conrdinotion

of activities within the Coder Honor Committee.

b. Specific Responsibilities.

(1) At the direction of the Chairman of the Cadet Honor CoMmittee, serves

as the Chairman of a particular Honor Board.

(2) Maintains a separate File of oll case summar:e. 1,,son plans, cone-
fpor,dor.ce, publications, and other Cadet Honor Commitiet Loft. lb ut ions .

3 .3
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(3) In accordance with the policy guidelir es established by the Chairman,
directs and supervises the Recorder and Coordinator.

(4) Serves as a member of the Cadet Honor Committee Executive Staff.

4. Deputy Chairman for Faculty Liaison.

a. The Deputy Chairman for Faculty Liaison is responsible for facilitating
communication and coordination between the Cadet Honor Committee and the
members of the faculty. He reports directly to the Vice Chairman.

b. Specific Responsibilities.

(1) Directs and supervises the activities of the Faculty Liaison Cadets, toinclude:

(a) Those duties and responsibilities of the Faculty Liaison Cadets
outlined in the procedures for the investigation of suspected honor violations.

(b) A briefing by each Faculty Liaison Cadet concerning the opera-
tions of the Cadet Honor Committee to his respective department at the beginning
of eoch academic semester.

(c) Maintenance of department honor reading files.

(2) Serves as a member of the Cadet Honor Committee Executive Staff.

5. Deputy Chairman for Honor Instruction.

a. The Deputy Chairman for Honor Instruction is responsible for the preparation
and presentation .rt honor .truction to all classes during the academic year. He
reports directly Vice Chairman.

b. Specific :lities.

(1) Schedule:, -,ugh the Executive for Honor and Ethics, the time ondlocation of formal honor ,r ,truction.

(2) In accordance with the policy guidelines estol iished by the Chairman,
supervises the research and the writing of each honor lesson.

(3) Directs and supervises the publicotion of honor lesson syllabi.
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(4) Directs and supervises the preporotion of each honor representative

involved in the instruction prior to the actual presentation of honor lessoos.

(5) Insures that every scheduled honor lesson, in addition to special honor

lessons directed by the Chairman, is completed by each honor representative in the

time ond the manner directed by the Choirman.

(6) Serves os a member of the Cadet Honor Committee Executive Staff.

6. Deputy Chairman for Administration.

a. The Deputy Chairman for Administration is responsible far the operation of

Codet Honor Committee special projects. He reports directly to the Vice Choirman.

b. Specific ResponsibiHties.

(1) In accordance with the policy guidelines established by the Chairman,

directs and supervises the Third and fourth Class honor represeitative program, to

include:

(a). Selection of Third Ind Fourth Class honor representatives.

(b) Performance of duty s.y the Third and Fourth Class honor repre-

sentatives.

(c) Continual evaluation of tr., program.

(2) Manages all special projects directed by the Chairman.

(3) Serves os a member of the Cadet Honor C:mm.ttee Executive Staff,

7. Group Honor Representative.

o. The Group Honor Representative is responsible far insuring thot the activiii.

of the squadron honor represenatives within his respective group ore standardized

and conform to the policy guidelines established by the Cadet lianar Committee.

b. Specific Responsibilities.

(1) Directs ond supervises the investigation of oll suspected honor viola-

tions within his group al outlined in rhe procedures mar irvestigation.

(2) Monitors tk status of tke Cadet Honor Caie within the nroup and

guards against any prderces syyt'tie thr group vrhc ore ;oconsistert the

3 _4 !)
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Cadet Honor Code.

(3) Confers regulorly with the squadron honor representatives within the
grolp concerning Honor Cornmittee policy and the current stotus of the Honor Code.

(4) Serves as a member of the Honor Committee Executive Staff to repre-
sent the views of the squadron honor representatives within the group.

B. Recorder of the Codet Honor Committee.

a. The Recorder is a Second Class squodron honor representative who is
responsible for the performance of all Second Cinss squodron honor representatives
and acts as their spokesman to the. Chairman of the Codat Honor Committee. He
reports directIy t:. the Secretary.

b. Specific Responsibilities.

(1) When notified shot an Honor Board has been scheduled by the Chairrnon,
selects the members of the Horor Boord (eight voting members, a Board recorder, and
o Sergeant-at-orms) ond notifies them of the time and place of the Honor Boord.

(2) Instructs the Boord recorder and Sergeant-at-arms as to their respective
duties ond responsibilities prior to each Honor Board and insures thot these instructions
are cdts,plied with in full,

(3) Serves os a member of the Code Honor Committee Executive Stoff.

9. Coordinator af the Cadet Honor Committee.

a. The Coordinator is a Second Class squadron honor representative who is
responsible for the distribution of oll forml publications and communication within
the Cadet Honor Committee. He reports directly to the Secretory.

b. Specific Pesponsibilities.

(1) Distributes case summaries, honor lesson plans, and other communication
to the members of the Cadet Honor Committee as directed by the Choirrnon.

(2) Records and publishes the minutes of all Cadet Honor Committee Execu-
tive Staff meetings.

(3) Serves as o member of the Ceder Honor Committee Executive Staff.
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US, c, n.at,

or.,
At,

fa
June 1973

t.00r Cadet lion,r

Air f orce Cadet Win)

I. Of all the troditiont proedl, ,;oor lod 1 y Codot Wing, the or, valued
oll others it ti,e Co Jet Honor Ci lc, ho,a the hittary of the A;r Farce Academy,
cadt tw cod ,),,,io01121 0.11.0 .1ft.ir,11) u.,reed that livirt,) Lod., the Honor Code it
!he e 0,t nod re,vardiiv; Mi,oct of cadet life,

2, Alt, the hittorik Losit for tol tinot of H.,. Honor Cnce it military
10w, ;', ory purpote tho cc ict :11.1 it to instill into
fut,re iw rt /.1 erryl) ;,14! 11 Ite of henor A high

r se of h000r it ir-a,rtalt in III ;-,r,.evti tat, but it oLdlutely io:irpentable in
the ci.ar000r of o military lea;;er,

3. At n shit, o.10 ncrociate the feel io9 tnutu,11 ft ynt ru1pei I derived
; u; ler the Honor Co io, 1'.1int it e,;,,*Ld of yo., ia ref orn it that you

e .rw cooae'' fnirly, re 000c tfw .fooer I; of off such pride in
4.%',r..; Coat you no one to Joiruct fron jou; .

4. S, stern Ni, de 0-1,,;....1Ly tt.t elor,j, tf,r Witig, end is
ao!'-,;,erv I ; r A rodct who 1,1ns 0,1 Vi'inr; us on elf irror candidate
c,optt it, ditwipfioe on if 7. -;,.1 'or! of his
t H co t ro.J.1 ssirh-irow from

..t.'; I, "Ca,. f-y ti ti let lio-1.7 (1,r, r ;tee wi't to ,iola!ions ore
cie cc to 11, I i...i.ss .u1 sts

r-omf er of ff e lef fiool c isien s...Lide by :lie Honor Committee't
f;r.,:ing, tcr1,,C1t pre:ron e1,J1.1 11, u!f1.101 vf rho Air f once it
made erCrei-, by co.:1.t Thit hot leen prepared to aid
eacf, cadet on hw. iivet tviHin the reret, Cc.oet Hor.or Code op.) to ad, 40
him of tfle procedoret and coroAquencut whau-1 he wontin).

7= 7 (
HOYi S, \:ANDENBLRG, ..OV, Brig Gen, UoA'f;
Commandont of Codes
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'I'llE CADET DONOR CODE

"Ile will nol lie, Nfral, or chcal, nor 101erale among us
an yone who does."

This is your Honor Code --a code that means many
things 1.0 VIM l Cadct and future officer. Ii i1ICa1I5
the pride of knowing your word ls trioicd
II means the respect you have for the property of
others ;slid the consideration you expect others to
have for your property. II means Ilse responsilnlitY to
accept credit Only for your personal achievement. II
means Ihe Ilse moral courage to protect the Wing
flow dny cadet who places hIS standards belmv those
of the \\*Mg's Honor Code. The Code endsod:cs the
;I Lusts of Cv(TV tadd %VIM haS jcalosedv guarded its
(Xi..t()l(( silos it %%3:: first adopted by the cda.:,s of

I 95).

5)11 will find tbat !king lsv du! Donor Code isnot as
difficult as thing without it. II is not a unique set of
standards. It is based on the ideals every American
encounters from childhood. They are not limited to
the Cadet NVing. They :ire the foundation of character
for every good officer. 'Hie Cadet Wing and the Air
ForCe expert cach cadet to n ake th- Cadet Honor
Code a part of his persos II code throughout his life.

The Code's Plnlosophy

Aristotle contended that moral virtsie is attained
through habil. The Honor Code fossers an

environment which Cid1:111rt'S honorable conduci that
is ultimately transformed through habit II:so an

i»hcrenl facet of the life of each cadet.
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Former Secretary of War, Newton Baker, said,

the inexact or untruthful soldier trifles with the
lives of his fellow men and NVI th the honor Of his
government..." The young officer must be aide to
trust his men as does any commander. In these times

of exlie"sivv "lid tIIIIeaSiIIgIV rOl"PlcN ve"11""s
systems, the officer must rely on fellow %.1.1He7s and

airmen for his own safely and the safety ol Ii ;nen.

By hying honorably while a cadet, it is hoped that
such conduct will heroine second nature to guide the
individwd throughout his career. Tlw Honor Code
then is another important aspect of the trainitn,2, that a
cadet gets at the Academy; h1O%('V(t iii this Case the,
Cadet Wing hits set its Own standard.

Origin of the Code

The Honor le va.: adopted by the first u lass to

ewer the Au mv. In I 95 IGeOrral Ii. J. liallIMICS
tid group studied the honor codes and s% steins in

use by institutions throughout the country, inu luding

the United States lilitary and Naval Academies,
Virginia Military Institute, and ethers. These were
screened, formulahd, and organized into a vslein
and 1ic code which' were presented to tlw Cadet

1 9.15 on a trial basis by the first
Con.;.1.nulaid of Cadets. lt was formally accepted hy
the of .59 in September ! 916 and subsequently

a:-ired interpreted. and cultivated exclusively
by 14'111 and .their successors. The administration and
lie t..0 lion Of the I 1011o1 Code has alw,ys hdongrd to

hi k aict \Ving through 111u: Honor (:onintittec with
thii adice and rounsel of the Cumunandant and his

elive for Honor and Ethics. It is the duty of the
Wing to insure (he Code never becomes

9

3 9 5



Ilan I iii Ci I I Ir. 1111 Cl Ill )t \ if
l'I.1)(11),1 t III the Honor Committee, FAcry cadet
lutist feel for the vitality nd effeetienc,..
of the C,ode. problems, or (pie,tion;
should be communicated to die Squadron Iloilo-
It epre,,entativc.

The final mission of the (:ndc is the !,:inie as that or'
die to develop exceptional of(ii ers. The
Code an effort f4) 1111h1(111 e Cadet hi e

lit PHI trthi .() t ha t il I graduate as exceptional
off!, ci; higit standards of null\ idnal honor :Ind

and maintain slandaid-. throligholit
111.1i. lifetimes.

The Cadet Honor Cod( is regarded as the ni:iiitutini
standard of condlic!. l'he Code is realistic ;oil!

re:Noll:tide. Each cadet slmuld realize that the Codo
defines a minimum standard and that he shoill(1
maintain a set of perotial values higher mid brwdcr
th.in 11111-e e.1:ddi,hed be the llotior Code. The

C:ode should be ;itialogotis to a foundation
upon iiiiii Ilic cadet seeks tai build his (.,
intergril :11\.1\ s seeking to impro\ \dial has ht., ii
done hero!, . These standal (Is of conduct appl.,

an time, any place and i -atliation. \ making
the Code all elicompa-silig, eadi.ts have est.,bli,lied
true stalldard that moo than ruer,.. formalik

obser\cd Occasional! . Honorable ctlidilet mils! he
LI einitintions patiorn of behavior.

;3 ,)
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Honor Viulations

The purpose of the Cadet Honor Code is to build
within the man a keen sense of honor and an intense
dedieation to live by the dictates of this scnAs of

--honor. The man who fails in this is deemed unworthy
of cadet status and is asked to resign from the
Aeadeniv. There arc usually elements in an honor
violation: the act awl the ni lent. In the following
pages the prohibited acts of lying, stealing, cheating,
and tolerating arc defined. These acts, or an attempt
to accomplish these acts, must havC been performed
if a man is to be found guilty of an honor viol,:tion.

The question of intent and/or state of mind poses
greater difficulty to define and pr,vc. rr some extent
intent depends upon the mu:t in% olved. There are sonic
aet.:,Whiehl ae inherently Wruivr, and in these eases the

intent to commit the act is suffieient to justify a
guilty vote. For example, a maul who takes a crib
sheet into a class and uses it to cheat does not lime lo
think specifically "this is wrong and it is a!railist the
Honor Code." 'Hie intent to cheat is implicit in doing
such acl-. There ris other acts which arc defined as
wrong. r a man to he found giiiltv of these Niulatiims
he nu : . knew they arc wrong and realize the
wroll,...! nature of the act at the limis. For example,
a mai; ..ho goes on an unauthorized absvnee with his

card i ed must know that his card is marked and
be ;:x of the meaning of a card marked

,rized," in order to has.'e iolated the Code. A
eadc expected to be very aware of thwie areas of
cadc; :fte which can and do involve use of the Cadet
Hon,: Code.
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What is expeCted by the Cadet Wing is that the cadet
will act as r. reasonable and honorable man and
make judgments which a reasonable and honorable
man would make.

LYING

Lying, is making an asertion which is intended to
deceive or mislead. A lie may be an oral or written
statement, or even an action, which is misleading or
deceiving and meant to be so. That's all there is to it.
It is a simple concept. The following pages merely
expaiid wi this concept and cover situations which
may he peculiar to the Cadet Wing due to the
almospherc of trust we live in; they clarify situations
which may not be unique to the Academy, yet arc
new to you; and they should answer most of your
questions.

Keep in mind that the points mentioned in the
following pages are inseparable. They all pertain to
lying. Each one can be thought of in terms of the
basic definition of lying. You should try to relate
everything back to the basic concept as you read. ln
this way, you will get a feeling for: the "spirit" of the
Honor Code. It is this spirit of the Code which will
remain with you always.

Quilibring

A Fr,on can easily create a. false impression in the
mind of his listener by cleverly wording what he siy:4.
omitting relevant facts, or telling a partiai truth.

5

3
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,Wlien he knowingly does so with the intent to deceive
or mislead, he is quibbling. Because it is an
intentional deception, quibbling is a form of lying.

--Reports

Every cadet at one time or another must render a
report of some sort, and it is mandatory that each

:cadet :.ealize the meaning of the report. Oral or
written reports must h complete and accurate
because the report is a statement made by the eadct.
When reports are given in ranks, the person rendering
the report must give the name or number of cadets
who are absent and whose authorizations are
unknown. The Dormite TT Inspector's report signifies
that he has made the inspections which he lists on the
CCQ report and that he has inspected all cadet rooms
and reported all cadets who were absent from their
rooms with their cards unmarked.

Reports such as the CCQ report and the Cadet
Accountability System reports must be accurate
before they are signed. In general, cadets should
know what they are saying when an oral or writ Lci'

repo' made or before they apply their signature or
to a report or document.

Tli. Lost Articles Inspection

lost articles inspection is conducted solely for the
p! -pose of recovering lost articles. It is mentioned here
oe,y because it is unique to the Academy. A list of

. -! articles, along with the date of the loSt articles
ip pection, will appear in the Daily Bulletin. Cadets

6

0
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should check before the in.speetion to see if they have
any of the lost articles. For example, if one of the
lost articles is a class shirt, cadets should check thc
nametags of all their class shirts. Whcn a cadet gives an
"all right", he is saying that hc has already.checked
his possessions for the lost articles and found that the
missing items were not among them. He cannot give
the "all right" until hc has performed thc check or
knows beyond any doubt that he does not have thc
item in question.

Pop-offs and Mistakes

In some situations it is possible to make a false
statement. Once a cadet realizes his mistake, however,
he should attempt to correct it at the first reasonable
opportunity with the person to whom the statement
was made. 11 the person is unknown or unavailalde,
the cadet should tell his Honor Representative the
circumstances of the incident. If he lets the mistake
ride, he is allowing the false statement to stand as the
truth, which is intentionally deceiving.

Otte type of mistake described above i8 termed a
"pop-off." It is usually a ycs or no answer, or a short
statement, made in haste arid without thinking. It is
not an honor violation if it is corrected immediately.

Tact

Social situations may arise in which a cadet should
no:: embarrass another person by being completely
truthful. Here is an obvious example: The hostess
asks her cadet guest if be enjoyed the meal she spent

'7
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two hours preparing. It would violate all rules of
.etiquette for the cadet to reply quite 'ruth fully, "As
a matter of fact, I was just going to asl for a glass of
.waterthe chicken was so dry it was all I could do to
get it down." Applying tact to save someone else's
feelings is not considered a lie. A cadet should apply
tact only in a situation when Common sense
dictates it to avoid endmrrassile., someone else :i4r1

never with persona gain in mind.

Signature

A cadet's signature is his word. As a cadet, there will

be Mai 1v times when your sig»aturewhether it is

your full written name, typed name; initials, cheek
mark, ety.will he. required to affirm that you have
performed some task, to certify that a document is
complete and accurate to the best of your knowkdg.,,
or to indicate some other response. If you are
reqiiired to do sennnthing before you place your
signature, keep in mind that \chill you sign, you arc
in effect saving, -Yes, I have done Ivhat is reqnired."
A violation of your signatue is a lie.

Privileges

The Commandant grant, . to cadets on the
basis of rank. performance, and other eriteria. Cadets
can take privileges they earn without wading through
cumbersome administrative vontrols only because a
cadet's \void or signature ean be trusted. While this
atmosphere of trust is something to he proud of, it is
also something to be guarded and not abused. A .cadet

must fulfill certaIn rcqiiirenients before taking a
privilege.
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First, a cadet must be authorized the privilege. A
cadet is authorized to take only a certain number of
privileges during a specified period. Additionally, a
privilege cannot be taken in conflict with military
duties or punishments. Also, a cadet must receive
proper permission to take the privilege.

Some privileges, such as the ones not requiring a
signature (e.g., the recreation privilege in Arnold
Ila II), may not require specific permission. On .the
other hand, some privileges, like the Weekend Pass
and the Visiting Permit, have additional requirements.
The Visiting Permit requires that the cadet be with
his host at all times except wh:ic going directly to or
from the host's residence.

Only a few examples of specific requirements have
been given. A cadet should be completely familiar
with the privilege regulation, IFCR 35-8, because
when he signs out on a particular privilege or permit
or when he marks his status card to take a privilege.
he is saying that (1) he is authorized to take the.
privilege, (2) he has received permission to take it,
and (3) he will take the privilege he is signing out for,
as defined in cadet regulations.

1.1). Cards

Besides being a severe offense under the Uniform
Code of Military Justice., the intentional misuse or
falsification of an ider fifieation card is a form of
lying. The cadet who presents an 1.1). Card for any
purpose is implying that the card is his and that it is
correct. Otherwise, he is lying because he knows that
the person to whom he has plesented the card has
accepted it as being his and being correct.

4 0 2
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The Status Card

When a cadet marks his card by putting it in the
'.`authorized- position, the card is speaking for the
cadet during Evening Call-to-Quarters and Weekend
Evening Call-to-Quarters.

When the card is marked, it says that the cadet is in
an authorized situation throughout the absence from
Ins room as defined in AFCIt 35-9. lf a cadet
unintentionally violates his card, he must see his
Ilonor Representative immediately so that
appropriate action can be taken to correct the error.
Of course, an intentional violation of the card is ,
,

Cadet regulations spell out when, in addition to
Evening Call-to Quarters, the card should be marked.
The important thing to remember with regard to
honor is that your nurked card speaks for you just as
if you were standing in front of your room saying
Von were in all authorized place.

improper or Unnecessary Questions

The goal of the Ilonor Code is to establish within
each cadet a keen appreetiation for the importance of
integrity in the character of the professional military
officer and to insure each cadet's dedication to being
a Mall of honor and integrity. Within this framework
the Honor Code is a tool for self-diseipline and is not
a regu la t ory dceiec imposed by the Academy
administration. A cadet's sense of duly shouln dictate
that he properly discharge his responsibilities, even
though he might not be honor-bound to do so.

10
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However, the Honor Code does dictate that the cadet
will not lie or quibble to avoid responsibility for his
mistakes or shortcomings. Honor and , du ty cannot
and should not be completely separ, :ed. Cadets are
expected to be straightforward in answering the
.questions of superiors and to stand up to whatever
punishment they bring ur on themselves. This
expectation is p,tterned aftr that which will be
expected of the graduate once he is commissioned as
an officer inIthe United States Air Force.

Caution is necessary when (lc !stioning .as to
insure that the Ilonor Code not t unfairly.
Good judgment is a continous obligation on the part

f iiie qilestioning officer or cadet. Obviously, a cadet
should not be asked an embarrassing personal
que!,tion about his priv:;te life. Generally, the prudent
degree of questioning is related to whether the
qucstionnig individual has reasonable suspicion that
the questioned cadet ha,: knowledge of, or was
implicated in, some act or incident. Questions should
be avoided when there is only vague suspicion that
sonic punishable act did occur.

If a cadet feels that the Honor Code has been used
unfairly against him, he should answer the question
and then discuss the situation with his honor
representative. lf it is deemed appropriate. the ease
will bc discussed with the Executive for Honor and
Ethics who wilLtake the tuxessary action.

STEALING

Siezding is defined bv the Cadet Wing ;is intentionally
deFiving someone else of Iris property without his

I I
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permission. This act may be either a permanent or
.tcmporary dePrivation. If something is not yours, you

cannot take it withwit permission from the owner.

__Borrow 111,r

Borrowing must be considered in conjum:tion with
stealing. :\ cadet must have either speeifie or implied

.permission to borro- another person's belongings.
One slmuld not, take advantage of close friendships

by earHess borrowing. The borrower should always
leave a note giving his name and the item borrowed.'
Ile should also return borrowed items promptly.

Destructimi of Property

Obviously, to destroy another's property is the same

as depriving the owner of its use. Willful destruction
of another's property is a violation of the Honor

Code by stealing. If a cade1 accidentally damages,

destroys. or loses someone's property, it is his

responsihility to repair or replace the item involved.

wAlent Property

Ca is should nut feel th:C their presence in 11w
Oil' .;ry entitles them to assume ownership of

go, rument-owned materials. Government properly
mi always be treated in the same manner as
pc. ,)!ial property.

1 9
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CHEATING

Cheating is defined as fraudidently iteling out of self
interest to take unfair advantage of others. In this
(h:finition, "others- refers to fieople and agencies
outside the Cadet Wing as \yell as to other cadets.

Over yokr four Years at the. Academy, you will In in

enlist:111f, CMilpHi1i011 with other eildets. In fad,
C(,1111)016011 i. lr a the most important aspects of a
cadet's life. The results of this competition will
greatly affect your future career here at the Academy
am: later in the field. It is illogieid for a cadet to come
to the Academy seeking the challenges and
opportunities here and then cheat to lessen the
challenge. It is expected, therefore. that each cadet
will compete fairly with his fellow cadets. Cheatiier is
rot confined to any single arra--it applies to your
\dude life as :1 cadet. The cadet who falsifies his score
on the physical fitness ti,,t or who, cories OH a
squadron training test has Ini:n ,is diSlnille;,1 as a Cddci
\SIM r(pit'S 'iS()l!' III an academic course.
Since the academic environment at the Academy is
probably different from your previous experience,
the lieNt SeCtiOnS Will discuss the various
academie peculiarities of the Academy.

GradM Work

In ,reneral, any work (iiole for a grade must he (lune
without another cadet's help wiless such help is

specifically anthorized liv the instructor. The work is
accepted by the instructor with the idea that you
have done it lry yourself. Occasionally academie
departments \Yill allow outside help or teamwork on

13
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certain assignments. Such policies will be explained
by your instructors at the appropriate time. It is

essential that you understand these policies. If you
have any questions, check with your instructor.

Quizzes and Graded Reviews

A cadet must never copy another cadet's work or
compare answers with the intent of confirming or
eheekhw an answer thirinu a tiraded recitation. At thert

Academy, the sante test may be given to all sections
of a course on the same dav. It is clear that a cadet
would be placed at a definite advantage if he had
early knowledge of the contents of an exam or if it
were difficult or had been given at the beginning or
end of the period. The only thing you may tell
another cadet is the fact that an exam was given.
Avoid all phrases or the type, "Boy, I had a tough
quiz today.- This type of small talk can lead to more
specific things about an exam and may put one of
your classmates in a difficult position. Do not discuss
an exam with any cadet who may later take the same
test. If a cadet does hnd out any of the contents of
an exam, he should tell his instructor. Usually, the
instructor will give him another question or another
exam.

Because of their faith in the honesty of cadets,
instructors will Often leave the oom zit the beginning
of ill exam and return after the exam is over. I I. is

therefore the cadet's respwisibility to know and
uhservo starling and stopping time of the quiz.
Us:tally the: section marcher will give "Lease Work"
or a similar command. At that command stop
working immediately. If you notice that time is up, it

14
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is yOur responsibility to g:ve "Cease Work." Only the
instructor can give you permission to finish an answer
or sentence.

Some courses will give take-home examinations. It is
your Aigation to know th.. restrictions on such
exam (i.e., working time, materials, which can be
used, etc.). The restrictions will usually he printed on
the cover sheet of the quiz, or the instructor will
discuss them.

Plagiarism

Iii ivriting essays or themes, it will often be necessary
to use the ideas and words of others. Plagiarism is the
use of such ideas in an attempt to pass them off as
your own. Plagid-ism can be avoided by properly
documenting outside sources. The English Depart-
ment makes avdilable t each ead,1 an En!;1:
handbook explaining the writing and documenting.of
themes. If any doubt exists abou t documentin.f. a
cadet should check \dill his instructor.

No attempt should be made to cover up sloppy c:
incomplete research work by stuffing bibliographies
or giving fictitious sources and page numbers. Such an
act implies intent to recieve credit for work the cadei
has not done.

Use of Library

(:)ur librar; policies are desiTeti for meuximom
convenience for cadets. Such fp:ed.im
because of the Honor Code and Op: trust -.est:..,1 i% es.

74-692 0 - 76 - 27
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Therefor, it is important that everyone conscien-
tiously ahide by library policies and directives. The
conc.lit of taking un;air ailvantage of your classmates
may aise in this arca. For example, many Courses
require certain reading to be Completed from books
on res'erve in the hiorary. To deny anothe7 verson the
use of one of these hooks, or any book, by hiding it

it another part of the library or by taking the book
Nvithout checking it out could he considered cheating
or stealing.

TOLERATION

The hacklailic of the Honor Code jS he toleration
clanse which requires that every cadet report any
suspeeted %iola lion of Iii Code. 11 a cadet Sul:Teets
;mother cadet of viololint2. lite louur he should
first approach the individual :Ind inquire about the
circollislatices sorroundinn., the situation. :\ inisunder-
standin:, or mistake may he easily and iplield cleared
up ill this wanner; how (ler. if the suspecting cadet IS

absolutch certain in his Myrn mind that the
incident was not tin honor violation. he should tell
the huh% idual iiit,Iiih itt :-o iii Honor 1tepresenta-
tive and must later to insure tInit this was done.
If the incident is of :I serious nature. it is soinc..imes
better to contact an Honor Representative first and
allow him to make an investigation. In cases where a

brrach of the. Honor I:ode is not completely
resoked, all Honor Pepresentatke should be
contacted. rrolcration cannot he present until the
intent ft, ignorc the how» violation is formulated.

It is important that each t.tidet fid:v understands the
spirit behind the toleration clause, as \yell as the

16
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obligations it creates and the method of reporting a
susp;:eted honor violation. Once confronted with the
pressures of a toleration sitnation, it may be too late
to formulate a clear decision On it IA -ause emotions
will be involved. If one has doubts or questions about
this Id:He, ihe matter should be discussed with the
Squad( till I hmor Representa tive.

Nontoleration is often equated with tattling or
squealing. Suoh emollients reflect a gross misunder.
standing of the Academy and the Honor Code. The
llonor Code is administered by the Cadet Wing, and it
is our standard. We have set the pace, and because of
this we must remove violators from theVing if the
Code is to mean anything at all. An editorial in the
"Deover Post- stales the idea by saying:

-The success a Hie I loom- Code is realized
through its taci acceplance by all those
coloring the Academy. It implies that the

%di° cheak has denied himself the
membership of this group of highly favored
voting men. Thus, it is an intrinsic
yardstick of moral behavior, clearly' recog-
nized as such by even'ono who puts on the
unilorm of an Air Force Cadet."

'Ile following aro soveral different comments on the
"no toleration", concept. These should reinforce the
logic of the clause.

1. Comments made by 13rigadier General Seidl)
Cominaodant of.Cadels, Spring 1967.

UEST1ON: SHOULD THE TOLER AT1ON
CLAUSE-AND THE 110:NOR CODE-- RE MADE

17
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TO APPLY TO ONLY TIIE MORE "SERIOUS
OFFENSES"? SOME CADETS I (AVE SAID: "YES,
I WOULD REPORT A 'SERIOUS OFFENSE,'BUT
NOT SOME MINOR OFFENSE."

--Any moral value, habitually transgressed, tends to lose
its significancchoth for the violator and the
toierator. "Minor" tmsgressions, havi»g become
tolerable, then bcconie the departing point for new
levels of "minor" transgressions, levels that once
seemed "major." This is the anatomy of moral
deqenerat

This was "rent in the cheating scandal of 1965,
Avhcrcin coo, ts first tolerated, then cheated only
when helping (Awl:, (but never rec ivcd help
themselves): from here, (ATI] bright students found
they might as well accept help, .and were soon
cheating for Iheir own benefit. First they did it only
on rare occasions when they were too busy to study.
Itiex t they found it convenient to cheat more often.
After a while it was nicer to cheat frequently hecause
it permitted them to live in a more relaxed fashion
(no studying). From here it went to actively
recruiting others; cynicism set in, and the violations
becalm increasingly criminal; e.g., passing exam
paper.. et.11uding as a Ting, stealing etc., etc.

Nlori degeneration does not compartmentalize
itscl:. Some cadck were conditioned for

tolera cheatersby the guilt
of 1::,honorable acts in other areas. In sonic
.east- this involved violations of the card 01:

the -All Right." In others: die process was initiated
by . waling and expanded into violating the card, or
eve: io stealing.

411
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QUESTION: MANY OE THE CHEATERS BEGAN
AS TOLER ATOO,S. IT SEEMED TO TIIEM TI1AT
THE VERY ACT OF TOLERATION BECAME A
TRAP. CADETS FOUIND THAT THEY 11AD
VIOLATED THE HONOR CODE, THEN DECIDED
THEY MIGHT AS WELL GO ON 'AND BE
CHEATERS. IF WE COULD REMOVE.TOLERA-
TION FROM TIIE CODEOR. AT LEAST REDUCE
TIIE PENALTY, WOULD NOT THIS TRAP BE
REMOED?

Yes, the very act of toleration is is a trap. But if we
assume no prohibition against "tolerating" a cheater,

toleration would become an even greater trap.

Even without a "no toleration" clause ii. We Code,
many persons who tolerate cheating by others will
eventtudly become elicateN themsolves. Anyone who
lives closely with cheaters will find it hard not to
become discouraged and disillusionedmore I, I

they are his respected friends. His friends all do it;
the) don't work hard, while he studies; they gel
bet ter grades than he; perhaps he loses privileges or is
threatened Nvith academie failure. The probability is

that if the honest man cannot bri»g himself to stop
the cheater, sooner or later he will throw up his hands
and start cheating himself. Widespread toliTation will

spawn widespread cheating. The closer the student
society, the more insidous (his reaction will be.

As a matter of fact, if enough people tolerate
cheating by others. does not cheating then become an
accepted standardby definitioi ?

lf the very act of tolerating cheating weakcn.s c»e's
own resolve not to cheat, would not that re,olve
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further weakened by the reduction of any threat of
discovery by authorities? \Void() not cheating become
easier, in the absence of a real deterrent as

represented by the "no toleration clause?

Concerning a reduced penalty for toleration, it has
been suggested tbat people would not be "trapped"
by tolerating if they knew that the penalty was not so
extreme. It may be true, that some tolerators, having

thought it all (nit, might he less fearful of coining
forward with a confession, were the twnally less
s;vere. But other cadets who might be deterred from
tolerating by the severity of the penally might flOW
take a chance thinking primarily of the severity of the
prnalk, to the cheater himself. After all, if the
liderator did get caught (or become conscience-
stricken), the penalty would be an endurable one for
him, especially %diem compared to the penalty for his
friend, the cheater. So, it is questionable that a

reduced penalty for tolerating Won Id decrease
tolerationit would %cry likely increase it.

2. Excerpt from a letter by a member of the Class of

1968.

bonds of loyalty-When eheztted, broke
between ourselves and could ie ...Aer claim a loyal ty

than a false one to myself. Hui you ahnost
erred tooby tolerating my selfishness. Could you
have been loyal to yourseh cs if you had maintained a
loyalty to someone \vIto ronglully discredited you?
No. So you.could not have tolerated my eheating.in
your midst. What kind of friend would ask another to
cover for his dishonesty?"

20
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The Wing does not consider the toleration clause as a
simple expedient that might, upon occasion, produrc
conflict between friends. From a moral point of view,
observing di iuI((Jrah,h( iiL, without taking positive
steps to correct or eliminate them breeds condona-
lion and ultimately sympathy for such conduct in a
group as a wholc. From a professional viewpoint,
commitments to this nation impose a higher loyalty
than that demanded between, individuals. In other
words, loyalty to the country, the Air Force, the
Academy and the Cadet Wing is greater than a selfish
loyalty to ari witilishvortily associate.

3. Excerpt front the White Committee Report to the
Seeretar y and the Chief of Staff of the Air Force.

Alter interviewing more than 1,000 eadtts, Academy
graduates and individuals intolyed in the 1965
cheating incident. the White Committee had this to
sav concertino,. the "toication" clause:

The prohibition against "toleration" which rounds
mil the Cadet Honor Code is its most exacting and
difficult standard. Sincc "honor" is not all exclusive
value, a very real conflict Ill.,. develop between
personal friendship and a higher loyalty to the Cadet
NVing which the tolcration clause embodies. Here too.
however, the standard which cadets exact of
themselves. though far more rigorous, is not without
rotits in society at large.

The moral couricrx uf the crew member of a militart
or commercial aircraft %dm reports that a pilot has
heen drinking furnishes an example. Tlie assistant
who (known ,'s it prosecutor for withholding n
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of a defendant's innocence is another illustration. In
each of these instances, and many others, the public
would condemn the individual for remaining silent.
This is so because our commitments to society as
sueh impose a higher loyalty than is demanded by
those who would imperil it.

Instances of this kind arc reinforced and thc ethical
requireracnts arc heightened when the individual is
placed in a position of public trust. Examples inchidc
the officer in an Air Force research and development
program charged with millions in public funds, who
sees a fellow officer stealing; or an officer in a missile
cuinphA who condones a false report on the missiles'
state of readiness; or a judge who knows dual another
judge has accepted a bribe; or a auctor who sees a
colleague prescribe an illegal and dangerous drug.

While these examples are cA Irene., they serve to
highlil.rlit the fact that a public; servant is always
confronted by the oldigation to put the welfare of
the community foremost in hk scale of loyalties. The
toleration clause, in emphasizing that the Honor Code
is a community possession of the Cadet Wing, is
calculated to develop more fully this awareness in
each cadet.

In ordinary circumstances. us as an individual
decides when he feels fecund to report the misdeed of
another. In their special circumstances, tle: cadets
have chosen as a group, through the toleratem clause,
to set a high standa.A. hilt one not out of line fur a
profession commiued to public trust and inoLal
confidence. A milikei ou:.anizatioui depruds for IL.:
success upon a deep scusu * person;11 responsibifity
by each member tu, tIc rruccm at lar,40, ER:),
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sidwrilinate community in our societyuniversity,
profession, social club, or religious orderhas this
privilege, subject only to the legal restraints common
to all. Tlw high calling of the Air Force officer and
the demands made by the profession of arms lend
support to the choice which the cadets have*made.

To suggest that such terms as "squealer" or
"informer" arc applicable is to hidulge a misconcep-
tion. It suggests that future Air Force officers have no
higher duty than loyahv toward their personal friends
even at the expense of loyalty to the Air Force or the
nation it is dedioated to serve. Such epithets aro
riolitly applied only to those narrow relations
between man and man in which larger interests and
commitments are not involved.

ADM i NISTRATION OF TI1E CADET
HONOR CODE

:. Responsibilities.

a. All CadrIS

(1) Each cadet is responsible for establishing
and maintaining a sense of personal integrity which
wil! serve as a cornerstone for his life of dedication to
his rountry. Tins sense of personal integi.itv inns! lie a

of life, a standard of conduct and moral strength
which will stand firmly as an inspiration to fellow
;.adcts at the Acadeinv, and to asociates in the

ilited States Air Force after graduation.

(2) As a member of the Air Fore,,, Cadet. Wing.
responsible 1.0 Ins emnraili!s and to the organization
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and service to which he belongs, each cadet is a
guardian of the Cadet Honor Code. If the Honor
Code were not enf ()reed hy Cadets themselves it

degener,de into a standard enforced only hy
the Academy administration and the true value of the
Code would be lost. Therefore, each cadet i expected
to take appropriate action wh(never he encounters an
apparent breach of the llonor Code. T'he procedures
for this action are outlined in pardgraph ,3.

1). h Honor Committee

Earlier We 111(11 t lulled providing an environment
to develop inherently honorable conduct within each
cadet throindi habitual actions. Upholding the
standards of such conduct necessarily becomes the

(If rwr member of the society
(in this case. the Cadet NVing) living under that

For purposes of practical ;idininistra-
lion. a representative holly is needed to regulate and
enforce the stattdzird,; uf the Honor (ndr as set forth

1.)\ the Whig. Ac(()rdiliOy. the Cadet Honor
Committee was established to represent the Cadet

Wing.

'HI, effective discluirge i thc duties ;Hui responsi-
bilitks or the Honor Commit is necessary if the
ionor code is to main tai n It and support of

the Cadet Wing. These duties IIId respon...ihirities are:

( ) Gond t. NH honor orientation and training
collNe for the 1),),ie cadHs (hiring Bilsie Cadet

(2) Conduct ITICHIllgs 1111.111 then Liadrons

during the academic year to instruct all cadets in the
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II fflor Cock!, aequain:ing them with the activity of
the Honor Representatives, and advising cadets on
points of honorable conduct.

(3) Assure an appwriation and understanding of
.the purpose and Objective of the Honor Code among
cadets along with the importance of accepting the
true "spirit" of the Code in their daily activities.

(4) Guard against practices that arc inconsistent
with the Honor Code.

(5) Inquire into irregularities of conduct,
personal or official, on the part of cadet- which r,:,y
be in violation of the Code. When such irregularities
warrant, investigate thc facts and conduct honor
lwarnigs when necessary.

(6) Each spring conduct an Honor
orientation for the cadet candidates enrolled in
Academy Preparatory School.

(7) Conduct llonor Code orien lotions for
officers assigned to the Academy and for Academ
Liaison Officers. During the fall of the year c.'!::;)
academic departimIlt should be briefed by an Hoaur
Representative assigned to the null\ idual dc1

e. All Officers. By direction of the Super-
intendent. all offieers assigned to the Force
Acadriny are charged with the responsibility of
assisting in maintenance of the precepts of the Ilunor
Code and will report everv breach or apparent breach
of the Code .using the procedures outlined in
paragraph 3.
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d. The Commatulant's 1:Yeeutive for Honor and

Ethics. The Executive fo: Honor and Ethics is

directly responsible to the Commandant of Cadets for

the supervision of the instructional activities,
investigations and hearings of the Honor Representa-
tives. His role is advisory in nature and his efforts are
directed toward assisting the Ilonor Representatives
in Msuring the vitality of the Cadet Honor Code.

2. ,Election and Tenure of II onta Representatives

During the spring the third class in each cadet
squadron will elect, by majority vote, an Honor
Representative from the third class. The elected
representatives must be in good military standing and
\yin serve until graduation unless relieved for cause by:

the Commandant. Vacancies will be filled by election
to inciure that each stinadron has a first and a second
class Honor Representative at all times. Each spring
the Chairman, Vice Chairman, the Secretary and the
various functional Deputy Chairmen of the Ilonor
Committee will be elected from the second class
Honor Representatives.

3. Reports or Breaches of the Cadet !honor Code.

a. Cadets

(1) When ohserving a possible honor violation,

normally the cadet shotibl confront the suspected

cadet and ask for an explanation. This procedure
often clarifies Ivhether a violation has in fact been
committed,. encourages the viotator to mwifully

accept his obligation to report himself, and gives him
the opportunity to do so. Sometimes it is more
appropriate to report directly to an Ilonor

4 I 9
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Representative. The course to he taken is left a
matter of judgment for the cadet concerned.

(2) After personally confronting the suspected
cadet, a cadet must report the matter to an llonor
Representative if the suspected cadet has in fact
breached the Honor Code and has not, or apparently
will not, report himself.

(3) When an incident requires further investiga-
lion, the Squadron Ilonor Representative will refer
the ease to the appropriate Group Honor Representa-
tive who wont is an investigating team as outlined in
paragraph 4.

b. Officers

(I) Mien an AOC discovers an apparent breach
of the Cadet Honor Code he will report it to his
Squadron Honor Representative Or to the Excet,tivr
for Ilonor and Ellnes.

(2) When au officer assigned to an academie
department or to the Department of Athletics
discovers an apparent breach of the Cadet Honor
Code, he should:

(a) Report the facts of the ease to the
departmental Honor Liaison Officer.

(b) The departmental Honor Liaison Officer
will inform the department head and the depart-
mental Cadet. Honor Liaison Representative of the
suspected breach. The faculty Honor Liaison Officers
will also inform the faculty Ilonor Liaison
Coordinator of the case.
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(c) The deportmen'al Cadet Liaison Honor
Representative %vill inform Ole appropriate Squadron

Honor Representatives and proceed with the investiga-

tion. (lc NVIII also insure that all concerned parties are

informed of the outcome of the investigation as soon

as practical.

(3) All oilier officers who discover apparent
breaches of the Cadet llonor C(xle will report the fact

directly to the Executive for Honor and Ethics
((WII) who will in turn refer the case to the Honor

Committee Chairman for investigation.

41. Coniiiiet of an Ihmor Investigation.

a. Purpu..q of all InvesIigalion. 'Hv purpose of the
investigalion is to cs, allude the eircumsiances (if a ease

lu (1(.1411)161c whcflier (11!! 111C1l1cl1( should be

considcred hy an Honor Roard. The investigating
learn r,m,a,:k of the Group Honor Representative
(NvIn) supervis('s the entire inwsligation), the first
class Squadron Honor Representalive of the squadron

involved, and another Squadron I lonor Represen lalive

appointed hy the Group Honor U i'1ires&'iittttivc. The

team. in conjunclion with the Chairman of the Honor
Representaiives. lias the authority and responsibility

to drop from further consideratbm any incident
wherein it is determined that an honor violation did

nol occur. If the tram believes a hearing bv an Honor

Hoard is necessary. thcy will provide complete
evidence and information for the Board's considera-

tion.

b. Invcstiption Procedures. In the conduct of an
investigation, thoroughness is more important than

speed bin the mailer should he completed without
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unneres.sary delay. A leal ildvisor to the Ilonor
Commit tre is available for assistance and consultation
in all llonor Coinmillee investiptions.

(I) Before taking any testimony from a cadet
suspected of committing an honor violation the

team win inform hint who they are and
the general nature of the violation of which he is
suspected. Ile will also be informed that as a part of
the invest:!Talion, witnesses requested by hint will be
interviewed and asked to furnish statements, and
other evidence he might wish to subunit will be

considered. Written statements will be taken from all
witnesses as well as from the accused during all
portions of every investigation.

(2) All persons Ndlo WY have relevant informa-
tion will be. interviewed by the investigating tram.

imporlanee of a thorough and impartial
investigation that seeks corroboration for each
statement cannot be overemphasized.

(3) If the investigation reveals that there has
been no, breach of the Cadet Honor Code, the ease
will lw dropped. The Ihmor Committee Chairman
will be notified of this decision. If such an

investigation was originated by a report front an
officer, the Executive for Honor and Ethics will
inform that...officer through the same channel bv
which the incident was first reported. The
appropriate investigating cadet will immediately
return any evidence or documents which may have
been received from an !honor Liaison Officer. Prompt
action in possible cheating incidents is especially
necessary to pre'..ent unnecessary ''hholding of a
cadet's grade and/or constraint of a: .ructor.
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(4) If the investigation rel eats the probability

that a breach has been committed, the Honor
Committee Chairman will set a time and date for the
hearing. The Chairman has the final authority to

deride whether or not a ease will be taken to an
Honor Board. One of the investigators and the

Exeen!ive for Honor and Ethics will brief the

Commandant, al I flit. ease will be referred to the
Honor Representatives for a hearing.

CO Prior to an honot hearing, the Squadron

Honor Representative will advise the suspected
violator of his rights as follows:

(a) That ronsultation with third parties is

permissible at anv time. 'Hie cadet is free to seek legal
advice, call his parents, etc. Ile will be limited only
insofar as concerns other cadets who may also be

under suspicion.

(b) That he may present any evidence or call

any witness on his own behalf that he so desires.

(c) The procedures to be followed during the
honor hearinrr.

(d) The nature of evidence and testimony in

his particular case.

(6) The Squadron Honor Representative will

notify the Squadron Commander and the Squadron
Air Officer Commanding that an honor hearing is to
be convened.

5. Condtict of an Honor Hearing. When an honor
hearing is determined to be appropriate an Honor
Board will be appointed by the Honor Committee

4 2,
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Chairman. The Board %yin consist of eight Firl Class
Honor Representatives selected from squadrons other
than that of the suspected violater cycei,t when
Seemul (.:lass Honor licpreentativcs are appointed to
the boards. The Commandant's l'Aoentive for Honor
and Ethics is present at all honor hearings.

a. At the hearing the cadet sllSpec,nd of
committing an honor 1iolillIGII Win lie :111V1SCII:

(1) that he is entith.d to lw present during the
presentation of all l'Aidence;

(2) that he may verbally or ill writing ask
questions of witnesses through the Chairman of the
Commit tee;

(3) that he will lw given full opportunity to call
witnesses of his choosing:

(4) that he Inav testify in his own behalf: "ln
this regard, you are adNised that honor investigations
and hearings are not criminal proceedings, and the
criminal law rules against compulsory sell-inerimina-
tion do not apply. We beliele that the Honor Code
which you have accepted imposes a duty upon you as
a cadet to disclose any relevant information you
might have. However, if you prefer not to testify, you
will not bc required to do so. IfYou choose not to test-
ify, your silence will not he considered as evidence
against you.lf You do testify, any statements von NIA('
will not bc uscd against you in any official proceed-
ings that might later occur."

b. After hearing all relevant testimo:iv the
suspected violator will lie dismissed from the room

31
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and the Board will discuss the case. When the

discussion is completed, the Honor Board will vote by

secret ballot. A voting member of the Board will
render a guilty vote only if the evidence convinces
lihn beyond a reasonable doubt that the suspect
violator is guilty of the violation in question. If the
suspected :violator denies guilt, a finding of guilty

may not bc based solely upon the uncorroborated
testimony of another cadet. A unanimous vote of 8-0

is required to find a man guilty.

c. Discretion

(1) In very :)ceial cases, a cadet who has been

voted gitilty may be granted "discretion" by the
Commandant upon reconmiendation of the Cadet
llonor Committee aud allowed to remain in the Cadet
Wing. Although there are no rigid criteria for the
granting of discretion, there are four general

guidelines which the Honor Representatives generally
consider: ( I ) To what class does the cadet belong zincl

what is his experience level under the code? (2) Was

the ease self-reported? (3) Was there some type of
unusual pressure involved in the incident? (4) Most
importantly, has (he cadet truly learned the personal
value of honor and resolved to live honorably in the

future?

(2) The concept of ,:iscrction" was first

introduced into the honor system in 1961. Within its

proper scope, the Ilonor Code exacts a rather

uncompromising and unqualified adherence from
each cadet. The Cadet Wiim realized that the virtues

of the Code might be lost if its spirit were diluted by

mechanical application of its sanctions without

proper consideration of the seriousness of the
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violation, :thc violator's state of mind, and his
familiarity with the Codc. Thus, to eliminate any
illusion of infallibility, and to introduce a humanizing
and tempering spirit into thc administration of the
Codc, the Cadet Wing voted to authorize Honor
Boards to recommend that the Commandant
grant discretion in.appropriate eases.

(3) Since discretion was first used in 1961, it
has been carefully applied by the Cadet .11onor
Representatives only in certain unusual and limited
cases. It is not a matler of right. Although it adds a
tempering influence in the administration of the
Code, Honor Representatives recognize that there is a
very real danger in its use should the "second chalice"
philosophy bc viewed by the Cadet Wing as being too
liberal. The present system's value. is based on an
ever-present challenge to live by a demanding
standard. Cadets realize that if they ever rcacli the
point wherein discretion is the rule, rather than the
exception, thc system will have been undermined and
rendered valueless. For these reasons, the Ilonor
Representatives, while applying the four general
guidelines mentioned above, must be satisfied not
only that the violator experienced a significant
reassessment of the importance of his personal
integrity, but that his total character and attitude
demonstrate a capability and resolve to live
henceforth aceoring to his newly found convictions.
A t least six of eight voting members of the Honor
kard that heard thc case must concur before
discretion is requested.

(4) A cadet who is found guilty of n honor
violation and not granted discretion is asked by
cadets to submit his resignation from the Academy,
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and a brief statement of the findings of the Honor
Committee is forwarded to the Commandant of
Cadcts. In all other cases, the.allegations are dismissed
and the suspected cadet is returned to the Cadet Wing

withou t prejudice.

d. A cadet found "not guilty" or one granted
"discretion" by the Commandant will be returned to
the Wing in good standing.

c. A Cadet found "guilty" is expected to resign
from the Academy. However, prior to submitting his
resignation, he will be given legal counsel by a Judge
Advocate. That officer explains the rights and options
available to the cadet. Ile makes it clear that
resignatimi is not mandatory -and that thc cadet
should not resign unless he has in fact committed a
violation. The Judge Advocate also explains his rights
and privileges in the event action is taken to separate
him from the Wing involuntarily, and the nature and
effect of various forms of Separation.

f. If a man elects to resign he will be processed out
as soon as possible. His resignation will be tendered
and treated as a vohmiary resignation, subject to all
the coildilions of such a resignation.

6. A num occment of Proceedings.

a. Appropriate information about "not guilty"
casc. ur cases resulting in the granting of "discretion"
wili n given to the Wing. Such information will not
revc .t the identities of those involved.

I. Information about cases resulting in a finding of
ty" will be fully briefed in all squadrons after

34
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the cadet involved has departed the Academy. Such
cases will be analyzed and discussed in the interest of
preventing similar cases, and to keep the Wing
informcd on the operation and vitality of the Honor
Codc.

c. Summaries of all cases arc forwarded to the
Superintendent, Commandant and Dean of Faculty
for their information.

4 8
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF OF STAFF

11 October 1972, General John.D. Ryan, USAF Chief
.- Staff, disseminated the following message to all Air

Force personnel:.

Integritywhich includes fti31 and accurate disclo-
sureis the keystone of military service. Integrity
binds us together into an Air. Force serving the
country. Integrity in reporting, for example, is the
link t::at comtects each flight crew, each specialist
and each administrator to the Commander-in-Chief.
In any cisis, decisions and risks taken by the highest
national authorities depend, in large part, on reported
military capabilities and aehieveinents. In the same
way, even.- Commander depends on accurale reporting
from his forces. Unless he is positive of the integrity
of his people, a commander cannot have confidence
in his forees. Without integrity, the Connnander-in-
Chief cannot have confidence in us.

Therefore, we may not compromise our integrity
our tru thfuhiess. To do so is not only unlawful but
also degrading. False reporting is a clear example of a
failure of integrity. Any order to compromise
integrity is not a lawful order.

Integrity is the most important responsibility of
c'meniand. Conn»anders are dependent on the

of' those reporting to them in every .decision
they make. Integrity can he ordered hut it can only
be achieved h encouragement and example.

4 2 9
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SPIRIT OF HONOR

"Ire will not lie, steal, or cheat, nor tolerate among us
anyone who does."

This is our Honor Cole. It is not mcant to provide a
complete set of ct.nical standards for life; it is a
minimum standard, a cornerstone or foundation upon
which each cadet can build toward a much higher
ethical and moral plane. The Code itself is realistic if
every cadet accepts and upholds (he true spirit of our
code of honor. It is hvable, as is easily seen in the
bonds of trust wh;.ch exist among all cadets. The
truly honorable cadet will not hide behind his Code,
nor will he try to live by only these bare minimums.
Every cadet must understand and respect the Honor
Code and should expect every otlwr cadet to regard
the Code highly if it is to remain something to be
proud of.

The proper perspective for our Codc comes I..)y

viewing it as the basis of a solid structure of ethical
and moral rules and guidelines. Conduct should not
be determined simply by whether an act is

specifically an honor violation; if you are in doubt
about an act being honorable, ask yourself what Vic
most honorable action would be and then set your
own path. The spirit of honor should always 6; yoHr
aid&

THE AIR FORCE CADET WING

A, rsi ACA.kr
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19 Septerber 1974

c.

1. An Honor Board uas convened at 1630, 18 September 1974, to hear
the case of Cadet X ufio reported himself for violating the Honor Code

by cheating.

2. On Wednesday, 11 September 1974, Cadet X was taking a graded

review in Captain K's Military Studies class. After going throuh the
test and marking the answers he knew to be correct, he returned to the

beginning of the test to review it. Cadet X then marked two 5nswers

to each of the questions on hhich he was still uncertain, planning to
go back and erase the incorrect responses later. As "cease mark"

approached, he erased all but two of the second answers, which he

overlooked. Cadet X did not notice this until after the critique
had begun, at which time.he erased one answer from each question.
He immediately realized that he had committed an honor violation and
decided to report to Captain K immediately after class. As soon as
class was over, he approached Captain K and told him what he had.done.
Captain K directed Cadet K to contact his honor representative.
Cadet X immediately returned to the dormitory and rcvorted to his

first class honor representative. The case was investigated and

referred to an honor board.

3. The Board deliberated the case and found Cadet X guilty of
violating the Honor Code by cheating. The Honor Board felt this %,..7.s

the classic case of cadet hto had made a mistake, realized his
mistake, and had -immediately taken steps to correct it, no matter

what the possible cost to himself. This, coupled with the fact that

Cadet X was relatively inexperienced with the Cede and that he had
obviously learned a vital lesson from his experience and would be a
credit to the Wing in an honor sense, hes tIle reason the Board deemed
discretion appropriate and recommended it to the Commandant.

am.11P0 -41.27Z4
PANIF1 D. WCGCK, C1C, TAFCW
Secretary, Cadet Honer Comadttee

C. 1-21s174.4, 14M
C. Tirms HILL, nijor,
Bxecutire for Honor and Ethics

FOR OFFICIAL 113E ONLY
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DEPARTMENT Dr IHE AIR FORCE
TNE AIR G ONCE :ACE T

USAF ACADEMY. OLORADO
RIMY TO
ATTN OF: Clai (4275)

S..1.C.CT j C.-.Se

TO: CV

1. An Honor Board was convened at 2010, 25 September 1974, to hear the
ease of Cadet X, who had reported himself for violating

the Honor Code
by lying and cheating.

2. On 17 September 1974. Cadet X reported to his honor representative
and related that he had cheated and lied during his fourth class year.
The incident occurred while Cadet X was trying out for the rifle team.
During one afternoon of tryouts, he was directed to shoot once at each
of ten targets. On the tenth shot, Cadet X felt that he had jerked
while firing, and missed the target completely.

He reloaded an extra
cartridge and fired an eleventh time. After reeling la the targets, a
classmate standing nearby noticed that there were eleven holes in the
target sheet. Cadnt X stated that a stray bullet must h,ve hit his
target. Me realized at the time that he had lied and cheated, but
took no action to correct the situation.

3. Several weeks neo, Cadet X was talking with two other cadets who
had attended a religious seminar with him this summer. The topic of
the lecture concerred a passage which stated that one should have a
clear conscience "uith Cod and man." Both cadets mentioned they had
met Honor Boards this year after reporting past honor violations. Bothcadets had bcen granted discretion.

Following this discussion, Cadet
X's conscience began to bother him, but he could not pinpoint the
exact reason. After considerable soul searching, he recalled the
incident from the previous year. He resolved to report himself,
discussed his intentions with several individuals, and reported the
violation to his first class honor representative. The case was
investigated and referred to an Honor Board.

4. The Beard found Cadet X guilty of violating the Cadet Honor Code
by lying aad cheating. Because the incident was selfreported, and
the feeling that Cadet X had sincerely lcarnud the vnlue cf his
personal sense of honor and resolved to live hoeor:.bly in the future,
the Board recommended discretion.

c/tWr. faze"-,
CHARLES J. BEAM, C/Maj, TAFCW
Vice Chairman, Cadet Honor Committee

74 892
FOR OFFICIAL
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C. THOPMS HILL, Moj, HSAF
Exgencive for Honor and Fvhi,:s
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DEPAR TMENT OF f tIE AIR FORCE

THE AIR FORCE CADET wING

USAF ACADEmY,COLORA00 11040

2 October 1974

1. An Honor Board was convened at 1630 on 30 September 1974 to hear the
case of Cadet X who reported himself for violating the Cadet Honor Code

by lying 0' cheating.

2. Approxtmately a year ago, Cadet X copied an answer from Cadet Y's

exam paper near the end of a Life Science examination. Cadet Y confronted

Cadet X and asked Cadet X if he had cheated. Cadet X replied that he had

not. Then, to the best of his memory, Cadet X crossed out an answer an
the test so he would lose credit for what he hal copied and to atone for

what he had done. Cadet X left the examination room in a very depressed
emotional state as a result of his actions. Cadet X, who is deeply

religious, rationalized his actions and stated that he felt Cod had

forgiven him. .

3. Approximately one year later, Cadet X was involved in a small
religious discussion group when Cadet Z related to Cadet X that he was
deeply troubled by a possible Honor Violation he had committed and that
he planned to turn himself in to his squadron honor representative.
This reminded Cadet X of his earlier incident. Cadet Y. was troubled

by the memories of his earlies actions and turned himself in to his

first class honor representative. He told his honor representative

what he had done, an investigation was conducted, and the case was
referred to an Honor Board.

4. The Honor Board found Cadet X guilty of violating the Cadet Honor
Code by lying and cheating. Discretion was discussed and was recommended

for several reasons. First, the inc1dent was self reported; no one else

was aware of it and no one could have subsequently discovered it.
Second, Cadet X displayed a high sense of personal honor as evidenced
by his firm belief in the Code and by examples of his previously
demonstrated high standards of hOnOr supplied by character witnesses.
Finally, the Board was unanimOus in its feeling that Cadet X had learned
a valuable lesson and had resolv to live honorably in the future. The

Board felt that discretion for %adec X further demonstrates that the
Honor Code exists and is successful in producing cadets and graduates
with a_hd'gh sense of perso al honor of the caliber as Cadet X demonstrated

to t

C C. -714-mat) 14R

TNOTUY C. ORM, C/Lt Co , TAFC1
Chairman, C det Honor .om ittee

C. THOMAS HILL, VSAF
%xocutive for Honor and Ethics

PR OFFIC:A% OHL?
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
IRE AIR FORCE CADET WING

USAF ACADEMY, CUL.ORADO 80840

REPLY TO
ATTSOF CN1(4275) 22 October 104

sufeccT, Discretion C.ase

TOR CW

1. An Honor Board was convened at 2000, 17 October 1974,
to hear the case of Cadet X, who had reported himself for
violating the Cadet Honor Code by cheating and lying.

2. On 26 September 1974, Cadet X reported to his First Class
Honor Representative stating he had violated the Cadet Honor
Code by cheating and lying. Earlier that day, Cadet X completed
a Chemistry 121 lab and turned in a digitek data sheet at the
end of the period. In the course of completing the lab, Cadet
X encountered some difficulty and fell behind in time. Conse-
quently, he was unable to finish his final experimental run
before the end of the period. He decided to use the data
from his first experiment, a trial.run, as a substitute for
the data he was supposed to have attained on his final attempt.
The data from his first run was not valid because of an error
in experimental procedure, so Cadet X altered this data to
conform more closely to the correct answer he obtained on his
third and successful trial. When asked by a classmate, Cadet
Y, if he was going to make a fourth and final run, Cadet X
replied he was going to "dry-lab" the data for his final run,
meaning he would alter the data to produce a more accurate
answer.

3. Returning from the lab, Cadet X felt bothered by his
actions, realized the implications of what he had done and
reported to his First Class Honor Representative. Cadet X
also contacted his instructor and explained to him what had
happened. The case was investigated and referred to an Honor
Board.

4. At the hearing, the instructor told the board members that
Cadet X would never have been caught if he had not reported
himself. Cadet X stated he believed he had told Cadet Y he
had made a fourth run, and therefore turned himself in for
lying. In reality, Cadet X never told Cadet Y he had made a
fourth run, but only told him he would "dry-lab" the final
set of data: Lying, therefore, did not occur and was not voted
on by the Honor Board

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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S. Testimony indicated that Cadet X was not aware he was
breaking course policy by using "dry-labbcd" data, but had a
personal feeling he had taken unfair advantage of his classmates.
Cadet X related he felt he had disgraced himself and the Cadet
Wing by cheating. Cadet X's personal views on the Cadet Honor
Code, and the testimony of a character witness also gave
evidence of high standards of personal honor and integrity on
Cadet X's part.

6. The Honor Board Found Cadet X guilty of violating the Cadet
Honor Code by cheating. Because the incident was immediately
self-reported, the determination of Cadet X's high standard
of personal honor, that he had learned a valuable lesson and
would be a credit to the Cadet Wing in terms of honor in the
future, the Honor Board recommended discretion. It should be
noted that a self-reported incident is not grounds for automatic
discretion. Many other factors, such a'SNigh personal standards
of honor and being a credit to the Cadet Wing in terms of honor,
are also considered.

Oo-HAU o C...hecp4 c
DANIEL D. WOOCK, C1C, TAFCW C. THOMAS HILL, Major, USAF
Secretary, Cadet Honor Committee Executive for Honor and Ethics

1st Ind to CWH Ltr, 22 Oct 74, Discretion Case

CW 22 October 1974

Recommendat'ion for discletion approved/d.i.s..3+144

AZOLi.
:MT S. VANDENBERG, JR., Brig Cend,VSAF
Commandant of Cadets

IF
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A PPENDIX 7

Job Description of the E \ecutive for Honor ond Ethics

.:nsible.td 7hoirmon of the USAF Academy Honor Review Committee or.d
Cornmondor. supervision of the Codet Honor Committee ond Codet Pro-

; ss;oncl Ethics Committee. Serves os OIC of the Cadet Honor Committee ond
.Li.rviseFond coordinates with the OIC of the Cadet Professionol Ethics Committee.

`crores official correspondence ond reports on honor coses. Supervises the pro-
of codets found guilty of en honor violotion, ard ossures.oll legol require-

ern hove been met. Briefs institutionol visitors and DOD officiols on operotion of
y: Honor Code'.

4 %i
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HONOR INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Lesson Thle page

HC-1 IntroducHon to the Honor Code 1-1

HC-2 Lying 2-1

HC-3 Review of Lying 3-1

HC-4 "'ealing 4-1
9

HC-5 ,-heating 5-1

HC-6 Review of Cheating 6-1

HC-7 Toleration 7-1

HC-8 Toleration Review 8-1

HC-9 Profession& Lecture on Taleral'on 9-1

HC-10 Lying, Qua ling, Cheating 10-1

HC-11 Stealing and Tolerating 11-1

HC-12 Administration and Mechanics of the Honor Code 12-1

HC-13 Personal Interview 13-1

HC-14 Privileges, Status Cards, and Signatures 14-1

HC-15 Pre-Academic Year Review 15-1

HC-16 Relationship of the Honor Code and the Ethics Program 16-1
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LESSON PLAN HC-1

INTRODUCTION TO THE HONOR CODE

I. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purp<se . To acquaint the Bask Cadet with the Honor Code and the Cadet
Professiona t ics Program, and to lay the foundation for the summer honor instruction.

b. Desired Learning Outcornes: The Bask Cadet will:

(1) Develop an understanding of the philosophy of Itonor and its application
to the military profession.

(2) Be, e aware or the concept of toleration.

(3) Understand the meaning of, and the reasons for, the use of discretion.

2. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Emphasize that the spirit of integrity developed at the Air Force Academy will
remain as a personal asset and tribute to each individual throughout his later career
in the Air Force.

3. ASSIGNMENT TO STUDENTS

The student should become familiar wRh the Honor Reference Manual and study
pages 1-3.

4. This first lesson the Honor Code will be a lecture presented by the Chafrman of
the Honor Committee. It will be presented to the entire closs of new cadets
assembled in Arnold Hall Theater.
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LESSON PLAN HC-1

LYING .

1. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

o. Purpose. To explain to the Ba t, Cadets the necessity for this element of the
Code, and to give them o feeling for the cor,,A)ts invol.,ed, particularly those con-
cerning quibbling, pop-offs and mktokes, and the proper use of tact.

b. Desired Learning Outcomes: The ,sic Codet will:

(1) Understand the importonce of making completely true statements; every
answer to every question must be completely truthful regardless of the temptation to
alter the truth in one's fovor.

(2) Understand that the bask of lying is the intent to deceive.

(3) Understand quibbling ond its opplicotion to the Honor Code.

(4) Understand the meaning of a pop-off and what he should do about it.

(5) Understand the use af tact and what he can and should do in a given
social situotion.

(6) Gain a feeling for the spirit of the Honor Cade ond not o skeptical
idea of it os a "regulation".

2. REFERENCES

Study pages 5 through 12 in the Honor Reference Monuol.

3. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

G. The goal of the Honor Code is to estoblish within eoch cadet o keen appre-
ciotion for the importance of integrity in the choracter of the professional military
officer and to insure each cadet's dedication to being a mon of honor and integrity.
Within this framework the Honor Code is a tool for self-discipline and is not o
regulotory device imposed by the Acodemy administration. A cadet's sense of duty
should dictote that he properly dischorge his responsibilities, even though he is not
honor bound to do so. However, the Honor Code does dictate that o cadet will not

4 4
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lie or quibble to avoid the responsibility for his mistakes or shortcomings. Cadets are
expected to be straightforward in answering the questions of those who are in cuthority
over the- Ird to manfully accept whatever punishment they bring upon themselves.
This c i n is patterned after that which will be expected of the graduate once
he is wni, .tned an officer in the United States Air Force.

b. More Fourth Clossmen leave the Academy for this offense than for any other.
Most violations are connected with duties and minor obligations. The avoidance of
punishment for such infractions is NEVER worth the chance of leaving the Academy
by violating one's honor.

c. Most poop ire brought up to tell the truth. At the'Academy yo are expected
to tell the truth ah 1 the time even though doing so may well bring some punishment
to you. It is of grout kNorth to be known as an honest mon of high integrity. You will
enjoy the trust which other cadets place in your word. When you speak, your state-
ments are not questioned. This is only true because experience has shown that cadets
can be trusted. The maintenance of this confidence is the responsibility of every cadet.

d. Why is truth so important to you? You, as a commander and your own supe-
riors must have absolute confidence in all information. This is iMportant from a
seemingly unrelated staff position to on actual combat position. Maybe that sounds
just a bit dramatic, but the accurate reporting of informotion can mean the saving
or loss of both men and resources.

e. There are, aside from normal operations, certain circumstances that fall
under the concept of lying. These may have been touched upon in previous discus-
sions, or perhaps will be later. They include such concepts os your status card, the
"All Right", and your signature.

4. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. Definition of Lying: Lying is making an assertion which is intended to
deceive or mislead. A lie may be an oral or written statement, or even an action,
which is misleading or deceiving and meant to be so. That's all there is to it. It

is a simple concept. The following discussion merely expans' n this definition,
covering situations which may be peculiar to the Cadet Wi, ney also clarify
situations which may not be unique to the Academy yet ore so you. Keep in
mind thot the points to be included in this discussion are all inseparable from the
basic definition of lying, and you should mentally relate each form of lying to the
basic definition. In this way you may begin to get o feeling for the "spirit" of the
Honor Code. It is this "spirit" of the Code which you are expected to toke away
from the Academy as a part of you.

2-2
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b. Quibbling.

(1) Quibbling is the intentional telling of a half-truth which knowingly
creates a LI; pression. The most important guideline here is accuracy. Be

aware of what yo.r questioner is asking, and answer his question. Do not state
some half-truth with the intention of creating a misimpression in the mind of the
observer. Here again, the basic concept is that of deception.

(2) You must always act upon what you know to be the intent of a question
or order. Misspelling of your name does not mean that it is not you, and the fact
that you shined your shoes a week ago does not mean you shined them before the
fomiation.

(3) There are many areas that in the past have arisen as problems. They
concern the facts that you include on a Form 103, the use of personal identification,
motel or hotel room "stacking", and "stuffing" one's bed. It is difficult and un,
essary to define oll that you con or cannot do; if it feels wrong to you, don't do
Don't stop at a "minimum s'ondard"; go all the way and develop o hut,/ high standard
of honor.

c. Leoding and Impioper Questions.

(1) It is important to keep in mind that the Honor Code is not to be used to
pry into the cadet's personol life and place him in on embarrassing position.

(2) A cadet is Noble to questioning concerning any regulatkm violation
he may hove committed. However, b...fore questions of involvement ore asked there
should be o reasonable suspicion of guilt on the part of the vuestioned cadet. Ques-
tioning should be above board and directly related to o singx possible offense ogainsr
regulotions. In other words, questions shuuld be avoided when there is only vogue
suspicion that some punishable act did occur. For example, the squodron commonder
who finds an empty liquor bottle in the latrine would nut line up his entire squadmil
and ask each cadet if the bottle were his. On the other hond, if the bottle were
found in a cadet room, both occupants could properly be questioned about the inci-
dent.

(3) Codets should not be asked personal questions concerning themselves or
their girlfriends, or other personal matters.

(4) When asked o personal question a cadet may decline on answer. V..hen
osked a question about Ms conduct which he feels was not prompted by reasonable
suspicion the cadet should first answer the question and then discuss the case viith

2-3
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his honor representative. When asked an official question by an officer or a cadet,
the cadet must give a complete and truthful answer. If, in fact, the qudstion is
determined to be improper, the information will not be used to punish the involved
c - e

(5) While t E purpose of the Honor Code is not to enforce regulations,
each cadet must realize throughout his cadet life he will be asked to certify by his
signature that he has performed certain duties, such as uttending required lectures
or doing a particular job. A cadet will also have to certify that he has not done
certain acts. For example, a man may be required to state his marital status, the
state of his health, or whether he has ever been a member of a subversive orgc 'iza-
Han.

d. Pop-offs and Mistakes.

(1) In pop-offs and tact, extreme care must be taken to understand the
definitions and limits of these kinds of statements.

(2) A pop-off I: an incorrect "yes" or "r.a" answer, or a statement made in
haste. The important point here is that the cadet makes a statemenr as an "unthinking"
reaction to some degree of pressure.

(3) A cadet MUST correct a pop-off or a mistake as soon as he realizes the
mistake. He should correct it to his questioner in the same conversation if possible.
If not, he s:lould see both the questioner and his honor representative as soon as
possible. A cadet wiH never be criticized for correcting such statements, but natur-
ally will be questioned further concerning the fccts in question.

e. Tact.

(1) Tact reflects the reolistic social world in which the Honor Code exists.
The complete truth may possibly be embarrossing to someone else. This is the limit of
tact; it is the social avoidance of the complete truth in order to prevent embarrassment
of OTHERS. Tact may never be used to ovoid personol obligotions or inconveniences.

(2) Polite compliments may be used in social situations. However, one
connot say anything he wants to o girl, omarous situoHons included, ond lobe! it
"tact".

(3) Pre-existing social obligations and militory duties may never lead to
"tactful" solutions to your own lime scheduling problems.

2-4
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5. SUMMARY

Emphasize the importance for complete truthfulness. It is one's ihtent that is
importara air! -)t, should always be aware that R is never worthwhile to compromise
himself t his honor far any reason.

2-5
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LESSON PLAN HC-3

REVIEW OF LYING

I. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purpose. To review the previous lesson and remove any doubts that the Basic
Cadet may have concerning the concept of lying and the various forms of lying which
may be unique to the Cadet Wing or ne to the Basic Cadet.

b. Desi!, :I Learning Outcomes. The Basic Cadet will:
0

0) k questions ond discuss any problem areas that he did not understond
from the previous lesson.

(2) Gain a feeling for the concept of honor.

2. REFERENCES

Questions brought up but not answered in HC-2. Problem areas as suggested by
HC-2 instructors.

3. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. Encourage the Bosic Cadet to ask ony questions that he has.

b. Encourage discussion among the Basic Cadets to see if they have gained
enough feeling to answer some of their own questions.

c. Expose Basic Cadets to sample cases and insure understanding.

4. SUMMARY

Review the previous lesson and all questions that have been resolved in this
lesson.

3-1
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LESSON PLAN HC-4

STEALING

1. SYLLA.BUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purpose. To give the Basic Codet on understanding of the stealing clause of
the Cadet Honor Code.

b. Desired Learning Outcomes. Ihe Bosic Cadet will:

(1) Understand what is meont Ey stealing ond why it is port of thc Cadet
Honor Code.

(2) Understand how the steoling clause relates to the soirit of the Ca& t
Honor Code.

2. REFERENCES

Study poge 12 of Honor Reference Handbook.

3. INTRODUCTION AND NOTIVATION

a. There are many differences between the United Stotes Air Force Acodemy and
civilian colleges. In fact, one of the primory justificotions for the Academy is that it
provides charocter training in addition to academics. Honor is a basis for any re&
character. The Codet Honor Code is designed to give you o basis for character ond
ethical development.

b. Stealing is o port of our Cadet Honor Code:

(1) Personol property rights ore necessory to ony organized civilization.

(2)' The volue of a military object is often much greoter than its monetory
value; Le., o parachute.

(3) In the rnilitary, the perr.onal integrity of the individual must be relied
upon to o greot extent; i.e., use of common facilities.

(4) We hove on obligation to our country to insure the optimum use of money
spent for defense.
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(5) Mutual respect for property among cadets makes one appreciate more the
preceph of the Code.

4. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. Definon of Stealing: Intentionally depriving someone else of his property.

b. The following exomples should serve only as o guide to your understanding of
the concept of the Cadet Honor Code. They are not meant to be right or wrong
octions.

(1) An obvious example: Stealing personal property.

(2) Credit Carcfi: These are a substitute for money.

(3) Found Items: The cadet is required to make on effort to find the owner
commensurate with the value of the found item.

(4) Government and Communal Property: This cannot be intentionally
destroyed.

(5) Form 10 Policy: A cadet who occidentallY comes into possession of oll
three copies of a Form 10 connot destroy them but can keep them permanently. A
cadet connot intentionally seek out an three copies of o Form 10. They must come
into one's possession inadvertently.

(6) Situations peculior to the Academy: Gymnasium, vending mochines, the
dining hall, and the chemhtry loboratory.

(7) Borrowing: Having specific or implied permission and leave a note.

5. SUMMARY

The Codet Honor Cade is oimed ot providing you with o bosis for your choracter.
It is o minimum standard. (Exomple will be given.) Stealing is one of the four moin
clauses of the Coder Horor Code. It connot be present in the Air Force nor toleroted
in ony situation or circumstonce. A finol thought will be given in the doss presentation.

4-2
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LESSON PLAN HC-5

CHEATING

1. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purpose. To acquaint the Basic Cadet with his responsibility to the Cadet
Honor Code in the area of cheating.

b. Desired Learning Outcomes. The Basic Cadet will:

(1) o rstand the Wing's concept of the meaning of cheating.

(2) Understand the relaHonship of the Honor Code to academic procedures
in: graded work, quizzes and graded reviews, and plagiarism.

(3) Understand the trust and confidence attributed to each cadet not only
in the academic competition and classroom situotion, but also applied to his whale
life as a cadet.

2. REFERENCES

Honor Reference Handbook (1972) and the Honor Instruction Manual (1972).

3. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. Meaning of Cheating: Basically, cheating involves taking unfair advantage
of others. This is not a strict definition but rather a guide to understanding the
intrinsic unfairness of cheating. Cheating is not confined to any single area - it
applies to your whole cadet life from academics to physical education.

b. Graded Work: Most of the graded work at the Academy will be done on an
individual basis. Your work is occepted by the instructor with the idea that you have
done it yourself unless there is specific authorization by the instructor which allows
outside help. Know and understand the policies of a course; if you have any questions,
be sure to ask your course instructor.

c. Quizzes and Graded Reviews:

(1) Test preparation: Cadets will not gain prior knowledge of test questions
becouse to do so would obviously give them an unfair advantage over cadets who had
not received such prior knowledge. After taking a quiz, a cadet may tell others only
that there is a quiz. No comments about the time of the quiz or its difficulty are
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penhitted. If rnalerial is implvertently learned cnneurning te:t questions, the cadet
should tell the instructor what was learned aml let the instructor rkcide ish,:ther or
not the test should be taken,

Ind stopping times: It is the responsibility of each cadet tr
insure that the allc.te,I time for a test is not ...seceded. Do not heron work until

the starting time and stop ..v!Inn the cor,,,ind "cnotc. worl," i; There is a

strong desire to fill in that last blank or cirile those final questions, but maintaining

one's personal honor with regard to che.dini f.lr more important than answering one

more question. Problems also arise when critiquing tests or qui.sze: in the classroom

while the cadet still has thosen. Keep your encil on the des) necessary.

Example: Guilty Honor Case, 8 Feb 71.

On 22 October 1970, a quiz was given in Cadet B's Military Training class.

Cadet B stated that in the process of tat inci the qui:. he had considurahle trouble in

deciding on the onw.nn to question 1, He had narrowed the choice down to answers
B and C. He placed cmswer C on the answer sheet shortly 1:...fra a final ,er.se work

command wns going over the qui:. is cles7 Cdat it eas,i hi'. classmates

say that B was the correct answer and he immediately changed his response to B. Cadet
B was later confionted Ly one of his classmates and as'Ked to see his honor repta:entative.

The Board found Cadet B guilty of violating the Honor Code by cheating because

(1) he had changed the answer on his quiz; (2) he passed it in for creditand did not

attempt to consult his instructor and correct the situation.

(3) References during examinations: Needless to explain in detail, only
authorized references may be used durina e,.orninatiers. This will vary lcorn test to

test and may inclun :uch things as Cf1C tables, open-books, open-notes, or slide

rules; in oddition, no unauthorized notes will be allowed in authorized text or

reference hooks. If you kave any questions concerning what materials you may, in

fact, use you should ask your instructor.

Example: Guilty Honor Case.

Cadet CB took some formulas on o piece of p.,por to his mathematics final for !he

purpose of reviewing immediately r to tH csam. He had prepared these formulas

the night before. During the exam be Irod some difficulty with some of the problems

so he decided to use the formula sheet ne had prepared. He proceeded to the latrine,

studied the notes, and went back to the examination room to finish the test. He stated

that the information ire had obtained from the notes definitely helped him with the
problems Ire had Leen unable to do. Cadet CB said he hod a low grade in Mathematics

and felt that he had rai led the Hi:tory final examination. Cadet CB reported himself
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to his honor representative for a hreach of honor and was found guilty I y the Board.

el. Plagiarism: Plagiarism is the attempt to pass off ideas or vrords cf others as
your own in writing tisscnis or themes. The hest way to acrid plagiarism is through
the use of proper documentation. Again, ask your instructor if you have mix questions.

Example: Guilty Honor Case, 12 Feb 19/2.

On Monday, 24 ionuury 1972, Cadet r; ,amitted a theme for English 112 which
was a critique of a poem. reading the theme, Cadet R's instructor noticed the
similarity between the theme and a critique of tire some poem that he hod read previ-
ously in a book. When approached by his honor representative and asked to explain
the similarity, Codet R stcted tirot he had used a theme from a high schcol girl friend
as his source, kut tkat I,. did riot believe this to he plagiarism. He did not reference
this source in the theme rlat i.e sAmitted, His e:plernation for this action was that
he understood that he si ould reference only copyrighted material or the work of
eminent authors.

Cadet R hod thrown cway the girl friend's theme; however, a letter from her
led to the discovery that she had copied her theme verbatim from a book by the
same author as the one read by Cadet R's instructor. Cadet R's instructor r.ant
through the whole theme and .hiscovered that rare than half of it was a direct
paraphrase from the book one: that major portions of the theme corresponded Verbatim
with the book. The Board found Cadet R guilty.

4. SUMMARY

a. If academic procedural problems arise, consult >our instructor for the
department's point of view. If ;chi are still not satisfied, consult your honor rep.e-
tentative as soon as possible.

b. In order tn - rid placing another ccdet in a possibly compromising position,..
be careful not tc ,out tests in the presence or close vicinity of cadets who hove
not yet taken far

c. Undarstanu v trust and confidence attributed to a cadet by his fellow cades
and by instructors, Understand what cun'cntinJ is.

d. Discrepancies: If something that appears possibly dishonorable occurs, it is
the responsibility of the observing cadet to clear up the matter. This can often be
done by asking the other cadet for an explanation. If suck an explanation doe not
satisfactorily negate on> question of dishonor, then the cadet should talk to an honor
representative in all cases.
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e. Remember that no grade, es.om if it results in dkmissal from the Academy for

academic reasons, should cause a cadet to tarnish his personal integrity and sense of

honor.'

5-4
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RLVILW Of CHEATING

1. SYLLABUS DI .,;:i;IPTION

a. Plaose. To review and I uild on the initial lesson on cheating and ren 11,0
all doubi's the Ciasic Cadet has concerning the concept of cheoting.

b. Desired Learnino Outcome:. The Basic Codet will:

(1) Understand the close relationship that exists between cheoting and the
other aspects of the Code.

(7) More completely understand the concept of cheating and its application
to the Cadet Honor Code.

(3) Discuss tile ptevious lesson and resolve any questic»s w D 0 rnoy exist.

(4) Discuss cheating in relation to the spirit of the Honor Code.

2. REFERENCES

Honor Reference Manual (1972) c, the Honor Instruction Monuol (1972).

2. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. Re-explain what is. meant by "taking unfair advantage of others".

b. Differentiate bet.seen plogiorism (the intentional lock of documentation) ond
improper documentation (documentation that is done incorrectly but unintentionally).

c. State restrictions on receiving tutoring ond extro instruction for take-home
problems and lobs - course guidelines; ask questions; it is your responsibility to know.

d. Make certain the Basic Cadets understand the responsibilities of a cadet who
has taken a quiz and what he may tell others. (There was a quiz, not how long, how
hord or when)

"A CADET WILL NOT DISCUSS A QUIZ OR EXAMINATION WHICH HE HAS
ALREADY TAKEN WITH ANOTHER CADET WHO IS YET TO BE TESTED ON
THE SAME MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE TEST IS TO BE SUBSTANTIALLY
DIFFERENT."

4c52
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e. Clarify what a cadet should do if he acddentally receives an unfair advan-
tage or suspects another of the same.

f. unt of the library and library policies on reserve books - don't
check out, take, nide, etc.

g. Explain how a "cheating" violation is administrati.ely handled by the
academic departments and the Honor Committee (i.e., the use of department honor
liaison cadets and officers).

4. SUMMARY

Review and answer any questions. Stress the spirit of the Honor Code as opposed
to technical intricacie, which may narrow one's view of the Code. Along with re-
sisting the temptaticr _heat himself, each cadet should avoid placing others in a
situation where the t taticn to cheat exists. Emphasize thc.: temptation to cheat

when under pressure tc good on a Wing quiz or on the rifle range, but cheating
is not the answer.

Example: Guilty Honor Case, 18 Apr 72.

C4C H cheated on the Wing Phase les:. He Felt that if he had not done well
on the test repercussions would be felt by him in some form of remedial training.
Consequently, he looked on another cadet's paper to get an answer he had no
idea about.

Emphasize the Honor Code is only a minimum standard, and point out the fact
that "trying to get around the Code" is not really an acceptc.Lle or desired result
of the Code's objectives.

4-2
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LESSON PLAN HC-7

TOLERATION

1. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purpose. To give the Basic Cadet an understonding of the toleration douse
and to convince them that it is a necessory and vioble part of the Code.

b. Desired Learning Outcomes. The Basic Cadet will:

(1) Leorn the meaning and purpose of the tolerotion douse and accept it as
a necessary part of our Honor Code.

(2) Develop an understanding of toleration's relationship to the theory ond
spirit behind the Code.

2. REFERENCES

a. Study pages 19 and 20 in Part I.

b. January 1972 Honor Investigation Briefs.

c. Study the attachments to this lesson plon.

3. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

a. Ask if there are any questions from previous lectures. If there ore ony
questions, answer them before starting on toleration.

b. Strongly emp....size that the spirit of the Code is of moin importance. Stress
that the Honor Code is not to be considered as a regulotion or law.

c. Re-emphasize that the Code is cadet-originated and odministered.

d. Read letter by the cadet in the Class of '68 who left for on honor violation.

4. MAIN POINTS

a. Ext,loin the meaning of "non-tolerotion".

(1) It is not "rotting".

(2) A cadet will not tolerate ony act he personally Feels is on honor
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violation even if the party committing the act &es not feel it is an honor violation.

Erp hasize that a cadet also must not tolerate o codet who has tolerated any other

honor violations on the part of other cadets,

b. Discuss the obligation cne in the military has to the American people.

(1) Read and discuss the excerpt from the paper by Harry P. Wetzler,

Class of '67.

(2) Give examples of dishonorable acts and toleration of such acts that
might affect national security (Passing secret documents, non-reported failure to
accomplish parts of prescribed procedures, etc.).

c. Discuss a codet's obligation to his fellows, at the Academy and in the
Air Force.

(1) The Wing places its trust :n each member. If a cadet knows of a dis-
honorable member in the Wing ond does not report it, he becomes on accessory in
keeping dishonor within the Wing,

(2) Are the interests of one good friend morv important than the interests
of several others?

d. Explain thot the toleration clause, the bockbone of the Code:

(1) Mokes it work.

(2) Eliminates need for o policing body,

(3) Stops any cancerous growth of honor violations.

e. Reod apd discuss reply by Generol Louis T. Seith.

f. January 1972 Honor Incident.

(1) Started on a very small scale.

(2) Demonstrotes how toleration can allow dishonorable octs to spread.

(3) Eventually reached such o scole that quizzes were being token fro-
class and rehearsed in the squadron by members who hod not token them yet.

7-2
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(4) Statistics:

Toleration and Cheating - 22
Toleration Alone - 11
Steating, Cheating and Tolerction -
Cheating Alone - 1
Lying and Toleration - 1
Stealing and Toleration - 1.

g. Discuss the procedure to follow if a possible honor violation comes to your
attention.

(1) ° ,oach the person in question. .s ss the situation with him and if
you feel he has committed an honor *oliation, tell him to report the occurrence to
the honor representative in his sqL

(2) Notify your own squadron honor representative of the situation.

5. SUMMARY

a. Reiterate the main points of the lesson and emphasize that the primary purpose
of our Code is to produce honorable men.

b. Again emphasize the spirit behind the Code and how toleration is an integral
part of this spirit.

c. State that most Academy graduates regard the Cede as one of the most valu-
able experiences they had while at the Academy.

d. Have several oF the Basics reiterate the main points of the lesson, each
giving one in his own words.

e. Answer cny questions about toleration or the Code in general.

f. Mention the short talks Ey a doctor cnd a lawyer to be presented to the entire
class near the end of First Detail. Subject: "The Toleration Concept and the Profes-
sions".

4
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1. Excerpts from a letter by a cadet who left the Class of 1968.

Written to the Class of '69 after resigning from the Academy because of violating

the Honor Code. Dated: 8 Mc 's 1967.

"Do you remember when j .
accepted the Honor Code? Or like myself do you

remember accepting a double standard? Yours cad the Academy's.

"What I really v.acld like to say is tkct we've...reached a turning point in our

infant. careers. 1 didn't ssralhar thi:. however 'till it Vo as too late to keLp from smashing

my career.

"To an officer, Duty and Loyalty should be the two guiding principles of his life -

not just inflated words in his vocabular,t.

"When I cheated, I broke all bands af loyalty between ourselves and could no

longer claim a loyalty higher than a false one to myself. But you almost erred too -

by tolerating my selfishness. Could you have been loyal to yourselves if you hcd

maintained a loyalty to someone who wrongfully discredited you? Na. So you
could not have tolerated my cheating in your midst. What kind of friend would ask

another to cover for h'is dishonesty?

"In other words, was it not your duty to report me? You would have failed

yourself and your true friends.

"Why didn't 1 understand some of this 'till now? And I'm no different than

many of you - except that possibly I'm weaker.

"This !et'er fy poorly conveys what ! think and feel. But think about what

I wanted 'sa isa what / have 5.s:id, for above all it is sincere. It has taken o

lot of grov..;. lately to come '0 these conclusions and I'll always be sorry I

missed the boot somewhere..."

2. Excerpt from paper written by Harry F. Wetoler, Class of 1967.

"Behind any Honor Code there must be one goal of porcmount importance -- that

is the development within each individual wile lives under the Code an unwavering

sense of integrity, an unwaverinc sense for that which is 'right' under the circumstances.

These qualities are desirable in any member of society, but they are essential in the

soldier and officer. Far the military man has a high degree of calling: he is responsible

ta his country, to his many Fe !low citizens. He is subject to pressures which are greater

than those faced by his c;vilion counterpart, and the consequences of his ccts are ,:en-

erally farther rectching. Thus, the officer must have ingrained within him a sense of

honor and integrity v.,hich sill serve him at all time .o matter wloot the difficulties

ar personal risk. The citizenry has placed their confidence, and oft-times their lives
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and futures, .n the har,ds of the mi I i tory defense establishment; any loxity on their part
:annot Le tolerated.'

3. f:xcerpt frcm a letter sent to all applying students by the Office of the Dean of
:)tudants, DavidrJn Co!lege, North Carolina.

"As you know, Davidson believes in the value of mony things which are part of
the century-old tradition of the College. You will be a part of o student government
centered in a longstonding honor system; this honor system requires not only that you
yourself refrain from cheating, stealing, aid lying in formal 'statements, but thot you
report violations of the honor system which come under your observation."

1 Atch
Comments Ey BGen Seith, Spring 67
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Extracted from comments mode by Brigadier Gererol Seith, Commandont of Cadets,
Spring 1967:

QUESDON: SHOULD THE TOLERATION CLAUSE -- AND THE HONOR CODE --
BE MADE TO APPLY TO ONLY THE MORE 'SERIOUS' OFFENSES? SOME CADETS
HAVE SAID: "YES, I WOULD REPORT A SERIOUS'CFFENSE, BUT NOT SOME
MINOR OFFENSE."

Any moral value, haHtually transgressed, tends to lose its significance -- Loth for
the violator and the tolerator. "Minor" transgressions, having become tolerablz,
then become the deoarting point for new levels of "minor" transgressions, levels
that once seemed -.:jor". This is the anatomy of moral degeneration.

This was apparent in the cheating scandal of 1965, wherein cadets first tolerated,
then cheated only when helping others (but never received help themselves); from
here, even :right students found they might as well accept help, and were soon
cheating for their own benefit. rt they did it only on rare occasions v.hen t'ney
were too busy to study. Next they found it canveniert to cheat more often. After
a while it was nicer to cheat frequently because it permitted them to live in a more

relaxed fashion (no studying). From here it went to actively recruiting others;
from here cynicism set in, and the violations became increasingly criminal, e.g.,
passing exam popers, colluding as a ring, stealing, etc., etc.

Moral degeneration does not compartmentalize itself. Some cadets were conditioned
for ,heating -- or tolerating cheaters -- by the guilt of dishonoraHe acts in other
areas. In some cases this involved violations of the card or the "All Right". In

others, the process was initiated by cheating and expanded into violating the cold,
ar even to ste ling.

QUESTION: ,NY OF THE CHEATERS STARTED OFF AS TOLERATORS. IT SEEMED

TO THEM Thl, THE VERY ACT OF TOLERATION BECAME A TRAP. CADETS
FOUND THEY HAD VIOLATED THE HONOR CODE, THEN DECIDED THEY I G HT

AS WELL GO ON AND BE CHEATERS. IF WE COULD REMOVE TOLERATION FROM
THE CODE -- OR AT LEAST REDUCE THE PENALTY, WOULD NOT THIS TRAP BE
REMOVED?

Yes, the very act of toleration is a trap. But if we assume no prohibition agcimt
"tolerating" a cheater, then toferotion would become an even greater trap.

Even without a "no toleration" clause in the Code, many persons who tolerate cheating
by others will eventualfy become cheoters themselves. Anyore who fives closely with
cheaters will find it hard not to become discouraged and disillusioned -- more so :r
they are his respected friends. His friends all do it; they don't work hard, while he
studies; they get better grodes than he; perhaps he loses privileges ar is threatened
with academic failure. The probability is thot if the honest man cannot bring himself
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to stop the cheater, sooner or later he will tnrow up his hands and start cheating
himself. Widespread toleration will spawn widespread cheating. The closer the
student society, the more insidious this reaction will be.

As a matter of fact, if enough people tokrate cheating by others, does not cheating
then became an accepted standard -- by definition?

If the very act of tolerating cheating weakens one's own resolve not to cheat, would
not that resolve be further weakened by the reduction of cny threat of dkcovery by
authorities? Would not cheating become cosier, in the absence of a real deterrent
as represented Idy thre "no toleration" clause?

Concerning a ictd penaRy for toleration, it has been suggested thc ople would
not be "trappee by tolerating if they knew that the penalty was not sc ..reme. It
may be true, that some tolerators, having thought it all out, might be less fearful of
coming forward with a confession, were the penalty less sewre. But other cadets who
might Ide deterred from tolerating by the severity cf the penalty might now tcke a
chance, thinking primarily of the severity of the penalty to the cheater himself. After
all, if the tolerator did get caught (or become conscience stricken), the penalty would
be an endurable one for him, especially when compared to the penalty for his friend,
the cheoter. So, it is questionable that a reduced penalty for tolerating would
decrease toleration -- it would very likely increase it.

OUESTION: HOW DOES THE HONOR CODE -- AND THE TOLERATION CLAUSE --
RELATE TO THE LAW? TO DUTY?

One of the intellect_al traps woylaying ollege students is perversion of "freedom
of choke," af "inter!ectual freedom," of the "responsibility to question and to probe
intellectually." In some circks ttose great principles have become a rctionalizotion
for civil disobedience movemerr'.. the Vietnicks, cnd protest movements.

Some cadets have fallen into this t-ap by saying in effect: "I will obey those rules
(regulations) which make sense to me. The others I will not." This transfers to the
cadet leader who says: "I will enforce only those rules and regulations in which I
believe." This cadet denies his sworn duty and responsibility as a soldier, and reflects
a concentration on self to the exclusion of another aH important principle: The very
foundation of U.S. civilization depends upon acceptance of laws imposed by a majority,
even though they may not be understood or liked by large segments of the population.

In the military, each man takes an oath ta uphold the laws of hk ,-ountry -- and the
rightful orders and regulations that stem from those laws. Cadet regulations fit this
category. No cadet has any right -- morally or legally or otherwise -- to decide
which regulations are not worthy of being beyed or enforced. True, he may violate
a regulation for many personal reasons, however unworthy, and the punishment will
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follow if he is caught. but lie may never set am/ re.rulation aside on the grounds that
it is on unworth: ,eaulation. This is subversive insubordination.

Cheating, stealing , and lying ore unlawful acts under the UCMJ ond contrury to the
rules of cadet behovior. Toleration of these acts is olso unlowful. All citizens are
bound by low to stop or report unlawful acts; otherwise they become accessories to
these acts. Witnesses to felonies, (not misdemeanors) ore required by law to report
these crimes ond to identify the persons who commit them.

The obligation of o cadet to the Cadet Honor Code i; hound by the law, yet it goes
beyond the law ard military regulations. Eoch cadet knows he is committed to uphold
the Code, to live it in its entirety, cs it stands now. He is committed to his class-
motes, end to ecc emher of the Coact Wing -- and he is committed to this obove his
loyolty to friends c individuals. He cannot rnentolly set aside any port of it --
including the toleration clause -- withoct violoting his commitment to eoch member of
the Wing. He may question a part of it, or ire may advocate change, but to remain in
the Wing with any reservation ol out his personal cot mitrrent to comply with the Code
is in itself dishonoroLle and fraudulent.

Concerning toleration, eoch cadet has committed himself to be the guardian of the
Honor Code. Just as o priest has committed himself never to reveal o confidence token
in confession, a cadet has committed himself to confront and revoal a violctor of the
Code. This hos ,ecome Loth a duty under the law and a personal commitment.'

QUESTION: HOW CAN A CADET RESOLVE THE APPARENT CONFLICT BETWEEN
HIS LOYALTIES TO HIS GOD, TO FRIENDS, TO THE SQUADRON, TO A TEAM,
AND TO THE HONOR CODE?

No mcn con be relieved of the conflict of Ic>alties to self, to family, to country,
ond to a host of other commitments. But he can learn to live with these conflicts.
Resolution of these conflicting demands is c port of growing up.

A professional military mon resolves his conflict by his ooth of allegionce. Eoch cadet-

sweors that he will support the constitution; thot he will bear true allegionce to the ,-,
nntional government; that he will 6.;_!. ..d the sovereignty of the United Stotes, para-
mount to cny and oll allegiance, f.c:, reignty or loyalty he may owe to cny stote,
county, or country whatsoever; ond that he will at all times obey the legal orders
of his superior officers, ond the rules and articles governing the U.S. Air Force.

We oll lo:e our country, and we support the constitution -- but we need something
more concrete on .vhich to hang our loyalties. T:',Ljs we love our Air Force, our
Wing, our squadron, and our fellows that make up these units. Our ollegicnce
to country is realized through these subordinate loyolties. We also love our families,
friends, teammates outside the Air Force. There need be no real conflict here either
-- provided that our fomilies, friends, and teammates, or our fellow military men
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do not ask us to violat,. our pledged loyalties es professional military men. No true
friend will ask this. Successful militar, men nationwide cen attest to this fact.

Concerning religious loyalties, most religions recognize that a man may serve his
God and still be loyal to his military oath.

QUESTION: IS THE TOLERATION CLAUSE VERELY AN S.\PEDIENT? OR IS IT A
MORAL VALUE?

"Expediency" is defined as ;omerninci opportune, som..,t1,ing hr2ving elf-interest iii
narrow sense, something having a short ram; goal. Some cadets have wondered if :

toleration clau '-as only en expedient value, because it is on opportune means of
enforcing Cad: ing sonction against lying, cheating, and stealing. Some has.e sale
that "non-tolen-ion" has no morel value in itself, but is merely a tool to enforce c ruin

A moral volue is concerned with a standcrd of right behavior, romthirig that is
sanctioned by or operative on cee's conscience or ethical judgment. In another sense
it also has to lo with freedom from anythino i,etty, mean, or dubious in conduct or
character.

One of the most common foundations of morol value lies in the preservation of a civili-
zation or a societ:, . That which prew.rver, our society is morel; that whicti would
undermine or detray h.e 1 gsie foundations of our yociet:, is highly immoral. Pius,
many of our laws support basic moral values, or are themselves moral -- because they
oim to prevent destruction of our society or to protect important concepts upon which
our nation was founded. For example:

a. Anything which would undermine or desire,/ the family uni. ,n our civilization
is considered immoral, e.g., adulter, , cruelty, desertions, etc., etc.

b. Preservation of military authority and effectiveness, in a sense becomes a moral
value to those who have taken the Oath of Allegionce. A military organization re-
quires total loyalty in the sense of preserving its integrity. This type of loyalty is
demonded because t+,2 military organization is essential to preservation of the. nation,
One of the very fundamental rules of the military oraanization i that of total integrity
in the military member. Lack of integrity destroys the orggnization's effectiveness and
thus endangers the countr.,. This is why, , in a military organization, integrity is recog-
nized as being destructive of the value of integrity, and, in turn, of the organization.

There is another facet to this problem. Is not c man of honor, who accepts a solemn
commitment, morally bound ta ti'at commitment? An Air Force cadet commits
himself by his Ooth of Allegiance to his country -- and thus to the Air Force Cadet
Wing. And, by the very fact of remaining a cadet, he commits himself to obey the
Cadet Honoi- Code. To remain as a cadet, wdmile failing to accept this commitment,
is, in itself, an act of disloyclty perhaps also of immorality.

7-9
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LESSON PLAN HC-8

TOLERATION U.VIEW

1. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purpose. To re-emphasize the key points presented in the previous lesson on
toleration, and to give the Basic Cadet an opportunity to csk questions.

b. Desired Learning Outcomes. The Basic Cadet will:

(1) L 0 !op a deeper feeling for the spirit of honor.

(2) Recognize the necessity for the toleration clause.

(2) Develop an understanding of the difference between toleration and
"squealing".

2. TRAINING AIDS.

"Donaldson Interview" concerning tolerction.

3, REFERENCES.

Recd the attached letters and editorials.

4. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION.

o. Each cadet must have a feeling for the sairit of honor because this will be
his only guide in unfomiliar situations.

b. Toleration cannot be condoned not only in the Air Force, but a!so in many
civilian professions, such cs Medicine and Law.

c. The toleration clause is the part of ti,e Honor Code that is most misunder-
stood. If we ore to have an Honor Code, the cadets themselves must enforce it.
Without the toleration douse, the Code would quickly belong to the Academy
administration. Non-toleration is often compared to "tattling" or "squealing"
which reflects a grass misunderstanding of the Honor Code. A parent whose child
runs and tells every minor thing a smaller child does wrong would coll it tattling
but the some parent would welcome the informat;on that a child was sticking a
hairpin in an electric socket. An Honor Code is I ased on the single fact thot
people must appreciate it and care enough for it to subordinate their self interest
for the aood of the greater whole. Adolescent values such as inordinote esteem
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of friends and the need for togetherness cannot be equated in ony way to the irnpor-
tonce of integrity in the military. People who criticize the Cadet Wing fornon-
toleration are equating codets to little boys who ore expected to be present-oriented
with no appreciation for work, socrifice, ond service to our country. They forget
that we are military men who our nation depends on todoy and even more so for
tomorrow. If the militory officer is o professional, then he should police his own
profession. Congress cannot expect to police an organization the size of the mili-
tary. We must do it and the ploce to start is here.

d. The toleration clause binds the Code together but does not exist merely to
enforce the Code.

e. Explain the background behind the taped version of the "Donaldson Inter-
view" and play the tape.

5. SUMMARY

The mission of the Air Force Academy is to train officers whose performance
will be exemplary in every respect. As an editorial on 27 Febru , 1967, in
The Tulso Tribune stated: "...o code of honor thot not only does ;at practice
evil, but that does not condone it is tremendously important to the efficiency
and morale of a military organization. It produces a climate of trust. And trust
among top officers is a greot oid in winning wars."
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EDITORIAL - from an unidentified source

A good citizen who sees a crime cs'i',mittcd reports the offense to law-enforcerrent

authorities.

A college student whc repcute an honor co ..ziolation is performing a duty of (load

school citizenship.

The student ...110 honor cod. is, in effect, committing a crime

against the schooH. good name.

He is doing rrc than tHt. He i. committing an al"F,..-nse wjainst non-cheating :tudonts

in th get. cheating. what they 'get by hard worI,:. And he is committing on

ofF :n;. .:ci,T,ty in neneral, since the public is deceived by the diploma he is

giw :7 is ccquired fraudulently.

Yet, if a good citizen of a collepe r,pc..rts , wko corrrrittc:d on offense

against the schdol, fulL. students and !,ariety, sorne personnel characterize the

reporter of the offense as a "squealer", "stool pigeon" or "snitcher".

Some even chergo that :uch reporting is "un-American". They hold that it is con-

trary to v.hat they allege to he a basic principle of our society, namely, thzt one

doesn't "tattle" on others.

Nonsense exclamation point.

If a school's honor code requires renorting of offenses,

Those who catracizo the rnuking tke.i,r.ort t
their responsibilities as citizens of the school .

ecomes a duty.
le failing to fulfill

True as that is, however, the disturbing evidence is that a large segment of the popu-

lation, both in and out of college, vie, the reporter of an honor violation as himself

an offender of an unwritten code against informing on others. A survey at Randolph-

Macon College lost year turned up typical results: More than half the students said

they vould not report a friend, even though they hod signed plednes to do SO.

The Bureau of Applied Pe.,earch at Columbia University reported recently that nearly

half of 5,000 s questioned ot 99 colleoes admitted they Ilad engaged in some

form of cheating in college. More than half raid they had ch.:creed others cheating.

Much of this observed cheating obviously is rot reported, even in schools with honor

codes which require suck reporting.

Last Friday, on the eve of the Collece of William and Marls celehr::tion of its

272nd anniversary, tko student nev.spaper carried an editorial declaring that "it is

common knowledge that many students ere cheating" and that "a listing of over
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100 frequent cheaters couur easil; I e comuih:d". If the forenoing is true, and if
nurrerc s nationol surveys are correct there iu no reason to Lelieve the situation as to
cheating at William and Mary is radically different from that ct some other institutions
of higher learning.

An effective honor system mu:t cif:pend first on cre.:tion of or atmosphere, supported
campus-wide, that honor is vital ord that the student who viola:es the code hes for-
feited his privilege of college eitenship.

Every student must Le required to serve as an enforcer of the code. If the system of
reporting offenses to college authorities or to an honor council is effective in a
school, fine. If it is not, such a school might well consider the system used at the
University of Virginia and in ....ame other institutions wherein a :tudent who observes
a violation goes first to the violator and gives him the opportunity to leave school.
If the suspected violator maintains he is innocent, the matter then goes to trial
before the honor committee. Many student moy be willing to opproach a violator,
whereos they would be reluctant to u first to othcrs, without :riving cn offender
the opportunity to state his side of :ire case, or to withdraw quietly from school.

But if the honor code of a particular institur:n does require reporting to a third
porty, the student fulfills such an obligation is no "squealer". He is a good
citizen who merits the thanks and respect of hi: fellows,

THE END
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LESSON PLAN
HC-9

PROFESSIONAL LECTURE ON TOLERATION

1. SYL ABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purpose. To increase the Bic Cadets' understanding of the toleration
clause of the Honor Code and to realize the: other professions have similar pro-

visions in their ethical codes.

b. Desirr learnin2 Outcornes. The 3asic Cadet will:

(1) L. ins that the Academy Honor Code is not the only code which irn-

poses an obligation to not tolerate the unethica' conduct of others.

(2) UnderstcH the logic of the ran-toleration concept.

2. METHOD OF i RESENTATION

This lessx, will be a lecture in Arnold Hall given by one or two civilian
members of ether professions such es medicine and law. Their presentation
should crorer around the concept that is their professions they are expected

to feel responsible for the conduct of their fellow professionals.

9-i
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LESSON PLAN FIC- I 0

YING, CHEATING, QUIBBLING

S`t! DESCRIPTION

1. Pur,s, [a review the importance of completely true statements and not
j unfair advantage of others, and to allow free and complete discussion of
Ices and situations of application af these concepts.

b. Desired Learninl Outcome;. The Basic Cadet will:

(1) Discuss the importance of completely true statements; every answer
to every question must be completely truthful regardless of the temptation to otter
the truth in one's favor.

(2) Dkcuss quibbling and why it constitutes a breach of honor.

(3) Understand the meaning of cheoHng and how it involves taking
unfair advantage of others.

2. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Men's lises depend on the veracity of militars peroonnel; no half-truths, much
less dishonest statements, can be tolerated. We, as future officers, must understand
this and prepare to live by it, as the security and Ii,is of other men will depend on
it. "The civilian student is cheating himself and the miIy that pays his way. But
if an officer candidate cheats, and carries an with this habit, the consequence
could be catastrophic."

3. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. Lying.

(1) Because of the strength of the Code at the Academy, other cadets,
staff, and faculty occopt a cadet's word as truth, at all times.

(2) More Fourth Classmen leave the Academy for lying than any other
offense. In most cases, these via lotions of the Code stern from some minor act or
omission of an act which carries with it c. minor punishment. That is, many such
lies ale prompted by a desire to avoid a few demerits, or a mere ve,bal reprimand.
When compared ta losing one's self-respect or possible career, a few ..:emerits is
an insignificant price to pay. No punishment could be worse than resigning from
the Academy becjse Of 0 violation of the Cadet Honor Code.
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b. Quit,hlirri.

QuihUird is defined "any :it:item:int [cared on eyarion
Moie frilly, it ir tiie irtentionul Of a half-truth rrdrich

1,nowir-Hy pi, ..,cn.j impression. Ialcre ccimpIete uncierstandin a of these .:etii-
n.itions.

(7) F...plain that purrblin,; int,Olional Aat,rrent of anwler
designod to erode or con...ricd. Ccnrider that rrill ccnyayed to
readers or ouestir,rers. One rirei.t upc.n rri!iii he to he tire in:ent of
a question Or Order. 2:1;ic are ,...,rouracied to 1...rin9 up fot ciir.ct.,,ion any situ-
ations tkry may have questions aLout. The instructc.r should insure th0t the folloy.in;.;

rific items are co'rered:

(a) |o C,H, I o fake. incctrer t, or red ID c,..:r! or using
another's ID card is ci rai in wit!, concei cf .

Vihen irre!iiitr iiis ' ar; jif-rt-;-
ficriticO".

(h) an i.ct

patt a` c-rnirl a ("F. i)rcy,-i;:k:r to the situation is
d;rected. The truth sicould rtc.ii;Jiiteri..i.: out viitiiin 0 re.r,onoble amount of

(c) C.aggeration. A ' aunt .,--robIern is that of cxaoneration. 'IL:-
cadet should he aware of the conteAt wkicii s, staterreri-, are made, and rea!i:,
the effects of "stretchino the truth".

c. Clwatina.

(1) F. a(:ed,:er: ir,stitutior.. put r 'th in indieL, hon...!!,,i and

0, t"-,' Fore,. Aca.k-m,i does. The t1 ./It atrrayphere ryants i:0d2ts
freeiiCri. no.-r hefore e,,perience:I. The high ethical ,itandard: hon.! are

ax trade hy the enthusiastic Lelief in and acceptance of the Cadet Honor
Code.

(2) Ck'atinr; Lc;i-.. Or Oor Honor Code. a,Ore

Upp-I-Clms cadeN tine for c!,r.itinT: than 'or any other act. Cadets

are thereore ,ncour,:. to v b;:t trijet torrptir !,ittJotions by rot c,.c..ting
around tivt room, or starino "off 1: ct space" caroy, your .-Cc:hbor's cl,..sk while

takina test. TV- mo;. Itra-1 to liCUIiti. D.-Julep good habits and
the proper attituci.,, c , If you 'Know of sc,-..reane s..ith there habits, let your honor
representative know so he reoy talk to thy Ton.

(3) Themes: A cadet may have another pemn type a theme for him.
However, the typist tsay not mal, any cr :rommatical correctior.. Various
accdomic dcrarailents dc prcc(readic.;:, I y another per on A cadet should
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olways check first y..ith th It p;.10.e.r.1,:r elm ot to find out e.,actly,,hat
One cannot reuse t;1:111t. rillun for dr,utler WitlICUt depertweet
permission.

' ortary R,7 orts: In MOW/ coun,es, a.lets r-ost laboratory
report.. :r tH2 n.p At are to be dame.
Because differehr doportrrent, dirfe:.ent cadet should
make an effort to he v.i.ot ir.a:t 1:.2 his oc.n and what help
he may receive.

(5) hinds rtently 1!,,:or,etion: The prop,' cou.s., of action if cne
should inAcert, fly acquire informat.on cao...rning qui;: or Ore.ied
Review is of. . to first spcc;l, to the instructor. Any ueouired informotion oliained
during a graded recitation accidentally f. r .-:rother's work whia would in any
way influence your own answer to this question sb,-.,uld oho be reported to the instructor.
Usually, any ouestion.i answered as a result cif acquired inforn..::tion will merely r.at be
considered in ,jradin..3 the paper. There', re, one okays ask the instructor how
to treat the inadvertently acquired :lion..

(6) ft i., fy (..t,..1,1traterial in
places where ca.:. '..sho mdy yct .:1;...1,ied ail :10 This places
one's fellow in a difficult

a. Reiterate tlie relatians1ni; km, ,i1..ohn

of completefy true ord ,yr,,t 0 'lot, NCI pi

violation or a re.julation, policy, t, Hat :.

and self-respect because ot is,

the importance
'ishmer, for
o, Hnor

b. In order to aver corthor c
must always ,oport to the ',us adyerta:Je

5. EVALUATICN

The ..,ajor y7d ot thk :Der:od ta :...wet tr...e

Cadets are y or Shut may be
i aestion in their rr It is .io recd -
r fling the particular pi 7 ta Cad.. i;.5 main points
ot the lesson.
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LESSON PLAN

4(i's

STEALING At.: :.CLERATING

:(RIPTION

purpl,se.

(1) To what constitutes stealimt, how borrowing is related to stealing,
and to resiew tar the tch,..,tion

(2) To alio, Wscussion all mpects of sk.oling and toleration.

b. Desired Leornira Outcomes. The BOSIC Cadet wilk

(1) Undurstor..I e.s.actly what constitutes stealing.

(2) Understnnd the guidelines for borrowing.

(3) Kno.. :t stealing does occur in spite of the Code.

(4) Reinforce understordiu of the toleration cicue.

(5) Eliminate as many points of confu''an on stealing and toleration as
possible throh question/answer and discussion.

2. REFERENCES

Read the attachments to this lesson plan.

7. MAIN POINTS CF: PRESENTATION

o. Stop lira.

(1) Depi.rir,c. a pur:on of his property eith, I., ntenrionally taking it or
destroyit,

,aes without saying t' t stealiee can t be tolerated in cny situation,
but this :. .olly in on croc:ni...ation Acadf..rny or thu Air Force
where pe, sc Liore together.

(3). Because of the open iture of t! w.cl the closuness bctween
friends and classmates, borrowing is a common r.eatur the Academy. At
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times, hov.e. bc,lav.iru, (an caw, ,onfir.iuo With stealing. lIcr;owinj requires:

(a) Specific perrrision, i.e., asking a person who is press..nt for
permission to horrow an article.

(b) Implied kshcrr. The berrower dauld fully believe that if the
loaner were preser::, permission v.culd Le a. As a ,:cnntesy to the lender, a
note should be left indicating what wa, borrowed. Consi.'ier thk: If the owner
discovered you with Iis property and you hu,I ro specific permission, v.ould you he
able to justify your taking it as honowing?

(4) Br: review the following problem areas.

(a) Handling of lontis 10. They are government property. See

Les-,on HC-4.

CO With respect tc four icH, a a ,..-.noLia rt should be
to return the item. No on, ,spects a c .ey, nickel, or dimes to be
returned, but how a1 out a auorter or lieu lar, or an expensive pen? Use reasonable
judgment in determining the value af a leo act to its owner.

(5) 1 usize that, of ...ur arca', c.f. the Honor Code, steurn, thi r.ost
cut an:I dried. There arc. whativeif few crcd i. r 1 int.rpretution with it ..nd few
cadet coses of steoling ore reported. Ho....ever, steclir does occur at the Academy
to such an extent that cadets ore issued keys to their scums and admonished to watch
for strangers in the hdlk. Unfortunately, there are numerous people who work ct
the Academy ard a very ,rnall number of cadet% who do rot fool bound by the Honor
Cock. or CC:M..7 an rules el huricra decency. It is :sort:tat lust a iii cadet guard kis
personal property .;tcsion any cast all strangers in
dorms as to their authority to be there.

b. Toleratiof..

t.1,. The Honor Coda Is a simple in theon,., hut in reality it can be a
tough system. At it ..:an re.11 c:.;crcge by each and every cadet. And
the toughest part ct all P. the tohnratien ; -asy so .,,oy that the Code
tranrcends friardsh.ips, but it may saerynnt., nard to make this watts,
espec,olly if you Yespeet ycur best fiiend en .-ir,latec: our Honor Code. Yet, it me.,t
be done. The to!...:ration 'cure Taws ou of tIa tour tkat we hove on "honor" code.
The system is os based oe wit'n ' on 'ha system,
whotsoev:m. If t e system is sjoing to ...ork Jall, it inns:- he pr. b'
Those cadets unaer the Cade :Ito th enes who nu't . "

recke the (..-.-te a vistee: Ict Jrus.

.,
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uncommonly high sene ci honnr ond pers,...nal integrity.

(2) As a mernher of the Cadet V.ing, responsible to his classmates and to the
organization to which he belonos, each cadet is a guardian of the Honor Code. Every-
one is dedicated to his friends, hut in r'l!' -.ituction we are dedicated to 4,000 others
as well. Fly tolerating the dishonest abts a' a Lv friends, you :nay be keeping thnse
friends hoppy, but ycu are letting dawn the vast majority of 4,000 cadets who wine
counting on your honesty and integrity. In a very real sense, you are letting dow.,
the American people too, Os they :lave a con.idelalle interest in the standard of
honor ot the Academy. For pouf of this, you nced only think of the public run..:tion
following cloy honor scandal at an academy.

(3) A cadet i s Found to report anything which believes i s an Ison-sr via-
1:Ation. I f he confluni7, the so,n,cted violator and still has rea,on 4 le doubts, he must
report tFe incide!nt to an hc.nor t-plesentmive or rrs:le sure th. .,uspected violator does
so.

(4) Explain the proc.,clure; fcr repotting a ',uspected honor violation.

4, '1.JMN1AW

If-,sUrf; !izes th, relationship betsseen stealing ar.d
boric

b. riid,-ot U a tl Code because honorable cadets will not tolerate
dislonest .Sti, s and ,.,pprec.i-t., value of tbe Code.

1 Atch
Ltr, AU (SCCLJ-CS), Undid Professional
Integrity 0:/1 Atch
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C 0

DLPARTME OF lit AP FORCL
SUUADRON Cf FICER SCHOOL (ALI)

MAXWELL AIR 10 HR PA'1, '3112

REPLY TO
ATTN SCCU-CS

SUBJECT: Prof sionol Integrity

Students
TO: Squadron Officer School

1. Althou,cjh the solution or t groIn liliP. of the space anje will require initiative
and creativ, thought, wo con still loam 'narly lesroes forn the past. CHO or tire
most rewarding for ..ss of the yofession is its rich heritag.., of tradition.
To me, however, nothing con Le rn, ,-arnoL:frt thon maintaining the le,c,;acy
of inteLirily in our professio9 which ho !.. n hond..d do.vn by those who have
gone before us.

2. Thr. attached article highlights requirement far professional integrity
whics foel shoJld Le a permanent :it of ouch officer's imr,onal and total
involvement in ii profession. You aie Luilding today the Air Force of
tomorrow on,.t cannot afford to neglec: peronal inte.yity I, the officer c:irps.
Hono: amr ng military officer', is not a anes, dividend, or luxury; it is
absolute necessity.

tan',
nd that you keep this paper 'or future rec ,nce, 1.-ut more in

lis0uiec idea': and cr. r.C.,p?': ,r1t51 cars.n-v-rari,..1.

/SIGNED:

JCHN H. EHCKN[R, Colomd, USAF I Atcii
Commandant Hondout "Integrity"
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!IA" "IfY Till KEYSTONE
01 "ROf LSSIONAL CONDUCT

by

Dean Alfred C. Ir1.3er,oll
Schemi of Unqintering

University of '..outh,n, California

Whir, the dean of a prolessional sjcsal must Luncern himself with all aspects of the
educationol prowa,,, under.gaJuate and groclucte, moo of this Loncern is fairly
remoto and delo..joted through upprepciate faculty committees. One arca where he

dare 10 sidestep direct responsibility, I o...:ever, is in the buifdirn of n keen sense
of persrmn! inteurity in u...ery s7n...31e stuJent of his school.

Why should u deur) he so muck i:ontcfned v;ith the int,grity of the stu.k-ds? That

i,, why should ha he any more concerned thsrn fhe rest of the faculty? Leery
faculty member is of course ecnceme::! icte;rity of his stu nts, but he

does not start ssj cersi or fail on the Tedsule of professional cor.juct of his
students os ';;,ectly us does the clean .

this hr so? It is in-ply bee:1Lnc each faculty member has his own repu-

tation, upon his integrity and profe..ional conduct, his engineering work,

his teachin] s. his research and publications. In the case of the dean, however,

his reputotion, resting to some e.dent on all of the foregoing, is still largely
the reputation of the ' al, said Ore Nrputation of the school depenth, on nothing

so much as it depends; :lc proly.siorvil conduct of its graduate:.

In the) f:'-ov.ord to t Coronf, of tngireers, as developed by the Er'gi-
n rs C snail for Professional sr as ri, Dr0 ci1ter is put sL,.cinctly:

"A keystone o' ,Lofessional conduct ; integrity, the engineer
wi ;,ch(rrge iris duties ...irk f;A:fity 5 ne public, his employers
ans.: clients, and with fairness and la all."

The n .! of the Canons of Ethicc, as the recder news, 7oes on to delineate
the re'sstions of the proinf.sion3I enliner:r sill C:c public, ....ill) clients cnd

'-;yers, and with other

3.71nroduced n,p,:rcial srerrrissinn 1"C)fn USC drsrrr, Vol 16, No. 3, March
1965 pubiS nd Cy the School a.. Uni,ersity of Southern C.lifornio.
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But It`t Ur hoot riO (.1)1..C1t intearity. ward comes from the VIT110 100 (it
tl . drd, integer, and it Weill-15 primarily it stet. of wholeness, unmurred from an
orir)inul pure state, From this is derivi-d the concept of moral soundne:s or honesty," in which it is use..1 in the C ,nons of Ethics.

An ;mirror,. of prufresiatdil cdr.luct, which I hold to the undoil-
able foundation essential a every pgdiessional engineer, is herd t, ,gine in
graduate? engineer is 1,0 hut not live these same standards while uaent in rm,)i-
neeting school.

And that is why the dean of an . dlineering school feel, a dr..ep personal interest in
building and strengt1ening integrity in his students. It is no more complicated than
that.

Let me hosten to m.,te hero 'hat this article is not occasioned hy any cheating scandal
at USC tt,ank h. a en -- or by any special feeling uf need on my port for such a
sermon to be unleashd on USC engineering students. We are seeing all 11:out us,
however, articles and letters on this subject appearing in the puhlic press, fallo,ing
the recent .eri. ds scandal al the Air Force ademy.

Twice in a single r3eneration hove we s, en a major cheating scandal brought to light
in one of our militmy academies. Each inr.tance has called forth the most rirraraus
investigations of which the militlry is capcbl,. should tile profrional ;liter/
estoblisirment b' o concerned with a little cheatidg from time ta time?

Thi concern cr !he r..,.!,oustivv investigations are Lased precisely on the fact that
there is no such thing as "a little cheating". We -.end a good -al of time in
teaching engineering to ripint out that there on: y solutions o !riven proldem,
each one correct in certain licAts. both sides of ii ontroversy ins living rmneuring
decisions, for example, reveal that scl a ccpe is ',Pam black or white, and the
student is accusr:,med to thinkin. in terms of grey areas, depending on whose point
of view one has.

In the matter of per..(-- inte.::itx, however, the,e is simply no middle gr. and. You
i0,or kuve :I arid I; evury day, , or you have nothing. Like a coin, it is good

and commands full value, or it is counterfeit cInd wo,-Ness.

In the rn:litory profe,,ion, each per:.on is part of a team. The lives of all of the
other members, as wHI as h, 1 ass of tho mila os a wkale, rest practically
independently on the ,houlders of each member. This is of course especially
oppl 117.'le to military officers, commissioned with rat.i,. J independent decisions
and dil-s.ting the acti,ities of others, and vdile it is re.idently true de
wartime, it is ecrr hly important during peacetime. The 317 generals cf the U.:3.
Air Force, 'or ex:sraple, are responsible for the proper and eCricient spending of

,
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pledje "to ploce temdue IcIore the forsdirs_, of proles' ion
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tions". Ct cour., nor!

Sono times we soy t,.-., stc,:teot rclu;',-;' 70 ;;; r, o: rci ;

ir000lvirej another gurir.r.: ".1 H-1 r ir r- :rtr-et
intem..ted and in your rt ',c.c.'', in r life co -IL. Your '11i n P
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o co:et, k found (Juilt), does not thect to it-..)

3, SiC N

H7',Or C.7) '", cadets of the
TiSs rice!. not !neon t! the c vn votcd out at any time Cy the Viirg. Thu

onh; dn,..ct of the :cm thnt ,ctu/ ot by sndets - cadet adrninktrot
nf the Code. oiejt-t :eno irtesdity ostahlished Ation of the U. S.
Air Force t'. -it is reoc:ni.-ed in ,isn. Frdc, re,,u; Co,icts are required /-,F2

53-3 to rnm-fdin :,:tprIt dt ch-srpcter, cod inteyity oft,
all offi,:nrs. Fryne ',cry t !fs Code and there is muck

to gainest codet pdmirri. rotr:,n of hioror Code. Under this .isty_ coraids
possets mpcirm,m oror unt of contml r,, th op:F./ operation of the Code and ...;et

vita! trait-lir-3 in relotind int ity ht,ir dpily existorrn. The mointenaPre
of such 3 stprohord (1', our Fh- C rcorsirm t corrmon e-o-t -Ind support c' the
entire ".Sind -mrt (-soy trolod r..,h-p-1.
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4. MAIN PC111,11', t .f I"! .! lfAll(t11

a. Who is 00 hononieptesentative?

(1) ch.)..rinan and ono nd Lloirlon 41 010h 1)4.111,:nr.'llt HUI, Iron,
each is h ch. .l:Y.nates Jur in,; ftioi year. In addition, one
classman )...old one fourth clustrion in eu)1, !au ef,11 he celected to act in a
capoLity tor their respective chr.ses.

RCSp,:l.611/111C14 of 1) r-:

(o) hict Class t-q....)1 41,4 1,4 (/) Gives honor instruction to
his tquodion; (2) le possiblo of tho Horror Code; (3) 1,er os

voting l' friber on hocor LOW )1'.; omlit 1,4) the Wing's ideols of or
) ithin

CO) u-1 .,:!.-J4v,4 (11 kts in ;wit) t.!.1011 tend
inve,ticiatior; (;) tLe rope:A.] ),Dhot hc;Int).; ct, (13) Pre;')),..-,..,tiefs
of guilty ver ^ to Ire cros.er'.,1 to the

j .orin.ern is with devel-1:)ing a sense of honor within the
Cadet Winy, not cotchin,1 violators of the l!:nor Code.

(LI) dotie.., of tl-.0se third and fourth classrr,n acting in the liakon
capacity will be: (1) 10 attepd as many honor healings as ponsible durinj the tHe
they hold this position); (2) ',Volk closely ,ith the first and second clr,s honor r nre-
sentativer in their Iquadians. Each co-let ,hould hold this li,ikon po,,itin at lecy,t
once, prior to the eleotion rejular 1,..nor npre ,entotive,.. in the snrin,.) th,,:,
third year.

b. How is an t),;nor violation 3

(1) Self-if:poor, Violotor rewits - his sq.Jadicn horror representative.

((') er '14.11' with se4;ected cadet;
rot ;atistioi, iej.,rtn. t.,-) 1)k honor rei-,,..-.1nt,'i .e.

(13) c. the r Honor anci
or to 44

(4) A rn, the froult., o ;1 o inci !ent horor
Vg!- :;+ .1, 1r., ; lent : .tr . '

4 11
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c. How is on investigotion condueted?

(1) The incident is reported to the honor representative.

(2) The accused is briefed concerning the allegations against him and 1hen

asked to prepare ond sign 1.1 written statement explaining all that he knows of the

suspected violation. At this time, the eccused and all witnesses will be questioned

about specific details of the suspected violation.

(3) If it is deemed necessary by the squadron honor representative, a
formal investigation will then be conducted, The formal investigating committee

will generally omposed of the. following members.

(a) The group honor representative.

(b) The first ond second class honor representatives of the squadron

involved.

(c) The first class Ethics Representative of the squadron involved.

(d) Either the appropriate department honor liaison comet or another
first class honor representative from a squadron in the group.

(4) The formal investigating committee will review all previous evidence

ond further investigate the suspected violation. It will then be decided if the case

should be dropped or token to an honor hearing.

d . How is a hecrhsg conducted?

(1) Eight first class honor representative's are selected to hear the cose.

The accused may request that any of the eight he replaced by another honor repre-

sentative if he feels that any member of 'he board cannot render a fair decision in

his case.

(2) The accesed and any applopriate witnesses are brought before the

Honor Committee. The accused is cd,.iseci of the board's agenda and procedures.
The accused and ssitnesses hear each otiler testify.

(3) After hearing the Facts of the cas,,', the voting representotives discuss

the Facts of the cose and then vote by secret ballot on the cccusedms guilt or inno-

cence. The deliberations will he open tn all codets except in the following cases.

12-3
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(a) If the rtcr.used tiUt the hearing he closed. If this is the
case, then not only deliberations will be closed to only honor representatives but
also the hearing of evidence.

(b) If it is felt by a member of the board, or by the chuirman of the
board, that undue pressure is being placed on the board by the audience, then the
deliberations will be continued in closed session.

(4) Any member of the audience rnay participate in deliberation... In
order to insure orderly proceeding:, ony desired comments must be written and
Signed by the cadet ssho wi:ises them to be considered by the Honor Board. They
should then be given to on honor representative who will give them to the chairman
of the Honor Board for consideration.

(5) A guilty decision require: o vote of 8 - 0 guilty.

(6) If a guilty decision is reached, the 1200..d may, in very special Cases,
consider discretion. There are four $renercl guidelines which the honor repre5enta-
fives consider:

(a) The class of the cadet ond his experience with the Code.

(b) Was the cor.e self-reported?

(c) Wos there some type cf unusual pressure involved in the incir.1ent'.

(d) And most importantly, has tho cadet raily leorned the personal
volue of honor and resolved to live honorably in the future?

Discretion is not the rule, but rather the exception. For discretion to be requested,
at leost six of the eight voting members must strongly feel that the codet hcs not only
reassessed the importanc..-: of personal integrity, but that his total character and atti-
tude demonstrate capability and resolution to live according to his newly found
conviutions.

(7) (ram its findirjs the Board recommends either reinstatement oF the
cadet in the event of a no1 guilty cr guilty-discreticn case or dismissal in the
event of a guilty decision. All decisions require the approval of the Commandant
oF Cadets for finalization.

e. What Ircppcn. I1 c cadet who is found guilty of an honor violaticn does not
choose to resign?

(1) The Superintendent appoints an officer to conduct cn independent

12-4
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investigation.

(2) From the available information of the independent investigation the

Superintendent may select one of the following courses of action:

(a) Officer Board - investigate facts and make recommendations.

(b) Court-martial.

(3) The cadet may elect to take a polygraph t t and submit the results;

as new evidence for reconsideration of his case.

(4) iIonor Committee, in the light or now evidence, may reconsider

any decision.

F. During the course of the first semester, all fourth classmen will be required

to attend at least one honor hearing. In this woy, each fourth classrnan may
achieve o deeper appreciation for the admiaistration of the Honor Cade. Your
squadron honor representative will inform you when and where each honor hearing

will be conducted.

12-5
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LESSON PLAN HC-13

PERSONAL INTERVIEW

1. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Purpose. To insure that the Basic Cadets have a sound understanding of the
fundamentals of the Honor Code through infoaral discussions with on upperclassman.

b. Desired Learning Outcomes. The Basic Cadet will:

(1) Undemtand the meaning of the four points of the Code and have a feel
for how these points are applied daily.

(2) Develop a personal sense of the true "Tire of the Code and its full
objective and purpose, so that his conscience will Le his guide fr lieu of technically
interpreted rules and past decisions on previous honor cases.

(3) Realize that the Code belongs to the Wing and that as a member of the
Wing he will be expected to uphold the spirit of the Code as well as live up ro its
standards.

2. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

cr. Informal Interviews.

(1) The element leaders should r '= ror tc .ncover areas of poor under-
standing ond confusion about the Code troti r=-rvation of and informal discussicn
with the cadets in their elements while in ti-

(2) They should attempt to clear up c- iderstanding about the Code
or bring them to the attention of the honor represcr les assigned ro Training
Squadron.

(3) In either event the honor representcti,res assigned to Traininj Squadron
shouH be kept informed of any problem oleos so that .hey may be covered in futute
instruction.

(4) During the period of the Second Detzil training in Jock's Volley ond
in the Codet Area, the element leaders should informally question their basic cadets
concerning any misgivings which they may have concerning the Code. If their
questions cannot be rotisfactorily handled, they should be placed in contact with
the squadron honor representcrives assigned to Training Squodron.

13- I
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b. Attitudes.

(1) These informal confrontations should be conducted to give the basic
cadets an opportunity to discuss both priv:rtely and confidentially with an upper-
classman any questions or rt:; soivings which they may have about the Cade. The
basic cadets are encouraged to take odvantage of this opportunity to discuss any
points which they were unwilling or unable ta discuss during one of the regular
instructional periods, and Loth element leader and basic cadet should take time
to prepare for it.

(2) Ecmh basic cadet accepts the Honor Code when he is integrated into
the Wing. The ist now live under it. Ho.v they choose to do so will be greatly
determined dur sir basic summer. All upperclass cadets should, therefore,
attempt to convey y their actions and through their informal contacts with the
new closs in the livId that the Honor Coda holongs to the Wing, and that it k
the responsibility of every member of the Wing to uphold a workable and affec-
tive Honor Code, The emphasis must he placed on the spirit of the Code in order
to form qle foundation of a goo.! .Ittitude toward the Code in the basic cadets.

13-2
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LLSSON PLAN

PRIVILECrl rIATIP, .A.ND ckNItTI

1, SYLLABUS D HON

a. Purpose. TO CAI:Lin to th, Codet thei, honor is involved in tu
taking of Hri Irges, rui in the roe crr the r.tdre: odor! and their signitures,

b, Desirea C;tcon.n.. The Bic Coint

(1) Understand the signiiizuncu af :Hein." out on vdrious privileoes und tlw
applicat;on lirnit, to pr

the ..n,,t of the A:flu' ,

Unier.tr.rni Cr. gnifk:rr-r., 1 the sioding of iniridis or signotures,

2 REFERENCE

Read page; A tidoonl, 11 in P,:st 1, ond

3. INTRODUCTION AND I OTIVATION

Privileges ore just what the term implies. They are not something which are
"owed" to each cadet, but are granted to him on the basis of his rank, post
perfo-mance, etc. Because the Commandant accepts the cor.lets Oi men with hiGh
standards of honor, he is able to grant privileves to them on the basis of his trust
in their word or signature. Otherwise, it would be necessary to require numerous
cumbersome and time con',urning cciministrotive and supervisory procedures to assure
that the privileges ate not misused. It is also true that more privileges can be
granted on this basis of trust than could be if other administrative controls were
required instead. Therefore, each cadet must always realize that in order to take
a privilege there are certain requirements that he is expected to meet.

4. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. When you sign out on a privilege, you are promising to abide by ce sin
limitations. If you violate a promise, you ore honor bound to report yourself.

(1) When you sign out on a week.rrnd pass request, your signature indi-
cates that you are eligible for the pass and tiler you are not serving any punish-
ments which would prevent you from taking one.

14-1
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(2) When you sign out on en OCP a weekend pass, you are saying

that you have gotten the permission of your AOC or your Sauodron Commarder.

You are also stating that you have not used up your quota of ODP's or of

weekends and that you are not on any type of punishments or restriction that

would prevent you from taking the privilege.

(3) When you sign out on a Vkiting Permit you are saying thot you arc

going to visit with a commissioned officer, warrant officer, master sergeant, or

coach assigned to USAFA. You are aho stating that you will remain with your

host ot all times except in transit. If someone other than your host is taking you

to or from the host, you must go and come by the most direct route without

significant avo: We delay.

(4) V. n you sign out on a Special Permit you are saying thot you

have gotten the permission of your AOC to perform the function that you wish

to complete and that you will go directly to tllo place where this fenction is

to be performed, complete the function, and return directly.

(5) When you sign out on a Business Permit you arc saying that you

have your AOC's permission to tuke the privilege and that you will go directly

to the place of business, conduct your business, and come directly back.

(6) When you sign out on a Chapel Permit you are stating that you will

go to chapel and attend the entire service. IF you go to chapel off base, you

will proceed directly to the Clurch and come directly back.

(7) Emphasize that when you sign out on any kind of privilege you are

in effect stating that you intend to abide with the limitations and restrictions of

that privilege as specified in AFCR 35-8. Also point out tnat this includes the

various mileage limitations imposed on each privilege and such Command Post

announcements as ... "All privileges to Denver are cancelled" or "No cadei's

may sign out for privileges west of Denver because of hazordous road conditions".

(8) By describing the various priv- and what the signature means

when you sign out, we are not trying to en o the violation of regulations

by showing what is honor but emphasizing the difference between violation of

a regulation and breaking your word by violating your signature.

b. The status card is not a bother, it is a convenience. When you mark

your card, it states that you will remain within n cadet l'-rits that apply during

the period of absence. That precludes later gums ,nning by the chain of command

concerning your absence, or other measures of o rol. Since your card is

speaking for you, if you mark your card with intent to deceive, you have

committed an honor violation.

14-2
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(1) When you are goi,g 'a Le ob s. from your room during Evening
Call-to-Quarters, you should mark youi Lan:. Otherwise, you will be unorteil
far "absent from roam - card unmai.ked", which will require an explanation from
you. The status cord has no maiming diding Night Call-to-Quarters. (Explain
the difference between I:veiling cad Call-to-Quartets). Reference
AFCR 35-9 (4 Apr 7?).

(2) During Eviining C ll-to-Cuarters, the cadet urea is tile authorized
limits. The cadet ipren consists ipf the J)TIT.;torie.., Ow Computer Science facili-
ties in Fairchild Holl and the library. On tho v.eekends, the cadet limits are
extended to encompass the entire Academy area.

(3) \I ihould not mark another man's cord unless he asks you to do sa.

(4) If you violate your card, you ale honor bound to repo'rt yourself. It

is telling the DI, the Squadron Common:ler, Security Flight, or anyone who happens
by that you are in an authorized place. For that reason, if you viola'e your card
you cannot use the excuse that the DI has not taken an inspection to get out of
reporting yourself. There is always a possibility that one of the many people
authorized to inspect your card has looked at it while you were gone. When you
mark your card, you are making the statement that you will remain within specific
cadet limits during your absence, and any violation of that statement must be
corrected wiletber or not anyone has looked ct your card. If you ever have a
question in this area, ask your honor representative and let him help you clarify it!

(5) Cover thosa portions of the regulation which are riot under honor.
For example, if you go to anothor cadet's room for visiting purposes during
Academic Evening Call-to-Quacters with your card mati-ed, you have violated
regulations, but you have not vic'jted your card since it states only !hat you are
within the dormitory area as clefiniid in the arplicable cadet regulation.

c. Signature.

(1) Printing your name or initials is the tome as signing. This is not
unique to the Honor Cede, for it applies undor law as well. Having someone
else sign for yau is binding on you as if you had signed yourself.

(2) Initialing a sign-up lis`i to indicate accomplishment of some action
indicates that the action has been completed cs specified and not that you intend
to complete it.

(3) Any intentionally made mark that could be interpreted as your initials
will be accepted as your initials and you will be held accountable. Remember that
trying to disguise or otherwise misrepresent your initials can be an attempt to deceive.

14-3
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LLSSON PLAN

I,RE-,\c 1,1IC 1 ( A N

1. S'I'LLABW.,

a. Purpose. To acquaint thu Pasio Codet oth hi p,dmonnnt r,quadion Honor
Representrai ye , roview tflo "All , Kt for 10,a artic les , ti revi,w the use of
the Status Cord, to relate the Honor Co h, to th,, ocaderi ic proJram, and to

AFA forms t!le ccdots will see ond use.

b. De,dred Learning Outcomes. The Ensie Codet will:

(1) Unclef-,tond tin "AII Right" for 1..,t ortieles.

(7) Re cogel..0 tile freeJorn (Ind Ali!totion in the clossloon due to the
Honor Code

(3) Know t),;),1 un,t Lndding frainotia.,

(4) Know tLe p cf, es for writin sw i tLernes and reports.

(5) Under:tend the requir, -Tient to prof rly date food packages.

(6) Recognize the need for accurately tilling out logs, forms, ur report:.

(7) Understand whut the stotos card rayons.

2. TRidNING AIDS

Form 3, Form 13, Form 490, Form 27, Form 0-60, Form 103, Form 19,
Unmarried Certificate.

3. REFERENCES

Review p,ljes 6 tin-ough 17 in Part 1.

4. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. The "All Right" for lost articles is c re,ort by a codet that he has
accomplished ccrtain requirement!.

(1) Ic include searching per:onal belongings far the article and knowing
what the article is. If you have the article, you must turn it in.

15-1
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12) Each cadet is Ohl, OH/tplted to tO111 iii illl;dvntully found items.

Academic Procedcnes.

(1) Discussing tests and p ssing information.

(a) If a cadet is preparing for a test, he may receive morn irritruction
or tutoring from his fellow cadets. If the tutor has just attnded cless ar has

taken the test, he cannot prns on any infornotion which was an the test. Ile may
tutor another codet on general subject matter only in reference to specific
questions; he may not disclose the questions on the test. Any homework to be
horded in far rade must Le done entirely without outside help, except in tne
case oficertair " ..s where department policy specifically allows lab partners to
work together. if anyone does receive advunrml information aaout a test, he
should report this to his instructor and let the instructor decide if on unfair ad-
vantage has accrued to the cadet.

(b) If a test or quiz is given, the only information that can be relayed
is whether or not a quiz was given. You cannot say whether it was hard or easy,
short or long, in this area or that, or given early or late in the period. You
should not talk about a quiz or a GR that you have taken until after classes on the
last day it is givers. If someone overhears you and then realizes during a te:t that
he has heard test information, he will he required to repert this to his instructor,
and will probably hove to take a makeup test.

(2) Quiz and Graded Review Procedures.

(a) The instructor will gene-ally Iland s and quizzes face
down. When everyone hos a paper he wi'l tell you to L work and write the
"cease wark" 'ime on the blackbc . ihen he will often leave the room. Whether
or not the instructor returns in time tc verbally order you to cease work, you must
put your pencils down when the clock shows the time written on the board. If you
do not stop at tl-e time indiccted, Own you hose cheated. Occasionally the
instructor will give the do's pormirsion to finish the sentence they are writing,
but you must never assur thi permission yourself. Stop work at the designar.ed
time and then ask for p.rmission to finish your sentence.

(b) Some departments have minor differences in procedures. It

your responsibility to read the department policy letter pertaining to classroom
and test procedures.

(c) If you accidentally see or hear another'. answer during a quiz,
you must report this incident to r/our instructor, and you . ray not use the intorno-

15-2
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tion so [Joined on Ihe

(3) Theme on.t tepott hr

(0) Viiirrl V:r/t/1 <i .,r 1,1.r.rt ci rt eer,. rt.tt 1..
brip from llf1)0111, 111)14-'5 OW 1170101101 i iii ciii ci help. A
theme or rerxrrt in t the ...or'. ..t tl !i i Hr 1%

Or ctny printed rr rtr ii . lot ,entt.

It :o.let doe. r..,t I cwirti is ..pelled, Iii rtt.ty cii
son:ter:Ile 1)0, 1.111. II. I. VI, IL, ,10,1. 1,1 Pr,111 11,1 /IV
one pruot-teuh iiis tii. 1, cr report for r rpt

c. Per, 'tide food p will I r I the thr p,,,

.I.ttin,t p4J. r ;1'111.1101.111y 1,1111.',)

Ille wrong dat. p o

d. Forms.

(1) r:r."C: ft: ret I..- ti,,rt titete di II

CCO ;eked report hierd.lt tor rdi I ct, hit. itepectiorts,

(2) Ar1c1,1,111c, 1A1iOrt1., und 0- O.

(0) Codt., putd ri td.. c In i in cr foreletion at contoct
a...seedily, I Ir iii, s let tO for110110!).:.

(14 rt:e "late" portion of Ow Form 27 is not tired; anxonr ic.te it.

reported "absent" Lecuose tho report is considred given os of tise forention or
contact time. An instructor may excute o cadet from being late For his own
purposes, however, tt.is hos no etmect on the hOrlr, 27 or 0-60.

(c) Lontort time is tite tirtte read from the ckck in the cli111,1Vor, or
lecture hall unless it is el-iiOUSly W1-011;1, in ...chich ccr,e the section re, rcher ciii
use the best cy.ailchle 11111,OleCe. 1-1,1 not the section
deennines if o casiet is reported htte.

(d) li you fill out any port coi i rt.pect incorrectly witi intention to
deceive, then you have lied.

(3) Held Report: E...plcin !hn r mar the Form 103; it must prient all
the facts to the \CC ta allow him to cr.,..rd punishment for on offense or to
remoce the punishment if justHrei.
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(o) Parogroph 1: Thk concerns whether believe the offense to be
correct, or incorrect.

(b) Paragraph 2: MI circumstances pertaining to the incident must
be stated,

(c) Porcgraph 3: This concerns whether or not the offense was inten-
tional and not hethr or not you intended to violate regulations.

(d) Never let the temptation to asoid o few demerits cause you to
compromise your career and cause the loss of ;nur self-respect. Be honest and

straightforward. If you made o mistake be man enough to admit it.

(4) Form 19: Entries in departure logs must be accurate to the nearest
minute. Arrival time is the time thot you arrived at the loc.,.

(5) Forms 18 and 490, Sick Slips and Dental Slips. The times recorded
on these forms ore the times you arrived at either Security Flight or your class.

(6) Unmarried Certificates: The cadet who signs this form is certifying
that he is not married, never hos been married, and voluntarily waives any
ecodemic credits gained at the Academy after the date of any past or future
marriage,

e. Straus Card.

(1) When a cadet's status cord is marked, it is his signature (or word)
that he is in on authorized place or on on authorized pilvilege.

(2) The places cadets ore authorized during Evening Coll-to-Quarters,
end on privileges ore outlined in AFCR 35-B and AFCR 35-9.

(3) The status car., is nor used during nighttime Coll-to-Quarters uniess
o cadet is on pecial ca. ers, pass or restriction.

5, SUMMARY

Point out that cadets must be scrupulously careful not to gain an unfair
advantage over their fella.. coders ond that if they gain soch on advantage by
accident, then they must report it. Ask for questions regan:ing academic
procedures.

Stress that accuracy is vital when you sign o report. One can neve. be only
99% correct. Ask for questions regarding forms.

15-4
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s

n.l. ?
Stress the philosophy and positive aspect: of the Honor Code.

Fk?i Lit how

the Honor Code allows the instructors to trus1 the ce-l^ts. Show the th's donr.

when instructors give cadets take-home quizzes and Graded Reviewsi'and when

IIstru.:tv the room during in-class exams.

15-.5
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HC-16

RELATIONSHIP OF THE HONOR CODE
AND THE ETHICS PROGRAM

1. SYLLABUS DESCRIPTION

a. Pt._22,...1se. To impress upon the Basic Cadet the importance c :le spirit of
integrity during his career, both as a cadet and as on officer in the Air Force.

b. Desired Learning Outcomes. The Basic Cadet will:

a
(1) U rstond a mature perspective on the relationship of the Honor Code

and the Cadet Professional Ethics Program.

(2) More fully appreciate the importance attached by the Cadet Wing to
their code.

(3) Realize the role that the Honor Code ploys in instilling the proctice of
honorable ond ethical conduct in future Air Force officers.

2. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

This hour is set oside for the Commondont of Cadets to poss on his views about
honor ond int_grity. The Chairman of the Cadet Honor ond the Cadet Professional
Ethics Committee, or their representotives, will porticipote in this progrom.

3. MAIN POINTS OF PRESENTATION

a. Possible subjf....ts to be covered include:

(1) The foct that the Honor Code is administered by the elected repre-
sentotives or the Codet Wing. The cadets ore the trusted caretakers of the most
important port of Academy life.

(2) The need for honor in the military service.

(3) The value of the Honoi- Code as a step toword on enduring sense of
personol and professionol honor.

(4) The iMportance of occepting the Code as a minimum standard and
reolizing the value of living within the spirit rather than the letter of the Code.

(5) The seriousness of on honor violation on one's record and its conse-
quences in later life.

16-1
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(6) The legcl basis for the Code, and the steps taken to protect the rights
of the individual.

(7) The objective is to develav onri' integrity, which can be achieved
only through constant efFort and practice, cnd through a positive attitude to
olways da "what is right" rather than being content with a minimum performance.

16-2
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ETHICS INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Basic Cadet Training
Page

E-1 Introdu2tion to Ethics 1

E-2 Ethics, Honor, and Professionalism 6

E-3 Duty 12

E-4 Respect for Authority 18

E-5 Responsibility 24
E-G Code of Conduct 29

---

Fourth Class Training

E-1 Honor-Ethics Relationship 31
E-2 Social Conduct 34
E-3 Goal Development and Integrity 38

Third Class Training

E- 1 Ethics.of Increased Pesnonsibility 41
E-2 Ethics in Servico Life 41.

E-3 Responsibi1 3ty and 2espect for Authority 47

Second Class Training

E-1 Increelsed Leadership Responsibility 49
E-2 Reliability 51

First Class Training

E-1 Attitudes and Ethics 54
E-2 Ethics Related to t'arriage

' Upperclass Training

E-1 Duty 62
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
ETHICS TRAINING
BASIC CADET TRAINING

INSTRUCTOR HA:+Di .

LESSON =1
15 MAY 1971

INTODUCTION TO ETHICS

PURPOSE: To introduce the Basic Cadet to the role of
Ethics in the lift of a cadet, to the purpose
and scope of Ethics training during Basic Cadet
Training, and to the purpose and functions of
the Cadet Professional Ethics Committee.

TRAINING AIDS AND EQUIPMENT: Vicrophc,ne and speaker's
rostrum.

REFERENCES: Al.'CWM lo-2
Ethics In Theory and Practice, Thomas G. Hill,
Crowell Company
New York, 1956.

PRESENTATION:

I. Introduction.

It is very important, in becoming a good cadet and a
good officer, that 'one develop a set of ethical standards

of conduct, and be willing to live by these standa,-ds. It

is the objective of this lesson to explain what Ethics is,

and how it fits into the life of a cadet. You will also
become familiar with the Cadet Professional Ethics Com-

mittee and its functions.

II. The Nature of Ethics.

A. A truc% loaded with soldiers is speeding around a
curve when the'tiriver notices a child playing in his path.
To try to turn asirle would be to risk the lives of all tho
soldiers, but not to do so would be to kill the child. Wilat

ought the driv,,r to do:" Should his action be any differclt
if he is a fatrIer and the passengers in his vehicle are the

members of his f.=ily? A congressman is req'oested to do a
special- favor for a person t:ho has contriOuted substantially

to his campaig:i fund. To refuse 11,ight be unc.irateful, but
to accede mighr be unfair to others. What, in such ,7ircum-

stances, should a good man do? The questions may be ask2d:
Should a person ever kill or lie or steal? Are truthfulness
and kindness always ,:inod? it ever right to hurt one
person in order to hclp another?

1
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B. All Of these situations and questions involve
standards of conduct. Throughout history, the efforts
of men to live together have forced them to be concerned
with social conduct, with problems of right and wrong,
justice and injustice. Certain standards of behavior
have shown themselves to be necessary in order for a
society to survive; general respect for law is an example.
If the members of a group make no effort to observe the
laws of the group, then the group will fragment into anarchy.
Respect for the life and health of others, as long as they
do not threaten your life and health, is another exampl,
and ,:.. concept as old as tribal custom.

C. E 4 the issues involved with human conduct are
cle-: cut. Situations may have several possible

courses of action, none of which satisfies all parties to
the situations. Even respect for law involves the r'
blem of what to do 1± a law is felt to be unjust. Plainl:,
thorough and recurring examination of standards of human
conduct is necessari, and this philosophic discipline is
Called Ethics.

D. The professiJ arms 3 a profession just as
the practice of IT/ 1,-.C1 As a professicu: it :las
dealt A, serious as the perpet-
uation or (!t_ Lciet.,!:: and nations, lot alone
individuals. ,CleA_Iy, the seriousness of tte profession
requires high :tandards cc,.:uct on the part of
leaders, and etn ap,.:.rociation by these leaders of military
ethics.

E. Let us return Lo some examples of ethical problems:
A military commander is faced with an enemy supply depot
which is heavily defended and also in close proximity to
a civilian population center. To destroy it would mean the
lives of many zf his attacking forces, and also many
civilian lives. To let it exist would mean that more food
and arms would reach enemy troops, and the commander's
forces would lose men anyway. What should he do? Or, on
a lesser plane, as a commander you hear your men com-
plaining about the lack of food and poor living conditions
in combat. You realize that the best is being done with
the sugplies availabl, but know that some of the heat of
the discontent could le taken off your shoulders sim?ly ty
blaming your immediate superior. Is it right for you to
do this?

2
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officers will provide yo:: with ti,e instruction on how

your training here will carry over into actual servi_e

life. Throughout your four years, however, the Comnittee

is here for the same reason as the Honor Comsilittee for

your use. It is our task to help you be men of integrity.

Use us as often and freely an ne,::e:;sary. Cunsul un when-

ever you have a problem, for we are here to help you.

F. Before I leave you WIth a question to think

about, I want to outliny fc.r you ihe next five Lours of

instruction this summer. 1osnon -1440 is "Ethics, Hono:,

and Professicnalism." :t will oxplain to you the overlap
and the ,fferences bei!een the three areaf.. Lesson

; with the nei for you to ac':!uire a sense of

duty, ar. ill present .iind to you the importance
of accom; :ishing your given mixxi0a.

Lessons Four and Five will t,Lie olace in Jacik's
during the seund half of F,aiiiu Cadet Trainin. Fer these

periods 'uwill be separ,ted into idividual flights for

instruction so that the presentations will be more informal,

and so :hat the atmosphere .:111 he better for any questions
and dir;c,;,;sion you :.1:31.,t have. Lesson Four will discuss

the proper use of authority, the necessity of respecting
authority, and hc::: yol:r dthi cs affect yo..: as a c=landet.
Lesson Fii:e will deal i:ith the aii-important concept cf

personal responsibility and will explain to you why a

sense of responsibility is a necessity in military life.

Your sixth lecture this summer will be back in the Cadet

Area, and will he profession,:lirr. an,r its relation zip

tilt. Code of: Cu:i,hp.:: of the Americ::: fightirie man. We will

show you w:,y, in times of groat ins, the profcissional
is many tirs better off than his contemporaries.

C. (Ask them if they have any auestions.)

h. (Leave then with this question.) If people were

to judge the Academy and the Air Force entirely by my per-
sonal action.i,, can I afford to :Ai, anything other than an

othical

5
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UNITED STATES AIR FOHCi'
ETHICS TRAINING
BASIC CADET TRAINING

INSTRUCTOR HANDPOOK
LESSOH

15 MAY 1971

ETHICS, Ho..S: PsTc'ESSION,7.bli;:t

PURPOSE: To further orient t.11, Dasic Cadet in the develop-
ment of a pyrF',nbil cad:! of Ethicn by presntin.4
the ccncept of i:onor as a part of Ethics, and by
introducin,i concept of professtonalism and

A.aining itD .lepeadonce on on ethical code.

TRAINING AND EQUIP:.1E7:T: :.!icrcphoao, speaker's rostrum
and tape r.corder. AFA Tape

General nacLrthur's
address: "Duty, Honor, and

Country."

REFl:REl:CES: f-r T-,lay, Harold H. Iltus & !lorris
'I.eetIraj,--b.nterlcan Dook Co., New York, 196E.

N,,nor Syllabus for .lalc-Cadet Traininci.

I. In'troJuct,on.

In the f:rat hour, di3cusra.c1 tHe nature of ct:lics
and expla:ne,: m;:e orninlzatinn a;id funct:dns of th... Cadet
Profession.: ':tb:cs c:an nbw see that eth;ca.
considorat a yroater rie in our everydy lives
tnan we ofton :ealize. Everything we do, every act.ion we
take, reflect:-, on ourselves and, as mer.1,-rs of society,
may reflect on our ,.rc;anization, and even oar coantry. The -
objectil,e of this hour is to show how the Cadet Honor Code
fits into the etHical standards expected of a cadet and
officer, and to introduce T_o you the concept of profession-
alism.

II. Ethics and Honor.

A. Ethics is a study of human conduct with the express
goal in mind of setting standards, of deter-dning wh....1 con-
duct is good and what is bad. Ethics is Concerned wie: a
sense of duty and moral obligation. Ethics attempts to
detetmine what ought to be approved or disapproved, and it
undertakes to furnish a standard for distinguishing between
a bc.ct,:r caracter and a worse one.

6
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D. With this in mind, you can see that a man'.,
though a fundamental part of his character, is only a post
of the ethical framework in which he has chosen 4,..o live.
In a sense, the Cadet Honor Code provides a minimum stand-

below which we will not allow ourt:olves, as
cadets, -- and a breach of the Code is punished
by separa....3o from the Wing.

.C. But there are other breaches of ethical behavior,
less basic and, therefore, more lightly punished, but none-
theless which reflect impoitant aspects of man's character.
When given a job, can a man be trusted to ae it through
to the best of his abilities without continued supervision?
When faced with a problem, does he approach it with a
positive attitude, one that will motivate the people around
him? Does he possoss a loyalty to his superiors, to his
subordinat-es, to his ideals? Is he capa:ale of disciplining
himself so that he can perform, well even tilose tasks which
do not particuiarly interest or attract him? Does he care
-- about his appearance, his performance, his country, his

fellow man? Does he listen, r,,son, and toen act with
convictioo:' T;,, list or quostos is endless, but the
point is that a man's honesty just as is his loyalty,
his reliability, his dedication, his consideration of others,
etc. -- is only a part ot his Ethic.

D. It is also important to note that the Cadet Honor
Code is not particularly unique in the standard it sets.
Every society blessed with an interest in law punishes
lying, stealing, and cheating, though the offenses are
often given more technical names as perjury, larceny, and
intent to defraud. Even the to)eration clause has its
counterpart in our civilian life; a citizen who witnesses
a crime and does not report it, is considered an accessory
to the fa'it and is liable to the same punishment as if he
committed the crime himself. What sets the Honor Code
apart, what makes living under it the experience it is, is..

the respect with which the Wing holds the Code. This
respect is shown simply in the fact that the Wing is willing
to police the Code itself, without reliance on any external
police force, rip. Each cadet has
accepted the Code, ind: iting that he is vitally concerned
with the value of livi as an honorable man, and that he
is unwilling to live with a cadet who is not honorable.

E. The personal acceptance of the Honor Code by each
cadet reflects the personal nature of any ethical stand-
ard or value. During your years here, you will be exposed
to many standards of indivilual behavior, to both good

7
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examples and bad, to c.,ncepts whonl dre .1:most univesally
accepted, and to concepts which are highly Jebatedi You,
as individuals, are expected to observe, judge, and esta-
blish a personal code Df Ethics, and then to have the

'ive by that code. The Hono: Code is the
basis foi ei wn ethical development and, though no
longer sworL to the Code when you graduate, it is the
foundation stone for your actions the rest Lf your life.

III. Ethics and Professionalism.

A. A5 our society has become more complex and im-
personal, traditional et:',Ical codes have been augmented
by codes of professional ethic,,. These have arisen,largely
because men are now Mose interdepennt

and
specialized: oct tot. r tend to Ic:entify primarsly with
one activit.: ,u,ci to view all human experience from this
limited standpoint. As knowledge has becomc more special-
ized, skills nigher, and public knowledge abost prcfessions
less, the need f.or hich stanclardu o'
greater and .;r-Ater. This is particularly true of
military, whic.. commands such awesome weapons and exerts
such influence in contemporaiy life. .

B. Before discussing "professional sm" and the
ethical ::.hdes which define it and give it cohesiveness,
however, we should first examine what makes a line of
work a profession. One clue would come in louing at the
essential function of the activity involved. 'any pro-
fessions have gained their reputatton because their
.essential function involves something which men value very
highly. The medical and legal professions, for example,
are held in high regard because we value life, itself.
The prestige which doctors in our society enjoy is not
given them because they have high incomes and are active
in community affairs. Pother, they have earned that
prestige because their essential function is to save and
preserve lives.

C. In addition to the seneral attribute of public
respect and prestige, we can list a foe specific aspects
of a pro:!essioni

1. A profession requiros special preparation
or training and, generally, the ability to apply this
training in a practical and helpful fashion. The time

8
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for training varies 0,.c., tril tor medicine or
trait. for management ponitio,,s, aod toe traintna may
be more or less clearly define,: (e.g., training fc,r the
law vs. training for tne min:s;ry in 5=72 ,jenmlntins)

2. A profesnion has c:early defined and re-
latively permaneht memLerc.hips. Amateurs and itacks are
excluded, and merLers are usually required to be licensed
in some manner.

3. A prtfosnin iccepts the service motive 1.5
distinct tram the :%neyma,.irg cnies that
o memLer a prciessi,n ,hould earn :1'Lney and r,,aintain
a reahon standar6 of livinc. But, is generally
consider, .nat professions have a duty to the pahlic and
should, ahove all p,..rsc_al c:onsideratiens of their members,
fulfill this duty ry servM7e. Further, the quality
of this hervive rendered n,ver be dependent on the
amount C.:: p,2171r.t!p,!10:: reacivod. Exampl,:s of this are
the professor who made his discovery of insulin available
to the puhl:c, rather th,h1 retaining the rights to the
drug and Lcn-t,mina rich, and the military nilot who could
earn a larger salary fewer personal sacrifices if he
chose to return to civilian life.

D. We havo no:od that professions are usually
governed by a cdo of behavior adaptgd to the particular
profession, and :ha:. these codes are tsually more demanding
in ethical values than that se: by the general public
conscience. 'acne of the fenct:ns of professional codes
of ethic:, are

l. They arc 1:,partant r-e-tns of social contrcl.
Old member_c of ti3O areti Are chtinucusly guided hy the
codes, ard now mcmi,ers aro quickly oriented to them.
The codes serve, to SOMC cxtent, to resolve the complexi-
tics of rfocl,arn life while still leaving an area of individUal
interpretation and decision.

2. They nerve to mtintain internal control of
the group. If a profenslenal group shows strong evidence
of self-regulatic,n, d,c-H:er of external interfercue-a

is lessened. Groups ma:ntainina :.lah standards are seldom
interfered with by the pu:)lic cc ,,ther external groups.
This is not to nay that a profession should be unresponsive
to constructive criticism 1:00, outside sources.
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3. Th.. fro t7; 1-.
-tandards of cond....e . !arly iy
best opinion and 3st! : tne tt;lotG:: :

as to what pro:G.A.:: .20r. ; te. Tho'y
also be re-exar.17-:.:,i

in many areas, na. th.-; are .
can refer to .i:ty ftT, t.;
to be r.:..fht Gr eG- :: per-
sonal soclal :t.
moral :dea:f: :-:'
if clisoboye. : 2 : '

; : . m.:.:...bers of o

t t:!

th, ott o.: e: cwn
concern.

profession,IL:,:t, ro r the 51.2...t.:
professlcst Gf or:mi. ly, t m: f, ivy
of a natiGn ore a to:
more cont, w than, :,oty , (: the r.,,dical

Doctors at.::-..t : pmeneiv, .......!, Ieit. the m,.....tory t::.ts
to preserv, mo!:0 ::ossflfle.

The non who !ri 17 et: a no i Lary
service Gf !tis cl:ftry 1.7fit,1:01t:y (:f nr..t

'nits hinsG, t

valtto;, : . , '

thind wor L:. ,

the way In wh:cr.

He finds I in agreement oh! orot:ment. tt.at

the virtw.lus maf. is for mare rr.,:c! with ..lhothor
does right or wrzing ft: is 'arly ! fe) :nat, tltth whott..er
he lives Dr Ilon. Ile if-Is If in 1 ayrot-
ment with t::e 001so otrur:t..ur,- !.-honci

"1 thot. 'nut I if, to qtvo ler
my coun: ry, or "le 1:I., so te,ir Gr so
sweet t,tt-loo chains
and slave:-y; , God:"

The ossent 1,-11 the military is presorve a way
of 1 i fe a;ainst 1-he atitoonors, Ar:1 vd I 11,1
are "higher" thon t!ther toi:not ellues.
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IV. Summary.

A. This has been an overall view of the relation-
ship between Honor and Ethics, and Ethics and Profession-
alism. You can begin to sec the need for exceptionally
high standards of conduct on the part of our country's
military leaders, and you can begin to see what will be
required of you in your years of public service.

B. Never has a better summary of the feeling of
patriotism, personal honor and devotion to ethical values
by a military man, been expressed than was done by General
Douglas MacArthur at West Point on 12 May 1962. Speaking
to a group of cadets, like yourselves, on the occasion of
receiving the SYlvanus Thayer Award for service to his
country, General MacArthur spoke from his heart, without
notes or prepared text. Fortunately, a tape recording
was made of his remarks so that thers could listen --
we do now.

11

(Play AFA Tape f12,.)
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
ETHICS TRAINING
BASIC C.nnET TRAINING

DUTY

INSTFUCTOR I1ANDBOOK
LI.SSON

15 HAY 1:171

PURPOSE: To establish a concept of duty for the Basic
Cadets, to identify the relationship between
duty and Ethics, and to illustrate why a sense
of duty must be an integral aart of a cadet's
and officer's personal code of Ethics.

TRAINING AIDS AND EQUIFNENT: Microphone, spea;ler's rostrum
and -,,jector. Training Film
1-53's.1, "Devotion to Duty."

REFERENCES: "Living for Leadership," AF Manua] 50-21.

PRESENTATION:

I. Introduction.

As a cadet and, lionefully, a future officer in the'
United States Air Force, you will constantly be under pres-
sure to do your duty. Devotion to duty is one of the
foundation stones fnr our military system. Duty is a
multi-faceted concept that encomp:Asses a sense of obli-
gation to yourself, to others, and to your organization
and its mission. Your development of a personal code of
ethics, and your integrity in following that code, will
play an in:Portant role in your performance of duty as a
cadet and aa officer.

II. Definition of Duty.

A. Gentlemen, the first thing that I would like to
do is to attempt to derive a definition of duty with your
help. (Call on a cadet or two for a definition, and lead
them to the summation in "5" below. The following are
definitions for your referral.)

1. "Let us have faith that riaht makes might;
and in that faith let us to the end, dare to do our duty
as we understand it." Abraham Lincoln

12
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2, "Duty tnf,/: s t;1,, sublimest word in tl.e

English language; you show,: your duty in all things;

you can never do -,ore -- you :,houtd never wish to do less."

Robert E. Lee

3. Air Porc,! ricti(x,ary .:.,finition of duty: A

moral obligation i!,Tes upon, or felt by, a pc.tson Ly

virtue of som,_, ciic!umstan:!, or s.it of eirumstances; also

the sense of thi.; obli it on. 'ha t which a person is re-

quired Lo do in the p:rfcrmance of his assignment.

4 . WebF:tor'!: 13ehavior showing a pro-

per regard or sen!;- uf obligation; conduct resulting from
a sense of justice, morality, etc.

o. Duty general conduct roquirod by one's

sense of morlaity, etc. , or by the dictates of one's

consciew:e.

h. Oblic;ation what one is bound to do 'co

fulfill a particular contract, promise, etc.

c. PesponLdbility particular task, trust,

etc., for which one is accountable.,

5- To sum liP, the difforence between "duty"
and "responsibility" is that duty involves a sense of

obligation felt by the individual, himself. A man may

have a nnsponsibility given him by some formal authority,

and ho may be subject to some punishment if he does not

accomplish it, but until he, himself, feels that he must

discharge the,responsibility, nr does not have a duty.

B. Why is Lne concept of duty so important to people,

especially in military? Very simoly, it is this the

military hasat to do, apurpose to accomplish. In order

to do this, ordcrs must be given and followed. Without -

this feeling for duty in each -rson, these orders would

not be :riven, nor Yould any be followed. Our job could

not bo done.

C. This appli,2s to all aspects of the military, espec-

ially in oad.:?t lif, for it in nere that you develop ti-.e

concept of duty so that it will be an automatic response

for you in the future. No matter how im;ignificant some
jobs or positions you may have in your cadot career seem

to you, they al/ embody this r-;,nsc, of duty. Without this

feeling, you cannot perform them satisfactorily. Keep this

in mind throughout your four years at the Academy. It is one

of the most important and essential aspects of your training

for the future.

13
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III. Illustration of !)nty..

A. "Duty" is an overworked word in military life, and
one that is taken for granted. Yet, it is a word with un
of the most profound meanings in our language. Plato went
so far .1: to nay that duty waf; induit.inguishable from g(i-
ness. The German flllilosopher, ir.manual Want, ::aid the
mainspring of idoalism and religion duty. hut despit,-!
all that has boon written on the salilet., duty i5 something
which must be observed in the livs of men and womon for
its true meaning. Let. 1.15

B. T..- Wing rcently toot t grat clal of pride
in the off- y performance of c:kiets, who also
haopened tc brotherf:. While driving past an automohil
off the side of the road, they nottee.1 that. the ,ftiver
of that car was havina of or
They stopped, applied first aid, J!:). tin g.t. :d2 7111: to
medical attention. hy thetr pro:7.2t action, di(,'Y

able to save the man's life.

C. There is another opide I '::oold like to bring
to your attention, tho story of a airman, Lt. James
Obenauf. He risked his own life on an occasion to save
that of a fellow crewman cal :,Ad 9-47 aircraf's.

.

His plane became cripoled at 34,000 feet when an engine
exploded and burst into flame. The pilot and navigator-
bombardier had safely ejected, but co-pilot Obenauf's
ejection eauipment was faulty. When he started to go out
the escape hatch, he saw that o-n of the crew momb,_,rn,
an observer, wo:3 lying unconsei;.'a n. wit:1 his oxygen mask
disconnected hi narachute ,:natta,:.hed. It was obvious
that this mitn weald aocn dead wit:;out oxygen. in a
moment for decision, Obenauf recoanized what he %bought
was his duty. Electing to crawl back to his co-pilot',7,
seat, he miraculously brought tlie :)lane back to the ha-se
and landed safely.

D. These are two o x;ttsn oct of how individuals re-
cognized their moral obligations to follow human beings_
In each instanc.2 a moral claim was mad:: upon a person by
another individual in the name of the common good. Those
are also examples f eop?,2 who wore willing to do a little
more than that which is expc,Jed of them, willing to go
beyond die call of duty.

IV. Exercise of Duty.

A. Duty to Self.

14
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1. Devotion to duty is a habit that, like any
habit, is acquired by exercise. The first exercise relates
to ourselves. We must always do the best that we can in
any job or situation we are faced with. In order to do
this we must continually strive to improve ourselves physi-
cally, morally and mentally, so that we will possess the

qualities necessary to do our utmost in these situations.

2. Every day presents opportunities to improve
ourselves. Each academic class provides the opportunity to
improve your knowledge and understanding of your environ-
ment. Athletic endeavors enable you to maintain your
physical .,I1-being and enhance your spirit of competition
and team operation. Military classes enable you to be
better in ,%rmed on the special areas of work you will under-

take upon graduation. Finally, areas of responsibility
within the squadron provide great periods of growth for
you in dealing with people, discipline, leadership and

general military skills. These areas of self-improvement
are open to you if you but take seriously your persc.nal

duty to self.

3. For those of you who are not taking your self-
improvement seriously, you are, in effect, cheating your-
self. You arc insuring that you will be less prepared
physically and mentally than those of your classmates who

are working to their potentials. You are insuring that
your classmates who are working hard on self-improvement,
even those inferior to you, will outdistance you in pre-

paredness and performance. You aro establishing a built-
in handicap for yourself in competition with others.

4. "Du:y to self" also implies the maintenance
of self-respect. Periodically, every man should ask him-
self these questions: Do I conduct myself in a manner that
gives me a personal self-satisfaction and a sense of ac-
complishment? Do I insure that my actions are those that
ate appropriate for my position? Do my actions reflect my
training and potential? Do I conduct_ myself in a manner
that reflects praise on me, my service and my family? Self-

respect is a vital element in any man's life, and its lack
is often the origin for many serious deficiencies.

B. Duty to Others.

1. The second action in the exercise of duty
conditions the reflexes of the moral self. We must
dutifully stretch our lives to respond to the needs of

our fellow men who depend on us, as we depend on them

15
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in daily life. The:,o duties m.,'nt,)n a sensitive balance
between members of our families, :ollow members of our
units, team players on a ball club, and even our friends
in foreign countries. The situation which Lt. Obenauf
faced is an excellent example of the needs of others

. contributing to and affecting one's sense of duty.

2. Our regard for others must be a strong element
in our sense of duty. This is the reason history is filled
with examples of men and women who have been willing to
suffer and even die for other men. Animals will fight for
their young most furiously, by instinct, but they will
not fight fo- other animals. The primacy of mankind in
nature is d to man's ability to reason and to man's will-
ingness to . .j..er for his fellow man end for his ideals.

C. Duty to Country.

1. Th.! American peo7le know in their hearts what
should be, where duty calls, what if; the moral and right
way to act. There are certain things we demand from each
other. If we expect to enjoy certain rights -- the right
to live, the right to enjoy freedom, the right to own
property, to worship, to speak out freely -- it is also
necessary for each one of us to allow these same rights
to others. This should be every man's duty, to make our
way of life work. PresiL:eni. Kennedy pointed this out in
his Inaugural Address: "My fellow Americans, ask not
what your country can d . for you; ask what you can do fo4
your country."

2. Military mon hav,2 a unique responsibility in
making it possible for this way of lifo to work. As long
as we are in the Air Force we have a duty to discharge,
not only to our fellow man, but specifically to our country.
It is a duty we perform as a result of months and years of
training, and its magnitude is measured by the trust placed
in us by our countrymen for their protection. To illustrate
this, I wish to show a film at this time. The narrator is
General Thomas S. Power, former commander of Strategic Air
Command.

(Show Film) (12 Minutc.$)

V. Summary..

A. Duty involves moral concepts, and a true sense of
duty can only be developed in a man when he has high regard
for ethical principles. This is the cohesive element which

16
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holds men together in military gnits as well as in socic,ty.

Without ethical principles as ra fur daily liyinq, there
would be no respect for the other ran, nd it isthis respect
that holds our lives together. Great men whc have left a

'-naet on history have been intensely :r.otivated
by this -- a coL,:ulsion to do what they ought to do in

regard to ,alr fellow man.

B. Lord Nelson, the greatest naval hero England has

produced, is an excellent example. Physically he was frail,
and he suffered from the loss of both an eye and an arm.
It is reported Cadt he was seat.ick every time he left port.
Nevertheless, he became one of the nautical greats of all

time. He died abour his own battleship, the W.:S Victory,

and dying, he uttered the words: "1 thank God I have done

my duty."

C. In order that you mi,dlt evaluate ynur own sense c,f

duty, the following questions are offered for your consider-

ation:

I. Do you do your

2. When you work, do you dp just what is specified

or do you try to do more?

3. Do you put your job first, ahead of person.

goals and comforts?

4. Do you do your duty with silent dedication,

or with loud complaining?

5. Do you help those around you to develop their

own pride and sense of duty?

Give yourself an honest appraisal of the meaning of duty to

you. It will give you a valuable insight into your worth as

a cadet and your potential as an officer,

17
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UNITED STATL:; AIR ACAt:IY
ETHICS TCAIN1NG
BASIC CABET

14d,PEYT POP :J".'dnPITY

IN:',TRUCT0P
LE.S.2,0N ,4

IS MAY 1971

PURPOSE: To dv....lop within t:Iv ha.,lo Cadet in hpprciation
and cwnpdt for ant!,orIty hy prr..ntind the meanir::,
tided, ard d! 'i ot aathn.raiy 111 C!_Vi.1.1,111 lifw,
at the AcaO.,:y and In t:Io artiod froes.

TRAININO Alhi; A:1D Ec!UiPME::T: A5 il.Jired hv Instructor.

REFERE 'rho Air 5dfidr-1 r:la:ctor:; 1 a:.d 10.

PRESENTATIDN:

I. Introduction.

Inherent to succossful military onerations is a deep
respect for aufllority on the part of all members of the
unit. Thic rocct of a man,I.
position, a:Jiiity, but lt givr, and
loyally, in ord,r for C:e unit to function well. IL is
my purpose today lo prenent the basis fnr granting authority
to persons within a :iociety or croup, and to discuss the
necessity for respectinrj Close lawfully in positions of
authority.

II. Aspect.:: of A.:th.ority.

A. Definition of Authority; "Authority" is a legal
or rightful power to counand. It is Cle relationship
between superior and subordinate In which ono individual,
the subordinate, accpts a decision made by another in-
dividual, 1'a7? supervisor, permitting that decision to
affect his behavior.

1. Exar.Tles of Auli.ority: All ordimizations
football tear,;, 0 c'on!,.=711,

businesses - aro forli,d and controile.1 by authority and
respect tor authority.

18
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2. Respect for Authority may be defined as the
confidence which the members have in the decisions of their
leaders. Before you entered the Academy, the captain ,. of
your football teams and presidents of your clubs were elected
because you had confidence in their ability to do the job they
were elected to do.

B. In thc Air Force and ot'aer military services,
authority and respect for authority are even more important.
However, there is a slight difference. In the organizatons
to which you belonged, each of the members knew each other
on a personal basis. Whenever authority was grated to another,
it was because everyone knew him personally and had confidence
in him. On the other hand, the Air Force is so large and has
so many people in it that it is a physical impossibility to
know everyone personally. Then, how is authority delegated
and enforced? Doesn't it seem strange that you s Dal;ic
Cadets mu3t take orders from a complete stranger?

Few of you have ever had any acquaintance with a military
system, but if we look at the phrase "chain of command,"
we can find an answer to these two questions. The chain
of command is comparable to the executive organization of
a civilian business. The officers at the top of the chain
of command have been Placed there by'personal direction of
the President of the United Statbs because of their vast
experience and knowledge of military pro!,lems. Each of
these "top officers," i.e., Generals, then arranges a staff
of officers below him to carry out the orders of the President.
The officers working under a particular General may be com-
plete strangers to each other, Lut each of them knows his
superiors have been appointed to their positions because of
their ability to lead. When an officer gives an order to a
subordinate, the subordinate knows that his commanding
officer has the right to give the order because someo:a in
a higher position knows the capability of this commanding
officer to lead. Sometimes an order may seem to have no ,

purpose. This is because we are not in a high enough posi-
tion to Yee the entire picture. Each order is one part of
a large mosaic, and when all the orders, directives, re-
gulations, etc., are followed, the big picture is completed.

C. Loyalty to Supc:iors: Loyalty to superiors is
definitely a part of respect for authority. Theoretically,
a good leader should always givo his men a reason for what

they are doing. However, if you think back on your day, you
can see how this is impossible. If the upperclassmen tried
to give you a reason for everyt:ling, the day would be 1,0%

explanation and only 1.(fl training. You would never learn
the many things which you must learn prior to acceptance
into the Cadet Wing.
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Since everything cannot.. be expla ned, you must. accept the
orders of your superiors and follow them as a "loyal" sub-
ordinate should. You must realize that these orders are
not sudden revelations, but are carefully thought-out plans.
As a subordinate, you must actively support the policies of
your superiors - nut unly to t!le letter, but also in the
spirit of the order. Thus, respect for authority implies
loyalty to superiors.

D. Acceptance of Deciaions: Respect for authority also
includes a willingness to accept a decision which has beer
made by a superior. Public criticism of a superior after a
policy has been decided is frowned upon in the military.
Does this mean that you have given up your freedom of
speech? If you superior asks your opinion on a matter, by
all means, tell him your feelings. But, once your superior
has made a decision, ,lith or without your aavice, the sub-
ject is not to be can.,1,..ed a topic of contreversy. You
should accept the uaci...on and follow it in such a way as
to make an unconcerned oystaader think that the policy was
yours.

E. Jumping the Chain of Command: Out of respect for
those who have authority over you, you should never attempt
to "jump" the chain of command. This is. an unpardonable
military breach. This moans that when you thin% something
is wrong, you do not immediately write your Congressman,
go to see the Commandant, write to a newspaper, or anything
of this nature. The military is a tightly knit group which
should have the capacity and the ability to solve its own
problems at each level. Out of loyalty to the unit, a man
with a grievance should air this grievance to his imnediate
superiors, so that there is an opportunity to correct the
problem at that level. If the action taken is not satis-
factory, the man may ask to see the next higher person in
the chain, but generally the problem is solved at the
initial contact.

III. Basis' for Nilitary Authority.

A. One Common Goal - Defense of the U.S. The
respect for authority is founclod i he confidence that
each of us in uniform is dedicated to one common goal the
defense of the United States. Orders are followed because
they contribute to the defense oc the country. The oreers
that you will be given as Fourth Classmen may seem far
removed from defense. They have, however, a well-definec:
source of authority which is intimately related to our
history.

20
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The Constitution st. tes

The executive power shall be vested in

a President of the United States of

America. He shall hold his Office
during the Term of four yetrs,...to-
Tither with the Vice President, chosen

for the same Term. The Presidenc
shall be Commander in Chief ot the Army

and Navy of the United SLates,..

These terse words of the Cow-ftiLLtion definitely fix the

responsibility, but they do not suggest the content of the

Commander n Chief's powc,rs, which at times has proved to

be embari .ingly vague. These t,owers have eluded precise

descripti by the Supreme Court, which has avoided entangle-

ments, when possible, in contests between the President end

Congress for the direction of military policy. The office

of the Commander in Chief is, therefore, essentially a pro-

duct of growth and adaption ungoverned by precise legal

definition. But, being undefined, it has been responsive

to the military crises which haw occurred in the history

of the nation.

B. The executive branch of the United States govern-

ment is today a vastly more cci.:.7lex organization than it

was in Washington's ti-T.1:6, But the President's task is still

to execute the wishes, as he interprets them, of the people

by virtue of the "mandate" conferred upon him when elected,

subject to some restrictions by Congress, which exercises

much control over the executive branch by passing enabling

legislation, approving key officia)s, and exercising budgetary

control. Although the President today of necessity delegat,s

most of the responsibilities for national defense, he still

reserves the right to take direct action in a grave national

emergency and the ri9ht to make decisions about military

matters that bear directly upon national policy. He also

has the authority, "by and with the advice and consent of

the Senate" to appoint the top civilian and military officials

in the defense organization, and he can grant commissions to

officer.4 if lesser grade in his owl,

C. The President has traditionally reserved for ;tin-

self the right to conmission officers in the military service.

In doing this, he directly grants to these officers the legal

right to nake operational
decisions consistent with their

rank. The commission reads: "I (the President) ao strictly

charge and require those officers and other personnel of

lesser rank to render such obedience as is due an officer
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of this grade and po.;itIon." The ohlisted wan in mace
aware of the authority ui the Prel:id-nt Cormaurier in
Chief, which he delegates to cormisaioned officers. Upon
beginning active duty, he swear; "I will obey hhe
of die President of the Pnit0.1 Stata; and tho orders ef
officers alTointed ovor t o reoulations and the
Uniform Code of Military di tie. " Th rOUgh the onlisted
man's oath and Hie oil; u dommi:-;,:lon, the Pr..:;ident in
accorded the allegiance o: oh individual in the Armod
Forces. In the IlLat atatly;td, tho legal ;,A Cd all
command author: ty f r.T.1 t he P: !rev. t he
Congress by virtalo of pu.:y:::; granted I. P r. under
the Constiti. Qn.

D. D' ag Fourth Clasorlen; Tho Prosidont, Con.jrs
General C la r.-1 .1rnl . . rat gil Igan LA% h n:' ivit orderd
by the peoplo of the Yn to of fic,rs.
Your duty ic Fourth Cla:id:r.on ,,,!
Academv is to reut:.:t ty of your cadet and et f 1Cer
sUpUri. irn to dove you : s f icier who can
defend his country. To do this, the cadct chain of command
is now le.adinq 7 d throulh t:10 banic cadet stmimor. It is
our job to trisin that you 11.o01 th. itainlards of the Cadet
Wing and the eNp -t.itions of the Air Parco.

As you go throhqh your four ycars at tIle Acado;ty, you will
progress from taking orders to giving orders. Someday,
it will he your respunnihility to 0.evele2 career officers.
By learning to follco.,:, you will gain dome insights into
the qualities of leador.;hip. Yog w:11 learn how no give
orders in Such a way t:,at thou, yeu have confid-
ence in your aett...-liy. 'feu mc,tivat7:
cadets bolow you; you %:11.1. sec that :ords, 3;In as "patriotism,"
"duty," the "red, white and blue" have a rcal meaning and
are not merely cliches. You will see that you have a duty
to become a dedicated officor, and y,)u will shani the
common fteling with all those in uniform that the military
is a.profession anc: not just a You will re.spdct the
authority of those over p,,u II 2 liii yoll Will understanc
that you arc part o: one Lirgc coherc:nt orrjdniiation.

E. :2,-r.crtber, the built on authority
and the chain of corr'and. Each of us has a duty to obey
the orders of our su.,,-riors be,;:.1,1e all the order5 comLine
to provide the defense of the cm:ntry. Yor four yearri at
the Academy are devoted t.o d,:welupiog you into a career
officer. You will tramiition frcm a foller to a leaeer.
By respecting the authority f your offic,.r and cadet
superiors, you will realii.e the rosponsibility you will
have to train the cadet$ to folicy yuu.

22
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Respect aufhortty And you will Harn how to apply aqtbor,Iy.

Watch your loaders and listen ik, them becaue liwy are
teaching you how to lead.

1fltr'OL will lt,ad a Aincsion co...oring tbe points

listed below:

1. Respec!f for outhor:ty involves loyalty. Why?

2. A mLlItAry 1-10 I 1,,arn to "f,,]w" before

he ran "load." Why?

3. The Air Force similar arAl diss..111ar !-.0 many

civilian ovgani4ations in rega:H to Authority. Expla:n hc,w

and why.
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UNITED STATES AIN EOWE ;.cAEMY
ETHICS TRAININd
BASIC CADET TRAINING

i'h.:;1',)N;; 11.11i

I NNTItUcTOR
1,1:.;::0N
MAY lq";

PURPOSE : m provide .1/1 undo rr, ; 01 the sl0rii. t
Of resp0nolhIlity; to !-.how the :,od ter an
individuJi oc,p!..nwo o
Baslo Cadet: :o ohow the rw..,'ord!',

codt,t ond ultImatfAy ^^ on

TRAINING All.a AND rt.,l1li'NEl:T; An kle5Ird ^r ilmtfoctor.

REFE WINCES :

PRESENTATION

AFM 1`; Alr !,00de rTh 1,, Chapter
l'he r (it ...to, chaL.,:r 10.

I. In troclue_t .

A . You hoer . , 1 ! entered s new phi e a!' your 11 fo sral
traininq for yoL..r 1110 ' wrk. ::any :e exporLencesand rules of oondart dre new to you. Some facets of thi.!:
new life, however, are not peculiar to the military, but
are found in kill walks of 1 ife from the time you were horn
to the time you wi 11 die. One such aspect of 1 i to is
respons 1 1 ty . Whi ynu may seo lt In a di f fo rout, 1 qhin this , With;
all people everywhero.

B. Some people elew respons 1 ity, however, as Leinu
somethirvg to run from, so boincj a sort of nen:esis that
should only be accepted when the necessity is absolutelyparamount. The cadet and future Air l'orc., of f icor cannot
accept or condone :zuch an at t tude . t o take a
positive attitude toward the acc:-.ptanc: of reopens ibi 1 ity,
for without this acceptance the oasis upon which the
strength of th- Status Air l'orce in built
crumble. It is therefore 7..e.7,sso.ry that .p,u Os cadets
and future officers understand what reepor:1 ibi 1 i ty is, to
whom you are responsible .ind why a pc,sitive at ti tuie ird
acceptinkj rvspons ibility is a necessity .

2 4
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II. Definition of Responsibility.

A. A responsibility is a particular task o't

for one is held accountable. Responsibility can
be det,,- Ln the military as the obligation of a sub-
ordinate, to whom a superior has assigned duty, to per-
form the service required. By this definition, the term
"responsibility" has no meaning except when acplied to a
person. Animals, furniture, or automobiles cannot be
responsible.

B. (Discuss responsibility and reliability in terms
of the Basic Cadet's previous experience. Try to begin e
discussion by asking for examples of personal reliabilility
they have seen in high school, scouting, etc. The following
aspects of a responsible person are given for your referral

as possible discussion points.)

1. A responsible person is one who fulfills as
best he can his obligations and duties.

2. A responsible person will not to avoid
work, but rather go out of his way at times _o insure that

things cre done well.

3. A responsible person can be count, on to do
things the first time without being told, in or out of a

duty situation.

4. A responsible person will look out for the

welfare of his friends or ,Inyone and anything discharged

to his care.

5. A responsible person is mature, diligent and

thorough.

C. (Then present the point that an even greater
emphasis on personal reliability is necessary in thc;

military, where lives may depend on a man's willingn.Iss

to discharge his respnnsicilities. The following

are offered as possi'l .iscussion points.)

1. "There more valuabl,.- subordinate than
the man to whom vou c.ul give a piece nf work and th(-n

rorget lt in the confident expectation that the n',..xt

time it is brought to your attention, it will come in

the form of a report that the thing has been done."

2. He is one who "holds himself to the same lino

.
of duty when unobserved as he would follow if all of his

superiors were present."
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3. "The outst., ,ding officer will cnntinue to be
he who attacks with all of his energy and e,-,thusia:im the
tasks to which he is assigned."

-;7,rmore, responsibil'ity cannot be delegated
once aecept,(:. Tnis may be a little difficult to visualize,
but an example or two should clari: the point.

1, During World War II, General Eisenhower was
assigned to the tas;: of preparing and initiating the
invasion of the European continc;:,.. By virtu- of accepting
this task, he became resr.onsible for its ouccOss. If during
the invasion there were committed certain blunders that
materially effected the outcome, General Eisenhower would
have been responsible for the failure. As it turnc,d out,
the invasion was a success and the do;inf.ill of Hitler and
Germany was accomplished. Either way, the responsihility
for the ultimate success or failure of the campai:-Tc
the hands of'Ganeral Eisenhower.

2, Bringing the oint cles,rr to tho pre-:lent, the
same concept of not being h a to jelegate ,

acan be seen within the workings of the Cidet Wing. The
squadron comman.i,..r, for instance, is responsible for the
conduct of his men. During to acac!,,:ic var, you as Fourth
Classmen will be assigned specif:c rooms like the ordeily
room which will be your duty to clean. If you should fail
to execute your assigned duties, the squadron commander can
be held responsible for your failure to accomplish assigned
duties and accept your responsiblity. In other words, it
was the responsibility of,the squadron commander to see that
the sq',:adron was prepared for inspection, anc! ',;hile it may
have been your failure to perform your duty that cause:: the
squadron to not meet these standarifs, it was nevertheless the
squadron commander's responsibility to see that the job was
done. This was a responsibility that could not be delegated
or passed on.

III. Acceptance of Pesnonsibilitv.

A. You may be fully cognizant of the nature of
responsibility and yet wonder what there is to gain by
accepting respo'nsibility. Why take on the responsibility
of being squadron commander when the danger arises that
you may be held responsible for something as remote as the
previous case? Why not just sit back and let someone else
take the risks?
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B. Each of you is here because for Some reason
you were motivated toward becoiing a cadet and 1 officer.
I don't believe I will find any disagreement on he fact
that it would have been much easier to stay at home this

,.;;L:-.7 what each of you would like to have been
doing. IL would be much easier to go to a civilian
institutic.n and much more pleasant to be under a less
restrictive organization. Yet each of you is here and
sticking it out. Why? Why not take the path of Least
resistance and quit? Why work for becoming a squadron
commander when it would be much easier and much less
work to just exist around here? I believe Teddy Roosevelt
summarized the thought presented here when he said:

"Far better it is to dare mighty things, to
win glorious triumphs, even though checked by
failure, than to take rank with those poor
spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much
because they live in that grey twilight that
knows not victory nor defeat."

C. There must be a positive attitude cr. the cart of
each one of you toward this acceptance. Every great man
in history has had to have this positive attitude and
surely you can visualize the ramifications if the President
were to refuse to accept his responsibilities. LikeWise
you might visualize the ramifications if your element
leader were to refuse to accept his responsibilities with
respect to you. The shortest and perhaps the best state-
ment of this feeling was a sign on President Truman's desk:

"The buck stops here."

IV. Summary.

A. (Summarize the hour by discussing the following
questions. The poem "Two Kinds of People" is a good way
to close the discussion.)

1. How do such traits as punctuality, devotion,
maturity and persever,nce reflect a person's reliability?

2. Should Basic Cadets display responsibility
in all areas, large and small? '4hat is the purpose of
some of the seemingly insignificant tasks performed by

Basic Cadets?
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B. "TWO KINDS OF PEOPLE" *

There are two kinds of people on earth today.
Just two kinds of people, no more, I say.

good and the bad for 'tis well understood.
The q3cd are half bad the bad are half good.

Not the happy and sad for the swiftly flying stars,
Bring each man his laughter and each man his tears.
Not the rich and the poor for to count a man's wealth,
You must first know the state of his conscience and

health.

Not the humble and proud, for in life's busy span,
Who puts on vain airs is not counted a man.
No, the two kinds of people on earth I mean,
Are the people who lift and the people who lean.

Wherever you go you will find the world's masses
Are ever divided in just these two classes.
And strangely enouh you w:11 find, too, I mean,
There is only one lifter to twenty who lean.

In which class arc you? Are you easing the load,
Of overtaxed lifters who toil down the road? .

Or arc you a leaner who lets others bear,
Your portion of worry and labor and care?

ithor Unknown
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
ETHICS TRAINING
BASIC CADET TRAI'

CO; OF CONDUCT

INSTRUCTOR HANDBOOK
LESSON #6

15 MAY 1971

PURPOSE: To jrj 1jce Basic Cadet to the Code of Conduct
of the .,1 fighting man, to familiarize him
with the background of the code, and to relate the
code to his present and future role in the Air Force.

TRAINING AIDS AND EQUIPMENT: Microphone and speaker's
rostrum.
AFI Film 'J90, "The Code"

REFERENCES: AFP 34-10-1, "The U.S. Fighting Man's Code"

PRESENTATION:

Y. Introduction.

In previous meetings we have discussed aspects of a
man's personal code of ethics which have special importance
to the military profes.sion: Devotion to duty, respect for
authority, a feeling of personal responsibility, and pro-
fessional pride. Throughout all the presentations, however,
our central aim has been to show you that how a man lives
among men is as important, or more so, than the fact that
he lives at all. By presenting certain ethical preblems
facing the professional soldier, we have tried to convince
you of the need for each one of you to consider :1:s future,
to decide upon a set of ethical values, and to determine
to honor those values throughout your lifetime. Further,
we have recommended the Cadet Honor COde as a solid
foundation upon which to build a personal code of ethics.

II. The Codelof Conduct.

A. This evening, we will look at another code which
was conceived for use as a strong ethical foundation also,

-- this code to serve as support for the fighting man
actually in battle, the man faced with the immediate chanco
of death or imprisonment. Throughout your lives you will
meet many challenges, and combat may be one of these. Hope-
fully, your professional preparedness will lessen the chance
of your ever fighting a war, but if history is a good pre-
dictor, the day will come when you will face the challenge
of combat, just as many former members of this Wing are
this very hour.

29
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B. The Code of Coa6uct of the kmerican fighting man
grew out of our experience in the rorean War. It is a
short Creed of six articles outlining the appropriate
general conduct of a fighting man under various combat
situations. It is not meant as a series of inviolable
laws, for the breaking of which a soldier would face
punitive action, but rather as an easily remembered guide
for a man under the stress of battle or capture. This is
not to say that a fighting man's behavior is free from
examination by courts of ldw, but the offenses of this
nature are spelled out by the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. The Code of Conduct, on the other hand, is
meant to 'e as a source of moral strength, and as a
reminder o. soldier's obligations to his country and his
comrades in Arms.

C. One of the most effective briefings of the Code
of Conduct is the film you are a!-.cut to sec. Narrated
by Jack Webb, it examines the Code in the light of the
Korean War; but its lessons are as applicable today in
Vietnam as they were a decz.de and a half earlier and 1500
miles to the North. May we have the film please.

(Show Film, "The Code", - 29 Ninutes)

III. Summary.

This completes your ethics training for Basic Cadet
Summer. During the ar,ademic year your squadron ethics
representative will continue to disch;ss with you various
ethical concepts, and occasional :1-ob1ems of concern to the
Wing. Ve encourage you him out whenever you en-
counter a question or situation which you would like
clarified or examined. Remmber, that as cadets aspiring
to a career as a professional military officer you are
expected to set :gh personal standards of behavior, and
then to meet those standards to the best of your ability.
This is no easy task, but one which must be faced if this
country is to continue to enjoy the protection of a pro-
fessional military force.

30

Gentlemen, you are excused.
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
ETHICS TRAINING
FOURTH CLASS TRAINING

INSTRUCTOR HANDBOOK
LESSON #1

1S tAY 1971

HONOR-ETHICS RELATIONSHIP

PURPOSE: To discuss the honor-ethics relationship with
the Fourth Classmen, pointing out the individual
responsibility that is dominant in this area.

TRAINING AIDS AND EQUIPMENT: none

REFERENCES: ETHICS CASES -

a. "ID Cards" Dated 16 April 1965.
b. "Ethics Board" Dated 31 January 1969.
c. "Ethics Hearing of Cadet First Class A"

Dated 17 July 1968.
d. "Case Involving Cadet Second Class A"

Dated 10 October 1968.
e. Ethics Board hearing on Cadet First Class P

1,ated 5 March 1968. .

PRESENTATION:

I. Introduction.

As you are now becoming members of the Wing, you should
understand that the Cadet Honor Code is only a minimum re-
quirement of a cadet's actions. It needs to be supplemented
with a personal moral code that each individual must develop

within himself. This concept must be firm in the cadet's
mind so that he will have the moral courage not to rationalize

an action he actually feels is wrong. Each man must develop
his own code and maintain the personal integrity to enforce"it.

II. Main Points.

A. Honor and Ethics supplement each other as aids in
developing individual standards of conduct. Stress that
Honor, while imT.ortant, does not answer all the questions
and must be supplemented with an ethical standard. Honor

Codes are common to many professions with ours at the Academy

being special because it is respected so much. Similarly,

all professions have their system of Ethics. (Review Part II

of BUT Lesson #2, "Ethics, Honor, and Professionalism")
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Example: Read "Ethics Board" dated 31 January 1919.,

B. Explain that The Honor Code has become highly
cl -.-,nuse of the severity of any breach of the Code.This means ::everal events have been defined as not

Honor Violati,,n, but certainly violate the Ethical $ tandardthat each cadet should have.

Examples: a. Bed stuffing
b. Promising a classmate to do a favor
c. Lending your TD

Refer to Ethics Cases:

a. "ID Cards" dated 10 April 1965.
b. "Case Involvin4 Cad,:q Second Class A"

dated 10 0--tcr 196A.

C. Point out that ethical concerts cannot be madconform to a universal standard hocalso they arc h ProJuctof the individual, Pr a circ,u;) of
interests, 0.q. A prof,I,nsion.

"zu)nroved solution"can be written an la.. Each must form his own
standard or accer.t the standard o!- *he Profession he aspires
to and apply it to the situatior. a rc,ets everyday.

32

Refer to Ethics Cases:

a. "Ethics Hearing of Cadet First
Clalis A" dAted 17 July 196R.

b. Ethics Board hearing on Cadr?t
First Claca P dated 5 March 1902.

D. Questions:

1. Do we not one it to our mother service to
maintain the epitome of respect, because we
are in the eyes of the public?

2. The entire military service is judoed in the
minds of othern by the actions nf individuals.
Would it not be unethical to let our comraCes
down?

3. Is any value, system, or rode of conduct v:crt.,-
while if the mem..)ers of that nruanization lac:;
the moral courage to enforce it?

(
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III. Summary.

Point.out again that the Honor Code is only'a minimum

standard. It takes personal integrity to maintain a good

:-.=,!ard outside the Honor Code.

33
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
ETHICS TRAI::ING
FOURTH CLASS TRAINING

SOCIAL CONDUCT

INSTRUCTOR HANDBOOK
LHSSON r2

15 MAY 1971

PURPOSE: To emphasize the need for high standards of social
conduct by cadets a,s, members, of the Cadet Ming,
both on duty and off duty.

TRAINING AIDS AND EQUIRNIENT: As required.

REFERENCES: Decorum
Ethics Case, 3 7.!arch 1c)69
Ethics Case, 7 :arch 1169

PRESENTATION:

I. Introd,...ct:on.

As your Third Class, year approaches you should become
aware of the social situHtions you will 'face. Increased
privileges deand an inroasod sense of responsibility on
your part, and a realization that your role as cadets does
not end when away from the Academy. As a cadet or officer
the public has the right to expect a higher standard of
social conduct from you than from the ordinary citizen.
And you should remember that, fairly or unfairly, improper
conduct on your part will reflect not only on you but ,on
the Academy and the Air Force.

II. Main Points.

A. An important aspect of any military installation's
existence is the relationship between base Personnel and
the civilian community. This is especially imnortant in
Colorado Springs with the Academy, 7.nt APB, Fort Carson and
Cheyenne Mountain all in the area.

1. Consider your relationf: with the public officials
of the community, especially law enforcement officers. A
little courtesy, i.e. standing when sneal:ing with them, using
courteous speech, showing respect for their authority, ctc.,
will go a long way toward imnroving relations and ensuring a
fair shake for the next cadet the narticular official may
meet.

34
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2. Consider your actic,;,s in public, especially
your driving and drinking habits, as these are the habits
most apt to affect the civilian ccrrnity unfavorably.

Consider your dealings with businessmen, and
how cadec "c-,e.d deals" in insurance, banking, clothes, and
automobiles clepend on the continud good business sense dis-
played by cadets. iRead attached letter from "Lazy J" Motel).
Although the seriousness of this letter lay in the fact that
motel "stacking" is an honcr violation, it also shows what
can result by ge!nerally poor behavior on the part of a few

cadets.

B. Good manners are an important part of social conduct.
Such points as opening doors, lighting cigarettes, sending
thank you ..otes, etc., create a very favorable impression
and are expecAad of you as a cadet and officer. Decorum
covers most .sOcNol situations vou will meet. Remember
that you have it'availablo.

3. Read ethics case, 7 !larch 19,30, ancl discuss it

as an exdmplp of poor manners refecting unfavorably on the

Cadet Wing.

2. For discussion, as',; .chis question: When do

you care most about a classmate's appearance and cond'uct

IRI, class, party in town? Why?

C. Most of you already have a good idea about general
social situations and what conduct is expected of you.
Certain aspects of your dating here, though, are unique to
the Academsy and it might be interesting to examine them from
the female viewpoint. The following comments come from girls
who have dated cadets: (Try to start discussion on these
points.)

1. "Liquor is their biggest problem. They don't

,know what to do with it. It's like a special new toy. They
should avoid being with people if they need to drink that
way."

2. "If you live in town they feel they own your
car, apartment, and life after the first Cite. You are
expected to stay in every night and then wait for them cn

weekends, when your time is theirs."

3. "When away from the Academy they group tightly
together. They avoid their civilian contemporaries."
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4. "All they talk about is being cadets, ai:2 in
any size group they nave too many private jokes."

--%oy are i:. . late of a girl's time and
money. Oft.:rn a yirl ii1 ,a1 -.r.-ansportation, room,
meals, etc., to be he;_e te wecknd, and the cadet
see her only Saturday ni nelo;:tinq her th,: rest of
the time."

(No'-:.`: The majority of iirl intervie.,led were
engaged to cadets, so obviously the cadet impression wasn'tall bad. On the other nand, ti:e instances reflect cadet
conduct which is unappealing, and may live strongly in
female memories.)

6. (If there is time, read Ethics Case, 3 March 1969.1
This case illustrates public display of affection. (Discuss
what affection is appropriate in different public situation5.)

III. Summary.

Remember 1,,ur actions are no longer entirely your
own, but those of A cadet, and you are a cadet twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.. Peponsible social conw...ct
on your part will provide the civilian cornunity with a basis
for confidence and respect for you, the Academy, and their
military service.
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Letterheafl of
LAZY-J MOTiL

1000 28th Street
Boulder, Colorado

March 21, 1963

Commandant of Cadets
USAFA
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Dear Sir:

This is to advise you that from this date on, I will not

serve or rent a motel unit to any cadet stationed at Colorado

Springs. I have had my fill of them. For examnle, yesterday

March 20th, a cadet came in my place and registered for three

cadets, paid $10.00.

This morning I checked the room and counted eight sleeping

in the room; they sneaked in during the night. I asked the

cadet how many stayed in the room. He lied about it, said

he didn't know: then a second cadet said there were eight

of us. I told them they owed an additional $14.00. They

refused to pay, so I am writing to you and am asking to

collect this amount from them and send it to us.

I at several times almost
called the police and signed a

warrant for their arrest on occasions before, but didn't

want to make an issue with the police; they are not very

popular with them any way. I feel that the best thing for

you to do is keep them out of Boulder. All they come uP

here for is party, get drunk and make asses out of the Air -

Force. Vie have talked this over at our Motel meetings,

and we all agreed to refuse to rent to them. If any sneak

into our motel, by giving false names and addresses in :.he

future, I will have them arrested. Thought I would write

and warn you ahead of time. Hope I hear from you soon.

Please write an answer to this letter informing you have

received this letter.

37
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
ETHICS TRAINING
FOURTH CLASS TRAINING

INSTRUCTOR HAND0r31.:
LESSON 3

15 MAY 1971

GOAL DEVELOPENT AND INTEGRITY

PURPOSE: To discuss the importance of goal development and
integrity, to emphasi::e itn importance to thc
individual cadet, and to stress its importance
later in your Air Forr.:e careers.

TRAINING AIDS AND EQUIP:.1ENT: As required.

REFERENCES: Duty_2and
ahics Cane: lb ra,:c,m:Lr :q66

PRESENTATION:

I. Introduction.

As Fourth Classmen you are just beclinninc a long, intense
period of training at the Academy. For the distant future,
you have already establinhed the lonc-ran, aoal of graduaticn
and commissioning. iisoev,_!r, t!-,ere ,trc cc :%horter-nange
goals that you should he thoroughly fL7,millar with at this
stage of your development. The achievement of these short-
range goals will be the basis for pursuing your desired
long-rang?. goals. To aid you in accomplishing your short
and long range goals you must develop a strong sense of
integrity. Integrity muans living up to a personal standard
of values.

II. Main Points.

A. Goals

1. Short Ro.ne Goals. Responsibility, prcfssion-
alism and respect for authority ::re 55.111 ti.,:i which every
leader should strive to attain. Rarely does one accopplis:1
anything, or suoceed in any endeavor, unless he initially
sets a goal for himself.

(a) QUESTION: Can you ever rememllor succeeding
in a sport, or in a subject, or in your work, without f,.rst
wanting to succeed and second, getting a clear Idea of who-
was necessary for success? (Discuss this question in relation
to various typs of successful people, i.o. political leader:;,
military leaders, professional athli.tes.)

38
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(b) The important things to remember about
goal development arc first, after carefully evaluating
all of the facts, decide on what your goal will be, seeor.d,

find out what it takes to achieve your goal, and lastly,

keep your goal in sight at all times, and constantly remind

yourself of what your goal is.

2. Long Range Goals. In any typo of professional
field, especially in the military, a sense of duty and loyalty

to your work and to your country is needed. The achievement.

of your short range goals will give you an excellent back-

ground in which to achieve your long range goals. The habits

you form h.-re at USAFA will be the same habits you will
utilize i- -he Air Force. This is why it is important that
you start z'.inking about your future goals now.

B. Integrity

1. Integrity, as was mentioned h,fore, moans living

up to a person..11 standard of values. It combines honor,
ethics, duty, responsibility and professionalism into a

functional unit in a man. A person with integrity has con-
sistancy of character, pride in himself, his work and his

organization. He displays actions of similar quality
whether alone or observed by his superiors. As Fourth
Classmen you should strive to develop a sense of values

which will enable you to develop personal integrity.

Integrity appropriately follows goal development because

if a man has never taken the time to decide what is
important to him, then he could not possibly have integrity.

2. Up till now most of your goals have been set for

you by your family, your school, and the Academy. But in

the "Real" Air Force, and for that matter anywhere else in

the world, your direction and motivation in life must
spring from within yourself, and now is the time to start

thinking about your development of integrity.

3. Also, around the Cadet Wing there seems to be a

feeling of animosity toward the "striver" or the cadet who

wants to get ahead. Do not fall into the trap of criticizing

others for exercising the initiative that you yourself lack.

Remerber that integrity does not only pertain to you as an

individual, It also pertains your respect for another r,,An's
integrity and right to attain nis own personal goals.

39
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4. Discuss SOMQ examples within the Cadet Wing
of the situation mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
(i.e. the cadet who works out for the PFT, or the cadet

in extra hours of study time, or the cadet who
makes a effort on his own time to know all required
Fourth Class k;:ewledge.) Is this type of criticism valid?
(Note: Discuss Ethics Ca:;e, 10 Docomber 1966. Discuss
how an individual's lack of intc,jty can affect others.)

III. Summary.

In conclusion, It is very important that you beg:::
thinking about goal development and personal integr.ty
that you can take advantage of every opportunity you
while at the Academy. Developing these types of valui.,
early in life will help you tremendously later in your
Air Force careers.

40
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE AC/WENY
ETHICS TRAINING
THIRD CLASS TRAINING

INSTRUCTOR Hi..NDI300i:
LESSON 01

15 MAY 1971

THE ETHICS OF INCREASEL NSIBILITY

PURPOSE: To discuss the increased responoibilities Third
Classmen face, both those involved with specfic
duties and thos,2 inherent to their role as
upperclassmen.

TRAINING EQUIPMENT: As required.
0

REFERENCL. CM 55-1
AFCWM 50-1 and 50-2
Decor!im

PRESENTATION:

I. Introduction.

Though you may have felt that your Fourth Class year was
the most demanding time o your life and four years at the
Academy, you will find ft as an upperclassman there are
things required of you that never affected you as a Doolie.
Being an upperclassman demands an increased tlense of
personal responsibility in both military and social, situations.

II. Specific Duties.

A. Introduce the duty of Cadet-in-Charge-of-Quarters
as an increase in responsibility over Fourth Class dutes,
i.e., minute caller, hall detail, etc. Point out that,
although some aspects of CCQ are closely controlled, others
are not monitored closely, and whether the job is done pro::
perly is a function of the responsibility felt by the
individual CCQ.

1. Exarolos of duties not closely monitorr,d are
the neatnese and cl 'anliness of the orj.:rly room, the
proper posting of new regulations, the checking of the
bulletin board for outdAtod notices, the security wat....:les
during meals, and the proper control of the sign-out/sign-in
registers.
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2. To drive hmar th t. point of responsihiliby beir//
a personal feoling, ask how many the class have astnally
reicl the section of C55-1 wiier. to CCQ duties are given

.

B. :Ith them tho fact that increased responsi-
bilities may entail urpleutant as a ncod
to discipline evtn fri.e.ds or super:ers. Stra.J!.;

that even thse nituations munt be faced sggurely, or else
the individual is bot discharging the dutiea of his position
or office.

1. A good discussion guestion is: What will you
do if, while on duty, you discover a cadet committing a
serious broach of regulations, nuch as bringing liouor or
a girl into the dormitory? Fill you handle the situatien
any differently if the cad.,t is a e:a:;smate, or if he in
a Superior?

C. Emphasi.no 1:1At an ..ce,1nd duty is never
taken lightly by a :!i.:tary

1. Read the Ethics caao, dated 31 January 1969,
involvin:1 an unagthorired snitch rf CO duty.

III. Uehercla:;s Pcsition.

A. Discuss their responsibility to the new Fourth
Clans, to be an example for them, to train them and not
play with them. ILIVe thorn look at h(7 situation from the
viewpoint that they, as Doolion, i:oth gc,od ,-d :ad
examples of leadernhip, and tnat they owe it to Lhemselvas
and to the Fourth Class to reflect only tho good ard
effective exi;nples they remer.ber.

B. Remind them that they are still suhordinatu to
many cadets and continue to owe loyalty and respect to
their chain of cnmmand. DiscUnr; situation where they
may disagree with a policy of J. cadet superior, and point
out that while they should render their honest opinion if
asked, once t:x declnion is made, it is their duty to support
the pone/. Forp:iaai4o that their ,iuhordinates will tend to
treat then the same way they trc!at their superiors.

1. Read them the F'hics case, dated 6 November 1968,
invalvIng disret,ect by a cadet for a cadet superior.
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IV. Unperclass Privilegos.

A. Discuss with them the fact that while on privilege
thc r,,present their service and their school and that,
unral.:i not, poor social conduct by a few will reflect
on public c.:,inion of the Wing as a whole.

1. Briefly itemize points they should bear in
mind socially:

a. Proper civilian dress.
b. Proper language in public.
c. Proper manners.
d. Conservative drinking habits.

2. Remind them that when confronted by social
etiquette, they should consult "Decorum".

B. Emphasize the importance of a good personal
appearance, both as an example to the Fourth Class and as
a representative of the Academy to the public.

1. Why look ,harp? Have them look at it this way:
When they meet a girl, the first and very important impression
she makes is her physical appearance. By the same token, a
cadet's physical appearance (posture, shoes, haircut) forms
the first impression he makes when meeting anyone for the
first time.

C. Discuss the fact that increased privileges mean more
chances to spend money. Remind them that obligations to
creditors arc just that - obligations. Point out that a
financially embarrassed cadet brings discredit on the Wing.

V. Summary.

Bring out that the increased responsibilities of being'
an upperclassman are reflected both by increasingly important
specific duties and by the higher standard of decorum expected
of people who serve ,o; examples to others. Show that the
responsibilities of l,eing a good Third Classman are similar
to those which they will faco throughout life, in that they
will not be closely monitored and that their success or failure
will depend for the most part on their own individual willing-
ness to handle their duties well.
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
ETHICS TRAINING
THIRD CLASS TRAINING

INsTRucTou HANnhooK
;Q,

15 !MAY 1971

PRii.'ESSIONAL ET:- :3 IN SERVICE LIFE

PURPOSE: To discuss the need for an ethical standard to guide
the actions of professional military men and to
determine what constitutes that standard.

TRAINING AIDS AND EQUIPMENT: As required.

REFERENCES:

PRESENTATION:

A nronoled Code of Ethico for Air Force Officers,
Air University Review, March-April 1968

Lint of previous cadet ethics cases.

1. Introduction.

Whether AS a c,.-!et or an officer, professional actions
aro expected of you in thc line of duty at all times. As
military men we belong to an crgani;:a:ic,1 which depends.on
the c000sion of its members and the conficince they place in
one another. To maintain tnis cohsion and confidence and
to o,,tablish a high standard of conduct and strong sense of
duty, an etnical standard must exist common to all military

II. Discussion Points,

A. "No nation can so.fely trust its martial honor to
leaders who do not maintain the universal code which dis-
tinguis!ies between t'iose t'lings that arc right and those
things that arc wrong."

MacArthur

B. Discuss the noec: for an ethical stand.-d in a
military situation. Ask the cadets for oxamnles of traits
racy feel ,lesirable/necensary in a Professional officer,
,JJSCUS:, each trait and .ts applicability, be prepared :,(3

get the discussion going with thoughts of your own; some
traits worth mentioning are sense of mission, sense of
fairness, ccosistency, dedicatioa to the country, atc.
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C. The following or just a few exampls of
traits of a military man:

1. KeepincLyour word - Lt Cobb wx: a two-engine
..ring Clorld War-il and for e. year after the war.

Atter nii charge, he joined the Air National Calard in his
home town, happened t.O be A fighter c,itfit. Abo..:t one

week after Cobb joined the ANG, and before he could ,:et any
experience flying fighters, his unit wa!, alt yped overeas
and into combat. it wasn't long belare hid inability an a
fighter pilot bec.1;.:o apparent to the CO, Colonel Snyder.
The CO talked to C,-.:11).LIN:? told him t:iar he wasn't .ioqrciivo
enough to be a goad fighter pilot. Cobb pointed out that
he was aggressive enough, and wanted to fly, but circumstances
had worked against him so that he had not had sufficient
transition training in fighter i,ianes to become an efficient
fighter pilot. He asked Colonl Snyder to give him some
supervised training, which the CO promised to do, and crave
an order to that effect right away. Weeks sped hy ho

training but mission after mission being flown by la. Cobb.
His performance f,A1 so much below standard that the CO
recommended a flyin:j ev.-Ildation board inv,i,;:tigatIon of
the pilot.

2. Duty - Colonel Neat, Wing Commander, received
an order from the Commanding Ge:::iral of the division.directing
that the airmen should not lot their T shirts show at the
neck from beneath their dress shirts. in the overall nicturc
of the mission and job of this organization, Colonel Neat
thought that this was certainly a very minor thing to issue
a directive about, and personally fait chagrined that he
would ha,,,e to insist on its corpliance. However, he did
nut pass the buck and tell the ..lon that some general up
the line wanted this picayunish thing don. Rather, he
said, "This is my order and you will do it." The CO got
results when other bases in the command did not.

3. Reuppsibility Captain Heedless, Aircraft
Comnander of a B-25, landed at n field to remain overnight,
The field was crowded due to a big mission scheduled for
the next day. This base was well set up for crews remaining
overnight and usually had a major in charge of providing mess
and quarters for the airmen. Captain Heedless knew this and
expected the major to be there when they arrived. He ;eft
for his quarters immediately upnn landing, because he had
become ill during t..!-.Q trip and wanted tc go to bed. His crew
ended up without a place to sleep be::i1U-;e the major wad: not
around. They had to stay in the unheated plane until mornind.

,1 5
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D. Road cadet co!;(.!; to shcm a poor standard in Cadet
Wing.

1. Case dated 14 March 67, concerning the Cadet
Store.

2. Cat;e dated 18 Septe:.l,,r 68 conerning Cadet
C and D.

DisclisL; hnw these cadets failnd to :diow an ethical
response to the situation.

S. Relate a need for a standard in the Wing baiedd on
an incident in your own personal eNperien,:e.

SUMMary...

Re sure everyone und.,rt:Indn t-he trait. of as othrcal
mili.tary man v!hic7h yon hdve dicus::.td, and ntalerstond the

need for this standard in the

46
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
THE AIR FORCE CADET WING

USAF ACADEMY, COLORADO 80340

REPLY TO
ATTN OF: CS-12/472-4608

SUBJECT: Ethics Committee Case of Cadet First Class "D"

TO: Custodians, Honor Code Reading File

14 March 1967

1. The following information is extracted from a summary of a heoring
conducted by the Cadet Professioral Ethics Committee. This cadet is
presently a member of the Cadet Wi.ttg and is serving the punishments
as described in paragraph 4.

2. The Ethics Committee convened on 9 February 1967, to hear the
case of Cadet First Class "D" who had twice taken small amounts of
me'rchandise out of the Codet Store for an employee of the Cadet Store.
Codet "D" had not felt right about these acts and had queried his
Honor Representative during his Second Class year to determine if there
were honor implications. At that time he wos told this was not an loner
violation but that his acts were "highly unethical," whereupon he took
no further actions to rectify this unhealthy situation.

3. At the hearing, Cadet "D" acknowledged the truth of the above
facts and added that he knew his name was being put on pockoges in
the special order section, even though he knew he had not ordered
anything. He figured his classmates knew whot they were doirg ir
taking these articies out of the Stare so he remained silent. He did
not feel responsible for reporting or attempting to rectify this
unhealthy situation since he did not regard it as an honor violation.

4. the Ethics Committee recommended to the Commardont that Cadet

a. Be awarded two moirl-is -estriction and 40 confinements.

b. Lose his Cadet Store privilei,es until 30 May 1967.

c. Retain his Cadet Captain ronk.

d. Be counseled by his Sci,tadron AOC.

fc 4 1
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5. The Comrnittee considered .hat Cadet "D" had violated the Cadet
\"!:-- rsl standards by not attempting to rectify what he knew
was on urihia;.,.ry situation which resulted in reflecting discredit
on the Cadut

P C
GERALD P. SCHURTZ, Major, A , USA
Officer-in-Charge

2
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E.P

1,) / r

IIS/0 Art..: 1., ..t

I dtit. t

mot)

OEPLY TO

ATTMOrt COClm (4666) 16 September l9b6

5OTIA,t a.A.EC, ,ktat . :hidets Ftist Class -C" and "U"

so. COC

1. The Ethics kepresculatives weloe convened at Idl!, hours, 4 5e1,te,0:r 1963,

by the Acting Chairman to hear tits rase of Cadet "C" and Cadet "0" ono had
been charged with Ede.ine, AEIVAIITile,c Of FOordl Clas,oen by puttAni; pressure

on them.

2. Cadets "C" and "D" solicited "Beat Navy" t-shirts to the Fourtn Class.
They bought them of $ 1.2b ach ,ya ti j lea I.c each, They approached

A Fourth Classman En each squadton wh, orte to Prep School ard asked if

they would sell the shirts to th.ir clo,s,"tes. It WO!, em1,haNi42-.1 leOt thla

was something far their class and 0,1 sho..ld try to get 100 percen. parti-
cipation. They 9.9 oot tell th se Fo,ith ClassmAh E.lat Ca..7 soking a

profit on the sales.

3. The case was brought to the attent:on of several ethics representoltives
by Fourth Class;sen, as well as by Cad...ts "C' and "D" after the re.ding of

the case on CAdeC First Class "A" oa dl Aaidist 1966. Cadet "ats". zase

involved an asiett of authority in saliciting from Basic Cadets. Cadets "C"

and "D" had ordered 1296 shirts and sold 813 to date. They feit they were
selling to help the Fourth Class, in addition to making a profit. T:tey were

open and did give theft maces when asked, Last year, Cadet "C" was told

that all he had to do was obtain permission from a rally repreten:ative in
order to be authorLted. They did ask a sally ropresentctive, and he indi-
cated their selling the t-shirtS was all tight with him.

4. The Board found Cadets "C" and "D" not guilty of the ethics vi.Jlation
as charged, caking into account that they were epen in their operation ard
did go to see their ethics representative when they saw a possible similarity
to a previous case.

5. Cadets "C" And "0" were obvieusly 1;eilty of soliciting, and the Poold
felt that they had used poor judgeect id thc.ir sales operation. lhe he,ed
recommended that, as the case Wai not ah offense proceased formally hy a
Form 1110, appropriate punishment wo.:10 he;

a. Cadets "C" and "D" sell r toe shirts.
b. They 3Ce Char everyone wt.., paid for a shirt receive one.
c. They tern all profits and extra shirts over to the Fourth

Class C:hitsittice.

Is/EDWIN J. MONTC,DMERY, JR., Caprain, USAF
Officer Advisor, C.n.et Pecfessional Ethics Coctml.".tee

/s/THOMAS R. MIKOLAJ,l1l.,
Acting ChairtAn, Cadt Profe,.sisnal 2thi!s Representatives
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5. Dircusn hew cad,t.,
a more mannor.

B. Respect for Authority

544

an look it eabet lite .n

1. Is this abolutely neces,ary in a military or-
ganization? 'Ali resre,:t for antnor,n, al,,o be rbpliod
civillann A:1A In tiOncrAi: %shy is ]t_ r,0,s!.rryt

(Ex. - Chain of Command is it ne,'ennary? !ty LAI CA!,,

discl;s when cir if a military l';Art ohoold Alon:,Hty

AS tr) Whoth,r IA 1.; prepe/ or iirie.,tper. I! in important t,

bring out thb; incident !. 1.ts n,
whon =.:bor.-A INA feels an ordoi is immoral and when tie
might be ratioholiring :11.,; way nut of doing a heconsary .n.ty
becai.se of fear or !.ome other such reason).

2. When you volotitarily nter on orbar.izatir.
you must reect the orban:-.tation', rtruotqro rrl

control, Why: What ,[1,' oro!.!r ways to change the c.intr

(Ex. - The successful elfort at changing the Third Clan!:
regulation as to when Third Classmen may wear civilian
clothing on a privilege went through the Second Class Council
before it wan approved).

5:ncn'f,!. the !;nplioations of the :ollowing

Cadot CAJO 11 OCtrV,Or 1168 and the Cadet letter datod
31 October 1168 which resulted from this cane.

zzz Summary.

Stress relation between A need to act responsibly 3nd

the need for proper rosp,-...t. !or au!horrty by each oadLt.
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UNITED f;TATE:; AIR ruPLE
LTHIC TRAINLN6
SECONO CLAS TPA1NINC

IN:aTkUCTaP
4:

15 MAY 1q71

THE INt,:PEASED LLAPEP:111fl' (1. uppi.,:cLAsf,

PURPOSE: the increa,,,I df..

W.th to crpha';,','',

the ethics of Jlo; tD
ot poo: behavi,r at the A.'d,wy.

TUAININ.; AIL:, ANS E5P1PMLNT:

P.EPETtENCE..:: A mro;,. .e -,t ! ;.ar f t ..e!

Air Ehivor,ity s.aac:.-A!,r1-1 P.)61

PPESEin'ATl..N:

1. intradhct !an.

The Second Clannrn !;hr:ild be prepared At thiai stage for
small unit leaA.,c1;hip. ha:: the o:wortunity to practice
the Jeadernhip and technique'; I,,arnod as a ro,Irth and
Third Cia,iman. ;'h.ler the supervision of cadet ofticers,
the lect-,wi CI is!, ,x!a.rience:; real loa.a.rh!,,,
and a:.,sureJ real rsi.ohibility tor lain actions,

and .1s ,Icitonf.. The,e situations present iao
first oppor. :nItlen for duvelopment of An ethIcal,
respcnsible tpproach to leader,hip.

Ir. Po:nya.

A. Wl.at yc.,cr entail?

1. Annumption of 10a,Jer!laip positiGa.
2. Direct.rr. of Fourth Class Traininc.
3. Evalua:...n of the ethics, hunor, dec6rurl, attlica:e,

and prof?s...iona:.cr: of the mel .:r!kr you.
4. 1;upp,,rt of :;:luxl.rnn staff

B. Specifically, what ..lo,; An ;.lonwr.t La.lor

1. Plan:, l'raurth Trainir.a

element.
2. organizes Third Cla,:r.
3. Sup,rviues activities, evaluJites performanz:',.
4. Parll,ns ;.rnblem5,
5. ::.Cts the exanipl.
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C. Pcr:-.,,s the most isp,,rte:t aut.! Elmnt
Leader is settina the example. becas- h:s rank and
position, his gocd influencL, on the Tnira and Pourth cloaseL
is his greatest responsibility. Pamember that by leaaing,
the Element Leader t.,aches his clecent leaderohip. By beis,5

professional, he 00.. ci his prefes,::onalism in their
attitudes and actiona.

Never forget that, a:though the re.7hanics of leadership
can be learned from d..ycholney, cd the objectives 'of
leadership con be le,ro...a from r.aeaals and dirootIts.s, an
appreciation for lea i,r.;Sip is t.e.t t,-.aant by the example
set by the le:dor. .2his is the (.!r.)teat Second Class
respensibil:

D. Wha*._ Jces a ::0::ona Class staff positic

Loyalty cD super:cr.
2. Accomplishment bf

E. What problems can ell Second Classmen expect to
encounter? (Discuss each cp.,:esticn in detail. Point out that
these are situations and nroblems which are enzmuntered every
day. Have them also look at the situations from a First
Classman's stand: m .)

i. Loyalty
a. How much loyalty do you owe the cadet

officers?
b. What happen.: when a Flight Commander and

an Element Loader alsagree on

2. Discipline
a. How can yoa enicrce toe behavior r..idired

by your cadet officers?
b. How should you dincipline a doolie, a

classmate, c,1-- a sul,erlor?
c. Do you have to be a "bad guy" on occasion?

III. Summare.

Bring tnat tho iboreascd responsibilities of the
Second ClANt; lr, d oy ssec,i:c --

but thoy sh,.. . ilss be refi-ot,o: h:,:her standards of

decorum, sint- the Eeredd C:ist rev:des an influent:al
example. in accoytr.a locrcased resbonsibility
depends cn an individua( :illinco,rs to dc the job well.
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UNITED STATES AIR l-RCE
ETHICS TRAINING
SECOND CLASS TRAINING

RELIARILITY

547

INSTRUCTOR HANLLCOE
LESSON 2

15 MAY 1971

PURPOSE: To develop an understanding of the role of reliability
in the Cadet Wini and the Air Force. To (eve:op a
desire within the cadet to attain the higael:t degree
of relia:Jility vassible.

TRAINING ATES AND Ebl.'IP.LNT: As ::C:2,1,2C) by instructor.

REFERENCE 9 The Air Officer's Csido

PRESENTATION:

I. Introduction.

Personal reliability is a character trait that all citi:ons
should have and develop, but it assumes a special impercance
in the life of a professional military officer. How reliable
you show yourself to be will determine the loyalty of your
subordinates, the faith of yea.): superiors, and the increase
of your resp.)nsihilities.

Your sense of reliability, or lack of it, has been tested
time and again at the Academy, in ways both large and small.
In fact, one of the intentions of Academy life is to provide
opportunities to develop your reliability and to learn to
appreciate t-i.Ot trait in other,.

II. Main Points.

A. (Ask for definitions of reliahiity, in order to
get a clear picture of what the term me,ns tc the cadets.
The following quotations are offered to : .ty you discuss
the points.)

1. "There is no more valuable subordinate that
the man to whom you can give a piece of York and then forget
it, in the confident expectation that the next time it :s
brought to your attention, it will come in the form of a

report that the thing has been done."

2. "(The reliable officer is coo who) holds himself
to the same line of dtIty when unoLnerved as i.e would follow
if all his superiors were present."
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3. Robert Louis Stephens.:1; "His career was one

of unbroken shame. He did not drinh. He was exactly honest.

Bringing no interest to his job, he brought no attention. Nit;

(1.r: W11 a tissue of things neglected and things done amiss.

And from to place, and from town to town, he carried

the character c one thoroughly incompetent."

B. How do cadets depend upon the reliability of others?

(Solicit examples from the class, and use them to point out

how much we rely upon each other's willingness to shoulder

responsibility. The following examples are given for yo'.,r

assistance.)

1. Rely upon fellow cadets for repayment or debts

and the return of borrowed items.

2. Rely upon appointment reps to got y ; to scheduled

appointments; upon COD:: for accurate messages, upon an

occasional Fourth Classmat to wake you up, etc.

3. Rely upon your teammaten in intram.crais.

4. Rely upon your supariors in chain of command to

lead well, plan wall, and represent your interests up the

chain.

5. Rely upon your subordinates to carry out thcir

assigned duties with competence and loyalty.

C. Characteristics of reliability. (Discuss what

habits, traits and attitudes make up a relia))1e man. Some

examphes are given.)

1. Personal nelf-disc:Pline.
2. Punctuality.
3. Devotion to assigned tasks.
4. Competence.
3. Thoroughness.
6, Loyalty.

D. How does reliability relate tc duty? (Use the

specific examples in "B" and the characteristics in "C"

to show how the mission of any nnit will fall without reliable

people to carry out individual rer:acnnibilities. Point out

that the trend toward
specialix;;on and the increasing com-

plexities af military operations make it more important

than ever that the indiv:(1:1a1 team meml,ers be reliable.)
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. 1. Ethics case, 10 Detember 1966, (Read and
discuss from standpoint that a lack of reliabiliny on the
part of its leaders hurt the unit. Point out that cadet
efforts to assume more authority in the running of the
Wing ara every time cadets demonstrate unreliability
in handling Laties and authority presently granted.)

III. Summary.

As second semester draws to a close, the First Class
will depend more and more on the Second Class to handle
the specifi,.: duties involved with running the Wing. r)o

not be caught short by not'knowing all that your specific
job entails. Examine your own attitude and see if you are
giving the present chain of command the same competence
and loyalty you will want from your subordinates next year.
Be sure that you can be trusted and relied upon when 'h.
opportunities and responsibilities of command arc pass.
on to you.

53
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UNITED STATES AIR t'oRC:.
ETHICS TRAININC
FIRST CLASS TRAI:::NC

ATTITUI,ES .-,No ETHICS

,IPECTOR
LESS(%ll

15 AY 1971

PURPOSE: To 0.iscuz,n 'en :..,iothi;:al
have on a it;nit,r ,t-neral an,1

approach to duty.

TF,AINING E,..?ljPME;;T: As ::,ired by instructir.

REFERENCES: Air off1.-,,.r

AFN 35-15, Ai r R. r:. Harshi,
AFR 3,1-3n , st

!,11 ..;..trrc7. .7owlsh
Tht:,-,1,),; 1

PREsy.NTAT

I. Introectson.

The object of your Othics instruction d'aring vour years
at the Acl,.!ent: hoen to ooint ont the imoortance to
bol.:1 as eiti.tnn of;"icern. c-rtain
and standardn of beh,:vior. Many aqenciec here, inclu,Iinq
the Profestii,nal t:thics Committee and the Officer Corns,
have trird tr, sho not only the relevance of your Eonor
Code, but the relov, in.:e of a onse of duty, a rostwot for
authority, an acceptInc, of resp,hst:Ilty, and other valaes,
to the challen.:o.; ":,A Will !'aVs. ii individuals in the sereice
of your country.

II. Main P,Ints.

A. A .tt,.;dy of nrofessional - .3 simnly a .tudy
of human behvior with an aim t051r6 .etormininq the moat
prrpor say f :,eht.:Ing within !he aiv,ri social or orefess:.;,nal
framework. Th01.11:. v,ry r,orallstIC and
thenrettcal. st actnal:y c,orle to nrips
with rea:, evorylay th, Le,:t conrco
of Jc!...:or TA!.y t:hat Ye call an
ethieal man ht 2-r. one wh, ht.; tahen ihe tronl'Io to thl:S:
about hew ho ,120, an,: Las set aboJt to act
in that r,arin,r.

1. Chtef

, -
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"Society s.ould come to .!rief without ethics,' which
is unenforceable in th courts, and cannot biz. made
part of lad. If there wcre no sense of love in

if there 'lore nc sense o,7 loyalty, if
friendsaip ,raant nothing, If we ail er any large
oropocii.on of us were motivated by avarice and
c,ree-i, society we, ld collapse almo,:,t as completely
as th,.iigh it lac: I law.

Not only does in civil:zed society presunnose
ethical commitme:t, it presupposes the existence
of a oroad aicaa of human conduct controlled only
b,f etnical norms and not subject to law at all.

A person able to discerr the right in the midst
of great csnfssion d to pursue it, is a person
of character. A person may be learned or ignorant,
he may be old or young, rich or poor, well or sick;
whatever his condition, he has to act, and his
actons have their effect on himself and gc:-.:rally
also on his fellow men."

B. Your personal ethical sense is conveyed to others
through your attitudes, words While you may have
all the potential necessary to bc, an outstanding officer,
a poor sense of ethics will prevent your performance at that
level. The following questions were posed to Fourth Class-
men during their BCT Ethics Instruction, but are even more
important to you today, just a few months from commissioning.
(Read the questions and try to start discuision en how
these attitudes would affect a ;unier officer's performance.)

1. Do you do your job?

2. When you work, do you do just what is sPecified,
or do you try to do more?

3. Do you put your duties first, ahead of personal .

goals and comforts?

4. Do you do your duty with silent dedication,
or with loud complaining?

5. Do you help those around you to develop their
own pride and sense of duty?

C. While the Honor Code is a solid basis for a personal
code of ethics, there can be many shortcomings in an individual
.who merely refrains from lying, cheating, and stealing.
(Discuss some of the points given below. Embellish them with
examples from your own experience when you can.)
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1. Displays ibdifferencc and cynicism.

2. Exploits the mistakes of others to his personal

advantage.

3. Shown lack of respect for vented authority.

4. Fails to fulfill resp,:disibilities.

5. Shows lack of self-centrol.

6. Feels no loyalty for tbe mission, the unit, his

peers, subordinates or superiors.

III. Summarv.

Much of the ethics instrection given here has been in

the form of presenting concept and situations, rather than
"school solutions", because in th end a sense ,nf ethics

rests on the individual's own value judements a-d his willing-

ness to follow his judgment. The attitude with which a junior
officer faces the Air Force is of great importance, and is

based on the sense of ethics he has developed during his life.

Remember the oath of office you are about to take:.

"I swear that I will support and defend the
Constitution of the United States against all

enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear
true faith and allegiance to the same; that I

take this obligation freely, without any rental
reservations or purpose of ,/asion; and that I
will well and faithfully d, ,oharge me God."

Thin is a very positive
standards, and reflects the cose,
the values they feel you should
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
ETHICS TRAINING
FIRST CLASS TRAINING

I:;STRL,CTOR
LESS(,!: ,2

15 MAY 1971

ETHICS REL.:,TSD !IARRIACE

PURPOSE: To di,:-.cus,; a num,.r ::tar.dards

relating marr:e 0:-.:ioerl; and :noir

wives. To disc'.: relatec:

problems in eth:cs.

TRAINING AIDS I:r,,v!I.PYfl:;T: At ::e!,:re.!

REFERENC:.::: Al1 35-15, ond

PRESENTATIN:

I. Intro,:i'lc'*r..

The farl1y is the 'ba;:o ,;rit of ,m;x- .,cciety. It taben
constant wor: to ma'Ke '..he '1ar'ii'' 0 ucceful,
union. For G%vi:Dus reasons th onion be founc!ed on
trust and inteqrity. :':arriago to a "contract" which cannot
be kept or .err,,InaI At; a,ivantage suitn you. It

is o un:,n thot is a 24 hour-a-Jay obligation.

xain Poir.to cf 1,recenatIon.

A. Indivi.Auols are ready for marriagi: at different
ages.

1. You must havc reacn,_.d a certalr 1,ovel of
maturity.

2. Dr. Pniiii: P.31atIn recor%nenck in his
Marriage In .,- -he following tiv
TaClors are or-E:iol f-br aiTTppy marriage:

a. i3c7:.h husb.H and wife should have, a
reac.onablo omot'.--i: maturity. it is shoe:-

Lo :h,m to Le .C..%.,x:5 calm, con!_r,)iled,

free of all foult:,, orlIllat and Intellectual. :tot,

sufficient sel: to reocgnize personal w,,C,---
nitsses and limitatl.onu, as well as strenuths, with l'enalton4
livable degro,,s of ,lood humor .:nd self-control Is vital.

b. there should On r.atuaI respect,
tolerance, conl,:.deratic,u, onO swr.c.on :ntorOsts.

5 7
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c . Whd t :(_,
officer, y7u
certain other
do you "carry ho7,,?"

and coo:: yur

(2) :" Ln:
I

(3)

IJLI.:1J..,) :1,.;

:t ser.v,

or : ; ;1. .
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f. Excessive drinkiim by either you or, your
wife has many potential dangers.

(1) Promotes immoral beh tor.

(2) Promotes irre's as:1,1e behavior --
at work and at home.

(3) Prevents or hinders the timely and
proper assumption of your military duties.

(4) Promotes potential security "leaks"
and damaging gossip.

(5) Decreases your self-respect and the
mutual respect between married partnrs.

(6) Decreases the respect of others for you
and your wife.

g. Many officers an,/ their eLves are :,;tent
upan advancing the officer's career at all costs.

(1) The advancement of your career by
deceitful aod improper methods does not
fit into the concept of integrity.

(2) Avoid the warped version of the Golden
Rule -- "Do one to others before they
do one to yoo:"

(3) Advance your car-or by methods that
allow you to :,.aihtain your self-rusptct
-- and the respect of others. Insure
that your wife does the same:

(4) Hard work. devotion to duty, personal
integrity, and individual excellence
are the keys to success.

(5) All good men are ambitious, but, if
they are wi!;e, thc,y wall realize that
working for the success of the unit
will g:"a them more true recognition
then if they were to work directly for
their own aggrandizement. No more out-
standing example of this trut:: can be
shown than in the career of General
Eisenhower. His work on the War Department
General Staff was marked by excLI:ence
and anonym:ty. lead,r, General
Marshall, Disenhower:
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modesty w s no detriment to his
eventual selectihh to Icad
largest mil;tary command of onr
entire history. (Form AFM 35-15)

h. When a oraflict exists between your dnty
and your wife, fam:iy, and personal ,Jaih, whIch ccres
Why? Expand.

C. If adequate tirW remaiho, ask for questions.

III. Su-mary.'

One )rd almost c:....evh the virtue integrity of
characte: ) honor. It is a fine nvnse of ethics, justioe. Ind

rightnesl, .tE-readingsa to at.ply it y, .c awn C.X1j-.;:':- ln

the words of Secro!_:1::y ef :)atter,on, i;

so compelling thv:-. au.le or
out of the questin; ^ .,on. aity 'hat qivcis a ggaranty at
performance of ansloe, and u:recogni...ed ,h_:15 and
unassigned taoks! 0 loyalty to superiors and subordinates,
to cause, to the n .i3n, and u o.!L-,cience."

Men and wra,11 who have intehrity of character sihcerely
follow their owr rlIy ra)tivatel :onnoiences. Tho',. have

unshakable resolutic, .ti.d both moral ana
physical COUr3. :ntegrity of o!.aracter is that r!ality which
distinguishes -:vrtleman or gentlnwomar; that quality whion
makes them dc the r1.1ht thing in all cases; that quality which
forees them to 1,, nelfless instead of solfish. In ohe of the
opening sceneL; 5-:haSsrere's p:,y, Polonios says
to his son La-w-.,s, "This thin- self be
true: and It -t as he !..e day, thoc ganst
not then be : ,,s- :ra any :can." is the key co integrity
-- and a vital key to a sucessfdl marrlaie -- 12o honest with
yourself, to each other, to the proper causes, and to all
men.

)
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INHTRCC':uP
LEGSuN t!

15 !!AY 1571

PURPOSE: To relate the ahstra..:: :on.'ept o: ,isty ti ncrf,:l

duties inh,-ent in 0ade1 t'a point op

certain problem arels whicn have detelo;ed in
the atrf,,r:ccar. c. uf c!;.,,,

TRAINING AIDS AND E'S,YIP:IENT, As

'R 521-1, C!.!REFERENCES:

PRESENTATION:

I. Introductio:..

A. What wou1 y(,ur opinien be cf the dcftor who, sight

unseen, dismissea bnddy's complaint of 3 stomach ache
as indigestion, only to have your Su idy's appendix rupture

a few hours later? ',:ou1d you; opinion change if the doct.ar

apologized Ly expla:nin; that all stiimach aches

he had ever se,Ln as :tedical Of fiour cc the ihly hai been

indigestion? Probably not.

B. What would your opinipn be of the fireman who decide,

to make a personal telephone .fall while on duty, and had the

phone tied nu when tried w:) rcnort Wo'ild your

opinion chanae if he expl dnea :hat h-dn't Leen a

fire at the ,n1, r all, he et-,:y had

the phone tied up tor ten minutes? Probahly not.

II. Duty and the Ajr

A, From the tIcrle a ,:af:et enter.; the Academy he is told

about the concupt of "Duty" and hcw imnortant a

sense of duty is t,s ihe 7:;;:ke.:p cf a ;:rpf.71. ,r1J1 soldier.

Only too gaio',:ly, thooeh, Ch:it th e cveryday

duties of n cadet oirply tha' :
uncllaicx)r;)w-3,

routine, and often trivial.

B. Unfortunately, th, ea510::;% thin dis-

covery is to react n,lqat.ivol'i
half-

heartedly and with great nhec,cern. Al r)fton, ey,:'1,

(icy, ro re eda -ct'ec't an,1 ,:a---: !(:

incompetence,
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1. How often have you heard cf element leaders
being too lazy to check on t. whereabouts of their elcment
members at, say, the evening meal formation? You might
ask yourself, how far does laziness go before it becGmes
a question of honor, due to the inaccurate reporting?

7. How often have you neard of CCOs switshing
duty in der to get out of a certain class? Is this being
carried too far when ono cadet will pay another t2 stand in
for him during the tour of duty or at the CCQ in ,yetion?
Is it being carried too far when a cadet will get an
underclassman to sit in for him, and give him the upper-
class shoulderboaids Le wear no he won't get caught?

3.c dow often have you heard of a DI giving out
his inspect na times, or announcing loudly when he is about
to Inspect? 17107, this practice only became seriout: u'heh a
cadet on Cons shangcs Lis nametad to the TV rr,om ao ! the nl
ac.-pts this as the cadet's "room" for the evening?

4. How often have you heard of the Squad: .n Duty
Officer leaving the area without telling the CO). wn.j:re he
can be reache.d? Does this become critical when thodi.;DO
simply doesn't show up for duty at all? Or does it'only
become critical when the SCO drinks on duty, leaves his
pcp., go to a squadron pdrty, dnd substquently killw two
other cadets in an automobile accident?

5. How often have you seen members of the chitin
of command turn their nacks on a situation where action
needed to be taken? Or does this become serious only when
a civilian liy t in a squadrgn area sr several days, noses
as a cadet major, eats at lditcholl Hall wItdout paying,
and finally is caught while .;,,upping at the Cadet Stsre?

C. The point of all this is that while a dy accomplished
in often mundane, duty unaccomplished can be e:itramely
A citizen has the right to expect a doctor or policeman ar
firer n or interceptor pilot -- in short, any p i servant
to t. j,repared and alert any time he is on duty
ati y within his area of competence. heitn,
inactivity, nor repetitious and boring drill, :- ayy
else, is an excuse for neglect of duty when tne ion
action has come.

D. Ps'eparedness for the
practice and habit, regard!
The cadet who prides him's,'
less of its seeming import
an approach to duty that
tractions of tedium or t

who thinks that he will

63

-,,nts is a matter of
2 profession invalved.
: his job well, regard-
portance, is developing

through the dirt-
tasks, The cadet

le to turn on 0 sunso
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of duty 1 ike 11...Tht tn,..o.tc!: ten-, ho eavt .; he pat ttch : a l
atmosphere of the Acad,nny , i ; be :1 1 un igned
covering that the real wor Id and the roo I A: r Porce
often more routine and unexci ting lade t 1 i

A. One way the Academy tries p prep ire codutu fo-
the problem,: they will face .1a Of i s t.y :living .,

cadet an opportuni tt,.' to fill t,,3t, t16:,:; ^f 1,2!!),-,;:nbi 1 i
to lead and to tol Th is. true f ron, the rotation

of leaders 'at qioup reactlial course :or to

the double nt , concept for upperclaFsr en

B. All the !.osi tionc; in the chain of cot inclutlin9
element leader. CCt.t, and 01, were held 1..y D:rot:;si,med
of ficers in the Academy 's infancy They were turned over
to cadetu r., idly au the themt.,e1ves cap-
able of hand! 1 the responsibi i ties involved. Today,
the respons i ty for leading toe Wiert and e: ci
the cadet system of regulations and rocedu re .s almost
totally in ..he hands of cadets

C. Vt. h brings anotn-r t ot Je..iinq at cadet
duties . Eve t eadct. 1-.1; f from
a formation, or care les31 y violates . coati nement ,
tries to SI!.:.p.j1,-! liquor into the dormitory, or any thtng
else, he is ;:ettt.ng an-,ter cadat - he it the CCQ or the
DI or the Si eadron Cmm,:ndetr or the C7tn -- in the di f
and intnl ea:1dt: haytna to d : e.t.a rote the responsi-
bi 1 it i !s t.: . particular Hee.

1. Why would a C.1,101. c-t. re 50 t le about his
friend:: that he would knowingly force them ett.:; the nou it:on
of ei ther :1inCiTL i.:11o.; a fellow cadet or fa iling to do th.
duty entrusted to them?

2. Suppose tla, cad, t. on duty timoly to: n.; h

back on the s i ttda t i who h a . . 'pi', nod f nctn, 0? Oda ther
cadet invol ved ;du-. the, Academyr the on:y
answer to gi tit the i 1 tti Z;tt the
co rptt ? If it then the ,tcorlorty has truly Ea ed
mission.

,

ordinary nature, If cut..., wore alt.' 1.y3 glatt,r-turt
and cxnt , 1 fa .tteiy Hit!:

110'Ll.4.; -:.re the u td. t-,a. nt. taelt.-
01.t.ne '.1,7""::, ,"7t, i I V,
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Xcs tit One only in knc,:ing
that they did their 2ohs Wei . hut the (202 who i c y
and kindly handles the cal I frca-, the di a tras-iht :::nther
trying to tell h s-)n of a f.i:nt ly death, has
something ext e who d rs the under::131'.317!an
with the Ddrvon ny,: H-ie Ind . !;af..? y :ho to] ,
has accomplished ext. The who hnor., n.t
classmate ' s cc id hel t im,
has accompl iLihed . :,.,arenver , pf IC
Of duty here est it natter:: which will carry
over into
as boring anzi (mg , %,:hnte
much higher.

C. As heret t :nay .,ound to Prang m idaas
f rom ^ s is 1-..ar servi co, it :idaht ,orth
consid.?r the Wt.n,t Pcint CowltrY".
Those three word, no!-_ ; rdt.;!'
the concep was ven ^ nur;. )..c17:11 ;:re nenc,2 .
Think shout Lt.
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UNITED STATES ACADEMY
Annapolis, Maryland 21402

USNAINST 1610.3A
1/1stBnOfer
9 October 1974

USNA INSTRUC7ION 1610.3A

From: Sul:crintendent

Subj: The Honor Concept of t e Brigade of Midshipmen; promulgation of

Encl: (1) Subject Honor Concept

1. Purpose. To promulgate the Honor Concept uf the Brigade of Midshipmen.

2. Cancellation. This Instruction supersedes and cancels US:;AINSI. 1610.3. CR

3 Inform!tion. This edition of the Honor Concept incorporates :Alder one

cover all the ,iignificant nIterial concerning midshipmen honor.

Distribuzion:
AA, C, D, P

)
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USNA1NST 1610.1A
9 October 19/4

1. BACKGROVND

a. Per,ional Integrity is essontial to every naval officer. Honce,

a part of the mission of the Naval Acahemy is to develop midshipr-en
moral.or and to imbue them with hi4h ideals of honor. The Honer Concept_

of the Brigade of Nidshipmen contrihutos to the acipsvlishmorc of this
ml ot by providing precept, vnich aid midshipmen in colcivotio6 (.!ic

standards raf personal integrity.

5. The Honor Con..ept. Is fiasco mpon iniivoraal principles na,:ervinn

fihelity these pr1nciplos is rognicod of every midshipman 5 all III
he does. Tho lholir Concept roqoires of each midshipman more L:IAT;
compflan ::11 regulations. 3v onil:ninm c,enoralinch pr
Honor Cor rt ,sniks io crystalli.i.e in ,.1H, mid-1 i;mmin 1 ri .

integrity whi.h roil iraCivaro him to make hocisioir: and ta1.. I ip,,

consistent yr C the o,Thest ideals of lam r in ever,. situar

encounters hrally.

2. PRINCIPL:J;, P,RECFPTSAp DEF1N11.

a. Phe Honor Concept of :re liri:slho of Midshipi,on ostahlirala:s thr

; rinciple tnat mi.rshipman hoes net llo, cheat or :;teal
that midsh:;-,..u. 1,arn to ma',,e choir decision:. in every sitation hosed

upon this principlo,

5. Precepts of Honer Craned,: ace:

(1) It .s the individual respehsih:lity of over-,' mihmhipma:

know che Honor -oncept, its precepts, a:in ito application.

(2) A f:ndinc, of. the -.1oard that A mi.hahip 'as

violated tho Echo:- Concept mill result in nl
the

( ,; Of, it k,r

che Honc,r Concept rost , with the 1.ricaho. l,ei:andless of :he :raink or

violation, tiA, 'in and of the alleged viola on

are conducted by the Brigade.

Every midshipman is I co be honorable reasnras..e

doubc is created to the contrary. A i- HY.pmarils stacemont aoh act-Ions

mhst .

an.:
trutofollv



USNAINST 1610.JA
9 October 1974

c. The followin, hifinitions ore pertinent to the lidshiian
Concept:

(I) Lying: To aate knowingly ah ocAl or written untridb. A

lie may either A Aeclarati,,, ,,C.I:e7,1,11. or a response to a question

which is known to he false, It Is Also A lir knowingly to misrepre,,ent

the true situation or to deceive bv withbolding, ocAtting or su,,tly
wording information in such a wav is to leave an erroneous or false

impre,sion of the known true situation. The misrepresentation may be

either by word or by deed.

,2) Cheating: TA . load .r defraud Another intentionally,
contrary to t:le 01 II ft liv m11a..ipmun. To tea!

unauthorir,d .a silbnitied w.rk iiesignat,d to r,prosent
own effur:A or t, :Ail 10 indieAte a;,y a0thori...ed as!.:,tauco

received. For eoa,gle, bidnnitted ,..ork which is

or paraphrasiol iwithout givrn,,, credit uy quotation marks Ansli,)r foonoteb,

is diva! ,:lork submitted by a cAdshi:Alin be hid own, exaept

that .allahoration 0 allowed Ind encoura4ed on home....,rk assignc.ents

unless prohibited by the ile.:ruAtor. (:o11ahuration on !:vidal a,t..11..,..-

ments, other than homework, is perudtted only when a mi
in.structor An . i!JC,

'41.Yeul to .cction or sections, open to dibcusbion.

(3) Stealing: T. Ike , oh:Ain or withhold prcpecly wrenr,full:

from the possessin of it1(., true own.A . the intentiei of permanen:ly

,r temporarily deprielo,.., ths ol it ki.te or

(4) Intent: In lying, ebeAtini:, or slualing, the stato of mind

of the accused is an int,gr; 1 p,irt of lb. offen,..y. To be wiilty, an

acc,,ed need nut :Aye in:ended to r.ommit An honor offense, but he must

be foun- to have or intenlionAlly Line tin dIshonori5le act.

A guilty ,.tate or .sa may he eatabli .aed eit,l,r 5y direct eviiience--iiir

example, by word,. .: to been ;:sed dy ..ed--or hy indirec:

iii!ing .o'f"

aci

work .4:1 ..in not

to n vialatan s the .,,tate Of in.2bri:I.,o0

aocuued in04pab o 1:14 t..e required

of

d. A 0 j,tiui ftuJCi t, lie, cheat or bteal may e

Z,Ilty as ' eigb :lei -:ffenAe had artiol'Iv been corulitted.
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; (.1ii 3,%

9 oe totter 1 qi

e. The foregoing guidel i nes' should the bas^ for a ,LidshipYau',
conduct in all ilaces and tinder .111 eandit ions , whether of r ia I or
personal in nature. Me... apply ...hen on leave dt liberty a,. wet as
at the Naea 1 Ac,ideron ,thet Litit y st at lai.. t I:,
a way of life a,. at. .ets forth a legal prescript ion.

3. ORGAN IZAS11):.:

a. The lir iga le Honor C. tcsi t t.ee otgani.tat ton, consist :lig of
elected In: i prrea c't i.: ir,le:f t t re,Tein, O.
ind,Jet r: mtr. fog the .r high -.tandar.I., 0; hynor , kepi:16
the Honor C.-ineept Ivo a, an t every midshipia'L,
edecation, heirin4 f.idshipfs..n reported ter vidla-
ti.nyi of the Honor .

b. E.,

the Honor t-e. I t : 1 los-1... %oil I 1,1C:,.
by the secon,1 , t. , at Ler the crpi.-
the firqt The tourth el,ct CcaTaay aor

Represent-it t lowing the re-forming .,1 the Rr :gado. ly
thereaf ter , the .urth o^= C....r.isinv I! nor Represent at Ives wit l elect
from Tcpr- v.,; 1 den i c

in the capae the :ourt.h /Vic,. President
recorders tor idtt mr t tee . t s nut il 1 1,s elect .ons ate
held the 1,11 'pt . t 'Jo Honor Represent It i'jo ,

e ed tem .tt `t. et; :noir
the ll.,,,,r ...I .. t

.; it I i

he reit al hed rep: , the

C ' ruspec Leo
t Deputy

Vice Chla .tntl
r .. Iltot 11 he

I:t.. Con p.th'.'

for cacti 'ilans. rit (21,1`:!.. Ronor Representarives
appointed hv the calr,-,-. For the utnIercl,... !he

from thy liattaliyn.

3 Encl. snre



OSCIAll(IlT 1010. 3,,
9 October ;974

e. ltre rice.1. !%. , lit)ot
shall he mad:: 1(4. ..': ioato 110()o- !! bird .., r t teo. ',here
shal 1 bo t. stahh.l..1(; (... it to it ti 1,11 I ,,t
the fol lowl114 11.41.(r C.-r.:r1tt oo r

(1) Pre., Ice, of t.or 1:,. ! ,.itair an

class,..l, :to, pro tto, ..1 o I r:1.111.. b. !';. Honor .. t

the Honor. :lor:.;:!o.

( I) ! . Ih(,; (by ... :-;.:-.., a; I

;tat tal Ion ! ., a: I :

(4) ilriibrao Cor.ri.......tor ir 1 oa.le (acre v.:to

the tw., t;,;(:, !.;,.(1,1or.!.(1 t 1,1:, oaa,

(5) ThIr.1 '1,1 ;.: l're l,!, at 'Vice . 1. .1.

41;°'('.10e v,,te ; ; , ',oar It

: o .1 !I, la ,(1 , (lac.; 1 aorsall
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he has met all requirements imposed by paragraph 2 of Appendix (A).
The Investigating Officer will interview the accuser and any witnesses
having information relevant to the case.

g. The Midshipman Inve!itigattng Officer will inform the First Cla,,s

Company Honor Representative of the accuaed of the case pending. Upon

completing his inquiry, the Investigating /Meer will report his
findings to the Class lnvestigattng Board. After hearing the matter,

the Investigating Board will decide to recor'mend to the Chairman either
termination or contineation of the case. The recommendation of the

Investigating Board will be determined by majority vote.

h. After revieng ta., case tbe Chairman will ither return the

case for further action by the Class Investigating Board or will cenvene
the Brigade Board as soon as possible. The Midshipman Investigating

Officer will present the case :o the Bri,:ade Board. Tne accuser wi:1

normally appear before the Class InvestigaLing Board and the Brigade
Board. After the Brigade Board makes its findings, the Chairman will

ensure that th,'i accuser is briefed on ,..he findings.

fol.lowing are guidelines for poientiai voting members of
the Class Investigating or Brigade Honor Boardn:

(1) The Presiding Officers of ii.,ards will appoint alternates
for any member, wbn. for any reason, believe they cannot render an
unbiased vote at a 1(,)ard hearing or whc aro removed by challenge.

(2) The Invostic,atin:. Ofi'icer mist iwo presented suffi.::,n:

evidence to establish that an honor violatin has been committed.
the Investigating )f.ficer does not present sufficient evidence, the

case must be terminated.

(3) Potential vorint; morrb.rs of ttle Brigade Honor Committee are

expected co have personal standards of haaar and integrity that are

beyend any of re:,roacb. ,, be able to think clearly,

reason soundly, and he willing f, idst tt:elr votes as the facts t,f tire

case !nlicate. ?rave to the a.-cnne, and to too

Brigade.

6. DETAILED CLASS I!,:VhST1GA.:::C. l'.0ARD PROCEDURES

a. Th... !rigae 1

that che Midshipman Investigating Officer is ready to present his case

will infOrm the President of the Class of the accused (or. Acting Class

Enclosure (1) 10
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President for a Fourth Class case) who will appoint five Company Honor
Representatives of his class from Battalions other than that of the
accused as Investigating Board members for the case, and will also appoint
a Recorder for the Investigating Board (as specified in paragraph 3f(2)).
The Coordinator will notify the Nidshipmiin Investigating Officer who will
notify the accused and his Advisor to he present. (The Vice Chairman of
the Honor Committee will be present for fourth class cases as an advisor
in a nonvoting capacity.) The Presiding Officer will then convene his
board. The Midshipman Investigating Officer wiil present the results of
his investigation. Witnesses, other than the accuser, need not be called
unless requested by the Board or the accused. The hearing will be closed
and no one except honor representatives authorized hy the Brigade Honor
Chairman will he permitted to observe the proceedings. Observers will
be instructed not to discuss the case until final action iY assigned and
published. 1tnesses will remain in an djacent room until they .are
called by the Investigating Officer, the Board, or the accused to give
testimony. The proceedings will be tape recorded to obtain a verbatim
record. Thi tape is to be used only in the ecent that a discrepancy
concerning the facts of the case is noted during any further proceedings
and will he kept by the Brigade Honor Committee Secretary. The Presiding
Officer will call the meeting to order. The Presiding Officer will
inform the members .of the charge and .introduce the accused and his
NidihfpMan Advisor. The following should be stated:

"We are about to hoar information presented concerning an alleged
violation of our Honor Concept by a member of the 3rigade. This
midshipman is charged as follows: (road ftom char2,e_sheet). Before
this case can be referred to the Br:,..ade Honor Board, it is nece.isary

that the infarmat it n introduced shall indicate ..:easonble cause to
believe that an 1.onor violation has been committed. If we believe with
certainty that no honor violat1.7n hevn committed, we must recommend
that the case be terminated. If we believe O.! violation is not
correctly charged, we must revise the charge sheet to state the charge
correctly."

b. The Presiding Officer will then read the followirw to the ;iccused:

"Honor, personal inter,rir...,, and loyalty to the Service, its customs
and its traditions, are fundamental characteristics essential te every
naval officer. Any midshipman linable te conduct himself at all times
in a manner indicating the 1tighei.t. ,tauards of honesty, truthfulneos,
trustworthiness, and forthrightness is not desired as a commissioned
officer in the Naval Service at- i5 net desired as a member of the Bri yule.
You have been charged with vioiating our honor Coacept by ilyi..0,nouting!
stealing) (read charges). Our Honor Concept defines this,act as follows:
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(read from paragraph 2e). If, in the judgment of this Investigating

Board, there is rearanable cause to believe you have committed a violation

of the Honor Concept, your case will be recommended fur hearing by the

Brigade Honor Board."

The Presiding Officer will then ex.plaln tho following to the accused:

"Although this is an informal hearing, it is my duty to acquaint you

with the following facts. The purpose of this Board Is to uncover the

facts in the case and make its decision on the basis of these facts.

You have (been apsointod/waived the services of) a Midshipman Advisor to

advise you as to procedures and your rights in this case and to assist

you in the pr,Js,nt-ation of your ease.
You will be asl.ed for an e..:plana-

tio% of your conduct. However, you have the right to remair, silent at

thls Honor hearing. If you elect to testify, you may be gvestioned by

the members of the 3oard concerning your statments and who.: :dia say may

be used against you in further proceedings. Do you understand?"

c. The aceused sha'l be given an opportunity to challenge any member

of the Board for cduuc. If any member of the Board is so challonged,

the:remaining members of the Board shall, after receiving evidence on

the matter, decide by majority vote in closed session whether the

challenge will he sustained and the memher excused. The Class President

shall appoint a rplacement for any member excused for cause.

d. The Presiding officer shall ask the Beard if -there is any member

who cannot, for any reason, render d;1 .clh:dued Vote,

e, The Midshipman investigating
Officer will present che results of

his investigation to the Board. The Investigating Beard may rew.est the

Investigating bfficer co call witnesses and present ocher relevant matter

;.t this time. Each witness, except the accused, will be excused bifore

Ole next one i3 called. Before being excused, witnesses will be

instructed vat to di,cuss the case except
with officials conducting the

case.

f. The accused o :ho Prosidinv, Officer if hu desire;

to make a state7ent. The accused nav make a statement, call any

percinenc witnerrses, or present ohor matters at C:is time.

-g. Other witnesses may be called by the Board, if it so desires.

h. lf, as a result of the evidence
presented, :he Board determines

that any-additional charges should be
preferred against the accused, it

loy direct rhe Investigating
Officer to draft and sign each charge, in

En. loaure (1)
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which case the Presiding Officer will forward the new charge(s), as
well a. ''he old, with the Board's recommendation as to disposition.

i. After all evidence has been presented, the Midshipman
Investigatirg Officer, the accused, and his advisor will be excused and
the Board vote by secret written ballot. The vote will be to
recommend termination or continuation of proceedings,

J. When the Board has voted, the Midshipman Investigating Officer,
the accused, and his Advisor will be recalled. The Presiding Officer
will instruct the accused as follows:

"The Class Investigating Board has voted to recommend to the Brigade
Honor Chairman that your case be (terminated/forwarded to the Brigade
Honor Committee."

k. The Presiding Officer and Recorder will prepare the records of
the Class Investigating Board and submit these to the Chairman. See
Appeadix (D).

1. Every member of the Class Investigating Board must maintain
secrecy coacerning the cases that come before the Board.

m. If the accused is absent from any study hour inspection, taps
inspection, or other muster, the Board Presiding Officer will ,ontact
the Main Office and request that all midshipmen attending that Honor
Meeting be designated authorized absentees. The Officer of the 1.7atch
will be informed that such corrections have been made; however, the
name of the accused will not be revealed. This entire procedure thus
protects the identity of the accused.

7. DETAILED BRIGADE HONOR BOARD PROCEDURES (R

a. Cases will be given a full hearing by the Brigade Honor Board.
First Class cases will differ from underclass cases in that the cases
will not be forwarded from a Class Investigating Board. A First Class
case begins at the Brigade Honor Board level.

b. The accused and his advisor will be present durin,' all proceedin.'s
except closed Board discussions and ballotine. All evidonce shall ba
received in open session and in the presence of the i'ecused and hia

13

)
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advisor. The proceedings, excepx clo,:ed sessions, will be tape recorled

to obtain a verbatim record. At any time ,'uring proceedings, a: ;hi:

discretion of the Presiding 0(ficer, the Board may go into

A small number of observers (not t.o exceed ton) will be permitted Co

observe the open proceedings at the
discretion of the Brigade Huv.or

Chairman; hew-ver, Honor Representatives
authorized by 'Ale Chairman

be permitted to observe the entire proceedings. All observers wili bc

instructed tot to discuss the case until final action is assigned cad

published. t,;:tries,,es will remain to an adjacent room until they are

called by the lnvestigating Officer, the
Board, or the accused to give

testimony. Since an honor hearing is of such a ,,erlous nature,

will be conducted formally at all times. Boards will convene promptly at

the scheduled tinec.

c. The Presiding Officer will call :he meeting Cj order. Mu

Presiding will ih;-orm the hc will :hen

introduce the acduseo and his ;a the mem5ers a tne Briga.:e

Honor Board.

d. The acrn,ed shall be give:, ch. .Tpertunity to chailenge any me:-.her

ol'ihe'Board for cause. -If anj, membe: of the Board is so challenged, che

remaining members of the Board shall after receiving evidence on the

matter, decide y a majority vote is clos,A !=.ession whether the challeng,

will be -aistalned and tile member ...wused.
:he Chairman shall aprit,in: a

replacement for an:" memher excused tor .:Att'Oe.

e. The Pre,:din,; ofi-er 1:.:ard if there r.. ;ley member

who cannot. for .nly reaso.., rend,sr un .aaed

Officer will then do--le. e ;race.liap,, rcadini., the following:

to hear evidence pr,.ented conc..rning an alleged

violation of our H000r C,ncert y a .7,,!,r 01 the :ri.;ade. Thi';

man is charud as follow,: (read from ;harge nhee:). I wisd to point

out that in order to arrive at a t'inding that the Honor Concept has

been violated, you m, ,t be t,atisfied a preponderance of the .:vidence

that this midshipman has cos,:eitted an
honor violation as set for':h and

defined in our llonor

f. The Inv° .rinata4
will them present hi,

before the hr. gade
witnesses and condudt

questioning or enter statements in evidence. All witnesses, including

the accuser,-will be sub!,:t te
bv the or

Advisor at the conclusiun of dirc,..t
fue Presr.fiu,;

may, at his discretion, require
that the accused or his Advisor .quel'.tion

Ennlosure (1) 14
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a witness through the Pregidiag 'Officer. Before being excused, ttneges
will be instructed not to discuss the case with anyone other than offi:ills
conducting the case. If statements ar, uged, the accused will be provided
with advan.ze copies of the statements to be presented, security classi-
fication permitting.

g. bert :he accusr'd fit-it called (by the lave,. Ofiicer t6
aCt as witness or by the Presiding Offi:er to ure,ent case). the
Presiding Officer will instruct the accused as follows,

"Honor, personal integrity, and loyalty t, the Service, it_
and its tra,11:i.,n,, lre funda:lenta: es!,enti.11 :., every
naval oftieer. Any oenduct a:: in
a manner fnAicat,ng tne hi4,1est standard, of hon,sty, trothfulness,
trustworthine...,, tortriOtne:s do..iir,d as cemissionedqficer the rviee !esired Ai A men.er Eh, i.riy,a
You have 'peen v io la i n3; oar Honor Concept by (lying,
cheatin, or ,:ealine,). Our Honor concept defines this act as
(see paragrac.1, If, in the ju,!,,e':It of this ik,ard, you h..,ve eom7.:Lt.eu
a violation oi the ik.reir Concept, you will be reported as having violated
Ihn Honor Con,opt to the Commandant of Midshipmen for appropriate action
by him."

He will then ,toze the tollot..ing to the accu!,ve:

"The purpis, Ihe .!,.ird is ro on:over a:1
t'Ie :as, an,.! ;.s -n
(been a;.7,.)::,te.1,Y,ve,1 serv!..e,
you as to procedoz-es, your rights ig tgis ca!io, and to Jssist you in the
preparation of ./ok.r case. You will he asked for An ,!xplanatica of yourcondact. fi:,wover, you .1rive the right to rer:.ain st!en: at this honor
hearing. If you elect to 'es'zify,

the tles.!-,ersof the Board concernir,g
yo,Ir stteme:Its and what., you sav may be used

agains: you in any further proceedings. You are encouraged to answer
questions so that the Board may uni!over all the fa,ts in this case.
(Your Advisor or I will gladly answer Anv of your questions
your rights, Brigade ii2110:: yecr p:ivi:0,1e to
present evidence in yuur behalf.) Do you understand?"

h. The Presiding Officer will then ask the accused to present his
case. He may call any pertinent witnesses as he desires and introduce
relevant evtden-e.

i. Any witnesses may be recalled for further questioning by either

15 F%clasere :1)
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Witnesses will be subject to
quo...cloning by members of the Board. Eacl

witness except the accused will
be excused before the next one is

J. When the Board feels that all
evidence ha, been presented, che

Presiding Officer will ask the accused ii he dio.ifos to make a iinal

statement, after which t!ie
Presiding Otf:Ler will make any closihg remarlo,

he deems appropriate, but will include;

'We have now heard all the evidence
cuncernin,.; the a/leged violation

of the Honor Concipt. lf, as A result of this hearing, you are sat:afied

that a preponderan,:a. of the
eviden..e introdwied siippiirts a corci,o,i,n

that this midshipman has i
ommitted an ,a,nor violation as sot forth and

defineA in C tla'n
ust vac,' tla: :Loused 4oil:y. it,

in your judgment, a preponderance
of evidence introduced does not suppart

this conclusion, then you mwit terminate the CA,00 by a vote of not 0:Ity.

The Brigade domand that con,h1,:t fair aiol impartial h.

in Ito name in order to cnsure that honar is more than just a word among

midshipmen."

k. Aftcr inveatigating Officer, the Midshipman Advisor to the

accused, and the accused have all withdrawn, the Board will then vote by

secret written ballot.
A minimum of two less than unanimous guilty votes

is required for a finding that the accused has vlolated the Honor Concept

of the Brigade of ilid,hipmen (i.e., 5 of 7, etc.). If the finding

guilty, the Inve.,tigiting
iitficer, the aocused and the Midshipm.v: Advisor

will then be re.talled and the
Pro,,Idine Offloer will itaitru.it

as folloaH;

"The Brieade innanr Committee
1V, V '!.0t: and foand vou guiltv of ilyin0

cheating/stealing)
in flat you (read fr-il chari.,e sheet). (l.eiiig!cheatingi

stealing) Is defined in our Honor Concept as (iiee paragrap)n 2c). are

ready to vote whether to
recomend separation or retention. Yca will n3t

be informed of th- ..)V11:0-1c of this vote .nitil suth time as your case is

reviewed by che Commandant. he will con,;:dcr only factors of eScenuatti,n

in determining whether to
recommend separation or retention. As

extenuating factor Is a valid partial excuse for a violation of our

Honor Conitept. Are there any f.wtors in yalir .:Ase w;,ieh should 7, no

considered! Toil are free to call
witneses, provided their testirany

encomparlses fat Is ;:ertaining to this CA,O."

When the accused is finished, the Investigiiting Officer,
the accused and

the Midshi7-ar will flo3rd ofll , ft

a recommendation 3f either "separation" or "retention." (The baliot

will be included in the report to the Commandant.)
The accused will not

Enclosure (1)
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be advised of any recormendatiens .n to be forwarded to the
Commandant.

1. If the vote Was not Kuiltv, the Presiding officer will instruct
the accused as follow,:

'The Brle,ade Honor Committee ha.. ioted and found You not ruiltv an
charged, Your cane I.. terminated at this point. Records of this ,aae
will be forwarded to tile Officer Sepre,entative 01,1, after ill
return them to the neoretary of the Briyade Honor Commlttt,' s.dto w.11
keep them on file for the remainder of the acad,mie volt. in L!P!

case 'WW1 heard. The review of ftc if ! Icer Pepr tentative in no
affects the rosults of this heat iii. .\lhp.' r,ow, ;.re,.ent. dorftc fd
proccedini.,s wfl i,, Instructed that there I. to be n'' dis,ms,lo of tilt,

case."

m. If, as a rout 1 of the eyid"n :'resented, til. Muir l

that any additIonal charos 'inould be pi., forced tho .1.2cused, It

may direct. thy Inves!.igatin 'ft.lcer to draft and -;Ign In

which eaqe the presidliw Office': ',it: return the etIlre 0

Chairman, Brie,ade Honor Committee, tor referral to a new Honor hoard
before which the case will be heard de novo.

n. Presiding Officer will then adjourn the moefirw. M.vore

member of tho tic lna,Tn enor Cemmitt.eo and all observers must maintain
secrecy coneerninp case.; that tome before the ?,oard offf:iallv
required by hipher author-Atte.; to t'ae ense. If fi.o

found to hale violate: the Honor or, .A ird

subsequently dist:ass the co,o unlv afz.or toil altion nos hcca
and published.

o. If the accuNed parte In absent fr:,m any itud- hour ic.tion,
taps inspection, or ocher muster, the board Pre.41ding Officer will request
that all midshipmen atiendine that Honor Committee mectine bo de-'i,nated
authorized ab,ientees. The Officer of the '::atch will be infoined Li:At. .1:L11

corrections haye been mide, hut tie., name of th,e accused not be

revealed. This proceduro i. for the r:eo:lon of :he the

accused.

p. The Chairr.an will for-,ard oi the Ais!,,,11 1,,n o:

the case to the accuser informin him of the finding of the Honor Com-

mittee (see Appendix F, If the acc'r.ed is fnur.d to havo no it '10

Honor Cc,ne,2pt, 1:0,7 and

will prepare and submit the findings of the Brigade Honor Board to the
Commandant of Midshipmen via the O:'ficer Representative, MrIcade Honor
Cor..mitto, ,

7.11,109 _ r7 lu
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q. After reviewing the finding:; of the Brigade Honor Board, the

Commandant of Midshipmen at I normAllv aanduct a personal hearing with

the accused, who shall he given the opportunity to pre.:ent new eviience

and matters in extenuation. Should the Con.l.andant of Midshipmen determine

that aaparation is warranted, he s!,All f:+rward the entire case, including

tape recordink, to the ,,operintendont for review, it the Superintendent,

after review of the records of the ,..oncur.; with the Commandart's

recommendation for neparation, he shall initiate appropriate action

undir Title 10, U. b. Code. Section 6962.

r. The Chairman will ma'ao recomr.enlations to the Co1 ,. vl., 110

dfficer Repres.atative pul,lication of the finit,. of talc

Brigade Honor Board atter final .hAi0,1 in the ,7ase ha.; been tahen.

9. Open se...,,lons of the Brigade Honor Board will he tape recorded.

These tapes will inelude te,timon... given in extenution in open
Tapes of all guilty 1,15050,1 the a,...ociated recorth; of all gAtItg cases

will be retainef by the Verformance Officer for at least one year after

final action h.0 heel co74leted. ra^e,: of not guilty cd,;e9 will be

retained by tho Socrotarv el the Brig",e iionor Corittee until rLo

of academt,- -.ear in wAch the case was hoar,: With the prior written

approval of the Commandant, these tapes may be released by the Chairman

for review under .;pecial circum.:tance,. Written Authorization from the

Brigade Honor Cc,-.ittei. ,:llatrtrAn .11:: the Co=andAnt of XidshipM,n r.Jtit be

presented to toe eerformance Officer prior to release af tapes in hig

possesr1.0n.

3. PROCE2,1;

a. The.; procedures will be pr=ulgAted annuall.; by the Brigade

nonoi Comilttee Chairman by 15 ffa:. Thk is to prcaJide moxfmt.m flexibility

in dealing with summer training progroms. These procedures must oe

approved by the Commarlant Of Midshipmen and will have the same distri

bution as thit; Instruction.

18 Enclosure (l)
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To:

hAtiptj. cnAsc.: r

UNITED STATFS S,WAL ACADEMY
Annapolis, Maryland 21..W2

USNAINST Is10.

Oitober 1974

Date

IovestigatinA Oificer, t:.
Midshipelan

, Alpha No.

Sub): Possible Houir Violation; .l.harge tinvet

Re- (a) USNA1NsT

Foc 1 z (I) t r

1. You arv violat the i.onor ; .ncet.tr. ot driga.1- of
Midshipmen, tloit

-
_,

is detined in out Honor Concept in re.:orence .1)

,

2. You will !,o ;'.]-Hte! '.!ii.d11;.-in Advisor f

Honor Repre,;etotiv te Yon have L., .o

choose a patt:.ilar Midsiite-an Advisor lrom to list and he
appointed. If you do not desire a Midshipman Advisor, you must state
in writing to the Rririide Honor Contoittee Chairmn. You should
respond to this charge until you have :unsuited with your advisor. You
m.y make either an oral or written statoment to the Investigating Officer
or elect not to make a statement to the Investigating Officer or
subsequent Investicatle or Rid.tade Round hearldgs. If you do eloet to
make a statement, you rcly ho questi;died concerning your statement and
what you say may be used against you in further proceedings.

Accuser:
Time and date of offense:
Place of offense: --.

InvesttgatIn}; Cffieor

.1)
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9 October 1974
USNAINST 1610.3A

SAMPLE REPORT OF POSSI3LE HONOR VIOLATION

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
Annapolis, Xaryland 21402

Date

PRIVATE (OFFICIAL)

From: Brigade Honor Committee Chairman

To: Officer Representative, Brigaoe Honor Comnittee

Subj: Possible Honor Violation

1. This letter is to inform you of a possible honor violation that may
have been committed by Midshipman
Clas of , in the Conpany.

2. This inforr,tion is provided solely to keep you informed.

Copy to:
Deputy Commandant
Battalion Officer
Company Officer
Performance Officer

Very respectfully,

Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee

22 APPENDS* (C)
Enclosure (1)

5 :3 i)
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USNAINST 1610.3A

9 October 1974

SAMPLE REPORT OF CLASS INVESTIGATING BOARD

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
Annapolis, Maryland 21402

Date

--From: Presiding Officer, Class Investigating Board
To: Brigade Honor Committee Chairman

Suhj: Possible Honor Violation of Midshipman Fourth Class j, T. ru
Encl: (1) Char;e Shee::

(2) Statements
(3) List c,f Mem Present at Proceedings

1. On the eveninp, of 15 September 1971, the Class Investigating Board
met to consider the subject possible honor violation.

2. The Inirestigating Officer, Midshipman First Class H. T. Door, read
to the Committee the accusation.

3. The accused (elected/did not elect) to make a otatemeut to the
. Inyestigating'Roard. (If an oral statement was maie, sumarldo it.
If a written statement was made, refer to it.)

4. The lnvest:gat:n?, 1:ard th,2 following facts I ft,rwardin^,
its recomr.endatian. (List the facts.)

5. Based upon these facts, the Class Investigatinz,, Board recommends
that the case be (continued/terminated).

H. T. MANN

23 APPENDIX (2)
Enclosure' (li

)
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9 October 1974
USNAINST 1610.3A

SA:WLE REP(3,1.T OF :91(;ADE H.3.CH. n:)A94 TO COXMA:L:ANT OF

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
Annapolis, nryland 21402

Date

From: Brigade Honor Co-mittee Chairman

To: Comm.andant of ids!;inmen

Via: (I) Officer ':epresentative, iri.lOu 3,.nar Committee

(2) Staff Advccate

Subj. of LLe i4, ctpt ot iii, rt,

cane of ,

Encl.: (I) Char....? Sheet

(2) ,f

(3) Additi:,n,1 !;taten,nts

(/,) Annc.' of -7.,pe

(5) List ''en :resent At
(6) Recommendations oi Board Memnurs (Separation/Probation)

1. On the evenin of 20 S.7.ptember 1971, the Brigade Honor Committee met

to consider the ;ei,;;iLle h,ocr violation.

2. The er, ,Airst '..:. T. Dc.or, rLad

the

3. r'ne n,t ne. a ,tate:,.enr. to :he

Brigade Hon.:r Boac.i. (If an oral ,c.atie-lent was made, suzmarize lc, If

a written sLatement was =de, re:or

4, Based upo:, the evidence pre.iented, the Brigade Honor 'oard has

determined fn11:-.oinz fac.t,. (A detailed do-lcription of :1;e

showing al, of the facts leading up to and surrounding the charged

violation.)

5. The find:%,!, Ihe Ncnor Jrc tl.it (a brief .-;tatemen:

the flndinr.;) i'ourth T. LOOP.E lied in ,

ol the none:- ,:
V,Lc

count.)

6. The filin,; (2i-L fa,tors

or no matters to be considered in extenuation were intoduced.

24 APPENDIY. !E)

Enclo:::::- .1..
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UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEre
Annapolis; Maryland 21402

PRIVATE (OFFICIAL)

USNAINST 1610.3A

9 October 1974

From: Brigade Honor Committee Chairman
To:

7ia. (1) Officer Representative, Brigade Honor Committee
(2) Deputy Commandant
(3) Director, Division of
(4) Division Liaison Officer ith Br:Rade Honor rormitiee

Subj: Disposition of Honor Case of Midshipman

1. This is to inform of the dispoi:ion of the possible honor
violation that you submitted on Midshipman
of , in the Company.

, Class

2. Midshipman was found Not Guilty of a viola-
tion of the Brigade Honor Concept.

3. The Investigatini". Officer in this case was Midshipman
Class of in the Company. Should you have anv qaestion3
about this case, pleas ,. contact either the -investieatini: C'fficer or myself
at exteni:ion

Thank you for your cooperation in th s matter.

Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee

25 Enclosure (1)

5
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9 October 1374

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
Annapolis, Maryland 21402

PRIVAT.: (OFFICIAL)

USNAINST 1610.3A

From! (-'.gade Honor Committee Chairman

To:
Via: %I) Officer Representative,

Brigade Honor Committee

(2) Deputy Commandant
(3) Director, Division of
(4) Division Liaison Officer

with Brigade Honor Committee

Subj: Disposition of Honor Case of Midshipman

1. This is to inform you oi the
disposition of the possible honor violation

that you sun:.mitted on Midshipman
, Class of

in the Company.

2. Midshipman
was found guilty of a violation of

the_Brigade Honor Concept.
Records of this case with the Brigade Honor

Board's findings and recommendation
have been forwarded to the Commandant

of Midshipmen for his review.

3. The Investigating Officer in this caso was Midshipman

Class of in the Company. Should you h..ve any questi,

about the C.so, ploaie cont.a.:t either
Officor Cr :..ysolf

at extension

4. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

26

Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee

APPENDIX (G)
Enclos.lre
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USNAINST 1610.7sA
9 Ocotber 1974

SAMPLE FORM FOR MIDSHIFMAN HONOR INFRACTIONS
REPORTED BY OFFICERS A:72JFAC:.!.'n', U. S. NAVA:. ACA:)FMY

UNITED STATES NAVA;. ACA.DEMY
Annapolis, :laryl.ind 21402

PR:VATE (OFFICIAL.)

Date

From: (Reportine; ufficial's Name and Po,...tion)
To: Brigade i::nor Cha:r7.an
Via: (1)

(2) DivisiJn Direszor

(3) Deputy Command.int
(4) Offic:er Co=iltee

Subj: Possible Honor Offense

Midshipman Namc, Alpha !) Co.

:114-above midshipman is accused of: (Lying, Cheating, Stealing)

Time and date of offense:

Midshipman Wiznesses: Co.

Other witnesses:

Co.. .
Cu .

Circumstances, si: -tion and pertinent facts:

Position
Position
Position

(If

Reporting Official: Position

Department: Official Phcne

27

t

(Signature)

APPLNDU.-CH)
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APPENDIX 11

MADN-I . 22 January 1975

Mr. Robert E. Huntley
,President
Washington & Lee University
Lexington, VA 24450

Dear Mr. Huntley:

The Superintendent of the United States Military Academy has initiated a special
study group this academic year to review the Cadet Hone, Code and System at
West Point. The study group is conducting no aistorical review of honor, as it
has been conceptualized and practiced here over the years, as well as an investi-
gation of current attitudes toward honor within the Corps f Cadets.

part of thls stady, we are requesting Information pertaining to the honor codes
and systems at several colleges and uni.,ersities throughout the country. We N;ould
like very much to learn about your code aml nystem. end to receive any pertinent
literature ).-a may have. The study group is p. rticularly interested in sanction.i
imposed for violations of the code, investigative and administrative procedures,
and any unique aspects of your code and system that you feel support its succere
at your institution.

. Your cooperation in oar behalf will be most appreciated, and a reply at your
earliest convenience would be hel. :'til. We wot.id like to include information re-
ceived in a preliminary report to oc submitted Sy I March ;375.

Sincerel

GORDON M. CLARKE
MAJ,
MemSer, Superinteudem's Speclr..1

Study Grow,
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WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY
I.CONGTON,ING3N, 2.450

February 5, 1975

Major Gordon M. Clarke
Department of Mechanics
Department of the Army
United States Military Academy
West Poin-, New York 10996

Dear :':ajor Clarke:

President Huntley has asked me to resprrd to your
1c r of January 22 concerning the Honor Systen. at Washington

.1 Lee University.

I am p1cased to enclose two publications of the
Student Body Executive Committee which should be helpful to
your study group. In particular, the white booLlet entitled
The Honor System gives an extensive pres,atation of its
philosophy and procedures.

The Board of Trustees of Washington Ind Lee in its
by-laws has delegated tota1 responsibility for the Honor System
directly to the student body, and that responsibility is
exercised by the twelve-man Executive Committee. The Honor
System remains strong and effective primarily because of that
body's dedication to its principles and becaus, of its effec-
tive administration on beralf of the entire ctudent body.
Permanent dismissal from the University rem,.n, I...he sole

penalty upon conviction for a violation.

I hope this information will be helpful. If you
have additional questions, I would suggest that you write to
Mr. Benjamin L. Bailey, President of chc Student Body, at
The University Center of Washington and Lee.

Best wishes in your study.

Sincerely yours,

,....in il /
'i--- 121

,, ,....,.._,-/----N ,,_,A_,J

----12Ai;LC. John //i

DcanNO Students C.!
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Written Work and the Honor System

at

Washington and Lee University

One of the most widely recognized principles of writing to-

day is that each person's written work is his own ploperty and thus
enjoys the moral protection afforded by an attitude of intellectual

honesty and the legal protection provided by international copy-
right agreements. This principle, to be sure, has not alw.,ys been
respected. Shakespeare, for example, seems to have felt no need

to acknowledge the borrowing of plots for hs playssuch
borrowing was as much an established practice of his day as the
pirating of popular successes which in turn victimized himand
even as late as the nineteenth century a novelist like Dickens was

deprived of thousands of dollars by publishers outside England
who reprinted his works without making any return to their au-
thor. But we no longer regard such practice as either right or
legal (when My Fair Lady first appeared 16 years ago, its

producers couldn't act as if Shaw had never written Pygmr.lion),
and the taking of ideas or words from another without proper
acknowledgement we now call plagiarism. The word is derived

from a Latin word meaning to kidnap or plunder, the Latin word
itself having been derived from a Greek word meaning crooked

or treacherous. The etymology, therefore, is illuminating. By what-

ever word in its long evolution we call it, plagiarism is a dishonest

act. It is, quite simply, theft that we have come to consider as

reprehensible as the theft of any other personal possession.

Because of the seriousness of plagiarism, the faculty and stu-
dents of Washington and Lee have long regarded it as a violation

of the Honor System that should be dealt with in the same man-
lier as any other form of lying, stealing, or cheating. For this
reason every effort is made to explain what plagiarism is and to
warn against its dangers. The following statement is a part of this

effort and is intendcd to indicate, as specifically as possible, the
application of the Honor System to the written work that you
will do at Washington and Lee.

f
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Broadly speaking, written work at Washington and Lee (exclu.
sive of tests and examinations) falls into four general cateories,
and the Honor System applies to all four. Written assignments
differ in their requirements, however, and these differences must
be recognized. It is therefore important, first of all, to make sure
that you understand fully the assignment and the restrictions irn-
posea upon fulfilling it. But even more important is to keep al-
ways in mind this basic principle: Regardless of the assignment,
any attempt to deceive the reader, i.e., to try to make him think
that what is really someone else's work is your own, is dishonest
becausc it is a form of theft and thus violates the Honor System.

A. CRITICAL AND EXPOSITORY ESSAYS.

Much of your work at Washington and Lee, as in English 201,
will consist of writing short essays on subjects for which no re .
search is permitted. This means that the subjects are ones about
which you have already read or thought or are currently studying,
and your professor wishes you to write about your own response
to them and not about what you have just learned from library
materials. But since none of us thinks original thoughts exclusive-
ly and so cannot be entirely free of indebtedness to others, even
these "independent" essays are to some extent "borrowed." How,
then, is plagiarism to be avoided?

1. A simple rule of thumb is this: If you knew a certain fact
or held a certain opinion before the assignment was made, you
need.not make a specific ackaowledgement (though it is courteous
to the source of your information to do so if you can). But if you
acquired the information after the signrnent was made, you must
acknowledge your indebtedness. And, unless your professor ex-
plicitly allows you to do outside reading to prepare for the paper,
you should refrain from doing research on the st 1)ject, for no
matter how carefully you ntLy try not to be influenced by what
you read, some of it will alnwst.inevitablyshape what you write.
'YOur best procedure-, therefore; is simply to follow the assignment
exactlyto write out of your own knowledge and experience.

2. The saine princip!;2 api;lies to the use of notes and textbooks
from high schools and preparatory schools. What you remember
from thcse is essentially your own, but to reread them before pre.-
paring your paper is really to do research on the subject. Again,
therefore, you should refrain from reviewing any of this material

536
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unless your profey,or explicitly allows it, and then you should
make specific acknowledgement.

B. RESEARCH OR TERM PAPERS.

The word research designates a number of not-altogether-iden-
tical activities. A scientist, for example, may engage in research
to discover new pr,nciples or new materials. The biographer
or historian may do research in published materials to see what
has already been written about his subject, and then in unpub-
lished materials to learn what can be added. And most of
some time or other, have become .so deeply interested in a subject
that we have read everything al:out it that we could obtain. and
then on the basis of the informat:on that we have so acquired ..ye
may have written (or planned to write) a paper presenting what
we have learned.

It is this last kind of activity that is indicated by the phrase
research paper. Since its author is just beginning a study of the
subject, he is usually not in a position to contribute anything
startlingly new or original, and since he rarely has access to much
if any unpublished material he can carry his subject little further
than his published sources have already carried it. This does not
destroy the value of the research paper, however, nor does it
make of the writer merely a 31avi:mh imitator. On the contrary.
the able student will constantly exercise independence of mind
by evaluating his material and eventually arriving at a conclu-
sion of his own. But at the same time he will recogni that the
paper is substantially based upon his reading and that accord-
ingly he must acknowledge his indebtedness.

Specifically, the following kinds of indebtedness must be ac-
knowledged.

i. Facts not of general knowledge. By. "general knowledge" is
meant information that can be easily obtained from a dictionary
or some other ready source of reference. If, for example, you
wrote that Robcrt E. Lee was horn in iSo7, you would not have
to cite the source our mation, which could be obtained
in many obvious places. But if you were to give details of Lee's
strategy at Gettysburg, let us say, you WrOuld certainly have to
indicate the book or article frrmi which you derived your in
formation, which is of a specialized rather than general nature..
In cases.of doubt it is better to err on the side of caution than re'

5
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make no acknowledgement wha:soeoer. If you arc genuinel
erudite, no amount of modesty will conceal the fact forever.

2. Quotations and ideas derived from your reading. Here it is
of the utmost importance to distinguish between plagiarism and a

summary which uses information derived from a secondary source,
puts it into one's own words, and acknowledges the indebtedness.
To illustrate this distinction let us suppose that one has chosen to
write a paper on liberalism in the nineteenth century and in the
course of his research comes across the following paragaph:

The liberals of the early nineteenth century ordinarily
were middle-class folk. Certain advanced thinkers of the
old landed aristocracy :1:;:de common eause wit!: them.
and so too did the majority or workingmen in the citis;
but on the whole liberalis-.; found its origin in the rise in
the eighteenth century in numbers and influence of what
came to be known as the bourgeoisiemanufacturers.
bankers, mercimnts. and professional men, such as doctors
and lawyers, who for the most Frt were dependent or. their
wits for a living and who generally were not of distinguished
lineage. HaAing been down in the social scale, they were de-
termined to assert their ecii:ality with others who had been
above them, namely, tiled aristocrats, the landed gentry.
and the privileged ofrice-owning ciassef-.. whether eccles-
;astical, 4,iiiitary, or politic:d. .% law of these liberals were
cogniiant of a multitude of other men without even the
pr; ileges which they pos,e,sdworkingmen in cities, farm
laborers, and peasants. Btu the were not apt to nink very
much about diem: and when they did speculate on their lot,
they were apt impatiently to assert that the opportunity to
rise was free far ail, and that laziness, drunkenness. stupid-
ity, or improvidence (o::rticulariv in the matter of ha% ing
children) explained why in la rge mea gire these lesser folk
suffered hardship. Government, they considered, could clo
little to alleviate their lot.'

Now in order to see the difference between legitimate use of this
'paragraph and plagiarism, let us examine clo,civ the following

four examples.

Example No. Pioper 4;ro and acl:nozet:::,-in:

There is a fine irony in thc .1:iiti:de of the nineteenth-
century liberals toward ch b They themselves

,w. P. fiall and V. S. Dais, 11. (.01.).$c 0/ Eu rope '.ioce Water luo
York. 1940, p. 8; used by permission of the publisher, Appleum-Century-CroRs.

Illustrations of the usc of this passage follow a pattern suggested in a
pamphlet prepared by the University of Virginia.

,!

74-H92 0 - 36 . 30
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had come very largely from the bourgeoisie who in the
previous century had begun CO claim equality with the
aristocracy. BM, as Hall and Davis point out, they were
so "determined CO assert their equality with others who had
been above them" that they were deaf to the claims of those
who remained beneath them, such as the urhaa worker and
the peasant. And even when they did think of these claims
they tended to derlare that each man was free to rise, and
if he failed 1E was only bec7,,se of his own inertia or vice.
The problem was altogether an individual matter, how-
ever, and not at all a concern of the government.

Here the writer has largely rewritten the passage, putting it
into his own language. And, what is more important, he has takcm
the idea and turned it to his own purposes; note the emphasis at
the begining of the irony of the liberals' attitude.

At the same time, however, he has acknowledged in the text
itself that the idea is derived from an outside source (note the
phrase, "as Hall and Davis point out"); he has placed within
quotation marks the words he has not paraphrased but used
directly; and either aE the end of the paragraph or at an appropri-
ate place within it (such as after the phrase or the quotation noted
above) he will have placed a footnote acknowledging the source
from which he has worked in writing the paragraph.

Lxamp le No. 2. Exccs.iively close paraphrase as plagiarism:

Liberalism, as Hall and Davis have shown, originated
in the rise of the t ourgeoisie during the eighteenth century.
The members of tliis (lass, having gained in social position,
were now "determined to assert their equality with others
who had been abc;ve the:ICtitled aristocrats, land.owning
gentry, and privileged o:fice.holders. Some of these liberak
knew that MOSE people did not enjoy the advantages that
the middle class now possessed, but they were inclined to
ignore those unfortunates who were still beneath them, or
when they did think of them to say that the poor were
responsible for their plight and that there %vas nothing the
government could do to ill!eviate Uiei condition.

Although at the outset the writer acknowledges the source of
his idea (with the phrase, "as Hall and Davis have shown," which
will of course be accompanied by a footnote), he misleads the
reader by directly quoting one passage and thus implying that the

.rcmainder of the paragraph is written in his own language. But,.
it is not. The phrase "titicd aristocrats" is from the original; "land-
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owninc gentry" and "privileged office-holders" are only Slightly
different from "landed gentry" and "ale privileged office-owning
classes"; ond "alleviate their condition" is identical to "alleviate
their lot" with the exception of the change in a single word.

To paraphrase is to restate, to give the mean:ng in a different
form. All that has been done in the phrases above is to plagiarize
under the guise of paraphrase.

Example No. 3. Plagiarism of an idea:

I do not behee that prosperity usually leads to a com-
passionate concern for one's fellovman. Take, for example,
the liberals of the ei7hteenth centurY. From humble origins
they had risen in both wealth and political power, but
instead of being sympathetic towarl the needs of those who
were now clearly beneath them, h as the urban or rural
laborer, these new members of LI:: middle class smugly
concluded that they had devated themselves by their own
intelligence and industry. If others were less fortunate, they
said, it was [Iv .7 own fault. Nor should they look for assist-
ance to the -overnment, Ivhich could do nothing to over-
come the i 1ence and ignorance of the poor.

Unlike t1,- ,nd example, this passage has no verbal parallels
that are so c to constitute plagiarism. But at the same time
the writer, Ilk, ,--itcr of the second example., has attempted to
deceive the Ivith the stawment, "I do no: be-
lieve," and neglecting throughout the paragraph to mention his
outside source, he has given the impression that both his argument
and his illustration are his own. But they are clearly not. Except
for the truism with which it opens, _II of the ideas for the para-
graph have been (Erectly borrowed, and the Ivriter %du) takes
ideas without proper acknowledgement is as guilty of plagiarism
as the writer who takes words without proper acknowledgement.

Example No. 4. Wholesale plagiarism:

The lii)erals of the earlY nineieenth century we':e t;u:11:v
oti_.11,:d c_.n-

tury from what came to be known as the bourgeoisie
manufacturers, bankers, merchants, and professional men,
such as doctors and lawYers, who for the most part were
dependent on z!:. for a U and who gcnoya!!::
were not of disting-:,..ed lineage. iiaving been down in the

.:..social scale, they -e-. determined to insist on their equality
with others who hi been above tilem. A few of these lib-

6
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erals were aware of many other men without even the privi-
leges which they possessedworkingmen in cities, farm
laborers, and peasants. But they were not likely to think
very much about them; and when they did think about
their lot, they were likely to say that the opportunity to
rise was free for all, and that laziness, drunkenness, stupid-
ity, or improvidence (especially in the matter of having
children) explained why in large measure these lesser folk
suffered hardship. Government, they said, could do little
to alleviate their lot.
The writer of this pas,ag:! is !!uilty of patent dishonesty. In the

first sentence he has changed "ordinarily" to "usually" and placed
it after the verb. He has eliminated everything that precedes the
semicolon in the second st.ntence and a phrase ("in numbers ..nd
influence") that follows later, and to accommodate these changes
he has slightly altered the wording in the latter portion of the
original sentence. In the third sentence he has changed "de-
termined to assert" to "determined to insist on" and has omitted
the series which is introduced by "namely." And in the last three
sentences he has made several changes in diction"aware" for
"cognizant," "many" for "a inultitude of," "likely" for "apt," and
so on. Despite these changes, however, the paragraph is in no
sense the writer's own. He has, to be sure, made changes in each
of the six sentences. But to a1tr a word here or omit a phrase
:here does not make the pass:1-.: iis own, aixl consequently it
remains a fiagrant case of plagiarism, for neither the thought nor
the form in which it is expressed is his.

C. BOOR REPORTS

In some courscs 01.: will be asked to write short papers re-
porting .on .your reading. Both the asSignment'and the title .of
your paper should he proper acknowledgement that the paper is
based on a book that you have read, but you must nevertheless
still be careful to .avoid plagiarism in the writing itself. That is,
your report niust not be a close paraphrase of any portion of the
book or of ptiblis:led reviews, or a series of close
phraes th,c. IL s:nninar:,.e, and if you use actual phrases
or sentences from the book you must enclose them in quotation
marks.

D. CREATIVE OR IMAGINATIVE PAPERS.

Sometime at Washington and Lee, either for a specific course
or for the Mahan ,:ontest, you may tvrite a sketch, a short story, a
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poem, a play, or even a novel. If you do, you will probably write
it out of a complex of experiences and reading. In such a case,
of course, no acknowledgement is required or even possible. But
if you are aware of specific indebtcdnessthat the story, let us say,
closely parallels one that you have readyou should so acknowl-
edge in your pledge. Literary allusions or obvious quotations
(e.g., "To be or not to be: that is the question") need not, of
course, be acknowledged.

In addition to the principli,. already explained, the following
will likewise govern written work at Washington and Lee:

1. Typed papers. If a paper is to be typed by someone other
than the student himself, the student is responsible fur explaining
to the typist that the manuscript is to be followed exactly.

2. Assistance in spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc. The act-
ual composition of the paper must be the student's own work,
down to the most minute detail of the writing. If he needs as-
sistance, therefore, he should refer to his dictionary or composi-
tion handbook or consult his professor, but he should avoid
seeking the assistance of a fellow student. Help obtained from
anyone other than the professor himself must be specifically ac-
knowledged.

3. The pledge. Written work should contain the entire pledge
"! pledge that I have neither given nor received any unacknowl-
edged aid on this paper"and not just the word "Pledged." \Vork
will be treated as pledged, however, even if the pledg3 is omitted.

One last comment, perhaps the must important of all. If you
haveany'doubt whatsoever about W' he thtr or not to acknowledge
indebtedness, consult your professor before luznding in the paper,
or include a statement in the paper explaining your doubt. And if
you have any question about the application of the Honor System
to a particular matter, speak with a member of the Executive
Committee of tio: stadeNf B;it w!latever you do, do not try
to deceke ),);irself or oti:ers tilat solueone else's work is
your own. The adage that honesty is the best policy is no less true
for being a truism.
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,1,0SWELlAil. OF

.11V,4

VIRGINIA .M1L1TARY INSTITUTE
UnInfaCIN. VIntNIA

7 February 1975

Major Gordon M. Clarke
Department of Mechanics
Department of the Army
United States Military Academy
West Point, New York 10996

Dear Gordy:

The Honor Code and Honor System at the Virginia Military Institute have ex-

isted since the Institute was founded in 1839. The code has 50-.3 written

guidelines, but is based on the principle that all cadats must conduct them-
selves as gentlemen who do not lie, cheat, or steal, it applies to all

phases of a cadet's life at VOI.

The honor system is enforced and administered by the Corps of Cadets. Two 11

faculty members are appointed as the Superintendent's representatives to the fl

court, but they serve only in an advisory capacity to insure that correct

administrative procedures are followed and that the rights of the accused

'are not violated.

Enclosed are several documents that will provide you with some information

concerning penalties and administrative and investigative procecures. The

long sheet entitled "Virginia Military Institute, The Honor System.' is the

only written guidelines of the system. This is pested in every cadet's rdom

and in every clasd"room. The remaining documents relate to investigative and

administrative procedures of the honor court. The UCMJ is the 'aasic docent

used when determining admissibility of evidence, elements of proof, and trial

procedure.

It should be mentioned that a cadet is seldom- taken to trial for the offense

for which he is initially reported. Since the only penalty for a cadet found

guilty is dismissal, investigations are thorough and often extend over severe.)

days. This is a ti;"a-cons.dT113 and -ainstakino task for tha c:.dets

but nas resulted in a reputation of fairness and thorougnness tnat is essential

if the Corps is to enforce the system. The VMI Honor System has always enjoyed

the strong support of the Corps of Cadets, the faculty, and the alumni who take

great pride in their honor system.

When faculty or staff members discover honor code violations, the cases are

referred to a faculty Board of :nouiry cc7mosed of not lass t'rar

including normally wo cadets. The Board recommends appropriate action to tee

Superintendent who makes the final decision.
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Major Gordon M. Clarke
7 February 1975
Page 2

I hope this information will be of use to you in preparing your rellort. If

you need additional information or want to discuss specific points in more
detail, don't hesitate to get in touch with me.

With kind regards.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Irby
Major General
Superintendent
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HONOR Ct P,i0CIDUHE

1. Suspected violations of the nil Honor Code arc reported ihe pro-
secutors or the president.

2. When a su:ipecte,! violation is brought to the prosecutor, he then
assigns another member o: the Court to assist him in the investiga-
tion of the suspected violation.

3. If the prosecutor decides that the suspected violation warrants fur-
ther consideration, he brings the irdorznation related to the case to
the Superintendent's itepreseniiiiive.

lf, after reviewing the ird'orimation, the Superintendunt's itepresen-
iativs in.:demi, warraind a trial, the S.gterimiidet

requen:cil ainhorile 1.se cane to go to a pre-trial hearing and
subsequently to trial.

5. After the ai,proval of the Superinteedem is received, the accused,
accompanied by his faculty and class advisers, is brought before
a pre-trial hearirg.

6. At the irk-:-tr:111;eavirl:., :he is ittfornte:l
. ar.; a of

r. Having been presented with the cane against him, he consults with
his ant parent::, over telephone, and mai.es
sion as to whether he will pled,: gmity ,dand

8. If the accused . . he is dismissed for reasons satisfac-
tory to the SLip,:in:endent.

D. lf, however,

charges at trial.

10. The Comma:: !ant and Court men:burs are then notified of :he ir.!ienti-
ing trial,

.1. 7.n
directly or itre,:tly, will be replaced by a cauct sclecteu uy tile
President.

12.
Court.
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13. A vote of "not guilty" by three of the eleven voting members acquits
the accused. A cadet so acquited is completely exonerated of Li.e
Charges and bears no stigma.

14. Should the accused be found guilty, the Superintendent is n;tified
and the cadet is dismissed for reasons satisfactory to the Suer-
intendent.
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VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE
Lexington, Virginia

(date)

Statement of Arrest and Rights,of Accused

Having been placed in arrest by the Honor Court of the Virginia Military Institute,
I have this date been granted and informed of my rights as an accused, to wit:

a) the charges against me, with specifications, a copy of which I have been given;
b) the identity of my accusers, and the fact that the charges are preferred

against me lay the lic,nor Court:
c) the fact that these charges have heel; investigated;
d) the identity of witnesses against me insofar as known by the Honor Court at

the time of my arrest;
e) the right to have counsel, if I so desire;
f) the right to have my counsel examine any witnesses requested by me;
g) the right to make a statement in any form, but that such statement is not

.required, and that if made, it may be used as evidence against me in a trial
by the Honor Court.

Conditions of Arrest

1) I understand that if I leave the Viri;inia :.1ilitary Institute withoat prep,r
authority while tn arrest by the llortur Court, that tills mattim be so
entered in my record and will be considered as an admission of quilt.

I sign this statement voluntarily, without coercion, and I understand that my
signature hereto implies neither clemency nor reprisal.

(signature)

(name typed)

Cadet Class

President, V Ml lt J.icr Court

Prosecutor, VMI Honor Court Faculty Adviser
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VIRGINIA MILITAILY INSTITUTE
Lexington, Virginia

The Hone: Court

(d ate )

Charge l'Ieet

(first name, middle initial, last name, ran.:;,, class wile year)

CHARGe: Violation of the Honor Code of the Virginia Military lasti:ute,
Article 4 , by

SPECIE,:

(Additional cha.g,E; ant! specifications Tr1 a y be set forth on sheets attache horeto.)

These c:1'.eges liave been int:laii,r1 by.
(Identify pzrsons by name,
r- and class.)

and r.is formally preferred against the accused by the VAII Honor Court.

These charges have been investigated :)2.: the Honor Court

agams: az:niseci inso:ar as known by :he Honor Cour: a: :Imo arr,s1.

P.r.par,,
Copies: Honor Court

Defense C.,unsel
(for noc..:sk.,:)

s
Represeniat:.:e



Page 2, Ch.i.tle Sheet

In addition to the above information, the accused is hereby informed that lie has the
following rights:

a. to have counsel. if he so desires (the Holm' Cumt lias requested a faculty
member, now prc:,:flt, tO assist the acetised in selecting counsel),

b, to have said couni;o1 osanitne ;my witnesses requested by tde sec.:deo:
c. to make a )datenient in any form, No ststement is required, hut if ridide, may

be used as evidence a,:ainst the accused In a trial by the Honor Court,
d. to have properly completed isipy of Mi.; charge sheet.

The accused la further notified that the limits )ind conditions of los ac.tcst are as
fohlows

a. He will cnnme. !)::sself mid,: moral re,traint olisert.n. Lit:If:id:died: to the
limns of the Institute. :lc wIti :vat lat plaited und,..r
restrained tn any yay. lie %vitt attend all ins nocrnal duty )alI
customary (illy scliodide.

b. If he itibsent., himself teithoint proper authority from the Institute durin)! the
period of Ma arrest by tine iionor Court, tins matter will be su enteccd
his record and will be considered as an admission of gui..t.

I have thin date presented to the accused named hermri a properly completed copy
of this char,:, infurnted him uf rdatturs twrtinent to Ids ,rr;:d.

OFFICIAL:

6 1 i

(Signature;

(name typed)
Prosecutor, V:1I1 Honor Court
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THE II(..1\:0 l COURT
VIRGINIA MILIT.li:V INSTITUTE

Lexmgt on, Virgmia

, have on this date

been presented by the VMI Honor Court with the charges and speettica:ions against

me. WIth a ckar underbtasdmg of these chargt,s and q)Qctfic.Thull:a, 1 have

to plead guilty.

I hereby forfeit any property bearing the insignia of the Virginia 'Military

Institute.

This statement is signed voluntarily without coercion in the presence of

witnesses named below. I understand that my signature hereon implies ne!tti'rf:r

clemency nor rcprls.t.l.

Witness:

Witness:

6 2

SIGNED
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Universit;!) of Smi Diejo

SD SCHOOL OF LAW .

Major Gordon M. Clarke
Department of Mechanics
United States Military Academy
West Point, New York 11996

Dear Major Clarke:

31 January 1975

Your letter of January 21, 1975 to Mr. J(meph SinclItico, Jr.

relating to the current review of the Cadet Nflnor Code ac he

United Stated Military Academy ha.F. been referred to me by Dean

Donald Weikstein for reply. Mr. Sinclitico Is no longer affiliat-
ed with the University of San Diego School of Law havinc, accepted

an appointment ;ts Dean, University of Pu,:ut Sound School of Law.

During the past several months I worked with a committee of
faculty and ttudents to revise the Honor Code in effect at this

law scho,l. At our most rect faculty tha oroposed

revised honor Code Was approved trJ will be submitted to oho
student body for their approval In about a week.

: us enclos!rw, for USe by your ntudy ,-,roup a copy of car

proposed Honor Code and coples of some of our working papers and
reports which serve to explain the conceptual chanoes incorporated

in the revised code. We believe cur Horc,r Code pr,,..nt a

realistic, workable means or dealing witn student infr%cticno

relating to academic rn.atters. Ouz, law faculty, sitting as a
disciplinary committee, resolves all other cases of reported'

law student misconduct of significance to the University communi.
The law faculty disciplinary committee does not include student

members. Students whose alleged violations are referred to the

law ficult arv c,m-dtte re c,lvdn notice r:f the:2

concerning the ,:llegations again.;t nner

Hopefully, tho materinl furnished to you wil/ prove tc be

helpful. If wo Ue 2rther pleace reel

to call upon us, i!

.7!r,cerely

P:..Dfcsacr cC

enclosures
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UNIVERSITY Or SAN sc:io OF L. "I

HONOI CCDE

ARTICLE I 2REAMBLE

We, the students of the Unkersity of San Diego School 'If Law, in
recognition of our obligation as prospective members of a profet. ;ion that is
responsible for the administration of justice in our society, and responsible for
its own self-discipline, affirm our belief n the following precepts:

1. It is essential to the welfare of the legal profession and those whom it
serves that the integrity of all its members and its prospectivc. members
be at all times beyond reproach;

2. To be effective, an honor code must depend primarily upon recog-
nition of individual responsibility by those functioning under it.

In reliance on these principles, we institute and adopt this Honor Code.

ARTICLE II JURISDICTION

The Honor Code shall apply and to the Honor Court shall have juris-
diction over all acts prohibited by Article III of this Honor Code whether
committed on the property of the University of San Diego or elsewhere.

ARTICLE III PROVISIONS

A. Prohibited Acts

The following list of prohibited acts is an exclusive list of violations
of the Honor Code.

1. Examination Violations

It shall he a breach of the Honor Code for a student participating
in an examination:

a. To use prior to that examination any information concerning the.
actual content thereof unless authorized by the faculty merncer
concerned;

b. To bring into the room where the examination is being held any
materials not authorized by the faculty;

c. To refer to unauthorized materials during the course of an exam-
ination.

d. To communicate in any manner with any other student subject
to the examination concerning any part of an examination until
all parties to the communications have completed the examination;

e. To display consciously one's own examination paper with the in-
tent of aiding oneself or another student, or to look at the exami-
nation paper of another student, or to cive or receive other un-

33
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ized aid during the of tliat examin rig;

f ro ...himence an c'tdrrli7t1t1011 hefOre the! 'Ali!' Itt:d nine of tO

01110100 Wur!..ing on an examination after the annonncul c0n-

e.0.11 of the nYaminition period. ¶dnt hill be notified
the exorilination time has coiniii when it has

med;
fo tail consciously to comply with duly cstahli7,hed examination

1,rmeilorcs.

2. Pt opP; ty Viol, iims
_

It snail be a 1
each of the 11..mor Code for any stteHit to take with

the intnet to le.,e temporarily or to take with the intent of convert-

ing to his own possession, properzy of another 111110,S the owner has

given his consent.
3. Library Violations

It shall be a breach of the Honor Code for any student:

a. to intentionally tot.r, mutilate, deface, 01 destroy library mater ials;

b. To hide lib, arv materials;
c. To intentionally remove library materials from the library with

out compliance with circulation policy its prescriktd in the li-
. brary rules.

!r: Laions

t a bleach of tne Honor Code for any student to meke false
rqire; r)tations directly related to any administrative, educational,

of pi ofi:ssional function of the University of San Diego school of
Law.

B. Sanctions

The Honor Court shall have the power to impose an appropriate one or
mot e of the following sanctions for violation of the f honor Code: expul-
sion, suspansion, fine, withdrawal of law school privileges, recommen-
dation of grade adjustment, and censure.

C. I nternal Organization and Operation of the Honor Court

1. Title
The provisions of the Honor Code shall be administered by a body
entitled "The Honor Court of the University of San Diego School of
Law," hereinafter referred to as "The Honor Court."

2. Composition

The Honor Court shall consist of:

a. Six Justices, three of whom shall be members of the faculty, and
three of whom shall be students. The Honor Court shall elect a
chairman from among its six Justices.

b. A First Alternate and Second Alternate Student Justice.

34
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e. A Student Preliminm y I miner Ind i Facul
xammer.

3, Seraetion of Member tH, I Innor iettt

a, .1 he Student Bar ion Boad, prior to tne in,4al

of the Student Bar Habra!), diall nonnn. of
nine .,tudents for Ow ,,tions of :itudent ! ronor Cnurt
Alto nate Student I tn n Court .lu ice, arid :talent

,,nd a max holm of three student , tor the pos,'0,11 of
Hotta, Court CuurI. Such noi,uination till be hasi,-; upon
written applications 311.1 interviews conductor by thin Stud, it t liar
Association Board.

b. The Student Honor Com t Justices, the Alter nate Student I lonor
Court Justices. the rAtident Preliminary Examiner, and the I I,mor
Court Counsel shall then be elected by popular vote at the oanual
elections of the Sturroit Bar Association, ex, pt that the .-tmlent
members of the origintil Honor Court shall he elected at I

ial election. ,

c. The candidates shall not campaign.
d. At the election each voter shall be allowed to vote for thb

didates nominated for f'rudent Honor Court histice and !In:, r,;nr
Pi eliminary Exarninar tttl one candidate nr,minated fur I rumor

Cow t Counsel.
e, The three candidater; for 'Student I lonor Court Justicr, and r',,Jim-

inary Examiner receieing the most votes sharl be Stmrebt ranor
Court Justices, the Oar rate receiving the fciath higkest it nnher
of votes shall he the Student Prelimiaary Examiner, the c id ate

receiving the fifth higin...t number of votes shall be the Firt Alter.
nate Student Justice, Lind the candidate receiving the sixth laiThest
number of votes shall he the Second Altern ite Student Justice.
The candidate for I lot nig Court Counsel rolaiving the highest
number of votes shall lie the Honor Court Counsel.

f, Student Justices, Student Alternate Justices, the Student Prelim-
inary Examiner, and trie Honor Court Cour..:ol shall sepia from
May 1 to May 1.
Non-attendance in the School of Law during any fall or ..pring
semester shall terminate the term of office of the Stud, at Ali-
tice, Student Alternate Justice, Student Preliminary Examiner,
or Honor Court Counsel so absent and a vacancy shall exist

h. All Student vacancies shall be filled by appointment by the Stu-
dent Bar Association Board.

35
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of the Law School from the members of the fw.ulty.

4. Service on the Honor Court of Justices and Al ter iwne Justices

a. The six Justices shall serve as the body to Ire,:r :Intl decide matters

brought befor e the Honor Court.

b. If any Student Justice is unable to mend a session or is dis-
qualified from hearing a matter, an appropriate Alternate Student
Justice shall serve in his place for the remainder of the sessions

on the particular matter.

c. If the First Alternate Student Justice is unable to serve for any

reason in a case, the Second Alternate Student Justice shall serve

for that case.
d. If there are, for any reason, insufficient Student Justices and

Alternate Student Justices to form a court to hear a case, the

Student Bar Association President shall appoint sufficient ad.hoc

Student Justices to fill the temporary vacancies until the regular
Student Justices and Alternate Student Justices can resume their

posts or until the Student Bar Association Board can fill the

student vacancies.

e. If, for any reason, there is a permanent stud nt vacancy on the

Honor Court, the First Alternate Student Justice shall fill such

vacancy, the Second Alternate Student Justice shall become First
Alterr:ate Student Justice, and a new Second Alternate Student
Just;ce shall be selected by the Student Bar Association Board.

f. The Alternate Faculty Justice shall replace, for a particular case,

a Faculty Justice who is unable to serve. The Dean of the Law
School shall make new appointments of Faculty Justices and
Faculty Preliminary Examiner whenever vacancies occur among
the original appointees.

5. Honor Court Counsel
The Honor Court Counsel shall act as prosecutor and be responsible

for gathering evidence in all cases of alleged breaches of the Honor

Code. He shall be responsible for:
a. Acquiring a written statement from the accused, if the accused

so desires, and the complainant and from any other witnesses
whose testimony may be instrumental in the exposition of the
entire truth in the case; and

b. The oral presentation and amplification of the evidence against

the accused at the formal hearing, as outlined below.

6. The Preliminary Examiners

a. The Preliminary Examiners shall sit in at the preliminary hear-
ing, as set out below.

b. If the Student Preliminary Examiner is unable to serve at any
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' appoint a siudent to si, his pla1.: to. that ..:aring

7. flonor Court Miles
The si.x Justices of the Hmor Cou shall hav the power i')
rules and replations fm- :he operwion of th.: Honor Cou Ysr:Ich

are not inconsistent with ihe Honor (2ode.

D. Enforcement Procedure

1. Statament of Facts

a. Any person who iv,s r.:asonable cause to -,:spect a t y !:ot of
violating the Honor CcJa should file a statei.::nt of facts the
Honor Court Coumel v:ithout unreasonable ,:elay. If CI: ;Ionor
Cort Counsel is not reasonably available, he shall py. ..ot the
statement to any member of the I lonor Court who shall transmit
it directly to the Honor Court Counsel.

b. The statement of facts r.hall contain an information relatiny to the
alleged breach, includin,j the names of all knrwn witnesse!;.

2. Prehminary Hearing

a As soon as practicable after receiving the st;;.ement of h.:ts, the
Honor Court 'Counsel shall present the statement of f..:ts and
present evidence which he has to the Student Preliminary Exami-
ner and the Faculty Preliminary Examiner at the preli.ninary
hearing.

b. If either the Student Preliminary Examinel or the Facu:ty Pre-
liminary Examiner finds that the written stitement of h:cts and
the other evidence presented constitutes proftible cause to believe
that the accused committed a breach of the F onor Code, he shall
notify the other members of the Honor Court and requcst that
the Honor Court hold a Final Hearing of the cause.

c. If both the Student Preliminary Examiner and the Faculty Pre-
liminary Examiner believe that the written szatement of facts and
the other evidence presented do not constitute probable cause to
believe that the accused committed a breach of the Honor Code,
no further action shall he taken and the accused shall be so noti-
fied.

3. Notice of Charges and Heaing
A copy of the written statement of facts and copy of thl! Honor
Code shall be delivered to ihe accused by regiritered mail sIt to his
local address of record. Such notice shall be placcd in the mai: within
seventy-two (72) hours after the final hearing is requested.

4. The Hearing
a. The final hearing for determination of the accused's innoncence or

guilt shall be held not less than seven days nor more than twenty-
one (21) days from the time notice Of charges is mailed to the
accused as prescribed in Article III, Section D.3 above.
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tin) neanno snarl tie -6L1 to the ac-cusrd by iegMered mail
sent to his local address of let.ord. Such notice shall be placed in

the mail not less than ninety-six (96) hour . prior to the hearing.

c. The accused shelf have n election of an open or closed hearing.

d. The case shall be presented in ihe fol vi g manner:

(1) The Honor Court Coun-el sh.111 read the complainant's
written complaint.

(2) The accused or his counA intly then, if the accused so de-

sires, present a statenient, writtn or oral.

(3) The Honor Court Courv.31 shall present the case on behalf

of the complainant.
(4) The accused or his coansel shall then present his defense.

(5) The Honor Court Counsel shall then present his closing

argument.

(6) The accused or his counsel shall then present his closing

argument.

e. The accused c.r his counsel may question any witness, may reply to
such withess' testimony in his own words, and may call witnesses

of his own to refute or explain such testimony.
f. The Honor Court shall have the right to ask any questions or

call any witnesses.

g. Thr. accused shall have the right to be represented by the counsel

of his choice. If the accused desires an individual to serve as
counsel either from the faculty or from the student body, the
Honor Court shall make available to the accused, at his request, a

list' of faculty members and students willing to serve as defense

counsel. The Honor Court shall be responsible for maintaining

such a list.
h. Formal rules of evidence shall not be applicable to the proceedings

established under the Honor Code.

i. All relevant evidence to which the Honor Court has access shall

be made available to the accused at his request. This availability
shall include evidence in the posession of the Honor Court Counsel.

5. Record
A recording or other verbatim record of the Final Hearing shall be

made.

6. Determination of Innocence or Guilt
a. After the close of the hearing the Justices shall discuss the matter

in closed session.

b. The Just:ces shall vote "guilty" or "not guilty."
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a.,L,LisCo

U. Unless five or [nor,: JtIstic?s concur in , ",%!ilty," ili(1.,cc.ised
shall be con,.idori.,,I "nOt

7. Sanctions .

If the tionor c,,urt determines that the , used k qui. t,f
the Honor Cn11,:, it shall detc,,nine, by 't vote
of the Honor Coin 1, a sanction to be it, dosed.

8. The Opinion of the Court

a. 1,Alhether or wit the I lonor Court det : mines that oecnsed is
tjuilty, the Honor Court shall express i:; verdct in ,..,riting within
seven days oi thallearing,

b. Upon a determindtion of "rjuilty" or "not guilty" ihe Ch,lirman
of the Honor Court shall deliver to the ii,:cused an opinion reciting
the facts found, the finding, and the sanctions, if any.

c. A copy of tne document rderred to in b, imrnefii.itely above,
shall be placed in a special filo maintain:x1 in the Rel, lye Room of
the Law Library ,..vithin twenty-four hr,urs of final r!,:terinination
and shall remain there for two weeks during which cl,:sses are in
regular session. Any student enrolled in the Univ,Hty of San
Diego School of Law shall have access to the file t:,, ,n request.

9. Ex tension of Time Limits
All time limits listed above mai be extended or shortc!e.d by action
of the Dean of thv f;,:hool of Law upon 1.,:tition to U. : )ean by the
accused.

10. Rehearin g

a. Nothing in this I lonor Cud,: shall p:cclude the ..,.cused from
petitioning the Flenor Court for a rehe,:i ing. Such ;:etition must
be filed with a member of the Honor Court within ',even days
following the delivery to the accused of the opinion of the Court.
The petition should set forth with p.uticulasity the re.,on or
reasons for the helief that a rehearing is justified.

b. If three or more Honor Court Justices decide th.it the petition
presents an adequate basis for further consideration by the Honor
Court, a rehearing will be ordered at tho earliest practicable date.
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ART:CLE IV AM J EiT CR REPEAL

A. Amendment or Repeal Procedure

The Honor Code may be.amended or repealed at any time during the fall
and.spring semesters. To initiate such amendment or repeal, a petition
containing the signatures of fifteen 15) percnt of the student body
and setting forth the proposed amendment c.. repciil shall be presented
to the Honor Court. The proposed amendment or repeal shall be posted
on the law school bulletin board vi twenty-four (24) hours of fac-
ulty approval. After the pi-coxed amendment or repeal has been so
posted for two weeks, the Student Bei Association Board shall conduct
an election of the entire student body of the School of Law on whether
the proposed amendment or repeal :nail be approved. The proposed
amendment or repeal, to b:c.r ctive. must receive the approval
of sixty (GO) per cent of the sudents registered in the School of Law.
Voting shall be by sec:at hollot.

B. Alternate Method of Propxal

Such amendment or repeal may also be proposed by resolution con-
taining the proposed ar.,:norricnt cr repeal approved by 3 majority of
the Justices on the HcAor Court. Such a proposed amendment or repe.31
must be posted 3nd approved or rejected in the manner prescribed in
Part A of this Article.

C. Faculty Approv.al
Any proposed amendment must, before submission to the student body,
be tentatively approved by the faculty.

D. Seyerability
Invalidat;on of any part of the Honor Code shall not affect the validity
of the rest of the Honor Code.

ARTICLE V ADOPTION PROCEDURE

A. N1od of Adoption
The Honor Code must be approved in a special election by sixty (60)
per cent of the students registered in the School of Law, voting by
secret ballot.

B. DHbution of the Honor Coda;
Each entering student shall be given a copy of the Honor Code at
registration and every other student shall be given one upon request.
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(c) Conversation. It is poor manners to use "iih huh" or
i..;intilar expressions in talking to strangers, older people, or your
superiors. Say "Yes, sir" or "No, sir." In talking to a woman, it is
proper to say "Yes, indeed" or "Surely." Your conversation should
not contain juvenile terms and you should avoid such uncultured terms
as "Yeah" and "Nope" and other slang expressions. Above all. re-

- .member to whom you are talking and gauge your conversation ac-
cordingly.

SKULL AND SWORDS

The Senior Secret Society, better known to the Corps as the Skull
and Swords, was founded in 1921 in order that the traditions of Norwich
might be preserved and maintained. The Skull and Swords is made up of
no less than six but no more than eight members, who have found mean-
ing by helping deserving members of the Corps, while always keeping
the best interest of the University in mind.

The eight, bound in spirit and one in mind, are able to help cadets
placed in unfortunate circumstances by maintaining a close relationship
with state and local law enforcement agencies.

Its members, chosen each year from the Junior Class, must show
strong traits of honor and unquestionable loyalty to the University.

The members this academic year are:
John W. BRODERICK Lester H. GROAT
James P. CAREY Jonathan D. LYNCH
Colin C. COFFUA Jeffrey T. STRAW
Scott A. FERNALD William F. TANNER, Jr.

CORPS HONOR COMMITTEE 1974-75

Alan F. DeFOREST, Chairman Robert E. DUFRESNE, V-Chairman
Colin C. COFFUA, Recorder

John W. BRODERICK
Scott A. FERNALD
John J. KAUTZ

Jonathan D. LYNCH
David F. MATHEWSON
Thomas C. OWSKEY

Jeffrey T. STRAW
John B. WADSWORTH, Ill
Thomas H. WRIGHT
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THE HONOR CODE

"Men may be inexact or even untruthfUl in it dinary ni..;ters
suffer as a consequence only the disesteem of their associates ..r the in-
convenience of unfavorable litigation, but the inexact or witruthful
soldier trifles with the lives of his fr.11ow men awl with the ;Ionor of
his government .. ."

Sec r P ta ry of AV r
Newton D. Baker .-

Introduction
The Honor Code is published for the information and guidance of

the Corps of Cadets, faculty, and staff of Norwich University in their
interpretation of the Honor Code. This section of the Cadet Handbook
sets forth the principles and procedures which are followed in imple-
menting the Honor Code; however, it is not intended to be a detailed
set of regulations. Through the interpretation, discussion, and examples
herein contained, it is hoped that those referring to this handhook may
obtain deeper insight and greater ktlowlerige of the purpose :did ideals
of the Norwich University Honor Code.

The Norwich University Honor Code is maintained and admin-
istered by the Corps Honor Committee, under the supervisirm of the
Commandant of Cadets.

The Noi v;ich University Honor Code provides the founthwon for a
way of life, anti for the development of fundamental attribute:. of good
character. Honor is a virtue which itopel:; loyalty and courago. truth-
fulness And self-respect, justice and generosity. Its underlying principle
is truth. It does, however, require honest dealing And clear thinking.

The application of the principles of the Honor Code to the yoblems
of daily life may sometimes be difficult. If there is a question in your
mind concerning the llonor Code, stop anti think before you say or write
anything. Ask yourself the question, "Am I being completely honest
and forthright in this matter?" In your personal efforts to find the truth
do not evade the unpleasant facts.

We admire and respect a cadet who is straighforward and honest.
Even though he may receive punishirwnt as a result of telling the truth
he gains a fine reputation which will follow him the rest of his life.
Therefore, it is better to tell the truth and accept the consequences of
you r actions.

The Honor Code applies to all Cadets, womenstudents and special
matriculants from the day that they first enroll at Norwich until the
day that they graduate, and it follows them, bJth at the University and
away. Those cadets who find that they cannot abide by the principles of
the Honor Code may be dismissed from the University or less severely
punished as provided in the regulations. For a vast majority of the
Corps, however, the Honor Code, is a source of great'pride, and the

very basis of a complete and honest education.
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The nistory of the Honor Code at Norwich University

.In addition to its fine r(putation as the oldest private military
college in the United States, Norwich University has long enjoyed a
reputation for developing leaders imbued with the highest principles of
honor. These principles, although not formalized during the first
century and a quarter of the University's history, nevertheless instilled
the traits of honesty and integrity in those men v..ho graduated frnni the
"Hill". In the fall of 1951. Major General Ernest N. Harmon, U.S.A.
tRet.), President of tne university, laid the foundation for a formalized
Honor Code at Norwich. A nation-wide study of cffilegiate honor systems
was conducted by Major General Oscar R. Cauldwell, USMC (Ret.), then
Commandant of Cadets, and many elements from the llonor Codes of
West Point, Annapolis, and Williams College were adopted to form the
basis of the Norwich University Ilonor Code. The members of the
Senior Honor Society, Skull and Swords, and other leaders in the Corps
of Cadets that year worked with the President and the Commandant to
formulate the structure necessary to administer and maintain an Honor
Code. The Corps of Cadets stood behind the Code to a man, and it was
through its support, coupled with the diligent work of the adminis-
tration and members of the first Honor Committees, that the Norwich
University Honor Code came into being. Now, more than two decades
later, one may look back on the history of our Honor Code and see that
its principles and growing traditions have had lasting effect on our
Alma Mater.

The Principles of the Honor Code

The Honor Code of Norwich University is hised on the principles
that a cadet will not lie, cheat, evade the truth, conspire to deceive, nor
steal. Stated in even simpler terms, the Honor Code requires that every
cadet conduct himself at all times in a completely honest anti forthright
manner. The fundamental nature of these principles precludes the
necessity for legislating detailed regulations to govern conduct in
matters of Honor for in the interpretation of the foregoing principles
the spirit is always sought. Quibbling or evasiveness is never tolerated.

Administration of the Honor Code

The ultimate responsibility for tho success or failure of the Honor
Code rests with the Corps of Cadets, for witnout the support and cooper-
ation of the Corps, the principles of honor at Norwich would become a
collection of meaningless words.

Each year the upperclass members of the Corps elect from their
ranks cadets to administer, enforce, and perpetuate the Honor Code. The
members of the Corps Honor Committee are elected from the Senior
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Class, and it is their responsibility to maintain the spirit
of the Honor Code within the Corps, to indoctrinate tie.... adai:, in the
principles of honor to immre nnderstanding appreciation (4f the
principles and interpretation of the lonor Code, and to ,,,iminl'stoc tl
Code within the Corps. The Junior and Sophomore Honor Contniiit,e;
aid and assist the Corps. Honor Committee in the execution of it.,
mission.

The Commandant of Cadets is responsible for superviItn.;ti.0
ministration of the Honor Code. In the; capacity he aids the corps Honor
Committee and Class Honor Committees in the dischargeof their duties
and responsibilities.

The President of the University must approve the repoits of all
Honor cases before final action is taken. He also reviews all proposed
changes of policy which are related to the Honor Code, and has final
jurisdiction in all maiters pertaining to the code.

New Cadet Indoctrination
All freshmen and new cadets undergo a period of honer indoc-

trination during their first semester in residence at Norwich University
The purpose of this indoctrination is to instill in them' the principles and
ideals upon which the Honor Code is founded.

The Honor Indoctrination consists of.weekly lecture:; by the Corps
Honor Committee, supplemented by discussion periods in which the
members of all honor committees particisite. The' Intl trination III
Honor is designed to facilitate the adjustment of new ,:iots Iii the
standards of Honor required at Norwich and to illustrate for Ihem the
proper application of the principles of honor in cadet llfe. At the end of
the indoctrination per: d each ciolet is given a written examination on
the Honor Code.

Freshmen and new cadets are placed on a probationary status dur-
ing their first semester in residence. During fhe probationary 'period a
cadet who is found guilty of violating the Honor Code may be suspended
from the University, or less severely punished, depending 'Upon the
circumstances surrounding the case.

Violation of the Honor Code
A violation of the Honor Code is definedas any aCt of it ing,. cheat-

ing, attempting to evade the truth, conspiring to deceive, or stealing.
Any action which is dishonest or evasive is a violation of both the spirit
and the principles of honor. A cadet is either honest or he'is not!

A cadet who is found guilty of !.tealing or aiding a theftmay lie
promptly DISMISSED from Norwich University. in the determination of
guilt, the actnal or intrinsic value of the object stolen is of.no con-
semuence, for the important fact to be considered is that all cadets must
respect'the property of others.

The appropriation of the property of aoother; without his'or her
consent, although the intent to permanently 'keep that property is not
present or can not be proven, is nevertheless a vtofation of the Honor
Code.
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Lying, evasiveness, and deceit are closely related violations of the
Honor Code for all three are predicated upon dishonest action which
is designed to prevent the whole truth from bing known. All cadets
are expected to be completely honest and forthright at all tilnes, and
any cadet who is unable to live up to the spirit of this requirement
is unfit for nteinbership in the Corps. Ilalf-truths, evar:ive answers,
verbal subterfuge, chicanery. or deceit cannot and will not be tolerated.

The word or signature of a cadet is accepted as his bond, and
as such his honesty and integrity is itot questioned unless circumstances
indicate that he has violated his honor. Each cadet is required to write
the following statement (pledge) over his signature on all reports,
papers, etc., subntitted for academic credit as a reminder and re-
affirmation of his bond:

"I have neither given nor received any unauthorized aid in the
completion of this paper" (or report, as appropriate).

A cadet's signature on a paper indicates that what he has written or
reported is accurate, honest, and complete, to the best of his knowledge.

Learning to live with the Honor Code requires clanscious effort and
adjustment on the part of some individuals, while for many others the
fact of being completely honest is so deeply ingrained that it has become
second nature. One must realize that it is far better to face the facts,
unpleasant though they sometimes may be, than it i.s to try to evade the
truth. A cadet who makes a mistake or who violates the regulations
must never lie or use deceit in an attempt to "cover up". One who uses
evasions or deceit compromises his integrity and jeorzirdizes his stand-
ing at Norwich.

Cheating is defined as giving or receiving unauthorized aid or
information on a recitation, quiz, examination, or other academic
assignment. It.is sometimes permissible for cadets to work together on
academic problems with the approval of the professor, but it is a
violation of the Honor Code for a cadet to copy the work of another
cadet and submit it as his own. In the preparation of laboratory reports,
cadets who have worked together on the experiment may work together
in collecting the data, but conclusions drawn front the data must be their
own. In submitting a lat)ora tory report or other report which has in-
volved the efforts of other cadets their names must be listed on the
report as members of the work party.

PLAGIARISM is a form of theft. The plagiarist appropriates the
words or ideas of someone else and puts them to a specific use. In
this way he gains credit for the work which belongs originally to another.
Most colleges consider plagiarism a major offense.

Students frequently ask, "But aren't we in college to absorb ideas
from textbooks and lectures in order toapply them in our own pursuits?"
Yes, of course. An of us in cur daily lives use information originally
unearthed by others and conveyed to us in a variety of ways. But such
information we have made our own. We have absorbed and digested. it.
We have sifted ideas. We have refocused or expanded them. We have
modified opinions and altered language and marked our work with
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our individual stamp. Those resperiso for our ucation a lot tiPbringi:,-
have intentionally given us inforc..ats.u. They have wamed:lis use

it, .111,1 they are happy when we
Plagiarism occurs a, Xle'ls for c'redit, the tateir

material he has not .ed 1,.,s it intentionally as I! were

own.
The most Pagrari iursi conaAs of direct, verbatin: -opyine, An-

other form consists pai-aphrase or summary of oputions or ideas

I3oth are easily dete,:table. One ;Irpri)priates aoth language a lot ideas; the

other, in an action perhaps even more culpable, misuse>, the' weik gpf

others and by changing original language seeks to conceal the crime.
Since plagi.,ristr. is intentional iind the result of consciouS action,

it is easw to avcid. Make your writing your own. Digest opinions and

ideas beto-e you attempt to use them. If ymt must borrow, for instance,
in writing a research paper, dou.mient you _aurces..Use footnotes, or
eudnotes, both for direct (imitations and for ,passages of taraptirase.
prov:de a bibliography in which you list every :.ource in .cny way con-

nected with your paper.
At Norwich, plagiarism is a violation of the Honor Code. in order

that no mismiderstamling may ocent , the cadet is advis..1 asifollows-
the intentional appropriation of a sun:le sentence or the VI r:ip.hr;I:ie of

three or more consecutive sentences, without proper.acki..: vledgemeni
of source, constitutes plagiarism.

It is perow.sii,ie for a catht to la use a pap, r previuli IV p.r.paied
for a different a:aitt,tuitelit or course only when specific ad vama appi oval
has horn granted by the professor concerned.

When an officer of the institution (defined as a member of the
faculty or staff) d.scovers a 1,,,,,ablis case of plagiarism, the Com-
mndant of Cadets will be notified. He In turn will request .1 member of

''onor Committee to contact the reporting officer and secure the
if a student discovers Li possible case of 111.w:tart:an, he

should report it thret ty to the appropriate Honor Committee, The

Honor Committee will refer the cas- to the Academic Inogrity con-
mittte which will return an opinion to the Honor Committee as to

whether, in fact, plagiarism has technically occurred. Hereafter, the
Honor Committee will process the case in the same moiner.as any
othor mtiwertoil honor violation. It is entirely pos.-Able that even though

plagiarism does not technically exist to a given case, evidence.may tn
present to warrant a charge of conspiring to deceive tov.other with
attpnclant action by the Honor Committee.

Reporting Honor Violations
Each member of the Norwich University Corps of Ca.dets is a

guardian of the Honor Code, and thus mostaccept the respow,ibility for
reporting all known or suspected violations of the Honor Code to the
Corps Honor Committee. Allegiance to the Hone: Code supersedes all
personal friendships and loyalty. Whenever a 'cadet violates the Mawr
Code he gives himself a dishonest advantage coner every other Inerriber
the Corps, and in so doing compromises rot only his honor, hut a0o the
honor and integrity of the Corps.
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Ng individual may assume authority for disregarding an honor
violation. All violations which occur must be promptly reported, in-
vestigated, and heard, so that justice may be served. A cadet who is
innocent of violating the Code has nothing to fear in an investigation or
hearing, and a cadet who is guilty of violating th Code does not deserve
to have his actions overlooked so that he may continue to disgrace the
Corps of Cadets.

Investigations of Alleged Honor Violations
Honor violations which are reported to any member of the Honor

Committee are promptly investigated by members of the Corps Honor
Committee. The purpose of such investigation is to gather facts and
evidence surrounding an alleged violation. Investigations are conducted
in a strictly confidential manner so that unfounded incriminations may not
hurt innocent persons.

Upon completion of the investigation all evidence is turned over
to the Chairman of the Corps Honor Committee and a written report is
prepared. The Corps Honor Committee Chairman will determine from
the report if there are sufficient grounds for conducting a hearing.'

When in the course of an official investigation at Norwich Uni-
versity, a cadet is asked a question concernMg himself in a matter of
which he has knowledge, he is expected to :answer the question in a
forthright and honest manner, except as stated below.

Self Incrimination
No person living under the llonor Code at Norwich University may

compel any other person living umier the Cod to incriminate himself
or to answer any question which may tend to incriminate him. No
person subject to the Honor Code may request a statement from an
accused or a person suspected of an offense wHhout first informing him
of the nature of the accusation and advising him that he does not have
to make any statement regarding the offense of which he is accused or
suspected; that if he does make a statement it may be used against him;
and that his silence will in no way be held against him. If an individual .
does wish to testify or make a statement at a hearing, he then subjects
himself to cross-examination.

Corps Honor Cominittee Hearings
Upon completion of the investigation of a reported honor violation,

the Chairman of the Honor Committee will dsignat the time ;Ind place
for a hearing. As in the investigative phase, th honor cominittee har-
ing is completely confidential. The members of the honor committee, the
witnesses and the accused are all personally notified when and whre to
report.

The Chairman will contact the Chairman of thi,Junior Honor Com-
mittee to obtain sophomore and junior members to sit as silent ob-
servers of the hearing. A quorum for an Honor Board shall consist of a
minimum of two-thirds of those members of the Corps Honor Committee
present for duty at the University. The Chairman of the Corps Honor
Committee may in unusual circumstances waive the requirement of a
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prompt invustigation and hearing. In divestigations all pal ieipants are
cautioned not to discuss the matter at ;land,

The purpose of a Corps Honor committee hearing is to deter Aiine
beyond reasonable doubt if a cadet so accused is innec:ait 'Or euilty
of violating the Honor Code of Norv.ach University. The
for making that docUaou rests squarely upon the members f the rorp.:
Honor Committee.

In the conduct of honor continithp hearines an acto .4i cadet is
mformed of the charge's against him, he is informed of th, pinishment
for violating the Honor Code, and he is then asiwil how he {leads. If a
guilty plea is entered, the defendant is questioned, witnesses are ques-
tioned individually, and all evidenee in the case is carefully reviewed.
The accused cadet will he present during the entire hearinr of witnesses
and is always allowed to make a statement in his own behalf.

The accused cadet is allowed NI have a counsel of his own choice
selected'from one of the three commitIces.

When the Chairman of the Honor Committee feels that a il necessa ry
testimony and evidence has been heard, he conducts a closed discussion
of the case with the cominitti,e, and:110k! termination of that discussion
a secret ballot is taken. To arrive :it a finding .of Guilty, three-fourths
of the members present :mist vote Guilty.

If an accused cadet is found innocent by the Corps Honor Com-
mittee, all charges and proceedings are dropped. If a c3,h4 is !Mind
guilty of violating the Honor Code, ;I report of the hearing is Immediately
remiered to the Commandanl of Cadet,:.

Disposition of Honor Cases .

When the Commandant receive\ a report from the corps Honor
Committee he immediately suniumns that cadet before him and explains
the procedure whereby he may amleal tolhe President of the University.
If no appeal is desired, the report of the Corps Honor Committee is
then reviewed by the Commandant for final action. If the cutlet requests
an appeal, the Commandant will review the caseand cause a ',peal action
to he initiated as explained in the regulationS.

The final disposition of cadets found guilty of violating trie Honor
Code at Norwich Univer.sity is as follows:
1. A cadet found guilty of stealing will be DISMISSED from Norwich

ll»iversity and the Corps of Cadets.
2. A cadet found guilty of a violation of thellonor Code other than

stealing may be suspended from Norwich University and the Corps
of Cadets for one year or less severely punished.

3. Any cadet who reports himself as violating the Honor Code for :my
offense (other than stealing) prior to being reported or confronted
by another person may receive punishment less severe than sus-
pension from the University, except where evidence indicates pre-

meditation.
4. Cadets who are found guilty of a second violation of the Honor Code

will be DISMISSED from Norwich University and the Corps of Cadets.
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Conclusion

The foregoing explanation of the Honor Code may tend to give the
impression that matters of honor are treated in a cold, dispassionate
manner at Norwich. Nothing could be further from the truth. Each
honor case is invegtigated and heard with great care, and the decision
which effects final disposition is based r; dely nil the facts surrounding
that case.

However, the purpose of this section of the handbook is to ade-
quately explain the Honor Code so that vit.! Wons will not occur. It is of
vital importance that all cadets tuiders,nd that the Honor Code is
designed to protect them in their daily living, to give greater value to
their degrees, and to instill or reinforce in them principles of honesty
and integrity which are so essintial to a full and reviarding life.

Members of the Corps Honor Committee are entitled to wear the
,;old star on the right outer sleeve just above the class stripes, on the
Class A and Blue blouses.

Members of the Junior and Sophomoie Honor Committees are en-
titled to wear the silver star as specified above.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Chaplin Library

Library hours:
Monday through Friday . 080072100
Saturday 0800-1'700
Sunday 1300-1630

1830-2400.

Circulation of Books!
Books from the gemral rollectii,n circulate for Iwo wei+., hith die

privilege of i enewal. This privilege, lerNever, will not be g I ;ivied If
the t.,00k has been requested by someone else.

If a book desired is out of circulation, a request for It may be filed
with the library. Notice will be sent when the book is available.

Reserve books are kept behind the circulation desk and a re charged
out for two (2) hours. Overnight books may not he taken out until one
hour before closing time that day and kre due back by 9:00 a.M, the
next school day. The fine for late reserve bOoks is $1.00 per:.hour.

The fine for overdue books from the regular collection is live:cents
per day for each book. An overdue notice is sent shortly after the book
is due. Replacement of lost or damaged books.is the responsibility of
the student.

Smoking is permitted in designated areas. No food or beverages
may he brought into the library. The Command:1i I requires that" vio-
lations be brought to his attention. .
Instruction:'

Instruction in the arrangemeit .1ad u of th c. aod its
various reference aids is given to the :re rnenduling the first semester
of each year.
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Mr, Sanford S. Atwood
President
Emory University
1364 Clifton Rd NE
Atlanta, GA 30322

Dear Mr. Atwood:

629

Department of M..!chanies
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

UNITED STATES Milli/a,' ACADEMY
WEST POINT. NEW YORK MOOG

JAM 2 41975

"5,e

21 January 1975

The Superintendent of-the United States Military Academy has initiated a special
study group this academic year to review the Cadet Honor Code and System at
West Point. The study group is conducting an historical review of honor, as it
has been conceptualized and practiced here over the years, as well as an investi-
gation of current attitudes toward honor within the Cbrps of Cadets.

As part of this study, we are requestmg information pertaining to the honor cedes
and systems at several colleges and universities throughout the country. We would
like very much to learn about your code and system, and to receive any pertinent
literature you may have. The study group is particularly interested in sanc:ions
imposed for violations of the code, investigative and administrative procedures,
and any unique aspects of your code and system that you feel support its success
at your institution.

Your cooperation in our behalf will be most appreciated, and o reply at your
earliest convenience would be helpful. We would hke to include information r
ceived rn a prehmindry repdrt tp be submiued by 1 Nlorch 1075.

Sincerely,

GURLUN M. CLARKE
MAJ, EN
Nienther, SuperIntendent's Spec

Gr ()up

Secure your iuture with U S Savings Bonds

6 *-1 ,,J

74-892 0 - 78 - 41
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to:- cases 'reported...to the Dean with an
nPanying recommendation. All other records of
tic cases will he destrOYed.
Section 8. ln no caso,' of alleged or susPected

1171esty will the Dean 61ce action:before receiving
the llonor Counal its recommendation,

: ;Mg such recommendation is received within a
table time after notification to the Council of

orticular case.

1CLE 6: Iloilo,- Pledge,i,
Each .student in the College assumes an honor

and 'shall receive adequate instructions, in the
r Code. Each professiii shah explain to his class
e beginning of every.. quarter any special or

"i:ular requirements of .this Code as it pertains to

i1CLE 7: Amendment
Amendment of tbese articlei shall'be by a

.:hirds vote of the Honor Council, With the
i:nt of' the administration, subject to ratification
t. majority vote of the Student Body of the
ige.,
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THE I IONOR SYSTEM
For nearly half'a century, academic integrity has

been maintained on the Emory Campus through the

student-initiated and regulated Honor Code whidi
follows:

IREAMBLF
Irpon every individual who is a part of Emory

University falls the responsibihty for maintaining in
the life of Emory a standard of unimpeachable honor
in all academic work. The following articles, to be
known collectively as the Honor Code of Emory
College, arc based on the fundamental assumption
that every loyal person of the University not only will
conduct his own life according to the dictates of the
highest honor, but will also refuse to tolerate in
others action which would sully the good name of the

instit ution.

ARTICLE I: Honor Council
be a body to he known as the Honor

Council charged with the duties of presenting the
honor system to all freshman and 'neW students and
of acting as a fact-finding body for the determination
of Honor Code violations. The snail

recommend punishment in cases uf e Juesty in

a,..ademic skork.

ARTICLE 2: Membersh.? of the Horror Council

Section I. The executive head cf the llormr
Council shall be a elairman, who shall he el.-ctod by

members of the Council and who s!..all serve not more
than three quarters. He shall be privilecd to vote on

all questions.
Section 2. There shall be six student members of

the Coured in ,I&I'tion to the chairman. Studc»ts

eligible for membership shall be sophomore'. and

juniors in the College. Membership shall he

announcce, the first week in May.
'Section 3 A selection committee will work with

tIn; Honor Council in the determination of new
members. 'This committee will be immprised of one
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College Council meinbcr, one Honor Conned

memher, two faculty members and four
students-at.large. Except for Ihe one Honor Council
member, all thc members of this committee will he
chosen by the College Council. The committee will
draw up a slate of nominees which will be four times
the miml4:r of vacant seals. The Honor Council may
reject this initial slate. If this tite is accepted, the
lonor Council reduces the list to three times the

number of available positions and returns the list to
the committee. After the slate has been cut to two
times the number of vacant seats by the committee,
the Honor Council makes the final selection of
members. The' list of Proposed members is then
subrnittcd to the College Council for approval.
Contents of the list will be made public after College
Council approval.

ARTICLE 3: Jurisdict ion
The 1 lonor Council shall handle only those cases

which pertain to the academic work of a student.

ARTICLE 4: Reporting Cases
It is the responsibility of every member of the

faculty and student body to cooperate in supporting
the llonor system. In pursuance of his duty, any
individual, when he suspects that a case of dishonesty
in academic work has occurred, shall report this

suspected breach to the 1 lonor Council or to the
Dean of the College.

ARTICLE 5: Procedure in the Hearing of a Case
Section 1. All cases reported to the Council shall

be pursued by an investigation and gathering of
factual evidence and a meeting of a faculty adviser of
the Council -Ind a member of the Council with each
person involved. There shall be a separate meeting
for each individual involved.

Section Z. Each student, shall be infolmed 'in
writing of the reasons for the proposed preliminary
meeting with the faculty adviser and a member of the
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Council. A v:ritten cr ,,y of the 11mi1 Code wir..4`

to the indent at ;hat tinw,
Section .). Each ,ndent shall notified .of

e,:ht to select a cow) I. This 110t 1:ra> be waiveel
student. 11rould t! studeilt .1, .1.c a counsel,

..ounsel's role shall b,' to aid and the stud

:laoughout the prot, dings and to Apear With !

before thc Council, at ..hich time Iv ly confer vi

the student ,ind/or nil. e contr mut 1. 'us to the Cou

which may help el:idly the issues at hand. Neil
stilderit nor counsel shall hai,e the right
cross-examining witnesses. The !knot Council s
:esure thc student a ',election of faculty mem!.
who are familiar with thc procedures of the Cou
and the rights of students and who are competen
matters of counseling mid concerned with thc wet

.11 the student.
Section 4. All !natters upon iiich a decii

may be based must be introduced into evidence at

poi:ceding hefore the Council :Ind the fac;

adviser. The decision bc based ,olely upon '.;

matter. The Honor ouncil shall be allowed
possible latilude in dutermining v.h.ther a viola',
ha; occurred and shall itself determine the \Fah',
111d pertinence of evidence.

Section 5. All deliberations of the body sha)
ecret. Strict and complete confidence shall

maintained between the Council and the indivkl
involved.

Section h. A unanimous vote shall he require .

determine an !honor ( ide violation, and the Cou
shall recommend an appropriate action to the D

he possible recommcmlations shall include:
a) verbal reprimand and no written record on

student's personal
b) Honor Council F in the course r. :he studer

Personal Performance Record and an F on
PerManent Transcript;

c) suspension; or
d) dismissal.

Section 7. There ,hall be a concise but thoror

written summary of pertinent evidence 1.nd
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FOR I:WORD

21 August 1972

To: The Corps of Cadets, The Citadel

The Citadel is one of the lew colleges in our country that has
an effective .Honor System with the objective ol deVeloping in

young men during their formative years a sense of honor and duty
sshich will remain with them tluoughout their live:, The Ilmtor
System belongs to the Corps of Cadets and without the complete
support of the Corps it cannot accomplish its objective. here-

fore, each cadet upon enrollment at Thc Citadel assumes a m-ral
obligation to abide by the Honor Code in his daily living aw! !c
cooperate fully in requiring that all other cadets do likewise.

It is also each cadet's responsibility to become familiar with
the Honor System as set forth in this Honor Manual. The system
is not a complicated one and in essence it states simply that a eadet
does not lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate those who do. A cadet's
point of ammo with the Honor System is his company honor
representative and he should consult this man, who has been selected
by his fellow cadets, when he h:ts any qu;:stions about the system
or whcn it becomes his duty to report an honor violation coming to
his attention.

The Honor System has my complete, whole-hearted, and
unequivocal support. I ask e:tch cads!, to give it that same rip-

port in order that it can be effective in accomplishing tts 0 I ..ion

of instilling in each Citadel gi;mluate a sense of honor and duty.
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THE HONOR MANI/AL
Procribing The

ORGANIZATION, RI FS, AND PROCH >ORE
. ,

For The .
CADF.1 HONOR SYS I EM;THI. MAI

2 I August 11/72

SLCI ION 1 1 he Cadet Honot System
I. 771e Honor Manual: I us document prescnbes the organi/a-

tion, rules, and procedures lor the Honor System of The Corp,. of

Cadets of The Citadel, lite NI ilmt,umv College of South Carolina, and
shall be known, refeired to, and cited as ,1 he Hqnor Manual.

2. ne Cade/ ihmor Sptcm: Ihe Cade: Honor System, for pur-
poses of organi/ation, rides, and ptoeedure, shall consist of four Mall)

parts:
"I he Cadet I I onor Code
.1 he Cadet I 1 onor Committee
"I he Cadet Honor Com t
1 he Iloilo! Court Procedure

SFCTION II Definitions

3. Defininom: "I he tollowinr. terms when used in this I h,loir

Manual shall he construed as indicated in this section:

a. Ilonoi RepresentatRes shall .be, construed to rder to those
members of the first class who are mernhers of the Honor L, iii

mince,
b. Honor Reprey.litatites, shall refet to those niin-

hers of the second class who have been.eleeted to the Rising Honor

Committee. ,

c. Accuser shall refer tn the cadet or membc, of the fa, ulty

or staff who initially reports a tol.d ion ofithe I lonor ( c. I,e .0 a mem!)er

of the Honor Committee.

SUCTION III I ft,: Cadct II onor Code

4. The IL ,n,o. Code: 'the I honor Code is a code of; by, and lii
1 he Corps ot C;idets. 1 he code NI:des that a cadet do,s not he, cl,. at,
or steal, nor tolerate those who do. 'The code is the heart 01 the
Honor System, and its pui pose to ,rthintain' hoiwr and int., ..ty

within The Corps. 1..11 11Io
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5. l'rolatiom Of the Code: Thai ale foul., and only four, vio-
ations of the Cadet Ilonor Code These ae:

a. Lying: Making a false official statement. An official
tatemcnt iS defined as a statement, written (11" OU;Al, made to a corn-
nissioned officer of the staff or of the faculty of the college, a mem-
rer of the guard on duty, or any cadet required in turn to use the
tatement as a basis for an official report in any foini.

1 he following procedure will be adhered to in order to
rrevent the Honor Code from being tudired as an investigative tooh

(I) No commissioned officer or the staff or faculty, mem-
rer of the guard, or any cadet in an official position, will put a specific
tuestion to a cadet which might incriminate him unless the following
.onditions obtain:

(a) An act or incident did occur and it was in vio-
atitIn of Regulations, SCCC or to the detriment of good order and the
military discipline of the Corps of Cadets.

(b) .1Hre is sufficient evidence to indicate that the
Act being queried was involsed or possesses first-hand knowledge
ihout that act or incident.

(2) If a cklinquency report is made on a cadet based upon
r,cls brought out by questioning dim cadet and the cadet believes the
luestion did not meet the ahove requirements 11': will so report in
viiting to his company honor representatie. The company honor
cpresentatise will infoun the Chairman of the Ilonor Committee,
ho will in turn inform the Advisor to th,.: Honor Committee.

(:1) .1 he Advisor to the I lotion' (Thinmittee, tlie Chair inan
ri the Honor Committee, and the Vick. Chairman of the Honor Com-
nittee will investigate the ciicumstances involved in the incident
Ind will determine whether or not the question was proper. They
sill report their conclusion to the President. If their conclusion is that
he question was improper., they will recommend to the President
hat the delinquency report and any punishment awarded as a result
hereof he resoked. If their conclusion is that the question was proper,
hey will call in the cad,:t invoked and explain to hirn the rationale
or 'heir conclusion lithe cadet IS not satisfied with their explanation,
re may appeal to the President in writing

h. C'heating: Receiving or giving aid on a test or examination.
fest or examination includes any work performed tor which a grade
s re,:eked. Plagiarism is ii violation of the Honor Crde.

c. Stealing: 'faking without authority, personal, govern-
nent, or college property.

6
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d. Failure to report a case of lying, cheating, or stealing as

defined above to the proper Honor Committee authorities.

6. Persons Subject to ihe Honor Code:

a. All members of the South Carolina Corps of Cadets.

b. All day students enrolled at The Citadel during the regular

academic year arc also subject to thc Honor Code but are not under

thc jurisdiction of the Honor Committee. Violations of the Honor

Code by day students will bc reported to thc Faculty Advisor to thc

Honor Committee, who will report the circumstances of the violation

to thc President for appropriate action,

7. Ignorance No Defense: Ignorance of the provisiOns of the

Honor Code shall not bc accepted as a defense by the Honor Court.

SECTION IV 1he Honor Committee

8. Members ofthe Honor Committee: There is hereby estah-

lished an Honor Committee which shall consist of the following

mcmhers:
a. An Honor Representative from each company t he

Regiment;
b. An Ifonor Representative from each battalion in the

Regiment.
9. Selection of,Ilonor RepreAentatives: I lonor Representatix es

shall bc elected by.the three lower classes from their own companies

and/or battalions .not later than the second Wednesday in Februaly

of their second class year. The pi ocedure for the selection of Honor

Representatives will he as follows:
a. Election:of Company Honor Reprcsentatives

(1) Norninatiott: Fach cadet so entitled will vote hy se-

cret ballot for a nominee for Honor Representative nom thc second

classmen of his company. The.,.e ballots will be counted by the

present Company Honor Representative and the Battalion Honor

Representative. 1 he names of at least foul (4) men receiving the

most votes will be presented to the Honor Committee for scrutiny.

(2) Election: From the list of names submitted to the

llonor Committee, at least two ii these names will he approved and

suhmitted to the Company for a final secret ballotinr to elect the

Honor Representative from that Company.

b. Election of Battalion Honor Rprewntativo
The runner-up in each companj, will .be submitted to the

Battalionfor a secret ballot to elm the Battalion F1'on.:r Represci;:a-

tive.
From thc date of their ekction to the first Monday of May, such

:-

6
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electees will be known individually as Rising Honor Representatives,
and collectively as the Rising Honor Committre. During this time,
they shall observe the operation of the Honor Committee and the
Honor Court and learn all things which will prepare them for their
future duties as Honor Representatives. They shall elect thcir Honor
Committee Officers in the manner and in the number stated in para-
graph 12 following. On the first Monday of May, Rising Honor
Representatives shall automatically become Ilonor Representatives
and collectively shall constitute the Honor Committee and as such
will assume responsibility for the System with the following excep-
tions: (I) for the trial of any cases already.undcr investigation; and
(2) for thc trial of any cases which arise subsequent to this day which
involve a member of the first class as the accused.

c. Replacement of Honor Representatives
When the Corps returns for the first semester in August,

the Chairman of the Honor Committee will determine which com-
panies and battalions do not have an honor representative physically
living in the barracks area due to promotion and/or transfer to the
regimental or battalion staff or for other reasons. In those companies
and battalions where such a situation exists an election will be held
for a new honor representative, in order that an honor representative
will be readily available to all cadets in the company or battalion
area. Those cadets who were elected as company or battalion honor
representatives the preceding February and are replaced by the new
election will continue to serve as members of the Honor Committee.

10P Vacancies: Vacancies on the Honor Committee or the Rising
Honor Committee, due to any cause, shall be filled within ten days.
An Honor Representative vacancy shall be filled by election from
the first classmen by the three upPer classes in the company or battalion
where the vacancy exists. A Rising Honor Representative vacancy
shall be filled by election from the second classmen and by the three
lower classes in the company or battalion where the vacancy exists.

11. Duties of the Honor Committee: The Honor Committee
shall have the following duties:

a. To sit as members of the Honor Court and to try all cases
which involve violations of the Cadet Honor Code.

b. To prepare and keep current an "Honor Manuar sum-
marizing the rules and regulations governing its activities.

c. To keep the Corps informed of new interpretations, to
explain such interpretations, and by timely and continuing an-
nouncements to insure that all have a thorough understanding of
the Honor System.

: 4 :
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d. To reorient and refresh the upper three classes' on thc

Honor System at the beginning of each academic year.

e. To orient and instruct the new fourth class on the prin-

ciples, purposes, and practice; or the Honor System.

f. Jo recommend punishment for unintentional violations of

the Honor Code to the President.

12. Ifumn. Committee 011icer.s arid Their Velectimr

a. '1 he officers of the Cadet Honor Committee shall be a

Chairman, a Vice Chairman, and a Secretary.

h. Officers of the Cadet Honor Committee for the ri..ing

academic year !..hail he elected by and from the Rising Honor Rep-

resentaties. I he election shall he held before the hist week of Nlay

of the second class year.,

13. Duties of the Honor C,wimit(ee Officers:

a. The Chairman shal:
(1) Preside over the Honor Committee and the llonor

Court at all meetings or trials and speak for the Court in announc-

ing the findinp and the result of any vote upon a challenge or other

question;
(2) Appoint a committee of three members of the I innor

Committee to investigate each iolation of the Honor Code repotted

to him;
(3) Fix the hour, date, and place of a,sembl for the

trial of each case after conferring with the accused or his counsel;

(4) Have the authority to summon, and shall summon,

any cadet witness requested hy the prosecution or by the defense,

The request tor a witness other tnan a cadet shall he referred to the

faculty advisor.
(5) Designate a defense counsel for the accused at least

five days before the trial if he has failed to select a counsel

(6) Be responsible for the fair and orderly conduct of

each case tried before the Ilonor Court;

(7) kule on all questions raised during the trial other

than a challenge for cause. (His rulings may be oh;.eted to b any

member of the Honor Court in which case the Court will he clo.ed

and the question put to a majority vote.)
(8) Upon the request of the ;Reused designate a Li tss-

mate to sit on the Honor Cour r in lieu of the Honm Represenk.rive

ns provided in paragraph 21 of this Honor Manual.

b. The Vice Chair man: The Vice Chairriu,n shall act for

and perform the duties of the Chairman during th.: latter's absence

5 :-!
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ind while so acting hc shall be vested with all the authority and rights
)1. the Chairman.

c. The Secretary shall:
(I) Be the recorder of the Honor Committee and shall

:cep a record of the minutes of all meetings oi the Honor Commit-
ee and together with the Chairman shall authenticate all written
'ecords of such meetings;

(2) Be responsible that a full t-pe recording is made of
:ach trial before thc Honor Court;

(3) Destroy the tape recording and all other records
:onnected with the trial should the accused bc acquitted;

(4) If the trial results in a finding of "guilty," he shall
tuthenticate the record of trial by recording on the tape the fol-
owing certificate:

"I, Cadet Company
Secretary of the Hoimr Committee, do certify that
to thc best of my knowledge and belief this tape
recording is a true and factual record of thc court
proceedings, except closed court proceedings, in the
tiial Of Cadet
Compa ny Class of 19

(5) Submit the tape recording authenticated as indicated
tbove to *Fhe President in case of a finding of "guilty...

SPCTION V The Honor Court
14. The Honor Court: For thc trial of such eases as are au-
hori/ed to come helm e it, thc Honor Committe,... except such
nembers as nmy be disqualified, shall function as an Honor Court.
Ihe Ilonor Court shall be the sole and final agency for determining
xhether a cadet has violated thc Honor Code. Decisions may not
)e appealed to the Honol- Court.

15. Composition qf the Ilnnor Cour! for Trial Purposes: For the
rial of such cases as nmy he brought before it, the Ilonor Court
;hall conskt of ten members drawn from thc Honor Committee or

substittue classmate as provided for in paragraph 21, following.
16. Members Disqualified: The accuser, the accused. investiga-
ing officers, and any memhers of the Com( challenged for cause by

:he accused and sustain,:d by membeis of the Court in the case to be
.ried arc disquahlied hum sitting on the court.

17. Rights of an Accused: Any cadet accw.cd of a violation of
;fie Honor Code shall have the followMg rights:

a. The right to an impartial pre-trial investigation;
b. The right to a fair and prompt trial;

74-a42 - 4.
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c. The right to call witnes .es in his own behalf during a t: iL

d. The right to have a classmte sit as a ine:nber of .i.e
Honor Court which tries him under the conditions prescri',.:0 in

paragraph 21 of this Honor Marwal.
e. The right to cadet coun,el of his own enriosir,g;
f. The right to cross examine a witness durim: a trial:
g. The right to a reasonable time in Which to prepare his

defense;
h. 'the right to challenge any member of the Ham:- C(nirt

for cause:
he right to rersgn at any stage ol the procedingt::

j. 'Hie right to be informed promptly of the specific Honor
violation for which he stands accused;

k. The right to know the name of his accuse: and the names
of witnesses for the prosecution.

1K. Faculty Advisor to the Honor Committee: Al the beginning
of each academic year the President shall designate a member of the
faculty as advisor.to the I o nor Committee. The facuhy advisor will
be present in the Court for each trial in his advisory capacity,
t.rat when the Court is closed for deliberation and oting,
not be present.

19. Open and Closed Sosiolo:
a. Honor Court trials w ill he open to members of the Cor ps

of Cadets on/r. Because of the si/e of the Honor Court Room, attend-
:Mee at such open trials must he limited. Selections will he made at
random from those cadets indicating a desire to attend a specilie
trial by the Chairman and:or tieetetary of the Honor Commitree.
Any cadet attending the trial niust sign a statement that he will not
discuss in any manner the proceedings of the court.

b. Any cadet standing trial before an Honor Court shall
have zhe right to be tried in closed court. lie will So notify the Ch;:ir-
man of 'the Honor Court helme the beginning of the proceedis.

0. When .a session is clo.cd, only members of the Honor
Conti, the "Irial and Assistani Ii ial Counsels, the iieeused and his
counsel, and the faculty advisor %hall be present, e,.cept that the
Chairman may authotiie Risnie, Representatives and uch meril!,!.t
ot the Honor Committee who tor various rcasons wk.! ineligible to
sit on the par ticular case to be po sent.

d. In both open and elosd sessiOns witnesses %%ill he pre...iit
onl during the time they are test ilying,..The Chairman will annol.....e
at the begiiming .of each ti timI hat the proceedings. to include the
findings, are confidential and they shall not be discussed \k it h or
mentioned to any person not then present in the Court Room.
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Vo ling in Closed Court: All votings on any question to in-
de the findings shall be in closed Court. When the Court is closed
voting, only members of the Honor Court sitting on the case in

:stion shall be present.
Accused ,tlay Requesi Classmale: If requested in writing by

accused of the second or third classes, a classmate of the accused
II be appointed by the Chairman of the Court to sit as a mem-
of the Court for the instant case only. This right shall be ex-

ded to an accused of the fourth class after the completion of one
demic semester.

SECTION VI .Honor Court Procedure
, Officers of the Honor Court: The officers of the Honor
nmittee shall also he the officers of the Honor Court whenever
Committee shall sit as an Honor Court. Each officer shall perform
respective Court duties prescribed in Section IV of this Honor

Order of Pre-Trial Procedure: Pre-Trial Procedure shall be
med in the chronological order outlined in the succeeding para-

Repor ling a A cadet who knows, or helieves he
ws, of a violation of the Honor Code, in conformity with the
or Code, report .the 'violation in person to his Honor Repre-
itive immediately. Any cadet who luis unintentionally violated
Ilonor Code must report himself to his Honor Repicsentative
ediately upon discovery of the violation.

Aclion by the llmuir Represemarive: The Honor Represen-
shill determine, based on the evidence of the accuser (reporting

1), whether an investigation is warranted. If he shall determine
an investigation is warranted, he will direct the accuser to write

the facts to include the name of the accused and his class, thc
and date of the alleged violation, the nature of the violation,
my witnesses to the violation. "rlic accuser shall sign the report.
Honor Representative shall present the report to the Chairman
: Cadet Honor Committee.
Action by the Chairman: Upon receipt of thc report, the

man of the Honor Committee shall appoint a threc-mon in-
:ming committee from members of the Honor Committee aud
designate onc of the appointees as chairman of the investi-
; subcommittee.
Action by Ihe lnvesligaling Cominnice: The NU bcom m it tee

notify the accused of the Honor Code violation of which he is
2c1 and advise him of those rights stated in paragraph 17 above.
all be advised of thc name of the accuser, and the names of

--: 8
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those witnesses, if arty, who will appear against him, Th,.. mmittee

shall make a thorough and impartial investiiation atil report iR

findings together with its recommendations, to the Chair inan of the
llonor Committee. If the committee recommt;rals the cas,: he brought

to n Lit. and the Chairman accepts that recommendation. the Chair-
man shall set a time and date for the trial and shall notify the accused

of such time and date, and shall notilv him of his rights as an accused.
Normally a minimum of live days shall be allowed the accused in

which to prepare his defense.
28. Investigating Subcommittee to be Trial Counsel: Once a

case shall come to trial before the Ilonor Court, the chairman ol

the suhcommittee which investigated the case shall act as 1 rial

Counsel for the trial and shall prosecute in the name of f he South

Carolina Corps of Cadets or 1 he Citadel. Other members of. the

investigating subcommittee may act as assistant trial cou:1,el, if so

desired hv the Trial Counsel,
29. fluties of Members of the Honor Court: Memhers of the

Honor Court hear the evidence and determine the guilt or innocence

of the accused. Each member sitting on the Court shall ha \ e an equal

voice and vote with other members in (leliherating upon awl deciding
all questions submitted to a vote ot ballot, the Chairman having
no greater rights in such matters than any other member. Members
shall be dignified and attentive at all times.

30. r,ning: Filch member picsent when a vote on arr., question

is taken is requited to cast a vote. No member sitting on a ease may

abstain from voting
31. Cluillenges Cause: The accused may challenge ;my mem-

ber of the }loom Court (Or cause. 1)eliheration in voting upon a
challenge will he iu closed court, aml the challenged member shall

be excluded. A majority ol the ballots east by dne memhcis present

at the time the vote is taken shall decide the question of ..ustaining

or not sustaining the challenge. A tie vote on a challenge shall dis-

qualify the member challenged.
32. Findings:

a In analyiing a specific act to determine whethei or not

it was a iolation of the.Honor Cot:e it must be determined whether
there was a deliberate attempt to deceive, evade the question, ur gise all

erroneous impression. To he an honor violation it must hr. pro en

beyond a reasonable doubt that:
(1) The lie or art of deception was deliberate.

(2) There was an intent to deceive and it was dishonorable.

h. A vote of "guilty" hy all ol the members present at 11.11;

time the vote is take» will be requited io convict an acmed of a

-: 9 :
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violation of the Honor Code. All voting will be by secret written
ballot. A member designated by the Chairman shall, in each case,
collect and count the votes. -I he count shall he checked by the Chair-
man who shall announce the result of the ballot to the members of
the Honor Court. Findings shall be limited to "Guilty" or "Not
Guilty." In cases where the circumstances are considered sufficiently
extenuating or mitigating, the Ilonor Court may recommend leniency
to the President.
33. Announcing the Findings: The Chairman shall announce

the findings of the Honor Court in elos,.!d session. Prior to such
ann 'cement, he shall insure that the following personnel arc
pres all members of the Court who sat on the case, the trial
and assistant trial counsels, the accused and his counsel, and the
faculty advisor.

34. Action in Case of Findingv of Not Guilty: If the accused is
found "Not Guilty," the tape recording of the trial proceedings and
all other records connected with the trial will be destroyed.

35. Action in Case of Findings of Gui/ty: If the accused is found
guilty and no recommendation for leniency is made, and after he has
been so advised, the faculty advisor in the presence of the Chairman
of the Court will advise the accused of his rights of appeal as provided
for in college regulations. If the accused desires to exercise his right
of appeal, the chairman and the faculty advisor in company with the
accused %I. ill present the case to the President at s1 hich time he will be
advised again of his rights of appeal and given another opportunity to
resign. In the case of a finding ol guilty of an unintentional violation
of the Honor Code, the Honor Committee will recommend punish-
ment to the l'resident.

SEC I ION VII Amendments and Changes

36. A mem/meats to flle .S..v.s rem:

a. Amendments, modifications, or changes proposed during
the first semester of any year (MN be ratified by a three-fourths vote
of the first three classes, and approved by vl he President.

b. Amendments, modificdtions, or changes proposed during
the remainder of the academic \ ear must be ratified by a three-
fourths ate of the Corps of Cadets and approved by The President.

37, Other Rules and Regtilanons: 1 he Honor Committee, ss
the approval of .1 he President, shall diaw up such other rules a:r.:

regulations as may appear neces,ary for its internal mann:
and operation.

:
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SUPPLEMENT TO .141E HONOR MANUAL, 1972

This is a supplement to the Honor Manual of the Corps of Cadets.
It poses questions and answers that highlight the important facets of
the Honor Code, however, it should be used only in conjunction with
the Hi,nor Manual, 1972. Hypothetical honor cases arc also pre-

;lied t.. :iNc the new cadet a working basis from which to better
understanu 'he Honor System.

'rhis pa:i.-hlet should not be utilized by new cadets without proper
instruction OII the Honor Code by the Honor Committee. Questions
and answers or cases that arc not understood should be referred to
an Honor Committee Representative for clarification.
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AND AN!WERS

I. Q. When was tlw Honor Code estald:hed at i

A. The origin of the lent Citailel Honor Cod,: c;,o
attributed to General Mark Wayne Clark, Presiderd of .1 h (...!.idel

hom March 1954 to June 19;c, Even thoogh the Col ps hail ;I:, ia-

1%, ritten honor code, General Call: proposed t hat it be ritten off ic;t ily.
The Corps of Cadets unanimoii.dy voted to establkh the code :ind

officially did do in 1955.
It should be noted that even though the _.(Ide was r....,211

official sanction and formal stiucture, the code and s.stern beloinn to
the Cadet Corps. Its life depends on the safeguards against hate and
prejudice and the individual Citadel Cadet's honor.

2, Q , ",,at isan honor viohnion?
A. 1 he Cadet Honor Code simply states 11.Lo a cadet does

not lie, cheat, steal, nor tolerate those who do. Any person subject

to the Honor Code who violates it by committing any of these tour
acts intentionally is !irilty of an honor violation.

Q. sub,:ect to the Ihmor Cod"'
A. All members of the SCCC. All D:ty Students enrolled at
Citadel during the regular aeadernic year are also subject to t:n:

I lonor Code but are not under the jurisdiction of the I lonor Cormuit-
tee. Any 1,iolation of the Honm Code by students other than Cadets
are handled by the President through the Ad\ isor to the !honor Com-
mittee.

4. Q. Why is .failure to report a case of lying, cheanng, or stealing
also considered an honor viWal ion?

A. l'he toleration of dishonorable acts is a direct threat to the
eNistence of the honor code. I.oalty to this code and all cadets ill Ille
Corps living hy the code most conic before loyalty to an individual.
When a cadet observes another cadet lying, cheating, or stealing cal
does not report the offense, this act of toleration itself is dishonoraNe
because it condones and indirectly approves the original violation.
When an individual violates the honor code he breaks the bond that

unites him with the rest of the Corps and is not deserving of loyalty and

special protection.



5. Q. if 'hat should I do if l believe I have knowledge of cm hinwr
violation?

A In the event you feel you have seen an honor violation
committed or believe you have knowledge of an honor violation,
report it to your Honor Representative immediately. lie will provide
appropriate advice and guidance.

6. Q. Irhat actifm Mlows the reporting of an honor violation?
A. if the unit Honor Representative concludes that a violation

.has, in fact, occurred, he will report the incident to the Chairman of
the Honor Committee. After hearing the rationale of the unit Honor
Representative, the Chairman notifies the President of the College
and then assigns a three man investigating committee to make an
impartial and thorough investigation of the incident.

7. Q. How is the investigation flucted?
A. The Investigating Committee will notify the accused of

the specific charges and nature of the evidence against him. It will
interview all possible witnesses, weigh all evidence and make a recom-
mendation to the Chairman for a trial or dismissal of charges.

8.. Q. U'hur luippens if the Chairnmn w cepts the Investigating
rmam.;..ee's reeommendatUal for dismissal of charges?

A. All evidence is destroyed.

9. Q. Who makes up un llonor Court?
A. Each Honor Court is made up of ten cadets, all members

of the Honor Committee with the exception of one cadet in cases in-
volving an underclassman. A member of the second, third or fourth

. class may have a classmate, selected by the Chairman, sit on the court.
In the case of fourth classmen, ,ais right is not afforded until the
completion of one academic semester. An underclassman appointed
to the court has the full and equal rights and duties of all the members
of the court.

10. Q. Who can defend an accused cadet in an Honor Court?
A. An accused cadet may choose any cadet as his counsel..

If the accused does not wish to represent himself or can not find a
defense counsel, the Chairman of the Honor Committee will appoint
one.

11. Q. How many votes are required to convict a cadet of an honor
violation?

A. To find a cadet guilty, the cow st vote unanimously.

: 2 :
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12. Q. If found golitx the Honor Court, what iv the oncicted
cadet's appelate chaitz:'

A. Any cadet wily ;weal a fin,ting of Honor C at to the
President of:The Citadel. ii Preskient will in t,.rn assikm mem-
bers, (i.e. Vice Presidcnt tor Academi:7 Affairs, a .enior rellt .entative

of Commandant's Mice, .,:rd a senior AcadenHe Departr;:..tt Head)
of his staff to listen to the rape recording of t:: case and iew

other evidence. 1 hey sIll hen make recommc,:dations al;,.ining or
reversing the finding of the Honor Court.
13. Q. What 6 an open trial and what purp,.C dot.v it '.:Tve?

A. Any cadet brought before an Honor Court has the right
to an open or closed cow t. .1his is decided by the accused 24 hours
prior to the court. Only members of the Corps of ( .adets will be allowed
to view an open court. he number allowed is limited by thc
number of seats. Obser sets will be selected ftom the Corp', by the
Chairman and:or Secretary. The primary purr Ise of the ollen court
option is to allow the members of the Corps to witness thLtr Honor
Court system in action.
14. Q. What is -quibblitn:".

A. "Quibhling" 11:.. recourse to techn:e;dities to hide the

truth, or presenting a half-tt uth when the whok truth, as to:der-stood

by the cadet, is required.

15. Q. Is the "social he nn honor violation"!
A. I.:Us is not an et.sy question to answ,:r. It is understood

that the amenities of living together in society tequire people tr
tactful:i.e., telling your date's mother you loved the spinach she fixed

when you know you hate it. Basically, you must determine it there is
intent to dezeivc in that a statement or action seeks to prote%.t or give

unfair advantage to the accused or other individuals involved. If the
answer is yes, there may be reason to believe an honor violati.on may
have been committed.

16. Q. Why is .9Iagiarism considered an honor violation?
A. .Plagiarism is the stealing and use of another person's

writing and ideas. In presenting written work a cadet is expected to
identify the ideas which are not his own and gise appropriate to the

source. To do otherwise is to mislead the reader (instructor) and re-
ceive unwarranted credit. It is cheating. When a cadet signs //is -:ame
to a paper he is authenticating that all the work has been accomp ,hed

by him.

3 :
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17. Q. What is the meaning of my signature on a docwnent?
A. Once you place your signature on a document you have in

fact certified that the information in that document is, to the best of
your knowledge, true and fully understood. Your signature on an all-in
report is just as important as your signature on a check. If your signa
ture is affixed to a document which is incorrect, and there s.vas no "in-
tent" to deceive on your part, then you may have r rcd i false
official statement and are subject to punishment fc:- violatihg 't he
Blue Book --- Read what you sign verify the contents a!id remember
that your signature is your bond.

18. Q. What is an improper question?
A. The Honor Code should not be used by a commissioned

officer of the staff or faculty, member of the guard, or any cadet in an
official position as an investigative tool. In other words, there must be
suffieient evidence that the cadet being queried was involved or pos-
sesses first hand knowledge of an alleged offense to be asked an in-
criminating question.

19. Q. What should I do if I believe that the question asked me is.,
improper?

A. A cadet is obligated by the highest degree of military
discipline to answer the question; however, he does have the means
of appealing any punishments awarded him as a result of answering
such questions.

20. Q. When and how do I report an improper question?
A. A cadet, after answering the question, will so report what

he believes to be an improper question, in writing, to his Company
Honor Representative. The Company Ilonor Representative will in-
form the Chairman of the Honor Committee, who will in turn inform
the Advisor to the Honor Committee. The Athisor to the Honor Com-
mittee, the Chairman of the Honor Committee, and the Vice Chair-,
man of the Honor Committee will investigate the circumstances in-
volved in the incident and will determine whether or not the question
or request for written explanation was proper. They will report their
conclusion to the President. If their conclusion is that the question
was improper they will recommend to the President that the delin-
quency report and any punishment awarded as a result thereof be
revoked. If their conclusion is that the question was proper, they will
call in thc cadet involved and explain to him the rationale for their

: 4 :
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conclusion. It the cit nit satisfid with tl ir expl.in,A.,n he may

app,:al to the Peidcat a e riting.

21. Q. With t low 11u, rear ,i.vibiIit I knoton. 11,mor

,S'yston. It iN ()1 thc duties of 01. ]:onor (.firmnittee ke,..;) the

(,1 new pretation.. of the 1! .!!Or lit)1kcVCr,

it is the tlut every c...'et to kno,..; the sysH:m hy whi he lives.

ftc re,pow.Hility re,,r, with the )it have a ,.1,iestion or

are uonfuscd ahout any ..pect of th Honor 'ode, ee %mu. Honor

Representati.:e immediately.

22 Q. Ilrhat happens tt.hen a cadet does not 1:n0 t. of
the lionut; System, :11 suddenly finds Lie ma) be ,ith the

s Jstem?
A. Ignorance of thi: provisions of the Ilonor can not

be accepted as a dfense, You must k now your system!

: 5 :



HONOR CASE FXAMPLES

CASE 1: LYING

Upon entering the (:aniptis approximately two hours late from
General I.eave, Cadet A reported to his Battalion 0.0. that he had
experienced car trouble, Ihe 0.0., in relating the experience to the
0.0. the tollowing day, discovered Cadet A did not own a car and that
he had arrked at the main gate in a taxi. Cadet A had told the SLG
that he had gotten iito an argument \iith lii fiancee and the demerits
would give him tours.

The 0.G. reported Cadet A for lying and the Investigating Com-
mittee discovered evidence by twc, eyewitnesses (i e., two cadets) that
Cadet A was seen all evening at a local tavern boasting that he could
re-enter the campus and no one could restrict him.

Upon hearing the evidence the Honor Committee determined
that Cadet A was guilty of the honor violation of lying. Cadet A was
dismissed from school.

CASE 2: L Y NG

c night, while acting as Officer-in-Charge, Captain X was
approached by Cadet A who had a Charleston Pass and asked if he
would sign it. For purrose ;IA destination Cadet A had written: "to
dinner with.my father who is visiting ircm New York." The 0.C.
signed the pass.

Later that night Captain X rc.,2ived a phone call from the Medical
University Librarian who stated that two cadets were making a dis-
turbance in thc library and refused to leave. The 0.C. instructed the
0.1). to bring the cadets to him.

When the 0.D. retwned he had Cadet A in the .jeep. Captain X
asked where his father was and Cadet A stated, "in New Yo:k, where
he always is!"

Cadet A was charged and found guilty of the hi, violation of
lying.

CASE 3: LYING

After receiving a delinquency report for being absent from 0800
class, Cadet A wrote an ERW explainirg that 11-2 had been in the hospi-

--: 6 :
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the titny of the .l'he company tar incskyated

the lZW ;Ind could Ivid no record of his h,1:Ig in the .pital either

in the Commandant's ! rartment or in th.. hospital. lie eLirged

Cadet A with in honor sItlation ol lying.

Upon investig,ition. adet A stated he had entLotd :!:e hospital

to soak his foot for ssliich he had been receivint periodic Co.. lie had

not bothered to sign in because of the long lee. lie ent-i.:d it (Yi..1

hours iind lelr at 0830 hours and saw it useless to go to cld s so late.

l)tning the hearing Cadet B who had been in the hoi,itol therapy

room (whet: all physical therapy was performed) testified that he had

not seen Cadet A on that morning.

L,idet A was f .nd guilty of the honor violation of l\ ing. This

decision was based on the statement made b Cadet A that he had

been in c same room and his overestimation ill the uurnhet ol cadets

in the hospital that morning (the record showed five cadets, including

Cadet B. had sighed in).

CAF ClIFA
Professor X. a Stanstics Professor, "lac''' up two srparate tests

to give to two different etions. At the last niinute. Protcssor X de-

cided to gise both tests to both cliw*s. Test I would he :.iven to the

1st row, to the second row, etc,, so that each tow had a dalerent test.

r pon to.iewing the tests prior to grading, Professor X noticed

that Cadrts A and B -had identical an,.wers, I his struck the Professor

as beme strange because they both had difletcnt tests. In addition,
both (*adet A's and B's yst of answers were wrong. Pr, :cssin X referred

it to the Honor Committee Chairman,

tcr rneetini their I lonor Representativ,.. (he Chaiinlan notified

the Cadets that they had been charged with (*eating.

C,idet A resiimed immediately. Cadet B maintained that he h.ld

no knowledge of the viHation ahd that A must have copi(J1 his paper

without his knowing about it.

he Investigating Committee tound an .,!nmdance of evidence

nack Cadet B's scot v and recommended no trial. .1 hu Chairman

accepted di,. recomme:.,`.ition.



CASE 5: STEALING

('adet I) was seen coming out ot Cadet l.'s loom with an armful
of clotho by two freshmen one Saturday evening. Since they werc in
a different company they thought nothing of it; however, approximate-
ly two weeks later they heard that cisilian clothes from Ctulet Ls
room had been stolen. 'they repoited t!'. ,) then Company Honor
Representative who felt that charges sh ii be filed.

Charges were filed, and in the Honor Committee hearing it was
discove7ed that a search of Cadet D's room turned up several articles
of Cade t. l.'s clothing. Cadet D maintained that he had only borrowed
the clothes planning to return them.

The Honor Committee, in its decision, felt that the time and cir-
cumstance proved that Cadet D was guilty ot the violation of stealing
because the length of time the clothing had been kept showed Cadet D
intended to keep the clothing permanently. Cadet D was dismissed
from school as the result of this violation.

flic freshmen reccised official reprimands for not reporting the
.ase earlier.

101. E R ATION

Or! night in the room of Cadets X and Y, Cadet Z related his
knowledge o an honor violation by Cadet A. Ile revealed the details

Cad7ts X anr'. Y, bti Aated that he was no "fink': and would never
turu m a frier.

Cackts X and Y felt this was a violation of toleration and asked
tireir Company Honor Representative 1,rit they felt toleration would
be difficult t:r prove. They lc:Irned that indeed the other violation
had been reported; ! :refore. C7advt Z was subsequently reported for
tolerr.ton.

At Cadet Z't hearing ,r' ralatio . he had related to Cadets X
and Y vi of such a !rat, .. '1 -t only sodie,ne directly involved could
have 'iceo aware of n Eviden,_, proved that Cadet Z did

withhola :n honor vioiati; a and he was
con ict.A of tztleratiort, ti appeale: to the President: however, the
deckior ...as upheld.

-. 8 :
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One ..t. . on. ,i;cr inspectin.t the up;in. is .nyd to him.

ot- X e plained to ( det Captinn A that c tiiiiitI Ii, meri sleep-

ing during NISI) and he wioned the i. les v! ill "c men by
761) hituc. Maior not recilded the Ca.' .1 Captain A

inAtucted 'each squ,id seireant that he IA.:, to go doy.i: the squads

during noon formation and ask ea,. h man ii e had ho:.! that

mot 1011g. 1.ive names v.ere given to Cadet 1 hese lise men had

ansssered "yes, arid each inan was given tel demerits b :!,e Company

Conunander.
I he Honor Pcpri:-....niative of that comp.my reptirti'd the incident

to the Chairman 01 the Honor CommittLe. 1 he Ch.:a man, after

mcc;ing with the V iec Chairman, ieeominetided to the .`.115 isor to the

Committee and the President that His line tit questionift:

improper rand that all punishments should be dropped. The

President accepteu the recommendation. rhe !atIonale sk as that

Vidor X should hase eritten the names ih.\An and it the squad

-dreams' line of qt.,:moning sas improp V.

C.Atil X.

'adet / had been a inen.oer (t1 the 'i ntv rack am hut was

otlicudly remosed Horn Corps Sqcad coach for in inlraction

of training ttdes. Ahhiingh the nee Corps ti tad older, 1.1(1 not been

puhlkhed. Cadet laicd to attend parad,.. on Frida, and .SN1 1 on

ti:ituiday, I he C:ip.inv Commander knee Cadet / HL.1 been re-
trioled from Corp Scp;.:d and reported him being ihi from both

formiltions.

Cadet wrote I1Z W's to his la, tical ()flu cr and st;it 1 that he was

on Corps Squad and th,lclore was c \eused ltom both low;ations.

rhe Company commander teferred 1:11.: case to c Company

Honor Representatie sho, in turn, passed it on to the Honor Court,

Cadet Z was found gn:It} of lying becau.-.: inte:Ided deceive his

tactic;.d officer into belie% ing he was still a mer.'.er a the ti.ick team and

us,d ti technHahty to hide the truth.
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purpoee to develop a working knowledge of hrnor, its purposes, history, practical
aop1ic4tion to the profession and personal life, and the honor code administered

t- West Point. This program of instruction would be administereA by the Cadet

Honor Committee with a Vice Chairman for education. In addition, require each

academic agency where appropriate to upgrade or initiate instruction from their
academic disciplines view on honor or integrity.

(3) Recommended Course of Action. That there be two programs of instruc-

tion prepared on honor at USHA. The first program would be prepared by the Cadet
Honor Committee on the Cadet Honor Code with a purpose to instruct the Corps on the

honor code and how it is administered at West Point. The second program would be a
four-year program on honor to teach the Ccrps the purpose of honor in our society
and in the profession of arms, the history, the responsibilities attached with
*honor...the principles and procedures of living and working with A honor code.

(a) Justification.

i. The Corps is tasked to instruct itself on that part of honor

with which it is qualified and can manage withaut undue burden.

2. The person who will prepare and direct a program of instruc-
tion is dedicated to the job and has the necessary academic and practical experi-
ence Ln developing the course and the instructors of the course.

3. Mis action includes the use of a four-year program ranging
from formulating basic principles to advanced instruction on applications of honur
in society today.

4. This action insures continuity thrcughout the instruction.
With A eimple administrative procedure involving ths Honor Committee and the course
director, the instruction can be aligned to suppc t each other.

(4) Program of Implementation. The Honor Cormittee should be given in-

structions establishing the purpose and objectives of their instruction and incolpo-
rate these requirements for NCT '75 and 4° Jube Week instruction '75. An officer
hould be aesigned as Course Director of the honor four year program prior to 1

June. This officer should be given the summer of 1975 to write the POI for the
program and be given a start date of 1 September 1975. The instructions .to the

officer should be the specific objectives of the course. This officer should be

assigned to HQ, USCC and be directly resportible to the Commandadt and Superinten-
dent.' His office should'be located in the building that presently houses the
counseling center and be assigned a clerk stenographer who will support the course
director's requirements and the administrative requirements of the Cadet Honor
Committee and the Brigade Staff.

e% FURTHER STUDY OF THE ETHICS COHMITTEE AT USAFA.

(1) Synopsis of the Problem. At USAFA there is a Cadet Ethics Committee
that is made up of elected representatives from each sqvdron. Its purpose is to

investigate alleged violations of ethics by cadets (i.e., gross misconduct) and,
in cases where findings of an Ethics Committee hearing warrant it, recommendations
are made to the Commandant of Cadets for appropriate disciplinary action. The

r-mmittee's uperations are parallel and complementary to those of the Cadet Hunor

E -10
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Lee. In addition, the Committee conducts an oo-going, 4-year program of
'Iscraction in "professional ethics", similar tu the honor instruction program.

(2) Recommended Course of Action: That there be further study of the
Ethics Committee as it is now constituted at USAFA to determine the practicality
ot such a LommLttee at. USMA.

(3) Minority Opinion: Cases of groas mincondJit should continue to be
handled by Brigade Boards, the First Captain and his to,rmand. We should not try
Lo partition a cadets life into honor/ethics/misconduct. It would lead to further
luestions like the one we have now - hanor versus regulations. Further education
should be done by the Caaet Honor Committee olly, except that FL 401 should provide
a block on honor and othies.

(4) program of 2Tplementation: If the formulation of an Ethics Committee
Jas deteimined to be appropriate as the recult of further study, the organization,
operation, and support of the committee would require complete examination. In
addition, particular things like officer representation and a cadet-run program of
ethics instruction would also warrant attention.

6
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3. 1io,..5.-."!.,1s

(1) iivnopiils of th. Erohlom.
ihe sicin,m; ol the signature and to A

lesser eAtcnt the manning (u
initials Al., n..AA In iic, oi a signature have

been Che source of so-ap conJi.siou,
the A lot 1, ,Itcn untwArc ot the eit:act

meaning of his signature (initials)
Own :le AIIINA, it LO an official document,

such as clic sign-out book, etc,
lilts ,ituation is cssiinficaccd because

is then required to report himaelf and his evror heri ex rms.t. dayto knowledge

reveals Cha: he has not comp/ied with the precise requirament el his signature.

rfte is also magnified by the many "informal"
procedures chat individual

cadets in different regiments perceive to
be (die proper aetion with regard to

the specific meaning of the signature in a particular instance; again, Cho

sign-out book is a representative problem in that the present Corps-wide policy

is that the time listed ,id verified
by signature is the exact time that the

cadet is physically signing aS, but mam,,
cadets still insist and act according

to the understanding that the
time cited is the time that the cadet will actually

leave. .0 0 importance of the signature, both as a cadet and an officer, requires

uniform appreciation and understanding
by all members of the Corps.

(2)

fa) Action 1 -
intensive edncation to all members of the Corps.

Such an approach reco,aizes thA. ignorance
and unawareness arc the root prohlens

and that Aggressive i ns t: 1 As and indoctrination
mi7,11t eliminate m sunder

standiwds and insure standardisation
thronghout tile Corps.

(hi Action 2 - Attach an explanatory statement of what the signa-

ture means on all standard UNMA, ((SEC, documents. This approach immediately and

continually clarifies And reminds the cadet. of the meaning oC his signature at

that time.

(c) Action 3 - Eliminate the use of the signature and Its impli-

cations except alit, the cadet is actim; fn an officiAl capacity. Chis approach

-.recognizes that the cadet is constantly policing hims,l through his signture,

even during periods when he is out acting for the institution.

(3)
RECO:2tENDED purse of Action- Attach An esplanatory state:scot of

what the signature means on Alt standard Pia. documents.

(a) Justification. nnis conrse of action insures a common standard

throughout the Lore-, and s.irves as a
continual reminder to the individual cadet.

Such e;:planatary statements are a e..itt_ el official
einsents in atany govern:1( ncal

agencies and actions, to include the tech-rat inceole tax tam, the P1008 Alcr,,,If.

of Perso,A. History, And othor forms rhAt require An es:Tt
knowledge of idiat tho

stgnature means.
.his procedure would not Inhibit the pcCnent. prActiCc

foitialim drill rolls for ,pccI!.ic OC:ionq AnAi other non-recurring fon, %hose

i
cleari, self-evident. or clan:1,d by per:intent. explanation.

(h) 02i,i,12, None.
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(4) Pri2L;ram_tlf., Imply:LtientofTini.

(a) Attach explanatorv statements to ,elciltd t

replace effective AY 1975-76. The sign-ont book 15 the major trouble ,,re3, and
the explanatory ,.'ltement may be ,tamped Al the top of the page in the tur71 :f
a reminder. A slamp c aId prepared so that the existing sopply of torn:.
could be used, if neces.ary.

(b) Amord the instruction bloc to the incoming fourth class so
that the meaning of ,ne signature is stressed, both with and without the explana-
tory statement.

(c) Instruct all classes in the change during Reorganization t4eek,
1975.

b. ABSENCE CARD.

(1) pvnoEsig of the Problem. The malor irritant is analogous to certain
problems with the signature in that a cadet is required to report him3elf and
his error when ex post facto knowledge reveals that he hag not properly marked
his card. Many perceive this to be an improper use of honor in the enforcement
of regulations, and others consider the entire concept of the absence card to be
an unnecessary harassment. The seeeral divisions (marked areas) on the existing
absence card force the cadet to be diligent in reporting back to his company
the exact nature of his absence, even though the general category, usually an
authorized absence, does not chi-lige. Failure to be scrupulous in the marking of
the card resnIts in tile cadet rzporting himselt for the infraction of an improp-
erly marked card; the punishmert for an improperly marked card involving author-
ized atmencea ia minimal, part:cularly 6hen weighed against the cadet's perception
that he is forced to inflict hi, own punishment.

(2)

(a) Action 1 - No change. The absence card is merely an account-
ability devic.: that is far more convenient and efficacious than a sign-out book
or other alteenacive system of constant accountability throughout a given period.

(b) Action 2 - Change the absence card to rzflect only two categories:
authotized absence or unmarked. llesv categories describe the general status of
n cadet, and special categdries, guard, huspiral, etc., are maintained in the
unit orderly room.

(et Action 1 - Eliminate the absence. card (or l),e upper two classes
The first and second clanses have the respon3ibilities and privi'eges inherent
in their positions ls the leaderg et ihe Carps and should be permeted to use
their time in the manner they dee, appropriate, and the absence ca.,1 assists the
underclasses in appreciating the concept wi personal accountability and in disci-
plining themselves to the rigors of academy lite.

E-17
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(d) Eliminate the ai,coco card completely. Me card is an
institutional anachr int-, that 1,, !rior,0 an harrassmont tn the prisent

climate ot numerous privileges, Iimited call to quarters periods, nnd
emphasis on cadets assuming more personal responsibility.i

(3) RECOILIENOrn Course of Action; Aetion 2- Change the absence

card to reflect only two categories: authorized absence or unmarked.

(a) Justification. The Study Group folly recognizes lhe
Comnandant's prerogativo in detercAning means and me:heds o; account-
ability, nnd this rec,emendation is in no way an attempt lc esurp those
options. hut i9 rather an idea that may improve the oxiCring
The subdivisions of authorized absence tire superfluous aud redundant; special
categories such ns leave, guard, hospital are recorded appropriately in
the orderly room. Thia eliminates the requirement that A cadet somehow

his company when he Moves fr,s one authori,.ed absence statusget word to
to another (exceeding specified limits under Cho provisions of class authori-

zations, etc.). The system still alliws for accountability, and aa unmarked
cnrd still requires an explanation shoold the cadet abuse the systim either

through emission or commission.

(b) Minorlyy Opinion. 'the absence ca al is an Implied vote

of no confidence in the maturity of the individual cadet, The taps in-

spection hisures that all cadets are present or acfountied for, or that

n11 violators will he reported. lienuse of the maav privileges nnd

opportunities available to the individual cod,t, of tbe n'isence

card becomes n tiresome exercise in logistic, in illicit the cadet is honer
bound to report his carelessness or inattention to tlle precise require-

ments of tho card. The emphasis on personal discipline and the granting of
concomitant privileges recognize the maturity ri the cadet; he should be
allowed to determine the .51, of his own time ind not ho forced to constrain
himself by his forced formal pledge in the Lim of the absence card.

(4) Program of Implementation.

(a) Produce new abs-,, cards with only two categories:

.ihorized absence and onmarii..a.

(6) Change keaulatiyns, USCC to reflect this modification,

nnd indoctrinate the Corps.

c. Tho "All Rielly".

(1) Synopsis of the Problem. This is another area in which the

cadet is required to report hisoiolt yawn gs poet facto Iti.m!lcdee ma',es

him aware that his initial acti,n wan in error. Die "all ri,;ht" ha, a

variety of meanings depending upon the situation in obich it is rendered.

C-14
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Thong t he It 1,111i of t "ii 1 I r gb " a t c 1 obi r 1 v entime r at ed lit RoilL

PSCC f.ind el'fvw'ie re there ex eon:, Ill a 11 "al

right" iv requested or rendered.

(2) Alternative Action:.

(a) Action 1 - No change, Tho "all right" is a convenient
shorthand for n length,' explanation, an0 the convfenience particalarly during
inspections warrants that the cadets learn the required meanings.

(h) Action 2 - Eliminate the "all right," Make the cadet
explicitly clarify hi, stattmi when required; this would torte the '

to recognize his personal accountability in a direct manner. more in ,eeping
with the general traditions of the Army at large,

(d) RECOM,!VNOED Csurse of Action: Action 1 - No change.

(rif tasA:ficatios. The "rill right" is ri convenient way to
accomplish a required dutv, it is sufficiently limited tn scope, and it is

used at regularly a,si.med pe...ids during the cadet's day. thus diminiBhine.
the likelih,oa or the soane-u," mistaf and snbsequent solf-reporting,
The alternative is lab asd tine-consuming And a ,horthond system
is Apoiepcia:e ter recurring avt I ns,

(hi Mineriti_Opinion. None,

Prmatam ei Imple,entatien. Education is the key. Orientation
shoal., Stress the rationale in tat above and the necessity for learning
the apprdpciare meanings of the "all right."

d. IMPBOPLR

(1) Synonsis of the Problem. Mary cadets feel that they are at a
distinct and unfair diszdvantage because they must respond honestly to
all questions, regardless of provocation. This situation is aggravated
when in official matters such as in the Explanation of Report and in Dis-
ciplinary Board actions, the raddt is forced to implicate himself and
others with the rcuultant punisiesent, Theogh the cadet understands and
appreciates the nood for honosty f,' insure a fair and lust invescigadien,
he s t i l l f e e l s that h i s honor mAc he use,' to his and others' detriment

in the Absence of certain safeuard,i. Muth of this problem results from
disagreement df wUit. is preh.,blo cause and what is to be roaa. aahly eon-
sidered propdr fres:iess nurs,nt :d an inyestilatisn, Predictably, the
individsal being qhestienod tind. to detine probable cause in munch more
limited terms than ddes his intelocuter, rhis situation is turtner con-
fused because di tso isd.s,istondies, real et- imanined, that are perceived
in the Corps with re.sd :d the awarding of punishment based en intormttien
gained thro,Hi irge-oodr nuest,,nind, The :inal bactillop to [hi., problm
of the in.oroper rpo,tion is !no fslowledge that opon cermissionine thc
former erddt ,o is a ,rot,,d'i('n in All Itu.stOns are espe_:tod
to be anti:ere:I in As t i.'ree.Y.. and .,,"let torthright man-ler
improper questiening fescoet in -Itters of VC7:J) in not a consideration,

6
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(2) Alternative Aetle'li.

(a) Action 1 - Restrict all pestionn involving ponsible

disciplInnty action to those pertaining solely to the Ihdividual's culpa-

bility. Thin recognizes that loyalty is virtue and that individuals wIll

not he forced to implicate others unless there is other circumstantial

evidence.

(b) Action 2 - rrovide the Individnal with the guarantees

againnt self-inerimination (such as In the Fifth Amendvvnt: Art 31,

The disciplinary system in roughly analogous to the punishment code of

UCMJ. thus the cadet Otould be afforded a relative protection against

sel(-incrimination.

(c) Action 3 - No change. The cadet must annwer all i)nestions

PI,scd, and he must answer them to the fnllest extent ponsibleI the Inter-

locutor should only pose those question, reasonably pertinent or appro-

priate.

(1) RECOMMENDED Coarse of Actioz: Action 3 - No change.

(a) dustTfienti.on. The Academy 6n a training gronnd for

future officers. and the products of thin training program must understand

thv need for a clear and cwIplefe explanation to n considered question and

that his !Anal loyalty ir moments ol eontlict in to the truth. Cadets

most usder,tsnd that ono nets.- accept responsibility for hin potions, and

that he can he reasonably expected to account for his actions at any

appruarlate time. Certainly, there are abuses and there are improper, if

not even capricious, questionn,but these are the exception and the

aberration. To codify the "improper question" or to introduce the safe-

guards agninst self-incrimination wonld impede the quick and efficient

search for the truth, and such action would not seem appropriate given

the short-term and non-judicial nature of the punishment. Cadets impli-

cated by the testimony of another at a disciplinary board are nqt subject

to disciplinary action, thougji the tactical officer may be administratively

informed so thnt non-disciplinary action can be
implemented in the form

of warning or other prohibition.

(b) Minority (pinion. None.

14) E.Q21.11:!LT aLLuLi,iit.

(a) ln,rease ^hr education effort in the Corps. Insure ihat

all classes unOer,tand the necessity for honest and forthright response to

all questions, and instruction should include discussions of the ethical

backgronnd and the future obligationn (as an officer) of snch a policy.

(b) Specifivally, iniorm the trpn that individnal, impl,eattd

by the testimony of ethers in a d nc i p 1 inary board aro normally not stth wet

to disciplinary action. tlu ni,tolinaty I'ystem 1,';ul:, dated
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26 August 71, with changes state the following!

The ldisciplinaryl hoard must exorcise sound lndr1ffeut in

order to guard against rye oranend tug the nifncl;,1 ti,tnnS el
cadet for n delinquency for whi.:11 there was no inde-

pendent evidunce of the commission of a delinquency

except for t 110 , or W1E11,141.1'1,11 state,ant

The hoard stinnild I i kew sv exercise sound iudgf-(ont to

guard Against recommending the disciplining ol these
cadets who mado no direct contribution to the delin-
quency under invefitigatioo and would not have liWK to

the nit t rnt 1 on ot ( Ito 1lom ler sratt,enis

received before the board 1flinpter 1, Section 1, Para(

1.d.i2)1.

The tactical officer or some (tiler authority may counsel thy implicated
cadets and advise them that ,uch eondnet is preindirial to the good order

of the unit, and ho must conform to thy principle, delineated above in
detervinini, hi, course ot

(c) faincate the staff and faculty on the "vulnerability" of

tho honest eaiat. (.antion all that reasonable questions with piovovarion

n re t he ru le , hut III,. r ;wt. tints and i I I -con, i de red got...t. ton ran lead tnn

kigkwel rit and nawant titu.,111, fI1

P. PIAGIAP1gff.

(I) 1,yoopsis 2if_the_Prel2lym. A malotity of the Corp, 17e) and the

Department of 1.110,11,11 II, 1 t p 1 ,1 It:iris:II CIVICS 5110111d I` hand 1 1.ni in a

manner different than is presently the situation. The plagiarism case is

a very technical mailer in that nmch of the damning evidence is eiteum-

stantinl. rind the sheer qoantIty and quality ot the plagiarizad material

reflect strongly or weakly on tin( intent of the mispecced cadet. To

measure the quantity :(nd quality of a suspected plagiarism case requires
experience, if tor nothinv else than to weigh the'peevent case against
the past cases of plagiarism or docimentation irregularities (clearly.
the intent co deceive separati,-; the two categories). C,,isidered in a

vacuum, thy apparently plaglarLed paper Is prima farlie evidence of

guilt. however, te ascertain thy suspected cadet's intent is extremely
difficnIt and usuallv based on the individual's testimony. suspect

to varying dt.y,(recs. The Department of Iltvlish in it, dealings with
suspected plagiarism co,os invelving Inoth :ho Donor Cerynittce and subse-
quent Officers Hoard, has found "that the etas,' of ineli faceity members
and stud(nts regaiding tin( Sn inn I nC,nnt ISyn its of ria11,dr11,11 I, itilUCU,
at hest" nietter ,,partrieln of Inglish to Study 10111.11.cf:

Officer Involvement in orace,sine 1111,peeced Pla,,(iarism Cases. dated 2

April 19:1).

F-1
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(2) Alt einAt ive

(a) Action I - No change. ringintism 1,1 n hirath of honor
And :I properly within the purview ot the Ihnor io.sittee and ,1 osi1.1 he

[rented no differently.

(b) Action 2 'fend All plagiarism cise, directly to the
Academic Board for action. This recobstzes the ckmplesity ot the sitonfion
and the purely academic nature of the offense; regardlese of intent, many
auapected plagiarism Canon pre sufficiently grievous sa as to (Iuestiin
the individual', Academic proficiency,

(e) Action 3 - Allow the reporting officer of n suspected
plagiarism case tne option of conducting an initial investigation of the
immediately relevant material. The officer is tho one most familiar with
the material, the individual's demonstrated acadesi. ptoficiencv, and Ow
matters surrounding the submission of the paper; such an investigation
would permit the officer and hi, Department to make a better informed
recommendation to the Honor Conmittee.

(d) Action 4 - Trent plagiarism crimes as breaches of discipline.
Cnseri of poor documentation are often resolved in this manner, And this
Allmoach recognizea the futility of ever discerning intent without the
Auspected individual's Admission.

(3) HEcnrirNprm error, of Action; Action 3 - All-v the reporting
officer the option of crofv,t'n,-, an initial investigation of t. r

relevant material,

(Al Justification. This recommendation puts the expert on
plagiarism. the instructor who deals with documentation irregularities on
a continual basis, in an immediate position to resolve or to confirn the
Apparent problem mzni:est, in the paper. This proposal recognizes that the
officer is involved in n potential matter of honor, but the matter is merely
Entential one until the officer concludes hi, lnvestigntien And makes his

recommendation. The officer presently does just this, but he mast base
his recommendation to the Head of the Department solely on the paper it-
self. The Department nf Trh.,lish addresses this solution in the aforementioned
letter, dated 2 April 075;

This initinl and prompt investigation would permit the
instructor to hear the cadet's explanation of the docu-
mentary irregularity and to exlmine anv concomitnnt
support, such as workiaa drzfts or notes frais uhich the
final theme or paprr was prepared. The instructor would
seek to determine the facts surrounding the case in order
to make an informed recommendation to the Department Head.

Ph ,ld this KTCO'fhTNDED action preve ineffectual in tho coning %afar, then
serious consideration shonll be given to ib) sending All plagiarism cases
birectly to the Academic Board for action.

(h) Minclgbtv_iljnin_l. None,

6
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(4) .f.r",SElkm °JP2171"'!""(1.11!"".

(0) Change the wording in Superintendent's ietter or
instruction for handling suspected honor vlointionn, SUMJ1.GT: "Meer
Reporting of Suspected Uonor Violations, anted 4 September 1971 to permit
the inatructor to Ireallot, the cadet In reset' of rtnspected pinginrism.
This (dung', recognizes that plaglarlam is not the "usual hem,: .4re".

(b) Law Department will provide written guidance to al!
concerned Departments with regard to the general nature of ,:ueNtioning to
be used, nny safeguards need to proteet against melf-incri (nation (a

possibility because of officer involvement). And any proh lb t ion that are
appropriate for the investigation.

(c) The officer will conduct his investigation in the presence
of the honor Unison cadet to the pncticular department. Thin will permit
the Honor '.,rnmittee to be privy to the investigation snd insure that there
is wit, to the proceeding.

f. THE REGIMENTAL INVESTIGATING OFFICE.

(1) apoLlin of the Problem. This 1..!!:clual 1A Intrdened with 1 ath
acting ns a link in the chain connecting the Ihnor C...,/rman and the lonor
Representative,' and supervining the inventigntion of nll canes that wci.r
in thin regiment. His work load han, aL times, cituned excessive delay In
the procensi, 'r canes, which is obviously detrimental to both the ncennsd
and the Honor Committee.

(2) RECOMMENDED COAVIO of Action. An Assintnnt Regimental In-esti-
gating OffLee be alerted or appointed by the Honor Committee. His primary
duty should he adminintreive, i.e., Setting up subcomnittee hearings,
Lstifying honor reprenentetiven of committee meetings, etc.

(a) Juntifiretien. The asnistant should reduce the workload
for the RIO end release him to perform his primary task of supervising
lnetstigatlons.

(b) Minority Opinion. None.

(1) 1'ra...ram of Imole.,entatioc. Incorporate this recommendation in
the 1976 Honor Committee SOP.

g. ELAPSED TIME FROM THE Rrimm- OF AN OFFENSE TO A HEARING BEFORE
THE COTIIEFFE.

(1) Svnoa,lis of the Problem. Due to several !lectors, including
those stated in rara FU) ahove. the time elapsed from the report of en
offense to the full ComIlitteo hearing has frequently been in excess )f A
month.

E-I9
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(c) Action 3 - No change to the present policy.

(3) RECOMMENDED Course of Action. Members of the Staff and
Faculty be allowed to attend Honor Committee Hearings in a non-partici-
pating role

(a) Justification. Officer attendance will help to improve
communication between the Honor Comittee and the Staff and Faculty. The
"non-participating" role will avoid the possAbility of an officer's opinion
unduly influencinp the jury solely by virtue of chc fact that he is an
officer. It will also preclude a cadet perception that an officer or
group of officers may "pressure" the Honor Committee into a decision.

(b) Minority Opinion. None.

yo Program of Implementation. All officers should be notified
by letter that they arc invited to attend all open Honor Hearings. The date
and time of specific Honor Hearings should be passed from the Honor
Committee Academic Liaison to the Officer Honor Liaison in the Department
concerned. He in turn should notify members of his Department.

k. OPEN OR CLOSED HONOR COMMITTEE HFAR'NCS.

(1) ...nonsis of the Prohlcm. In the past the criteria for
determining wMether a meeting be open or closed has fluctuated, with the
accused frequently denied any choice in the matter.

(2) Alternative Actions.

(a) Action 1 - All hearings be open unless the nairman has
cause to close them. This would allow for maximum participation and expo-
sure'by the Corps and lend an "openness" to Honor Committee Proceedinr.

(b) Action 2 - The accused be allowed to decide whether or
not his hearing be open cr closed. Due to the sensitive nature of the
charges and the potential stigma attached even though he be exonerated and
returned to the Corps, the accused should be allowed to eliminate some or
all spectators from his Hearing.

(3) RECOlDMNDED Course of Action. The accused be allowed to
decide whether his hearing he open or closed and that he also have the
option to designate that a particular class or company be eliminated
from the proceedings (i.e., a first classman may not want members of the
lower three classes to attend.) In addiiion, the Chairman should be
authorized to close a hearing fer cause. such as an unruly audience. This
cause should be clearly recorded and entered im the record of the
proceedings.

ial Justification. The accused should have the right to
CI.,5e or partially close his own hearing due to the sensitivity of theses involved and the potent for post-hearing prejudice.

(b) Minority Or jlion Nome.

C-22
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(4) Program of Implementation. This recommendation should be
incorporated in the 1976 Honor Committee SOP. It shou'd also he made
one of the points on the checklist which the adviser uses to brief the
accused.

1. THE COMPOSITION OF THE JURY AT AN HONOR COMMITTEE HEARING.

(1) Synopsis of the Problem. As a means to solicit greater
participation from the Corps at large in Honor Committee proceedings, it
has been suggested that members of the Corps be made part of the jury at
Honor Committee Hearings.

(2) Alternative Actions.

(a) Action 1 - One or two members of the Corps at large be
made members of the jury at Honor Committee Hearings. This does achieve
the effect of greater Corps participation.

(b) Action 2 - The job of juryman is so sensitive in nature
that it should be filled nnly by an Honor Representative,

(3) RECOMMENDED Cmirse of Action. The jury be comprised only of
Honor Representatives.

(a) Justification. At present members of the Corps at
large may porticipate in Honor Committee proceedings by attending an Honor
Hearing and directing questions to witnesses. Those involvei in making
the final decision of guilt or innocence of the accused should have a
sensitivity to the issues which can be guaranteed only through ey.osure to
many cases; therefore the jury should be comprised solely of Honor Repre-
sentatives.

(b) Minority Opinion None.

(4) Program of Implementation. There is no change to the present
policy.

m. PRESENCE OF THE ACCUSED AT HIS HEARING.

(1) Synopsis of the Problem. The present policy is that the
accused be present during his Honor Committee Hearing only during hiq own
testimony. This does not give him the opportunity to be fully cognizant
of the proceeding by wIlich he is judged.

(2) Alternative Actions.

(a) Action 1 - The policy should remain as is. The presence
of the accused may cause the witnesses against him not to be forthright
in their ty:timony, and their presence would give the accused an opportunity
to manipulate his testimony based on the testimony of others.

E -23
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(b) Action 2 - The accused be dllowed to be present during

the Hearing, so that he may be fully aware
of the process by which be is

judged.

(3) RECOMMENDED Course of Action. The accused be allowed to be

present during the entire Honor Committee Hearing.

(a) Justification.
This recommendation is in keeping with

the traditional right of the United States Citizen to be consrantly aware

of all evidence presented against him In any
proceeding in which he Ls the

respondent. He should be able to "look in the eye" those witnesses testifying

against him.

(b) Minority Opinion. None.

(4) Program of Implementation. This recommendation shozld be

incorporated in the SOP of the 1976 Honor Committee.

n. CONFRONTATION OF WITNESSES BY ntE ACCUSED.

(1) 6jnopsis of the Problem. If recommendation 3(m) is implemented

and the accused is allowed to be present
during his Hearing, should he

then be allowed to confront his witnesses7

(2) Alternative Actions.

(a) Action 1 - The accused not be allowed to ques^.,on his

witnesses as this will probably result in continuous and potentially raucus

confrontations between the two.

(b) Action 2 - The accused be allowed to coniront his witnesses

by way of written questions directed through the Chairman. This would avoid

oraI confrontations wbich may be disruptive, but would give the accused a

chance to put questions to his witnesses.

(c) Action 3 - The accused be allowed to confront his

witnesses throagh oral questions after being
recognized by the Chairman.

Should an untoward confrontation develop, the
Chairman has'the option

to at any time declare that the accused must resort to written

questions.

(3) RECOMMENDED Course of Action. The accused be allowed to

confront his witnesses through orai questions after being recognized by

the Chairman. Should any untoward confrontation develop, the Chairman

has the option to declare that the accused must resort to written questions.

Written questioning would be sluggish and subject to misinterpretation.

The accused would have to write out the
question and pass it to the Chairman,

who then must read it in such a way as to pass along the eriginal moaning.

Oral questioning is more direct and
efficient, and the option on the part

of the Chairman to revert to written
questions would he a deterrent to

"shouting matches".

F.-24
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(b) Minority Opinion. The accused should be allowed to

confront his witnesses through written questions only. Allowing the

accused to ask oral questions of the witnesses lends itself to a continual
debate which will be disruptive to the Hearing.

(4) Program of Implementation. The fact that the accused may
confront his witnesses should be incorporated into the 1976 Honor

Committee SOP. When a decision is made as to the form the questioning

should rake, that should also be incorporated.

o. DUTIES OF THE HONOR CHAIRMAN.

(l) Synopsis of the Problem. The Chairman of the Honor Committee

ia a position which carries both great responsibility and time consuming

duties. Among other things, he must Chair the Hearings. supervise pro-
grams of instruction, brief visitors, and coordinate with the Tactical

Depar"cment. Any additional chain of corn:tend duties make it extremely

difficult to be an effective Honor Chairman.

(2) RECOMMENDED Course of Action. The position of Honor Chairmau

should be that of a permanent cadet captain, and under normal circumstances
the Honor 'alai:man should have no other cadet o'ain of command duties. lb

order th . he dors not lose touch with Corps attitudes, he should live in
the vlcioity of his former company.

(a) Justifi,stion. The leadership demands on the Honor Chair-

man arc such that no othe: chain of command duty is necessary for leader-

ship development. The Chairman will be able to deal much more effectiwely
if the Honor Committee is his sole duty.

(3) Program of Implementation. The Commandant should make it Standard
Opetating Procedure that the position of Honor Chairman be that of a cadet
captain and that the individual who is Honor Chairman have no other chain

of command duties.

p. ELECTION OF HONOR REPRESENTATIVES.

(1) aropsis of the Problem. Honor Representatives in the past

have been elected anywhere from the beginning of third class year to the

middle of second class year. At the Naval Academy, apprentice (temporary)
Honor Representatives arc elected during fourth class year to help perform
trivial administrative duties with the idea of getting more people involved

with the Honor System. The problem is to standardize the time at which

Honor Representatives are elected.

(2) Alternative Actions.

(n) Action 1 - Elect temporary Honor RCprosentatives with the
change of each detail during Fourth Class Year to apprentice, and then
elect a permanent Honor Representative at the end of Third Class Year.
Electing these apprentice Honor Representatives gives a point oi contact
for the Fourth Classmen in the company and encourages more Fourth Class-

men to get involved ln the systom.

(i 8
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(b) Lotion 2 - Elect Honor Representatives at the end of
Third Class Year. This gives the individuals in the company enough time

to get to know each other well enough to judge the attributes required In
an Honor Repre.entative, :nd this option stili gives tile newly elected

Honor Representative a yeas to become familiar with the workings of the
loner Committee before he becomes a First tlassmn.

(3) RECOMMENDED Course of Action. Elect Honor Repr:sentatiyes

at the end of Third Class Year.

(a) Justification. ihere arve implicit d : -or i.-.volved in

electing Fourth Class Honor Representatives. There is not for the

Fourth Classrsn to insure the individual whom [hey elect has the proper
attributes foe ".e job, and in fact if someone were elected who did not
have the Neve: attitude he could be an extremely bad tnfluence on his

classmates. S. ficient involvement may be elicited from Fourth Classmen
in othes ways, one of which is by requiring them to attend a certain number

of Honor Hearings.

(b) Minority Opinion. None.

(4) 7:o-.sram of Implementation. Incorporate this recommendation

in the 1976 Honor Committee SOF.

q. PROCEDURES FOR ORDERLY CHANCE.

(1) Synopsis of rhe Problem. An examination nf the report of the
Historlcal Development Committee indicates that in the past changes in
the Honor Code and System have been frequent and often without the proper

sanction. Changes have been made variously by Superintendents, Commandants,
Deputy Commmndants, and Honor Chairmen, some of which have been without
appatent motivation or regard for the stability of the system. Some sort

of mechanism i3 needed to insure that changes in the Code or System have
the proper sanction and are instituted in an orderly fashion.

(2) RECO:DIE.bED Course of Action, A subcommittee of the Honor
Committee be formed whose sole purpose is to insure that proposed changes

have the proper sancsion. Any Ihmior Representative should be able to

move tc refer propoed changes from any source to this subcommittee.
Hopefully, minor procedural changes in the Honor am:mitre(' Operation will
not be delayed by this process, but any fundamental cbanre in the Cede or
System will be referred by this subcommittee either so the full Honor
Committee or the Corps for approval.

(a) Justification. This pr,:,tore should act as a check to

arbitrary change, while it is not so complicated as to delay unnecessarily

needed changes.

(b) Minority Opinion. None.
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(4) Program of Implementation. A subcommittee of the 1976
Honor Committee should be appointed or elected to perform the function of
deciding the level of approval necessary for change--cither the Corps of
Cadets, the Honor Committee, or the Chairman of the Honor Committee. The
precise criteria for referral to each level should be worked out by the
1976 Nunor Committee.

r. ASSISTANT TO THE HONOR COMMITTEE.

(1) Synopsis of the Problem. The Honor Chairman is overburdened
with administration such as typing, riling, and consolidating reports
and has no one sp.:ifically designated on whom he can depend for assistance
in thin area.

(2) Alternative Actions.

(a) Action 1 - An E-6 and a secretary be appointed to assist
the Chairman with administration and an area be designated in which they
can operate with all of the appropriate administrative aids. An NCO is
sufficient to help the Chairman with administration. At present the Deputy
Commandant is the officer liaison between the Honor Committee and the
Tactical Department, and he is available, if needed, to give guidance ana
council. An officer assigned in a supervisory role could probably make a
contribution through additional counseling and supervision, but the officer
might consciously or subconsciously become too involved in Honor Committee
nctivities. This might he detrimental to the Corps perception that cadets
alone administer the Honor Code withodt any interference from officers
and even foster the attitude that an officer is "running" the Honor Committee.
The ramifications of such an attitude are potentially dangerous.

(b) Action 2 - Appoint an officer and a secreti.ry whose
primary duty is to assist the Honor CoMmittee with its administration. This
officer wovld also assist the chairman in supervising instruction,
effecting llaisor with the Staff and Faculty. and being available for
advice and council to members of the Honor Committee. At present the
Cadet Honor Committee operates with little or no real administrative
support and, therefore, cannot adequately document all honor proceedings.
Similarly, the Committee is not able to "communicate" with the Corps of
Cadets satisfactorily on matters pertaininE to honor (distribution of
case summaries, support or on- 4ng cadet honor instruction, etc.). An
officer in nh n positioo ce positively affect many operational aspects
of the Cadet Honor System in :e following ways:

1. By previding, as mentioned above, administrative
support for the Cadet Honor Committed, as well as mature professional
guidance and continuity for tho Honor System.

2. Acting an a point of contact for members of the
Stnit and Faculty.

7. Monitoring the processing of honor cases - from
InitiAtion thro,10 officer board proceedings (if necessary) - to iosure
Ciat the entire, ,emples prerens is timely and handled in n thorough manner.

E 27
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4. By acting as the principal agent for cmating and

maintaining a greater awareness oC honor among the Corps of Cadets and

Staff and Facult Y. and as principal advisor
for cadet honor instruction.

The appointment of an cfficer to such a position is in keeping with the

viewpoint expressed by the Superintendent that
the Honor Code lc Vest

Point belongs to the officers as well as the cadets. A full-time Officer

Representative to the Cadet Honor Committee could operate effectively

without imposing undue "influence" on thr Committee. The position should

come under the direct supervision of the Commandant of Cadets.

(3) RECOMMENDED Course of Action. The Study Group is almost

equally divided between Actions I and 2. The vote falls out generally

along the lines of officers on the Study Group for an Officer Assistant

and cadets fer nn NCO assistant. There is unanimous agreement that there

should be a secretary designated whose
primary purpose is to assist the

Honor Committee, and that some sort of office sh,uld be established in

which she and her supervisor can effectively operate.

(a) JuStification. N/A.

to) Minority opinion. N/A.

(4) Program Imolemuntation. The ofiicer or l\CO shluld be

appointed on orders, and a secretary and
office space be designated by the

Commandant for use by the Honor Coi,mittee.

s. ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT HONOR LIAISON Ot7lCER.

(1) Sv,..asis of the Problem. At present leaison between the

Cadet Heaor Committee and the Academic
Departments is nut effective. This

is due partly because of a lack of initiative on the part of the cadet

academic liaison representatives, but also
because in soe departments there

is no specific contact point, and in others the destgLated officer-contact

is not readily accessible.

(2) RECOMMENDED Ceurre of Act on. Each department appoint an

official Honor Liaison Ofriecr.
He should make himaelf accessible to the

cadet liaison and should have at a minimum
monthly meetings with him to be

brought up to date on all Honor Committee activities. The Honor Liaison

Officer should occasionally meet with members uf his Department to pass

information gained from these meetings.

(a) Justification. There is presentiy poor communication between

members of the Staff and '"nculty and the Honor Committee. This recommendation

is directed towacd improving this
communication and setting up a viable

dialogue b.:tweet, the Academic Departments and the Honor Committee.

(lt) Minority Opinion. None.



i3) Program of Im;ilemcntatton. The Dean's Office should publish

a joint list of all Department Officer and cadet Honor Liaison Representa-
tives. The Officer should meet with the members of the Department to

explain his purpose and duties. The Chairman of the Honor Committee should
insure that good communication is established with each Department and
check occasionally to see that it is maintained.

t. TRANSIENT BILLETS.

(1) Synopsis of the Problem. At the conclusion of the Henor
Committee Hearing the individual determined to have committed an Honor
Violation is separated from the Corps by belni, moved into the Transient Billets

to await further proceedings. He continues to attend class and meals. but

may return to his former costpany area only under guard. Tints procechre came

about uiginally because the Honor Committee is the authority in the o,es of
the Corps on honor matters, and irrespective of the results of fu:thir pro-
ceedings the vi-lator Was separated after thq Honor Committee HeartnE as far

as the Corps wa concerned. Since very few violators elected to take Officer's

Boards, this p. .:tice of moving.them to the Transient Billets did no.; cause

problems. At .esent, however, a large number of violators do elect to take
Officer's P. is, which means an extensive separation ln the Transiinc Billets

while awi '. ug the board. This Ls seen by some ag cruel and unusual punish-

ment wi' u. rehabilitative value.

(2) Alternative Actions.

(a) Action I - Eliminate the Transient Billets. Allcw all cadets

to return to their companies after the Honor Hearing to at-lt fureier action.

(b) Action 2 - Move cadets into the Transient Billets only after
having been found guilty of an Honor Violation by a Board of Offii-ers. This

would maintain the Ldea of separating the violator from the Corps but signi-

ficantly reduce the length of the stay.

(c) Action 3 - Maintain the Transient Billets. Uerhrating the
violator from the Corps reaffirms thr confidence of the Corps L. the Honor

Committee and reaffirms the role of the Honor Committee as the .thority
or honor matters.

(3) iii-.COHMENDED Course of Action. Maintain the Tran-o.
for all cadets determined to be violators of the Monor Commiitec,

(a) Justification. Even though more cadets elect. tc take
Officer's boards after the Honor Committee determines them to be violators,
the perception that the Corps, through its Honor Committer. Ls the authority

on Honor Violations must be maintained. Moving violators into separate

quarters is a rneification of that perception.

(b) Mino.:itv 0 inion. The use of the transient billets to
quarter involuntarily cadots pending board action brought about by

E -29
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allegations from the Honor Committee constitutes a form of discrimination.
The a.,sienment to the transient billets is the official action of the U. S.
covernrent rather than the social action of the cadets. The discrimination
occurs ,..1.en they are used for honor cases anly while cadets pending board
action for other matters such as use of marijuana or other serious offenses
to include offenses which but for the inaction of the nonor Committee would
constitute honor violations are not so segregated. As a practical matter.
cndets remaining to appear before a board are subjected to the harassment
of continually changing roommates with the attendant loss of personal
property over a long period of time. Furthermore, the adage that the cadets
will be infected by the alleged violator'5 presence is no longer supportable.
Living in the presence of "rainted" individuals has a tendency to foster
maturity instead of parochialism. A final reason for this opinion is that
this activity has been and will be subject to both litigation and political
criticism.

4. Program of Implementation. None.
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ANNEX F (STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION) to Retort of Superintendent's Special Study
Croup on Honor

1. ORGANIZATION:

The Structural Modification Committee was created in April to consider
variations to the system by which allegations of honor violations are pro-
cessed to final disposition. Specifically, two proposals were to be com-
pared to the current system, one submitted by Colonel Thomas C. Oldham,
JAGC aild the other by Cadet William E. Andersen '76, Chairman of the '75 -
'76 Honor Committee. In addition, the committee was empowered to consider
any modifications that appeared to be pruCent as a result of deliberation
over the two directed proposals. The membership included:

MAJ John H. Darrow
CPT Richard H. Sinnreich
CPT Richard W. Thoden
CDT William E. ArJersen
CDT Paul T. Miga...A

CDT George B. iboisson

2. STRUCTURAL MODIFICAT.,,NS:

a. Synopsis of the Current System.

The current system includes Lo main subsystems: the cadet con-
trolled process leading to the full board determination of valid or not
valid, and the system by which a cadet having been recommended for separa-
tion may request a hearing by an 1 15-A Board. The cadet controlled process
begins at the company level in the case of a cadet reported violation, and at
the Regimental Investigating Officer level ft,- an officer reported violation.
In both cases, the Regimental Investigating Officer conducts the investigation
in conjunction with the Company Honor Representative, who will act as the
cadet in question's advisor throughout the process. lf, after the investiga-
tion, the RIO determines that the evidence warrants it, a subcommittee con-
sisting of three members is convened. This subcommittee will normally Le
chaired by a First Classman, with a Se,..ond Classman sitting as a recorder.
A findino of a conflict by any one member of the ..bcommittee will be suf-
ficient to forward the case to a full board. The full board consists of
twelve members, from a different regiment from the cadet in question, and
having no knowledge of the allegation. After hearing all testimony, thz
Board goes into delileration closed to everyone but honor representatives.
After deliberation, the committee members on the full board are required to
vote valid or not valid on the allegation by secret ballot. A valid deter-
mination requires the removal of the cadzt to transient barracks that night.
The cadet then is given two options: to resign, or request a 15-6 Board.

6
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If the accused elects a hearing before an AR 15-6 board of officers,
his case is heard before a board of five officers appointed by the Superin-
tendent. The accused is given legal counsel and may hire civilian counsel if
he so desires. A majority vote is required for a guilty finding by this
board. The board "'len forwards its findings and any recommendations to the
Superintendent.

Note: See Appendix 1 for a more detailed description of the current system.
This description reflects the most recent evolution of system procedures.

b. Synopsis of the Problem.

The current system has resu:ted in a loss of legitimacy in the eyes
of the Corps of Cadets. Seven out o: eight cases during the current academic
year that were forwarded by unanimous vote of the full Cadet Honor Board and
considered to have sufficient evidence to support a valid finding at the
AR 15-6 Board level were ultimately found invalid. Many cadets on the Honor
Committee and in the Corps at large question the meaningfulness of the find-
ings of the Cadet Honor Board. Additionally, comment was maCa by the Federal
judge in the court decision Andrews and Galite v. Knowlton that the curreot sys-
tem was "wholly lacking in procedural safegegrds" at the cadet hearing level.
This would indicate the need for revisior to preclude challenges in appellate
forums.

Finally, many honor committee procedures have evolved over time and
change now and then. This uncodified evolution leaves the system vulnerable

to challenge.

c. Alternative Actions.

(1) Action 1 - Maintain the Status Quo. The current system requires
a minimum of administrative support and focuses effort on the cadet level,
reinforcing a strong sense of proprietorship. I:5MA has received no external

directive to revise the system, only a juridical opinion that the system was
lacking in safeguards of individual rights. The disadvantages are as stated

in the "Synopsis of the Problem."

(2) Action 2 - Cadet Andersen's Proposal.

(a) Description.

The Andersen System, developed by the 1975-1976 Chairman
of the Honor Committee in consultation with others, is basically a revision
of current procedures, and is directed for the most part at restoring a
measure of cadet participation in honor cases at all system levels, includ-
ing the AR 15-6 Board Proceedings.
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The system envisions no change in the curr,nst reporting process
and subsequent forwarding to the Cadet Regimental Investigating Officer. Sub-
committee selection and composition procedures are alsc unchanged, but the
fnd-rsen System requires drafting a written allegacion at the subcommittee
level, if a case is to be forwarded.

At the full cadet board, changes from present procedures include
a reduction in the size of the Honor Board from 12 to 9, and a change in the
cr:teria for voting from validity of the allegation to sufficiency of evidence
to versant forverding the case to an AR 15-6 Board. The revised criterion,
which does not produce A prejudicial finding, is the rationale for replacing
the requirement for a unauirous vote and with two-thirds vote to forward.

The final system level (excluding review by the Superintendent
or the Department of the Army) is the AR 15-6 Board, presently composed exclu-
sively of officers. The Andersen proposal would permit First Class Cadets to
comprise a simple majority of the members of an AR 15-6 honor proceeding. All
other proceedings beyond the 15-6 finding would remain similar to tLe present
system.

(b) Advantages.

The Andersen proposal offers advantages in each of the
areas addressed by the committee. Compared to the present system, it calls
for mIre formalized case-handling procedures ac the vdet level, earlier
specification of allegations, and more consirtent criteria for the examination
of evidence. These improvements, and the elimination of a prejudicial finding
at the Honor Board level, markedly improve the system's adherence to due process
requirements, and reduce the vulnerability of the system to future legal chal-
lenge.

On the other hand, compared co the Oldham proposal, the
Andersen proposal promises readier acceptance oy the Corps. Structurally, the
present cadet-operated system is largely retained, maximizing cadet participa-
tion and providing adequate room for the exercise of discretion by key members
of the Cadet Honor Committee. More important still, the inclusion of cadets
on the AR 15-6 Board restores a degree of cadet influence on the outcome of a
case, and promises to reduce or eliminate the present danger to legitimacy
posed by frequent reversa's of Honor Board findings by AR 15-6 Boards composed
entirely of officers.

The Andersen proposal also offers several educational
advantages. Broad cpdet participation in the Fill process, and some scope
for publication of case-related information, support the educational efforts
of the Honor Committee; while formal participation on the AR 15-6 board of
cadets selected from the Corps at large will expcse the latter to a procedure
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similar to courts-martial, and also reinforce instruction in military justice .

procedures presented at USMA.

Finally, the Andersen proposal offers several administra-
tive benefits. Both the changed criterion used by the Honor Board, and its
reduced membership, would expedite case processing. Secretarial '.,urdens are

minimized by the acceptability throughout most of the process of informal
(hardwritten) documentation, and the addition of cadets co the AR 15-6 Board
promises to reduce demands on officer time. .he impact of the Ande-,:n pro-

posal on the screening of cases is less predictable, but the reienti o of a
multistage process, the tightened procedures at the cadet board level, and the
presence of cadets on the Ar. 15-6 Board may tend to reduce the number of cases
which art taken to final board action.

(c) Disadvantages.

Possible problems with the Andersen System as compared to
the two other systems fall in six general areas: due process considerations,
defensibility of the system against legal challenge, legitimccy with the Corps,
education in the system, administrative burden, and :creening of cases to insure
elimination uf unsupportable allegations.

Possible due process faults include the exclusion of partisan
legal counsel until ,ne AR 15-6 proceeding, and the ir.11ity of the accused to
,-eview all evidence against him prior to the 15-6 Board.

Legal defensibility may be lacking in that the system fails
to provide increasing gravity in voting as a cadet proceeds through the system,
evidenced by a two-thirds vote at the full board level and a simply majority at

the 15-6 Board.

Legitimacy might suffek from the inability of the cadet in
question to confront his accuser until the full board, potential exclusion of
evidence by the full board as well as the 15-6 Board, and the possibility of
cadet confusion about the criteria used by the full board to forward the case

to a 15-6 proceeding.

Educational problems arise from the difficulty in develop-
ing hard criteria to define honor violations, which r..sults from imposition of
a sufficiency of evidence finding, limits placed on publication of case material
prior t tinal disposition of the case, the greater educational burden laid on
the vice chairman for education, and the fact that these procedures differ from
those typically employed in Army administrative proceedings.

A greater burden will be placed on cadet time if this sys-
tem is adopted, in that cadets will be required to sit on 15-6 Boards, unlike
either the present system or the Oldham proposal.
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The revised voting standard may result in more cases being
forwarded from the full cadet board.

(3) Action 3.

(a) Description.

Colonel Oldham. Professor Cepartment of Law, advance a

proposal for structural change to the Cadet Honor System.

The system provided for the creation of a "Wst Point Honor
Code Screening Committee" comprised of six (6) voting members, 3 cadets and 3

officers, with an additional non-voting officer to act as the Secretary for this
standing committee. This officer, designated an Assistant 11l. USCC, would
receive documentary evidence of alleged violations of the Cad,t Honor Code from
the Cadet Regimental Investigating Officer (RIO) if cadet reported and from the
officer representative of the Department concerned if officer reported. The

committee would screen multiple cases simultaneously directing the gathering
of complete information on the offense and having it put fro:o appropriate

format. Once the documentary evidence was as complete 4 possible, they would

determine by vote if substantial evidence in support c the 1.11egationa vlsted.

If a majority vote supported this finding, a formal wr.tten notification of
allegation would be sent to the cad,2.t respondent inviting submission of matters

on his behalf. Final majority vote on a reasonable belief of violation sub-
seglent to this submission would result in a letter to t'r Deputy Commandant
recommending that the case be heard before an AR 15-6 Boar . The Deputy
Commandant ,nuld inform the respondent of his optinns and ,ne case would be
processed at the AR 15-6 level as it is now under the current Aystem.

(b) Adyaltales.

Colonel Old',am's proposal of a joint officer-cadet screen-

ing committee wculd provide a um more experienced in Army Board Actions.

The use of wri-ten evidence . provide hard documentation of matters con-

sidered in arriving at the c- ree decision. More stringent evidenciary

procedures in keeping wit,- aes of evidence for AR 15-6 proceedings would

result in potentially [ewe .15 of cadet board recommendations. Indivi-

dual rights would be betre ed by the formalized procedure, formal

written notification of allc and provision of ample time for the

accused to submit matters in : f. Additionally, administrative pro-

cessing time would be minimize, y .he simultaneous handling of multiple cases

by an experienced committee. The Screening Committee would more closely follow
the functions of a grand jury than under the current system. Finally, the cen-

tralized Screening Committe, would eliminate variation in policies between

regiments. Common standards of investigation, evidence and rec.mmendation

criteria would result.
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(c) Disadvantages.

The proposal would eliminate the role of the Cadet Honor
Board and sharply restrict the opportunity for the Corps of Cadets to perceive
it is "policing its own ranks." Legitimacy within the Corps is the prime
weakness in that the system must inevitably rely on the emotional backing of
the Corps as operators, and direct managers. If they are not ego-involved
with a proprietary interest whatever system decided on will fail. Also,

processing time would be greatly expanded, as the formal notification and
opportunity to respond may take up to two (2) weeks if the respondent retains
counsel. This is inherently undesirable and is exacerbated by the fact that
"Boarders' Ward" separation from the rest of the Corps would be eliminated.

The formal documentation of cases early in the process would
increase the administrative burden of secretarial support and statement gather-
ing and composition. While this information is normally obtained for cases
reaching the AR 15-6 Board level, the earlier underLaking of the effort would
result in its being accomplished for all cases, to include those eventually
dropped prior to the AR 15-6 level. A more subtle problem is that some valid
cases of honor violations may be dropped at the Screening Committee level as
a result of the exclusive use of documentary evidence. Without the spontaneity
of 11 testimony a-d exchange, much of the elaborative nuances of circum-
st . and intent would be obscured. Non-verbal reactions would be lost. In

addition, the allowance of ample time to respond in wTiting to derogatory evi-
dence, while protecting individual rights, might permit "managed" responses
that confuse or cloud the facts as much as they contribute to then. Finally,

postponement of the announcement of cases until after the AR 15-6 findings would
protec the rights of respondents but also detract from the sense of involvement
for th, Corps. They would only hear about honor system activity after-the-fact.

d. Recommended Course of Action.

That Alternative 2, Cadet Andersen's ,.posal, be adopted with mine'
modifications. Formal procedures for dropping a case before the 'subcommittie
level are specified. Written notification of the investigation would be sent
to the accused at the convening of the subcommittee. The voting standard for
sufficiency at the full cadet board would be 7 of 9 to forward rather than a
2/1 vote. A more detailed explanation of the recommended system is contained
at Appendix 7.

(1) Justification.

In evaluating the alternative systems, the committee developed a
set of seven characteristics considered important to an effective Cadet
Honor System. They were;

(a) Due Process, to include

Mechanisms for formal notification of the accused con-
cerning the allegation.
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- Right of the accused to submit and review evidence.

- Provision of advice on system procedures.

(b) HLniniatLon oi likelihood that a decision will be reversed

(c) Legitimacy to the Corps.

(d) Maximum contribution to education in:

- The principles of the Honor Code and the operation of the

- Military Justice procedures.

(e) Rapid disposition of cases.

(f) Minimization of administrative burdens.

(g) Mechanisms for screening of cases.

The Table belov depicts the Committee's judgment regarding the relative perform-
ance of the alternatives. (Where duplicate numbers exist, the Committee was
unable to differentiate between the probable performance of the alternatives

concerned).

A

0

, i i
urrent System 3 3 2 1 1 1 2

ndersen System 2 2 1 2 1 1 3

ldham System I 1 3 3 3 3 I

lbRest, 3.Worst

Noce: See Appendix 4 for detailed supporting analysis.
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The modified Andersen proposal maximizes the cadet sense of proprietorship
by retaining a cadet screening hearing and including cadets on the AR 15-6
Board. Thus, it increases the probability of support from the Corps by
detreasing the chance of cases being dropped without involvement of cadets
in those decisions. The formalization of procedures emphasizing due process
and a non-prejudicial (grand jury) hearing at the cadet board level will
significantly enhance the "safeguards" referred to by the judge in the Andrews .

and White v. Knowlton case. Written notification of the nature of the investi-
gation is given prior to the subcommittee hearing and adequate opportunity and

time is siv.n the accused for suhnission of evidence on testimony in his own

behalf.

The increased cadet involvement in the system and the codification of pro-
cedures in conformity with the letter and spirit of individunl right to due
process strengthens the educational value of the system as a whole.

(2) Adjunct View.

(a) Synopsis of the Problem.'

We all agree that the central problem facing the Honor
System is the loss of legitimacy in the Corps of Cadets resulting from 6.e
increasing number of cases overturned at the AR 15-6 Board level. The majority

recommendation seeks a solution to this problem prir.arily through charoes in
the process by which a case arrives at the AR 15-6 Board. We believe too little

attention has been paid to what happens when it gets there.

The heart of the legitimacy problem, we believe, is on insti-
tutional crisis ln which the standards of the Nonor Code as applied at che
AR 15-6 Board are perceived by cadets to be different from those taught by the
institution and applied by cadets at the Cadet Honor Board. The institution

teaches an ideal concept of honor according to which all dishonorable.acts are

equally reprehensible and deserving of equal punishment. Adhering to this con-

cept the Cadet Honer Soard judges the validity of an allegation based solely on

whether the evidence confirms commission of the offense. The AR 15-6 Board, on

the other hand, is perceived by some cadets (and some officers) to modify a
strict finding of fact by considerations of gravity of offense and defensibility

of the sanction to higher authority.

If this indeed occurs, it is because the members of the AR

15-6 Board are restricted to choosing between a valid finding resulting in an

automatic recommendation to dismiss or an invalid finding resulting in the total

vindication of the accused. ',hus restricted, members of the AR 15-6 Board may

be re;uctant to find valid an allecation confirmed by the evidence, but which
constitutes an offense for which dismissal seems eitl.er disproportionately severe
or vulnerable to challenge at a higher level. The resulting invalid finding,

however, attacks the competence 01 the Cadet Honor Board to judge the facts, and

risks degrading the standard taught by che institution itself.
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(b) Recormendation.

The members of the AR 15-6 Board should he instructed to
determine validity based solely on whether or not a reasonable mind can accept
the evidence an adequate to support the allegations. Cnt11 such establishment
of validity, no consideration should be given to the gravity of the offense, the
appropriateness of the punishment, or the potential vulnerability of the latter
to challenge by higher authority.

For this procedure to succeed, however, some provislon must
be made to allow the goard, afler a determination of validity, to apply to its
recommendation some disc:etion as to punishment based on extenuating or mitigating
circumstances. The Committee was divided on precisely how such discretion shonl.:
be implemented.

(c) Justification.

The recommendation would insure that 1-oth the Cadet Honor
Board and the AR 15-6 Board judge validity bv the same criterion. An invalid
AR 15-6 Board finding would therefore clearly indicate an evidentiary or pro-
cedural difficulty which the Cadet Beard could thereupon seek to corre.:t.
Ultimately, this feedback should result in fewer of the AR 15-6 Board reversals
which presently undermine the legitimacy of the Cadet !'onor Committee,

In addition, the recommendation would core adequately reflect
the educative funo1ion of the Honor System by allowing room for the rehabilita-
tion of offenders in circumstances where such rehabilitation promised to be
successful.

Finally, by explicitly assigning guilt while allowing for
moderation of penalty, the revised procedure would permit the retention of an
absolute standard while tempering its enforcement in recognition of human frailty
and the reality of the outside pressures facing the institution.

e. Pro-ram of Implementation.

(1) Changes to CSMA Regulations are required to establisb the Joint
Honor Board: Article 16, Para 03a:

A cadet who is subject to separation or punitive action under
the provisions of Article 12 of this Regulation, except paragrdphs 12.14 or
12.16, ray, in the discretion of 7t.e Superintendent, etc,

Para 03b (new insert):

A cadet s.ho is subjeot to separation or punitive action under
the provisions of parn.:,raph 12.1.: of this Rcoulation ray. ir the discretion cf
the Superintendent. be braught before a board of officers and cadets convened
by the Superintendent, or be permitted to resign in lieu thereof.
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Para 03b is changed to 03c.

Para 03c is changed to 03d.

Para 03d (new insert):

If the cadet appears before a board of officers and ,:adets, the

board shall consist of one Colonel who shall be
the president, at least two

other officers, and at least four cadets selected at
random from the same class

as, or classes senior to, the cadet
appearing before the board, and not members

of the latter's regiment. For good cause shown, the Superintendent may modify

the composition of the members as to grade, class. or regiment. The Board will

make findings with respect to the matter under investigation and, if appropriate,

will, make recommendations concerning separation
from the Military Academy. The

Board will submit a report of its proceedings, etc. (Note: If provisions for

discretion are introduced in the final system, appropriate language should be

added to this paragraph.)

Para 03d is changed to 03e, and revised as follows:

If permitted by the Superintendent, a cadet may tender a r.sig-

nation from the Academy after having been advised of the implications thereof.

The resignation shall be in lieu of trial by court-martial o: in lieu of

appearance before a board of officers or a board of officers and cadets. It

shall be processed, etc. etc.

(2) Policy and procedures for selection of cadet members of the

AR 15-6 board and establishment of the duration of that membership must be

accomplished.

(3) A provam to inform the Corps of Cadets of the changes and their

rationale must be developed and activated.
Care must be taken in selection of

content - media - and timing in order to gain the fullest possible support of

the Corps.

(4) Instruction on AR 15-6 board procedures should be incorporated

in the 20 curriculum prior to their
participation as 10 on the AR 15-6 boards

as members.

(5)
The recommended proposal will impact on the Study Croup

Recommendations as follows:

(a) Concerning Familiarization with the Cadet Honor Code

and System (Para 2a):

The Study Croup recommends the posting of c.lse summaries,

presumably following the Cadet Honor Committee finding.
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If the Andersen proposal is adopted, publication of the
findings of the revised Honor Board prior to final disposition of the case
would be inadvisable because of possible prejudice of cadets serving on the
subsequent AR 15-6 board, and ambiguous because of the fact that "sufficiency"
la not a definitive finding of guilt or innocence. Instead, rules of procedure
governing the AR 15-6 board should be amended to require the Board to produce
a written opinion supporting its findings, which could then be used for honor
instruction.

(b) -- Concerning the provision of a calet advisor to the
accused (Para 3h):

The Study Croup recommends the assignment to an accused of
a cadet advisor, normally the company Honor Representative, with a written
checklist of procedural items with which to brief the accused.

Adoption of the Andersen proposal would lend additional
weight to this recommendation, particularly to insure the accused understands
the different functions of, and criteria employed by, the subcommittee, full
board, and modified AR 15-6 Board.

(c) -- Concerning the presence of the accused at his hearing
(Para 3m):

The Study Croup recommends that the accused be allowed to be
present throughout his Honor Committee hearing.

The Andersen proposal treats the Full Board as a grand jury,
and excludes the accused during the testimony of other witnesses to insure full
and uninhibited testimony.

(d) -- Concerning the confrontation of witnesses by the accused
(Para 3n):

The Study Croup recommends some form of confrontation, but is
split over whether it should be oral or through submission of written questions.

The Andersen proposal precludes confrontation until the AR
15-6 Board (see previous comment).

f. Provision for Discretion.

(1) The Recommended Course of Action is adaptable to the introduction of
discretion in the disposition of a case.

(2) /f discretion is introduced, Article 12, Para 14, USMA Regulations
Im:st be changed as follows:

rated..."
As reads "...shall be separated..." should read "...may be sepa-
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APPENDIX 1 - (CURRENT PROCEDURES) to Annex F (Structural Modification)

APPENDIX 2 - (WEST POINT HONOR CODE SCREENING
COMMITTEE) to Annex F

(Structural Modifteation)
APPENDIX 3 - (RECOMMED SYSTEM) to Annex F (Structural Modification)

APPENDIX 4 - (SUPPORTING ANALYSES) to Annex F (Structural Modification)
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APPENDIX 1 (CURRENT PROCEDURES) to Annex F (Structural Modification)

I. Cases brought to the attention of the Cadet Hcnar Committee follow
standard procedure:

a. Investigation - Honor ReOresentative.

(1) All possible honor violations shojld be reported to the
company hono- representative after the accusing pa,ty has confronted the
accused. l the company honor representative feels that a possible honor
violation has been committed he will immediately have all individuals
concerned make written statements of relevant facts. The Regimental
Honor Reprc5 ntative will then conduct a thorough investigation of facts
and in conjuL:tion with the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman for Investigation
decide if au incident requires a Sub-Committee.

b. Inv!stigation - Sub-Committee.

f4" The purpose of the Sub-Committee is to determine whether
t'.ere is suff'.cient cause to warrant the presentation of the case before

full board. The Sub-Committee does not decide innocent, or guilt. The
question which a Sub-Committee asks are:

(a) Is there n conflict with the Honor Code?

(b) Can the incident be explained as a misunderstanding?

(2) The Sub-Committee shall be composed of three voting
members, a chairman, recorder, and a member. Only one member of the Sub-
Coamittee mutt Feel there is sufficient evidence to convene a full board.
It will be the duty of the Regimental Investigating Officer to select
the time and cAace of the Sub-Committee meetings, arrange for the appearance
of all witnesses and the accused, and present the case to the Full Honor
Committee, 4 necessary. It vill be the duty of the recorder to take
complete not's of the hearing, compile all statements of the accused and
witnesses, a i wri.e a final report. In the event the case goes to the
Full Commit.-,, th, recorder will coordinate with the Secretary of the
Ho:or Committee tc insure there are sufficient copies of the report and
any other reLevant evidence for use by each board member.

(3) The Sub-Committee investi,a'ion sLould be as thorough
oossible. The Sub-Committee should attem,:: to resolve all facts and

corflicts by me,ns of oral statements, questioning and any necessary
written evidence. Any witnesses or the accused may be recalled as many
times as desired t., accomplish this end.
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(4) If the Sub-Committee detercdnes there is a lack of sufficient

conflict they will recommend to
the Chairman of the Honor Committee that

the case be dismissed and
forward a report to the Chairman. They will notify

the accused and the witnesses of their recommendations.
The Chairman will

review the case and may overrule the Sub-Committee's
recommendation. At

this time he may bring the case
to.a Full Committee or

dismiss the charges.

(5) ln the event the Sub-Committee
decides to present the

case to the Honor Committee or the Chairman
overrules the Sub-Committee

recommendation of dismissal, the
accused will be notified and will be

permitted to select a member of the Honor Committee,
other than member

of the Sub-Committee as his advisor. Normally the advisor will be the

Company Honor Representative of
the accused but the

choice is left to

the accused. The Cltairman of the
Sub-Committee will then inform the Chairman

of the Honor Committee of
this decision and forward a

report of the hearing

to him. He will then insure that the
accused's advisor is given access to

the report of the hearing and all notes. He will also assist the advisor

in making any additional
investigation desired by the accused. Any facts

favorable to the accused must tot
be omitted or overlooked.

The Chairman

of the Sub-Committee will be
prepared to brief the Honor Committee Chairman

upon request before convening the Full Board.

(6) The Cnainttan of the
Sub-Committee will coordinate with

the Secretary of the Honor Committee to procure any
additional aids for

presentation of the case to the Honor Committee.

c. Full Committee Procedures.

;l) The purpose of a hearing before the Cadet Honor

COMMittee is to make a
determination of the guilt or innocence of the

accused. This determination shall be
made by an application of the facts of

the case to the concepts
and standards of the Cadet Honor Code and Honor

System.

(2) Full Committee meetings
will normally take place in the

Commandant's Conference Room, and will be convened at the
direction of the

Honor Committee Chairman.

(3)
The accused may decide whom he desires to have attend

his full committee hearing.
He may discriminate by

class, regiment, or

company. Persons other than those
permitted by the accused, except the

Honor Representatives, will not
be permitted ro attend the full committee

hearings.
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(4) The Chnirman will call the pectins to order and shall
instruct all thoae in attendance on the need for praper decorum and questioning
procedure. He will call upon the Chairman of the Sub-Committee who will
present the facts of the case as established in the Sub-Committee hearing.
The following points should be brought nut by this introduction: name

and company of the accused,witnesses involved, nature of the suspected
violation and points of conflict. Questions of general nature may be

sked of the Honor Representative presenting the case at this time. It

is at this time that members of the Honor Committee shall make the
determination in their own minds as to whether or not they are qualified
to sit as members if called upon.

(5) Honor Reprosentntives from the same regiment as an
accused are not precluded from voting; however, their names will be called
only as a last resort to obtain rwelve unbiased voters. The Secretary
and/or the Vice-Chairman are eligible to vote as arc the other Regimental
Investigating Officers. Note that the Vice-Chairman may vote only if a

member of the jury. In no case will the Honor Representative from the man's
company, the men that were involved with the Sub-Committee or the Chairman
of the Honor Committee vote on the guilt or 'nnocence of an accused. The

accused must be free of pressure and knowledgeable of the offense for
which he is being tried.

(6) The accused will be the firat to testify before the
Committee. All cadets present in the room will rise each time the accused
enters or leaves the room. He will present his side of dhe case and will

nnwer questions. After the accused has testified, other pertinent
witnesses will be called. Prior to the final closed discussion and vote
the Chairman will ask the accused if he has anything he wishes to say to the

Committee.

(7) Any witnesses will be called one at a time to testify
before the Committee. The (liairman will instruct the witness that the
Honor Committee is meeting to judge the guilt or Innocence of the accused
and will ask the witness to tell what he knows of the case. After the

witness has testified he will be questioned. Any member of the gallery
wishing to ask questions will direct them through n designated member of
the Honor Committee. When there are no further questions. witness will
be excused. 'This procedure will be repeated with each witness.

(8) After all witnesses including the accused have test.fied,
the Board will go into closed deliberation. All relevant points of view
and posnible conflicts in testimony will be brought out in this discussion.
If at any time the jury or the Chairman wishes to recall a witness or the
accused, he will be recalled in order to clarify any points.
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(9)
After discussion of the cane appears completed, the

Chairman will ask whether there is any
member of the jury opposed to a vote.

If anyone is opposed to voting at this time, discussion will continue until

all members of the jury are prepared to vote. The Chairman will then

summarize the case, including all
relevant points and possible conflicts

and the curtain will then be opened.
The Secretary will then read aloud the

allegation and the members of the Jury will vote by secret ballot.

(10) When the decision has been determined by the vote of the

board, the accused will be recalled. If the allegation is found valid they

will remair.seated. The accused will be informed of the decision of the

Committee and will again be allowed to
make a atatement to the Committee.

(11) If the allegation is found not valid the accused will be

recalled with all persons present rising upon his entrance. He will be

informed of the COMMittee's decision,
permitted to make a statement to the

Committee and be allowed to return to his company.

(12)
Appearance before a Full Committee with a corresponding

"not valid" vote will reflect in no way upon
the cadet's integrity and

sense of honor.

(13) If the Chairman of the Honor Committee is not present

at the case, a Vice-Chairman or
Secretary may sit as Chairman of a

particular board.

(14) The Secretary will make a tape recording of the Committee

meeting. If the Secretary of the Honor COMMIttee is not present, any

member of the Honor Committee may sit as
Secretary, as designated by the

Chairman.

(15) A report of the proceedings of all Full Committee meetings

will be prepared by the Chairman, Cadet Honor
Committee and submitted to

the Deputy Commandant by 1000 hours on the day following the board.

d. Procedures when a Cadet is Found:

(1) Any cadet found of a violation of the Honor Code will be

removed from his company as swiftly as possible. He ray at this tine elect

to follow one of two options:

(a) Resignation: In the event a cadet elects to

resign he will begin immediate outprocessing.

(b) Board of Officers:

1. If a cadet elects to have a Board of

Officers, or court-martial, the Sl, USCC, will arrange for legal cotmsel, if

desired, and will prepare correspondence to the Superintendent requesting

that he appoint a board of officers to investigate
the case. After the final

disposition by the Superintendent, based upon
his action upod the recommendation

7
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by the Hoard of Officers, the Deputy Commandant will inform the cadet In
writing of the results of final action.

5
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APPENDIX 2 (WEST POINT )iONOR CODE SCREENIN(
ODMHITItE) to Annex F (Structural

Hodification)

I. Purpose: To prescribe procedures for the processing of reports of

possible honor violations referred to the West Point Honor Code Screening

Committee.

2. Cenerell The Committee is appointed by the Superintendent to consider

reports of possible honor code violations by cadets.

3. Composition: The Committee will be composed of six voting members,

including three commissioned officers and three cadets, and one nonvoting

Secretary who will be commissi-ned officer. The senior merber shall I. the

Chairman. An Assistant SI, DSC( shall serve as the Secretary. Alternate

members also will be appointed to the event that any member is absent or

disqualified for good CilUAIE

4. Functions: The Committee's function Is to make inquiry into valid

reports of possible honor violations referre: to it and, if it appears that

probable violation has been committed by a cadet, to report it in Che form

of a specific written Allegation to the Deputy Coftnandant of Cadets.

5. Procedures:

a. Referral of Ponsible Honor Violations.

(1) Academic Deptft - Reports of possible honor violations

involving academic matters will be referred by the Head of the Department

concerned through the Dean of the Academic Board to the Committee Secretary..

(2) Tactical Dept - Reports of possible honor violations

emanating from officers of the Tactical Department will be referred through

the SI, USCC, to the Committee Secretary.

(3) Officer-Reported - A possible hnnor violation reported

by an officer which is unrelated to the functions of an Academic Deparccent

or the Tactical Department will be referred by the officer concerned directly

to the Committee Secretary. .

(4) Cadet-Reported - A cadet report of a possible honor

violation will be made through the Cadet Honor Committee to the Screening

CommAttee Secretary.

(5) Reports of possible honor violationa will he accompanied

by detailed signed statements of witnesses and any available docuaentary

evidence, in triplicate.

t
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(6) The Comolttoe Secretary will maintain A ,ournal reflecting
receipt end disposition of each repott in pertinent detail.

b. Committee Action.

(I) The Committee will base it. determination,. moiety on
documentary evidence. Personal eppearmicr of the cadet concerned, him counsel,
witn or others, is not authorited.

(2) The Committee will evaluate the evidence eubmitted with
e ach ease and will determine the need for written statements from additional
serene.... or the reported cadet, Amplification or clariftcntlon of witness
statements by supplemenral written statements, and for any other documentary
vidence.

()) if, aft., all pertinent evidence has been obtained, it
appears the' there is I,, for a possible honor violation, the Secretary

will transmit to the cadet cunLetned s letter in thz form set forth
Incloeure 1 which provides him An opportunity, if he so desires, to 4ubmit
written statement concerning the possible honor violation.

(4) Upon receipt of the cadet's ariatement or a negative
response, the Committee will discuss the case and, if no further evidence is
deemed necessary, vote by secret written ballot as to whether the evidence
warrants a reasonable belief thnt the cadet in question violated the Honor
Cod, in perticuler manner. There will be full end free discussion of the
case by Committee members prior to a vo'e,

(5) A majority vote of the six voting metemre is required
in order to arrive at a determination of possible honor violation. Only .

one vote will be taken on each possible honor violation.

(6) If the Committee determines that there has been a possible
honor violstion, it will be set forth in a letter to the Deputy Concandant
of Cadets in the form of an Allegation as shown in sample letter at
Incloeure 2. The letter will inclose three copies of all pertinent
evidentiary material.

(7) A letter in the form set forth at inclosure 3 will
be dispatched to the person who reported die matter to the Coemittee which
informs him of the Coemittee decision.

6. Action Isy_PEwty_Commandant of Cadets:

e. Upon receipt of an allegation of an honor violation from the
Screening Committee, the Deputy Commandant will provide the cadet a copy

2
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of the Committee's letter and inclosures. Except when otherwise directed

by superior authority, he will advise the cadet that he may voluntarily

resign from the Academy or that he may
request that the allegation be

investigated by a Board of Officers appointed by the Superintendent. He

will further inform the cadet Chat
he should seek the advice of his parents

or others, including
military legal counsel, prior to arriving at his

decision. The cadet will be afforded a period
of at least three days to

inform the Deputy Commandant of his decision.
The cadet will be advised

of the above by means of the letter shown at Inclosure 4.

3
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(File Symbol)

SUBJECT: Report of Possible Honor Violation

Cadet , Class of
Company , United States Corps of Cadets
West Point, Neri York 10997

1. A report that you may have committed a violation of the West Point
Honor Code has been referred to the West Point Honor Code Screening
Committee for consideration. A copy of the report and accompanying
documents are inclosed.

2. You are afforded an opportunity, if you so desire, to submit a
written statement concerning the matter to the Committee. If any pertinent
witnesses are referred to in your statement, the Committee will determine
the need to obtain written statements from them concerning their knowledge
of the natter.

3. You need not make any statement concerning the matter, but any state-
ment you make will be given full consideration, along with the other

. evidence, by the Committee, and it may be used as evidence in subsequent

administrative proceedin 811 under paragraphs 12.14 and 14.03, Regulations,
USHA.

4. You may seek the advice of military legal counsel to assist you in
this matter. If counsel is desired, you should contact the Office of
the Staff Judge Advocate, ROOM 230, Thayer Hall.

5. If no statement is received within five calendar days from the date
of this letter, the Committee will consider the matter on the basis of
available pertinent evidence.

Secretary
west Point Hontr Code Screening Committee
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(File SyMbol)

SUBJECT: Allegation of Honor Violation

Deputy Coamandant of Cadets
United States Corps of Cadets
United States Military Academy
West Point, New York 10996

1. On 197 , a report of a possible honor violation

by Cadet , Class of , Company , USCC,

was referred to the West Point Honor Code Screening Committee by

2. The Committee, nfter having considered the matter, submits the

following alley,. :,on oc an honor violation for appropriate disposition:

"In thl.t Cadet , Company , United

States Corps of Cadets, Class of , did violate

the West otnt Honor Code on or about 19 ,

at by

3. Copies of all evidence considered by the Committee is inclosed.

Secretary
West Point Honor Code Screening Committee

)
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(File Symbol)

SLILTECT: Report of Possible Honor Violation

TO:

1. On

by Cadet
Screening Committee.

, your report of a possible honor violation
, was referred to the West Point Honor Code

2. After consideration of the matter, the Committee (transmitted
an allegation of an honor violaticn to the Deputy Commandant of Cadets
for appropriate dinpoF.ition) (did not find by majority vote that an
allegation of an honor violntion was warranted).

Sec re ta ry
West Point Honor Code Screening Committee
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(File Symbol)

SUBJECT: Allegation of Honor Violation

Cadet Class of

Company , United States Corps of Cadets

West Point, New York 10997

I. It has been reported by the West Point Honor Code Screening
Committee that you allegedly violated the West Point Honor Code. A

copy of the Committee report with inclosures is attached.

2. You may request that the allegation he investigated by a Board of
Officers appointed by the Superintendent, pursuant to paragraph 16.03,
Regulations, USMA, or you may tender a resignation from the Military
Academy in lieu thereof.

3. Prior to arriving at your decision, it is suggested that you seek

. the advice of your parents, or others, including military legal counsel.
If counsel is desired, and has not previously been furnished, you should
report to the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, Room 230, Thayer Hall.

4. You vill indicate your decision by indorsement hereon within three
days from the date of this letter, or submit a request for extension

of time with justification therefor.

Deputy Commandant

717
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APPENDIX 3 (RECOMMENDED SYSTEM) to Annex F (Structural Modification)

DIAGRAM OF RECOMMENDED SYSTEM

Cadet Reported Officer Reported

Company
Honor Rep
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Invest Off

Sub
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1. Investigation:

a. All possible honor violations should be reported to the Company

Honor Representatives after the accusing party has confronted the accused.

When the Company Honor Representative becomes aware of a possible honor

violation he will immediately contect the Regimental Investigating Officer.

If both parties agree it is clearly a case of misunderstanding, the matter

may be dropped. Otherwise, the Regimental Investigating Officer will contact

the VC-IN. In cases where the Company Honor Representative and the Regimental

Investigating Officer disagree, the VC-IN will determine whether a caae is

forwarded or dropped.

b. If the case is forwarded, the RIO will conduct a thorough

investigation, and collect signed statements from all individuals involved.

After his investigation, the RIO in conjunction with the VC-IN may drop

the case, or may send the case to a Sub-Committee. If the case is dropped,

all those involved will be notified of the decision along with any other

pertinent information (preferably in writing). If the case is sent to a

Sub-Committee, it will be handled in the following manner:

2. Sub-Committee: The purpose of the Sub-Committee is to determine

whether or not there s sufficient cause to warrant the presentation of

the case before a full board.

a. A Sub-Committee will consist of three Honor Representatives;

a Chairman (10), a Member (1° or 20), and a Recorder (10 or 20). Only

these three Honor Representatives have the authority to send a case forward.

At least one of the three cadets must feel there is a conflict with the

Honor Code for a case to be sent forward. Also present at the Sub-Committee

ix the cadet advisor (usually the Honor Representative from the individual's.

regular lettered company), and the Regimental Investigating Officer, who

has the responsibility for presenting the case to the Sub-Committee. It

will be the duty of the Regimental Investigating Officer to select the time

and place of the Sub-Committee meeting, to advise
the accused in writing of

the general nature of the investigation, and to arrange for the appearance

of ell witnesses. It will be the duty of the recorder to take complete

notes of the hearing, compile all statements of the accused 4nd witnesses,

write a report containing a synopsis of all testimony describing conflicting

points, and forward this with the recommendation of the Sub-Committee to

the Chairman. Any witness may be recalled as many times as necessary to

insure that all points have been adequately covered. The accused will not

be present for testimony by other witnesses but will wait outside the room

in a place designated by the RIO. The Sub-Committee is closed to all cadets

other than Honor Representatives. The Sub-Committee performs two functions:

2
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(1) It is an educational device to insure 20 cadets are
brought into the system as much as possible prior to being placed on

Full Boards. In other words, it allows for maximum cadet participation.

(2) It serves as a screening device for the Full Boards.

b. The finding of a Sub-Camisittee is only a recommendation to the

Chairman and VC-IN. If the recommendation is to drop '%e case the Chairman

and the VC-IN have M.to options:

(a) Accept the recommendation.

(b) Return the case to the RIO with instructions

to form a new Sub-Committee. NOTE: A cane may not be returned to a new

Sub-Committee more than once.

If the recommendation is to forward the case

to a Full Board the Chairman and/or VC-IN will not drop the case unless
there is new evidence or extenuating circumstances. The case msy then

follow two ruuus:

(c) Be forwarded to a Full Board.

(d) Be returned to a new Sub-Committ2e.

If the case is forwarded to a ftvil bnard the
Sub-Cammittee will frame an allegation which will also be cztached to

their report. The Chairman will send a letter to the individual in
question stating the allegation, date and time of the Honor Board and any

other pertinent information.

c. The Chairman of the Honor Committee or VC-IN will then instruct

the Secretary to form a board of nine Honor Representatives and a Chairman

to hear the case. Prior to the the time the full board convenes the RIO
will brief the Chairman of the full board thorough'y on the case so he may
properly perform his job as the moderator. The Chairman of the full board

does not vote on any case but acts as moderator, leads questioning, and
recognizes other members of the board during questioning. He will insure

prior to a board through oral questioning, that each member meets the
following criteria:

(1) He has no previous knowledge of tne case or special

connections with the accused which would prejudice his decision.

(2) He could vote to forward the case to the AR 15-6
Board if sufficient evidence of the offense exists.

3
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3. Honor Committee Full Board:

a. The Chairman will then call the board to order and explain to the
gallery the purpose of the Full Honor Board, the procedures to be followed,
and any special points pertaining to decorum.

b. The purpose of a hearing before the Cadet Honor Committee is to
make a determination as to whether there is sufficient evidence in support
of the allegation for the Honor Committee to forward the case for further
action. This determination will be made by an application of the facts
of the case to the concepts and standards of the Cadet Honor Code and System.

c. The accused may decide whom he desires to attend his full committee
hearing. He may /.scriminate by class, regiment, company, or individuals.
Persons other than those permitted by the accused, except for Honor
Representatives, will not be allowed to attend the hearing.

d. After the Board has been called to order, the Chairman will call
upon the RIO to present the facts of the case, as established at the
Sub-Committee 1.-aring, to the Full board. When all general questions
have been answered, the testimony will begin.

e. The accused will be the first to testify before the Committee.
The accused will not be present for the testimony of other witnesses, so
as to insure all testimony is full and uninhibited. Prior to the closing
of the board for deliberation, the cadet is entitled to a verbal synopsis
by the Chairman of the testimony of other witnesses and an opportunity to
rebut that testimony. He will present his side of the case and will answer
questions directed to him by the board. All questions from any cadet
other than the members of the board will be written down on paper which
will be provided and handed to the Chairman of the Board via the RIO. The
Chairman will answer the question directly if it has already been
answered, or will recall the witness to ask the question. After the accused
has testified, other pertinent witnesses will be called. All witnesses will
be called one at a time to testify before the Committee. The Chairman will
instruct the witness in the purpoSe of the hearing and ask him to tell what
he knows of the case. After the witness has testified, he will be questioned
by the Full Board only. When there are no further questions, the witness
will be excused. This procedure will be repeated with each witness. Prior
to the closed deliberation, the cadet in question will be recalled and asked
if he has anything he wishes to say to the Committee.

f. After all witnesses including the accused have testified, the
Board will go into closed deliberation. All relevant points and possible
conflicts in testimony will be brought out in this discussion. If at
any time the Board or the Chairman wishes to reach a witness or the accused,
the Board will again be opened and the witness will be questioned. After
a witness is requestioned, the accused will again be called to have the
opportunity to rebut testimony, clarify points, and again make a final
statement to the Board.

4
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g. After discussion of the case is completed to the satisfaction
of the members of the board, the Chairman will ask if anyone is opposed
to vote. If anyone is opposed to voting at that time, discussion will
continue until all members of the Board are prepared to vote. The Chairman
will then summarize the case, including all relevant points and possible
conflicts end the curtain will Chen be opened for the vote. The Secretary
will then read aloud the charge against the accused as prepared at the
Sub-Committee and the members of the Board will vote by secret ballot.

h. The Full Board will vote on the following criterion:

"The Cadet Konor Committee feels there is sufficient evidence
in support of the allegation to forward the case for further action."

i. It will take seven of the nine honor representatives to support
the allegation for it to be forwarded for further action.

j. If the Full Board did not feel there was sufficient evidence to
forward the case, it will be dismissed without further action.

OFFICER REPORTED CASES:

1. Investigation:

a. When an officer encounters a possible honor violation he should
take action as necessary to obtain evidence so as to facilitate the
functioning of Chat Honor Committee.

b. The case is then directed through various channels, depending
on the Department, to the Head of the Department who will forward the
case to the Deputy Commandant, USCC.

c. The Chairman will then be notified to report to the SI, USCC,
who will turn the case over to the Honor Committee.

d. The Chairman will then turn the case over to the VC-IN who turns
it over to the RIO. From this point forward all procedures are the same
Ag in cadet reported cases.

FINAL DISPOSITION OF CASES:

1. When the Honor Committee feels there is sufficient evidence to support
an allegation, the following procedures will be followed:

a. The cadet will,be escorted to the transient billets.

b. A report of the proceedings of the Full Board will be prepared
by the Chairman and submitted to the Deputy Commandant by 1000 hours on
the following day.

5
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C. At this time the cadet will be given two on' mns.

(1) Resignation: In the event a c..let elects to resigu he

rill begin immediate out-processing.

(2) Army Regulation. 15-6 B le the event a cadet elects

to have a 15-6 Board, the SI, USCC will ..t'Irge ::or legal -ounsel, if

desired, and will prepare corresponde- r, ft, Superintendenk requesting

that he appoint a board to investiga. Lhe

(3) The 15-6 Board L,111 consist of a crmhinati el of -ff.iter:.

and cadets. The majority will be cadets (i.e., 4 cadets, 3 oficers,

3 cadets, 2 officers, etc),

(4) This board will make a finding and transmit its findings

to the Superintendent.

(5) The iotted line on the flow diagram runring from a

time prior to the 15-6 Board tr the Chairman represents the ion which

could be initiated if new evidence were obtained by the Law Department.
It would be possible fel* the same Full Board to be reconvened to hear

the new evidence since the Committee would be voting on sufficiency of

evidence and not innocence or guilt. No publication will take place

prior to disposition. After the final disposition hy 'Llperinrendent

based upon tho finding of the PI 15-6 Board. the Deputy Cc.r.pan,:ant will

inform the radot in writing of the results of the final action. hc

VC-ED will in turn notify the Corps of Cadets. NOTE: The Honor Committee

will publish a synopsis of evury case which reaches a Full Board. Those

canes In which the cadet was found not guilty will have the names deleted.

These cases will be for instructional purposes only.

6
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APPENDIX 4 (SUPPORTING ANALYSES) to Annex F (Structural Modification)

1. Legal Aspects.

a. Purpose: To analyze the two proposed systems on the basis of their:

(I) Defensibility to external challenges on legal sufficiency and
consistency.

(2) Affording protection of rights of the respondent to be informed
ot a1legIti,n3 and given an opportunity to introduce matters prior to any
do isirn hy a body with punishment authority.

b. T211,52,1a9:._

,liellenges to either system could take the form of:

(I) Lack of opportunity to rebut accusation,.

(2) Lack nf warning against selfincrimination.

f3) Lack of formal notification of allegation until just before or
.:Ut.!:1 Lunar hoard proceeding.

(4) Detrimental change in life style, to include separated but equal
Friar tn a decision by a federally empowered henring.

(5) tatk of consistency in hearing policies at cadet committee level
in part a re,u(t. of nothing published rules.

(6) Lack of rules of evidence.

c. Precedent:

Prior to the Andrews and White V. Knowlton Court Decision, 16 January
1975 the courts had not conclusively stated that the Cadet Honor System was an
offirial system of the US Government. While the denision in question upheld
the honor dismissals, it also declared the Honor Committee actions as official
in naiure. This br:ngs the burden of responsibility for legal consistency and
protection of individual rights squarely on the shoulders o( the Superintendent.

The detail of the decision also stated that the "Due Process Clause"
dfd not require utilization of any particular procedure by the Cadet Honor
Committee.

Finally, the court noted that the current system was "wholly lacking
in procedural safeeuards" (0)4).

721.
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d. Oldham Proposal!

(1) Protection of Rights:

(a) Affords written notification of allegation (at inclosure)

prior to screening committee decision.

(b)
Affords opportunity to submit matters in defense prior to

decision.

(c)
Includes opportunity for legal advice upon notification of

screening hearing.

(d)
Provides 72 hours to submit matters in own behalf.

(2) Defensibility

(a) Legal procedures of screening committee. Standard of

evidence standard of evidence for AR 15-6.

(b)
Majority decision of sufficiency at "screening" level

followed by majority decision at AR 15-6
level maintains a progression of

gravity.

process.

(c) Establishes official written rules for screening committee ,

(d)
Eliminates boarders' ward.

(e) More objective accurate record
of evidential matters as a

result of considering only written matters at the screening committee level.

Complete passage of all original evidence.

(f)
Insures adequate advance notice of formal hearing In order

to prepare defense.

e. Andersen Proposal:

(1) Individual Rights.

(a) Does not afford legal advice on
allegation at Cadet Committee

level.

(b) Accused is not permitted to
review all evidence against him

prior to testimony.

(2) Defensibility.

(a) Does establish a grand jury proceeding.

(b) Establishes official written rules.

2
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fe) Does not provide for progression of gravity as the grand
jury decision is a 2/3 vote while the AR 15-6'remains a majority decision.

2. Participative Aspects.

a. Introduction.

Team C was required to evaluate the present and proposed procedures in

terma of three criteria:

-- The degree to which each system is or is likely to perceived

as legitimate by the Corps of Cadets.

-- The degree to which each system fosters or is like'y to foster a

sense of participation by the Corps of Cadets.

-- The degree to which each system contributes or is likely to con-

tribute to educating The Corps in the principles of the Honor Code
and -he operation of the Honor System, and in military justice pro-

cedures.

Our approach vas generally similar to that used by 'h, full subcommittee;
that is, we attempted to define each criterion, to determine what aspects of a
procedure affect its performance in terms of the criteria, and finally, to com-
pare the present and proposed procedures in terms of these aspects.

In the course of our analysis, we decided to drop the "participation"

criterion as a separate evaluator. Participation turns out to be an Ltportant

aspect of both legitimacy and education. We felt no purpose Was served in

comparing the systems in terms of participation a third time -- nor can we
think of any particular benefit of participation exclusive of the benefits to

legitimacy and education.

b. Legitimacy.

We all seem to agree that the legitimacy of a system to the Corps is

a critical component of its desirability. In a general sense, legitimacy

simply means the willingness of cadets to upport the system. But we felt

the concept should be defined rather mare precisely If it is to be used as

a system discriminator. Accordingly, we have arrived at six indicators which

we feel tap the essential quality of system legitimacy.

-- Willingness of cadets to report violations of the Honor Code.

This is the ultimate test of legitimacy. A system which encourages

cadets to ignore violations will have no other problems: it will simply

be irrelevant. The more cadets are induced to view a violation ef

the Code as a direct assault on their own values and interests, the
more legitimate the system.

3
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-- Willingness to self-report for violation of the Honor Code.

This is a harder test than the preceding one, because self-reporting
requires a cadet to support the system against his own material interest.
/deally, a cadet who violates the Code In a moment of weakness should be
induced by his commitment to the system to report himself after reflec-

tion. The more he is encouraged to do so, the more legitimate the

system.

Readiness to defend the Honor Code and System to outsiders.

If cadets view the Code and System as positive aspects of the West
Point experience, and feel a proprietary regard for them, they will tend
to defend them when confronted with questions or criticisms from out-

siders. Their willingness to do so is a measure of the legitimacy of

the System.

Readiness to defend the Honor Code and System within the Corps.

Again, this is a more difficult test than its predecessor. While

it is human to defend characteristics of one's group against outside
challenge (even when one harbors pravate doubts), it is also human for
members of a group to gripe among themselves about displeasing aspects

of group life. When, therefore, most cadets are willing to defend
the system tu each other, it suggests a high degree of identification
with the system -- that is, high legitimacy.

Desire to inculcate support of the Honor Code and System in juniors,

both in class and in rank.

One who identifies closely with the system will seek not only to

uphold it but to perpetuate it. The greater and more widespread a
sense of responsibility for the future survival of the system, the

greater the latter's legitimacy.

-- Seriousness of participation in Honor System proceealos

The smooth operation of the Honor System depends on the willingnaaF.
of cadets to take seriously such proceedings as election of Honor Rep,.-
sentatives, interviews with investigating offtcers, and participArion

in Honor hearings. A system is legitimate to the ext. it fos: . such

a serious approach to honor matters.

Having defined legitimacy in terms of the foregcio; Indicators, we r,xc
attempted to determine what characteristics of a system woL,d tend to produce

it. Before listing these, two caveats should be noted. F:rst, to speak of

s perception of legitimacy is to imply that all cadets think Alike. Clearly

they do not, as responses to the recent survey of '.:adet atti:
On the contrary, cadets differ widely in their attudcs toware 'lrious .1ects

of the Honor Code and System. In our analysis, we e-Ive attempted cc !kink in

terms of the average cadet recognizing there is nu such person.

4



Second, it is worth recalling that the procedure for dealing with
violations, although this subcommittee's sole concern, Is onli one of th,
aspects of a system which influence legitimacy, and may or may not be the

most important one.

Having these cautions in mind, then, we have identified six system
characteristics which we feel exert important impact on legitimacy as defined
on rhe previous page:

(1) The ability of system procedures to uphold the spirit as well as

the letter of the Honor Code. All else equal, the more the procedures seem
able to surface intentional dishonesty in the face of technical adherence
to the system, the more legitimate they will be perceived to be.

(2) The correspondence of system procedures to general notions of

fairness. All elce equal, the more the procedures seem to avoid arbitrari-
ness or systematic injustice, the more legitimate they will appear to be.

It is easily recognizable that there is a fundamental tension between
these two requirements, exactly comparable to that which underlies legal

due process. The desire to insist upon high standards of integrity beyond
any doubt wars with the desire to protect the innocent from unjust punishment.
The tension is reflected in current system procedures, in which the commit-
ment to protection of the Code is manifested in (among other things) relatively
loose rules of evidence; while the desire to protect the individual is mani-
fested in the requirement for a unanimous finding te convict.

The relationship between legitimacy and the first two characteristics

is thus not linear, but rather is reflected in the following diagram:

Legiti-
macy

.11

Informal Procurator Formal Adversary Pro-
Procedures to pro- reduces to protect
tect the Code the Individual

In practice, we require somewhat more specificity to evaluate the

present and proposed systems. The following chart illustrates our estimate

of the impact of specific procedures on cadet perceptions of legitimacy:

5
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Procurator
Procedures

less legitimate

No uniform
rules of procedure
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AM.
less legitimate Adversary .

Procedures

uniform procedures Formal Court-

with minimum formality Martial Rules

No requirement to uniform but loose

pecify violation specification of violation

No limitations
on evidence

No assistance
to accused

any evidence material
to the offense not
obtained by coercion

Non-partisan procedural
advice

Highly technical
definition of
violation

complete legal
evidentinry
protections

Partisan legal
counsel

It is important to note that the impact on legitimacy of moving

toward one extreme or the other is not independent of other system charac-

teristics, e.g. vote needed to convict, sanctions imposed, discretion, etc.

In general, we believe the more the procedures move toward a strict adversary

system, the broader must be the discretion to convict if legitimacy is to be

maintained. Conversely, the more procedures move toward a loose procurn.or

system, the greater will be the pressure for more discretion in applying sanctions.

(3) The clarity of system procedures. All else equal, the better able

cadets are to understand what happens in the process from allegation to disposi-

tion, the more legitimate the system will be perceived to be.

(4) The non-discriminatoriness of system procedures. All else equal,

that system will be perceived as most legitimate which appears
least prone to

discriminate among accused cadets in any systematic way -- by class, cadet rank,

LES, CCIM, color, creed, etc.

(3) The openness of the system to participation by the Corps at large.

All things equal, that system will tend to be perceived as most legitimate

which encourages the widest voluntary cadet
participation in the greatest number

of stages of the process from allegation to disposition.

(6) Degree of Cadet control of system procedures. In practice, this

varies with the extent of officer participation in the process. As in the

earlier -ase of procedural style, we don't think there is a linear relation-

ship ,en cadet control and legitimacy. Cadets desire to run the system to

a cor -able extent, but they are also hesitant to entrust themselves entirely

to the, ellow-cadets. The relationship seems to us to look something like this;

Legiti-
macy

Total cadet
control

6

I

Total officer
control
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Here again, comparison requires greater precision. The following
table illustrates our estimate of the impact of increasing officer participa-
tion on legitimacy:

No officer input

Officer advice not
controlling on disposition

Officer review of
procedural conformity
with power to remand
case fo: rehearing

Officer evaluation
of evidence with Tower
to dismiss case

Officer participation
in evidentiary discovery
with power to exclude
evidence

Officer direction ofOrrelevancy of
cadet investigation /cadet process

Total cadet
control

4

less
legitimate

less

legitimate

1

Total officer
control

HaVing settled on these elements as the principal system character-.
istics impinging on legitimacy, we then evaluated each system--present
and proposed--in terms of each aspect. Our Judgments are indicsted in

Char- A. In most cases it was possible to rank the systems from best (1)
to w,..rst (3). In one case, two systems were Judged equally acceptable,
but not most desirable, and both were therefore ranked (2). And in two

cases,none of the systems was Judged to perform well, and two were Judged
to perform poorly. They were therefore ranked (2), (3), and (3).

c. Education.

The second criterion against which we were required to evaluate the
various systems is contribution to education, first in the principles of
the Honor Code and operation of the Honor System, and second, in military

Justice procedures. In developing performance indicators by which to judge
each system, we found it convenient to distinguish three categories of
indicators: Those which apply to both educational missions, those which
apply only to honor education, and those which apply only co education in
military Justice procedures. The most important indicators of educational
contribution seem to us to be as follows:

7
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(1) With respect to both honor education and education in military

justice procedures, that system contributef, most

(a) Maximizes cadet participation and/or observation.

(b) Publishes most complet . dscumentation of findings, supporting

evidenc e. and reasoning.

(c) Host facilitates th. j
of the ';.cc-Chaiman for education.

(2) With respect to honor education only, that system contributes most

which:

Best it.a in developing an ,nierstanding of what behavior consti-

tutes a violation ot the Honor C,Je.

(3) With respect to education in military justice procedures only, that

system contributes most which:

(a)
Most closely corresponds to Arny court-martial procedures.

(b) Best reflects and reintor.es course material presented by the

USMA Deparrment of L.

Having agreed on these criticl system characteristics, we then

compared each system--present ani terms of each characteristic.

Our conclusions are indicated in Chart B.

d. Conclusion.

In general, we find the Andersen proposal, with some qualifications,

to perform best in terms of potential legitimacy to the Corps of Cadets.

terms of education, the picture is more mi:.ed. On balance, the present *stem

appears to offer wider scope for honor edcarion, while the Oldham proposal

offers marginal potential advant36es In terms of education In military justice

procedures.

8
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3. Administrative Aspects.

a. General Comments:

The committee felt that the following three charIcteristics were
related sufficiently enough to be considered simultsneously.

(3) Mechanisms for screening of cases

(1) Rapid disposition of cases

(2) Minimization of administrative burdens

That is to say, it is intuitively obvious, although not necessarily go, that a
minimization of administrative action results in a more r4pid case disposition
or a more effective screening process results in a more rapid case disposition
with an associated reduction in administrative overhead.

L. linpid Disposition of Cases:

(1) Clar:ficatioo of Characteristic.

It im not the committee's intent to imply that a system is best
which disposes cc a case most rapidly. The extreme of no deliberation whatso-
ever reve..1:. :ilia absurdity. All systems examined must accomplish certain
minimum objectives. The committee is saying that a system which accomplishes
the minimum objectives and disposes of the cases most rapidly is a more desirable
system based solely on this particular characteristic.

(2) Basis for Discussion.

The following time estimates are presented concerning the three
systems considered from the 'nitiation of the case to its final disposition.
Note that these are average values and longer or shorter times may result for
a particular case.

11
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(3) Discussion.

The time involved in csae disposition under tbe Andersen et. al

proposal and the present system will remain approximately the same. Ilie

Intent of the Andersen proposal is to reduce thc time between subcommittee and

full board hearings. Since the major portion of this time is spent in organiz-

ing a board, the smaller board of the Andersen proposal gives it a slight

advantage over the present system.

Under the Oldham system, the disposition time will be increased

significantly. The major increase will occur between the formal notification

of an individual of an alledged offense and his response. During this time, he

has the opportunity to obtain counsel. It is expected that any reasonable

request for time be granted to dllow counsel to familiarize himself with

the case.

(4) Conclusion.

Considering only this characteristic as clarified, the proposals

are rated in order of desirability al follows:

(a) Andereen

(b) Present System

IL) .1 efiz.e.

c. Minimization .f Administrative Burdens

,71alif1cation Characteristic

Again, in tEis eharacteristic, the committee is saying thnt all

things being equal (i.e. certain COMM Minimum objectives are met) fdr all

proposals, the system which operates with the least administrative burden is

the cost dcuirable.

(2i Basis for Discussion

Administrative Requirements

(a) Present and Andersen Proposal

levcstintice of cams and attrasition of documentary
evidence (handwritten acceptable) by the RIO.

Subcommittee deliberation and writing of subcommittee report

to full hoard (handwritten acceptable).

- F,ll board deliberations and secretary's report on pro-

ceedings and verdl,c. Civilian secretary types.

- AR 15-6 deliberation and associated adrAn15tration.

13
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(b) Oldham Proposal

- Investigation of rase by RIO/officer team end gathering of

documentary evis1ence.

- Deliberation of screening committee. (Simultaneous case

handling)

- Uritten notification to &Hedged offender.

- Deliberation of
respondent's documentary evidence and response

by Screening committee.

- Cover letter with
documentary evidence to Deputy Commandant.

- AR 15-6 deliberation and associated administration.

Personnel Requirements

Present Andersen

CH CH

2 Cadet (RIO) 5 days 2 Cadet (R10) 5 Aays 1 Cadet ) ( INV .7TAM) 5 days

3 Cadets(SUB) 1 hr 3 Cadets(SUB) 1 ht I Officer)

12 Cadets(FAD) 4 hos 9 Cadcts(FSD) 4 !Ts 4 Officers(ScRuN) 6 hrs

5 Officers (AR 15-f,r 3 Cadets(AR 15-0 3 Cadets

6 hr, 6 hrs =Ts(AR 15-6) 6 hrs
2 Officers

(3) Discussion

The written requireTents for
the present system and the Andersen

proposal are the same and require only handwritten documents. The Oldham pro-

posal will require a significant
increase ln administrative support in preparing

documents which will accompany case to ics final disposition. The notification

of the accused and transmittal
letters as the case moves forward are not

required in the other systems.

Personnel requirements are
officer-oriented in the Oldham proposal

on one extreme and cadet-oriented
in the Andersen proposal on the other. Also

note the committee has noted a need for typing support for the Oldham proposal.

(4) Conclusions

The following evaluations nre made:

Demand on Cadet Time:

(a) Oldham (least)

(b) Present

(c) Andersen'

14
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Demand on Officer Time:

(a) Andersen (least)

(b) Present

(c) Oldham

Administrative Workload (Raper)

(a-b) Andersen (least)

(4-15) Prenent

(c) Oldham

C.erall Rating within Clarified Characteristic:

(n-b) Andersen

(a-b) Present

(o) Oldham (increases case preparation - decreases case consider-

scion time)

d. Mechanisms for Screening Cases

(1) Clarification of Characteristic

That system which eliminates Cases for lack of conflict cr lack of
evidence earliest, all other things equal, is the most desirable.

(2) Basis for Discussion

Statistics on the present system

Yearly case load: 200

Cases reaching L117committee: 125

Cases reaching full board: 50

Cases reaching AR 15-h board: 15

(3) Discussion_

The statistics for the present system show a screening process Is

already in eifect. Because of the different criteria used on the full beard
under the Andersen preposal (suf(iciency versus valid or invalid) and the
majority vote as opposed to the unanimous vote of the present system, an
increase in cases rea.hing the level af ar option for an AR 15-h Boar.1 is

expected. There are no othcr significant differences between the An.1ersen

proposal and present system.

15
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The Lase load uf the Oldham proposal w411 depend a great deal
on the criteria set up hy the screening h I I unclear at
this point. If the screening committoe takes a petmigaive gtature, the case
load t the AR 15-6 Board will increase. If the vtr, nieg ,:ausittee is
restrictive, the case load at the AR 15-6 Board will c.ecreatie. In either case,
it is envisioned that the cases will be better pterared when they reach the
AR 15-6 Board which wil 1 result In legq ,ver I therehy reducina,
requests for AR 15-6 Hoards,

(4) Conclusion

(Given a restrictive stance Ks Ow reeving committee)

Beet - Oldham's

2d Best - Anderson'a

1111 - Present.

16
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ANNEX C (BIBLIOGRAPHY) to Superintentent's social Study Grouo on Honor at

West Point

1. The bibliography contains numerous works that relate in vrious ways to
considerations of the Cadet Honor Code and System. Me 1.st .ncluden thow
primary and fundamental sources that have traditionally rommentrl Oh tic Ca.let
Honor Code and System as well ns the more ephemeral documents that present
contempsrary views. This list is by no means definitive, but it doe)
basic listing that can be expanded bv uiur. studies or periodic reviews.

2. PRIMARY SOURCES. This listi.e includes recurring documents produced or
sanctioned by USMA or the Army which delineate aspects of t1e Code and SYstem.

Department of Tactics, USMA. Classification of De:innuencies. West Point:

USMA Press, 1922.

Honor Committee, 1949. "Honor Committee Pro,,dsres." Unpublished instructions,

USMA, 22 October 1948.

Honor Committee Chairmen, OSHA. Honor Bock. Unpublished essays. USMA, 1922-

1974.

Honor Committee. USMA. "The Honor System of the Corps of Cadets." Unpublished

policy statraent, USMA, December 1951.

United States Military Academy. Bugle Notes. 1908-1974.

. The Cadet Honor Code and asters. West Point:

USMA Press, Undated.

. Honor Guide for Officers. West Point: USW

Press, 1958.

. Honor Instruction Pamphlet, New Cadet Barracks.

1974. West Point: USMA Press. 1974.

USMA Press, 1974.

. The Howitzer, 1923-1974.

Regulations, USCG'. 1990-197.

. Report of the Board of Visitors. West Point:

. Superintendent's Annual Repult. 1850-1974.

. Taking. Command. West Point: USMA Press. 1967.

US Department of Defense. The Armed Forces Officer. Washington, D.C.: US

Government Printing Office. 1955.
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US Department of the Army. Military Leadership. Field Manual 22-100.

Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office, 1973.

3. MAJOR SECONDARY SOURCES. This listing includes extended commentaries on

the functioning and efficacy of the Code and System from both civilian and
military sources.

Ambroae, Stephen E. Duty, Honor, Country: A History of West Point. Baltimore:

John Hopkins Press, 1966.

Blaik, Earl H. (Red). The Red Blaik Story. 2d ed. New Rochelle. NY: Arlington

House, 1974.

Bleak, Earl H. (Red). You Have to Tax the Price. New York: Holt, Rinehart

and Winston, 1960.

Cavaioli, Frank J. West Point and the Presidency. New York: St. John's

University Press, 1962.

Crocker, Lawrence P. The Officer's Guide. 37th ed. Harrisburg Stackpole Books,

1959.

Department of Tactics, USTIA. "Tactical Department Files-Honor Code and System."
Unpublished records, USMA, 1924-1974.

II-Us, Joseph J. and Rnbert Moore. School for Soidiers: West Point and the

Profession of Arms. New York: Oxford University Press, 1974.

Fleming, Thomas J. West Point, the Men and Times of the United States Military

Academy. New York: Morrow, 1969.

Galloway, K. Bruce& Robert B. Johnson, Jr. West Point: America's Power Prater-

:ally. New York: Simon and Shuster, 1973.

Heise, Juergen Arthur. The Brass Factories. Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs

Press, 1969.

Lough, Frederick C.,et al. Report of the Honor Review Committee. Unpublished,

USMA, 1958-1975.

Malone, Paul B. A West Point Lieutenant. Philadelphia: The Penn

Company, 1911.

Publishing

Hookas, Charles C. Public Opinion and the Military Establishment. Beverley

Hilla: Sage Publications, 1971.

Nye, Roger. An Insubordinate Response. Unpublished PhD GissertaCion, Columbia

University, 1969.
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. Office of Institutional Research, USMA. "Results of First Class Questionnaires:
. Classes of 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974." West Point: USMA Press, 1971-1974.

. "SummarY of Responses, Reorganization
Week Questionnaire: Classes of 1975, 1976, 1977." West Point: :IA Press,
1974.

. "The US Military Academy Honor Code:
Trends in Cadet Opinions and Violations" (FOUO). Analyzed by Joel Morgovsky.
West Point: USMA Press, April 1970.

Superintendent's Special Study Group an Honor at West Point. Report. USMA,
1975.

. Working Papers, USMA, 1975.

Taylor, Maxwell D. West Point Honor System. West Point: C...MA Press, 1949.

. West Point Honor Satem--Its Ob ectives and Procedures,
1945-1947.

Tyler, James William. "A Study of the Personal Value Systems of US Army Officers
and a Comparison with American Managers." Unpublished MA Thesis, University
of Minnesota, 1969.

United Suites Military Academy. "Questionnaires: Honor Committee Chairman,
, 1920-1974; Commandants of Cadets. 1940-1974; Deputy Commandants of Cadets,

1940-1974; Randomly Selected /Umbers of the Cadet Chain of Command, 1920-1959."
Superintendent's Special Study Group on Honor at West Point, USMA, 1974-1975.

U'Ren, Richard C. Ivory Fortress. New York: The Bobbs-lierrill Company, Inc:,
1974.

US Army War College. Study on Military Professionalism. Carlisle Barracks,
Penntylvania: USAWC Press, 1970.

Walpole, Mark and Robert Griffin and Harold Wilhite. The History on the Honor
Code and System, 1850-1968. Unpublished essays, 'AMA, 1968.

4. MINOR SECONDARY SOURCES. This listing includes small essays, articles, and
commentaries, as well as letters that specifically address aspects of the Code
and System.

Anon. "How has Honor Changed since 19207" Unpublished essay, USMA, Undated.

Eisenhower, Dwight. David. "Letter to MG Maxwell Taylor, Superintendent, USMA."
Unpublished, USHA, 2.January 1946.

Flynn, John P. "Lecture delivered to Command and General Staff College," Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, 15 Hay 1974.
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Hayes, Thomas J. "The Development and Explanation of the Current Concept of

the Honor System as Regards Bedstuffing."
Unpublished essay, USMA, 18 July

1965.

"The Honor Code: Does It Still Work?" The Stanford Observer, 6 November 1974.

Morton, W.J. "Tho Honor System at West Point." Unpublished essay, USMA, 5

November 1945.

Mumma, Morton C. "Letter to the Commandant, USK...." Unpublished letter, USMA,

10 February 1899.

Taylor, Maxwell D. "Letter. to Superintendent, USMA." Unpublished letter,

USMA, 1 November 1957.



HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

MONDAY, AUGUST 9, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUECOMMIWEE ON MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 aan., in room
91'2, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn, chairman,presiding.

Present : Senators Nunn and Bartlett.
Also. present: Francis .T. Sullivan, Charles J. Conneely, John A.

Goldsmith, George F. Travers, professional staff members; Mary A.
Shields, clerical assistant; Ron Lehman, assistant to Senator Scott;
and Fred Ruth, assistant to Senator Bartlett.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN

Senator NUNN. Professor Moore, it is a great pleasure to have you
appear before us today. We look forward to your testimony, which
undoubtedly will provide a perspective on the honor system at -West
Point different from that which this subcommittee has received so far
in formal testimony.

Today marks the sixth day of subcommittee hearings on service
academy honor systems. The hearings were prompted by revelations
of a major cheating incident which took place last March at West
Point on an electric-al engineerin!-, examination. Since our last session
on June 30, f,everal developments have taken place which have a direct
bearing on the subcommittee's continuing inquiry.

First, the number of cadets hnplicated- in the cheating scandal has
°Town.

Second, serious doubts have been raised in public as to whether
the Academy can, without compromising due process, fulfill its appar-
ent intention to dispose, of all of the cases related to the cheating in-'
cident before the start of the 197647 academic year. This concern
over due process was highlighted just last week by tbe public testimony
of three counsels. assigned to defend cadets, tlmt they have been in-
timidated by higher authority within the Army because they wero
pursuing a line of defense contrary to the Academy's interest.

TH suspicion that due prwess is being jeopardized is further under-
scored by -what appears to be widening opposition within the Corps
of Cadeis to the Superintendent's decision of last May to replace
the Cadet Honor Committee with an Internal Review Panel of officers,
appointed by him as the principal vehicle for determining whether

(741 )
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accusations ngaiasi intik itlf1'11:.; rehlti'd to this examinot ion warrant
further investigation. -1 .,,T(rx ;11;4 numbi r of cadets, includine. many
who Inive not been implicat-d in the current scandal, believe that the
Superintendent's action constituted an unnecessary and unjustifie.!
interven.t ion lii a system which t no lit Iona ly has hci-i viewed. ;:nd I rirt
quot ing from the officialitandbook OIl In, honor system. :1:-. %-cinhq n.op-
erty, by the cadets. coin rolled by tit- cadets. :Ind cc,. ;iv

the cadets". Indeed. the suggestion has been made that further ad-
judication of t lie cases now pending at the Academy should lie held in
abeyance 11111 I September. when the entire ( del I orps hl render
judgment on this and other related issues. such as having available only
it single. severe sanction ror any aml all honor violations.

Third, the issue or wItet her the eheatin,r. which took place on t he
electrical engineering examination. was au iskilated incident or Was
symptomatic Of something whiPh t1:18 beeollie Collinithli /lace it. We;it
Point has now risen to the forefront of the controversy surrounding
the. incident and its consequences for the future of the honor system.
Not surprisingly, oiiitsel tISS.I.,rned to defend cadets accused of cheat-
ing on the examination have suliscribed to the latter view.

To lawyers and to others. I supliose this line of argument is undeni-
ably self-serving for t he defense. I fowever. when it berins to achieve
currency innong thC prosecution, even the most impart ial observer
can no lOnger igliore it..Less than I Ithalt it ago, IWO A :Thy officers as-
signed to prosecut cadek accused of cheating testified publicly that
they believed at least :;On to 400, and possibly as many as WO cadets
elwated or tolerated chcatim on the electrical engineering examina-
ion, and that I hey as proseiattor4. were .L.,ing consciously denied the

proper tools necesasry to conduct a complete investigation. Their
assessment Is supported by a member of a three-member team of elec-
trical engineering instructors who were appointed by Superintendent
Berry to review tlie test paiiers. This officer also concluded that
approximately -too CiolotS chenled or tolerated cheating in tlie exami-
nal ion. The ( 'at hol chaplain for the Corps of Cadets. appearing last
week lafore an in ftwinal meeting of (Intense counsel. cadets. and mem-
bers of the ifouse Armed Scry;ces ('ommittee. stated I hat cheating
of the kind that took ph(ce on the examinatimi is much more prevalent
at West Point than Academy ollinials are v.illiiig to concede. Even
Seereta IT of the .\ rmy Martin I foirMalln, in earlier testimony before
t Isi subcommittee. conceded that -the inference might well be drawn."
t hat (110:4.101;111On shrroluldill:V the eNatoinat ion could IN` taken as "Nl-
den,T of a move widespread condition than simply this test."

The extent of cheatnpr toul of other violations at. West Point, as
well as Ilnir moral si,oniticance within the context of daily cadet life
are the !rut issues mulerlyin:, the current seandal and the di lii lit y of

the honor ::ystem. Professor Moore possesses sin!rillar qualifications
to address tbese i:-sues. lie k he conut hot. of the hook "School for Sol-
diers: West Point and the Profession of Arms" which is widely re-
el rded as one oft he finrst imok4 ever writ ten about I he Military Acad-
emy_ I toHlit in Id. I have alitIO4 COM Plet esh IV:N.1111,1r t Inn honk. Inn not

Oeite. it /,- a very good one. The book and his subsequent numerous
art sls in \Vest Point d r:i tv lica ily upon and experi..

encr, orore.,sor vil.!.rlish u tile . cadency from rm.,:-; to 1970.

.liTho71!:.11 now teaching- NI tIe uiiscisiiv of MarYlmol. Prcsfe''sor
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-111oore continues to maintain close ei,. act with the M il it ary Academy,and is currently execut lye secretary of the William Faulkner con-cordance project in which the Acad(my is participating.
Professor Moore received a B.A. from .I)a vidson (:'ollege in 196.2. anMA. from the University of North Carolina in 1964, an(i a Ph. 1).from the University I, Wisconsin in 1972. Ile was commissionN1 Os asecond lieutenant in the Army in 1962, and he received a temporarywaiver of his military obligation to attend the Universities of NorthCarolina and Wisconsin. I le returned to active duty after completingcourse \vol.]; for his Ph. D. in 1968, and ...Mall/1(0d ill the same yearfrom the adjutant !eeneral officer !aisle couNe Os class leader. f Ie wasassi:rned to tl:e stall and faculty of the Military Academy in 1965. waspromoted to captain during his tour at West Point and awarded theArmy Commemlation Itthah upon completion Of that tour in 1970.Ire served as Defense Mohilizin ion 011icer in the U.S. Army Reservefor the AI ilitary Academy's English Department fmni. 1h/70 until hisseparat nm from t he Academy in September 197.2.I a pologi./A. ror the length of this statement, but a good many thin!rshave come to our attention sine(' our last hearing. I felt the recordonrht to relleet I ntt illese art. indeed serious converns or I he suhcom-mittee and that we \VIII 'Om Mite to pursue them.

Professor Moore. we ha ue tried diligently in t subcommitteenot. to engage ourselves in he detail of indivnlual cases. We feel that,for better or worse. that has to Ill' adjUllIVII(Vd in the Army and WestPoint hoimr system.
We ha,v looked ii t a overall sit itat ion at West Point. We will con-tinne to do that. and perhaps :111(.1 111` adjudicat nm is complete, wewill get into some of the details with indivnlual eases, hut as I saidill niv statement. I stro»gly feel tltat the honor system does belongto the cadets. and if it is taken over either by the U.S. Congress orthe LS. Army, I he honor system will no longer be what it h:ts beenintended to be over a period of years.

will he delidited to have y0111' S10(1110111" noW, and I will havea good many quest n)0s when you gPt through.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT H. MOORE, PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, AND FORMER PROFESSOR OF ENG-
LISH, WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY

711r. AI( u al K. rine, I hank you. Mr. ( 'Indianan.
I am 1)1011,4ed to he here yonr request to discuss issues arising outof. the March 1971; West Point eheating incidents invol vino- an electri-cal engineering home study exercise. 'My remarks this mornim, reflectthe preliminary findings of my ongoing study into I hese incidents andrelated matters. It is not my intent ion, today to make Minn ive state-ments on I he act ions and reactions or flw Is or ,.roups in t hismost serious and cotoplex situation. I am heye to pa rtieipat e in thepublic dialog to whieh t his cmamitive is making important coin rilm-t ions.

As you know. m 'hairmon. my hackground as a former militaryschool cadet. Army officer, West Point instructor, and student ofmilitary life pmdisposes nte to approach the current. controversyas one sympathetic to the special problems inherent in American
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military institutions. In my current research, I have attempted as
Joseph Ellis and I did in "School for Soldiers," * to understand tale
context in which the current difficulties arose. To this end, I have been
conducting in-depth interviews with many of the principals who aro
now alined on various sides of this matter, and I have studied many
ipf the documents generated in recent, months by those involved.

The purpose of my testimony today is twofold. First, to set forth
what almost any knowledgeable observer of West Point would ac-
knowledge as certain indisputable facts of Military Academy life
and then I will sketch why these elements must be considered in any
realistic assessment of the current scandal. Second, I will briefly
outline some additional substantive issues which I believe are per-
tinent to these, hearings.

"The mission," to quote the current superintendent, Lt. Gen. Sidney
Berry, of the Military Academy is, "to develop top quality Army
officers who can lead the land combat forces of this Nation in peace
and in war, but especially in war." In pursuing this mission, West
Ponit has developed a number of ricridly defined goals and they have
formidated procedures to accomplil them. Four of these goals are
especially germane to our discussion. These four are:

First, -West Point seeks to develop an intense sense of camaraderie
and cooperation within the corps of cadets, especially among meinbers
of the same year group and among members of the same cadet com-
pany Consequently, cadets are required to cooperate in a wide range
of daily activities which reinforce a pervasive sense of interdepend-
ency.

Second, the Military Academy attempts to teach cadets to operate
under various forms of physical and mental pressures by arbitrarily
creating situations of stress inside and outside of the academic class-
rooms.

I might add that one of the most common patterns of stress occurs
when cadets are placed on their honor. The issue may be something
as t rivial as a cadet being asked when he last shined his shoes, or
it might involve being forbidden from collaborating on an activity
such as a specilic academic homework assignment.

A third goal West Point seeks to develop is what General Berry
has recently called "rock-like. integrity" in its cadets. This goal is

pursuca throw,1 an ahsoluto and unbending code which carries the
moral injunction. a cadet will not lie, cheat or steal or tolerate those

who do. And as Army Secretary Martin Hoffmann expressed it before

this committee, "The mechanism by which [the code] is implemented
and administered" is the honor system.

It slaml d bp noted that t he rhetoric a senior Army officials is espe-

cially inst ruetive. For instance. Secretary Hoffmann's casual descrip-

tion of the honor system as "the mechanism" is unintentionally re-
vealing, particularly so as evidence mounts that the honor system
can on oceasion he an alarmingly deficient pieee of institutional
machinery.

A fourth !,oal 1Ve4 Point ;.eeks to realize is the cultivation of a

senuc ()f and ,1--"roup
acconntalnlity. and a primary force in

implementizte- this goal are the scores of cadet regulations which de-

fine the parameters of aceeptal)le cadet behavior.

SFS: West Point and the Profesnion of Is 9 1 NV w York : Oxford Unlverslty Press,
197.1: London, /97.5; rpt. as Galaxy Book [GE: 1.-e4] 197U0.

7 17
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Each of the four goals I have just sketched is in and of itself ad-
mirable. And in the view of most academy officials, the methods of
implementation just cited are reasonable and should, they believe,
accomplish the desired goal. However, Mr. Chairman, I regret to
report that when the current methods of implementation conw to-
gether in the day-to-day life of cadets, not only are the goals frequently
not accomplished, but some tnily horrendous inconsistencies and con-
tradictions frequently result. And a tragic example of such a develop-
ment is starkly illustrated by the cruel ironies reflected in the elec-
trical engineering home study exercise.

Even a cursory eview of some of the essentially administrative
facts pertaining to this exercise reveals how treacherous West Point's
various systr s for implementing worthy goals can be. For instance,
the pattern oiving assigned study problems (ASP's), which elic-
ited cadet collaboration was a weekly occurrence in electrical en-
gineering. And since EE-304 is a difficult course for many cadets, the
normal practice of cadet cooperation on out of class homework was
particularly well- i ngra ined .

It should also be noted at this point that not only does the Acad-
emy's mandatory core curieulum require cadets to take this course
without regard to their interest in or aptitude for it, but most cadets
see little relation between this course and their future careers as Army
officers.

So, in the midst of this incongnmus situation yet another powerful
factor was intruded, that of the stress of being placed on their honor.
The challenge was to complete a difficult, time-consmning exercise
which counted for about 5 percent of the semester gra;l; in ekctrical
engineering. The exercise was to be done by cadets over a 2-week period
without collaborating with any of their roommates and classmates who
also had the same problem. This act was to bo accomplished whilo
the cadets were to continue collaborating on otlwr homework in the
same course; and, in fact, this very problem had a subsequent part
II for which collaboration was mandatory. Part II was in fact called,
and I quote, "a team project."

Senator NUNN. Part II of the same examination you are talking
about ?

Mr. Monet% Yes, sir.
Senat Nrxx. Was that all given out as one-----
Mr. Moont:. No, sir, it was tti be given out about 2 weeks later, as

I recall.
Senator NUNN. Two weeks later ?
Mr. MOORE. Right. There would appear to be little question that

hundreds of cadets, by some accounts, perhaps as many as 400 to 600
cadets, appareM ly were guilty of collaboratinp- on this home stud
exercise; and, under the terms of the West Point honor code and ;
challenge they were 2-iven, those who are officially found guilty,
"cheaters." Unless the Secretary of the Army intervenes, they must be
banished in utter disgrace.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to depart from my statement to elab-
orate on what I just said. The best available evidence suggests that
cadets found guilty by officers boards will be banished from the Acad-
emy. This will occur because those in authority seem determined to
ignore t.ome of the crucial facts, facts which permit a rational analysis
of this cheating scandal. They ignore the specific circumstances of this

748
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incident by claiming they will not apply. and here I quote senior
officials directly. -a permissive society's view of situational ethics,"
to those they curiously identifyand this is an iniportant nlentifica-
tionas -known cheaters."

Senator NUNN'. Excuse me just a second.
Who is "they" in this quote!
Mr. MOORE. view that has been expressed here is a view that

Was expressed to ale last WedliCtiday both by Col. Gilbert. Kirby, who
is head of the IRP, and hy Brig. Gen. Walter Ulmer, the Coin-
mainlant of (.7adets.

Senator NUNN. .IHP being the 'Internal Review Panel.
NEI% INImuE. Yes. sir. right.
Senator NuNX....t.Ild liv (gonunandani

MooRE. Yes, sir. General
They both are very concerned--and this is a emninon West Point

theme which was expressed in testimony before this eommitteethat
what they really are having to deal with are children of the -19701s
who come from a permissive society. Thus. Aeademv officials feel they
have a very difficult job of socializing kids who come from what many
of t hem regard as an alien environment.

The other distinction which we can get into later is the emphasis on
"known cheaters" as opposed to eheaters who !ro unknown."
The implications of this di,tinction are inqmrtant. The institutional
deficiency which t his distill( ion seeks to conceal is that an open airing
of the spveilic cireninstances of this incident would unequivocally
demonstrate that the nutehinery, the honor system, had malfunctioned.

Senior officials nnd many at the Academy fear this admission
of an honor system breakdown for two reasons. First. they view an
admission of a malfunetioning honor system as an admission of de-
ficiency in their goal of duty, honor, and country: and. I think they
make an incorrect jiahmient liere because I don't think this is necessar-
ily t he case.

Secon(l. as a West Point lawyer noted at the congressionally spon-
sored West Point I honor t'ode P'oruni last weekwhich you referryd
to bi your opening remarks. Mr. Chairmanand I quote him, he said:
"Academy officials at this point refuse to accept any portion of the
blame" for this cheat iuug burble/0..1ml because of this failure of lead-
ership on the part of Academy offieials, the American public has been
receivin,, a tr.:Orally erroneous impression of the events whie:. have
needlessly slandered both -West Point as well as implicated cadets. The
errolwous Mingo has arisen that West Point contains hundreds
cadets who callously and flagrantly cheated on what is vommonly re-
ferred to as an examination, when what. in fact. happene0 was far less
Irainatif. and 1;11 III(11P complicated.

Senator NUNN. ExClIse lute j11:4t a 11111illie.
11.11() are you quoting there ? Is that olle of' the defense counsels?
Mr. Moona. No. sir, that NVas my own assesment of the sitnation.
Senator NI.NN- I thowdit von had some quote that took place
Mr. Moour.. The quote t hat I should have closed and didn't was

that Academy officials at his point refuse to accept any portion of the
blame. That statement was min le by a defense counsel.
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Senator N. WOIlld yOU repeat, then, after that, so we will have
it clear in the record. That closes the quote, and repeat that last
sentence.

Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir, I will.
The quote was, and this was one of the two reasons that I think

West Pointers, particularly senior officials are reluctant to acknowl-
edge that the honor system has malfunctioned. If they were to ac-
knowledge thatand here I am quoting a West Point defense counsel
they would have to at this point accept some blame for what has
occurred. The (lit quote was "Academy officials at this point refuse
to accept. any porn i of the blame" for this cheating incident. I went
on in my statement t, fer to a failure of leadership on the part of the
officials so involved.

Senator Nr N N. IV II don't you just repeat what you said after that
quote if you would.

Mr. Moom.:. OK. And because of this failure of leadership on the part
of Academy officials, the American public has been receiving a tragi-
cally erroneous impression of this event which has needlessly slandered
both West Point as well as the implicated cadetsand I think this is an
important distinction. Both parties are losers in this particular public
relations battle which is now going on between the Academy on the
oue hand and the implicated cadets on the other. What the public re-
lations battle now under way creates, is the erroneous image that
West Point contains hundreds of cadets who callously and flagrantly
cheated on an examination, when in fact what has happened is far less
dramatic and far more complicated.

NoN: I will return, Mr. fliairman, to my statement.
As I have been suggestiir, one of the most depressing aspects of

this situation is that. the (Hails of the circiunstances surrounding the
Electrical Engineering 304 exercise have not to my knowledge been
fully presented in the press and thus few Americans have even a
superficial knowledge of the context in which this widely publicized in-
cident actually occurred,

I will be glad to return to any of these matteN and discuss them in
nuich greater detail if you wish, but before concluding my prepared
remarks I would like to make some general observations.

Senator NUNN. All right, just a second on that point, now. You say
that one of the most depressing aspects of this situation is that the
details I have just sketched have not to my knowledge been fully
presented in the press. The details, particularly the details about the
exam itself and the backrround of that examination, the fact that this
had been a habitual way of collaboration which was legal before this
particular examination was given

Mr. MooliE. Even mandatory, in many instances. In other words,
it was required.

Senator Nrxx. And then all of a sudden they had one that they were
not supposed to collaborate on.

Mr. MoonE. Yes, sir. that's right.
Senator NUN N. Now, on the one that they were not supposed

to iJillahorate on, was there any indication that the instructions
were not clear on the

75
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Mr. Moom.:. No, sir, I think the instructions were quite clear.
Senator NUNN. The instruct ions were clear, but your point is that

once you get in that pattern it is almost unfair to the cadets to expect
them not to continue that pattern once it has been established.

Mr. MOORE. One of the reasons is that it is pedagogically sound to
cooperate with one's classmates. An officer who sat on an officer review
board said to me last week that he "would be the first to admit that
the pedagogical procedures inherent in honor-bound homework are
pedagogically crazy," by forbidding people from in fact learning from
their classmates and teaching their classmates. And at West Point,
the pattern of helping out classmates who are on the borderline of
being deficient in courses is one of the most characteristic patterns
within the cadet subculture, because there is that intense feeling of
cooperation and camaraderie.

So you have a situation in which cadets who were used to cooperat-
ing with each other in this particular course on a weekly basis were
forbidden from in fact working together.

Senator NUNN. Does this happen in other courses, or was this
unique in this particular

Mr. MOORE. No, sir, it has happened in other courses.
The same problem comes up frequently in the English department,

the department with which I am most familiar. After a certain point,
students are not allowed to talk to each other about themes that they
are writing. Consequently as testimony before this committee has noted
in a situation in which one roommate is working on a theme, if he were
to ask another roommate for help in preparing material in a particular
paragraph. or even with something as minor as a wordhow to spell
rthe would be guilty of an honor infraction. The roommate who
helped him wouM be guilty of unauthorized assistance. If another
roommate overheard, he could be guilty of toleration. If this three-man
situation were overseen bv a fourth party who reported them, all three
could be expelled from the Academy over an issue of how to spell a
word properly, or the explusion con.hl be over an issue which is more
pedagogically interesting, really, of how to clarify a thought in a par-
ticular paragraph.

Senator NUNN. OK, let's go ahead.
Mr. MOORE- I believe that the majority of officers and cadets at

West Point may genuinely feel that it would be a serious mistake if
the cadets who are found guilty of unauthorized collaboration were
to be reinstated. Having said this, I would like to call the committee's
attention to three reve7iling paradoxes which characterize what can
at times be a kind of institutional schizophrenia.

First, many West Pointers who believe that all cadets who are
foundizuiltv---

Senator 'NUNN. Excuse me just a minute. Ilave you left the
statement ?

Mr. Moortr. Yes. sir, I have.
Senator NUNN. This is additional.
Mr. MonnE. Hight.
Senator NUNN. Let's back up because I was trying to read ahead

on it.
Mr. Moom:. A' right. Fil go back to the point where I departed from

the statement.

7 ,3 1
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Senator BARTLE= Dr. Moore, have you finished your statement,
or are you just

Mr. :NroortE. No, sir. I had one supplemental.
Senator NUNS. He is on the bottom of page 5, but he is about to

depart from the text on that.
Mr. MOORE. Well, let, me begin, if I might, at the paragraph at the

bottom of page 5. I believe that the majority of officers and cadets
at West Point may genuinely feel that it would be a serious mistake
if the cadets who are found guilty of unauthorized collaboration were
to he reinstated.

I would like to depart from my statement for a second to read tbis
passage. Having said this, I would like to call the committee's at-
tention to three revealing paradoxes which characterize what can
at times be a kind of institutional schizophrenia.

First, many West Pointers who believe that all cadets who are
found guilty should be separated from the Academy hold to this view
even though they privately acknowledge that this particular type of
unauthorized collaboration on homework 2robably been common-
place in recent years.

Seco.. 1. they hold to this view even though they privately acknowl-
edge. that these sort of homework assignments will almost assuredly
not be given in the future because they now realize much about the
past practice smacks of entrapment. And a third paradox, they hold
to this view even though they privately acknowledge that this fall
the intermediate penalties concept is likely to replace the single sanc-
tion concept.

Senator Nesx. Are piu sayino now that a majority feel this way, or
are -you just giving us your views that a substantial number of cadets
feel this way.

Mr. Mooau. My best judgment, and this is based again on the research
that I have referred to from interviewing people here in Washington
as well as people at West. Point, last \v,.ek, including General Ulmer,
and Colonel Kirby, is that there is a pe-vasive feeling that the in-
termediate penalties concept will replace the single sanction concept.
But there is also general agreement that that change would not
affect the kind of incident which occurred on the Electrical Engineer-
ing 304 exercise.

One of the fascinatin7 features of the 304 exercise is that what did
oceur 19 under :my definition of the West Point honor system "eh .it-
ino.." The act of cheat ino. on the part of people who have been at West
Point for 3 years is something that many West Pointers can't in
any way rationalize as an act which would require less than ex-
pulsion. They just will not considerand this is someth.ing that is
difficult to talk aboutthey will not, consider the extenuating circum-
stances which in many respects they created. By "they," Imean par-
ticularly the electrical enginvering department and academic planners
at the military academy.

have a ref-Senator NUNN. So what you are saying is that f3r

erendum this fall at West Point on whether there ought to be flexible
sanctions, or what was your terminology, intermediate--

Mr. MOORE. Intermediate penalties.
Senator Nusx. Intermediate penalties, that would be synonymous

with flexible sanctions '?

7 5 2
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Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir, I think so.
Senator NUN.N. Anyway, more than one form of punishment other

than just being expelled. You are saying that even it that referendum
is held, and even if the cadets affirmatively approve that, you do not
believe it would be applicable in this ease, that even if this case should
arise in the future, it would not be applicable, is that right ?

Mr. Moinin. Yes, sir, that is my judgnwnt.
Senator NUNN. SO that cheatinn. as defined in the honor system at

West Point, even if they had flexible sanct ions, in this kind of case
would demand expulsion.

Mr. MOORE. 1 think particularly on the part of people who have been
there for 3 years. But what this does not do isit simply does not
take into account the weight of the circumstances under which this
particular act occurred. There is something very troublesome to most
military people about putting a great deal of weight on circumstantial
evidence. From a West Pointer's turn of mind, the analogy tends
frequently to extend to the battlefield. They argue that on the battle-
field you can't control circumstantial evidence. Yon have a job to do
and you either do it, or you don't. And circumstantial evidence is just
something that by professional inclination they tend not be able to take
as seriomA v as people in most other vocations would.

Senator NUNN'. DO you think they should have a question on the ref-
erendum relating to this specific instance as to whether the flexible
sanctions, (1) sriould be made retroactive, and (2) whether circum-
stantial evidence should be considered so that in this instance, or ()Pe

in the fut um, there would be flexibility ?
'.banin. Yes, sir, I think that would be a very sensible thing to
I would hope that they would develop questions along the lines

Vua ,,ave Just siergested.
Senator NUNN:Well, I feel pretty strongly that whatever is done has

to be done by the corps of cadets, right or wrong.
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. I would say, if it is attempted here in Washington

or throngh sine court of appeals, which of course is not within our
power, that is up to the courts. However, if something gets reversed
on this, Whatever the outcome, if it is not handled there by the cadets,
I think it is going to further erode confidence in the honor code.

Mr. MOORE. Tlils is a very sensitive situation, and I think that great
care has to be given that !-lie corps of cadets is allowed to develop its
own response to this problem. But it must be acknowledged that the
creation of the Internal Review Panel raises a most serious question.
This was pointed out in the West Point Forum last week, sponsored by
Congressman Thomas J. Downey and others. The creation of the In-
ternal Review Panel really set aside the functioning of tlw Cadet
Honor Committee. For an extended period of time, the cadet honor
committees were denied the opportunity of dealing with what was a
cadet infraction. The precedent has already been established by the
Academy officials themselves for setting aside the functioning of cadet
honor committees.

Senator NUNN. You would agree with the statement that not only
could Countess disrupt the honor system by trying to take it over, but
also the U.S. Army Corps.
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3,fr. Nfoonr, They already have. There is nn serious disagreement
about that. Academy (Alicia Is !rive compelling reasons for having done
it. hut the fact istloit is what t hey did.

Senato NUNN. Wed, let me pose this hypothetical qu,st ion.
Let 's t bat they liad r.,ferenthun at West Point i I he fall :nal

they asked. say, three or four major quest ions such a,: One. whether
there Shoidd be flexible sanctions; two, whether these flexible sanctions
should be made retroactive: and three, whether or not extennatirp, cir-
cumstances, even where cheating did occur, should be emu: icred ii

administering punishment. In other words, so they wonli oave :Jo
whole gamut. the cadet corps would he asked: One. show.1 110:.0
flexible sanctions; t wo, shonld they he made retroactive: ;Ind thtee,
!Mold(' t hey lie, in terms of flexibility, extended to circumstantia
deuce and extenuating circumstances.

If the cadet lionor vorps were Posed with those questions, do you be-
lieve that justice would be served, hy asking those questions. and do
yon believe that I he honor system itself would be served ?

Mr. Mooar.. I think that those questions would be extremely useful
to ask. Hut one or t he difficult les t hat has arisen. and one of the
edies in this situation, is that pimIple havt become so politicized as a
result of the emit roversv t hat has been raring over this matter. I have
been talking to cadets l it h at West Point where I was last week with a
col lea,rue, Dr. Mark W. Kimble. when we interviewed the vice chair-
man of the Cadet I fonor Conuuittee, :Arr. TIodges, among others. And

have had many conversations with cadets in the Washington area
over the last eonide of months. There is a strong feeling that the corps
of cadets, in whatever vote they take in the fall, will have to be certain
that they come down firmly in support of the honor code and the honor
system. They feel that way because they feel they have been under the

So it is very difficult, T think, to know for certain how the corps of
cadets is going to vote and it. is 7oin., to be difficult to understand what,
the vote means when it does occur. It is again a matter in which one has
to carefully try to understand the dynamics of the context in order to
get a readin.c, of the situation.

Senator NUNN. But if the corps of cadets really does have the honor
code, and if it really is theirg, I suppose they ought to he entitled to
make mistakes with it. In ot her words if they were to decide against
tlexilde sanctions. if 1 hey were to decide against retroactivity and if
they were to decide aminst flexibility in extenuating circumstances,
if they were to say no on all three of those, it is still their system.

Mr. Moonc. Yes. sir, and T I hink that althotodi 1he Internal Review
Panels have had the effect that we just discussed. of replacing the cadet
honor eommittees. The honor system is roing to be turned back over
to the cadets in the fall. There will he a fairly unencumbered election;
the cadek will have a chance. to speak for themselves, and their vote
will he their vote. whatever it reflects.

But the pressnres under which I hat vote will be taken, and the other
considerat ions I hat t he cadets ure taking into account is something that
is very hard to know about uurutih the sitnation arises.

Senator NUNN. BO do yoll t hink t haying Snell a vote woldd be
helpful under any circumstances?

t



Mr. :\ foonr.. Yes. sir. In i; inconceivable t ht!t vote will not
occur; and, everybody f have talked to at West PoUtt stitztiest that
t here is little doubt, it vill occur.

Senator NuNN. Do yen think it will be phrased in a 3- or -I-part ques-
t ion -o Hutt it will not he just one cpte-,tion ?

MUM:c | would hope so, hut re:,Ily 'tdon know. It is not, at all
clear to me that that, decision has vet been made.

Senator ,Nrxx. Well, I will get into some ott questions here in a
few mmutes. I have a g, .0d many of them.

Senator Bartlett do yon want- to ask anything at this point?
Senator 1 3.kuitiLtivr. Yes: Dr. Moore, what cadets would be voting on

t liese questions : Years. or years or 2 years
Aft.. :Nfoonr. Smut tor Bartlett, not sure that they hai.e mt-!de a

determinat tthout oat, but the pattern wonid tend to t

would involve. the last, two classes since those :ire the, only
who can elect, honor represent !dives to the honer committe-
aml it,,pir raises :most ions. I don't know whether 1 he
don't t hink they have come to terms with t he mechanics for that yet.,
1111-11ifierli I may lw wrong.

Wthdd they allow the plehes, for in,;tance. to vote? just don't,

know.
Sertitt or .,0 it would be lost jnni and sophomore

clas-s?
foomi. Yes, sir, that would be gueyis.

:-4enat II,AirriJiirr. You Were i-:11ki1112," about-. the int-cm:CI review pan-
t !link von 'Ildicated the act ieu.; t a kytt lty those panels did. in-

terfere wii t he cadti operation 61 .ie 110/101' sy:s1C111.

)1.r. llooRE. Yes, sir.
Senator Would You explain just liow 11,oF.e panels worked

then. how they did interfere? Am I cor roc"c, for example, that there
were some cadet,. who were ad ititleii.d IC: not v by the cadet proc-

ess who were Lin later before I he Int ,irna I Review Panel and

have snlee been tiharget.,'.
)1r. Moor::. sit.. that's right, ;th;it in fact, 11.c:intently when they

wore itroutdit hefore it. they didn't !,aow.---one cadet J interviewea
s;1 id that h, Hx.xH,t lit, was bcin," CO 1 hod as a witness and found when
Ite tinme, into the nom that he wits htsin'r 'An); frl.'d Train With a violation.

Senator BAi;'; TO11 eXplid11 ix s.ione detail just how this
sties-t worked anti ivity t alit horitie- what arguments they gave

or what niasons they to justilV ?

11,o1:1,.. Yes.
I ;I:I. I a h.nt, interview hIst ksiot,l; with Col. (1 illuert Kirby. the

1v.t,...t ,int Auho i...:111_,,011. I he 1 rm.:4. internal royiew

I I- sonte y.,ry t!It.i. I int, liitttys ttb,utt WI.111 first

tt!' an t i;, Vcrrc 317:I lindi`r 1):11.1.1)\\*CHrlOr h) consider the

C:r
r:4.;11 .I1.1.ff,;11.01.i:1!!: :101 HZ reason

r"r 1 " h 1 , 2 % 1 1 1 0 1 1 , n 1 they huv,
a few o i l : . r mat

C,donol j1:11,,I:1,Ht, two imporia:,1 whielt

ho l p,:::"1 Collo HJ, 1: 01;or cnnlmit "::1'! fit::=4.-. I h:It the
ht,r;tr, 11Z! ).-; MO"?' h. 1 he Uniform

Co,te Milit:try.Itt-ii .-itni in10 pi,s,:i1)!ol,l'et. P. did nuir 1,,,m0 into
p,,,-;:41,!1:,:.t (puler 11,0 inmor st up. and many cadets eon-

Hler.I this prejuditiiiitl to their Hlientostanetis..% -,con,1 matter
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is that the cadets could wit decline to Come before the Internal Review
Panel; and, when they (lid conw, t hey weren't necessarily I1 why
the)," were apPearitn. They were ordcrell to appear.

When t hey testilietl he lore t he honor committee. the cadets were not
put, ander oath and titus 1 hey were not confronted wit ii possilde I "CF,T.
difficulties. nd, second, t hey eould also decline to come.

Senator BAturwrr. Decline to l'01110 ber(We I he Cade(
Mr. Moour.. Yes, sir. but t hey could not decline to count! heron t he

Internal Review Panel.
Senator BAnal.r:nr, I 11Ny doeH an honor viola; ion process work if

Cad,t del.lihws t '01111' Ii hut I Ii' ,onimit tee. or ham, the panel
Mr. foi tttr.. he were to Iccline to e011 1 e be f0 re a cadet honor com-

mittee, t w case would be (leveloped without him. The honor commit-
tee would come l() whatever CnnehiS1011 it C:111:e to, mot he simply would
not ever have to be present.

Senator limrrr.t...nr. I see.
getout:. But in fr(eit of the has to he present.

Sell:0(W NUNN.. DOeS he hove !lie right to invoke 1 he filth amend-
ment if he Wants to!

1-(toltr.. Yes. sir, it is my impression he does.
_1nd many did.
Senator BAirri.rrr. 11-ere t hey. jo,f()r(! 11,s, punels, ordered to u111-

S\Ver (Wdered to respond?
-Arnom:. It is my impression- I :ItIondeil any a

th, iaternal review panels--bnt fr()III my illti,ryiews ;1101 puhlic
testimo»Y. I bel c t hat in certain instances eadels were. in their own
mind at least. ordered to tetily. SonW We:1:41WIS, they were told
hitt their silence Nvnlild h(' an indication of t heir own .(ruilt.

Senator Bartlett. 1 might make h Rilmiel Kirby and
others inalle Iii nie. lb: said, ye r andidly. that there wos ill .hing VVry
gentle about this process. Anil he used I his anitiu.,.7:: and t goole hint
-directly, H lien, is not hiinr very ."-entle ohn-: a policeman inVeAl.".1C111."
or interro*n a prisoner.- lb, said that "Nye are diliffent, we are.
1Ve are diligent . persistent and tound]." called it "an investigative
procedure.- Iwc:ilist, Iii r,.,2.1mInd the 1 11 setup as an investirra-
live itrocedure. he InLed very camhdly ahout how "dilnrent, persist-
('nt and t t he I I:, 1) meet ilnes .vit cadets WerC. Tie soil u:it I 'H"re

jut ,leterminat ion of oilt or innocenee luit rather whet he calk I
"sntlicieni y f evidence.- to send e;k:e tin lieu onieep revie'o
Ire did point out t hat tilt wetv advisod f-
incriminat ion.

Sonalor B.kfna.rrr. What uv, iuld he your jedb,ment of all ()I' I le ex-
amples., :mil fact-. that pal have rf,lated

:qr. 'num:E. 'roe most obvious t fling is how ditrerent the IRP's aro
from the cadet honor committees. ( 'ertainly a very Ind raditional and.
!Twirl hodox docelopment occurred when t IN 1).s were developed ex-plicit ly bit reph,cc IP' 11(101. committees. .1.nd ...IA tunic nst :Mee"; 1 heti,were tnterna I Review l'auels, which did not ,.a,ittain any cade:
not uoll were oroceduros Wirerellt. Ilk' the i.,qoposit ion .);' lipanels was raj:cally Ircrent,

cAit j(01. .40111e Iiu :T1711Vd I ;POthe cadet,: were denied I he proces., t 1:in they 1 :,1 every l011111 Iii expell,

7 31)
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hy luivinl'g their rapacity tO II' COIIHde11'd hy 1 group of tlwir peers,
HIP In (11)/1.' CO111111ii 1C1' taken away f rom th1111.

SO :1!ra i 1:0' is illst IV) way to get around the fact that the Acad-
emy it-ell, at a iarticular point in. thin,. replaced the honor ,odi. ,111,1
how, sy,;ftto Is lit prerogiu IVe of ; ..10 cadets. They did. And tlit did

htt vliit tht.`y regord os comptd.ling extenutttin,i2; circumstances.
They f rcquent Iv justify it as an administrative problem with !.,:radua-
ion coming and people gratin:It lug- who are on the honor commit-

tee, and other people who hod tissi.,,nments. and ako 1110 prOHSIIIIV

WOrk.
S011:1tOF 1;mria.r.-rr. Can the 1101101' etude 11(' enforced without. the sys-

tem !win,' the I trerog:It u(' 1)f I 1",":".h'is ,

I don't s-Te how t Hat Is pOsSillIe.
Senator I .\ right. In your opinion.. Inis the act ion of the

estzchlishment of the I tit (Thin li)'vielr Pa nol by the ollHa Is at Wyst
Point handicapped the cadets, made it impossible or interfered with
their (yet-at:outs'. What will it do iii t 1.111 II ilk Wit Ii ilist the normal
kind of prohlems that I ite 11O1101 C1)1111111t t \VW f:ICed wit h because

of this!
'Arr. Moiint. 1 think ij '1,-; very difficult to tell in this point in time

what f eircct .1 1 he crelt ion of he 1 Ilterfla I ReVieW Panel will have

been.
one or 110' t liiits I lolt 1 rikrs a visit oi lo West Point rip-ht now is

how wit of sorts cveryhody up there. wlm has anything- to do with this
particular ntatter, tends to be. It is it time of incredible disorientation
and trar :a ror t ,otlet s and rot many of the faculty members. There
is a sens that they just really don't know what is to happen
1,NA. Tlwv lInder,;tand -in some WItyti Sevin to

understand- -what has happened.
Simuitor f suppose t he members of the honor COMM it tee

Cuidd fCC! unless there was good reason not to. that because thvre
hoen c!....-at ion or these poneis. Internal lieview Panels. that in

t f tit ore there could be surli an int crvent ion--
Mool:E. les, si, that's Hght.

Senator livIrmrrr. Now. if a person was serving MI 11:1 11011i .1' com-

mittee. a cadet was Serving 011 an honor committee in t he f to ore, would
you think that the possibility of such a re-creation of that. kind of in-
tervention would jilt W1t Ii HU' cadet. olierat ion of flit honor com-
mit is mil wit h his part ij.l ion :Is a Menthol' !

r. Moot:E. Sigigior Hartlett, 1 think yoor per,Tpt ion on lids matter
is ..cry :Istior. It is going to he a problem. It has happened Once. ;11111

it c(ilild ham nut again, And any c:nlet honor committee nictolier
\v.ild have to he aware of

Senator 1 1.turri.rxr. Wits one of the reasons for hityin., I he 'In-
tel-0:d IzevIew that the honm system fell apart. was mit f 111W-

,ng properly! Didn't kiwi of job it should Iniv(. done !
Tina inoni wonH tluitot noyor for Ito roc-

ii 1;111 whi,n T it up there to Ho-rviow. 1 Ircitient iy
I lin yr kiit wii for -e11.:;;,1111 I lk I 0 people wh .1 I have

years. many say flat out that is olivion::ly what
Th.. I ripped t colt:wily or lite honor ,onimiflop.

dca I wit It t. And secondly, I hey y d wro Iv so nw h a 77,-ps

t X i of honor I Vials ;int]

I



which arose OV(.1' 1 he I Mail les of sonic of he

liecause t he 'Albin11y, t hat. as one officer sn id to mc ycHch ro-
ported in a New I:cpuhlic* piece on this scandal-- t hat
Pi° SiinitlY "L".11:51.;41''

11111 inie t he t hings that is fascinating about t his particular sit lel-
t ion t hat one must constant ly keep in mind that we are (Icahn!, here

'Him. in.1,h, who hke rma irultirly to v,,

byline. 1:at they are in cli,,ar' of I heir command. like this
part icularly (list ressiter because it culls into ill .on who is in com-

mand. .\ nd so when Hinuct }ling like this develo1,. it is understand-
able----ponsiderine. I Ins pwssures; the superintendent would feel himself
to he Under- '-f(ir 111111 tO a rt,, a point take charge or his instalw
tnk, rht,ra, (d. his I runps. and assert his own e0111111and prerogatives.

There is a problem, I hough, in t his iostance. IN'hat. the superintend-
ent feels In hi, comlnand 1)11'1110'A 11'05-4 Milt t 111dit ion and Colit Fa-
(liet What the ealletti had 11111150'llt 11"a:-; t heir 11'515-1011ahle eXpeet at 1011. Tile
eadel heileVe, t hat t Wy \Volt id he judged hv a committee or Hwir

nut ably Ili, WIMP eoliffilit tee.
Sena tOr Altri.Err. In your opinion. has !heti' bcon and IS there a

iiilort.two Di opinion bet Weell the cadets and the officers and officials at
1Ve-4 r-.114. On Witla:-4` responsibility the honor system is! In other

c,i(lets lucl I hat it is entirely tlasir responsibil-
i- ,llicers and Ienera Pier. feel that they have a responsihil-

business. and arc t hos,' cicarly drawn and understood ?
.;oisr,. I don't t he lilies are. It. is tinders! andahle in this
rcionsta t Inst t hat would his a general feeling. As you have

poinc.d oni ;5"ir own nli;-:crvat ions. what. happened demonstrates
tiequivo, it isn't clear who is in (Marge. The P came
;is r.d 1,-00 'Ile function of the cadet 1161100 committees, and now
the cad,; colamit ices are hack a!r;lin in functioning order. 'Rut

:51!51 ReN IOW 'Panels st have matters that they are dealin,e.
with, ;;yi.

.Aris (HY lin'. it dealing \vith this particular case.
t hat. flowed Out of t his exam,. or--

5.151i inlost rerta t hat the eturrenit arrangelllent
5,."1!1 Pall"h I() k_lea Wit t hims e.0 wing out of the EP,

..to \Ir .cise. c;Idet honor committee. I believe, is not. being
allove,, .,(ldres-, tint!ters. I am almost (pH ain----

S.,,,;,,,NLNN% They are her 'Antlers?
;Io,nts. Yes. sir.

N'.; N. Senator I ; : prchably going_ to have a
v ,;(, ju...t ft'o I!! !i t and NI, ovo In;s ationt 10 1:-)

; tore (it. .1:is im!. (-tient . a111 CI 0 hock aml ask
lii,est

5.:11,Err. Could I ;1st, snail. a rapid (pi, lion on
t is 5; -:pecif:c question I ha; W',1.61ti -like cOntMenIS

j)() pin thin'. .51t the est of ..e MI' is detrimentr,1 to
Hs, 't hLf t ha ,adist corps? TY! tuti \"5". se, thy estahlish-

m. ',; ^ t I) coot rary to the sacri p!.inciple kat nonor code
rhsn,:., 1,t) the cad( S.

uto 1 1 !,7I 1 7. :lad 1,5tor .55 .11.:v .5 10. 197,,
, .1 ti!:. 1976. ;!. 1.57 :ifitl ht., 20.
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Mr. Moom. Sir, il is o' isly contrary to the principle, but. bow
deccimental it has 01 is . yell is yery, very dillienit to say. I don't,
have at Hi.- moment onviction. although I nun cold inning to
investigate ''tis and t mink, a couple months f rom now, have a
clearer. irnj ssion. I tlds point, how dot rimental it has
or has not be,,u.

Senator ILurrLErr. ITas it been helpful to tine health of the cadet
coups or is it t he other way arom.d ? limis it cunt rihuted to the health
Of the cadet corps, to establish the, I RP ?

MI% Aroma:. My present impression is that it has not because it did,
in fart, take away what were by tradition cadet prerogatives. But I
woul(1 have, I think, a better understamhng of that. a couple mont hs
from now than I presently have.

Senator BARTLErr. Thank you, 1) r. Moore.
Senator NUNS. Let's go ahead and finish with the statement. Then

we ran come bark and ask more quest ions.
Mr. MoonE. I was talkinr. "Mr. Chairman. before we departed for

ot her matters, about the paradoxes which exist at West Point. For
instance, people hold to the view that the, cadets sh ald be, expelled
from t he Academy, even though the.y privately acknowledge that
I :nese sort of homework assigmnents will not be given int the future be-
cause they now realize notch abont the past practice smacks of entrap-
ment. I aro pointed mit as a third paradox that they hold to this view
even though they privately acknowledge that this fall the intermedi-
ate penalties concept is likely to rephlec the single sanction concept.

N'ow resunlin!.r my statement, int short, t here is little ilelination nt

West. Point, to se rious1; take.. into accor mkt. in their current deliberations
specifie factors that made the electrical engineering home study ex-
orcise as morally hazardous as it Wai;. This apparently sterns front the
fact that what t he, Academy wants most urgently is a solution to the
inmodiate problem rather titan an analysis of its causes. But the elteet,
tim human terms_ of thm, course of mwtion, is that it does not address the
fate of t !lose mduckly how hundred who Were caudit. The pervasive
feeling S:(TinS, to he (hat it is more accept:11de for a few hundred to
perish than for the Academy to run the risk of coming to terms with
its inst itntional soul at tlds time.

Mr. Chairman, it is simply not realistic to expect a proud. hi.Hdy
lu sill, tradit ion-encumbered inst itint ion such as West Point. to come
cl-an on its own. T not (1011ht I hai 11.1 Point. has the potent inl

to nnal;l, much needed re font's in its ho;or and eominict sys-
te:1:. sow!, of which. as I have just. suggested. seem imminent. But

conviured that it locks t he will to make t hose re,Orms or to deal
i'm .sonably and fairly i',11 hose involved 111 t he EF: :104 controversy

perislent. outside pressures any applie appropriate con-

"."1'-;tii:-"tt'hi ti,rr(:':7,(:::-.'sonne aspects of 111st 10 Which mmmv be im-
mune from .R the subtle an 1 sensitk e ent,:ide influence. Aml
(think here of common ',Vest ",:ion to ns'-,i.o.n ii MI i I dinatn-
-ion to :limos( every elenient eadel life. This is commonly seen wlnen

1,):101 :4y,telti is 1Ne(I 10 0111'01'cl' 4.1(10( trnilat 110115. a phelloIlle'1011
,y1;,11 liaS' Leen di',e1ISSed long.( h lIt .-4,1,001 tom s(ddii.r," ilS we' ms

by ( 'ongressman Thomas J. I )ov,Aupy in hi- appearance pat-
.0,1," 11171 It. EITIe E1712.
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tern di cw an exasperated response f Vont it government 116 ill in a con-
versation last week. "The Academy's major failing," he st,id, "is that
they have totalitarianized every emlet to the point, at which every act
there has a potential moral dimension. And "life just. ain't that way.
It's crazy to impose moral injunctions on activitie..., which just don't
have moral injunctions."

Is it too much to hope that the Military Academy may ultimatH.-
emerge front its current difficulties with its worthy goals still indict ,
but with a chastened sense of its own limitations as a moralizing
agency? Anti perhaps somewhere along the way, the Academy may
come to temper its severe sense of justice with compassion and an
appreciation of its regenerative powers.

Before closing, I would like to acknowledge for the record (Ile al.4-
sistance of my colleague Dr. Mark Kimble, in preparing material for
my appearance today, and to add flint he is working wit II me, in a con-
tinuing effort to better understand the ramifications of the iSSlin. we
are, discussing.

Mr. Chariman, Senator Bartlett, thank you for the opportunity to
appear before yott today. I would welcome your quest iGns.

Senator Nuxx. Thank you very much.
For the reconl who is Dr. Mark Kimble ?
Mr. Moorm. Dr. Kimble is a colleague of mine, from the University

of Maryland who has taken a vocent interest in this matter and went
with me to West Point last weei-. to help with interviewing, and lms
a lso Itelivd in the gathering and s-;ort ing of documents:Ind ot her related
materials.

Senator Nuxx. I ant interest.A in our suggestion that, it will
some outside pressures. I think you made reference to congressional
forces and "persistent outside preselires," to really p-et, "West Point to
'come clean on the whole thin!, aui to examine not just the
present cases but, the nriderlvinf.Y

'What kind of "persistent octsi tops: cs o have in mind ?
Mr. Moulin,- One pressure is thc' dr( 'at is ap...iied by the fact

that this committee has been a:id hob", public hearimrs on
this matter which contribm, aliont what this
federally supported inst itution , not :

A ;tot ter which I think c, ald be quite nnu is that at some
poi,t '; investigatIon into circumstances surreonditig: thk

/ he appmpriate. Although there is T. need nt.os-
sarily : 1,, any legislative response. it wonhl let tIle
Aea, t c s intense outside interest in this thin
mat ; ri;ey should behave as sernpulonsly thc tmdily as

aling with this.
I would hid to m ioa :mother point that is lirt ienlany

In talking. in the Washington area, wit h people who are currently in
uniform, many of 1,-Iont wen, West Pdint gi duates and also in talk-
ing to people at the Academy. by telephone, and during the recent
visit. I have heen stroc1; how desperately they want this sitoation to
pass. They just as ono of the niost obstructionist icvelop-
ments in the IT of tho Academy. They feel that if :r would
somehow go a ',icy could Lret Lack to Ntlat they see as their proper
business of indoctrinatinir vounir American men and
women for careers in Army. 'a /flier words, the institiuiu;,

592--71;---, -19
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,I21:1111111c :I (1WII \' tr,t ing I nw

lool; oiiiIiill y al thu tif this 11:i !lellhir Incident :1! 1:11,111;!:

t 1w/it Intl) 1,,re Hwy Iii to :..fd I' hu orohloto.
It is commonplace for pooplo that 1 ha \ o Iciiittvli ill flue 1111111:W \ lii

iii :iiiiitl lIqu're:-4011 iii -''lYiTiL prohlem that they 1(111'1 100k

11111111. hi' 1)1111110in.

II(' St:vlil I r ill.y .:111111.1 1:111' thu I 11110 ti t:iLi IlltU:IrcUlllIt

he 11:1t1111' I I (LIS 111111.1cm , I / iou t ry 1,, it a rti,t, I hw.l. im,0

over ugnin int or\ tinii.ers ...ay to filo: "'rileIn Lon t lio nat 111.1 111' 11111111PM 1111 11 n11'011111.

11110:1 (ill :4. '1 )111 I t 1111 IS really. for so malty people tit

1 Vc.-1 I 1oint I he tnly 'Hsu,. I hey aro int (Tested in addressing.
Nt'N N. 1 )1) you fool t hat ('on;_rross has altlit'olwitilt'

rehoedy for this Inalai;:te that is gthil112: on )1(111' ! 1 )0 V011 think

'on(rivss Shitillhli itti'iii1t( IvIly Ily
t 1101011. sy,t 1111 slit shUll Ii I Ili/t ?

ii ill. (loin see any part iculor neod for that at this 1.tctint in

t imp, 1 may fiqd 41'111.011'101y :401110 11101It 11011..

1,,,s to) ih---niiil f re-
.1.(1111.,,tat,,i,,,,t, pH/ wive openod t hon rings on various

- is how Ilnit I he Sit loll 1.4. !natters cltango. 'To-
day, as you oponod your statement, yolt felt ettnipollot1 to mako this
malaise tt matter (of rucord. :1101 :ins discussion or :illy .,)1) lye

haVe l'it..rht. 11(1W 1:-; tu ev('nts Ih'er 11111011 Vt' Live no vont rob.

:-4enator N. It 501,1105 tiu Me flIte is to givo it oversight and
eloso serot iny. It) let tile Sel'll.tztry Ilf ;Ind t he people in t he 1)".
part!, lit of l)ofetise knoll' that lye are coneornod ahout it, not just . as
all in, ident oec,Trin,"- wily, hut also IvIlat tlw line of the honor 0010

%dm! : he flit of I lie liolltft Sy,teni iS. lilt ,
ally. whzit robe N es,t

!loin! will play in t lit rotillp ill t III ()veva!! Turd iuna 1 50(111'11"y 1/10111V.

I HIV,. 2-1.eat deal of reluct 'owe, ho)oir a loll-, inysid I :11111

the t oct employed hy proseeutitin dofettso in
le) 112 VI, :1 l'ollgT('-SI(111:11 committee supply ii fo: Ilni for tke

(he alo also very cola-Rt./led, oti the other Inuid, ith
t he alle"-at ions t ,t; been nut,le ,iefenso connsol hat they are

\y , intrris,.,.(1 lIit hy fjobia rollout

of rill:, hcinth,c (11)111 v,alit It i
>

ujitu' t r;tseS. I don't \vault;
I hi. Army 10 do It I.!' II,

Ai .\111111:1:.

Stii:itUr NIIN N. I ill!, :1 lt'tttr to CI( :400I'l't
thl' rmy point ing out ,.11111. r Mid it 11 .!!1t,

ili;11(), we htld ii it )1It the .-112.".1".-4 II 111. 1 1,.0lit II IS 11'Si/1)/1H I) the
l'eLr3I'llit0! 1 he u'erelliHrt1 -1dUlt the referendum woult1

eonlain in the I am also Oh iillL t hit tT lilt t 4/ 111111 lhez,l' llit'i!"at inns
h:0 vo lly defense ,a relat IVO too brill" int er-

fert.d 0 II h. I till Ln)itiLf 1.t; 0-I. I ho !lily to .tri.e 11S an
II:1111011:W' i 1,(111-t. tu I intl.

)1 ,H1:1:. 1 t hink I Ira I 11'0nid '"e) .11:1 111:1M.

\ I Tht, ww ird a
part ,;I the lure t

SI.H:114I' I :111 bet I. Ito havi' -2 nr: 111.11111h.-
t:1!; Chi., I Ht.!

Selt:;or I l.tirrt.urr..l.11.1nk yon,
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lhietor. you iiiiiitiiiiiil Cm. iiruldpili Of using I he honor code ns a
met hod to en force cadet i.e.:211W ions.

Do you t !link t lou it should be used for I ri ifirpo:. or should it
be usetl just in academie area! ()r what of lii IlitUi2liIS do you
have on it ?

M. \loohr. Yes. sir. . candid r0Spmi,e Ii that eNc0l1010 qiiA iS
difficult ilecails.0 the nnlitun ttf 11(.s1 ltiiitt Which selS 11'04 Point
relnarkably apart front I he of her n41(1411110S. llit icid:trly froln
NaVa is t hat t lay lend to helieve flint most, human ;tetions
uliu linv; n moral dimension. Consequent ly. when you ask someone at
\Vest Polio vhoher or not lie Shined II's slInOS W10' her or not he
did some other tiet loll coveml by regulat t he eNiweted to
ivspond trut hinny. This expect at ion of total t rut lifulness on all mat-
ters involves honor considerat ions.

.kt the Naval .kradcinv they don't have nearly I he st !iiirun Iii m
of the pervasiveness of honor in all aspccts of midshipmen behavior.
one a III, tnost serious mat ters vhich your hearings have surfaced
is the really start hug faet that rmkf it \Vest Point and midshipmen
at the Naval Academy are ,.:wrat log 1w,, ler radically different not ions
or accountability. This is a stnoh.' Pe\elat ion. Even though I have
studied flit aeadenlit.s i rood bit in r.,.ent years and lave had convey-
sations with Admiral \l1'l it t he Naval .krademy, nml that has
come up in our conversat ions. I never hought :Wont it so dramat
as I war; nhle to do alter various repre-onlatives from t he academies
came in Ilere and lost ificd hefore you. They really %yore !;ircliiiir to
Very difver01:; (I:1111111101S. .17id I think lite iniplicatinnS Of the acade-
mies di r.crin;.! concepts of ht :or are niost SerlOW4 and need to be studied
far more closely and enref tidy than they previously have been.

Senator i t;do, it then from your alltiNVer t hat you
are undecided on whether the honor code shonld he applied onl.v to
academie Mal tem

-NloonE. I t Link t hat it should be applied o ncadende mat and
to certain activities vitliin 1 he corps of cadets vIilrli n re not n..h lent i-
ra Ily m1:fled. lint I have serious prohletu. \Vest Point cadets
have horrethlou:-: problems wit h-show shakes down in t heir day-to-
ilti v

Senator P. tIrri.r7r, VOn are Saving there are other areas that it.
;diouI u ilsed op cold be used, hur tlituse should he si wiled out and
made clear and not be made 11-persasi ?

'Nfr. Vt-;, sir, 1 ink I1it wonla Le a very constmetiye
chan:ro.

lint I !mist say, Senator Burt lett hat t 1.1 rosistance to I hat wouid,
T think. lu vory von:-4idernble-

N I I'n1111)1. Rirt 1(11, von ini,Hit lo intvr,...:ftd iii ;nowiwi-
1.1:0 ;0lN;llti H ry ititcreteil on tliH pont. tool r

wi!ti him aluolit it ()fvomii. lw lmms 111,1 a
(lf h Air Force Au 1,.;iy and smile fxperience

wit h the ,,oard u Vi.-itor:. ;.t Vcst Point. You mitdit wnill to talk to
hint :Wont it,

seteuor I ryr. wa.- ;tiVOlVed With the honor system at Prince-
ton ;1,1). ;Ind tut timi oth sindents nt. PrineuI on
would us, ;11 evory (lity lire Imo; only applied to the

f they Wiloted to sort or tie down. a i;.,TS011 as toacademie si.'

7 0 2
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whether his ,latelip,111 \va.- rilo or not, instead of -ilying. would put
swear on a Bill le to th ,t, or would yon give me scout's honor. as a.

seont might. I. will you give too the honor pledge. f the person
would do t hat. I till that was vonsidered tu he his pledge of honor.

That woold certainly indicate that, he as /nit 10 was in fact

t rut h.
S0 1 assume t hat this would he done just by tile (Inlets themselves.

I. ii mon:. .ks it exists IloW, III1V (111141 (1110St 1011 frOln ony-

body is potential' in honor problem. Thi..4 al all the proveduro

that is followed i he Naval .kcadenty. anti it is flint'what different,
I understand. at I he Air Forc(' A.idiany.

Senator 1 3.tut.t.r.r.r. 1)0 v(in tldnk- I lutt does C0111 Filmic to problems in

I he admin rat 'not of the honor system?
Afr, Tho lool-4 serious thing is it undercuts tho

integrity or II, S it int() effect ill which

are fronton.. ly -very ri vial.
Senator NI'NN. We will he hack ill ah011t ir you doict

I A I irie f ls MIS taken...)
Senator l'N N. I have all Illt IVSt le."21 4111041On 1 wouhl like to

ask you. The yelal ionship bet y, eon the privilege of t aking the fifth
MI1(.111110(00. one lull Ci. and I hu obligation under the non-
olentt ion clause on I 11 li her. 10 DW, as a lawyer, is a really intrianing

situat ion. That is. hnw c:111 nth% WhO is charged wit h the respotNibility
of not tolerating any form , hreach of I he honor code. either by hint-

f or hy ut hers, ;it the :4:11, take the 11 fIli amendment on donyin.,r
in format ion to an 1oiii I loIlutul on the grounds that, it mbrht tend to
ineritninat him ?

Nfuoitt... I think. Senator Nunn. that ono of the kinibz 01'

hinds that the officers, primarily the airers who have been runnino.thc

f know that I hey have put t he cadets in. They have really e.ot
w(qm a roek ;Ind a hard place. and Hwy knot ii. And from a

cadet's point of view. having' placed in that position, their choice
is the lesser of evils as to which route thev want to tak

And t hat wh av the ct or is taken to 1- an indicat ion of
19111t Ler:111-:0 !Mt l'enlly !riven "the prit lu or taking tho
f i n h mendwent wit limit prejudice.

the Air Force yademy has a nontoleration
j iltot t Naval Academy does not,

1 luw IH '1!:-+ :-.:1111:11110I rt-:44111Ved ? mu olin-i \111 hoorerwnlly
how resolved from a letral point of view- -not in I hese ou
tuuliti hitt t heoret privili,. to denv t esti_

(or '01C-111rrilliHrli Ion NO vinlIpal ihr Wit Ii the oidiirat ion
nit In I. I-, if heorcticaliy

.11-01:t . 1 1,;ty0 tit .i)0;1'; :t lavrwin rolher II null us n por-oht
I' Inly. ;;Olif r.-40111 holV

Nt \. 1 donf chlicr. I think- it
.-'.cnator Lirt I(; I SIt ti Wh., slitiiLr of

(111t.741()IlH 1011 I .' W 11:1.11 1 itt I VI)11 .2V1 0111,,,I Cliii ti y tisk :-,1111(.!

i

7t:tICii I lI:!! Err. Dr. .10111. inwny.
(LI, t hy pItrt it whiell -puke of out ralinient anil talked ahwit
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kind or examination that was given by the engineering department as
being the kind of examination that (lid tend to entrap the cadet.

Could you tell me your thowrhts on that, on a broad basis? 11,.hat

ttre the kIndti Of eXillnillIttion sit.lint ions that, do WI! rap, in your mind,
the cadet ? I lsIOI a quest ion in ono of the hearings along t,hat,
along the line of would a multiple choice quest ion lead to cheat mg to
the extent that it might almost invite cheating, and the answer I got,
WaS, Well. certainly are not, t rying to coddle 00 ()NAM the eulets
Oil knowio:. what the rules aro and what to expect and SO 'forth. I low
do you look ., I he two sides of that ?

Mr. Moonr. One of I he Observations that was made tO me most .fre-
quota lv last week. and throughout my eonversat ions and in vestiga t ions

ill t he last, couplc If months is a question which took tills form: "Can
1 his institution require a cadet, to do hi own homework for his own
grade ? What is, in theory, so unnursonabl, about, that ?" Another
(officer sahl; "What is so hard about being ;wiliest.? The people were
ii,ked to do their own homework, and he, taxpayers expect this."

What you get, here is a conflict, between what appears to lie a rea-
sonable expectat ion and the actual mechanics or how the evcilt tut folds.
There is a kind or vaeunin, between what ninny Academy officials
believe are eminently reasonable requests and expectations, and the.
iiiIl rrit ty (10y-t; day aspects of cadet life. It is unreasonable in the
current Corps of ( IdIts, pall icularl because of the enormous c. pall-
!:in ;II size Over 1 la, last 10 years, to expect certain kinds of homework

like this elect rical cligineering exercise, to be anyt hing Other than an
unre:iso:!able strain on eadets' ability to do their own work.

1111 lwst. way t(; talk about the kind of question you have, posed is
to deal Ay:ill it .11 more specific watts. There s-cin to be, sonle instances

homework assignments, like, for instance, a research papc
wInn it, is 1e1l s411(1ble to expect that a cadet would do his her own
work. But on tin exercise like tl..le project, in which the pattern

collaboratio: has been required, to suddenly say that, they cannot
collaborate is very unrealistic.

And as was demonstrated in this ease, because the pattern of col-
labot.Iition \vas so v. ;desproad throughont the corps, it just didn't
work. And there every reason to tb ink that on similar exercises, of
which theiv were a ! many over 115 1111 veal% that hundreds and.
ben beds of cadets were of similar kinds of collaboration. And
oi!- ,,f the most lvorrkome asp s of this outTent case is what is the
effect on the health of 811 111Stitnt ion when lots of people are being
severely punished. probahly to the point of expulsion? And being
puni,hed for :01 c!fonse which was in fact symptomatic of a wide-
sp.. ad pattern of collaboration?

Pon one of fhl. IhIhielIll I in romiRcr to 14'111IS with this question is
that the pcopl, :it I he Aciolemy frequently make a proposition whieh,
as it is stated, seems eminently sensible. They say: "Why can't we
expret, en lets to 'I I wit. (l)'n homewrh. ? T;uis is the, only issile here.
The only is,sue he: e is- lii they or Id thm- no- cheat?" Howev
snch questions are not oomprphensibly understood unless you 11
at tile p,irticillars of t he given situation tinder discussion.

Sen;: tor \.l I rielit.
ThoLr1iiziiI t lilt if you talked about a loaIh and a nart.ow defini-

ti,q. of cheating. the bro:(1 definition would include spelling of a word
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1)01'1Hr,- 0 lfficiiiie 4.1
11.1:111 lie 1,01.-.1 in If I H. I );11101'. If 11:11 I

\MTH' ill \ 4,1ir ii Hi If iii II 11,0 in I hi
clic:1611g!

In I Ili, it II r
!Hint. it 1:1 Li,

I. ve ft I cue/. L tHiU (fit 1 tVer I hitt iti
I I iv pcd i:,'101111g .11114)11c,mill! I.I111 rather hit
11tte fy:ty iircionst ;int I rviil"iwo, There II! tUft : wit 11TH in vhit
':1 it tIll 1,cil tit 1.:Ich 1.1 hot- iihnitt I ov I ti di) the plot iltot iii
it nil I 'Flier(' are nt her instances iili.t stole :ilea her
c;Idet's paper And enpird the entire ri,spoose t 11

to the endet it liii Hid i ff111 I lie fri thlem
Hi t tntfi,i if iii friiIii,i - tal part iri,Iiir exercise is enormous. I

111111. III It) I lie t hid :, woe lit t hem %OH re:Hilly admit
t Ii it tiit ,,Ii;thyr,,ted I ,,,,rs,11, itistitnees,

ntli Ii, I i lIlt h t onitlet who lii nit. ti.tilint.0 1 mow-
Itittn i \ if I :Ind \\ !et ems In nie In he very um, lin1)10 1 iìti (11:-Ifoluest.
III Htli, I SCIH ..;t'ettlt-i In he guilty id'
merely HI., 'an.! tit Itis ;Wino lenv lit do the [)rtfitletn.

fli.t. of coh.lhoratiolt, Ile then,
yori,,,il out tile prnhient

'Fliero seems In iii monumental difference bet stenling a fellow
i-li: Hit rl Wr iiii cnpying it :Ind iiliitlg Ii conversotiort 111t11 a

fellirov ctidet ttriii t iiiii gning ahead and doitigtilv prithiettl .f:otir own,
t-4enti tor U hitTi lii. Unt rimy in this part ionlarexitotillat fill, aild, i Hill

Ii 111111 . it.IZV. it given to quite :1 witulwr of iliftvrvut group:4, (Initf.
If timulli.r if

Ye-. sir. well over S)n.
over Soo.

AltHINIi..\IttI I iiiv ffi'l'i' 2-i %-eii extict ly tit(' .-1111IC
\ Ail (lit lit ill think ly I lie Hanle

tUft Lot slit ill iii he given tn I litit minty cinIcts Nvit liii pitlier that is dime ill
It i'iIf ii I ii liii t Cadet long did thee I,:t ve iii I iit I ?

Mr. Mill I: Twit wei,
of int R I I IT lUll'. sx WilLS.
r. rr q:11, It is, Vvry Ittit IS ivit1ely

t 1 fi.v ollicers I hIl t

\ t:

icc H. \VI' 7-1/111,111.rEI:Ill.:till lit lf Pitt tittICI
i ti friiv 11tH Ihu'ti' 1111( 1.1i

.\ tI t If Itli,4:l1;e.
F Mc f pc, it It":1-'

WI-101w.
r. .

\ t 11:1'. n to. Noll. nly
'.:11!.! *H. Hi I LI

:111.1 I titik I()
i[Py itt,t, . ttipt-ft-itirit 't (if

.,!H!1,.!1. yr, :114 It) lift:11'W I VI(' \\i- \Vital tithitS

l,, ,
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:NE r, lot an:. sir.
S1'Ill1(0 I.urri,rrr. lii tl her tvords, if \oii had ti largo deliartinent,

ot engineering, the iinlividtilil instructors or profesurs \vould
giving tlipir own examitint ion tlint it

ex.aiit d cri.root, ela));SI)s or I IIR'Y gi" 1

\Ir. . ttlt i he :\ ijljt ry
1'111\' I ',:111(1:11)1V a flow! ion of he fact that t ht. tvlio row-
'pose the .1

mid dot v o!;iccr I t'llt 1 io
lie 0011,01111d 111011( Mat hl'I's 1\111.'lk facult to:4. oven :It a place

th Naval Academy. tvitich c,.rcetit civilian. are not concerned
altont. l'renienilons concern rot) Ilit rormity of lt`sts :111(1 11111 ri I'lllity of

wilt) is teaching ill a course like this intl.( i,111:1-
(dot I rielll CO111 11 t.0 give ficeillise t [wit,
etttntitalider inst , Is t 110111 to gio., 5:11111' t'X:1111. 'I lie re:v.-rolling
tctids to lw t hat t, 11'ay 10 teHt a class is to :-Allijk.ct, the chi
t 111' l'xlit'lly t he sante, exam.

Setrit1)1'I it: I 1)0 VOlt I liii it it'
?

good t hing lit

fool:71.... I do not.
Settat(n. 1;.titT1.1:11%, I )4) Voll think it iti a gt )(id thing to do with Ill

honor systi,iii ?
Nio tour. f do titit.

si.ninin. Hint- !rui id is the ilitalit v of t aLatlentic
t ion at I'oint in yolir opinion!

Air. 'Affinity. It vazics eilorinott..1.\ from depArtioilit to departi»ent. I
think th.. niost ilitimirta 1 Ot/SVI'Viti 1.111 to make ahout I i academic
faculty at 1,V, l'iunt is that ;it the licritiniiir of att, one ye:ii, thy

exticriinii. or 91) 1,01.,)))ot of (he acadeinic final! i- I year. I
:;-yeitt period. 9i) perrinit (Ir faculty rotatt's out. 'I ,,itt weans t hat

at the lwoniitiin,r of itny iicadent.i year. a general liallpark li;fitre for
t vera.). to:whin!! experience for the academic fneulty is 1 YC:Ir
WI:on .voll IttttI :It t his 1)811.11.11H I.NPryise and In. tviiv it \vas

sVrioliS al'ISO al10111 :-4'11,11)1(11(. tif hit h:tt
1:11111 i)r \tilt) lin full t itoo ti.iichers ovyr it
pPriod of havt. sce:: in
hat Ann.\ 0111(1'1:" \\ hit ramp in from Clip :',1(1 to dt, ihvir tool: (if

:1. nli toil
SCII:1101' li.11:11,i7iT. 1)0 y011 ri)()1 I hat it:lying :1 tiiit:try or i:I

nolooditory faculty voold c11":11. initirovt.1110:11, :id Olin'! iIiiiis
Mr. )1i.)::r. I think I ht. M.:lit:try .\(::iihmly

ly rwo I,:t %Hug' ;it lew..4. ;;O ]wrcvat of t heir faculty \VVIV

41.II:Thr ...1:111;r1., huh hi lumlcrilii point
(If

'Pic I!Zoro' -ly opposed to not ion. -Fhoir r,1-
sotiiti, I hill I ht I, ill Illdnct ittii II'
l'111tCr. 111.,1 tint 17 that ettl`Ct it 111&1.. Hflat 1(0!
anti tIt iii llj it ;11.hor,4 SS 'I:hey
for the rlde I ht. .:11structor
an otittatt,ling 1' lit ar1 h'it ht. \VIII ClICOIll'a!rl' t
to go 'TO t he .11, ,y tilt it f1:11 t into one of t prohletti< vith
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the t up, is that he IVe..t. Point faculty ;ire 1,11111 on efficiency ivports
like everyhmly else in the .1riny. That cliiHocy I cport, iviiiiires that
academie facility he rated for their pon 't ;al as A my Officers. So It is
not al all uncommon for a lVest 1AI y member to he an out-
:lauding teacher in academie circlunstnn,es Imo:list:owes which are,
o,ten-dhl v. hi oh hut. i f his rat ing that he is not out-
standing military officer material, lie is coioitelled hy t he nut .of

ti efficiency report to give him a poor rating. .1 poor rating despite
t he fact t hat he may he a suficriIir teacher,

NOW, W11:0 !Ilk to, OlIVIOUSty and understandably. is that 31'11-
,1.011(W flo'llity are fretpletlt iy 11101e cOt1:-4'.1011:-: Of Military V4)1/5.1110ra-

t hall they are of academic eon Ulerat ions------heeause those consid-
erat iot1:4 are t he coniderat ions t hat a IP rah'J 111111' en.WOUCV reports.

Senator NIINN. 110W can you demonst rate that V011 wouhl be a good
1,0 t Id COM yOU ill teaching Ol It ci/IS:q'00111?

r. Aliii,Nr.rhLrt. is 0 C1(11110 irony here hycause t he. people who wt..1
f !P)1. efficiency reports 11m,, to be almost invariahly permanent t

at \Ve-t I lIlt. I hi, they still feel 04)11;14,11(41 to peaky t h()so rt
of their 0- -,,ment of t he kind of Army pyrson

For instance, suppose you have an officer trho is tentative,
drlioilive solution to 1 problem !nigh'

la Los t catiet.; into I i lc cow p ieN.1 0 I ( Ito 1110100M a lid 'l II

(ittlilht itve a prhper command presence in the rhu--,ro-H,.. e

lrnni a e:oli,;,:u very in v,Ilypd ;10011,11mi respOnse.
who obsert es I nit officer has to judge him On the basis lb.

0p1rochtt ion col ambiguity and IIbt It T, 64OHle.

'II ;WWII lyhat t he -right n!ISIVer" t (1 11 problem the
offic is co;do,11,,,1 t ;,,,, hh II poo.,,,knici/.y ;,, t fHalit in ino,--; military circumstances Tt tal:en

iva qua lit it's.
1 !Hid: Hi It 15:1 very Arion- prohlem and I am describing- it 111 a wly

+Hilt !hint: i fair.
.-:enalo \ right.
.\la:y 1i- fro] :1 citi/,.11 Suither loll to t he mill-

1,, oTovi,!, Hy, of jil'ory:S'Itql:, Is wilh iii Hgl solt liers,. and. t hr
r. s.71 thy 11.11u:111v with

it ho (IC valu, 1Ve,t Po;lit for th,re to be a significant por-
t f, t I piy;pose of provi hug- a non-

11 I V. 11111'0n:of mie aj tproach. and wouhl you
i Vt III l. hettor and better militarily for

"dr..\1ai . i iii t h..; it would he better acaden,;cally.
it '0,..;t1! !ill NW III IV. 'm; I don't ox,peci tlwre al many

"Vi Poiol hr, vtwid agree I think 'it woohl lie h,Iter
t --ophist icat ion hot h of the mili-

!1,1' tindeNt nding 1 hat IItPIt tre
tO pl'Ohle111:4 IIiii 1 11111.11:11'y pet';-:oll might lend to

I tIll rh.,,,1 to .::,/H,::,11Zo Wit hand a hunt Nvlin i,Hd is no-
ie It people ,',-110 are on i i VI duty in Cho .1 but

.rioH I in linjoNt:',:1,1 110, kind tlillt rey VIII;iundor.
t :110 bell10 lI1-41.11H.ON 011 tile basis of
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their military lwaring more frequent ly more t lout on Cie basis of their
academic hearing. And anot her distinction is that civilian academics
tend to be committed to their academic vovation, whereas t he .htculty
at \Vest Point understandably aro not committed thore than the
year tour to their part ienlar iteademic special izat ion.

So they come in, do their tour of duty in the physics department,
electrical engineering, history or English, and 1 t hey go bark out
into what they regimi a.; t he "real world"---t he Army. kml they go
about, their Imsnwss without usually any particular ieference to their
years as academie faculty members at 1Vest Point, ad this is 90 per-
cent of the fneulty.

Senator BARTLETT. What percentage wocll you say would be ideal
for 'West Point to hay, of nonmilitary to military faculty, or non-
military to the entire faculty ?

Mr. NIfount:. In my own judgment, lVest Point. could benefit from
having a civilian faculty which constitut hird of t heir faculty.
but there, Senator RIO' t, : can't i niphasize 0110111211 what an

INIE idea is. u it has ti h,
Senator BAnTtrrr..\ a,c to the people concerned?
Mr. Moonr. Yes. It hos to do vith the 1;.oI of t hung that has created

problems for them in this Eli;:lo I vont rl ersy. 'Fluev have the not ion
that they km,: hest 1i ev to solve t ,aiir own problems. They aro con-
vinced that they don't need out-alo input, and that the eircumi twos,
at. \Vest. Point are s,, Hpecial that nohody otlie than 0 Wr'st
COnhi la.ti ii tO 1111(101.:-1;111d thenl.

There is, as I'm save you are a WO I. an enormous mystique w'dielt
surrounds West Point. which at times eon ve...y henelicial beeauso it
leads to ;in incredihly high estirit de corps frequently anion°t the
cadets and officers, hot at other tons it (.111 In Ii :116' detrimental.

Senator NrNN. Let NW iilleqinn on tnk :1OiEt nen'.
SVnatOr BA liTLETV. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Suppose you approaeh the problem rota a different

direction. ITndetand we ;UV not talking ahout (heating, but we are
talking about overall neade.:tic excellence at \Vest Point or the Inek
of it. What if everybody who was commissioned in the military was
simply placed on a competitive basis for temire, so that after a 5-year
period or a tt-yea r period they were all looked at ali I;e t hey were all
competing?

Would tlds not. insi ill some de.Tee of eompot in the Academy a.;
it backed up and ndleeted. the .\ cadenty education t!iat duos not.
today ?

Mr. Moor:E. Yes, si, T hhk it well might. I tl.iink it well miHit.
The Lreneral iihi.g f rom people r talked t o ()ye,. t vo;II*,-; 17: tiLlt

West Pointers aro V0ry 1)er.015t, iii th,ir more
so titan their compatriot-. vs-ho pre IN Yr( ;0),1 Lit 'S ofilcers-, for tlwir
initial years of Army :-.erviee. I>nt alter t ci r Litin1 3 to 5 years, in tip.
view oi many of the. people. I have to, it tends to soinexhat Oven
out.

And T i 1Vest. Point were held aecounteillc for a more
academically .,:ophistic;ded onvironnwnt, it would Fti..,Ohen th. in-
stitution. And flit institiut ion is rem:Irk:Why responsive to missions it is
given. They le. ve an ineridible caHeity 'flue c-easion. and tint
is why I said in my totinionv that I don't, doubt fOr a
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eapacit v of t he military academy to st might en its ourrent difficulties
outinit there are great difficult les about their will to do it.

Senator NuNs. What period of tinio do you think I he Aeademy
graduates have. au advantage over. say. IZOTC graduates? Are y011
t :I VIIIr about the first 2 years, the first 3 years. the first 5. or what?

Ifooar,. I would say probably the first 3 to 5 years. That is under-
standable given t he intense socializat ion and indoctrination that fluty
undergo. They are used to living under the kinds or pressures and the
kinds of const raints which youmr first and second lieutenants have
to live under.

Smut or Nusx. 'ouhl you t rnly have a compet 'five system compet-
ing for temire, say. if you made it. a fter ;) years or (1 years, or is that tix)
soon?

Nfr. 'Aroma:. I don't see why it would he. I iloh't see. why after six
would be too soon at all.

Senator NI. N N. Sena Or Ba 11.10 t. T have a, good nianY (1uestimls.
When you get to a 7..4)0(1 stopping point cm yours, I'll ask :t few,
and we NVIll 1/TICI: rind forth.

Senator BANTrxr.r. I have just a. few to wilid t he subject.
Wonh 1 the nonmilitary faculty that, you meld lon(')] full-tMie

rather than just the 3 years?
assume t hat von would have tenure as in TI normal way, or how

would they I st latent red as far as lengt It of serviee?
tII. '.1foonK. Ye:4. sir. I t hink a port ion could be tenured and a por-

t hot could nontenured.
Senator ItAirri,rrr. Part of I hem could presumaldy stay there. for

t heir life's work.
Mr. 'Moony_ Yes. sir. I lin t, would he a distinct possibility. That is. Os

you know, Sennt,:r Bartlett. the case tit the Naval Academy.
Sena! or IlAirri,rrr. Yes.
Would the nonmilitary faculty sitnat ion you ment lolled of being.

eonst itating. say, :t third of the faculty. Ix' helpful to a well-run honor
system in your opinion

Mr. Moont... It's hard to say. I haven't thought very much about what
effect t hat would have on the honor system. I think it would give,
move reality to Ti coneeption of t he honor system Whicth is \Try much
nitethtd. One of t he features :Wont this current controversy which is
fairly obvious by now is: how norenlistie in practical terms certain
expectat ions were. It is n little bit startling. that they weren't more
Ti ppart.nt to 1N-est Point before this occurred, but I don't really think
they were.

In the view of academy officials. it seemed reasonable to expect
honor to he applicable whenever I he .\ cademy determined that it
lauihI be. And freonently pN)phy. :-Hch 1s Colorressman Tip O'Neill

in Ili,: commentary hist week. were thunderst nick at the circumstances
1110 Hi. which this part icular EE :I() I exam were !riven. Hp was incmlu-
lim: as immy ilovo inerplioloos ono(' they understand the r.ct
circomst But few pooldo at 1Vest Point- prior to t hi; t ;me were

ill ilisplay-d hy tins ft.:1 in., pattern. The.% seemed oblivious of the
4)1111 I 1111nil t es a it. Eviq, t I1110 ;5

who were caught up ill this current vont ro-
ver-y tended in some ways not to ohject to it all that much. They have
developed t heir own way of dealittfr with it., aml their own way of
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dealing with it was to cut comers when honor was invoked in circum-
stance.s of this sort. In their view, circumstances such as those sur-
rounding the EE 304 exam were such a traiisparent absurdity that they
cut corners without a particularly bad consrienee about it.

Senator BAirrtErr. There have been a lot of allegations that West
Point does not otter the quality of academie instruction that, it should.

Ifow good is the qua I ity, in your opinion, can you compare it with the
other academies, i you can, or can you compare it to other schools,
in other words, for the cost. that goes into it., how good is the quality
that conles out?

Mr. MOORE. I don't, thUik the quality of the academic instruction at
West Point is especially high. There is every reason to appreciate why
it is not, because of the nature of the faculty situation. The faculty is 90
percent composed of tieople who go to graduate, school on orders to
develop a particular expertise in an academic discipline. Then they
come to West Point, to do their tour of duty, and then they go back to
the Army without any particular reference to the fact that they spent
a tour of duty as an academic instructor at West Point.

They are not, linderstandably, not committed in a long-range way
to the academic discipline that, they teach. So you have a faculty which
is in niany ways analogous of a junior college or emit-utility college
faculty. Like West, Point's faculty most have M.A. degrees. They don't
have very sophisticated advanced training or a long-range commit-
ment to their academie calling.

What West Point does accomplish, and it. accomplishes this in part
through academies, is that it helps cadets develop very efficient
problem solving techniques which are particularly applicable to prob-
lems which can be broken down into increments and solved in an incre-
mental wav. But. the academic sophistication that the cadets have is
very slighi. in Many respects. The courses are taught, as in fact that
electrical engineering course. WilS taught, in a kind of by the numbers
way. The pattern of homework for electrical engineering was to give
assigned study problems and have the cadet:: go through them before
they came into class. In other words they k.ollaborated with their
classmates, and then they went into class and they were given essen-
tially the saute problein Imt some of the numbers were changed. They
were taught in a kind of rote way. This is a traditional way of teach-
ing in the military, and it, perva.des West Point,

Most of the depart inen!s teach off of lesson plaits Officers may he
gathered t oplit her in one large group. and the procedures for academic
instruction for that day are gone over. And. as I did, you go into the
classroom and carry ont the instruction you have received for that day.

Senator BAirrnsyr. Do any of the ,!,00d academic institutions around
tlw count my teach that way ?

Mooini. Not to my knowled!ro.
Senator Rwri,rrr. Among the faculty who would he military. the

two-thirds, would :you advocate that. they st ill follow the sante pro-
gram of obtainim, IrMlluate degnie which I assume can be obtained in
2 or 3 years. oil the a verap.e. and then teaching for 3 years. or would you
suggest that part of t hat faculty have a more permanent nature, even
thow,h they are Army ?

M. .1.oritn:. Most of the permanent professors at. West Point today
have their Ph. D. degrees, but one. of the ironies is that for the most
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part they aro supervisors rat her Ilnin actual teachers. They supervl,e
what people with M.A.'s do.

Senator BARTLETr. Most, of the teaching, then, is done by M.A.'s.
Mr. MoonE. Yes. sir. overwhelmingly.
Senator BANTLErr. And these are the. ones that get their MA. rather

than their doctorate, and teach for 3 years and then they arc gone.
Mr. MOORE. 'Yes. sir, that's right.
Senator WrrLETT. The Ones that have doetorates do stay, is that

correct ?
Mr. MooRE. Yes, sir, hut they are almost invariably in supervisory

capacities.
Senator 13ARTLETT. What kind nf mix do you think they shouhl have

to make an improvement among the military teachers, at West Point
Army?

M. MoonE. A third of the people who are not permanent party
should have t heir Ph. D. degrees, and even that, wouldn't bring the
comparison anywhere close tn the Ph. D. faculty ratio at a decent
civilian institution. The actual classroom teaching at places that West
Point likes tn compare itself with, Princeton, for instance, nr Georgia
Tech and other engineering schools, makes for an appalling com-
parison. The romparison is devastating. At. Princeton, the academic
instruction is not condncted 90-plus percent nf the time by M.A.s.

it is a. disparity which ihe Academy has never really had to come to
terms with.

Senator BAnTLETr. How does it compare with the Naval Academy?
Mr. Momm Navy is very different. because 50 percent of the faculty

are civilians, most nf whom have. their Ph. D.s.
Senator BARTrJ:r,'. Flow does the quality compare with Navy?
Mr. Momia. It is almost. impossible to make any detailed qualitative

statement. about, the actual nature of instruction. One of the things that
one, can emphasize is the de,Tee to which the credentials of the facul-
ties are, or are. not. analog( as. a nd

Senator BARTLETT. In other words, you are saving that the faculty
at Annapolis would compare, in approach more to the high quality in-
stitutions.

Mr. Moot:E. Yes. sir. The, academic faculty at the Naval Academy
is vastly superior, insofar as academic credentials are concerned, to the
faculty at West Point. nr for that matter, to the Air Force Academy.

Senator BAirrr.rxr. All tbings being equal, that would lead to a
better result.

Mr. MooRE. Yes. sir.
Senator BATm.m. Mr. Chairman. thank you.
Senator Nrxx. Thank von. Senator Bartlett.
T want tn ask you a couplc, nf questions that relate to your book.
First of all. when was your hook "School for Soldie7 " written ?
Mr, MoonE. It was written in -1973 and 1974.
Senator Xi N. Was it, well before. this particular current scandal

broke out ?
]NfoonE. Yes. sir.

Senator NUNN. PUN i:Thed before then, too?
)fr. MoonE. Yes, sir.
But we anticipated in that book the kind nf situation arising which

has in fact arisen, and we said very cxplicitly that it would probably
Occur.
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Senator NONN. That is what I wanted to IrO over with you lwre.
I want to read into the record ollie quotes and then ask you to

continent on it.
In your book "School for Soldiers" you state that the irregular

outbreaks of organized cheating, which have plagued the Academy
since World War II, are and I quote, "less a measure of cadet attitudes
towards honor titan of the pressurized Academy enviromnent, the
grade-oriented academic atmosphere, the multiseleeted c.ourses in
which the same test is given to morning and a fternoon classes, the
unwillingness of Academy officials to maintain the unpopular and
easily circumvented testing procedures."

You go on to point out that the pressures and opportunities to
cheat at West Point 1-, l'esent, and again I quote :

An uncharacteristically liberal attitude " " [which] has gone unnoticed In
reports or these scandals. Notional attention has tended to focus on those
features which provide a sensational (suit mast to the exaggerated moralistic
t.'wtoric of some West Point officials. lint if. one begins with the assumption
that mythology surrounding honor nt West Pohit is laised on unrealistic ex-
pectations, then there Is little reason to find that the stories of organized cheating
at the Academy arc so scandalous. It has happoned in the past ; it will happen

future. Most of the offentlers will he caught, Many cadets who knew of
tho clwating rings but did not turn In the offenders will nct be caught, even
though they have aiso vitolated the "toleration clause" of the ilonor code,

Stone AA:nth:my officers in misguided efforts to protect the reputation of West
Point will be less than candid with the press, so when the faets eventually
he(101110 public knowledge the Academy will he susceptible to charges of a eoverup.
Some reporters will conclude that all cadets cheat regularly and that those
caught in the scandal are unfortunate scapegoats, which Is untrue. And spoltVs-
mon for the Academy will elaim that all of the cadets not implicated in the
scandal are archetypes of integrity, which is also untrue.

!I of theMeanwhile. the important questions ahout the day, to day opt
honor system and the dominant cadet attitudes toward honor Wi. !t asked
and unanswered.

It sounds sort of prophetic.
Mr. Moottr.. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. What In your view are the Unportant questions that

should be asked and aliswered?
Mr. MOORE. The most crucial question at present is: W.hat was the

nature of cadet experience in this one incident'? In other words what
did the cadets feel and think? -What were the pervasive attitudes that
they held, and what. in fact, were their actions?

r doubt that we will ever have answers unless grants of Unmunity
are given to certain cadets, and unless the Academy really makes an
attempt to lint] out the answer.

At West Point last week, I was told that one of the, charges that Col.
[a] Rhyne had been given was to look into the causes of this particular

incident. A lthoutrh Colonel Ithynels conunittee had been formed weeks
atro. they lave yet to hold their first meeting.

Senator NuNx. Well, if von were the Secretary of the, Army right
now and had complete aut iwrity to order the system to do whatever
von %vaulted it to in this particular situation, what steps would you
ask for ?

Mr. MoonE. I would first of all nutke it clear to the people in com-
mand at We4 "p()Int that I ['rally did want to know what happened.
The Academy has not muRle a very .crood effort to uuldress that problem.
Even the committee that they tlie.nselves formed with Colonel 1:hyne

S,:sv Y.rk CMnl Unlvvr 197 p. I 191.
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one of his oflieia 1 dut to IthIk into 'w cans( s of t honor yiola-
tion,s_litis_; ,,,ording to what

rorninl meet ing.
This shouldn't be surprising given the kind of statemeafs many

people at t he .1rademy are prone to make. They tend to say ; "Look.
the only iSSIle 101'e Wh(.11wr or not these cadets (lid or (lid not cheat,-
And Colonel 1.irby in his comments to me constantly used the phrase

"knew.11 cheaters.-
Senator NVNN. .111 right. lers go on from lwre.
Yon are the Secretary ()f he Army again. and you now know what.

happened. I assume in p1111' 1 eapileity 011d With l'101/' back-
grown!. you pretty much know what hapened.

Mr. Moonr. Yes. sir. t Intik I do.
S.,.nat or N Probably Pea rly as anyone.
What. t hen do you (I() almut t hi;) malai,40? What do yon tell the sys-

tem to do in order to deal with it now, now that you know what

happened
Mr. Wool:. The most dist ressitig matter raised by your quest ion is

that there has1 been a tragic hick of leadership at the .1eadenly in deal-
ill!r with t 111S malaise. What lois happened in recent 111011t 11S is 111 some

ways curiously atm log.ons to the Nixon Inlminist ration's response to
-Watergate. Some or the deficiencies and misdeeds of he West Point
administration. i f hey lind been frankly and candidly admitted from
the out:,et. would have had far less of an impaet tliey subsequently

have had. I the .kendemy officials had had the good judgment and
couram) to acknowledge that the honor system was seriously

deficient and to have accounted for it. this situat ion eould have been
different. Once the situat ion is honest ly accounted for, it dovon't convey

the scandalous, derwratory things that the press has conveyed. It is
not ine:gilicalde or shockin(r t hat cadets in these cirennistances would
collahorate. It is lust not. in many respects, that damning a thing to
have ()(Tnrred, if von take into account the real life circumstances.

.1nd. havnig said that, eertain clrouges need to be made and should

have been made and announced long ago. .1lost sensible observers rec-

ognize that t he pattern of putting iieople on their honor in certain

circumstances is extremely unwise. The Academy should ammunee

t hat those patterns are no longer in effect aml that faculty procedures

of test in, and other lust itut ional prwedures of orbit rarily testing orw's

honor have lwen corrected. The cadets involved were gailty of a serious

offense. bilt their pimishment should take. into aneount the specific

nature of heir yid lot 1 ci reninst a lices. For instance. t he distinction

bet ween somebody who stole an exam and copies it. unbeknown to the

person
Senator N NN. You are saving in this set of circumstances t he honor

system 511(1111(1 he changed. and changed quickly, ill order to accommo-

date. extenuatim circumstances. in order to judge each individual
case on its Own merits, and in order to give flexible punishment, in-
ellidirp, expulsion for some and inclnding less than expnlsion for
ot hers. depending on t he nature of the offense. Ts that right ?

Mr. Moonr.. Yes. sir. but I have to say that the Secretary of the Army
and General Berry and others have put themselves in a pretty terrible
box. In their testimony before you and in other publie statements.
they have defined the situation in a very inaccurate way. They have

was told last week. had its
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tended to portray it as a sit uation in which some \Try ullscialim_
Ions and elcarly dislumest cadets have comnutted some flagrant and
heinous crime against, the system, and that is j, ,f; not the case.

And by not taking into account the obvious and apinirent circum-
stantial evidence, they have created, ironically,. a situation which dis-
credits the Academy far more than the actual ..ircumstanees of the
event discredit the Academy. l'hat is one of the comic ironies of this'
matter, and hopefully puolic discussion soch as the one we are having
today might make it possible for the Academy to take sonic realistic
remedial action nailer t.iiiiti bikini!: .,.ct ion premised on It misrepresenta-
tion of the facts.

Senator NUNN-. What about, the nontoleration clause? It is obvious
you arc for flexibility in sanctions and you are also for extenuating
circumstances, not just set rules.

What about the nontoleration use? Would you change the non-
toleration clause in the honor syst et a

Mr. Moonn. Although I went, to school under two honor systems
which didn't have formal toleration clauses, I think that some form of a
toleration clause is sensible. It makes sense that under certain cirenm-
stamps a cadet should be compelled to turn in certain types of honor
violations. I don't have ii. y particular problem with that.

I think that eadets should be held accountable for reporting clear
instances of violat ions of lying, cheating, or st,.aling.

Senator NUNN. YOH believe in the honor ece.,3, then ?
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator NUNN. As a system?
Mr. Moonn. I do. I believe in the honor code as a concept. I believe

in it. as a goal which the cadets should be held accountable for trying to
meet, but, T think the systeni in its current form, as is fairly obvious
right now, has some unfortunate deficiencies and that those deficiencies
need to be corrected post haste.

Senator NuNs. One other quote from your book "School for Sol-
diers". You stated that the honor system in its current form is char-
acterized by, and I quote :

An insensitivity to the moral assumptions underlying established traditions of
American jurisprudence. Constitutional guarantees of due process are intended
to protect the imlividnal rights. smnet Imes at the expense of conviction and at the
cost of society. Most West Pointers nnd most military men see little sense in this
system of priorities because they regard individual rights as derivative of and
dependent umm society. It is far better, they reason, to mistakenly punish a few
innocent cadets than to allow a greater number of guilty cadets to remain in the
corps.

Now, this was well before the current sitnation. Would you elabo-
rate on this statement as it pert ainS or does not pertain to the eurrent,
situation ?

Mr. Monan. The distinct ion that. was made a lot dnriTr my recent
West Point trip was the emphasis on known cheaters. Colonel l irh v
asked ine last week. "Is the United States pre))ared to see mIS hand
diplomn and commissions to 'known cheaters?' Do yon want a guy
given a diploma who is a 'known cheat ?' "

That is a meth. compellin2- question. I thinl: the hard and honest
answer to it is: What bas he been char!red with ? Ts the ph ra SO "known
cheat" really reflective of the nature of the offense? In what sense was



chvating ;olicited by, or encouraged by, overwhelming situational
cirenmstances!

1Vhat bothers me is that there is a trenwndous compulsion at the
Academy to ;.ay, "We have this problem under control because we
are going to come up with a list of people who have been fouml
and those people are goinv: to he called known cheats. It is really ir-
relevant that there aro other peoplo in dm corps of cadets who have

cheated, because they are not known cheats."
That is a very tempting bureaueratie Way to respond to the prob-

lcm, but it is not responsive to the human behirs involved. And most
important ly. it, is not. conducive to the health of the institution.

enator NUNN% Taking the other side of that just for purposes of
discussion, at some l'oint, in :my investigatory prooess, you have to
,epo role the km )wn III nil tin unknown.

Mr. That's right. But. you can't literally do that.
Senator NI:NN. For example, in any ciminal proceeding, if you

waited to t ry a burglar mit ii von had all the known Imr:rlars, you would
novel. ve t

Mr. )1(4)1:I.:. That's right.
Scilatnr* NUNN. Now, t hat is an absurdity to take the generalization

tilt for. but certainly the Academy should pursue vigorously to make
sure that all violators I hat can be known under reasonable investiga-
ii)rv priwedllreS 51lO11(1 knoWn.

Mr. Moonn. 1 don't think that, they are following reasonable in-
ors procedures.

Sewn or NavNx. You think they ;Ire Ihniting the scope of their in-
v(-4.

Mr. Moom.... Yes, sir. The testimony has been very strong to this
effect. particularly last. week in the forum which was sponsored by a,

nun lber of Members of Cone-ress. internal Review Panel calls it-
sel f all in vysligatory organization. but what it primarily does is re-

vc evidence. Lawyers at West Point have been denied by General
',orry and otherswit:it they regard as utinitimm ass. .0e in con-

duct it> . a proper in vest i!ration. And the I-v41111011y has been over and
ove a in that under proper invest igative procedures, 200 to .400 solid

could be developed. and perhaps a potential for 000 solid cases of
cheat itoron the EE 204 exam.

Senator 1-011 are sayinnr that prosecution shoul,7 Le full in
scope and not limited in any v..av ?

Mr. ".1!( Yes. sir. hut it is limited. it is very specifically limited,
110c:1 its,. tile 'internal Pke,:ieW Panel is not equipped. by stair or by
machinery to conduct an investigation.

Scna I NyNN. I :1111 !roing to ask fm consent that, a memorandum
we have frrnil pro,ent or dated .Tnly .2which has already 'been made
oddic to the Staff .lud,re Advocate and to the. Superintendent of the
r.S. Military Academy he made part of the record tit this partic-
ular point. I rdso wont to ask unanimous consent that a letter dated

from -.:01ite or the derell.:0 counsels involved in tltis eaF,e, re-
II/,'-'ti?),r :1 c,,nvonin.,2.. or an impartial hoar>l of imp,iry. also be made
part the record. w:thout, object ion.

ill format ion follow;::

!
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Subject : Investigation of allegations of cheating ( RE 301 ( mputer projeet).Thru Waft Judge Advocate, U.S. Military Acadenty, West Point, N.Y. 10990.To: Superintendent, U.S. Military Academy, West Point. N.Y. 10090.
1. The right to nondiscriminatory administration of lawn is a well-settledprinciple of American jurisprudence. It extends to every form of state and federalaction, legislative, jutUcial, or executive. The landmark case in thisarea, Vick WoV. Hopkins, held :
"Though the law itself be fair on its face and impartial in appearance, yet if itis applied and administered by public authority with an evil eye and an unequalhand, so as practically ':o make unjust and illegal discriminations between personsin similar circumstances, material to their rights, the denial of equal justiceis still within the prohibition of the Constitution."
In layman's language, where there is an intentional or purposeful unequaltreatment of individuals similarly situated, there may be a violation of one'sConstitutional right to due process of law under the Fifth Amendment.2. At this time, it seemingly appears the Govermnent Is not utilizin

g aable legal resources to insure that all known collaborators are exposefll
arvaar -

graph 68h, MCM. 1909 (Revised Edition) authorizes you as Convening Authorityto grant criminal immunity for a violation of Article 133, cheating, as thatArticle may apply to any cadet who allegedly collaborated on the BE 304 Com-puter Project. The grant will preclude reasonable anticipation of criminalprosecution on the part of a witness, thereby allowing and compelling full dis-elosure of all relevant information. Although there is no right to violate thehonor code, there is a right to equal treatment ln lts enforcement. The Govern-ment may be falling short of this mandate if it does not reasonably activate all
existing legal resources available to it. A Government witness testified before aBoard of Officers that it was his opinion that as many as four hundred cadetsmay have collaborated. Additional investigative "tools" are required to cor-roborate or dispel that testimony, As a representative of the Government, I per-ceive a denial of a general grant of immunity as a direct impediment to athorough and comprehensive investigation of the ER 304 incident. It also servesas a means of gathering exculpatory evidence, needed to clear those respondentserroneously referrred, or those cadets not charged but encircled with an aura ofsuspicion and stigma. Finally, since there appears to be n legal rationale forfailure to initiate a general policy of criminal immunity. one may draw aninference that there are other justifications which ultimately favor an avenue of
selective enforcement. The Government should be prepared to defend an allegationof selective enforcement.

3. Several weeks ago, when asked to request any logistical support withinreason. I suggested that it would be extremely helpful to have the assistance ofa qualified polygraph expert to administer an examination of any willing par-
ticipant. Although Its results are not admissible unless pursuant to stipulation,if the test in administered properly by a competent expert, the probative value
of the examination's findings will serve to expedite a fair and impartial investi-
gation. Counsel for the Government are presently faced with lie detector findings.
(administered by civilian firms) that are favorable to the cadet concerned.
Verification of those findings by a Government expert is essential.

4. Recoreens are in possession of six cases, int (living thirteen cadets, thatthe IRP refuses to accept because there is no "new evidence" to support a
reversal of the Honor Committee's findings of not guilty. Both Captain Bruce D.Sweeny, Department of Electrical Engineering, and myself agree that there isprobable cause to believe that collaboration occurred in all six cases, and thatthe cases should be re-examined by appropriate authorities. It is interesting to
note, that one of the cases in question involving two cm:ets, was disposed of by afinding of not guilty without calling Captain Sweeny who was the instructor of
one of the cadets. Certainly his testimony, which was not considered before, nouldbe considered "new evidence" if the case was re-heard by the Honor Committee.
It is requested that the IRP be directed to hear these six cases.

CPT, JAGC, Recorder.
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1)11,Airtut:NT .kuNtY,
I',S. MturrAnY Ac.thyt v.

Point, N.Y,, .1 7/Y11.41 1971i.

Slito jert ltequest for convening of Intiort IA hoard of inquiry.

Superintendent. I S. Military ,ki Jule:1,y, West Point, N.Y. 1 14/9t1,
chief "f AlnlI, IS. NIllittfry Academy West Point, N.v, 1099il.
Serrefary of the Army, I feinfrtment of Ii, Army, Washington, 1).C.
Serretary if Perelise. 11(.1)11111mml or the Arm. NViislihiglinf, D.P. '20310

1. Th,f undersigned. def nil counsel for npproNlifintely endels al the United
!"..tates Arnflonfy presently elinrged with violations of the cadet Homo.
t' ui. r,iloc,f I lint II complete nod open inquiry he I ondfieted. nt Sotretnrlal level
or higher to investigate 1110 11:11111T. :11111 Scoill of problems within the West Point
Itemu. Sy.tent,;. IVO 111'1, v.)11%1111141 that circumstances tit \Vest

Point tionand 111111 .111,111.Y it I. 1111 ttv,ljgthiutv ifittly hieing ..""voil(41 21S suun :IS

P)1114.1.s ro.11111,4 .itlis1:111111i11.i. similar to ti ropiest tondo by ten defense counsel
assigned to %Vest Point MI :1 NI:ty 107ll (see at toehinetfl yet incorporates certain
noces-ary chain:es warranted hy hitliltit events occurring t 1Vest Point. it is our
opinion that the allegation,: funtiffernted in the :I '1:1 197ll N41110'41 hare ltren
folly :1110-1;int hpil I.y those intervening events null no (.1111!,(' lin' very roots if

11,11or ill .1c:otrinie System-4 ltS tIlPy oxkl at West Point to li, nded into
Nwori, hy inst rlicturs iii the llopartmont of Elogriral

neeritur berore lloards otlityrs looliing into those matters that till-
word., loo ,041..ts eollaborated on the El.: :all take home i'X;1111 ;Ind NVV":1:

Point is, It hot. sooi nt! rate engineering sellout. Affidavits or cutlets currently
itt the 1,111111, it 'i' ,poodiwts romool direfaly support the,:e assertions ;Is ell as

11,;Iny it i' tit. h .00..pro such f requont nod systetuath-
,,11101. ,11/,(,..4. til! toleration dortritte 1111(1 other. Noire

so, lolls. !lint or.. Tostinotty of onto.: ham indicated that in n substant MI windier
(PI' required olir,e, 11"n, ednres and memorization tire emplinsized to the exclusium

sitince and theory thereby allowiinz cadets to In:lint:On high grade nrer-
:Ives ti idle learning and retaining ill Ile or nothing of the course. Thoso aro not
llega: fens !lei% iy 1':11,1,11 ;It this lime. yet. contrary to the Secretary isr trio .ti-oly'g

in his earlier denial, they have not !won hieled npfin lii :my significant

degree.
.1t this Juoot lire the Ise Ihe problem (limed be defined. It is

nhimilatif ly clear. lioNvever. fluff the prescet difficulty is not an isolated ineident
stemming f flan the ;111111iII!'ir:; iii if the EP. :141 1 exam /int rather the resnit if a

fo,,tering sore within the system. Failiire 01 discover and treat the rause of the
problem will ultimately lead to a more deep sot infort ion requiring more
corrective tnelstr.es. The cosmetic treatment pnlied hy format bin of the Internal
lteview has inflamed both those cadets already pending (-barges as well as

ho:o fearfot if 1.eing charged in the immediate future. The resulting nuinriza-
1

or callets has forced many endet.,: Ii .'iolate the Honor Code ii order to
-.1trvive and remain at %Vest Point.

.1. Ftt la` t o art llolv Call only hfs intorprotol if: on obvious at tempt to salvage

Ile heretofore good name of '.he United Stales Milit ;try Academy at the expense
or it.: most vita! a -set. the huh onto!, suspension of the Honor Com-
mittee invostigotions. the sub jiff? ien of inquisitorial Tuternal itoviow Panel
111.:1mi1WS 1110 111,40111.0

;.,,,,11111hunnl protections and procedural safeguards.

;tool the :ttilItsil v iitid dist rust iiniong the cadets have all tended to undermine the
morale :Intl ospirit dr corps of the cadets. As Army (nem and attorneys we van-
Hot ethically or profession:illy support anythitig less titan a coniliirte and thor-
ough searelt for the causes of the eurrent Ili1P11111111 11t \Vest Point. Nor elm we

support the inadomate and solo-the procedures employed by the roilea st:Itps
Military .koodnitiy in purporting to investigate these fluffier.. filly if the troth
ii found l'ail 1110 Honor l'ode right f filly he returned to the position of respect and

faith it MC(' ett.loYcif hot h within mid without the .tcadetit.r,
therefore request flint you convene, with fill due speed . a panel of educa-

tors. administrntors. ;Ind citizens. te determine the cnuses of the pr011ems

1Vest Ii nt. Tho alternative nmst he eentimied pluto: find t.,, filtiffuite (lost rue-

tien or :ill that im good and prodlIetive within the United Statem

Academy.
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0. 'The urgent.). and Import nnce of tolti retniest, holh to the hundreds of youtur
men involved and also the entire United States Army anti Amerienn
Cannot be overstated. All that we ask is that the pallel (4111%1.'11M be truly fair and
Impartial, tho It he convened at the highest possible level above that of the
Superintendent, that It he convened without delay. Our request for 11 111111.114
before such a tribunal as requested is a enrefully maiskiered one. We seek oady to
Impart to the investigatory process the bask tenets of Amerienn jnstice which
have been prechmsly lacking.

7. The Class of 1977 is expeeted to provide lendendiip al ul inst met bin to those
classes that follow nt West. Point. They will also be expected to shoulder respon-
sibilities as future Army Akers and 101111018 111 HI/Hely. That. Isdng the case, the
resolution of thls matter in an expeditious, fair mat aboveThoard 111111111er is in
the best 0 rest of everyone etmcerned. Your personal and eareful ant talon
to thls r ,ost wintill be appreciated.

Paul L. Foster, Captnin. AGC, Counsel for Respondents ; James L.
Osgarti, Captain, JAU(.7. Counsel for Itespinalents ; Daninkk .1.
Thomas, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents : Clarence M.
Myer, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents ; Sidney 1'. Al-
exander, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents ; Stanky
Brown. Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents; Jefferson .1.
Davis, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents; James D. Earl,
Captain, Nil% Coiili. roi- Respondents ; Joseph R. Preston, Ca9-
taim AGC, Counsel for 1.:.suondents; James L. Townsend, Cap-
tain, JAGC, Counsel for Respon.l.onts ; Arthur F. Lincoln, .Tr.. Cap-
tain. JAGC, Counsel for Respondemz! Thomas D. Frit7.. Captain,
JAGC, Counsel for Respondents ; Lerly L. DeSnoyer. Captain,
JAW% Counsel for Respondents ; James X'. Norton, Captain. J AOC,
Counsel for Respondents ; Frederic 717. L^andt, Cat AGC,
Counsel for Respondents; Frank Brunson, jr., Captain, JAGC,
Counsel for Respondents; Donald P. Desonier, Captain. .1AGC,
CIainsel for Respondents; Jan Horbaly, Captain. JAGC, Connsel
for Respaidents: William B. Itnmsey, Captain. JAW', Connsel for
Rwpondents ; Joseph .L Noll. Captain, .1 AGC,_ Counsel for Ito-
sismdents ; Daniel II. Sherphern, Captain, JAGC, 'Counsel for
Respondents ; James F. Lee, Jr., Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Re-
spondents ; Burk E. Bishop. Captain. JAGC, Counsel for Respmd-
etas , Martin .7. Boyle, Captain. JAtIC, Counsel for Respondents;
David a Brockway. Captain. JAGC, Counsel for Respmdents ;Peter E. Cnsey, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents;
Brooks S. Doyle, Jr.. Captain, JAGC. Counsel for Respondents;
Larry Horton, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents ; Sam-
uel Sferrazza, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondents: An-
all'W C. Oli co, Captain, JAGC, Counsel for Respondent.

Senator Nt7N N. I have other questions hut we are going to run out of
time.

What is the moral significance of cheat ing, at least as it is defined
under the honor system in the context of daily cadet life at West
Point ?

Mr. MoottE. T think one of the tno,t :niportant aspects of the en rrent
controversy is that it has dratnat izedatul we talk about this at great
length in "Sehool for Soldiers---1 hat making the honor system appli-
cable to so ninny aspect of cadet life molermines tile degree to which
cadets take the honor code ainl its injuu,1 ions and t he honor system
seriously. An example of this is EE ;16i :I:anework exerrise. Beeauso
it was the pa rtieldar kind of honr oik ext-:,i,e it. was, as opposed to
ft research paper or (Wen it he'-zse!I 'cl cadet ivspect for tin.,
honor code and for t he honor syste Alt lift...711 their inability to meet
the test of their honor is in many re:-E.,,,ts i egret table, it is molecstand-
able that they weren't able to meet t he. test.

They were asked to complete an exercise without collaborat ion tin-
der the circumstamvs I ltave described. Putting people under that.
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kind of pressure has the effect of cheapening the system and undermin-
ing the code. So that again v,T. have an irony. The Acadenly is, at times
its own worst enemy by undermining its Own systems and its own
principles.

Senator NuNs. Thank yol very much, Dr. Moore, I w ill conclude

my questioning at this point.
I do want to read into the record a letter that I mailed to Secretary

Hoffnunin today, relating to some o these matters we have been talk-
ing about :

intml MR. Smut:ram': Testimony before the Manpower and Persminel Sub-

emmoit tee relating to the present West Point cheating scnnilal has suggested that
three necessary conditions for the honor system to work have been challenged:

The first comlition is for the honor code and honor system to remain in the
corps of cadets, It would follow that while there must be adequate supervision

of tbe eorps by responsible officials, those officials should not supercede the
Cadet Honor Committees. Charges have been made that the bulance between the
cadet operation of the honor system and the Army's supervision has shifted too
far In the direction of the supervision. I would like you to look into this matter
and ;rovIde the Subcommittee your views on whether the balance between cadet
operation of the honor system and supervision of the cadets has shifted and
what steps. !f any. should be taken to redress It.

The second oonditIon is for the system to work in a fair and even-handed way.
't would follow that direct and indl-eet interference or pressure by Army al-
( lois in the hannling of honor eases or in steps to reform the honor system are
busically inimical o the concept of the honor code and the honor system. Recent

charges of inthnidation of cadets and defense counsels are serious enough to

warrant your inindinte Investigation. I would apprectate yonr reporting to the
Subcommittee the results of your inquiry into this matter within the next ,,:c-eral
weeks.

This is not in the letter, but hopefully that reply will be. hero ...hen
we get back from recess which IN ;11 be 2 weeks from today.

The third condition is for the honor system to deal witl all honor violations in
a systematic and even-handed way. It would follow that some violations should
not be investigated and adjudicated while others pass by withrmt question. As
vou know, charges have been made thnt some hwaor violations are not being in-
vestigated. perhaps partly due to the volume or cages NOW pending, I would ap-
preciate a monthly report from the Army, ginning on September I, on the
following items:

1. The number, status and disposition of all honor violations currently pending

Idefore Boards of Officers and the Internal Review Board at West Point.
2. The status of all litigation pending before military and civil courts relating

to honor violations at West Point.
3. The status and disposition of all allegations on honor violations which are

pending investigation or action by the honor committee.
Finally, the suggestion has been made that adjudication of the cases br per-

mitted to continue but that the imposition of the penalty of emulsion upor those

fom mi guilty be held In abeyance until September when the Corps as a whole

could by referendum determine what changes It would make in the honor sys-

tem and whether those changes should be applied retroactively to the Class of
MT. I would appreciate your views on such a suggestiml.

Sincerely.
Senator NCNN. A copy was sent to General Weyand and a copy tO

Gen. Bernard Rogers. General Rogers is very concerned about these
matters, and I understand. even though he won't take over until Oc-
tober. he will be pursuing them in the intervening period.

=',enator Nus.x. Senator Bartlett, I will turn it back over to you.
Senator BARTLETT. All right.
Dr. Moore, I would assume that you would not recommend that tHis

committee become involved in individual cases.

7
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)fr. Mount:. No, sir, I don't. see any need for that.,
Se iator Bairrlawr. From what, you said, you Indicate thnt.you tb

not believe that the judgments being remlered are in till cases just.
NIL% `Afooltx. That is eorreet,
Senator B:hrixrr. And in nut ny cases are unjust.
Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Senator ILurrtzyr. And this revolves nronnd ii mi iiiy a linurow ver-

sus a broader interpretation of what is eheating.
Mr. MOORE. It's not so much a question, Senator Bart let t, of mita is

cheating. It is a quest ion of whet hcr or not extenuat ing circumstances
are taken into account in remlering a jnzigment about the aupropriato
penalty for a particular cheating incideat.

Senator BAirrt.nrr. But isn't it also a non ter of what. is and wl iet her
the helphig of sentence st ruct tire, ":4 you ment lotted--

Mr. Moon. Yes, sir, in that, pnrtwalar case, v cry nnwh so.
Senator BAIrrmi-rr. And I assume that you give some weight to the

kind of exam given, the entrapnient of cadets and so forth, in other
wonls, all sort of lumped together, and should be addressed individ-
ually.

Mr. Moonn. I think so.
Senator Bairri.ETT. But, certainly you favor giving

n
the axe to a per-

son who copies aother person i's work and represents t as his own.
Mr. Moony:. I would think in almost, every conceivable circumstance

that I wouhl lie in accord with you on t hat, ; yes, sir.
Senator Iltirri,rrr. Blatant, for example. You are suggesting a mid-

ti,anction approaeh, using extenuating circumstances and all condi-
tions.

Mr. Moony:. V s. sir. It is really a matter of just paying attention to
the nature of tett, happened.

Senator 13.tirri.Err. What, my question is looking for is. how would
this be brought about ? In your answr r I hope you will cover should
this be a responsibility of the cadets to make this decision us to whether
or not they would like these cases judged on a multisanction basis, or
should this direetion conic from the Secretary of the Army, or should
it come from the Commandant at West. Point, or where should it come
from, and in your opinion. what should this committee do, if anything,
concerning the current cases.

Moonr.. The most important, thing that the committee can do is
to contnme to hold---continue to stay in business. And to continue to
t'gzoe an active aud very specific interest, in this matter. At some time it

necessary for the comntittee to hear from the young m2n who
were invott ed in this case. The Military Academy has a very curious
notion, at times, that, cadets are sort of perpetual adolescents who can't
ryally he trusted to conie before a comma tee sneh as this without prejn-
(wing tlieir own cases and otherwise creating havoc. Yet, on the other
hanu thty turn around anti describe them as young men, and now
young women, being pmpared to assume leadership roles in combat
sitnat ions.

One of the things that should happen is that the cailets we have been
discussing should have an opportunity to address this committee. This
could be done right now without prejudicing the case of cadets under
consideration for limier violations, because there are cadets willing to
talk to this committee who are not involved in the EE 304 exercise.

8
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Senator Xuxx. You mean by that we could have cadets wbo were not
involved come before the committee?

Mr. MOORE. Yes. sir.
Senator Nusic. You wouldn't recommend that we have cadets who

have cases that have not been completed"come before the committee?
Mr. MOORE. I don't see a reason for that. It wolild be reasonable for

the committee to consider calling cadets who are not 'involved, particu-
krly cadets who are not . honor representatives. To bring before the
committee, in other words, people of differing views about this prob-
lem and about what constitutes sensilf.e responses to it. I am concerned
that these men have not been given the opportunity to air their case
more freely in public. I would like to see that courtesy extended to them
and what I regard as a right to appear, extended to them.

Senator BAnTLETT. You would suggest that this be done in public
hearinas?

Mrf-MoollE. Yes, sir. I see no reason for notwe are talking
bout,--

_ Senator Nusw. The problem is that most of the people who have con-
tacted this committee are those who have cases pendinct.

Are yon aware of others who would like to testify &nit do not have
cases pending against them?

Mr. MOORE. I. could supply you with a list of names of people who
are in no way involved in this.

Senator giux N. I think it 'would be very helpful if you did.
_ I have a great deal of skepticism about calling people, who do have
cases pending before this committee because this then becomes the
adi udicatory forum.

Mr. MOORE. I agree.
Senator BARTLETT. Wouldn't it be better if the committee was going

to do this that it select these names at random just from those not
invol ved ?

Senator NUNN. Well, there are two thoughts there. I don't think
there would be anything wrong with that. We might do that, but we
should also find those who would like to appear. It is a little awkward
for us to require people to appear that, may not, want to appear.

Senator BARTLETT. I would accept that, and it would seem to me we
would be putting a responsibility on you to suggest certain names
rather than to have us to communicate with the cadets broacily and
ask who would like to testify, and in that way I think that would make

it arm's length.
Senator.NUNN. I think that would be very helpful.

,
If you will yield just a moment, I would like to get Dr. Moore's

opinion on the difficulty with the nontoleration clause. If the cadets
are not careful, they could violate and give evidence against themselves
before this committee. If we were to begin asking them questions about
cheating in general, and if they know of cheating that they haven't
reported, then they have violated the nontoleration clause. And if they
were not being represented by counsel in an appearance here, it WOW
have to be very carefully handled.

Mr. MOORE. There would not be any particular problem with their
having a counsel here. People like Captain Lincoln and Captain
Sharphorn and others would be more than willing to serve in an advi-
Sory capacity to cadets. One of the mistakes that we are on the verge
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sometimes of making is underestimating the capacity of yGuno. West
Point cadets, men and women, to represent themselves in a w v''that is
not prejudicial to their own interests.

They are fully capable of coming before tbis committee and speak-
ing in a way, particularly if they have counsel at their side, whizh
would not under the nontoleration clause jeopardize them. There are
issues which they are wise enough to know that they don't want to
address. All they would have to say in such an instance is, "It would be
inappropriate for me to get into that," or some other innocuous phrase
which would keep them---,-

Senator NUNN. There was one case with the Assistant Secretary of
the Army where that did occur.

Mr. Moon& That's right.
Senator Ntriv. And one cadet has been, I believe
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir, this is Cadet Timothy Ringgold.
Senator NUNN. I think that has to he addressed very carefully.
Mr. MOORE. But there is a real difficulty which arises when we arethrashing out the fate of a lot of young men, many of whom are into

their twenties, without giving them a chance to participate in the
public dialog that is going on. That seems to me, after some point,
unfortunate.

Senator Nuxx. Well, again now, you are talking about getting
people who are not involved before the committee. Your problem
would still lie with those who are not involved.

Mr. MOORE. That's right, but I think to have their peers testify,
ito represent their point of view would be also helpful, an mprovement.

There are some cadets who have left the academy who were involved
in this who are now gone from the academy, and they would be apotential source of

Senator Ntricc. I think it would be helpful to us if you could get
us some of those names, and then the committee can meet and decide
about a procedure if we decide to go along this line.

Senator BARTLETT. It could very well be, too, that we might want
to have part of the discussions in exetutive session because we might
want to ask about toleration and certainly we are not trying to place
them in a diffcult position, you know, or in a compromising position,
and it might be in the interests of the committee to have sonie idea of
what those answers would be in executive session.

How do you get from here to where you want to go as far as process-
ing these cases are concerned ? Should this be an act of the Secretary
of Defense, or Army, should it be a matter of direction from the Com-
mandant., or should it come from the cadets, or a combination ?

In other words, who decides to change the manner in which the
cadets are now being adjudged ?

MT. MOORE. The person who is most likely to be involved at this
point is the Secretary of the Army, Mr. Hoffmann. By the end of this
month. and certainly within a couple of months, Mr. Hoffmann will
have all of the cases on his desk. There will be somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of 100 cadets who will have been found guilty by the officer
boards.

At that point. he will have to render a ,1gment. Whether he elects
to take into account extenuating circumstances, and how he elects to
tuke those circmr -fuices into account, is a matter with which he is
going to have to ck
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One of the saddest parts of this whole affair is the denTee to wth
positions have become so solidified, and the lines haVe treen so clearly
drawn. Realistically, I don't think there is any prospect that anybody
at West Point is likely to depart dramatically from the traditional
way of processing these cases.

In other words, it has been well established that Wrest Point officials
are not really in the business of conducting a proper investigation. I
think it. is unlikely that this wig changed. And the feeling is : "All
we are interested in addressing is, did they, or did they not, cheat?"

So it would appear that the Secretary of the Army, realistically
speaking, is the person who is likely to have to come to terms, if any-
body comes to terms, with the nature of the event itself.

Senator BARTLETT. Now, from your book and from all you have said
here, are you saying that. this whole thing was predictalle, and that
the kind of environment in which the cadets' life is conducted, includ-
in°. the honor system, really would lead to this kind of situation such as
thez' cheating.

MT. MOORE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAirri.trr. Do you believe that it is irresponsible of those in

charge to have permitted this kind of environment to exist with this
particular honor system and the way in which it is put into effect ?

Mr. Moony.. Yes, sir. The Buckley reportwhich you all have taken
2 days of testimony onsubstantiates much of what you just said, in
addition to what Professor Ellis and I have said in "School for
Soldiers."

Senator BARTLETT. All righ::, a specific question. Given the way the
honor code works now, what are the chances of a cadet getting through
4 yea WerA Point without violating the code?

Mr. MOORE. Almost none. Cadets are merely mortals, and mere mor-
tals cannot, over a period of time, ompletely live up to the kind of
ideals that the honor code specifically exhorts people to live up to. This
is a fact that West Pointers curiously don't want to acknowledge. It
is one of the mysteries in all of this that I am really still somewhat
baffled by.

A. Congressman said last week in the congressionally sponsoredHon-
or Code Forum, that he had asked a friend of his who was a West
Pointer if, in his 1 years at West Point, lie ever lied, cheated, or stole.
The West Pointer said, "No, never in all of that time" did he ever tell
a lie, take anything that wasn't his, or ever in any way infringe upon
the honor code. Ore, of the things that seems to occur is that the longer
people are away from West Point, the more romantic their notion of
the code becomes. They recall having been more totally honorable
than, in fact, commonsense and the actual circumstances of day-to-day
life would seem to have allowed for.

Senator B.ARTLETT. Sort of like a survey that was taken in my class
at Princeton 10 years after graduation, that each classmate reported
to the class secretary, and the data was then compiled and showed that
three-quarters of the class said they were in the top one-quarter.

Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir, that is very similar.
Senator BARTLETT. Would you look at that articleare you famili ar

with it?
Mr. MoortE. I am familiar with it but I haven't had a chance to

read it closely.
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Senator BARTLETr. Are you familiar with the author?
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir.
Senator BARTLErr. Are yoi familiar enough with the content of it

to comment on it as to its accuracy ?
Mr. MooRE. This is an article by Lucien Truscott IV, who comesfrom a long line c West Pointers.
Senator BARTLE1 . You might. give the name of the article and thepublication just so it will make sense in the record.
Mr. MoonE. This is Lucien Truscott IV's article entitled "Why West

Point Cadets Cheated." It is in Harper's Weekly for August 9, 1976.
This article doe3 raise some.interesting questions abont the natureof life at West Point- on matters where the-honor code and the honor

system are involved. I might say that I was asked about the article by
officials in the public relations office at West Point when I was there
last week, and to reinforce your hunch that this article, raises substan-
tial issues, they were taking it seriously there.

Senator BAnwr. Were they looking into the allegations?
Mr. MooRE. I'm not aware of whether .they were or not.
Senator BARTLETr. Are you.knowledgeabis! on any of the allegations?
Mr. MooRE. No, sir, I am not. But as I. said earlier, and I think

perhaps before you had occasion to join us today; much of what I. am
doing right now is a sort .of ongoing investigation and research into
this matter. A lot of things that we have talked about are matters
that I report on today only in a very preliminary way. The situation
is so fluid and there is so much yet to be known which we do not yet
'mow.

Senator BARTLETT. All right, thank you.
Senator NUNN. Dr. Moore, you have been very helpful to us. Let

me make one thing clear for the recordyou don't represent any of
these cadets?,

Mr. MOORE. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. You have no stake in th. Airrent cases in any way

except as an interested citizen ?
Mr. MOORE. That's right..
Senator NUN N. You have been extremely helpful, and I would hope

that you would let staff as well as the Senators. stay in touch with.you,
so that we can coat inue to get your advice. We do intend to keep these
hearings open. We do not intend to close the book,

Mr. Mooan. I am very happy to hear that, Thank you, Senator.
Senator NITNN. Thank you'very much.
Without objection the prepared statemmt of Walter B. Russell. Jr.

will be inserted at this point in the hearing record.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER B. RUSSELL, JR., GEORGIA REPRESENTATIVE

It is an honor for me to be asked to submit testimony to Senator Nunn and this
committee. I am a 1951 graduate of West Point and prior to being retired for
wounds in 1980 served 15 years in the Army, including combat dir.s in two wars.
I have had an opportunity to observe West Point and its graduates under vary-ing and critical circumstances.

I am, therefore, more interested than most in the Committee's study of theWest Point Honor System and the problems which have arisen in connection with
it recently. As a tbird-terrn member of the Georgia House of Representatives, I
also know the problems you face in this type.of investigation.

I hope my remarks today, based upon that background, will be of some value to
this Committee as it pursues its study and forms its conclusions.
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There are, to saY the least, widespread ramifications inherent in U is situation.

The numbers being reported in the media are surprising and, I hope, not true.

If as many cadets violated the honor code as the media is reporting, then it is

quite obvious West Point no longer has the Honor Code it thought it did: I have

always believed mau must be tolerant of his own errors for none of us is a per-

fect specimen, und all of us, from time to time, stand in need of forgiveness and

understanding.
However, in this situation, I must characterize myself as a hard liner. My

belief is that the 'West Point cadets should he able to handle the Honor System

and handle it basically in the manner in which it is presently established. After

all, the Code has worked for 100 years, and some very fine men have lived within

it and gone on to honor the academy and this country.
We live in a time where society lacks substance; where there are too often

compromises instead of disciplines; too often leniency instead of sacrifice. It is

hard to say this without sounding pious, but I believe honor is still honor ;

is still right; wrong is still wrong. I have nO wish to prosecute anyone harshly,

unduly or unfairly, but when dO we stop compromising with things such as the,

honor code?
When do we stop compromising our honor?
I must tell you in all candor that I am not in accord with the Secretary of tbe

Army's decision on the cadets involved in the recent honor code vfolations. And

I tell you still further that in particular I do not agree with the members of

the United States Congress who have said publicly the Secretary i728 not lenic.A

enough. If the great number of violators the nesi..s 'media is reporting actually
broke the code, then, as I have said. realistically the code is in trouble. It seems

to me the only way we can restore it is to expel the proven violators. .

To expel a great ninnher of cadets, perhaps as much as one-fifth of the class,

is to inflict grievous wounds upon the academy. Bnt, just as units which sustain

severe casualties still fight on, so will West Point. And it will be cleaner and
stronger for its strong stand. I don't know what percent of the Cadets Corps is
involved. I am Inclined to doubt it is as high as reported. But I say to:this Com-

mittee that West Point, even if the figure be true, will not topple with the violators

gone. No one has yet explained why the offenders should be letoff. There have been

instead scatter shot attacks on the system, the military, the academy itself.

It seems to me much more logical to examine the system instead of changing or

doing away with the punishment. Perhaps the system of being compelled to in-

form on other cadets who violate the code should be changed. But should we

change our aversion to lying and cheating by changing the punishment? I think

not. I believe sincerely the niajority of cadets think not.
We must realistically acknowledge West Point is basically training officers for

combat, and we must train them in truth and honor, not leniency and deceit..
Lying and cheating can be a tragic thing in combat. I have seen it. In Korea, in

one instance I recall, an officer reported he had covered an area troops were
waiting to move into. He had not done so. and when the troops moved up, they

were caught in heavy flre with many resulting deaths.
When codes are violated without redress; when laws are broken with no ac-

counting exacted. Americans ask themselves why have we stopped punishing
crime? Society today is tinged with too much gray. Too ninch middle ground and

compromise.
I say to you, there is room in our society for forgiveness of the honest error,

the unfortunate offender. Certainly there always should he.
We are not convicting these young men of a felony and depriving them of

their civil rights. A cadet expelled in 1951 went on to e the head coach and

athletic director at a major college, so their future is not ruined by expulsion.
But I also say to you we need strong views about what is right and what is

wrong. Criminals commit crime often because they believe society will not really

punish them. Too often, they are absolutely correct. How can a strong honor code,

he re7established at West Point, if these violations are not treated in accordance
with established rules? Things can't always be black and white, that is true. Cir-

cumstances might dictate mitigation. "Absolutes" are not always easily deter,
mined or maintained. But sometimes they must.

But is anyone sincerely contending no absolutes are possible; no codes are
possible or liveable; no honor system can exist in our society today? I would hope.

not. I do not believe it to be the case at all. If th? West Point Honor Code is to be
changed, I believe the cadets should change it, not the Congress or the Secretary'
of the Army. A strict code, which hurts only those who break it, seems to me.

to be n strong need for al! the academies.
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Our cadets go into West Point knowing full well what is expected or thcm,
and when :ley enter, they accept these conditions. Thousands of y mg men
have accepted them and lived up to them. All cadets are thoroughly uriefed on
the code and the consequences of breaking it. If theY do not like it, they are atliberty to resign. However, I want to emphasize my hard line is not against
the violators but for the honor cocle.

I never had a personal problem with the Code when I was at West Point,
though I sometimes feared I would see a good friend violate it. I wondered
then, as I did later about combat, what I would do if I was ever faced with that
decision. Perhaps things were less complicated in my day. Wc thought more in
terms of black and white ; less in gray and compromise.

My philosophies are not so locked in concrete that they can't change. I admit
perhaps some things at West Point need re-examining but feel strongly that
leniency and permissiveness have never proved adequate long-range solutions,
no matter how humane they might seem at the moment.

Still, the feeling persists some solidarity is needed in the country ; some rigid
standards are good and deep down, people want them. I think the West Point
Honor Code, basically in its present form, is essential if we are to have a stable
officer corps; I shudder to think of what a free nation without such sf tndardswould risk.

rWhereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., tile subcommittee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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HONOR CODES AT THE SERVICE ACADEMIES

XONDAY, AUGUST 23, 1976

r.S. SENATE,
Suncomtrrrrn ON MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

OP TrIE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
TV ashing ton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:20 p.m., in room
1318, Dirksen Office Building, Senator Sam Nunn, chairman,
presiding.

Present: Senators Nunn, Bartlett, and Stennis.
.Mso present : Francis J. Sullivan, Charles J. Conneelv, Kenneth

Fish, Jolm Goldsmith, George Travers, professional staff members;
Phyllis A. Bacon, assistant chief clerk; Louise Hop:)e and Roberta
Ujakovich, research assistants; Mary Shields, clerical assistant; Jeff
Record, assistant to Senator Nunn; Charlie Stevenson, assistant to
Senator Culver; Doug Racine, assistant to Senator Leahy; Fred Ruth,
assistant to Senator Bartlett.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN

Senator NUNN. Secretary Hoffmann, Superintendent Berry, it is
indeed a pleasure to have you before the subcommittee again today. We
regret that we are getting started a little late this afternoon. We hada vote at 2 o'clock. I felt it was better to go ahead and vote rather
than to be interrupted, although we may be interrupted later.

For some weeks, now, it has become increasingly apparent that a
satisfactory resolution of the current cheating scandal at West Point,
and of the numerous, complex and controversial issues which have
been raised by the scandal required a decision at the Department of the
Army level. The issue is no longer confined, as it once was. simply to a
routine inveStigation of alleged cheating on an insignificant electrical

'engineering examination. Nor is the. honor code at issue. The. code,
which states that "A cadet will not lie, cheat, or steal, or tolerate those
who do," represents a set of moral injunctions as old as western civili-
zation itself. What is at issue is the honor systemthe manner in whichthe code is applied and enforced.

During the past few months, serious doubts have arisen as to the
propriety of circumventing traditional cadet participation in the adju-
dication of cases connected with the current scandal.

During the past few months, ugly allegations have been made ofdeliberate use of command authority to influence those adjudications.
During the past few months, grave questions have emerged about the

Academy's willingness to resolve the issues of whether cheating of the
(785),
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kind which took place on the examination has become commonplace
at West Point, and whether the Academy itself may bear some of the
responsibility for the apparent disintearation of the honor system.

Dnring the past few months, it hast-become increasingly clear that
public and congressional concern over the deteriorating situation at
West Point was leading to a real crisis of cOnfidencein the Academy.

Mr. Secretary, you and I have discussed these issues at some length
during the past several weeks. On August 9; I wrote you a letter I.
in which I stated my concern over recent developments at West Point,
and expressed my belief that a viable honor system could not survive
unless it remained in the corps of cadets, was applied in a fair and
evenhanded way, and Was, enforced systematically- and thoroughly
throughout the system. I also encouraged you to consider taking action
that. would not only rssolve the current scandal in an equitable fash-
ion, but also restore, to West Point an honor system commanding the
'full support and respect of the corps of Cadets. I know.that any action
you take will be subject to scrutiny and criticism. I think you have a
very, very difficult decision to make. It is my understanding that you
are prepared to announce various Actions that yon aro, going to take
before this subcommittee today.

It is also my understanding that todav' e ings a.,,.3 being broad-
cast live to members of the corps f cadets., whf tt :.his very moment
'are assemb,e d. in various locations on t.hc West Point campus, the Ei-
senhower A uditorium, barracks, and classrooms.

We normally do not do this in this siAcommittee or full committee.
Because of the importance of havirw thorn informed on a firsthand
basis, we have made this exception today.

I know you have your statement to-make and so you proceed as you
see fit and then we will have questions for you.

STATEMENT OF HON-MARTIN It. HOFFMANN, 'SECRETARY OF THE
ARMY, ACCOMPANIED BY .LT. GEN. SIDNEY B. BERRY, SUrERIN-
TENDERT OF THE U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY

M. 1-I0FrmArix. Thank you, Mr.. Chairman, and may I say at the
!outset we appreciate the committee's uling with respect to.our.request
.to relay the proceedings to West Point.

I am pleased to return to your subcommitiee to testify on the West
Point honor code and system and the EE-304 home study project.With
me is Lt. Gen. Sidney 13. Berry, the Superintendent of the T_T.S. Mili-
.tary Academy.

First, let ine outline the status of the present cases at West Point
.that have arisen from the electrical engineering 304 home study
project. A statistical summary is attached to my statement : 202 cases
.have been forwarded to the Superintendent, 25 of those were dis-
missed by the Superintendent. Of the balance of 177, 88 have been
found to have violated the code by boards of officers; 44 have been

-exonerated by boards of officers; 12 have resigned ; one has been
separated for conduct ; and 32 cases are presently pending.

Mr. Chairman, we have appended to this statistical summary the
.additional information that yon requested in your :etter of August 9

2 See letter. p. 770.
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with respect to the number ()leases under investigation by the Cadet
.11onor Committee and the status of the litigation affecting the..elec-
trical mgineering study project situation.

In my previous appearance before this committee, I indicated. that
.I felt the proper course of action at that time was to proceed to let
the system function. I felt it was necessary to determine in the iirst

insta'ace whether a special ,disposition of tlese . cases was warranted,
and., if so

,
what the measure of that disposition should be.-

My statement will deal with these two issues presently. Our hope
.
has been that the situation could be resolved prior to the start of the
next academic year so that ,. recognizing that an unusual situation
existed, the proper address to the honor system could be made by the
Corps of Cadets, and the staff and faculty, as appropriate, without
an overbearing impact from lack of resolution of the ,304 situation.

Accordingly, we have followed the testimony adduced by this sub-
. committee letters from Members of Congress and others and informa-
tion availAle from many sources have been carefully reviewed. We
have been in close touch tfiroughout this ,ituation with Superintendent
Berry and his staff there at the Military Academy. I have myself made
several trips to West Point to talk with individuals and groups there
who have knowkdge of and perspectives on the situation.

Our attempt has been to assure proper disposi'.ion of the cases and
to take the actions required to assure that forthright address to the
overall health of the honor system could be made :n the context of the
new acadeuiic year. It is my hope that the decisions we have taken and
the course of action we have initiated will be responsive to the situation
that presently obtains.

Mr. Chairman, let me address the three conditions for a successful
honor sptern which you suggested in your letter ofAugust 9.

The first was that the honor code and the honor system must remain
in the corps of cadets. We agree.

It is my belief that the corps of cadets perceives that the balance cf
the system has shiftedaway irom, and that there is objective evidence
that this is the case. The evolving application of standards of due
process to th matter of separation of cadets from West Point is a
matter of general knowledge. It is representative of similar evolution
of the law in the society as a whole. It is not clear that these develop-
ments have been made a part of honor system instruction so that an
understanding both of the source and the requirements of due process
has become an hitegral part of the administration of the code. Accord-
ingly, many of the corps feel that the imposition of legal procedures
and requirement for boards of officers with attendant lawyers in
addition to the honor committee process has resulted in a diminishing
of honor committee and honor system influence.

Second, and concurrently with the foregoing, there has been an
increasing number of cases where honor boards have made findinfrs and
the individual found to have violated the honor code is returneeto the
corps after proceedings by a board of officers.

There are a variety of reasons in the individual cases why this
hap occurred. But taken in sum they provide a perception that the
importance and weight of honor committee findings have been
diminished. And that the decisive. elements of the honor code have
been assumed by the administration of the Academy.

789
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I belisve the honor connnittee, which is currently meeting at West
Point., is addressing this problem and I know the staff of the Academy,
headed by the Superintendent, is also giving this matter thoughtful
address.

I believe that the nearly universal acknowledgement, emphasized
by the EE 304 incident, that the corps must be fully seized with the
code and have not only confidence in- but full pr.rticipation in the
system helpful in redressing this balance. The solution to the problem
will be found in adjustments to the system 'and reinforcement of.the
honor code provided by the honor committees as well as by actions
that can be taken by the. responsible officials at West Point to assure
that the balance remains with the corps of cadets.

The. second point in your August 9 letter dealt with the requirement
for the system to work in a fair and even-handed way. I agree, that
undue interference, or pressure by Army officials in honor matters ar
in imicable to the concept, of a corps-based honor code and honor system.
Having said that, it. does not follow that. the best consultative. and
advisory resources of the institution sht,uld not he freely available
to members of the corps and the honor committees, and that a creative
consultative relationship should not exist. I beLeve that it is this
latter area that the communications between the staff and faculty on
the one hand and the. honor committee, and the, corps on the. other have
not been fn lly satisfactory.

There. have ben in the recent history of the. Acade.my differing
policies with respect to address by members of the staff and faculty
to the honor system and code which though designed to prevent undue
interferenc or Pressure or the appearance thereof, have, contributed
to a separation bei ween the stag and faculty and the corps on honor
related watters. These concerns have been discussed fully and while
an immAiate cure for this sort of dimension to the problem is not
poss;bk., I believe that over the next fe weeks important steps will
he taken to assure the vitality and legitimacy of the role of the staff
and faculty on the one band and the honor committees and the, corps
of e-dets on the other, in the. discussion and resolution of honor matters.

'I lie recent charges of intimidation of cadets and defense counsel are
indeed serious. I have had a special counsel from the Office of the
General Counsel who has looked into these, matters for me and is
continning an investigation of specific charges. I have had the r ppor-
timity to meet with a number of defense counsel and discuss this
sit not i(m with tlieni. I helieve that in many cases the dna rges of coercion
of defense counsel resnit from their hon"st perceptions t.hat they have
been pressured and thw. there may be objective eve»ts and circum-
stances that give Faibstance to the charges. I do not believe that these
are isolated cases hut rather that they have arisen from a general
background of disparity between the views of sonic of the defense
counsel and ot hers on the one hand and members of the administration
on the other with respect to the general health of the honor system.
I do not wish to oversimplify t his situation and I repeat that individual
cases will be rigorously pursued.

'I'be third condition necessary for an effective honor system was
that the honor system nnist deal with all violations in a systematic and
evenhamled manner. There have been charges that some honor viola-
tions are not being investigated and that there are members of the
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corps as yet undetected who violated the honor code in working the
electrical engineering 304 home stetly project.

It is extremely difficult to assess the actual number who are in this
category. The estimates run anywhere from a few to 400 additional
cadets wno are involved. As the histories of all academies indicate,
an honor system is severely challenged when the requirement is to
investigate and resolve largo-scale violations...We. have attempted to
pursue every lead and to give attention to any case alleged where there
is any evidence to support the charge. It is my hope that continuing
efforts together with the steps we plan to take with respeet to this
situation will permit a fair, evenhanded disposition.

Mr. Chairman, at the close of your letter you presented a suggestion
that the adjudication of the cases be permitted to continue but the im-
position of the penalty be held in abeyance until September when the
corps as a whole could by referendum determine what changes it would
make to the honor system.

This course of action has been urged upon us by a number of Mem-
bers of Congress, and by others. We have given it careful consideration
before deciding against such a course. The reasons there core will
emerge from the balance of my statement, bUt I would say in summary
that the electrical engineering 304 situation is a complex one. Although
the causative and contributive circumstances cannot he precisely de-
fined and while we will gain perspective on them from later study, I do
not believe I can avoid a responsibility to take action to resolve a broad-
based and extraordinary situation.

To summarize what has been learned during the intervening period,
I start with the conclusion that the corps as a whole supports the
honor code. It has disparate views on the operation of the honor sys-
tem and is in some state of uncertainty about the health of the honor
system, particularly in view of the current situation.

We are presented with an extraordinary honor situation involving
the surfacing of significant incidents of cheating in the context of a
number of contributing events and circumstances. All concerned are
agreed that there have been institutional shortcomings in communica-
tions, on honor matters as well as other matters within and without
the corps of cadets and that this occurred in the co,text of confusion
revolving around questions usually expressed as "who runs the honor
system" or "who does the honor system belong to."

We believe that those who collaborated or cheated on this examina-
tic*: know that they were doing wrong in this particular lircumstance.
On the other hana, the infirmities in the administration of a take-
home examination of this kind have subsequently been affirmed by
the academic board. There has been, however, an erosion o.,e. effective-
ness of the nontolerat ion concept of the honor code, partially through
a lack of sufficient education, partially due to a decline in perceived
importance of values relating to honorincluding the linked concepts
of duty and countryand partially because of the perceived severity
of the single sanction, coupled with 2 years of mandatory active Army
service.

The Academy recognizes that the environment within which the
cadets were educated, oriented, disciplMed, trained, and motivated
was in sonic respects insufficiently supportive of strict adherence to
the spirit of the honor code; and that imperfections in the operation
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of the honor system were in many instances sufficient to east doubt on
the importance, fairness, or impartiality esFent.iaI to a code and sys-
tem which demand and deserve unwavering and diligent support from
every cadet in the corps.

In short, I believe the concept of the honor system remains funda-
mentally sound. But the seriousnessness of the situation in its many ele-
ments requires extraordinary address to assure that on the sound
fundamental base that exists the full health of the system can be

restored.
In view of the above, the following actions have 1. or will be

t aken :
1. A special advisory panel will be appointed with a broad charter

to inake an indepth assessment, of the EE-30-1 situation and its under-
lying cau,cs in the context of the honor code and system, and their
place in the Military Acederny. This advisory panel will be asked to
evaluate. the past, the p:vsent, and the future of honor at WeA.Point
in ell its ramifications and in relationship to the corps and the institu-
tion as a whole.

Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be able to announce to you that Mr.
Frank Borman, who is the president and chief executive offimr of
Eastern Airlines, has agreed to serve as the chairman of this panel.

2. The Superintendent recalled the honor committee to West Point
from leave and detail on August. 18. They have been in frequent ses-
sion since and will continue in session until the start of the h.,:mdemic
year. The purpose of these deliberations is to enable the. honor com-
mittee to address the situation they will face in the upcoming yc
Included in these discussions will be the question of a referendum on
the modification of the mandatory sanction of expulsion.

3. The following serit,s of actions pertain to those individuals who
have violated the, honor cOde in. respect to the EE-304 fiome study

. project :
(a) Cadets who have violated the honor code in respect to the EE-304

ho!'le study project will be separated from the. Military Academy.
T..y will )-ie allowed to apply next spring for readmission.

(b) There will be established at. the start of the academic year a
grace period of limited duration which cadet violators. including
those heretofore undetected, may conic forward, resign, and claim this
special disposition of their cases.

(e) Cadets whose cases are pending may elect to continue those pro-
ceedings and if found in violation of the honor code. may elect tlm
above disposition of thei r case.

(d) The 2-year Active Army service will be waived in all the above
cases.

.1. As a matter of equity, all honor cases which arose during the
past academic year and whhfi resulted in separation will be reviewed
upon netition or request.

5. A cgdet who is elitrible to apply for readmission will have a
Period of about a year in v !lir]) to mature, reflect upon his desire
for a military career, and to continue to demonstrate this potential
for commissioning.

Ideally, this period would be spent as an enlisted man in the Active
Army and arrangements will be made therefor. However, a cadet may
elect, a plan not Involving active service which, if approved by the
Superintendent and successfully carried out, should warrant read-
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mission. Those who violated the honor code represent a wide range of
apparent motivation, aptitude for commissioned service in tt. A-rmy,
self-discipline, and integrity. Criteria similar to those requ_2ed for
'admission and commissioning will be used to identify those cadets
potentially suited for eventual graduation from the U.S. Military
Academy. The Army t:ges alerted cadets to considei an enlisted
service option, but in any case, wiil provide all assistance and counsel-
ing to any cadet who desires to reapply. It is the expectation of the
.Armv that a large number of those who elect to apply kr readmission
will 'demonstrate their qualification to continue their careers in the
Army. .

6. The Superintendent has directed that the classes of 1977 and
1978 be reassigned to new companies in the corps. This is necessary
because of the loss through honor violations of first classmen who
are responsible for the operation of the companice, and to achieve a
.greater overall institutional awareness in addition to their company
°orientation. It is imperative that future Army officers recognize the,
obligation of duty, honor, and country, and that friendship need not
and cannot insist on a higher order of obligation.

7. The academic board has reviewed procedures, and take-home pinj-
ects similar to EE-304 will no longer be given.

Mr. Chairman, we, beli-ve these, actions constitute extraordinary
measures. These are taken in response to an extraordinary honor
situation. I believe also that, these actions are fair and equitable to
the, corps, to the institution, to tbe Army, and to the Congress, and to
t he America n people.

I would indicate, Mr. Chairmim, that the proposals that we have
made, the plan of action on which we are embarked, has been reviewed
by the Department of Defense Committee on Excellence in Educa-
tion.of which Deputy Secretary Clements is the Chairman. They are
in full actreement with and support this proposal.

I shorild also say that the. steps I have outlined represent.decisions
taken, but to the extent they will. represent the solution to this prob-
lem there will be, required the efforts of all of those in the Army and
in support of the institution and all of those in the institution in
opening to the possibility available for individuals to step forward
and in effect for the institution and particularly the corps to have
an opportunity to handle this problem.

I cannot emphasize strongly enough that, at no time did we con-
si(ler that tbe code itself should be or is being changed or diluted in
any respectthe code is timeless and enduring.

The overriding objective is to insure that West Point continues as
the wellspring of the values of duty, honor, count7 that have and
must characterize the profession of arms. West Point has been a flame
of conscience for the officer corps, the Army, and the Nation, and it
must so continue. . .

Mr. Chairman, we will be happy to have your questions.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I would like to commend you for appearing befOre the committee

today and being very frank and candid about your overall assessinent
of the problem. Your admission that the Academy itself bears some of
the responsibility for the apparent disintegration of the honor Sys-
tem is a courageous one, although it will undoubtedly be questioned
by many who believe that somehow our human institutions can escape
the imperfections that confront, human beings.
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You also have admitted that the divisive elements of CAI system,
in some cases, have been taken away. or at least the cadets have the
perception they have been taken away by the administration. This
admission, I think, breaks the ground for a retuin of the honor sys-
tem to the corps of cadets at some early future point.

Also, your admission that cadets' support and respect for an honor
system, has declined during the past several years in my view is a
requisite for its restoration. I believe you have set, an example at the
top, although I want to question you about a good many of the spe-
cific& I think you have set an example at the top t}t hopefully will
serve as an example all the way, not only through West Point but also
through the Army itself. I also believe the other academies can benefit
greatly by some of the problems that are now confronting West Point
and also by the leadership you have displayed.

I know what you have admitted here todaysome of which has
been carefully couched in precise languageis a real step toward cor-
recting many of the problems that are not just a result of this episode
but perhaps permeated the system for some time.

We have Senator Bartlett hen) and Senator Stennis. We are de-,
lighted the chairman could join us today.

Before I get into questions, and I have many of them, I would like
to ask either of them if they would like to make any kind of state-
ment. They weren't here when we opened, but if they have any kind of
an opening statement or any reaction to your statement.

I will ask Senator Stennis first if he has any observations he would
like to make.

Chairman STExi.us. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will yield to Sen.
ator Bartlett. I am here because 1, too, am concerned I have been
pleased with what I have heard come from Secretary Boffmann here,
but I want to be a visitor. You proceed in your own way. I thank you.

Senator NuNN. Well, I know you followed this and you and I have
discussed it a good many times. I appreciate very much your being
with u& At any v).nt you want to mterject opinions or questions,
feel free to participate.

I might also add Senator Bartlett is on tlm Board of Visitors at
West Point and has taken a very great interest. in these hearings. He
and I have discussed it a good many times. He has just attended a
meeting there, so I am very grateful to you for your participation and
deep interest in the Academy and also the honor code.

Senator Thurn.rrr. I thank the Chairman very muab.
I appreciate the appearance today of Secretary Hoffmann and

General Ber y. I think this will be very helpful in evaluating some
of the problems that exist in the situation that I find very perplexing.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, I am a member, as you said, of the
Board of Visitors of West Point as well as this subcommittee. One
point I think is important is, where does the responsibility lie for the
system; that is the continuance of it from year to year? I feel that it
lies, to a great extent, with the officers at West Point rather than with
the cadets.

I feel that on the one hand it isn't clear bow the honor system itself
can be changed. and so 7" think that, there is a great share of respon-
sibility lying with the officers of West Pohit.
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It has appeared to me listening to the testimony before this com-
mittee as well as in private conversations that the single most critical
problem to be faced and dealt with at West Point today is the rigidity
of the honor system and the fact that some discretion must be exercised
in dealing with honor code violations. I am concerned that you may
not have addressed this issue, Mr. Secretary, as clearly as yon might
in your prepared testimony.

For example, Mi. Secretary, we have had overwhelming-testimony
before this connnittee to the effect that single sanction provisions in
an honor code do not provide the discretion necessary for justice to
prevail with a series of alleged violations.
If that is the case, then the present system which has single sanction

rigidity would not lend itself to fairness and justice in the current
honor system controversy.

So that leads to the question as to should there be some discretion
provided by your office to the honor committees, to the Superintendent,
to the Review Board ?

We have had testimony that the honor system works if they have,
and only if they have, overwhelming support of the students, or in
this case the cadets. I think that this is a matter that should be given
attention by you as you proceed.

It appears to me also that the system itself is self-destructive. Win,
I mean by that is, it tends to force those cadets who may be most
honorable and, therefore, desirable out of the corps under the rigidity
of the system.

What I am referring to is if one cadet lied to another cadet that he
bad shined his shoes when he had not, it doesn't lend itself to a
repentant cadet to go back to the other one and say, "Well, I lied,"
because that would, I assume, result in expulsion.

So I -would appreciate your comments on that part of it.
Mr. HOFFMANN. Senator Bartlett, let me at the outset indicate our

appreciation for the thoughtful letter that was transmitted to us a
couple of weeks ago. I would indicate to you that I have passed both
of those letters along through General Berry to the members of the
honor committee so they can have the benefit of those suggestions.

With respect to your first point, the continuity of the system, I
would like to have General Berry comment on this. I think perhaps
the continuity of the system does depend on the officers and the staff
for continuity. This is not to say that the code and system are not
passed from one class down to the next in terms of instructional
materials, in terms of ideas, and in some cases passed information
about handling of the code during the previous year.

From my own discussions with several members of the honor com-
mittee that they have indicated ther awareneSs that this transitional
process may have been somewhat insufficient in the past in terms of
giving them not only the fullest possible history but feel for the eode
as it has operated and as it has revolved over the succession of years.
So I think that that will be addressed by the honor committee as they
meet.

With respect to your observations as to the flexibility in the system
and the need for a measure of discretion, as I indicated in my state-
ment, the honor committee is presently meeting at West Point. They
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are deliberating as to whether or not to submit this matter to the
corps for a determination by the corps as to whether it wishes to
change the present single sanction, and they will if they determire to
submit a proposal to the corps fashion that proposal. They are dis-
cussing this among the committee now. They have not yet reached a
final determination on these two matters and they will be reportiog
to the Superintendent at such time as they have reached a resolution
0 f those matters.

I think your point about the overwhelming confidence that is neces-
sary illustrates one of the problems with the instant case. On the one
hand you have a large majority of the corps and individual cadets who
are very strongly supportive and aware of the honor code and the
honor concept who are amazed at this development. On the other hand
there are a number of cadets who have in ways both flagrantly and
subtlely violated the honor code with respect to this examination under
the heading of your notion .of pervasiveness not only tt, e them ques-
tions with respect to the adequacy of the health of the system as ex-
pressed in a broad atmosphere encompassing with the fullest sense of
the honor and spirit of the code, but there is a question as well oldepth.
Many of the circumstances which I have cited will be looked into by
the blue ribbon panel that we have selected and they too, will indicate
degrees of contribution or lack of contribution to that overall situation.

Your final point that the system seems to operate to the detriment of
the best cadets, I would ask General Berry to comment on all of these.
I think it is true that to the extent, particularly with the toleration
clause of the code, that this puts a premium on individual initiative, in-
dividual responsibility, for the policing of the code.

I have heard it said by cadets that this is the element of the code
that. makes the code the corps' own code because it is self-policing. I
think there is the impression in times when the adherence to the code,

enthusiasm for the code and the extent to which the corps is seized
with the codewhen these are on the wane it. appears that the individ-
ual who has met his conscience, wrestled inside himself and decided
to conic forward and disclose his violation, may receive a penalty
which appears inordinate when there are others who have not re-
sponded under the, code as he has.

Now, if General Berry would like to comment.
General Bmtny. Senator Bartlett, let me comment on two parts of

your question, the responsibility for continuity of the honor system
and your comments about the possibility that the system is self-destruc-
tive.

The corps of cadets has the major responsibility for the continuity of
the honor system. There is, however, a shared responsibility by the
administration from the Superintendent down through the last tactical
officer and the numbers of the staff and faculty. It is the cadets them-
selves who as they pass their knowledge, their lore, froth one class to
another, and as they indoctrinate succeeding classes, educate them in
the honor system and code, there is a continuity.

The officers provide the, environment, hopehilly a beneficial suppor-
tive enviromnent, to permit the corps to have the major share of the
responsil,ility, the basic responsibility for the code.

Frankly, one of our shortcomings in recent years has been that the
continuity has not been well organized enough in passing from one
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class to the succeeding class. That is one of the findings of the special
study of 1974-73, the so-called Buckley report, some of whose members .

were here before you. We already have taken steps to strengthen the
passing of the continuity to strengthen the system within the cadet
honor committee for changes, and let me comment that one of the rea-
sons why the oflicers have been reluctant to perhaps carry their full
share of the responsibility for the continuity is a reluctance to be per7
ceived as taking the code or the systeM from the cadets themselves.

On the second point of self-destructiveness of the system, I think that
deals largely with the single sanction.. I believe the t the Secretary has
mentioned that the honor committee right now i3 debating that and
discussing that and determining whether or not they are going for-
ward to the corps of cadets witha referendum.

Senator BARTLETT. Mr. Chairman, if I might I had a little more in
my opening statement.

Senator NUNN. Go ahead and finish that and we will go back by the
10-minute rule.

Senator BArrLErr. I would like to compliment the Secretary for
becoming involved with this controversy and for his meeting with the
cadets, the honor committee at West Point, and I am certainly pleased
to learn of the cadets considering a referenduin on asmatter of multi-
sanction or single sanction because I think the question of the respon-
sibility of the cadets to this system is a question that should be dealt
with as to whether their responsibility has been eroded.

I would like to read just three paragraphs from my letter to you
because I think this is what summarizes its contents. The third and'
second from the last paragraphs on page 4. I said:

ask you, Mr. Secretary, can justice prevail insa system not supported by the
majority of the cadets, nor created by all the cadets, nor totally administered
by the cadets, and that is considered unworkable by virtually all knowledgeable
people?

Creating a just honor system for the future does not provide justice for the
present.

It is my opinion that both the cadets at 'West Point and the Army officers
charged with its operation share in the responsibility of the failure and demise
of the present Honor System. You as Secretary of the Army are charged with
the ultimate responsibility that out of the current controversy justice will prevail
now and have a good prospect of prevailing in the future. In my opinion,, you
cannot fulfill your responsibility without intervening in the controversy at West
Point,

You have done that. You have intervened and I am very pleased
that you have.

.Mr. Chairman, I would like to make very briefly one additional
comment, that I am concerned also by the academic environment at the
Academy. I have been surprised to learn that this institution of higher
learninff has a majority of its faculty with a level of teaching experi-
ence oe1 year. This situation can be corrected, Mr. Secretary, hy you.
I believe that a faculty consisting of at least 30 percent civilians with
teaching as their full-time profession would provide a vuy important
component to the faculty at West Point.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much tin.1, Mr. Secretary and.
General Berry, I thank you.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Secretary, 'would you like to respond to that
particular point ?

Mr. HOFFMANN. Let MC respond briefly if I may.
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The Committee on Excellence in Education of the Department of
Defense which is charged by Mr. Clements has been umlertaking a
review of all of the academies with respect to the academic side.

The questions of the mix of civilians versus military, questions of
tenure and a number of these matters, are under consideration by that
comrilittee and they are receiving overview.

In the case of West Point I would ask General Berry to comment
from his knowledge of not only how it, works but how it is regarded,
but I would say that we are getting a salutary result to date in terms
of the energy, knowledge and ability to relate by the instructors, again
teaching at the college level and in being able to select men of out-
standing remrds in the Army. The Army dimension is presented
throughout the instruction that they (rive and this has been one of the
aspects of academic process at "West Point that has made West Point
an outstanding instit ution.

General Berry.
General BERRY. Senator Bartlett, the teaching faculty at West Point,

the academic faculty, is about 96 percent. military.. As the Secretary
pointed out, ours is an undergraduate college level of edncation and
the purpose of the Military Academy, as you well know, is to develop
regular officers for the, U.S. Army.

Of these 96 percent military faculty members, about 12 Percent,
11 or 12 percent are permanent or tenured faculty members. These are
the ones who are the heads of the department, the associate permanent
professors, that provide the continuity and the academic disciplines
that they represent. The bulk of the teaching faculty ar e. line officers
of the Army who have on the average 5 to 8 years service in the Army,
and the distinguished service officers are sent to top quality graduate
schools, on the average for 2 years, where they have training in what-
ever discipline they are going to teach.

Then their assignment at the Military Academy as a teacher is 3 to 4
years on the average. Each decade. the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools validates our academic accreditation
as it does those of other schools and universities. The last accreditation
was in 1969. and that accreditation group gave extremely high marks
to the, Military Academy's academic faculty on the quality of their
teaehing, the effectiveness of their teaching, and the eximmunication
with the students in the classroom.

"We do augme.nt the academic faculty by bringing in select distin-
guished visiting professors who add that quality both to the faculty
and to the, classroom.

I might comment that after 1 year of combat service in Korea, in
1950 and 1.951, 1 attended Columbia. University for 2 years. received a
masters degree, in international relations and in history, then taught
history at the Military Academy for 3 years.

Frankly. I think I was a pretty effective teacher and I know that
I was a, far more effective Army officer for what I had learned in the
classroom both in Columbia and there at the Military Academy.

But as the Secretary says, this has been a subject of examination
by the Defense Department Committee on Excellence in Education.

Senator Nrrwic. Mr. Secretary, I think the question of command in-
fluence or pressure as to the defense counsel is a very important ques-
tion. and one I raised with you. In your statement you say
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you believe in many cases the charges of coercion of defense counsel
result from their honest perceptions that they have been pressured
and that there may be objective events and circumstances that give
substance to the charges.

Then you also make reference to, and I quote "general disparity
between the views of some of the defense counsel and members of the
administration with respect to the general health of the honor system."

You made also a statement you are looking into it. What I would like
to know is, have you found that the defense counsels have been coerced
at West Point?

Mr. HOFFMANN. There are several who feel they have been. Again my
statement here is designed to outline the following, and if I may I will
expand on this a little bit including some examples.

There are some of the lawyers at West Point who are instructors,
who have early held the view that the due process protections afforded
by the system am not adequate, that due process should be in the
honor system to a greater degree than they are, and they have been
quite vocal in expressing these views to the corps of cadets and to the
administration.

In the context of some complex cases that have come up and become
controversial there have been in some instancesthey tell me, and I
have some confirmatory evidenceencouraged not to take sides or to
discuss the case.

In other words, they feel they have been prohibited from freely
discussing these cases in class with students who ask them questions.
This is an instance where the situation of implied coercion arose from
their having been forbade to discuss the case and they were at that
time defense counsel, so that they felt they were being preosured and
they are being pressured in respect to their discourse and ability to
discuss this with the cadets because they were defense counsel and
because they held a view that was contrary to the view held by the
admniistration.

In my discussions with the defense counsel they recognized their
obligation as a lawyer, that they are officers of the proceedings, as a
lawyer is an officer of the court. They have a very real interest, which
they have expressed to me, in improving the system and insuring we
have a healthy system at West Point.

Given the disparity and in some cases the difficulties in communica-
tion, situations arose where well-meaning people differed. In actions
that followed, the defense counsel, felt a de(rree of coercion implied by
the administration. On the other hand, die administration in some
cases felt that the defense counsel were going outside of proper limits
in commentary on the honor system and on matters, and that those
were not constructive in content.

I think the balance lies somewhere between the two. When I say
these incidents occurred in the context of the overall situation we aro
addressing, they have their roots in the dichotomy between those who
felt the system was in some trouble and a greater effort should be
made to do something about it, and the administration who thought,
the process was working.

Senator NUNN. I would like to ask you specifically, about allega-
tions that there have been reassignments and bad effickncy reports
in the case Of some defense counsels, and, I believe, one even made the
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tillegation that there had been denial of promot ion that would other.
wise have taken phice.yhis goes far beyond the difference in empliasis.
'This gets down to the specific allegations of misconduct on the part of
some officers in t he I T.S. Army.

Mr. HOFFMAN N. That is correct.
rirst with respect to the allegations that there were a:.tempted re-

assignments. There were two cases that I am aware of where that
arose as an immediate issue. One was in the ease of an individual who
had finished his normal tour of 3 years at West Point and applied for
an extension to stay there. This was (hulled ill normal mime, feeling
that his deveiopment would be better served by his going to the field.
However, that decision when it leaked out of the building had not
taken into account his duties at the time as a defense counsel. We had
independently stated that regardless of assignment policies or other
imperatives that those, who had eases and were representing individ-
uals before the honor process would be allowed to remain, and this in-
dividual was allowed to remain.

Now, again I think an individual who felt, he was under pressure
and in an unpopular position with respect to the overall institution

infer from that that the institntion was trying to switch hnn out
of there because he was a troublemaker or something. I don't honestly
.believe that happened.

Senator NUNN. Yoll say there were two eases of reassignment ?
Mr. HoFemrA N N. There was another case which an individual was

selected by a board to attend I believe the act vaneed course for la wyeis
:at Charlottsville. He indicated that he did not wish to attend that
com5e. I am still looking into the details of what followed. But em-
braeed in the situation were considerations of whether or not he could
attend the course the next, year so that he could continue his defense
representation at the Academy, or whether by forfeiting that chance
he would lose his option to go next year. I am looking into that. I dis-
cussed it even last night while I was at the Aradenly. I believe the in-
tention there was and should be he has been selected as an officer who
has earned attemlance at that course and he 5110111(1 be allowed to go.
.1 haven't. had a chance to diseusss that situation with him following
my conversation last evening.

Senator NUNN. What about the bad efficiency reports that are a :-
Ieged and also the denial of promotion? Ifave you looked into those
cases?

Mr. Iforru-Axx. The efficiency report question I did look into. The
etlkielley report itself T believe was not a detrimental efficienev report...
There was comment. attached to the, report lry an overseeing officer who
was allowed to do that which stated that in his judgment, in respect
to certain bounds that the, attorney in question went onside of profes-
sional bounds in discussing and commentiliff on cases and individuals.
I am looking into that situation as well, based on my belief that it
arose in the context of the circinnstanees I have outlined here today.
11Iy hope is to look into that situation thoroughly and assure that there
is no prejudice to that officer by reason of that report that is not
justified by the circumstances.

Senator NUN N. If you do find duress or undue influellee on defense
counsel by the Army. what ;lotions will von take?

Mr. I EOFFMA N N. I will take action to redress the situatipn.
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Senator NUN N. What are the penalties provided in Army regulations
for this kind of action ? Are there any violations of law involved ?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I would have to check on that. I am sure that the
regulations cover the situation. I am not sure about the violations of
law. Again, looking at the substance of what was said and what was
contained in that efficiency report, I am not sure it fell without the
bound of what I am takking about. I am sure it was malicious. Whether
or not it comported with the situation as it is now developed and com-
ports with the underlying facts of the situation as we know them I
will look into it and make a disposition based on all those facts.

Senator NUNN. Superintendent Berry, do you want to comment on
any of these allegations?

General Bunny. Yes, sir, I would like to.
First, I will state unequivocally that I, as Superintendent, have

exerted no command influence or undue pressure on any of the counsel.
I have been keenly conscious that command influence is totally out of
order in any command that I exercise or any other command in the
Army.

As one who has been in the personnel business let ine add a bit to
the Secretary's comments about those two assignments. For lawyers
there is centralized assignment from the Department of the Army and
those of us in the field do not know what is going to happen to the law-
yers in our command. That is something that emanates from the De-
partment of the Army.

Regarding the one lawyer whose reassignment was announced early
in the spring, I think, frankly I was infuriated because it came at such
a sensitive time and I knew full well what allegations would follow.
You have the different levels of the bureaucracy operating the reas-
signment level, operating without knowledge of any sensitivity to what
was happening out on the battle front.

Another one was the, officer whose assignment in question to the ad-
vanced JAG course. This is the sitnation. Annually a list of officers is
examined by boards to determine who goes to the advanced courses.
There is a primary list and then there is an alternate list. For various
reasons people fall out of the primary list : resignation, illnesses, other
reasons. Therefore, it is necessary to move people up from the alternate
list so that the Army can fill up its school quotas.

The particular officer assigned to the Military Academy, again we
have the different levels of bureaucracy working, at a time when the
principals had fallen out, was contacted to see if he wanted to go to the
Judge Advocate General advanced course after 2 years of his assign-
ment at West Point. And I believe that he said no to that. That again
I think was perceived as perhaps something that bad been arranged
because of his involvement in the EE-304 situation, which was not the
case at all.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Secretary, turning to another line of question-
ing, I believe you stated that the honor committee is now meeting and
that the honor committee will in all likelihooddepending on their
own choice, I assumepropose certain matters for referendum by the
corps of cadets.

Mr. HOFFMA NN. I tried not to ascribe any predictions as to what they
would or would not do.
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Senator NuNN. Is that, one of their options? Does the honor commit-
tee have the option of proposing possible questions for the corps of
cadets in the fall when they get back ?

Mr. HOFFMANN. They have that option. It is that option they are
seriously considering as well as alternative forms of modification to
the single sanction that they might propose. They are going forward on
both of those, as I understand it, in discussing it with them. They have
not reached a final decision as a body as to whether they will recom-
mend and what they will recommend.

Senator NUNN. 'iron, as Secretary of the Army, do not propose then
that there be certain questions on the referendum in the fall? Yon
think that is the job of the honor committee to make this
determination.

'Ali% HOFFMANN. I think that is their job, their responsibility, and
their prerogative in the first instance.

Now, they have asked 3ne how I felt and I have told them I feel a.
measure of discretion in the system would give them a better system
and I have explained why.

I have also pointed out to them that those are my views and that
they should have a crack at, that decision. As you will recall, last year
there was a referendum submitted to the corps by the honor commit-
tees. The, honor committees had determined that a two-thirds vote
should be required to change that provision of the system and the
vote when tallied was 54.6 percent affirmative for a concept of discre-
tion in mitigation of that, single sanction. Because of the two-thirds
requirement it, did not pass.

Since that time and since the taking of that vote I think the com-
mittee has had the experience of the EE-304 incident and had also the
chance, to study the honor system more fully. They have the Buckley
study. They are deliberating as to whether they should. again put, a
referendum before the corps.

Senator NuNN. Let. me pose this question for you.
Let's assume first of all, that, you have given some measure of dis-

cretion here for the first time by saying that, those cadets that had
any kind of violat ion of the honor system, that have been expelled
between academie year 1976 and the present time, will be given a
measure of discretion in that they will be allowed to reapply to the
Academy next fall. That. is correct?

Mr. I EOFFmANN. They will be allowed to reapply but, they will be
separated from the Academy upon resignation for honor violations.

Senator NUNN. To the extent, that that represents a measure of dis-
cretion or flexibility in the system, and as to the extent that has been
decided at the. Secretary of tlie, Army level, suppose the corps of cadets
disagree,l with that deeision. Suppose that, was put, on the referendum
in the fall, as to whether they should be allowed to reapply. What
would be your attitude toward that, kind of question, particularly if
it was answered in the negative, by the eorps of cadets?

Mr. HOFFMANN. Senator, I have never considered there might be a
referendum on the. actions we, are taking today and I would not want
to speculate what would occur in such eventuality which I regard as
quite unlikely.

One of the thrusts of the, steps we are taking today is to try to
mitigate to some extent the effects of an individual coining forward
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and owning uP to his responsibilities under the code. The 2-year pro-
vision we feel in the past has to some extent inhibited not only the
choice by individuals to come forward but has had a discouraging
effect on the effectiveness of the nontoleration provision In this case
it is my feeling that faimess as well as moving toward those individ-
uals and giving them an opportunity to make a choice without being
fettered by this 2-year constraint is a, wise thing to do in an effort to
get a greater degree of resolution to the EE-304 situation.

Senator NUNN. You are saying this is an unusual case and an un-
usual circumstance., and only on that basis do you think the Secretary
of the Army should intervene ?

Mr. HOFFMANN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. You do not intend tliis to be precedent in the future?
Mr. HOFFMANN. I woub I hope we, would not have another situation

like this in the future and I do not intend it to be a. precedent to future
action.

Senator NuNN. Would it be fair to say the facts speak for them-
selves, that the. nontoleration clause is not working? Yon have 200
people suspected of violations but I think there have been very, very
few eases in all of these where any cadets have turned another cadet in.

Mr. HOFFMANN. There have been a few cases and I think it casts
doubt as to the universality of acceptance of the nontoleration provi-
sion. The Buckley study and some of the surveys that they did indi-
cated or developed some indicators that this nught be the case. And
I think it is.

You will recall the discussions that we had in our earlier hearings,
the competition between and the ethic that you don't tattletale on your
friend as opposed to the ethic that you undertake responsibilities to the
institution. I think the honor system, the honor concept is somewhat
fragile. It is fragile to a degree out of proportion to the apparent sig-
nificance of some of the institutional facets as wen as events that have
a bearing on it. That is a conclusion that I would draw, not that it has
become ineffective, but that it has not been as pervasive in its applica-
tion to the corps as the system needs to achieve the thorough degree of
effectiveness that it should have.

Senator NUNN% Senator Bartlett.
Senator BA r:ruIrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Smetary, you said on page 1 of your testimony, in the third

paragraph : "In my previous appearance before this committee, I indi-
cated that I felt the proper course of action at that time was to pro-
ceed to let the system function."

I have a series of questions here. I am not trying in any way to pre-
clude you from answering the way you want. I think.I can get them in
and the otber questionsI have a lot of other questionsif your an-
swers are brief.

Do you feel that the honor system has functioned?
Mr. IforTmANN. I feel that it has functioned but it has functioned

incompletely.
Senator BArerurrr. Has it functioned well?
Mr. HoFFmANN. I think fairly well but not as well as we would want

to have it function or as the corps would want to have it function.
Senator BAirrixrr. Has it functioned as a prerogative and responsi-

bility of the cadets completely?
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Mr. I Iol.'1.'MANN, I ani all iollS to give Voil a short ansWer hut can't.
Set, :It or I 3AltTLETT. i ve We long answer.
Xy{6F,nA/N.<),u,cispmn,n,r
I think in general it. htts. I think the percept ion has logged its actual

effctiveness. In several eases which have later become vont niversial,
there has been insufficient addivss to due process requirements for the
honor committee process lt is in a state of procedural enriehment. if I
may call it that,.

In Other %voids. t here have b01.11 din' process requirements that are
being met iculously adhered to by officer boards. 'Ube officer !mart Is sit,
and review the case de novo, which is to say they la lw it up in the first
inst alive again. In some cascs ||w proces by the honor committee has
been incomplete in.; to the facts. si) that. a later reversal of the case hy
an official board in the knowledge of the full fails might have oaeurtyd
in the honor commit tee, had they had the -woe facts.

Now, %vitli the exception of those c,Hes where that. has oectnavd.
think the system has worked fairly well.

Again when we tall: about, t he system %% (irking. T inelude the dispo-
sition of rases which is Often reflective of the general tenor and health
of t he responsiveness of t he system across t he board.

Senator 1;mi:rm.:I:T. Seeret :try. in my letter to you I said :
11111 the honor system has failedfailed to achieve the integrity of the honor

code. This is clearly shown hy the no cadets implicated and the 7:: /Inlets found
to have violated the honor system to date. Further investigations hy five internal
review subpancls currently are in progres*

inulertt and they have completed their netivity now.
Moreover. the honor system, as far :IN the alleged violations aml the take-home

leiatnination EE-3114 is conerned. is no longer permiltvil to ite t.mlet respon-
sibility-- a cadet-administered honor system. General Berry. the Superintendent
of West Point, by establishing the internal slip:owls has superseded and usurped
cadet. authority. lit effect. by unilateral action he has terminated. at least tempo-
rarily. the student administered systom. perhaps creating deep resentment among
the violets wlw mx he called npon to develop and sulistant hilly approve a new
and hetter honor system.

.knd add one other point I did not add in the letter. that cer-
tainly un honor system is supposed to promote honor. and an honor
syshull t hat fails in a la rre way is not fair to the honor students who
are participat illr in the examination.

So I wondered if you would emilmont on whether or not the systent
has failed from t he point of view of such large windier of violations,
failed from the point of view of properly and justly iiroseenting
t hos:c violators, failed crom the point of view of promoting. honor. aml
failed frmn the point of view of lmin,: lair to the honor student ?

Yr. I itivru.% x. |^| nw :-,tart wit h yont proposit ion that t he honor
system ha,: don't believe it has.

I thioh: t here is a widespread incidence of violation. the diownsions
or bi,,,nning. ntore clear as flu% review process and the officer

cont 'nue.
I think it is well to point mit at the outset that the %vhole problem

calor lUeht hy or :in inipul:ivp cadet who wrote on his paper
hnd roiyiyed assistance. Followin!, that there lot ve been

vxl and I e:ave the summary in my statement who have resUrned. I
think we cannot sav in this sit not ion that the honor system has failvd,

we thought it had t hat there was sonn basie problem at
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work here, I think we might have taken different address to the
situat ion.

Senator 1 lAnTLETT. Would you call it, successful ?
Mr. I-haTMANN. I doll't think it, has been completely successful.

keep referring to this concept of health because I think the system is
dependent on many aspects liat only in the corps wit h respect to the
individuals but in the institution as well with respect to general stip--
port for the honor concept. I don't, think it is as healthy as it should be.

On the other hand, I don't I-le..eve that it has failed. The steps we
have taken today are designed to reinforce the st rengths t hat we feel
arc in the system and to give them t he fullest opportunity for play in
extraonlinary situations. It, will require a degree of empathy by .the
corps and institution to move forward and address this situation.
'Hopefully cadets who are implicated and yet undetected, some who
perhaps have even been exonerated by the process, but know they have
committed a Violation, will step forward and own up to their respon-
sibilities, mainly to themselves, but to the system and to West Point.
So I don't. believe it has failed.

With resiwct to t he fact that the numbers show it has failed. I agree
that, the numbers are imprecedented for West Point. They are large.
1 also agree hat we have not determined the extent of actual violations
of the honor :;vsteni and 1 hope we will get a hotter look and have the
Sitaatiall ill a more resolved post MP as a, result of the ongoing prooess
which will be coincident with the effects of the steps we are taking.

I would say a few words about the internal review panel because
this body is extraordinary in handling honor proceedings. I do not
believe it was uoilaterally set up by the Superintendent. althoindi he
was t he 'moving force behind it. Ile consulted with me before he did it.
Ile also consulted witll the honor eommittee before he set it up.

Reviewing t he sit nat ion at 1 he t t hey had gone through 177 cases.
they found a fter the initial 1e10o11. came in. again it %vas in the spring-
time, it was ill the context of the end of the year, exams were, upon
them as well as June Week and graduat ion. The feeling was, rightly
or wrongly. that the situation involving these widespread eases
together with t he circumstances in whi,di the cadets found themselves
and the size of the proldem warranted this address Whiell. as I say. is
not unprecedented in the history of the honor code and system al-
though it is unusual.

Senator HAI:mi.:Tr. Did the eadets ask for the MP's?
Afr. Irol,TMANN. Well. I would let Geiwral Berry connnent on tlm.

disclissions he had wit h t hem.
Senator BAirmrrr. I woubl be !dad to have it. I wanted to know

whether they had asked for it or not.
General liEnny. Senator Bartlett, the members of the honor com-

mittee acknowledged that the extent of investigations was bevon..
t heir ea pa Id I ity.

Senator BAirruirr. Did t hey ask for the IRP?
General BERRI-. They did not ask for the IRP hnt they acknowl-

edged when I sutzgested this was the way to go that it was beyomt
their capability. The initiative was mine.

Senator Ii.urri.rxr. Mr. Secretary. in your opinion do the IRP's or
by the actions that they have taken, has that permitted the system to,
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function? You said you wanted the system to function iind I wonder
if von feel it has functioned with the IRP's action?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I believe that it has. There have been allegationsOf-
Senator BAnTurrr. How can you sav that when the cadets have, no

responsibility with the IRP's and this is supposed to be a cadet
program?

. Mr. ITorrAtANN. There were provisions made at the outset to have
cadets sit on the IRP's and in most cases with the IRP's they did so
sit. There were some TRP's that were conducted at a time that the
cadets were on leave when they did not sit. But the bulk of the eases.
I believe this is an accurate, statement, cadets sat on those. boar& and
participated in the. del iberat ions.

Senator BARTLErr. What would be the makeup of an IRP a typival
one, how many cadets and how many officers?

General BERRY. Two officers and one cadet.
Senator BARTLETr. Tlu ik you, Mr. Secretary. General Berry, thank

you. My time is up.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Secretary, with respect to the, formation of a

special advisory panel, could you be a little. more specifie on its com-
position as to who will be on them, lmw they will be selected, what the
h.ngth of service will be, when the report, will be due, and so on?

Mr. HormANx. They are being asked now to serve. They will be
representative, they will be from private life, from outside of the
Army. We will have on the panel a retired four-star general and a
former Chief of Staff. The members will be representative of the busi-
ness community, of the academic community. reprt ive as well as
I would hope of a broad spectrum of disciplines in private life that
will give IN a broad objective view not only of this incklent but, rdato
that to the honor committee and honor process as a whole and relate
that to its place in the institution, its relevance in the institution, rele-
vance in contemporary times.

I would think this would be a very searching and a very broad in-
quiry under instructions to find facts. We. will make ayaRable resources
to the members of the board so that they can pursue their areas of in-
terest in the areas that they think are important, and we will, of course,
consult with them as to what we think is important.

am sure these hearings, for instance, will give them the sort of base
upon which to aim their investigations and their review of the situa-
tion, to give us an outside view of the. system as it has functioned and
as it is functioning.

Senator Nu.sx. How many members will you have and when will
they ly) selected? The other question is, will you make the selections?

Mr. HorENtANY. I am making the. selection again in consultation with
the other members of the. Army staff. I am receiving suggestions. I
have had discussions with the committee on excellence, including Mr.
Clements. Tt, is a broad consultative process. At the, moment I am mak-
ing the judgments but with the general agreement of the gre op because
we are seeking a broad-based group with a multiplicity of disciplines
individuals of stature in the overall American community and society
that can bring a broad range. of talent and discipline to bear on the
situation.

Senator NUNN. Will they be looking strietly at the honor code or
looldng at the overall academie situation at West Point?
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Mr. HOFFMAN N. I think their orientatien should be to the honor
code. I do not believe if they follow that that any significant part of
the institution will not come in for review.

Senator NUNN. In other words, you feel they would have to look at
the overall institution environment the aeademic procedures and so
forth, before they would be able to make rational judgments on the
honor code?

Mr. HorrmANN. Yes, sir. There have been panels before. I think
among the most prominent was the so-called White Panel that re-
viewed the Air Force Academy incident in 1964 and rendered what is
a quite broad report on that inehlent. The academie health. the con-
tribution of academic and overall pressures to a state of erosion of the
honor sygtem, and the like, but it would be that broad-based review of
the situation by individuals who as I say are prominent not only be-
cause of their ability and capabilities and demonstrated sensitivity in
these complex sorts of problems.

Senator NUNN. What will lie the relationship of this so-called special
advisory panel or blue ribbon committee and the cadet corps itself ?
For instance, if they enumerate specific changes. will these be in the
form of recommendations to the cadet corps, to the Secretary of the.
Army, or to both I Will they be subject to the referemlum by the cadet
corps? What will be the procedure lucre?

Mr. HorristANN. I would think they would make reconunendutions.
I would think they would have exchange with the honor committees.
Probably both ways. How recommendations would be Unplemented
would depend upon the reconunendation. My strong feeling is that, fis
I have said, changes in the honor system should be reviewed and made
by the corps. again in consultation with flue institution. I think such a
body would be extremely helpful to the &immunity at Wrest-Point and
to the honor system in assessing the situation and getting a broad
gaged view.

Senator NuNs. Mr. Secretary, how do you think the act.ions that'
you have announced today will he taken by those cadets who have not
in any waY been ithplicated by the current situation or any other
violation?

Mr. HOFFMANN. Mr. Chairnmn. I would not presume to say that
knew what their reactions are going to be. I tlunk they will be mixed.
My hope is that they will perceive in a spirit of reaching out by the
institution in the steps that we have taken, notwithstanding therdis-
agree with some of them, but seeing in the overall structure the neces-
sity that feces us to get back to a. healthy system and for the indi-
viduals as well as the institution to step forward.

The institution has todaythe institution of the Army as well as
West Pointan opportunity to structure a code and to structure an
atmosphere and to structure an adherence to principles of honor that
will be far stronger than they were before. In that spirit I hope that
the corps will be supportive because it must be supportive and I hope
that the corps will be encouraging of what we have done to the extent
that we can resolve with a fair degree of equity the EE-304 problem
and as well address the matters of honor code adjustment and reform
that the honor committee may suggest to the cerps later.

Senator :NUNN. Superintendent Berry. I will ask you the game
question. What do you think the attitinie of those cadets who are at
West Point, who have not in any way been implemented, will be?
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And what do von think the mietion of Army ollh.urs lw who
have attended the Academy and who are out m the field now?

General BEIM'S% First, ns to the reaction of the corps of eadets
Senator NUNN. I am speaking primarily of giving the cmlets who

have lwen adjudicated guilty of cheating the right to reenter.
General Bmutv. I understand, sir. Their reaction right, now, so

many of them are listening to these proceedings, is one of listening,
seeking to determine all of the facts. There will be mixed reaction.
There will be some who initially will breathe a sigh of relief that
now we are getting on with solving the problem and getting on with
the life of the institution.

There are some cadets who will he resent ful of the fact. that, as they
perceive it, we have changed somethinc. modified something that they
think is traditional. There will he initial reactions. I think the key
will come between now and the beginning of academies on Septem-
ber 7 of this year. The corps is reassembling at, the end of its slimmer
training. On the 29th of this month the last, of the classes returns.
Starting this aftermxm. the commandant, of cadets is be,ginn'ng to
assrinble members of tle eorps and discuss this with them. Tomorrow
when I veturn to the Military Academy I will be meeting with mem-
bers of the corps and with the staff and faculty. My confidence is that
before the beginning of aeademics we are going to find a corps of
cadets that accepts, supports, and will make this work because it, is
their honor code and their honor system and their Military Academy
to which this is so important. So I know that the corps of cadets is
going to move forward with this.

Senator NUNN. Do you agree with this decision by the Secretary?
General BEIM% I do.
Senator Nrws.. Do you back it fully?
General Bram Absolutely.
Senator NUNN. Do you agree with letting the people who have

been convicted of cheating reapply next year?
General Briam I do.
Senator NusN. I believe my time has expired. I think the only

other question was, what do you think the reaction of the Regular
Army officers will be?

General BEIM'. II Win lw similar to that in the stages of the corps
of cadets. I think relief will be overwhelmingly the reaction, and again
as has been Inv practice in this EE-304 situation, I will get letters out
to the parents of the cadets. all cadets, to the graduates of the Military
Academy and through the Department of the Army staff and the sec-
retary to Army officers. Once they understand the criticality of the
situation and the positive nature of this. they will understand it and
support it. in my opinion.

Senator Nrss. Senator Stennis.
Chairman STENNIS. Thank von.Mr. fliairman.
While you are on that subject. General Berry. as the situation is

nowI am not using the word " he system is not working
and unless it is improved you would have to abandon it. would von
not ?

What T am leading to is. if that is any wav near correct, why not
just tell the cadets that if they believe or are interested in having an
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lionor system, why not tell them that it has to be drastically improved,
otherwise it. will 'have to be abandoned, if that is what you think?

General BERRY. Senator Stennis, right now 88 cadets have been
found to have violated the honor code in this EE-304 situation.

Chairman STExxis. How many?
General BEERY. Eightv-eight. There are more than 4,000 cadets in

the U.S. corps of cadets. I believe that the. system while flawed is by
no means a failure. I think that it is working and the. evidence of it is
what we are doing right now.

Chairman STEN xis. Well. I am not, suggesting it. is a failureI avoid
using that wordbut, this number was out of one examination or one
class?

General BERRY. It was one home study project administered to
cadets, Senator.

Chairman STENNIS. I understand over 200 were elm rged originally
out of that. group ?

General BERRY. Of the 202 cadets referred to the board of officers, I
dismissed diarges against 25.

Chairman STENNIS. Well, it, looks to me like an awfully grave situ-
ationthat percentage out of the 800the. fact it has been necessary
to go this far. I am not discounting anything you or the Secretary say:
I want. to give you great credit, but I think that is an awfully serious
situation and unless it is drastically hnproved, it will just have to be
abandoned or (rreatly modified. You just couldn't go along on the idea
until you thinkP-it is patched up and fixed up.

So I thought, the quicker the cadets saw that something had to bedone to save that institution, the betterthat is the way I rooked uponit..
Let me ask you. what does the, cadet. have to do when he gets there,

to be admitted, so far as this honor system is concerned ?
General BERRY. First, I agree with you that we must strengthen the

health of the honor system and that. is what we are working to do.What does the cadet have to do for entry into and familiarization
with the honor system ?

First, the normal mlinission procedure is call for ex:tn, lnation of the
academic qualifications of the cadet, the physical. *,clical, and'character.

Chairman STxxxis. I meant 'to ask, what, does he. have to do in-sofar as getting in under the honor system ? They all have to go underit. Does he have to take a special pledge so he understands it, so he will'be bound by it ?
General BERRY. Sir, we do not. have a formal pledge. We have fOrmal

indoctrination. finlike, the Air Force Academy which has a. fOrmalpledge. we don't have it.
Chairman STENNIS. He knows when he becomes a cadet that he iSexpected to comply. Now. I just have an idea that they can dO moreand must. do more. to this reformation, if that is the right word;

reformation. We won't. say this is a failure, but a new start is necessary:If they could be given a chance, it seems to me, like, suhmittinfr to yonwhat they propose to do and keep this thing going and use that as a;starting point. forgetting for the time, being what von nre going to dcewith those charged. That would come nearer, getting. favorable.
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settlement to get this thing going again and working better at least.
You wouldn't have to accept it and I wouldn't want you to have dicta-
torial powers to tell them what had to be. The power of rejection has
to remain with the administration, it seems to me, but, I just believe
that they want it.

I was inquiring 7 or 8 years ago, and they explained all this to me
and I \vas delighted with it. I know they were, sincere, with their pride
in the corps and their administration of it. I talked to them. I have
seen these things work before. With all deference to you, GeneralI
think you are doino- a fine jobmy hope lies with these young men
seeing something aCout to get away from them, something that belongs
to them, the institution within an institution. I am not going into the
debails of all your massive facts. I have no suggestion about what to
do with those that are already charged.

Here you have already proposed something which looks to me like
it is a good step to tie into this new start. You will have to admit
you are conceding something there, but I think you have to make a
start.

Mr. HOFFMANN. We hope it would be accepted in that spirit. Senator,
and I think, as General Berry has indicated, we have confidence that
it will.

Chairman STENNIS. Beg pardon?
Mr. Hon-MANN. We have confidence that it will be accepted in that

spi ri t .
Chairman STExx/s. Yes; that is fine. I wasn't overlooking you. If

there is anything I have said, any questions I have asked that, you
want to comment on it, please do so. I expect my time is about up.

Mr. HOFFMANN. No; aside from that comment, Senator.
General BERRY. May I make one comment?
Chairman STENNIS. Yes.
General BERRY. First, each incoming candidate before arriving at

the Military Academy is written a letter by the chairman of the cadet
honor committee outlining the expectations under the. honor code.

Second, your words are profoundly wise when you say that the
future of tlia honor code and the honor system lies in the hands of the
U.S. Corps of Cadets. Each individual cadet-, or the vast. majority of
them must actively participate in this honor system or it will fail.
That is the reason that we called back early from leave and summer
training the members of the, class of 1977 honor committee, so that
they would have. ahnost 2 weeks before the. beginning- of academies to
address themselves to what must he done 4o correct the faults that
presently exist within this honor system. it is in the hands of the.
corps of cadets and no one else.

Chairman STENN Es. Tlnit is splendid and T believe von will 5ret some-
where. T want to make clear I don't advocate turning it over to them
altogether. You have, to have a say-so there. T believe perhaps they
might adopt the. entire, code, it they had a chance in time. but they
can't do it, by the September starting date so they would all feel that
/hey each had a part in it.

Senator Nrsx. Senator Bartlett.
Senator ThurrLrrr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
General Berry. how can you say that this honor system belono-s

to the. cadets wInn you seem to be making a lot of decisions? I tun
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referring particularly to the IR Fs. How is that consistent with the
idea that that is a cadet-administered honor system?

General BEIatr. Senator Bartlett, I belive it is consistent. No =let
honor code or system can exist without the full support and partici-
pation of the corps of cadets.

On the other hand, the administration cannot divorce itself from
that important part of the training and development of future Army
officers.

Now! on the II:P.
Whenever it became evident that the investigative capacities of the

cadot honor system committee had been exceeded
Senator KurrLrrr. So you are sayinff that the honor system failed

and because it failed you instituted thesIRIvs. It seems to me you are
talking both ways.

(Ieneral BERRY. I am not saying that it failed. sir, I am saying that
ft l'. honor committee itself was set np to deal with a small number
of easpS, not with a large number.

Senator Thrrrt.Err. So it should only be a honor-cadet-administered
honor system in good times and when the sea is rough, it is no longer
a cadet honor system?

General Briatv. The honor committee has conthmed its operations
in a regular way. MP has dealt with the EE-304 cases.

Senator TimrmErr. Well. the EE-304 take-home problem is the con-
troversy right now and I am talking about the EE-304 violations and
alleged violations. I just Paul see how you can continue saving that.

this is a cadet-administered code when you have and you did usurps
responsibility from the cadets wit Ii the IRP's.

General BErtay. Sir, I have not said that is an exclusively cadet-
administered code.

Senator Timm.Err. You certainly haven't given the.impression that
it is not in your statement but rather how it Ims to be a cadet-adminis-
tered code in order to work, has to have their support in order to work,
and yet it seems that when things got tough, then it no longer was.

Genertd BERar. The Secretary pointed out in his statement that at all
academies whenever there. is an extraordinary situation such as the
EE-304 case extraordinary steps were taken. ATt the Military Academy
in I 9.l. when I believe 91.cadets were separated for honor violations,
from the beginning the administration appointed boards of officers.
In the Air FONT Academy in 191;5 when nItimately 109 cath4s resigned
because of honor violations, the special office of inyestigatims was
called in. again because the normal investigative capabilities had been
exceeded.

Senator ItAwrtyrT. Well. I can't quite see how yon can utilize those
experiences as a successfully administered honor system, you are talk-
ing about huge violations. T would like to ask the Secretary the. ques-
tion of -how many times have the honor boards been reversed by IMF's?

Mr. HorrmAxx. I can et yon that. I don't have that factnal sum-
mary with me at the moment. I can get it and snhmit it for the record.

[Tlw information follows :1
A total of 3-1 cadets were found not minty by tbe cadet honor committee and

subsequently referred to a Board of Officers by the Internal Review Paiwl.
Senator DADTLETT. Mr. Secretary. to ask you a somewhat similar

question. which I just asked General Berry for the honor system to
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function as a cadet-administered system would, in you opiniott. the
11ZP actions have to be thrown out?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I don't believe so. Let me preface that by saying that
I think the IRP is an unusual step. If there are the availability of

eadets and the normal honor committee process to process these viola-
tions. Hutt is far preferable. On the other hand, what. we sought to do,
what was sought to be done. was to have an investip-atory hody that
-would screen the cases before a cadet was brought before a hoard of
officers. and that was t heir function.

At the outset there weiv. some rases that T would consider rases of
'overreaching. which were speedily corrected. do not. believe the TRP
represents a flaw in the overall system. To that extent, it stands some-
what as a grand jury stands as an inquestoria I device. partially investi-
gative awl partially as a sereenim device in preliminary way to assess
whet her or not there is prohahly canso to proceed. T don't helieve there
will he need to throw cases out. I am checking into this; We will he
mindful of it ill the eases OS We reVieW theIll. 511011 e11505 OS we will
review. Tf it happened that by the process of the I RP there was some
Overreaching or 111111R7 1111171(777re that. obtained in a case We Wollhl re-
dre,s that in the individual case.

tienator BAItTLETT. Air. Secretary, how would von explain your
decision ton. cadet who may ha VP been expelled 5 years a.cro for cheating
on a similar take-houle examination. withont giving him the opportn-
timity of bein.e. readmitted ?

Mr. TTI*TMANN. ithink I would a(hdress that in terms of the present
sit 'iat ion IS T have to) thi, coionlittce. t hat this is an unusual situation
and an extraordinary situation. Tho opportmlities to do complete
jiNtice t he board perhaps aro not t hew. The necossity to move
alic id ha vin,r achieved a devree of resolution to those problems is a
pressing one. T intend this is a one-time act ion hased on all the facts
nod eire17701tanco-:.

We reel it 5 ivslIonsive :Ind will be effective if taken in the spirit in
which fora, and in the spirit in which T have intervened
directly. This WOS a step taken only after great deliberation and with
some I tut ha vino,. stepped i n . i r taken in that spirit. T holieve
it is wider-land:dile 1it141 that it will he understandahle to I hose who
hay- heon Poi 111 V0:77.-z past.

Senator BANTLErr. Mr. Secmtary. I Mil very hapPv you have
stepPed in. T nLo have run confidence that you aro going to make
ovvry otrort that you poihly (.on to find justice in every shurle caSe

that he fore you and in t he proves,.
Senotoc Ni-N N. Wily (lon't you take the re.-4 of vow time when wt's,

conc. hack. 1 tijrilz it a L...0(;!! Iii . in I a 1, " hr,." uoing to

11:1 Y.' :1 !Plod III;lny other clues! ions. I !lope yon and tielleral Berry can
stay Irwhile.

\\ hereupon. a short recess was takeni
':.071zIl or N1-NN". Air. Secretary. lint il Senator Port1ett rrets back T

will proceed and wheil he comics hacl; we will .oro back to his questioms.
nwo 1 he ri;;.*-: of 1977. any of I 11(911. Ore eon viol ed hy the process

of cheat ing. 111111 they :ire terminated. sil,:pctided. or expelled. deiwnd-
ing iipm the terminoloory. Then they renpidy for readmicsion under
your discretionary policy. What will happen far as the class of
1978? They will come into t he class of 197S. It is possible the class of
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1978 could give them the so-called silent treatment or shun treatment
or anything of that nature that would in effect be the equivalent of
expulsion?

Mr. HOFFMANN% Well, the silence as such has be, it.lawed, I believe
any such treatment. would be discouraged.

Senator NUNN. Ts that a problem that c :cern:, von ven though it
has been outlawed formally in effect? T11 ;die: ions that it
is still employed on occasions.

Mr. HoFFMANN. It is a problem we eonsidei n d ,.or judgment is
that after a year, when more of the facts are knov, a, the bine ribbon
panel is back and there have been a full exchanfre of the problem,
that the disadvantages suffered by these individuals in being dismissed
from the Academy and spending a year out away from it and then
returning will mitigate that impact.

T won't say completely, but our feeling is that. in the spirit. in which
we have proposed it and in which we hope it is implemented -aid fol-
lowed on there would not be such a factor.

Senator NUN N. Superintendent. Berry, what steps will you take with
the class of 1978 to make sure they understand this procedure and
make SUN' they will . ,commodate possible known cheaters who are
readmit fed ?

General BEIWY. Mr. Chairman, that. process commences today with
the information, with t lie education. the laying of the facts before the
class of 1978 as well as the other classes.

I have confidence in the maturity and good judgment of our cadets.
By the time that. these former members or the el:Ns of 1977 have
become members of the class of 197. time will have passed, people
will have thought. of all of the ramifications, and T frankly do not
ant iciNte proldems.

Senator NuNN. Will the sti7ma be attached to those. who have
cheated or who are reinstated. graduate and become reeldar military
officers? Will there be anything in their record to indicate that. they
ha ve been found guilty of cheating and. i f so, will that interfere
wit h their future career in the Army?

General Brurn-. There will 1)e nothimr on their record.
Senator NUNN. fr. Secretary.
Mr. 1 Emur.\Nx. r don't believe there would be anything on their

record. The intent is that there would not and I don't think there
will be. They will have completed the course at the Academy.

Senator NI-Nx. Will you look into that. detail carefully and will the
Superintendent follow up on it so the process does not. become in any
way a. shamthat it lwconies a real matter of discretion. T think it
would be very had if it became a Matter of not beim, acceptel 1 by the
class of 197x or if it was reflected on t he record and it interfered with
their career in the Army.

It seems to me there wonld ic real distillusionment with the eorps
of cadets where they suggested procedures that did not work out.

Senator 11.1iiThErr. Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary. before T voted T
mentioned that T had full confidence that you were going to utilize all
of the powers available to you to provide justice in every case. T would
assume from Ht.^ actions that yon have an 11011need today, in the ways
that the ease will be handled, that you believe that the existing system
does not proVide the flexibility and the opportunities for justice that
you would like to see. Is that a fair statement?
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Mr. Horym ANN. I believe in this situation that it did not. My own
personal belief which, as I say, is my personal belief, is that there
should be more flexibility in the system.

Senator BAnTsrrr. Why would -you have not approached it this
way ? Advise the cadet honor committee and the cadet corps that they
could have additional flexibility if they desired, and to permit them to

review all of the cases, in a sense to throw out the IRP's, if they wanted

to, or keep them, if they wanted to, but to proceed just as they would

like to proceed, making the recommendations that they would make,
that would follow up in the system, to the officer boards, to the Su-
perintendent, and finally to you. In that way it would be truly run
as a cadet system using the flexibility that they wanted to use, or not
using it, if that was their desire, and having an opportunity to perform

as they wanted to perform their responsibilities.
Then at. that point I certainly agree with the point that the Superin-

tendent General Berry. made, that, he does have responsibilities, I be-
lieve that, hut T also happen to believe that the introduction of the
IRP's may ha ve usurped responsibilities from the cadets.

Why won ldn't yon approach it that way retaining for General Berry
and giving General Berry more flexibility than perhaps he felt lie had,

giving the officer review boards more flexibility in how they would re-
view the cases then, or course, exercising the flexibility that you have?

Mr. Ilovr3LANN. 'We considered a number of alternatives that would

have bronght the committees into play directly into the situation. both

after the boards had convened as assistance to the Superintendent, and

various other procedures for bringing their judgment into play on the

situation.
I think it was a combination of factors that. led us into another direc-

tion not the least, of which was the proceedings of the boards of officers

as opposed to the IRP's and to he regular. we are going to review in-
dividual cases, but I have seen 1.. overriding circumstances in those

cases that suggest that the, resnits that they have reached are not

accurate.
think part of it, and I know in my own consideration and in the

consideration of the Army staff was the fact. that while this would

provide the optic benefits ihat yon suggest in the corps participation,
that the larp-er job and the more sensitive job was to address the task

that lay ahead in terms of bringing the code forward into the next year
and working on the system prospectively.

It. was based on those sorts of considerations and considerations of

the honor oommittte's time and what we thought would be. the best in-

vestment. of their energies. I felt it was my t ask to review the facts and

circumstances attending the EE-304. exam and make a disposition

which I was willing to do on the basis of intervening, because T thought

after we had seen all the facts develop, this situation warranted such an

ext raord in a ry intervent ion.
Again, T don't recall this as peedential and T hestitated in taking

the step. but those were the sorts of considerations that attended our
pre feu'ring the course that we have taken as opposed to that which yon

have ontlined.
Senator BAuTLF,Tr. Tt seems to ine there has been near unanimous

testimony before this committee that the existing system will not work

with the existing alleged cases before it to provide justice because
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of its rigidity. So in a sense, with the being appointed, the re-
sponsibility of the cadets has been eroded, and then the eases will
be handled and after that is done it will be thrown back to the cadets
again. This has been the, case in some previous scandals on cheating
at -West Point and elsewhere. I am just wondering why would it not
be well to after recognizing that the present system will not work, that
the cadets be given a chalice, if they want it, to exercise discretion
in the penalty area to see what they would come up with, retaining
all of the, authority that' now exists at the upper level, officer review
boards, the Superintendeat and yourself, ratlwr than preventing them
in some instances from exercising their authority and from having
the opportunities for a learning process in developing what they want
in the future. Certainly what they have in the future must be truly
their system and I kno,w that General Berry has mentioned that. many
times today,

But I also feel every time he mentioned it it is not their systein md
I would like to see it he their system because I don't think it is going
to work unless it is, and I think one of the problems with the system
is that it hasn't. Iteen their system, that it has been a system that has
boon perpetuated from year to year. by OHICPrS, vith no apparent
way for the cadets on their own initiative to chano.e the system to
know how they could make adjustments even after 54 percent of them
said they didn't, want the single sanction penalty.

This showed there was not support for the system as it exists and
this is certainly a very critical point. in evahlatiwr this system to know
that th e nmiority of the cadets did not favor the system as it. W11:4,

and I ani convinced it is not- just that this was a minority that favored
the single sanetion penalty I am eonvim.ed there needs to be an
overwhelming majority. far beyond .10 percent, supporting a system.
and supporting the basic element, of a system, for the honor system
to work.

M. Irorp3r.ixx. Senator, let me respond to your point about. the IIZP
usnrpino the honor committee, and at.rain T would freely ariniowl-
edge that that is in itself. while not unpreeedented. an extraordinary
proeednre and one hich shoahl not 1il.c1v i r ever again be resorted to.

But durin g. the time they have been sitting. and they have been
sittino mill- to hear the electrical enHneering 304 cases, daring that
time the honor committee provess hem oneming and the immber
of enses tuld SOMP description of the circumst ailVPS is. here on this
addentltun. 11Th ii respect to the, vote that. was taken last time on the
question of mitigatinp. the ofTeet of siutde sanction, I would a.(rain
make the point, whieh I think needs to be math. heim the fact that
5U; voted to ehange the system did not. necessarily mean tliey did
not or could not support the sytem as it then existed. They eouN see
a system that would be enhanced if a elmnge was made. :In my judg-
ment it doesn't necessarily derotrate from their support from what
they had recomdzing that it, might be improved by the steps they
advocated by their Vote.

Senator IlAn-rt,-r. Yon ore not contending it. did indicate over-
whelming-support for the system as it is?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I don't think it indicated overwhelming support or
nonsupport.
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Senator BAIrri.rxr. It certainly raised a red flag when the majority-
voted against the single sanction system. The part that everyone
now is raising as a bit, bugaboo in the system. Beside that, what I
am saying is, everyboly recognizes the rigidity being the basic prob-
lem to the system, but the cadets have had the full opportunity of
flexibility, if they want it, of using discretion in sanctions. You are
using it, but the cadets haven't liad. that opportunity, and I ask you
why haven't you in creating this new approach given them the chance
to perform and then if they don't perform, well, the Superintendent
and the review boards would have their day in court.

Mr. HOFFMANN. Again, Senator, by reason of how the circuinstances
arose on the context in which it, arose during the last academic year
at the, Academy, our feeling was that it required an address to these
particular cases that would encompass a broader range of circan-
stances and environment than the ordinary individual case or series
of individual cases would.

For that reason I felt it was my responsibility to step in and make
an overall address to that problem, not to resolve it as much as to put
it, on the path to resolution. under some extraordinary steps which I
have set forth here that will allow individuals as well as the institu-
tion to recognize the heart of that individual responsibility.

I don't think it. is unreasonable to have proceeded in the way you
have described. We thought this was a better procedure and we thought
that full participation by the honor committee and their interaction
with the corps on the question of the regidity of the system in full
knowledgeas best, we could give, them the full knowledgeof the
circumstances on which we relied, and the cases as they have gone
forward, would make them sufficiently aware. of this situation that
it can be reflected in the judp.ments they take.

Senator Rum.E7r. My time is up. but I tun curious as to whether
yon think the cadets would have been responsible to function properly
as I outlined ?

Mr. HoriPMANN. T think they could have been charged with that re-
sponsibility completely. T have disenssed it with them and told them
that I have full confidence in tlwir handlin p. the situation.

Senator BAnTr.F.Tr. Did they express their desires one way or the
other or did they have tlw opportunity ?

Mr. TforrgAxx. T think they had the opportunity and they didn't
express desires one wav or the ot her.

Senator TiAwrix-rr. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Seeretnry, there have been serious (din rges about,

limiting the scope of the investigation by the Army. Tn your openinp-
statement on that particular point you said, and I quote. "We have
attempted to pursue every, lead and p-ive attention to any case alleged
whore there is evidence to support the clutrge."

As you know, 30 defense counsels, two Army prosecutors and a
Catholic Chaplain at West Point have stated publicly that the Acad-
emy has consciously confined the seopo of its investigation to the
EE-394 exrunination and the class of 1977, despite mountina evidence
that the cheating whieh took phwe on the exainination has been wide-
spread at the Academy.

Now. how is it. despite scores of alle7ntions of cheating lw cadets,
members of classes other than the class of 1977 and other than this
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particuhir examination, that not one lois resulted in charges being
filed?

Mr. HOFFMANN. There have been, as a result of the EE-304 process,
a number of cases that have been referred to the cadet honor com-
mittee and to cadet honor boards which have been sitting.

With respect to the charges that there have heen a conscious ef-
fort to limit or some calculated, premediated effort to limit, to my
knowledge, that is not the case. We have asked defense counsel to
come forward with evidence of what they see, and asked them to conic
forward with any evidence they have again with respect to other
cases. We understand don hey have a number of affidavits with al-
legations of additional honor violations in the EE-304, in other sub-
jects. and in other classes. We have asked for those and they have liot
been forthcoming. Yvp are pressing on with the investigations. I have
charged General Berry and he has accepted the charge to be alert. to
any iossihilit les ilnd I have not found jnstifieat hal fin that charge.

Semitor NUNN. What about the proseention of charges that they
have been limited?

Mr. Iltierm ANN. T have talked with the prosecution. Their feeling
was t hat we ini,dit have made at all earlier thne a better use of im-
munity with resiiect to these eases and that they wish they had addi-
tional investiat ivy personnel. We are looking into those. I believe
we will have an increased use of immunity. condititoned to this situa-
tion. and wsponsive to it. and that We will continue to use all the
means that we have available up there and we have sent extra re-
sources up there lint to pursne these matters

Senator NI'N N. By immunity von mean that somebody who has been'
guilty of cheating comes forward and testifies against other people
WMIld he given complete inummitv ?

M. TiorvmAxN. There are various ways to apply it. We had not,
considerosi so-called transactional immunity which would give im-
munity from a pending ease. 1Ve had considered situations where a
cadet was either exonerated or found guilty and would give him nu-
numity with respect to the extent his testimony might hear on the
subseytent review of his cw,e. In the case of the exonerated cadet. the
immunity would Int testimonial. Again T have diseussed this with de-
fense counsel and we are continuing to review enlarged use of the
inummity a 111 invest i(rati ve to( d.

Senator Ni-NN. alle!.rations ap.ainst members of the.
class of 1976?

Mr. If6rinrANN. There are, T have Leen told, :moii o. the chargeg
contained in the affidavits alleirations against members of the class
of 1976. There isfl ease presently under review that involves a member
of the Hass of 1976 :Is well as a eadet member who was turned back
from t hat class and that is still minder review.

Senator NUNN.. What jurisdietion does a cadet- lmve over people
who lm ye graduated and are already commissioned officers? Suppose
one or thoqn bad serious a lle!nit lonS Of cheatincr while at the .1caderny,
what procedure would you follow then ?

Mr. ITorrrANy. Tim .,,cmlotrul we still retain a jnri4dietion and T will
let General Berry comment on the particulars from his expertise in
the personnel field, but we have those and the usual practice is to
recrard them if tlwy committed an honor violation which would have

8 i
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cost them their voinnii.;sion to withdraw their commission even though
they have been commision(d.

Sell:10)1 NUNN.. SO you will not impede any investigation of the
class of l976?

Mr. IforrmAss. No, sir. The thrust of what we are tryiwr to do is to
get to the bottom of all ur these cases wherever it leads us. That is what
I hope is going on, what. I am confident is going on, and what I will
.tiit(t to you am resolved will goon.

General BElter. Let me achl that is what is going on, Sir.
Senator NUNN. YOu are stating before this committee that there

lms been no attempt on the part of the Academy. or you, or any of
the ,:tair that are in charge of this to impede the ,,,eoite of the examina-
tion. and to limit the scope of the investigation ?

General IlEtaiv. I am stat ing unequi vocal)] v there has been no attempt
to lbnit any investigation. We have proceeded responsibly to investi-
gate every lead for which t here is suhstantial evidence.

Senator NUNN. If the defense counsel produces atrulavits of other
elleatin, going on. will you see that the nmt tors are investi:rated?

General lifaaly.W.e have and we will.
Senator NUNN. What, would happen in the instance I gave about

nu, of I 91-6 to someone who is :lite:01v in the AMA,' ?
klwrIl 1 BEmiy% nih. Military Aeademy has no jurisdiction over

one who is graduated and commissionyd into the Army. However,
we would invest igate that. If appropriate we would recpiest the Secre-
tary of the Army to return the individual to the Military Academy for
Iv' i.ondlivt of the investigation. hould there be a lindim, of substan-

tial evidence that a frradunte had committed an honor violation while
endet we. would then petition the Secretary of the Army to take

whatever appeared to be appropriate action.
.Seitator XL N N. II. Seerpturv. would you please describe in detail

what will happen. including possible opt hms. to cadets ill the roilow-
111(r circumstances? I have five di liemnt exam-ples. I will give yon
theni One at a time ml yon can answer them.

First of all, a coda who has lwen found guilty of heatim* by a
board of Avers. under yonr procedure now, what wonld happen to
that pa rtienlar cadetAllot is to sa V. what are his options?

II,FrvANN. II he lins been found guilty hy 1 hoard he may step
forward and resiffn :111(1 ha ve tile special liTosition outlined in my
:111,ment :11.5i1:11,1e to him. Ire oi:tv td,t to porsuc his final appear-
ance up to me and if found e-nilty he will retain that option for the
special di,-;ppw4:4 ion.

Sew) tor NUNN% NO. 2. a englet who has Leen charged with cheating
:Ind who has re,igned.

tr. I1o.itt A eadet who is char:yd with cheating who resigned
will 1,a ye tbe benefit I f the special dispensation.

Sc1!:tttr NI.NN. in other words. he will he ahle to reapply for admis-
sion to f- I e Aendernv ?

Mr. TI PrNf.\ NN'. io 1ms resi!rned and been dismissed from the Acad-
emy and he will ha ve the opportnnity to aline himself with the pro-
!,-rtint on active duty as an active reservist, if that is his preference. or
work oat another program and review it with t he Academy to assure
tle.t will !rive. him eligibility to reapply.

Senator NUNN. ITow long does he have to submit a petition to the
Superintendent?

8 8
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Mr. HOFFMANN. We haven't set, a time limit, on that, but, we will. I
would think, by the end of a reasonable period following the begin-
ning of classes at the Academy.

Senator NUNN. At some point in time there will he a cutoff so he could
not wait until, say, 1 or 2 weeks or 1 month before the

Mr. HoFFmAxx. I would think a cutoff would be reasonable since
the objective is to have him pursuing a course that the Academy feels
will allow him to mature, to continue to develop his skills and to dem-
onstrate that he has the wherew it hal to conic back.

Senator NUNN. What about a cadet whose ease has been referred to
the board of officers Ina wlm has not yet. been judged ?

Mr. I forFMANN. He can Continue with the process if he feels lie is
innocent :111(i have the benefit, of the officer board throughout the
pendency of that, proeeedillif. If he is exonerated that will take care
of it. If the case is still pending he may resign at any time or puisue
the case to its last.

Senator NUNN. If he fights the case all the way and then is found
guilty, then he appeals it. all the -way up the line and, is found guilty,
he would st ill have the option of reapplyitur?

F. HOFFMANN. Sti II have the option to go ahead and resign at this
point and hove t he opportunity to reapply.

Senator Ni; N N. So fighting the case and protesting ones innocence
does not disqualify you in any way for this treatment ?

Mr. I foin,ltANN. No. sir.
Senator NUNN. What about a cadet. who liad not been charged with

any kind of vn)iation but steps forward and reports that he had in-
volved himself or luis knowledge of cheating. What are bis options?

Mr. HOFFMANN. He steps forward, resigns, and has the option
either to go, to leave completely or to undertake a program and seek
readmission.

Senator Nrxx. What about a cadet who cheats in November of 1976
on new examinations that has nothing to do with this?

Mr. IOFTMANN. He. is under the honor code at West. Point.
Senator NUNN. Meaning there, will be. no flexible sanctions unless

sulLsequent charges are made 1)y the corps of cadets?
Mr. HOFFMANN. That is right.
Senator NUNN. He will be expelled from West. Point and would

not be given a chance to reapply limier the present, system ?
Mr. I 1-M1.'31A NN. If the honor system were liot changed that would

be the result.
Senator Nrxx. Does that lead one to the conclusion that if you are

going to client you ought to have a bunch of people do it with you?
Mr. I IOMIANN. I would hope it would not.
Senator NUNN. What about a cadet who is cheating on another

examination. who has been expelled. say, in academic year 1976, had
nothing to do with this particular examination, but, he has been
expelled?

Mr. I TonnrANY. We have indicated that, if he has been expelled. on
matters arising during the last, academie year ws. would review those
cases and see if some form of address to his particular situation and
circumstances is warranted.

Senator NUNN. General Berry, do you have any comments on any
of those?
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Genera! kiiiiy. I do not. I agree with all that the Secretary has
said.

Senator BARTLErr. Mr. Secretary. it is my opinion that the current
honor scandal is most likely not an isolated incident but rather is
sytei;tonatic of the system in which violat Iccurred and have
been tolerated for years. What would be. ,-ani:imit on that, refer-
ring to West Point ?

Mr. I f()Fr5f.% N N. I have not found many among the cadets or indi-
vidimls there, who would agree with tha.t, statement. While I would
freely admit. that my hopes might overwhelm legitimate expectations

would not expect to find that to be the case. I would hope it is not
the ease.

Our address ta the situation here. is designed. as I think Senator
Stennis put it very well, to allow the corps to grab the whole situation
and go forward with it notwithstanding what has happened in the
past, and I would hope that. would happen.

Senator BAIrTuavr. Because of this possibility. which I think exists
at least because of the large amount. of cheating that has taken place,
I suggested in my letter to von that a very thorough. broad and deep
st udy be made as to the extent of cheatimr so this woulihi't be a mystery,
so we would know.

I recall from a conversation that I thought, you indicated it. would
be in You statement, T didn't see it in the statement. it may be there
in broad terms, but do you plan to have the blue ribbon panel see
that. a very hroad and intensive, objective study be. made of the extent
of the cheating at. West Point going back a few years to different
classes. different subjects. on a broad spectrum?

Mr. I TOFFMAN N.. I would think that could he a relevant pa rt. of their
exercise. I wou'd encourage. them to assess the present extent of cheat-
in, to the (xtent they can find it out through the methods available
to them.

You will recall the Air Force. study commented on tlmt subject. and
conducted interviews with cadets in an anonymous fashion and was
able to form an opinion on that subject. I think that would be an
appropriate avenue or exploration for the blue ribbon panel.

Senator BARTLrrr. Could von as-4ure this committee there will be
undertaken bv somebody a thormigh study of the extent of cheating
"i",(2. back 'Wile a few years into other classes and going into all
subject s

,Nrr. norFATANN. ye,: we will be 'happy to make uili a :zt ndy.
:"40na Or BAeTtrrr. T thank the Secretary.
T think that. it is very important that we have that information and

T realize that the secretary would have to be at ;iriui lengn from that.
11 would have to he handled through others who could receive in fMaltli-
t ion thiit muif,lu imidicate cadets or would iinplionte them. luit it would
he lukld in confidence so it wouldn't be jeapordi?ing tliiim nnit ions. but,
in order to ha yo a real good look at just what the nation is.

:1Tr. Secretary. if the system remained the same :Ind there was no
tolerai ion of cheat imm. What vnnith lii oild:4 he in your ooiniot) for a.
cadet to complete 4 years at West Point wit limit %onunitting a single
honor violation?

VII% T1Trr\'vc. T think T understand flu% t!,rli.,4t or the question.
think they would be fairly good in terms of a nmtem.ia I honor violation.
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One of the problems that has been assessed with the code is that the
code at marginal areas begins to blend into the enforcement of regula-
tions. I would not want to say that you could not get through West
Point without a violation of the honor code. There are many that
take that view. I haven't been that close to it. There are eadets I have
talked to who have come out both ways and I really don't have a
judgment on that at this point. I think the question as you outline it
is a central question because we have discussed before if you have a
code that is so exacting it can't be met that in itself is a factor in a
person's .willingness and recognition that be can and should attempt
to abide by it.

Senator Iimmx.-17. If the answer to that question was that there
would be a rather low itercentage of cadets who could go through
4 years at West Point and not niake one single violation, then would
the system actually not be condtwive to encourare cadets to sort of
work with it and armind it and perhaps abuse it a little bit ?

Mr. Hornm-ANN% YeS. Sir.
Senator BAirrrxrr. In other words they would begin to tolerate

abuses of the system?
Mr. IrotT3tA N YOS, sir, it would be the sort of incremental thing

that lye saw with the Watergate. for instance. when the fabric of an
established organization begins to break down by small things which
get trapped into larger things I think tlwre are some of that involved
in this situation aml I think tlmt is one thing that makes tlw tolera-
tion part of the rode so important and sf) sen4itive. The individual
who tolerates, particularly under a mit, that has a single samtion
and a degree of rigidity, is then cast souwwhat in his own mind as a
violator and he then says "why not ?''

Senator limrmErr. Mr. ecretary. do you believe that the honor
system should apply to all phases of the cadet's life?

Mr. I fc ,PrN1*.\ N. I heliMT the it Should apply to all plmses of a
cadet's life, fuvedom to apply. I think it should apply to those tradi-
tional areas. parti,ularly academies and fruit]) telling and si,-nature
that traditimmlly has applied. I am not one who believes it shonhl
used as a wav to implement rn en htrce regulations or aSSOSS compliance
with regulations by the askiwr of quest ions or by other means.

Senator BAIrrLETT. Let nie delve off into that a little bit. YOH are
saying it should apply to I he new hInie ?

Iforrm.o:N. ys.
Senator Jim:TEA:yr. But it shouldn't Ite utilized to enforce

re:odations?
TIfirlwANN.. Yes.

Senator Ilmrn.r.rr. By askinr a cadet whether he. did this or did
that?

r. T Tort,:q.\ NN. Ys. Si r.
Senator Ihirrt,rrr. Now. in the other aspects ttld phases of a cadet's

life. then. are yom sayiwr it shouldn't atmly to all or it Aould apply
with discretion. or it should apply in part ?

Ifort,:trAN-N. No.1 think it should apply in all those situations
where reliance is beiii g. placed mi i vdet's word. I think the old ex-
pression an officer's word is his bond is hp foundation of the system.
That would be included n his s;gnature awl those things which he
represents to his advantage are his.
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Now, I have puzzled with this. I have suggested this as a course of
exploration for the, honor committee. and I am not bothered by the
lack of ability to make express resolution in these kinds of situations.

Now, the Superintendent might be able to enlarge upon that .area
where the, honor system and the regulations appear to be intermixed.
There are some elassic instances of that. The view in the Bueldey study
that the code is used to en fome regulations by a large group of the
cadet, corps does give me pause and I am not. sure how you address that
problem.

Senator BARTLETT. In other words. you are saying that. the honor
co& should not be used to enforce the Academy regulations?

Mr. HOFFMAN N. It should not be used to enforce Academy
regitlations.

Senator BARTLETT. Would the answer you gave to the question before
the last one, in which you said them is sort of a gray area there. in
yonr mind, about how far the honor code should be used, would that,
be another reason for having discretion take place in the processing of
the current violations on EE-304 as well as in the future processing
of any violations if it happened to deal in that area?

Mr. TIOrruA N N. If by diseretion you mean the discretion that is in the.
Air Force code, which we dismissed last time we, were here, and
provides fl nmdel I ain fairly sure that the instances under EE-304
would not be reached by that provision.

On the otlr hand. where you have a more fkxible sanction it makes
it easir for an individual to pow forward, particularly in a case
where because of these circumstances and because of his coming
forward he can make clear that while there may be some question
in his mind as to tlw requisite he wants to get the violation cleared up.
I think it would contribute to that situation.

Senator B.% rrrr,Fr-r. Mr. Secretary. do von think that there is a need
for a definition of cheating? We have heard eases where a e det has
asked his roommate for the spellincr of a word or the, meaning of a
word or the use of a word in a sentence woald be. a violation. If the
cadet answered him or di(ln't report him that wonld be a violation.
.1nd if there were a third cadet in the room awl he didn't, report it that
would ben third violation.

Do you think that tlwre is a neN1 for a definition of cheating?
Mr. HnFP:tr N My iinpression would be that the working definition

of ,Iwating that. tile corpc has is fairly comprehensible.
Now. we had an exchange before with regard to asking one room-

mate to spell a word on an exam. on a theme. and the technical answer
rri von. and T think later pop re f.t- N1 on tlmt. It was first given it,

would Ile a violation and then swrgested that it wouldn't. T would like,
to ask General Berry to comment on his perceptions of whether or not
the cor!1-: li a (rood workintr definit ion of cheating.

General Brum-. I believe the corps does have a good usable definition
nF the term "cheating." That essentially is stealing work that is
another person's. shm ling solutions from their homework then using.
it for their self advantage without giving credit to someone else.
Plwriarism, for exarimk. T think the corps has a workable definition
of elwating, Senator Bartlett.

Senator Timrrr,Err. Do you think there is a need for flexibility with
the, honor committee in assessing differences and graduations of
cheating?
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General BERRI% I believe t hat there is a need for and that 1 here exists
the ability of the honor committee to assess ..rradilations of honor viola-
tions including cheating.

Senator BAirrxxxr. You say you think there is?
General BERRI% I believe theiv do that III I heir consideration as they

go through the investigations right t hrough the !imam. board.
Senator BARTLETT. When I was ehai Milan of the honor committee

many years ago we had One case where a student was caught cold copy-
ing a laboratory examinat ion. *We had another ease where a student
Was reported to have looked Over the shoulder of another student dur-
ing the taking of the examination and was tlemght possibly to have
cheated by t he person who reported him. I think you would recognize
the latter was n rather vague accusation, it certainly would not be
courtroom evidence of cheating. Ile was in t urn asked whether or not
he cheated and he. readily admit tell tiuit. he had cheated. and apologized
and said he should be kicked out. The first fellow threatened the honor
Committee, that if he was kicked out he would join the Royal Air Force
in Canada or commit suicide, and threatened the committee in this
sense not to kick him out.

You can see a difference in those two. Both cheated. One admitted it,
readily; the other one finally, reluctantly admitted.

Gelleral BERay. I. personally see a differetteo.
Senator BARTLETT. Should they be treattitl differently and would

tliey be treated differently at. West Point ?
General Britay. fruitier t he present single sanction probably not.
Senator BAumri-r. You think they should he treated differently?
General Timmy. I personally think there are grounds for treating

them di fferently, yes.
Senator BARTLEIT. Mr. Secretary, do you agree?
Mr. HOFFMANN. I agree with that, yes. and I think in that instance

the operation of the Air Force form of discretion which looks not so
much to the severity of the offense as the circumstances under which
the offense was committed, in that. case being self-reported, the man
being apologetic, he has indicated he has within him that spirit of the
code that we are trying to mature under this system.

Senator BARTLETT. T can't readily recall how that was handled. I
think we finally figured a way around the system by his leayino.. But
(ream°. back in.

We'-"had a single sanction system also so it would create a problem.
That. is when I realized that there is a difference in cheating.

Haye, there been. Mr. Secretary, cases whore a cadet was not found
guilty by the cadet honor committee hut suhsequently that decision
was reversed by the TRP?

Mr. ItorrmAN N. Yes, sir.
Senator BAIrmrrr. And T think T asked you a little earlier how many

of those, and I wonder if General Berry would know how many cases
where the. TRP has reversed and not found?

General Bram Sir, the absolutely correct answer is that a tech-
nically correct IRP does not, reverse a cadet honor board. The. IRP is
not comparable to a cadet 12-man honor board. The. TRP which con-
sists of three members is comparable to the cadet three-man or three-
cadet investigating subcommittee which inyestip.ates allegations and
then either finds substantial evidence for referring a case to a full
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cadet lionor N)ard or dismissing it. That is the comparability of the
I RP.

The IRP makes no findings of guilt y or not guilty. What it does is
to find that there is or there is not substantial evidence for referring
the ease to a board of officers.

So let me make clear we are eomparing a board of officers with a
12-man honor board and the I RP with a :;-tnan cadet. investigating
subcommit tee.

NOW, hem are the figures.
Senator Bmm,rrr. If I might be.fore you (rive inn the figures. But

there is a differenee. is there not., that the TRP does not report its find-
ing,: to the honor conunittep but to the ofrIce, hoard?

Mr. IToFTMANN. To the Superintendent,.
(knera I Bt:ppy. They report. them to toe through my staff juidge

advocate and then we further review the alletrations that have been
sent forward. In otil or :).(12 rtlies on the advice of my staff' judge
advocate T have dismissed those charges: that is, orio.inally referred
them to a board of officers, then upon further analysis a evidence by
the Government attorney T folind that there was not sufficient evi-
dence to continne wit ii t1,e board of officers.

iTorrm-AN v. Could T insert a quick comment ? There. was a nile
established hv the Superintendent at the outset. of the TRP process
that po case ill Whiril all individual lind heen exonerated by the honor
conooittee could t hat ra,e Ic ttd!en to the I RP without additional
evidence. That rule has been followed. As a practical matter one of
the ea,:es that is alle...ed as an unwillingness of the. administration to
po Nue t mat ter fully involved a co..e where the recorders wore in-
hibited from taking the ease to the IRP although they thought that.
was a strolm .. case because there was no new evidence. that. was not

t hi, honor hoard and they were barred by that additional eyi-
den, nde.

Set itnr BAtrrlrr. Have there been questions as to whether there
-.14,(-1 additional evidence or not in some eases?
\ Tr. ". Tr, wrtvc N. There ha ye been questions raised, ves, sir.
Sell' ,r Bmmrt,rrr. You are following those

Ves. sit-.
IlArrt.Err. -NTY time is up.

Set!: . Vt.. Secretar, since your statement was released.
we lift' ' it iternent from only one of the 14ensn counsel. T am not
..oite, ;Ito the whole detail or that, but T would like to get your an-
swer and T quote that statement.

II re:N.ai tel lli.vt tlint th- Seel-Mary if the Army did not
doekiiin t all lint it was direetN1 npin him f rom

So thin finest Who niode this decision ? Was it direeted from
al'-ove nod. i 1 -o. hy who!

\ fr. Iforrm T made the decison. it was not directed from above
nor helow iii from any nh. it wa-: IT; ppide

Senator Ni-Ny. 1 Tavi you tliHat,s0il this with the Secretary or

Mr. lIot-rm T have ljil th;.. v.:111 Deout v Secretory of
,,,,d i(als iii order to tell them

\dint T Ivas doing and get their int it ;11.o the situation. ktsed on the
review we have all 1).:s.en making of the honor -,ystems at the academies,
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and also to assure them or to gage the effect it wouhl have on the
process at their academies. 'Flint was a consultative arrangement. I
had the initiative and the plan that, I advocated before them is the
plan that is before you today.

Senator NUNN. Have you discussed this with President Ford?
Mr. I fM.TMANN. I have not.
Senator NUNN. Do you know whether he was consult, I by the As-

sistant Secretary of I h.fense ?
Mr. IIOFFMANN. dO not know.
Senator NUNN. SO your statement here today to I his committee is

that it was your decision?
Mr. I IOFFM:\ NS. YVS.
SellIdOr NUNN. We have talked an awful lot about fairness to the

accused, the cadets and t he ones who ,tre found guilty. What about
the cadets who are in the class of 1977. who have never lied, never
stolen. never cheated and who have never, to your knowledge or any-
one's knowledge tolerated those who do. What does this proposal do
to or fllan t hem and how do von explain it to those cadets?

Mr. I forrmAN N. Thv 1)1'01005:11 as to them, of course, they are. not
a ffected by its Jirect application. We would hope, and I believe that
it would be taken by them as an indication that this is an unusual situ-
at ion involvin., ot tel individuals not as strong or as dedicated as they
WeTV dull'ing the same period. FIE'ther it will indicate flint there
was pi.operly applicahle to other cases that arose during the year some
measure of t he same environment in which these others found them-
selves that matched the overall sintation.

In other words. t hat what we have set. forth here today would be
taken ns uliTutratoly refle t ing the situation in which these other cadets
found t hemselves. Ileyond Hint I am snre that many would feel that
t his: decision docsn't nwasure up to their expectations of what the re-
sult ought to be in an honor case. I couldn't. expound on the effect, npon
that.

Senator NUNN. SOperildelidellt. hOW do von explain to the cadets.
who have never been foliml guilt v or charged with any kind of honor
offense. this decision to allow a pplical ion for readmission ?

General 13Eru:v. Mr. Chairman, I have tiionght. a great, deal about
that :Ind there are tl1114. ;11111114 ions that I have arrived at dur-
ing these past several moult hs ?

First. that the is more than a sin,le, isolated case. That it,
may well be an overloud situation that has revealed that perhaps over
the past decade tle.re has !won a uhtle ineremental erosion of some
cadets belief in and support of the traditional concepts of duty and
honor.

Seeond. I ladieve that the individnal cadet is a free. responsible
agent who knowint:lv makes Hp his Mind to ehent or not to ehent to
lie or not lie, or steal or not to steal : and third. that the institntion
does hear a portion of t he responsibility for the situation, the environ-
ment. the circumsta taps in which EE-304 occurred.

:-.1enator I.et me ask you on the third point. then we enn com-
plete your answer. Do you think the fact thot you and the St,cretary
a the Army Imlay have lOnde a rat lice adinission a some
degree of instil Iii 11:11 culpabilit y or blame. in other words. it is sharetl
by the institution and by the faculty and by tho stalfdo you think
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that shouhl exonerate completely the cadets who have cheated so they
would not he punished at al I

General REHM". I do not, sir. I think that the current decision of
the Secret ary is t lip correct one.

Sunlit nr NUNN'. Let's go ahead with the ot her quest ion.
1{1:101". 16.1.0.0111%ing hat there is some insti-

tutimull tvsponsibility hereand hy the way I spent alnmt ;in hour-
and-a-hal urday t!isili55iiiL I his imong other things with monikers
of the honor committee and they, many of them. agreed with me.
II:lying made that assumption I then that, in these extra-
ord htary cases these extraorditiory actions are warranted to prevent,
similar ext raordinarv cases from arising in the fin lire. II is WM ell-
ennibent upon all the cadet corps and all of us within the administra-
tion at the 'Military .1cadenly to do all of t he t lungs that are neve:4;11.y
to strengthen, to revive. reinvigorate. restore to full health the honor
syst em.

Senator Nt.xx. Thank von.
One final 11 timl I win defer to Senator Bartlett. I know

hindsitdd is a wonderful t lnng that all of us wish we had in tidy:ince.
lIowever, Superintendent Berry considering the fact that a couple,
of years :pro Dr. .loore, who appeared before this committee. wrote a
hook outlining. proldems with the honor system, wldch lf think is a
very con-t inlet ive overall hook whether vim agree with the point-by-
point basis or not, and then the Buckley report come along in 1974
and in effect ph.dicted that the class of 1977 was at least more sus-
ceptible. or has 111011. (West lotIS IthOlIt systellt than others, and then
t he corps, in a vote of ill percent voted to nutke changes in the honor'
system. with all of these danger signals that were there how is it that
institution itself cannot anticipate these kinds of problems with
those kindi; of signals and hike preventive pleasures before this kind
of overall probhun develops? Is there somethin!, 'milt into the insti-
tution f hn t prevents it from net ing ontil there is a crisis?

(;eneral IlEatty. I don't think that. there is anythinLr built into the
institution that prevents our antiripating and acting before a crisis
has Ilevelopal, br t I think there are three key things here.

Virst, we frankly trust people and we don't suspeet them and we
don't search for evidence of wrong-doing or of weakness,

Second. I believe that our institution may not have been as cogni-
zant of ehituges that have taken place in society from which our young
people come as we probably shoult I have been.

And. third, I think that there is a time lap- between what goes on
in .t.teiety and the Military Academy.

Chairman, as we have gone baek and reviewed the record for
ninny years, if I MIN'. h't read a brief 1)01.11011 of a report by the
Superintendent's curriculum review group of the Afilitary .1,adenty
in 190(',. The final basic iiinlin of the group pertains to III(' extremely
!,ohtiv prol)Ho of keeping the cademy properly in tune with the.
chau;ritnr viewpoints of youth, regarding many of the traditional
vuilins a our older Mon' A11)111%0d Cl/n(111(1Ni that these
d ifficult ies mititht evvn :triso t() s11(.11 btr-:cs as tla. Immo' sys-
(pm. I hp mot j va!jon:11 receptivity of the future cadet or in the sA.stem
with which motto, ditty. honor, ettiaary is held. That was written 10'
years ago.
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Mr. HOFFMANN. Could I ndd no observation there? I think in hind-
sight one can make a very strong case that One could generally predict
tins sort of things and 1 think that will be increasingly true hereafter.
What has happened to a great extent, and this is one of the benefits of
the infusion ot due process into the system, that as we pick up more in-
formation winch becomes a part of established literature, we ha ve in
effect a data bank on the kinds of things t hat lie at the bottom of these
circumstances. Repetitive patterns begin to appear. I think you all have
read the Air Force. report on the Air Force Academy incident of some
time ago, which I have gone back and read recently in view of my
West Point visits and talking with individuals. 1 think f rom this proc-
ess we are going to be tilde to ovt, a better handle on not only the kinds
of indicators that you have reference to but the ntilitv with which they
.can be used selectively to reinforce or smooth the path of transition.
It, may be possible. to take such steps as are consistent with the indica-
tors to flag problems, and in fact maybe even get. to the state of art
where. one would call the attention of the corps to the fact that these
circumstances before. have developed into situations which were not
consistent with a healthy honor code.

..1 gain, it is a fragile system and I think over the years the mystique
alio1 it. the system, the reverence with which it has been held, that has
pmmoted that mystique, has precluded ill many cases taking a hard
analytic im of it.

This Occurs against a background. as the Superintendent has pointed
out, of one of the great benefits of t be honor system, which is that if
you aro under the honor system you are presumptively credible, you
are presumptively to be trusted.

Senator NuN N. Senator Bartlett.
T have one other general observat ion and One other question I want

to piise. but I will wait until Senator Bartlett is through.
I was just looking back. I had a diseussion with Senator Syming-

ton today, who is very concerned about this. and he pointed ont to me
somethin,r I thin!: is very interesting. This oeellms1 about, August of
1 97:; and it was aluitit the same I ime. perhaps a coincidence, perhaps
not. this class of 1977 was beginning at West Point. The. Armed Serv-
ices Committee had hearings. This cominittee had hearings on the
falsification of reports of bombings in Cambodia. and part of that
hearing record includes a letter from retired Gen. James Gavin regard-
ing the falsification of report: which. by the way. was admitted at
that time by the Chairman of the oint Chiefs of Staff. General Gavin
wrote, I to mote him:

hope that you will persevere until those resp;;nsible are held aecountable.
You, no doubt. have read the Toni Wieker ool WWI I if a t a week ago in which he
raised the question of why junior officers should be honest in their representations
when seniors tire not.

At \Vest Point now there is much talk about the lack of Integrity ilmorrr our
senior officers. while we endeavor to maintain such high standards for the eadets.
The effects of being permissive ;(bout falsifying reports could be unite far-reaching
and widespread in the services. in time. unless it is brought under control. The
Lavelle affair made 11 itartirniarly bort impression.

This is a bad state of 11 IThirs at ally time. hut especially so now when many
people are beginning to fool that the Exoeutive Branch has come a long way in
the direction of achieving control of our Government.

. I don't know of anything more important to insure the viability of our (lemoe-
racy than for the military to understand their proper role in our Government,
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and for the senior officers to he exemplary men of integrity in carrying out that
role. So, the hest of luck to you in your present endeavor.

That, was Gen. Janic;-; Gavin. At. that time the letter to Senator
Symington from General Gavin was read into the record and General
Abrams, now deceased, who was Chief of Stntf of the Army at that
time. was asked to respond, and I think it is wor'h noting (leneral
Abrams' response.

mr. Chairman, I endorse the statement about the need of senior officers to he
exemplary num of integrity in carrying out their role. That i 1E0 we have to
hove, and that is NO lat WI inlig InIVI% II 11215 to go :ill the wn down the chain
from them. As n matter of foot. the %vliole thing that holds nn Army or n ittill-
fury for(T together is the faith that what is retooled is what in fact is happening.

e originallyas an ev'mple, not beillh with 11-'32's elo.st'u than ;""
meters to our own troops. At kite Saudi we redneed that to I.:100, In SO1110 Oilier-
reney situation we rmitupd it to u thousand. In doing that. the haft:Inuit com-
mander on the ground, who wits going to get the support. is the one who had to
ngree to It. Hp is agreeing to something whieh he is not going to NIT until it is
up there in front of him. Ile is not going to hear it. Ile is responsible for his men.
Ile is trusting in the faith and the discipline of whoever is mining those titios
and whoever is flying them and whoever is ;utsiting the button, which finally lets
It go.

It is the same with the TACAIR. or with nrtIllety, or 118 hot Woen law company.
nod another cowpony. It is pnrt of what gives men the vonlidenee the will
to stick it old and overcome what seems impossible. So. this whole matter of
integrity up and down is :innianient:d. It is essential. We cannot permit it.
\\lief her you ure a wost Point ,adot or a fotir-stur general. the stamboll leis tt .
lw the some.

think that t hat is relevant to the class of 1977 and to these hear-
inu-s and I. tldnk that the overall recit,ition of the honor system awl
hontir "ride at \Vest Point is indi:;pensable. not only to our Acade:Ily
t West Point but to our national security. in the long run . of is

country.
If you to comment on tha t.
Mr. lioll,3tA INIr. Chairinan. I would coionwilt that the oriHnal

hearings liat you refer to. the eross.-border bomhing hearings that
weiv conducted hy Senator Syninurton. I bad just come to t lie Defense.
Department. I was involved in the invesftration of that situntion,
find.ing ont how the misreportin.e- had occurred. I was struck at the
same time by General letter which yor have read, and I would
agree with you that tiPse sorts of manifestations from the outside
world havt, impact ol perception -if ntility of honor at the Militarv
Acadeniv.

Ahranis T think has beer a key factor .;11 a reprai.,al of
integrit.y and his life was dedicated to this, lie was a man of impec-
cable. rugged. unquestioned integuih which he exuded to tlp whole
Arn.y. I think to (lit extont tlnu we Hive been aide !oda.; as an .A.rinv
to ...tune back fruit some of tile pra,..t!yes in Vietnam which bromdit
the cer.tain segment of the Army into disrepute. again v ith respeet to
reportir.r practices. it hes because of the streit,rti and perception of
Gei,eral Abrnms. and General Wev.t'n1 who folleAvcd

rega;Nl integrity otlicer'- word beim, hi, bond. It is ono of
the sacred obligations of the trusi of an officer and public servan: in
tile U.S. Army. am! I woidd certainly subs( oils in every detail to
(;eneral .1brv.in's strtement.

General Bracy. In 197-1 Generai Abrams. t hen Chief of Start. called.
Inv to the Penta,y1. : Fort Capiphel I where I wes oonunandizor the
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101st Airborne Divi! 'on. He told me I was going to become Super-
intendent of the Military Acmlemy for 3 years. I le and I discussed
the Army, soldiers, battlefield leadersliip, the relation of the Army
to the Nation, the Military Academy, and thronghont this whole thing
integrity was t he unified thenie.

So I was moved by those words of that great Chief of Stair. As he
commissioned me to become Superintendent of the Military Academy,
he charged ine with doing this, seeing that the Military Aciulemy and
the U.S. Army draw closer together in every respect, as he put it,
narrowing the bridge from the Military Academ and the Army.

Within that, guidance. I believe that every cadet can go through 4
years at the Military Acmleiny without lying, cheating, stealing or
tolerating t hose wlm do, and most, do.

I further believe tlrit even as on t hat senior level that General Gavin
and General Abrams were speaking of, where integrity is essential
within t lie corps of cadets, whenever a cadet's leader leports all present
or accounted for his platoon leader should accept that as being the
truth. The platoon leader should not, have to go connt noses to make
sure men in the squad all are present or accounted for. Whenever the
t!adet out on the range says a.l I wealions are clear, one should take that
as being the truth. Whenever the tank commander says I have refilled
the gas tank, or the diesel fuel. I have rearmed this tank, the platoon
leader should not have to go liersonally and count the rounds. When-
ever the charge of quarters says that ihose who signed in at a given
time, they are signed in correctly. I think that should be a statement
of truth.

Here we get the close interrelationship of duty and honor. I simply
cannot see .1 clear separation or d istinction between the t wo. They ldem
together in the professional integrity that tkoieral Abrams was talk-
ing about, on the four-star level and on the cadet.

Senator BAirrLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, have you or did you discuss your proposed disposition

of the EE-304 violators wit h the members of the cadet corps or the
Mr. I lotTMANN. I have discussed it with members (if the honor com-

mittee in the, context of discussing the range of options we von,;idered
which might apply to the case if f elected to take direct action in that,
matter. I believe General Berry has also had some of those discussions.

General BERT:v. Tina is correct.
Senator BArm.rxr. 1)id pm receive any concurrence from the major-

ity of the I lonor Committee or the Cadets with whom von discussed
this?

Mr. HOFFMANN. They have in creneral indieated an empathy mitl
understanding of the that'-1 face as Secretary of the Army in
terms of agreeing or .lisagreeinr or assentinr or giving approval. I
would not want to ch:-t .icterize the reaction of those groups. As a prac-
tical matter they really did not characterize their own feelings to any
great extent. We have 1: full free flowing discussion of various ele-
ments of many options I have disenssed with them at length what. I
perceive to be some of the problems and asked them for their percep-
tion of their problems and the impact on the overall sit nation.

Senator BAnTLETr. General Berry., you said. I believe, that, t he en (lets
have not been aware of changes in society as well as they might liave
been. I think you said this in the context. of their not living up to the
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honor code more f idly. Perhaps you might say just how you did use
that phrase.

General lirtutv. The \vav I intended to put it was perhaps the insti-
tution itself has not been as ...-qatsit ive to changes within society as it
inigi.1 e 1)(411.

c1Int or IlArri,Her. 1Volibl you menn by that that perhaps (hero
should have been changes made ill t Honor System or I hat-----

ieneral Ilrnitv. I Icre is what I nieuli I )1Iring till' past llocllolv. there
aro many who des,Tibe this as truly a ribvol ill ionary decade, socially,
economically, politieally, nil or this exacerbated by the divisiveness
of Vietnam.

It. Nva:, this Ill'1:10(1. Illat the Military Academy's corps of
cadet,.., a Inio,1 doubled in size. In t9G-t the decision %vas made to expand
the corps of (.;01,k liotti .11)() to -1.1(11). 1:111:-; iii 11'1 iolSI101t Illay have
been 1 he ino-t ditheult, time of all to ex 1):11141. alm4 (st. doubling. thv size of
tho curl), tot (.:idets. expanding 1110 fzietilty and staff. at a time when
there was so much ferment. questioning or values or authority, chang-
ing- of .minlh,rds.goin.-on 10 ill' society.

.\ gain in l:'t l(Iji(1 I :1111 11.01 01111Villeell that our institution was fully
sensit ice to this ferilictit 115 its corps \vas dolMling in :-07.c.

Senator II.Nirri.r:rr. tieneral I errv, during the time ou have been
s;liperintendent ;It Itre,..t. Point ha Vkb you made 1 he cadets a \valv that
t hey could chamr0 he system. ir they Nvanted to and, ir so. did you 'dis-
cus, how they tiii,rht prorpod to do Holt.?

I have. It was as a result of tile vonibinea
st lily group MI (Ill t year 197 I 111(1

197:, lr!t t hero /v.-tilted 0 st renrt or th, honor
121-,

then. (%0 1111 about the re ferolli hull to !he corps of
(hi, of sa 11).1 1on ss-hirh t honor

hy honor committee. SO theyand whiell was condlictel
lly 1 \vi!0 ,If !hr.f nig j(fihs.

I I low would illey clulTi..rp Ile sr.-tem? There is no
Hi! inn he honor code nor bill of rd.dlls. no reollitt flint

of in the testimony I Ie.:Ve tie;111 :15 :I means by Nvhich

it 0,eld II ch.,.r.red.
I am .g"il did they re:dly feel thoy 00o1,1 chfm.,re it. and,

C -11. did t i.itale,e h., ve to be ;11,hroived by you. \vhiell I p111110 '11;
\.,Ill!,1 i-Ill :11,111vt.,1 hy I ill ;-errOkIl'y (1' the .\ NOY. hlut It" VO

1.cy 1,-(1! ripicil:';119(1 it till' till"' "11.1(11 Voil have
1,11, 1 :II I Hip viIte.

;::(!".!! lil:1:1". Yt-
Spl,110n1 1:TI I:1-r. That (11in chan...0 the honor system. .1 ll bat

Nya,-: very pre-nmally 0 very }:li1!i lIlliiIhIOl \yore di,satislied.
!Le

ic? Elq -.(hlIro major chomres that hare
takeri toy ,:operintendency. most of th(m Stilillhllll ut of
I ty. 101). L.:n.1'111)111 'nor.

1..(c. 111e t'Wle throe are publi5h("1 procedure, ticcordimr to \vIdeli
or c(1111111.1It)P :1111 1 11(111rd hearimrs will pro-

ceed. Tl i- dated .1:10111rv -29 of this
Sell:unr th.\ 1010.Orr. I'llat is an action (ir yourself* 011' luti011 or llwirs?

It WO", All 0.11 11111 a I 111111411' :1,0%1 in

by the cadet. combined cadot-ntlicer study NvIdell.
i1111+:11(11 ilo;l1 on the :411 of Octol1l.14 1974.
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This pooled the idea and the intellect of cadets and officers, it gave
guklelines for the future. I lere are other changes that have taken place.

There now is underway a vastly Unproved education progam, di-
rected, conducted by, developed by, the honor con. in itt ee.

There have been changes in the organization of tlie honor committee,
the additions of vice chairmen, two vice chairmen to assist the honor
committee chairman.

The.re is a subcommittee of .the honor committee which is set up to
addruis changes within the honor committee procNIures and within
the honor system itself, thus regularizing what in previous years Ims
taken place in an informal system and unrecorded way.

Senator BARTLETT. When was that set up, General Berry ?
General BERRY. I don't have the exact date. Senator, but that was

set up subsequent to May of 1975, the completion of the special study
.0h honor.

TlaTe has been appointed a special assistant to the Nanunindant for
honor matters who is a mature, experienced officer working full timo
with the members of the honor committee as an adviser, not as a
director.

There is now increased secretarial and administrative support and
recordkeeping support to assist and regularize the keepings of records
of t he. honor committee.

Senator BAumrrr. Excuse me. I suggested to 1 lie Secretary that
he see that there be established a permanent office of honor at the
Academy if the cadets wanted it available to them, and operating
under their direction. providing secrearial work, quasi-legal or legal
advice, and so on, keeping records, creating case law. in effect for the
honor violations. Is that. already in existence or is that in the embryo
stage. and would you support such a thin!r?

General BERRY. I believe that what you have just descrilied is what
is now in e:dstenee under the special assistant for honor matters.

Senator BAIrrwer. What I am saying is rather than have this under
an otIker, have this under the cadets themselves. It is their honor sys-
tem. You have been mentioning very frequently. and it. would seem tr.),
me they should have a cadet. honor officer available to them.

General BERRY. They have that, sir.
Senator B.tirrt,rrr. have that ?
General BERRY. They have an honor committee room. Yes, they

have that.
Senator BARTLETT. And secretarial help?
General Bnaty. The secretarial help is assigned to the special as-

sistant for honor matters, but it supports the cadets themselves.
Senator BA UTLETT. Would it not be good for them to have whatever

they need to see that records are kept, case law is developed, not
through an officer but through presumably a civilian and who would
be under their direction and under their guidance ?

General BERM'. Sir. they have full snpport avail:11de now. :f don't
believe that those cadets can spend. ran devote the full time of a secre-
tarial assistant. We are really gettinp. into matters of law and civil
service regulations.

Senator Mimi:AT. Have von enconne.ed the cadets. General Berry,
to review all of the, suge.est ions that. have been made, say, particularly
by this committeeT think there have been a number madereview
those for consideration as to whether they should adopt them or not,
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or Would you think I 11:1 ii ii I lie a goi)d .alon ft ti I Iiv secivhiry or you
to encourage them to it,i? I niii not suggest ing any part ictilar thing he
adopted, but just so they \you'd have a vailaitt to tlwiti Mutt I C011sIdar
tO ha II 1.a n or test .1111011V, a l;11.1 or diSCIISS;1)11, stillle (If which I think
have been excellent. BIll NVI1:11 I Clink :11)011t it is I/VS.1dt' (IIV pnIllt. I
think what I l ie en t lit s think 1 till 1 I lc tI is wl i:11. iS lin po rt ii lit. I 1111

iN wonileving if you have or v ,voit will recommend to them
testimony that hits made a 1111111111T a recommendations?

Cteneral 1{EltItY. I \VIII .111110(4k 5I1'. Tilt. cadet honor committee has
just been brought hind: earl' f rout leave hist 1Vednetlsay night. They
have heett busy, 11-t. will athl more fit t heir intellectual labors here. I
a.r1V01 hat is ii V.:MO idea.

:\lr. I liwrm ANN, Senator, I just wanted to indicate that on tNvo
occasions. inchitling lost evening \viten I met with the honor commit-
tee. I a at Ia lii hem the suggestion t hat it nii.rlit 1111141d tI/ revieNy
sn4rget perlia its 1(1 illvila 11111.11.Sf and S(IIIIII'V \Vh0

I;IIIMIviIgt` ii III Of and thought ahout tluse matters
to collie and tall; with them :Wont suggestions. They seemed interested
iii thi-:,

I t hink it is a function of their tittle. but they have your letters and
I t hi al; a lot of t he suggest ions t hat ha ve conic otit or I his hearing call

sonowirizial for t ham mil irovided to them ill 1111 advisory Nvity so
t hot can have the henelit or your fol'111 itt 111).111.1011.

S e ! ! : 1 1 0 1 I'oirrt.rrr. I lave the c a i l e t s been advised that t hey tire in a
pe,it ;tin limy iii It icy( 't Wit II any change they want pursuant to op'.
Jilull I, I presume. by the Superintendent and the Secretary ?

'Alt% I bui'llANN-. Ves.sir.
Sonator I ',.tirri.rxr, They ha ye Im.en ?

l'es. Sir.
:-4e11:11(ir They now knoNv how to!rnah(Ult if ?

ItI:v. They th).
I: 1:T1 1:1"1'. vi 11 1 hi.y Lrm11)()Iif it ?

;etierft I ro:iti:Y. Exoytly the wa v they :Ire (loin!Lr now. sir. They Nvill
!!'all' ttuuti dabtlliwr prapt):-Iak.'

id* ff tro the cadet corps v1/11`. if
tlwv ft lift it appropriotc, otherwi-', I 1,cv will implement them them-
selves.

S-,i;1;or In] (;clieral llottv. Iiidiave volt tvere hot ter
ruct.,o. 11 t \ during' your t hird yc;ir or at I lie het,rinning

nt %,1111.

I'dltity. t1v Vrtl a. :^ir.
sti,,,1(0. iyr, I,) viair third T would its-

sio,w (111111 11;IVe Leen in the I h /VP Vatll's you tainrlit at
voor

;,! trt!ey. The I whim T had Illy tri.i.:11(.4
r. 1,tHr .1), I -11(.\\!,.,-hro ol' I I TIIP f hird N:0:I a I W'r1

1 'irI iii ti,,r Itt :z hit 11, I it'd (if it and lookiutr forward tii liHd duty
a..17.111.

1; ymt don't think you would have liertl a bettor
tho blortli year?

l'ola:v. I t }I'm]; T would have orown
\In iu'I'i' Ito 11:1,4 is lii' in t he normal profes-

m leachifIL.:. I:11 Y(11i liii rift ii per!-'1111 praCSSi1111 i; ethica-
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tion anti teaching prohably peaks out even after t hi, ',myth year, per-
haps 1 don't linow \viten, hut say al least well a fter l.i ..ears or 10 years ?

General BERRI% Sii, II have a father-in-law %vim is a teacher. Ile
hasn't peaked out yet though he is retired. It depends upon the

Senator HAirn,r.Tr Mr. Secretary, do you believe that t lie ext unordi-
nary relief you havi lIroposed for violators of the EE---;10I. take-lionte
project is evenhanded treatment forall cadets?

11()PTM.1NN. Aly belief is Hunt it is as evenhanded as we van
utider the circumstances told that it. is basically even-

hamled, yes, sl r.
Senator Again, \illy is the situation Nvit.11 EE:10-I ex-

eeptional ? Surely there iiitist have horn cadets iii he past who have
been expelled for cheating in talw-hoine examinations? Is it the
milill)ers, the type of exam, or the congressional scrutiny ? Could you
lie specific ?

Mr. I billrlf.NNN, It Is tt (411111)111a( IM1 a factors that have applied to
t his class and to the .\calleiny in recent times. l'his class since they
have been I here, has encountered a sit tuition which has unique tritium-
siot,s and i nultillwr of the cireumstances hove been testified to here.
The numbers involved in I hi' IIICIdellt IS MR' of its indicators,
hut only one, the hasic ih-;11 juin ful lily moving on this sit lull lilt
is found in the sub-timce of the prohlem

Ilie exani, I hi' styli, if takedionie Nt.u)rk may have heen a catalyst .

and may 111V0 1i/10111)11104 lir If s :It I hint puint Berry
referred to as an area of flaw in the system. There :Ire emit rilmt 111!r
matters such as the mystique a I i.odo titil thiv !mil' in under-
standing and communications bet ween the honor committee on the
one haiuil. Ind I he fault y ;ind SI :dr on I In' ol her.

think the perception that t lie Iloilo! process was drifting away
from the corps had a lot lir du) NV it hi I ill' :,t:11't I. a i II n downward ill
tvg-ard iii whiCh liii l'i/M-z ha' held !Iwo Sy:.40111 :Ind then' 11V 1101'

H1'011111:4 :.1.11V('5 idliCh 11:1Vi' Olt! lilted litTe t kat in their totality con-
t rilmted to this sit nal itql.

l'.0071 II re fir,silre iii rormilor
t hat. NVO 11:1VO ;1,. inns I hilt have dcscrihed. 1Ve

have been mindful of Oa. 1 ivy kave read tho
record. r have read he record of this ,aulimilIce. ve liven mind-
ful of thu ilHtuussioIi. 1\' have tricd Iii 1;iliioti a remedy that was
right for tin' ilistitiiliiuu ui this :ind in this circumstance without

.

yielding to eongre-:+if11:11 her ivh:It We I hiullirht NV:is
approprin Nvay. To cololiti.nt hy:iy I Ile itISloiti tv;i; liii

:Ind the cluisnitat ion that I hove done wit II General !berry and (boneral
.hHer and 1 he many mombers of' thieiu Iut1 it 1Vest Point. there were

consultations :1101 null I le:11 or work. 'mil tile thHijulr I lint 11ns !,41110
int° this fleel,,IMI 1/.10 .\ruuv 'MIT :Intl .

opt ions :tod :dtonlat or p000li, 11111kili!! int()
I Mil !Had(' -() that taki Hu!' 11110 :1,',.ntint the body of facts
that are available to 115 that have halatice,i the equiit :IS' 1)051
\VP (111111] :1/111 NVP 11:1Vt rtrotfniZoil till tIllh(!:uut:'lthlS uur (ht. ,y,tim,
intiiet we live not in my jpitIgliwnt enoroaci.cd upon them while pro-
viding a remedy in this ca-:0 which in its forai mew.; the prohleni that
'we :zee. 'Flint is what I 11:1Ve &III', I It \V ill turn out to

()
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have been constructive; NV1' HIT going to ciattinue to apply our efforts
to see t hat it is.

Senator r. Secretary. what tvi 11 the. makeup and char-
acter of the special advisory panel be and what will its function,.
charge, and aut !writ y be?

Mr. llorristANN. the charter will he to take the broadest possible
look at this EE--30.1 ineident in t he context of t he honor code and honor
system at West Point and look also at the honor code and honor sys-
tem as they are functioning and have N1)04)11(4! in the Nnitext of the
institution as n whole. The panel itself. as I limy indinated, would he
composed of outstanding individmils from private life who would
bing different diseiplinos. differing viewpoints and appronehes
backgrounds to this situation. They will have n sto iF assistance t0 .
enable t hem to do a t hopifigli job, I would expect t hat t he st inly would
be ,-onipletedwe would hope to tryt if rollIpliq by early I h'nelliber.

1111V0 111(11(11 Mr. Vrank Borman who is present and
exeeutive officer of Eastern Airlines has agreed to be chairman of
hut, panel and I believe he will brim, to it ii degr of objectivity, a

notion of exeellence in discipline, and 11 vin.or in pursuit of the matter
that will he what. should he applied to this Very !'erions sitnation. It

will he a broad eharter. They will, of course. have to review the situa-
tion. They will be free to pursue tiny aspects of it that they wish to.
My charge to them will he a broad one and will inelude a charge that
their report he hroad as well as deep.

Senator BAirrhryr. Mr. Secretary. von say in the middle or page 8,
"Tn short. I helieve the eoneept of the honor sv,tein remains funda-
mentally sound."

After what you and Gmeral Berry have Said today, wit teli T ap-
preciate, vhieh T t hink approaches nuthy of the problems forthrightly,
you have indicated. the way I would interpret it. volt do not feel it has
been fundamentally sound. von have found it funda in Iv unsound.
I am not t ryinp. to put words in your month.

Let me sny this, thongh. T do believe. right or wro tint, the sue-
eess you have in seeing that justice takes place in the cases that are
already pending. on three or four, and also providin!i the leadership
for a now system to be which will process violators. ülle,red
violators in a just ard eft,.. and which will promote honesty at
West Point and real' v 'nesei )e honor rode, is going to depend on
yr,,ir firm conviction ,it !I system has Leon unsound.

With that T Iiuiisl I',.i5t ins and would appreciate any com-
ment you have.

Mr. llorrmA'CN. T don't want in !,l't into a semant ie haggle with you.
I think we arrive from our p:14 conversations and in our exobange
today that the hasjos aro there to !mild on. The system is riot as healthy
ns it should lie and in snffie instances in its application it has proved
to lie unsound and uncertain. What Ile are nimin. at is on overall res-
toration or system and T hope yon wiadd rprree with that.

Tt 5 not so fundamentally linsound that there is nothing. thero th

build on. is what I am saying. Pnt it has during this period such IlLini-
fostations as vou have called attention to--a de,ree of inflexibility, a
lac'; of support in the oduratiomil ba,e -shortcomings in support in
some of these Iliors, T don't ree-nril those as fundamental hecause
they can he redressed.
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The concept, of an alternate sanction, I think, is sufficiently funda-
mental that the corps should address it., but, t hero aro honor systems
like ours that wo enjoyed at. Princeton and one I was under in the
University of Virginia that st ill retain singk sanction, so I don't, think
that is a basic fundanwntal. It is fundamental in how it is changed,
but I don't think there is a flaw in the system that means the system
can't work without that unit igat ion at the end.

As General Berry has pointed out., t here are instalwes where discre-
t ion is applied during the process in t he cadet process of honor viola-
t ions coining to light.

Senator BARTLETT. Mr. Secretary. I hank you.
General Berry, I t hank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
General Berry, t hank yon.
We will conclude t hese hearings at, this time.
Mr. liotTmAN N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 6:00 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair. I
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RECORD AND MOORE TRIP REPORTWEST POINT

BACKGROUND

At the request of the Chairman of the, Subcommittee on Manpower
and Personnel. Mr. Jeffrey Record and Professor Robert Moore visited
the U.S. Military Academy at West Point on 21 and 22 October, 1076.
Mr. Record is the Legislative. Assistant for Military Affairs for Sena-
tor Sam Nunn; Professor Robert. Moore, the coauthor of School For
Soldiers: Wemt Point ond the Profession of :trinm, is an Associate
Professor of Arts and Humanities at the University of Maryland and
a consultant to the Senate Armed Services 'onimit tee.

The. purpose of the visit was to obtain,a sampling of opinion front
those cadets who so far have not been Implicated in the Electrical
Engineering 304 home sttuly cheating incident or in subsequent affida-
vits anti allegations of Honor Code violations.

It was the view of the Chairman of the Subcommittee that recent
hearings condueted on the cheating scandal by both the Senate and
!louse Armed Services Committees had not provided an opportunity
for unimplicated cadets to express their views out the scandal and cat
the more general issues relating to the Ilonor Code and operation of
the Honor System.

Mr. Record and Professor Moore tape recorded in-depth interviews
of 45 minutes to an hour with 14 cadets and talked informally before.
during and after meals with about 20 other cadets. The ill-depth inter-
views were conducted in complete privacy and interviewees were guiar-
anteed that they would not be associated by name with their individual
remarks. The 14 cadets were selected by Record and Moore front a list
of mumplicated cadets supplied by West Point officials. Nine of these
1-1 cadets had been previously identified by Record and Moore as
"stratgliC cadets who were articulate and indisputably pro-West
Point. The remaining five cadets were selected at random by Record
anti Moore. The 14 cadets come from all four classes and the four cadet
regiments. They include male and female cadets and they represent
differing ethnic, racial, religious and geographical backgrounds.

erbat lin excerpts front the interviews arc given in an appendix of
this report.

FINDINGS

r fo..fioo ctrer Il000r ode
Although the cadets interviewed generally expressed strong sup-

port for t lie flonor Code, their spontanemus comments about daily life
in the Corps demonstrated that the Code was not followed to the
degree cadet rhetoric suggested. For instance, the cadets almost
!unanimously asserted t hat it was possible to go through 4 years at \Vest
Pnint without ever violating the Honor Code"A cadet will not lie.

(835)
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cheat Or steal:nor tolentte those who do." Yet, all but a few cadets
expressed varying degrees of confusion over what the 1lonor Code re-
quired in certain instances. Ca( lets were particularly confused by what
constituted an honor violation in situations where the Honor Code is
used to enforce cadet regulations. Cadets also readily acknowledged
that their toleration of an honor violation is greatly influenced by
factors such as whether the violator is a friend or stranger. a room-
mate or classmate, lin upper classman or lower classman. an outstand-
ing cadet or a mediocre cadet.
C'hanges in the Hairor Sy8te1/P .

Most cadets interviewed expressed strong support for the pro-
cedural and organizational ehanges in the Honor System which were
subsequently approved in a Noveniber 9. 19i(i, cadet referendllill.
Cadets expivssed less support for the concept of interniediate penalties
for honor violations, and a subsequent cadet referendum on 'Decem-
ber 9, 1976. failed to approve interniediate penalties; consequently, ex-
pulsion remained the one and only penalty for any and all honor
violations.
Cheating on EA' 304 Ppoject

The einlets exIn.essed almost unanimous shock and dismay at
t he magnit ode of the cheating on the Electrical Engineering 304 home
study project. As a direct result of this incident, most interviewees
believed that unauthorized collaboration on home study projects was
probably widespread in recent years. cadets could identify no
common trait which characterized their friends and acquaintances
who we IT C011Virtf'd of cheating On the EE 304 project.
0 ppo.sition to Berry owl lloffworm Acti'ons

Most cadets interviewed expressed resentment against S,:perintend-
ent Lt. Gen. Sidney ft Berry's substitation of Internal Review Panels
fm. t It Cadet !Imlay ( 'ommittee last spring. All hut two of the, cadets
interviewed also voiced strong opposition to Secretary of the Army
Martin Ifothilann act ions of 23 August, particularly his waiver of the
trio lii ionnl penalty of permanent expulsion of cadets who had been
found guilty of cheating on the EE 304 project.
The flow». Coilr (hid thr Amy

(hi the ISSIle of the relevance of West Point's lIonor Code to
the Regular Army. einlets .;$.110 had experience either on active duty or
in a slimmer assignment with a Regular Army unit unanimously ex-
pressed frustration and VOIll'ern not only over the prevalence of lying
and stealing among enlisted men in Regular Army units. hut also over
vhat they preceived as the apparent indifference of many officers to
,uch practices.

Si.mmAny OF CAnri. RESPONSES

The following represents a summary of cadet responses to the ques-
tions asked of each of the fourteen interviewees:
The Concept of on Honor Cole and System

Qo, NIVOO 1. Prio/' to r00, illO to Tr, st Point, ichot yow' exper-
totions with ecspect to the Honor Code owl System?

A majority of cadets interviewed were well aware, prior to coming
to the Military Academy. that West Point had a stringent Honor

841
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Code. aithough few oiderstood notch about ne Honor Systemthe
system by which the Code is appiiyd t.) a cadet s daily life.

Qtw..qiutt- /168 govr rull.,/,i-d;py of l/ild tonutHI the
Honor Coth! LF S'yNtem chanwil 8inee you cet f!red 'rod Point?

Most intevviewees stated that their understanding and ,Ittitude had
(hanged slibstantiallY since they had entered the Academy. .s a result
of iatensive indoctrinatien they receil ed in the Code and Systeni

'pleoe summer.- cadets lagan their first year with a
strong respect for, and fr:quentjy fei,r of, the Honor System. But
after a year or so. they disem-ered a lot of gray areas in which the defi-
nition of "an honor viol:d ion- was not always clear. Other cadets
spoke. of th.. problems created by the toleration clause. most cadets
expertencyd difficulty in t liming in a friend or an outstanding cadet for
an honor violation.

Questioh.l. If'ox there an honor eoile or Mystem ;ll your high ,,u1,001.1
How doeN it compare to that ot Trost Point?

All but two cadets stated that they were unaware of an honor code
or system at the high schools or prep schools they attended prior to
cmiling to the Academy. A majority asserted that cheating was ram-
pant in their high schools or prep schools. and some tidmitted t hat, they
themselves had cheated or had lwen involved in activities which at
West Point .would la considered violations of the Honor Code.

(,),--st;on po you thillk Mr Han 9r 'ode i.v //Ned to eilloree 17,gulu-
tion.? !Ion think it Nhonld he!

Without exception. all interviewees believed that the I [ono'. Code
at West Point is used to enforce regulations. most of them citing the
use of absence cards as the most prominent example. On the issue of
whether the Code should be used to enforce regulations, however,
cadets were evenly divided. About half believed the ('-ode should be
used to enforce regulations because they saw 110 moral distinct-ion
between compliance with regulations and allegiance to the principles
embodied in the Ifonor Code. Others believed that the principles of the,
Honor Code were degraded when used to enforce what they believed
were petty regulations. Still otl:ers stated that the question of honor
was an intensely personal matter between an individual and his
conscience and favored a i.,!omplete separation of the Code from
regulat iouls.
rheotiml EA Proj, et

(thuNtion. .7. 117th /Ts pect to t E .J(i4 Ito oo, udy rojcet ?re

or MO /il oe 0,1 c.4..t io 1,M. ft ot IT haMe Ntudy projects (on. which
-;,,,i;r;.Inill work 0,11.11 wns ee(/ n;re,I) hild been. exontined hod- year. in
bun. //luny in:if/I/WPM de) th;n1e 11/1111/thOlV.,Fed C011abOIWIVOn COqild
hilrc bern diNcOrcIrd! II What Sp. c/71.c cf/I/I'st'S (Old whot leind of
,roury.' Why you th;nk this volloboration orrurred oe only h fie e

oreu rrcd

A majority of the cadets felt that cheating of the kind that took
place on the EE 304 lionie study project was not confined to that

rtietilar exercise. Most said t h ey were shocked and dismayed by he
magnitude of honor violat hms surrounding that assignment. They
said that because of it. t conclusion was inescapable I hat unauthor-

2
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ized collaboration was probably widespread on similar home study
projects last year, particularly among members of the Class of 1977.

Cadets also noted other factors which contributed to cheating on
this assignment such as the difficulty of the course, the approved pat-
tern of authorized collaboration in preparing daily assignments, the
rote, manner in which it was taught and the general perception that.
EE 304 was irrelevant to one's future Army career.

Question 6. Do you think the Superintendent's substitution of
Internal Review Panels foe the Cadet Honor Committee was justified
as a means of 'resolving the current scandal?

A large majority of interviewees expressed strong resentment
against Gen. Sidney Berry's substitution of Internal Review Panels
for the Cadet Honor Committee last spring. Although sonic cadets
conceded that the magnitude of the EE 304 cheating incident and
pressures for a speedy resolution of it placed the Superintendent in an
uneviable position, they nevertheless concluded that the substitution
of Officer-dominated Internal Review Panels for the Cadet Honor
Committee seriously weakened the legitimacy of the Honor Code and
System in the eyes of the Corps of Cadets.

Question 7. Do you think du, Secretary of the Army's actions of
Augtmt to resolve the current scandal helped or hindered the

situation?
All but t wo of the cadets interviewed also voiced strong opposition

to Secretary Martin Hotfmann's actions of 23 August, particularly his
waiver of the traditional penalty of permanent expulsion of cadets
who had been found guilty of cheating on the EE 304 home study
project. Cadets resented the fact that "the rules of the gaine- had been
changed "in the middle of the seventh inning". The nsensus of
opinion seemed to be that those who collaborated knew precisely what
they were doing and understood the risks of their actions. Members
of the 'Class of 1978 were especially adamant on this issue, and were
openly hostile to accepting into their class guilty, cadets who may
apply for re-admission to the Academy after a 1-year suspeosion.
Honor Among West Poiot,

Question. 8. Do you think a young man or woman of 17 or 18 yeaps
of ve rap lw indoctrinated. traimd, or soeialized into a peiwon of
absolute honor. a person who will never lie, cheat or ,stral or tolerate
those who do/

The majority of cadets seemed persuaded that a young man or
woman of 17 or 18 years of age "could be" trained, indoctrinated or
socialized into a person of high moral standards, although many con-
ceded that this could be done only if the imiividual arrived at West
Point already predisposed to such standards.

Question 9. How would you characterize the cadets you have
known who were sepuotted from West Point because of honor
14 iolationn?

Although this question provoked some revealing tangential re-
sponses. the. 14. interviewees could not identify a common trait or
characteristic among those of their friends and acquaintances impli-
cated in the EE 304 exercise. In fact, some cadets felt that those who
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cheated represented a vi 11111 (Toss section of the Corps of ('adets while
others believed the problem was indigenous to the Class of 1977.

Quention 10.TV hot 18 yoae vier/. of the character. ;a1(ur;ty. ha par-
t;allty. olireseatatircneN.s. of the Cadet 1101i1.1r ;11ces with
which yoa. hare /writ familiar?

IlltOVVIONVO'S Wpre about evenly divided WI t VIlaractvr. integrity.
and impartiality of the IIonor Committee representatives whom they
knew. Some lwlieved that tlw Honor representatives wer( above
reproach: others felt that in some cases they were as guilty as those
upon whom they passed judgment.

Qui st;oo H. Po yoil possUilf cow pleh, 4 yeoiw lr(Nt
Poi./ot I'It//l///1711./III 110110I l;01111

All but t wo interviewees contended that it is: "possible- to complete
4 years at We,t Point without ever committing a single honor viola-
tion. althongh many answered this question with -what is an honor
violation?" There W a S considerable confusion as to what constituted
an honor violation and what did not. Cadets from different classes
apparently have received varying instructions and interpretations
about these matters. All but a few- cadets vigorously defended the
absoluteness of 11 w code when asked Point blank about it in this ques-
tion and question 13. However. their own extended responses to these
and other questions suggested that an absolute adherence to t he Code
is impossible_ liut most cadets seemed unawalv of the contradiction
het ween their rhetoric and t heir self-reported actions as members of
t he Corps of t'adets.

Q,o.,/;oo 12. Ibio. yoo Wcs/ Po;dis co/1/.11/15.0o of 110/10/'
cmo popes irtlh Ilw/ fif Ihr A iwiy who/v..' IN hi s/ Potos reh runt
to on A Poiy woNt of who.s., offirfoR ore oo/ hie.sr yoilb/ob's/

A strong majority of 'al ( t be ley o'd t hat WPA Point M11(11)(1011
of honor is higher than that which prevails in the .1.rmy as a whole.
and saw West Point graduates as setting the example for the Army
in this regard. A minority rejected this view. claiming that t he per-
formance of many prominent officers in Vietnam demonstrated that
West Pointers W011' just as vulnerable to moral failings as were OCS
and ROTC e-iaduates. Cadets who had experience eit her on active duty
in the Negular Army or in a summer assignment with a Regular Army
unit unanimously expressed frustration and concern. not only over the
prevalence of lying and stealing among enlisted men in liegular Army
units hut also over the apparent indifference of many officers to such
pract ices.

(710/1/1I'S (.1)110 SyStr/II
QI(15/t011 Irooht !pH/ /hf, Ibioop / 'to/c,) //, iroy.)

ri'w interviewees expressed a desire to change the written Honor
Code. although two or tlree believed that the toleration clause should
be either dropped altogco her or rendered more flexible in apHicat ion.

)1711/14 (If /II 1/Ifrn114;01,
ii_Ol/N ;I / //MI II/ 1..11 /1;1';l11/ (//', Idr/. fhA'rrrh.0/,

I./I PI 110/1;lill 41111/1;11,IS. ;N 11/1 the .//
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nnopolis? ho yoo Ihink liwdoleolt;on it opplif.,(1 egoolly friemIN.
x1PantIcrs, roominob ClebV.X/OOlek, owel. (1,1:.,(Nmen. upper clqxknien.
ete.?

Not a single interviewee believed that toleration was applied equally
to friends, strangers. classmates, roommates. lower classmen. and
upper elassmen. Many were convinced that the Honor C(xle is often
used by upper classinen to rid \Vest Point of plebes and lower class-
men they don't like. Some cadets also contended that the lack of a
stringent toleration clause at the U.S. Naval .1cademy mennt the
.1tinapolis I knot. ('Oneept wits much weaker than West Point's 1 lonor
( 'ode and Systelli.

Q 1:7, wild qoo change lhe SysIf'in? 1 n what lefly!
\Vit 11 few exceptions ,indlits voiced strong support .for the procedural

and organizational changes in the Ilonor System which Wt're then
under discussion in the Corps of Cadets. Those changes were apptim-ed
in a referendum on November 9. 1976 by percent of the Corps.

Elimination of onie,r Boards was a particularly attractive pro-
posal to t he interviewees, although several were opposed to dropping
the requirement for a unanimous vote of the Cadet Honor Commit-
tee to -find- it cadet guilty of an honor .iolat ion.

(2111Ntioo ir iN .1/0111' 0;1 11' of ..opa POii010 O8 and only
In.lod1.1/ f or ony and honop p;olot;on.s..) Womb/ yo0 fileoc SyS/I 111

intrrnu-e/i/Ile Oaf
.1. majority of inter% iewees opposed the absolutness of single

sanction system and favored some selective discretion. part itilarly
in cases in which the 11(0101. violator turns himself in. .1 minority felt
that discretion should also be applied in eases of plebes who could
dellionst rate ignorance tt t fonor System.

(I,/ /huh, Imy,thvf,
Whid perccl/tay, f celdrIS OW 1 .1/ 1o'l 1.4 bo the

llonor rollv! Ibb Ihr llonor Sy.s.leni?
.1ll interviewees believed that a substantial imijorit of the Corps

of Cinlets. rawring from so-pio percent. believed in the moral prin-
ciples embodied in the ('ode, smaller majority. ranging from
93) percent. cited te: believing in t Ilonor System.

Qn,..s.I;onN owl II'. Whal Wel? lf01/ Ihr pneposr of th;8
noTtiny hron7i1 ? 71/ lb yOO d yOO r Oppo'OPO lolOel. ilK WW1

yOlo

OHM' to HIV illtVrvICW. were informed of the purposeFew ca(let
of the itholigh sonic did discuss it wit n their Colnieln,
Tact ien] roomates (Ind (dassmates before arrival.

Qni8thn ;ri,;11, ,/,, /oyarty
fh, pniy nib,/ Ioyolly f yaup omfsr;(,nrr?

.111 lint a few cadets :!aid t hey believed loyalty to ,,ne's individual
conscience was II higher loyally than loyalty .1rmy and vomit ry.
Many were cognizant of of the I SNIT.I's distinction between lawful
:Ind unlawful orders and cited the Vietnam experience. especially My
Lai. as illustrative in this regard.



APPENDIX

WEsT Pot vr CADET II.EseoNsLs 14:colm AND MOORE
INTERVIEWS Ocrou Eit 21-22. 1976

The verbatim excerpts given below are drawn from confidential. in-
depth interviews of fourteen \\vest Point cadets. -rile interviews were
conducted by Mr. Jeffrey Record. Legislative Assistant for Military
Affairs for Senator Sam Nunn. and by Professor liobert Moore. a
('onsultant the Senate Armed Services ('onunittep. The interviews
were conducted by Mr. Record and Professor Moore at the United
States NIilitary Academy. West- NeNY York. on 21-22 October
1976. Transcripts of the talwd interviews were preintrcd by Professor
Moore. and the excerpts were selected by Professor AI0ore to reflect
t range of cadet responses to the questions.

We have assigned. at random. a letter to individual cadets so the
reader ir follow a cadet s response to a number of different questions.
For instance. Clukt A refers to the same cadet throughout the selected
excerpts that :ire given helow.

Cooeept an /10oor ( 'Ode 11171.1 .7/811.'

QM N1;')11 Pr;or le) efill)i. loq 11VNI POi 1111I11 tef're e'd'pee-
telt;MoS s el 10111e 1 lulelt Oa( ilia yxleni!

'..WEr A :
"I personally IleVer needed tO cheat or steal or haVe :HIV real need

or fleire to lie, so for Ille tile I bmor 'ode Was not something that was
new. This is not 'generally trite for many people--from the things I've
heard front peple. My roommate :Ind a guy I. Was talking to
last night---thry both sanl that if the Honor Code Nvas.n't here, my
roommate said h.. Nvonhl. probably he cheating when he Was; in college.
and this other person said. 'Well. I used to steal and lie and cheat all
the time. you know. before I came here.'

"VI -:0111r pealde perhaps it I Honor Code! isn't necessary. For
leol it isn't and tvally WaSn't anything- I had any expectations
jnst left it was somethinir that was personal that each in-

dividua did; that %vas 111(1161111a] .reslionsihility.
-The thine- t hat surprised nie when I calm. here was its institution:d-

r/at ion hroligh the I !milli. System it was enforced and actually to
a la re-e. (h..0-roe mystified hy the institution aml was something whicli
pmd HCP4 of anxiety for many people and a lot our fear herallse It

nt times tinder certain circiunstances for a lwrson who
W:1:4, innocent to he convicted. .kIld this Ints happened. Particularly.
when 1'011 :Ire x Heim.. there is a hig pit fall.

-Of course. thin,s have chamred now with the new class. They've
made a lot our in the Fourth Class system. Bill %viten l (Ionic
in, :id. our course, in years previous. it was very. very possible that an

(,4-11)
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individual. if disliloid hy upper Hassling), they could set up a situation
where they would literallv frallW 11i111.

DI-rr B:
-Of course. von would never have to worry ... because HO One IV011 Id

(Wet lie, cheat. o st(al: :4) it WUI11(1 never (*Mlle 11p. . . .

"The :"..v:Thm I seemed qiiite easr when you looked at it III 01,1 1110'. "les.
1110 101:11 itlways seemed Hark and white. when you're

thinking about i. t . i much harder to live with because there my so
many gray a reas..na, itt; tow, to tt t Ilan one would think living
o,itside the system."
CADF.ir

"I expected quite a bit loore. you know, with an Honor Code and
i.tuti like that. When I got Inini my first year. it seemed everything
mint about as I thought it would ahout the honor and all that. You
never heard too much :Wont anyone cheating or anything like that.
.1. her I got here I realized that lily expectations had liven a little bit
high. I realized that they ill had cheat hey still had a little bit
of lying and they still had everything going on here.-

y. 1i7it ke.pds
"HMV tict V /ill 1110:111 that r.
y. W .11.1 ih',//t th;ne/s 11.AT thr behreen "cath't boppowinel (Ind

str Wing.
-\\' (di. hike cadet horrowing. People take things from your room

without asking. They niav intend to return it. hut you Ilia never see it
again. There are cadet- iiiiound here who do steal. I've had some things
taken at different ti:.es.-

Q. II-hut of 111;
"I've hall a pair of gym Cuts ripped off and I've had seveal tapes

and alhums taken.-
f/m/ ertf;, thi,. tepefr/

rod, Id) i ',I no 11 Ninc, .1/au rnl, oil 1r e'.si Po;n1
'.1IIET :

-.1.n incident (during lily Pl('b(' year) occurred where we would go
Ilona) these steps into separate lines, and these steps are very. very
narrow: and when you ;ITV a Plebe. you have to Ivalk at attention and
swum.). corners. and especially during Bea,: they make ou run. and
hey vell and scirealli at you a lot. so. everyone was running- down the

slams: it was very cownisted: and everyone was carrying their laundry
out. An UMW! ohls-111:111. it first chissman. was standing in the stai-
well. innl everyone was cloggino- it up. and someone lilt this first class-
man and nashed him. and he fell.

for rt-ason lie frahheil this guy awl Ilegan yelling at
lOin. ticchr4in!, him of donor it : and he didn't if)) it. and I saw that
another kid had accidentally hit hini--like everyomi was like push-
ing. and he had hit this first chissorm, Well. they accused this eadet
of doing it. and the kid said: 'Sir. I didn't do it.' .\.nd lie was yelled
at quite a hit. tt, the ... mire goino- to take this person. after having
notified his sonad leader. with Ibis 1ir-4 ChIssIll:111 not having really
known who did it just singled this guy out : and the squad leader
went along with him. and everyone tried to throw him out. saying
that he was lyinni and that he did
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'What luippened thiS guy came to Me and said. 'God. they're
gonna throw me out. . .

'I explained to him that. "Weft I saw what happened. It wasn't
you that hit him.' And lw goes.'011. great.'

"So. he told the. squad leader that he had a witnesq to the incident
and that it was nw. The squad leader lwcanie very upset with me. be-
cause he didn't want this guy around.

"Consequently, he called me out in front of maybe four or five of
the first classmen standing around and jn,1 began yellmg and s(.reant-
lug very uncontrollably. (This] took me totally by surprise: I didn't
expect this. I didn't have tinle to get nerVolls.lind they eventually luul
to take the first elassman :Ind drag him into the room hecause he was
going to hit zw heValise he was So upset. It was really bad. But they
I id n't th row hint out Vet beeause I was t here.

"I think probahly if I hadn't stood mid said. T saw it hap-
pen:they probaldy could have thrown hull out.-
Aor:r I):
"As it Plebe, if anything else, you feel a fear of the system. The

thing that is emphasized is that you're gonna get kicked out for it.
During Beast, the feeling is that it is going to get. you. And I think
this is wrong. But later during the yea you develop alnmst a curiosity
ahout it. Ilonor is such a scary thing that you don't. really test it. hut
you art, ellriolls ahollt it . nud yon WOlIder Where the Inuits are..Tust how
far you could go in test ing its limits. And by the time I Was a yearling.
I nail a real respect for the system : awl. it was something that no one
played %vith.-
t'Ara:T E:

-In my first few vears. I felt I adhered to everything strictly. I still
do ;ollwre to everything strictly. However. in light ofthe present situa-

tion. I have begun to modify my feelings on toleration. But that's the
only point of the code that I have had any nodilication at

Q. Ilotr !MEI 1110dif y?
"I no longer tel that in every case ;1 toleration that separation is

the right sanction. ITp to now if you tolerated. you are automatically
vvell. I don't feel that in every (m--,e this shoUld he the case.

fcel timt thew :.111, an awful lot of very good people who are being
thrown out of West Point. I think simply he"ause they Out persomd
loyal/ iv., in front of t heir honor concept. whieh is a very difruqdt
,iun in my opinion.

"I had a friend who (once we were reshuffled we wew put in dif-
ferent companies. and ono of the people in my company) was up for
honor. and he didn't actually chent--he only tolerated. Now this per-
son had :started going. through the s1111111Wr tntining program. and he
was U 'Allot eaotain, which is the highest level that a cadet can fit-
tain. just I rom t hat was very proficient in his military
skills, mill t hat Was a is( cat i of just the fact that he was fui out-
standing person to begin with. As I got to know him. I also realized
that he was quite an mitstfinding person. and I woahl really like to
have him any time in my unit.

"Well. I found out that he was invoolvcd in linnior awl not for cheat-
ing but for knowing that a large iiiirldior of people in his company did.

.:3?
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And from the way he explained it to me, the classmates in his compitny
were very clo:-.4 knit. . . . Ile said that they were st) clRsely knit. Liat
for hini to go and tell on that many of his classmates in his company
washe just couldn't think of doing something like that.

-This person \vas expel letl front the Academy solely because he kn.tv,'
of soinet hing like that happening. and I feel the Army lost something;
it really did. Ile may have known that these people were cheating,
and that's not, right. and he should have reported it. But it's a very
difficult decision to make. and I don't feel that making maybe the
wrong decision is grounds for dismissal. . . .

"If you were to drop the toleration clause. you would lose a very
important aspect of' the C'ode. However. all I am saying is that tolyra-
doi . does not necessarily. or should not necessarily. merit dismissal
from die Academy. There are extenuating cinamista:!ces. like in this
ease the entire company was very clos(ly knit,. an felt strong
loyalty to each one, so maybe they felt they could ,erlook this. an
evil, in a couple of the classmates. I however. there are instances
whereby toleration is. 1 fhink. inexcusahlc

ym/r. f/t,)//..iitg iii it ito.d immy pcuple, were in-
eol red.)

-It's not the fact that there were so many people: it was the fact that
they hail such a close relationship with each other. The way 1 under-
stand ii. he had to make a decision on the value judgment as t o whether
or not he should disregard personal loyalty and friemIship he had de-
veloped over the years. He had put that . . . and opposing that was
his honor eplyept. *Well. should 1 tom the guy in if I know lw has
cheated at one tune or ;nuttily]. or lied !'

Q. Rut d tptr.v /0/.y itf yuys?
-Yes. Sir. 1 helieve it was.
"One other thhig I would hike to point out to yon. 1 don't necessarily

feel that toleration. cven in that circumstance. is guilt-free. I feel that
definitely he was in fife wrong. and he should be ininished for it. lint
I just felt dismiss: front the .1.cademy was too -4'N'ere.**

Q. hid ./01/ fr r te,ry ,torl;ctiltfrly oldshodiny
ollIrp
-Yes. Sir."

C.torr T:
'! it has . . . considerably. My bitrgcst reason. one of my reasons

is. in light of the thirprs that have happened in the past- months, it .

seenls t liii t lie Iltwor systeni is 111011 of a goal. It's almost human
mit !Irk'. i niess. tr) lie. o to spetlk. And. 1 guess how it is hyre. is
there are degrees of deceit. Like if a person puts his blanket over a.
window to hide the fact tliat he has his lights on after 'end to quarters'.
that isn't .,nsidered 'honor.'

It hougli the way I look at it. it's still deception because You're try-
ing to deeetve somebodythat yon don't have lights on---and you're
putting a blanker over your window. They don't consider that honor.
Whereas a person will go otr post and mark his card 'on litnits' and
your absence card is making a statement. 'this Is My preS1.11c0. WhOr0
1.111 SlipposCd lit Irr. Tio'y cOnsidr'r I hUlt honor.

-Now. in my opinion. there is no difference bet %%Ten a white lie and,
say, a big lie. or black lie. whatever you call it. To me. a lit. is just a

8 4
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plain lie. So. I see kind of points of contention there. like what do you
consider a small lie? What do vim consider a large lie?

-I'm thinking of one person in particular who did IS push-ups and
said he did 20 to pass a certain test, so he wouldn t have to take it over
again. And, he turned himself in . . . they probably never would
have found out about it at all. He says. 'T did 18 push-ups and I said
I did 20.' And. so they fontul him on honor and he was kicked out.
And, it seems to me that wh, a person turns himself in. he should be
the type of person we'd want to keep. O. I'd like to see discretion in
the Honor Code, at least sonic nwthod of giving the person another
chance if he turns himself in. It just seems to me that guy is more
honest than sonwone who trvs to deceive the system and he gets caught
doing it."

(2,/,,,rtiml. fionop Snsti'm yonp 1111111

solwol? How do,...; port' !,) /lint ilf 1),)in1?

CADET B:
When asked lmw he ad justed to the proltihit ions a.o.ainst cheating at

West Point, he replied. -I had a hellacious time in the courses I was
weak in. I came in here Nvith 'zero back..round' and I went on AI
f .kdditional Instruction ' And tbat's how I got by with a 'straight C'
average."
CADET D:

"[lad lin high scliooll a feeling ---t hat's not right. That you're being
evaluated on my work and not your own. And I at West Point] I feel
a cadet wlm would cheat using. lily work would not be lvaluated on his
own work and that is 'Fist not right. . . . I have two devotions right
now. Uric, is to 1,0 an officer and the other is to maintain honor. And
they are prim(' my life right now.-
CADET E:

-I never Hwat,..1 Milli, I was in libdi school or ..rammar scl J so
it wasn't that much of an adjustment for nie. The only adjustlitent
had to make was to the Toleration Clause la.cause naturally I knew a
lot of it was going on in high school."

Q. Why yoo soy fin y111 iny solir
"Well. I was just going to get on to that. r hin i. in t! ,ociety there

is a great emphasis put MI personal friendsLii: And in
the military. you obviously need to hav U ('ry strong iitty concept
which is not necessarily the case in the I feel that
maybe in the civilian world friendships and 1 v shoul, ; come before
duty hera use 1;t the civilian world you'm TI dabbling :ith the lives
of F,01,1, .u're not completely honorabh-. Arid in tii, military you
would he at t wes. O. it's just a matter of what situation you're in at
the time. In civilian life tolerat ion doesn't. [Roan anytldng at all."

/h) you tio'/I!.. thr //oho/. roil ,. to entomc Pequ-
/atiohs? Po you t/i i'//. it should 1), ?
(..\ot.:r A :

ictinitelv. Particularly. one of my greatest complaints about it
1,, V.111.11 I was CINI hill t here was a mixing ia ,,,,,hit ions and hon)r.
Anil I'm surii rd this complaint already where there are
(..ertain things that arc -.the regulat ions.' If you break them, they

850
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are regulations and I fonor: Solite things are just regulations. And
you have to know the ditIeretwe. Particularly with the absence cards.I'm sure you are familiar with thatmarking the cards. I just can't
believe how it is NI foreed that way."

Q. TI'hat is your e,biretion to that partieub.r . . ?
'The Honor Code r believe is a personal thing and the institution

Should not nse ituse a person's honor against them to enforce their
regulations. which in many instances ore Victorian. out-dated: and.(lon't serve any Fen 1)11110050 VNVIpt to repress individuals. But. that
to a degree, is necessary. You have to do that to a degree but not neces-
sarily define them as sharply as they have beep here.

"I personally felt very bad when I found out that Toll have to mark
a'card : and, if you dott.!- do this (because they're trying to ('nforce
the regulations). you're breakin, your word. T just couldn't imarine
that they would do -:omethimr like that--and they do. T con see where
that caused it lot of conflicts. My Toe....he even admitted that, 'Yes,
they do use honor to enforce regulation, in some instances.'

-They also use honor to enforce what is known as 'duty. Well, if
.N.ou have a duty to perform. they make it such thatthey desigr
the regulation so that there is such heavy penaltysay walking toe
areathat you come down to a choice :if either. 'well either I dc. it :'
or say if you come to a situation where you didn't do it for ever
reason, no xcuisriuIlr irciptud.

'You have to make a decision. 'Well. should I break, should I lie
bre::k the ITonor Cmle r Or. 'should I accept this heavy penalty which

feel is unjust ?* 'Shoold T take the chance of perhaps getting away
with it by breaking the Tlonor ('ode no one knows about it), or,
should I take the slug r

'And. I con see where situations can arise. I'm SIM` they probably
do. wh reu person who is 0.01110' to make that deeision and can ra-
t ionalize in his mind that 'Well. von are dealing with a certain set
of regulations' which he feeis is not just. therefore, he is justified
in breaking. for his own survival. breakimr the Honor Code.
many times it comes down to that.

"Academics sometimes ..omes down to that also. Should T'0kay,
I'm about to flunk ootif I cheat. Ill probably be able to get away
with it. to pass.' The academic system many t Hes is felt to be unfair..
CAPPr B.

'One of the problems is that people hesitate to rnin someone's
career fur some minor violation of regulations that gets tangled up
in the honor code. Yon end up saying% 'What is the importance of the
violation?' And T thi.rk every cadet in bis mind establishes a eerta:n
limit and it may not be the same a, other people's limits are.

"There is a .ffray area between what is a lie and what is not a lie.
Eve'rvone has a limit about how .far they will let someone else push
them before they will turn them in A lot of the problem eome'
from the fact that it iS all so absolute and there is only one penalty. It
is hard to turn a friend in fnr stealing a pencil that is worth a penny
wIwn tit rnino. him in ton v ruin bis ...

"And another problem which arises when a person does not turn
his friend in ffor stealinff a pencil worth a pennyl is thatby not
turnin7 his friend inhe has already violated the honor code. . .

Once our ae outside the system, then there tends to be no limits on
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what von will tolerate. Because in the IV. of the system, you are as
guilty for not turning it friend J f' st ling a pencil as you would
be if lie stole a hundred dollar bill."
CADET C:

-I imagine you've heard about the cards and everything like that.
Just this year they have put in a new .iting. Beforo,you didn't have to
mark the cards and tell where you weie, like for instance Saturday

afternoons were free and basically you 1,1 u could leave
post if volt could get off without gett It. Ann Sundays bnt
now you can't do that 1(1131110re becan -e to mark your card
111111 that's an honor [violation] if you

Q. Po you think it should he useU do you think hwwr
should he ?Iscd in something like the cords?

"Well. I think a p01.5011 sliotmi d Ia. honorable. But the way the honor
cod is ' here where a iwrsoti enn get thrown out automatically,

wrong to use that against them. To use fear of being
thr stop them from cheating or to stop them from leaving

I a person should be honorable. If they ask them, 'Didthe
you ka , . post ?' The person should say. OK, yes I did.' "
CADET D:

"A lot of people say a jury system is not fair berause a man's honor
is a personal thin,. But it is not in the military and that is a distirw-
tion to be made. Ill the military you have too much control over an-
other man's affairs. And I really see that, as a great distinction.. . .

Whether or not I ant honorable will mean the lives of the soldiers in
my platoon and of the soldiers next to my platoon out in the field....

-It is no longer a personal affair, it is a societal affair. At West
Point the honor code becomes a society determining whether one man's
standards are adequate to maintain his position in the soc,;ety. If they
are not. then they choose to not have him in the society.

"The way I look- at honor is that you are not suppose to try to change
yonrself to meet the code. That's why I never worry about their honor
regulations dr 11.1iet her this is honor. or that is honor. T just try to
maintain my personal honor. And if T don't fit, they'll tell nte I don't
fit. And I'll leave. And if T fit, then this is my career. Tf you don't look
at it this way. you're either in for a °Teat deal of frustration, or you're
not, very honest."

[When asked about "hod stuffing." i.e.. putting items in one's bed to
conceal one's absence] "It depends on the attitude with which they do
the bed stuffing. I think von have to look at the personalities in-
volved. . . . If they have the intent strictly to deceive someone, it is

valid area for an honor violation."
O //ow do you( dc/rpm;ne httent?
'The best yon crIll do. as I see it. is throwrii a -jury system. A basie

precept nf OW' nation up to now has Leen the jury system. . . .

"One problem rat Wo,t- Point r thati when you codify the Honor
System. Yon Icke mit t he ner,:onality of the system . . When yon
start drawing l',)es. especially with the e-eneral caliber of people who
come here, all von are doing is lenvim, noon arca.4 rather than estab-
lishing tu standard of honor or mint:intim, a standard la honor] :
,lrawing sorb lines n,.tua Hy loosens up the honor code and system."

8
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CADET E:
"Sir, fit times it is. bat I think cadets itif.:Le too much of this at times.

I'm not going to say it never happen , but I don't th'ink it hapiwns as
;filch ati S mie cadets claim.-

117rat is on e .retne plc, from flow, men iPhi're the line i.
Pri'y

Well for instance, von have probably heart r the ab-
sence card vlivn you mark Your absence card before yon go out. Well.
it's in regulations that. you win wart; your absence card. However., if
you do mark your filisenee card and von go off post. you are committing
1111 1101101 violation. Therefore, the ..eplOittion is precluding you.from
doing something-Iit will nut omat foidlv make it an hnnor violation if
you break that regulation. And i you don't mark your card an.I go
off post, then you might ir-; well just turn ourself' in to the Tactical
Department II 11(1 Say, 'Yeah. I w;qit off post.'

"So really they are leaving you no recourse--no escape route. That's
the view that pervades the Corps. Rut the wav I see it is, if you're
not going to II() anything wrong, why should you be afridd of any-
tldng? I mean I'm not saying it is right to use your honor against
you, but if you're not gonna do anything wrong, why should you worry
about it in the first place ? It is a regulation and you shouldn't. break
the reomlat

'Now, maybe t his regulation co b he reworded or somehow modi-
fied so that tilvy wwildn't ht honor again:4 you. When
said that sometimes I feel that cadets make too much of it. they are
antomativally saying: 'It's wron o. be using honor against me. I
should he able to break re,rulations without havingI should be able
to take a chance and break regs without having honor come down my
neck!' But y(.II shouldn't break regulations in the first place. if they
would keep t ilia in mitoi. I don't thii k von would le,ar that quite
so often.-
CA ()FT F:

-Sir. in sonfe instances 1 flil see that it could be that. That's the
controversy rio.ht now that a lot of my classmates are grumbBng
about .... I think that a lot of people (and I have taken it as an
offense) are offended by 'e reoldations, as, you have to
ina li voor car/I like on Saturdays mid Sundays----starting at OCrIi
Sunday and at one o'clock on Saturday a ftertmon---seems sort
ridicolous havinir to say, 'OK I'm on limits all day! It seems sort of
rid

1101? 41 lb ink if shordfl he to enforce remllotion..;?
sir.-

y. 11 7, iewe they 071017.1/t . this portiewlor (-bowie yon
.s.peol of .?

"Sir. Fro nor really sure. They've never said anything about
O. The effect of il /..V ken pine/ I-1178(r loh.,z on erhcre !ion arc!'
'Th3t 5el.`111 to l)P till' effect of it.-
Q. So yon ore lerlel oc('an.atohle for re 1)0r/11w y;elf. foe reportinq

lir)" 0)Pre rrhereethoutx?

CADET G:
"To ,rtnin extent. 1- think it has to be. sir. Because when it comes

down to rho point of usinir it in the inanner itt dal I saw this in my

8
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Co 'any when I was a third clossmall) when an officer walks t hrough
the ranks at breakfast ( we had our gray jackets on) and he asked
each man 'Do you have a necktie on?'

"jf ;Iv 101,1 lsked us to un4ip the jacket find he had then inspected
that wwild have heen perfectly le!ral. But he asked ns to incriminate
oursely( s, According to the Iloilo!. Code. WO htl ie IO give 'a, correct
answer. And he proceedcd to write somebody for it. Cases like that,
they try to avol. We aro supposed to b ihili to inswer a question,
and `.70 couldn't.

"But IN fur as the honor efaleif I sign ont on a leave blank or in a
departure book that I tt m !roing to such and such an address or I
vim he reached at s.,011 and such an address and phone number 111(1 I
put he wrong onr down. I wo111(1 In oiz it marshalINI in the Army.
And it %yould he a false official statement it shouhl be a li Item

"As far as nmrking our absence card. when I leave my room0 if that.
substitutes for signing out in the departure book, it is the same thing
as my legal signature. I can sec walling wrong with taking a state-
ment or report or whatever that has in be made according to regula-
tions that is deliberately falsified, I see nothing- wron,J, with calling
that a lie because f hut is expected Of us in the Army and'it is expected
of us here.-
CADET

". . . . People cite all kinds of specifie ni that, I really could1;'t
tell you. I imagine . . . wInit do you 1' Hi by 'used to enforce re;.
lationsr People ask 100 that all the tnile. cadets do? People say that
it is."

Q. Does tio; "itim,qiet raid" inroire rising honor to enforce regula-
tions?

"Well, it. is not really a regulation. Well, I guess it is a sort,
regulations to mark yoiw card. I guess the absence ca,:d, ivell . .

guess ori!rinally . . the reason I was told they started using ti,e.
absence The card is just it was a lot easier, you know.

"If you didn't use it they would have to have -lign-ou; book,
that whenever I came over to the library night . d have to sign

out in ii hook. So it wasn't until later . . . I guess if a 1)ers,-.11
to go AWOL at night. it is quite a temptation. nd In goes ngainst
his honor, or he doesn't u AWOL, An: gum' in that respeet it is
using regulat ions to a certain extent.
. . . to me. if you have an honor code. I am kind of against breal:-

ing up honor code into a lawnlry list kind of thing wh. y011 ;Willy
it in certain instances. Lu MO. what I try to do is jivt ki:.d of live ov
a code thit is just it, ;ay sort of thin,. So that whirneve do inyth'ing
from day to day I want to live as' 11111011 by an ethical ode as I 1111-O
tried to develop as possible. . . an1 not going to ')( untrothfrl
to oya.fe reg;dations. And. if coridli regulations reqlfire you to be

truthful, t hen \\11-1* I have to do."

CADET :

-Yes. it is. r ca; think of one particular incidence. We used to
ma: our card on saturdays aftr -+:00 p.m. Now, theY are having
1151 . ; it after .1st That's to ;-(,ep people from going off.. on
win we call. 'mini-weekends'. ,(fF post ;11111 then coming hack

-nom Lows j Saturday j. Yoll.vo.ho,n off linlits technically. This

8
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heen going on quite a hit ; hut, now if your card is marked all
afi(Tnoon. you can't do that. Itecau.se that's honor.-

117,..tt f you don't inw.A. you r rd al all?
f you don't mark your card at all, it's just reritulations: and. if

you go on' 'lost you gct caught . it's just regular in/i:. Nnv if you (ro off
pOSI and your card is In:irked 'on liiu that is an lionor
violation. .

"I Intent to deceivel- --That's the hig h honor. ;ht.t's why
a lot of honor boards last so tom,. The thing that has to by proven
.."Was titeir intent deecive!' And Hutt is what is so har(l to 1). ove,
Yoll have to tigure out neyond a shadow or doubt if his actind nt
was to deceive."

/hoc lii,o/Pr IA., ;0/, id;oit 10 yeipd s/1,111o,/ of,, mt iot
"You question I la person vi!roriaisly 1'1'1' ;Ind OVer

I loll 1.11.'Ople %VIM might 11:1 1.0 I/01'11 :Ill/1111d :It the 1 1111r. YOH try ta get
as molly opinions os von can. I think t hat if wok"o ditiereffi ply
}a'rr iV? It person to deceive. or not to derl'ive-----you know tltiti Sh lot
of Iorionies one has to consider.-

Q. Po .//01/ t tiA woithl good ool to lii Ilopop 1 o tow,' i qui it
/loos To I'Pep bc 111.1) sepil ?

"I think it's irosill to use honor to 011 F n.eatlations. And the rea-
son I sly tltis IS beelitHe regulatioits \N.( put theu ,. to be obeyed. It
seems hat it is turning out to up a test of 'Well. how many regulations
':1 0 !' You know. \vv.!, I tti utr t 1'11hied here to he officers and
to Ile 1101U`St otliCerS. It seel11S to lilt HIM ;1 S110111(111'1 111111 11 ft hey do
use honor to en fony regulations. -Regulations are there to he used as
a guide for behavior. They are not there for someone to say how ninny
can 1 hreak. Von know. let's take a sum total. I broke this. this 11 tid
this. ell'. H111011110. 1111 11 110-111;1 lull1 I de:401'\'.' :1 pat On the
back front my buddies who do the sato.. 1 hing.

"The system is there for a purpose and I thii,k that their argument
is that von shouhln't enforce re.mlat ions wit It iionoc, I think t hat in-
directly they're saying. 'Well. you're niakin:_. it harder for me to break
rerillic ions." And I thnk they're wrong in that poi!: for instance."
C.Norr T:

-T(1 an extent."
(). Po yott ?
'Nt). I don't think it should have :Inv part of rehrill,..11..-. butt the

improper que,...1 inn rnut ine has always been an issue Sinre 1 con rtunetn-
her. It is itsed. I don't think the honor committee. in the liriefings they
give us they say that if yon are askeil an improper question (and any
disciplinary action c(nies as a result of it ) to notify them and they
can ta of it.-

yoll (I oh. llott Wild he' fl 111,117(1' O f
/10110r?

"1 lon't really regard the llbSt'llre Card . . OK. "i he absence card.
he purpose that the upper echelocs will give for it is that it is nv-

com,,zihility which I Se?' possibly it. teed for. as such. you
i.:1111 LOt soy. 'I'm here when von arc not. 'ennsti 1,10 is lying,
H,ere snould be some belie!. way of heeliinv: accountability without
havi 1;"' to nave little tag 11111 rks .21 hours it day.-
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ing on 7.1.; 111Y,),

chilStitlle ii./7// eq Spl'il tf) fhe -0'04 hollIC plo:lert.
/Hi f,, ,f/I 10 I'd/ fillf ;lops cd/O /WOW .N.1 y pro), os (on o.bich

pia work °ay- Ivo,. re'r/111.11.11) 11 f 111;mq 1,1.11 ye:(1r,

1100r 1111111 .11011 117 r0dh1.110f1111.01I

h, I ,spf Iific rof/iSf ; f 10/ OW A*1.1,114 Of

J'ellON/ Why do y011 00.11/ At's prf'117 (1,0 hf,"!!

CADET A:
c:assinell 10now each ot hot' fairly well and they would proh-

ably know who iyould tIlrh iPh other in for a certain instance like
that. I ant sure that by II le, having been here for a while, they
knew who they e0haoorate With and \\*hit they could not col-
htherate with. lint. I per:4011a 1 ly SaW none of that.

"NVe had regulations t lint said 11!:11 if You were writ ing an English
paper and you asked a person ho to spell oiw word, and you turned
that paper in and it was iiimleit!'nen that was an Honor viola-

d know manythin. People were \ V. very careful about that. An
instances where my toommates or whateverI had a roommate who
was thrown out for English and French awl I gave hn ,. iibsolutely
no help becalm, you just wouldn't take a chance for anythMg like
Hint wilat:4OeVer..

-lint I Cali 1111derSt11111d Where ( when you've been together for almost
three years). they knew each well enoturh to know what they could
do i nd what t could not do. But, I iwrsonally was very sur-
prised that it \Vas such a large nundier that were doing this. 1 per-
simally had no idea and many many other people I'm sure didn't
hail' any idea t hat any of this stuff was going

'I tInnk you have to look at the nature of the course. i.i:lectrical
Engineering, or 'Mice' is it is More commonly known, is not one of
your most heloved 0011r:4e:4 ..... \.1:4o at this t nit it i':as a had time
to give such a thing its that. I heinive it required a lot of time for
an individual to do and there were other exanis just before this holi-
ihy hreak. Everyone was thinking. of just leaving. T hink a lot of them
collahorated for the simple 1'en:-011 t hat thoy Tust wanted to get it
over with and this I collaliorat ion I was the fastest way as far as time.

really (Intik it ninny people actually did it to recok n het ter
grade. I can't correlate this Nvith mimi facts I know. But I ..vould 'lust
feel that i 'ou're I : I :4 init loll when' yoll Want to Ica to. volt ,flist
want to try to get soniet hin:f like that over with as qui,iklv as pos-
sible. So copy siineone else's and you won't have tO 1 the work
yourself.-

"The funny 11 lo" ir MP tins time last
year I prohahly w mId haVe .:4:1 id ;1 little. In ra I might have said
none. I tzne.-, I '.11ere night have been some ineidenc(s, Itiit

i':dn't have an \ ;deit r:11111,:1111...
ho ht ratnr5 ahillir colirSeS Which are ti,f in

their fIL if (I'(i( himic 0;0111'111 rat if ill I kon a lot of the p: luems
:it); is oroliaiily ti cour- Hhould go mt way of
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'Fluid 1 )yitilinics! i.e. I )0p:1111111911 ii Mechanics coli1.51, which osoil hi
be required of all cadets.]

"The rationale for the course 1.A.; :tot is that you need it hi kmoine
a proficient .1,rmy officer: hut, it is hard o explain that rationale to
cows [juniors] who Inni just come otr or .10T where they hake been

ii(da and hav(. illVCI coin,. 'dose to tweding to undeNtand zener
diiodps, It is hard to believe. You don't hell .ve it. And then pal say:
'If they re going to lie to me, t hen I'll lie to th
C.korr C:

"I wouldn't he surprised if it cmtld foutul on j1ISt about everyone
[holm study projects!. At least just a little hit.-

Q. ll'hy do you xdy Mat!
"OK, It just seemed like t! general attitude. Last year the general

attitude for a lot of us Nvas to try to pass. nd the way this system is
set up, it is not thought Ito be wrong ti much for folother person
going to another classmate and ask him for a little I,it of help, This

. . Changes they've nia,le. lt 'lust harder to find someone
that's cheating, 'flu, way they have %Juice,' you know. 301 set up
right now.-

Q. Are yoo nO
-Yes. I am. It's ut lost impossilde to get caught Cheating. 'Flwy.ve

completely eliminor thI 01111 0 uidv problems. It.- ahnost like they
don't want to catch .k;one cheat ing. They kvant e;imitulte as 11111(.11
as possilde any chit! of cheating. That's the way I se, it,-

Q. /hi) t/OIl 1/1/.111c th s/11,1,1
filff8 of pro:p.c.,s !mod 11i;p!//

-In a way, yes. hecallS0 it ;ilninsit piltS tnn nmeh pressure on the
person if he iS h ,Nn chisS. 1 111S iS ii gund rhulliee I() linprnVo 1115 rank.
and this 1,Its too notch pressur 11110

(4). !Jolt 11' I, In/11'0;mi ht thiN rerpolt
/.8 1/0061/

Y.1171,I1 hi !/0111.01,h ,p1.1 1,'I-17101?
Ahollt the elimination! -Well. if they wantid. to stop the cheating.

then it's good. Personally. I think West Point is 0 pla:m where you're
supposed to develop officers and !ret tile oflhi. reldy for their branch
choices- -get them ready for service. A no since C,ie officers :ire sup-
po,;ed to be honorable, 1 hml they --dior,h1 have nt least chance to

I ant they are lionot,thle. A; Inav',1e if they are not. t hem a
chani 1 io develop that.-

..\"ery hay, no was of in-lowing -for sure hecause first
of :di. I d(Ct ronwlullipr III 1W IntInV ilnrni' study problems we hlu\'i I d.
Rut in' sHro if it happened on this large scale. on this part 0 iar
proident. it prohaldy happened Many times ln.fore. And 1 honesCy
can say I just don't know because 1 didn't How of any cases of cheat
Mg at all. Hut like I said. sir. I .11 j sure it happened before. It had to.

o can't ;List all I il 0 sudden pop 011e hon1V stmly prohlem
lik,. that.

The system al 1Vest Point relies 00 honor so tiieu( liP many
wny. ii Wh:cli, it ynn NV;I;II to, yon can nd-anta:- of the system.
There 01 no praetors when you take ni; extiminatl,h

. So. if von
Wanted to you conk! hcing in cril, notes or write all (ice. your arm.

8 o 7
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Nohody \vould ever suspect you laseause they automatically feel, 'AVe

arc goi'tg to-- we're going to take the opinion that you atv honoralde
to hu,i,in with unless put InTh'e 115 SVI011.. SO If the glly fVeis MCC
taking a l'hallee. and Writ eti 110teti till 0Ver illti arm. nobody will -1151)(1.1

him unless it comes out blatantly that he was cheating.

110, c.leelie0 011 110IV 101d t hell. I'M Hire the N1111)1.1111011 intit over-'I'S(1) hierri
to take advantage of t he sy,ten if you'll,

comes some people, and that's apparently what happened. Time after
time taking t hese graded writs home and never Iwing checked On as
to whether or not thry chontel Sooti..r or Inter somebody is going
to say. 'AVell, yun know maybe I'll just try looking at someone's paper
t his t hue because liii ii never check it.' And I goc:,s finally too many
people started doing it :ind they did check.

"It's prolmhly t he f net t hat t he system permit s cheat Mg. 'nue system
is very condi:el e to rhyming if you atv a cheater. It's very easy to
get away with i. because they rely so heavily on the Honor *Code. So,
tune a fter time, we weeived graded home study problems and never
being check, I on, pret ty soon sonn .ody i goi.tg to start saving, `11')1
the:: will never catch me if I cheat. so let me just go ahead and cheat.
It will Itt a whoh lot easier.' And I think that's probaldy why a lot
of them did. An ;.,.u.rui lot of people who cheated or tolerated were not
hurt Mg in acadeln-e.s. So t hey really had no exelltit% to eheat. I remem-
ber the problem myself and it was not ',at difficult."

, ,o7rpo.....e(f/
eS

1.1wr fCll you I a' 1,1 gin it to .1/, i'Nf 1f yin/ tot/ /id mil- trItat

freIs (10111ff or 4

I told myself it loo..5 like there are:i't, as man Hmovahle
cadets as I ':itutight. It looL lihe maybe- was (`' up

disappointet tint: manv had resorted to !nal laulili. be person
bad let me dumn. but we more or less. owe the something too.
They ix it honorable, tipstatplini, olliecrs raiLat ing rom dii. piace.
that's (ily tittV it tipPnitillg ii'diM)."1 per endyt over four years to do

it. .1..nd I feel like let tin, the American public down too. ll'hen
tt itt lien 11 1 he Military .ki"Hiell V 110 art receiving eXpet't

training and e'..erythitig are all n sithlti nut hy the Honor

floy, Nom, 11.,/ ol000' (7,0:, of
Ill It h I don't wan; It, sa:, ()lc Hati!.- is I a tieape-

2'0:11 t 11011 al] or u Hudli-11 I ii t I tiw !hat
it 0-It hi ii. iuiiu ,lass e-o ilitttthIl this. lint 1 itio sure that

t here a 1; prmbably comparative ,:ecs in other -la --es too. They've
ritr.t up% ,t,oriO elwelied.-

'Aol.T 1 :

-1 Ivulli lii ike to :.,ay it v.:es ; ;,1111 ed iiii,lu II. I rt.:illy r;HC/ ;:iay

titlillut V From my experienu es. have Ii. 'ti II any eheatin,:
auythin,, tdot-itt 10 it in lily eol,k1 ; s with 01 mi (b.,zr,,,, it

w;H- -the tiruttil i .1 hover tr:d thit;';
wooki lttit titul k.xidnining. ti itapttus. it was
ru th,

I it -uttihIr,t ,ive a definite .,f1,kt'Or t0 that. Vhet her cheating
itH it 15 thouolit lit 10,. In my lul1 tnship with utile/.

Ii t,1'1,., I see \t hero !hat could he possilde. T,tere have heel,. views
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expressed ley other cadets that. 01 to the effect that. all of this is a
culmination of academie pressure idoced upm the individual to try
to get the best grade that he con in competition with other cadets and
all that.

"I haven't gotten into 301 yet ; loa. from what live seen of :WI
though, some of the problems are pretty difficult. I can't sec why so
many people go to such lengths to copy sononloaly el.:e's paper just for

I.:30 tenths I the weight of the piper. It was just like a daily recita-
tion. I can't understand why they'd (lo that. I'd hetird that the com-
puter program thing that w:is supposed to he invoheal in the project
is almost impossiblt to do. but I can't say with any gunlitication
wIwt loor it was or not. It obviously gave a lot of people a lot of trouble."
("more :

-Somet anes, part ieulnrly. something t hot on entire (doss has to take
(and we have a v range of people of abilities). It is very easy when

sittino. in rota ro0n1 or someplace with your roommate, to say:
'OK. I got the senond part : have you !r.11 hi' third part ?' .1.11(1 Yeah-

won't tell if you won't.' Or not even speak of it that way. ust with-
out thinking. if you've worked juice problems the last three months
with somebody---and you are used to doing it with him---so this one
is graded, you just keel) doing it in the same way.

"The ()licitness with which sou of my elnssmates did it. I didn't
think Hwy were (Illite 111;0 st lipid about it. That Hwy could reolly think
that they could .(o'et tiway with it that olaoily. If they had that little
re.o.ard. . . .

"I am 110W part hut 1;orly uuf m own company. There was
disillusionment iaorluips with the life of a endet is a whole---regula-
tions. chain of conanaml. Hie eta ire picture.

-There was a disrespect perhaps for regulations :Ind u thority ;Ind
almost a subversive resistma n to coder life Haat N":t -;01IS liujnus. iil

the honor code zot thrown in the whole mess- I they ...lid 'that's part
of the syst s see if we can get I n

:

initurine that there's been a certain element dont it was no big
(-him, for them to uohIHuoiiti on sn kinds of things. lint I couldn't
say for sure hot i. fooplu vu prObillos witl ,uice. It is hard
to understond it. The way Nye have alwoys gone almut it ; :Ind I didn't
linden-skald it too much so. I never really wanted to understand the
processes. I just really o wed to learn how you do It problem the night
before: so. I woilId In, able to apply it the next i1n ii Chiss.

It really kind of 101Iddled my brain. I never malt stood i: well. the
wInde course. And -o Ito way we al woys did things. where you had
2 or :3 u nov -ompany and I thin it was the smile way in other
nompouies, who ,renerally knew how to work the proNems. We had
these ASP's [.\ssigned Study Problems I that we had to do every
night. .1.nd collalmration was nuthorized. So we would always go
around and have t hese guys ..:Kplain it to us.

".1nd. when they irove us t Hire thaw. I think everybody maler-
stood there was to be no ni lahoint tint. httt . if you didin n.ad this
thing real caiefully and if you didn't horn .1 Intsic understanding
abotu wloat was ifolt0,7 011, y011 nolild get really frustrated. You could
get really frustrated workiwr it. you know, because there were certain

: I
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parts of it that if you clidn't understand wind you were doing. Ha'
nooks wally wouldn't hell) von. .\nd yon ouhl.get really frust,rated
doing it. and there was no learninr lo it. \-nd it was just 3
grade.

-tio I think some just turned to their Haminiate and said. 'Hey,
what did you get for 7? I can't figure it out.' .\nd several companies
just had the whole company involved and I think they all just got
together and worked it, They wore used to doing things that way
whether it %vas nut horized or nOt.

"FOr lilt it Wati a trust rat ing course. I couldn't understand too mueli
of what ias going oil. I dun't know whether it 11'3:- the teachers. I
usually have trouble with those kind of engineering courses anyway.
And I think what It:11)1'011(41 Iii t In'"p l'etild" 15 that t wt'll'n't Ittium
ng iii vi Ling ryifi.ir tit d() it III (Ii(M0-4dVeti. and 11Wy WI'ren't gett ing

it done; so. they got help
J:

tot;dly imiu/Pd. I don't kno,.\ Cadet Niziggold and souua of
h ill other people who were O.tplictod nilide statements like:
overyhody doe, it Ii ommon kimw ledge: Nit to me I In.d never--
I do my homework c my own which is probably why ! wasn't
implicated.

"I kind of hiberr., when somethim, like t hi, conies iiround and
get it done tuy-elf. i in t;ilkinr to a lot of my friends- -they can't
under-tand. They Were asking !. 'Wht" ilICV sly that
due,: it r ii general feeling is Hutt was just to ihnplic.tle Wore
people . . . the etdhdlorutors ligure 'if the whole 1.1:L.:sly:is involved
they can't throw its ;ill out: I Iv:is surprised and possibly it has guile
on in other itr-tances, but I Wfls not alvIire of it.-

Q. lbw' !pm acc,,i/ht for th, fact //Hit (17(1,,ocrtr.i
of all. I don't k II,)W if it went oil ill :IS 1)101)016On

111. y 1111111: It did. \Ilion 1 Ile firSt C;111It, Ont. titer(' Wore 50
t hal it'011' tVl'Ill110111 f011nd rIi1tV the Minor lif,-"dS

.1nd :N Li iiiltlt itive-4i,t.:ition %vent. I Av:p-:.

/11' I I:. I r- -1:1! ::1111 tin, OW rtPd COnlinir Under
t ht. liolt t 1111,;Z Ook On prO0011 low: of a witch hunt .

rid that is on 4Tini,oi that I share with a lot of my chNsillates.
"Om, possihility been offered is that thc policy of this (k-

it:1H NINO Elect ric:d Entlineerin.0 -their toe; hod of le:telling wits to
throe pil:zes of priililvIlls i niht for a study assi!znment that

you work ;.0 fore coming to 1105 Those problems were completely
'open collaborat i;a1: 1 lot of ic ol . instead of cluing things On
rinIF OWII they would go doVII 111, Lill 10 their frient I -. mows. ropy it
clown and turn it in. When the 'no coll:WorIttion. probhmi COM('
they weren't really fmoili:o with how to do it, So the- leollail;,:tedi
eithrt ii ont ol hahit of copying or tip-t t !lc fort thItt they cii:1Ct
do it t.l..eni,olves wit loott A copy. :Ind 11(1101 .ean lion iii hiank
I

(% //)//r4 //./)//,7, /fi,

roally rpnonilwr lunch It. Ii ha, 11:111dt.d lilt

1 ;0. tIlitli 111111- 1 11 onldn't h1 ;11110 Icc 1/1-11'f'r sin,de quest ion I WI
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(,), 11011' pe()Id(' (1()I1 1111111, v.1 l'0111(1( 15crit I b(
1,1(11 1 'It'll' Nll en171. CI 1 f Iti)1 I+, ;11,1 ,(111c I (1 « "1 ,f 6,e b()"'
(101.1.1'1. 1 Vi,'11' (1118 rt., '

is somptliing that \vii hunip talked i1oiif, V,vtitt during this
summer. we Ikon. being invest iganid. feel that if the paper
Itt, slim% ri to tile. I'd 11:11.0 :III :1 1 1.1111.V 101111'11 I 11110 111'0111111 itIg for limy
I got certitin things.-

Q. on you .14, el 1 Vol (I (1110(1 7/(1)11' I (I lee re
(1)1 f'111.1

heard I didn't any of tIr honor panels.
I didn't sit on the Internal IZtiviiiv lioard. I've lirtir(1 siatio %um. storiet-
(hitt sound awfully fItikey. 'nut! Hwy \\inn) just out to get peol)1e.
lint then I ran sel` '111110 of 1001)10 ff01 1111." 1110W11 out tlint

/1() tow,. ifro(//),),/!/ .1/111/ l't fl 110111' Inv!,
etwx fht.(11/.., tilt/

11..L)/ 1)1

that 1 /10y %Vert' 1111100'111 11101 101101'1 t1,1;11 1 1i0.%

1111100'111.-
(WO I/W.\ ll'h!f lel le 1'1(11/ Ibrolell (MI% /III

f 111;1 tfr

panels frit that their ns suitnble evidence for
th, their, )00, lot. III:lint n .4,11111y I

'q/;(11, to.. 1)H I/001 1/1; il/' 'lilt (If I Il-
i, 1'161/ le, le l',11le 11,1' //, I ',III,/ If 11171I, :111.S1

('.11,..; (.1: r ('', of
( 'miry 1):

-1 ) Hn I it. i .iie bark tny and t
;icy i»»1;i-i ;trio I rnme 0 Ind the memorandum
holore I hail 1.1 en set 111.f 11001.- t10 111111 1 111'1' 1111 1 110 IV:111 1)01.111V I

t ht. no.in,,,,!1,h11,, (10 \A, II I lei.] }lc holm!. ;,,ystilii is a gimlet
s:stent.

-Arid ono of Hi,. (it: \int ion.: of the syst,ini right 11011.
t lint it is no tin liv the ,Irt... If pitdets don't 11111 Ili), system.

aren't L`0111.1! 1.1/1'1'1 11. 1 I !Hey 11111 I 11i. '-.1'`-11'111, 1 111'1' iiiispelit
I tlijIllJ t lie fourth class s:stelit is living inioof tleat.

-1Ve started seeing all if tliiise ()Hirer lioards overturning. c11(101
hoards. Nov flirt)) ittio t I)) ways t hitt that could hi'. Either the cadet
hoards W01'1' 1114 I ll',111 il0r I'll!' i011 11I('V I (0 01' 1111. )1liCer

\VITO 1(111100r 10 till:, 11101.1. color )1, "I'llev \Vete tenilitur I),
mlirpo\\:iir cadet in -(1,..1.11)1 I Think 'II

think 'II. 'Is i'i'niiv rational today Hiatt they ivere
TL:it really ft tinted nie. 10' I hi' CntligS :,1"(/}) lull

:.-1':;tent, then ho ;in end. .1nil
anykod., 111,11. h.r:-.t and riulets. . .

tiuzirest 11:11 1'1 1.-( el 1 bet NVei'll 71 I(' c:lu , 71,1
t lie ( faCt1(11'1 is 1 11111 Iit.1 fl 01'11 III' ii.olets and the otlicers. (

t 11)in. . tactical ()nicer; hilt, nhout cadets 1:ti15101 your
ilist motors. They atii 'Hwy uniform-
and cmit V011 h!'10W. the perfect idlysicid ilitieret re. 'Iltey
apnrit, ( /tip Is Ill 11'01 ' tile :1101 1/10 01 '':11 111 110 11:11'1

And 1 !Ivy stand ))1,1))))))1 til I hill:II:5.
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'I. r \11. 1111. AI !..'41H11:1 ,.11, 11.0 ; .

y., it lid pill ',1;11'l \

x. Mid lif Lill :1 Iv.t111.
1:111()11H,LtI'l

r I! F.,

-1 How' t. I HI loft oil( I

i)11,t (trio to. t 41- t r ":,. t!itilty Nn

h,. 1,...4!,\ .,.1.;11:11t,,,,. tr.) I.,
.1 .

lc I, , 2101 /:11 (1111, 1%,.'

"II, iN, fit t,. It,,;11.,1 .4 didn't In
01)..1. 1, x I 'A.1,.1 hrii. if ;)

S., ht. mily 1111tIf/111'1/1/1.1111 11111' II:1'1111111111
I th.111.t th1111, ,:ich

'1tit !film 1,w, NI I 0. iint...nitii,11. tilt. nAt inn
wind lint if It, EIJI! 01111' 111111 I\ mild -1 ill

timy :1 \\ ill hi. 1111',Cif' t k'vir
h. ,luth. it. lint prti..tit.Iilly ,14.:11;i1,;.1 I

11 httil
"Sir. I nin-t vt. 11111.h. it ,..1.-iott pnint (if vi,./\-

hy hot Hilo it.t 1)(111(11' hnti thr
110. Iiii11.1-t :it. 11' It nf. till. ctitIct

1....4111,' t Irtyr
si, it ., quf j'f Iv, I ;1., .1 I , y s

htit 11..1... 1..11 t ii.
**Ail ;sett t ilt1111.

It- /Citilfhl 1 II(' 1:1111.111' and 1:11)i.' gning
t hit Inn! 1...coitic tho

tti it it hoc.,111-1.

(.; \\ rut.
it Ini!..t, h thilj,..)) f1111-- 1,1'frillIcI1(01,

.1.111,. 1111.ry t'\

1:1 11r tny H1,1, II*111(, (Lit y:iftlcd
!:_flit {Mt f huti!d- !,!!!- ill-. 11:c. The ilm!ffi.

11.'1) 1!.,!1:2.111:.f !, ftlick'r fif thi.
.111,1 III, 1,..1,;'1' 11.. 1.. 1 II -.11(1 I !!,)/11,1'

;I. linund.,..1 l.ty t.t1

I . . It

HI... 1,01t11.
: ..1 \' W.! 11 11,111 rt,;2:111:111,,11-, Polt 11111: ;1! II

-'0.11H1t1H:2; ii:!1 : I- n!,)1',' 1-'11.1

',11)):1'

...1!. ;It I hi' I 'Min' v % 11110), ti,
1 .zi.1 (11' !Hill' I

11.111ch

I I- 1,!:1)1 Il/L t,,.1

, 1.1,,h;t1,1, -1ill hi.

r. ! in.111; rhf.

.1t-;:11 1111- -II -1111. 1, I: 1111,Itn.,111();,,
..11,:i! jo I Ht11.,.1 12,1 11,11 0,!it

,, ,,,., itni rtt,H, t I nit L.,1,..11, I
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S the rationale hohind Hp he BwIrd itsolf, I t I** was i.rood.
"From what I'vo hoard from a lot of cadets. tile ratio kI lfldfS and

(dfiel'US tilv vy,t iLrut , ,
, Holt were H.t thcre

a lot l'f friCt 'MI" I 1Whi.". ':ibt wcrc upset at havitu!ollieer, involved
itt the sohconnnittee invostigat ions..1 lot of people tholloht that it \vas
taking the 101)0r :Po! it proce.-s :may f row the cadet- and
giving it Ilion. It 1r;-, Into t 1111111 of t
CA1y.:1: 1 I :

-1 hoard a lot rintior., coining I nt ol liii I !--oenjOd MInstly thitt
who wvry .1,0Thhug die had aliont it \very tho guys

who 11 cr.. wilily of this cheating on the lico t hing. .1tol they tvere
had thingahwil "vorYlhing.

-To !,1e. I l\ ;IS gilld tlfty Stallod I 0 M First Iv, be-
' honor eonollittee. wo had severa; peoplo implicatvd. Not

oiuiv. He:ding HIP thing hut for tixitt!r: liottrds. SO you
really o.,in) know who von could trust and \vlio was Lf iti It V. E\TTI :IS
101 1,1 I he h01101* \\*J.- rullyprilcdt von didn't know where

,tood.
-And also e ,rviny. to do , thitor liky that through

the lit Iwo. ,oulni'l tee wolll,t ,tiive taken al onitner and maybe yven
into t I don't think it mild ever got ,..;traightened out.

Oct I t H:Tk II lot of tb r)iv vbni vcre abmIt thv
panvis are guy-, who jiist say- the h()10):' io0 I'd A Hoot her change to
got °IT. liec1111 it ;_r(). I 4b0nop, \Vhen ono !nit- out of 12 can

innocent and you van !rot OIL it trivt.,. oll a 1, rot ty good vh,,mc.
A 1c1 guys saw II a, :In, hor stoppino: stone they were missing. . . .

I heard some tr.e.st ion.. were ask ' Hutt people didn't like.
Thy.v Iinnicd von w, re guilty by for, 't .ovyn somet hiog like
that. And wo 1)4011 III -Awl:, DI (1111.1-1H1 11:P asking- if Ilwre were
proHt ut ion ring- or anything
CADET .T:

"it easy to iook hack on it. and :Lookin:r hark. T think it was
a 111i-take.' Hot at the time . . . it v.is just he fcre 511110Her leave or
approarhin- lea ve everybody 'A.:11110(1 f'Oling, ',,'11171' In 111PrO 'itr. the kAVI' :OM W. ill, IsoLting
nut a liore. II:Inted to hatur around. Cold inoimir the full honor
pro,,,:s would hay, involvod haying a !zood part of Ow 'lass stay

there wa-n't H- :i,rht against tlm policy 115 there poi--
-lewd! hiive heen.

-1 think it Ivas \\Ton!, to away from roe ead-t. Lc-or con),
11,11100 .1tol I think that Hvitof II, puttine- the power of glint . . .

-cmlitc, it to ;in Officers' Board which us,' 1 to he after the foots of
the -it oatioi'. ft,r I, fonl (ruin V. .1..-t it riffht to thy
Officor-' 1l,a1d Ill, I H b0, whieh etini-ted of I 1,\-c, eolonels and one

to me illat wits totallv ilit of lino. The cadet would have Very
i -.iv 11 -01A,-ILIN0- (HI* and IIVIP (dillYr,: Would ten)1 to

(,/', of IT, .1r1mi. d,100s of
.1 /7, ,r/ b7,7 III' 71;n7v le 7 771,

Ni7l/i/11.01d ?
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CArtrr A:
"The majority of cadets are very Very against that. ver upset

with that. And I can understand their reasoning, which is: l'resently
I am living under the llonm le; I !ince to live tinder it in the fu-
ture: I lived limier it in the past. I face the same penalties as they did
and they were raught. They should receive th, penalty which I am
capidde of receiving if I break the I fonor Code:

"So I enn understand where there would he a lot of had feeling
toward that. My own personnl belief system--1 (I() not view whnt they
did as that horrendous, given the circumstance's, given what they were
doing. I have to agree with the decision to view each individual ease,
if they want to return. But, as I said most cadets would disio,ree with
rue on that. Ui rather outToken iii inv views. It's a very emotionid
issue. A lot of things lie!.0 are based on emotionalism and not a sign
of :o take that into accwin., when you t o cadets
as far ati tb

Q, T er murh emotion about
'\Vel 1. have to understand that things you go through here

Bea,t -:,fronting the preznre. your own personal fnn-

t 114)0 West Point. There is a lar?.z.e iimount of emotion

coiner, all thnt and that is whv you are going to see cadets
act+. ing manv things on just emotion. Also you have to take

io rho eel age of most of the cadets that come into here.

And vmanently -not permanently--but to a large degree,
re:dry info a !I t))e t hings tTat go on."

r then, waiving tlw restrictions for one group of people
omitting an honor violation when everyone else ha:, to conform
same rides."

Q. What 18 your Glen impre.qRion of how that might hare been
handled?

"I think they all should have been eNpelled. T can't really see letting
them go out for a year and then possildy coming lairk. If he [ Secretary
Hoffmann} did that to make it appei-.r von don't have to do it for
everyone, but I ,youldn't mrree with that either."

Q. Ho,- does your (-1(118 feel ,H500 hariog to olo.orb llo'Ne people?
"Frorp what I've been He to see of everything o far. my elassmates

aren't too happy aboll'
Q. 117/Iy?
"It's just that. yon know. we have to live hy the honor system. Arid

then these guys here. the.. were caught elwatinir and ffot the chance
and no-- they are comin. into ou class. S;o there is .:,nst the basic
matter it" trust. Can wr trut tiles- guys or not ?"

C.nr,T 9:
"Typically .111 my ,la,s l 96;.-.,1 u

lo; of guy- ,ire .-ensiti ni)Htit it
hVC:111-. they come back io my class. Reim, competitive nnl all. that

',its for gnys in IIIV .lassI who are tightin, for good
; Pr., and oilier

thin,' I :It 111Het Tilt lit iii it wa, T lool: at it ;his way. 'They
calm to the game, ridit. and put their :,otiov in
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the pot. They phiyed by a certain set of rules and they lost. So they lose
their money and they Wu lk away from the. game happy and that's it.

"Now, if they want to change the rules, that's great. But it doesn't
change the ante that is already on the table. That. is kind of a coarse
way to look at a guy's determination of his personal life and all, butI think that is the way most cadets look at it. And I think all those
cadets who are getting that waiver would have said the same thing
if they weren't the ones involved. . . .

"The Secretary's move was a pragmatic move rather than a well
thought. out moral type of move. That's what I would rather have
seen. . . . I couldn't say it was a political move because I don't know
what his motivations were. To be able to claim it was a political move,
I would have to know what his motivations were."
CAngr E :

"In cases of people who downright cheated. I still fc. I that. separa-
tion should have been awarded to those people. Permanent separation.
However, to get back to what I was saying before about toleration.
In some cases, I think the. people who were found because of tolera-
tion should be given some other recourse than separation. Some of
these people anyway . . . I feel that. lot of them were good men and
just because of circumstances are being expelled."

Q. /n this matter where people are separated op 'when they come up
for separation on an honor offense, is your feeling that the totality
of the cadet's eareer should be taken into accourt?

"If they are up for t olerat ion, yes sir."
CADET F :

"I don't really understand the rationale behind th:, Secretary's move.
Maybe that he thought there were so many people involved that the
class of '77 was going to be more or less wiped out, unless he offered
some kind of alternative to them. From the feedback I've gotten, from
my classmates, a lot, of my classmates do not like the idea which the
Secretary gave as his solution to the problem. It would mean that those
who did rel rn 've.ald be returning to class of '78 and they would be in
contention with us for such things as branch selection and actually
graduating in our class, knowing that. they were guilty and found
on honor and (lid come back. We don't like that people who were
expelled are coming back into our class."

Q. Po you think that th(Re guys should hare been allowed to come
back,

"I believe if they are found on honor and it is a clear case. . . . I
don't think that, they should have been. I don't think they should
come back. As it stands now. I believe that those who do come back
(I don't know what the percentage is going

. be. I would hope that
it would he a small percentage. and in that percentalre. those. that did
come. back) I would accept them back into the Corps and try to work
with t hem as best r could. I believe that. those that do come, back will
be the ones mostly that are of it high caliber and the ones we would
want to graduate with us."
CADET G :

"I think it [the Secretary's actions] may hare, been trying to help
public opiniot, and perilaps a rather negative feeling by cadets who

8 -3 5
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either were found on honor or who had been up for it and had been
acquitted. They were quite bit ter in their feelings about the Internal
Review Panel. They said, 'well those guys are just an inquisition.'

"I don't know specifics: but, some of my classmates were very an-
tagonized by those panels. I don't know whether it was the way they
were conducted or individual officers or what it was or just the whole
atmosphere. But they felt they were in an inquisition and that they
were up there unjustly. And they were very bitter about [the IRP's].

"My own personal feeling is if the individuals are proven beyond
any reasonable dcnbtwhateyer criteria were to be usedthey had
eonunitted an honor violation. By the time you are in the second
semester of your second class year you know the score, you know what
is expected you know the penalty and they should have been ex-
pelled. That is just my own gut reaction. They should have been thrown
out.

"But with the numbers involved, with the public opinion and Army
opinions and Corps of Cadet opinions, maybe that decision was neces-
sary. But, as far as strictly adhering to it and baeking it. up. I would
have said that they should have been expelled."
CADET H :

-1 guess the Academy went along with it because they don't figure
too many of the guys will conic back. And if they do, maybe they'll be
straightened old. I think Hoffmann figured he had to do something.
Ile figured if y-u just allowed them all to get kicked, I don't think
Members of Col,gress would have gone along for it. And maybe there
would have been all kinds of court cases.

"And I think he [Hoffmann] had to do something in between. But
they say it wasn't. because of the numbers involved that they author-
ized this thing. They say it wasn't. because there were so many people
involved. I don't see that as being the case. I think if it had been 12
guys, let's say, that had been caught cheating on the juice thing they
would have kicked them out and you wouldn't have heard another
thing about it. But it was precisely . . . I guess that's what he said
too, unusual circumstances in the case, or something.

"Some of those guys who were kicked out had been my friends for
two or three years and I think a lot of them maybe ean conie back
and make good officers. It might work that a lot of the guys who really
have something going for them will get out and have something going
for them on the outside and won't want to come back. And maybe
some . . . who weren't doing well here, won't. do well on the outside
and will just come back again because they don't have anything elsc
to do. I don't, know, that's just guessing."
CADET J

"That is probably the most equitable decision that could have been
made. I think that it is a tough situation and I wouldn't want to
make the decision and I think he solved it in the best way he could."

Q. Then what is your personal gut feeling about what he did?
"I'd agree with it. I don't think that there are going to be many

people coming back."
Q. Why do you think that so many of them i'ndicated that they

probably would com.eback,probably about (i0 percent?

8 :5 3
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"I was not aware of that. \Iv own personal feeling is that once they
get a taste of the outside, if they have any degree of success during
their year. I think they are just going to stay on the outside. They
won't come back."

Q.Why is that?
"Just, forget about the whole thing, just put it behind them."

Honor Among "West Pointers

Question 8. Do you think a young .ma» or woman of 17 or 18 years
of age canbe ind oct rinated ,traintd, socialized into a person Of absolute
honor, a person. who will never fe, eheat or steal or tolerate ihose who
do?

CADET A :
"I don't believe in absolutes. I mu a relativist. I think that as with

all ideals, whether you're talking about Plato or Socrates, you have
to reach for those ideals; but, at the same thne for your own mental
health, realize that you are hunuin and not always going to obtain
them. That's just a basic philosophical fact.

"I think one of the cruelties with the Honor System (which I don't
really see a remedy for) is this fact that you are going to have people
that are not going to reach it. And there are people that are going to
graduate who realize that, they have broken the Honor Code. And as
much as they should like (not to], they realize that they are imperfect
beings."

Q. Is that a terrible realization.?
'I think for a lot of people it is. because they came here with a lot

of idealism and they just, realize that'No, I'm not. 0-oing to be that
great as I thought I would be.' It's ego shattering fl-or many people.
I can see whereand people who were convicted of this collaborat-
inga lot of them were very broken by it, especially if their p: rents
rejected them, which has happened, and which I 'think is a pretty
terrible thing to do on the parents' part."
CADET B:

"It is an idealistic goal wldch you shmtld always try to strive for. I
suppw,c; and, it is one of those goals where 'the honor' is in constantly
trying to strive to meet the goals. Recognizing that you nuiv never h..
able to each it. I think a person who thinks to himself that he lias
never I ied. cheated or stolen is fooling himsel f and that is probably the
worst I bung at all, You have to recognize that we are all human and
have human fa lacies. And then you have accomplished something right
there. . . . The idea behind our current, system really is one of
infallibility."
CADET C:

"I think that by the time you're that aop you.,-e almost already
reaclied .vour standards. Thetv are a lot o'f cadets who go through
here without eheatingwithout getting caught cheating. lying or
stealing or anything like that. lint by the time they gradunte--I know
that. a lot of first elassmen sometimes when they leave here, they'll
sort of take a couple of thin.-s with them after they graduate.

"It's just a fear of the system while t hey are here at "West Point.
After they graduate. it seerils that maybe it doesn't have any effect on
them at all."

8 ro
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Q. TVhat is the pui'pose of the Honor System then if people who are
coining in here are already kind of ,''et?

'Ube purimse, Os I see it, they re trying to instill honor. Pos,-ibly
at thnes ,you can. If a person is basically honorable and has a back-
ground, it helps to strengthen the feelina and farther develop it.
Bat if the person basically before that dilnot have the background,
he hadn't had the training before that. I don't think it [1 Ionor Sys-
tem] can really' help them.
CADET I:

"I'm a little afraid of that word 'absolute' in [talking about] human
nature. If they are taught right from the time they come in tuld upper
classmen set good examples, I think that's most impor mt. Because
if they see a lot of upper classmen tolerating and being slack on honor,
they're going to do the same t hMg. Whereas if they more or less see
a strict adherence to the Code, then they're going to follow suit. I
think 'lead by example' is importm t in socializing for honor."

Q. Doesn't the system presuppose absolute behavior?
"Do you mean in re,rard to degrees of deceit ? That would be a bet-

ter word than absolute--absolute honor.
"Take.

a social norm up here, if you asked a cadet about the movies,
they don't do that anymore this year; they've stopped it. But last year
you had to know the movies; that was a social norm. If you didn't
know the stars in the movies (you'd usually have to know one female
star and one male star) if you didn't know, you'd 'pull it out.' Prob-
ably say, 'Sir, at 1930 hours at Thayer Hall the motion picture entitled,
"Bronson's Boys," starring Sally Port, Hellen Highwater,' something
like that.

"That in my opinion is, you know, it's a lie. You deceive the person
that you know the actual stars when you don't. But, it's a social norm
'to pull out,' everyone kind of laughs at it. But my opinion is that
it's no different from a guy that runs off post and marks his card.'on
limits'. . . But caeets say this [lying about movies] is a little lic, but
this is a big lie. We will kick this guy out ; but this [lying about
movies] we'll kind of laugh at. They think it's funny.

"It's something I don't agree with. So that's why I say they use
more or less degrees of deceit. and I think honor is more of a goal."

CADET J :
"First of all, the person who conies here generally. at least in my

belief, has those qualities basically. He may tell what lie considers
a white lie every once in a while Or shading of the truth, but basically
he is an honest person. The West Point system has to be taught to
them and they have to become accustomed to it. But I just can't see
a thief or somethine. like that wanting to cine in here. Yon get occa-
s;onnl deviations f..ike the way I was bronght upit was wrong to
lie, cheat or steal."

Question 9. How would you charaeteri3e the cadets you have
known ?eh', ,rere sepaiated from West Point because of honor
violatiom
CADET A :

"The ones I know, the ones from my companyOne of the upper
classmen I knew very well. He was on the . . . team. He was going to
be head man for this year. He was convicted not of collaborating but ,f
toleration. And, as were most of the others I knew. Evidently they

81-900 0 - 77 - 3 8 8
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knew about a few individuak who did it in our company, and they
turned themselves in ['under Secretary Hoffmann's plan of 23 Augnsti

"I personally do not know whether they did it to leave West Point
and the military or because they were actually guilty. Maybe they did
have suspicions. but I don't know whether they really knew. I aidn't
r-dly know whether they really knew. I didn't know very much about

"You have a wide spectrum of all the people. I think you can't
classify them from what I've seen, from what I've heard of what type
of people have been involved. In the Corps as a whole, yon have some
guys who aredid very well hereand you have some other people
who did, by the institution's criteria, very poorly."

Q. Why did the .. . team filty do it?
"I don't know because I didn't talk to him very much. He was

herethen he was gone. because they came out. with the amnesty
wher.e you wouldn't have to serve the commitment. As I have stated
previously. I don't know whether they did it just to get, out of the
military or not ; or, they did it whether they were actually guilty or
not. It's hard to tell sometimes. I didn't actually have a chance to
talk to him about it."

Q. Were you, surprised?
"No. I really wasn't because I kind of figured that he was disil-

lusioned about, many many things abo:.t West Point, about the, insti-
tution; and, I could see where he could do something like that. Just
say, 'this is not what I want, to do. I have realized I've got myself in a
bad situation and I want to leave and use this as an out.' 'But. I've
heard that he wants to come back now."
CADET B:

"One of the reasons that I think there was probably a lot of cheat-
ing here is that the people who were guilty on the 304 exam were so
spread out. So it must have been pretty widespread. It just seems to
me that there was probably a lot of cheating which guys like myself
who weren't involved in it didn't know about...."

Q. How do you account for the cheating in this particular course?
"There is just a feeling, you know, tliat it rEE 304] is just useless.

There is no purpose in learning the material. There is no fear that not,
learning it is going to be, important. So then the question is, 'How
do you get through the course?' You know you're never gonna have to
use the material. So then there's no question about bothering to have
to learn it. You just want to get through the course because yon know
you're -ever gonna see it again: so. there is no problem. Once it conies
down to that, you can eitl,or work hard or not work hard.

"In the entire year I went into the course book twice. What you
do is lin to the one person who might understand the damn conrse and
say, 'Explain to me how to do these problems.' And he would show
you how to do the problems and you would do them. That's ail you
would learn; how to do the problems. Because you knew the writs
(short quizzes] at the beginning of the, hour would look exactly hke
those problems.

"Few people actually read the lesson because it was beyond the. scope
of their interest and understanding. So when people were given the
problem they said. 'Well..Tesus. we might as well get together on this
problem too because that's the way we've been getting througb the
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course. That's how I've gotten through the com.se so far; so. We Might
as well get together on t his baby too.' "

CADET C:
"In my old company. we just changed companies this year, we had

about five or six guys last year found on honor in the LE 3(4 and
there is tWO others in other cases that ic fmind on honor."

Q. Why did they do it?
"They all had diGrent reasons its far as I know. One guy was hav-

ing trouble with his girl. She had [wen in the hospital for about six
weeks. Ile hadn't done any studying before that, and he was afraid
abmit thinking so he eheated On the exam. Another guy did it because.
his father had gotten killed and he saw it as a way to get out of the
Academy he wanted to leave the Avadomy."

Q. He did thin beconse' he thonyht he trmdd be diseorered?
"Yeah. lie wanted to get out. Ile did it so blatently in fact, he col,

right ont of a book without documentation."
Q. This wan not in Ek; 304?
"No. this was another case. Then another guy was caught stealing,

though I have cm idea Why he did it."
Q. 117(re .1101/. S1wpriso1 aboo these partienlar
"I was surprised about the one who had the sick girlfriend because

he seemod to me like he had his stuff together. He Wati a pretty honor-
wasable guy. I think it just the pressure on him at the time that.

caused hini to do it."
orr
"[What is at issue in this question] is a matter of maintaining stand-

ards. It is kind Of a cruel system. In a lot of ways, it is very cruel. So
are the academics here. I have seen a lot of good officer material leave
this place because they flunked out of neadeinics. They couldn't. do
calculus..

"It is something that I have always lived with. It's something that
I'vr said. 'T f we're going to have a good Army and an Army that I
can respect and that I can respect myself for being a part of, you have
to n la int ain standards.'

"I don't think any system is so perfect that no cruelty collies to the
people who are a part Of it. YOD can st rive to try to keep the cruelty
out. but von can't prevent it: Sacrifice is involved, but the standards
have to he maintained. All of us here are volunteers. And when we
all came in we agreed to participate by the standards of the Corps."

CADET E:
"Sir, I'd say the majority of them. T did not mind seeing leave the

Academy. Tt did extricate a lot of the rift-raff from the class. but
however, there were those few which T was really sorry to see go. Ifs
hurting. the Army to let these people go.''

Q. How many of these elassmaten of yoUrs ucece y WI in some sense
Perso-nall y 1'notrled9rahle of?

"If they cheated or just
Q. Yeah, gice un some 871?4e of who they were and what they were

ahont?
"There werewell, not that many were very close friends: but,

I knew 'a good number of them. I think prohohly i?0, maybe 25.
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percent I knew; and, a much smaller percentage that I knew verywell.
"Out of those let's just say 100 that were convicted, I am not sure

of the proportion, but an awful lot of them had cheated, had actually
gone to somebody else's paper and cheated. So in those cases auto-
matically I feel they should have !Well seimrated. Now, of the re-
mainder that. had just tolerated, I'd say that maybe 10 or 12 should
not, be goneshould still be here."
CAnwr F :

"I don't. believe. I've known anybody that has been separated orresigned. I've known some people who were lip for honor charges.
Most of those cadets were just anybody else...."

Q. What 8eemed to happen that they yot caught up in the honorviolations?
"Sir, I don't know. I guess it would just be their misconception.

What the honor code meant to them and Other people. I gli,ess it,would depend on the situation."
CADET H

"I think this thing has been building for a number of years. Itis not, just something new. If it hadn't have hit our class, it would
have hit the next class. I don't know whether it is society or what,
but people have just been paving lip service to this kiod of anhonor code thing. I don't know how widespread it. was.

"When I was a plebe. I didn't even know who my honor rep. [repre-
sentative] was in the company. People just talked about it in hush-hush terms. Tt was stuff you mentioned, but that was about it. Nobody
really thought about it that much. I think, in some companies. they
knew the hono code was there but that was about it. Nobody really
thought about it that much; they really didn't go by it.

"Also there wore guys who had got by by cheating and lying all
throuffh hirh school. Tf you do it enone.h. T aness. it come to be more
right than wrong to you. They lived by their own code."
CADET 1:

"I'd say that they are people just like anybody else. What they
chi. was they just couldn't conform to a particular mold of behaviorof a certain society whith was at West Point."

Q. 1o11 don't think there is any (me romman denominator about
thr8,, pronle, that thcy ore HU pOOP studentS, or they are all goof-off.i
or they a17 camc from Wisconsin. ran you make any generalizatiom
about them?

"I'd say that of the individuals that were playing games with
the honor system. they (Tot cauffht. There are probably numerous
other individuals here that collaborated ill some way or anotherthat the system hasn't caught vet. Of these particular individuals
who got caught. T wouldn't say they're exactly super-dishonest people,
that. you know. they couldn't. P.et a job and be worthy citizens. They
inst. couldn't conform to a special type of atmosphere that West Point
has. It's not to sav that they won't be good citizens or do the. country
any good."

Qt;(pi 10. What is your view of the ehararter. integrity, impar-
011.1 re preRen tat; yes.y c the Carlo` Honor Coln m ;flees ?Pith

Wu you hare been m ;al'?
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CADET A:
"Well, the Honor Committee representative of my company

now . . . was my SCIllad leader last year , . . and in my opinion you
ean't have a better person in the position. But. the senior who was
our honor committee representative [last yearl, I did not have, a very
high Opinion of. lie resigned his position over the Verr ease. That's
all noble and great to do when you are upset, witlt somethingyou
know just quit ; but, I don't think he was right in doing that, par-
ticularly with the circumstances that were involved.

"Anti the Honor Chairman last year I have a very low opinion
of, . ."

Q. 1I'hy?
"He would, when he taught us----gave us honor instructionwould

start off by being very logien]. very rational and would do a fairly
good jolt until it came to certain points where he became emotionally
involved. Then he just let himself go and he would become very upset
and N.cry emotionalcouldn't, control himself."

Q. In responv to questions?
"Certain questions. certain instances,
Q. What sort of things?
"Specifkally, questions like. when I was a Plebe, we heard about

the I lonor ( 'ha irma n (1 believe t he year before) who had been thrown
out for honor. Questions about the Pelosi ease. specifically.

"Ili, hemline very very upset and just would lose control of himself.
I felt that if you are going to have an individual who is essentially
very very powerful and is initially in charge of people's futuresome
people here plan to make this their careerand he has the power to
influence and perhaps to destroy someone's future.

"I felt that it. was very bad to have someone who was not rational,
[who was not] rather ealm in making judgments. But many times
he- got totally carried away by emotion.

"T think his handling of the Verr case was very poor. I think that
again it was something that was based upon his prejudiees in relation
to the Fourth Class System and his entohon about the whole situation.
I just have a very low opinion of the way he handled things. I think
in many respects, he hurt the Corns more than he helped them, Some-
time you have to admit that, you are wrong."
CADET

"There was a person in one of my social science ciasses who was an
Honor Committee representative and he was straight down the, line.
He said, 'You've got to throw these people ont. We ought, to guillotine
one of them for example.'

"Later on in the slimmer he, was thrown out for cheating. And
you either say, 'Well they "found" a guy who was innocent,' or that,
'this guy was the most blatant liar.' And that's the thing that, drives
you crazy. Because now that I look bad; on it and after having talked
to people over the summer. there are people who are still here who
must have cheated on the damn thing and probably on a hell of a lot
of other things.

"And then you sit, around with these people at Grant Hall and
they say. 'God I wish these people who were hanging around here
would go ahead and leave onee they have been "found". And you
know they are as guilty as anybody and you hear them talking like
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this. it just drives pal crazy, I know a lot of people who were thrown
out of here had this -.amp argument that thoro ((('re It 1(It uf other
po)ple left who cheated and who were not being thrown 0111"
( 'ADET I):

' In old e(onpany honor WI). really ililln'eSSed nit all the limy.
WaS tin ro0ll's1 head I li:iil ever Illel in my life. of allargument. In wuuld soy : nw...y. Nuw ict's 1(mli at his side of

it:That's something that really impressed me.-
C.DE.T :

"I knoW v0ry many of them. I do mit know an honor representative
who I lniit respect. So, I really have a hi!di regard for the 11(11101.
represent !dives.-

il-/wt f pow /de to' they?
"Sir. they are very dedicated people--1)0o1)le dedieated (0 WestPoint and I fei I Very Mat !HT indiVidlials. TheV lilIVP 1)14'i1 lise the

Honor (.001inittee takes an awful lot of time out of their (lay. Vet,
they seem to always be willing to go to any extent to get the facts
out 101(1 juvestigato Ow ease atal do justice. They were running short
of peNonnel and I did a couple of investigations myself recently.-

Q. 77,;:4 fait rpm i/ni i n iyett ions ,'
'Sir I ant just finishing up one now.-
Q. Reyardiuy ;nr,Ntirmtion.s, who kindm of t hi nt.'s ha turned up?

11' hut sod Of wor do uou ,e to do,'
lut of running aroundmaking long distance calls. trying

to get the facts as object ivek. as I rim. Heran,,e I realize that 1 linve
some biases too and it's just trying to gct somehouy's viewpoint and
put it down as bias-five as I ran. Then make the determination as to
whether Or not it should go to a subcommittee from there.-

(,/. Ix Ilot rte Ivo inat7i,.;: 010,1e!
si. I innke till ropmnmenditt ion and J believe Mit'llitel Ivy. the

chairman, and the vice chairman actually makes the determi""*ion.
1.,. this Indali" ille baSh. rif .1p0 n, rrport

-On my report and Inv recommendation and the facts that I present
to them.-

Q. So the prOro'0 tho rwly I s trst ;got hese
((Peg

"Cadets and honor representatives too. They 1100(10(1 some extra
help."

Q. .-1 ni !ben he PecOM illelWhit n t writ ing to Iry to/ 1
do.ie1cs whol he t. 1 o h '1.

"Vos sir. based On my mcommendation and what I have reported
and investigated. Now, sir, if they (lo happen to push the ease on to
a three-man subcommittee. they may use the investigation that I hav0
as evidence. Rut they will also go OM and reexamine those people
again in case I made a mistake. Su it is not that they are just. that they
are going on my word alone.-
CADET 1

-11 hat honor rcH sentatives that I've seen or and have known,
th,y have been of hi,11 integrity. They knew About the system and
Hwy want o try to enforce it. Give a person a fair brea. if he is
holiest al.() accu-..;ed on a honor violation. If he is not guilty, let him
go. And, if he is guilty, lii him and get him out.
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folind I i'.t lilly In very fair. Maybe some of tlieir views are
different than mine lint I can't really my anything !no! ;Wont that.-

CADET II:
'Each pprsem di trvrs n lilt le. hilt I would say they were a prctt \* fair

bunch , , They Mork' likely to give a guy a hello/it of the treli
than to c01111'. dulvn tilt hinl hard. .ks long as there is ally question of a

. . . most gnys don't chop a gny down !nth's:, they ani abso-
lutely sure in one of these honor eases, I hiltM. I ItitI . . . .

-Hight now,, I know a lot of attadayit, %%Tye Pinde and I have SVell
a few of them and invest igated a few. .1' {s far d, honor representit-
ties, I 111()W of alt lv I ltj may not bi- .1. hut I only hcaril of two
rind tat' Still Hp out lVellsatiolIS of I1011or Violations

-When you aro milking around knowing that .01110////l' lIM4 made

aliegation against yon , wlwn find ollt they vttl I 111.

to strangle the guy that made it. .knil other guys they just acuopt it.

They say. find out aliion what it is later.'"
Q. Who Wf rc me7/ fold ,iltoo the all, (mtiowz.0

-OK TiieY were fric a slip of paper saying that thi.y wore unilir
investigation, .knd, a ooil as- the investigatinir Officer learns the
details of the case ant ! asks a feW T104101is, then he goes and sees the
guy. He either 1-commends that the case he dropped or that it go
forward.-

Q. Yob, Me ao lo. so's 1,1 oceosol?
"1 1' needs to see the accuset I. he will Izo see him and ask him

(111h-thins concerning the incident. And then he will either recommend

that the c'ae lee droPlied or that it go forward to a stilwnintnittee. If
it is dropped. the guy conies over and sees all the chargesyou know
he has this ability if wants to, the accused. to read the tiflidavif .
the chip ges agairst him and everything. If it goes to subcommittee,
he's going to hear them there too . .

"He'd sit down and then they rend that, you know. 'that you are
accused of this allegation.---read tl r,iiigh it and then ask him various
quest lans oil it."

Q. Ile irooldn't r, el/1y ii orb of tlo (P115.010? 11111. il he WaS Prady ;11,

the court
a .,,lheolnItiittee is not really a court at all. really. It's just

kind of a to see if all honor violation may have occurred. if
there is a pir-siliihty that one has occurred, So they are not trying to
determine guilt or innorenre al all."
CADET

-Individuals ion the Honor (..)nunittee], I think they fire more
honot i.onseious just by judging the way they talk and the way they
enrry themselves on the a.hole than Other owlets are."

Q. lot, think that bit ood lorqe they ore Itone4 holm/lit/I in
deliheyotTons?

say yes. Nutulair one is because that is the role they are exr
to play. And number two is because I am sure they theinselyei-
t!.at honor is extremely important.-
('Ani-..1. :

my company itad t prohlem last vent% T guess I really didn't
get as involved in the Honor System us I should have. We had an
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honor rep. and plveI flhi liii lIlt1 . . . ba,sieallv you go downstairs on
11 night we have lu,niework and they say, W Ito wanb, to be minor
rep. `Vim. von want to be honor rep,' And. as a result. my company
honor rep. was thrown odt last rear for trying to fix honor lam rds,
SO. 'we had some proldwits there.

"Otlwr individuals 1 ki ow, ()gain you ea n't make a generalization. I
know some very dedicated people that really believe m wlutt they are
doing. open-minded. ' also knew a couple t hat are very narrow-minded
about it. who jusi as soon rubber stamp guilty everything that comes
through. Again volt een't really make Ii generalization about it."

Q114'4 ;WI H. PI) .1/01( 1111.11A pOSNilde I() complete four years at
ireNt Point willow/ 1 Iv r COM ill d I in y honor rio!,,! ion .0

.511rr A :
"Do I thii,k that's Itossible lit tiloA eases. I'll have to say. 'NO.' But

oftentimes 1a.ople CO1111114 1111 I1(111or V10111t1011 svitlioiit evell
izing it. The.% say well it's net 1:11 honor iolat ion if you didn't intend

weli intent is kind of hard to prove or dispmve."Q. /f //onto. CommiNce (If Chh s yonr teas there. thilrx
all Mae..? needed

"Exactly. It has nothing to do with whether ou pelt that you had
the intent or not.

'There's another thing that I feel is bad here is that we'iy supposed
to be all honorable peoph.. Yet many times a cadet's sord is not ac-
eepted, not taken. You are treated as if you're a criminal that all
youthey base . how they earn Mit pOliCiPS With the understand-
ing that you are gonna lie or . . . or not do it [e.g.. follow regula-
tions 1.

"I can sec where perhaps in the Regular Army that's trueyou have
to do this, but they twat cadets like this."

Q. /8 there something curious about the conflict between the fartthat you Orr lfrori/ reguhdol and heavily chapero.ned and observed
;ll. ///Thiy aspects of your lives, yet the Honor Code and Honor
Nystem comes along and makes a totally differewt sort of assua ption
about who yoa are?

don't think thus Ilium]. Code itself is a regulatory body. That'swhat I was trying to say. [ West Point's Honor System] is an institu-
tionalized type of system where you . . . have the choice of either
-just following it or tweaking it mid bent!, thrown out. I mean you dohave that choice. But really. with the Toleration Clause, you dont.
You're not given very much leeway to !rake your own judgments
moral judgments."
C7,Anrr C:

Q. //ore difficult is it to do this?
"It's hard sometimes. It is hard. You get into situations wheremaybe by telling a little white lie, you can get yourself ont of a lot

of trouble. It gets ditheult sometinws2'
Wrcf, ln,en asking if it was passible to complete four yearswithout all. bo/WP Perlu px Ire Sholdd be (I8king, "18 it

"Ifunm:i nature. It's almost unrealistic. the amount, almost consid-ering 1 years a person can tell a little white lie or scntething like thatat some time or another. . . . ,
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"It isn't very ti'flh)''tii iii exiart ii rf.00 to be. ablc to) go through
without completely no lies, no cheat .111 no stealing. All right ? But
because I his Is itil institution which is trying to set up a gloup of men
that are honorable and that oti ilill t rust completely, I think you have
to have something Pi which you trV 10111! (1,1e11 iii 110111. at least
111th bitktid if von start cutting kirk a lilt lp hit here and a little bit
there. I think %mill lose II lot of it. lt'll start getting not haek a lot
worse than you wanted it to in the tir-t place."

rmir I :

1 plan on .loiog it and Flo not t he only ono."

'AnFr
-Well I can only speak for myself. I have not put myself in any

situation w here honor would 1,0 involved and I would lend to
away from any situation that woold come anywhere clo,o to that, I
holieve in the ( awl 1 helivvy iti beni, honorahle. For myself, I

Woohin4( evvo rootvlol)hah, trying to get over on the system, to t ry lo
get away with something."
CAnrr

re have beca times when questioned closely under pressure 1
feel the tendency I have feli (esp)cially as a fourth classman) the
temlency to invent soinething quieldy. Nobody would have found
out nohoth would have ever linen able to pin anything on ine; but
still the person has a positive attitunle about the discipline, a positive
altitude about wanting to he a naliet rather than a college student.
The lying part would be the only part of it that a erson wouhl feel
compelled to do by the pressure.

-Cheating if a person really has trouble aca.temicallytult if he

has trouble academically, and he doesn't take the initiative to go get
hplp whioh Jt avail:it& eitlipt. from other (whets through tutoring

or through instructors with additional instrnet ion, If he doesn't take
the initiative to do that tlwn I don't think he lut,; the drive to go On
to gralluate .knd as far as theftno reason for it. Lying would be

tht only part that the pre..4sure would force a person to do.
"If I ashed a fourth) clas:man a c1ue:4t ion and he snaps off an answer.

And a half an hour later he knocks on niv door and Says. 'Sir. I wish
to correct myself. I nuale an incorrect statement.' If he did it inten-
tionally. hut wit hout thinking ,.pur of the moment, I Wil usually take
that person to the honor rep and about it. If I eel. and the honor
rep feels. that he was not intent tonal h rving to eeceive me, then in
our minds it does not constitute an honor violation.

"There was a case recently, that was like that, where a cadet was
not found irtiiltv. Butt that i: tlw debate now. Whether or not there
should he a one shot, one ehance cli,use. Say for a foorth classman or
someone in a pns,Iire sit »ation who reports himself within a short
period of time and corrects himself and is put on probation. He is
makinr. an effort to el)rreet.

"As far as the calculated lie that the gnv figures he can get away
with and someone else turns him inthere is no reason for that. If he
titrnq hunself in, or corrects his mistake. he shows somehow that he
is wdlmg to te.ke the consequences. If he is willing to make that kind
of an effort. sonw kind of reevaluation of the situation shonhl Orem..
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'Whereas, if he figures 'Oh, what tbe bell. They'll never find out.'
Then he is leaving me in a state of being deceived. Ile is still trying
to deceive me instead of trying to correct the situation. If he tries to
correct. it, he is trying to give me an honest answer."
CADET H :

"I don't know."
CADET I:

"It depends on the. degree. Numerous people, even myself, commit
what they would call small degrees of deceit. But as far as running
off post with my card unmarkedyou knowI never do anything
like that.

"Another classic example is say a guy will go on weekend and will
come back and he'll exaggerate the truth about how many women he
picked up or whatever, what he, did. Now do you bring a guy up on
honor for this? No, because it is in a small area, it is a small degree of
deceit."

Q. You could, of course. 'W hat you are saying I guess is that if the
code were rig y enforced, perfectly enf orced , nobody would graduate
from:West Point?

"Urn huh."
Q. There is a term. that you hare used,"social norms"that there

are social norms (aside from. tlw Code and regulations) .which dictate
how cadets should beha.re. We hare talked to people since we hare
been p here who say if they go into a bar w"th somebody and he is
not qualified by age to buy a drink belt he has a. falsified ID that that
would be an honor offense.

"What did he, they say ?"
Q. They said it would be an honor offense and that he could be

thrown out for it. [Cadet responded no further to this line of
questioning.]
CADET J :

"Yes. Stealing and cheating. I can't see any problem with. Lying
may cause problems occasionally. One thing that could be a problem
Are you familiar with the term 'social honor'?"

Q. Right.
"Then that is a matter of interpretation and it is a gray area that

probablv should be cleared up a little bit more. That is the catch-all.
If you have something that you are uncomfortable with telling the
strict truth on. then that can he social honor. If it. can be molded to tit
into the category of social honor."

Qta,st ion. 12. flow do yon. think West Point's conception of honor
compares with that of the Army as a whole? Is West Point's relevant
to an Army most of whose officers (7re not West Point graduates?
CADET A:

"I really don't know because I haven't been in the Army. I was a
year in the ROTC while I was at tIre University of I did get to
see another aspect of leadership training. Even there, to my knowl-
edge. you didn't have any problems with honor--Iving, stealing, cheat-
ingto my, knowledge, you understand. It just didn't happen bccause
the people that were involved there [in ROTC] were not tly;; people
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that would commonly do this. There was no reason to. There was no
body of regulations that would present situations where you had this
conflict continuing. You did not have to mark a card to say that you
were going some place."
CADET D:

"I just came from CTLT [Cadet Troop Leader Training] and
that's the first experience I've had in the Army. (I come from a totally
civilian background.) The first I had ever seen of tbe Army was this
summer and I saw it for a month and a half.

"I spent the first three weeks oi' the five week experience getting
everybody in my platoon to quit stealing. Because that's all they did
was to steal from one another. In the Army it is really bad."

Q. Where was this?
"In Germany. . . . Like you need CN:C's [helmets for crew ve-

hicle communications] for your track:. So they go to the platoon next
door and they pick 'eni up. And they come back and they've got CVC's.

"What's worse is that it has to be supported by officers. l((itliS( if it
isn't, the guys wouldn't come to you beaming and smiling and show-
ing you the new CV("s they just picked up from second platoon. It

obviously supported by officers.
"Then I become especially frustrated because what I did, was try-

ing to do, was to go On a personal mission and try to develop a feeling
of mutual ivspeer among the piatoons. SO I went through all my tool
boxes and everything else and found all the tools that were marked
as another platoon's or another company's. I took it back to them and
I gave it back. And I said. 'Now remember this.'

"And it worked with the other West Pointers. That's a pretty self-
righteous thing to say. I guess; but, it did. In my company we had
two West Pointers, to include myself, and two ROTC officers. It
worked with the West Pointers but I could never get the ROTC
officers to agree. They would never take up my policy. They told me
that I was idealistic and foolish and that I should 'go back and wear
gray again.'

-When I walked into the platoon, the platoon was really hurting.
We had four tracks that were not in working order. When I walked
in of course, a lot of pressure came on the squad leaders to get their
traci . working again. And I remember that one squad leader sud-
den., had all these parts that he was missing. And I asked them
whure he got them and ie tohi ine bold faced that he just went over
to batallion supply and there were tracks there, brand new tracks
that had just came in and he just stripped them of anything he needed.
And that night r.t :3 o'clock in the morning he went back and put.
everything back on he had taken off the night before."

Q. 117a:r it actual stealing. 'When. I was in Vietnvm, we had a sys-
tem we palled "barter' 'Y

"I think that system of 'barter keeps supply from working in the
Army. And supply is really tied up right now. If you relied on supply,
like if your batallion commander conies down and tells vou to paint
the steps and you can't paint the steps because you don't have paint,
it is stupid for you to go steal it from somebody else. What von do
is you Ht tell him, 'I'll paint the steps when yr. -et nie paint.' And

ii slipry will start working again. . . .

8 8
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"I don't think many guys in the Army believe in honor. There is a
small portion of West Pointers that still do, and I think the reason
they do is because West Point exists and they are graduates of this
place. And I think that's one. or the big separations between a West
Point officer and a Regular [Army] officer.-
CADET E:

"Sir, I have to talk degrees too. Whereas an honor violation here
might be tolerating your classmate or prootreading an exam paper
with someone else. That might be insignificant compared to a regutar
enlisted man's concept of honor. He might not even vonsider that
anywhere near being an honor violation."

Q. //o/c about other officers?
"Sir. I think in geneial. jus`- from the fact that I. think West

Pointers naturally have to have a higher honor concept considering
they have been thru this for 4 years; an ROTC man or OCS man is
just going through college or just the Army. I just think it is natural
that a guy from West Point wouhl have a higher standard. I hope
I am not sounding...."

Q. No, we want you to tell us what yon think. . .. Is West Point's
honor conception, owY !Jolt are placed in this gigantic organization,
is its conception. not shared?

"What they tell us is that he West Point officer graduate that come
out of liene is supposed to be the backbone of the officer corps. Whether
or not that is true. I like to think that I make my contribution and
that the graduates in my class will make that contrIbution. So I really
do think it. is very relevant. It is very important that the graduates
do have that honor concept."

Q. You think there is tut tmsumption tha.t ;he higher standard of
honor pivrailing among the ll'eNt Point graduate would somehow rub
off to a little extent once you got out il the Army?

"Sir, I don't know. I hope so. I really can't say. But whether it rubs
off or not. I think it'!_; important that the West. Pointers do retain that
honor concept."
CADET F:

"A lot of the things that are taught here are very idealistic. I think
it's more or less that way because we're supposed to be more or less
higher quality officers per se than somebody who conies out of ROTC
because we've gone to this place and because we received tne training
we have. I believe that in the Officer Corps itself there are a lot of
people who do not believe in the Honor Code. Sonic that possibly have
graduated from this place, and cert:-iinly others who have graduated
from other colleges. There are a lot of situations in the Regular Army
where compromising one's own honor in order to, say. make a report
look good or something. Tlwre are a lot of situations like that which
come up."

Q. Do you. think West Pointers would be less prone to do that?
"Yes sir. Just from the mere fact that we've got an honor code like

this. A lot of otlwr colleges have holior codes, but I don't believe
it is still imloctrinated in people at other universities like it is here."

Q. What about 'Vietnam? lot of West Pointers were falsifying
reports. bod y counts and that sort of thing? Docs that. distuA you at
all ? know. ocerybody's kind of doing it. 1Vcst Pointers along
with ereryone else.

8
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"Yeah. that would disturb whether he's West Pointer or just
about any other officer."

.Q. How ould yroi wy-ymnt for the fort that they did it?
"Sir. T don't know at th IF, point."
Q. Hope y00e tor tie01 ottieee8 oth,.e., epee 101/ d y0 0 ohoot theh

Vh.toom r.pprp;pprp 10 lw kiiid of 1.0 thry 'Were
re---10 ixee iyRe t 10 the forts,'

"No sir, not really combat stories like that. We've been told by
officers that it did go on. hilt that it was wron,. I guess everybody has
to decide fo themselves what tlwv want to do. There were a '.ot of
Pressures durnig worthily. You're tryin, to look good, or you have a
quota soon-limps t lint von lmvv to mept. am] ppoplv tofu] tO compromise
in order io meet the quota sat isfy ..."

Q rinly 0100it 2 peer, 0t of ;11,0,ll oitieeiw elee West Poiotees. The
ee.gt 0eo direct eontmi.sion. ROT(' or somPthing eI.e. 1Vhat is the
eoloe of h leiny 001 y I 2 p Pre0t of lhe offifrey /wino expimed to these
p0etir0lar high ideol8 of liohor?

-Wyll sir. we are a small majority {sic]. I guess T would like to say
that I would like to see the idea of honor instilled in every officer in
the Army. But it is not possildc because We are only allotted 4,400 slots
hero whereas ROTC represents a great Majority of the people. I guess
if pm went through ROTC or ()CS you have to develop the concept of
honor someway-6,in, truthful. knowin, that it would be important."
CADET G:

-The need for officers to police their own ranks, so to speak, to keep
each other lmnorable if necessary and no to tolerate in the Army or
at West Point people who submit false reports or steal other persons'
equipment, or wl Iatever. just to keep tlwir own job straight. I don't
think that should he tolerated in thy Army or in the Corps of Cadets.

"We will he expecfrd to enforce regulations against. false official
statements in the Army, why shouldn't we he expected to enforce them
here ? It is against . sometinws personal relationships and persomtl
leiendships. lint in the Army it may become necessary to give orders
that can place a. friend's life in danger or just plain see somebody else
doiror something- wrong that is detrimental to the Army. No matter
how much friend that iwrson is. if onr job is to the Army (and we
are sWorn to suppol thy Army inid its regulations) there should.he
no doubt of [our du, vi. Maybe, if it is too nmeli of a personal conflwt .
doin, it personally as far as the Artily gopi. but, either way we should

enforcing the honor of officers.'
CADET II:

"I don't think you'll find the same honor. no matter how much they
tell youthere is not tlw Salne HOnor Code Mit in the Army. I mean
t hetv's

Q. You waniV ext Polars. moch higher?
"Yeah. it is much higher. It is an absolute system. On the, outside you

gotyou knmv. the troops. like I say. lnive a lot of peer pressure on
them not to have an Honor Code in some respects and it differs from
individual to indivlual. I f a guy thinks he can get by lying in a lot
of rases. he'll do it.

"If you have an Honor Code yourselfI guess this is the way it's
desigiwdif you have an I halm. Svsteni yourself, or :in Honor rode
ratlwr. you live by an Ilonor Code. People see by your actions. and

8)
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perhaps you'll be a good example for people out in the Army to
develop an Honor Code themselves. And I think, you know, in eve7,-
unit you probably have one or two West Point officers. like you say
it is a small percentage but in every post you have several and there
are substantial numbers [in the Army]."
CADET I:

"OK, I've thought about this quite a bit. To be frank, I think West
Point puts out more honesty conscious officers than any other estab-
lishment for the production of officers.

"I have beard about officers such as Koster, Westmoreland who do
things that are less than honorable, who giAduate from the Academy.
Tbe KosterMy Lai thingand WestmOreland, some type of busi-
ness or something, black market or whatever over in Vietnam. Both
of these guys are Academy gradur tes, but you never hear anybody
bad mouthing one. of them.

"Have you ever heard of a book called Situation Ethics by Joseph
P. Fletcher?"

Q. Um huh.
"That is how I would like to pattern my lifestyle. I have no illu-

sions about the system at West Point. When I get out in the Army
I know darn well that a lot of these guys, while they'll be more honor
conscious, a lot of them are. going to do things that would have prob-
ably gotten them kicked out of the Corps here.

"His basic thesis is there's the good, the bad, and what's useful. It
is useful for you to exaggerate the truth in a given situation."
CADET J:

"Most people that care. for this line, of work have. the basic traits
of honesty. I don't envision myself going into the. Army finding a
bunch of liars or cheaters. It is a type of profession where trust is very
important.

"If someone says something. you have to be able to rely on his word.
TTnless I'm proven otherwise, t am sure I am g6ing to have to trust
whoever I'm working with. . . .

"What is a 'concept of honor?' It's very nebulous. I don't have a
concept of honor so to speak. To me, it is wrong to lie, cheat or steal.
If that is what you call a concept of honor, I would say that, generally,
that is almost a universal thing. It is wrong to lie,, cheat or steal."

Q. Yeah. There are some things that ymt might frnd in the Army at
large that you won't be thrown, out of the Army far, but you'd be
thrown out of the Academy for. What was your experience out in the
Army? Didn't you have a summer?

"Yeah. T went to Germany on border patrol. To be perfectly honest
I can't remember any situation cropping up where . . . that I can
apply."
Changes in Honor Code and System

Qui?stion 1.3. Would you change the Honor Code? In what way?
CADET A :

"I would change it by. first of all. taking out the Toleration Clause.
I feel it's in many respects a travesty and I would also try to separate
what you Imre to do for a duty and its enforcement through regula-
tions. I think the duty concept should be strengthened but not through
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the use of honor, because people are personally ofTended by it. I don't
believe that's the way to do it. The Commandant [Brigaier General
Ulmer] is in complete disagreement with me. He says that they both
ohould be one and the same."
CADET B:

"No."
CADET C

"If you make a»y in it. I think it's gonna almost start
snowballing in a way. Likk if you start taking away things like the
clause that a cadet will not li or cheat or steal or tolerate anyone who
does, I think if you take away the toleration clause, yon start. losing
something. If you take away like the part where you kick them
out. . . . OK. take away the kickout. it's going to start getting like
niore flagrant. And we would jiist start losing the Honor Code after a
period of time.

"If there ever was a change towards intermediate penalties. I feel
like you'd have to put a lot of restrictions on it, and make those re-
strictions really explicit. Write down exactly what the circumstances
would be in which those intermediate penalties were applied."

CADET D:
"I wouldn't want lit changed to] degrees. I wouldn't want degrees

at all. Because then it romes down to putting guys on the area for an
honor violation. And that is deteriorating oi the code to where it is
something ridiculous. It's just a game. . . .

"[In implementing the Code], the thing heroines drawing the line
of the intent to deceive. Where is this intent? And where is not this
intent ? That would be up to the jury to decide, How much intent was
involved and how mild] was not involved? Was it clearly an honor
violation?"
CADET E:

CADET F:
"No."

CADET G:
"Have to think twice about the part about toleration. But, in the

final analysis. I don't think I'd change it."
CADET H:

CADET I :
"I think having to turn in a person that you know has done some-

thing kind of causes you to get involved with the system rather than
just saying, 'I'll let the honor reps do it, and I'll just mind my own
business.' It forces the Corps as a whole. If they see someone doing
something that isn't honorable, it is their duty; they have to go and
report. h;ni. It forces them to be active about it.

"rniikinc, about fourth classmen . . . if there is somebody that
they like ... If one guy, upper classmen don't like a plebe then
the rest of the cadets, upper classmen, in his rompany tend not to
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like him. Ana they kind of work as a unit to get the guy out of here
whether it be honor or what. They'll just try to look for some certain
discrepancy in what he said. TIwy'll say, 'Well, this could be honor.
Let's get him out of here.' "

Q.117/tat iS there about this huiiriduei that they seem. to be objecting
to?

"OK. 'Well, he doesn't get his duties. Like he doesn't get the mail
delivered when they want him to deliver the mail. Or after repeated
corrections, he still doesn't respond. Or he might say something that
would make somebody mad.

"I heard this particular fellow didn't know the squad leader's name.
So this guy got mad. 'I don't like this guy.' he says and he starts
reporting Inni for small minor infractions. Then discusses this with
his classmates; so, they don't like him either. It finally gets around the
whole companywell, this guy is a 'tie-up,' so everyone wants to g,et
in their little claim. I can't see that. Like in OER ratings, the social
norm is that 100 is max and the social norm is to not give anybody
anything less than a 90. Now if a guy did a mediocre job and you
wanted to give him a 60, the guy who endorses, the guy who is over
you, would probably call you up. At d he'd say, 'If you give this guy
this. von will ruin his career; so, why don't von hike it up a little
bit ?' in your opinion you probably won't feel this is the way ft should
be. done. But it's a social norm that you won't give anybody less than
a 90 on an Officer Efficiency Report; otherwise, he is finished."

Q. If there is a great disparity between, what is taught here in
term,s of honor and what prerails in the Army at large. I f e Pen West
Pointers are going to hare to make certain compromises when the?,
get into the rmy at large. What funrtion. does the Honor Code SCOT
a( West Point?

"OK. That can be demonstrated by the record of West Pointers all
(1,,wn through the history. I'm sure if you analyze the percentage of
general officers, you will probably find that on a percentage basis West
Pointers probably are selected for the stars rather than non-West
Pointers."

Q. ... The percentage of general officers is mlich higherhat that may
be a faneti(m of the old Wcst Point "protertire association."

"Well true. WPPA."
Q. It is alwaus good to remember that Stonewall Jaeksn and

George .11arshall didn't go to West Point and d id fa y
CADET .T:

"I'd look very seriously at the toleration code. It is next to impos-
sible to enforce: I don't think that it has been used in the whole
sitnation this year. I think it has been used once. Along with that. I
tlizik it leads to a paradox. For four years here. you are taught to work
together, cooperate. lean on each other. And vet. now you are supposed
to torn somebody in. If the Code says that a cadet will not lie, cheat
or steal, that should be it. You shouldn't have to worry about
tolerat ion."

Q. So. how is the Code going to be enforced without the toleration
clause?

"I don't think the toleration clause has anything to do with enforce-
ment riglit now. The people who turn honor violations in are going
to still turn honor violations in. It bothers them if they don't. They
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[violators] are going to he thrown out if sonwbody else finds out. Itis just your own personal feeling."
Q. Do you think that the toleration clause is enforced equally?
"The toleration clause can't really be enforced because there is . .unless a person almost collies up and admits toleration, there is no wayof getting evidence. How can you prove that somebody knew ofsomething else?"
Q. If you clumged the Honor System, mould you change discretion?"I'd look seriously at, discretion."
Q. What grounds for discretion do you think you might include?"Intent, like the pop-off question. They had an excellent, l think,the way that they handleci it in New Cadet Training. Nc.,7 cadets, ifthey were caught in an honor violation (not like stealing), but saylying or shading the truth. tlwy were Intl through the entire honorproceedings but were not thr,,wn out. It was felt that they were notfamiliar with the Honor System. Something likeas far as the intentgoesif a person says something under stress and then corrects ithimself or says, this isn't right !' The intent to lie, cheat or stealwasn't there. I (lim't think it should be an honor violation.

"I don't. think, you can blanket that by saying that if you turn your-self in you won't. lw :hrown out. Because the occa ior is bound to arisesooner or later that. say, somebody cheats on an ,:xam. And he getswind of somebody else who is going to turn hint turn himselfin. And that is no more honorable than if he hadn't said anything.So it has to be investigated on a case by case basis."
0(01'10" 1 4, What I'S your eiew of the Code's"toleiation" clause?

Would -you flange it? Do you favor givhig cadets great( 7' discretion inreporting hoiwr violations, ON ix the case at the Naval Academy atAnnapolis! Do you thhik nontolemtion, is applied evadly to friends,stronycw, POOMIItat(8, classmates,1&leer classmea, up per classmen, etc.?
('ADET I):

'Last year they left the toleration clause so general that I votedaffainst it and I think that's why it. failed with other ndets too. It wastoo broad, too general. People will kind of accept toleration if you re-define it mid give it another name. But if you leave it as toleration interms of. 'Well he's cheating and it's hi:;7-,e of my business. Von know.Tve got my thing to worry about and that's it and he's cheating andthat's his business.' I don't think. anybody wants that."With my roommates and with my friends, it's pretty well under-stood that cheating is not tolerated. I personally feel that anybodywho put me in a position such that I would have no choice except toturn in a friend is not a friend. IIc's the guy who is more interestedin his personal interests than any friendship with me. And that's theway 1 feel about it. l f he's a real friend, he won't put me in a situationlike that. And regardless of whether he's a friend or not, if he putsnw in a situation [like that t hen1. he has made a mistake. . . ."I think Annapolis' concept. of honor is a lot weaker. If you takeaway toleration, there is no way to enforce it."Q. Do you think thc Nary's admirals are less honorable than. theA rin genrrals?
"Very few, a select few, people ever become. generals. And why dothey become generals? Because. they held the greatest respect andesteem among their peers and they have risen above their peers. That's
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the rpINon hecome getrals. 01 admirals. Those people are

naturally honorable. That is why they gain the respect of people be-

low them.-
'II II y0 ;11 Z tlialiy I' th leb haiT hefuleivl (1 ishonor-

Ale
-.Hwy dm, whidi ..omel.ody else has judged dishonorable

and perhaps I judged out Of hi.torleal ;-oritext. It is :1 Matter Of how

you look at it. I'm sure there an. bOth Way. . . .

ks you get mon. :tip! Mon. :(,)el't iv t% people become mGre and

more discrinlinat iTlir. Am! ore of the major things that you discrimi-

nate Mt iS t tvsport you have for a man. And vpry few people fv.il

eonsidir I, man's honor Nvhe I I heV consider whether or not Hwy re-

spect

CADET E :
"Really. fnutkly, I don't know nov.li r,l)ont the Annapolis honor

code. I 410 know that it is not as stringent. not as strict It1 certain

areas."
y. Irby do yoo tVwf

I think. the ,,nswei, my own personal belief is that they nioN'

or less succumb to a ifTWer honor concept that prevails in soeiety. f

think they have had to aljust I hvi r own code if they feel that it is
inconsistent IVith the pro '. ailing honor concept in our society. I think

t hat is unfortunate, I real y
y. Po iloil Mat .1,1 Pell ()OP,' ii flre 8omellow 1,-ss itollorahle

lwo,m.ve of
ani not going to make .creneralixations like that bee:nisi, I

am there are an I')Yhd lot of----I al,. sure Annapolis graduates

are.yery conilieteut ,-..ry honor bound and everything. All I am

saying is that when you have got a stricter code you atv more apt to
maybe consider the honor question more :just whenever you do some-

thing after your Academy years. You'll think of it in terms of honor

a little bit more. You'll give 11101a' I hought ils to what is honorable arid

what 1:tl't
"f think the tougher, the harder it is. the more yon have to more or

less dediciito yourself to living under that honor code. I really feel

that it is important in your I lovelopment 1.11 12:11 through that discipline

and maintain it. I think t he harder it is, well not harder, but the

st victor ir i now. the limn' It will stay with you.-

C'Aorr F:
"Well. its very tongh to put Itlyi-4.1f in 0 situation where have

to turn nly buddy in for honor. If I had to do something like that.

rea lly . . . it . . . it would be a difficult decision, Hut it would be

one that I would have to make because the toleration clause, I think.

has a lot to do with One's duty to higher ideals. It's imt a 11.1n, thing

to know I lot t ZOTIll'hody iii iiiiol that they'll probably

be thrown out MI honor. Yet, if you didn't ha Ve thi. toleration clause,

I don't think you'd have ... the amount of duty to the Honor Code

would not be 11,4 gmot as it

our G:
would go so far as to say that cadets would probably report poo-

p!, they don't know. Maybe to a certain extent they report a lower

classinan sooner than 1111 upper classman. Hut I think probably the

8 .3
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best generalization you can make is that what you'll g-et in most eases
of cadets reporting other classmates (is that they do it ] when they
don't know that individual very Weil:*
C.\ DM I I :

-All the time I have been on t Ile Honor Committee there has been.
very fewI. can't even remi.mher a case of toleration, per se. So I
think other people make a much higgvr thing of it than there is.

-hut. yes. from what V011 are sayilw. it is 0111011 harder to turn your
roommate or a friend in than it would be a plebe. A guy would be
much more likely to turn in a plebe he observes committing, an honor
(dense. in my opinion. than he would say his own classmate or a

ronultnate or a frierlI."'
Q;/, si;on 11-./1,1 !pm fb, onnr SyNlene ,) 1, whal nwy.)

( 'Al)in' A:
-I would change the toleration clause. I lilt think that should he

in there.-
Q. ItYtilf olouf 5(I5rflo18.) Po you ftwor sysf, in Of inh'Ivnedi(de

prmtlfii'N 0ppaY/1/ .1711//s1.0/1..)

-1Vell. I know that the penalties would be. probably walking the
area. or soliwt !ling like that. . . . I think they should get rid of the
toleration clause land then] I Woldd SCI, nothing wrong with main-
taining the expulsion rule. As far as what I think other iwople think
:Wont that. I think that they are generally ngainst having intermediate
penalties ;In(1 I think it is ahout :",t)-.70) as far as p,:fltle who want to
maintain the toleration clauses and those who want tc, do away
with it."

Q. Hoo, (10 yoo fel aliout //H proposi'd clion;0' tho 11 olio,' Com-
/n/Wre Pole for mon P.;r1 I'm; .1

lohieie it is Illake it easier fo ... people to he convicted.
Am I correct to assume that ? It's not !r(1111,,r t') he a straight 1.2 to Or

Q. Irg ppOluddy q0;/0/ to be o
-I'm against that. I believe the 12 to I, vote is good. That's why

I am again:-1 tln, intermediate penalties. I feel that if the individual
goes up for soniethinp- like that. you have 12 people and they have to
be positively sure that this person did it. and that does not leave very
much r( (om for a mistake I would rather see 50 people \OR) had com-
mitted honor violations go through the system than have one person
who did not-who is innocentbe convicted. That is my own per.onal
feeling.-

nr:r P :
-I would like to have Seoul thelll not have nlessed around with

aeadetnie:. What they did is that they decided that something was
wrong awl they started playini.r with all these variables and mixing
them all up. Awl they nevo hothered to set up a control group so
they could see if what they were doing was going to make any dif-
ference. Tlwy have changed so many things now that no matter what
comes out they aren't going to he tilde to amilyze it 01. to know what
happened. They tinkered with everything at once aml did things like
nobody gives my graded I homework assignments or hoine writs
an v more.-

8 J :j
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CADET F :
"A. lot, of times cadets have (rone befon, Fonor committees and the

honor committee has said. 'you're flat and out guilty.' 12 people hove
votod sa vino that. 'you're guilty.' With a unanimous decision like
that the possibility that the guy would not he guilty is a very small
percentage.

"Then it'll go up to the Officers Boards and a cadet may get off for
sortie provedural flaw or something. Something small that wmdd not
really change tlw facts of the case. The guy was still guilty and yet lw
got.off by the. Officers Boards. But he had been found guilty by 12
guys."

Q. I undepRtand that the ode of unanlmou8 rote. 12-0. is licivg
changed. To 10-2- Would yoo furor/hat?

"Yes sir."
CADET G:

"The only thing I'd change.I would remodifv sonw of the rhanges
that, 1-,.e eonw down. A lot of clutmres have come down in the areas
of actulemics. They have more or less lessened Ow standards. . . .

"I'm going to be turning in an assignment I did last night. Last
year what I 1 wouhl have lwen vonsidered clwating. Now, this year,
apparently. I (lin converse with my classmates. And they can help me
out with this thing under no penalty of ever, von know. considering
it's an honor violation. Now. it just seems inconsistent to me that
sow things may be an honor violation last year that all of a sudden
wouhl not be an honor violation this year. If the rule were still in
effect.no, I woni,i r.ot have rereived any help on it. . . .

"I think it is now going to be easier for ine to get a better grade
is what. it amounts to. The other way, if tlw same standards were in
effect this year as they were last year. I would have just had to sit
down and passed through all the material and make sure T under-
stood it and do it myself, or else (rO to the Professor for additional
instnietion. And this year I can sit down with somebody. even more
or less just have it spoon-fed to me.

'Now, I don't 11. ,,ssarily think that's right. In that ease. you just
shouldn't do that. and they emphasize that. They'say. 'It's better if
you do most of the work yourself. you'll gain more out of it.'

Q. / tancp,/ to a few nf your ela.sRmates at lunch. and one of them.
ronl.rd or thiol your ela.,,.wl ;he told nre ahout completing
a Itom.f1rark 11.?81I/11111Clit far the day on. which t people in. the claRs
did all thP woi.1; awl the other 11) people eopied their paper- and
handed them. in.

"And as long as ht. acknowledged that. it's fine."
Q. Do you. I hin,le that is a patte noir ?
"Wol I. I hink it's a lot more pervasive now than it was There is

no reason why he couldn't rcollaborata The way the rules are set
up now. I think the attitude is: 'Well, if we don't make it a crime
anymore: we can't have any violators.' And that'sI mean. you
don't all of a suddyn legalize rape herause there are too many rapist
running a ronnd oil t he st reet. That's rounterproducti Ye."
CADET H

"I think cadets see it as an intergral part of the Academy. If you
took it away. they would be really upset. As far as the systemyou
mean the way t hings arc run ?"
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Q. Ye
"Before this juice tldng. most iwople didn't really worry about[the Ilonor System], They let the Honor Committee worry about itand they would rather have it that way. l'hey would rathernot haveanything to do with it. I think this filing- is causing people to beconwmore concerned about the Code and to thnik about itand nowpeople want to become involved.

"So I think more people want.this procedure. these changes whereeverybody gets involved in it. Like the questions I get in a companymee.,.ng, it sornis lilw more cadets are interested in talking about itand more people are thinking about it. I don't know if it has justcome outyeah. I imagine it has ill:1 COIM, (OIL OI the honor cases[EE 304] hist year.
CAUE'r .1:

6'1 don't know what happened. Like in my first and into my secondYear. the Honor Committee was. in 9.)'; of the cases, the final word.If the Honor Committee said that you were guilty, you were guiltyand you left the .1caaniy. Now. in the last year. it is just an inter-mediate step to an Officers Bo:inkeverybody goes to an Officer Hoardnow,"
Q. I riwb rxtand One of Her MO the ho oli//11,71Y(' ;.1/01 /n"X'r IX /0 I ii//i ;mil filel IX 110(1/ Ir hell JO !IOU ill ihk1110,)
-If they can do it. but then you are getting nito military rights.-
Q. Ir/wt if do 1/ 61'Wydi proct N.Y to the Hohor Thant''I think that they should. that is soniet Intl, that has been lacking.They hat to allow a wit ness cross-examinat LOlL nni that type of thing.that hasn't been allowed previously.
"It would a !rood step also herause that would In ip hedge againstwhat happened this year the throwing of the hoards and everything."

QoP.vt;oo 16. W hot goo" viol. rotioo thy on,' owl on/yp,00l y for el ood (111 h000r I./0h/1;010A goe: fo rut. (t Ny,Ylemof intro/1(111,dr prmIlti!
CADET I):

"If it 'separation] stays within HU' system like it is right now: Ihad rat her have a imanimolis vote. I think that maintains respect torthe seriousness of what you're doing. You are doing something veryserious to tins man's career. And if you are going to say: 'Ilta doesn'tdeserve to be among is. then it should hi i fairly committed vt.it e.tlmt reason. I think volt tend to maintain the respect by keepingit a unanimous vote."
CADET F:

t!,ink in some cases---I guess you're heard of 'the diseretior.clause' which we tried to vote in la,t year. I think in cases where aperson had committed an honor violation. and vet nobody else hadknown altoot it. aml his conseience got to him or something. He didn'tfeel right about it anti he went in and turned himself in for it. .1believl` in that ease the guy should be given a second chance.'I've knownI had a classmat(' last year who during an OPE1-01lice of Physical Education) test. I think he was doing sit-ups, he
put the wrong number of sit-ups on his card. And later the same day.he went back to the othrer: and. said, 'Hey. I didn't put the rightnumber of sit-ups down on the yard.'
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"Nobody else wouid have known about it. yet he was 'found on
honor' and kicked out ; and. he 'All of the hi...hest ranked in GOM

General Order Of Merit 1 here. I think 10, WaS about 50.
"In a case like that. I can't re:illy see tichi-:ip.soniebody out on some-

thing like that. When they ntkV it upon themseh es to I- honorahle
emmgh to turn themselves in and nobody at all had Seen

C.thm. H:
"Let's sny a guy commits an honor otlense and no one's going to

know about it if he keeps it to himself. Then he feels l,ad enough that
he turns himself in. To me, that is showing more honor than a guy
that commits an honor offent.e; and. you know is willing to keep it
in himself and not toll anybody :tlicut it. To me that guy is not living
by the Code---where the guy that turns himself in is living bY the
rode. And in certain rases that guy should be elig:ible to stay here....

"I think a lot of the problem is that the [Cadet Honor.) Committee
has.been Fanning ,tlie Code more or less. And there has been no partici-
pation film' the Corps that much in the actual running of the system.
You kni w. they know the code is there and they had these classes on
it. But Inlwfurfv. new proeedures. if you got eight people from the

Corps at kr21, sitting On every board. then you are. goiner to get a lot

of people ill ,"olVed. Sara(' as a subcommittee with three out of five
[selected fruit the Corps at large) I think it- is.-

Ilonor Loyeltie8

Que8tIon 17. il'hd1 rer olop, f cad s really believe in. tlo' Honor
In the' Honor .S'ystent.'

C.nrr A :
"It is the difference het weun disag,:eeing with toleration [and to that-

extent the Honor Code] and haviog your own personal honor code.
From a lot of the cadets I've talked with. they disagree with tolera-
tion. A cadet I was talking to, who had escaped with his family front
Lithuania. was vry very a.o.ninst the Toleration Clause. Evidently his
family had gotten into trouble because his family o.r his father had
been tinned in i o the Russian government. the inst.itntional authorities.
by sonwime. for what reasons I don't know. Maybe they Were legally
justified at the time. but of eolirst, We all know the stories about Russian
children turning their parents [in] and thine-s like that. I believe
personally it 's a travest v- i something that is used by the institu-
tion often times to en forti,

Q. the ywi. /wop/e -,deouid he hold accountable for reporting
misbelin riot' el,

"it shout.; la, ,ibie-tive judgment on the part of the individual at

tlmt tniw. ' when von (ro out into real life, you are going
to always in,: H 1 ill decisions. I think here it should be the same
way. You are dun ling with ta,ople who an, supposedly fill] citizens
of thu I "nited States and I think they shouldn't have a system Ivhich
forces them into compromising situations.

"I think Eliot almost every individual wlm comes in here, having
been heavily screened and just by his performance record in the outstde
world is. or has, a pretty !doh sense of honor. I van honestly say that
perhaps all cadets who are herethey didn't get here, or most of them
didn't get hero. bee:lust, they didn't have anything going for them.

They must have soinethimr. . .

830
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"You just don't get the type of people that are vey dishonest. Sure.
people are dishonest that do conic in here. Judffing from sonw of the
scandals and things that have been goim, on----it's obvioin: that there
are [dishonest people here]. Put there are different social reasons for
that. Let's face it. tlw cadets who are here are a cross-section of a cer-
tain part of society. They are f;',H.) midddle class generally spool-dug.
and you are going to have all dinerent kinds of variance in behavior.
Taking that into account. I would sav that almost all cadets believe
in an honor sysiem.

"As I tried to explain as far as my outlook toward it Plonor Code].
it's something that you really don't think about. I don't think about,
too often because you just don't generally do those things that %ould
break it. normally. You just don't do them. When yoe are con-
fronted with a situation like that. you just naturally do what you've
been trained lo do. Your behavior is pretty well set by the time you
conic in here so you don't have a really big new change. Except per-
haps.. just from what I've heard, ninny. many cadets knew of. or were
involved in. some form of cheating in high school. especially in the
larger public schools."
('ADET C :

.1 think a good ma)ority of them do I believe in Honor Code]. Off-
hand Tfir/r. somet hing like that.-

Q. Hoic about the syst( in itsclf?
"Tlws\Vent! I couhln't say L majority of that agne with the system.

There's a lot ; a lot of cadets that feel it should be changed. in sonie
ways."

Q. 117hat is the spectrum of feeling of how it 8hotrld be (1w/wed?
-The main feeling is that penalties which we have already brought

up, the intermediate penalties. A lot of cadets feel that there should
be some intermediate penalties if there ore sonic circumstances in-
volved in the case which would justify internwdiate penalties."
CADET D:

"I have no reason to base this. but I would say about 65% of the
cadets believe in the honor system and there fliP about 35% who don't.
A lot of people, especially now. see a lot of injustices in the system.
In fact, so many people are starting to see injustices that they can't
get anything passed or decided. It is kind of like the multi-partied
system in France; there are too many competing faetions. If they're
going to put up something for a vote, like this new proposal. so many
people are going to disagree with various parts of ;I.. that no one is
going to get a majority. And the proposal will fal. down."
CADET J:

"l'he Iloilo!. System. I'd say. you probably could make a case for 60
percent, maybe. My class would be heavily towards fituling some faults
with the I fonor System. It broke down this year."

Question 18. What weer you told the purpose of this meeting
would be?

Question 1,0. Hare you disrusAwd your appearonee before Ms wh
anyone?
CADET A :

[Near the ei the interview, the cadet was asked if there were
any other obse .ons that. he would like to make and lw replied]:

SA)
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Generally, what .
has gone on in the last year has pretty much de-

moralized tlw Corps. Sonw of tlw policies that have been instituted
have been very demoralizing to the cadets. Things have always been
very difficult, but it appears now that things are more difficult than
in previous years. Evidently, what they are trying to do is close ranks
and keep things MI a pretty low level and try to get things back to
nornril

Q. What partieular things have been demoralizing?
"Well, like an example of things that are very demoralizing is the

stand the Comniandant has taken in relation to changes m the leave
system . . . In doing away with the. Dean's Listthe Superintend-
ent's List and the Commandant's List. Individuals last year worked
really hard to get on I lw Dean's List hoping to get extra leave and
things like this and coining back to find that they didn't have this.
They [Academy officials said, 'Well, we're going to give you two
Corps-wide weekends.'

Q. II'hy did they do (now with that?
"They did away with it because they felt that people concentrated

too much on academics for the sole sake of attaining the Dean's List
or Commandant's List or doing something just t.o get these weekends.
'Officials felt that cadets] weren't doing it to really learn but just to
get the weekends.

"Let's face it. you are pretty restricted here and if something like
that is offered, it gives you a big incentive to do it. I'm the type of
pe n Frso who enjoys studying for the sake of studying. M not very good
m the. sciences, but the weekends gave me incentive to really try to do
well in these science courses which I real'y didn't like very much. Aml
especially this yoar we have chemistry and physics.

"But now it doesn't really matter and you know you're. go'ng to get
the same amount of weekends. I will concentrate more on things I en-
joy. . . . I will do what I have to do to get by in these other courses
because it doesn't really mean anything.

"Like inv roommate who worked very hard and was hoping to get
this weekend ,t Ili. got on the Superintendent's List, and the Dean's
List, the Commandant's List. And then he didn't get anything out of
it. Ile was just very shattered. The main tInng that. happened was
that . . ."

Q. /A othei a.° thi y yht that els a result of thei'r work 7 a.St

year then' whr n t hew ea /Pc 1, ek t h !val. . .

"T hat. s t he way it usually works. The semester previous.. . . was
what.you'd get rewards for. So what also happened was he [the 0:M1-
m:umlaut] said. 'Well. don't worry about it because you're going to g '
three short weekends (which you're. allowed as a yearling). And we':
g()ing to give you t wo Corps-wide weekends' (which were essentially
going to he long weekends). . . . But what has happened is that they
have now made us stay for the parade on a Corps-wide weekend. So
that means that we can't leave until Saturday afternoon after the
irn rade. And t he weekends had been switclwd where it. was supposed to
Is' Ilext weekend lan Hwy realized. 'Now, wait a second ! A person
coul(1 take a si, irt weekend this weekend (hocluse Monday we have
off ). Auld tllat mans they are goin, to .(ret off like three days. And the
weekend tfore we gave them a Corns-wide weelwnd where they left
on Friday because there was an away football game). If you give

8
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them a Corps-w hie weekend on this next weekend, they are going to

have another long weekend. We don't want to give I hem three long

weekends in (I my. so what ".), are gonna do iS that we'll switch the

one frontnot this coming weekendbut weekend after that. We'll

put it. mi the one where \ye have that MoadaYwe'll make them staY

f or the parade anyway.'
"So actually it cuts down. They essentially took away one of our

weekends. . .

tIduk ako you have the disparity Ilet ween what goes on in the real

Army and what goes on at West Point. Cadets know that at 5 o'clock

you are done in till real Army. and they also know that your weekends

are essentially free. They know that when they go on ("Trir or out ill

the -Regular Army. . .

-Rut I can muler,tand why I he Commandant has taken that position

here. 1Vhereas I know t hat in the Air Force Academy or the Naval

Academy. you don't have t his =omit a restrict ion. I Jere the reason

is because the little towns around here are prig! y hod. I fiL,dilund Valls

ts a pretty had place; it's pretty romdt. And the smite wit Ii Newburgh.

So I can understand his ohjeet ions to t hat.

"But I personally don't see why they shouldn't allow cadets to leave

if they turn in a leave blank. And say. 'this is what I'm going to be

doing. I'm not going to be going to I lighIand Falls and just hanging

around the bars. I'm going to he going Immo or floing this or doing

that,' I don't tif 4. why there should he any real limitat ions. . .

'Well. I saW on a yellow slip of pala'r that I am sopposed to IW tilt

for a discussion on honor, 'Hutt is all My tart ical officer told me.

Then T talked to some of my other elassmates. and I said. 'What sliotnil

I say' and they said. 'Tell them yon uphold the Honor System.'

"Then I started thinking about it real hard and I had my doubt when

came up here because I expected to have :40111e ollieers f YOM the estab-

lishment. And then when I just see von two and no one else around.

I earn pretty much express myself without fear.-

Q. Were you of mid that you. might get in, trouble or Nomething?

"If 1 said something wrong and some people from system heani. they

wouldn't write me up for it or anything: but. they might tell some

of their friends'He said this and this about the Honor Code'."

Q. Who Ori'ee yOrl /Ohl Ire irf'fr.)
"A II that it said on my sheet was that we laid to Wet with Senator

minn. Isiel von know. I expectetl I'd be meeting the Senator np here

QueNtion 20. Tl'hich do you thiok is the higher toyed/ y, 101/177t1/ to

the Army and cOrthfry or loyaty to your ittaTiriduol rolwienre?

emm, B:
"When West Point forces people to go against their individual con-

science. they are either forrim, people to work against the system or

to become robots to the system. And you don't want either one of

those."
Q. Many codet8 at lVcst Poial moder,ytood tb,;.,; prob(1em?

-1 his is a science and engineering school and those concepts are lost

hero. One of the problems here is that we are training engineers. -Un-

fortUnatel V, the Army today is a social situation a Int more than it Is a
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situation of building bridges and the Army doesn't recognize that...."The academy like most systems thinks it's always doing the right.thing. If it was doing the right thing in 1958, well, Goddanin it it'sstill doing the right thing in 1976. I've had otlieeN tell me that thechanges that MacArthur initiated in 16.24 were damn good ehanges:and, if they were damn good changes in 1924 they're still damn goodchanges in 1976. Well I ,wondered what they would do if the sawtype of MacArthur eame in now as came in in 10'24? He would changethe whole system arouml."
Cmirr C:

"OK. I feel like for myself I have duty to my country; I have dutyto the tmops I'm gonna command. But I feel hke, if accordhig to myconscience, if the people above me aro wrong, it's in: duty to myselfto say, 'No 3 can't go along with that.' And for that reason I'd haveto say to my conscience."
CAnwr F:

"I guess I would have to say to the Army and the country. Being amember of the Army, you more or kss give up some individuality.It's your duty to uphold the standards of whatever you were told you..xere supposed to do I would say that was loaded [the question] ?But, when you come into the Army, you have the responsibility touphold the Constitution and all that. You as an individual do notcount as much as, say, the security of . . ."Q. Supposing au Army officer gare an, order to do something thatwas to you morally reprehensible, you thought thb9 teaS terrible and itin rayed some lives.
"Do you mean like maybe say, My Lai?"

W ell, I think that would be an example.
"Well smr, in a situation like that I would not carry out whateverorder he had because it would probably certainly be against, or goagainst, the standards of the Army itself. Such a gross violation liket hat."

CADET G:
"Sir, in the military its gotta be 'the country,' that's the whole pur-pose for having a military.'
Q. Do you see possibilities for canflict?"Yes. sir, I do."

Q. Like rrpoiling your friends?
"Sir, it's a very difficult decision and I hope I never have to makethat decision because it will be a tough one. But. I'd have to speak,sir. The . . . you'd given me a choice between zny country and myduty vs. loyalty to my friends and things?
"In the Army there is little room for your own personal interjec-tions, however, . . . there is a law. there is a rule in UCM,T whichstates that an officer will not. or any person in the military, will notobey a wrong command, an immnoral command. And, it is up to thatindividual. . . ."
Q. An immoral ewani.and?
"Yes, sir, if under his conscience he believes it is a wrong commandawl that . . ."
Q, I think thr word is illegal, isn't it . . illegal older?
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"Maybe that's what it is. I think it is . . . an illegal order. SO, in
other words, sir, he May refer, he Itlay 11Se. for example. Lieutenant
Co 'ley."

ho you think 11Hit the peRtmlnIN and d;clotes af what .110111 Cm11-
11/(ImIcrN rv- inNtructed gon nhwit n.onlil Ifmil to Ink, prcredcnco 0P1 r

indie(Von1 conNe;cm.,
"YVS, sir, it WOlild take something pretty ext ivine for me to ilt'ttULIIv

buck my superior officer's r011ittlalld herane. I Mean. the baSed
on comnounl subordinate relationships. You can't always go question-
ing. There is room for questioning, but at certain times you've Just
got to subordinate t IlOSV and do Nvhat you my told.

..As a small nnit vonimandt,r, you hay,. no id" what flit. hig
is going on. And, sometimes yOU'Ve jIls1 got 10 take for granted \\liars
!roj lig down is right. Arid, yon've got to llare that fitillt, that Confi-
dence, or else our effectiveness as a lighting unit is ii I. Or else we'd
ha VI' a hinnired million dirferent, or lmwever nninv people yon hare
in the Arm. doing different things; you'll have no cohesion. Ind.l
just feel that that's the most idiportant thing."

"It seems to ine that. if you .re i profession where yon can't
follow your conscience. that you shoukln't be in that profession. I'm
fairly well comfortable in the military. And if I Wasn't contfortahle,

WonhIn't COMP here beeallSe I have to IW !,0111e plare W'heIT I can
apply myself 11111(:-(.. ,knd if I Wa:.: doing somet lung t hot I thought was
consciously wrong, I just don't think I could do it24

8
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THE SPECIAL COMMISSION
ON THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

(5 December 1976

Dear Mr. Secretary,

The Special Commission on the United States Mil1tary Academy has
completed Its examination of the Honor Code, the Honor System, and conditions

surrounding the Honor System at West Point, and submits Its findings and
recommendations.

The six members of tne Commission are In complete accord with respect
to these findings and recommendations.

The United States Military Academy has, throughout its l(mig history,
produced leaders of the highest character and quality. West Point remains
a unique Institution where young men and women, in a spartan military
environment, learn the academic and military skills necessary to be a
professional soldier. West Point must retain Its unique nature. We strongly
support the United States Military Academy. This report Is presented with
the hope that the Academy's great strengths will be revitalized and renewed.

Tne cadets we met at West Point were a remarkable group, with
unquestionable devotion to the Academy, the Army, and the Nation. The
failure of some cadets to adnere fully to the Honor Code cannot detract
from the fact that the overwnelmlng number of cadets are honorable men
and women who will, we are certain, become fine officers In the United
States Army.

With these basic thoughts in mind, the Commission makes three statements
of position.

FirstThe Commission unanimously endorses the Honor Code as it now
exists.

Second--We believe that education concerning the Honor Code has been
Inadequate and the administration of the Honor Code has been inconsistent
and, at times, corrupt. There must be improvement in both education and
administration.

ThIrd--The Commission concurs unanimously with the actions that you
have taken to provide a "second chance" for certain cadets Involved In
the Electrical Engineering cheating incident last spring. Moreover, the
Commission believes that the same consideration should be given to all
otner cadets who were involved In cheating, or tolerating cheating, on the
examination In question.
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The Commission recognizes that there Is a body of opinion that believes
your action resulted In a lowering of standards at West Point. We disagree.
The cadets did cheat, but were not solely at fault. Their culpability must
be viewed against the unrestrained growth of the "cool-on-honor" subculture

at the Academy, the widespread violations of the Honor Code, the gross
Inadequacies In the Honor System, the failure of the Academy to act
decisively with respect to known honor problems, and the other Academy
shortcomings. Your action did not condone cheating; rather, It recognized
that, In light of the grave institutional responsibility, the implicated

cadets should be given another oppOrtunity to meet the ideals of the Honor
Code.

The time has come to end this unfortunate episode. The Academy must
recognize that it Is not treating a disease that can be cured simply by
isolating those who have been infected. The Academy must now acknowledge
the causes of the breakdown and devote Its full energies to rebuilding an
improved and strengthened institution. We see nothing to be gained by
further action against these cadets and much to be lost by continuing with
the divisive and unrealistic attempt to purge all who have violated an
Honor Code that Is perceived In widely differing ways. What Is needed are
reform and regeneration, not retribution.

We make several recommendations designed to correct Institutional
shortcomings we have discerned. Many of our recommendations have been
made by other bodies In the past, but were not adopted. We urge that the
conclusions and recommendations of this report receive your personal and
prompt attention.

The Commission received complete cooperation from those members of
the Corps of Cadets with whom we were priviledged to meet; from the
Department of the Army; from officials of the Academy; from members of
the Tactical, Academic, and Athletic Departments; from graduates; and from
officers who have served In past years In various capacities at the Military
Academy.

Sincerely,

_4044
FRANK BORMAN
Chairman

Honorable Martin R. Hoffmann
Secretary of the Army
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20310
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The Special Commission cn the United States Military
Academy was appointed by the Secretary ot the Army on
September 9, 1976 "to conduct a comprehensive and
Independent assessment of the . . . IEE 304) cheating

incident and Its underlying causes In the context of
the Honor COde and Honor System and their place In the
Military Academy."

The Report to the Secretary ot the Army, by the Special
Commission, Is organized Into three parts. Part One
states the findings ana recommendations. Part Two Is a

discussion of supporting material. Part Three contains

a concluaing statement.
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PART ONE

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

THE HONOR CODE

"A cadet will not Ile, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate
those who do."

The Commission fully supports the Honer Code as a simple statement of

essential standards of integrity to which every honorable persor aspires.

We believe that individuals are not born 41th'honor and that its attainment

Is an ongoing educational process. Some are unable to accept and assimilate

these values as rapidly and to as great a degree as others. Nonetheless,

these ideals should be inculcated Into every cadet at the United States

Military Academy. It Is critically Important that all leaders in whom the

people confer both trust and power achieve the highest degree of personal

integrity.

We have been Impressed by the Importance attached to the Honor Code

by cadets with whom we have spoken. They generally agree that the Code,

insofar as It proscribes lying, stealing, and cheating, Is sound and that

it espouses ethical principles In which they have the strongest personal

belief. Indeed, most cadets treasure the Honor Code. Many of those

Implicated In the Electrical Engineering 304 (EE 304) Incident express

support for Its ideals.

One aspect of the Honor Code Is not fully supported--the nontoleration

clause, which as now Interpreted requires a cadet to report and thereby

cause the separation of another cadet for 'an honer violation. Many

individuals are reluctant to place duty to community over loyalty to

frlends. This dilemma is particularly acute at West Point, where loyalty
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to friends Is emphasized in other aspects of Acndemy life. Cadets generally

recognize, however, that if the Honor Code is to have any meaning, they

cannot Ignore the dishonormble acts of others: some action on thefr part,

to express disapproval of honor violations, in.neressary. In this sense,

the Commission fully supports the principle eimbodIed in the nontoleration

clause.

THE HONOR SYSTEM

Despite support tor the idemls of the Honor Code, cadet compliance

with the Honor Code, by the Spring of 1976, hnd become disturbingly 1AX.

The number of c ots who have resigned or otherwise been separated in

connection with the EE 304 incident, 134 cadets as of December 6, 1976,

does not, In our opinion, reveal the true extent of honor violations In EE

304. The Commission Is convinced that many cadets who either collaborated

or tolerated collaboration on the EE 304 take-home examination have not

been detected or punished. The Commission Is equally persuaded that scores

of other violations of the Honor Code have gone undetected or unpunished

and that, during recent years, a substantial number of cadets have been

involved in dishonesty, toleration, and, on occasion, misconduct as honor

representatives.

W. agree with the remarks of Academy officers who served on the Internal

Review Panel or Officer Boards:

"Cheating was pot confined to EE 504 nor to the

Class of 1977 . . . .
[SluffIcient evidence was

forthcoming that there were wldescale Incidents

Involving academic cheating In other courses at

other times."

2
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"The Class of '77 Is mot unique .... [Clollaboration
and toleration are common at West Point . . .

Undoubtedly other classes have been, and still are
involved In cheating on a scale at least equal to
'77."

"[Vile are seeing only the tip of the cheating
iceberg."

"[T]estimony . . . Indicates that cadet cheating on
the EE 304 problem Is only a small corner of the
total problem . . . . [C]heating on a large scale
has gone on before In previous classes . . . ."

"[P]rior to serving on an Officer Board, I was

personally convinced that reports of widespread
cheating were little more than legally useful
propaganda, perpetrated by clever defense lawyers.
I no longer believe that to be the case."

We also agree with the Cadet Honor Committee's current Vice Chairman for

Investigations, who recently Informed the Corps of Cadets:

"There have been cases of board fixing that can be
documented, not only for the past year but for the
past several years. For example, during the
Electrical Engineering controversy this past summer,
30 of the 35 cadets who were found guilty by Officer
Boards were previously found not guilty by the Cadet

Honor Committee. Testimony arising out of the

Officer Boards and the Internal Review Panel this
summer has Indicated that many of these were tampered

with at the Honor Committee Board level. One cadet

found guilty In the EE 304 controversy had previously
been exonerated by 8 Cadet Honor Boards In hls cadet
career. Strong evidence, also from the Internal
Review Panel, and from the Officer Boards held over
the summer, Indicates that he was protected by
friends on the Honor Committee. Last year 16 first
classmen were forwarded to full Honor Boards, yet
not one was found guilty by his peers on the 1976
Honor Committee. One was found guilty by the .977

3
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Honor Committee. However, in contrast to those
statistics, last year 20 fourth classmen were
forwarded to full Honcr Boards and of these 16 were
found guilty by the 1977 and 197ellbnor Committees.
Now this suggests that if not board tampering that
there may be Just an unwillingness for a cadet to
find his peer guilty, if not it does demonstrate
Toss inade uacies existing in the system . . . ."

(Emphasis added

It is distressingly apparent to the Commission that the Honor System, the

means by which the Code Is taught, supervised and enforced, had Indeed

become grossly inadequate by the Spring of 1976.

Even more disturbing Is that this inadequacy was known to Academy

leadership well before EE 304, but no decisive action was taken. In July

of 1974, the departing Superintendent of the Academy provided the incoming

Superintendent with a report concerning honor at West Point. The report,

which had been prepared earlier by former faculty members, concluded that

the Honor System was "In trouble" and that its reclaiming would be a

"formidable task." This conclusion was fully supported In a 1975 Academy

study which revealed widespi ad disaffection with the Honor System.

Nevertheless, some Academy officials persisted, even after the EE 304

incident, in publicly proclaiming the health of the Honor System.

THE EE 304 CHEATING INCIDENT

Those cadets who collaborated on the EE 304 examination knew beyond

any doubt that such action was prohibited. Although they may not have

believed that their conduct made them morally corrupt or dishonorable,

they knew It was wrong. Their action cannot be excused. But to place full

blame on these cadets Is to Ignore Institutional factors which contributed

4
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significantly to such a "choice." Inadequacies In the Honor System, In

the Academy environment which was to have supported this System, and In

the administration of the EE 304 examination combined to make a cheating

incident practically Inevitable.

A. Honor S stem

Perhaps the most fundamental of the Honor System's Inadequacies has

been the expansion of the Code well beyond its intended purpose. Cadets

have been found guilty for Isolated conduct which cannot fairly be

characterized as having made them dishonorable. Recently, for example, a

cadet who reported himself for stating that he had done 20 sit-ups, when

in fact he had done only 18, was found guilty of violating the Honor Code.

A similar incident had occurred In 1970. In July of 1974, a new cadet who

reported himself for telling his squad leader, who "did not remember the

particular incident," that he had shaved, when In fact he had not, was

separated. In 1975, a third clLtssman was found guilty by the Cadet HOnor

Committee of "IntentIonally deceiving" In that "he wore a second class

dress coat to a motion picture" during the week (a regulation prohibited

third classmen from attending weeknight movies).

If these cases were aberrations, our concerns would not be as great.

They are, however, representative of a significant number of the

approximately 180 non-EE 304 cases which have resulted In findings of

guilt by the respective Cadet Honor Committees during the 1970s. The Honor

Code too frequently has been interpreted and taught In a technical, highly

legalistic fashion. As a result, the Honor Code's basic purpose--Insuring

that our military leaders are honorable men and women--has been obscured.
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One of the more demoralizing shortcomings of the Honor System has been

confusion and inconsistency in the interpretation and application of the

Honor Code. There is evidence of a critical lack of agreement on these

matters among the administration, tactical staff, faculty, Honor Committee,

cadets, and alumni. For example, actions such as "bed stuffing," covering

windows with blankets after "lights out," and keeping liquor in hair tonic

bottles have at times been considered honor violationsdepending upon

who is construing the Honor Code. As an Academy Study Group noted,

"Operational interpretations of the Honor Code vary widely and are modified

frequently without the benefit of any regularized process . . . ."

Far from being a statement of immutable principles, the Honor Code as

defined has become a compendium of changing rules. The body which has

been entrusted with the primary responsibility for Interpreting and

applying the Code--the Honor Committee--annually changes its leadership,

thereby precluding development of a stabzing institutional memory.

Equally troublesome Is the fact that the Honor Code has been exploited

as a means of enforcing regulationsa view shared by 76 percent of the

Cadet Corps in 1974. Cadets and officers have taken the shortcut of placing

a cadet on his honor rather than themselves assuming necessary

responsibility for the enforcement of regulations. Consequently, the Honor

Code, by merging with the extensive Academy regulations, has lost much of

its unique meaning. It has become part of the "system to be beaten."

A rigid and narrow interpretation of what constitutes nontoleration

has also been detrimental to the Honor System. Cadets who become aware

of honor violations have no I litimate option other than to report the

violator and to cause his separation with the possibility of enlisted

6
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service. As already suggested, this sole option Imposes demands on many

cadets which they are unwilling to accept. Consequently, toleration has

become widespread. Indeed, In 1974, 73 percent of the Corps stated that

they would not report a good friend for a possible honor violation.

Toleration weakens the Honor System by depriving it of a major element of

enforcement. Furthermore, since the tolerator, In the 'dyes of the Honor

Code, is as guilty as the violator, future violations by tolerators become

more likely. In 1967 the Superintendent's Honor Review Committee, a group

of 3 Academy officers charged with monitoring the Honor Code and System,

prophetically advised the Superintendent:

"The cadets Interviewed, as well as thls Committee,
are in agreement that any 'cheating' scandal would
find Its beginning In a 'toleration' situation, I.e,
a cadet would observe a friend or roommate cheating
but because of their closeness would not report the
Incident. From that point a vicious chain would
gradually find Its way to other cadets."

Closely related to the growth of tolerotion has been the mandatory

sanction of separation for all honor violations. The single sanction

assumes that a cadet becomes instantaneously honorable upon entering the

Academy;. that all violations of the Honor Code are of equal gravity; and

that all violators are of equal culpability. This has contributed

significantly to the breakdown of nontoleratIon, to questionable Cadet

Honor Board acquittals by a single negative vote, and, In some cases, to

questionable reversals by reviewing authorities. In every other aspect

of Academy life, the cadet Is expected to mature and develop. Only In

matters of honor has a plebe been expected to mctet the same standard as

a first classman.

7
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Recognizing tnese problems, In early 1976, a majority of the Corps, but

less than the -equlred two-thiras, supported tne enc of the single sanction.

Recently, after the EE 304 crisis, the Corps again voted on a proposal To

eliminate mandatory separation. Ihe proposal tailed to carry by less than

1 percent. The Commission believes that Cadet Honor Boards and reviewing

authorities should have available to tnem a range of other actions to

recommend in addition to separation, including, for example, suspension,

probation, or course tallure.

Other shortcomings may be seen In the Cauet Honor Committee. Comprised

of a limited number of first ana second classmen, Ihe Committee nas been

charged witn almost exclusive responsibility for lnsirnqrr.tfecrveness

of the Honor System. Some Honor Represenlatives have been considered

overly zealous; others have teen "cool-on-honor," a phrase deno7ing a lax

attitude toward the Honor Code and System. The granting of cadet rank to

the Honor CoMkittee leaders hes identifid the Committee with the cadet

chain ot command and, therefore, the duty to enforce regulations. Such

rank, we believe, Is an unnecessary accompaniment to service on the

Committee. By the Fal1 of 1974 only 41 percent of the Corps believed that

the Honor Committee accurately reflected the Corps' attitude about the

Honor System.

Many cadets nave felt that the Honor Committee Is part of Tne srructure

tna': has taken away "their" Honor Code. Significant changes In the Honor

System have, in some instances, been made without tne knowledge and approval

of tne Corps of Cadets. Furthermore, the dubious 11-1 acquittals, The lack

ot convictions for toleration, the absence of fundamental fairness ln some

Honcr Board proceedings, and the rare convictions of first classmen have

8
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resulted in the perception of many cadets that the Honor System nas been

hypocritical, corrupt, ano unfair.

The validity of this view was acknowledged by the current Cadet Honor

Comlttee when it proposed several changes which were recently adopted by

the Corps. The 'due process" hearing Is maw at the Cadet Honor Board

level; the Officer Board has been eliminated; a less than unanimous vote

Is required for a finding of guilty; and cadets other than Honor

Representatives will participate In the Investigation and adjudication of

honor violations. We have some reservations about the specifics of these

changes; however, we agree with their purpose.

Another problem has been the failure of Academy officers to participate

fully In the Honor System. Responsibility tor honor education, for example,

has been placed almost cmpletely in the hands of the Cadet Honor Committee;

in 1974 less than 1 percent of the Corps believed that they nad gained

most of their knowledge about the Honor Code and System from tactical

officers and professors. The Academic Department nas made Utile effort

in the curriculum to assist cadets In discerning and coping with the moral

dilemmas.that Inevitably confront Individuals In general and military

officers in particular.

Because of preoccupation with the notion that reform must be Initiated

by the Corps If the Honor Code and System are to be accepted, the Academy

had not assumed sufficient responsibility for Insuring that needed changes

were effected. The role of the Academy's officers nad largely been confined

to reporting honor violations or reviewing Cadet Honor Board adjudications.

The lack of officer involvement In the Honor System Is consistent with

the Academy's apparent policy of placing more responsibility on the cadets

9
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themselves In every aspect of cadet Ilfe. This lack of Involvement

contributed to the belief that the Honor Code and System belong exclusively

or primarily to the cadets and that any participation by officers

constituted interference. This. In turn. generated cadet antagonism when

decisions by the Superintendent and Officer Boards differed from Cadet

Honor CommItt4e determinations.

These inadeauacies have combined th fo<ter cadet cynioism 1.o4ard and

estrangement from the Honor System. thereby weakening the Svatem itself.

There has developed within the Corps what h3s heen referred to as a %col-

on-honor" subculture--a laroely unorganized group of cadets who justify

certain honor violations and "beating" the Honor System. Thl". subculture

and its accompanying peer pressure have influenced many agditional cadets

to commit honor vlolations. in some instances the Academy's Leadership

Evaluation System has been used by cadets to enforce at least toleration

of the subculture With each violation, the subculture grew and Its

influence became more formidable.

B. Academy Environment

The inadequacies in the Honor System cannot be viewed In isolation.

It the System is to operate effectively, the total setting must be

supportive. Factors such as the rapid growth In Corps slze from 2,500 In

1964 to Its current strength of 4,400, Instability caused by the modification

of some Academy traditions, and certain societal attitudes and turmoil may

have militated against this support. While we recognize the Influence of

these factors, we believe other institutional problem; were the primary

causes of the erosion of respect tor the Honor System.
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There has . for example, been serious disagreement over the proper role

of education In the mission of the Academy: Should West Point train combat

leaders for immediate nervice In junior ranks, or should it provide the

fundamental education and study to allow graduates (a) to assimilate

quickly the special skills required for junior officer service In the

basic branches of the Army. and (b) after experience and further study, to

provide the senior military leadership on which the nation depends for

Its security. We are convinced that the acaulsItion of a college education

within a military environment must, during the academic year, have first

call on the time and energies of each cadet; military training should be

concentrated in the summer months. The failure of Academy constituencies

to agree on the relative Importance of the educational component of the

mission has hindered the development of an academic atmosphere which

discouracies dishonesty.

Development of such an atmosphere has also been impeded by the failure

to determine priorities among competing claims on cadets, time. Prior to

curriculum changes adopted this Fall, cadets needed far more credit hours

to graduate than are reauired by most institutions of higher education.

The academic pressures hawe been Intensified by the increase, during the

academic year, of military and physical training and cadet leadership

responsibilities. In excess of two-thirds of the cadets surveyed in 1975

stated that they did not have sufficient time to satisfy overall demands.

While cadets may not have been overworked, they clearly have been

overscheduled. The result, as well described by a recent honor graduate,

has been that:

11
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"In the present West Point system, mediocrity Is not
a choice for it Is the sole alternative. It is not

surprising that In an atmosphere of nonstop running
and meeting deadlines that conformity and mere
adequacy march to the forefront hand-in-hand."

The Academy has not been structured In such a way as to encourage

academic excellence. Superintendents have often been selected primarily

for their military leadership abilities; because of their limIted tour

length, they have frequently not had the opportunity to become effective

educational leaders. Furihermore, SuperinTendents have not, In most cases,

been given an adequate voice In the selection of other Academy leaders

such as the Dean, the Commandant, and members of the Academic Board. Nor

has the Academy had the ,denufit of the continuing advice provided most

institutions of higher education by their boards of trustees.

Equally troublesome has been the failure to develop an appropriate

state of discipline. In recent years, the Academy has delegated much of

the authority for supervising cadets to the cadet chain of command. This

has had the effect not only of increasing the time pressures on some cadets,

but also of weakening the state of discipline. Confusion over the proper

role of the company tactical officer has further contributed to this

problem. By.law, the lactical officer is the company commander. While all

cadets and officers have some responsibility for discipline, the tactical

officer must ensure that the Academy's high standards of discipline are

met.

Finally, adherence to the Honor Code is more difficult when cadets

perceive dishonesty around them. The standards of the Academy have

appropriately been set at a level much higher than the lowest common

denominator of society at large and, for that matter, of the "real Army."
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While the so-called "double standard" can be disillusioning, Its existence

must be ackr.owledged. West Point, however, has always and must continue

to set the standards for the Army. It Is of utmost Importance that every

officer at the Academy lead by example; they, In particular, must aspire

to the high ideals of the Honor Code If the cadets are to do so. The

degree to which Academy officers at different echelons have, in fact,

demonstrated such leadership Is open to question. Clearly, cadets have

perceived failure on the part of some.

C. The EE 304 Examination

The nature of EE 304 as well as the method of administering the take-

home examination contributed, perhaps most directly, to the occurrence and

magnitude of the cheating incident.

In our opinion, allowing 823 cadets 2 weeks to solve an out-of-class

examination In a course for which the relevance had not been established

by the Department and which was almost universally disdained by cadets as

Irrelevant and "spec and dump" (memorize and forget) placed unwise and

unnecessary temptation before each cadet. The situation was exacerbated

by the fact that, throughout the EE 304 course, cadets had been allowed

and even encouraged to collaborate on home-study problems similar to that

of the March 3 and 4 examination. Indeed, not only was one such problem

due on the same day, but the second part of the examination also permitted

collaboration. It became common practice for cadets--who had difficulty

with their probiems or who simply dld not have the time or motivation to

complete them--to go to the room of an individual known to be proficient

In ElectriCal Engineering, take his EE notebook, and extract the needed

information. Such action, which inevitably increased dependency on
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collaboration, had never been considered a violation of the Honor Code or,

for that matter, any regulation.

We agree with the statement of a former Commandant of Cadets who

advised the Commission:

"In my view the (Electrical Englneeringl Department

invited violations of the Code by the manner In

which it administered EE 304. At the very least, It

placed the cadets under great pressure, needlessly."

Implicitly acknowledging the shortcomings of the EE 304 pedagogy, the

Academy changed the rules for take-home assignments shortly after the EE

304 incident. Henceforth, cadets will be allowed to seek assistance,

provided Its nature and extent are clearly indicated on the paper. We are,

however, troubled by the fact that some academic authorities, despite the

change, see nothing wrong In the manner the EE 304 examination was

administered.

IV

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY THE SECRETARY

In the mandate establishing this Commission the Secretary posed eight

questions. We have discussed these basic and essential queries elsewhere

In this report. Nevertheless, in view of their importance, direct answers

are provided at this point.

1. What were the causative and contributing factors

underlying the recent Electrical Engineering 304 cheating

Incident?

The EE 304 Incident resulted from a progressive decay In individual

respect fc,- and adherence to the Honor Code. While specific conditions

involving the nature of EE 304 and the administration of the examination

1 4
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are directly resr.,ntAbie, for the occurrence and magnitude of the Incident,

underlying institutional deficiencies, Including those related

specIfin ta the Hor Code and System, contributed to the general

condi ions making It more likely that an Incitent of thls kind would take

phce.

2. Does the Honor Code and System impose a realistic and
reasonable set of standards?

The Honor Code establishes a set of standards for Integrity and self-

discipline that should be the constant objective of every honorable person.

It Is the belief of many cadets that they can adhere and are In fact

adhering to the Honor Code. In contrast, the Honor System, as presently

Interpreted and administered, Is neither realistic nor reasonable.

3. Is the Honor Code accepted by cadets as a way of life
or do cadets adhere to It merely because of the consequences
of a violation?

It Is ImpoFsible to answer the question as to all cadets. Some cadets

do adhere to the Code because they genuinely accept It. Some do so because

they fear the consequences of a violation. Some comply for a combination

of these reasons. Other cadets, at least until the EE 304 Incident, neither

compiled fully with the Code nor believed that the System gave them any

real cause to fear the consequences of a violation.

4. Are high standards of moral and ethical conduct
emphasized In all aspects of cadet life?

High standards of moral and ethical conduct are expected of all cadets

at West Point. However, the core curriculum does not provide an educational

basis for a cadet to devIlop an understanding of ethical conduct. In this

sense, high standards of moral an, ethical conduct are not appropriately

emphasized.
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5. Are the pressures on cadets gererated by the academic,
athletic, and military training at the Academy realistic and
do they contribute effectively to the mission of the Academy?

The combination of academic study, athletics, and military training

(Including cadet chain of command duties) at the Academy Imposes

unrealistically heavy pressu'r:es on many cadets. There Is at present no

effective means of establishing priorities among the departments competing

for cadet time.

5. Is the ethical base adequately provided for cadets to
develop a strong sense of Integrity, exclusive of the Honor

Code and System?

No.

7. Does the institution In its structure, Its policies and
doctrine, and In Its operation appropriately support the Cadet
Honor Code and System?

No. The Honor Code belongs to every person who values personal

integrity. The entire Institution must take a strong role in the development

of the honcr concept, the implementation of Honor System procedures, and

the ultimate review of the exercise of cadet responsibilities. Recent

history demonstrates that, in some respects, the Academy by its structure,

policies, and doctrine has not appropriately supported the Honor Code and

System.

O. Is there sufficient emphasis and effectiveness In formal
instruction on honor matters at the Academy?

No. Honor Instruction to the extent It exists has been almost totally

hendled by the Cadet Honor Committee. There must be Instruction in ethics

Introduced into the core curriculum, to provide a base for continuing

Instruction in honcr matters.
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RECOMMENOATIONS

A. Cadets Involved In EE 304

The Commission has considered Its primary responsibility to formulate

recommendations conrerning the institutional deficiencies It has found to

exist. Unlike many othrr advisory bodies. however, this Commission has

undertaken Its work during the very crkis studied. It has thus been

Impossible to Ignore the most fundamental question raised by this entire

matterwhat must be done with respect to the cadets Involved in FE 304.

A+ the outset, we emphasize our strong sunpoct for the Serretary of

the Army's August 23. 1976 nollcy to allow readmission of separated cadets.

In recognizing the extraordinary nature of the situation, the Secretary,

we believe, acted wisely and compassionately. The cadets did cheat, but

were not solely at fault. Their culpability must be viewed against the

unrestrained growth of the "coolonhonor" subculture at the Academy, the

widespread violations of the Honor Code, the gross Inadequacies In the

Honor System, the failure of the Academy to act decisively with respect

to known honor problems,and the other Academy shortcomings. The Secretary's

action did not condone cheating; rather, it recognized that, In light of

the grave Institutional responsibty, the Implicated cadets should be

given another opportunity to meet the Ideals of the Honor Code.

The time has come to end this unfortunate episode. The Academy must

recognize that it is not treating a disease that can be cured simply by

Isolating those who have been Infected. The Academy must now acknowledge

the causes of the breakdown and devote its full energies to rebuilding an

improved and strengthened Institution. We see nothing to be gained by
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further actipn against /nese cadets and much to be lost by continuing with

the eivisive and unrealistic attempt to purge all wno have violated an

Home Code that Is perceived In widely differing ways. What Is needed are

reform and rAeneration, not retribution.

Under these circumstances, we must recommend, as to tnose cadets

Implicated In connection with the EE 304 incident, that:

1. All such cadets who left the Academy should be allowed
to return to tne Academy as soon as possible;

2. All such cadets presently at the Academy, whose
separations have not yet been effected, should be ailowed to
remain at the Acadeny; and'

5. All Investigations of such Cadets based upon allegations
in the afridavits shouia cease.

We stress that the Implicated cadets came from a cross section of the

Corps; Indeed, some had been leaders ot Their class. We do not believe

that the single act of collabor3ting on the EE 304 examination makes these

cadets unworthy of becoming West Point graduates. The Superintendent,

speaking to a group ot these cadets on August 28, 1976, expressed our

feeiing:

"Mt one has been found to have violated the Honor
Code, In this case by cheating on EE 304, I think

that was tne wrong decision that the Individual

made; I
think that under tne terms of the Honor Code

It can be calied a dishonorable act; but as I look

at those of you wnom I know, I do not think that

that one error in Itself means that you are a
dishonorable man--not ar all."

Moreover, punishment or continued punishment of these persons can no

longer be justified knowing, as we do now, that a substantial number of

even more culpable cadets have gone undetected or unpunished. As one

member of the Cadet Honor Committee perceptively remarked, it the separated
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cadets are to be "brandea," they ought to be branaea only as "the ones who

got caught."

We recognize that some of the Implicated caaets unaoubtealy aeserved

tc have been expelled long ago. The Acaaemy, however, has not, In Its

procedures, alsfinguished between such cadets aria other highly motivatea

young men who became entangled In thls affair. Failure to do justice to

some shoula not be allowed to preclude merLy to others. All of the caaets

should have a tlnal opportunity to prove that They are incleed honorable

or, conversely tor some, to prove that They are not.

B. The Honor Co:3e and System

With respect to the Honor Code ancl System, the Commlssion makes the

following recommendations:

1. Tne Honor Code should be retained In its present form:
A cadet will not Ile, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate those who
do."

2. The nontoleratlon clause should be retained. However, a
caaet Should have options In aadition to reporting an honor
vlolatIon. A caaet who perceives a violation must counsel, warn,
or report the violator. r s reguired,as distinguished
from tacit acgules:unce.

3. Sancfloc other than aismI s'ould be authorized for
violations of -me Honor to. 7aae-!. Honor Committee and
reviewing auth.:,-'1' s JIJ De authorized -o consiaer the facts
and circumsta7ces f icr ,,ase +o InTer-Ine an appropriate
penalty. Any ricommen.. .h.)n 1H55 than ;epar:_tion should be fully
justified. C,-,:ets who ,,,re separed shoulc not be required to
serve on activ,, auty a; )f their &eparatIon.

a. All offers t the Acemy must understand
the tundamentals underlie the Importzice of the Honor Code
and the health of Honor System:

a. The Honor Coa,, must b. viewee a goa: Towa-d which
every honorable person anr1 aoT a minimum standard
of behavior tor cadets aioh.1, Furinrmore, Its proscrIptIons do
not encompass all rorms of aishonorable conduct; the test
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of whether conduct is honorable or dishonorable does not depend
solely upon whether it is proscribed by the Honor Code.

b. The Honor Code must not be extended beyond Its intended
purpose of insuring that only honorable individuals become
Academy graduates. Nor should it be exploited as a means of
enforcing regulations.

c. The Honor Code and Honor System must be considered the
Joint responsibility of ali cadets and all officers at the
Academy. It must be understood that the Superintendent has the
responsibility of reviewing and, If necessary, reversing cadet
honor determinations. No one "owns" the Honor Code. Everyone
must work to insure the effectiveness of the Honor System.

5. The Academy should seek ways to Insure that the above
fundamentals work on a continuing basis. As a minimum, the
following should be accomplished:

a. There must be academic instruction which provides an
Intellectual base for character development. All cadets should
be required, early In their careers at West Point, to begin formal

ethics study. This study, which must be part of the core
curriculum, should include those ethical problems likely to be
faced by a military officer. Ethics should be stressed throughout
the entire curriculum and by all constituencies at West Point:
Academic, Tactical, Athletic, and Administrative.

b. The content of honor instruction must emphasize the
spirit of the Honor Code. A "cook book" approach makes the Code

equivalent to another regulation.

c. The method of honor instruction and the environment in
which It Is conducted must be improved.

O. There must be greater participation by all cadets and
officers In the operation of the Honor System. Cadet rank should
not be awarded for Honor Committee service.

e. The Superintendent's Honor Review Committee should be
continued, but its membership should include cadets and alumni.
The Committee should meet at least annually filth the mission of
guarding the Honor Code against misuse, misintepretation, and
Inconsistent interpretation. The Committee should have the
ultimate power to interpret the Honor Code.

f. An officer should be appointed to advise the Cadet Honor
Committee and the Superintendent's Honor Review Committee. This
officer should report to the Academic Board land not the
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Commandant alone) concerning all honor matters. Continuity Is
required in this position.

C. The Environment of West Point

With respect to the environment of the Academy, the Commission makes

the following recommendations:

1. A permanent and independent advisory board should be
established to provide the continuing assistance that most
institutions of higher educatlon receive from their boards of
trustees. Such a board, established by the Secretary of the
Army, should (1) be non-political; (2) Include members who
recognize the proper mission of the Academy; (3) convene often
enough to insure current knowledge of the institution; and (4)
report to the Secretary of the Army Its observations and
recommendations.

2. The West Point mission statement should be revised to
insure that everyone understands the importance of education In
the mission of the Academy. The acquisition of a quality college
education within a military environment must have first call
during the academic year on the time and energies of a cadet.
Everyone must understand that this is te primary mission of
the Academy from September to June. Military training should
be concentrated In the summer months.

3. The Superintendent should have responsibility for all
aspects of the Internal administration of the Academy, including
resolving the competing demands made by subordinate authorities
upon individual cadets. His selection should be based upon his
Interest In education and a demonstrated ability to provide
educational and miiitary leadership. He should be assigned to
the Academy for a minimum of 5 years and should be consulted as
to the selection and length of service of the Commandant of
Cadets and Dean of the Academic Board.

4. Permanent professors should serve on active duty for no
more than 30 years, unless requested to continue on a term basis
by the Superintendent with the approval of the Secretary of the
Army.

5. The Professor of Physical Education should be a member
of the Academic Board.

6. The Office of Military Leadership, a department concerned
In large part with providing academic instruction in behaviorial
sciences, should be transferred to the Academic Department. The
Director of that Office should be a member of the Academic Board.
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7. There should be an expansion of programs which bring
outside viewpoints to the Academy, e.g, visiting professors to
and from the Academy.

8. The Academy must reaffirm the role of the tactical
officer as a company commander and ensure that this role Is
uniformly adhered to throughout the Tactical Department.

9. Tactical officers should be selected from officers who
have completed Command and General Staff College or equivalent
education.

10. The Leadership Evaluation System should be reviewed
to determine whether 1+ Is a constructive force In the cadets'
leadership development.

D. Military Defense Counsel

We are disturbed by allnqations that several military defense counsel

suffered harassment and injury to their Army careers because of their

vigorous defense of cadets. Inasmuch as the Secretary of the Army had

commenced an investigation Into these charges, we did not review these

allegations In depth.

The defense function places counsel In an adversary relationship with

West Pointthe institution that seeks to discipline or otherwise punish

his client. This adversary relationship Is too often viewed as an act of

disloyalty. A cadet client should feel secure that the legal defense

presented is,in no way compromised by the lawyer's fear of adverse personnel

actions.

The present system of having the same officer teach law and act as

defense counsel places him in the difficult position of attacking the

basic policies of the institution to which he owes allegiance In his role

as a faculty member. As a partial solution the Commission makes the

following recommendations:
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I. Judge Advocates who defend cadets should have no teaching
duties.

2. Military leadership courses should include examination
of the role of the lawyer as an advisor to the commander and
the role of defense counsel In the justice system.

2)
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PART TWO

DISCUSSION

THE EE 304 CHEATING INCIDENT

On March 3 and 4, 1976, the Electrical Engineering 304 Instructors gave

823 second classmen a take-home computer examination which wos worth

approximately 5 percent of their semester grade. The only second classmen

not given this exam were those cadets in the top academic sections of EE

304. The Instructions which accompanied the examination were clear:

"There will be no collaboration on Part 1 of this

problem (Part II will be done as a team project and
appropriate collaboration Instructions will be issued

with Part M. Upon Issuance of thls problem there
will be no discussion of the problem with anyone except
Department of Electrical Engineering Instructors . .

. ." (Emphasis In original)

When the EE 304 papers were returned on March 17 and 18, 1976, one cadet

wrote on his exam thai he had, In violation of -"e instructions, received

assistance. Similarities were then detected In other exam papers and,

consequently, the head of the Electrical Engineering Department ordered

that all papers be compared by cadet company.

On April 4, 1976, the Electrical Engineering Department forwarded to

the CadeI Honor Committee the names of 117 cadets believed to have

collaborated on tce assignment. Cadet Honor Boards were convened, and by

AprIl 21, 50 cadets were found jullty ("found") of either glvingor receiving

assistance; 2 others resigned without appearing before Honor Boards. On

May 3, 1976, 10 military defense counsel representing the Ised cadets

wrote the Secretary of the Army, advising hlm that cheating the Academy

was "widespread;" that "upwards of 300 members of the Class of 1977" had

cheated In EE 304; and that the Cadet Honor Committee "not ,-)nly acted

arbitrarily and Improperly In some cases but that certain of its members
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affirmatively conspired and acted to conceal and cover up violelons of

the Cadet Honor Code."

On May 23, 1976, the Superintendent appointed the Internal Review Panel

CIRP) to ". . . Investigate and examine all relevant evidence of violations

of the Cadet Honor Code and other FUSMA1 regulations . . . arising from +he

EE 304 Computer Problem . . ." and to ". . . recommend for referral to Boards

of Officers all cases for which F,Iti determines that there Is probable

cause of a violation." The Superintendent, in an August 26, 1976 letter

to Academy staff and faculty, explained his decision to es+ablish +he IRP

as follows:

'Fllhe emergence of new large numbers of alleged
violators In late May and the attendant administrative
requirements necessary to respond to them was
complicated by additional factors. Final exams were
scheduled from May 17th to May 27th. They were followed
by the traditional 'June Week' activities and the
graduation and commissioning of the Class of 1976,

including one-half of the 88-member Honor Committee
membership. At the same time, charges of Improper
influence and the existence of 'tainted' members of
cadet honor boards In the Initial hearings In April
were being partially substantiated by recorder
interviews of accused cadets and by board witnesses.
There was possible Involvement of large numbers of
the Class of 1977, including an undetermined number
of Honor Committee members. All of these factors
argued for creating an investigative panel, with cadet
representation, to substitute for the Honor Committee,
which Is not structured to investigate or process
violations of such a large scale."

The IRP was comprised of 12 officers and 5 cadets and sat in panels of 3.

Each panel, which consisted of 2 field grade officers and 1 cadet, made

Its own decision on whether a case should be referred to an Officer Board.

The IRP screened those cases which had been referred to it by a team of

3 Electrical Engineering instructors. This team reviewed all 823
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examination papers and focwarded over a quarter of them to the 1RP. As a

result of hearings betorn the IRP and Officer Boards, additional cases

were screened by the IRP.

The names of 150 cadets, in addition to tne 50 already found by the

Honor Committee, were ultimately referred to Officer Boards by the IRP.

Eighteen cadets resigned, and 103 were found guilty. TwentynIne of the

103 cadets had initially poen found not guilty by the Cadet Honor Committee.

The cases of all found cadets were reviewed by officials at the Academy

and Department of the Army, including the Superintendent and Secretary of

the Army.

Academy regulations require that any cadet found guilty of an honor

violation be Separated from West Point; no other penalties are allowed.

Separated cadets, if they are first or second classmen,.may also be required

to serve on active duly as enlisted men. On August 23, 1976, the Secretary

of the Army announced a plan whereby any cadet why had cheated In EE 304

and who resigned from the Academy would be eligible for readmission to

the Academy &ter 1 year; the requirement of enlisted Service would be

waived in each case. As of December 6, 1976, 134 Cadets have resigned under

the provisions of this plan; 49 of these cadets either had not been referred

to or had not been found guilty by the Officer Boards.

On September 16, 1976, the Cadet Honor Committee received 159 documents

which had been prepared by cadets implicated in EE 304 to demonstrate the

scope of +he problem. These documents alleged that 259 cadets had cheated

In EE 304. Allegations were made against 72 cadets who haa nut previously

been investigated as well as 37 who had been found innocent. The affidavits

also implicated several hundred cadets In honor violations other than
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those ar lsing out of FE $04; of this group, 191 had already gradu,)tod fron

West Point. The Honor Committee Is investigating the charges against

cadets who are currently at West Point.

As of December 6, 1976, 134 cadets have resigned of otherwise been

separated in connection with EE 304. In ter ms of background and performance

at the Academy, these cadets came from a cross section of the Corps. Some

companies had many implicated cadets; others had few. All but 3 of the

36 cadet companies had at least one. In most cases, only a small number

of Individuals worked together--often roommates or friends. There was, In

other words, no widespread organizea effort to cheat. Some of the cadets

impl cared had violated the Honor Code om several prior occasions; others

had done so rarely or, perhaps, not at all. According TO the Superintendent,

In his August 26, 1976 letter to the Academy staff and faculty:

"Among those cadets Involved we have found many
individuals of high quality who remain motivated
toward commissioned service In the U. S. Army . . . .

FT]hey continue to be aware of the differences between
right and wrong and they remain Independent,
responsible young men capable of marring hard moral
choices. Others have exhibited varying degrees of
motivation, self-discipline and commitment to the
principles of integrity that are essential to a healthy
Code."

Many of those involved in the Investigation and adjudication of EE

3C4 charges believe that not all cadets who collaborated or toIerated

collaboration were detected or punished. The problems of investigating

and proving cases have led some officers, such as those In the Electrical

Emglneer ing Department, to conclude that approximately 400 cadets

collaborated or tolerated In EE 304. They have pointed to the lack of

'proper Investigative tools, the difficulties In relying mainly upon exam
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comparlsons, the differ ing approacho; of the various InvestigatIve bodies

and Officer Boards, and the fact that many cadets cleared by one body were

later shown to have been Involved. As one Officer Board member advised

the Superintendent:

"If you or 1 had complete and perfect Information. I

now believe that we would find that several hundred
cadets collaboratedmore or less--on the EE 304
problem. If the names of those tolerating such activIty
were added, the number would probably Increase
substantially . . . . I would caution anyone from
drawing any conclusions from the numbers of cases
sustained or not sustained by Officer Boards.
Insufficient evidence should not be Interpreted as
innocence."

"I do perceive that, when the o8rds Have run their
course, they will have expelled (for all practical
purposes) some cheaters who should have been expelled.
They will have expelled some fine, honorable young men
who were basically victims of circumstances that they
did not have the strength to control. And, the Boards
will leave a large number of cadets who are unable to
rid themselves of thelr own sense of complicity. Few,

Indeed, will be the cadets who can start rebuilding
the honor concept with a clear conscience."

The EE 304 course in which the cheating Incident occurred Is described

In the 1975-76 West Point catalogue as follows:

"EE 304 Electronics

Frequency selectivity In Lommunication circuits.
Characteristics and modeling of electronic devices.
Diode circuits, amplifiers,oscillators,andmodulation
methods. Radio and other electronic systems.
Laboratory exercises reinforce key points."

A group of cadets gave the followlng description of progresslng through

this required course:

"[EE 3043 is a tnumber crunching' course. All one has
to do Is plug values into a calculator and out comes
an answer. The reasoning and theory behind the answers
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are not fully unde, stood. . . . Generally, we are given
an assignment In one of the departmental texts to read .

and then three questlons to do for homework. The
questions are of medium to easy dIfficulty, and the
tougher ones can be done by referring to the asslgnment.
The class, after a lesson assignment waS to be read,
Is given a quiz on that readlng assignment. The quiz
tests our ability to put the numbers in the right
equations and answer them. The cadet who does oot
take a particular Interest In the course or does not
feel the need to keep a high grade overall, completes
the questions on that qulz and then forgets them. When
a written partlal review or term end exam comes up he
can be found trylng to regain the knowledge he learned
oor supposedly learned over the duration of the course.
Thls pNenomenon also happens In other courses. . . ."

As thi, 0-scrIptIon suggests, most cadets considered EE 304 to be

Irrevelanf end unInteresting--a course to be suffered through. One faculty

member in the Electrical Engineering Department expressed doubt that any

cadet would take the course If It were not required. The cadets Infrequently

read text assignments and gained little understanding of basic electrical

engineering principles. Rather, they memorlzed what was necessary to get

by each Class and then forgot It at the earliest opportunity. According

to one member of the Cadet Honor Commlttee:

"If one were to look at all the courses for second
class year, Electrical Engineering would by far have
the lowest rating as far as a wcrthwhile course. The
class as a whole seemed to rebel agalnst this course.
Very few people showed any great Interest In learning
electrical engineerIng; therefore, one has a class
that does r.ot really care If they learn In electrical
engin, ,ng or not. Everyone Is Just trying to fget
by! with the smallest amount of effort."

It is thus not surprising that, as one faculty member remarked. "F ajor,

of second classmen know almost nothing about electrical engIn c.

thls after a two semester/seven credlt hour course!"
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The EE 304 Instructors regularly gave Assigned Stuay Problems (ASPs)

to be completed outside the class. Indeed. between March 3 and 18, 1976,

the cadets wore (liven 5 ASPs; 1 was due on the same day that the March 3

and 4 exam was due. (he EE 304 instructors authorized and oven encouraged

cadets to collaborate on ASPs. As a result, many cadets did not work the

ASPs; they relied upon copying anolher's work ana studying it before class

In Preparation for the periodic quizzes. One faculty member observed:

"Full collaboration has been allowed in the completion
of ASPs to the extent that It is not considered
dishonorable to simply copy a classmate's ASP Just
before class and then use thls copy as a reference
for a graded exercise. The practice of cOpying grew
to the extent that cadets would go to another cadet's
room, one who usually did the ASPs, take the caciet's
notebook, and copy problems. It was not infrequently

heara that cadets who had worked the EE 304 problem
r.on which collaboration was explicitly prohibitedj
had also left it in their electrical engineering
notebook. This was done with full knowledge that other
cadets would most probably be coming to their room to
get ASPs and would then have available a solution to
the take-home problem. Testimony usually followed the
pattern that cadets were aware of the situation but
were relying on others to be honorable."
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THE STATE OF HONOR AT WEST POINT

During the last quarter century there have been repeated incidents of

academic dishonesty involving significant numbers of cadets. In 1951 the

Academy sepolted 90 cadets characterized by an Academy investigative

board as having been part of mn "organized ring or conspiracy" which had

existed for "several years." A witness before the Commission alleged that

the Academy uncovered a cheating incident two years later involving 174

cadets, but separated no one. The Commission did not investigate the

allegation.

The 1964 Report of the Superintendent's Honor ReviewCommittee,composed

of 3 Academy officers charged with monitoring the Honor System, refers to

"the problems of last spring which culminated In the separation of a group

of cadets" and notes that "there exists the feeling on the part of some

that not all of the guilty may have been detected and eliminated." No

further details are provided. According to a senior officer serving at

that time In the Tactical Department:

"During my tenure . . . a serious honor situation
developed In the Corps of Cadets that had the
appearance of being extensive and deep rooted. This
took place in the spring of 1963. . . . As a result
some outstanding youngsters resigned and others, whose
feeling for the Honor System lett something to be
desired, stayed CA and graduated."

Academy figures show that In 1966-67, 19 cadets resigned or were dismissed

for cheating or toleration of cheating In Physics and Chemistry.

In the Winter of 1972-73, the Cadet Honor Committee suspected that

possibly 100 cadets were cheating. By late Winter, the Committee still
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had a feeling that cheating existed but, according to an Academy official,

Nlat it "had been unable to get hold of It." Twenty cadets were ultimately

separated for cheating in Physics.

The EE 304 episode may be viewed as part of what has become a recurring

pattern during the preceding 25 years. The Incident Is even less surprising

when ohe considers the state of honor at West Point during the past few

years. Specifically, violations of the Honor Code, Including toleration,

have become Increasingly widespread, yet few have been detected or punished.

Disaffection with the Honor System has, fur a variety of reasons, become

even more pervasive. It was In this environment that 823 second classmen

approached their EE 304 computer examination. Before discussing the

situation, we consider the Academy's awareness of the general problem.

A. Academy Awdreness

At the completion uf his term, the 1969 Honor Chairman wrote In the

Cadet Chairman's "Honor Book" that although "great support for the Honor

Code still exists within the Corps," a "significant number of cadets are

alienated from the Code" and that "many cadets currently feet that the

Honor Code works against them rather than for them." The Chairman of the

1971 Superintendent's Honor Review Committee advised the Superintendent

that he:

". . . has never felt before the degree of uneasiness

abuut the Honor Code and System that he feels this

year. He is convinced that a concerted effort by
appropriate elements at the Military Academy Is
required to retain what we now have of the Cadet Honor
Code and that a routine acceptance of this report
without positive action Is not the answer."

These comments stand In dramatic contrast to the Honor Review Committee's

reports uf the mid- and late 60s, which concluded that the Honor Code and
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Honor System were "highly regarded,well understood, and strongly subscribed

to by the members of the Corps of Cadets" (1964) and that they "continued

to hold their hign place as matters of special trust and regard by the

Corps" (1967).

In July of 1974, tne departing Superintendent provided tne incoming

Superintenoent with a report concerning honor at West Point, The report,

which haa been prepared for him in 1970, made the following observations:

"I believe, based on close contact with many cadets
during my assignment to the faculty, conversations
with others similarly assigned at that time and since,
and comparison with my own cadet experience only a
decade before, that the Honor Code Is In trouble at
West Point.

°Reclaiming the Honor Coae 4s a formidable ' .1k. There
no doubt are In the Corps of Cadets (eY tplating
from my faculty experience) a number of cadets who
have violated the Honor Code and wno have gotten away
with it and know that they have. Sone members of the
Honor Conmittee share this knowleoge. Cadets in

general are aware of tailing short of The cherished
ideal ;n this area. The starting point for any
improvement would have to be a mutual recognition on
the part of cadets and faculty that a problem exists:*

Partially in response to this strong warning, the new Superintendent

established, In October 1974, a joint"officercaoet "Special Study Group

on Honor at West Point" with the mission to "examine and challenge all

tenets and tacets of the Honor Cocie and Sys-ren and to consioer nothing

sacrosanct cc above question." On May 23, 1975, the Study Group issued a

report whicn contained a number of conclusions:

-- The "Honor Code is a clear and simple statement of
an unattainable level of numan behavior." It "Is
a goal sultaole tor the entire professional life
of a military man and is a goal to which he should
aspire In the challenging environments outside the
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Academy as well as In the training period of his

cadetship."'

The nontoleration clause makes the Honor Code

"philosophically A-ci to digest by American society

in general and, to a degree, by the Army Officer

Cores."

"MperatIOnal interpretations of the Honor Code
vary widel4 and are modified frequently without

the benefit of any regularized process . . . ."

The Honor System has "relied on mystioue to cloak
the very many issues and difficult judgments
Involved in prescribing and enforcing a system of

ethics."

The "Inflexible application" of the single sanction

of separation "In conjunction with an idealistic
code is certain to place considerable strain on a

human system."

"The drift . . . toward an increasing list of

specifics . . . tends to obscure the spirit of the

Code and exacerbate the conflict that cadets
conjure up between honor and regulations."

The Study Group prepared and administered a survey to all cadets and

officers concerning attitudes toward the Honor Code and System. Tnis 1974

survey revealed in part that:

70 percent of the cadets deny that the Honor Code
is uniformly adhered to throughout the Corps.

60 percent of the cadets and 61 peréent of the
officers agree that adherence to the spirit of the

Honor Code is deteriorating.

39 percent of the cadets and 24 percent of the

officers do not believe the Honor System Is fair

and just.

26 percent of the cadets do out believe that the

Honor System is effective in accomplishing its

mission of imparting to cadets a sense of personal
honor; an additional 16 percent were "neutral" on
whether the Honor System has this effect.
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45 percent of the cadets and 45 percent of the
officers do nut believe that the Honor Code Is

realistically interpreted by the Corps.

76 percent of the cadets believe that the Honor
Code Is used to enforce regulations.

73 percent of the cadets would mot report a mood
friend for a possible honor violation and 34 percent
of the cadets would not report a good friend for
a clear-cut violet:on.

45 percent of the cadets want toleration removed
as an honor violation.

Approximately 2 weeks after the Study Group's report was issued, the 1975

det Honor Committee Chairman, a member of the Study Group, wrote the

following to his successor:

"Thls past year has been very difficult. The Honor
System Is In transition, and has come very close to
failing altogether. Although we may perhaps have
arrested the demise of the System, there Is still a

oreat deal more to be done to restore a healthy one."

The admonitions of several individuals charged with monitoring the

System, the memorandum provided the Incoming Superintendent in 1974, and

the Study Group's report and survey results revealed widespread

disaffection with the Honor System. The Study Group's report was forwarded

by the Superintendent to the Academic Board and the Cadet Honor Committee

as a "working document."

B. Nature and Extent of Honor Violations

As the Study Group's survey suggests, violations of tne Honor Code,

including toleration, have not been uncommon.
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1. "A Cadet Will Nut Lie, Cheat, or Steal . . . ."

The Academy's Special Assistant to the Commandant for Honor interviewed

many of the cadets separated In connection with EE 304. In an August 20,

1976 memorandum he described s,/le of the honor violet Wns which they said

had occurred during recent years:

"Cadets have partIcipated In violations of the Honor
Code by exchanging information during the time break
between class hours. This information has been passed
openly between regiments and usually always In

hallways of academic buildings bul also possibly at
prearranged meetings In the hostess, office.

"Some cadets have established prearranged times during
written partial reviews (WPRs) and term end
examinations to meet In the bathroom to exchange
answers for an examination which was In progress.

'One cadet indicated that, In his company, an attitude
prevailed which would prevent lying to another cadet
but would support lying to members of the Staff an0
Faculty because the latter Is viewed as 'beating the
system.'

"Marking of the absence card and signature In departure
books Is viewed as a portion of the Honor Code
frequently violated. Many of the cadets I interviewed
consider this to be a matter of regulations as opposed
to making any type of official statement.

"Cadets In charge of quarters and room inspection
frequently, In a few companies, gave oral and signed
false reports. Additionally, cadets In charge of
quarters often mark absence cards for cadets they know
to be on an unauthorized absence."

Two officer members of the Internal Review Panel made similar observations:

"Information given both to IRP and Law Department
personnel indicates that there have been widespread
violations involving lying, stealing, and toleration.
For example, It is apparently not uncommon for cadets
to mark their cards indicating an authorized absence
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and then deliberately go off limits. Others mtig,AIly
lIe to help friends. This appears to bc mosi .common

at honor investigttions, honor hearings, and Officer
Boards. There are also allegations of f:iealifig to

include calculators, sfcreo equipmont and %:.oks, plus
items taken from the Caaet S'Che, PX, 3ook Store, and
cadet activities such as the par-ar .te :lub. Reference

books are apparent: y either stolen from or
deliberately hidden In libraries In order to gain
unfair advantage over classmates. Beyond theze, there
are a variety of allegations ab3ut cadets deliberately
manipulating LES ratings, revealing confloental times
for inspections, misusing credit cards, conveniently
overlooking absentees, miscounting reputitions on PT
tests, etc, etc. Finally, there is the a!mosr certain
presence of widespread toleration of all of the above."

". . ITiestImony before the IRP indicates that cadet
cheating on the EE 304 problem is only a small corner
of thr 'otal problem . . . rC]heating on a large scale
has gone on before In previous cl3sses and . . .

Includes:

1. Gruup collaboration/discussion of case studies.

2. Efforts by cadets to pass on to 'second-hour'
cadets, questions that were asked on 'f irst-hour' writs
and WPRs, and similar efforts to pass to 'second-day'
cadets, questions asked on 'first-day' writs and WPRs.

3. Cheating on in-class graded work by passing
calculators containing answers, looking at the
completed work of others Which Is conveniently left
hanging over the edge of a desk, passing answers In
latrines, and using crib sheets.

4. Lying under oath by cadets testifying before Cadet
Honor Boards, Officer Boards, and the IRP.

5. Fixing of Cadet Honor Boards by having a cadet sit
on the Board who wil 1 vote 'not guilty,' in any case.

6. Larceny of club equipment."

The precise extent to which these and other violations have occurred

will never be known. The observations of many of those officers who sat
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and then deliberately go off limits. Others ntlg,Ally
lie to help friends. This appears to bc mcsi .ompton

at honor investigttions, honor hearings, and Officer
Boards. There are also allegations of f:iealinq to
include calculators, sfcreo equiemont and w...oks, plus

items taken from the Caaet S'Che, PX, 3ook Store, and
cadet activities such as the par-ar .fe :lub. Reference

books are apparent: y either stolen from or
deliberately hidden In libraries In order to gain
unfair advantage over classmates. Beyond theze, there
are a variety of allegations ab3ut cadets deliberately
manipulating LES ratings, revealing confloential times
for inspections, misusing credit cards, conveniently
overlooking absentees, miscounting reputitions on PT
tests, etc, etc. Finally, there is the almost certain
presence of widespread toleration of all of the above."

". . . [Tiestimuny before the IRP indicates that cadet
cheating un the EE 304 problem is only a small corner
of thr 'otal problem . . . rC]heating on a large scale

has gone on before In previous cl3sses and . . .

Includes:

1. Gruup collaboration/discussion of case studies.

2. Efforts by cadets to pass on to 'second-hour1
cadets, questions that were asked on 'f irst-hour' writs
and WPRs, and similar efforts to pass to 'second-day'
cadets, questions asked on 'first-day' writs and 11PRs.

3. Cheating on in-class graded work by passing
calculators containing ansWers, looking at the
completed work of others Which Is conveniently left
hanging over the edge of a desk, passing answers In

latrines, and using crib sheets.

4. Lying under oath by cadets testifying before Cadet
Honor Boards, Officer Boards, and the IRP.

5. Fixing of Cadet Honor Boards by having a cadet sit
on the Board who will vote 'not guilty,' in any case.

6. Larceny of club equipment."

The precise extent to which these and other violations have occurred

will never be known. The observations of many of those officers who sat
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un the IIRE or EE 304 Officer Buards are illuminating. In their after

action reports, they wrote:

"I believe this recent cheating episode is unly the
tip uf amuch larger,more complex Iceberg. The diffuse,
unconnected, noncunspiratorial character uf the
cheating indicates tu me we happen to have lighted un
une particular skeleton In uur academic closet.
Statistically, It Is unreasonable tu assume the Class
uf 1977 is anomalous, an unhappy convergence uf
reprobates and bounders. That simply does nut make
sense given our admissions procedures. Moreover, I

find it difficult to believe that Fortune guided us
to 21 percent of a class the first and only time It
ever cheated so that we could purge the miscreants
and maintain unsullied the purity of the institution.
If I am correct In so arguing, then there is something
much more fundamentally wrung."

"Cheating was nut confined to EE 304 nor to the Class
uf 1977. Early indication that this was the case was
amply corroborated In testimony thruughout the summer
that the specific incidents Implicating Class of '77
members in the EE 304 problem were only the first
manifestation of widespread problems with honor, the
Honor Code, and the Honor System. Even though it would
be fair to say that the vast majority of the persons
called before the subpanels r_uf the MRPj perjured
themselves regarding the EE 304 matter and other
related incidents, sufficient evidence was forthcoming
that there were widescale incidents involving academic
cheating In other courses at other times."

"I am convinced that the cheating which took place un
the EE 304 computer problem Is much more widespread
than must people would like to believe. By th1s I

mean, I believe that cheating has taken place lung
before the EE 304 problem was given out. Cheating, to
certain degrees, has become a way uf life and cadets
aren't sure what Is cheating and what Is nut. Of those
who have nut cheated Of collaborated, many (I would
say must) have tolerated this situation . . . . I now
wonder 16 there is a single cadet at USMA now whu
could say he had nut In any way broken the Honor Code."
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"Although a large portion of the C ess of 1977 Is

currently facing dismissal fur cheating, there is no

reason to assume that this Is the only time members

of this class have cheated on a large scale nor to
assume that there have not been cases of comparable

size in this class and classes previously and presently

here."

"The Class of 1977 Is nut unique. The Isolated yet

widespread nature of cheating on the EE problem
suggests that collaboration and toleration are common

at West Point. Thls condition seems to be the result

of a long term erosion of the Honor Code. Undoubtedly,
other classes have been, and still are Involved In

cheating un a scale at least equal to '77. The Honor

Code and System seem to have become a ;:,,Irt of a game.

Cadets are nut concerned with being honorable. Some

are concerned with finding way to get away with as
much as possible while staying within the bounds of
the letter of the Code as they Interpret It. Others

simply are concerned with not getting ca.,1ht."

"It appears to me that this situation Indicates that
large numbers of cadets either did not accept the

Hunor Code ur did nut consider collaboration on
academic exercises to be a violation of 'their code'."

"Testimony given before my IRP convinced me that we

are seeing only the tie of the cheating iceberg ny

looking at the EE 304 exercise. It Is totally illogical

to assume that tills was the first time that the majority

of these cadets engaged in unauthorized collaboration.
It t5 equally Illogical to assume that the Class of

1977 is the only class Involved In such activities .

. . I am convinced that many cadets, both in the

Class of 1977 and in other classes, had been cheating

prior to the EE 304 Incident. This was not a

spontaneous capitulation to pressure; rather It Is a

disease wh..ch has spread and Is only now being

diagnosed. The attitudes and perceptions Influenced
by majur events over the past three years may have

been exacerbated by a variety of other circumstances,

some of them peculiar to EE 304."
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"At no time did 1 ger the Hpresslun that the EE 304
problem created a unique situation, it may nave
involved cadets who had previously remained aloof
fromor even unaware ofother unauthorized group
efforts; but, It seems apparent that collab,:ration was
not uncommon or unusual among certain cadets. Nor Sir,
am i any longer inclined to think that the problem
was confined to +he Class of '77 . . . , rPiriur to
serving on an Officer Board I was personally convinced
+hat reports of widespread cheating were little more
than legally useful propoganda, perpetrated by clever
defense lawyers. I no longer believe that to De +no
case."

One offic,,r, in his Termination of tour report, similarly wrote:

"rl It can be factually state.d that tne current problem
did not just happen. From knowledge gained over the
past three years, it was entirely predictable. Nor is
the current problem confined to reported proportions
within tne Class of 1977, or to tnat particular class.

There exists concrete evidence that it Is very much
7x.re widespread . . . . The Honor System Is not alive
and well at West Point. In truth It is very sick . .

. . The dismissal of 100 or 600 cadets will nut solve
+he problem oecause It Is much deeper than 600 cadets.
The proolem is the system Itself . . . . The extent of
the current crisis h. widespread and known to few
outside the Corps of Cadets."

2. ". . Nor Tolerate Those Who po."

The llonor Code states that a cadet will nut "tolerate" these who Ile,

cheat. or Steal. Although tne toieration clause was not added to the Code

until 1970, toleration has, according To the Study Group on Horor, been

considered an honor violation at least since the turn of the century.

Cadets wno Tolerate are, ls explained in the Honor Committee's orientation

bookie+, perpetratinq "as serious an offense as they would If tney

themselves were tne violators." Although the Code -,oscrIbes toleration,

It does nut delineat, tne type of conduct wh.ch cwl.t.tutes toleration or

nonl-oleration.
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The Honor Cummittee, however, has Interpr.0, ,,utoleration as *he

"wIll'ul 'allure to report" an "observed or known" ,nor violation. Cadets

are thus requited to report tr,mselves, as well as 'ellow cadets. The

cadeTs1 responsibility has teen iurtner defined by the Honor Committee In

its honor orientation booklet:

"I' you observe a situation in which you believe that
an honor violation midht have occurred, you are
encouraged to con'runt the Individual yuu suspect.

Your discussion wiTh the cadet should clearly point
out how you believe an honor violation has occurred
and provide tne suspected cadet an upportunity to
explain the situation. Situations will arise o'ten
which Immediately may appear +o be a violation o the

Honor Code, but after heating the 'acts uf what actually

occurred or what was Intended by the other cadet, you
may be convinced that a violation did not occur. l'

you remain convinced that a vlolatIon did occur, you
should encourage the other cadet +0 report I+ to your
Company Honor Representative. You, In ,n,must report
the suspected violation to your Company Honor
Representative veno will ensure that the violation is
investigated 'ollowing Honor Committee procedures
described elsewhere In is booklet. A"ter +he
investigation Is completed, you xlIl be Wormed
personally 0, the outcome o* tne investigation. The
key point To rememper is +ha+ you must be completely
convinced *nat an honor violation did not occur or
you must report the circumstances to +he Cadet Honor
Representative." (Emphasis added)

As this makes clear, the cadet wno observes ur becomes aware 04 a possible

honor violation has no alternative e.:cept to report tne o'+ender.

Nonroleration cannot be expressed by, 'or example, con"rurting the violator,

counsel ing rim, or warning him. Notting has been entrusted to +he

responsible judgment o' +he cadet.

The Honor Committee has explained, also In th orientation booklet,

+he importance ot *he nonioleration clause:

'The Horor Code is a training venicle -to ingrain In

the c a,le-r- the 'undamental basis 'or a code o'
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professional ethics. Any Army officer is expected to
put loyalty to organization and country above loyalty
to family, friends, cc even to self-Interest. The
efficiency of our Army, soldiers' lives, and even our
national security depend upon it. The cadet must learn
that the requirements of the service and Corps of
Cadets transcend loyalty that one feels for fellow
cadets. Reouiring the cadet to report honor violations
Is a major element in this indoctrination. The only
way the Honor Code can work Is if it Is policed by
the cadets themselves. When each cadet knows that
every other cadet is responsible for reporting
violations, It strengthens cadet resolve to report
violations. It provides a feeling of confidence that
the system Is being monitored continuously by those
who are responsible for Its operation."

However, as noted by the Study Group on Honor, the nontoleration clause

has been considered "philosophically hard to digest by American society

In general and, to a degree, by the Army Officer Corps." Indeed, one former

Commandant of Cadets advised the CommIssIon that +he clause should be

eliminated, explaining, "It seems to signify that cadets will spy on each

other like a 'Gestapo.' This should not be." Many cadets have similar

problems:

"The subject of turning In someone on a violation Is
very sensitive. All of the cadets I have met that
have expressed their views complain that It Is very
hard to turn In a trlend. Part of this comes from
being taught as a youngster not to tell on your friends
so as to nelp them out when they make a mistake. Coming
to West Point one Is asked to do just the opposite by
'the Honor Code. If this Is good or not Is another
question. Thls does however put pressure on a c;-det.
He has to decide to either go along with what he has
been taught and violate the Honor Code or he has to
go against what for eighteen years has been told and
abide by the Honor Code. Fur a few cadets this Is a
hard decision to make."

"I have 4ound that most of the cadets to whom I have
spoken feel that to Ile, cheat, or steal Is wrong and
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that they are able to accept that portion of the
rHonorl Code. The 'toleration clause,' however, evokes
mixed feelings. Although It Is generally accepted
that the 'toleration clause' Is essential to the
enforcement of the Code, cadets still find It difficult
to accept. Having come from a society which teaches
ttli.'t to 'tell on someone' or to 'fink on someone' Is
wrong, an then having been told constantly during the
first weeks at West Point to wcrk together, and to
cover for each other, cadets find It hard to accept
the 'toleration clause.' If seems to run contrary to
all that they have previously been taught."

"Just about everyone whom I spoke to aoreed that l+
is reasonable to expect a cadet to not lie, cheat, or
steal. However, several cadets questioned the
reasonableness of the toleration clause. Throughout
a person's llfe, society dictates that a person does
not 'squeal on his buddy for minor offenses such as
lying. West Point Is ore of the few places In modern
society which not only looks favorably upon reporting
a friend for lying, It demands It.0

The reluctance many cadets feel about taking action which they consider

tantamount to "finking" or "tattling" Is intensified by having a single

sanction. Reporting a fellow cadet is even more difficult If an accuser

knows that the only penalty Is separation and, In certain cases, mandatory

enlisted service.

These fe!,lings are apparently shared by a number of cadets, for

toleration at the Academy has become a serious problem. In 1g72 the

Superintendent's Hor,r Review Committee wrote:

"The Committee is convinced +hat toleration is the
greatest single threat to the current health of the
Honor System. Almost all cadets Interviewed agree
.hat 'no toleration' Is not completely supported by
the Corps. Several cadots stated that toleration Is
widespread. At least two cadets stated that witnesses
who testified against other cadets at Honor Committee
Hearings were subsequently harassed and subjected to
pressure by fellow cadets because of their testimony.
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The CommIttee belleves flits problem deserves the

urgent attention of +he new Honor CommIttee."

In 1973, +he SuperIntendentis Honor Review Comml+tee stated +ha+ +he

"problem of toleration remalns a serious threat to contInued health and

viabIllty of +he Honor Code." And In 1974 +he Committee remarked again

+ha+ "toleratton Is one of +he bIggest problems." Similar remarks made

by members of +he IRP and Officer Boards In 1976 have already been quoted.

Notwithstanding wldespread toleratIon, very few cadets have been found

gullty of +oleratIon. OurIng the 10 years precedIng the EE 304 Incldent,

only 2 cadets were found solely for this offense; 5 others were found In

1 year for tolc(arlon and other offenses. ConvIctIons for toleratIng

violatIons +h.,' accounted for less than 2 percent of +he total convIctIons.

C. 0Isaffectton wIth the Honor System

The state of honor a+ Wes+ Poln+ Is dIrectly related to +he vlabillty

of +he Honor System, +he means by which the Honor Code Is taught, enforced,

and suvrvIsed. "F120 have a strr.,-1 Code," testlfied +he 1976 Honor

Chatrman, "there mus+ be a strong system behind I+ . . . ." As +he nature

and extent of honor violatIons suggest, :he Honor System has no+ been

"allve and wII." Cade+ dIsaffectIon with +he System has been the produc+

of many fac*;,r, IncludIng +he fallure to de+ec1' or punts scores of honor

vlolations, +he rIgld and narrow interpretation of +he nontoleratIon clause,

and -ne single sanction o' separatl:,n (when comb/tied, In some cases, wIth

mandatory enlIsted service). Other ,a, ,rs have also Increased cadet

cynIcIsm toward and estrangement from the Honor System. The Cade+ Honor

Committee Itself, Interference with "cadet ownership" of the Honor Code.

the nature and method of honor and ethics InstructIon, +he apptIcatIon of
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the Code and'the fairness of the System are the most significant of these

factors.

I. Cadet Honor Committee

The Cadet Honor Committee, formally recognized In 1921, Is responsible

for the "supervision and administration of the Cadet Honor Code and Honor

System." The Committee consists of 1 first classman elected from each

company (Honor Representatives), 4 Regimental Honor Representatives, a

Secretary, 2 Vice Chairmen, and a Chairman. Each company also elects one

second classman every tall as an apprentice. When the Committe- was first

established, the position of the Chairman of the Honor Committee was,

according to the Academy's 1921-22 Bugle Notes (newspaper), automatically

filled by the senior class president. Furthermore. all of the upper classes

were represented on the Committee.

The Academy's 1937 Howitzer (yearbook) described the Committee as "not

a law-making body, not a court to try Foffendersj;" the Committee "functions

only as an advisory and instructive council." However, aftor tracing the

hIstory of the Committee, the 1968 Honor Chairman wro'

"The Commandant of Cadets theoretically still has
iltimate responsibility for actions and decisions of
the Honor Committee, but in practice the i4nnor
Committee has progressed from the position of advisor
to that of almost sole responsibility and power in
the administration of the Honor System."

Because of the role of the Committee, cadet attitudes toward the System

dept d n part upon cadet perceptions of the Committee.

By the Spring of 1976 many cadets had lost confidence in the Cadet

Honor Committee. As one faculty member who sat on the 1RP remarked, "It

is the strong perception of the Corps that Its -onor Committee is
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undeserving of confldenco." fhls conclusion is consistent with the Study

Group's survey which revealed that only 41 percent of of the Corps believed

the Cadet Honor Committee accurately reflected the Corps' attitude about

the Honor System.

The Cadet Honor Committee constitutes only 2 percent of the Corps. A

few representatives are usually considered overly zealous trio "guys with

the black hoods" In the cadets' vernacular. One group of cadets not

Implicated In EE 304 advised the Commission thot the Cadet Honor Committee

"Placed themselves upon a pedestal above the rest of the Corps of Cadets,

ft,sulting In a 'holler than thou' attitude among some of them, and perhaps

a loss of reality tor others."

Many cadets, with good cause believe that some members of the Honor

Committee were corrupt. The cadel who gave the Class of 1977 Its honor

orientation waF himself Implicated In an honor charge. Based upon medical

atIvice, the Academy chose not to pursue this charge and allowed him to

graduate without a commission. As one cadet remarked, "I feel that l_my]

class F19771 saw the case as a big cover up and lost a lot of fa:th In

the system at that point." Affidavits executed in connection with the FE

304 episode contain allegations against 23 cadets on the Honcr Committee.

The Superintendent, In set1'Ing forth his several reasons for the creation

of the IPP, explained:

,q[c]harges of improper influence and the existence of
'tainted' members of cadet honor boards in the initial
hearings In April were being partially substantiated
by recorder interviews of accused cadets and by board
witnesses. There was possible Involvement of large

numbers of *he Class of 1977, including an undetermined
number of Honor Committee members."



A5 ,f Du:..ember 6, 1976, Officer aDards nave found 4 Honor Representatives

in connecthn with EE 304; 1 other resigned from the Academy while under

investigation.

;.he Special ts!,istant to the D.mmandent for Honor In an August 20,

1976 memovandom further nw, 1:

"Fcw a number of yoars II has been customary for some
.:anles (prob7"bly at least three) to elect honor
representatives who take a liberal view toward the
Interpretation of tne Honor Code. h. at least one
company, a grout of cadets combined to campaign for
and were sucze,,:, ul In 7Ir an honor
representative wh:-, openly and etc'
In dnd tolerated violations el
also attenpted to assist his frie'
oefore an Honor Board."

Code. He
.hey appear

Similar comment., were made by ofIcers who had served on the IRP:

"It Is no, at all .ircommon to have a company elect a
re:xesentative ftho the other members know will act to
keep the ccI.Dany,ult ,f trouble, one who is indifferent
tc, the Honor System cr one who has been involved in
various violeLms prior to his election. This
c,rtalni,! doe., act apply io all representatives, but
fl,e ccndition Is widetpread enough as tO cast serious
douot on '.e ...,-,rkabillty of the ..,ystem as presently
cor.5t tJ'ed."

"many cadets c!,,im that the entire Honor System has
lost creoloility due To Improprieties on the part of
members the Honor Committee. Some cadets were
apparently elertel to that body on the basis of a

campaign promise to take care of their friends. Others,

once elocted, apparently circumvented established
procedor lc slit their own whims."

"Tne most q::ne;c.:s Interpretation of evidence at hand
Is that The prcess of selection of Honor
Reorentatives tsr their probity has been a failure.
The current membership of lhe Honor Committee may
include persons whose philosophy Is (quite antithetical
to the Honor Code."
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The perception that the Cadet Honor Gommittee was corrupt derived

further support from the failure of tirst classmen on the Comml`tee to

convict fellow first classmen. During the 10 years preceding EE 304, the

Honor Committee, on the average, found only 3 first classmen per year guilty

of honor violations; this reprw,anted approximately 8.5 percent of the

total number found in ell classes. In 1975-76, 16 first classmen were

referred to Honor Boards; only 1 of these cadets was ultimately found

guilty and he by the 1977 Honcr Committee. This t'irst classmen "conviction"

rate of 6,2 percent ctands in dramatic contrast to the AO percent rate fcx

plebes during thi, t:otr-' period.

Tho snveral 11-1 acquittals also suggested improprieties. In their

1910 report on honor at West Point, former faculty rrvlatbers advised the

Superintendent that there "have been outricrIt flagrant cases of disregard

for the imperafies of the Code, with guilty cadets absolved by the Htmor

Committee wheo there Ivo, incontr-overtible evidence that a violoti..n of

the 14,1.(.4- Code had occurrad."
Similarly, the Cadet Honor Committee's

CO'
ChOr,,In fu- Investigations recently

informed the Corps of

'There have be f
cases of 6oard fixing that ciao be

docume.red. Not only for foe past year DO for the

Past several years. For example, during The Electrical

Engineering controversy this past summer, 30 of the

35 Cadets were fae,d guilty by Officer Boards who were

previously found not nuilty by the Cadet %Door

Committee. Testimony arising out of tne Officer Boards

and the Internal Review Panel thi', summer has indicated

that many of these were tampered with at the Honor

Committee Board level. One cadet found guilty in the

EF 304 controversy had
prev,.ilv been exonerated by

8 Cadet Honor Boards In r cadet car-Pr. Strong

evidence also from the sum .

indicates that he was

protected by friends on the honor Committee."



Recognillng the problem, the Corps rerently replaced the readirement

of an unanimous vote to convict with a new pr,-.Yision reoulnIng a 10-? vote.

Accordino to the Vice Chairman for InveOlgati "In order f,r anyone

to tamper now with a fdll board dnder these systpms, at least three voting

memher, would have to he aPoroached."

Many cadets also nn/Ieve that the C;Ont Hcmor C(WM,I, tee Is Dart of

the strortdre that has faliMn "their Code" 6waY from 1f1,-,. As noted by the

Commandant of Cadets In a memoranddm concerning the rprent "hon)r problem,"

th. eHepor Committee proresses were . . . surrodn0 with an aura of secrecy."

Foother,re. the CcdnrnI I tee h,ls In Srime InStanc . mAde significant changes

or appre,val of the Corps. Duringin the Honor Cystem without the knowledge

a Fehroary 1976 speech urging adoption of discretionary sanctions, tho

1076 Honor Chairman informed the Corps:

to knox that, If you"It mey '.. of interest to speC.0

vote fi./- the Honor CcAlmittee to in s6me Cnylb consider
alternatives to resignation, if would not he the first
time that the ll..nor S'ystem functioned In ch a mmnner.
Of the many examples, could Ove YOu. let's ose a
recent one. The Honor Committee of thn CIasS at 1P72
vot . in a discretionary cladse without the knowledge
of flu. Corps. The Class of 1973. agaii, without the
knowledno of the Corps. dr000Pd the brorpthire."

reddlari,ed procedure to governSimilarly, withodt the benefit of anY

c,det Hono;r committee unilaterallychanne In th e Honor System, the

adopted a two-thirds repuirpment for oasan' the discretionary sanctions

referenrfum. Feelinos were Intensified shortly "fOre FE 304 when a majority,

hdt r thp regeired tw.-thirds, of the Cores vot lo aholish the single

sanction. Recent changes nave MSG been SeCured through prcrseddres which

have not been approved by the Corps.



2. Interferenue witn "Lacier ..on:.'..-,n1p"

The Honor Code derived trom "Lode of Fonor" of tno OttIcer Corps

o the late 1./00's. According to the St,:dy Group on hOner, IT was

Superintendent Sylvanus Thayer whose "strung convictions In Tnis area aro

thougnt to have elevated ' Code to the almo;t sanctimonious level of

respect that it now Traditionally occupies In the perception ot cadets

and graduates." Tne Superintendent in 190/ "decided finally That cneating

Should De corsidered to be in the domain ot honor." General Douglas

MacArthur, during his Superintendency, perceived a "deterioration in The

Corps' sense of 'duty, honor,rountry'," and, In the early 1920s,"tormalized"

the Honor System.

The Corps and The Honor Committee have never naa any punitive authority.

Honor (,.limittee findings of guilt have always been subject to otticer

review. IT, .6aIng naministrative board action ana Unitorm Gode ot Military

Justice proceedings.

Neverrneress, tor several years cadets nave been told amid Trwy nave

beOeved Trier The Coae and Sysern are 'theirs;' The belier Tear tne Corps

howns' the Code and System nas persisted. In nes May 28, 19/6 address to

the Asso,..Adrion of Graduates, the Super int encienT stared:

"The cadets want Tull responsibility tor Tne Honor
System. That is a healthy d7TITude. No uperIntendent
can run tne Honor System. No Commeh,Jant or Udders can.

14. Dean of Acw:lemics, nu ASSUciaTion ot Graduates, no
outside group can run tne Honor Systemonly The Corps
ot r'adets tnemsetves can do so." (Emprv,sis added)

11), :,erny nas o'ten empnasized that, as in any military society, tne

,:aders mor Dorainate to Their military superiors. Huwever,
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horween tho hoocepi of caoet ownership on the one nand and

of appellal'e review on the other hos not been resolved.

Ine c,ncept of cadet ownership cah be attributed to several sources.

For many honor board findings had in tact beed final determinations.

Very tew A aupealed; even fewer were reversed. In i case where the

decision was reversed and the fuunti cadet "returned to the Cort " the

"silence" (described below) was available to enforce frit. 1'S

determination.

Ladet ownership is dlso relayed to the laow of orticor involvement i

the honor System. In an AdqusT 24, 1°76 speech, the Superintendent noted:

" of my pregecesor! erl Sun,. of the GommaePahl's

Preae..e,.6rs nave literally told Toctical Gificer
onl I ou«,ss Soper intenoents have Told Academic
ificers To h.-main iif of the Hon6r System DeCiuse

.th,, Ci,lc.hqs to the cadets and it's theirs,' and the
imelication is exclusively."

In 1 eN..ht m,moranIum The Commandant of Cadets sir. ly fluted: "The

an0 aci) r lit_i is active guardians ot the spirit

,i6nor %de Dec,Itle they were not aloquaely briefed."

1),:r log n. q7Os a series of O5A.111' Cjcc,IrrPd which made s&-loos inroads

-)det ownership. Und(.00-redly The trw.;',t Significant ut

liP . Itio t the "si I enc.,'" alq; the number of rever,als

61 Cen- COul Sirrmt rtee lererminat ions by is ot Of ficers and the

The r_ I loe tili,once

[,r ovor , the ,.. ps of Oado:-, had Peen allowed to "silen-e"

Ine Slience was ee,glo. J In those Ire,Tanees wneh, ae.pire tne

.,:jer honor ....tnr,Ination of quilt, tr-,o `ound cadet was
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"returned to theCorps." Custom r.,nuired that the silenced capet live and

eat alone and that cadets converse with him only in the course of official

duties. Most silenced cadets resigned from the Academy within a short

period. Ono cadet, however, endurel the treatment for 19 months between

1971 and his grad. 'tion and commInsic ln1 In 1973. Subsequent public

disclosure of this treatment brought strong demand fur the end of the

silence.

The Academy, anticipating a court challenge to the silence, prerw ed

a statement of its position In the Summer of 197i:

'The present officials at USW, . . . believe that If

the '$ilence' Is outlawed It is tantamount to telling
t,,e cadets that they can no longer aspire to a code

of honor that Is any higher than the Uniform Code of

military Justice. Iney believe: 'The Code works OW

because the cadets operate It . . . . Derd 11 of sc

authority inevitably would deny responsibility
the operation of the Code. It would also mark the .

of the Honor Code is an effective instrument at .

Specifically, the silence Is the ultimate power
',/ailable to the Corps to insure its effective-.ess.'"

DeselSe inebe strong feelings, the Corps, in the Fall of 1973, voted to

abolish tt, practi.-e. It is a decision that . ,,, cadets stilt blame gn

the cc, eo.; ic. MITI, cadets believe that the abolition of the

0; Ae loss of "tbeir" Honor Code and System,

'."
Cornittee Determinations

Fr -1 Jc ,Lt ';5. 305 cadets were found guilty by the Cadet

Honor Committee. Of thote, Ggi? 15 those to exercise their right to gc.

before Eioarde f ()Ulcers. The ,.her, 17,mc,:lotely resigned. the 1'

3 were foun,1 not quIlty. Thus, In over IC percent of the canes, the

Horcr ( ,m1ttee's irritial flndln f,ict the ,al determ/eation.
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Commencing in ',10 Fall of 1973, c!'ots In lar ger numbers began to

roguest do novo hoarli.ls horku'o (oards 61 ')f fIcers. Baring the academic

year 1'173-74, of thn 25 cadets f.,und dal ty by the (Met 1-lonor Committee,

10 soua,t review by Of ricer Boards. Five VWf-f? found not guilty. Thus, in

uhe yr the Cadet Honor Comm t tee was revorsorl by Of f hr lik-,ards more

times than It had been in the privious ft ye,rs. irend continued ln

10.4-Th when, out of 74 cases In which cadets were found 9allty by the

r]rido Honor Committee, requested 71c.',-ds of Officers, and 7 were found

guilty, Two of thsse 7 wore reversed by the ',uporintendent. In 1975-76

f!,(C I LICH FE 504 cases), 14 0f 24 found cadets ro !.}-sted Boards of Of f Icers.

1,, hose the nmdet Honor Committee was rover,ad. Thus, for the

rirro !Imo lh the hktGry of the Honor System, large aumbers of found

tijet, wore being returnod to the Corps. Corning immediately after the

c,f the uhe the believes it had tu ey1ry55

of the returned cadots, this ew p..rtern has caused reat

unrest In the Corps. As ono group of cadets evnI,Ined in a mernor,ind,n for

the Comr-Iss1,4r:

'Tho Corps f.flt thJo the h;...nor that was supposed to
r. there Cadets who ", Cc.rps felt had
violated tbe Cod,. .ca able to remain at he Academy
and graduate. If this was the case, someone could
Possibly tl.,r e honor was not as important as it was
Durprted '3 be. It., general attitude about honor and
th-, Code was relaxed in that cadets would not concern
themsekes tn. hwIth watching ,ut for honor violation,
or br ever rInr-', honor v 101 at 1,.ns. Cadets of the
wapecclass c. 'hat time were not unknown to make jokes
ar- hc.nor some ways not believe In It. This
. . was ho,so the Honor System, as as so.'rt of
the C,r *Is nu: doing wfld it ste 4 It should
do to ,ic.rce tha Honor Code . nrihe Corps was
being shortc-:;ged becaase cadr . they felt had
violted the Honor Code were still at tr.e Academy."
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A case In 197)-16 brought thls issue into sharp fous, A plebe, still

In Beast Barracks f5ummer orientation tor new cadets), was seen crying by

an upperclassman. When asked the reee.,'n. he told the upperclassman that

his parents had been Injured in an automobile accident. After tho 'tory

proved to be false, the plebe W.'' charged with an honor violation.

Cadet Honor Committee and a Board of ,Ifficers found the cadet ,julity.

Daring the p/riod of th, legs, the cadet was placed In transient

barracks and allegediy l-a,lated and mistreated by feilow cadets ahd Academy

officers. The case received national att-etion in the fress. ri early

N4w-ch of 19 1, the Superintendent, concluding that the cadet lacked t e

to deceive, revvred the Cadet Honor Committee and the

Offirer ''s finding, of quilt and ordered the cadet returned to the

Cort),. this derision was for man} )he final straw. Several members of

the Corps evnrgssed outrage at these actions, and there was talk of physical

-avenge against the ,eturned cado'. Tho :adet Honor Chairman advised the

} by memorandum:

"We must rem,mber, no matter how hard it may be tor
some of aS, that all individuals should be glven the
respect due them as human beings and that we rave no
authority or right to h,friwie on their human dltrilty,
W. have the r ant to choose who issoci r. with, and
who we speak to: but we Co not .,., the (ight to take

lnY pbv,/cal actions toward or:recs."

lhe feelings of Cadet Honor Committee mb were so str , that a

n,:mber of them submitted resignations:

0 r'Suit 01 n, 11 and .thical considerations,
I

ran no londer, In good :onsclence, serve on the r:adet
. M. n -nougnt has gone into this

docislon and 1" 15 final."
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"I fall to understood the Superintendent's reasoning
In overturning the ---- case. I have tried to justify
the Superintendent's decision for quite sumo time n(0q,

but have been unable to. For these reasons I tidy()

decided to leave the Committee In protest, and do

hereby resign my position."

"i feel the decision to reinstate thecadet in question
the manr,er in which he was reinstated tiro

inccmpatible with my personal beliefs about the Honor
Code . . . . A. First, it would mean I must off;cially
accept as a cadet In good standing a person who has
violated the Cadet Honor Code. This Is contrary to
everything I have ever beileved about the portion of
,.e Code which states, 'a cadet does nor . . . tolerate
OW' who does Mei.'"

,The most disturbing thing that I have seen as a result
this decision Is that the Superintendent appare'

d.-..es not feel that he must JSO the same criteria
iudging wilt or Innocence under the Honor Code
the cadets and the Officer Boards use At cr

time, duo to the decision in the ---- case -the
Superintendent has caused many cadets to lose faith
in the Honor System and thereforP in the Honor
Committee also. Many cadets have been forced lo take
the positiGn of 'Who Cares?' It is of the utmost
Importance that the Corps is shown that someone
definitely (1s care, and that those pe, e who care
can be found In the Honor Committee. The Corps wants
somehow to voice their fe.uling that we have come to
the point where 'enough onouHh.'"

le the Fall cf 1Q75 another rc.Jroversial case oc.,:.urred. A cadet, when

confron'ol with evidenco that he d plagrarized an Enells ?. pap,_3,s,6mitted

his rnsIgnation frcm the A.cademy. .il,,Jciaently 'withdrew ft 3t resignation

and advised the Cade Hc-unor Committee that, while the paper submitted wa 5

ihdeed plagiarized, he did not intend to deceive ae,one; It was his intention

to admit the plaglarls- and use It as a way of resigning from e Academy.

He tot the Cade'. Honor CoM- .7teP that he had changed his mind and now
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toMrtrtd to remain at the Ac,rleftly, f levnin membnrs he br, Lammiktee

hen ieved the cadet to bn ,;,111 ty; one v,:,ted not rwl ty. tIOC;he,o, 0 f

r,t (IA rondlrod iii Jnont..e., ete, the, cldet w . rrr.t found

A in,,,her of f ty members and ninnior Commi t no menthors wore 00 tr aged.

Althoudh all votl' is supposed to b, th, cr, t Ilkinor Chairman

requested and recnived tram thn Cadet Horh,r nenproseintat iv who voted not

ty a written siakerrnint of tine roasons for that vote. This statomneit

wan, forw.e-ded rh ndant of Cadets who, atter r eviewinq the matter,

referred the an 9ffirer r.ird. T'a cadet inspite his v'tJittal

by the koeor C0inm 11i as found eillty by ho

konor ni,ri

The im;,,rtan:o ot character development at West Point in. ,nyond dispute.

lin his oft guoted ohser vat Ion, Secrete, 1 War Newton Raker said; "In

the flit analysis uf the West Point prol.krt, character Is the in0st

component." The Super Intendent 5170 lac I y r. ked that a "system of ethical

deve'.,Dment" I "absc lately essential it we are t. f al till our n'Ail igations

fur provIdin.1 the best possible Ipflrur,rr,btl to F idiers of thls i':ountry."

Nevertheless, the core cJer icul urn 6f tars ne ethics instruction which ould

provide an intellec1J,1 hose tor hc r education and assist cadets to make

val JP judgm,It s cancer-01mi moral issues ttnni may f ar:e. Only .n ethics

rtiv.'--Is of ered In the senior year, The >Jr Inntehdrhit,

Jr Inn an AJo..ent 74, 1976 talk, noted:

erTlhere has been great thought given to ethicr,
eJrses, putting some leadership Instruction elr
In the cadet life, bjt not nea-ly as sensit ive attentic,n
as we're about tr live to I t right now. We haie
hal a -north Ich.: study under Fr Academic Boarrl
nthl t Ion. We have a Curr I or r,t ad y
oiler way, which has 6eriti Jnder way sin:, ,inuary, and
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i.e. to the Chairm,,, Itat curricular study
group, lel's Incorporate Into ;ids the ethic:, and the
leadership and the 0rono5a1 the proposition of
putt I nn sem.. .,nder ship tr al n n'..1 Oar I I or. A., you know,
l''s easy to ly wi 110,'" tn et',1rs cOurse, hut ran you
(let ire, what othh telkSiiq oboutl and how you
teach it, and wbar ii Wed 1 acuity dO y hove- to

.nitr erne y fhereI,.
mnothor parr t t --the ii, 1 cour
rr'clui:ed for ion "

No the lk.h.)C sLiJdo ahd System h be ..he

i SrI rneth,..cl fur eveloning h,1"111' 0E11 honesty nod ty." Yet honor

ii'trio troll entrust,: al- if solely to the lloh,r' rommittee.

eht I tt , irri rhit they IvId irS 3 most

it their knywle pt at,tit rho liorwr Code and System fr,m terfic.al officers

or, 1,, a.ors. Carlots whr -re not miwnhers f the 'nor Co-'', St tee al sa

hayo f tc, take role in b...ncr instruction. A. noto by the

In', I llilhor Chairmen:

"Nothing so fr,e.trates Education as haylu,
momher, ot the Corps het love that only Honor Reps
jneer stand Honor. . The Cl.iiCket.t w;iy to defeat this

s to so Sent the f irst C I that squad leaders
.Can Spirt plebes fr,-m that f irst day."

nti,InntS were ewore.,,-d by ,::urr-nt cadets:

pvt.sr y Siljod leader possossed the khowledie tO
prei,eht a class C-Ai the Honor System and giscus5 the
7,thiral con7ents cf heing an honorable moo, f hki would
possibly generate the spirit I the Code throughout
the Corps Cadets,"

cc.drses, honor instrrr, ion freg,,ent I

^r snqut r!(-1 is largo ,..roubs. r-4o. dir

h boen

the Super i ntendont (..,,:rptemt,2r

address tc., tf,e Class of 1979, queried whether

he been any consideration in changing th,-
senor instruction from the MI, AI Army method
more personal and some sort of instruction

. person can aotually benetirr and actually
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question his own

ACCor d i f aeu I ty "Oven wm-n Honor Comm; t tee Represent at Ives

hold company sessions to address rhor,orsl matters, there is frequent high

absentee; because at tendance is in. t absolutely mandatory." fhe or t lel tan

s,- often , ; -e, however, concerns the Introit of honur ethy-dt ion.

Upon entering West Point, cons{ III the 'sonur Code to be d Sptei al,

sacred trustsomething to be exa.,.ed and something quite UI I teennt trom

}hp rolalation5 which every t of cadet life. Unless

the spirit and simpl 1;71 ft of the Wde ore impf upon Cadets, the ultiquo

natare of the Code is lost, and it becomes port et the "systiml lo be beaten."

Avoiding this result has apparent ly been a perennial 'blem. For example,

the 1934 Honcr Chairman advised his sacce,sor: "Above I, be evth

by tne spirit ot oar the 1941 Honor Chairman similarly wrote:

'nlw-e is a ,; lace To ytress personal honor by letting
the ..an tigate It oat himself within his (31111 mind whn
ou tarnishing the guide. or rudimcnts. This implies
simp I tication, and cer '14:nly this 51.0uld be your goal.
Mance tne Fitmior Sys r r>m TaUeT system of certain besic
p,ints wiTh e,rnphasIs on I dng, steal tong, cheating, etc.

a.ey witn tne rn,,,,e/ poop sheets and Interpretation:.
th,it nave come down tnn:agn tne years while attempting
to consolidate ,ifid simplify the Honor C.:de and iTc
.1pp I ;cat Ion to tne Corps. Just remenr.oer that the Hon,'
Code that has worKihy here at west Poillr haS WIUrkUd
IT;C:,:t;J!, its sicrllcty. This point I can't stress

f9f ICP1 :

.1-Al dr f,it CCIIQe.r C4.4Tni t tee sica I tl be Vie
t ii ot the spirit of rile Cede tnroagnoat

r.0 1

/ C:halrmo

rr.; TCCy Cit ;ce 1,r-,er I red 'from past CC/omit-tee,'
poopsneet Ci Ckymnittee stands

(,,r y 711e. ,,j11 t was tn, pro,,t1.-



ot it(f n t rs; ti sit ilt,wn their r re,pect I ye

compap I" `vt +1' ,wpte1t.".1 ;Ind r..L fl I, doIrd
}hi; t . wers to

uOrl tho d .).10(1, bw,ifi1!55-
I 1.0 rody 1.) un d f tor' y, O., u11 1.)," t

coneguehce or Ink oTTion was to Lause most ot the

r)x-ps of Caaerrs to quit thinking itself.

A ; trio Horn.v Clynr'nI t tee more invOlvod
tr,An ._hedt, .31" trouhl, 0. ,heath

t tint. Ion of tioll4:1' rutrAi i 40 Is to pr,,,p o

' think !rn1 nt mmost I y alto to tisur th,tt thon (IC "

twver Honor" ;',..yrmi to,t.S 11)1 s have utilized

t),y)k" .10prc(dch in 0;71u,-

with tho ewLecition ;rt the

,..'elots I talked f r,e1 th.-rt th
t".. received On th0 Fic.nor Sv;t'

'bo spirit of the Cog..."

5tu1 . I if 1-.1111 I 11 I

f'onnnr Kticii

the
uctlon

omohas I ze

in)ward

Of . . . snir I ' of 'he Codo

(MI Nit" i',.,.)(1f I TN It LP njw e 9p botwpen honor and

requiati::;ns."

.iubseguTht To EE ondr )mmIttee attempted to place

T'pat- empnasis on tne spirit of the Code, Instructional material

nuos To I nt, 01 r gulation with snap answers to difficult

Questions. (Thiets ore, tw toil:

"In Q,neral, an (-rior- violation is any 11 9TPment or

(1ct moo,' with the !went '(..; mislead ce misrepresent
(7,1' give tr., vloleor or othor individuals

uil,),S.0"V,I t:nuni ty Or unfaIr adv.:Midge over
othol !lts, This Involves either lying (which

I.0, concealing the trulh through
technicalites, presenting a half truth instead ot thp
racts:, ct;eating, stealing, or- telo-atirq any ot these
1,,.!,m5 by ,aother cadet,"


